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Revolution will be won by MD women! Revolution will be won by MD women! Revolution will be won by MD women! Revolution will be won by MD women! 

Greg wants to influence 1 MillionGreg wants to influence 1 MillionGreg wants to influence 1 MillionGreg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD women!  SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD women!  SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD women!  SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD women! 
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7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Aliens is the case for against... Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Aliens is the case for against... Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Aliens is the case for against... Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite
Suppressants are needed ASAP... Suppressants are needed ASAP... Suppressants are needed ASAP... Suppressants are needed ASAP... 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... 12 Years a Slave... Hell Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... 12 Years a Slave... Hell Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... 12 Years a Slave... Hell Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... 12 Years a Slave... Hell 12 Years a Temp  12 Years a Temp  12 Years a Temp  12 Years a Temp 
Worker for Manpower at GE, Google, Microsoft, Boeing and worstWorker for Manpower at GE, Google, Microsoft, Boeing and worstWorker for Manpower at GE, Google, Microsoft, Boeing and worstWorker for Manpower at GE, Google, Microsoft, Boeing and worst Manpower Temp Workers at Yale New Haven Medical School have  Manpower Temp Workers at Yale New Haven Medical School have  Manpower Temp Workers at Yale New Haven Medical School have  Manpower Temp Workers at Yale New Haven Medical School have 
injured or Killedinjured or Killedinjured or Killedinjured or Killed 100's.  100's.  100's.  100's. 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Jewish universalists, passionate activists Aliens is the case for against... Jewish universalists, passionate activists Aliens is the case for against... Jewish universalists, passionate activists Aliens is the case for against... Jewish universalists, passionate activists
around Israel/Palestine because they care about both who the Jewish state hurtsaround Israel/Palestine because they care about both who the Jewish state hurtsaround Israel/Palestine because they care about both who the Jewish state hurtsaround Israel/Palestine because they care about both who the Jewish state hurts and who it helps.  and who it helps.  and who it helps.  and who it helps. 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...Jews in a Secret Holocaust II for $4 gas their Aliens is the case for against...Jews in a Secret Holocaust II for $4 gas their Aliens is the case for against...Jews in a Secret Holocaust II for $4 gas their Aliens is the case for against...Jews in a Secret Holocaust II for $4 gas
suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...The (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...The (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...The (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...The universalism of Jewish Americans is  universalism of Jewish Americans is  universalism of Jewish Americans is  universalism of Jewish Americans is 
what drives their Israel activism... who itwhat drives their Israel activism... who itwhat drives their Israel activism... who itwhat drives their Israel activism... who it helps, Israel SWF have the highest #1 rate of Breast Cancer!  helps, Israel SWF have the highest #1 rate of Breast Cancer!  helps, Israel SWF have the highest #1 rate of Breast Cancer!  helps, Israel SWF have the highest #1 rate of Breast Cancer! 

7777----14141414----14 5214 5214 5214 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...40K SWF all Jews died in 2014 from Breast  against...40K SWF all Jews died in 2014 from Breast  against...40K SWF all Jews died in 2014 from Breast  against...40K SWF all Jews died in 2014 from Breast 
Cancer and no Jew helpedCancer and no Jew helpedCancer and no Jew helpedCancer and no Jew helped save 1 life!  save 1 life!  save 1 life!  save 1 life! 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, NY Times will put this on the14 52 Nearest Stars, NY Times will put this on the14 52 Nearest Stars, NY Times will put this on the14 52 Nearest Stars, NY Times will put this on the front page after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 40K Dead SWF Jewish women from front page after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 40K Dead SWF Jewish women from front page after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 40K Dead SWF Jewish women from front page after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 40K Dead SWF Jewish women from
Breast Cancer in 2014 and the NY Times puts Criminals on the front page for 193Breast Cancer in 2014 and the NY Times puts Criminals on the front page for 193Breast Cancer in 2014 and the NY Times puts Criminals on the front page for 193Breast Cancer in 2014 and the NY Times puts Criminals on the front page for 193 injured, Hell these guys sucker punched this many  injured, Hell these guys sucker punched this many  injured, Hell these guys sucker punched this many  injured, Hell these guys sucker punched this many 
women a day in gas stationwomen a day in gas stationwomen a day in gas stationwomen a day in gas station hold ups! "Rikers: Where Mental Illness Meets Brutality in Jail" By MICHAEL hold ups! "Rikers: Where Mental Illness Meets Brutality in Jail" By MICHAEL hold ups! "Rikers: Where Mental Illness Meets Brutality in Jail" By MICHAEL hold ups! "Rikers: Where Mental Illness Meets Brutality in Jail" By MICHAEL WINERI WINERI WINERI WINERIP and MICHAEL P and MICHAEL P and MICHAEL P and MICHAEL 
SCHWIRTZ these NY Times journalists will lose their heads bySCHWIRTZ these NY Times journalists will lose their heads bySCHWIRTZ these NY Times journalists will lose their heads bySCHWIRTZ these NY Times journalists will lose their heads by windmills in the New French Revolution!  windmills in the New French Revolution!  windmills in the New French Revolution!  windmills in the New French Revolution! 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True14 52 Nearest Stars, (True14 52 Nearest Stars, (True14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...9 Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...9 Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...9 Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...9----11 40K dead from11 40K dead from11 40K dead from11 40K dead from Breast Cancer, all  Breast Cancer, all  Breast Cancer, all  Breast Cancer, all 
Jewish women in 2014. Jewish women in 2014. Jewish women in 2014. Jewish women in 2014. 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True14 52 Nearest Stars, (True14 52 Nearest Stars, (True14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Boston Globe Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Boston Globe Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Boston Globe Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Boston Globe reporting $ gas prices but not  reporting $ gas prices but not  reporting $ gas prices but not  reporting $ gas prices but not 
Gas Station Hold Ups and the women suckerGas Station Hold Ups and the women suckerGas Station Hold Ups and the women suckerGas Station Hold Ups and the women sucker punched. Kerry + his rich Heinz wife cover up Boston Gas Station Hold Ups in the punched. Kerry + his rich Heinz wife cover up Boston Gas Station Hold Ups in the punched. Kerry + his rich Heinz wife cover up Boston Gas Station Hold Ups in the punched. Kerry + his rich Heinz wife cover up Boston Gas Station Hold Ups in the Boston  Boston  Boston  Boston 
Globe! "Local gas prices unchanged at $3.67 a gallon, AAA Southern NewGlobe! "Local gas prices unchanged at $3.67 a gallon, AAA Southern NewGlobe! "Local gas prices unchanged at $3.67 a gallon, AAA Southern NewGlobe! "Local gas prices unchanged at $3.67 a gallon, AAA Southern New England says" Boston Globe  England says" Boston Globe  England says" Boston Globe  England says" Boston Globe ---- The average price for gas in The average price for gas in The average price for gas in The average price for gas in 
Massachusetts wasMassachusetts wasMassachusetts wasMassachusetts was $3.67 a gallon in the latest weekly AAA survey, the same as the previous week's $3.67 a gallon in the latest weekly AAA survey, the same as the previous week's $3.67 a gallon in the latest weekly AAA survey, the same as the previous week's $3.67 a gallon in the latest weekly AAA survey, the same as the previous week's average, AAA Southern New England  average, AAA Southern New England  average, AAA Southern New England  average, AAA Southern New England 
said Monday. said Monday. said Monday. said Monday. 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Ephedrine (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Ephedrine (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Ephedrine (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite  HCL and Ephedra and Appetite  HCL and Ephedra and Appetite  HCL and Ephedra and Appetite 
Suppressants are needed ASAP... "No HeadSuppressants are needed ASAP... "No HeadSuppressants are needed ASAP... "No HeadSuppressants are needed ASAP... "No Head----OnOnOnOn Collisions Invent is 10 years old now and both are suppressed. "Hospitals adapt Collisions Invent is 10 years old now and both are suppressed. "Hospitals adapt Collisions Invent is 10 years old now and both are suppressed. "Hospitals adapt Collisions Invent is 10 years old now and both are suppressed. "Hospitals adapt
equipment to meet needs of obese" SFGate equipment to meet needs of obese" SFGate equipment to meet needs of obese" SFGate equipment to meet needs of obese" SFGate ---- DYER, Ind. (AP) DYER, Ind. (AP) DYER, Ind. (AP) DYER, Ind. (AP) ---- From extended bloodFrom extended bloodFrom extended bloodFrom extended blood pressure cuffs to roomier dental exam chairs and  pressure cuffs to roomier dental exam chairs and  pressure cuffs to roomier dental exam chairs and  pressure cuffs to roomier dental exam chairs and 
wider terry cloth hospitalwider terry cloth hospitalwider terry cloth hospitalwider terry cloth hospital slippers, the health care industry continues to adapt to larger patients as slippers, the health care industry continues to adapt to larger patients as slippers, the health care industry continues to adapt to larger patients as slippers, the health care industry continues to adapt to larger patients as America's obesity rate climbs.  America's obesity rate climbs.  America's obesity rate climbs.  America's obesity rate climbs. 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...  Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...  Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...  Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest14 52 Nearest14 52 Nearest14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... Tobacco Prohibition! Help Women Quit  Tobacco Prohibition! Help Women Quit  Tobacco Prohibition! Help Women Quit  Tobacco Prohibition! Help Women Quit 
Tobacco with CDCTobacco with CDCTobacco with CDCTobacco with CDC’’’’s Tips From Former Smokerss Tips From Former Smokerss Tips From Former Smokerss Tips From Former Smokers Campaign! Please visit http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/campaign/tips/ for more Campaign! Please visit http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/campaign/tips/ for more Campaign! Please visit http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/campaign/tips/ for more Campaign! Please visit http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/campaign/tips/ for more information.  information.  information.  information. 
"Poison Gas Exhaust + Poison Tobacco" George Orwell II must go to"Poison Gas Exhaust + Poison Tobacco" George Orwell II must go to"Poison Gas Exhaust + Poison Tobacco" George Orwell II must go to"Poison Gas Exhaust + Poison Tobacco" George Orwell II must go to Hell with Pope Francis!  Hell with Pope Francis!  Hell with Pope Francis!  Hell with Pope Francis! 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... George Orwell II gave the Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... George Orwell II gave the Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... George Orwell II gave the Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... George Orwell II gave the Elite Leaders of Elite Leaders of Elite Leaders of Elite Leaders of 
Pakistan $100 Billion in kickbacks, all in Swiss Banks forPakistan $100 Billion in kickbacks, all in Swiss Banks forPakistan $100 Billion in kickbacks, all in Swiss Banks forPakistan $100 Billion in kickbacks, all in Swiss Banks for this... Pakistan's urban air pollution off the charts: World Bank. "Pakistan's this... Pakistan's urban air pollution off the charts: World Bank. "Pakistan's this... Pakistan's urban air pollution off the charts: World Bank. "Pakistan's this... Pakistan's urban air pollution off the charts: World Bank. "Pakistan's
urban air pollution is among the most severe in the world and it engendersurban air pollution is among the most severe in the world and it engendersurban air pollution is among the most severe in the world and it engendersurban air pollution is among the most severe in the world and it engenders significant damage to human health and the economy,"  significant damage to human health and the economy,"  significant damage to human health and the economy,"  significant damage to human health and the economy," 
according to aaccording to aaccording to aaccording to a newly newly newly newly----released report titled 'Cleaning Pakistan's Air'. Karachi Dawn, Pakistan.released report titled 'Cleaning Pakistan's Air'. Karachi Dawn, Pakistan.released report titled 'Cleaning Pakistan's Air'. Karachi Dawn, Pakistan.released report titled 'Cleaning Pakistan's Air'. Karachi Dawn, Pakistan.

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite 
Pakistan TopPakistan TopPakistan TopPakistan Top Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite 
Pakistan TopPakistan TopPakistan TopPakistan Top Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars,14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against...

7777----14141414----14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their Aliens is the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite  the case for against... NASA swindle for much more than the Elite 
Pakistan TopPakistan TopPakistan TopPakistan Top Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Brass got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 
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Apple BuysApple BuysApple BuysApple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! End War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage  Stars! End War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage  Stars! End War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage  Stars! End War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage 
with with with with ““““Uniform Premarital AgreementUniform Premarital AgreementUniform Premarital AgreementUniform Premarital Agreement Act Act Act Act”””” for 99% of all conversations bull'sfor 99% of all conversations bull'sfor 99% of all conversations bull'sfor 99% of all conversations bull's----eye at brainstorming 1,001 Inventioneye at brainstorming 1,001 Inventioneye at brainstorming 1,001 Inventioneye at brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled  Projects preinstalled  Projects preinstalled  Projects preinstalled 
on your Apple MacBook Air! SWF's with "Black Eyes" willon your Apple MacBook Air! SWF's with "Black Eyes" willon your Apple MacBook Air! SWF's with "Black Eyes" willon your Apple MacBook Air! SWF's with "Black Eyes" will only be in George Orwells Homes!  only be in George Orwells Homes!  only be in George Orwells Homes!  only be in George Orwells Homes! 

End War Via LegalEnd War Via LegalEnd War Via LegalEnd War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage ready ripe for Star Travels + Alien Sex!  Polygamous Marriage ready ripe for Star Travels + Alien Sex!  Polygamous Marriage ready ripe for Star Travels + Alien Sex!  Polygamous Marriage ready ripe for Star Travels + Alien Sex! 

$52 Trillion from suppressing the $52 Trillion from suppressing the $52 Trillion from suppressing the $52 Trillion from suppressing the 

ElectricWindmillCar Era ended NASA's SuperElectricWindmillCar Era ended NASA's SuperElectricWindmillCar Era ended NASA's SuperElectricWindmillCar Era ended NASA's Super Shuttle Era and started the 4 Star Female Admirals mass murder via Poison Gas Shuttle Era and started the 4 Star Female Admirals mass murder via Poison Gas Shuttle Era and started the 4 Star Female Admirals mass murder via Poison Gas Shuttle Era and started the 4 Star Female Admirals mass murder via Poison Gas Exhaust +  Exhaust +  Exhaust +  Exhaust + 
100 kids left in hot cars! 100 kids left in hot cars! 100 kids left in hot cars! 100 kids left in hot cars! 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth14 15 Billion People on Earth14 15 Billion People on Earth14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against is the case for or against is the case for or against is the case for or against... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in a polygamous marriage,... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in a polygamous marriage,... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in a polygamous marriage,... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in a polygamous marriage, 90% of conversations  90% of conversations  90% of conversations  90% of conversations 
are Brainstorming 1,001 iApps 24/7 are Brainstorming 1,001 iApps 24/7 are Brainstorming 1,001 iApps 24/7 are Brainstorming 1,001 iApps 24/7 

7777----13131313----14 1514 1514 1514 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 100 kids left in HOT Cars Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 100 kids left in HOT Cars Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 100 kids left in HOT Cars Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 100 kids left in HOT Cars to die this summer, no Navy Seals from the 4  to die this summer, no Navy Seals from the 4  to die this summer, no Navy Seals from the 4  to die this summer, no Navy Seals from the 4 
Star Female Admiral or Bill +Star Female Admiral or Bill +Star Female Admiral or Bill +Star Female Admiral or Bill + Melinda Gates!  Melinda Gates!  Melinda Gates!  Melinda Gates! 

15 Billion People on Earth is the case for15 Billion People on Earth is the case for15 Billion People on Earth is the case for15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...iApps that will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001 Super Brain Inventions or against...iApps that will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001 Super Brain Inventions or against...iApps that will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001 Super Brain Inventions or against...iApps that will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001 Super Brain Inventions she has never  she has never  she has never  she has never 
thought of... preinstalled on her MacBook Pro! Dr. Katrina touchedthought of... preinstalled on her MacBook Pro! Dr. Katrina touchedthought of... preinstalled on her MacBook Pro! Dr. Katrina touchedthought of... preinstalled on her MacBook Pro! Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a electrical storm that just grows +  a brain + her thoughts started a electrical storm that just grows +  a brain + her thoughts started a electrical storm that just grows +  a brain + her thoughts started a electrical storm that just grows + 
grows, togrows, togrows, togrows, to comprehending 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into empty space at this moment! comprehending 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into empty space at this moment! comprehending 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into empty space at this moment! comprehending 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into empty space at this moment! With her Brain and someone else Brain on  With her Brain and someone else Brain on  With her Brain and someone else Brain on  With her Brain and someone else Brain on 
her index finger making sparks in herher index finger making sparks in herher index finger making sparks in herher index finger making sparks in her Brain... triumphing victory over Caesar + the Pentagon! Now we just need an iApp Brain... triumphing victory over Caesar + the Pentagon! Now we just need an iApp Brain... triumphing victory over Caesar + the Pentagon! Now we just need an iApp Brain... triumphing victory over Caesar + the Pentagon! Now we just need an iApp to hear + see  to hear + see  to hear + see  to hear + see 
Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars witch are also preinstalled on herAliens on the 52 nearest Stars witch are also preinstalled on herAliens on the 52 nearest Stars witch are also preinstalled on herAliens on the 52 nearest Stars witch are also preinstalled on her MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. heyday Intel would never do on its  MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. heyday Intel would never do on its  MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. heyday Intel would never do on its  MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. heyday Intel would never do on its 
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own! own! own! own! Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a 

electricalelectricalelectricalelectrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the MacBook Air + Pro. storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the MacBook Air + Pro. storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the MacBook Air + Pro. storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the MacBook Air + Pro.

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... "The14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... "The14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... "The14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... "The Case Against High Case Against High Case Against High Case Against High----Speed Rail" by James Fallows The Atlantic Greg Speed Rail" by James Fallows The Atlantic Greg Speed Rail" by James Fallows The Atlantic Greg Speed Rail" by James Fallows The Atlantic Greg 
reinventedreinventedreinventedreinvented Disney Monorail for 15 Billion Passengers, its 2 rails 100 yards apart and the Disney Monorail for 15 Billion Passengers, its 2 rails 100 yards apart and the Disney Monorail for 15 Billion Passengers, its 2 rails 100 yards apart and the Disney Monorail for 15 Billion Passengers, its 2 rails 100 yards apart and the New Disney Car is 110 yards long and wide  New Disney Car is 110 yards long and wide  New Disney Car is 110 yards long and wide  New Disney Car is 110 yards long and wide 
with many decks like a Carnival orwith many decks like a Carnival orwith many decks like a Carnival orwith many decks like a Carnival or Disney Magic Cruise Ship put on 2 monorails. iApps will help Inventors with Disney Magic Cruise Ship put on 2 monorails. iApps will help Inventors with Disney Magic Cruise Ship put on 2 monorails. iApps will help Inventors with Disney Magic Cruise Ship put on 2 monorails. iApps will help Inventors with 1,001 invention projects  1,001 invention projects  1,001 invention projects  1,001 invention projects 
for each type of "Car!" Grin. for each type of "Car!" Grin. for each type of "Car!" Grin. for each type of "Car!" Grin. 

7777----13131313----14 1514 1514 1514 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Super Air Bags on the Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Super Air Bags on the Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Super Air Bags on the Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Super Air Bags on the "Outside!"  "Outside!"  "Outside!"  "Outside!" 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Super Air Bags on the "Outside" of all cars and trucks was invented against... Super Air Bags on the "Outside" of all cars and trucks was invented against... Super Air Bags on the "Outside" of all cars and trucks was invented against... Super Air Bags on the "Outside" of all cars and trucks was invented by  by  by  by 
Greg Buell Lovestar more than 10 years ago, Bush is a mass murdererGreg Buell Lovestar more than 10 years ago, Bush is a mass murdererGreg Buell Lovestar more than 10 years ago, Bush is a mass murdererGreg Buell Lovestar more than 10 years ago, Bush is a mass murderer suppressing this invention as million non fatal accidents would  suppressing this invention as million non fatal accidents would  suppressing this invention as million non fatal accidents would  suppressing this invention as million non fatal accidents would 
have profitedhave profitedhave profitedhave profited from this... Parents 'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM Car... from this... Parents 'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM Car... from this... Parents 'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM Car... from this... Parents 'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM Car... Four years ago this week, Ken and Beth  Four years ago this week, Ken and Beth  Four years ago this week, Ken and Beth  Four years ago this week, Ken and Beth 
Melton got the phone call no parent wantsMelton got the phone call no parent wantsMelton got the phone call no parent wantsMelton got the phone call no parent wants to get.Their 29 to get.Their 29 to get.Their 29 to get.Their 29----yearyearyearyear----old daughter Brooke was in a Georgia hospital with a brokenold daughter Brooke was in a Georgia hospital with a brokenold daughter Brooke was in a Georgia hospital with a brokenold daughter Brooke was in a Georgia hospital with a broken neck  neck  neck  neck 
after her Chevrolet Cobalt had spun out of control and sent her into theafter her Chevrolet Cobalt had spun out of control and sent her into theafter her Chevrolet Cobalt had spun out of control and sent her into theafter her Chevrolet Cobalt had spun out of control and sent her into the path of another vehicle!  path of another vehicle!  path of another vehicle!  path of another vehicle! 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  for or against...  for or against...  for or against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... LONDON  against... LONDON  against... LONDON  against... LONDON ---- Secretary of State John Kerry stressed the possibility ofSecretary of State John Kerry stressed the possibility ofSecretary of State John Kerry stressed the possibility ofSecretary of State John Kerry stressed the possibility of bruising  bruising  bruising  bruising 
Western sanctions on Moscow over the impasse in UkraineWestern sanctions on Moscow over the impasse in UkraineWestern sanctions on Moscow over the impasse in UkraineWestern sanctions on Moscow over the impasse in Ukraine’’’’s Crimea regions Crimea regions Crimea regions Crimea region ahead of a key meeting with the Russia ahead of a key meeting with the Russia ahead of a key meeting with the Russia ahead of a key meeting with the Russia’’’’s foreign minister s foreign minister s foreign minister s foreign minister 
Sergei Lavrov onSergei Lavrov onSergei Lavrov onSergei Lavrov on Friday. Kerry + Rich Wife 15 Billion People on Earth are not in their plans for Friday. Kerry + Rich Wife 15 Billion People on Earth are not in their plans for Friday. Kerry + Rich Wife 15 Billion People on Earth are not in their plans for Friday. Kerry + Rich Wife 15 Billion People on Earth are not in their plans for Moscow or Heinz! iApps to reinvent the  Moscow or Heinz! iApps to reinvent the  Moscow or Heinz! iApps to reinvent the  Moscow or Heinz! iApps to reinvent the 
packaging for all Heinz products... etcpackaging for all Heinz products... etcpackaging for all Heinz products... etcpackaging for all Heinz products... etc

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Case14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Case14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Case14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Case for Boeing to put on the Front Page of the NY Times Helicopter  for Boeing to put on the Front Page of the NY Times Helicopter  for Boeing to put on the Front Page of the NY Times Helicopter  for Boeing to put on the Front Page of the NY Times Helicopter 
Combines andCombines andCombines andCombines and iApps for Dr. Katrina and others to add to Boeing engineers designing Helicopter iApps for Dr. Katrina and others to add to Boeing engineers designing Helicopter iApps for Dr. Katrina and others to add to Boeing engineers designing Helicopter iApps for Dr. Katrina and others to add to Boeing engineers designing Helicopter Combines, with and without the  Combines, with and without the  Combines, with and without the  Combines, with and without the 
Heavy Lift Helicopters... Sacramento is brandedHeavy Lift Helicopters... Sacramento is brandedHeavy Lift Helicopters... Sacramento is brandedHeavy Lift Helicopters... Sacramento is branded as  as  as  as ““““AmericaAmericaAmericaAmerica’’’’s Farms Farms Farms Farm----totototo----Fork Capital,Fork Capital,Fork Capital,Fork Capital,”””” with its 1.5 million acres of farmland inwith its 1.5 million acres of farmland inwith its 1.5 million acres of farmland inwith its 1.5 million acres of farmland in the  the  the  the 
region and 7,000 farms. But this bounty could also make the area a riperegion and 7,000 farms. But this bounty could also make the area a riperegion and 7,000 farms. But this bounty could also make the area a riperegion and 7,000 farms. But this bounty could also make the area a ripe target for Helicopter Combines and iApps for Dr. Katrina and  target for Helicopter Combines and iApps for Dr. Katrina and  target for Helicopter Combines and iApps for Dr. Katrina and  target for Helicopter Combines and iApps for Dr. Katrina and 
others to add toothers to add toothers to add toothers to add to Boeing engineers designing Helicopter Combines!  Boeing engineers designing Helicopter Combines!  Boeing engineers designing Helicopter Combines!  Boeing engineers designing Helicopter Combines! 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion14 15 Billion14 15 Billion14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  People on Earth is the case for or against...  People on Earth is the case for or against...  People on Earth is the case for or against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  on Earth is the case for or against... 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  on Earth is the case for or against... 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  on Earth is the case for or against... 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254 C254 C254 C254 C can up clean up the Mississ can up clean up the Mississ can up clean up the Mississ can up clean up the Mississippi ippi ippi ippi 
River and every river on Earth for the 15River and every river on Earth for the 15River and every river on Earth for the 15River and every river on Earth for the 15 Billion People who will be living on Earth soon.  Billion People who will be living on Earth soon.  Billion People who will be living on Earth soon.  Billion People who will be living on Earth soon. 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion14 15 Billion14 15 Billion14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  People on Earth is the case for or against...  People on Earth is the case for or against...  People on Earth is the case for or against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... to use a megaphone in a police cars and on Earth is the case for or against... to use a megaphone in a police cars and on Earth is the case for or against... to use a megaphone in a police cars and on Earth is the case for or against... to use a megaphone in a police cars and your 1999 ElectricWindmillFord  your 1999 ElectricWindmillFord  your 1999 ElectricWindmillFord  your 1999 ElectricWindmillFord 
Escort car... to save her life. Statistics on howEscort car... to save her life. Statistics on howEscort car... to save her life. Statistics on howEscort car... to save her life. Statistics on how many SWF lives would be saved by megaphones were on all cars????? many SWF lives would be saved by megaphones were on all cars????? many SWF lives would be saved by megaphones were on all cars????? many SWF lives would be saved by megaphones were on all cars?????

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... $$$14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... $$$14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... $$$14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... $$$ PRESIDENT Raul Castro says the Cuban Revolution would not have  PRESIDENT Raul Castro says the Cuban Revolution would not have  PRESIDENT Raul Castro says the Cuban Revolution would not have  PRESIDENT Raul Castro says the Cuban Revolution would not have 
survived withoutsurvived withoutsurvived withoutsurvived without Russia's economic support. Receiving his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin for Russia's economic support. Receiving his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin for Russia's economic support. Receiving his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin for Russia's economic support. Receiving his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin for official talks at the Palace of the  official talks at the Palace of the  official talks at the Palace of the  official talks at the Palace of the 
Revolution! Revolution! Revolution! Revolution! 

ElectricWindmill FordElectricWindmill FordElectricWindmill FordElectricWindmill Ford Escort Revolution $$$  Escort Revolution $$$  Escort Revolution $$$  Escort Revolution $$$ 

Raul Castro says the Cuban Revolution would notRaul Castro says the Cuban Revolution would notRaul Castro says the Cuban Revolution would notRaul Castro says the Cuban Revolution would not have survived without Russia's economic support.  have survived without Russia's economic support.  have survived without Russia's economic support.  have survived without Russia's economic support. 
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Send cash or checkSend cash or checkSend cash or checkSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next  Greg to InventSomething! ...Next  Greg to InventSomething! ...Next  Greg to InventSomething! ...Next 
Revolution will be won by MD women!Revolution will be won by MD women!Revolution will be won by MD women!Revolution will be won by MD women!

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... ElectricWindmill Ford Escort Revolution $$$  ElectricWindmill Ford Escort Revolution $$$  ElectricWindmill Ford Escort Revolution $$$  ElectricWindmill Ford Escort Revolution $$$ 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on14 15 Billion People on14 15 Billion People on14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  Earth is the case for or against...  Earth is the case for or against...  Earth is the case for or against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth14 15 Billion People on Earth14 15 Billion People on Earth14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Cop shot to death at gas station armed robberies is the case for or against... Cop shot to death at gas station armed robberies is the case for or against... Cop shot to death at gas station armed robberies is the case for or against... Cop shot to death at gas station armed robberies have never been  have never been  have never been  have never been 
Reported by the NY Times on orders from George Orwell II whoReported by the NY Times on orders from George Orwell II whoReported by the NY Times on orders from George Orwell II whoReported by the NY Times on orders from George Orwell II who leaves 100 kids to die in not cars ever summer since 1980 and is a cop  leaves 100 kids to die in not cars ever summer since 1980 and is a cop  leaves 100 kids to die in not cars ever summer since 1980 and is a cop  leaves 100 kids to die in not cars ever summer since 1980 and is a cop 
killer inkiller inkiller inkiller in "1984 II" Mary B. will produce and direct this movie after the coup. "Jersey "1984 II" Mary B. will produce and direct this movie after the coup. "Jersey "1984 II" Mary B. will produce and direct this movie after the coup. "Jersey "1984 II" Mary B. will produce and direct this movie after the coup. "Jersey City police officer killed at Walgreens in line of  City police officer killed at Walgreens in line of  City police officer killed at Walgreens in line of  City police officer killed at Walgreens in line of 
duty" New York Daily News duty" New York Daily News duty" New York Daily News duty" New York Daily News ---- ?JERSEY CITY, N.J.  ?JERSEY CITY, N.J.  ?JERSEY CITY, N.J.  ?JERSEY CITY, N.J. ---- A 23 A 23 A 23 A 23----yearyearyearyear----old Jersey City police officer was fatally shotold Jersey City police officer was fatally shotold Jersey City police officer was fatally shotold Jersey City police officer was fatally shot while responding to an armed  while responding to an armed  while responding to an armed  while responding to an armed 
robbery at a 24robbery at a 24robbery at a 24robbery at a 24----hour drug store early Sunday.hour drug store early Sunday.hour drug store early Sunday.hour drug store early Sunday.

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 85% of14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 85% of14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 85% of14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 85% of SWF's Murdered every year are by Drunk Men! George Orwell II  SWF's Murdered every year are by Drunk Men! George Orwell II  SWF's Murdered every year are by Drunk Men! George Orwell II  SWF's Murdered every year are by Drunk Men! George Orwell II 
knows this andknows this andknows this andknows this and doesn't save 1 SWF from being Murdered. Why? I think all the "Observers" thought doesn't save 1 SWF from being Murdered. Why? I think all the "Observers" thought doesn't save 1 SWF from being Murdered. Why? I think all the "Observers" thought doesn't save 1 SWF from being Murdered. Why? I think all the "Observers" thought the same word I just did... Psychotic  the same word I just did... Psychotic  the same word I just did... Psychotic  the same word I just did... Psychotic 
killer! killer! killer! killer! 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  on Earth is the case for or against...  on Earth is the case for or against...  on Earth is the case for or against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on14 15 Billion People on14 15 Billion People on14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... Pope Francis set his course in $4 gas and it Earth is the case for or against... Pope Francis set his course in $4 gas and it Earth is the case for or against... Pope Francis set his course in $4 gas and it Earth is the case for or against... Pope Francis set his course in $4 gas and it has led the Vatican to 100  has led the Vatican to 100  has led the Vatican to 100  has led the Vatican to 100 
kids left in hot cars to die. God will send Popekids left in hot cars to die. God will send Popekids left in hot cars to die. God will send Popekids left in hot cars to die. God will send Pope Francis to Hell for more than 4 trillion years! Pope News at the Boston Globe Francis to Hell for more than 4 trillion years! Pope News at the Boston Globe Francis to Hell for more than 4 trillion years! Pope News at the Boston Globe Francis to Hell for more than 4 trillion years! Pope News at the Boston Globe Today is...  Today is...  Today is...  Today is... 
"On sex and money, Pope Francis sets his course" John L. Allen Jr."On sex and money, Pope Francis sets his course" John L. Allen Jr."On sex and money, Pope Francis sets his course" John L. Allen Jr."On sex and money, Pope Francis sets his course" John L. Allen Jr. 100 kids left in hot cars to die, Greg Buell Lovestar will confront Pope  100 kids left in hot cars to die, Greg Buell Lovestar will confront Pope  100 kids left in hot cars to die, Greg Buell Lovestar will confront Pope  100 kids left in hot cars to die, Greg Buell Lovestar will confront Pope 
FrancisFrancisFrancisFrancis about these deaths he as Pope could have prevented. Wow!!  about these deaths he as Pope could have prevented. Wow!!  about these deaths he as Pope could have prevented. Wow!!  about these deaths he as Pope could have prevented. Wow!! 

7777----13131313----14 1514 1514 1514 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion14 15 Billion14 15 Billion14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... GE building gasoline jet engines People on Earth is the case for or against... GE building gasoline jet engines People on Earth is the case for or against... GE building gasoline jet engines People on Earth is the case for or against... GE building gasoline jet engines when they should be obsolete stifles the  when they should be obsolete stifles the  when they should be obsolete stifles the  when they should be obsolete stifles the 
"Gravity Engine" for 15 Billion who"Gravity Engine" for 15 Billion who"Gravity Engine" for 15 Billion who"Gravity Engine" for 15 Billion who will out grow the ElectricWindmill747 jet engines and the  will out grow the ElectricWindmill747 jet engines and the  will out grow the ElectricWindmill747 jet engines and the  will out grow the ElectricWindmill747 jet engines and the ----254 C liquid H Jet254 C liquid H Jet254 C liquid H Jet254 C liquid H Jet Engines.  Engines.  Engines.  Engines. 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  against...  against...  against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... 15 Billion People will pay $ Trillions $ on mosquito control against... 15 Billion People will pay $ Trillions $ on mosquito control against... 15 Billion People will pay $ Trillions $ on mosquito control against... 15 Billion People will pay $ Trillions $ on mosquito control programs. I  programs. I  programs. I  programs. I 
hope someone is going to write an iApp for this invention orhope someone is going to write an iApp for this invention orhope someone is going to write an iApp for this invention orhope someone is going to write an iApp for this invention or discover to eradicate mosquitos... Grand Forks spends roughly $840000 a  discover to eradicate mosquitos... Grand Forks spends roughly $840000 a  discover to eradicate mosquitos... Grand Forks spends roughly $840000 a  discover to eradicate mosquitos... Grand Forks spends roughly $840000 a 
year onyear onyear onyear on mosquito control program Grand Forks Herald  mosquito control program Grand Forks Herald  mosquito control program Grand Forks Herald  mosquito control program Grand Forks Herald ---- The trucks spraying a mist as they The trucks spraying a mist as they The trucks spraying a mist as they The trucks spraying a mist as they slowly drive through Grand Forks aren't the  slowly drive through Grand Forks aren't the  slowly drive through Grand Forks aren't the  slowly drive through Grand Forks aren't the 
city's only method for keepingcity's only method for keepingcity's only method for keepingcity's only method for keeping mosquitoes at bay.  mosquitoes at bay.  mosquitoes at bay.  mosquitoes at bay. 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  against...  against...  against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against... eradicate every virus that plagues Humanity, like inventing the against... eradicate every virus that plagues Humanity, like inventing the against... eradicate every virus that plagues Humanity, like inventing the against... eradicate every virus that plagues Humanity, like inventing the vaccine  vaccine  vaccine  vaccine 
that protects against all bacteria, Navy spent this much money on JFKthat protects against all bacteria, Navy spent this much money on JFKthat protects against all bacteria, Navy spent this much money on JFKthat protects against all bacteria, Navy spent this much money on JFK Super Carriers... this is sick and 15 Billion people will put this in  Super Carriers... this is sick and 15 Billion people will put this in  Super Carriers... this is sick and 15 Billion people will put this in  Super Carriers... this is sick and 15 Billion people will put this in 
Navy TextNavy TextNavy TextNavy Text Books! Grin!  Books! Grin!  Books! Grin!  Books! Grin! 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  against...  against...  against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  against...  against...  against... 

7777----13131313----14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or against...  against...  against...  against... 

MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile,14 Nuclear weapons stockpile,14 Nuclear weapons stockpile,14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? "Detroit WHO will play a vital role? "Detroit WHO will play a vital role? "Detroit WHO will play a vital role? "Detroit’’’’s trash incinerator has folks raising as trash incinerator has folks raising as trash incinerator has folks raising as trash incinerator has folks raising a stink because all the MIT  stink because all the MIT  stink because all the MIT  stink because all the MIT 
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grads are working on the Nuclear Weapons Stockpilegrads are working on the Nuclear Weapons Stockpilegrads are working on the Nuclear Weapons Stockpilegrads are working on the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile losing the non military a "Trash + Toilet Incinerator!  losing the non military a "Trash + Toilet Incinerator!  losing the non military a "Trash + Toilet Incinerator!  losing the non military a "Trash + Toilet Incinerator! 

7777----12121212----14 $2,98414 $2,98414 $2,98414 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? ... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!  ... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!  ... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!  ... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015! 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons14 Nuclear weapons14 Nuclear weapons14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Hiroshima... No the Elite Leaders in stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Hiroshima... No the Elite Leaders in stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Hiroshima... No the Elite Leaders in stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Hiroshima... No the Elite Leaders in Japan just made the news. They will  Japan just made the news. They will  Japan just made the news. They will  Japan just made the news. They will 
send their Japanese Army to any combat areasend their Japanese Army to any combat areasend their Japanese Army to any combat areasend their Japanese Army to any combat area the UN wants. So now there is no Nation on Earth that will not send their Army the UN wants. So now there is no Nation on Earth that will not send their Army the UN wants. So now there is no Nation on Earth that will not send their Army the UN wants. So now there is no Nation on Earth that will not send their Army to a  to a  to a  to a 
Combat Area! Kerry + McCain gave these Elite Leaders kickbacks from theCombat Area! Kerry + McCain gave these Elite Leaders kickbacks from theCombat Area! Kerry + McCain gave these Elite Leaders kickbacks from theCombat Area! Kerry + McCain gave these Elite Leaders kickbacks from the $777 Trillion in $4 gas revenues!  $777 Trillion in $4 gas revenues!  $777 Trillion in $4 gas revenues!  $777 Trillion in $4 gas revenues! 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!  will be Nuked in 2015!  will be Nuked in 2015!  will be Nuked in 2015! 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Navy built a fleet of 100 JFK Super Carriers from its Kickback a vital role? Navy built a fleet of 100 JFK Super Carriers from its Kickback a vital role? Navy built a fleet of 100 JFK Super Carriers from its Kickback a vital role? Navy built a fleet of 100 JFK Super Carriers from its Kickback from  from  from  from 
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II Admirals kids will get Childhood"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II Admirals kids will get Childhood"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II Admirals kids will get Childhood"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II Admirals kids will get Childhood Leukemia... Sick Mom + Dad! Admirals will leave a kid in a  Leukemia... Sick Mom + Dad! Admirals will leave a kid in a  Leukemia... Sick Mom + Dad! Admirals will leave a kid in a  Leukemia... Sick Mom + Dad! Admirals will leave a kid in a 
hot car to die thishot car to die thishot car to die thishot car to die this Summer! Wow What the Hell happened to Admirals who navigated by the stars? Summer! Wow What the Hell happened to Admirals who navigated by the stars? Summer! Wow What the Hell happened to Admirals who navigated by the stars? Summer! Wow What the Hell happened to Admirals who navigated by the stars?

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons... South Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... South Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... South Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... South Korea will be Nuked in 2015!

7777----12121212----14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? WHO? "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  will play a vital role? WHO? "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  will play a vital role? WHO? "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  will play a vital role? WHO? "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 
Holocaust IIHolocaust IIHolocaust IIHolocaust II

7777----12121212----14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... $2,984 for one CPU for the14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... $2,984 for one CPU for the14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... $2,984 for one CPU for the14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... $2,984 for one CPU for the MacBook Air or MacBook Pro...  MacBook Air or MacBook Pro...  MacBook Air or MacBook Pro...  MacBook Air or MacBook Pro... 

7777----12121212----14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core14 $2,984 Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... $2,984 Los Alamos next computer will be a CRAY with 30K of these Intel CPU... $2,984 Los Alamos next computer will be a CRAY with 30K of these Intel CPU... $2,984 Los Alamos next computer will be a CRAY with 30K of these Intel CPU... $2,984 Los Alamos next computer will be a CRAY with 30K of these Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU @  Xeon 12 Core CPU @  Xeon 12 Core CPU @  Xeon 12 Core CPU @ 
$2,984 each. Built for nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will$2,984 each. Built for nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will$2,984 each. Built for nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will$2,984 each. Built for nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? WHO?  play a vital role? WHO?  play a vital role? WHO?  play a vital role? WHO? 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!  Nuked in 2015!  Nuked in 2015!  Nuked in 2015! 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?"Detroit role?"Detroit role?"Detroit role?"Detroit’’’’s trash incinerator has folks raising a stink because all the MITs trash incinerator has folks raising a stink because all the MITs trash incinerator has folks raising a stink because all the MITs trash incinerator has folks raising a stink because all the MIT
grads are working on the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile losing the non military agrads are working on the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile losing the non military agrads are working on the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile losing the non military agrads are working on the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile losing the non military a "Trash + Toilet Incinerator!  "Trash + Toilet Incinerator!  "Trash + Toilet Incinerator!  "Trash + Toilet Incinerator! 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? "Should All Gay Men Take HIV Prevention Drugs?" The Atlantic play a vital role? "Should All Gay Men Take HIV Prevention Drugs?" The Atlantic play a vital role? "Should All Gay Men Take HIV Prevention Drugs?" The Atlantic play a vital role? "Should All Gay Men Take HIV Prevention Drugs?" The Atlantic Staff.  Staff.  Staff.  Staff. 
Allah in Pakistan for now have nukes for this purpose no matter now manyAllah in Pakistan for now have nukes for this purpose no matter now manyAllah in Pakistan for now have nukes for this purpose no matter now manyAllah in Pakistan for now have nukes for this purpose no matter now many $ Billions the CIA gives the Elite Leaders, Other Allah  $ Billions the CIA gives the Elite Leaders, Other Allah  $ Billions the CIA gives the Elite Leaders, Other Allah  $ Billions the CIA gives the Elite Leaders, Other Allah 
Nations are working 24/7Nations are working 24/7Nations are working 24/7Nations are working 24/7 to build the A to build the A to build the A to build the A----Bomb today for the same 72 Virgins in Heaven. And they will useBomb today for the same 72 Virgins in Heaven. And they will useBomb today for the same 72 Virgins in Heaven. And they will useBomb today for the same 72 Virgins in Heaven. And they will use Nukes against the USA as  Nukes against the USA as  Nukes against the USA as  Nukes against the USA as 
they want 72 virgin women in Heaven not Men! Should Allthey want 72 virgin women in Heaven not Men! Should Allthey want 72 virgin women in Heaven not Men! Should Allthey want 72 virgin women in Heaven not Men! Should All Gay Men Take HIV... All men you call on your iPhone7s will cause a menu of  Gay Men Take HIV... All men you call on your iPhone7s will cause a menu of  Gay Men Take HIV... All men you call on your iPhone7s will cause a menu of  Gay Men Take HIV... All men you call on your iPhone7s will cause a menu of 
STD'sSTD'sSTD'sSTD's to pop up if they are infected with any. If you call George Orwell II a pop up to pop up if they are infected with any. If you call George Orwell II a pop up to pop up if they are infected with any. If you call George Orwell II a pop up to pop up if they are infected with any. If you call George Orwell II a pop up on your iPhone7s will flash Syphilis on the brain and  on your iPhone7s will flash Syphilis on the brain and  on your iPhone7s will flash Syphilis on the brain and  on your iPhone7s will flash Syphilis on the brain and 
a pedophile! How to spot aa pedophile! How to spot aa pedophile! How to spot aa pedophile! How to spot a Dangerous man, this is the way of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Successful Coup and Dangerous man, this is the way of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Successful Coup and Dangerous man, this is the way of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Successful Coup and Dangerous man, this is the way of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Successful Coup and George Orwell II MD will  George Orwell II MD will  George Orwell II MD will  George Orwell II MD will 
Start Star Travels too! Start Star Travels too! Start Star Travels too! Start Star Travels too! 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons14 Nuclear weapons14 Nuclear weapons14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat "A Four stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat "A Four stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat "A Four stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat "A Four----StarStarStarStar Female Admiral Makes History for  Female Admiral Makes History for  Female Admiral Makes History for  Female Admiral Makes History for 
the Navy" By ELENA SCHNEIDER NY Times. 19Kthe Navy" By ELENA SCHNEIDER NY Times. 19Kthe Navy" By ELENA SCHNEIDER NY Times. 19Kthe Navy" By ELENA SCHNEIDER NY Times. 19K women will be murdered in 2014, many by drunk troops. 4 MD Women with A women will be murdered in 2014, many by drunk troops. 4 MD Women with A women will be murdered in 2014, many by drunk troops. 4 MD Women with A women will be murdered in 2014, many by drunk troops. 4 MD Women with A Four Four Four Four----Star Star Star Star 
Rank will cut these dead women deaths to zero in one year in aRank will cut these dead women deaths to zero in one year in aRank will cut these dead women deaths to zero in one year in aRank will cut these dead women deaths to zero in one year in a successful coup on George Orwell II via iApps + Greg + Wives Inventing  successful coup on George Orwell II via iApps + Greg + Wives Inventing  successful coup on George Orwell II via iApps + Greg + Wives Inventing  successful coup on George Orwell II via iApps + Greg + Wives Inventing 
24/7. The24/7. The24/7. The24/7. The Lobotomy gas in the air or water, Hell if it works put it in the water Dr. Nancy Lobotomy gas in the air or water, Hell if it works put it in the water Dr. Nancy Lobotomy gas in the air or water, Hell if it works put it in the water Dr. Nancy Lobotomy gas in the air or water, Hell if it works put it in the water Dr. Nancy would say!  would say!  would say!  would say! 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons..14 Nuclear weapons..14 Nuclear weapons..14 Nuclear weapons... 9. 9. 9. 9----yearyearyearyear----old Kansas girl dies afterold Kansas girl dies afterold Kansas girl dies afterold Kansas girl dies after contracting brain contracting brain contracting brain contracting brain----eating amoeba... Killed Murdered just like the 100 kids eating amoeba... Killed Murdered just like the 100 kids eating amoeba... Killed Murdered just like the 100 kids eating amoeba... Killed Murdered just like the 100 kids 
leftleftleftleft in hot cars in the Summer of 2014... 9 year old girl murdered by a female in hot cars in the Summer of 2014... 9 year old girl murdered by a female in hot cars in the Summer of 2014... 9 year old girl murdered by a female in hot cars in the Summer of 2014... 9 year old girl murdered by a female Admiral Now! "A Four Admiral Now! "A Four Admiral Now! "A Four Admiral Now! "A Four----Star Female Admiral Makes Star Female Admiral Makes Star Female Admiral Makes Star Female Admiral Makes 
History for the Navy" 100 kids toHistory for the Navy" 100 kids toHistory for the Navy" 100 kids toHistory for the Navy" 100 kids to die in hot cars do not make the Front Page of the NY Times because the Pentagon die in hot cars do not make the Front Page of the NY Times because the Pentagon die in hot cars do not make the Front Page of the NY Times because the Pentagon die in hot cars do not make the Front Page of the NY Times because the Pentagon will not allow it.  will not allow it.  will not allow it.  will not allow it. 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?"supermoon." The moon will be at the closest point in its orbit vital role?"supermoon." The moon will be at the closest point in its orbit vital role?"supermoon." The moon will be at the closest point in its orbit vital role?"supermoon." The moon will be at the closest point in its orbit

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons... South Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... South Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... South Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... South Korea will be Nuked in 2015!

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Brains14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Brains14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Brains14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role? Brains Inventor! Read this... Medical Xpress) Inventor! Read this... Medical Xpress) Inventor! Read this... Medical Xpress) Inventor! Read this... Medical Xpress)————Once the brain has fully Once the brain has fully Once the brain has fully Once the brain has fully 
developed, itsdeveloped, itsdeveloped, itsdeveloped, its neurons and astrocytes remain relatively fixed. There are a few select migratory neurons and astrocytes remain relatively fixed. There are a few select migratory neurons and astrocytes remain relatively fixed. There are a few select migratory neurons and astrocytes remain relatively fixed. There are a few select migratory streams that replenish vulnerable  streams that replenish vulnerable  streams that replenish vulnerable  streams that replenish vulnerable 
populations with dedicated stem cell recruits,populations with dedicated stem cell recruits,populations with dedicated stem cell recruits,populations with dedicated stem cell recruits, but by and large the status quo holds sway. The microglial cell (MG) is an but by and large the status quo holds sway. The microglial cell (MG) is an but by and large the status quo holds sway. The microglial cell (MG) is an but by and large the status quo holds sway. The microglial cell (MG) is an exceptional  exceptional  exceptional  exceptional 
creature that doesn't play by these rules. Born in the foreign landscreature that doesn't play by these rules. Born in the foreign landscreature that doesn't play by these rules. Born in the foreign landscreature that doesn't play by these rules. Born in the foreign lands of the early embryo's yolk sac, MGs migrate into the developing  of the early embryo's yolk sac, MGs migrate into the developing  of the early embryo's yolk sac, MGs migrate into the developing  of the early embryo's yolk sac, MGs migrate into the developing 
neural tubeneural tubeneural tubeneural tube through the primitive bloodstream and never quite settle down. Just what it is through the primitive bloodstream and never quite settle down. Just what it is through the primitive bloodstream and never quite settle down. Just what it is through the primitive bloodstream and never quite settle down. Just what it is these special license wild rovers get up to in  these special license wild rovers get up to in  these special license wild rovers get up to in  these special license wild rovers get up to in 
the brain is the subject of athe brain is the subject of athe brain is the subject of athe brain is the subject of a comprehensive new review in the Journal Cell.  comprehensive new review in the Journal Cell.  comprehensive new review in the Journal Cell.  comprehensive new review in the Journal Cell. 

Authors Michael Salter and Simon Beggs from the University ofAuthors Michael Salter and Simon Beggs from the University ofAuthors Michael Salter and Simon Beggs from the University ofAuthors Michael Salter and Simon Beggs from the University of Toronto make it clear in their paper that MGs do much more than just  Toronto make it clear in their paper that MGs do much more than just  Toronto make it clear in their paper that MGs do much more than just  Toronto make it clear in their paper that MGs do much more than just 
createcreatecreatecreate inflammation in response to invaders. More often then not, their awesome powers inflammation in response to invaders. More often then not, their awesome powers inflammation in response to invaders. More often then not, their awesome powers inflammation in response to invaders. More often then not, their awesome powers of mobility are turned inward to police the  of mobility are turned inward to police the  of mobility are turned inward to police the  of mobility are turned inward to police the 
brain's own cells. While calling abrain's own cells. While calling abrain's own cells. While calling abrain's own cells. While calling a synapse "inappropriate" makes about as much sense as calling a child synapse "inappropriate" makes about as much sense as calling a child synapse "inappropriate" makes about as much sense as calling a child synapse "inappropriate" makes about as much sense as calling a child illegitimate, some synapses  illegitimate, some synapses  illegitimate, some synapses  illegitimate, some synapses 
would appear to be a little too much. It is now wellwould appear to be a little too much. It is now wellwould appear to be a little too much. It is now wellwould appear to be a little too much. It is now well established that MGs play an essential role in cutting back not just synapses, established that MGs play an essential role in cutting back not just synapses, established that MGs play an essential role in cutting back not just synapses, established that MGs play an essential role in cutting back not just synapses, but  but  but  but 
whole branches of neurites. The question is not just how they do they dowhole branches of neurites. The question is not just how they do they dowhole branches of neurites. The question is not just how they do they dowhole branches of neurites. The question is not just how they do they do this, but also how do they know they should do it?  this, but also how do they know they should do it?  this, but also how do they know they should do it?  this, but also how do they know they should do it? 

Perhaps the best way to understand how the "immune cells" of thePerhaps the best way to understand how the "immune cells" of thePerhaps the best way to understand how the "immune cells" of thePerhaps the best way to understand how the "immune cells" of the brain work is to take a look at their kindred spirits in other organ  brain work is to take a look at their kindred spirits in other organ  brain work is to take a look at their kindred spirits in other organ  brain work is to take a look at their kindred spirits in other organ 
systems. Assystems. Assystems. Assystems. As an immuno an immuno an immuno an immuno----privileged organ, many of mechanisms used in the body to fightprivileged organ, many of mechanisms used in the body to fightprivileged organ, many of mechanisms used in the body to fightprivileged organ, many of mechanisms used in the body to fight invaders don't need to operate to full capacity  invaders don't need to operate to full capacity  invaders don't need to operate to full capacity  invaders don't need to operate to full capacity 
in the brain. However that's notin the brain. However that's notin the brain. However that's notin the brain. However that's not to say they are absent. The tireless chronicler of individual cell intelligence to say they are absent. The tireless chronicler of individual cell intelligence to say they are absent. The tireless chronicler of individual cell intelligence to say they are absent. The tireless chronicler of individual cell intelligence Jon Lief observes there are  Jon Lief observes there are  Jon Lief observes there are  Jon Lief observes there are 
actually many immune cells that make regularactually many immune cells that make regularactually many immune cells that make regularactually many immune cells that make regular transits through the cerebral spinal fluid including B and T lymphocytes, transits through the cerebral spinal fluid including B and T lymphocytes, transits through the cerebral spinal fluid including B and T lymphocytes, transits through the cerebral spinal fluid including B and T lymphocytes,
macrophages, mast cells, and dendritic cells. macrophages, mast cells, and dendritic cells. macrophages, mast cells, and dendritic cells. macrophages, mast cells, and dendritic cells. 
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We usually think of neurons as the "smart" cells of the body. YetWe usually think of neurons as the "smart" cells of the body. YetWe usually think of neurons as the "smart" cells of the body. YetWe usually think of neurons as the "smart" cells of the body. Yet compared to the macrophages or T cells which patrol the entire body,  compared to the macrophages or T cells which patrol the entire body,  compared to the macrophages or T cells which patrol the entire body,  compared to the macrophages or T cells which patrol the entire body, 
neuronsneuronsneuronsneurons don't outwardly appear to do all that much. Within each organ, there is a don't outwardly appear to do all that much. Within each organ, there is a don't outwardly appear to do all that much. Within each organ, there is a don't outwardly appear to do all that much. Within each organ, there is a resident population of macrophages that take on a  resident population of macrophages that take on a  resident population of macrophages that take on a  resident population of macrophages that take on a 
unique form suited to theunique form suited to theunique form suited to theunique form suited to the local needs: The hostile environment of the alveolar macrophage, for example, local needs: The hostile environment of the alveolar macrophage, for example, local needs: The hostile environment of the alveolar macrophage, for example, local needs: The hostile environment of the alveolar macrophage, for example, places huge phagocytic  places huge phagocytic  places huge phagocytic  places huge phagocytic 
demands on the cell as it maintians the border betweendemands on the cell as it maintians the border betweendemands on the cell as it maintians the border betweendemands on the cell as it maintians the border between body and air. The osteoclasts of bone are the mechanical engineers of the  body and air. The osteoclasts of bone are the mechanical engineers of the  body and air. The osteoclasts of bone are the mechanical engineers of the  body and air. The osteoclasts of bone are the mechanical engineers of the 
bodybodybodybody who sense macroscopic forces from w who sense macroscopic forces from w who sense macroscopic forces from w who sense macroscopic forces from worlds beyond and sculpt the calcium clayorlds beyond and sculpt the calcium clayorlds beyond and sculpt the calcium clayorlds beyond and sculpt the calcium clay indiscriminately slopped by osteocytes that have  indiscriminately slopped by osteocytes that have  indiscriminately slopped by osteocytes that have  indiscriminately slopped by osteocytes that have 
entombed themselves withinentombed themselves withinentombed themselves withinentombed themselves within their invidiual caniculi.  their invidiual caniculi.  their invidiual caniculi.  their invidiual caniculi. 

Likewise, the liver has its own unique Kuppfer cells,Likewise, the liver has its own unique Kuppfer cells,Likewise, the liver has its own unique Kuppfer cells,Likewise, the liver has its own unique Kuppfer cells, the placenta its Hofbauer cell, and so on till your hearts content. Calling MG the placenta its Hofbauer cell, and so on till your hearts content. Calling MG the placenta its Hofbauer cell, and so on till your hearts content. Calling MG the placenta its Hofbauer cell, and so on till your hearts content. Calling MG cells  cells  cells  cells 
the macrophages of the brain would imply to some that all they do is cleanthe macrophages of the brain would imply to some that all they do is cleanthe macrophages of the brain would imply to some that all they do is cleanthe macrophages of the brain would imply to some that all they do is clean up. However as once up. However as once up. However as once up. However as once----opaque developmental mysteries opaque developmental mysteries opaque developmental mysteries opaque developmental mysteries 
continue to give up theircontinue to give up theircontinue to give up theircontinue to give up their secrets we see that macrophage secrets we see that macrophage secrets we see that macrophage secrets we see that macrophage----like cells are more like commanders than pawns.like cells are more like commanders than pawns.like cells are more like commanders than pawns.like cells are more like commanders than pawns. These great revisionists do  These great revisionists do  These great revisionists do  These great revisionists do 
everything from regenerate the of limbs ofeverything from regenerate the of limbs ofeverything from regenerate the of limbs ofeverything from regenerate the of limbs of Salamandars to melt the webbing between finger and toes.  Salamandars to melt the webbing between finger and toes.  Salamandars to melt the webbing between finger and toes.  Salamandars to melt the webbing between finger and toes. 

Perhaps the most definitive, and intriguing role of MG is theirPerhaps the most definitive, and intriguing role of MG is theirPerhaps the most definitive, and intriguing role of MG is theirPerhaps the most definitive, and intriguing role of MG is their critical part in the segregation of inputs from the eyes within the visual critical part in the segregation of inputs from the eyes within the visual critical part in the segregation of inputs from the eyes within the visual critical part in the segregation of inputs from the eyes within the visual
system. Classical compliment cascade proteins (like C1q and C3) are repurposedsystem. Classical compliment cascade proteins (like C1q and C3) are repurposedsystem. Classical compliment cascade proteins (like C1q and C3) are repurposedsystem. Classical compliment cascade proteins (like C1q and C3) are repurposed from the immune system to "opsonize" (from Greek,  from the immune system to "opsonize" (from Greek,  from the immune system to "opsonize" (from Greek,  from the immune system to "opsonize" (from Greek, 
prepare for eating) or tagprepare for eating) or tagprepare for eating) or tagprepare for eating) or tag exuberant synapses for elimination. In the vertebrate immune system these innate exuberant synapses for elimination. In the vertebrate immune system these innate exuberant synapses for elimination. In the vertebrate immune system these innate exuberant synapses for elimination. In the vertebrate immune system these innate proteins help or  proteins help or  proteins help or  proteins help or 
"compliment" the more adaptive T cell antibody systems. To"compliment" the more adaptive T cell antibody systems. To"compliment" the more adaptive T cell antibody systems. To"compliment" the more adaptive T cell antibody systems. To further expand the scope of what is possible in all things cellular, we might further expand the scope of what is possible in all things cellular, we might further expand the scope of what is possible in all things cellular, we might further expand the scope of what is possible in all things cellular, we might
consider here some of the more rarefied superpowers that T cells posses. consider here some of the more rarefied superpowers that T cells posses. consider here some of the more rarefied superpowers that T cells posses. consider here some of the more rarefied superpowers that T cells posses. 

Like MGs, T cells are in constant communication with more socialLike MGs, T cells are in constant communication with more socialLike MGs, T cells are in constant communication with more socialLike MGs, T cells are in constant communication with more social partners than a teenager on Instagram. Yet through all this the  partners than a teenager on Instagram. Yet through all this the  partners than a teenager on Instagram. Yet through all this the  partners than a teenager on Instagram. Yet through all this the 
persist like apersist like apersist like apersist like a lone wolf, seeming to act primarily for numero uno as they administer their own lone wolf, seeming to act primarily for numero uno as they administer their own lone wolf, seeming to act primarily for numero uno as they administer their own lone wolf, seeming to act primarily for numero uno as they administer their own territory. Rather then needing to idle  territory. Rather then needing to idle  territory. Rather then needing to idle  territory. Rather then needing to idle 
away as neurons do in endless volley ofaway as neurons do in endless volley ofaway as neurons do in endless volley ofaway as neurons do in endless volley of spike trains, T cells can make rapid metabolic adjustments for bursts of spike trains, T cells can make rapid metabolic adjustments for bursts of spike trains, T cells can make rapid metabolic adjustments for bursts of spike trains, T cells can make rapid metabolic adjustments for bursts of activity when needed.  activity when needed.  activity when needed.  activity when needed. 
They are also able to continually optimize antibodyThey are also able to continually optimize antibodyThey are also able to continually optimize antibodyThey are also able to continually optimize antibody interactions through hypermutation. This ability to self edit their own DNA to interactions through hypermutation. This ability to self edit their own DNA to interactions through hypermutation. This ability to self edit their own DNA to interactions through hypermutation. This ability to self edit their own DNA to
make diversify receptors through inmake diversify receptors through inmake diversify receptors through inmake diversify receptors through in----situ recombination is virtually unparalleledsitu recombination is virtually unparalleledsitu recombination is virtually unparalleledsitu recombination is virtually unparalleled elsewhere in nature. The closest thing to it we might  elsewhere in nature. The closest thing to it we might  elsewhere in nature. The closest thing to it we might  elsewhere in nature. The closest thing to it we might 
imagine for the brainimagine for the brainimagine for the brainimagine for the brain might be the tiling of the full unknowable receptor space in the olfactory might be the tiling of the full unknowable receptor space in the olfactory might be the tiling of the full unknowable receptor space in the olfactory might be the tiling of the full unknowable receptor space in the olfactory system. Only here every single odorant  system. Only here every single odorant  system. Only here every single odorant  system. Only here every single odorant 
receptor gets translating from its ownreceptor gets translating from its ownreceptor gets translating from its ownreceptor gets translating from its own specific gene.  specific gene.  specific gene.  specific gene. 

We know from the anatomical and molecular studies of the visualWe know from the anatomical and molecular studies of the visualWe know from the anatomical and molecular studies of the visualWe know from the anatomical and molecular studies of the visual system, that once in, MGs get their hands into everything. In the  system, that once in, MGs get their hands into everything. In the  system, that once in, MGs get their hands into everything. In the  system, that once in, MGs get their hands into everything. In the 
LGN, the partLGN, the partLGN, the partLGN, the part of the thalamus where inputs from the retina round, processess from MG cells of the thalamus where inputs from the retina round, processess from MG cells of the thalamus where inputs from the retina round, processess from MG cells of the thalamus where inputs from the retina round, processess from MG cells coat both pre and post synaptic elements. If  coat both pre and post synaptic elements. If  coat both pre and post synaptic elements. If  coat both pre and post synaptic elements. If 
things here want to move, it seemsthings here want to move, it seemsthings here want to move, it seemsthings here want to move, it seems they need to go through the MGs. For the incoming optic nerve, this is all part they need to go through the MGs. For the incoming optic nerve, this is all part they need to go through the MGs. For the incoming optic nerve, this is all part they need to go through the MGs. For the incoming optic nerve, this is all part of the circle of life as  of the circle of life as  of the circle of life as  of the circle of life as 
peripheral myelinating Schwann cells yeild moreperipheral myelinating Schwann cells yeild moreperipheral myelinating Schwann cells yeild moreperipheral myelinating Schwann cells yeild more centrally to the CNS centrally to the CNS centrally to the CNS centrally to the CNS----ensheathing oligodendroctyes, which yeild ultimately to theensheathing oligodendroctyes, which yeild ultimately to theensheathing oligodendroctyes, which yeild ultimately to theensheathing oligodendroctyes, which yeild ultimately to the
synaptic MG engulfers. That is not to say that MG are entirelysynaptic MG engulfers. That is not to say that MG are entirelysynaptic MG engulfers. That is not to say that MG are entirelysynaptic MG engulfers. That is not to say that MG are entirely synapse synapse synapse synapse----orientedorientedorientedoriented————their initial discoverer and namer, Pío del Río their initial discoverer and namer, Pío del Río their initial discoverer and namer, Pío del Río their initial discoverer and namer, Pío del Río 
Hortega, foundHortega, foundHortega, foundHortega, found them spanning the corpus callosum.  them spanning the corpus callosum.  them spanning the corpus callosum.  them spanning the corpus callosum. 

For us, the most important general concern may beFor us, the most important general concern may beFor us, the most important general concern may beFor us, the most important general concern may be exchanges between brain and body. The migration of MG into the brain (and for exchanges between brain and body. The migration of MG into the brain (and for exchanges between brain and body. The migration of MG into the brain (and for exchanges between brain and body. The migration of MG into the brain (and for
that matter perhaps out as well) is shut down when the blood brain barrier formsthat matter perhaps out as well) is shut down when the blood brain barrier formsthat matter perhaps out as well) is shut down when the blood brain barrier formsthat matter perhaps out as well) is shut down when the blood brain barrier forms early in development. None early in development. None early in development. None early in development. None----thethethethe----less immune cells, less immune cells, less immune cells, less immune cells, 
stem cells, and just aboutstem cells, and just aboutstem cells, and just aboutstem cells, and just about anything else can find its way in when things get compromised. Stories of mom's anything else can find its way in when things get compromised. Stories of mom's anything else can find its way in when things get compromised. Stories of mom's anything else can find its way in when things get compromised. Stories of mom's with Y chromsomes in their  with Y chromsomes in their  with Y chromsomes in their  with Y chromsomes in their 
brains from the boys they previously carriebrains from the boys they previously carriebrains from the boys they previously carriebrains from the boys they previously carried, or stemd, or stemd, or stemd, or stem cells injected into the blood that fuse to the nearest partner once in the brain cells injected into the blood that fuse to the nearest partner once in the brain cells injected into the blood that fuse to the nearest partner once in the brain cells injected into the blood that fuse to the nearest partner once in the brain
abound. These things are not mere anomalies in the potluck of geneticabound. These things are not mere anomalies in the potluck of geneticabound. These things are not mere anomalies in the potluck of geneticabound. These things are not mere anomalies in the potluck of genetic recombination but are rather par for the course of life.  recombination but are rather par for the course of life.  recombination but are rather par for the course of life.  recombination but are rather par for the course of life. 

The review paper mentions the recent discovery and classificationThe review paper mentions the recent discovery and classificationThe review paper mentions the recent discovery and classificationThe review paper mentions the recent discovery and classification of sub of sub of sub of sub----populations of Mgpopulations of Mgpopulations of Mgpopulations of Mg----like cells. Extensive transcriptome analysis like cells. Extensive transcriptome analysis like cells. Extensive transcriptome analysis like cells. Extensive transcriptome analysis 
of all theof all theof all theof all the proteins expressed by these cells has provided a rigorous way, at least in proteins expressed by these cells has provided a rigorous way, at least in proteins expressed by these cells has provided a rigorous way, at least in proteins expressed by these cells has provided a rigorous way, at least in theory, to catagorize them as they pertain to  theory, to catagorize them as they pertain to  theory, to catagorize them as they pertain to  theory, to catagorize them as they pertain to 
diseases. Hoxb8diseases. Hoxb8diseases. Hoxb8diseases. Hoxb8----expressing cells,expressing cells,expressing cells,expressing cells, which represent about 15% of the CD11b+ MG cells in general population are which represent about 15% of the CD11b+ MG cells in general population are which represent about 15% of the CD11b+ MG cells in general population are which represent about 15% of the CD11b+ MG cells in general population are believed to be  believed to be  believed to be  believed to be 
ontogenically distinct from the yolk cell population. Thatontogenically distinct from the yolk cell population. Thatontogenically distinct from the yolk cell population. Thatontogenically distinct from the yolk cell population. That suggests that they might come in later from elsewhere. Understanding what suggests that they might come in later from elsewhere. Understanding what suggests that they might come in later from elsewhere. Understanding what suggests that they might come in later from elsewhere. Understanding what
controls the ability of these cells to gain access to the brain, and move aboutcontrols the ability of these cells to gain access to the brain, and move aboutcontrols the ability of these cells to gain access to the brain, and move aboutcontrols the ability of these cells to gain access to the brain, and move about it will be critical to further understanding their  it will be critical to further understanding their  it will be critical to further understanding their  it will be critical to further understanding their 
function. function. function. function. 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital14 Nuclear weapons stockpile, WHO will play a vital role?  role?  role?  role? 

7777----12121212----14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!14 Nuclear weapons... North Korea will be Nuked in 2015!

iApps will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001 SuperiApps will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001 SuperiApps will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001 SuperiApps will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001 Super Brain Inventions she has never thought of... Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her Brain Inventions she has never thought of... Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her Brain Inventions she has never thought of... Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her Brain Inventions she has never thought of... Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts  thoughts  thoughts  thoughts 
started a electrical storm that just grows, like comprehending 777started a electrical storm that just grows, like comprehending 777started a electrical storm that just grows, like comprehending 777started a electrical storm that just grows, like comprehending 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into empty space at this moment!  Trillion Galaxies expanding into empty space at this moment!  Trillion Galaxies expanding into empty space at this moment!  Trillion Galaxies expanding into empty space at this moment! 
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Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a 

electricalelectricalelectricalelectrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the MacBook Air + Pro.  storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the MacBook Air + Pro.  storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the MacBook Air + Pro.  storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the MacBook Air + Pro. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Iraq's semi Scientists..." Iraq's semi Scientists..." Iraq's semi Scientists..." Iraq's semi----autonomous Kurds increased their control over oilautonomous Kurds increased their control over oilautonomous Kurds increased their control over oilautonomous Kurds increased their control over oil
resources in the north of the country after deploying armed forces to the Kirkukresources in the north of the country after deploying armed forces to the Kirkukresources in the north of the country after deploying armed forces to the Kirkukresources in the north of the country after deploying armed forces to the Kirkuk and Bai Hassan oilfields.  and Bai Hassan oilfields.  and Bai Hassan oilfields.  and Bai Hassan oilfields. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius of the USA having a MD President would be the END "Rocket Scientists..." Genius of the USA having a MD President would be the END "Rocket Scientists..." Genius of the USA having a MD President would be the END "Rocket Scientists..." Genius of the USA having a MD President would be the END of...  of...  of...  of... 
Reynolds American the parent company of R.J. Reynolds, the maker of PallReynolds American the parent company of R.J. Reynolds, the maker of PallReynolds American the parent company of R.J. Reynolds, the maker of PallReynolds American the parent company of R.J. Reynolds, the maker of Pall Mall and Camel cigarettes. Save her life 19K murdered by a  Mall and Camel cigarettes. Save her life 19K murdered by a  Mall and Camel cigarettes. Save her life 19K murdered by a  Mall and Camel cigarettes. Save her life 19K murdered by a 
drunk man. Hell Idrunk man. Hell Idrunk man. Hell Idrunk man. Hell I would guess the end of Reynolds would save her life... of 40K or 400K women in would guess the end of Reynolds would save her life... of 40K or 400K women in would guess the end of Reynolds would save her life... of 40K or 400K women in would guess the end of Reynolds would save her life... of 40K or 400K women in 2015.  2015.  2015.  2015. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 777 Trillion Miles of Electric Power lines... To Hell with Windmill  777 Trillion Miles of Electric Power lines... To Hell with Windmill  777 Trillion Miles of Electric Power lines... To Hell with Windmill  777 Trillion Miles of Electric Power lines... To Hell with Windmill 
ElectricElectricElectricElectric Power Generation, this idea was from GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Google Power Generation, this idea was from GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Google Power Generation, this idea was from GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Google Power Generation, this idea was from GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Google Employees.  Employees.  Employees.  Employees. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Stupidity via George Orwell II...Intel will keep the price of Scientists..." Stupidity via George Orwell II...Intel will keep the price of Scientists..." Stupidity via George Orwell II...Intel will keep the price of Scientists..." Stupidity via George Orwell II...Intel will keep the price of Xeon CPU's  Xeon CPU's  Xeon CPU's  Xeon CPU's 
out of the reach of 3 Billion people on Earth for $3 Billion inout of the reach of 3 Billion people on Earth for $3 Billion inout of the reach of 3 Billion people on Earth for $3 Billion inout of the reach of 3 Billion people on Earth for $3 Billion in Profits in 2014. Apple joins President Obama's 'SupplierPay' initiative  Profits in 2014. Apple joins President Obama's 'SupplierPay' initiative  Profits in 2014. Apple joins President Obama's 'SupplierPay' initiative  Profits in 2014. Apple joins President Obama's 'SupplierPay' initiative 
aimed ataimed ataimed ataimed at boosting U.S. small business. Boosting the iMac, PC inventors is Off Limits by boosting U.S. small business. Boosting the iMac, PC inventors is Off Limits by boosting U.S. small business. Boosting the iMac, PC inventors is Off Limits by boosting U.S. small business. Boosting the iMac, PC inventors is Off Limits by government policy Makers today! iApp's written  government policy Makers today! iApp's written  government policy Makers today! iApp's written  government policy Makers today! iApp's written 
for the Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU...for the Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU...for the Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU...for the Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU... imagine what they could Invent!!  imagine what they could Invent!!  imagine what they could Invent!!  imagine what they could Invent!! 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Vision, Futuristic Hemingway Novel about "Old Man Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Vision, Futuristic Hemingway Novel about "Old Man Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Vision, Futuristic Hemingway Novel about "Old Man Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Vision, Futuristic Hemingway Novel about "Old Man + the Masses of 15  + the Masses of 15  + the Masses of 15  + the Masses of 15 
Billion People on Earth" This is why we needed HemingwayBillion People on Earth" This is why we needed HemingwayBillion People on Earth" This is why we needed HemingwayBillion People on Earth" This is why we needed Hemingway House writing classes year ago. Old Numb Nuts George Orwell II has no  House writing classes year ago. Old Numb Nuts George Orwell II has no  House writing classes year ago. Old Numb Nuts George Orwell II has no  House writing classes year ago. Old Numb Nuts George Orwell II has no 
intentionsintentionsintentionsintentions of inventing a electric Power Grid for 15 Billion People on Earth. Admirals at of inventing a electric Power Grid for 15 Billion People on Earth. Admirals at of inventing a electric Power Grid for 15 Billion People on Earth. Admirals at of inventing a electric Power Grid for 15 Billion People on Earth. Admirals at the Pentagon never considered 15 Billion  the Pentagon never considered 15 Billion  the Pentagon never considered 15 Billion  the Pentagon never considered 15 Billion 
people on Earth if they would have wepeople on Earth if they would have wepeople on Earth if they would have wepeople on Earth if they would have we would not have to sink 101 JFK Super Carri would not have to sink 101 JFK Super Carri would not have to sink 101 JFK Super Carri would not have to sink 101 JFK Super Carriers under construction today!ers under construction today!ers under construction today!ers under construction today!

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius would be Hemingway Legally Married to 4 wives + writing  Genius would be Hemingway Legally Married to 4 wives + writing  Genius would be Hemingway Legally Married to 4 wives + writing  Genius would be Hemingway Legally Married to 4 wives + writing 
Novels withNovels withNovels withNovels with invention projects in every chapter...  invention projects in every chapter...  invention projects in every chapter...  invention projects in every chapter... 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric14 Genius Smart Electric14 Genius Smart Electric14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius in getting the Overnight Penicillin Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius in getting the Overnight Penicillin Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius in getting the Overnight Penicillin Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius in getting the Overnight Penicillin like Cure for Breast Cancer  like Cure for Breast Cancer  like Cure for Breast Cancer  like Cure for Breast Cancer 
would be "Marry" a few women who have stage 4 Breastwould be "Marry" a few women who have stage 4 Breastwould be "Marry" a few women who have stage 4 Breastwould be "Marry" a few women who have stage 4 Breast Cancer today. Brainstorming with "Wives" + Brainstorming Conversations with Cancer today. Brainstorming with "Wives" + Brainstorming Conversations with Cancer today. Brainstorming with "Wives" + Brainstorming Conversations with Cancer today. Brainstorming with "Wives" + Brainstorming Conversations with
Wives with stage 4 Breast Cancer would give Greg the Edge in getting the CureWives with stage 4 Breast Cancer would give Greg the Edge in getting the CureWives with stage 4 Breast Cancer would give Greg the Edge in getting the CureWives with stage 4 Breast Cancer would give Greg the Edge in getting the Cure like if I has all of Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM Super  like if I has all of Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM Super  like if I has all of Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM Super  like if I has all of Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM Super 
Computers and all LosComputers and all LosComputers and all LosComputers and all Los Alamos Scientist's!!  Alamos Scientist's!!  Alamos Scientist's!!  Alamos Scientist's!! 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." No Wires, coming into your home or Scenes of High Power Lines for Scientists..." No Wires, coming into your home or Scenes of High Power Lines for Scientists..." No Wires, coming into your home or Scenes of High Power Lines for Scientists..." No Wires, coming into your home or Scenes of High Power Lines for
hundreds of miles! this idea was from GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Googlehundreds of miles! this idea was from GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Googlehundreds of miles! this idea was from GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Googlehundreds of miles! this idea was from GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Google Employees.  Employees.  Employees.  Employees. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Scientists..."  Scientists..."  Scientists..." 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." No Comcast fiber optics wires to every home in the USA. Greg + Scientists..." No Comcast fiber optics wires to every home in the USA. Greg + Scientists..." No Comcast fiber optics wires to every home in the USA. Greg + Scientists..." No Comcast fiber optics wires to every home in the USA. Greg + Wives will  Wives will  Wives will  Wives will 
reinvent the "Satellite Dish" to surpass "Genius" of fiber opticreinvent the "Satellite Dish" to surpass "Genius" of fiber opticreinvent the "Satellite Dish" to surpass "Genius" of fiber opticreinvent the "Satellite Dish" to surpass "Genius" of fiber optic cables! This is in the iApps at Apple, or soon will be with links you can click cables! This is in the iApps at Apple, or soon will be with links you can click cables! This is in the iApps at Apple, or soon will be with links you can click cables! This is in the iApps at Apple, or soon will be with links you can click
on to get starting with this over the heads of Genius Inventors, grin!on to get starting with this over the heads of Genius Inventors, grin!on to get starting with this over the heads of Genius Inventors, grin!on to get starting with this over the heads of Genius Inventors, grin!

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 4 MD14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 4 MD14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 4 MD14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!!  Wives Coup D'Etat!!  Wives Coup D'Etat!!  Wives Coup D'Etat!! 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius at City Hall Key West would order all New Construction Scientists..." Genius at City Hall Key West would order all New Construction Scientists..." Genius at City Hall Key West would order all New Construction Scientists..." Genius at City Hall Key West would order all New Construction have a  have a  have a  have a 
"Backup" electric generator fueled by Liquid Hydrogen at "Backup" electric generator fueled by Liquid Hydrogen at "Backup" electric generator fueled by Liquid Hydrogen at "Backup" electric generator fueled by Liquid Hydrogen at ----254 C no that254 C no that254 C no that254 C no that is cold Key West Homes + Businesses could use outside by the  is cold Key West Homes + Businesses could use outside by the  is cold Key West Homes + Businesses could use outside by the  is cold Key West Homes + Businesses could use outside by the 
pool, design justpool, design justpool, design justpool, design just like your car A/C. this idea was from Greg Buell Lovestar not GE Pedophiles like your car A/C. this idea was from Greg Buell Lovestar not GE Pedophiles like your car A/C. this idea was from Greg Buell Lovestar not GE Pedophiles like your car A/C. this idea was from Greg Buell Lovestar not GE Pedophiles doing Heroin with Google Employees.  doing Heroin with Google Employees.  doing Heroin with Google Employees.  doing Heroin with Google Employees. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Lawyers like Bill Clinton should be Beheaded by is "Rocket Scientists..." Lawyers like Bill Clinton should be Beheaded by is "Rocket Scientists..." Lawyers like Bill Clinton should be Beheaded by is "Rocket Scientists..." Lawyers like Bill Clinton should be Beheaded by Windmills or all Law  Windmills or all Law  Windmills or all Law  Windmills or all Law 
School even Yale + Harvard Law Schools should be shut likeSchool even Yale + Harvard Law Schools should be shut likeSchool even Yale + Harvard Law Schools should be shut likeSchool even Yale + Harvard Law Schools should be shut like the French Revolution shut down all of the University for 7 long years as the the French Revolution shut down all of the University for 7 long years as the the French Revolution shut down all of the University for 7 long years as the the French Revolution shut down all of the University for 7 long years as the
French who won the Revolution knew that France needed Rocket Scientists notFrench who won the Revolution knew that France needed Rocket Scientists notFrench who won the Revolution knew that France needed Rocket Scientists notFrench who won the Revolution knew that France needed Rocket Scientists not Lawyers who lie, dishonesties defending Landlords and  Lawyers who lie, dishonesties defending Landlords and  Lawyers who lie, dishonesties defending Landlords and  Lawyers who lie, dishonesties defending Landlords and 
others everyone knows isothers everyone knows isothers everyone knows isothers everyone knows is guilt as Hell. One is Robert Kennedy Jr murders his wife Mary. Everyone on Earth guilt as Hell. One is Robert Kennedy Jr murders his wife Mary. Everyone on Earth guilt as Hell. One is Robert Kennedy Jr murders his wife Mary. Everyone on Earth guilt as Hell. One is Robert Kennedy Jr murders his wife Mary. Everyone on Earth all 5 Billion of us know  all 5 Billion of us know  all 5 Billion of us know  all 5 Billion of us know 
Kennedy Bought the Judge who took 5 kids away from MaryKennedy Bought the Judge who took 5 kids away from MaryKennedy Bought the Judge who took 5 kids away from MaryKennedy Bought the Judge who took 5 kids away from Mary Kennedy. Judge will be burnt toast after the electricwindmillFord Escort  Kennedy. Judge will be burnt toast after the electricwindmillFord Escort  Kennedy. Judge will be burnt toast after the electricwindmillFord Escort  Kennedy. Judge will be burnt toast after the electricwindmillFord Escort 
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Coup...Coup...Coup...Coup... grin!  grin!  grin!  grin! 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Japanese Genius Today is "Comfort" instead of a Rx Cure for Breast  Japanese Genius Today is "Comfort" instead of a Rx Cure for Breast  Japanese Genius Today is "Comfort" instead of a Rx Cure for Breast  Japanese Genius Today is "Comfort" instead of a Rx Cure for Breast 
Cancer. NoCancer. NoCancer. NoCancer. No Comcast Cable Channel in Japan is "Brainstorm" a cure but you know CBS runs the Comcast Cable Channel in Japan is "Brainstorm" a cure but you know CBS runs the Comcast Cable Channel in Japan is "Brainstorm" a cure but you know CBS runs the Comcast Cable Channel in Japan is "Brainstorm" a cure but you know CBS runs the "View" and "The Talk" in Japanese!  "View" and "The Talk" in Japanese!  "View" and "The Talk" in Japanese!  "View" and "The Talk" in Japanese! 
Stupid Criminals... FUJIFILM received FDAStupid Criminals... FUJIFILM received FDAStupid Criminals... FUJIFILM received FDAStupid Criminals... FUJIFILM received FDA 510(K) clearance for its Aspire Cristalle digital mammography system, which the 510(K) clearance for its Aspire Cristalle digital mammography system, which the 510(K) clearance for its Aspire Cristalle digital mammography system, which the 510(K) clearance for its Aspire Cristalle digital mammography system, which the company  company  company  company 
touts to have been designed to improve patient comfort. touts to have been designed to improve patient comfort. touts to have been designed to improve patient comfort. touts to have been designed to improve patient comfort. 

7777----11111111----14141414 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 

7777----11111111----14141414 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." "CLOT" is butter!! Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." "CLOT" is butter!! Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." "CLOT" is butter!! Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." "CLOT" is butter!! Covidien has unveiled its latest Trellis peripheral  Covidien has unveiled its latest Trellis peripheral  Covidien has unveiled its latest Trellis peripheral  Covidien has unveiled its latest Trellis peripheral 
infusion system, infusion system, infusion system, infusion system, ““““the onlythe onlythe onlythe only pharmacomechanical thrombolysis device that enables focused treatment of blood pharmacomechanical thrombolysis device that enables focused treatment of blood pharmacomechanical thrombolysis device that enables focused treatment of blood pharmacomechanical thrombolysis device that enables focused treatment of blood clots that lead to Post clots that lead to Post clots that lead to Post clots that lead to Post----
thrombotic Syndrome (PTS),thrombotic Syndrome (PTS),thrombotic Syndrome (PTS),thrombotic Syndrome (PTS),”””” according to the company.according to the company.according to the company.according to the company. Two balloons are used to cut off the area where the thrombus so that the drug Two balloons are used to cut off the area where the thrombus so that the drug Two balloons are used to cut off the area where the thrombus so that the drug Two balloons are used to cut off the area where the thrombus so that the drug
delivered to the clot stays concentrated precisely where needed. To help breakdelivered to the clot stays concentrated precisely where needed. To help breakdelivered to the clot stays concentrated precisely where needed. To help breakdelivered to the clot stays concentrated precisely where needed. To help break up the clot and spread the lytic drug around, the wire  up the clot and spread the lytic drug around, the wire  up the clot and spread the lytic drug around, the wire  up the clot and spread the lytic drug around, the wire 
between the balloonsbetween the balloonsbetween the balloonsbetween the balloons through which drug is infused through can be made to vibrate within the vein. through which drug is infused through can be made to vibrate within the vein. through which drug is infused through can be made to vibrate within the vein. through which drug is infused through can be made to vibrate within the vein. Drug delivered to the clot. "CLOT"  Drug delivered to the clot. "CLOT"  Drug delivered to the clot. "CLOT"  Drug delivered to the clot. "CLOT" 
is butter!! is butter!! is butter!! is butter!! 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart14 Genius Smart14 Genius Smart14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart14 Genius Smart14 Genius Smart14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius is Putin + Castro on Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius is Putin + Castro on Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius is Putin + Castro on Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Genius is Putin + Castro on Friday... HAVANA  Friday... HAVANA  Friday... HAVANA  Friday... HAVANA -------- Russian President Russian President Russian President Russian President 
Vladimir Putin began a sixVladimir Putin began a sixVladimir Putin began a sixVladimir Putin began a six----day Latinday Latinday Latinday Latin American tour aimed at boosting trade and ties in the region with a stop Friday American tour aimed at boosting trade and ties in the region with a stop Friday American tour aimed at boosting trade and ties in the region with a stop Friday American tour aimed at boosting trade and ties in the region with a stop Friday in Cuba,  in Cuba,  in Cuba,  in Cuba, 
where he was expected to meet with President Raul Castro and formerwhere he was expected to meet with President Raul Castro and formerwhere he was expected to meet with President Raul Castro and formerwhere he was expected to meet with President Raul Castro and former leader Fidel Castro.  leader Fidel Castro.  leader Fidel Castro.  leader Fidel Castro. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Scientists..."  Scientists..."  Scientists..." 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Dr. Rosie NO, Dr Donald Trump NOT ON This VIEW... CBS Chen Scientists..." Dr. Rosie NO, Dr Donald Trump NOT ON This VIEW... CBS Chen Scientists..." Dr. Rosie NO, Dr Donald Trump NOT ON This VIEW... CBS Chen Scientists..." Dr. Rosie NO, Dr Donald Trump NOT ON This VIEW... CBS Chen declares  declares  declares  declares 
War on Star Travel Views!! Rosie O'Donnell's return to 'The View' hasWar on Star Travel Views!! Rosie O'Donnell's return to 'The View' hasWar on Star Travel Views!! Rosie O'Donnell's return to 'The View' hasWar on Star Travel Views!! Rosie O'Donnell's return to 'The View' has Donald Trump gearing up for another .. New York Daily News  Donald Trump gearing up for another .. New York Daily News  Donald Trump gearing up for another .. New York Daily News  Donald Trump gearing up for another .. New York Daily News ---- The The The The 
Donald saysDonald saysDonald saysDonald says ABC's decision to bring the former co ABC's decision to bring the former co ABC's decision to bring the former co ABC's decision to bring the former co----host back is a 'good move.' However ithost back is a 'good move.' However ithost back is a 'good move.' However ithost back is a 'good move.' However it didn't take long before he voiced his well didn't take long before he voiced his well didn't take long before he voiced his well didn't take long before he voiced his well----
known dislike for the opinionatedknown dislike for the opinionatedknown dislike for the opinionatedknown dislike for the opinionated host, saying 'Rosie always self host, saying 'Rosie always self host, saying 'Rosie always self host, saying 'Rosie always self----destructs. destructs. destructs. destructs. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric14 Genius Smart Electric14 Genius Smart Electric14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Billions of neurons fire in the brain... Dr. Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Billions of neurons fire in the brain... Dr. Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Billions of neurons fire in the brain... Dr. Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Billions of neurons fire in the brain... Dr. Katrina has a few billion on  Katrina has a few billion on  Katrina has a few billion on  Katrina has a few billion on 
her index finger, she is thinking about God.her index finger, she is thinking about God.her index finger, she is thinking about God.her index finger, she is thinking about God.

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." Iraq's semi Iraq's semi Iraq's semi Iraq's semi----autonomous Kurds increased their control over oil autonomous Kurds increased their control over oil autonomous Kurds increased their control over oil autonomous Kurds increased their control over oil 
resources in theresources in theresources in theresources in the north of the country after deploying armed forces to the Kirkuk and Bai Hassan north of the country after deploying armed forces to the Kirkuk and Bai Hassan north of the country after deploying armed forces to the Kirkuk and Bai Hassan north of the country after deploying armed forces to the Kirkuk and Bai Hassan oilfields.  oilfields.  oilfields.  oilfields. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."  Scientists..."  Scientists..."  Scientists..." 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." LANL, Sandia, Cray Set to Build Next Scientists..." LANL, Sandia, Cray Set to Build Next Scientists..." LANL, Sandia, Cray Set to Build Next Scientists..." LANL, Sandia, Cray Set to Build Next----gen NNSA Supercomputer.gen NNSA Supercomputer.gen NNSA Supercomputer.gen NNSA Supercomputer.
““““Supercomputing is a critical element of the NNSASupercomputing is a critical element of the NNSASupercomputing is a critical element of the NNSASupercomputing is a critical element of the NNSA’’’’s mission to maintain ands mission to maintain ands mission to maintain ands mission to maintain and enhance the safety, security, reliability and performance  enhance the safety, security, reliability and performance  enhance the safety, security, reliability and performance  enhance the safety, security, reliability and performance 
the U.S. nuclearthe U.S. nuclearthe U.S. nuclearthe U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile, and we are incredibly honored that a Cray supercomputer will weapons stockpile, and we are incredibly honored that a Cray supercomputer will weapons stockpile, and we are incredibly honored that a Cray supercomputer will weapons stockpile, and we are incredibly honored that a Cray supercomputer will play a vital role in this important  play a vital role in this important  play a vital role in this important  play a vital role in this important 
work,work,work,work,”””” said Peter Ungaro, president and CEOsaid Peter Ungaro, president and CEOsaid Peter Ungaro, president and CEOsaid Peter Ungaro, president and CEO of Cray. Trinity will use the processor technology from Intel.  of Cray. Trinity will use the processor technology from Intel.  of Cray. Trinity will use the processor technology from Intel.  of Cray. Trinity will use the processor technology from Intel. ““““Intel is honoredIntel is honoredIntel is honoredIntel is honored to be  to be  to be  to be 
providing the computational engine for Trinity. Trinity is the name of theproviding the computational engine for Trinity. Trinity is the name of theproviding the computational engine for Trinity. Trinity is the name of theproviding the computational engine for Trinity. Trinity is the name of the new Los Alamo Super Computer.  new Los Alamo Super Computer.  new Los Alamo Super Computer.  new Los Alamo Super Computer. 

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..." 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat go get all of "Trinity" for the is "Rocket Scientists..." 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat go get all of "Trinity" for the is "Rocket Scientists..." 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat go get all of "Trinity" for the is "Rocket Scientists..." 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat go get all of "Trinity" for the Overnight Rx Cure  Overnight Rx Cure  Overnight Rx Cure  Overnight Rx Cure 
of Breast Cancer to save 40K SWF in the USA in 2014 Pentagonof Breast Cancer to save 40K SWF in the USA in 2014 Pentagonof Breast Cancer to save 40K SWF in the USA in 2014 Pentagonof Breast Cancer to save 40K SWF in the USA in 2014 Pentagon wrote off these 40K women as causalities of War!! Pentagon email to this  wrote off these 40K women as causalities of War!! Pentagon email to this  wrote off these 40K women as causalities of War!! Pentagon email to this  wrote off these 40K women as causalities of War!! Pentagon email to this 
will bewill bewill bewill be published on the Front Page of the NY Times after 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! published on the Front Page of the NY Times after 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! published on the Front Page of the NY Times after 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! published on the Front Page of the NY Times after 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!

7777----11111111----14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."14 Genius Smart Electric Power Grid is "Rocket Scientists..."

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School shouldSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School shouldSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School shouldSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 
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Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical 

School should be builtSchool should be builtSchool should be builtSchool should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into Key West with $77714 as Greg flew into Key West with $77714 as Greg flew into Key West with $77714 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West  Trillion to build a Yale Key West  Trillion to build a Yale Key West  Trillion to build a Yale Key West 
Medical School on 3Medical School on 3Medical School on 3Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

7777----10101010----14 Local Key West News by Greg Buell Lovestar. Starbucks14 Local Key West News by Greg Buell Lovestar. Starbucks14 Local Key West News by Greg Buell Lovestar. Starbucks14 Local Key West News by Greg Buell Lovestar. Starbucks turn off the Electricity for the 1 plug in outlet so all week 5 to 7 days now  turn off the Electricity for the 1 plug in outlet so all week 5 to 7 days now  turn off the Electricity for the 1 plug in outlet so all week 5 to 7 days now  turn off the Electricity for the 1 plug in outlet so all week 5 to 7 days now 
IIII only had one hours internet connections to write and research via serendipity only had one hours internet connections to write and research via serendipity only had one hours internet connections to write and research via serendipity only had one hours internet connections to write and research via serendipity the RxCure for Breast Cancer. If I can sue them for  the RxCure for Breast Cancer. If I can sue them for  the RxCure for Breast Cancer. If I can sue them for  the RxCure for Breast Cancer. If I can sue them for 
Stifling the Cure for BreastStifling the Cure for BreastStifling the Cure for BreastStifling the Cure for Breast Cancer after George Orwell II makes contact I will. Can you hear the Supreme Cancer after George Orwell II makes contact I will. Can you hear the Supreme Cancer after George Orwell II makes contact I will. Can you hear the Supreme Cancer after George Orwell II makes contact I will. Can you hear the Supreme Court, you are suing  Court, you are suing  Court, you are suing  Court, you are suing 
Starbucks for Stifling the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! KeyStarbucks for Stifling the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! KeyStarbucks for Stifling the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! KeyStarbucks for Stifling the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! Key West Sunset Celebration turned off their wifi too. This is were I logged on, by West Sunset Celebration turned off their wifi too. This is were I logged on, by West Sunset Celebration turned off their wifi too. This is were I logged on, by West Sunset Celebration turned off their wifi too. This is were I logged on, by
were the Carnival Ships dock. Add insult to injury a cop not in uniform from Keywere the Carnival Ships dock. Add insult to injury a cop not in uniform from Keywere the Carnival Ships dock. Add insult to injury a cop not in uniform from Keywere the Carnival Ships dock. Add insult to injury a cop not in uniform from Key West told me I was stealing electricity as I had my  West told me I was stealing electricity as I had my  West told me I was stealing electricity as I had my  West told me I was stealing electricity as I had my 
Acer plugged in. Cops I saidAcer plugged in. Cops I saidAcer plugged in. Cops I saidAcer plugged in. Cops I said I'm working on a cure for cancer, cop said unplug it or go to JAIL. Acer PC. I'm working on a cure for cancer, cop said unplug it or go to JAIL. Acer PC. I'm working on a cure for cancer, cop said unplug it or go to JAIL. Acer PC. I'm working on a cure for cancer, cop said unplug it or go to JAIL. Acer PC. Note Greg must remember is No  Note Greg must remember is No  Note Greg must remember is No  Note Greg must remember is No 
ElectricWindElectricWindElectricWindElectricWindmillFord Escort gift for this Key WestmillFord Escort gift for this Key WestmillFord Escort gift for this Key WestmillFord Escort gift for this Key West Cop!! Revenge will be Sweet. Gregs best revenge for the Top Brass Pedophiles Cop!! Revenge will be Sweet. Gregs best revenge for the Top Brass Pedophiles Cop!! Revenge will be Sweet. Gregs best revenge for the Top Brass Pedophiles Cop!! Revenge will be Sweet. Gregs best revenge for the Top Brass Pedophiles will be  will be  will be  will be 
getting the Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer. $300getting the Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer. $300getting the Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer. $300getting the Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer. $300 trike repair bill, the axil broke off on a back wheel. Had this fixed  trike repair bill, the axil broke off on a back wheel. Had this fixed  trike repair bill, the axil broke off on a back wheel. Had this fixed  trike repair bill, the axil broke off on a back wheel. Had this fixed 
at Islandat Islandat Islandat Island Bikes, going to order a New Trike soon I hope $800 with super heavy duty Bikes, going to order a New Trike soon I hope $800 with super heavy duty Bikes, going to order a New Trike soon I hope $800 with super heavy duty Bikes, going to order a New Trike soon I hope $800 with super heavy duty bearings etc. And Solid Rubber tires as I have had  bearings etc. And Solid Rubber tires as I have had  bearings etc. And Solid Rubber tires as I have had  bearings etc. And Solid Rubber tires as I have had 
15 15 15 15 ----20 bike flats costing $1320 bike flats costing $1320 bike flats costing $1320 bike flats costing $13 each since I flew into Key West with $777 Trillion on 3 each since I flew into Key West with $777 Trillion on 3 each since I flew into Key West with $777 Trillion on 3 each since I flew into Key West with $777 Trillion on 3----4444----11. I had to buy a 211. I had to buy a 211. I had to buy a 211. I had to buy a 2 wheel bike to bike around the  wheel bike to bike around the  wheel bike to bike around the  wheel bike to bike around the 
island as Roosevelt Construction is immoral asisland as Roosevelt Construction is immoral asisland as Roosevelt Construction is immoral asisland as Roosevelt Construction is immoral as several bike riders and car crash victims are dead or in pain for Need Less Road several bike riders and car crash victims are dead or in pain for Need Less Road several bike riders and car crash victims are dead or in pain for Need Less Road several bike riders and car crash victims are dead or in pain for Need Less Road
Construction. No temporary Sidewalks or any high tech Traffic Control AdvancesConstruction. No temporary Sidewalks or any high tech Traffic Control AdvancesConstruction. No temporary Sidewalks or any high tech Traffic Control AdvancesConstruction. No temporary Sidewalks or any high tech Traffic Control Advances here things you would find in Miami Road  here things you would find in Miami Road  here things you would find in Miami Road  here things you would find in Miami Road 
Construction. Over Pass for bikes andConstruction. Over Pass for bikes andConstruction. Over Pass for bikes andConstruction. Over Pass for bikes and foot traffic etc. This is a Crime by the Road Construction Crew who only work 5 foot traffic etc. This is a Crime by the Road Construction Crew who only work 5 foot traffic etc. This is a Crime by the Road Construction Crew who only work 5 foot traffic etc. This is a Crime by the Road Construction Crew who only work 5 hours a day 3 days  hours a day 3 days  hours a day 3 days  hours a day 3 days 
a week! Wow One other thing is Samuels House spending $12K ona week! Wow One other thing is Samuels House spending $12K ona week! Wow One other thing is Samuels House spending $12K ona week! Wow One other thing is Samuels House spending $12K on 14 cameras. Elmira Leto will never read this story at Samuels House  14 cameras. Elmira Leto will never read this story at Samuels House  14 cameras. Elmira Leto will never read this story at Samuels House  14 cameras. Elmira Leto will never read this story at Samuels House 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West unless someone who reads this web page tells her about... A Texas man was unless someone who reads this web page tells her about... A Texas man was unless someone who reads this web page tells her about... A Texas man was unless someone who reads this web page tells her about... A Texas man was charged with capital murder on Thursday after  charged with capital murder on Thursday after  charged with capital murder on Thursday after  charged with capital murder on Thursday after 
appearing at the house of hisappearing at the house of hisappearing at the house of hisappearing at the house of his estranged wife's relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning down a estranged wife's relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning down a estranged wife's relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning down a estranged wife's relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning down a married couple and four of  married couple and four of  married couple and four of  married couple and four of 
their children. Homeland Security will pay for thistheir children. Homeland Security will pay for thistheir children. Homeland Security will pay for thistheir children. Homeland Security will pay for this in Hell as they know all they do today is guard the Social Security Office in in Hell as they know all they do today is guard the Social Security Office in in Hell as they know all they do today is guard the Social Security Office in in Hell as they know all they do today is guard the Social Security Office in every  every  every  every 
town and city in the USA costing us $3 Trillion and coasting women 19Ktown and city in the USA costing us $3 Trillion and coasting women 19Ktown and city in the USA costing us $3 Trillion and coasting women 19Ktown and city in the USA costing us $3 Trillion and coasting women 19K murdered in 2014 as Homeland Security "Spits" on these  murdered in 2014 as Homeland Security "Spits" on these  murdered in 2014 as Homeland Security "Spits" on these  murdered in 2014 as Homeland Security "Spits" on these 
murders, Saudi Terroristsmurders, Saudi Terroristsmurders, Saudi Terroristsmurders, Saudi Terrorists and lots of cash perks from $777 Trillion George Orwell II has from the and lots of cash perks from $777 Trillion George Orwell II has from the and lots of cash perks from $777 Trillion George Orwell II has from the and lots of cash perks from $777 Trillion George Orwell II has from the suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Homeland Security pay check is aElectricWindmillFord Escort Homeland Security pay check is aElectricWindmillFord Escort Homeland Security pay check is aElectricWindmillFord Escort Homeland Security pay check is a scam! Deadly Scam for 19K women Murdered in 2014.  scam! Deadly Scam for 19K women Murdered in 2014.  scam! Deadly Scam for 19K women Murdered in 2014.  scam! Deadly Scam for 19K women Murdered in 2014. 

7777----10101010----14 $3 Trillion14 $3 Trillion14 $3 Trillion14 $3 Trillion spent by Cornell for this... We discovered that fine spent by Cornell for this... We discovered that fine spent by Cornell for this... We discovered that fine spent by Cornell for this... We discovered that fine----grained patterns of neuralgrained patterns of neuralgrained patterns of neuralgrained patterns of neural activity within the orbitofrontal  activity within the orbitofrontal  activity within the orbitofrontal  activity within the orbitofrontal 
cortex, an area of the brain associated withcortex, an area of the brain associated withcortex, an area of the brain associated withcortex, an area of the brain associated with emotional processing, act as a neural code which captures an individual emotional processing, act as a neural code which captures an individual emotional processing, act as a neural code which captures an individual emotional processing, act as a neural code which captures an individual’’’’ssss subjective  subjective  subjective  subjective 
feeling,feeling,feeling,feeling,”””” said neuroscientist Adam Anderson, associate professor ofsaid neuroscientist Adam Anderson, associate professor ofsaid neuroscientist Adam Anderson, associate professor ofsaid neuroscientist Adam Anderson, associate professor of human development in Cornell human development in Cornell human development in Cornell human development in Cornell’’’’s College of Human Ecology and s College of Human Ecology and s College of Human Ecology and s College of Human Ecology and 
senior author of thesenior author of thesenior author of thesenior author of the study,  study,  study,  study, ““““Population coding of affect across stimuli, modalities and individuals,Population coding of affect across stimuli, modalities and individuals,Population coding of affect across stimuli, modalities and individuals,Population coding of affect across stimuli, modalities and individuals,”””” published online in the journal published online in the journal published online in the journal published online in the journal 
Nature Neuroscience. iApp for the Gas LobotomyNature Neuroscience. iApp for the Gas LobotomyNature Neuroscience. iApp for the Gas LobotomyNature Neuroscience. iApp for the Gas Lobotomy was not preinstalled in Cornell's Win 8.2 fix. Grin!  was not preinstalled in Cornell's Win 8.2 fix. Grin!  was not preinstalled in Cornell's Win 8.2 fix. Grin!  was not preinstalled in Cornell's Win 8.2 fix. Grin! 

7777----10101010----14 Their14 Their14 Their14 Their findings offer insight into how the brain represents our innermost feelings  findings offer insight into how the brain represents our innermost feelings  findings offer insight into how the brain represents our innermost feelings  findings offer insight into how the brain represents our innermost feelings –––– what Anderson calls the last frontier of what Anderson calls the last frontier of what Anderson calls the last frontier of what Anderson calls the last frontier of 
neuroscience... last frontier ofneuroscience... last frontier ofneuroscience... last frontier ofneuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience... when 19K SWF will be  neuroscience... when 19K SWF will be  neuroscience... when 19K SWF will be  neuroscience... when 19K SWF will be 
murdered in 2014 Cornell College of Humanmurdered in 2014 Cornell College of Humanmurdered in 2014 Cornell College of Humanmurdered in 2014 Cornell College of Human Ecology writes in Elite Medical Journals and it will cost you $50 to read it, Ecology writes in Elite Medical Journals and it will cost you $50 to read it, Ecology writes in Elite Medical Journals and it will cost you $50 to read it, Ecology writes in Elite Medical Journals and it will cost you $50 to read it, grin.  grin.  grin.  grin. 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for "Cognitive14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for "Cognitive14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for "Cognitive14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for "Cognitive Neuroscience"  Neuroscience"  Neuroscience"  Neuroscience" 

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion on Memory + Brain Research!14 To Spend $3 Trillion on Memory + Brain Research!14 To Spend $3 Trillion on Memory + Brain Research!14 To Spend $3 Trillion on Memory + Brain Research!

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets, and14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets, and14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets, and14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets, and Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical School built on an  Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical School built on an  Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical School built on an  Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical School built on an 
Eiffel TowerEiffel TowerEiffel TowerEiffel Tower Structure, stacked with pre built classrooms, OR's.  Structure, stacked with pre built classrooms, OR's.  Structure, stacked with pre built classrooms, OR's.  Structure, stacked with pre built classrooms, OR's. 

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $314 To Spend $314 To Spend $314 To Spend $3 Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will not plug in to "Keys Power" our  not plug in to "Keys Power" our  not plug in to "Keys Power" our  not plug in to "Keys Power" our 
Electric Company here, or connect to sewer orElectric Company here, or connect to sewer orElectric Company here, or connect to sewer orElectric Company here, or connect to sewer or trash pick up. All this will be invented ASAP.  trash pick up. All this will be invented ASAP.  trash pick up. All this will be invented ASAP.  trash pick up. All this will be invented ASAP. 

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $314 To Spend $314 To Spend $314 To Spend $3 Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in every city + town that has a "Battered Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in every city + town that has a "Battered Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in every city + town that has a "Battered Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in every city + town that has a "Battered Womans Shelter" like the one in Key  Womans Shelter" like the one in Key  Womans Shelter" like the one in Key  Womans Shelter" like the one in Key 
West... Samuels House! West... Samuels House! West... Samuels House! West... Samuels House! 

7777----10101010----14 To14 To14 To14 To Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in 2014 when George Orwell has $777 Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in 2014 when George Orwell has $777 Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in 2014 when George Orwell has $777 Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in 2014 when George Orwell has $777 Trillion to spend on a fleet of 100's of JFK  Trillion to spend on a fleet of 100's of JFK  Trillion to spend on a fleet of 100's of JFK  Trillion to spend on a fleet of 100's of JFK 
Super Carriers! Short Circuit inSuper Carriers! Short Circuit inSuper Carriers! Short Circuit inSuper Carriers! Short Circuit in the Pentagon + Pedophiles at HQ.  the Pentagon + Pedophiles at HQ.  the Pentagon + Pedophiles at HQ.  the Pentagon + Pedophiles at HQ. 

7777----10101010----14 Elmira Leto will never read14 Elmira Leto will never read14 Elmira Leto will never read14 Elmira Leto will never read this story at Samuels House Key West unless someone who reads this web page this story at Samuels House Key West unless someone who reads this web page this story at Samuels House Key West unless someone who reads this web page this story at Samuels House Key West unless someone who reads this web page tells her about... A  tells her about... A  tells her about... A  tells her about... A 
Texas man was charged with capital murder on Thursday afterTexas man was charged with capital murder on Thursday afterTexas man was charged with capital murder on Thursday afterTexas man was charged with capital murder on Thursday after appearing at the house of his estranged wife's relatives disguised as a  appearing at the house of his estranged wife's relatives disguised as a  appearing at the house of his estranged wife's relatives disguised as a  appearing at the house of his estranged wife's relatives disguised as a 
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FedExFedExFedExFedEx driver and gunning down a married couple and four of their children. driver and gunning down a married couple and four of their children. driver and gunning down a married couple and four of their children. driver and gunning down a married couple and four of their children.

7777----10101010----14 Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens14 Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens14 Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens14 Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens Shelters in the USA on the Front Page of the Key West Citizen  Shelters in the USA on the Front Page of the Key West Citizen  Shelters in the USA on the Front Page of the Key West Citizen  Shelters in the USA on the Front Page of the Key West Citizen 
Newspaper. 14 newNewspaper. 14 newNewspaper. 14 newNewspaper. 14 new surveillance cameras for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira surveillance cameras for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira surveillance cameras for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira surveillance cameras for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira Leto fells not a bit worried now  Leto fells not a bit worried now  Leto fells not a bit worried now  Leto fells not a bit worried now 
today. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murderedtoday. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murderedtoday. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murderedtoday. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 in the USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no worries for or about the 10K SWF in 2014 in the USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no worries for or about the 10K SWF in 2014 in the USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no worries for or about the 10K SWF in 2014 in the USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no worries for or about the 10K
women who will be murdered from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!women who will be murdered from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!women who will be murdered from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!women who will be murdered from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!

7777----10101010----14 SPRING Texas (Reuters) 14 SPRING Texas (Reuters) 14 SPRING Texas (Reuters) 14 SPRING Texas (Reuters) ---- A Texas man was charged with capitalA Texas man was charged with capitalA Texas man was charged with capitalA Texas man was charged with capital murder on Thursday after appearing at the house of his  murder on Thursday after appearing at the house of his  murder on Thursday after appearing at the house of his  murder on Thursday after appearing at the house of his 
estranged wife'sestranged wife'sestranged wife'sestranged wife's relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning down a married couple and four relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning down a married couple and four relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning down a married couple and four relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning down a married couple and four of their children.  of their children.  of their children.  of their children. 

7777----10101010----14 Memorization Techniques, Rx for the best14 Memorization Techniques, Rx for the best14 Memorization Techniques, Rx for the best14 Memorization Techniques, Rx for the best Memory was Stifled for MIT War Toy Drones as MIT has a degree in "Cognitive Memory was Stifled for MIT War Toy Drones as MIT has a degree in "Cognitive Memory was Stifled for MIT War Toy Drones as MIT has a degree in "Cognitive Memory was Stifled for MIT War Toy Drones as MIT has a degree in "Cognitive
Neuroscience" but no one is stimulated enough to get a few $$$$ trillion fromNeuroscience" but no one is stimulated enough to get a few $$$$ trillion fromNeuroscience" but no one is stimulated enough to get a few $$$$ trillion fromNeuroscience" but no one is stimulated enough to get a few $$$$ trillion from Allah, Saudi Arabia $$$$  Allah, Saudi Arabia $$$$  Allah, Saudi Arabia $$$$  Allah, Saudi Arabia $$$$ 

7777----10101010----14 If your brain has been Stimulated by14 If your brain has been Stimulated by14 If your brain has been Stimulated by14 If your brain has been Stimulated by all this 1,001 iApps Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brains of Man + Woman! all this 1,001 iApps Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brains of Man + Woman! all this 1,001 iApps Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brains of Man + Woman! all this 1,001 iApps Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brains of Man + Woman!

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion Memory + Brain Research! IBM To Spend $314 To Spend $3 Trillion Memory + Brain Research! IBM To Spend $314 To Spend $3 Trillion Memory + Brain Research! IBM To Spend $314 To Spend $3 Trillion Memory + Brain Research! IBM To Spend $3 Billion On Semiconductor Research! Intel will keep the price  Billion On Semiconductor Research! Intel will keep the price  Billion On Semiconductor Research! Intel will keep the price  Billion On Semiconductor Research! Intel will keep the price 
of Xeon CPU's outof Xeon CPU's outof Xeon CPU's outof Xeon CPU's out of the reach of 3 Billion people on Earth for $3 Billion in Profits in 2014. of the reach of 3 Billion people on Earth for $3 Billion in Profits in 2014. of the reach of 3 Billion people on Earth for $3 Billion in Profits in 2014. of the reach of 3 Billion people on Earth for $3 Billion in Profits in 2014. This is Greed by Intel and its in their Brains  This is Greed by Intel and its in their Brains  This is Greed by Intel and its in their Brains  This is Greed by Intel and its in their Brains 
as honest + moral. Intel has beenas honest + moral. Intel has beenas honest + moral. Intel has beenas honest + moral. Intel has been infected with the Oil Revenues Virus! The most Deadly Virus to hit London since infected with the Oil Revenues Virus! The most Deadly Virus to hit London since infected with the Oil Revenues Virus! The most Deadly Virus to hit London since infected with the Oil Revenues Virus! The most Deadly Virus to hit London since the Plague!  the Plague!  the Plague!  the Plague! 

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets, and Trash!"  Toilets, and Trash!"  Toilets, and Trash!"  Toilets, and Trash!" 

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion... "Detroit14 To Spend $3 Trillion... "Detroit14 To Spend $3 Trillion... "Detroit14 To Spend $3 Trillion... "Detroit’’’’s trashs trashs trashs trash incinerator has folks raising a stink. Detroit's hulking incinerator, the incinerator has folks raising a stink. Detroit's hulking incinerator, the incinerator has folks raising a stink. Detroit's hulking incinerator, the incinerator has folks raising a stink. Detroit's hulking incinerator, the largest facility of  largest facility of  largest facility of  largest facility of 
its kind in the nation, disposes of 3,300 tons of waste perits kind in the nation, disposes of 3,300 tons of waste perits kind in the nation, disposes of 3,300 tons of waste perits kind in the nation, disposes of 3,300 tons of waste per day. But it also releases pollutants and a terrible odor that affects day. But it also releases pollutants and a terrible odor that affects day. But it also releases pollutants and a terrible odor that affects day. But it also releases pollutants and a terrible odor that affects
surrounding neighborhoods surrounding neighborhoods surrounding neighborhoods surrounding neighborhoods 

7777----10101010----14 A synapse is a structure that permits14 A synapse is a structure that permits14 A synapse is a structure that permits14 A synapse is a structure that permits a neuron (or nerve cell) to pass an electrical or chemical signal to another a neuron (or nerve cell) to pass an electrical or chemical signal to another a neuron (or nerve cell) to pass an electrical or chemical signal to another a neuron (or nerve cell) to pass an electrical or chemical signal to another cell.  cell.  cell.  cell. 

7777----10101010----14 A electrical synapse, the presynaptic and postsynaptic14 A electrical synapse, the presynaptic and postsynaptic14 A electrical synapse, the presynaptic and postsynaptic14 A electrical synapse, the presynaptic and postsynaptic cell membranes are connected by special channels called gap junctions  cell membranes are connected by special channels called gap junctions  cell membranes are connected by special channels called gap junctions  cell membranes are connected by special channels called gap junctions 
that arethat arethat arethat are capable of passing electric current, causing voltage changes in the presynaptic capable of passing electric current, causing voltage changes in the presynaptic capable of passing electric current, causing voltage changes in the presynaptic capable of passing electric current, causing voltage changes in the presynaptic cell to induce voltage changes in the  cell to induce voltage changes in the  cell to induce voltage changes in the  cell to induce voltage changes in the 
postsynaptic cell. The main advantage ofpostsynaptic cell. The main advantage ofpostsynaptic cell. The main advantage ofpostsynaptic cell. The main advantage of an electrical synapse is the rapid transfer of signals from one cell to the next an electrical synapse is the rapid transfer of signals from one cell to the next an electrical synapse is the rapid transfer of signals from one cell to the next an electrical synapse is the rapid transfer of signals from one cell to the next

7777----10101010----14 If your brain has been Stimulated by all this a 1,001 iApps;14 If your brain has been Stimulated by all this a 1,001 iApps;14 If your brain has been Stimulated by all this a 1,001 iApps;14 If your brain has been Stimulated by all this a 1,001 iApps; Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brain of Man + Woman!  Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brain of Man + Woman!  Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brain of Man + Woman!  Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brain of Man + Woman! 

7777----10101010----14141414 "Cognitive Neuroscience" in Paris at "Descartes University" it encompasses all "Cognitive Neuroscience" in Paris at "Descartes University" it encompasses all "Cognitive Neuroscience" in Paris at "Descartes University" it encompasses all "Cognitive Neuroscience" in Paris at "Descartes University" it encompasses all the fields of knowledge, but the Brain is for the  the fields of knowledge, but the Brain is for the  the fields of knowledge, but the Brain is for the  the fields of knowledge, but the Brain is for the 
Elite MD's to dissect "your"Elite MD's to dissect "your"Elite MD's to dissect "your"Elite MD's to dissect "your" Brains Elite, inventor!  Brains Elite, inventor!  Brains Elite, inventor!  Brains Elite, inventor! 

7777----10101010----14 "Cognitive Neuroscience" at Vassar14 "Cognitive Neuroscience" at Vassar14 "Cognitive Neuroscience" at Vassar14 "Cognitive Neuroscience" at Vassar College, A Program in Cognitive Science, Why then did the Vassar women who College, A Program in Cognitive Science, Why then did the Vassar women who College, A Program in Cognitive Science, Why then did the Vassar women who College, A Program in Cognitive Science, Why then did the Vassar women who graduated in  graduated in  graduated in  graduated in 
1980 let 19K women be "Murdered" and 40K die of Breast Cancer every1980 let 19K women be "Murdered" and 40K die of Breast Cancer every1980 let 19K women be "Murdered" and 40K die of Breast Cancer every1980 let 19K women be "Murdered" and 40K die of Breast Cancer every year from 1980 to 2014??????  year from 1980 to 2014??????  year from 1980 to 2014??????  year from 1980 to 2014?????? 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it! Scientific study of memory is part of "Cognitive Stimulating iApp; Invent it! Scientific study of memory is part of "Cognitive Stimulating iApp; Invent it! Scientific study of memory is part of "Cognitive Stimulating iApp; Invent it! Scientific study of memory is part of "Cognitive Neuroscience"  Neuroscience"  Neuroscience"  Neuroscience" 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it! Invented by God as this is what Dr. Katrina would have been iApp; Invent it! Invented by God as this is what Dr. Katrina would have been iApp; Invent it! Invented by God as this is what Dr. Katrina would have been iApp; Invent it! Invented by God as this is what Dr. Katrina would have been
thinking about this and that when she some brain on her index finger and rubbedthinking about this and that when she some brain on her index finger and rubbedthinking about this and that when she some brain on her index finger and rubbedthinking about this and that when she some brain on her index finger and rubbed it around and around with her thumb things  it around and around with her thumb things  it around and around with her thumb things  it around and around with her thumb things 
about this tofu not toothpasteabout this tofu not toothpasteabout this tofu not toothpasteabout this tofu not toothpaste texture!  texture!  texture!  texture! 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for "Cognitive14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for "Cognitive14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for "Cognitive14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for "Cognitive Neuroscience"  Neuroscience"  Neuroscience"  Neuroscience" 

7777----10101010----14 Dr. Katrina would have been thinking about this14 Dr. Katrina would have been thinking about this14 Dr. Katrina would have been thinking about this14 Dr. Katrina would have been thinking about this and that when she some brain on her index finger and rubbed it around  and that when she some brain on her index finger and rubbed it around  and that when she some brain on her index finger and rubbed it around  and that when she some brain on her index finger and rubbed it around 
and aroundand aroundand aroundand around with her thumb things about... In neuroscience, synaptic plasticity is the with her thumb things about... In neuroscience, synaptic plasticity is the with her thumb things about... In neuroscience, synaptic plasticity is the with her thumb things about... In neuroscience, synaptic plasticity is the ability of synapses to strengthen or weaken over  ability of synapses to strengthen or weaken over  ability of synapses to strengthen or weaken over  ability of synapses to strengthen or weaken over 
time, in response to increasestime, in response to increasestime, in response to increasestime, in response to increases or decreases in their activity.[1] Plastic change also results from the or decreases in their activity.[1] Plastic change also results from the or decreases in their activity.[1] Plastic change also results from the or decreases in their activity.[1] Plastic change also results from the alteration of the number of  alteration of the number of  alteration of the number of  alteration of the number of 
neurotransmitter receptors located on a synapseneurotransmitter receptors located on a synapseneurotransmitter receptors located on a synapseneurotransmitter receptors located on a synapse

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... 14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... 14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... 14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... 

7777----10101010----14 Stimulating14 Stimulating14 Stimulating14 Stimulating circuits deep in the brain iApp with links to help you get started on this circuits deep in the brain iApp with links to help you get started on this circuits deep in the brain iApp with links to help you get started on this circuits deep in the brain iApp with links to help you get started on this Memorization invention of "Total Recall"  Memorization invention of "Total Recall"  Memorization invention of "Total Recall"  Memorization invention of "Total Recall" 
will get you a Nobel. Stimulating iApp;will get you a Nobel. Stimulating iApp;will get you a Nobel. Stimulating iApp;will get you a Nobel. Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  Invent it!  Invent it!  Invent it! 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... 14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... 14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... 14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... 

7777----10101010----14141414 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Eidetic memory is an ability to recall images, Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Eidetic memory is an ability to recall images, Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Eidetic memory is an ability to recall images, Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Eidetic memory is an ability to recall images, sounds or objects in memory with high  sounds or objects in memory with high  sounds or objects in memory with high  sounds or objects in memory with high 
precision for a few minutes without usingprecision for a few minutes without usingprecision for a few minutes without usingprecision for a few minutes without using mnemonics. It occurs in a small number of children and is virtually non mnemonics. It occurs in a small number of children and is virtually non mnemonics. It occurs in a small number of children and is virtually non mnemonics. It occurs in a small number of children and is virtually non----existentexistentexistentexistent in adults.  in adults.  in adults.  in adults. 
Why? Stimulating iApp; Invent it! Why? Stimulating iApp; Invent it! Why? Stimulating iApp; Invent it! Why? Stimulating iApp; Invent it! 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is14 Hippocampus is14 Hippocampus is14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...  Memorization HQ...  Memorization HQ...  Memorization HQ... 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... "photographic memory", where someone can briefly look at a page of text and then "photographic memory", where someone can briefly look at a page of text and then "photographic memory", where someone can briefly look at a page of text and then "photographic memory", where someone can briefly look at a page of text and then recite it  recite it  recite it  recite it 
perfectly from memory, is not the same as seeing eidetic images, andperfectly from memory, is not the same as seeing eidetic images, andperfectly from memory, is not the same as seeing eidetic images, andperfectly from memory, is not the same as seeing eidetic images, and photographic memory has never been demonstrated to exist.  photographic memory has never been demonstrated to exist.  photographic memory has never been demonstrated to exist.  photographic memory has never been demonstrated to exist. 
Stimulating iApp;Stimulating iApp;Stimulating iApp;Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  Invent it!  Invent it!  Invent it! 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first video14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first video14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first video14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first video game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder of the Universe of  game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder of the Universe of  game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder of the Universe of  game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder of the Universe of 
777777777777 Trillion Galaxies and all are expanding into infinite space at million miles per Trillion Galaxies and all are expanding into infinite space at million miles per Trillion Galaxies and all are expanding into infinite space at million miles per Trillion Galaxies and all are expanding into infinite space at million miles per hour! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  hour! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  hour! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  hour! Stimulating iApp; Invent it! 

7777----10101010----14 Brainstorming, Electrical14 Brainstorming, Electrical14 Brainstorming, Electrical14 Brainstorming, Electrical storms in the brain, sharpening your memory by directly recording its goings storms in the brain, sharpening your memory by directly recording its goings storms in the brain, sharpening your memory by directly recording its goings storms in the brain, sharpening your memory by directly recording its goings----on,on,on,on, and stimulating  and stimulating  and stimulating  and stimulating 
circuits deep in the brain! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!circuits deep in the brain! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!circuits deep in the brain! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!circuits deep in the brain! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!

7777----10101010----14 Brainstorming, Electrical storms in the brain... hippocampus is14 Brainstorming, Electrical storms in the brain... hippocampus is14 Brainstorming, Electrical storms in the brain... hippocampus is14 Brainstorming, Electrical storms in the brain... hippocampus is memorialized HQ.  memorialized HQ.  memorialized HQ.  memorialized HQ. 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first video game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder of the Universe of  video game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder of the Universe of  video game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder of the Universe of  video game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder of the Universe of 
777777777777 Trillion Galaxies and all are expanding into infinite space at million miles per Trillion Galaxies and all are expanding into infinite space at million miles per Trillion Galaxies and all are expanding into infinite space at million miles per Trillion Galaxies and all are expanding into infinite space at million miles per hour! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  hour! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  hour! Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  hour! Stimulating iApp; Invent it! 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it! 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it! 

7777----10101010----14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it!  HQ... Stimulating iApp; Invent it! 
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7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets, and Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical "Incinerator for Toilets, and Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical "Incinerator for Toilets, and Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical "Incinerator for Toilets, and Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical School built on an  School built on an  School built on an  School built on an 
Eiffel Tower Structure, stacked with pre built classrooms,Eiffel Tower Structure, stacked with pre built classrooms,Eiffel Tower Structure, stacked with pre built classrooms,Eiffel Tower Structure, stacked with pre built classrooms, OR's.  OR's.  OR's.  OR's. 

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School built14 To Spend $3 Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School built14 To Spend $3 Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School built14 To Spend $3 Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will not plug in to "Keys Power" our  on an Eiffel Tower Structure will not plug in to "Keys Power" our  on an Eiffel Tower Structure will not plug in to "Keys Power" our  on an Eiffel Tower Structure will not plug in to "Keys Power" our 
ElectricElectricElectricElectric Company here, or connect to sewer or trash pick up. All this will be invented Company here, or connect to sewer or trash pick up. All this will be invented Company here, or connect to sewer or trash pick up. All this will be invented Company here, or connect to sewer or trash pick up. All this will be invented ASAP.  ASAP.  ASAP.  ASAP. 

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in every14 To Spend $3 Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in every14 To Spend $3 Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in every14 To Spend $3 Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in every city + town that has a "Battered Womans Shelter" like the one in Key  city + town that has a "Battered Womans Shelter" like the one in Key  city + town that has a "Battered Womans Shelter" like the one in Key  city + town that has a "Battered Womans Shelter" like the one in Key 
West...West...West...West... Samuels House!  Samuels House!  Samuels House!  Samuels House! 

7777----10101010----14 To Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in14 To Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in14 To Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in14 To Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in 2014 when George Orwell has $777 Trillion to spend on a fleet of 100's of JFK 2014 when George Orwell has $777 Trillion to spend on a fleet of 100's of JFK 2014 when George Orwell has $777 Trillion to spend on a fleet of 100's of JFK 2014 when George Orwell has $777 Trillion to spend on a fleet of 100's of JFK
Super Carriers! Short Circuit in the Pentagon + Pedophiles at HQ. Super Carriers! Short Circuit in the Pentagon + Pedophiles at HQ. Super Carriers! Short Circuit in the Pentagon + Pedophiles at HQ. Super Carriers! Short Circuit in the Pentagon + Pedophiles at HQ. 

7777----10101010----14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer License Plate14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer License Plate14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer License Plate14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet 

because of God, Heaven +because of God, Heaven +because of God, Heaven +because of God, Heaven + Hell...  Hell...  Hell...  Hell... End Breast Cancer License End Breast Cancer License End Breast Cancer License End Breast Cancer License 

Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UPPlate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UPPlate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UPPlate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell...  Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell...  Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell...  Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell... 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Touching a Human Brain!!!  Firlik acknowledgement... Touching a Human Brain!!!  Firlik acknowledgement... Touching a Human Brain!!!  Firlik acknowledgement... Touching a Human Brain!!! 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat to put a end to 1984 II Firlik acknowledgement... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat to put a end to 1984 II Firlik acknowledgement... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat to put a end to 1984 II Firlik acknowledgement... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat to put a end to 1984 II Holocaust II Era of Poison Gas Exhaust!  Holocaust II Era of Poison Gas Exhaust!  Holocaust II Era of Poison Gas Exhaust!  Holocaust II Era of Poison Gas Exhaust! 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik14 Dr. Katrina Firlik14 Dr. Katrina Firlik14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 7 Years as a Medical Student resident training taught me to acknowledgement... 7 Years as a Medical Student resident training taught me to acknowledgement... 7 Years as a Medical Student resident training taught me to acknowledgement... 7 Years as a Medical Student resident training taught me to think + act like a  think + act like a  think + act like a  think + act like a 
neurosurgeon! neurosurgeon! neurosurgeon! neurosurgeon! 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik14 Dr. Katrina Firlik14 Dr. Katrina Firlik14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Enthusiasms from Random House lighted the 4th of July acknowledgement... Enthusiasms from Random House lighted the 4th of July acknowledgement... Enthusiasms from Random House lighted the 4th of July acknowledgement... Enthusiasms from Random House lighted the 4th of July Fireworks and grand Finally  Fireworks and grand Finally  Fireworks and grand Finally  Fireworks and grand Finally 
will be 1,001 iApps from Total Recall memory to "Putwill be 1,001 iApps from Total Recall memory to "Putwill be 1,001 iApps from Total Recall memory to "Putwill be 1,001 iApps from Total Recall memory to "Put it in the Water to cure that brain cancer" if it works use it... Dr Nancy Says! it in the Water to cure that brain cancer" if it works use it... Dr Nancy Says! it in the Water to cure that brain cancer" if it works use it... Dr Nancy Says! it in the Water to cure that brain cancer" if it works use it... Dr Nancy Says!

7777----9999----14 Dr.14 Dr.14 Dr.14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Death Toll Climbs as Hamas, Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Death Toll Climbs as Hamas, Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Death Toll Climbs as Hamas, Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Death Toll Climbs as Hamas, Israel Trade Blows, lobotomy mission for the CIA Drug Czar!  Israel Trade Blows, lobotomy mission for the CIA Drug Czar!  Israel Trade Blows, lobotomy mission for the CIA Drug Czar!  Israel Trade Blows, lobotomy mission for the CIA Drug Czar! 
Grin! Grin! Grin! Grin! 

7777----9999----14141414 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Dr. Katrina didn't acknowledge Herion, Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Dr. Katrina didn't acknowledge Herion, Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Dr. Katrina didn't acknowledge Herion, Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Dr. Katrina didn't acknowledge Herion, Why? SAN FRANCISCO  Why? SAN FRANCISCO  Why? SAN FRANCISCO  Why? SAN FRANCISCO -------- Police have charged a Police have charged a Police have charged a Police have charged a 
"high"high"high"high----priced out call prostitute"priced out call prostitute"priced out call prostitute"priced out call prostitute" with manslaughter in the heroin overdose death of a Google executive on his with manslaughter in the heroin overdose death of a Google executive on his with manslaughter in the heroin overdose death of a Google executive on his with manslaughter in the heroin overdose death of a Google executive on his yacht.  yacht.  yacht.  yacht. 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Probing Brain14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Probing Brain14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Probing Brain14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Probing Brain’’’’ssss Depth, Trying to Aid Memory. Its most devastating symptom is the  Depth, Trying to Aid Memory. Its most devastating symptom is the  Depth, Trying to Aid Memory. Its most devastating symptom is the  Depth, Trying to Aid Memory. Its most devastating symptom is the 
blunting ofblunting ofblunting ofblunting of memory and reasoning. Scientists have found in preliminary studies that they can memory and reasoning. Scientists have found in preliminary studies that they can memory and reasoning. Scientists have found in preliminary studies that they can memory and reasoning. Scientists have found in preliminary studies that they can sharpen some kinds of memory by  sharpen some kinds of memory by  sharpen some kinds of memory by  sharpen some kinds of memory by 
directly recording, and stimulating, circuitsdirectly recording, and stimulating, circuitsdirectly recording, and stimulating, circuitsdirectly recording, and stimulating, circuits deep in the brain. Unlike brain imaging, direct brain recording allows deep in the brain. Unlike brain imaging, direct brain recording allows deep in the brain. Unlike brain imaging, direct brain recording allows deep in the brain. Unlike brain imaging, direct brain recording allows scientists to  scientists to  scientists to  scientists to 
conduct experiments while listening to the brainconduct experiments while listening to the brainconduct experiments while listening to the brainconduct experiments while listening to the brain’’’’s internals internals internals internal dialogue in real time. Epilepsy is one of medicine dialogue in real time. Epilepsy is one of medicine dialogue in real time. Epilepsy is one of medicine dialogue in real time. Epilepsy is one of medicine’’’’s great mysteries. Thes great mysteries. Thes great mysteries. Thes great mysteries. The
seizures that characterize the disorder are caused by electrical storms in theseizures that characterize the disorder are caused by electrical storms in theseizures that characterize the disorder are caused by electrical storms in theseizures that characterize the disorder are caused by electrical storms in the brain.  brain.  brain.  brain. 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... hippocampus is the14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... hippocampus is the14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... hippocampus is the14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... hippocampus is the very seat of memory formation, and its importance emerged from the  very seat of memory formation, and its importance emerged from the  very seat of memory formation, and its importance emerged from the  very seat of memory formation, and its importance emerged from the 
study.study.study.study.

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... "ElectricWindmillFord14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... "ElectricWindmillFord14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... "ElectricWindmillFord14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... "ElectricWindmillFord Escort" $777 Trillion was to much money even for the Defense  Escort" $777 Trillion was to much money even for the Defense  Escort" $777 Trillion was to much money even for the Defense  Escort" $777 Trillion was to much money even for the Defense 
DepartmentDepartmentDepartmentDepartment officials. More than 270,000 veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars have officials. More than 270,000 veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars have officials. More than 270,000 veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars have officials. More than 270,000 veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars have received a diagnosis of traumatic brain  received a diagnosis of traumatic brain  received a diagnosis of traumatic brain  received a diagnosis of traumatic brain 
injury. Defense Department officialsinjury. Defense Department officialsinjury. Defense Department officialsinjury. Defense Department officials have $ Billions in Secret.. ha... Swiss Bank Accounts. Greed for Oil Money have $ Billions in Secret.. ha... Swiss Bank Accounts. Greed for Oil Money have $ Billions in Secret.. ha... Swiss Bank Accounts. Greed for Oil Money have $ Billions in Secret.. ha... Swiss Bank Accounts. Greed for Oil Money infected the Pentagon as  infected the Pentagon as  infected the Pentagon as  infected the Pentagon as 
they spent it on 100 JFK Super Carriers and other MITthey spent it on 100 JFK Super Carriers and other MITthey spent it on 100 JFK Super Carriers and other MITthey spent it on 100 JFK Super Carriers and other MIT War Toys like Drones! Wow.  War Toys like Drones! Wow.  War Toys like Drones! Wow.  War Toys like Drones! Wow. 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens Shelters in the USA on Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens Shelters in the USA on Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens Shelters in the USA on Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens Shelters in the USA on the  the  the  the 
Front Page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper. 14 new surveillance camerasFront Page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper. 14 new surveillance camerasFront Page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper. 14 new surveillance camerasFront Page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper. 14 new surveillance cameras for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira  for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira  for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira  for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira 
Leto fells not a bitLeto fells not a bitLeto fells not a bitLeto fells not a bit worried now today. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 in the worried now today. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 in the worried now today. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 in the worried now today. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 in the USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no  USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no  USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no  USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no 
worries for or about the 10K women who will beworries for or about the 10K women who will beworries for or about the 10K women who will beworries for or about the 10K women who will be murdered from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!  murdered from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!  murdered from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!  murdered from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick! 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement... 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
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7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement... 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement...  Firlik acknowledgement... 

7777----9999----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...

7777----9999----14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet 

because ofbecause ofbecause ofbecause of God, Heaven + Hell...  God, Heaven + Hell...  God, Heaven + Hell...  God, Heaven + Hell... End Breast Cancer License End Breast Cancer License End Breast Cancer License End Breast Cancer License 

Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UPPlate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UPPlate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UPPlate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell...  Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell...  Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell...  Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell... 

7777----8888----14 Kiss... a $14 Kiss... a $14 Kiss... a $14 Kiss... a $ Trillion Dollars, 77 Rich + Famous People do, ill gotten money from $4 gas and Trillion Dollars, 77 Rich + Famous People do, ill gotten money from $4 gas and Trillion Dollars, 77 Rich + Famous People do, ill gotten money from $4 gas and Trillion Dollars, 77 Rich + Famous People do, ill gotten money from $4 gas and suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Stupid Criminals are theElectricWindmillFord Escort. Stupid Criminals are theElectricWindmillFord Escort. Stupid Criminals are theElectricWindmillFord Escort. Stupid Criminals are the Executives at Forbes... they will even be convicted of leaving 100 kids in Hot Executives at Forbes... they will even be convicted of leaving 100 kids in Hot Executives at Forbes... they will even be convicted of leaving 100 kids in Hot Executives at Forbes... they will even be convicted of leaving 100 kids in Hot Cars  Cars  Cars  Cars 
this Summer as they don't plan on writing any Forbes Headlines aboutthis Summer as they don't plan on writing any Forbes Headlines aboutthis Summer as they don't plan on writing any Forbes Headlines aboutthis Summer as they don't plan on writing any Forbes Headlines about leaving 100 kids in Hot Cars! News Headlines Missing the $777  leaving 100 kids in Hot Cars! News Headlines Missing the $777  leaving 100 kids in Hot Cars! News Headlines Missing the $777  leaving 100 kids in Hot Cars! News Headlines Missing the $777 
Trillion DollarTrillion DollarTrillion DollarTrillion Dollar LEAK... If any Observers read any of these Forbes Articles on their web page LEAK... If any Observers read any of these Forbes Articles on their web page LEAK... If any Observers read any of these Forbes Articles on their web page LEAK... If any Observers read any of these Forbes Articles on their web page make a mental note of... $777 Trillion Dollar  make a mental note of... $777 Trillion Dollar  make a mental note of... $777 Trillion Dollar  make a mental note of... $777 Trillion Dollar 
from $4 Gas Revenues suppressingfrom $4 Gas Revenues suppressingfrom $4 Gas Revenues suppressingfrom $4 Gas Revenues suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models ElectricWindmillFord Escorts!! America's Richest the 1980 to 2014 Models ElectricWindmillFord Escorts!! America's Richest the 1980 to 2014 Models ElectricWindmillFord Escorts!! America's Richest the 1980 to 2014 Models ElectricWindmillFord Escorts!! America's Richest Families: 185 Clans With  Families: 185 Clans With  Families: 185 Clans With  Families: 185 Clans With 
Billion Dollar Fortunes... Luisa Kroll How To Blow $9Billion Dollar Fortunes... Luisa Kroll How To Blow $9Billion Dollar Fortunes... Luisa Kroll How To Blow $9Billion Dollar Fortunes... Luisa Kroll How To Blow $9 Billion: The Fallen Stroh Family... Kerry Dolan 175 Years Later, The Mellons Billion: The Fallen Stroh Family... Kerry Dolan 175 Years Later, The Mellons Billion: The Fallen Stroh Family... Kerry Dolan 175 Years Later, The Mellons Billion: The Fallen Stroh Family... Kerry Dolan 175 Years Later, The Mellons Have  Have  Have  Have 
Never Been Richer. How'd They Do It? Abram Brown Sky Scrappers: For SavvyNever Been Richer. How'd They Do It? Abram Brown Sky Scrappers: For SavvyNever Been Richer. How'd They Do It? Abram Brown Sky Scrappers: For SavvyNever Been Richer. How'd They Do It? Abram Brown Sky Scrappers: For Savvy Durst Family, World Trade Center Deal Is A... Erin Carlyle  Durst Family, World Trade Center Deal Is A... Erin Carlyle  Durst Family, World Trade Center Deal Is A... Erin Carlyle  Durst Family, World Trade Center Deal Is A... Erin Carlyle 
How The $1 BillionHow The $1 BillionHow The $1 BillionHow The $1 Billion Kennedy Family Fortune Defies Death And Taxes! 1984 II article in Forbes Kennedy Family Fortune Defies Death And Taxes! 1984 II article in Forbes Kennedy Family Fortune Defies Death And Taxes! 1984 II article in Forbes Kennedy Family Fortune Defies Death And Taxes! 1984 II article in Forbes after after after after the Coup will write up the 77  the Coup will write up the 77  the Coup will write up the 77  the Coup will write up the 77 
Countries that have $ Trillion Dollar FortunesCountries that have $ Trillion Dollar FortunesCountries that have $ Trillion Dollar FortunesCountries that have $ Trillion Dollar Fortunes from $4 Gas and "Poison Gas Exhaust" Holocaust II, many are Jews... taking part from $4 Gas and "Poison Gas Exhaust" Holocaust II, many are Jews... taking part from $4 Gas and "Poison Gas Exhaust" Holocaust II, many are Jews... taking part from $4 Gas and "Poison Gas Exhaust" Holocaust II, many are Jews... taking part in  in  in  in 
Holocaust II for $4 Gas Trillions. Trillions of Dollar articles after theHolocaust II for $4 Gas Trillions. Trillions of Dollar articles after theHolocaust II for $4 Gas Trillions. Trillions of Dollar articles after theHolocaust II for $4 Gas Trillions. Trillions of Dollar articles after the coup will write $ A Trillion Dollars in a Swiss Bank was to  coup will write $ A Trillion Dollars in a Swiss Bank was to  coup will write $ A Trillion Dollars in a Swiss Bank was to  coup will write $ A Trillion Dollars in a Swiss Bank was to 
tempting for Kerry,tempting for Kerry,tempting for Kerry,tempting for Kerry, McCain, Bush + Jimmy Carter to pass up, and the ending will be "Stupid McCain, Bush + Jimmy Carter to pass up, and the ending will be "Stupid McCain, Bush + Jimmy Carter to pass up, and the ending will be "Stupid McCain, Bush + Jimmy Carter to pass up, and the ending will be "Stupid Criminals!" never change! George Orwell II.  Criminals!" never change! George Orwell II.  Criminals!" never change! George Orwell II.  Criminals!" never change! George Orwell II. 

7777----8888----14 New York Times front14 New York Times front14 New York Times front14 New York Times front page today, I have to make a comment about the SWF "Sex Slaves" in Saudi Arabia page today, I have to make a comment about the SWF "Sex Slaves" in Saudi Arabia page today, I have to make a comment about the SWF "Sex Slaves" in Saudi Arabia page today, I have to make a comment about the SWF "Sex Slaves" in Saudi Arabia and Mecca right this  and Mecca right this  and Mecca right this  and Mecca right this 
moment, and the NY Times will never make it NEWS, Why? $777moment, and the NY Times will never make it NEWS, Why? $777moment, and the NY Times will never make it NEWS, Why? $777moment, and the NY Times will never make it NEWS, Why? $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! "Immigrant Surge Rooted in Law to Curb  Trillion in Oil Revenues! "Immigrant Surge Rooted in Law to Curb  Trillion in Oil Revenues! "Immigrant Surge Rooted in Law to Curb  Trillion in Oil Revenues! "Immigrant Surge Rooted in Law to Curb 
ChildChildChildChild Trafficking" By CARL HULSE NY Times!! Send Carl to Mecca. Not really as SWF USA Trafficking" By CARL HULSE NY Times!! Send Carl to Mecca. Not really as SWF USA Trafficking" By CARL HULSE NY Times!! Send Carl to Mecca. Not really as SWF USA Trafficking" By CARL HULSE NY Times!! Send Carl to Mecca. Not really as SWF USA "Sex Slaves" in Mecca are on YouTube videos for  "Sex Slaves" in Mecca are on YouTube videos for  "Sex Slaves" in Mecca are on YouTube videos for  "Sex Slaves" in Mecca are on YouTube videos for 
the 1984 II people!the 1984 II people!the 1984 II people!the 1984 II people!

7777----8888----14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain----swirling around on your index fingerswirling around on your index fingerswirling around on your index fingerswirling around on your index finger----thumb,thumb,thumb,thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why?  Why the different thoughts? Why?  Why the different thoughts? Why?  Why the different thoughts? Why? 

7777----8888----14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Tim14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Tim14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Tim14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Tim Cook is NOT looking to add MD women... Neurosurgeons like Dr. Katrina Firlik who Cook is NOT looking to add MD women... Neurosurgeons like Dr. Katrina Firlik who Cook is NOT looking to add MD women... Neurosurgeons like Dr. Katrina Firlik who Cook is NOT looking to add MD women... Neurosurgeons like Dr. Katrina Firlik who memorized  memorized  memorized  memorized 
every capital city in the world as a daughter of a Doctor.every capital city in the world as a daughter of a Doctor.every capital city in the world as a daughter of a Doctor.every capital city in the world as a daughter of a Doctor.

7777----8888----14 Tim Cook's thoughts reading this memo from Greg about adding MD14 Tim Cook's thoughts reading this memo from Greg about adding MD14 Tim Cook's thoughts reading this memo from Greg about adding MD14 Tim Cook's thoughts reading this memo from Greg about adding MD women to the Apple Board, we can almost "Read His  women to the Apple Board, we can almost "Read His  women to the Apple Board, we can almost "Read His  women to the Apple Board, we can almost "Read His 
Thoughts" grin! Thoughts" grin! Thoughts" grin! Thoughts" grin! 

7777----8888----14141414 Tim Cook is looking to add to the company's long Tim Cook is looking to add to the company's long Tim Cook is looking to add to the company's long Tim Cook is looking to add to the company's long----standing standing standing standing ———— and aging and aging and aging and aging ———— eighteighteighteight----person board of directors. The board includes person board of directors. The board includes person board of directors. The board includes person board of directors. The board includes 
seven outside directors, sixseven outside directors, sixseven outside directors, sixseven outside directors, six of whom are over the age of 63. Four have been with Apple for more than a of whom are over the age of 63. Four have been with Apple for more than a of whom are over the age of 63. Four have been with Apple for more than a of whom are over the age of 63. Four have been with Apple for more than a decade, while Intuit CEO Bill  decade, while Intuit CEO Bill  decade, while Intuit CEO Bill  decade, while Intuit CEO Bill 
Campbell and J. Crew Group chief Millard S.Campbell and J. Crew Group chief Millard S.Campbell and J. Crew Group chief Millard S.Campbell and J. Crew Group chief Millard S. "Mickey" Drexler have both served since the late 1990s.  "Mickey" Drexler have both served since the late 1990s.  "Mickey" Drexler have both served since the late 1990s.  "Mickey" Drexler have both served since the late 1990s. 

7777----8888----14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple cofounder Steve Jobs was NOT looking to add MD women to the eight cofounder Steve Jobs was NOT looking to add MD women to the eight cofounder Steve Jobs was NOT looking to add MD women to the eight cofounder Steve Jobs was NOT looking to add MD women to the eight----person boardperson boardperson boardperson board of directors, or Chef at Apple HQ... grin!  of directors, or Chef at Apple HQ... grin!  of directors, or Chef at Apple HQ... grin!  of directors, or Chef at Apple HQ... grin! 

7777----8888----14 "The Issue of Brain14 "The Issue of Brain14 "The Issue of Brain14 "The Issue of Brain Texture is on my Mind all the Time" Why? Dr. Katrina wrote!  Texture is on my Mind all the Time" Why? Dr. Katrina wrote!  Texture is on my Mind all the Time" Why? Dr. Katrina wrote!  Texture is on my Mind all the Time" Why? Dr. Katrina wrote! 

7777----8888----14 "I'm14 "I'm14 "I'm14 "I'm part Scientists, part Mechanic" Dr. Katrina wrote! She is not any part Inventor! part Scientists, part Mechanic" Dr. Katrina wrote! She is not any part Inventor! part Scientists, part Mechanic" Dr. Katrina wrote! She is not any part Inventor! part Scientists, part Mechanic" Dr. Katrina wrote! She is not any part Inventor! Why?  Why?  Why?  Why? 

7777----8888----14 CIA is answer to Why? Dr. Katrina wrote! She is not any part14 CIA is answer to Why? Dr. Katrina wrote! She is not any part14 CIA is answer to Why? Dr. Katrina wrote! She is not any part14 CIA is answer to Why? Dr. Katrina wrote! She is not any part Inventor! Why? CIA FaceBook is not your Inventor Manual. Why  Inventor! Why? CIA FaceBook is not your Inventor Manual. Why  Inventor! Why? CIA FaceBook is not your Inventor Manual. Why  Inventor! Why? CIA FaceBook is not your Inventor Manual. Why 
would the CIA makewould the CIA makewould the CIA makewould the CIA make FaceBook so "Mindless?" and BrainStormingless?  FaceBook so "Mindless?" and BrainStormingless?  FaceBook so "Mindless?" and BrainStormingless?  FaceBook so "Mindless?" and BrainStormingless? 
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7777----8888----14 Kiss... Dr.14 Kiss... Dr.14 Kiss... Dr.14 Kiss... Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... other Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... other Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... other Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... other MD's can read her thoughts much  MD's can read her thoughts much  MD's can read her thoughts much  MD's can read her thoughts much 
better than you or I. better than you or I. better than you or I. better than you or I. 

7777----8888----14 Kiss... Dr.14 Kiss... Dr.14 Kiss... Dr.14 Kiss... Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb... Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb... Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb... Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb...

7777----8888----14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain----swirl on your index fingerswirl on your index fingerswirl on your index fingerswirl on your index finger----thumb, Why thethumb, Why thethumb, Why thethumb, Why the different thoughts? Why?  different thoughts? Why?  different thoughts? Why?  different thoughts? Why? 

7777----8888----14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain14 Kiss... And the Brain----swirl on yourswirl on yourswirl on yourswirl on your index finger index finger index finger index finger----thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why? thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why? thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why? thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why? 

7777----8888----14 Kiss... And14 Kiss... And14 Kiss... And14 Kiss... And the Brain the Brain the Brain the Brain----swirl on your index fingerswirl on your index fingerswirl on your index fingerswirl on your index finger----thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why?thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why?thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why?thumb, Why the different thoughts? Why?

7777----8888----14 Tim Cook's thoughts reading this memo from Greg about adding MD14 Tim Cook's thoughts reading this memo from Greg about adding MD14 Tim Cook's thoughts reading this memo from Greg about adding MD14 Tim Cook's thoughts reading this memo from Greg about adding MD women to the Apple Board, we can almost "Read His  women to the Apple Board, we can almost "Read His  women to the Apple Board, we can almost "Read His  women to the Apple Board, we can almost "Read His 
Thoughts" grin! Thoughts" grin! Thoughts" grin! Thoughts" grin! 

Dr.Dr.Dr.Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb... neuron Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb... neuron Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb... neuron Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb... neuron + Brain Cancer!  + Brain Cancer!  + Brain Cancer!  + Brain Cancer! 

Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her IndexDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her IndexDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her IndexDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  finger and thumb...  finger and thumb...  finger and thumb... 

Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between herDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between herDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between herDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling BRAINS between her Index finger and thumb...  Index finger and thumb...  Index finger and thumb...  Index finger and thumb... 

Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain betweenDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain betweenDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain betweenDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  her Index finger and thumb...  her Index finger and thumb...  her Index finger and thumb... 

Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brainDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brainDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brainDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... Surgical Theater, a company headquartered between her Index finger and thumb... Surgical Theater, a company headquartered between her Index finger and thumb... Surgical Theater, a company headquartered between her Index finger and thumb... Surgical Theater, a company headquartered in Mayfield  in Mayfield  in Mayfield  in Mayfield 
Village, Ohio, won FDA clearance for its Surgical NavigationVillage, Ohio, won FDA clearance for its Surgical NavigationVillage, Ohio, won FDA clearance for its Surgical NavigationVillage, Ohio, won FDA clearance for its Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for neurosurgical applications. The system Advanced Platform (SNAP) for neurosurgical applications. The system Advanced Platform (SNAP) for neurosurgical applications. The system Advanced Platform (SNAP) for neurosurgical applications. The system
interconnects with operating room navigation devices to provide advancedinterconnects with operating room navigation devices to provide advancedinterconnects with operating room navigation devices to provide advancedinterconnects with operating room navigation devices to provide advanced visualization of tools and the anatomy of the brain. It  visualization of tools and the anatomy of the brain. It  visualization of tools and the anatomy of the brain. It  visualization of tools and the anatomy of the brain. It 
offers both aoffers both aoffers both aoffers both a microscopic view of tumors as well as multiple microscopic view of tumors as well as multiple microscopic view of tumors as well as multiple microscopic view of tumors as well as multiple----camera views from differentcamera views from differentcamera views from differentcamera views from different angles at the same time, allowing  angles at the same time, allowing  angles at the same time, allowing  angles at the same time, allowing 
neurosurgeons to have a complete picture ofneurosurgeons to have a complete picture ofneurosurgeons to have a complete picture ofneurosurgeons to have a complete picture of the brain structures in question. The SNAP combines imaging data from MRI and CT the brain structures in question. The SNAP combines imaging data from MRI and CT the brain structures in question. The SNAP combines imaging data from MRI and CT the brain structures in question. The SNAP combines imaging data from MRI and CT
scanners, allowing surgeons to fly through thescanners, allowing surgeons to fly through thescanners, allowing surgeons to fly through thescanners, allowing surgeons to fly through the patient patient patient patient’’’’s virtually reconstructeds virtually reconstructeds virtually reconstructeds virtually reconstructed 3D brain. This opens up new capabilities for clinicians  3D brain. This opens up new capabilities for clinicians  3D brain. This opens up new capabilities for clinicians  3D brain. This opens up new capabilities for clinicians 
to prepare a safe andto prepare a safe andto prepare a safe andto prepare a safe and effective approach when removing tumors and repairing vascular defects. effective approach when removing tumors and repairing vascular defects. effective approach when removing tumors and repairing vascular defects. effective approach when removing tumors and repairing vascular defects. Individual anatomical structures,  Individual anatomical structures,  Individual anatomical structures,  Individual anatomical structures, 
such as vascular networks, can be madesuch as vascular networks, can be madesuch as vascular networks, can be madesuch as vascular networks, can be made semi semi semi semi----transparent in order to see whattransparent in order to see whattransparent in order to see whattransparent in order to see what’’’’s behind them. In addition to navigatings behind them. In addition to navigatings behind them. In addition to navigatings behind them. In addition to navigating through the  through the  through the  through the 
brainbrainbrainbrain’’’’s anatomy, the system features simulation capabilities thats anatomy, the system features simulation capabilities thats anatomy, the system features simulation capabilities thats anatomy, the system features simulation capabilities that permit the execution of scenarios before a real scalpel is brought in.  permit the execution of scenarios before a real scalpel is brought in.  permit the execution of scenarios before a real scalpel is brought in.  permit the execution of scenarios before a real scalpel is brought in. 
iApps areiApps areiApps areiApps are brought in... brainstorming and the Wives touch of inspiration... on the tip of brought in... brainstorming and the Wives touch of inspiration... on the tip of brought in... brainstorming and the Wives touch of inspiration... on the tip of brought in... brainstorming and the Wives touch of inspiration... on the tip of their index finger with and without brain  their index finger with and without brain  their index finger with and without brain  their index finger with and without brain 
Matter there, grin! Matter there, grin! Matter there, grin! Matter there, grin! 

Simulation capabilities that permit the execution of scenarios beforeSimulation capabilities that permit the execution of scenarios beforeSimulation capabilities that permit the execution of scenarios beforeSimulation capabilities that permit the execution of scenarios before a real scalpel is brought in. iApps are brought in... brainstorming  a real scalpel is brought in. iApps are brought in... brainstorming  a real scalpel is brought in. iApps are brought in... brainstorming  a real scalpel is brought in. iApps are brought in... brainstorming 
and theand theand theand the Wives touch of inspiration... on the tip of their index finger with and without Wives touch of inspiration... on the tip of their index finger with and without Wives touch of inspiration... on the tip of their index finger with and without Wives touch of inspiration... on the tip of their index finger with and without brain Matter there, grin!  brain Matter there, grin!  brain Matter there, grin!  brain Matter there, grin! 

Touching the Brain, everything in the Brain you can see will Touching the Brain, everything in the Brain you can see will Touching the Brain, everything in the Brain you can see will Touching the Brain, everything in the Brain you can see will 

EndEndEndEnd War Greed for $4 gas revenues of $777 Trillion. Breast Cancer License Plate War Greed for $4 gas revenues of $777 Trillion. Breast Cancer License Plate War Greed for $4 gas revenues of $777 Trillion. Breast Cancer License Plate War Greed for $4 gas revenues of $777 Trillion. Breast Cancer License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded  RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded  RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded  RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded 
Vet because of God, Heaven +Vet because of God, Heaven +Vet because of God, Heaven +Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell... QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet was wounded for $777 Trillion for our George Hell... QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet was wounded for $777 Trillion for our George Hell... QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet was wounded for $777 Trillion for our George Hell... QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet was wounded for $777 Trillion for our George Orwells SWF sex slaves in  Orwells SWF sex slaves in  Orwells SWF sex slaves in  Orwells SWF sex slaves in 
Mecca! Mecca! Mecca! Mecca! 

SURGICAL NAVIGATION ADVANCED PLATFORMSURGICAL NAVIGATION ADVANCED PLATFORMSURGICAL NAVIGATION ADVANCED PLATFORMSURGICAL NAVIGATION ADVANCED PLATFORM Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for Intra Op Visualization of Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for Intra Op Visualization of Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for Intra Op Visualization of Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for Intra Op Visualization of Patients  Patients  Patients  Patients 
Brain Surgical Theater, a company headquartered in Mayfield Village,Brain Surgical Theater, a company headquartered in Mayfield Village,Brain Surgical Theater, a company headquartered in Mayfield Village,Brain Surgical Theater, a company headquartered in Mayfield Village, Ohio, won FDA clearance for its Surgical Navigation  Ohio, won FDA clearance for its Surgical Navigation  Ohio, won FDA clearance for its Surgical Navigation  Ohio, won FDA clearance for its Surgical Navigation 
Advanced Platform (SNAP) forAdvanced Platform (SNAP) forAdvanced Platform (SNAP) forAdvanced Platform (SNAP) for neurosurgical applications. The system interconnects with operating room neurosurgical applications. The system interconnects with operating room neurosurgical applications. The system interconnects with operating room neurosurgical applications. The system interconnects with operating room navigation devices to  navigation devices to  navigation devices to  navigation devices to 
provide advanced visualization of tools and the anatomy ofprovide advanced visualization of tools and the anatomy ofprovide advanced visualization of tools and the anatomy ofprovide advanced visualization of tools and the anatomy of the brain. It offers both a microscopic view of tumors as well as the brain. It offers both a microscopic view of tumors as well as the brain. It offers both a microscopic view of tumors as well as the brain. It offers both a microscopic view of tumors as well as multiple multiple multiple multiple----
camera views from different angles at the same time, allowingcamera views from different angles at the same time, allowingcamera views from different angles at the same time, allowingcamera views from different angles at the same time, allowing neurosurgeons to have a complete picture of the brain structures in  neurosurgeons to have a complete picture of the brain structures in  neurosurgeons to have a complete picture of the brain structures in  neurosurgeons to have a complete picture of the brain structures in 
question.question.question.question. SNAP Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for Intra Op Visualization of SNAP Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for Intra Op Visualization of SNAP Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for Intra Op Visualization of SNAP Surgical Navigation Advanced Platform (SNAP) for Intra Op Visualization of Patients BrainThe SNAP combines  Patients BrainThe SNAP combines  Patients BrainThe SNAP combines  Patients BrainThe SNAP combines 
imaging data from MRI and CT scanners, allowingimaging data from MRI and CT scanners, allowingimaging data from MRI and CT scanners, allowingimaging data from MRI and CT scanners, allowing surgeons to fly through the patient surgeons to fly through the patient surgeons to fly through the patient surgeons to fly through the patient’’’’s virtually reconstructed 3D brain. Thiss virtually reconstructed 3D brain. Thiss virtually reconstructed 3D brain. Thiss virtually reconstructed 3D brain. This opens  opens  opens  opens 
up new capabilities for clinicians to prepare a safe and effectiveup new capabilities for clinicians to prepare a safe and effectiveup new capabilities for clinicians to prepare a safe and effectiveup new capabilities for clinicians to prepare a safe and effective approach when removing tumors and repairing vascular defects.  approach when removing tumors and repairing vascular defects.  approach when removing tumors and repairing vascular defects.  approach when removing tumors and repairing vascular defects. 
IndividualIndividualIndividualIndividual anatomical structures, such as vascular networks, can be made semi anatomical structures, such as vascular networks, can be made semi anatomical structures, such as vascular networks, can be made semi anatomical structures, such as vascular networks, can be made semi----transparenttransparenttransparenttransparent in order to see what in order to see what in order to see what in order to see what’’’’s behind them. In s behind them. In s behind them. In s behind them. In 
addition to navigating through theaddition to navigating through theaddition to navigating through theaddition to navigating through the brain brain brain brain’’’’s anatomy, the system features simulation capabilities that permit thes anatomy, the system features simulation capabilities that permit thes anatomy, the system features simulation capabilities that permit thes anatomy, the system features simulation capabilities that permit the execution of  execution of  execution of  execution of 
scenarios before a real scalpel is brought in. SNAP can also bescenarios before a real scalpel is brought in. SNAP can also bescenarios before a real scalpel is brought in. SNAP can also bescenarios before a real scalpel is brought in. SNAP can also be used as a teaching and collaboration tool for surgeons in different  used as a teaching and collaboration tool for surgeons in different  used as a teaching and collaboration tool for surgeons in different  used as a teaching and collaboration tool for surgeons in different 
facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities to study and prepare for the same unique case.  to study and prepare for the same unique case.  to study and prepare for the same unique case.  to study and prepare for the same unique case. ““““We have used the SNAP in theWe have used the SNAP in theWe have used the SNAP in theWe have used the SNAP in the operating room in a handful of surgeries. The  operating room in a handful of surgeries. The  operating room in a handful of surgeries. The  operating room in a handful of surgeries. The 
SNAPSNAPSNAPSNAP’’’’s realistic 3D imaging iss realistic 3D imaging iss realistic 3D imaging iss realistic 3D imaging is one one one one----ofofofof----aaaa----kind and has been introduced as an integrated OR device for the firstkind and has been introduced as an integrated OR device for the firstkind and has been introduced as an integrated OR device for the firstkind and has been introduced as an integrated OR device for the first time at our medical  time at our medical  time at our medical  time at our medical 
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center,center,center,center,”””” said Warren R. Selman MD, Chairman, Department ofsaid Warren R. Selman MD, Chairman, Department ofsaid Warren R. Selman MD, Chairman, Department ofsaid Warren R. Selman MD, Chairman, Department of Neurological Surgery, University Hospitals Case Medical Center.  Neurological Surgery, University Hospitals Case Medical Center.  Neurological Surgery, University Hospitals Case Medical Center.  Neurological Surgery, University Hospitals Case Medical Center. ““““It is It is It is It is 
just likejust likejust likejust like watching a football game when multiple cameras are located around the arena and watching a football game when multiple cameras are located around the arena and watching a football game when multiple cameras are located around the arena and watching a football game when multiple cameras are located around the arena and an editor can freeze the image, rotate,  an editor can freeze the image, rotate,  an editor can freeze the image, rotate,  an editor can freeze the image, rotate, 
zoom in, zoom out and see things that hezoom in, zoom out and see things that hezoom in, zoom out and see things that hezoom in, zoom out and see things that he could not otherwise see. In my recent surgeries, I was able to pause the could not otherwise see. In my recent surgeries, I was able to pause the could not otherwise see. In my recent surgeries, I was able to pause the could not otherwise see. In my recent surgeries, I was able to pause the navigation scene  navigation scene  navigation scene  navigation scene 
during the surgery to rotate the image and to verify that Iduring the surgery to rotate the image and to verify that Iduring the surgery to rotate the image and to verify that Iduring the surgery to rotate the image and to verify that I removed the entire tumor and to make sure that I was within a safe  removed the entire tumor and to make sure that I was within a safe  removed the entire tumor and to make sure that I was within a safe  removed the entire tumor and to make sure that I was within a safe 
distance fromdistance fromdistance fromdistance from a vital artery while removing the tumor. With the SNAP connected to the OR a vital artery while removing the tumor. With the SNAP connected to the OR a vital artery while removing the tumor. With the SNAP connected to the OR a vital artery while removing the tumor. With the SNAP connected to the OR navigation platform, the OR team  navigation platform, the OR team  navigation platform, the OR team  navigation platform, the OR team 
coordination is enhanced, and we are utilizingcoordination is enhanced, and we are utilizingcoordination is enhanced, and we are utilizingcoordination is enhanced, and we are utilizing the best imaging technology tool to benefit our patients. the best imaging technology tool to benefit our patients. the best imaging technology tool to benefit our patients. the best imaging technology tool to benefit our patients.””””

Dr. Katrina'sDr. Katrina'sDr. Katrina'sDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... 

Dr.Dr.Dr.Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb... Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...

Dr. Katrina's thoughts sDr. Katrina's thoughts sDr. Katrina's thoughts sDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger andwirling brain between her Index finger andwirling brain between her Index finger andwirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  thumb...  thumb...  thumb... 

Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index fingerDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index fingerDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index fingerDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  and thumb...  and thumb...  and thumb... 
Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index fingerDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index fingerDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index fingerDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  and thumb...  and thumb...  and thumb... 

Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her 

Index fingerIndex fingerIndex fingerIndex finger and thumb... and thumb... and thumb... and thumb...

Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her IndexDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her IndexDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her IndexDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  finger and thumb...  finger and thumb...  finger and thumb... 

Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between herDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between herDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between herDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  Index finger and thumb...  Index finger and thumb...  Index finger and thumb... 

7777----7777----14 IBM never thinks of Pasteur iapps to14 IBM never thinks of Pasteur iapps to14 IBM never thinks of Pasteur iapps to14 IBM never thinks of Pasteur iapps to eradicate all food poisoning types! IBM Chicago office has been there for the eradicate all food poisoning types! IBM Chicago office has been there for the eradicate all food poisoning types! IBM Chicago office has been there for the eradicate all food poisoning types! IBM Chicago office has been there for the last 1,001  last 1,001  last 1,001  last 1,001 
killings doing nothing!! CHICAGO killings doing nothing!! CHICAGO killings doing nothing!! CHICAGO killings doing nothing!! CHICAGO ---- At least 11 people were killed and At least 11 people were killed and At least 11 people were killed and At least 11 people were killed and 60 others wounded citywide in shootings in Chicago over the  60 others wounded citywide in shootings in Chicago over the  60 others wounded citywide in shootings in Chicago over the  60 others wounded citywide in shootings in Chicago over the 
Fourth of JulyFourth of JulyFourth of JulyFourth of July weekend, reports CBS Chicago.  weekend, reports CBS Chicago.  weekend, reports CBS Chicago.  weekend, reports CBS Chicago. 

7777----7777----14 IBM never thinks of Pasteur iapps14 IBM never thinks of Pasteur iapps14 IBM never thinks of Pasteur iapps14 IBM never thinks of Pasteur iapps to get spin off from Pasteurizations, simply brainstorming serendipity will get to get spin off from Pasteurizations, simply brainstorming serendipity will get to get spin off from Pasteurizations, simply brainstorming serendipity will get to get spin off from Pasteurizations, simply brainstorming serendipity will get other food items  other food items  other food items  other food items 
that can be like Pasteurization! that can be like Pasteurization! that can be like Pasteurization! that can be like Pasteurization! 

7777----7777----14 IBM never14 IBM never14 IBM never14 IBM never thinks of LEAKING the Names of the Office workers with STD, HIV, Hepatitis, thinks of LEAKING the Names of the Office workers with STD, HIV, Hepatitis, thinks of LEAKING the Names of the Office workers with STD, HIV, Hepatitis, thinks of LEAKING the Names of the Office workers with STD, HIV, Hepatitis, Whooping Cough, TB, HPV... Snowden is  Whooping Cough, TB, HPV... Snowden is  Whooping Cough, TB, HPV... Snowden is  Whooping Cough, TB, HPV... Snowden is 
not a real spy! Snowden is 90% owned by BPnot a real spy! Snowden is 90% owned by BPnot a real spy! Snowden is 90% owned by BPnot a real spy! Snowden is 90% owned by BP Oil, and 1984 II Pedophiles on Private YouTube Video login. Monroe County teens Oil, and 1984 II Pedophiles on Private YouTube Video login. Monroe County teens Oil, and 1984 II Pedophiles on Private YouTube Video login. Monroe County teens Oil, and 1984 II Pedophiles on Private YouTube Video login. Monroe County teens are  are  are  are 
having fewer babies, but more needs to be done to prevent them fromhaving fewer babies, but more needs to be done to prevent them fromhaving fewer babies, but more needs to be done to prevent them fromhaving fewer babies, but more needs to be done to prevent them from contracting sexually transmitted diseases. BY TERRY SCHMIDA  contracting sexually transmitted diseases. BY TERRY SCHMIDA  contracting sexually transmitted diseases. BY TERRY SCHMIDA  contracting sexually transmitted diseases. BY TERRY SCHMIDA 
Citizen StaffCitizen StaffCitizen StaffCitizen Staff tschmida@keysnews.com  tschmida@keysnews.com  tschmida@keysnews.com  tschmida@keysnews.com 

7777----7777----14 Pope Francis never thinks of LEAKING the14 Pope Francis never thinks of LEAKING the14 Pope Francis never thinks of LEAKING the14 Pope Francis never thinks of LEAKING the Names of the Cardinals, Priest Vatican workers with STD, HIV, Hepatitis, Names of the Cardinals, Priest Vatican workers with STD, HIV, Hepatitis, Names of the Cardinals, Priest Vatican workers with STD, HIV, Hepatitis, Names of the Cardinals, Priest Vatican workers with STD, HIV, Hepatitis, Whooping  Whooping  Whooping  Whooping 
Cough, TB, HPV... Snowden is not a real spy! Pope Francis met for theCough, TB, HPV... Snowden is not a real spy! Pope Francis met for theCough, TB, HPV... Snowden is not a real spy! Pope Francis met for theCough, TB, HPV... Snowden is not a real spy! Pope Francis met for the first time Monday with people sexually abused by priests, saying  first time Monday with people sexually abused by priests, saying  first time Monday with people sexually abused by priests, saying  first time Monday with people sexually abused by priests, saying 
Mass with sixMass with sixMass with sixMass with six survivors and then meeting privately with each for half an hour.  survivors and then meeting privately with each for half an hour.  survivors and then meeting privately with each for half an hour.  survivors and then meeting privately with each for half an hour. 

7777----7777----14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... 
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Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brainDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brainDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brainDr. Katrina's thoughts swirling brain between her Index finger and thumb...  between her Index finger and thumb...  between her Index finger and thumb...  between her Index finger and thumb... 

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key West!  West!  West!  West! 

7777----6666----14 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down14 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down14 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down14 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling  to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling  to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling  to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! Dr. Katrina's thoughts swirling 
brainbrainbrainbrain between her Index finger and thumb, Index of iApps! Tough, Taste, Inspire, between her Index finger and thumb, Index of iApps! Tough, Taste, Inspire, between her Index finger and thumb, Index of iApps! Tough, Taste, Inspire, between her Index finger and thumb, Index of iApps! Tough, Taste, Inspire, InventSomething if you have a list of 1,001 invention  InventSomething if you have a list of 1,001 invention  InventSomething if you have a list of 1,001 invention  InventSomething if you have a list of 1,001 invention 
projects! projects! projects! projects! 

7777----6666----14141414 iApps to eradicate all... 1,001 iApps to fix a broken market in antibiotics... iApps to eradicate all... 1,001 iApps to fix a broken market in antibiotics... iApps to eradicate all... 1,001 iApps to fix a broken market in antibiotics... iApps to eradicate all... 1,001 iApps to fix a broken market in antibiotics... Win 8.2 fix never happened because of Bill + Melinda  Win 8.2 fix never happened because of Bill + Melinda  Win 8.2 fix never happened because of Bill + Melinda  Win 8.2 fix never happened because of Bill + Melinda 
Gates are "Bad People" MaryGates are "Bad People" MaryGates are "Bad People" MaryGates are "Bad People" Mary B. never learned about in Chicago growing up... now we will get total B. never learned about in Chicago growing up... now we will get total B. never learned about in Chicago growing up... now we will get total B. never learned about in Chicago growing up... now we will get total Immunity.... Reuters  Immunity.... Reuters  Immunity.... Reuters  Immunity.... Reuters ---- LONDON  LONDON  LONDON  LONDON 
(Reuters) (Reuters) (Reuters) (Reuters) ---- The drugs don't work  The drugs don't work  The drugs don't work  The drugs don't work ---- and neither and neither and neither and neither does the market, when it comes to antibiotics. When sophisticated bugs that does the market, when it comes to antibiotics. When sophisticated bugs that does the market, when it comes to antibiotics. When sophisticated bugs that does the market, when it comes to antibiotics. When sophisticated bugs that medicines  medicines  medicines  medicines 
used to kill within days start to fight back and win, all ofused to kill within days start to fight back and win, all ofused to kill within days start to fight back and win, all ofused to kill within days start to fight back and win, all of healthcare, and the people it keeps alive, is in trouble. Because of Win 8.2 healthcare, and the people it keeps alive, is in trouble. Because of Win 8.2 healthcare, and the people it keeps alive, is in trouble. Because of Win 8.2 healthcare, and the people it keeps alive, is in trouble. Because of Win 8.2
fix... fix... fix... fix... 

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to
start on the "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Gregstart on the "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Gregstart on the "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Gregstart on the "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb,  Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb,  Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb,  Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb, 
swirling, moving back + forth.swirling, moving back + forth.swirling, moving back + forth.swirling, moving back + forth. If Gregs brain were chocolate they would be tasting it, they are "Inspiration" If Gregs brain were chocolate they would be tasting it, they are "Inspiration" If Gregs brain were chocolate they would be tasting it, they are "Inspiration" If Gregs brain were chocolate they would be tasting it, they are "Inspiration" CIA Facebook's  CIA Facebook's  CIA Facebook's  CIA Facebook's 
disinspiration Not! God's best Invention is Women and they telldisinspiration Not! God's best Invention is Women and they telldisinspiration Not! God's best Invention is Women and they telldisinspiration Not! God's best Invention is Women and they tell me I'm right all the time, grin! Mom in her note and Check mentioned  me I'm right all the time, grin! Mom in her note and Check mentioned  me I'm right all the time, grin! Mom in her note and Check mentioned  me I'm right all the time, grin! Mom in her note and Check mentioned 
Dad inDad inDad inDad in Heaven talking to God, if you don't believe the 1980 model ElectricWindmillFord Heaven talking to God, if you don't believe the 1980 model ElectricWindmillFord Heaven talking to God, if you don't believe the 1980 model ElectricWindmillFord Heaven talking to God, if you don't believe the 1980 model ElectricWindmillFord Escort was a Godsend call Mecca on your  Escort was a Godsend call Mecca on your  Escort was a Godsend call Mecca on your  Escort was a Godsend call Mecca on your 
iPhone5s then wait for the iPhone007spyiPhone5s then wait for the iPhone007spyiPhone5s then wait for the iPhone007spyiPhone5s then wait for the iPhone007spy and $777 Trillion its iApp confiscated from Saudi Arabia's gas station hold up and $777 Trillion its iApp confiscated from Saudi Arabia's gas station hold up and $777 Trillion its iApp confiscated from Saudi Arabia's gas station hold up and $777 Trillion its iApp confiscated from Saudi Arabia's gas station hold up o o o of the 1980 f the 1980 f the 1980 f the 1980 
model ElectricWindmillFord Escort! model ElectricWindmillFord Escort! model ElectricWindmillFord Escort! model ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 

7777----6666----15 iApps to eradicate15 iApps to eradicate15 iApps to eradicate15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of  start on the "Grand Finally of  start on the "Grand Finally of  start on the "Grand Finally of 
Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching GregFireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching GregFireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching GregFireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb, swirling, moving back + forth. Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb, swirling, moving back + forth. Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb, swirling, moving back + forth. Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb, swirling, moving back + forth.

7777----6666----14 1,001 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down14 1,001 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down14 1,001 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down14 1,001 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens!  to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens!  to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens!  to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! 

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key West!  West!  West!  West! 

7777----6666----14 1,001 iApps to eradicate all... End Breast Cancer License14 1,001 iApps to eradicate all... End Breast Cancer License14 1,001 iApps to eradicate all... End Breast Cancer License14 1,001 iApps to eradicate all... End Breast Cancer License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet  Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet 
because of God,because of God,because of God,because of God, Heaven + Hell... just listen to Mom tell you Dad never made it to Key West, he Heaven + Hell... just listen to Mom tell you Dad never made it to Key West, he Heaven + Hell... just listen to Mom tell you Dad never made it to Key West, he Heaven + Hell... just listen to Mom tell you Dad never made it to Key West, he always asked greg if the "Observers" gave  always asked greg if the "Observers" gave  always asked greg if the "Observers" gave  always asked greg if the "Observers" gave 
me his ck or just his letter.me his ck or just his letter.me his ck or just his letter.me his ck or just his letter.

7777----6666----15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of  West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of  West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of  West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of 
Fireworks" 4 MDFireworks" 4 MDFireworks" 4 MDFireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb, swirling, moving back + forth.  thumb, swirling, moving back + forth.  thumb, swirling, moving back + forth.  thumb, swirling, moving back + forth. 

7777----6666----14 iApps to eradicate all...14 iApps to eradicate all...14 iApps to eradicate all...14 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens!

7777----6666----14 iApps to eradicate all... Post Office will be eradicated too for14 iApps to eradicate all... Post Office will be eradicated too for14 iApps to eradicate all... Post Office will be eradicated too for14 iApps to eradicate all... Post Office will be eradicated too for Verizon type spy crimes all for $4 gas kickbacks and perk on the  Verizon type spy crimes all for $4 gas kickbacks and perk on the  Verizon type spy crimes all for $4 gas kickbacks and perk on the  Verizon type spy crimes all for $4 gas kickbacks and perk on the 
Job... bigJob... bigJob... bigJob... big bucks $50 hour and Health care to let Mecca do the gas station hold up and get bucks $50 hour and Health care to let Mecca do the gas station hold up and get bucks $50 hour and Health care to let Mecca do the gas station hold up and get bucks $50 hour and Health care to let Mecca do the gas station hold up and get away.  away.  away.  away. 

7777----6666----15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale15 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of  Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of  Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of  Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of 
Fireworks"Fireworks"Fireworks"Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat touching Greg Frontal Lobe with their "Index" finger and thumb, swirling, moving back + forth.  thumb, swirling, moving back + forth.  thumb, swirling, moving back + forth.  thumb, swirling, moving back + forth. 

7777----6666----14 iApps to eradicate all...14 iApps to eradicate all...14 iApps to eradicate all...14 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens!

7777----6666----14 iApps to eradicate all... Mecca with $777 Trillion that would14 iApps to eradicate all... Mecca with $777 Trillion that would14 iApps to eradicate all... Mecca with $777 Trillion that would14 iApps to eradicate all... Mecca with $777 Trillion that would have gone to Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project for Breast  have gone to Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project for Breast  have gone to Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project for Breast  have gone to Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project for Breast 
Cancer Cure putCancer Cure putCancer Cure putCancer Cure put it in the water if it works. Feel the chocolate, taste it between your index it in the water if it works. Feel the chocolate, taste it between your index it in the water if it works. Feel the chocolate, taste it between your index it in the water if it works. Feel the chocolate, taste it between your index finger and thumb swirl it, now do the same  finger and thumb swirl it, now do the same  finger and thumb swirl it, now do the same  finger and thumb swirl it, now do the same 
with Gregs brain, were the Hell iswith Gregs brain, were the Hell iswith Gregs brain, were the Hell iswith Gregs brain, were the Hell is Mary B...? Restricted, Off Limits, Classified wow Coup!  Mary B...? Restricted, Off Limits, Classified wow Coup!  Mary B...? Restricted, Off Limits, Classified wow Coup!  Mary B...? Restricted, Off Limits, Classified wow Coup! 

7777----6666----14 iApps to14 iApps to14 iApps to14 iApps to eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and eradicate all... so NASA can Start the count down to the 52 Nearest Stars and Aliens! Give Mary B some Frontal Lobe  Aliens! Give Mary B some Frontal Lobe  Aliens! Give Mary B some Frontal Lobe  Aliens! Give Mary B some Frontal Lobe 
Tofu to swirl between her Index finger andTofu to swirl between her Index finger andTofu to swirl between her Index finger andTofu to swirl between her Index finger and thumb, taste the 1 Trillion Inventions she will inspire!! God's best invention thumb, taste the 1 Trillion Inventions she will inspire!! God's best invention thumb, taste the 1 Trillion Inventions she will inspire!! God's best invention thumb, taste the 1 Trillion Inventions she will inspire!! God's best invention is women of  is women of  is women of  is women of 
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course! course! course! course! 

7777----6666----14 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor14 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor14 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor14 iApps to eradicate all... Key West 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of of the Yale Key West Med School finished ready to start on the "Grand Finally of
Fireworks" Fireworks" Fireworks" Fireworks" 

7777----6666----14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... Dr. Katrina touched14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... Dr. Katrina touched14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... Dr. Katrina touched14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... Dr. Katrina touched the Frontal Lobes with her bare fingers... "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr. the Frontal Lobes with her bare fingers... "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr. the Frontal Lobes with her bare fingers... "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr. the Frontal Lobes with her bare fingers... "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr.
Katrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps. Katrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps. Katrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps. Katrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps. 

7777----6666----14141414 iApps named "Pasteur" for the added inspiration and thoughts that go through iApps named "Pasteur" for the added inspiration and thoughts that go through iApps named "Pasteur" for the added inspiration and thoughts that go through iApps named "Pasteur" for the added inspiration and thoughts that go through most brains, Greg has to comment as no one at  most brains, Greg has to comment as no one at  most brains, Greg has to comment as no one at  most brains, Greg has to comment as no one at 
IBM ever thinks of Pasteur iappsIBM ever thinks of Pasteur iappsIBM ever thinks of Pasteur iappsIBM ever thinks of Pasteur iapps to eradicate all food poisoning, to eradicate all Virus's... to eradicate all to eradicate all food poisoning, to eradicate all Virus's... to eradicate all to eradicate all food poisoning, to eradicate all Virus's... to eradicate all to eradicate all food poisoning, to eradicate all Virus's... to eradicate all contaminated food... to  contaminated food... to  contaminated food... to  contaminated food... to 
eradicate all STD, HPV, Herpes, Hepatitis, and Numb Nutseradicate all STD, HPV, Herpes, Hepatitis, and Numb Nutseradicate all STD, HPV, Herpes, Hepatitis, and Numb Nutseradicate all STD, HPV, Herpes, Hepatitis, and Numb Nuts Dictators 1984 II syphilis on the brain among the Pope Pedophiles! Dictators 1984 II syphilis on the brain among the Pope Pedophiles! Dictators 1984 II syphilis on the brain among the Pope Pedophiles! Dictators 1984 II syphilis on the brain among the Pope Pedophiles!

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... IBM15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... IBM15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... IBM15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... IBM today announced a first today announced a first today announced a first today announced a first----ofofofof----aaaa----kind system that is designed to help kind system that is designed to help kind system that is designed to help kind system that is designed to help 
foodfoodfoodfood retailers, distributors and public health officials predict the most likely retailers, distributors and public health officials predict the most likely retailers, distributors and public health officials predict the most likely retailers, distributors and public health officials predict the most likely contaminated food sources and accelerate the  contaminated food sources and accelerate the  contaminated food sources and accelerate the  contaminated food sources and accelerate the 
investigation of foodinvestigation of foodinvestigation of foodinvestigation of food----borne diseaseborne diseaseborne diseaseborne disease outbreaks. Using novel algorithms, visualization, and statistical techniques, outbreaks. Using novel algorithms, visualization, and statistical techniques, outbreaks. Using novel algorithms, visualization, and statistical techniques, outbreaks. Using novel algorithms, visualization, and statistical techniques, the tool can use  the tool can use  the tool can use  the tool can use 
information on the date and location of billions of supermarketinformation on the date and location of billions of supermarketinformation on the date and location of billions of supermarketinformation on the date and location of billions of supermarket food items sold each week to quickly identify with high probability a  food items sold each week to quickly identify with high probability a  food items sold each week to quickly identify with high probability a  food items sold each week to quickly identify with high probability a 
set ofset ofset ofset of potentially "guilty" products with in as few as 10 outbreak case reports. This potentially "guilty" products with in as few as 10 outbreak case reports. This potentially "guilty" products with in as few as 10 outbreak case reports. This potentially "guilty" products with in as few as 10 outbreak case reports. This research was published today in the peer research was published today in the peer research was published today in the peer research was published today in the peer----reviewed reviewed reviewed reviewed 
journal PLOS Computationaljournal PLOS Computationaljournal PLOS Computationaljournal PLOS Computational Biology together Biology together Biology together Biology together with collaborators from Johns Hopkins University, Purdue with collaborators from Johns Hopkins University, Purdue with collaborators from Johns Hopkins University, Purdue with collaborators from Johns Hopkins University, Purdue University and the German  University and the German  University and the German  University and the German 
Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR).Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR).Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR).Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR).

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... Bill15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... Bill15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... Bill15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key West!  + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key West!  + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key West!  + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key West! 

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with15 1,001 iApps with15 1,001 iApps with15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...  links you can click on to eradicate all...  links you can click on to eradicate all...  links you can click on to eradicate all... 

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links15 1,001 iApps with links15 1,001 iApps with links15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...  you can click on to eradicate all...  you can click on to eradicate all...  you can click on to eradicate all... 

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all...  can click on to eradicate all...  can click on to eradicate all...  can click on to eradicate all... 

7777----6666----15 1,001 iApps with links15 1,001 iApps with links15 1,001 iApps with links15 1,001 iApps with links you can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not you can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not you can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not you can click on to eradicate all... Bill + Melinda have a 2nd Home in Mecca not Key West!  Key West!  Key West!  Key West! 

7777----6666----14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,00114 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,00114 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,00114 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... 

7777----6666----14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more

Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... 
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7777----6666----14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion 14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion 14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion 14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion 

times moretimes moretimes moretimes more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... 
Consciousness... AlteredConsciousness... AlteredConsciousness... AlteredConsciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video  the Troops" this YouTube Video  the Troops" this YouTube Video  the Troops" this YouTube Video 
will be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coupwill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coupwill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coupwill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field"  "Gluon Field"  "Gluon Field"  "Gluon Field" 
same as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.same as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.same as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.same as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.

7777----5555----15 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in touching15 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in touching15 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in touching15 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in touching Greg brains Frontal Lobes with their bare fingers... Greg  Greg brains Frontal Lobes with their bare fingers... Greg  Greg brains Frontal Lobes with their bare fingers... Greg  Greg brains Frontal Lobes with their bare fingers... Greg 
thoughts brainstormingthoughts brainstormingthoughts brainstormingthoughts brainstorming "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 1,001 inventions in 365 Days of Revolutions! 7 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 1,001 inventions in 365 Days of Revolutions! 7 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 1,001 inventions in 365 Days of Revolutions! 7 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 1,001 inventions in 365 Days of Revolutions! 7----5555----15151515 Super Carrier of 1,001 new  Super Carrier of 1,001 new  Super Carrier of 1,001 new  Super Carrier of 1,001 new 
Super inventions by Greg + Wives in Key West! WithSuper inventions by Greg + Wives in Key West! WithSuper inventions by Greg + Wives in Key West! WithSuper inventions by Greg + Wives in Key West! With 1,001 iApps and Psyched 1,001 iApps and Psyched 1,001 iApps and Psyched 1,001 iApps and Psyched----inspiration not CIA programmed FaceBook inspiration not CIA programmed FaceBook inspiration not CIA programmed FaceBook inspiration not CIA programmed FaceBook 

7777----5555----14141414 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... "Virus Plagues the Pork Industry, and iApps to eradicate all Virus's... "Virus Plagues the Pork Industry, and iApps to eradicate all Virus's... "Virus Plagues the Pork Industry, and iApps to eradicate all Virus's... "Virus Plagues the Pork Industry, and Environmentalists" By Stephanie STROM New York Times.  Environmentalists" By Stephanie STROM New York Times.  Environmentalists" By Stephanie STROM New York Times.  Environmentalists" By Stephanie STROM New York Times. 

7777----5555----15 CIA15 CIA15 CIA15 CIA Verdicts on the "Fireworks Grand Finally" only reached the 10th floor level here Verdicts on the "Fireworks Grand Finally" only reached the 10th floor level here Verdicts on the "Fireworks Grand Finally" only reached the 10th floor level here Verdicts on the "Fireworks Grand Finally" only reached the 10th floor level here in Key West Last Night!  in Key West Last Night!  in Key West Last Night!  in Key West Last Night! 

7777----5555----15 CIA Verdicts on the "Fireworks Grand15 CIA Verdicts on the "Fireworks Grand15 CIA Verdicts on the "Fireworks Grand15 CIA Verdicts on the "Fireworks Grand Finally" God is to Far away, Star Travel is to Far Away!  Finally" God is to Far away, Star Travel is to Far Away!  Finally" God is to Far away, Star Travel is to Far Away!  Finally" God is to Far away, Star Travel is to Far Away! 

7777----5555----15 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in15 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in15 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in15 "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in touching Greg brains Frontal Lobes with their bare fingers... Greg  touching Greg brains Frontal Lobes with their bare fingers... Greg  touching Greg brains Frontal Lobes with their bare fingers... Greg  touching Greg brains Frontal Lobes with their bare fingers... Greg 
thoughtsthoughtsthoughtsthoughts brainstorming "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 1,001 inventions in 365 Days of brainstorming "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 1,001 inventions in 365 Days of brainstorming "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 1,001 inventions in 365 Days of brainstorming "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 1,001 inventions in 365 Days of Revolutions!  Revolutions!  Revolutions!  Revolutions! 

7777----5555----15 Super Carrier of 1,001 new Super inventions by Greg +15 Super Carrier of 1,001 new Super inventions by Greg +15 Super Carrier of 1,001 new Super inventions by Greg +15 Super Carrier of 1,001 new Super inventions by Greg + Wives in Key West! With 1,001 iApps and Psyched Wives in Key West! With 1,001 iApps and Psyched Wives in Key West! With 1,001 iApps and Psyched Wives in Key West! With 1,001 iApps and Psyched----inspiration not CIA inspiration not CIA inspiration not CIA inspiration not CIA 
programmedprogrammedprogrammedprogrammed FaceBook  FaceBook  FaceBook  FaceBook 

but the Grand Finally of Fireworks with Polygamous Wives thatbut the Grand Finally of Fireworks with Polygamous Wives thatbut the Grand Finally of Fireworks with Polygamous Wives thatbut the Grand Finally of Fireworks with Polygamous Wives that catches up with Star Trek's Futuristic Inventions via Marry, Mary Belle catches up with Star Trek's Futuristic Inventions via Marry, Mary Belle catches up with Star Trek's Futuristic Inventions via Marry, Mary Belle catches up with Star Trek's Futuristic Inventions via Marry, Mary Belle
Construction of Fireworks on the 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Medical SchoolConstruction of Fireworks on the 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Medical SchoolConstruction of Fireworks on the 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Medical SchoolConstruction of Fireworks on the 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Medical School 1 year from today.  1 year from today.  1 year from today.  1 year from today. 

Purple Heart for Mary B's gas station hold up, 110 stitches,Purple Heart for Mary B's gas station hold up, 110 stitches,Purple Heart for Mary B's gas station hold up, 110 stitches,Purple Heart for Mary B's gas station hold up, 110 stitches, QB2UP license plate in Key West wounded and killed Mary B's girl friend at QB2UP license plate in Key West wounded and killed Mary B's girl friend at QB2UP license plate in Key West wounded and killed Mary B's girl friend at QB2UP license plate in Key West wounded and killed Mary B's girl friend at
ananananother gas station hold up in the USA not Iraq were QB2UP ended up in Hell forother gas station hold up in the USA not Iraq were QB2UP ended up in Hell forother gas station hold up in the USA not Iraq were QB2UP ended up in Hell forother gas station hold up in the USA not Iraq were QB2UP ended up in Hell for 4 Trillion Years. Ha!  4 Trillion Years. Ha!  4 Trillion Years. Ha!  4 Trillion Years. Ha! 

RxCure End Breast Cancer License Plate in Key West... on the 27RxCure End Breast Cancer License Plate in Key West... on the 27RxCure End Breast Cancer License Plate in Key West... on the 27RxCure End Breast Cancer License Plate in Key West... on the 27 Floor of the YKWMS not the 27th Deck of the JFK Super Carrier. Wounded  Floor of the YKWMS not the 27th Deck of the JFK Super Carrier. Wounded  Floor of the YKWMS not the 27th Deck of the JFK Super Carrier. Wounded  Floor of the YKWMS not the 27th Deck of the JFK Super Carrier. Wounded 
CombatCombatCombatCombat Cures are in the Trillions from Mindless Admirals with $777 Trillion in a Cures are in the Trillions from Mindless Admirals with $777 Trillion in a Cures are in the Trillions from Mindless Admirals with $777 Trillion in a Cures are in the Trillions from Mindless Admirals with $777 Trillion in a Godsent scam of Oil Revenues!  Godsent scam of Oil Revenues!  Godsent scam of Oil Revenues!  Godsent scam of Oil Revenues! 

7777----5555----15 "Fireworks Grand Finally" only reached the15 "Fireworks Grand Finally" only reached the15 "Fireworks Grand Finally" only reached the15 "Fireworks Grand Finally" only reached the 10th floor level here in Key West Last Night!  10th floor level here in Key West Last Night!  10th floor level here in Key West Last Night!  10th floor level here in Key West Last Night! 

7777----5555----15 Fireworks from the15 Fireworks from the15 Fireworks from the15 Fireworks from the Admirals, JFK Carrier is Admirably for our Gravity of Endless Wars over $777 Admirals, JFK Carrier is Admirably for our Gravity of Endless Wars over $777 Admirals, JFK Carrier is Admirably for our Gravity of Endless Wars over $777 Admirals, JFK Carrier is Admirably for our Gravity of Endless Wars over $777 Trillion in $4 Gas!  Trillion in $4 Gas!  Trillion in $4 Gas!  Trillion in $4 Gas! 

7777----5555----15 Admirable said Today 1 more year from "Gasoline +15 Admirable said Today 1 more year from "Gasoline +15 Admirable said Today 1 more year from "Gasoline +15 Admirable said Today 1 more year from "Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as 4th of July "Fireworks Grand Finally" only  Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as 4th of July "Fireworks Grand Finally" only  Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as 4th of July "Fireworks Grand Finally" only  Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as 4th of July "Fireworks Grand Finally" only 
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reachedreachedreachedreached the 10th floor level here in Key West Last Night!  the 10th floor level here in Key West Last Night!  the 10th floor level here in Key West Last Night!  the 10th floor level here in Key West Last Night! 

7777----5555----14 iApps to14 iApps to14 iApps to14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... Dr. Katrina touched the Frontal Lobes with her bare eradicate all Virus's... Dr. Katrina touched the Frontal Lobes with her bare eradicate all Virus's... Dr. Katrina touched the Frontal Lobes with her bare eradicate all Virus's... Dr. Katrina touched the Frontal Lobes with her bare fingers... "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr.  fingers... "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr.  fingers... "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr.  fingers... "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr. 
Katrina's thoughts brainstormingKatrina's thoughts brainstormingKatrina's thoughts brainstormingKatrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps.  on her own without 1,001 iApps.  on her own without 1,001 iApps.  on her own without 1,001 iApps. 

7777----5555----14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... "Virus14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... "Virus14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... "Virus14 iApps to eradicate all Virus's... "Virus Plagues of $4 Gas Wars"  Plagues of $4 Gas Wars"  Plagues of $4 Gas Wars"  Plagues of $4 Gas Wars" 

7777----5555----14 iApps to "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in14 iApps to "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in14 iApps to "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in14 iApps to "Grand Finally of Fireworks" in Dr. Katrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps. Dr. Katrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps. Dr. Katrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps. Dr. Katrina's thoughts brainstorming on her own without 1,001 iApps.

7777----5555----14 iApps to "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in14 iApps to "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in14 iApps to "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in14 iApps to "Grand Finally of Fireworks" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in touching Greg thoughts brainstorming with 1,001 iApps and  touching Greg thoughts brainstorming with 1,001 iApps and  touching Greg thoughts brainstorming with 1,001 iApps and  touching Greg thoughts brainstorming with 1,001 iApps and 
PsychedPsychedPsychedPsyched----inspirationinspirationinspirationinspiration not CIA programmed FaceBook but the Grand Finally of Fireworks that catches up not CIA programmed FaceBook but the Grand Finally of Fireworks that catches up not CIA programmed FaceBook but the Grand Finally of Fireworks that catches up not CIA programmed FaceBook but the Grand Finally of Fireworks that catches up with Star Trek's Futuristic  with Star Trek's Futuristic  with Star Trek's Futuristic  with Star Trek's Futuristic 
Inventions via Marry, Mary Belle Construction ofInventions via Marry, Mary Belle Construction ofInventions via Marry, Mary Belle Construction ofInventions via Marry, Mary Belle Construction of Fireworks on the 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Medical School 1 year from Fireworks on the 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Medical School 1 year from Fireworks on the 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Medical School 1 year from Fireworks on the 27th Floor of the Yale Key West Medical School 1 year from today.  today.  today.  today. 

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!!14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!!14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!!14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. 

7777----4444----14141414 Admirable Independence Day from "Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in 7 Admirable Independence Day from "Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in 7 Admirable Independence Day from "Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in 7 Admirable Independence Day from "Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in 7----4444----15.15.15.15.

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  Escort 2015  Escort 2015  Escort 2015 

7777----4444----15 Admirable Independence Day... Universe Fireworks 115 Admirable Independence Day... Universe Fireworks 115 Admirable Independence Day... Universe Fireworks 115 Admirable Independence Day... Universe Fireworks 1 Trillion Super Nova Red Giant Stars Exploding between USA 4th of July  Trillion Super Nova Red Giant Stars Exploding between USA 4th of July  Trillion Super Nova Red Giant Stars Exploding between USA 4th of July  Trillion Super Nova Red Giant Stars Exploding between USA 4th of July 
FireworksFireworksFireworksFireworks just set your mind and its "Vision" in the Frontal Lobe to visualize the just set your mind and its "Vision" in the Frontal Lobe to visualize the just set your mind and its "Vision" in the Frontal Lobe to visualize the just set your mind and its "Vision" in the Frontal Lobe to visualize the Universe between the USA Fireworks on Earth. Drones  Universe between the USA Fireworks on Earth. Drones  Universe between the USA Fireworks on Earth. Drones  Universe between the USA Fireworks on Earth. Drones 
killing women and childrenkilling women and childrenkilling women and childrenkilling women and children on the 4th of July 14 get more Cheers from the troops sucking up Admirably, on the 4th of July 14 get more Cheers from the troops sucking up Admirably, on the 4th of July 14 get more Cheers from the troops sucking up Admirably, on the 4th of July 14 get more Cheers from the troops sucking up Admirably, grin. God is too! Grinning at  grin. God is too! Grinning at  grin. God is too! Grinning at  grin. God is too! Grinning at 
the Admirals so far off course in reaching thethe Admirals so far off course in reaching thethe Admirals so far off course in reaching thethe Admirals so far off course in reaching the nearest 52 Stars. 52 JFK Super Carriers!  nearest 52 Stars. 52 JFK Super Carriers!  nearest 52 Stars. 52 JFK Super Carriers!  nearest 52 Stars. 52 JFK Super Carriers! 

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015 

7777----4444----14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable Independence Day iApp to test all Barracuda in the Publix and Whole Foods for Independence Day iApp to test all Barracuda in the Publix and Whole Foods for Independence Day iApp to test all Barracuda in the Publix and Whole Foods for Independence Day iApp to test all Barracuda in the Publix and Whole Foods for Ciguatera will be their Personal  Ciguatera will be their Personal  Ciguatera will be their Personal  Ciguatera will be their Personal 
Fireworks like French Pasteur! Fireworks like French Pasteur! Fireworks like French Pasteur! Fireworks like French Pasteur! 

7777----4444----14141414 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015

7777----4444----15 Admirable Independence Day iApp for "Heavy Water" all observers15 Admirable Independence Day iApp for "Heavy Water" all observers15 Admirable Independence Day iApp for "Heavy Water" all observers15 Admirable Independence Day iApp for "Heavy Water" all observers should recall so lets get an iApp for "Heavy Gravity"  should recall so lets get an iApp for "Heavy Gravity"  should recall so lets get an iApp for "Heavy Gravity"  should recall so lets get an iApp for "Heavy Gravity" 

7777----4444----14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable Independence Day "Blood Test" on everyone in the USA on the 4th of July 2015 at Independence Day "Blood Test" on everyone in the USA on the 4th of July 2015 at Independence Day "Blood Test" on everyone in the USA on the 4th of July 2015 at Independence Day "Blood Test" on everyone in the USA on the 4th of July 2015 at Publix, Whole Foods, Safeway, IGA,  Publix, Whole Foods, Safeway, IGA,  Publix, Whole Foods, Safeway, IGA,  Publix, Whole Foods, Safeway, IGA, 
Kroger, Sugar Apple, Faustos in Key West. Dr.Kroger, Sugar Apple, Faustos in Key West. Dr.Kroger, Sugar Apple, Faustos in Key West. Dr.Kroger, Sugar Apple, Faustos in Key West. Dr. Susan Love ran her run Susan Love ran her run Susan Love ran her run Susan Love ran her run----ofofofof----thethethethe----mill routine blood test for MD's and they hit themill routine blood test for MD's and they hit themill routine blood test for MD's and they hit themill routine blood test for MD's and they hit the wrong  wrong  wrong  wrong 
lottery, she had leukemia! lottery, she had leukemia! lottery, she had leukemia! lottery, she had leukemia! 

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence Day from14 Admirable Independence Day from14 Admirable Independence Day from14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmil Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmil Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmil Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015 lFord Escort 2015 lFord Escort 2015 lFord Escort 2015 

7777----4444----14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable Independence Day Pope Francis can see far into Hell's Fireworks from the Vatican Independence Day Pope Francis can see far into Hell's Fireworks from the Vatican Independence Day Pope Francis can see far into Hell's Fireworks from the Vatican Independence Day Pope Francis can see far into Hell's Fireworks from the Vatican but can't make out the 700th Fiery  but can't make out the 700th Fiery  but can't make out the 700th Fiery  but can't make out the 700th Fiery 
Cop Car Crash on a Rome Freeway today. YesCop Car Crash on a Rome Freeway today. YesCop Car Crash on a Rome Freeway today. YesCop Car Crash on a Rome Freeway today. Yes Pope Francis failed to light the candle for the Fiery Cop Car Crash at Saint Pope Francis failed to light the candle for the Fiery Cop Car Crash at Saint Pope Francis failed to light the candle for the Fiery Cop Car Crash at Saint Pope Francis failed to light the candle for the Fiery Cop Car Crash at Saint Peters today.  Peters today.  Peters today.  Peters today. 

7777----4444----15 Admirable Independence Day Pope + Cardinals will be15 Admirable Independence Day Pope + Cardinals will be15 Admirable Independence Day Pope + Cardinals will be15 Admirable Independence Day Pope + Cardinals will be beheaded by "Windmills" and sent to Hell ASAP... no way out after you  beheaded by "Windmills" and sent to Hell ASAP... no way out after you  beheaded by "Windmills" and sent to Hell ASAP... no way out after you  beheaded by "Windmills" and sent to Hell ASAP... no way out after you 
rob therob therob therob the gas station and sucker punch the women for the hell of it! And they only got gas station and sucker punch the women for the hell of it! And they only got gas station and sucker punch the women for the hell of it! And they only got gas station and sucker punch the women for the hell of it! And they only got $777 Trillion dollars in this gas station hold up!  $777 Trillion dollars in this gas station hold up!  $777 Trillion dollars in this gas station hold up!  $777 Trillion dollars in this gas station hold up! 

7777----4444----14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable Independence Day $777 Trillion will buy the Yale Key West Medical School and on Independence Day $777 Trillion will buy the Yale Key West Medical School and on Independence Day $777 Trillion will buy the Yale Key West Medical School and on Independence Day $777 Trillion will buy the Yale Key West Medical School and on the 4th of July 2015 its Fireworks  the 4th of July 2015 its Fireworks  the 4th of July 2015 its Fireworks  the 4th of July 2015 its Fireworks 
will reach above the roof tops of the Southerwill reach above the roof tops of the Southerwill reach above the roof tops of the Southerwill reach above the roof tops of the Souther Most Hotels as the Fireworks tonight at Casa Marina a Waldorf Hotel will not Most Hotels as the Fireworks tonight at Casa Marina a Waldorf Hotel will not Most Hotels as the Fireworks tonight at Casa Marina a Waldorf Hotel will not Most Hotels as the Fireworks tonight at Casa Marina a Waldorf Hotel will not reach for the  reach for the  reach for the  reach for the 
Stars... in many ways! Stars... in many ways! Stars... in many ways! Stars... in many ways! 

7777----4444----15 Admirable Independence Day15 Admirable Independence Day15 Admirable Independence Day15 Admirable Independence Day from Skin Cancer, Breast Cancer...  from Skin Cancer, Breast Cancer...  from Skin Cancer, Breast Cancer...  from Skin Cancer, Breast Cancer... 

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence Day14 Admirable Independence Day14 Admirable Independence Day14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015 

7777----4444----14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable14 Admirable Independence Day from Breast Cancer 4 July 2015 via Greg + MD Wives in a Legal Independence Day from Breast Cancer 4 July 2015 via Greg + MD Wives in a Legal Independence Day from Breast Cancer 4 July 2015 via Greg + MD Wives in a Legal Independence Day from Breast Cancer 4 July 2015 via Greg + MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage working  Polygamous Marriage working  Polygamous Marriage working  Polygamous Marriage working 
24/7 in Brainstorming Conversations and with 124/7 in Brainstorming Conversations and with 124/7 in Brainstorming Conversations and with 124/7 in Brainstorming Conversations and with 1 Trillion iApps as Bill + Melinda are in Mecca Today were there 2nd home is... Trillion iApps as Bill + Melinda are in Mecca Today were there 2nd home is... Trillion iApps as Bill + Melinda are in Mecca Today were there 2nd home is... Trillion iApps as Bill + Melinda are in Mecca Today were there 2nd home is... Allah is  Allah is  Allah is  Allah is 
Great just ask Bill + Melinda Gates on the 4th of July 2014.Great just ask Bill + Melinda Gates on the 4th of July 2014.Great just ask Bill + Melinda Gates on the 4th of July 2014.Great just ask Bill + Melinda Gates on the 4th of July 2014.

7777----4444----15 Admirable Independence Day 15 Admirable Independence Day 15 Admirable Independence Day 15 Admirable Independence Day 

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence Day  Day  Day  Day 

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!!14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!!14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!!14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015 

7777----4444----15 Admirable Independence Day15 Admirable Independence Day15 Admirable Independence Day15 Admirable Independence Day

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence Day 14 Admirable Independence Day 14 Admirable Independence Day 14 Admirable Independence Day 

7777----4444----14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence14 Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015  Day from Gasoline!!!! ElectricWindmillFord Escort 2015 

7777----4444----15 Admirable15 Admirable15 Admirable15 Admirable Independence Day  Independence Day  Independence Day  Independence Day 

7777----4444----15 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015.15 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015.15 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015.15 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015.

7777----4444----15 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015. 15 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015. 15 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015. 15 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015. 7777----4444----14 14 14 14 

iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times moreiApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times moreiApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times moreiApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... 
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7777----4444----14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion 14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion 14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion 14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion 

times moretimes moretimes moretimes more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... 
Consciousness... AlteredConsciousness... AlteredConsciousness... AlteredConsciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video  the Troops" this YouTube Video  the Troops" this YouTube Video  the Troops" this YouTube Video 
will be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coupwill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coupwill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coupwill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field"  "Gluon Field"  "Gluon Field"  "Gluon Field" 
same as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place. 7same as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place. 7same as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place. 7same as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place. 7----4444----15151515 Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015.  Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015.  Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015.  Admirable Independence Day 4th of July 2015. 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY ---- , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our Independence Day 1984 II Era! British  Independence Day 1984 II Era! British  Independence Day 1984 II Era! British  Independence Day 1984 II Era! British 
Revolution by Women to "Drive" theRevolution by Women to "Drive" theRevolution by Women to "Drive" theRevolution by Women to "Drive" the ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY ---- NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$ 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with 

Gasolines ChemicalsGasolines ChemicalsGasolines ChemicalsGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY ---- Starbucks (Crowne Plaza Key West Starbucks (Crowne Plaza Key West Starbucks (Crowne Plaza Key West Starbucks (Crowne Plaza Key West----La Concha) turned off theLa Concha) turned off theLa Concha) turned off theLa Concha) turned off the juice in their one and only  juice in their one and only  juice in their one and only  juice in their one and only 
OUTLET Today. OUTLET Today. OUTLET Today. OUTLET Today. 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with no14 iApps... Greg with no14 iApps... Greg with no14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY ---- Starbucks (Crowne Plaza Key West Starbucks (Crowne Plaza Key West Starbucks (Crowne Plaza Key West Starbucks (Crowne Plaza Key West----La Concha) turned off the juiceLa Concha) turned off the juiceLa Concha) turned off the juiceLa Concha) turned off the juice in their one and only  in their one and only  in their one and only  in their one and only 
OUTLET Today. OUTLET Today. OUTLET Today. OUTLET Today. 

7777----3333----14 iApps... with no ELECTRICITY14 iApps... with no ELECTRICITY14 iApps... with no ELECTRICITY14 iApps... with no ELECTRICITY ---- Starbucks turn off the juice in the one and only OU Starbucks turn off the juice in the one and only OU Starbucks turn off the juice in the one and only OU Starbucks turn off the juice in the one and only OUTLET Today. I got theTLET Today. I got theTLET Today. I got theTLET Today. I got the warning of LOW Battery  warning of LOW Battery  warning of LOW Battery  warning of LOW Battery 
on my Acer and shut down. Then checked the Outlet and iton my Acer and shut down. Then checked the Outlet and iton my Acer and shut down. Then checked the Outlet and iton my Acer and shut down. Then checked the Outlet and it was turned off, the Starbucks GIRLS all had "GRINS!!!!" ON THEIR FACES. was turned off, the Starbucks GIRLS all had "GRINS!!!!" ON THEIR FACES. was turned off, the Starbucks GIRLS all had "GRINS!!!!" ON THEIR FACES. was turned off, the Starbucks GIRLS all had "GRINS!!!!" ON THEIR FACES.
Observers who read this web and get 1 invention project or 1 iApp going todayObservers who read this web and get 1 invention project or 1 iApp going todayObservers who read this web and get 1 invention project or 1 iApp going todayObservers who read this web and get 1 invention project or 1 iApp going today probably don't think its as funny as the Starbucks girls!  probably don't think its as funny as the Starbucks girls!  probably don't think its as funny as the Starbucks girls!  probably don't think its as funny as the Starbucks girls! 
I'm out on theI'm out on theI'm out on theI'm out on the Sidewalk at Duval and Fleming. Greg gets the last laugh... which will be the Rx Sidewalk at Duval and Fleming. Greg gets the last laugh... which will be the Rx Sidewalk at Duval and Fleming. Greg gets the last laugh... which will be the Rx Sidewalk at Duval and Fleming. Greg gets the last laugh... which will be the Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for  Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for  Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for  Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for 
Breast Cancer by the 4th of July 2015.Breast Cancer by the 4th of July 2015.Breast Cancer by the 4th of July 2015.Breast Cancer by the 4th of July 2015. Admirable lots more than the Key West Admirals! GRIN...  Admirable lots more than the Key West Admirals! GRIN...  Admirable lots more than the Key West Admirals! GRIN...  Admirable lots more than the Key West Admirals! GRIN... 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with 

Gasolines ChemicalsGasolines ChemicalsGasolines ChemicalsGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps, lots more iApps than  iApps, lots more iApps than  iApps, lots more iApps than  iApps, lots more iApps than 
the last 4th of July! Born on the 4th of July wasthe last 4th of July! Born on the 4th of July wasthe last 4th of July! Born on the 4th of July wasthe last 4th of July! Born on the 4th of July was the Universe then those who were "Sick" of MIT War Toys... Admirable Diagnosis the Universe then those who were "Sick" of MIT War Toys... Admirable Diagnosis the Universe then those who were "Sick" of MIT War Toys... Admirable Diagnosis the Universe then those who were "Sick" of MIT War Toys... Admirable Diagnosis at Warp  at Warp  at Warp  at Warp 
Speed, Admirals have no iApps today (Admiral has No Concept of Gravity)Speed, Admirals have no iApps today (Admiral has No Concept of Gravity)Speed, Admirals have no iApps today (Admiral has No Concept of Gravity)Speed, Admirals have no iApps today (Admiral has No Concept of Gravity) so they sunk NASA to build up JFK's for "Futuristic Wars!" for  so they sunk NASA to build up JFK's for "Futuristic Wars!" for  so they sunk NASA to build up JFK's for "Futuristic Wars!" for  so they sunk NASA to build up JFK's for "Futuristic Wars!" for 
their "Braintheir "Braintheir "Braintheir "Brain Dead" Soul Dead" Soul Dead" Soul Dead" Soul----Mate! God's Best Invention is Women! Mate! God's Best Invention is Women! Mate! God's Best Invention is Women! Mate! God's Best Invention is Women! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg14 iApps... Greg14 iApps... Greg14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  with no ELECTRICITY  with no ELECTRICITY  with no ELECTRICITY ---- , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY ---- NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$ 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY ---- Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Today.  Today.  Today.  Today. 

7777----3333----14 iApps... To Make Warp Speed set in as "Instinct" same as14 iApps... To Make Warp Speed set in as "Instinct" same as14 iApps... To Make Warp Speed set in as "Instinct" same as14 iApps... To Make Warp Speed set in as "Instinct" same as the "Gravity Engine!" Both can and will be invented!!!  the "Gravity Engine!" Both can and will be invented!!!  the "Gravity Engine!" Both can and will be invented!!!  the "Gravity Engine!" Both can and will be invented!!! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with 

Gasolines ChemicalsGasolines ChemicalsGasolines ChemicalsGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War! 
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Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... 4th of July14 iApps... 4th of July14 iApps... 4th of July14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... Cameras left in the Brain after  Cameras left in the Brain after  Cameras left in the Brain after  Cameras left in the Brain after 
the Neuropathologist, not your runthe Neuropathologist, not your runthe Neuropathologist, not your runthe Neuropathologist, not your run----ofofofof----thethethethe----millmillmillmill Cameras but iPhone007s that can keep up with the times and biopsy of the breast Cameras but iPhone007s that can keep up with the times and biopsy of the breast Cameras but iPhone007s that can keep up with the times and biopsy of the breast Cameras but iPhone007s that can keep up with the times and biopsy of the breast
cancer, Oh Camera left in her breast! cancer, Oh Camera left in her breast! cancer, Oh Camera left in her breast! cancer, Oh Camera left in her breast! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the Admirable Diagnosis at Warp Speed. Hurricane Arthur on Thursday as it approached Admirable Diagnosis at Warp Speed. Hurricane Arthur on Thursday as it approached Admirable Diagnosis at Warp Speed. Hurricane Arthur on Thursday as it approached Admirable Diagnosis at Warp Speed. Hurricane Arthur on Thursday as it approached the North Carolina  the North Carolina  the North Carolina  the North Carolina 
coast and threatened to upend the Independence Day holidaycoast and threatened to upend the Independence Day holidaycoast and threatened to upend the Independence Day holidaycoast and threatened to upend the Independence Day holiday plans of thousands of residents. TURN the Damn Hurricane out to sea  plans of thousands of residents. TURN the Damn Hurricane out to sea  plans of thousands of residents. TURN the Damn Hurricane out to sea  plans of thousands of residents. TURN the Damn Hurricane out to sea 
via 1via 1via 1via 1 Trillion NASA make Cans of H at  Trillion NASA make Cans of H at  Trillion NASA make Cans of H at  Trillion NASA make Cans of H at ----254 C that will Fast Freeze the Damn Hurricane254 C that will Fast Freeze the Damn Hurricane254 C that will Fast Freeze the Damn Hurricane254 C that will Fast Freeze the Damn Hurricane on its Sea Side!  on its Sea Side!  on its Sea Side!  on its Sea Side! 

Admirable Independence Day from GasolineAdmirable Independence Day from GasolineAdmirable Independence Day from GasolineAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  with  with  with 

Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline +Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline +Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline +Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY ---- , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY ---- NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$  NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$ 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY ---- Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET T T T Today. oday. oday. oday. 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with

Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline +Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline +Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline +Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... To Make14 iApps... To Make14 iApps... To Make14 iApps... To Make "Romancing the Woman Neurosurgeons a Trend Setting President" for Legal "Romancing the Woman Neurosurgeons a Trend Setting President" for Legal "Romancing the Woman Neurosurgeons a Trend Setting President" for Legal "Romancing the Woman Neurosurgeons a Trend Setting President" for Legal Polygamous Marriage on the 4th of  Polygamous Marriage on the 4th of  Polygamous Marriage on the 4th of  Polygamous Marriage on the 4th of 
July at the Hemingway House in Key West. TheJuly at the Hemingway House in Key West. TheJuly at the Hemingway House in Key West. TheJuly at the Hemingway House in Key West. The Brain is the Mind and its our only home to write an iApp to finally End War, Brain is the Mind and its our only home to write an iApp to finally End War, Brain is the Mind and its our only home to write an iApp to finally End War, Brain is the Mind and its our only home to write an iApp to finally End War, Crime,  Crime,  Crime,  Crime, 
Poverty, and start Star Travels to the Nearest 52 Stars which all havePoverty, and start Star Travels to the Nearest 52 Stars which all havePoverty, and start Star Travels to the Nearest 52 Stars which all havePoverty, and start Star Travels to the Nearest 52 Stars which all have their own iApp... or well soon as some George Orwell Type read this  their own iApp... or well soon as some George Orwell Type read this  their own iApp... or well soon as some George Orwell Type read this  their own iApp... or well soon as some George Orwell Type read this 
and startand startand startand start writing something good for the 4th of July Tomorrow. What will be on the front writing something good for the 4th of July Tomorrow. What will be on the front writing something good for the 4th of July Tomorrow. What will be on the front writing something good for the 4th of July Tomorrow. What will be on the front page of the NY Times will be written by "Poison  page of the NY Times will be written by "Poison  page of the NY Times will be written by "Poison  page of the NY Times will be written by "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust" Mad Men whoGasoline Exhaust" Mad Men whoGasoline Exhaust" Mad Men whoGasoline Exhaust" Mad Men who were drunk a minute after midnight. 24/7 Brainstorming is left over for the were drunk a minute after midnight. 24/7 Brainstorming is left over for the were drunk a minute after midnight. 24/7 Brainstorming is left over for the were drunk a minute after midnight. 24/7 Brainstorming is left over for the Polygamous MD Wives!  Polygamous MD Wives!  Polygamous MD Wives!  Polygamous MD Wives! 
Who love Invention and iApps word around the clock! Time +Who love Invention and iApps word around the clock! Time +Who love Invention and iApps word around the clock! Time +Who love Invention and iApps word around the clock! Time + Gravity are our only Hope for a Coup. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.  Gravity are our only Hope for a Coup. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.  Gravity are our only Hope for a Coup. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.  Gravity are our only Hope for a Coup. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. 

7777----3333----14141414 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  InventSomething with iApps...  InventSomething with iApps...  InventSomething with iApps... 

Admirable Independence DayAdmirable Independence DayAdmirable Independence DayAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  their Blood with  their Blood with  their Blood with 

Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the Admirable Diagnosis reflect the sun on the waves. Waves 19K murdered by drunk Admirable Diagnosis reflect the sun on the waves. Waves 19K murdered by drunk Admirable Diagnosis reflect the sun on the waves. Waves 19K murdered by drunk Admirable Diagnosis reflect the sun on the waves. Waves 19K murdered by drunk Sailors in 2014. ONE...  Sailors in 2014. ONE...  Sailors in 2014. ONE...  Sailors in 2014. ONE... 
HERE... A 21HERE... A 21HERE... A 21HERE... A 21----yearyearyearyear----old woman who was left criticallyold woman who was left criticallyold woman who was left criticallyold woman who was left critically injured after a mass shooting on New Orleans' Bourbon Street has died. 1 of 19K injured after a mass shooting on New Orleans' Bourbon Street has died. 1 of 19K injured after a mass shooting on New Orleans' Bourbon Street has died. 1 of 19K injured after a mass shooting on New Orleans' Bourbon Street has died. 1 of 19K
and Obama just added security to Air Ports, not Bourbon Street xand Obama just added security to Air Ports, not Bourbon Street xand Obama just added security to Air Ports, not Bourbon Street xand Obama just added security to Air Ports, not Bourbon Street x----ray scannersray scannersray scannersray scanners and sur valiance camera, with audio!  and sur valiance camera, with audio!  and sur valiance camera, with audio!  and sur valiance camera, with audio! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the14 iApps... To Make the Admirable Diagnosis of McDonald's hamburgers with the Neuropathologist slides Admirable Diagnosis of McDonald's hamburgers with the Neuropathologist slides Admirable Diagnosis of McDonald's hamburgers with the Neuropathologist slides Admirable Diagnosis of McDonald's hamburgers with the Neuropathologist slides turns out nobody's loving  turns out nobody's loving  turns out nobody's loving  turns out nobody's loving 
it. The standard McDonald's hamburger it. The standard McDonald's hamburger it. The standard McDonald's hamburger it. The standard McDonald's hamburger ---- the one thatthe one thatthe one thatthe one that claims to satisfy  claims to satisfy  claims to satisfy  claims to satisfy ““““billions and billionsbillions and billionsbillions and billionsbillions and billions”””” ---- finished dead last in a new Consumerfinished dead last in a new Consumerfinished dead last in a new Consumerfinished dead last in a new Consumer
Reports taste test. Reports taste test. Reports taste test. Reports taste test. 

7777----3333----14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion14 iApps... 4th of July Fireworks 1,001 Trillion times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps...  times more Euphoric to InventSomething with iApps... 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline ExhaustAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with 

Gasolines ChemicalsGasolines ChemicalsGasolines ChemicalsGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War!  outlawed by Geneva in War! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY ---- , , , , No Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of ourNo Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of ourNo Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of ourNo Gasoline after today is the most Admirable of our Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era!  Independence Day 1984 II Era! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY ---- NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$ NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$ NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$ NO GASOLINE after this 2014 4th of July!!! $$$ 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY  no ELECTRICITY ---- Starbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLETStarbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLETStarbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLETStarbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Today.  Today.  Today.  Today. 

7777----3333----14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY 14 iApps... Greg with no ELECTRICITY ---- Starbucks turn off theStarbucks turn off theStarbucks turn off theStarbucks turn off the juice in their one and only OUTLET Today.  juice in their one and only OUTLET Today.  juice in their one and only OUTLET Today.  juice in their one and only OUTLET Today. 

AdmirableAdmirableAdmirableAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with 

Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva inGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva inGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva inGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  War!  War!  War! 

AdmirabAdmirabAdmirabAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poisonle Independence Day from Gasoline + Poisonle Independence Day from Gasoline + Poisonle Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----3333----14 iApps... To Make14 iApps... To Make14 iApps... To Make14 iApps... To Make Admirable...WHO at the UN! Target tuberculosis in rich world as model for poor: Admirable...WHO at the UN! Target tuberculosis in rich world as model for poor: Admirable...WHO at the UN! Target tuberculosis in rich world as model for poor: Admirable...WHO at the UN! Target tuberculosis in rich world as model for poor: WHO Reuters  WHO Reuters  WHO Reuters  WHO Reuters ---- GENEVA  GENEVA  GENEVA  GENEVA 
(Reuters) (Reuters) (Reuters) (Reuters) ---- The World Health Organization (WHO) on Thursday The World Health Organization (WHO) on Thursday The World Health Organization (WHO) on Thursday The World Health Organization (WHO) on Thursday launched an ambitious plan for rich countries to sharply reduce  launched an ambitious plan for rich countries to sharply reduce  launched an ambitious plan for rich countries to sharply reduce  launched an ambitious plan for rich countries to sharply reduce 
tuberculosistuberculosistuberculosistuberculosis infections and serve as a model for harder infections and serve as a model for harder infections and serve as a model for harder infections and serve as a model for harder----hit countries of Africa and Asia,hit countries of Africa and Asia,hit countries of Africa and Asia,hit countries of Africa and Asia, where the disease still thrives.  where the disease still thrives.  where the disease still thrives.  where the disease still thrives. 

7777----3333----14 iApps... To Make "WHO" Admirable14 iApps... To Make "WHO" Admirable14 iApps... To Make "WHO" Admirable14 iApps... To Make "WHO" Admirable when the UN has secret Swiss Bank Accounts in GENEVA, $777 Trillion$$$$$$ when the UN has secret Swiss Bank Accounts in GENEVA, $777 Trillion$$$$$$ when the UN has secret Swiss Bank Accounts in GENEVA, $777 Trillion$$$$$$ when the UN has secret Swiss Bank Accounts in GENEVA, $777 Trillion$$$$$$

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison GasolineAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison GasolineAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison GasolineAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with 

Page 20 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"
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GasolinesGasolinesGasolinesGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

AdmirableAdmirableAdmirableAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust the Admirals Daughters + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with  + Wives "Fill Up" their Blood with 

Gasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva inGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva inGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva inGasolines Chemicals outlawed by Geneva in War!  War!  War!  War! 

Admirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + PoisonAdmirable Independence Day from Gasoline + Poison Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the Gasoline Exhaust.... British Revolution by Women to "Drive" the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Saudi Arabia! 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Soccer knee, Exanthem, Alopecia... CIA @ Facebook, Diagnosis, social + medical. Soccer knee, Exanthem, Alopecia... CIA @ Facebook, Diagnosis, social + medical. Soccer knee, Exanthem, Alopecia... CIA @ Facebook, Diagnosis, social + medical. Soccer knee, Exanthem, Alopecia... CIA @ Facebook, CIA @ Google CIA Diagnosis  CIA @ Google CIA Diagnosis  CIA @ Google CIA Diagnosis  CIA @ Google CIA Diagnosis 
at Gas Station Hold up's, He Socker her at the Gasat Gas Station Hold up's, He Socker her at the Gasat Gas Station Hold up's, He Socker her at the Gasat Gas Station Hold up's, He Socker her at the Gas Station Hold Up... Gregs Diagnosis is this CIA failed the do you have a Station Hold Up... Gregs Diagnosis is this CIA failed the do you have a Station Hold Up... Gregs Diagnosis is this CIA failed the do you have a Station Hold Up... Gregs Diagnosis is this CIA failed the do you have a "Conscience  "Conscience  "Conscience  "Conscience 
Test" by real Doctors doing real World, Real Universe Diagnosis's!Test" by real Doctors doing real World, Real Universe Diagnosis's!Test" by real Doctors doing real World, Real Universe Diagnosis's!Test" by real Doctors doing real World, Real Universe Diagnosis's!

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. AVM14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. AVM14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. AVM14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. AVM arteriovenous malformation, mass of blood vessels in her brain. Vessels were arteriovenous malformation, mass of blood vessels in her brain. Vessels were arteriovenous malformation, mass of blood vessels in her brain. Vessels were arteriovenous malformation, mass of blood vessels in her brain. Vessels were
closed off and the tangled mass removed, Her head was closed up... iApp BEEP,closed off and the tangled mass removed, Her head was closed up... iApp BEEP,closed off and the tangled mass removed, Her head was closed up... iApp BEEP,closed off and the tangled mass removed, Her head was closed up... iApp BEEP, BEEP, BEEP... If Dr. Katrina would have been a iApp  BEEP, BEEP... If Dr. Katrina would have been a iApp  BEEP, BEEP... If Dr. Katrina would have been a iApp  BEEP, BEEP... If Dr. Katrina would have been a iApp 
Inventor she would have putInventor she would have putInventor she would have putInventor she would have put a camera in her brain for live streaming video to the Doctors iPhone5s... Beep!! a camera in her brain for live streaming video to the Doctors iPhone5s... Beep!! a camera in her brain for live streaming video to the Doctors iPhone5s... Beep!! a camera in her brain for live streaming video to the Doctors iPhone5s... Beep!! Catastrophe massive  Catastrophe massive  Catastrophe massive  Catastrophe massive 
bleeding into the brain was noticed in a few hours by thebleeding into the brain was noticed in a few hours by thebleeding into the brain was noticed in a few hours by thebleeding into the brain was noticed in a few hours by the nurse... this is history + Political Science at the Yale Key West Medical nurse... this is history + Political Science at the Yale Key West Medical nurse... this is history + Political Science at the Yale Key West Medical nurse... this is history + Political Science at the Yale Key West Medical School.  School.  School.  School. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical School textbook of malformations... called the "Little Shop of Horrors"  School textbook of malformations... called the "Little Shop of Horrors"  School textbook of malformations... called the "Little Shop of Horrors"  School textbook of malformations... called the "Little Shop of Horrors" 
iAppiAppiAppiApp BEEP, BEEP, BEEP... flash cards Dr Katrina Firlik used for the 1,001 Medical BEEP, BEEP, BEEP... flash cards Dr Katrina Firlik used for the 1,001 Medical BEEP, BEEP, BEEP... flash cards Dr Katrina Firlik used for the 1,001 Medical BEEP, BEEP, BEEP... flash cards Dr Katrina Firlik used for the 1,001 Medical Terms for each Brain Cancer + defect. 1,001 Invention  Terms for each Brain Cancer + defect. 1,001 Invention  Terms for each Brain Cancer + defect. 1,001 Invention  Terms for each Brain Cancer + defect. 1,001 Invention 
Projects for eachProjects for eachProjects for eachProjects for each malformation... for the next Dr. Katrina at the Yale Key West Med School malformation... for the next Dr. Katrina at the Yale Key West Med School malformation... for the next Dr. Katrina at the Yale Key West Med School malformation... for the next Dr. Katrina at the Yale Key West Med School Tomorrow! Social Diagnosis is Humanity Lost  Tomorrow! Social Diagnosis is Humanity Lost  Tomorrow! Social Diagnosis is Humanity Lost  Tomorrow! Social Diagnosis is Humanity Lost 
a lot by suppressing thea lot by suppressing thea lot by suppressing thea lot by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar spin offs... iApps for Med Students since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar spin offs... iApps for Med Students since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar spin offs... iApps for Med Students since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar spin offs... iApps for Med Students since 1980.

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Many viral14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Many viral14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Many viral14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Many viral infections of the skin in childhood are called "viral exanthems."  infections of the skin in childhood are called "viral exanthems."  infections of the skin in childhood are called "viral exanthems."  infections of the skin in childhood are called "viral exanthems." 
Exanthem isExanthem isExanthem isExanthem is another name for a rash or skin eruption. iApp can take a picture of the rash another name for a rash or skin eruption. iApp can take a picture of the rash another name for a rash or skin eruption. iApp can take a picture of the rash another name for a rash or skin eruption. iApp can take a picture of the rash and scan the database of all rashes and  and scan the database of all rashes and  and scan the database of all rashes and  and scan the database of all rashes and 
BEEP Dr. Mom the rash the kid has...BEEP Dr. Mom the rash the kid has...BEEP Dr. Mom the rash the kid has...BEEP Dr. Mom the rash the kid has... wonderful and lost by Humanity since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar wonderful and lost by Humanity since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar wonderful and lost by Humanity since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar wonderful and lost by Humanity since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow!  in 1980... wow!  in 1980... wow!  in 1980... wow! 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Revenge killing of Palestinian teen raises tension in Israel. Los Angeles Times Revenge killing of Palestinian teen raises tension in Israel. Los Angeles Times Revenge killing of Palestinian teen raises tension in Israel. Los Angeles Times Revenge killing of Palestinian teen raises tension in Israel. Los Angeles Times ---- 2  2  2  2 
minutes ago. Revenge Killings by the CIA, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmyminutes ago. Revenge Killings by the CIA, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmyminutes ago. Revenge Killings by the CIA, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmyminutes ago. Revenge Killings by the CIA, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter... 1 Trillion fiery Cop Car Crashes since the invention of  Carter... 1 Trillion fiery Cop Car Crashes since the invention of  Carter... 1 Trillion fiery Cop Car Crashes since the invention of  Carter... 1 Trillion fiery Cop Car Crashes since the invention of 
the 1980 Modelthe 1980 Modelthe 1980 Modelthe 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Revenge by Greg + Wives will be to get the Rx ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Revenge by Greg + Wives will be to get the Rx ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Revenge by Greg + Wives will be to get the Rx ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Revenge by Greg + Wives will be to get the Rx Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer  Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer  Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer  Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer 
when "Free" to work as a Inventor, atwhen "Free" to work as a Inventor, atwhen "Free" to work as a Inventor, atwhen "Free" to work as a Inventor, at my "own" Starbucks with the Top of the Line MacBook Air + Pro's. 1 Trillion my "own" Starbucks with the Top of the Line MacBook Air + Pro's. 1 Trillion my "own" Starbucks with the Top of the Line MacBook Air + Pro's. 1 Trillion my "own" Starbucks with the Top of the Line MacBook Air + Pro's. 1 Trillion iApps linked to Los iApps linked to Los iApps linked to Los iApps linked to Los
Alamos Nuke workers Soul... Nuke Scientists waiting forAlamos Nuke workers Soul... Nuke Scientists waiting forAlamos Nuke workers Soul... Nuke Scientists waiting forAlamos Nuke workers Soul... Nuke Scientists waiting for their Judgement Day! Is Hell worth the money they made at Los Alamos. Destroy their Judgement Day! Is Hell worth the money they made at Los Alamos. Destroy their Judgement Day! Is Hell worth the money they made at Los Alamos. Destroy their Judgement Day! Is Hell worth the money they made at Los Alamos. Destroy
the Earth is some Numb Nuts Dictators Revenge! the Earth is some Numb Nuts Dictators Revenge! the Earth is some Numb Nuts Dictators Revenge! the Earth is some Numb Nuts Dictators Revenge! 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's14 iApps... What's14 iApps... What's14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Chase Gregs Bank since before the invention of the Diagnosis, social + medical. Chase Gregs Bank since before the invention of the Diagnosis, social + medical. Chase Gregs Bank since before the invention of the Diagnosis, social + medical. Chase Gregs Bank since before the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...  the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...  the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...  the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... 
Ironic BEEP BEEP BEEP to this Cancer story isIronic BEEP BEEP BEEP to this Cancer story isIronic BEEP BEEP BEEP to this Cancer story isIronic BEEP BEEP BEEP to this Cancer story is Greg + Wives would have gotten the Cure for Cancer in 1981 with the "Euphoria!" Greg + Wives would have gotten the Cure for Cancer in 1981 with the "Euphoria!" Greg + Wives would have gotten the Cure for Cancer in 1981 with the "Euphoria!" Greg + Wives would have gotten the Cure for Cancer in 1981 with the "Euphoria!" of the  of the  of the  of the 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort on the Front Page of the 1980 NY Times! JamieElectricWindmillFord Escort on the Front Page of the 1980 NY Times! JamieElectricWindmillFord Escort on the Front Page of the 1980 NY Times! JamieElectricWindmillFord Escort on the Front Page of the 1980 NY Times! Jamie Dimon, the chief executive of JPMorgan Chase, said on  Dimon, the chief executive of JPMorgan Chase, said on  Dimon, the chief executive of JPMorgan Chase, said on  Dimon, the chief executive of JPMorgan Chase, said on 
Tuesday in a note to theTuesday in a note to theTuesday in a note to theTuesday in a note to the bank's employees and shareholders that he had throat cancer and would begin bank's employees and shareholders that he had throat cancer and would begin bank's employees and shareholders that he had throat cancer and would begin bank's employees and shareholders that he had throat cancer and would begin treatment shortly at  treatment shortly at  treatment shortly at  treatment shortly at 
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. iApp to recordMemorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. iApp to recordMemorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. iApp to recordMemorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. iApp to record Jamie's cure or death? What is the social diagnosis of not reporting the cause Jamie's cure or death? What is the social diagnosis of not reporting the cause Jamie's cure or death? What is the social diagnosis of not reporting the cause Jamie's cure or death? What is the social diagnosis of not reporting the cause
of his cancer? How many would do a Google search on his cancer if it wasof his cancer? How many would do a Google search on his cancer if it wasof his cancer? How many would do a Google search on his cancer if it wasof his cancer? How many would do a Google search on his cancer if it was reported?  reported?  reported?  reported? 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. How14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. How14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. How14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. How the Supreme Court Changed America This Year! They let 19K SWF become  the Supreme Court Changed America This Year! They let 19K SWF become  the Supreme Court Changed America This Year! They let 19K SWF become  the Supreme Court Changed America This Year! They let 19K SWF become 
MurderMurderMurderMurder Statistic! 19K SWF are waiting for their Revenge! Homeland Security is false Statistic! 19K SWF are waiting for their Revenge! Homeland Security is false Statistic! 19K SWF are waiting for their Revenge! Homeland Security is false Statistic! 19K SWF are waiting for their Revenge! Homeland Security is false advertising!  advertising!  advertising!  advertising! 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Rx14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Rx14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Rx14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Rx makers $777 Trillion in profits! Roche adds to breast cancer drug offering  makers $777 Trillion in profits! Roche adds to breast cancer drug offering  makers $777 Trillion in profits! Roche adds to breast cancer drug offering  makers $777 Trillion in profits! Roche adds to breast cancer drug offering 
withwithwithwith Seragon. * Price $725 mln cash and up to $1 bln in milestone payments. * Deal Seragon. * Price $725 mln cash and up to $1 bln in milestone payments. * Deal Seragon. * Price $725 mln cash and up to $1 bln in milestone payments. * Deal Seragon. * Price $725 mln cash and up to $1 bln in milestone payments. * Deal seen as pricey but promising by one analyst.  seen as pricey but promising by one analyst.  seen as pricey but promising by one analyst.  seen as pricey but promising by one analyst. 
Revenge by Greg + Wives will be toRevenge by Greg + Wives will be toRevenge by Greg + Wives will be toRevenge by Greg + Wives will be to get the Rx Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer when "Free" to work as a get the Rx Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer when "Free" to work as a get the Rx Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer when "Free" to work as a get the Rx Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer when "Free" to work as a Inventor! I know  Inventor! I know  Inventor! I know  Inventor! I know 
without a doubt Roche will be a "Clone of Saudi + Texas Oilwithout a doubt Roche will be a "Clone of Saudi + Texas Oilwithout a doubt Roche will be a "Clone of Saudi + Texas Oilwithout a doubt Roche will be a "Clone of Saudi + Texas Oil Men" trying to stifle and prevent Greg + Wives from getting a Overnight  Men" trying to stifle and prevent Greg + Wives from getting a Overnight  Men" trying to stifle and prevent Greg + Wives from getting a Overnight  Men" trying to stifle and prevent Greg + Wives from getting a Overnight 
MiracleMiracleMiracleMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer, especially if its... put it in the "Water" and it works! Cure for Breast Cancer, especially if its... put it in the "Water" and it works! Cure for Breast Cancer, especially if its... put it in the "Water" and it works! Cure for Breast Cancer, especially if its... put it in the "Water" and it works!

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Bill + Melinda14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Bill + Melinda14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Bill + Melinda14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Bill + Melinda Gates are "Oil Men" not software Geeks!  Gates are "Oil Men" not software Geeks!  Gates are "Oil Men" not software Geeks!  Gates are "Oil Men" not software Geeks! 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. This internet news shocked my Frontal Lobes into Diagnosis, social + medical. This internet news shocked my Frontal Lobes into Diagnosis, social + medical. This internet news shocked my Frontal Lobes into Diagnosis, social + medical. This internet news shocked my Frontal Lobes into remembering the story of the 1st  remembering the story of the 1st  remembering the story of the 1st  remembering the story of the 1st 
Penicillin Patient. A cop who cut himselfPenicillin Patient. A cop who cut himselfPenicillin Patient. A cop who cut himselfPenicillin Patient. A cop who cut himself shaving and the cut got infected, Alexander Fleming in 1928 gave him home made shaving and the cut got infected, Alexander Fleming in 1928 gave him home made shaving and the cut got infected, Alexander Fleming in 1928 gave him home made shaving and the cut got infected, Alexander Fleming in 1928 gave him home made Penicillin  Penicillin  Penicillin  Penicillin 
and it started to heal up rather than get worst. Worst is Flemingand it started to heal up rather than get worst. Worst is Flemingand it started to heal up rather than get worst. Worst is Flemingand it started to heal up rather than get worst. Worst is Fleming could not make enough Penicillin in his home to save the Cops life.  could not make enough Penicillin in his home to save the Cops life.  could not make enough Penicillin in his home to save the Cops life.  could not make enough Penicillin in his home to save the Cops life. 
The HomeThe HomeThe HomeThe Home Made Penicillin ran out and the Cop died from cutting himself shaving. True Made Penicillin ran out and the Cop died from cutting himself shaving. True Made Penicillin ran out and the Cop died from cutting himself shaving. True Made Penicillin ran out and the Cop died from cutting himself shaving. True Story! BBC News  Story! BBC News  Story! BBC News  Story! BBC News ---- The world could soon be "cast The world could soon be "cast The world could soon be "cast The world could soon be "cast 
back into the dark ages ofback into the dark ages ofback into the dark ages ofback into the dark ages of medicine" unless action is taken to tackle the growing threat of resistance to medicine" unless action is taken to tackle the growing threat of resistance to medicine" unless action is taken to tackle the growing threat of resistance to medicine" unless action is taken to tackle the growing threat of resistance to antibiotics, Prime Minister  antibiotics, Prime Minister  antibiotics, Prime Minister  antibiotics, Prime Minister 
David Cameron has said. David Cameron has said. David Cameron has said. David Cameron has said. 

7777----2222----14 iApps...14 iApps...14 iApps...14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. "10 videoconferencing tools for small What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. "10 videoconferencing tools for small What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. "10 videoconferencing tools for small What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. "10 videoconferencing tools for small groups" Christopher Null. iApp for Video  groups" Christopher Null. iApp for Video  groups" Christopher Null. iApp for Video  groups" Christopher Null. iApp for Video 
Conferencing on your iPhone5s, MacBookConferencing on your iPhone5s, MacBookConferencing on your iPhone5s, MacBookConferencing on your iPhone5s, MacBook Air + Pro.  Air + Pro.  Air + Pro.  Air + Pro. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. "FBI,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. "FBI,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. "FBI,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. "FBI, CIA can query US communications collected by NSA" by Grant Gross. FBI, CIA  CIA can query US communications collected by NSA" by Grant Gross. FBI, CIA  CIA can query US communications collected by NSA" by Grant Gross. FBI, CIA  CIA can query US communications collected by NSA" by Grant Gross. FBI, CIA 
cancancancan query US communications collected by NSA or write some iApps to save her life, query US communications collected by NSA or write some iApps to save her life, query US communications collected by NSA or write some iApps to save her life, query US communications collected by NSA or write some iApps to save her life, Her Being 1 of the 19K SWF who will be Murdered in  Her Being 1 of the 19K SWF who will be Murdered in  Her Being 1 of the 19K SWF who will be Murdered in  Her Being 1 of the 19K SWF who will be Murdered in 
a gas station Hold up or by aa gas station Hold up or by aa gas station Hold up or by aa gas station Hold up or by a Drunk Man no one arrested in time to save her life. Diagnosis is FBI, CIA could Drunk Man no one arrested in time to save her life. Diagnosis is FBI, CIA could Drunk Man no one arrested in time to save her life. Diagnosis is FBI, CIA could Drunk Man no one arrested in time to save her life. Diagnosis is FBI, CIA could save her life, but WILL  save her life, but WILL  save her life, but WILL  save her life, but WILL 
they? they? they? they? 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Apple TV new Channels... Invention Projects Ch 1984. Comcast social + medical. Apple TV new Channels... Invention Projects Ch 1984. Comcast social + medical. Apple TV new Channels... Invention Projects Ch 1984. Comcast social + medical. Apple TV new Channels... Invention Projects Ch 1984. Comcast had the power to  had the power to  had the power to  had the power to 
create a Invention Cable Channel 1984 before 1984 and lostcreate a Invention Cable Channel 1984 before 1984 and lostcreate a Invention Cable Channel 1984 before 1984 and lostcreate a Invention Cable Channel 1984 before 1984 and lost these Trillions of Invention + Discoveries for Humanity. This is a Crime  these Trillions of Invention + Discoveries for Humanity. This is a Crime  these Trillions of Invention + Discoveries for Humanity. This is a Crime  these Trillions of Invention + Discoveries for Humanity. This is a Crime 
againstagainstagainstagainst Humanity by Comcast, NBC, Today Show, Tonight Show. NBC Nightly News! Humanity by Comcast, NBC, Today Show, Tonight Show. NBC Nightly News! Humanity by Comcast, NBC, Today Show, Tonight Show. NBC Nightly News! Humanity by Comcast, NBC, Today Show, Tonight Show. NBC Nightly News! Diagnosis!!  Diagnosis!!  Diagnosis!!  Diagnosis!! 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. 14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. 14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. 14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. 

7777----2222----14141414 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical Xpress iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical Xpress iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical Xpress iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical Xpress————A team ofA team ofA team ofA team of researchers with Yale's School of Management (and  researchers with Yale's School of Management (and  researchers with Yale's School of Management (and  researchers with Yale's School of Management (and 
one member from Swarthmoreone member from Swarthmoreone member from Swarthmoreone member from Swarthmore College) has found evidence during a study that suggests that having both College) has found evidence during a study that suggests that having both College) has found evidence during a study that suggests that having both College) has found evidence during a study that suggests that having both extrinsic and intrinsic  extrinsic and intrinsic  extrinsic and intrinsic  extrinsic and intrinsic 
motivations. motivations. motivations. motivations. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Yale picked West Point.  Diagnosis, social + medical. Yale picked West Point.  Diagnosis, social + medical. Yale picked West Point.  Diagnosis, social + medical. Yale picked West Point. 

7777----2222----14 iApps...14 iApps...14 iApps...14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Yale should have picked the same Medical What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Yale should have picked the same Medical What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Yale should have picked the same Medical What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Yale should have picked the same Medical School as Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another  School as Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another  School as Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another  School as Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another 
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Day in the Frontal Lobe" went to. ClonesDay in the Frontal Lobe" went to. ClonesDay in the Frontal Lobe" went to. ClonesDay in the Frontal Lobe" went to. Clones of Dr. Katrina are starting out same as Dr. Firlik did and she ran into a few of Dr. Katrina are starting out same as Dr. Firlik did and she ran into a few of Dr. Katrina are starting out same as Dr. Firlik did and she ran into a few of Dr. Katrina are starting out same as Dr. Firlik did and she ran into a few "Dead Ends"  "Dead Ends"  "Dead Ends"  "Dead Ends" 
because she didn't have a iApp that BEEPED in her Brain you canbecause she didn't have a iApp that BEEPED in her Brain you canbecause she didn't have a iApp that BEEPED in her Brain you canbecause she didn't have a iApp that BEEPED in her Brain you can InventSomething for this Dead End Street just run your iApp and get  InventSomething for this Dead End Street just run your iApp and get  InventSomething for this Dead End Street just run your iApp and get  InventSomething for this Dead End Street just run your iApp and get 
it!it!it!it!

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical Xpress14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical Xpress14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical Xpress14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Medical Xpress————AAAA team of researchers with Yale's School of Management (and  team of researchers with Yale's School of Management (and  team of researchers with Yale's School of Management (and  team of researchers with Yale's School of Management (and 
one member fromone member fromone member fromone member from Swarthmore College) has found evidence during a study that suggests that having Swarthmore College) has found evidence during a study that suggests that having Swarthmore College) has found evidence during a study that suggests that having Swarthmore College) has found evidence during a study that suggests that having both extrinsic and intrinsic  both extrinsic and intrinsic  both extrinsic and intrinsic  both extrinsic and intrinsic 
motivations for setting goals when embarking onmotivations for setting goals when embarking onmotivations for setting goals when embarking onmotivations for setting goals when embarking on career path can be detrimental to success. In their paper published in career path can be detrimental to success. In their paper published in career path can be detrimental to success. In their paper published in career path can be detrimental to success. In their paper published in Proceedings of  Proceedings of  Proceedings of  Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences, the team describes how theythe National Academy of Sciences, the team describes how theythe National Academy of Sciences, the team describes how theythe National Academy of Sciences, the team describes how they studied entrance exams, scholastic achievement, and career success  studied entrance exams, scholastic achievement, and career success  studied entrance exams, scholastic achievement, and career success  studied entrance exams, scholastic achievement, and career success 
and longevityand longevityand longevityand longevity for 10,238 cadets at the United States Military Academy at West Point and found for 10,238 cadets at the United States Military Academy at West Point and found for 10,238 cadets at the United States Military Academy at West Point and found for 10,238 cadets at the United States Military Academy at West Point and found that those that held a single desire to  that those that held a single desire to  that those that held a single desire to  that those that held a single desire to 
achieve something personal, tended to doachieve something personal, tended to doachieve something personal, tended to doachieve something personal, tended to do better than those that had multiple external goals. Psychologists define two better than those that had multiple external goals. Psychologists define two better than those that had multiple external goals. Psychologists define two better than those that had multiple external goals. Psychologists define two types of motives  types of motives  types of motives  types of motives 
for goals with most people: extrinsic, where goals come fromfor goals with most people: extrinsic, where goals come fromfor goals with most people: extrinsic, where goals come fromfor goals with most people: extrinsic, where goals come from external motivations, such as a desire to achieve good grades or to get external motivations, such as a desire to achieve good grades or to get external motivations, such as a desire to achieve good grades or to get external motivations, such as a desire to achieve good grades or to get
promotions at work and intrinsic, where people feel a deep desire to dopromotions at work and intrinsic, where people feel a deep desire to dopromotions at work and intrinsic, where people feel a deep desire to dopromotions at work and intrinsic, where people feel a deep desire to do something. A real something. A real something. A real something. A real----world example would be one young person world example would be one young person world example would be one young person world example would be one young person 
aspiring to be a rockaspiring to be a rockaspiring to be a rockaspiring to be a rock star with all the trappings, versus another that simply loves to sing or play star with all the trappings, versus another that simply loves to sing or play star with all the trappings, versus another that simply loves to sing or play star with all the trappings, versus another that simply loves to sing or play guitar and pursues a career doing it  guitar and pursues a career doing it  guitar and pursues a career doing it  guitar and pursues a career doing it 
mainly for that reason rather than for themainly for that reason rather than for themainly for that reason rather than for themainly for that reason rather than for the glory. To learn more about how the two different types of motivations behind glory. To learn more about how the two different types of motivations behind glory. To learn more about how the two different types of motivations behind glory. To learn more about how the two different types of motivations behind goal setting  goal setting  goal setting  goal setting 
impact the likelihood of success for the people that possess them,impact the likelihood of success for the people that possess them,impact the likelihood of success for the people that possess them,impact the likelihood of success for the people that possess them, the researchers used data provided by cadets, West Point  the researchers used data provided by cadets, West Point  the researchers used data provided by cadets, West Point  the researchers used data provided by cadets, West Point 
administrators and theadministrators and theadministrators and theadministrators and the military. Entrance examinations were given over the period 1997 military. Entrance examinations were given over the period 1997 military. Entrance examinations were given over the period 1997 military. Entrance examinations were given over the period 1997----2006, to 10,2382006, to 10,2382006, to 10,2382006, to 10,238 new arrivals. Follow new arrivals. Follow new arrivals. Follow new arrivals. Follow----ups ups ups ups 
were then conducted to see if they remained at thewere then conducted to see if they remained at thewere then conducted to see if they remained at thewere then conducted to see if they remained at the academy, and then to see if they stayed in the military after completing a academy, and then to see if they stayed in the military after completing a academy, and then to see if they stayed in the military after completing a academy, and then to see if they stayed in the military after completing a
compulsory five years of service, and whether they were considered forcompulsory five years of service, and whether they were considered forcompulsory five years of service, and whether they were considered forcompulsory five years of service, and whether they were considered for promotions. In analyzing all the data, the researchers found  promotions. In analyzing all the data, the researchers found  promotions. In analyzing all the data, the researchers found  promotions. In analyzing all the data, the researchers found 
that having goalsthat having goalsthat having goalsthat having goals overall was a positive thing for cadets overall was a positive thing for cadets overall was a positive thing for cadets overall was a positive thing for cadets————no surprise thereno surprise thereno surprise thereno surprise there————and having intrinsicand having intrinsicand having intrinsicand having intrinsic motivations, such as a strong desire  motivations, such as a strong desire  motivations, such as a strong desire  motivations, such as a strong desire 
to serve one's country, proved to be ato serve one's country, proved to be ato serve one's country, proved to be ato serve one's country, proved to be a positive thing as well. But, having both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations positive thing as well. But, having both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations positive thing as well. But, having both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations positive thing as well. But, having both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations tended to impair  tended to impair  tended to impair  tended to impair 
outcomes. This, the researchers claim, suggests that people whooutcomes. This, the researchers claim, suggests that people whooutcomes. This, the researchers claim, suggests that people whooutcomes. This, the researchers claim, suggests that people who hold multiple motives for achieving goals, experience a negative impact  hold multiple motives for achieving goals, experience a negative impact  hold multiple motives for achieving goals, experience a negative impact  hold multiple motives for achieving goals, experience a negative impact 
onononon persistence and overall performance in both an educational and occupational persistence and overall performance in both an educational and occupational persistence and overall performance in both an educational and occupational persistence and overall performance in both an educational and occupational setting. Although people often assume that multiple  setting. Although people often assume that multiple  setting. Although people often assume that multiple  setting. Although people often assume that multiple 
motives for doing somethingmotives for doing somethingmotives for doing somethingmotives for doing something will be more powerful and effective than a single motive, research suggests that will be more powerful and effective than a single motive, research suggests that will be more powerful and effective than a single motive, research suggests that will be more powerful and effective than a single motive, research suggests that different types of motives  different types of motives  different types of motives  different types of motives 
for the same action sometimes compete. Morefor the same action sometimes compete. Morefor the same action sometimes compete. Morefor the same action sometimes compete. More specifically, research suggests that instrumental motives, which are extrinsic specifically, research suggests that instrumental motives, which are extrinsic specifically, research suggests that instrumental motives, which are extrinsic specifically, research suggests that instrumental motives, which are extrinsic to the  to the  to the  to the 
activities at hand, can weaken internal motives, which are intrinsic toactivities at hand, can weaken internal motives, which are intrinsic toactivities at hand, can weaken internal motives, which are intrinsic toactivities at hand, can weaken internal motives, which are intrinsic to the activities at hand. We tested whether holding both  the activities at hand. We tested whether holding both  the activities at hand. We tested whether holding both  the activities at hand. We tested whether holding both 
instrumental and internalinstrumental and internalinstrumental and internalinstrumental and internal motives yields negative outcomes in a field context in which various motives motives yields negative outcomes in a field context in which various motives motives yields negative outcomes in a field context in which various motives motives yields negative outcomes in a field context in which various motives occur naturally and long occur naturally and long occur naturally and long occur naturally and long----
term educational and career outcomes are at stake. Weterm educational and career outcomes are at stake. Weterm educational and career outcomes are at stake. Weterm educational and career outcomes are at stake. We assessed the impact of the motives of over 10,000 West Point cadets over the assessed the impact of the motives of over 10,000 West Point cadets over the assessed the impact of the motives of over 10,000 West Point cadets over the assessed the impact of the motives of over 10,000 West Point cadets over the
period of a decade on whether they would become commissioned officers, extendperiod of a decade on whether they would become commissioned officers, extendperiod of a decade on whether they would become commissioned officers, extendperiod of a decade on whether they would become commissioned officers, extend their officer service beyond the minimum required  their officer service beyond the minimum required  their officer service beyond the minimum required  their officer service beyond the minimum required 
period, and be selected forperiod, and be selected forperiod, and be selected forperiod, and be selected for early career promotions. For each outcome, motivation internal to military early career promotions. For each outcome, motivation internal to military early career promotions. For each outcome, motivation internal to military early career promotions. For each outcome, motivation internal to military service itself predicted positive  service itself predicted positive  service itself predicted positive  service itself predicted positive 
outcomes; a relationship that was negativelyoutcomes; a relationship that was negativelyoutcomes; a relationship that was negativelyoutcomes; a relationship that was negatively affected when instrumental motives were also in evidence. These results suggest affected when instrumental motives were also in evidence. These results suggest affected when instrumental motives were also in evidence. These results suggest affected when instrumental motives were also in evidence. These results suggest that  that  that  that 
holding multiple motives damages persistence and performance in educationalholding multiple motives damages persistence and performance in educationalholding multiple motives damages persistence and performance in educationalholding multiple motives damages persistence and performance in educational and occupational contexts over long periods of time.  and occupational contexts over long periods of time.  and occupational contexts over long periods of time.  and occupational contexts over long periods of time. 

7777----2222----14 iApps...14 iApps...14 iApps...14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. WHO at the UN in Tel Aviv at the What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. WHO at the UN in Tel Aviv at the What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. WHO at the UN in Tel Aviv at the What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. WHO at the UN in Tel Aviv at the University.  University.  University.  University. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. WHO14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. WHO14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. WHO14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. WHO at the UN knows the 1 Trillionith ElectricWindmillFord Escort would prevent  at the UN knows the 1 Trillionith ElectricWindmillFord Escort would prevent  at the UN knows the 1 Trillionith ElectricWindmillFord Escort would prevent  at the UN knows the 1 Trillionith ElectricWindmillFord Escort would prevent 
99%99%99%99% of all Medial Illness world wide yet wrote this story below with Tel Aviv of all Medial Illness world wide yet wrote this story below with Tel Aviv of all Medial Illness world wide yet wrote this story below with Tel Aviv of all Medial Illness world wide yet wrote this story below with Tel Aviv University... Sick!  University... Sick!  University... Sick!  University... Sick! 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social +14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social +14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social +14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. Mental illness accounts for 90 percent of all reported suicides and medical. Mental illness accounts for 90 percent of all reported suicides and medical. Mental illness accounts for 90 percent of all reported suicides and medical. Mental illness accounts for 90 percent of all reported suicides and places the  places the  places the  places the 
largest burden of any disease on social and economic infrastructureslargest burden of any disease on social and economic infrastructureslargest burden of any disease on social and economic infrastructureslargest burden of any disease on social and economic infrastructures worldwide, according to the World Health Organization. There  worldwide, according to the World Health Organization. There  worldwide, according to the World Health Organization. There  worldwide, according to the World Health Organization. There 
is a dire need foris a dire need foris a dire need foris a dire need for support services to assist clinicians in the evaluation and treatment of those support services to assist clinicians in the evaluation and treatment of those support services to assist clinicians in the evaluation and treatment of those support services to assist clinicians in the evaluation and treatment of those suffering from mental illness.  suffering from mental illness.  suffering from mental illness.  suffering from mental illness. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical. New technology developed by researchers at Tel Aviv University social + medical. New technology developed by researchers at Tel Aviv University social + medical. New technology developed by researchers at Tel Aviv University social + medical. New technology developed by researchers at Tel Aviv University is poised to  is poised to  is poised to  is poised to 
transform the way in which patients with mental illnesses aretransform the way in which patients with mental illnesses aretransform the way in which patients with mental illnesses aretransform the way in which patients with mental illnesses are monitored and treated by clinicians. Dr. Uri Nevo, research team  monitored and treated by clinicians. Dr. Uri Nevo, research team  monitored and treated by clinicians. Dr. Uri Nevo, research team  monitored and treated by clinicians. Dr. Uri Nevo, research team 
engineer Kerenengineer Kerenengineer Kerenengineer Keren Sela, and scientists from TAU's Faculty of Engineering and Sagol School of Sela, and scientists from TAU's Faculty of Engineering and Sagol School of Sela, and scientists from TAU's Faculty of Engineering and Sagol School of Sela, and scientists from TAU's Faculty of Engineering and Sagol School of Neuroscience have developed a new  Neuroscience have developed a new  Neuroscience have developed a new  Neuroscience have developed a new 
smartphonesmartphonesmartphonesmartphone----based system that detects changesbased system that detects changesbased system that detects changesbased system that detects changes in patients' behavioral patterns, and then transmits them to professionals in in patients' behavioral patterns, and then transmits them to professionals in in patients' behavioral patterns, and then transmits them to professionals in in patients' behavioral patterns, and then transmits them to professionals in real time.  real time.  real time.  real time. 
It has the potential to greatly improve the response time andIt has the potential to greatly improve the response time andIt has the potential to greatly improve the response time andIt has the potential to greatly improve the response time and efficacy of clinical psychiatrists. By facilitating patient observation  efficacy of clinical psychiatrists. By facilitating patient observation  efficacy of clinical psychiatrists. By facilitating patient observation  efficacy of clinical psychiatrists. By facilitating patient observation 
throughthroughthroughthrough smartphones, the technology also affords patients much smartphones, the technology also affords patients much smartphones, the technology also affords patients much smartphones, the technology also affords patients much----needed independence fromneeded independence fromneeded independence fromneeded independence from hospitals, clinicians hospitals, clinicians hospitals, clinicians hospitals, clinicians————and even family and even family and even family and even family 
members. members. members. members. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's14 iApps... What's14 iApps... What's14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.  the Diagnosis, social + medical.  the Diagnosis, social + medical.  the Diagnosis, social + medical. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis,14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.  social + medical.  social + medical.  social + medical. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social +14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social +14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social +14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.  medical.  medical.  medical. 

7777----2222----14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.14 iApps... What's the Diagnosis, social + medical.

iApp for "GPS Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iAppiApp for "GPS Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iAppiApp for "GPS Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iAppiApp for "GPS Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!  software!  software!  software! 

7777----2222----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....

7777----1111----14 In 1980 GM + Ford made the 1st working Models of the14 In 1980 GM + Ford made the 1st working Models of the14 In 1980 GM + Ford made the 1st working Models of the14 In 1980 GM + Ford made the 1st working Models of the ElectricWindmillCar! 1998, researchers at IBM made one of the first  ElectricWindmillCar! 1998, researchers at IBM made one of the first  ElectricWindmillCar! 1998, researchers at IBM made one of the first  ElectricWindmillCar! 1998, researchers at IBM made one of the first 
workingworkingworkingworking carbon nanotube transistors. And now, after more than a decade of research, IBM carbon nanotube transistors. And now, after more than a decade of research, IBM carbon nanotube transistors. And now, after more than a decade of research, IBM carbon nanotube transistors. And now, after more than a decade of research, IBM is the first major company to commit to  is the first major company to commit to  is the first major company to commit to  is the first major company to commit to 
getting the technology ready forgetting the technology ready forgetting the technology ready forgetting the technology ready for commercialization. GM + Ford are committed to the gasoline car for another $777 commercialization. GM + Ford are committed to the gasoline car for another $777 commercialization. GM + Ford are committed to the gasoline car for another $777 commercialization. GM + Ford are committed to the gasoline car for another $777 Trillion in Oil  Trillion in Oil  Trillion in Oil  Trillion in Oil 
Revenues$$$$$$$. Revenues$$$$$$$. Revenues$$$$$$$. Revenues$$$$$$$. 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization the ability to14 Commercialization the ability to14 Commercialization the ability to14 Commercialization the ability to InventSomething Fireworks in your Frontal Lobe!  InventSomething Fireworks in your Frontal Lobe!  InventSomething Fireworks in your Frontal Lobe!  InventSomething Fireworks in your Frontal Lobe! 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization14 Commercialization14 Commercialization14 Commercialization to Manipulate Emotions for the building many Yale (Key West) Medical Schools on to Manipulate Emotions for the building many Yale (Key West) Medical Schools on to Manipulate Emotions for the building many Yale (Key West) Medical Schools on to Manipulate Emotions for the building many Yale (Key West) Medical Schools on an Eiffel Tower Structure!  an Eiffel Tower Structure!  an Eiffel Tower Structure!  an Eiffel Tower Structure! 
Failed to Stop the Navy from building the JFK SuperFailed to Stop the Navy from building the JFK SuperFailed to Stop the Navy from building the JFK SuperFailed to Stop the Navy from building the JFK Super Carrier!  Carrier!  Carrier!  Carrier! 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization Manipulate Emotions building the Yale14 Commercialization Manipulate Emotions building the Yale14 Commercialization Manipulate Emotions building the Yale14 Commercialization Manipulate Emotions building the Yale Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 4th of July  Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 4th of July  Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 4th of July  Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 4th of July 
2015...2015...2015...2015... ?????????????????  ?????????????????  ?????????????????  ????????????????? 

7777----1111----14 Knowing how to light the InventSomething14 Knowing how to light the InventSomething14 Knowing how to light the InventSomething14 Knowing how to light the InventSomething Fireworks in your Frontal Lobe... On the 4th of July 2014!  Fireworks in your Frontal Lobe... On the 4th of July 2014!  Fireworks in your Frontal Lobe... On the 4th of July 2014!  Fireworks in your Frontal Lobe... On the 4th of July 2014! 

7777----1111----14141414 Commercialization of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @  Commercialization of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @  Commercialization of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @  Commercialization of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ ----254, add 1,001 Helicopter254, add 1,001 Helicopter254, add 1,001 Helicopter254, add 1,001 Helicopter Combines for crops + fishing  Combines for crops + fishing  Combines for crops + fishing  Combines for crops + fishing 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization 1 Trillion14 Commercialization 1 Trillion14 Commercialization 1 Trillion14 Commercialization 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the assembly line in the USA, no "Temps" ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the assembly line in the USA, no "Temps" ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the assembly line in the USA, no "Temps" ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the assembly line in the USA, no "Temps" allowed except  allowed except  allowed except  allowed except 
at Microsoft, grin! at Microsoft, grin! at Microsoft, grin! at Microsoft, grin! 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization of14 Commercialization of14 Commercialization of14 Commercialization of Brainstorm, creating, edit and manage entire courses... with 4 Wives in a Legal Brainstorm, creating, edit and manage entire courses... with 4 Wives in a Legal Brainstorm, creating, edit and manage entire courses... with 4 Wives in a Legal Brainstorm, creating, edit and manage entire courses... with 4 Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage!  Polygamous Marriage!  Polygamous Marriage!  Polygamous Marriage! 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization Next is commercialization14 Commercialization Next is commercialization14 Commercialization Next is commercialization14 Commercialization Next is commercialization of Legal Polygamous Marriage + 1,001 Invention Projects "Conversations in this of Legal Polygamous Marriage + 1,001 Invention Projects "Conversations in this of Legal Polygamous Marriage + 1,001 Invention Projects "Conversations in this of Legal Polygamous Marriage + 1,001 Invention Projects "Conversations in this
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Marriage" Marriage" Marriage" Marriage" 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" + Lobotomy Water"14 Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" + Lobotomy Water"14 Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" + Lobotomy Water"14 Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" + Lobotomy Water" as after centuries... the killings will never end on their own without  as after centuries... the killings will never end on their own without  as after centuries... the killings will never end on their own without  as after centuries... the killings will never end on their own without 
DivineDivineDivineDivine Intervention, Pope Francis is in Hell for Sex Crimes not exposing Priest with Intervention, Pope Francis is in Hell for Sex Crimes not exposing Priest with Intervention, Pope Francis is in Hell for Sex Crimes not exposing Priest with Intervention, Pope Francis is in Hell for Sex Crimes not exposing Priest with HIV, STD, Syphilis on the Brain.  HIV, STD, Syphilis on the Brain.  HIV, STD, Syphilis on the Brain.  HIV, STD, Syphilis on the Brain. 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization of "Lobotomy14 Commercialization of "Lobotomy14 Commercialization of "Lobotomy14 Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas"... Israel finds bodies of three missing teens Al Gas"... Israel finds bodies of three missing teens Al Gas"... Israel finds bodies of three missing teens Al Gas"... Israel finds bodies of three missing teens Al----Arabiya Arabiya Arabiya Arabiya ---- Israel launchesIsrael launchesIsrael launchesIsrael launches air strikes after  air strikes after  air strikes after  air strikes after 
bodies of 3 missing teens discovered in West Bank Fox News bodies of 3 missing teens discovered in West Bank Fox News bodies of 3 missing teens discovered in West Bank Fox News bodies of 3 missing teens discovered in West Bank Fox News ---- Hours after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu vowed that Hours after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu vowed that Hours after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu vowed that Hours after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu vowed that ““““Hamas will Hamas will Hamas will Hamas will 
paypaypaypay”””” forforforfor the murders of three Israeli teens, Israel's air force launched strikes on the murders of three Israeli teens, Israel's air force launched strikes on the murders of three Israeli teens, Israel's air force launched strikes on the murders of three Israeli teens, Israel's air force launched strikes on dozens of targets in the Hamas dozens of targets in the Hamas dozens of targets in the Hamas dozens of targets in the Hamas----controlled Gaza Strip. controlled Gaza Strip. controlled Gaza Strip. controlled Gaza Strip. 

7777----1111----14141414 Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" + Lobotomy Water" as after centuries... the Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" + Lobotomy Water" as after centuries... the Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" + Lobotomy Water" as after centuries... the Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" + Lobotomy Water" as after centuries... the killings will never end on their own without  killings will never end on their own without  killings will never end on their own without  killings will never end on their own without 
Divine Intervention Divine Intervention Divine Intervention Divine Intervention 

7777----1111----14141414 Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" killings will never end on their own without Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" killings will never end on their own without Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" killings will never end on their own without Commercialization of "Lobotomy Gas" killings will never end on their own without Divine Inventions!  Divine Inventions!  Divine Inventions!  Divine Inventions! 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization of Facebook by George Orwell14 Commercialization of Facebook by George Orwell14 Commercialization of Facebook by George Orwell14 Commercialization of Facebook by George Orwell II  II  II  II 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization No commercialization of InventSomething Book14 Commercialization No commercialization of InventSomething Book14 Commercialization No commercialization of InventSomething Book14 Commercialization No commercialization of InventSomething Book by our Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators.  by our Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators.  by our Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators.  by our Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators. 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization to14 Commercialization to14 Commercialization to14 Commercialization to Manipulate Emotions, Outlook is 1984 II. War is Good, Start of Star Travel to 52 Manipulate Emotions, Outlook is 1984 II. War is Good, Start of Star Travel to 52 Manipulate Emotions, Outlook is 1984 II. War is Good, Start of Star Travel to 52 Manipulate Emotions, Outlook is 1984 II. War is Good, Start of Star Travel to 52 Nearest Stars if not on  Nearest Stars if not on  Nearest Stars if not on  Nearest Stars if not on 
Facebook... grin! Facebook 'manipulated emotions' inFacebook... grin! Facebook 'manipulated emotions' inFacebook... grin! Facebook 'manipulated emotions' inFacebook... grin! Facebook 'manipulated emotions' in SECRET EXPERIMENT on 700 Million users.... Register  SECRET EXPERIMENT on 700 Million users.... Register  SECRET EXPERIMENT on 700 Million users.... Register  SECRET EXPERIMENT on 700 Million users.... Register ---- Updated Facebook letUpdated Facebook letUpdated Facebook letUpdated Facebook let
researchers adjust its users' news feeds to manipulate their emotions researchers adjust its users' news feeds to manipulate their emotions researchers adjust its users' news feeds to manipulate their emotions researchers adjust its users' news feeds to manipulate their emotions ---- and hasand hasand hasand has suggested that such experimentation is routine, which is  suggested that such experimentation is routine, which is  suggested that such experimentation is routine, which is  suggested that such experimentation is routine, which is 
seemingly how the ideaseemingly how the ideaseemingly how the ideaseemingly how the idea got past the advertising firm's ethics committees.  got past the advertising firm's ethics committees.  got past the advertising firm's ethics committees.  got past the advertising firm's ethics committees. 

7777----1111----14141414 Commercialization to Manipulate via Google as Google is a front for the CIA and Commercialization to Manipulate via Google as Google is a front for the CIA and Commercialization to Manipulate via Google as Google is a front for the CIA and Commercialization to Manipulate via Google as Google is a front for the CIA and the CIA can not LEAK that the Pentagon gave  the CIA can not LEAK that the Pentagon gave  the CIA can not LEAK that the Pentagon gave  the CIA can not LEAK that the Pentagon gave 
Allah, Mecca + Saudi Arabia $777Allah, Mecca + Saudi Arabia $777Allah, Mecca + Saudi Arabia $777Allah, Mecca + Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion in your $4 gas money. Google Dictates Android By Not Allowing Trillion in your $4 gas money. Google Dictates Android By Not Allowing Trillion in your $4 gas money. Google Dictates Android By Not Allowing Trillion in your $4 gas money. Google Dictates Android By Not Allowing Manufacturers To  Manufacturers To  Manufacturers To  Manufacturers To 
Customize User ... Customize User ... Customize User ... Customize User ... 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization to14 Commercialization to14 Commercialization to14 Commercialization to Manipulate you lifestyle choices... "If Facebook's Secret Study to Manipulate, Manipulate you lifestyle choices... "If Facebook's Secret Study to Manipulate, Manipulate you lifestyle choices... "If Facebook's Secret Study to Manipulate, Manipulate you lifestyle choices... "If Facebook's Secret Study to Manipulate, Bothered You, Then It's Time  Bothered You, Then It's Time  Bothered You, Then It's Time  Bothered You, Then It's Time 
To Quit Facebook" Dan Diamond Forbes Greg BuellTo Quit Facebook" Dan Diamond Forbes Greg BuellTo Quit Facebook" Dan Diamond Forbes Greg BuellTo Quit Facebook" Dan Diamond Forbes Greg Buell Lovestar it time for... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, "Soul" as "Consciousness" held Lovestar it time for... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, "Soul" as "Consciousness" held Lovestar it time for... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, "Soul" as "Consciousness" held Lovestar it time for... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, "Soul" as "Consciousness" held together  together  together  together 
by Gluon's same as the Proton + Neutron in the Atoms! by Gluon's same as the Proton + Neutron in the Atoms! by Gluon's same as the Proton + Neutron in the Atoms! by Gluon's same as the Proton + Neutron in the Atoms! 

7777----1111----14141414 Commercialization of building many Yale (Key West) Medical Schools should be Commercialization of building many Yale (Key West) Medical Schools should be Commercialization of building many Yale (Key West) Medical Schools should be Commercialization of building many Yale (Key West) Medical Schools should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure!  built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure!  built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure!  built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 

7777----1111----14 No Star Travel to the14 No Star Travel to the14 No Star Travel to the14 No Star Travel to the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens by Tokyo... read below.  Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens by Tokyo... read below.  Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens by Tokyo... read below.  Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens by Tokyo... read below. 

7777----1111----14141414 Commercialization to Manipulate "Wars for Japan" TOKYO (Reuters)  Commercialization to Manipulate "Wars for Japan" TOKYO (Reuters)  Commercialization to Manipulate "Wars for Japan" TOKYO (Reuters)  Commercialization to Manipulate "Wars for Japan" TOKYO (Reuters) ---- Japan'sJapan'sJapan'sJapan's cabinet is expected on Tuesday to end a ban that  cabinet is expected on Tuesday to end a ban that  cabinet is expected on Tuesday to end a ban that  cabinet is expected on Tuesday to end a ban that 
has kept the military fromhas kept the military fromhas kept the military fromhas kept the military from fighting abroad since World War Two, a major shift away from post fighting abroad since World War Two, a major shift away from post fighting abroad since World War Two, a major shift away from post fighting abroad since World War Two, a major shift away from post----war pacifism!war pacifism!war pacifism!war pacifism!

7777----1111----14 Commercialization to Manipulate what gets invented by the Supreme14 Commercialization to Manipulate what gets invented by the Supreme14 Commercialization to Manipulate what gets invented by the Supreme14 Commercialization to Manipulate what gets invented by the Supreme Court... Not Birth Control as the powers that profit don't  Court... Not Birth Control as the powers that profit don't  Court... Not Birth Control as the powers that profit don't  Court... Not Birth Control as the powers that profit don't 
want a Godsentwant a Godsentwant a Godsentwant a Godsent Miracle Birth Control Pill invented. NO... Reaction to Supreme Court Birth Miracle Birth Control Pill invented. NO... Reaction to Supreme Court Birth Miracle Birth Control Pill invented. NO... Reaction to Supreme Court Birth Miracle Birth Control Pill invented. NO... Reaction to Supreme Court Birth Control Decision. Boston.com  Control Decision. Boston.com  Control Decision. Boston.com  Control Decision. Boston.com ---- The Supreme The Supreme The Supreme The Supreme 
Court ruled no need to reinvent theCourt ruled no need to reinvent theCourt ruled no need to reinvent theCourt ruled no need to reinvent the "Birth Control Pill.  "Birth Control Pill.  "Birth Control Pill.  "Birth Control Pill. 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization to Manipulate. What do you14 Commercialization to Manipulate. What do you14 Commercialization to Manipulate. What do you14 Commercialization to Manipulate. What do you read into this NY Times story from Moscow on Oil + Gas when you know it's  read into this NY Times story from Moscow on Oil + Gas when you know it's  read into this NY Times story from Moscow on Oil + Gas when you know it's  read into this NY Times story from Moscow on Oil + Gas when you know it's 
aboutaboutaboutabout another $777 Trillion in Revenues? "Russian Hackers Targeting Oil and Gas another $777 Trillion in Revenues? "Russian Hackers Targeting Oil and Gas another $777 Trillion in Revenues? "Russian Hackers Targeting Oil and Gas another $777 Trillion in Revenues? "Russian Hackers Targeting Oil and Gas Companies" New York Times Written by Nicole  Companies" New York Times Written by Nicole  Companies" New York Times Written by Nicole  Companies" New York Times Written by Nicole 
Perlroth SAN FRANCISCO Perlroth SAN FRANCISCO Perlroth SAN FRANCISCO Perlroth SAN FRANCISCO ---- RussianRussianRussianRussian hackers have been systematically targeting hundreds of Western oil and gas hackers have been systematically targeting hundreds of Western oil and gas hackers have been systematically targeting hundreds of Western oil and gas hackers have been systematically targeting hundreds of Western oil and gas companies, as well as  companies, as well as  companies, as well as  companies, as well as 
energy investment firms, according to privateenergy investment firms, according to privateenergy investment firms, according to privateenergy investment firms, according to private cybersecurity researchers. CIA is "Protecting Putin's Oil Money and Bush's Texas cybersecurity researchers. CIA is "Protecting Putin's Oil Money and Bush's Texas cybersecurity researchers. CIA is "Protecting Putin's Oil Money and Bush's Texas cybersecurity researchers. CIA is "Protecting Putin's Oil Money and Bush's Texas Oil  Oil  Oil  Oil 
Money" really don't want to lose $777 Trillion more from the 2015 Model FordMoney" really don't want to lose $777 Trillion more from the 2015 Model FordMoney" really don't want to lose $777 Trillion more from the 2015 Model FordMoney" really don't want to lose $777 Trillion more from the 2015 Model Ford Escort ElectricWindmillCar on the 4th of July 2014...  Escort ElectricWindmillCar on the 4th of July 2014...  Escort ElectricWindmillCar on the 4th of July 2014...  Escort ElectricWindmillCar on the 4th of July 2014... 
grin$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.grin$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.grin$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.grin$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.

7777----1111----14 Commercialization of gasoline cars, fiery cop car crashes world14 Commercialization of gasoline cars, fiery cop car crashes world14 Commercialization of gasoline cars, fiery cop car crashes world14 Commercialization of gasoline cars, fiery cop car crashes world wide. General Motors (GM): Death Toll, Recalls Continues To  wide. General Motors (GM): Death Toll, Recalls Continues To  wide. General Motors (GM): Death Toll, Recalls Continues To  wide. General Motors (GM): Death Toll, Recalls Continues To 
Climb. GM DeathsClimb. GM DeathsClimb. GM DeathsClimb. GM Deaths General Motors (GM) has been mired in struggles for much of the last year and a General Motors (GM) has been mired in struggles for much of the last year and a General Motors (GM) has been mired in struggles for much of the last year and a General Motors (GM) has been mired in struggles for much of the last year and a half and it just continues getting  half and it just continues getting  half and it just continues getting  half and it just continues getting 
worse for the automaker. worse for the automaker. worse for the automaker. worse for the automaker. 

7777----1111----14141414 Commercialization LEAK 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes World Wide on the 4th of July Commercialization LEAK 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes World Wide on the 4th of July Commercialization LEAK 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes World Wide on the 4th of July Commercialization LEAK 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes World Wide on the 4th of July 2014.  2014.  2014.  2014. 

7777----1111----14 Commercialization of young looking women. French cosmetics14 Commercialization of young looking women. French cosmetics14 Commercialization of young looking women. French cosmetics14 Commercialization of young looking women. French cosmetics giant L'Oréal has agreed to stop claiming that some of its high giant L'Oréal has agreed to stop claiming that some of its high giant L'Oréal has agreed to stop claiming that some of its high giant L'Oréal has agreed to stop claiming that some of its high----
end skin careend skin careend skin careend skin care products $700 a jar prevent signs of aging, under a deal with the Federal Trade products $700 a jar prevent signs of aging, under a deal with the Federal Trade products $700 a jar prevent signs of aging, under a deal with the Federal Trade products $700 a jar prevent signs of aging, under a deal with the Federal Trade Commission to stave off legal  Commission to stave off legal  Commission to stave off legal  Commission to stave off legal 
proceedings on grounds of misleading advertising.proceedings on grounds of misleading advertising.proceedings on grounds of misleading advertising.proceedings on grounds of misleading advertising.

7777----1111----14 Commercialization of oil. French "oil giant" Total agreed to Stop14 Commercialization of oil. French "oil giant" Total agreed to Stop14 Commercialization of oil. French "oil giant" Total agreed to Stop14 Commercialization of oil. French "oil giant" Total agreed to Stop Wars In Africa on grounds of misleading the  Wars In Africa on grounds of misleading the  Wars In Africa on grounds of misleading the  Wars In Africa on grounds of misleading the 
commercialization of gasoline carscommercialization of gasoline carscommercialization of gasoline carscommercialization of gasoline cars in an ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era!  in an ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era!  in an ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era!  in an ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era! 

Sheesh, draw attention theSheesh, draw attention theSheesh, draw attention theSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with 
$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 
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Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical 

SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key 
West Medical School onWest Medical School onWest Medical School onWest Medical School on 3 3 3 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Greg Gypped14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Greg Gypped14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Greg Gypped14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Greg Gypped out of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  out of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  out of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  out of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

6666----30303030----14 Not Gypped... Apple on Monday14 Not Gypped... Apple on Monday14 Not Gypped... Apple on Monday14 Not Gypped... Apple on Monday revealed that it will bring a major new update to its education revealed that it will bring a major new update to its education revealed that it will bring a major new update to its education revealed that it will bring a major new update to its education----focused iTunes Ufocused iTunes Ufocused iTunes Ufocused iTunes U app for iPad  app for iPad  app for iPad  app for iPad 
starting July 8, offering class discussions for students, andstarting July 8, offering class discussions for students, andstarting July 8, offering class discussions for students, andstarting July 8, offering class discussions for students, and giving teachers the ability to create, edit and manage entire courses... Next  giving teachers the ability to create, edit and manage entire courses... Next  giving teachers the ability to create, edit and manage entire courses... Next  giving teachers the ability to create, edit and manage entire courses... Next 
isisisis editing and manage entire 1,001 Invention Projects in a classroom environment, editing and manage entire 1,001 Invention Projects in a classroom environment, editing and manage entire 1,001 Invention Projects in a classroom environment, editing and manage entire 1,001 Invention Projects in a classroom environment, Wow! I just logged on to Apple Insider and found  Wow! I just logged on to Apple Insider and found  Wow! I just logged on to Apple Insider and found  Wow! I just logged on to Apple Insider and found 
this news, check out Applethis news, check out Applethis news, check out Applethis news, check out Apple Insider, don't post any messages as they are "Control Freaks" and you will get Insider, don't post any messages as they are "Control Freaks" and you will get Insider, don't post any messages as they are "Control Freaks" and you will get Insider, don't post any messages as they are "Control Freaks" and you will get Gypped... Grin!  Gypped... Grin!  Gypped... Grin!  Gypped... Grin! 
http://appleinsider.com/ Apple on Sunday aired a new iPhonehttp://appleinsider.com/ Apple on Sunday aired a new iPhonehttp://appleinsider.com/ Apple on Sunday aired a new iPhonehttp://appleinsider.com/ Apple on Sunday aired a new iPhone commercial focusing on the handset's ability to help parents teach,  commercial focusing on the handset's ability to help parents teach,  commercial focusing on the handset's ability to help parents teach,  commercial focusing on the handset's ability to help parents teach, 
interact andinteract andinteract andinteract and connect with their children through various apps, some of which include connect with their children through various apps, some of which include connect with their children through various apps, some of which include connect with their children through various apps, some of which include connected smart home solutions. With the  connected smart home solutions. With the  connected smart home solutions. With the  connected smart home solutions. With the 
September time frame expected toSeptember time frame expected toSeptember time frame expected toSeptember time frame expected to delivery a plethora of new and refreshed products from Apple, an increasing delivery a plethora of new and refreshed products from Apple, an increasing delivery a plethora of new and refreshed products from Apple, an increasing delivery a plethora of new and refreshed products from Apple, an increasing number of the  number of the  number of the  number of the 
company's current offerings are seeing sporadic but significantcompany's current offerings are seeing sporadic but significantcompany's current offerings are seeing sporadic but significantcompany's current offerings are seeing sporadic but significant price cuts like todays: $300 discounts on both a 13 price cuts like todays: $300 discounts on both a 13 price cuts like todays: $300 discounts on both a 13 price cuts like todays: $300 discounts on both a 13---- and 15 and 15 and 15 and 15----inch inch inch inch 
MacBook Pro,MacBook Pro,MacBook Pro,MacBook Pro, $90 off 32GB WiFi + AT&T iPad Airs, two iMacs for under $1000. $90 off 32GB WiFi + AT&T iPad Airs, two iMacs for under $1000. $90 off 32GB WiFi + AT&T iPad Airs, two iMacs for under $1000. $90 off 32GB WiFi + AT&T iPad Airs, two iMacs for under $1000.

6666----30303030----14 Local Key West News Today, Gypped... the verdict is not in yet!14 Local Key West News Today, Gypped... the verdict is not in yet!14 Local Key West News Today, Gypped... the verdict is not in yet!14 Local Key West News Today, Gypped... the verdict is not in yet! Greg had to buy a Taxi Cruiser from Eaton Bikes, yesterday after  Greg had to buy a Taxi Cruiser from Eaton Bikes, yesterday after  Greg had to buy a Taxi Cruiser from Eaton Bikes, yesterday after  Greg had to buy a Taxi Cruiser from Eaton Bikes, yesterday after 
my rear wheelmy rear wheelmy rear wheelmy rear wheel broke off my Miami Sun Trike. $175 $197 with tax and of course the Chase Bank broke off my Miami Sun Trike. $175 $197 with tax and of course the Chase Bank broke off my Miami Sun Trike. $175 $197 with tax and of course the Chase Bank broke off my Miami Sun Trike. $175 $197 with tax and of course the Chase Bank trimmed out the 1st time. Chase will not  trimmed out the 1st time. Chase will not  trimmed out the 1st time. Chase will not  trimmed out the 1st time. Chase will not 
allow two $197 charges thank God asallow two $197 charges thank God asallow two $197 charges thank God asallow two $197 charges thank God as Verizon did this to 1 Trillion Customers on Purpose to Gyp them... Verizon gets Verizon did this to 1 Trillion Customers on Purpose to Gyp them... Verizon gets Verizon did this to 1 Trillion Customers on Purpose to Gyp them... Verizon gets Verizon did this to 1 Trillion Customers on Purpose to Gyp them... Verizon gets $ Billions from the  $ Billions from the  $ Billions from the  $ Billions from the 
gov. spy program so they can get away with this, except atgov. spy program so they can get away with this, except atgov. spy program so they can get away with this, except atgov. spy program so they can get away with this, except at Chase! Well move all my junk to Car. Loaded down used Taxi Beach Cruiser  Chase! Well move all my junk to Car. Loaded down used Taxi Beach Cruiser  Chase! Well move all my junk to Car. Loaded down used Taxi Beach Cruiser  Chase! Well move all my junk to Car. Loaded down used Taxi Beach Cruiser 
totototo much, had to carry the Acer Notebook over my shoulder this morning to Starbucks. much, had to carry the Acer Notebook over my shoulder this morning to Starbucks. much, had to carry the Acer Notebook over my shoulder this morning to Starbucks. much, had to carry the Acer Notebook over my shoulder this morning to Starbucks. Just finishing up at Starbucks and no Hotel  Just finishing up at Starbucks and no Hotel  Just finishing up at Starbucks and no Hotel  Just finishing up at Starbucks and no Hotel 
Checking as I used the bathroom.Checking as I used the bathroom.Checking as I used the bathroom.Checking as I used the bathroom. Code Cops for Key West should put out Porta Potties in front of Starbucks and Code Cops for Key West should put out Porta Potties in front of Starbucks and Code Cops for Key West should put out Porta Potties in front of Starbucks and Code Cops for Key West should put out Porta Potties in front of Starbucks and all along Duval as most  all along Duval as most  all along Duval as most  all along Duval as most 
Tourists Shops have NO Restroom... signs and the City ofTourists Shops have NO Restroom... signs and the City ofTourists Shops have NO Restroom... signs and the City ofTourists Shops have NO Restroom... signs and the City of Key West Vip have no problem but 99% of the Tourists do! So the Tourists get Key West Vip have no problem but 99% of the Tourists do! So the Tourists get Key West Vip have no problem but 99% of the Tourists do! So the Tourists get Key West Vip have no problem but 99% of the Tourists do! So the Tourists get
Gypped! Grin. Gypped! Grin. Gypped! Grin. Gypped! Grin. 

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders at Los14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders at Los14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders at Los14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders at Los Alamos the next 7 years... swindled, deceived out of Heaven for Hell... How the Alamos the next 7 years... swindled, deceived out of Heaven for Hell... How the Alamos the next 7 years... swindled, deceived out of Heaven for Hell... How the Alamos the next 7 years... swindled, deceived out of Heaven for Hell... How the
hell could you fall for this in a Tourists Town? hell could you fall for this in a Tourists Town? hell could you fall for this in a Tourists Town? hell could you fall for this in a Tourists Town? 

6666----30303030----14 Gypped...14 Gypped...14 Gypped...14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders with "clone's" of Dr. Katrina Firlik, 7 years of Obsessive compulsive disorders with "clone's" of Dr. Katrina Firlik, 7 years of Obsessive compulsive disorders with "clone's" of Dr. Katrina Firlik, 7 years of Obsessive compulsive disorders with "clone's" of Dr. Katrina Firlik, 7 years of Medical School... any coming to the Yale  Medical School... any coming to the Yale  Medical School... any coming to the Yale  Medical School... any coming to the Yale 
Key West Medical School? Ask our NumbKey West Medical School? Ask our NumbKey West Medical School? Ask our NumbKey West Medical School? Ask our Numb Nuts George Orwell II.  Nuts George Orwell II.  Nuts George Orwell II.  Nuts George Orwell II. 

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders.14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders.14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders.14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders. Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for  for  for  for 
Dr. Katrina Firlik "Clones" in their 7 years of Medical School, MedicalDr. Katrina Firlik "Clones" in their 7 years of Medical School, MedicalDr. Katrina Firlik "Clones" in their 7 years of Medical School, MedicalDr. Katrina Firlik "Clones" in their 7 years of Medical School, Medical Students Invention Projects spelled out with links to click on to  Students Invention Projects spelled out with links to click on to  Students Invention Projects spelled out with links to click on to  Students Invention Projects spelled out with links to click on to 
get youget youget youget you started to InventSomething! Run Los Alamos for the "Race for the Cure!" started to InventSomething! Run Los Alamos for the "Race for the Cure!" started to InventSomething! Run Los Alamos for the "Race for the Cure!" started to InventSomething! Run Los Alamos for the "Race for the Cure!"

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders Pentagon War's with14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders Pentagon War's with14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders Pentagon War's with14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders Pentagon War's with "Allah" each having $777 Trillion for MIT War Toys! Super Gyp us...  "Allah" each having $777 Trillion for MIT War Toys! Super Gyp us...  "Allah" each having $777 Trillion for MIT War Toys! Super Gyp us...  "Allah" each having $777 Trillion for MIT War Toys! Super Gyp us... 
out of theout of theout of theout of the Universe!  Universe!  Universe!  Universe! 

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders at NASA have14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders at NASA have14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders at NASA have14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders at NASA have been "Cured" as no plans for a fleet of Super Shuttle + been "Cured" as no plans for a fleet of Super Shuttle + been "Cured" as no plans for a fleet of Super Shuttle + been "Cured" as no plans for a fleet of Super Shuttle + the 52 Nearest  the 52 Nearest  the 52 Nearest  the 52 Nearest 
Stars,Stars,Stars,Stars, w/Aliens!  w/Aliens!  w/Aliens!  w/Aliens! 

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders "Gypped" of14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders "Gypped" of14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders "Gypped" of14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders "Gypped" of 1,001 Invention Project in Win 8.2 fix by Bill + Melinda Gates!!  1,001 Invention Project in Win 8.2 fix by Bill + Melinda Gates!!  1,001 Invention Project in Win 8.2 fix by Bill + Melinda Gates!!  1,001 Invention Project in Win 8.2 fix by Bill + Melinda Gates!! 

6666----30303030----14141414 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders, "Gypped" out of a Win 2.1 fix, "Chain Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders, "Gypped" out of a Win 2.1 fix, "Chain Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders, "Gypped" out of a Win 2.1 fix, "Chain Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders, "Gypped" out of a Win 2.1 fix, "Chain Reaction" reached all the way to a Bank VP's lip  Reaction" reached all the way to a Bank VP's lip  Reaction" reached all the way to a Bank VP's lip  Reaction" reached all the way to a Bank VP's lip 
as Skin Cancer! It was aas Skin Cancer! It was aas Skin Cancer! It was aas Skin Cancer! It was a normal, fun normal, fun normal, fun normal, fun----filled day boating on the clear, calm waters of the Florida Keys forfilled day boating on the clear, calm waters of the Florida Keys forfilled day boating on the clear, calm waters of the Florida Keys forfilled day boating on the clear, calm waters of the Florida Keys for Little Torch Key resident  Little Torch Key resident  Little Torch Key resident  Little Torch Key resident 
Michele White, he is on the front page of the Key WestMichele White, he is on the front page of the Key WestMichele White, he is on the front page of the Key WestMichele White, he is on the front page of the Key West Citizen Today with his skin cancer story. Half the story as Bill + Melinda Gates Citizen Today with his skin cancer story. Half the story as Bill + Melinda Gates Citizen Today with his skin cancer story. Half the story as Bill + Melinda Gates Citizen Today with his skin cancer story. Half the story as Bill + Melinda Gates
stifled Greg + Wives and millions of other PC Users. "Gypped" us in getting,stifled Greg + Wives and millions of other PC Users. "Gypped" us in getting,stifled Greg + Wives and millions of other PC Users. "Gypped" us in getting,stifled Greg + Wives and millions of other PC Users. "Gypped" us in getting, inventing the 1,000 SUV Sunscreens... and of course all the  inventing the 1,000 SUV Sunscreens... and of course all the  inventing the 1,000 SUV Sunscreens... and of course all the  inventing the 1,000 SUV Sunscreens... and of course all the 
Bank VP, VIP, whoBank VP, VIP, whoBank VP, VIP, whoBank VP, VIP, who got skin cancer in the last 7 years wouldn't have if Bill + Melinda didn't Gyp got skin cancer in the last 7 years wouldn't have if Bill + Melinda didn't Gyp got skin cancer in the last 7 years wouldn't have if Bill + Melinda didn't Gyp got skin cancer in the last 7 years wouldn't have if Bill + Melinda didn't Gyp us out of the Win 8.2 fix!  us out of the Win 8.2 fix!  us out of the Win 8.2 fix!  us out of the Win 8.2 fix! 

6666----30303030----14 "OJ" is Obama14 "OJ" is Obama14 "OJ" is Obama14 "OJ" is Obama----Oscar Pistorius, inOscar Pistorius, inOscar Pistorius, inOscar Pistorius, in South Africa. Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders. 19K Murdered SWF in the South Africa. Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders. 19K Murdered SWF in the South Africa. Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders. 19K Murdered SWF in the South Africa. Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders. 19K Murdered SWF in the USA. 99K SWF  USA. 99K SWF  USA. 99K SWF  USA. 99K SWF 
in South Africa Murdered in 2014. Gypped by "Battles Dronesin South Africa Murdered in 2014. Gypped by "Battles Dronesin South Africa Murdered in 2014. Gypped by "Battles Dronesin South Africa Murdered in 2014. Gypped by "Battles Drones Football Cheering those Killed" Oscar Pistorius trial: Blade runner not  Football Cheering those Killed" Oscar Pistorius trial: Blade runner not  Football Cheering those Killed" Oscar Pistorius trial: Blade runner not  Football Cheering those Killed" Oscar Pistorius trial: Blade runner not 
mentallymentallymentallymentally ill during Reeva Steenkamp's ... ABC Online  ill during Reeva Steenkamp's ... ABC Online  ill during Reeva Steenkamp's ... ABC Online  ill during Reeva Steenkamp's ... ABC Online ---- South African track star OscarSouth African track star OscarSouth African track star OscarSouth African track star Oscar Pistorius was not suffering from a mental  Pistorius was not suffering from a mental  Pistorius was not suffering from a mental  Pistorius was not suffering from a mental 
condition that would have impaired hiscondition that would have impaired hiscondition that would have impaired hiscondition that would have impaired his ability to distinguish between right and wrong when he shot dead his girlfriend, ability to distinguish between right and wrong when he shot dead his girlfriend, ability to distinguish between right and wrong when he shot dead his girlfriend, ability to distinguish between right and wrong when he shot dead his girlfriend, a  a  a  a 
psychiatric report has found. "BrainWashed by Baby Killer Vietnam Vets, whopsychiatric report has found. "BrainWashed by Baby Killer Vietnam Vets, whopsychiatric report has found. "BrainWashed by Baby Killer Vietnam Vets, whopsychiatric report has found. "BrainWashed by Baby Killer Vietnam Vets, who will not tell you the War Story of 100 kids left in Hot Cars  will not tell you the War Story of 100 kids left in Hot Cars  will not tell you the War Story of 100 kids left in Hot Cars  will not tell you the War Story of 100 kids left in Hot Cars 
to die, thisto die, thisto die, thisto die, this Summer! Who the Hell are they trying to get revenge on now? Vietnam Vets will Summer! Who the Hell are they trying to get revenge on now? Vietnam Vets will Summer! Who the Hell are they trying to get revenge on now? Vietnam Vets will Summer! Who the Hell are they trying to get revenge on now? Vietnam Vets will Murder these 100 kids, and to add insult to  Murder these 100 kids, and to add insult to  Murder these 100 kids, and to add insult to  Murder these 100 kids, and to add insult to 
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murder they are against Mandatorymurder they are against Mandatorymurder they are against Mandatorymurder they are against Mandatory Organ Donations! This is Our George Orwell II... sick! Call a Dr. ASAP. Organ Donations! This is Our George Orwell II... sick! Call a Dr. ASAP. Organ Donations! This is Our George Orwell II... sick! Call a Dr. ASAP. Organ Donations! This is Our George Orwell II... sick! Call a Dr. ASAP.

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Gypped in every story14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Gypped in every story14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Gypped in every story14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Gypped in every story on the Front Page of the New York Times Today, rewrite these  on the Front Page of the New York Times Today, rewrite these  on the Front Page of the New York Times Today, rewrite these  on the Front Page of the New York Times Today, rewrite these 
stories in you mindstories in you mindstories in you mindstories in you mind right now with the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort and 1 Trillion Cans of right now with the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort and 1 Trillion Cans of right now with the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort and 1 Trillion Cans of right now with the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @  NASA made H @  NASA made H @  NASA made H @ ----254, add 1,001 254, add 1,001 254, add 1,001 254, add 1,001 
Helicopter Combines for crops + fishing, Gypped byHelicopter Combines for crops + fishing, Gypped byHelicopter Combines for crops + fishing, Gypped byHelicopter Combines for crops + fishing, Gypped by the NY Times! 1. Before Shooting in Iraq, a Warning on Blackwater By JAMES RISEN the NY Times! 1. Before Shooting in Iraq, a Warning on Blackwater By JAMES RISEN the NY Times! 1. Before Shooting in Iraq, a Warning on Blackwater By JAMES RISEN the NY Times! 1. Before Shooting in Iraq, a Warning on Blackwater By JAMES RISEN 2.  2.  2.  2. 
New N.S.A. Chief Calls Damage From Snowden Leaks Manageable By DAVID E.New N.S.A. Chief Calls Damage From Snowden Leaks Manageable By DAVID E.New N.S.A. Chief Calls Damage From Snowden Leaks Manageable By DAVID E.New N.S.A. Chief Calls Damage From Snowden Leaks Manageable By DAVID E. SANGER 3. Boom Meets Bust in Texas: Atop Sea of Oil,  SANGER 3. Boom Meets Bust in Texas: Atop Sea of Oil,  SANGER 3. Boom Meets Bust in Texas: Atop Sea of Oil,  SANGER 3. Boom Meets Bust in Texas: Atop Sea of Oil, 
Poverty Digs In By MANNYPoverty Digs In By MANNYPoverty Digs In By MANNYPoverty Digs In By MANNY FERNANDEZ and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 4. China FERNANDEZ and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 4. China FERNANDEZ and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 4. China FERNANDEZ and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 4. China’’’’s Antigraft Push Snares Most Seniors Antigraft Push Snares Most Seniors Antigraft Push Snares Most Seniors Antigraft Push Snares Most Senior Target Yet By CHRIS  Target Yet By CHRIS  Target Yet By CHRIS  Target Yet By CHRIS 
BUCKLEY 5. Flawed Saudi Response Is Cited in Outbreak of theBUCKLEY 5. Flawed Saudi Response Is Cited in Outbreak of theBUCKLEY 5. Flawed Saudi Response Is Cited in Outbreak of theBUCKLEY 5. Flawed Saudi Response Is Cited in Outbreak of the Middle East Virus MERS By BEN HUBBARD and DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. NYT  Middle East Virus MERS By BEN HUBBARD and DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. NYT  Middle East Virus MERS By BEN HUBBARD and DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. NYT  Middle East Virus MERS By BEN HUBBARD and DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. NYT 
ObsessiveObsessiveObsessiveObsessive compulsive disorder Gypped us of a very different Universe in the USA, one with compulsive disorder Gypped us of a very different Universe in the USA, one with compulsive disorder Gypped us of a very different Universe in the USA, one with compulsive disorder Gypped us of a very different Universe in the USA, one with $777 Trillion for "Everything!" all given to  $777 Trillion for "Everything!" all given to  $777 Trillion for "Everything!" all given to  $777 Trillion for "Everything!" all given to 
Allah via George Orwell II USA.Allah via George Orwell II USA.Allah via George Orwell II USA.Allah via George Orwell II USA.

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Greg Gypped out of...14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Greg Gypped out of...14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Greg Gypped out of...14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! Greg Gypped out of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders... Intuitive Surgical received European clearance to market its new da disorders... Intuitive Surgical received European clearance to market its new da disorders... Intuitive Surgical received European clearance to market its new da disorders... Intuitive Surgical received European clearance to market its new da Vinci Xi robotic  Vinci Xi robotic  Vinci Xi robotic  Vinci Xi robotic 
assisted surgical system. The new generation of the da Vinciassisted surgical system. The new generation of the da Vinciassisted surgical system. The new generation of the da Vinciassisted surgical system. The new generation of the da Vinci platform features a new overhead tool management system that allows platform features a new overhead tool management system that allows platform features a new overhead tool management system that allows platform features a new overhead tool management system that allows
multimultimultimulti----quadrant surgery. quadrant surgery. quadrant surgery. quadrant surgery. 

6666----30303030----14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive14 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders... New da Vinci Xi robotic assisted Invention Projects not cleared in disorders... New da Vinci Xi robotic assisted Invention Projects not cleared in disorders... New da Vinci Xi robotic assisted Invention Projects not cleared in disorders... New da Vinci Xi robotic assisted Invention Projects not cleared in the USA, gypped by  the USA, gypped by  the USA, gypped by  the USA, gypped by 
1984 II again + again, there is no fix for Win 8.2 so lets1984 II again + again, there is no fix for Win 8.2 so lets1984 II again + again, there is no fix for Win 8.2 so lets1984 II again + again, there is no fix for Win 8.2 so lets just spend $ Trillions on iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 IP preinstalled just spend $ Trillions on iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 IP preinstalled just spend $ Trillions on iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 IP preinstalled just spend $ Trillions on iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 IP preinstalled
with links you can click on and a iApp to record your Internet Session as awith links you can click on and a iApp to record your Internet Session as awith links you can click on and a iApp to record your Internet Session as awith links you can click on and a iApp to record your Internet Session as a YouTube Video... and save it for you as you are working on  YouTube Video... and save it for you as you are working on  YouTube Video... and save it for you as you are working on  YouTube Video... and save it for you as you are working on 
1,001 1,001 1,001 1,001 

6666----30303030----14141414 Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders!  Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders!  Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders!  Gypped... Obsessive compulsive disorders! 

6666----30303030----14 iApp Endoscope packs 714 iApp Endoscope packs 714 iApp Endoscope packs 714 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your  for "GPS Tracking" your  for "GPS Tracking" your  for "GPS Tracking" your 
"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!

6666----29292929----14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik "Clones" in their 7  Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik "Clones" in their 7  Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik "Clones" in their 7  Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik "Clones" in their 7 
yearsyearsyearsyears of Medical School, Medical Students Invention Projects spelled out with links to of Medical School, Medical Students Invention Projects spelled out with links to of Medical School, Medical Students Invention Projects spelled out with links to of Medical School, Medical Students Invention Projects spelled out with links to click on to get you started to InventSomething!  click on to get you started to InventSomething!  click on to get you started to InventSomething!  click on to get you started to InventSomething! 

6666----29292929----14 Local Key West14 Local Key West14 Local Key West14 Local Key West News on this Sunday in Paradise is Greg's right rear wheel on my 3 wheel Sun News on this Sunday in Paradise is Greg's right rear wheel on my 3 wheel Sun News on this Sunday in Paradise is Greg's right rear wheel on my 3 wheel Sun News on this Sunday in Paradise is Greg's right rear wheel on my 3 wheel Sun bike broke off. 3 years ago I  bike broke off. 3 years ago I  bike broke off. 3 years ago I  bike broke off. 3 years ago I 
bought the bike at Island Bikes. 1 Year in Keybought the bike at Island Bikes. 1 Year in Keybought the bike at Island Bikes. 1 Year in Keybought the bike at Island Bikes. 1 Year in Key West I biked around the Island 2 times a day 1.2 hrs each time. Then the West I biked around the Island 2 times a day 1.2 hrs each time. Then the West I biked around the Island 2 times a day 1.2 hrs each time. Then the West I biked around the Island 2 times a day 1.2 hrs each time. Then the Roosevelt  Roosevelt  Roosevelt  Roosevelt 
Construction and had to stop biking around the Island. So I have toConstruction and had to stop biking around the Island. So I have toConstruction and had to stop biking around the Island. So I have toConstruction and had to stop biking around the Island. So I have to check the ads and bike shops. Will rent one to get my cooler and  check the ads and bike shops. Will rent one to get my cooler and  check the ads and bike shops. Will rent one to get my cooler and  check the ads and bike shops. Will rent one to get my cooler and 
bags back to mybags back to mybags back to mybags back to my car. wow!  car. wow!  car. wow!  car. wow! 

6666----29292929----14 Local Key West News on this Sunday in Paradise is I14 Local Key West News on this Sunday in Paradise is I14 Local Key West News on this Sunday in Paradise is I14 Local Key West News on this Sunday in Paradise is I read the Front Page of the New York Times and notices the price $6. wow! Is  read the Front Page of the New York Times and notices the price $6. wow! Is  read the Front Page of the New York Times and notices the price $6. wow! Is  read the Front Page of the New York Times and notices the price $6. wow! Is 
thisthisthisthis $6 worth one invention I would get reading it...? I read the Key West Citizen in $6 worth one invention I would get reading it...? I read the Key West Citizen in $6 worth one invention I would get reading it...? I read the Key West Citizen in $6 worth one invention I would get reading it...? I read the Key West Citizen in Walgreens for the Mandy Miles Tan Lines article.  Walgreens for the Mandy Miles Tan Lines article.  Walgreens for the Mandy Miles Tan Lines article.  Walgreens for the Mandy Miles Tan Lines article. 
Mandy goes into a melt down onMandy goes into a melt down onMandy goes into a melt down onMandy goes into a melt down on a women tourists ask her if her Tan Lines was a advice column. No... then Mandy a women tourists ask her if her Tan Lines was a advice column. No... then Mandy a women tourists ask her if her Tan Lines was a advice column. No... then Mandy a women tourists ask her if her Tan Lines was a advice column. No... then Mandy gives advice about  gives advice about  gives advice about  gives advice about 
not being in the line at McDonalds 4 mins before thenot being in the line at McDonalds 4 mins before thenot being in the line at McDonalds 4 mins before thenot being in the line at McDonalds 4 mins before the breakfast menu changes to lunch menu. And does not name the bank that  breakfast menu changes to lunch menu. And does not name the bank that  breakfast menu changes to lunch menu. And does not name the bank that  breakfast menu changes to lunch menu. And does not name the bank that 
charges $8charges $8charges $8charges $8 to cash a check drawn on their bank if you don't have a account. So I didn't buy to cash a check drawn on their bank if you don't have a account. So I didn't buy to cash a check drawn on their bank if you don't have a account. So I didn't buy to cash a check drawn on their bank if you don't have a account. So I didn't buy the paper. Well have to work in Warp Speed  the paper. Well have to work in Warp Speed  the paper. Well have to work in Warp Speed  the paper. Well have to work in Warp Speed 
Mode today getting a new bike andMode today getting a new bike andMode today getting a new bike andMode today getting a new bike and getting my cooler and bags back to my car. 1 mile from were I broke down. I getting my cooler and bags back to my car. 1 mile from were I broke down. I getting my cooler and bags back to my car. 1 mile from were I broke down. I getting my cooler and bags back to my car. 1 mile from were I broke down. I licked the bike to a  licked the bike to a  licked the bike to a  licked the bike to a 
sign and the free wheel ha. sign and the free wheel ha. sign and the free wheel ha. sign and the free wheel ha. 

6666----29292929----14 Local Key West14 Local Key West14 Local Key West14 Local Key West News on this Sunday in Paradise Starbucks is part of the Crowne Plaza Key News on this Sunday in Paradise Starbucks is part of the Crowne Plaza Key News on this Sunday in Paradise Starbucks is part of the Crowne Plaza Key News on this Sunday in Paradise Starbucks is part of the Crowne Plaza Key West West West West----La Concha and there are no La Concha and there are no La Concha and there are no La Concha and there are no 
Rest rooms as the door is locked for employeesRest rooms as the door is locked for employeesRest rooms as the door is locked for employeesRest rooms as the door is locked for employees only others have to go out on Duval and walk down to the Crowne Plaza Key only others have to go out on Duval and walk down to the Crowne Plaza Key only others have to go out on Duval and walk down to the Crowne Plaza Key only others have to go out on Duval and walk down to the Crowne Plaza Key West West West West----La La La La 
Concha Hotel Valet Parking and go in that way. Well yesterday I did thisConcha Hotel Valet Parking and go in that way. Well yesterday I did thisConcha Hotel Valet Parking and go in that way. Well yesterday I did thisConcha Hotel Valet Parking and go in that way. Well yesterday I did this with my Acer Notebook over my shoulder and Starbucks cup  with my Acer Notebook over my shoulder and Starbucks cup  with my Acer Notebook over my shoulder and Starbucks cup  with my Acer Notebook over my shoulder and Starbucks cup 
in had and the Blackin had and the Blackin had and the Blackin had and the Black Valet parking guy asked if I had a receipt... NO showing him the Starbucks Cup. Valet parking guy asked if I had a receipt... NO showing him the Starbucks Cup. Valet parking guy asked if I had a receipt... NO showing him the Starbucks Cup. Valet parking guy asked if I had a receipt... NO showing him the Starbucks Cup. No, I said I have to go... I'm 66 I  No, I said I have to go... I'm 66 I  No, I said I have to go... I'm 66 I  No, I said I have to go... I'm 66 I 
will get the receipt tomorrow... ok, he letwill get the receipt tomorrow... ok, he letwill get the receipt tomorrow... ok, he letwill get the receipt tomorrow... ok, he let me go finally just in time!  me go finally just in time!  me go finally just in time!  me go finally just in time! 

6666----29292929----14 Local News movies Greg recommends...14 Local News movies Greg recommends...14 Local News movies Greg recommends...14 Local News movies Greg recommends... keep you mind on 1,001 invention projects you can get 1 going to these movies at keep you mind on 1,001 invention projects you can get 1 going to these movies at keep you mind on 1,001 invention projects you can get 1 going to these movies at keep you mind on 1,001 invention projects you can get 1 going to these movies at the Key  the Key  the Key  the Key 
West Tropic Cinema... THE FAULT IN OUR STARS... WORDS AND PICTURES...West Tropic Cinema... THE FAULT IN OUR STARS... WORDS AND PICTURES...West Tropic Cinema... THE FAULT IN OUR STARS... WORDS AND PICTURES...West Tropic Cinema... THE FAULT IN OUR STARS... WORDS AND PICTURES... OBVIOUS CHILD...  OBVIOUS CHILD...  OBVIOUS CHILD...  OBVIOUS CHILD... 
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6666----29292929----14 World News... The Muslim holy fasting month of14 World News... The Muslim holy fasting month of14 World News... The Muslim holy fasting month of14 World News... The Muslim holy fasting month of Ramadan is being observed by more than a billion people across the world. The Ramadan is being observed by more than a billion people across the world. The Ramadan is being observed by more than a billion people across the world. The Ramadan is being observed by more than a billion people across the world. The
dietary restrictions could pose a dilemma for Muslim players at soccer's Worlddietary restrictions could pose a dilemma for Muslim players at soccer's Worlddietary restrictions could pose a dilemma for Muslim players at soccer's Worlddietary restrictions could pose a dilemma for Muslim players at soccer's World Cup contest in Brazil.  Cup contest in Brazil.  Cup contest in Brazil.  Cup contest in Brazil. 

6666----29292929----14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat News... dietary14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat News... dietary14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat News... dietary14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat News... dietary restrictions will save the life of Steve Jobs II + 1 billion others who will not restrictions will save the life of Steve Jobs II + 1 billion others who will not restrictions will save the life of Steve Jobs II + 1 billion others who will not restrictions will save the life of Steve Jobs II + 1 billion others who will not eat lunch  eat lunch  eat lunch  eat lunch 
meats, red meats, and Butter! meats, red meats, and Butter! meats, red meats, and Butter! meats, red meats, and Butter! 

6666----29292929----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik in14 Dr. Katrina Firlik in14 Dr. Katrina Firlik in14 Dr. Katrina Firlik in her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 31 other neurologists her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 31 other neurologists her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 31 other neurologists her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 31 other neurologists though Oliver Sacks was a  though Oliver Sacks was a  though Oliver Sacks was a  though Oliver Sacks was a 
good storyteller of neurology but a rungood storyteller of neurology but a rungood storyteller of neurology but a rungood storyteller of neurology but a run----ofofofof----thethethethe----millmillmillmill neurologists! Dr. Katrina Firlik said despite the influence of Sacks book... neurologists! Dr. Katrina Firlik said despite the influence of Sacks book... neurologists! Dr. Katrina Firlik said despite the influence of Sacks book... neurologists! Dr. Katrina Firlik said despite the influence of Sacks book... "The Man  "The Man  "The Man  "The Man 
Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat" I decided against neurology as the mainWho Mistook His Wife for a Hat" I decided against neurology as the mainWho Mistook His Wife for a Hat" I decided against neurology as the mainWho Mistook His Wife for a Hat" I decided against neurology as the main stay of intervention was prescribing medication!  stay of intervention was prescribing medication!  stay of intervention was prescribing medication!  stay of intervention was prescribing medication! 

6666----29292929----14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina14 Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of Medical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Firlik in her 7 years of Medical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Firlik in her 7 years of Medical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Firlik in her 7 years of Medical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology  Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology  Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology  Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology 
to mix Rx's and links to invent new Rx's asto mix Rx's and links to invent new Rx's asto mix Rx's and links to invent new Rx's asto mix Rx's and links to invent new Rx's as this would have influenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were this would have influenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were this would have influenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were this would have influenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were wasted on  wasted on  wasted on  wasted on 
the 2015 Model Nuke's instead of letting the Neurology Dept crunch Rxthe 2015 Model Nuke's instead of letting the Neurology Dept crunch Rxthe 2015 Model Nuke's instead of letting the Neurology Dept crunch Rxthe 2015 Model Nuke's instead of letting the Neurology Dept crunch Rx in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts  in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts  in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts  in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts 
Dictator weDictator weDictator weDictator we have!  have!  have!  have! 

6666----29292929----14 Dr. Katrina Firlik drove Oliver Sacks to the Airport after14 Dr. Katrina Firlik drove Oliver Sacks to the Airport after14 Dr. Katrina Firlik drove Oliver Sacks to the Airport after14 Dr. Katrina Firlik drove Oliver Sacks to the Airport after a lecture and had a talk and bought him a drink as he forgot his  a lecture and had a talk and bought him a drink as he forgot his  a lecture and had a talk and bought him a drink as he forgot his  a lecture and had a talk and bought him a drink as he forgot his 
wallet. True towallet. True towallet. True towallet. True to his literary persona he had lots of comments but nothing on 1,001 Invention his literary persona he had lots of comments but nothing on 1,001 Invention his literary persona he had lots of comments but nothing on 1,001 Invention his literary persona he had lots of comments but nothing on 1,001 Invention Projects for Neurologist, just the standee  Projects for Neurologist, just the standee  Projects for Neurologist, just the standee  Projects for Neurologist, just the standee 
sign with the Walkers sign... at thesign with the Walkers sign... at thesign with the Walkers sign... at thesign with the Walkers sign... at the Airport.  Airport.  Airport.  Airport. 

6666----29292929----14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  years of  years of  years of 
MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects... School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects... School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects... School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...

6666----29292929----14 Fourth new cutter arrives in Key West. BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen14 Fourth new cutter arrives in Key West. BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen14 Fourth new cutter arrives in Key West. BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen14 Fourth new cutter arrives in Key West. BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7  Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7  Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7  Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 
years of Medical Schoolyears of Medical Schoolyears of Medical Schoolyears of Medical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology to mix never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology to mix never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology to mix never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology to mix Rx's and links to invent new  Rx's and links to invent new  Rx's and links to invent new  Rx's and links to invent new 
Rx's as this would have influenced Dr. KatrinaRx's as this would have influenced Dr. KatrinaRx's as this would have influenced Dr. KatrinaRx's as this would have influenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were wasted on the 2015 Model Nuke's instead Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were wasted on the 2015 Model Nuke's instead Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were wasted on the 2015 Model Nuke's instead Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were wasted on the 2015 Model Nuke's instead of  of  of  of 
letting the Neurology Dept crunch Rx in new recipes! Lost his mind I wouldletting the Neurology Dept crunch Rx in new recipes! Lost his mind I wouldletting the Neurology Dept crunch Rx in new recipes! Lost his mind I wouldletting the Neurology Dept crunch Rx in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator we have! These 7 years  say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator we have! These 7 years  say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator we have! These 7 years  say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator we have! These 7 years 
the Navy spent $777the Navy spent $777the Navy spent $777the Navy spent $777 Trillion on Orders for New War Toys... not Star Ships to travel to the 52 Trillion on Orders for New War Toys... not Star Ships to travel to the 52 Trillion on Orders for New War Toys... not Star Ships to travel to the 52 Trillion on Orders for New War Toys... not Star Ships to travel to the 52 Nearest Stars! Coast Guard Station Key West  Nearest Stars! Coast Guard Station Key West  Nearest Stars! Coast Guard Station Key West  Nearest Stars! Coast Guard Station Key West 
is filling up fast. Command staffis filling up fast. Command staffis filling up fast. Command staffis filling up fast. Command staff took ownership last week of the newest 154 took ownership last week of the newest 154 took ownership last week of the newest 154 took ownership last week of the newest 154----foot Fast Response Cutter, thefoot Fast Response Cutter, thefoot Fast Response Cutter, thefoot Fast Response Cutter, the Raymond J. Evans, from  Raymond J. Evans, from  Raymond J. Evans, from  Raymond J. Evans, from 
representatives from Bollinger Shipyards. "It's always arepresentatives from Bollinger Shipyards. "It's always arepresentatives from Bollinger Shipyards. "It's always arepresentatives from Bollinger Shipyards. "It's always a great feeling to moor up at Sector Key West," said commanding officer Lt. Drew great feeling to moor up at Sector Key West," said commanding officer Lt. Drew great feeling to moor up at Sector Key West," said commanding officer Lt. Drew great feeling to moor up at Sector Key West," said commanding officer Lt. Drew
Cavanagh. "It's a great operational platform. We're ready to continue the legacyCavanagh. "It's a great operational platform. We're ready to continue the legacyCavanagh. "It's a great operational platform. We're ready to continue the legacyCavanagh. "It's a great operational platform. We're ready to continue the legacy -------- the legacy of Raymond Evans."The new 154 the legacy of Raymond Evans."The new 154 the legacy of Raymond Evans."The new 154 the legacy of Raymond Evans."The new 154----foot foot foot foot 
Sentinel class ships areSentinel class ships areSentinel class ships areSentinel class ships are replacing the older 110 replacing the older 110 replacing the older 110 replacing the older 110----foot cutters that are being phased out of service. Infoot cutters that are being phased out of service. Infoot cutters that are being phased out of service. Infoot cutters that are being phased out of service. In Key West, that included the Pea  Key West, that included the Pea  Key West, that included the Pea  Key West, that included the Pea 
Island (now decommissioned), Kodiak Island (nowIsland (now decommissioned), Kodiak Island (nowIsland (now decommissioned), Kodiak Island (nowIsland (now decommissioned), Kodiak Island (now in service in North Carolina), Knight Island and Key Biscayne. The latter two in service in North Carolina), Knight Island and Key Biscayne. The latter two in service in North Carolina), Knight Island and Key Biscayne. The latter two in service in North Carolina), Knight Island and Key Biscayne. The latter two
remain in service in Key West for the time being. It was decided to replace themremain in service in Key West for the time being. It was decided to replace themremain in service in Key West for the time being. It was decided to replace themremain in service in Key West for the time being. It was decided to replace them after a failed retrofit in 2004 that was plagued with  after a failed retrofit in 2004 that was plagued with  after a failed retrofit in 2004 that was plagued with  after a failed retrofit in 2004 that was plagued with 
structural problems. Thestructural problems. Thestructural problems. Thestructural problems. The new FRCs can cruise at 28 knots and sport a remotely operated 25mm chain gun, new FRCs can cruise at 28 knots and sport a remotely operated 25mm chain gun, new FRCs can cruise at 28 knots and sport a remotely operated 25mm chain gun, new FRCs can cruise at 28 knots and sport a remotely operated 25mm chain gun, and four .50 and four .50 and four .50 and four .50----caliber caliber caliber caliber 
machine guns. The cutters' gomachine guns. The cutters' gomachine guns. The cutters' gomachine guns. The cutters' go----fast boats can be deployedfast boats can be deployedfast boats can be deployedfast boats can be deployed via their sterns as opposed to the cranes used now. The 270 via their sterns as opposed to the cranes used now. The 270 via their sterns as opposed to the cranes used now. The 270 via their sterns as opposed to the cranes used now. The 270----foot Thetis and thefoot Thetis and thefoot Thetis and thefoot Thetis and the
Mohawk will remain based in Key West, as will the 87Mohawk will remain based in Key West, as will the 87Mohawk will remain based in Key West, as will the 87Mohawk will remain based in Key West, as will the 87----foot Sawfish, but thefoot Sawfish, but thefoot Sawfish, but thefoot Sawfish, but the 110 110 110 110----footers will eventually be decommissioned or sent to footers will eventually be decommissioned or sent to footers will eventually be decommissioned or sent to footers will eventually be decommissioned or sent to 
another port. All theanother port. All theanother port. All theanother port. All the new FRCs are named after noted Coast Guard crew members who served heroically. new FRCs are named after noted Coast Guard crew members who served heroically. new FRCs are named after noted Coast Guard crew members who served heroically. new FRCs are named after noted Coast Guard crew members who served heroically. Key West is already home to  Key West is already home to  Key West is already home to  Key West is already home to 
the Charles David Jr., the Charles Sexton and thethe Charles David Jr., the Charles Sexton and thethe Charles David Jr., the Charles Sexton and thethe Charles David Jr., the Charles Sexton and the Kathleen Moore, all of which arrived this year. Key West will see two more FRCs Kathleen Moore, all of which arrived this year. Key West will see two more FRCs Kathleen Moore, all of which arrived this year. Key West will see two more FRCs Kathleen Moore, all of which arrived this year. Key West will see two more FRCs arrive  arrive  arrive  arrive 
in the coming months in the coming months in the coming months in the coming months -------- the William Trump and the Issac Mayo. the William Trump and the Issac Mayo. the William Trump and the Issac Mayo. the William Trump and the Issac Mayo.

6666----29292929----14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of 
Medical SchoolMedical SchoolMedical SchoolMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects... 

Station MiamiStation MiamiStation MiamiStation Miami and station Puerto Rico will also receive six of the FRCs. Raymond J. Evans is a and station Puerto Rico will also receive six of the FRCs. Raymond J. Evans is a and station Puerto Rico will also receive six of the FRCs. Raymond J. Evans is a and station Puerto Rico will also receive six of the FRCs. Raymond J. Evans is a legend in the Coast Guard. The branch  legend in the Coast Guard. The branch  legend in the Coast Guard. The branch  legend in the Coast Guard. The branch 
awards a medal annually to an outstandingawards a medal annually to an outstandingawards a medal annually to an outstandingawards a medal annually to an outstanding coxswain in honor of Evans' service. Evans and a friend, Medal of Honor coxswain in honor of Evans' service. Evans and a friend, Medal of Honor coxswain in honor of Evans' service. Evans and a friend, Medal of Honor coxswain in honor of Evans' service. Evans and a friend, Medal of Honor recipient  recipient  recipient  recipient 
Douglas Munro, enlisted in 1939, the same year Britain and France wentDouglas Munro, enlisted in 1939, the same year Britain and France wentDouglas Munro, enlisted in 1939, the same year Britain and France wentDouglas Munro, enlisted in 1939, the same year Britain and France went to war against Germany. Munro and Evans gained acclaim  to war against Germany. Munro and Evans gained acclaim  to war against Germany. Munro and Evans gained acclaim  to war against Germany. Munro and Evans gained acclaim 
for leading a rescue of afor leading a rescue of afor leading a rescue of afor leading a rescue of a Marine unit that was trapped behind enemy lines in the battle for Guadalcanal. Marine unit that was trapped behind enemy lines in the battle for Guadalcanal. Marine unit that was trapped behind enemy lines in the battle for Guadalcanal. Marine unit that was trapped behind enemy lines in the battle for Guadalcanal. Munro died and Evans was  Munro died and Evans was  Munro died and Evans was  Munro died and Evans was 
awarded the Navy Cross. He would go on to retire as aawarded the Navy Cross. He would go on to retire as aawarded the Navy Cross. He would go on to retire as aawarded the Navy Cross. He would go on to retire as a commander in 1962. He died on May 30, 2013. Greg's Note the  commander in 1962. He died on May 30, 2013. Greg's Note the  commander in 1962. He died on May 30, 2013. Greg's Note the  commander in 1962. He died on May 30, 2013. Greg's Note the 
ElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFord Escort was invented on Oct. 30 1980! alinhardt@keysnews.com Dr. Katrina Firlik Escort was invented on Oct. 30 1980! alinhardt@keysnews.com Dr. Katrina Firlik Escort was invented on Oct. 30 1980! alinhardt@keysnews.com Dr. Katrina Firlik Escort was invented on Oct. 30 1980! alinhardt@keysnews.com Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of Medical School  in her 7 years of Medical School  in her 7 years of Medical School  in her 7 years of Medical School 
never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Inventionnever bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Inventionnever bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Inventionnever bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects for Dr. Neurology to mix Rx's and links to invent new Rx's as this Projects for Dr. Neurology to mix Rx's and links to invent new Rx's as this Projects for Dr. Neurology to mix Rx's and links to invent new Rx's as this Projects for Dr. Neurology to mix Rx's and links to invent new Rx's as this would have  would have  would have  would have 
influenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos wereinfluenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos wereinfluenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos wereinfluenced Dr. Katrina Firlik. These 7 Years at Los Alamos were wasted on the 2015 Model Nuke's instead of letting the Neurology Dept  wasted on the 2015 Model Nuke's instead of letting the Neurology Dept  wasted on the 2015 Model Nuke's instead of letting the Neurology Dept  wasted on the 2015 Model Nuke's instead of letting the Neurology Dept 
crunch Rxcrunch Rxcrunch Rxcrunch Rx in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator we in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator we in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator we in new recipes! Lost his mind I would say, the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator we have! These 7 years the Navy spent $777  have! These 7 years the Navy spent $777  have! These 7 years the Navy spent $777  have! These 7 years the Navy spent $777 
Trillion on Orders for New War Toys...Trillion on Orders for New War Toys...Trillion on Orders for New War Toys...Trillion on Orders for New War Toys... not Star Ships to travel to the 52 Nearest Stars!  not Star Ships to travel to the 52 Nearest Stars!  not Star Ships to travel to the 52 Nearest Stars!  not Star Ships to travel to the 52 Nearest Stars! 

6666----29292929----14 Thank God for14 Thank God for14 Thank God for14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of 
Medical School never bought a Windows PC withMedical School never bought a Windows PC withMedical School never bought a Windows PC withMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  1,001 Invention Projects...  1,001 Invention Projects...  1,001 Invention Projects... 

6666----29292929----14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air +14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air +14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air +14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  years of  years of  years of 
Medical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 InventionMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 InventionMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 InventionMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  Projects...  Projects...  Projects... 

6666----29292929----14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,00114 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of 
MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects... School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects... School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects... School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...

6666----29292929----14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of 
Medical SchoolMedical SchoolMedical SchoolMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects... 

6666----29292929----14 Thank14 Thank14 Thank14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of 
Medical School never bought a Windows PCMedical School never bought a Windows PCMedical School never bought a Windows PCMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  with 1,001 Invention Projects...  with 1,001 Invention Projects...  with 1,001 Invention Projects... 

6666----29292929----14 Thank God for iApple MacBook14 Thank God for iApple MacBook14 Thank God for iApple MacBook14 Thank God for iApple MacBook Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in Air + Pro with 1,001 Invention Project preinstalled for Dr. Katrina Firlik in her 7 years of  her 7 years of  her 7 years of  her 7 years of 
Medical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 InventionMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 InventionMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 InventionMedical School never bought a Windows PC with 1,001 Invention Projects...  Projects...  Projects...  Projects... 

6666----28282828----14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your
"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! 
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6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  + Gravity!  + Gravity!  + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" 

6666----28282828----14 Once the "Cognitive14 Once the "Cognitive14 Once the "Cognitive14 Once the "Cognitive Repairs from GM Recall of Gasoline Cars" And Paying for 777 Trillion fiery car Repairs from GM Recall of Gasoline Cars" And Paying for 777 Trillion fiery car Repairs from GM Recall of Gasoline Cars" And Paying for 777 Trillion fiery car Repairs from GM Recall of Gasoline Cars" And Paying for 777 Trillion fiery car crashes...  crashes...  crashes...  crashes... 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Brain + Gravity!  Brain + Gravity!  Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Neurosurgeon surgical repairs of the brain to14 Neurosurgeon surgical repairs of the brain to14 Neurosurgeon surgical repairs of the brain to14 Neurosurgeon surgical repairs of the brain to give the "Mind" Total Recall, Perfect Memory!  give the "Mind" Total Recall, Perfect Memory!  give the "Mind" Total Recall, Perfect Memory!  give the "Mind" Total Recall, Perfect Memory! 

6666----28282828----14 Then again a14 Then again a14 Then again a14 Then again a neurosurgical implant might be the Discovery that gives us Total Recall. Dr. neurosurgical implant might be the Discovery that gives us Total Recall. Dr. neurosurgical implant might be the Discovery that gives us Total Recall. Dr. neurosurgical implant might be the Discovery that gives us Total Recall. Dr. Katrina Firlik in her book "Another  Katrina Firlik in her book "Another  Katrina Firlik in her book "Another  Katrina Firlik in her book "Another 
Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 262Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 262Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 262Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 262 "These elite savants... She also mentions "The Learning Curve" like to become a "These elite savants... She also mentions "The Learning Curve" like to become a "These elite savants... She also mentions "The Learning Curve" like to become a "These elite savants... She also mentions "The Learning Curve" like to become a "Inventor" as  "Inventor" as  "Inventor" as  "Inventor" as 
anyone can InventSomething if they had 1,001 Invention Projectsanyone can InventSomething if they had 1,001 Invention Projectsanyone can InventSomething if they had 1,001 Invention Projectsanyone can InventSomething if they had 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links... Neurosurgeon's with 1,001 Invention Projects  spelled out with links... Neurosurgeon's with 1,001 Invention Projects  spelled out with links... Neurosurgeon's with 1,001 Invention Projects  spelled out with links... Neurosurgeon's with 1,001 Invention Projects 
they scanthey scanthey scanthey scan every day and night would get a invention for your Brain!  every day and night would get a invention for your Brain!  every day and night would get a invention for your Brain!  every day and night would get a invention for your Brain! 

6666----28282828----14 1,00114 1,00114 1,00114 1,001 Invention Projects in your Job Description at the FBI, CIA, on your free time Invention Projects in your Job Description at the FBI, CIA, on your free time Invention Projects in your Job Description at the FBI, CIA, on your free time Invention Projects in your Job Description at the FBI, CIA, on your free time with links to get you started inventing  with links to get you started inventing  with links to get you started inventing  with links to get you started inventing 
something. something. something. something. 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the14 Discover the14 Discover the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover14 Discover14 Discover14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  "Soul"  "Soul"  "Soul" 

6666----28282828----14 Can Google Design a Car Touchscreen That Isn't a14 Can Google Design a Car Touchscreen That Isn't a14 Can Google Design a Car Touchscreen That Isn't a14 Can Google Design a Car Touchscreen That Isn't a Dangerous Distraction? by Venessa Wong. Bloomberg Business Week.  Dangerous Distraction? by Venessa Wong. Bloomberg Business Week.  Dangerous Distraction? by Venessa Wong. Bloomberg Business Week.  Dangerous Distraction? by Venessa Wong. Bloomberg Business Week. 

6666----28282828----14141414 Can iApp by Apple on your iPhone5s, MacBook Air + Pro Design a Car WARNING when Can iApp by Apple on your iPhone5s, MacBook Air + Pro Design a Car WARNING when Can iApp by Apple on your iPhone5s, MacBook Air + Pro Design a Car WARNING when Can iApp by Apple on your iPhone5s, MacBook Air + Pro Design a Car WARNING when you are "Distracted" like Hello Look Up,  you are "Distracted" like Hello Look Up,  you are "Distracted" like Hello Look Up,  you are "Distracted" like Hello Look Up, 
etc or even sound a Police Siren to getetc or even sound a Police Siren to getetc or even sound a Police Siren to getetc or even sound a Police Siren to get your attention! iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or George your attention! iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or George your attention! iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or George your attention! iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or George Orwell II  Orwell II  Orwell II  Orwell II 
Dictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s asDictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s asDictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s asDictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s as a Dash Cam would help the Program iApp Code writers for sure!  a Dash Cam would help the Program iApp Code writers for sure!  a Dash Cam would help the Program iApp Code writers for sure!  a Dash Cam would help the Program iApp Code writers for sure! 

6666----28282828----14141414 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! tPA "Stroke" tissue plasminogen activator can be injected to  Gravity! tPA "Stroke" tissue plasminogen activator can be injected to  Gravity! tPA "Stroke" tissue plasminogen activator can be injected to  Gravity! tPA "Stroke" tissue plasminogen activator can be injected to 
dissolvedissolvedissolvedissolve the clot in a stroke if given in less than 3 hours. Greg + Wives will give the the clot in a stroke if given in less than 3 hours. Greg + Wives will give the the clot in a stroke if given in less than 3 hours. Greg + Wives will give the the clot in a stroke if given in less than 3 hours. Greg + Wives will give the tPA to the NYPD with their antidote for Herion... grin.  tPA to the NYPD with their antidote for Herion... grin.  tPA to the NYPD with their antidote for Herion... grin.  tPA to the NYPD with their antidote for Herion... grin. 
And work on a tPA in theAnd work on a tPA in theAnd work on a tPA in theAnd work on a tPA in the drinking water!  drinking water!  drinking water!  drinking water! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Then again a neurosurgical implant might be the  the Brain + Gravity! Then again a neurosurgical implant might be the  the Brain + Gravity! Then again a neurosurgical implant might be the  the Brain + Gravity! Then again a neurosurgical implant might be the 
DiscoveryDiscoveryDiscoveryDiscovery that gives us Total Recall. Dr. Katrina Firlik in her book "Another Day in the that gives us Total Recall. Dr. Katrina Firlik in her book "Another Day in the that gives us Total Recall. Dr. Katrina Firlik in her book "Another Day in the that gives us Total Recall. Dr. Katrina Firlik in her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 262 "These elite  Frontal Lobe" said on page 262 "These elite  Frontal Lobe" said on page 262 "These elite  Frontal Lobe" said on page 262 "These elite 
savants will be a boom to thesavants will be a boom to thesavants will be a boom to thesavants will be a boom to the professionals and organizations that tap these..." Total Recall professionals and organizations that tap these..." Total Recall professionals and organizations that tap these..." Total Recall professionals and organizations that tap these..." Total Recall Memory jobs! Memory jobs! Memory jobs! Memory jobs! InventSomething!  InventSomething!  InventSomething!  InventSomething! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields... "These elite14 Discover the Gluon Fields... "These elite14 Discover the Gluon Fields... "These elite14 Discover the Gluon Fields... "These elite savants will be a boom... I think These Elite Genius... will be a boom is a savants will be a boom... I think These Elite Genius... will be a boom is a savants will be a boom... I think These Elite Genius... will be a boom is a savants will be a boom... I think These Elite Genius... will be a boom is a better word!  better word!  better word!  better word! 
Then again a neurosurgical implant might be the Discovery thatThen again a neurosurgical implant might be the Discovery thatThen again a neurosurgical implant might be the Discovery thatThen again a neurosurgical implant might be the Discovery that gives us Total Recall.  gives us Total Recall.  gives us Total Recall.  gives us Total Recall. 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" 

6666----28282828----14141414 Discover the Gravity of "Brothels" in every Islamist City + Town run by the Discover the Gravity of "Brothels" in every Islamist City + Town run by the Discover the Gravity of "Brothels" in every Islamist City + Town run by the Discover the Gravity of "Brothels" in every Islamist City + Town run by the Pentagon Elite! Explosions at when the troops come  Pentagon Elite! Explosions at when the troops come  Pentagon Elite! Explosions at when the troops come  Pentagon Elite! Explosions at when the troops come 
home wound more than thishome wound more than thishome wound more than thishome wound more than this story.... (Reuters)  story.... (Reuters)  story.... (Reuters)  story.... (Reuters) ---- An explosion overnight in a brothel in the northeasternAn explosion overnight in a brothel in the northeasternAn explosion overnight in a brothel in the northeasternAn explosion overnight in a brothel in the northeastern Nigerian city of Bauchi killed  Nigerian city of Bauchi killed  Nigerian city of Bauchi killed  Nigerian city of Bauchi killed 
10 people, police said on Saturday, while 1410 people, police said on Saturday, while 1410 people, police said on Saturday, while 1410 people, police said on Saturday, while 14 others were wounded.  others were wounded.  others were wounded.  others were wounded. 

6666----28282828----14 "Taliban Mount Major Assault Against14 "Taliban Mount Major Assault Against14 "Taliban Mount Major Assault Against14 "Taliban Mount Major Assault Against Brothels in Afghanistan" By AZAM AHMED and TAIMOOR SHAH New York Times! NY Times Brothels in Afghanistan" By AZAM AHMED and TAIMOOR SHAH New York Times! NY Times Brothels in Afghanistan" By AZAM AHMED and TAIMOOR SHAH New York Times! NY Times Brothels in Afghanistan" By AZAM AHMED and TAIMOOR SHAH New York Times! NY Times
reporters in Afghanistan use the women at the Brothels too, maybe this is onereporters in Afghanistan use the women at the Brothels too, maybe this is onereporters in Afghanistan use the women at the Brothels too, maybe this is onereporters in Afghanistan use the women at the Brothels too, maybe this is one reason it will not make the front page until... 4 MD Wives  reason it will not make the front page until... 4 MD Wives  reason it will not make the front page until... 4 MD Wives  reason it will not make the front page until... 4 MD Wives 
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Coup D'Etat!Coup D'Etat!Coup D'Etat!Coup D'Etat!

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gravity!  Gravity!  Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! "2015 Ford Mustang Will Be First With Upgraded SYNC 911  + Gravity! "2015 Ford Mustang Will Be First With Upgraded SYNC 911  + Gravity! "2015 Ford Mustang Will Be First With Upgraded SYNC 911  + Gravity! "2015 Ford Mustang Will Be First With Upgraded SYNC 911 
Assist" MotorAssist" MotorAssist" MotorAssist" Motor Authority Staff... Dash Cam with speaker + Mic so the cops, Mom, Dad, and Authority Staff... Dash Cam with speaker + Mic so the cops, Mom, Dad, and Authority Staff... Dash Cam with speaker + Mic so the cops, Mom, Dad, and Authority Staff... Dash Cam with speaker + Mic so the cops, Mom, Dad, and friends at Yale can keep you awake and sober...  friends at Yale can keep you awake and sober...  friends at Yale can keep you awake and sober...  friends at Yale can keep you awake and sober... 
has not been News at Motorhas not been News at Motorhas not been News at Motorhas not been News at Motor Authority Web!  Authority Web!  Authority Web!  Authority Web! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Brain + Gravity!  Brain + Gravity!  Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Santa Barbara Shooter the Brain + Gravity! Santa Barbara Shooter the Brain + Gravity! Santa Barbara Shooter the Brain + Gravity! Santa Barbara Shooter’’’’s Father's Open Letter: "We Have tos Father's Open Letter: "We Have tos Father's Open Letter: "We Have tos Father's Open Letter: "We Have to
Stop This" ABC News Staff HELL 19K SWF will be Murdered in 2014 and another 19KStop This" ABC News Staff HELL 19K SWF will be Murdered in 2014 and another 19KStop This" ABC News Staff HELL 19K SWF will be Murdered in 2014 and another 19KStop This" ABC News Staff HELL 19K SWF will be Murdered in 2014 and another 19K in 2015 and no one at ABC Disney News Staff can  in 2015 and no one at ABC Disney News Staff can  in 2015 and no one at ABC Disney News Staff can  in 2015 and no one at ABC Disney News Staff can 
report this let alone call outreport this let alone call outreport this let alone call outreport this let alone call out the Navy Seals to stop 19K Murders of SWF.  the Navy Seals to stop 19K Murders of SWF.  the Navy Seals to stop 19K Murders of SWF.  the Navy Seals to stop 19K Murders of SWF. 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the14 Discover the14 Discover the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"

6666----28282828----14 "Dad Who Left Son in Hot Car Can't Attend Funeral" NBC News14 "Dad Who Left Son in Hot Car Can't Attend Funeral" NBC News14 "Dad Who Left Son in Hot Car Can't Attend Funeral" NBC News14 "Dad Who Left Son in Hot Car Can't Attend Funeral" NBC News Staff and here we go again and again I write that the 1980  Staff and here we go again and again I write that the 1980  Staff and here we go again and again I write that the 1980  Staff and here we go again and again I write that the 1980 
ModelModelModelModel ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C 24/7 just like the NBC News Staff ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C 24/7 just like the NBC News Staff ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C 24/7 just like the NBC News Staff ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C 24/7 just like the NBC News Staff Homes do! Crime is Comcast, NBC, Today Show for  Homes do! Crime is Comcast, NBC, Today Show for  Homes do! Crime is Comcast, NBC, Today Show for  Homes do! Crime is Comcast, NBC, Today Show for 
letting another 100 Kids die inletting another 100 Kids die inletting another 100 Kids die inletting another 100 Kids die in hot cars in July 2014 and Aug 2014.  hot cars in July 2014 and Aug 2014.  hot cars in July 2014 and Aug 2014.  hot cars in July 2014 and Aug 2014. 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 "Iraqi helicopters14 "Iraqi helicopters14 "Iraqi helicopters14 "Iraqi helicopters strike militant strike militant strike militant strike militant----held Tikrit" Fox News Staff. Again the Helicopter News from Foxheld Tikrit" Fox News Staff. Again the Helicopter News from Foxheld Tikrit" Fox News Staff. Again the Helicopter News from Foxheld Tikrit" Fox News Staff. Again the Helicopter News from Fox News Staff should be about the  News Staff should be about the  News Staff should be about the  News Staff should be about the 
"Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines" to feed 15"Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines" to feed 15"Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines" to feed 15"Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines" to feed 15 Billion and the Heavy Lift Helicopters that pick up the Ambulance after a fiery Billion and the Heavy Lift Helicopters that pick up the Ambulance after a fiery Billion and the Heavy Lift Helicopters that pick up the Ambulance after a fiery Billion and the Heavy Lift Helicopters that pick up the Ambulance after a fiery Cop Car  Cop Car  Cop Car  Cop Car 
Crash in Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA. Crash in Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA. Crash in Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA. Crash in Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA. 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the14 Discover the14 Discover the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover14 Discover14 Discover14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14141414 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gravity!  Gravity!  Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields,14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the14 Discover the14 Discover the14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain +14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!  Gravity!  Gravity!  Gravity! 

6666----28282828----14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"  + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul" 

6666----28282828----14 Altered States14 Altered States14 Altered States14 Altered States of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 Trillion in $4 gas Revenues + Alcohol,  Trillion in $4 gas Revenues + Alcohol,  Trillion in $4 gas Revenues + Alcohol,  Trillion in $4 gas Revenues + Alcohol, 
making this a Deadly Hmaking this a Deadly Hmaking this a Deadly Hmaking this a Deadly Holocaust II witholocaust II witholocaust II witholocaust II with Jews Profiting this time.  Jews Profiting this time.  Jews Profiting this time.  Jews Profiting this time. 

iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or 

George Orwell IIGeorge Orwell IIGeorge Orwell IIGeorge Orwell II Dictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s as a Dash Dictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s as a Dash Dictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s as a Dash Dictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s as a Dash Cam would help the Program iApp  Cam would help the Program iApp  Cam would help the Program iApp  Cam would help the Program iApp 
Code writers for sure! Code writers for sure! Code writers for sure! Code writers for sure! 
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6666----28282828----14141414 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity! Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the Brain + Gravity!

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... Elite brain tissue14 Altered States of Consciousness... Elite brain tissue14 Altered States of Consciousness... Elite brain tissue14 Altered States of Consciousness... Elite brain tissue "Claustrum" DNA's Watson + Crick would give their Nobel to discover the  "Claustrum" DNA's Watson + Crick would give their Nobel to discover the  "Claustrum" DNA's Watson + Crick would give their Nobel to discover the  "Claustrum" DNA's Watson + Crick would give their Nobel to discover the 
GluonGluonGluonGluon Fields and Spinning Quarks the brain + gravity! Francis Crick and Christof Koch Fields and Spinning Quarks the brain + gravity! Francis Crick and Christof Koch Fields and Spinning Quarks the brain + gravity! Francis Crick and Christof Koch Fields and Spinning Quarks the brain + gravity! Francis Crick and Christof Koch have compared the claustrum to the conductor  have compared the claustrum to the conductor  have compared the claustrum to the conductor  have compared the claustrum to the conductor 
of an orchestra. The differentof an orchestra. The differentof an orchestra. The differentof an orchestra. The different parts of the cortex must play in harmony or else the result is a cacophony of parts of the cortex must play in harmony or else the result is a cacophony of parts of the cortex must play in harmony or else the result is a cacophony of parts of the cortex must play in harmony or else the result is a cacophony of sounds instead of a beautiful  sounds instead of a beautiful  sounds instead of a beautiful  sounds instead of a beautiful 
symphony. The claustrum may be involved insymphony. The claustrum may be involved insymphony. The claustrum may be involved insymphony. The claustrum may be involved in widespread coordination of the cerebral cortex, using synchronization to achieve widespread coordination of the cerebral cortex, using synchronization to achieve widespread coordination of the cerebral cortex, using synchronization to achieve widespread coordination of the cerebral cortex, using synchronization to achieve a  a  a  a 
seamless timescale between both the two cortical hemispheres and betweenseamless timescale between both the two cortical hemispheres and betweenseamless timescale between both the two cortical hemispheres and betweenseamless timescale between both the two cortical hemispheres and between cortical regions within the same hemisphere, resulting in  cortical regions within the same hemisphere, resulting in  cortical regions within the same hemisphere, resulting in  cortical regions within the same hemisphere, resulting in 
the seamless qualitythe seamless qualitythe seamless qualitythe seamless quality of conscious experience.  of conscious experience.  of conscious experience.  of conscious experience. 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness... Inventor vs Drone Killers, Neurosurgeon need to get to work thinking about the Inventor vs Drone Killers, Neurosurgeon need to get to work thinking about the Inventor vs Drone Killers, Neurosurgeon need to get to work thinking about the Inventor vs Drone Killers, Neurosurgeon need to get to work thinking about the Gas Lobotomy  Gas Lobotomy  Gas Lobotomy  Gas Lobotomy 
Gas... as to many Drunk Men need a Lobotomy! Gas... as to many Drunk Men need a Lobotomy! Gas... as to many Drunk Men need a Lobotomy! Gas... as to many Drunk Men need a Lobotomy! 

6666----27272727----14141414 Altered States of Consciousness... Neurosurgeon serious scientific study of Altered States of Consciousness... Neurosurgeon serious scientific study of Altered States of Consciousness... Neurosurgeon serious scientific study of Altered States of Consciousness... Neurosurgeon serious scientific study of consciousness has been in vogue only recently" by  consciousness has been in vogue only recently" by  consciousness has been in vogue only recently" by  consciousness has been in vogue only recently" by 
Dr.Katrina Firlik "Another DayDr.Katrina Firlik "Another DayDr.Katrina Firlik "Another DayDr.Katrina Firlik "Another Day Inside the Frontal Lobe" Page 82 + 83.  Inside the Frontal Lobe" Page 82 + 83.  Inside the Frontal Lobe" Page 82 + 83.  Inside the Frontal Lobe" Page 82 + 83. 

6666----27272727----14 Altered14 Altered14 Altered14 Altered States of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 States of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 States of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 States of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts 1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 Trillion in $4 gas Revenues + Alcohol,  Trillion in $4 gas Revenues + Alcohol,  Trillion in $4 gas Revenues + Alcohol,  Trillion in $4 gas Revenues + Alcohol, 
making this a Deadly Holocaust II withmaking this a Deadly Holocaust II withmaking this a Deadly Holocaust II withmaking this a Deadly Holocaust II with Jews Profiting this time.  Jews Profiting this time.  Jews Profiting this time.  Jews Profiting this time. 

iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or 

George Orwell IIGeorge Orwell IIGeorge Orwell IIGeorge Orwell II Dictator!  Dictator!  Dictator!  Dictator! 
Excessive Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In WorkingExcessive Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In WorkingExcessive Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In WorkingExcessive Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In Working----AgeAgeAgeAge Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a role in most Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a role in most Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a role in most Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a role in most
alcoholalcoholalcoholalcohol----related deaths. Think about people dying from drinking too much, and yourelated deaths. Think about people dying from drinking too much, and yourelated deaths. Think about people dying from drinking too much, and yourelated deaths. Think about people dying from drinking too much, and you probably think of the classic disease of alcoholics,  probably think of the classic disease of alcoholics,  probably think of the classic disease of alcoholics,  probably think of the classic disease of alcoholics, 
cirrhosis of the liver.cirrhosis of the liver.cirrhosis of the liver.cirrhosis of the liver.

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF Murdered in 2014 +14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF Murdered in 2014 +14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF Murdered in 2014 +14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF Murdered in 2014 + 90% are by Drunk Men... Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In  90% are by Drunk Men... Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In  90% are by Drunk Men... Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In  90% are by Drunk Men... Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In 
WorkingWorkingWorkingWorking----AgeAgeAgeAge Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a role in most Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a role in most Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a role in most Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a role in most alcohol alcohol alcohol alcohol----related deaths. SWF Murders were not related deaths. SWF Murders were not related deaths. SWF Murders were not related deaths. SWF Murders were not 
reported in this News by NBC, CBS.reported in this News by NBC, CBS.reported in this News by NBC, CBS.reported in this News by NBC, CBS.

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... "Alcohol linked14 Altered States of Consciousness... "Alcohol linked14 Altered States of Consciousness... "Alcohol linked14 Altered States of Consciousness... "Alcohol linked with 88,000 premature deaths yearly" Fox News  with 88,000 premature deaths yearly" Fox News  with 88,000 premature deaths yearly" Fox News  with 88,000 premature deaths yearly" Fox News ---- Excessive alcohol  Excessive alcohol  Excessive alcohol  Excessive alcohol 
consumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumption remains a leading cause of premature death in the United States, Fox News has no remains a leading cause of premature death in the United States, Fox News has no remains a leading cause of premature death in the United States, Fox News has no remains a leading cause of premature death in the United States, Fox News has no SWF's who know a friend was  SWF's who know a friend was  SWF's who know a friend was  SWF's who know a friend was 
murdered by a Drunk Man as they didn't report 19Kmurdered by a Drunk Man as they didn't report 19Kmurdered by a Drunk Man as they didn't report 19Kmurdered by a Drunk Man as they didn't report 19K SWF will be Murdered by a Drunk... No... 1984 II Numb Nuts George Orwell ordered SWF will be Murdered by a Drunk... No... 1984 II Numb Nuts George Orwell ordered SWF will be Murdered by a Drunk... No... 1984 II Numb Nuts George Orwell ordered SWF will be Murdered by a Drunk... No... 1984 II Numb Nuts George Orwell ordered
Fox News not to report this and the 1,001 Fiery Car Crashes this week! wow!Fox News not to report this and the 1,001 Fiery Car Crashes this week! wow!Fox News not to report this and the 1,001 Fiery Car Crashes this week! wow!Fox News not to report this and the 1,001 Fiery Car Crashes this week! wow!

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... YouTube introduces 60fps14 Altered States of Consciousness... YouTube introduces 60fps14 Altered States of Consciousness... YouTube introduces 60fps14 Altered States of Consciousness... YouTube introduces 60fps video with Battlefield Hardline trailer of "Drone Football Games"  video with Battlefield Hardline trailer of "Drone Football Games"  video with Battlefield Hardline trailer of "Drone Football Games"  video with Battlefield Hardline trailer of "Drone Football Games" 
killing realkilling realkilling realkilling real people with "Cheering!"  people with "Cheering!"  people with "Cheering!"  people with "Cheering!" 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... SWF14 Altered States of Consciousness... SWF14 Altered States of Consciousness... SWF14 Altered States of Consciousness... SWF Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a Virus killer... Saudi Arabia suspects a virus Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a Virus killer... Saudi Arabia suspects a virus Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a Virus killer... Saudi Arabia suspects a virus Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a Virus killer... Saudi Arabia suspects a virus that has  that has  that has  that has 
killed hundreds of people there may have arrived in camels from thekilled hundreds of people there may have arrived in camels from thekilled hundreds of people there may have arrived in camels from thekilled hundreds of people there may have arrived in camels from the Horn of Africa, and could ban such imports until it knows more,  Horn of Africa, and could ban such imports until it knows more,  Horn of Africa, and could ban such imports until it knows more,  Horn of Africa, and could ban such imports until it knows more, 
the kingdom'sthe kingdom'sthe kingdom'sthe kingdom's chief scientist told Reuters. SWF Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a Virus chief scientist told Reuters. SWF Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a Virus chief scientist told Reuters. SWF Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a Virus chief scientist told Reuters. SWF Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a Virus killer... not camels I would think... HPV, Herpes,  killer... not camels I would think... HPV, Herpes,  killer... not camels I would think... HPV, Herpes,  killer... not camels I would think... HPV, Herpes, 
HIV, Syphilis, and 1,001HIV, Syphilis, and 1,001HIV, Syphilis, and 1,001HIV, Syphilis, and 1,001 Allah gave to the Prince for the "Sin" of SWF sex slaves!  Allah gave to the Prince for the "Sin" of SWF sex slaves!  Allah gave to the Prince for the "Sin" of SWF sex slaves!  Allah gave to the Prince for the "Sin" of SWF sex slaves! 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... IP 1,001 if Greg +14 Altered States of Consciousness... IP 1,001 if Greg +14 Altered States of Consciousness... IP 1,001 if Greg +14 Altered States of Consciousness... IP 1,001 if Greg + Wives were Brainstorming without a Migraine Today, we would be getting  Wives were Brainstorming without a Migraine Today, we would be getting  Wives were Brainstorming without a Migraine Today, we would be getting  Wives were Brainstorming without a Migraine Today, we would be getting 
Links youLinks youLinks youLinks you can click on to get started inventing a Rx Cure for Migraines... CBS, NBC, FOX can click on to get started inventing a Rx Cure for Migraines... CBS, NBC, FOX can click on to get started inventing a Rx Cure for Migraines... CBS, NBC, FOX can click on to get started inventing a Rx Cure for Migraines... CBS, NBC, FOX reported on Migraines with no "Links" to get  reported on Migraines with no "Links" to get  reported on Migraines with no "Links" to get  reported on Migraines with no "Links" to get 
you started, this is worst than theyou started, this is worst than theyou started, this is worst than theyou started, this is worst than the Key West Citizen News on Lighting... don't go Out! Don't work on a Invention Key West Citizen News on Lighting... don't go Out! Don't work on a Invention Key West Citizen News on Lighting... don't go Out! Don't work on a Invention Key West Citizen News on Lighting... don't go Out! Don't work on a Invention Project to keep all  Project to keep all  Project to keep all  Project to keep all 
Lightning Cloud to Cloud! "Chronic Migraines has an EffectLightning Cloud to Cloud! "Chronic Migraines has an EffectLightning Cloud to Cloud! "Chronic Migraines has an EffectLightning Cloud to Cloud! "Chronic Migraines has an Effect on the Whole Family" When one member of a family suffers from chronic  on the Whole Family" When one member of a family suffers from chronic  on the Whole Family" When one member of a family suffers from chronic  on the Whole Family" When one member of a family suffers from chronic 
migraines,migraines,migraines,migraines, his/ her whole family suffers too says a new study. Severe headaches as a result his/ her whole family suffers too says a new study. Severe headaches as a result his/ her whole family suffers too says a new study. Severe headaches as a result his/ her whole family suffers too says a new study. Severe headaches as a result of chronic migraines have an impact on  of chronic migraines have an impact on  of chronic migraines have an impact on  of chronic migraines have an impact on 
family relationships and sexual intimacyfamily relationships and sexual intimacyfamily relationships and sexual intimacyfamily relationships and sexual intimacy in couples.  in couples.  in couples.  in couples. 
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6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... Key West Citizen14 Altered States of Consciousness... Key West Citizen14 Altered States of Consciousness... Key West Citizen14 Altered States of Consciousness... Key West Citizen Today Lightning Front Page and everyone at the Citizen Knows Greg Buell Today Lightning Front Page and everyone at the Citizen Knows Greg Buell Today Lightning Front Page and everyone at the Citizen Knows Greg Buell Today Lightning Front Page and everyone at the Citizen Knows Greg Buell
Lovestar's pet IP is keeping all Lightning Cloud to Cloud... wow... A goodLovestar's pet IP is keeping all Lightning Cloud to Cloud... wow... A goodLovestar's pet IP is keeping all Lightning Cloud to Cloud... wow... A goodLovestar's pet IP is keeping all Lightning Cloud to Cloud... wow... A good example of altered States of Consciousness as NO ONE Will Work  example of altered States of Consciousness as NO ONE Will Work  example of altered States of Consciousness as NO ONE Will Work  example of altered States of Consciousness as NO ONE Will Work 
on Gettingon Gettingon Gettingon Getting Lighting Cloud To Cloud Reading Lizz! Friday, June 27, 2014 Add to FacebookAdd Lighting Cloud To Cloud Reading Lizz! Friday, June 27, 2014 Add to FacebookAdd Lighting Cloud To Cloud Reading Lizz! Friday, June 27, 2014 Add to FacebookAdd Lighting Cloud To Cloud Reading Lizz! Friday, June 27, 2014 Add to FacebookAdd to Twitter "Beware of lightning Going  to Twitter "Beware of lightning Going  to Twitter "Beware of lightning Going  to Twitter "Beware of lightning Going 
out?" Check ahead for dangerous weather"BYout?" Check ahead for dangerous weather"BYout?" Check ahead for dangerous weather"BYout?" Check ahead for dangerous weather"BY Lizz Careaga Citizen Staff A year ago during a fast Lizz Careaga Citizen Staff A year ago during a fast Lizz Careaga Citizen Staff A year ago during a fast Lizz Careaga Citizen Staff A year ago during a fast----moving storm, Key Westmoving storm, Key Westmoving storm, Key Westmoving storm, Key West motorcycle  motorcycle  motorcycle  motorcycle 
patrolman Deglys Chavarria was hit by a lightning bolt that shot offpatrolman Deglys Chavarria was hit by a lightning bolt that shot offpatrolman Deglys Chavarria was hit by a lightning bolt that shot offpatrolman Deglys Chavarria was hit by a lightning bolt that shot off a sailboat tied up alongside North Roosevelt Boulevard. "I was  a sailboat tied up alongside North Roosevelt Boulevard. "I was  a sailboat tied up alongside North Roosevelt Boulevard. "I was  a sailboat tied up alongside North Roosevelt Boulevard. "I was 
headed to theheaded to theheaded to theheaded to the station to get my patrol car because of the weather," Chavarria recalled when station to get my patrol car because of the weather," Chavarria recalled when station to get my patrol car because of the weather," Chavarria recalled when station to get my patrol car because of the weather," Chavarria recalled when asked about the incident. "I enjoy riding  asked about the incident. "I enjoy riding  asked about the incident. "I enjoy riding  asked about the incident. "I enjoy riding 
in the rain; I just don't like thein the rain; I just don't like thein the rain; I just don't like thein the rain; I just don't like the puddles." For the complete article, please pick up a copy of The Citizen for puddles." For the complete article, please pick up a copy of The Citizen for puddles." For the complete article, please pick up a copy of The Citizen for puddles." For the complete article, please pick up a copy of The Citizen for this day or purchase this day's  this day or purchase this day's  this day or purchase this day's  this day or purchase this day's 
electronic edition atelectronic edition atelectronic edition atelectronic edition at http://secure.floridakeys.com/keysnews/enews. Home Delivery & Electronic http://secure.floridakeys.com/keysnews/enews. Home Delivery & Electronic http://secure.floridakeys.com/keysnews/enews. Home Delivery & Electronic http://secure.floridakeys.com/keysnews/enews. Home Delivery & Electronic Edition subscribers to The Citizen may  Edition subscribers to The Citizen may  Edition subscribers to The Citizen may  Edition subscribers to The Citizen may 
access this article, once logged in toaccess this article, once logged in toaccess this article, once logged in toaccess this article, once logged in to keysnews.com, at no charge. If you forget your password, please call us at keysnews.com, at no charge. If you forget your password, please call us at keysnews.com, at no charge. If you forget your password, please call us at keysnews.com, at no charge. If you forget your password, please call us at 305 305 305 305----292292292292----7777, ext. 4. 7777, ext. 4. 7777, ext. 4. 7777, ext. 4. 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness... Lightning No invention in Key West Paper, New York Times 1,000 dead fighting Lightning No invention in Key West Paper, New York Times 1,000 dead fighting Lightning No invention in Key West Paper, New York Times 1,000 dead fighting Lightning No invention in Key West Paper, New York Times 1,000 dead fighting between  between  between  between 
Moslem Protestants + Catholics today's headlines are... "Redrawn LinesMoslem Protestants + Catholics today's headlines are... "Redrawn LinesMoslem Protestants + Catholics today's headlines are... "Redrawn LinesMoslem Protestants + Catholics today's headlines are... "Redrawn Lines Seen as No Cure in Iraq Conflict" By ROBERT F. WORTH. Bob  Seen as No Cure in Iraq Conflict" By ROBERT F. WORTH. Bob  Seen as No Cure in Iraq Conflict" By ROBERT F. WORTH. Bob  Seen as No Cure in Iraq Conflict" By ROBERT F. WORTH. Bob 
knows the fights isknows the fights isknows the fights isknows the fights is not between different Moslem sects but over $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in the not between different Moslem sects but over $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in the not between different Moslem sects but over $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in the not between different Moslem sects but over $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in the next few years!  next few years!  next few years!  next few years! 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... India, Elite Oil14 Altered States of Consciousness... India, Elite Oil14 Altered States of Consciousness... India, Elite Oil14 Altered States of Consciousness... India, Elite Oil Men Reincarnation 14 times as "Pigs" for these "Salem Witch's" burned to  Men Reincarnation 14 times as "Pigs" for these "Salem Witch's" burned to  Men Reincarnation 14 times as "Pigs" for these "Salem Witch's" burned to  Men Reincarnation 14 times as "Pigs" for these "Salem Witch's" burned to 
deathdeathdeathdeath when "Gas" died in 1980. "Fourteen killed in India gas pipeline blast and fire" when "Gas" died in 1980. "Fourteen killed in India gas pipeline blast and fire" when "Gas" died in 1980. "Fourteen killed in India gas pipeline blast and fire" when "Gas" died in 1980. "Fourteen killed in India gas pipeline blast and fire" Reuters.  Reuters.  Reuters.  Reuters. 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... USA + India Pit Bull14 Altered States of Consciousness... USA + India Pit Bull14 Altered States of Consciousness... USA + India Pit Bull14 Altered States of Consciousness... USA + India Pit Bull Dogs Today will scar a kid for life, yet the Elite in the USA + India have  Dogs Today will scar a kid for life, yet the Elite in the USA + India have  Dogs Today will scar a kid for life, yet the Elite in the USA + India have  Dogs Today will scar a kid for life, yet the Elite in the USA + India have 
nononono "Conscious" thoughts of this or gasoline crash + burn wrecks today! "The Problem "Conscious" thoughts of this or gasoline crash + burn wrecks today! "The Problem "Conscious" thoughts of this or gasoline crash + burn wrecks today! "The Problem "Conscious" thoughts of this or gasoline crash + burn wrecks today! "The Problem With People, Not Pit Bulls" TIME. Gravity + Time  With People, Not Pit Bulls" TIME. Gravity + Time  With People, Not Pit Bulls" TIME. Gravity + Time  With People, Not Pit Bulls" TIME. Gravity + Time 
Discovered like WatsonDiscovered like WatsonDiscovered like WatsonDiscovered like Watson discovered DNA will help the "Untouchable kids in Boston + Bombay" who will be discovered DNA will help the "Untouchable kids in Boston + Bombay" who will be discovered DNA will help the "Untouchable kids in Boston + Bombay" who will be discovered DNA will help the "Untouchable kids in Boston + Bombay" who will be left in a Hot Car to die this  left in a Hot Car to die this  left in a Hot Car to die this  left in a Hot Car to die this 
Summer! And 1984 II Numb Nuts World Wide have noSummer! And 1984 II Numb Nuts World Wide have noSummer! And 1984 II Numb Nuts World Wide have noSummer! And 1984 II Numb Nuts World Wide have no "Conscious" thoughts of this Today because its not on the front page of the NY "Conscious" thoughts of this Today because its not on the front page of the NY "Conscious" thoughts of this Today because its not on the front page of the NY "Conscious" thoughts of this Today because its not on the front page of the NY
Times or Key West Citizen so wait for iApp on 1,001 Invention Projects to CureTimes or Key West Citizen so wait for iApp on 1,001 Invention Projects to CureTimes or Key West Citizen so wait for iApp on 1,001 Invention Projects to CureTimes or Key West Citizen so wait for iApp on 1,001 Invention Projects to Cure Numb Nuts Dictators Drunk on $777 Trillion more Oil  Numb Nuts Dictators Drunk on $777 Trillion more Oil  Numb Nuts Dictators Drunk on $777 Trillion more Oil  Numb Nuts Dictators Drunk on $777 Trillion more Oil 
Revenues! 15 killed, 18Revenues! 15 killed, 18Revenues! 15 killed, 18Revenues! 15 killed, 18 injured in AP blaze after gas pipeline bursts. The Hindu  injured in AP blaze after gas pipeline bursts. The Hindu  injured in AP blaze after gas pipeline bursts. The Hindu  injured in AP blaze after gas pipeline bursts. The Hindu ---- Fifteen people were Fifteen people were Fifteen people were Fifteen people were killed and 18 injured when a  killed and 18 injured when a  killed and 18 injured when a  killed and 18 injured when a 
massive blaze raged through a village in Andhramassive blaze raged through a village in Andhramassive blaze raged through a village in Andhramassive blaze raged through a village in Andhra Pradesh's East Godavari district following a blast in an apparently leaking gas Pradesh's East Godavari district following a blast in an apparently leaking gas Pradesh's East Godavari district following a blast in an apparently leaking gas Pradesh's East Godavari district following a blast in an apparently leaking gas
pipeline this morning. Burn Units... Helicopter Combines for India + Helicopterpipeline this morning. Burn Units... Helicopter Combines for India + Helicopterpipeline this morning. Burn Units... Helicopter Combines for India + Helicopterpipeline this morning. Burn Units... Helicopter Combines for India + Helicopter Burn Units! No India spends this $ Trillion on MIT War  Burn Units! No India spends this $ Trillion on MIT War  Burn Units! No India spends this $ Trillion on MIT War  Burn Units! No India spends this $ Trillion on MIT War 
Toys! Really, they reallyToys! Really, they reallyToys! Really, they reallyToys! Really, they really do!  do!  do!  do! 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... 1 Million...14 Altered States of Consciousness... 1 Million...14 Altered States of Consciousness... 1 Million...14 Altered States of Consciousness... 1 Million... "Untouchables in Nepal + India with Lung Cancer die!" KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) "Untouchables in Nepal + India with Lung Cancer die!" KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) "Untouchables in Nepal + India with Lung Cancer die!" KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) "Untouchables in Nepal + India with Lung Cancer die!" KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) ----
Nepal's prime minister is suffering from lung cancer and scheduled to beginNepal's prime minister is suffering from lung cancer and scheduled to beginNepal's prime minister is suffering from lung cancer and scheduled to beginNepal's prime minister is suffering from lung cancer and scheduled to begin radiotherapy at a New York hospital, officials said Friday.  radiotherapy at a New York hospital, officials said Friday.  radiotherapy at a New York hospital, officials said Friday.  radiotherapy at a New York hospital, officials said Friday. 
Lung Transplants ifLung Transplants ifLung Transplants ifLung Transplants if he gets them he will be a "Clone" of Chaney cutting in front of the line and our he gets them he will be a "Clone" of Chaney cutting in front of the line and our he gets them he will be a "Clone" of Chaney cutting in front of the line and our he gets them he will be a "Clone" of Chaney cutting in front of the line and our George Orwell II Numb Nuts will  George Orwell II Numb Nuts will  George Orwell II Numb Nuts will  George Orwell II Numb Nuts will 
not make "Organ Donation" mandatory! Why?not make "Organ Donation" mandatory! Why?not make "Organ Donation" mandatory! Why?not make "Organ Donation" mandatory! Why?

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... CBS + "Human Rights Watch"14 Altered States of Consciousness... CBS + "Human Rights Watch"14 Altered States of Consciousness... CBS + "Human Rights Watch"14 Altered States of Consciousness... CBS + "Human Rights Watch" watch Oil Men execute thousands a day with "Poison Gas  watch Oil Men execute thousands a day with "Poison Gas  watch Oil Men execute thousands a day with "Poison Gas  watch Oil Men execute thousands a day with "Poison Gas 
Exhaust" then write thisExhaust" then write thisExhaust" then write thisExhaust" then write this for today. Mass executions by ISIS confirmed by human rights group. CBS News  for today. Mass executions by ISIS confirmed by human rights group. CBS News  for today. Mass executions by ISIS confirmed by human rights group. CBS News  for today. Mass executions by ISIS confirmed by human rights group. CBS News ---- BAGHDAD  BAGHDAD  BAGHDAD  BAGHDAD -------- Iraqi insurgents  Iraqi insurgents  Iraqi insurgents  Iraqi insurgents 
executed at least 160 captives earlier this month inexecuted at least 160 captives earlier this month inexecuted at least 160 captives earlier this month inexecuted at least 160 captives earlier this month in the northern city of Tikrit, Human Rights Watch said Friday, citing an analysis the northern city of Tikrit, Human Rights Watch said Friday, citing an analysis the northern city of Tikrit, Human Rights Watch said Friday, citing an analysis the northern city of Tikrit, Human Rights Watch said Friday, citing an analysis of  of  of  of 
satellite imagery and grisly photos released by the militants. Fiery Carsatellite imagery and grisly photos released by the militants. Fiery Carsatellite imagery and grisly photos released by the militants. Fiery Carsatellite imagery and grisly photos released by the militants. Fiery Car Crashes in Paris, LA, Rome, Moscow Today are all suppressed  Crashes in Paris, LA, Rome, Moscow Today are all suppressed  Crashes in Paris, LA, Rome, Moscow Today are all suppressed  Crashes in Paris, LA, Rome, Moscow Today are all suppressed 
from World News atfrom World News atfrom World News atfrom World News at CBS.  CBS.  CBS.  CBS. 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF's murdered14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF's murdered14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF's murdered14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF's murdered need some hidden cameras of their own! SEEKONK, Mass. (AP)  need some hidden cameras of their own! SEEKONK, Mass. (AP)  need some hidden cameras of their own! SEEKONK, Mass. (AP)  need some hidden cameras of their own! SEEKONK, Mass. (AP) ---- Police are Police are Police are Police are
investigating after a hidden camera was found in the women's locker room of ainvestigating after a hidden camera was found in the women's locker room of ainvestigating after a hidden camera was found in the women's locker room of ainvestigating after a hidden camera was found in the women's locker room of a Seekonk gym. Police say the camera was discovered in  Seekonk gym. Police say the camera was discovered in  Seekonk gym. Police say the camera was discovered in  Seekonk gym. Police say the camera was discovered in 
the Planet Fitness healththe Planet Fitness healththe Planet Fitness healththe Planet Fitness health club by a member at about 2 a.m.  club by a member at about 2 a.m.  club by a member at about 2 a.m.  club by a member at about 2 a.m. 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of14 Altered States of14 Altered States of14 Altered States of Consciousness...  Consciousness...  Consciousness...  Consciousness... 

6666----27272727----14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness...14 Altered States of Consciousness...

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope for iPhone5s packs 7 Endoscopes via14 iApp Endoscope for iPhone5s packs 7 Endoscopes via14 iApp Endoscope for iPhone5s packs 7 Endoscopes via14 iApp Endoscope for iPhone5s packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS
Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "Use of Drones14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "Use of Drones14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "Use of Drones14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "Use of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel Concludes in..." By  for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel Concludes in..." By  for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel Concludes in..." By  for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel Concludes in..." By 
MARK MAZZETTI NYMARK MAZZETTI NYMARK MAZZETTI NYMARK MAZZETTI NY Times today.  Times today.  Times today.  Times today. 
6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video of her husband killing with "Drones" cheering "Clone" of a Football  of her husband killing with "Drones" cheering "Clone" of a Football  of her husband killing with "Drones" cheering "Clone" of a Football  of her husband killing with "Drones" cheering "Clone" of a Football 
Game... withGame... withGame... withGame... with the Generals leading in the loudest Yo! Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the the Generals leading in the loudest Yo! Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the the Generals leading in the loudest Yo! Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the the Generals leading in the loudest Yo! Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the 19K SWF in 2014 or 2015 after this altered  19K SWF in 2014 or 2015 after this altered  19K SWF in 2014 or 2015 after this altered  19K SWF in 2014 or 2015 after this altered 
Consciousness!! Consciousness!! Consciousness!! Consciousness!! 

6666----26262626----14 iApp14 iApp14 iApp14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your  via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your  via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your  via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your 
"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!  iApp software!  iApp software!  iApp software! 
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Consciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone FootballConsciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone FootballConsciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone FootballConsciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video
will be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physicswill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physicswill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physicswill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field" 
same as a Gluonsame as a Gluonsame as a Gluonsame as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.  Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.  Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.  Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place. 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that14 iApp Endoscope that14 iApp Endoscope that14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....  plugs into the iPhone5s....  plugs into the iPhone5s....  plugs into the iPhone5s.... 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Use your phone's location tracking to complete tasks with these iPhone5s.... Use your phone's location tracking to complete tasks with these iPhone5s.... Use your phone's location tracking to complete tasks with these iPhone5s.... Use your phone's location tracking to complete tasks with these apps...  apps...  apps...  apps... 
InventSomething... 1,001 Invention Projects for you and I will add linksInventSomething... 1,001 Invention Projects for you and I will add linksInventSomething... 1,001 Invention Projects for you and I will add linksInventSomething... 1,001 Invention Projects for you and I will add links you can click on to get started...  you can click on to get started...  you can click on to get started...  you can click on to get started... 

6666----26262626----14 Adversity of 19K SWF Murdered14 Adversity of 19K SWF Murdered14 Adversity of 19K SWF Murdered14 Adversity of 19K SWF Murdered in 2014 + another 19K Murdered in 2015. Adversity of the FBI as they are not in 2014 + another 19K Murdered in 2015. Adversity of the FBI as they are not in 2014 + another 19K Murdered in 2015. Adversity of the FBI as they are not in 2014 + another 19K Murdered in 2015. Adversity of the FBI as they are not held responsible  held responsible  held responsible  held responsible 
for these 19K Murdered SWF's in 2014... via George Orwell'sfor these 19K Murdered SWF's in 2014... via George Orwell'sfor these 19K Murdered SWF's in 2014... via George Orwell'sfor these 19K Murdered SWF's in 2014... via George Orwell's Orders!  Orders!  Orders!  Orders! 
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6666----26262626----14 Conscious of so many Murdered SWF in the USA 19K in14 Conscious of so many Murdered SWF in the USA 19K in14 Conscious of so many Murdered SWF in the USA 19K in14 Conscious of so many Murdered SWF in the USA 19K in 2014...  2014...  2014...  2014... 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Robert14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Robert14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Robert14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Robert Kennedy Jr. Murdered Mary Kennedy in the Barn, she killed herself  Kennedy Jr. Murdered Mary Kennedy in the Barn, she killed herself  Kennedy Jr. Murdered Mary Kennedy in the Barn, she killed herself  Kennedy Jr. Murdered Mary Kennedy in the Barn, she killed herself 
because hebecause hebecause hebecause he bought off the Judge!! Supreme Court was just "Bought Off" by Robert Kennedy as bought off the Judge!! Supreme Court was just "Bought Off" by Robert Kennedy as bought off the Judge!! Supreme Court was just "Bought Off" by Robert Kennedy as bought off the Judge!! Supreme Court was just "Bought Off" by Robert Kennedy as he must be planning on torturing via cell  he must be planning on torturing via cell  he must be planning on torturing via cell  he must be planning on torturing via cell 
calls his next wife to hang herself. Icalls his next wife to hang herself. Icalls his next wife to hang herself. Icalls his next wife to hang herself. I know you can remember the NBC news of the guy who Murdered wife 1 and wife 2... know you can remember the NBC news of the guy who Murdered wife 1 and wife 2... know you can remember the NBC news of the guy who Murdered wife 1 and wife 2... know you can remember the NBC news of the guy who Murdered wife 1 and wife 2... wow!  wow!  wow!  wow! 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed? -------- In the  In the  In the  In the 
last fewlast fewlast fewlast few years, the number of violent thefts of smartphones on the streets of major U.S. years, the number of violent thefts of smartphones on the streets of major U.S. years, the number of violent thefts of smartphones on the streets of major U.S. years, the number of violent thefts of smartphones on the streets of major U.S. cities has been rising. Some estimates say 1 in 3  cities has been rising. Some estimates say 1 in 3  cities has been rising. Some estimates say 1 in 3  cities has been rising. Some estimates say 1 in 3 
thefts in the U.S. involve athefts in the U.S. involve athefts in the U.S. involve athefts in the U.S. involve a smartphone. Thieves snatch phones from the hands of victims as they walk down smartphone. Thieves snatch phones from the hands of victims as they walk down smartphone. Thieves snatch phones from the hands of victims as they walk down smartphone. Thieves snatch phones from the hands of victims as they walk down the street or sit on public  the street or sit on public  the street or sit on public  the street or sit on public 
transport and then dart away. A sizeable portion oftransport and then dart away. A sizeable portion oftransport and then dart away. A sizeable portion oftransport and then dart away. A sizeable portion of crimes involve people being threatened with knives or guns, or victims are crimes involve people being threatened with knives or guns, or victims are crimes involve people being threatened with knives or guns, or victims are crimes involve people being threatened with knives or guns, or victims are
assaulted. assaulted. assaulted. assaulted. 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "1014 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "1014 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "1014 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed? -------- Police Police Police Police
believe that if phones can be disabled, they'll become much less valuable on thebelieve that if phones can be disabled, they'll become much less valuable on thebelieve that if phones can be disabled, they'll become much less valuable on thebelieve that if phones can be disabled, they'll become much less valuable on the secondhand market and the incentive for theft will  secondhand market and the incentive for theft will  secondhand market and the incentive for theft will  secondhand market and the incentive for theft will 
drop considerably.drop considerably.drop considerably.drop considerably.

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things to14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things to14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things to14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10 Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed?  Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it needed? -------- 19K SWF  19K SWF  19K SWF  19K SWF 
will bewill bewill bewill be Murdered and 10 articles on the "Kill Switch" on the internet news and 0 zero Murdered and 10 articles on the "Kill Switch" on the internet news and 0 zero Murdered and 10 articles on the "Kill Switch" on the internet news and 0 zero Murdered and 10 articles on the "Kill Switch" on the internet news and 0 zero stories on the 19K SWF Murdered in 2014... Why...  stories on the 19K SWF Murdered in 2014... Why...  stories on the 19K SWF Murdered in 2014... Why...  stories on the 19K SWF Murdered in 2014... Why... 
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators!1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators!1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators!1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators!

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Netgear's14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Netgear's14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Netgear's14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Netgear's Nighthawk X6 router packs 6 antennas, 3 Wi Nighthawk X6 router packs 6 antennas, 3 Wi Nighthawk X6 router packs 6 antennas, 3 Wi Nighthawk X6 router packs 6 antennas, 3 Wi----Fi radios, and... more!Fi radios, and... more!Fi radios, and... more!Fi radios, and... more!

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your  locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your  locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your  locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your 
"Friends" +"Friends" +"Friends" +"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!  "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!  "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software!  "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs14 iApp Endoscope that plugs14 iApp Endoscope that plugs14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....  into the iPhone5s....  into the iPhone5s....  into the iPhone5s.... 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....  iPhone5s....  iPhone5s....  iPhone5s.... 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Supreme Court Rules Warrantless Cell Phone Data Search And Tracking  Supreme Court Rules Warrantless Cell Phone Data Search And Tracking  Supreme Court Rules Warrantless Cell Phone Data Search And Tracking  Supreme Court Rules Warrantless Cell Phone Data Search And Tracking 
Illegal...Illegal...Illegal...Illegal... perk for the 19K who will Murder a SWF in 2014!  perk for the 19K who will Murder a SWF in 2014!  perk for the 19K who will Murder a SWF in 2014!  perk for the 19K who will Murder a SWF in 2014! 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope14 iApp Endoscope14 iApp Endoscope14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... will save a few of the so many Murdered SWF in that plugs into the iPhone5s.... will save a few of the so many Murdered SWF in that plugs into the iPhone5s.... will save a few of the so many Murdered SWF in that plugs into the iPhone5s.... will save a few of the so many Murdered SWF in the USA 19K in 2014...  the USA 19K in 2014...  the USA 19K in 2014...  the USA 19K in 2014... 

6666----26262626----14 FBI uses endoscopes for conducting14 FBI uses endoscopes for conducting14 FBI uses endoscopes for conducting14 FBI uses endoscopes for conducting surveillance... 1984 II Orders are to watch "Observe" the 19K Murdered... really surveillance... 1984 II Orders are to watch "Observe" the 19K Murdered... really surveillance... 1984 II Orders are to watch "Observe" the 19K Murdered... really surveillance... 1984 II Orders are to watch "Observe" the 19K Murdered... really these are  these are  these are  these are 
the Orders the Top Brass of 1984 II gives to FBI. the Orders the Top Brass of 1984 II gives to FBI. the Orders the Top Brass of 1984 II gives to FBI. the Orders the Top Brass of 1984 II gives to FBI. 

6666----26262626----14 iApp14 iApp14 iApp14 iApp plugs into the iPhone5s so her endoscopes for conducting surveillance can save plugs into the iPhone5s so her endoscopes for conducting surveillance can save plugs into the iPhone5s so her endoscopes for conducting surveillance can save plugs into the iPhone5s so her endoscopes for conducting surveillance can save her life in a 1,001 ways to use the  her life in a 1,001 ways to use the  her life in a 1,001 ways to use the  her life in a 1,001 ways to use the 
Endoscopes with different lens and audio hadEndoscopes with different lens and audio hadEndoscopes with different lens and audio hadEndoscopes with different lens and audio had to be invented for this Endoscope!  to be invented for this Endoscope!  to be invented for this Endoscope!  to be invented for this Endoscope! 

6666----26262626----14 Statue of Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine,14 Statue of Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine,14 Statue of Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine,14 Statue of Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine, holding the symbolic Rod of Asclepius with its coiled serpent. holding the symbolic Rod of Asclepius with its coiled serpent. holding the symbolic Rod of Asclepius with its coiled serpent. holding the symbolic Rod of Asclepius with its coiled serpent.

6666----26262626----14141414 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....  iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....  iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....  iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... 

6666----26262626----14 Descartes and Locke have struggled to comprehend the14 Descartes and Locke have struggled to comprehend the14 Descartes and Locke have struggled to comprehend the14 Descartes and Locke have struggled to comprehend the nature of con nature of con nature of con nature of consciousness and pin down its essential properties. Issues of sciousness and pin down its essential properties. Issues of sciousness and pin down its essential properties. Issues of sciousness and pin down its essential properties. Issues of 
concernconcernconcernconcern in the philosophy of consciousness include whether the concept is fundamentally in the philosophy of consciousness include whether the concept is fundamentally in the philosophy of consciousness include whether the concept is fundamentally in the philosophy of consciousness include whether the concept is fundamentally coherent; whether consciousness can ever be  coherent; whether consciousness can ever be  coherent; whether consciousness can ever be  coherent; whether consciousness can ever be 
explained mechanistically;explained mechanistically;explained mechanistically;explained mechanistically;

6666----26262626----14 Asclepius (/æs'kli?pi?s/; Greek: ?s???p???, Asklepiós14 Asclepius (/æs'kli?pi?s/; Greek: ?s???p???, Asklepiós14 Asclepius (/æs'kli?pi?s/; Greek: ?s???p???, Asklepiós14 Asclepius (/æs'kli?pi?s/; Greek: ?s???p???, Asklepiós [askl??piós]; Latin: Aesculapius) was a god of medicine and healing in  [askl??piós]; Latin: Aesculapius) was a god of medicine and healing in  [askl??piós]; Latin: Aesculapius) was a god of medicine and healing in  [askl??piós]; Latin: Aesculapius) was a god of medicine and healing in 
ancientancientancientancient Greek religion. Asclepius represents the healing aspect of the medical arts; his Greek religion. Asclepius represents the healing aspect of the medical arts; his Greek religion. Asclepius represents the healing aspect of the medical arts; his Greek religion. Asclepius represents the healing aspect of the medical arts; his daughters are Hygieia ("Hygiene", the  daughters are Hygieia ("Hygiene", the  daughters are Hygieia ("Hygiene", the  daughters are Hygieia ("Hygiene", the 
goddess/personification of health,goddess/personification of health,goddess/personification of health,goddess/personification of health, cleanliness, and sanitation), Iaso (the goddess of recuperation from illness), cleanliness, and sanitation), Iaso (the goddess of recuperation from illness), cleanliness, and sanitation), Iaso (the goddess of recuperation from illness), cleanliness, and sanitation), Iaso (the goddess of recuperation from illness), Aceso (the goddess of  Aceso (the goddess of  Aceso (the goddess of  Aceso (the goddess of 
the healing process), Aglæa/Ægle (the goddess of beauty,the healing process), Aglæa/Ægle (the goddess of beauty,the healing process), Aglæa/Ægle (the goddess of beauty,the healing process), Aglæa/Ægle (the goddess of beauty, splendor, glory, magnificence, and adornment), and Panacea (the goddess  splendor, glory, magnificence, and adornment), and Panacea (the goddess  splendor, glory, magnificence, and adornment), and Panacea (the goddess  splendor, glory, magnificence, and adornment), and Panacea (the goddess 
ofofofof universal remedy). He was associated with the Roman/Etruscan god Vediovis. He universal remedy). He was associated with the Roman/Etruscan god Vediovis. He universal remedy). He was associated with the Roman/Etruscan god Vediovis. He universal remedy). He was associated with the Roman/Etruscan god Vediovis. He was one of Apollo's sons, sharing with Apollo the  was one of Apollo's sons, sharing with Apollo the  was one of Apollo's sons, sharing with Apollo the  was one of Apollo's sons, sharing with Apollo the 
epithet Paean ("theepithet Paean ("theepithet Paean ("theepithet Paean ("the Healer").[1] The rod of Asclepius, a snake Healer").[1] The rod of Asclepius, a snake Healer").[1] The rod of Asclepius, a snake Healer").[1] The rod of Asclepius, a snake----entwined staff, remains a symbol ofentwined staff, remains a symbol ofentwined staff, remains a symbol ofentwined staff, remains a symbol of medicine today. Those physicians  medicine today. Those physicians  medicine today. Those physicians  medicine today. Those physicians 
and attendants who served this god were knownand attendants who served this god were knownand attendants who served this god were knownand attendants who served this god were known as the Therapeutae of Asclepius.  as the Therapeutae of Asclepius.  as the Therapeutae of Asclepius.  as the Therapeutae of Asclepius. 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "Use of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel iPhone5s.... "Use of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel iPhone5s.... "Use of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel iPhone5s.... "Use of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel Concludes in..." By  Concludes in..." By  Concludes in..." By  Concludes in..." By 
MARK MAZZETTI NY Times today. MARK MAZZETTI NY Times today. MARK MAZZETTI NY Times today. MARK MAZZETTI NY Times today. 
6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope14 iApp Endoscope14 iApp Endoscope14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video of her husband killing with "Drones" that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video of her husband killing with "Drones" that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video of her husband killing with "Drones" that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video of her husband killing with "Drones" cheering "Clone" of a Football  cheering "Clone" of a Football  cheering "Clone" of a Football  cheering "Clone" of a Football 
Game... with the Generals leading in the loudestGame... with the Generals leading in the loudestGame... with the Generals leading in the loudestGame... with the Generals leading in the loudest Yo! Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the 19K SWF in 2014 or 2015 after this Yo! Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the 19K SWF in 2014 or 2015 after this Yo! Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the 19K SWF in 2014 or 2015 after this Yo! Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the 19K SWF in 2014 or 2015 after this altered  altered  altered  altered 
Consciousness!! Consciousness!! Consciousness!! Consciousness!! 
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6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....  iPhone5s....  iPhone5s....  iPhone5s.... 

6666----26262626----14 iApp for the New England Journal of Medicine14 iApp for the New England Journal of Medicine14 iApp for the New England Journal of Medicine14 iApp for the New England Journal of Medicine compares SuperAirbags on the Outside with the article in todays NEJM... compares SuperAirbags on the Outside with the article in todays NEJM... compares SuperAirbags on the Outside with the article in todays NEJM... compares SuperAirbags on the Outside with the article in todays NEJM...
Bilateral Corneal Abrasions from Airbag Deployment R.J. Fante and J.D. Trobe | NBilateral Corneal Abrasions from Airbag Deployment R.J. Fante and J.D. Trobe | NBilateral Corneal Abrasions from Airbag Deployment R.J. Fante and J.D. Trobe | NBilateral Corneal Abrasions from Airbag Deployment R.J. Fante and J.D. Trobe | N Engl J Med 2014;370:e40  Engl J Med 2014;370:e40  Engl J Med 2014;370:e40  Engl J Med 2014;370:e40 ---- Bush can do the Math as Bush can do the Math as Bush can do the Math as Bush can do the Math as 
SuperAirbags on the Outside ofSuperAirbags on the Outside ofSuperAirbags on the Outside ofSuperAirbags on the Outside of Semi Trucks should have been deployed... grin... in 1990 when Greg Buell Semi Trucks should have been deployed... grin... in 1990 when Greg Buell Semi Trucks should have been deployed... grin... in 1990 when Greg Buell Semi Trucks should have been deployed... grin... in 1990 when Greg Buell Lovestar got this invention  Lovestar got this invention  Lovestar got this invention  Lovestar got this invention 
project idea! So 100K have been injured with insideproject idea! So 100K have been injured with insideproject idea! So 100K have been injured with insideproject idea! So 100K have been injured with inside air bags... in our 1984 II Era!  air bags... in our 1984 II Era!  air bags... in our 1984 II Era!  air bags... in our 1984 II Era! 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....  the iPhone5s....  the iPhone5s....  the iPhone5s.... 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... 14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... 14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... 14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... 

6666----26262626----14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for "GPS Tracking" your
"Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp software! 
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Consciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone FootballConsciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone FootballConsciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone FootballConsciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops" this YouTube Video
will be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physicswill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physicswill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physicswill be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field" 
same as a Gluonsame as a Gluonsame as a Gluonsame as a Gluon Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.  Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.  Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.  Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place. 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" is14 "Human Consciousness" is14 "Human Consciousness" is14 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" that hold the nucleus of the Proton + our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" that hold the nucleus of the Proton + our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" that hold the nucleus of the Proton + our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" that hold the nucleus of the Proton + Neutron together.  Neutron together.  Neutron together.  Neutron together. 
"Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for"Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for"Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for"Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! As our "Soul"  trillions of years! As our "Soul"  trillions of years! As our "Soul"  trillions of years! As our "Soul" 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" is our14 "Human Consciousness" is our14 "Human Consciousness" is our14 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's!"  "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's!"  "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's!"  "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's!" 

6666----25252525----14 Proton + Neutron are held14 Proton + Neutron are held14 Proton + Neutron are held14 Proton + Neutron are held in the Nucleus of the Atom by "Gluon Fields" could hol in the Nucleus of the Atom by "Gluon Fields" could hol in the Nucleus of the Atom by "Gluon Fields" could hol in the Nucleus of the Atom by "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" ind "Human Consciousness" ind "Human Consciousness" ind "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions  place for trillions  place for trillions  place for trillions 
of years! As our "Soul" of years! As our "Soul" of years! As our "Soul" of years! As our "Soul" 

6666----25252525----14 "Human14 "Human14 "Human14 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's"  Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's"  Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's"  Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" 

6666----25252525----14141414 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" that hold the "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" that hold the "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" that hold the "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields are the "KEY's" that hold the nucleus of the Proton + Neutron together.  nucleus of the Proton + Neutron together.  nucleus of the Proton + Neutron together.  nucleus of the Proton + Neutron together. 
"Gluon Fields" could hold "Human"Gluon Fields" could hold "Human"Gluon Fields" could hold "Human"Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! As our "Soul"  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! As our "Soul"  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! As our "Soul"  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! As our "Soul" 

6666----25252525----14141414 "Human Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page 98 of her book "Another Day in "Human Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page 98 of her book "Another Day in "Human Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page 98 of her book "Another Day in "Human Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page 98 of her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" discovers... mri the Frontal Lobe" discovers... mri the Frontal Lobe" discovers... mri the Frontal Lobe" discovers... mri----based based based based 
image guidance in surgery!! She is veryimage guidance in surgery!! She is veryimage guidance in surgery!! She is veryimage guidance in surgery!! She is very impressed at this invention and use in getting to the right spot using an impressed at this invention and use in getting to the right spot using an impressed at this invention and use in getting to the right spot using an impressed at this invention and use in getting to the right spot using an iApp... grin. iApp for a  iApp... grin. iApp for a  iApp... grin. iApp for a  iApp... grin. iApp for a 
Navigation Wand has 1,001 other inventions + iApps. YesNavigation Wand has 1,001 other inventions + iApps. YesNavigation Wand has 1,001 other inventions + iApps. YesNavigation Wand has 1,001 other inventions + iApps. Yes we can all be SuperWoman with x we can all be SuperWoman with x we can all be SuperWoman with x we can all be SuperWoman with x----ray vision today and even more options forray vision today and even more options forray vision today and even more options forray vision today and even more options for
Futuristic Hemingway Novels with this in Chapter one and the title... "AnotherFuturistic Hemingway Novels with this in Chapter one and the title... "AnotherFuturistic Hemingway Novels with this in Chapter one and the title... "AnotherFuturistic Hemingway Novels with this in Chapter one and the title... "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Earnest Hemingway + wives!  Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Earnest Hemingway + wives!  Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Earnest Hemingway + wives!  Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Earnest Hemingway + wives! 

6666----25252525----14 "Human14 "Human14 "Human14 "Human Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page 98 of her book "Another Day in the Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page 98 of her book "Another Day in the Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page 98 of her book "Another Day in the Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page 98 of her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" these pictures would be  Frontal Lobe" these pictures would be  Frontal Lobe" these pictures would be  Frontal Lobe" these pictures would be 
Amazing not the one's in... "AmazingAmazing not the one's in... "AmazingAmazing not the one's in... "AmazingAmazing not the one's in... "Amazing Photographs From Around the World" The Atlantic Staff. Grin!!  Photographs From Around the World" The Atlantic Staff. Grin!!  Photographs From Around the World" The Atlantic Staff. Grin!!  Photographs From Around the World" The Atlantic Staff. Grin!! 

6666----25252525----14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness"14 "Human Consciousness"14 "Human Consciousness"14 "Human Consciousness" Cheney predicts U.S. will face deadly, nuclear attack" by GINGER ADAMS OTIS NY Cheney predicts U.S. will face deadly, nuclear attack" by GINGER ADAMS OTIS NY Cheney predicts U.S. will face deadly, nuclear attack" by GINGER ADAMS OTIS NY Cheney predicts U.S. will face deadly, nuclear attack" by GINGER ADAMS OTIS NY Daily News Today! JFK  Daily News Today! JFK  Daily News Today! JFK  Daily News Today! JFK 
is a Super Carrier 1 of 100 built since 2010 instead ofis a Super Carrier 1 of 100 built since 2010 instead ofis a Super Carrier 1 of 100 built since 2010 instead ofis a Super Carrier 1 of 100 built since 2010 instead of 100 Super NASA Shuttles... Chaney cut in line getting a Heart Transplant alone 100 Super NASA Shuttles... Chaney cut in line getting a Heart Transplant alone 100 Super NASA Shuttles... Chaney cut in line getting a Heart Transplant alone 100 Super NASA Shuttles... Chaney cut in line getting a Heart Transplant alone
with 1,001 others from Saudi Arabia... of course U.S. will face deadly, nuclearwith 1,001 others from Saudi Arabia... of course U.S. will face deadly, nuclearwith 1,001 others from Saudi Arabia... of course U.S. will face deadly, nuclearwith 1,001 others from Saudi Arabia... of course U.S. will face deadly, nuclear attack" 1984 II is obvious you don't need a MRI  attack" 1984 II is obvious you don't need a MRI  attack" 1984 II is obvious you don't need a MRI  attack" 1984 II is obvious you don't need a MRI 
Guidance System here to see!Guidance System here to see!Guidance System here to see!Guidance System here to see!

6666----25252525----14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness"14 "Human Consciousness"14 "Human Consciousness"14 "Human Consciousness" Cheney's War Buddies McCain, Bush, Kerry, Jimmy Carter turned Pakistan into a Cheney's War Buddies McCain, Bush, Kerry, Jimmy Carter turned Pakistan into a Cheney's War Buddies McCain, Bush, Kerry, Jimmy Carter turned Pakistan into a Cheney's War Buddies McCain, Bush, Kerry, Jimmy Carter turned Pakistan into a Nuke War  Nuke War  Nuke War  Nuke War 
prediction... not even considering building the Yale Peshawar Medicalprediction... not even considering building the Yale Peshawar Medicalprediction... not even considering building the Yale Peshawar Medicalprediction... not even considering building the Yale Peshawar Medical Schools... in 1,001 Pakistan Cities!! PESHAWAR, Pakistan  Schools... in 1,001 Pakistan Cities!! PESHAWAR, Pakistan  Schools... in 1,001 Pakistan Cities!! PESHAWAR, Pakistan  Schools... in 1,001 Pakistan Cities!! PESHAWAR, Pakistan -------- A  A  A  A 
female passengerfemale passengerfemale passengerfemale passenger was killed and three flight attendants injured when gunmen fired at a commercial was killed and three flight attendants injured when gunmen fired at a commercial was killed and three flight attendants injured when gunmen fired at a commercial was killed and three flight attendants injured when gunmen fired at a commercial jet as it approached the runway  jet as it approached the runway  jet as it approached the runway  jet as it approached the runway 
for landing late Tuesday. for landing late Tuesday. for landing late Tuesday. for landing late Tuesday. 

6666----25252525----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 3 3 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" Spina bifida is one of the most14 "Human Consciousness" Spina bifida is one of the most14 "Human Consciousness" Spina bifida is one of the most14 "Human Consciousness" Spina bifida is one of the most common birth defects, with a worldwide incidence of about 1 in every  common birth defects, with a worldwide incidence of about 1 in every  common birth defects, with a worldwide incidence of about 1 in every  common birth defects, with a worldwide incidence of about 1 in every 
1000100010001000 births.  births.  births.  births. 
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6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" "Key West Citizen Newspaper kids14 "Human Consciousness" "Key West Citizen Newspaper kids14 "Human Consciousness" "Key West Citizen Newspaper kids14 "Human Consciousness" "Key West Citizen Newspaper kids going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking school in Paris... not  going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking school in Paris... not  going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking school in Paris... not  going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking school in Paris... not 
thethethethe Paris University Medical School, and of course the French Cooking is all Paris University Medical School, and of course the French Cooking is all Paris University Medical School, and of course the French Cooking is all Paris University Medical School, and of course the French Cooking is all "Butter!" Greg's MD Women who go off to Yale Key West Med  "Butter!" Greg's MD Women who go off to Yale Key West Med  "Butter!" Greg's MD Women who go off to Yale Key West Med  "Butter!" Greg's MD Women who go off to Yale Key West Med 
School will save herSchool will save herSchool will save herSchool will save her life via open heart surgery in 10 years to scape out all that French Butter from life via open heart surgery in 10 years to scape out all that French Butter from life via open heart surgery in 10 years to scape out all that French Butter from life via open heart surgery in 10 years to scape out all that French Butter from his aorta!... During her time in  his aorta!... During her time in  his aorta!... During her time in  his aorta!... During her time in 
France, Berces will receive some languageFrance, Berces will receive some languageFrance, Berces will receive some languageFrance, Berces will receive some language training in Paris before setting out for Le Mans. Once there, she'll live with a training in Paris before setting out for Le Mans. Once there, she'll live with a training in Paris before setting out for Le Mans. Once there, she'll live with a training in Paris before setting out for Le Mans. Once there, she'll live with a French host  French host  French host  French host 
family while she attends the cooking school for three weeks. Uponfamily while she attends the cooking school for three weeks. Uponfamily while she attends the cooking school for three weeks. Uponfamily while she attends the cooking school for three weeks. Upon completion of her courses, which she expects will be conducted in  completion of her courses, which she expects will be conducted in  completion of her courses, which she expects will be conducted in  completion of her courses, which she expects will be conducted in 
French, she'llFrench, she'llFrench, she'llFrench, she'll receive a diploma during a graduation ceremony. For Berces, who is currently an receive a diploma during a graduation ceremony. For Berces, who is currently an receive a diploma during a graduation ceremony. For Berces, who is currently an receive a diploma during a graduation ceremony. For Berces, who is currently an assistant baker at Croissants de  assistant baker at Croissants de  assistant baker at Croissants de  assistant baker at Croissants de 
France on Duval Street, this trip is theFrance on Duval Street, this trip is theFrance on Duval Street, this trip is theFrance on Duval Street, this trip is the opportunity of a lifetime. Lifetime of Butter for Berces is not in the Key West opportunity of a lifetime. Lifetime of Butter for Berces is not in the Key West opportunity of a lifetime. Lifetime of Butter for Berces is not in the Key West opportunity of a lifetime. Lifetime of Butter for Berces is not in the Key West Top Brass Tour of the  Top Brass Tour of the  Top Brass Tour of the  Top Brass Tour of the 
World! Sick Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in charge of WorldWorld! Sick Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in charge of WorldWorld! Sick Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in charge of WorldWorld! Sick Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in charge of World Tours, without Medical Schools!  Tours, without Medical Schools!  Tours, without Medical Schools!  Tours, without Medical Schools! 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" Knowing what 114 "Human Consciousness" Knowing what 114 "Human Consciousness" Knowing what 114 "Human Consciousness" Knowing what 1 Trillion MD's have learned from "Dissections" especially "butter," Kara Berces, Trillion MD's have learned from "Dissections" especially "butter," Kara Berces, Trillion MD's have learned from "Dissections" especially "butter," Kara Berces, Trillion MD's have learned from "Dissections" especially "butter," Kara Berces, a  a  a  a 
member of the Class of 2015. She heads Sunday to Le Mans, France, where shemember of the Class of 2015. She heads Sunday to Le Mans, France, where shemember of the Class of 2015. She heads Sunday to Le Mans, France, where shemember of the Class of 2015. She heads Sunday to Le Mans, France, where she will attend the Centre de Formation d'Apprentis to learn  will attend the Centre de Formation d'Apprentis to learn  will attend the Centre de Formation d'Apprentis to learn  will attend the Centre de Formation d'Apprentis to learn 
more about Frenchmore about Frenchmore about Frenchmore about French cooking, and hopefully give a boost to her dream of one day opening a pastry cooking, and hopefully give a boost to her dream of one day opening a pastry cooking, and hopefully give a boost to her dream of one day opening a pastry cooking, and hopefully give a boost to her dream of one day opening a pastry shop.  shop.  shop.  shop. 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" After the Yale Key West Medical14 "Human Consciousness" After the Yale Key West Medical14 "Human Consciousness" After the Yale Key West Medical14 "Human Consciousness" After the Yale Key West Medical School is built on an Eiffel Tower Base Kara Berces and all the HS Class  School is built on an Eiffel Tower Base Kara Berces and all the HS Class  School is built on an Eiffel Tower Base Kara Berces and all the HS Class  School is built on an Eiffel Tower Base Kara Berces and all the HS Class 
of 2015of 2015of 2015of 2015 can learn... Image can learn... Image can learn... Image can learn... Image----guided radiation therapy (IGRT) is the process of frequentguided radiation therapy (IGRT) is the process of frequentguided radiation therapy (IGRT) is the process of frequentguided radiation therapy (IGRT) is the process of frequent two and three two and three two and three two and three----dimensional imaging, during a dimensional imaging, during a dimensional imaging, during a dimensional imaging, during a 
course of radiation treatment, usedcourse of radiation treatment, usedcourse of radiation treatment, usedcourse of radiation treatment, used to direct radiation therapy utilizing the imaging coordinates of the actual to direct radiation therapy utilizing the imaging coordinates of the actual to direct radiation therapy utilizing the imaging coordinates of the actual to direct radiation therapy utilizing the imaging coordinates of the actual radiation treatment  radiation treatment  radiation treatment  radiation treatment 
plan.[1] The patient is localized in the treatment room inplan.[1] The patient is localized in the treatment room inplan.[1] The patient is localized in the treatment room inplan.[1] The patient is localized in the treatment room in the same position as planned from the reference imaging dataset. An  the same position as planned from the reference imaging dataset. An  the same position as planned from the reference imaging dataset. An  the same position as planned from the reference imaging dataset. An 
example ofexample ofexample ofexample of IGRT would include localization of a cone IGRT would include localization of a cone IGRT would include localization of a cone IGRT would include localization of a cone----beam computed tomography (CBCT)beam computed tomography (CBCT)beam computed tomography (CBCT)beam computed tomography (CBCT) dataset with the planning computed  dataset with the planning computed  dataset with the planning computed  dataset with the planning computed 
tomography (CT) dataset from planning. IGRTtomography (CT) dataset from planning. IGRTtomography (CT) dataset from planning. IGRTtomography (CT) dataset from planning. IGRT would also include matching planar kilovoltage (kV) radiographs or megavoltage would also include matching planar kilovoltage (kV) radiographs or megavoltage would also include matching planar kilovoltage (kV) radiographs or megavoltage would also include matching planar kilovoltage (kV) radiographs or megavoltage
(MV) images with digital reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) from the planning CT.(MV) images with digital reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) from the planning CT.(MV) images with digital reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) from the planning CT.(MV) images with digital reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) from the planning CT. These two methods comprise the bulk of IGRT  These two methods comprise the bulk of IGRT  These two methods comprise the bulk of IGRT  These two methods comprise the bulk of IGRT 
strategies! strategies! strategies! strategies! 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy (from the Ancient14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy (from the Ancient14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy (from the Ancient14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy (from the Ancient Greek verb ?p??a Greek verb ?p??a Greek verb ?p??a Greek verb ?p??aµµµµß??e?? meaning "to seize, possess, or afflict")[1] is a groupß??e?? meaning "to seize, possess, or afflict")[1] is a groupß??e?? meaning "to seize, possess, or afflict")[1] is a groupß??e?? meaning "to seize, possess, or afflict")[1] is a group
of longof longof longof long----term neurological disorders characterized by epileptic seizures.[2]term neurological disorders characterized by epileptic seizures.[2]term neurological disorders characterized by epileptic seizures.[2]term neurological disorders characterized by epileptic seizures.[2] These seizures are episodes that can vary from brief and  These seizures are episodes that can vary from brief and  These seizures are episodes that can vary from brief and  These seizures are episodes that can vary from brief and 
nearly undetectable tonearly undetectable tonearly undetectable tonearly undetectable to long periods of vigorous shaking.[3] In epilepsy, seizures tend to recur, and long periods of vigorous shaking.[3] In epilepsy, seizures tend to recur, and long periods of vigorous shaking.[3] In epilepsy, seizures tend to recur, and long periods of vigorous shaking.[3] In epilepsy, seizures tend to recur, and have no immediate underlying  have no immediate underlying  have no immediate underlying  have no immediate underlying 
cause[2] while seizures that occur due to acause[2] while seizures that occur due to acause[2] while seizures that occur due to acause[2] while seizures that occur due to a specific cause are not deemed to represent epilepsy.[4] In most cases the cause specific cause are not deemed to represent epilepsy.[4] In most cases the cause specific cause are not deemed to represent epilepsy.[4] In most cases the cause specific cause are not deemed to represent epilepsy.[4] In most cases the cause is unknown,  is unknown,  is unknown,  is unknown, 
although some people develop epilepsy as the result of brain injury,although some people develop epilepsy as the result of brain injury,although some people develop epilepsy as the result of brain injury,although some people develop epilepsy as the result of brain injury, stroke, brain cancer, and drug and alcohol misuse, among others.  stroke, brain cancer, and drug and alcohol misuse, among others.  stroke, brain cancer, and drug and alcohol misuse, among others.  stroke, brain cancer, and drug and alcohol misuse, among others. 
EpilepticEpilepticEpilepticEpileptic seizures are the result of excessive and abnormal cortical nerve cell activity seizures are the result of excessive and abnormal cortical nerve cell activity seizures are the result of excessive and abnormal cortical nerve cell activity seizures are the result of excessive and abnormal cortical nerve cell activity in the brain.[4] The diagnosis typically involves  in the brain.[4] The diagnosis typically involves  in the brain.[4] The diagnosis typically involves  in the brain.[4] The diagnosis typically involves 
ruling out other conditionsruling out other conditionsruling out other conditionsruling out other conditions that might cause similar symptoms (such as syncope) as well as figuring out that might cause similar symptoms (such as syncope) as well as figuring out that might cause similar symptoms (such as syncope) as well as figuring out that might cause similar symptoms (such as syncope) as well as figuring out whether any immediate  whether any immediate  whether any immediate  whether any immediate 
causes are present. Epilepsy can often be confirmed withcauses are present. Epilepsy can often be confirmed withcauses are present. Epilepsy can often be confirmed withcauses are present. Epilepsy can often be confirmed with an electroencephalogram (EEG).  an electroencephalogram (EEG).  an electroencephalogram (EEG).  an electroencephalogram (EEG). 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" how to act14 "Human Consciousness" how to act14 "Human Consciousness" how to act14 "Human Consciousness" how to act on what... Key West Citizen Newspaper Vietnam Vets + Numb Nuts 1984 II Key West on what... Key West Citizen Newspaper Vietnam Vets + Numb Nuts 1984 II Key West on what... Key West Citizen Newspaper Vietnam Vets + Numb Nuts 1984 II Key West on what... Key West Citizen Newspaper Vietnam Vets + Numb Nuts 1984 II Key West Citizen  Citizen  Citizen  Citizen 
Newspaper kids going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking schoolNewspaper kids going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking schoolNewspaper kids going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking schoolNewspaper kids going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking school in Paris... not the Paris University Medical School... epilepsy!!!  in Paris... not the Paris University Medical School... epilepsy!!!  in Paris... not the Paris University Medical School... epilepsy!!!  in Paris... not the Paris University Medical School... epilepsy!!! 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy cannot be cured, but14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy cannot be cured, but14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy cannot be cured, but14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy cannot be cured, but seizures are controllable with medication in about 70% of cases.[5] In  seizures are controllable with medication in about 70% of cases.[5] In  seizures are controllable with medication in about 70% of cases.[5] In  seizures are controllable with medication in about 70% of cases.[5] In 
thosethosethosethose whose seizures do not respond to medication, surgery, neurostimulation or whose seizures do not respond to medication, surgery, neurostimulation or whose seizures do not respond to medication, surgery, neurostimulation or whose seizures do not respond to medication, surgery, neurostimulation or dietary changes may be considered. Not all cases of  dietary changes may be considered. Not all cases of  dietary changes may be considered. Not all cases of  dietary changes may be considered. Not all cases of 
epilepsy are lifelong, and aepilepsy are lifelong, and aepilepsy are lifelong, and aepilepsy are lifelong, and a substantial number of people improve to the point that medication is no longer substantial number of people improve to the point that medication is no longer substantial number of people improve to the point that medication is no longer substantial number of people improve to the point that medication is no longer needed. About 1% of people  needed. About 1% of people  needed. About 1% of people  needed. About 1% of people 
worldwide (65 million) have epilepsy,[6] and nearlyworldwide (65 million) have epilepsy,[6] and nearlyworldwide (65 million) have epilepsy,[6] and nearlyworldwide (65 million) have epilepsy,[6] and nearly 80% of cases occur in developing countries.[3] Epilepsy becomes more common as 80% of cases occur in developing countries.[3] Epilepsy becomes more common as 80% of cases occur in developing countries.[3] Epilepsy becomes more common as 80% of cases occur in developing countries.[3] Epilepsy becomes more common as
people age people age people age people age 

6666----25252525----14 Proton + Neutron are held in the Nucleus of the Atom14 Proton + Neutron are held in the Nucleus of the Atom14 Proton + Neutron are held in the Nucleus of the Atom14 Proton + Neutron are held in the Nucleus of the Atom by "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions  by "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions  by "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions  by "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions 
ofofofof years! As our "Soul"  years! As our "Soul"  years! As our "Soul"  years! As our "Soul" 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" 14 "Human Consciousness" 14 "Human Consciousness" 14 "Human Consciousness" 

6666----25252525----14141414 "Human Consciousness"  "Human Consciousness"  "Human Consciousness"  "Human Consciousness" 

6666----25252525----14 "Human Consciousness" 14 "Human Consciousness" 14 "Human Consciousness" 14 "Human Consciousness" 

6666----25252525----14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  money planning 9/11 II  money planning 9/11 II  money planning 9/11 II 
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6666----25252525----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 

forforforfor your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as 14 as 14 as 14 as 
Greg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing2011. Amazing2011. Amazing2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb 
is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----25252525----14 Time Bomb is14 Time Bomb is14 Time Bomb is14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! How Gravity is Generated, and how Time is generated! the Gravity Engine!! How Gravity is Generated, and how Time is generated! the Gravity Engine!! How Gravity is Generated, and how Time is generated! the Gravity Engine!! How Gravity is Generated, and how Time is generated!

6666----24242424----14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the  "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the  "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the  "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the 
nucleus of thenucleus of thenucleus of thenucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! 
As our "Soul" As our "Soul" As our "Soul" As our "Soul" 

6666----24242424----14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul"14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul"14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul"14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul----Mates" via the Element H, vision of Mates" via the Element H, vision of Mates" via the Element H, vision of Mates" via the Element H, vision of 
ourourourour "Soul." As "Consciousness" has the position in this "Soul Atom" were the Proton "Soul." As "Consciousness" has the position in this "Soul Atom" were the Proton "Soul." As "Consciousness" has the position in this "Soul Atom" were the Proton "Soul." As "Consciousness" has the position in this "Soul Atom" were the Proton + Neutron are in H, with Elections and the "Force  + Neutron are in H, with Elections and the "Force  + Neutron are in H, with Elections and the "Force  + Neutron are in H, with Elections and the "Force 
Fields holding HumanFields holding HumanFields holding HumanFields holding Human "Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental Images just like in the "Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental Images just like in the "Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental Images just like in the "Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental Images just like in the Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I  Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I  Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I  Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I 
will now search Google for some good pictures ofwill now search Google for some good pictures ofwill now search Google for some good pictures ofwill now search Google for some good pictures of the H atom with the force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs the H atom with the force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs the H atom with the force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs the H atom with the force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs
Concept of "Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H atom... which isConcept of "Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H atom... which isConcept of "Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H atom... which isConcept of "Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H atom... which is trillions of years! "Soul Atoms" can bond in Heaven to  trillions of years! "Soul Atoms" can bond in Heaven to  trillions of years! "Soul Atoms" can bond in Heaven to  trillions of years! "Soul Atoms" can bond in Heaven to 
become "Soulbecome "Soulbecome "Soulbecome "Soul----Mates"Mates"Mates"Mates"

6666----24242424----14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul "Soul" as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul "Soul" as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul "Soul" as "Consciousness" and Concept of "Soul----Mates" via the Element H, visionMates" via the Element H, visionMates" via the Element H, visionMates" via the Element H, vision of  of  of  of 
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our "Soul." "Consciousness" has the position in this "soul Atom" were theour "Soul." "Consciousness" has the position in this "soul Atom" were theour "Soul." "Consciousness" has the position in this "soul Atom" were theour "Soul." "Consciousness" has the position in this "soul Atom" were the Proton + Neutron are in H, with Elections and the "Force Fields  Proton + Neutron are in H, with Elections and the "Force Fields  Proton + Neutron are in H, with Elections and the "Force Fields  Proton + Neutron are in H, with Elections and the "Force Fields 
holding Humanholding Humanholding Humanholding Human "Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental Images just like in the "Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental Images just like in the "Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental Images just like in the "Consciousness" in tact so we have "Thoughts" and Mental Images just like in the Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I will now  Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I will now  Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I will now  Frontal Lobe of the Brain! I will now 
search Google for some good pictures ofsearch Google for some good pictures ofsearch Google for some good pictures ofsearch Google for some good pictures of the H atom with the force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs the H atom with the force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs the H atom with the force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs the H atom with the force fields made obvious so you can now Picture how Gregs Concept of  Concept of  Concept of  Concept of 
"Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H atom... which is"Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H atom... which is"Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H atom... which is"Consciousness" can live for just as long as the H atom... which is trillions of years!  trillions of years!  trillions of years!  trillions of years! 

6666----24242424----14 Back Down to Earth CBS reports on FBI sex slave14 Back Down to Earth CBS reports on FBI sex slave14 Back Down to Earth CBS reports on FBI sex slave14 Back Down to Earth CBS reports on FBI sex slave arrest in Saudi Arabia + Mecca... NO our Numb Nuts Dictator has a second  arrest in Saudi Arabia + Mecca... NO our Numb Nuts Dictator has a second  arrest in Saudi Arabia + Mecca... NO our Numb Nuts Dictator has a second  arrest in Saudi Arabia + Mecca... NO our Numb Nuts Dictator has a second 
home inhome inhome inhome in Mecca with SWF sex slaves... FBI in the USA only... WASHINGTON  Mecca with SWF sex slaves... FBI in the USA only... WASHINGTON  Mecca with SWF sex slaves... FBI in the USA only... WASHINGTON  Mecca with SWF sex slaves... FBI in the USA only... WASHINGTON -------- Nearly 170 Nearly 170 Nearly 170 Nearly 170 victims of child sex trafficking, many of whom  victims of child sex trafficking, many of whom  victims of child sex trafficking, many of whom  victims of child sex trafficking, many of whom 
had never been reported missing,had never been reported missing,had never been reported missing,had never been reported missing, were rescued in the last week as part of an annual nationwide crackdown, the FBI were rescued in the last week as part of an annual nationwide crackdown, the FBI were rescued in the last week as part of an annual nationwide crackdown, the FBI were rescued in the last week as part of an annual nationwide crackdown, the FBI said Monday.  said Monday.  said Monday.  said Monday. 

6666----24242424----14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul"14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul"14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul"14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"  as "Consciousness"  as "Consciousness"  as "Consciousness" ---- 12 Years A Sex Slave In Saudi Arabia, 19K SWF just  12 Years A Sex Slave In Saudi Arabia, 19K SWF just  12 Years A Sex Slave In Saudi Arabia, 19K SWF just  12 Years A Sex Slave In Saudi Arabia, 19K SWF just 
fromfromfromfrom Kerry's Boston... and our "1984 II" Numb Nuts Dictators in this "George Orwell" Kerry's Boston... and our "1984 II" Numb Nuts Dictators in this "George Orwell" Kerry's Boston... and our "1984 II" Numb Nuts Dictators in this "George Orwell" Kerry's Boston... and our "1984 II" Numb Nuts Dictators in this "George Orwell" Era of Obama make the Movie... Gary Oldman has Era of Obama make the Movie... Gary Oldman has Era of Obama make the Movie... Gary Oldman has Era of Obama make the Movie... Gary Oldman has 
spoken frankly about his views onspoken frankly about his views onspoken frankly about his views onspoken frankly about his views on political correctness in Hollywood, defending both Mel Gibson and Alec Baldwin political correctness in Hollywood, defending both Mel Gibson and Alec Baldwin political correctness in Hollywood, defending both Mel Gibson and Alec Baldwin political correctness in Hollywood, defending both Mel Gibson and Alec Baldwin while claiming that  while claiming that  while claiming that  while claiming that 
12 Years A Slave won so many awards as voters were scared of12 Years A Slave won so many awards as voters were scared of12 Years A Slave won so many awards as voters were scared of12 Years A Slave won so many awards as voters were scared of seeming racist. Racist Obama is a rapist of 19K SWF from Boston who are  seeming racist. Racist Obama is a rapist of 19K SWF from Boston who are  seeming racist. Racist Obama is a rapist of 19K SWF from Boston who are  seeming racist. Racist Obama is a rapist of 19K SWF from Boston who are 
TodayTodayTodayToday Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and its all Classified in our "1984 II" Era! Wow! Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and its all Classified in our "1984 II" Era! Wow! Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and its all Classified in our "1984 II" Era! Wow! Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and its all Classified in our "1984 II" Era! Wow!

6666----24242424----14 Greg is author of a New Physics14 Greg is author of a New Physics14 Greg is author of a New Physics14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as Concept of the "Soul" as Concept of the "Soul" as Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness..."  "Consciousness..."  "Consciousness..."  "Consciousness..." 

6666----24242424----14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness..."  the "Soul" as "Consciousness..."  the "Soul" as "Consciousness..."  the "Soul" as "Consciousness..." 

6666----24242424----14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness..." God Particle News... atom_soul_consciousness! the "Soul" as "Consciousness..." God Particle News... atom_soul_consciousness! the "Soul" as "Consciousness..." God Particle News... atom_soul_consciousness! the "Soul" as "Consciousness..." God Particle News... atom_soul_consciousness!

1,001 Inventions Projects on this monitor... Wow! 1,001 Inventions Projects on this monitor... Wow! 1,001 Inventions Projects on this monitor... Wow! 1,001 Inventions Projects on this monitor... Wow! Polygamous Marriage Polygamous Marriage Polygamous Marriage Polygamous Marriage 

Made Legal will cause millions to want thisMade Legal will cause millions to want thisMade Legal will cause millions to want thisMade Legal will cause millions to want this multipurpose, multitasking monitor with their Apple MacBook Air + Pro... multipurpose, multitasking monitor with their Apple MacBook Air + Pro... multipurpose, multitasking monitor with their Apple MacBook Air + Pro... multipurpose, multitasking monitor with their Apple MacBook Air + Pro...
InventingSomething with many wife will be playfulness to the climax that gets anInventingSomething with many wife will be playfulness to the climax that gets anInventingSomething with many wife will be playfulness to the climax that gets anInventingSomething with many wife will be playfulness to the climax that gets an invention!  invention!  invention!  invention! 

6666----24242424----14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the
nucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" wouldnucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" wouldnucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" wouldnucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! 
As our "Soul"As our "Soul"As our "Soul"As our "Soul"
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Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007sWedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007sWedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007sWedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for  for  for  for 

everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to workeveryone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to workeveryone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to workeveryone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars +  24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars +  24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars +  24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + 
their Aliens!their Aliens!their Aliens!their Aliens!

New evidence suggests Higgs boson particle was discovered inNew evidence suggests Higgs boson particle was discovered inNew evidence suggests Higgs boson particle was discovered inNew evidence suggests Higgs boson particle was discovered in 2012 By James Maynard, Tech Times | June 23, 11:35 PM  2012 By James Maynard, Tech Times | June 23, 11:35 PM  2012 By James Maynard, Tech Times | June 23, 11:35 PM  2012 By James Maynard, Tech Times | June 23, 11:35 PM 

The Higgs boson The Higgs boson The Higgs boson The Higgs boson ---- the elusive "God particle" may have been discovered through distinctive particle the elusive "God particle" may have been discovered through distinctive particle the elusive "God particle" may have been discovered through distinctive particle the elusive "God particle" may have been discovered through distinctive particle accelerator tracks in 2012. (Photo :  accelerator tracks in 2012. (Photo :  accelerator tracks in 2012. (Photo :  accelerator tracks in 2012. (Photo : 
CERN) CERN) CERN) CERN) 

6666----24242424----14 Mandy Miles wrote14 Mandy Miles wrote14 Mandy Miles wrote14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain,  Realization for Kerry, McCain,  Realization for Kerry, McCain,  Realization for Kerry, McCain, 
Hillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's mostHillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's mostHillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's mostHillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider
discovers how Gravity Was Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!discovers how Gravity Was Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!discovers how Gravity Was Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!discovers how Gravity Was Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!

6666----24242424----14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain, Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain, Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain, Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain,
Hillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimentalHillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimentalHillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimentalHillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider  facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider  facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider  facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider 
discovers how Gravity Wasdiscovers how Gravity Wasdiscovers how Gravity Wasdiscovers how Gravity Was Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!  Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!  Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!  Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated! 

6666----24242424----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness..." is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness..." is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness..." is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness..."

6666----24242424----14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the  "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the  "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the  "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the 
nucleus of thenucleus of thenucleus of thenucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!  Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! 
As our "Soul" As our "Soul" As our "Soul" As our "Soul" 

soul_consciousness soul_consciousness soul_consciousness soul_consciousness 
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The Higgs boson, the longThe Higgs boson, the longThe Higgs boson, the longThe Higgs boson, the long----soughtsoughtsoughtsought "God particle," may have been discovered in 2012, new research adds to evidence "God particle," may have been discovered in 2012, new research adds to evidence "God particle," may have been discovered in 2012, new research adds to evidence "God particle," may have been discovered in 2012, new research adds to evidence for that discovery.  for that discovery.  for that discovery.  for that discovery. 
This subThis subThis subThis sub----atomic particle is theorized to provide objectsatomic particle is theorized to provide objectsatomic particle is theorized to provide objectsatomic particle is theorized to provide objects with their mass.  with their mass.  with their mass.  with their mass. 

A particle discovered two years ago decays into a typeA particle discovered two years ago decays into a typeA particle discovered two years ago decays into a typeA particle discovered two years ago decays into a type of sub of sub of sub of sub----atomic particle called fermions. These are a family of particles withatomic particle called fermions. These are a family of particles withatomic particle called fermions. These are a family of particles withatomic particle called fermions. These are a family of particles with
includes quarks includes quarks includes quarks includes quarks ---- the components of protons and neutrons, as well as leptons, a the components of protons and neutrons, as well as leptons, a the components of protons and neutrons, as well as leptons, a the components of protons and neutrons, as well as leptons, a family containing electrons. Researchers examining  family containing electrons. Researchers examining  family containing electrons. Researchers examining  family containing electrons. Researchers examining 
the particle discovered inthe particle discovered inthe particle discovered inthe particle discovered in 2012 include physicists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 2012 include physicists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 2012 include physicists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 2012 include physicists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

Particle physicists from the European Organization forParticle physicists from the European Organization forParticle physicists from the European Organization forParticle physicists from the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) found a particle in 2012 that did not behave like any Nuclear Research (CERN) found a particle in 2012 that did not behave like any Nuclear Research (CERN) found a particle in 2012 that did not behave like any Nuclear Research (CERN) found a particle in 2012 that did not behave like any
seen before. It had a mass of 125 gigaelectronseen before. It had a mass of 125 gigaelectronseen before. It had a mass of 125 gigaelectronseen before. It had a mass of 125 gigaelectron----volts (GeV). Researchersvolts (GeV). Researchersvolts (GeV). Researchersvolts (GeV). Researchers immediately noticed similarities between their particle and the  immediately noticed similarities between their particle and the  immediately noticed similarities between their particle and the  immediately noticed similarities between their particle and the 
theoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoretical Higgs Boson. Physicists calculated that the Higgs boson, could decay into Higgs Boson. Physicists calculated that the Higgs boson, could decay into Higgs Boson. Physicists calculated that the Higgs boson, could decay into Higgs Boson. Physicists calculated that the Higgs boson, could decay into fermions. An international group of physicists has  fermions. An international group of physicists has  fermions. An international group of physicists has  fermions. An international group of physicists has 
determined that the breakdowndetermined that the breakdowndetermined that the breakdowndetermined that the breakdown of the particle is consistent with properties predicted for the elusive of the particle is consistent with properties predicted for the elusive of the particle is consistent with properties predicted for the elusive of the particle is consistent with properties predicted for the elusive particle.  particle.  particle.  particle. 

"When the Higgs boson discovery was announced in 2012, it was"When the Higgs boson discovery was announced in 2012, it was"When the Higgs boson discovery was announced in 2012, it was"When the Higgs boson discovery was announced in 2012, it was based on measurements of the decay of the Higgs to other bosons, the  based on measurements of the decay of the Higgs to other bosons, the  based on measurements of the decay of the Higgs to other bosons, the  based on measurements of the decay of the Higgs to other bosons, the 
carriers ofcarriers ofcarriers ofcarriers of nature's forces. The results... discuss the decay of Higgs bosons directly to nature's forces. The results... discuss the decay of Higgs bosons directly to nature's forces. The results... discuss the decay of Higgs bosons directly to nature's forces. The results... discuss the decay of Higgs bosons directly to fermions, the particles that make up matter," CERN  fermions, the particles that make up matter," CERN  fermions, the particles that make up matter," CERN  fermions, the particles that make up matter," CERN 
officials reported.officials reported.officials reported.officials reported.

Protons were accelerated toward each other, and then guided to aProtons were accelerated toward each other, and then guided to aProtons were accelerated toward each other, and then guided to aProtons were accelerated toward each other, and then guided to a collision at nearly the speed of light. Detectors were used to record  collision at nearly the speed of light. Detectors were used to record  collision at nearly the speed of light. Detectors were used to record  collision at nearly the speed of light. Detectors were used to record 
the newthe newthe newthe new particles that resulted from the ultra particles that resulted from the ultra particles that resulted from the ultra particles that resulted from the ultra----high velocity events. high velocity events. high velocity events. high velocity events. 

Physicists were carrying out the experiments, searching for aPhysicists were carrying out the experiments, searching for aPhysicists were carrying out the experiments, searching for aPhysicists were carrying out the experiments, searching for a type of particle known as a tau lepton, 3,500 times more massive than  type of particle known as a tau lepton, 3,500 times more massive than  type of particle known as a tau lepton, 3,500 times more massive than  type of particle known as a tau lepton, 3,500 times more massive than 
electrons.electrons.electrons.electrons. The more mass a particle has, the more it should interact with a Higgs The more mass a particle has, the more it should interact with a Higgs The more mass a particle has, the more it should interact with a Higgs The more mass a particle has, the more it should interact with a Higgs----bosonbosonbosonboson field, permeating the Universe.  field, permeating the Universe.  field, permeating the Universe.  field, permeating the Universe. 

Experiments still had to be conducted toExperiments still had to be conducted toExperiments still had to be conducted toExperiments still had to be conducted to confirm the identity of the discovery. Initial experiments showed a three confirm the identity of the discovery. Initial experiments showed a three confirm the identity of the discovery. Initial experiments showed a three confirm the identity of the discovery. Initial experiments showed a three----sigmasigmasigmasigma confidence  confidence  confidence  confidence 
level, meaning the results of the experiment only has a one in 10,000level, meaning the results of the experiment only has a one in 10,000level, meaning the results of the experiment only has a one in 10,000level, meaning the results of the experiment only has a one in 10,000 chance of happening without a Higgs. The team now wants to  chance of happening without a Higgs. The team now wants to  chance of happening without a Higgs. The team now wants to  chance of happening without a Higgs. The team now wants to 
increase thatincrease thatincrease thatincrease that certainty to five sigma, having just a one in two million chance of being wrong. certainty to five sigma, having just a one in two million chance of being wrong. certainty to five sigma, having just a one in two million chance of being wrong. certainty to five sigma, having just a one in two million chance of being wrong.

The particle accelerator at CERN is currently offline, asThe particle accelerator at CERN is currently offline, asThe particle accelerator at CERN is currently offline, asThe particle accelerator at CERN is currently offline, as facility managers increase the power of the facility by over 60 percent. That facility managers increase the power of the facility by over 60 percent. That facility managers increase the power of the facility by over 60 percent. That facility managers increase the power of the facility by over 60 percent. That will  will  will  will 
allow researchers to conduct experiments on the basic constituents ofallow researchers to conduct experiments on the basic constituents ofallow researchers to conduct experiments on the basic constituents ofallow researchers to conduct experiments on the basic constituents of matter in a way not possible before.  matter in a way not possible before.  matter in a way not possible before.  matter in a way not possible before. 

"Within the current level of"Within the current level of"Within the current level of"Within the current level of precision there is still room for other models with particles that look like the precision there is still room for other models with particles that look like the precision there is still room for other models with particles that look like the precision there is still room for other models with particles that look like the Standard Model Higgs, so we  Standard Model Higgs, so we  Standard Model Higgs, so we  Standard Model Higgs, so we 
need to accumulate more data to figure out if thereneed to accumulate more data to figure out if thereneed to accumulate more data to figure out if thereneed to accumulate more data to figure out if there is a deviation," Markus Klute, assistant professor of physics at MIT, said. is a deviation," Markus Klute, assistant professor of physics at MIT, said. is a deviation," Markus Klute, assistant professor of physics at MIT, said. is a deviation," Markus Klute, assistant professor of physics at MIT, said.

Physicists also wanted to know if just one type of Higgs boson exists,Physicists also wanted to know if just one type of Higgs boson exists,Physicists also wanted to know if just one type of Higgs boson exists,Physicists also wanted to know if just one type of Higgs boson exists, or if the particle is found forms other than the one they detected. or if the particle is found forms other than the one they detected. or if the particle is found forms other than the one they detected. or if the particle is found forms other than the one they detected.

"This is an enormous breakthrough. Now we know that particles like"This is an enormous breakthrough. Now we know that particles like"This is an enormous breakthrough. Now we know that particles like"This is an enormous breakthrough. Now we know that particles like electrons get their mass by coupling to the Higgs field, which is  electrons get their mass by coupling to the Higgs field, which is  electrons get their mass by coupling to the Higgs field, which is  electrons get their mass by coupling to the Higgs field, which is 
reallyreallyreallyreally exciting," Klute told the press.  exciting," Klute told the press.  exciting," Klute told the press.  exciting," Klute told the press. 

Study of the elusive particle was announced in theStudy of the elusive particle was announced in theStudy of the elusive particle was announced in theStudy of the elusive particle was announced in the journal Nature Physics  journal Nature Physics  journal Nature Physics  journal Nature Physics 

6666----24242424----14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"  of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"  of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"  of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" 

6666----24242424----14 Greg is author of a New Physics14 Greg is author of a New Physics14 Greg is author of a New Physics14 Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"  Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" 

6666----24242424----14 Greg Buell (Lovestar)14 Greg Buell (Lovestar)14 Greg Buell (Lovestar)14 Greg Buell (Lovestar) is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness" inside Gluon Fields that hold the  Fields that hold the  Fields that hold the  Fields that hold the 
nucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" ofnucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" ofnucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" ofnucleus of the Proton + Neutron together same "Type" of "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years! "Gluon Fields" would hold "Human Consciousness" in place for trillions of years!
As our "Soul" As our "Soul" As our "Soul" As our "Soul" 

AMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get someAMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get someAMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get someAMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get some CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become MD's.. "700th fiery Cop CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become MD's.. "700th fiery Cop CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become MD's.. "700th fiery Cop CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become MD's.. "700th fiery Cop Car  Car  Car  Car 
Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!. Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!. Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!. Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!. 

RevolutionRevolutionRevolutionRevolution around the sun... Travel to the Nearest 52 Stars Revolution! Date is... Speed around the sun... Travel to the Nearest 52 Stars Revolution! Date is... Speed around the sun... Travel to the Nearest 52 Stars Revolution! Date is... Speed around the sun... Travel to the Nearest 52 Stars Revolution! Date is... Speed is...  is...  is...  is... 

Revolution of the ElectRevolution of the ElectRevolution of the ElectRevolution of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... ...Gravity EnginericWindmillFord Escort... ...Gravity EnginericWindmillFord Escort... ...Gravity EnginericWindmillFord Escort... ...Gravity Engine Invention!  Invention!  Invention!  Invention! 

In 2014, the solstice falls on June 21 at 6:51 A.M. EDT. TheIn 2014, the solstice falls on June 21 at 6:51 A.M. EDT. TheIn 2014, the solstice falls on June 21 at 6:51 A.M. EDT. TheIn 2014, the solstice falls on June 21 at 6:51 A.M. EDT. The orbital speed of the Earth around the Sun averages about 30 km/s (108,000  orbital speed of the Earth around the Sun averages about 30 km/s (108,000  orbital speed of the Earth around the Sun averages about 30 km/s (108,000  orbital speed of the Earth around the Sun averages about 30 km/s (108,000 
km/h,km/h,km/h,km/h, or 67,108 mph) As viewed from the North Star or polestar Polaris, the Earth or 67,108 mph) As viewed from the North Star or polestar Polaris, the Earth or 67,108 mph) As viewed from the North Star or polestar Polaris, the Earth or 67,108 mph) As viewed from the North Star or polestar Polaris, the Earth turns counter turns counter turns counter turns counter----clockwise. Rotation equatorial speed of clockwise. Rotation equatorial speed of clockwise. Rotation equatorial speed of clockwise. Rotation equatorial speed of 
465.1 m/s, 1,674.4 km/h or465.1 m/s, 1,674.4 km/h or465.1 m/s, 1,674.4 km/h or465.1 m/s, 1,674.4 km/h or 1,040.4 mi/h.  1,040.4 mi/h.  1,040.4 mi/h.  1,040.4 mi/h. 

6666----23232323----14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain,  and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain,  and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain,  and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain, 
Hillary,Hillary,Hillary,Hillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider  facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider  facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider  facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider 
discovers how Gravity Wasdiscovers how Gravity Wasdiscovers how Gravity Wasdiscovers how Gravity Was Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!  Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!  Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated!  Invented! Discovers how Gravity is Generated! 

6666----23232323----14 "The Rx Overnight14 "The Rx Overnight14 "The Rx Overnight14 "The Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Cost Millions of Women their life" Greg Buell Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Cost Millions of Women their life" Greg Buell Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Cost Millions of Women their life" Greg Buell Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Cost Millions of Women their life" Greg Buell Lovestar!  Lovestar!  Lovestar!  Lovestar! 

6666----23232323----14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway  Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway  Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway  Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway 
NovelsNovelsNovelsNovels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!  with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!  with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!  with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 

6666----23232323----14 "The Medicaid14 "The Medicaid14 "The Medicaid14 "The Medicaid Black Hole That Costs Taxpayers Billions" John Tozzi Bloomberg Businessweek Black Hole That Costs Taxpayers Billions" John Tozzi Bloomberg Businessweek Black Hole That Costs Taxpayers Billions" John Tozzi Bloomberg Businessweek Black Hole That Costs Taxpayers Billions" John Tozzi Bloomberg Businessweek
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6666----23232323----14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway  preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway  preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway  preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway 
Novels withNovels withNovels withNovels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!  Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!  Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!  Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 

6666----23232323----14 "The Medicare in Saudi14 "The Medicare in Saudi14 "The Medicare in Saudi14 "The Medicare in Saudi Arabia is paid for 100%, best Yale Arabia is paid for 100%, best Yale Arabia is paid for 100%, best Yale Arabia is paid for 100%, best Yale----Harvard MD are paid Billions in perks forHarvard MD are paid Billions in perks forHarvard MD are paid Billions in perks forHarvard MD are paid Billions in perks for transplanting USA organs  transplanting USA organs  transplanting USA organs  transplanting USA organs 
into Saudi Citizens! $777 Trillion! into Saudi Citizens! $777 Trillion! into Saudi Citizens! $777 Trillion! into Saudi Citizens! $777 Trillion! 

6666----23232323----14141414 "The Godspeed of Greg + Wives to get the Overnight put it in the H2O cure for "The Godspeed of Greg + Wives to get the Overnight put it in the H2O cure for "The Godspeed of Greg + Wives to get the Overnight put it in the H2O cure for "The Godspeed of Greg + Wives to get the Overnight put it in the H2O cure for Cancer" is suppressed + stifled by the USA  Cancer" is suppressed + stifled by the USA  Cancer" is suppressed + stifled by the USA  Cancer" is suppressed + stifled by the USA 
government in our 1984 II Era ofgovernment in our 1984 II Era ofgovernment in our 1984 II Era ofgovernment in our 1984 II Era of Endless Wars... and no Star Travels!  Endless Wars... and no Star Travels!  Endless Wars... and no Star Travels!  Endless Wars... and no Star Travels! 

6666----23232323----14 "Salem, Massachusetts bill14 "Salem, Massachusetts bill14 "Salem, Massachusetts bill14 "Salem, Massachusetts bill targets welfare fraud" by David Scharfenberg The Boston Globe. Kerry in Boston targets welfare fraud" by David Scharfenberg The Boston Globe. Kerry in Boston targets welfare fraud" by David Scharfenberg The Boston Globe. Kerry in Boston targets welfare fraud" by David Scharfenberg The Boston Globe. Kerry in Boston isn't burning women  isn't burning women  isn't burning women  isn't burning women 
as "Witches" he is burning them in fiery car crashes theas "Witches" he is burning them in fiery car crashes theas "Witches" he is burning them in fiery car crashes theas "Witches" he is burning them in fiery car crashes the Boston Globe suppresses the statistics of this more horrible crime by Kerry than Boston Globe suppresses the statistics of this more horrible crime by Kerry than Boston Globe suppresses the statistics of this more horrible crime by Kerry than Boston Globe suppresses the statistics of this more horrible crime by Kerry than
Kerry in Salem 100 years ago! Kerry in Salem 100 years ago! Kerry in Salem 100 years ago! Kerry in Salem 100 years ago! 

6666----23232323----14 iMac Users who had the iMac with14 iMac Users who had the iMac with14 iMac Users who had the iMac with14 iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway  Hemingway  Hemingway  Hemingway 
Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 

6666----23232323----14141414 "Salem, Massachusetts"Iraqi leaders seen as desperate as Kerry arrives in "Salem, Massachusetts"Iraqi leaders seen as desperate as Kerry arrives in "Salem, Massachusetts"Iraqi leaders seen as desperate as Kerry arrives in "Salem, Massachusetts"Iraqi leaders seen as desperate as Kerry arrives in Baghdad" by James Rosen Fox News. Massachusetts  Baghdad" by James Rosen Fox News. Massachusetts  Baghdad" by James Rosen Fox News. Massachusetts  Baghdad" by James Rosen Fox News. Massachusetts 
women burned as a Witch Today inwomen burned as a Witch Today inwomen burned as a Witch Today inwomen burned as a Witch Today in Boston not Baghdad are not reported to be "Desperate" by Fox News yet the top Boston not Baghdad are not reported to be "Desperate" by Fox News yet the top Boston not Baghdad are not reported to be "Desperate" by Fox News yet the top Boston not Baghdad are not reported to be "Desperate" by Fox News yet the top brass at Fox News  brass at Fox News  brass at Fox News  brass at Fox News 
know the statistics of how many "Witches" Kerry will burn in aknow the statistics of how many "Witches" Kerry will burn in aknow the statistics of how many "Witches" Kerry will burn in aknow the statistics of how many "Witches" Kerry will burn in a fiery car crash today!  fiery car crash today!  fiery car crash today!  fiery car crash today! 

6666----23232323----14 Legal Polygamous Wedding Gift of 114 Legal Polygamous Wedding Gift of 114 Legal Polygamous Wedding Gift of 114 Legal Polygamous Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap... Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap... Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap... Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap...

6666----23232323----14 Legal Polygamous Wedding $ Lucrative Casino Gambling will be for14 Legal Polygamous Wedding $ Lucrative Casino Gambling will be for14 Legal Polygamous Wedding $ Lucrative Casino Gambling will be for14 Legal Polygamous Wedding $ Lucrative Casino Gambling will be for "Star Travel" Inventions + cure for 1,001 diseases not the  "Star Travel" Inventions + cure for 1,001 diseases not the  "Star Travel" Inventions + cure for 1,001 diseases not the  "Star Travel" Inventions + cure for 1,001 diseases not the 
Wynn Vegas + BostonWynn Vegas + BostonWynn Vegas + BostonWynn Vegas + Boston Casino's! Kerry gambled on Hell and Lost killing 3 Million people in Vietnam! Casino's! Kerry gambled on Hell and Lost killing 3 Million people in Vietnam! Casino's! Kerry gambled on Hell and Lost killing 3 Million people in Vietnam! Casino's! Kerry gambled on Hell and Lost killing 3 Million people in Vietnam! And another 3 million in fiery car  And another 3 million in fiery car  And another 3 million in fiery car  And another 3 million in fiery car 
crashes! Mohegan Sun and Wynn Resorts, thecrashes! Mohegan Sun and Wynn Resorts, thecrashes! Mohegan Sun and Wynn Resorts, thecrashes! Mohegan Sun and Wynn Resorts, the casino giants are locking horns for the lucrative Boston region gambling casino giants are locking horns for the lucrative Boston region gambling casino giants are locking horns for the lucrative Boston region gambling casino giants are locking horns for the lucrative Boston region gambling license, which  license, which  license, which  license, which 
is expected to be awarded in late August or early September.is expected to be awarded in late August or early September.is expected to be awarded in late August or early September.is expected to be awarded in late August or early September.

6666----23232323----14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today14 Mandy Miles wrote yesterday Heaven just got Livelier and Today Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain,  Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain,  Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain,  Gravity is Hell... will be a Realization for Kerry, McCain, 
Hillary, JimmyHillary, JimmyHillary, JimmyHillary, Jimmy Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental facilities to Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental facilities to Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental facilities to Carter. When the world's most expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider  date, the Large Hadron Collider  date, the Large Hadron Collider  date, the Large Hadron Collider 
discovers how Gravity Was Invented!discovers how Gravity Was Invented!discovers how Gravity Was Invented!discovers how Gravity Was Invented!

6666----23232323----14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ 14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ 14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ 14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ ----251 C will give you 1251 C will give you 1251 C will give you 1251 C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire!  trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire!  trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire!  trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire! 

6666----23232323----14 $777 Trillion for14 $777 Trillion for14 $777 Trillion for14 $777 Trillion for Medicare will let the USA catch up to what Saudi Princes have has since the Medicare will let the USA catch up to what Saudi Princes have has since the Medicare will let the USA catch up to what Saudi Princes have has since the Medicare will let the USA catch up to what Saudi Princes have has since the suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in 1980. ElectricWindmillFord Escort in 1980. ElectricWindmillFord Escort in 1980. ElectricWindmillFord Escort in 1980. 

6666----23232323----14 CERN14 CERN14 CERN14 CERN Researchers Determine Particle Found in 2012 is Higgs boson... The discovery of Researchers Determine Particle Found in 2012 is Higgs boson... The discovery of Researchers Determine Particle Found in 2012 is Higgs boson... The discovery of Researchers Determine Particle Found in 2012 is Higgs boson... The discovery of a Higgs boson a Higgs boson a Higgs boson a Higgs boson should allow physicists to  should allow physicists to  should allow physicists to  should allow physicists to 
finally validate the last untested areafinally validate the last untested areafinally validate the last untested areafinally validate the last untested area of the Standard Model's approach to fundamental particles and forces, guide of the Standard Model's approach to fundamental particles and forces, guide of the Standard Model's approach to fundamental particles and forces, guide of the Standard Model's approach to fundamental particles and forces, guide other theories  other theories  other theories  other theories 
and discoveries in particle physics, and potentially lead toand discoveries in particle physics, and potentially lead toand discoveries in particle physics, and potentially lead toand discoveries in particle physics, and potentially lead to developments in "new" physics. This unanswered question in fundamental  developments in "new" physics. This unanswered question in fundamental  developments in "new" physics. This unanswered question in fundamental  developments in "new" physics. This unanswered question in fundamental 
physicsphysicsphysicsphysics is of such importance that it led to a search of more than 40 years for the is of such importance that it led to a search of more than 40 years for the is of such importance that it led to a search of more than 40 years for the is of such importance that it led to a search of more than 40 years for the Higgs boson and finally the construction of one of the  Higgs boson and finally the construction of one of the  Higgs boson and finally the construction of one of the  Higgs boson and finally the construction of one of the 
world's most expensiveworld's most expensiveworld's most expensiveworld's most expensive and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider. and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider. and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider. and complex experimental facilities to date, the Large Hadron Collider.

6666----23232323----14 614 614 614 6----23232323----14 "Earth's electromagnetic field is weakening" Proxima14 "Earth's electromagnetic field is weakening" Proxima14 "Earth's electromagnetic field is weakening" Proxima14 "Earth's electromagnetic field is weakening" Proxima Centauri will shine, burn its H for the nest 4 trillion years. The  Centauri will shine, burn its H for the nest 4 trillion years. The  Centauri will shine, burn its H for the nest 4 trillion years. The  Centauri will shine, burn its H for the nest 4 trillion years. The 
Sun will burnSun will burnSun will burnSun will burn all its H in 1.75 Billion years. HELL if a USA inventor can't get these all its H in 1.75 Billion years. HELL if a USA inventor can't get these all its H in 1.75 Billion years. HELL if a USA inventor can't get these all its H in 1.75 Billion years. HELL if a USA inventor can't get these inventions that will tweak the Sun into shinning for  inventions that will tweak the Sun into shinning for  inventions that will tweak the Sun into shinning for  inventions that will tweak the Sun into shinning for 
4 Trillion years and super4 Trillion years and super4 Trillion years and super4 Trillion years and super charge Earth's electromagnetic blame it on Bill + Melinda for screwing up Win charge Earth's electromagnetic blame it on Bill + Melinda for screwing up Win charge Earth's electromagnetic blame it on Bill + Melinda for screwing up Win charge Earth's electromagnetic blame it on Bill + Melinda for screwing up Win 8.2 fix with no menu and no  8.2 fix with no menu and no  8.2 fix with no menu and no  8.2 fix with no menu and no 
boot to the desktop and NO PC Users IP as the iMacboot to the desktop and NO PC Users IP as the iMacboot to the desktop and NO PC Users IP as the iMacboot to the desktop and NO PC Users IP as the iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more
"Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter"Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter"Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter"Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!  1... grin!  1... grin!  1... grin! 

6666----23232323----14 Hell became a lot livelier, Heaven + Soul14 Hell became a lot livelier, Heaven + Soul14 Hell became a lot livelier, Heaven + Soul14 Hell became a lot livelier, Heaven + Soul----Mates aMates aMates aMates a lot more Realistic with nearby stars "Invented" to shine for the next 4 Trillion lot more Realistic with nearby stars "Invented" to shine for the next 4 Trillion lot more Realistic with nearby stars "Invented" to shine for the next 4 Trillion lot more Realistic with nearby stars "Invented" to shine for the next 4 Trillion
Years... Heavy Lift Hellicopters... 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes, Hell is burningYears... Heavy Lift Hellicopters... 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes, Hell is burningYears... Heavy Lift Hellicopters... 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes, Hell is burningYears... Heavy Lift Hellicopters... 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes, Hell is burning to death in a fiery gasoline crash!  to death in a fiery gasoline crash!  to death in a fiery gasoline crash!  to death in a fiery gasoline crash! 

 Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for  for  for  for 

everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to workeveryone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to workeveryone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to workeveryone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars +  24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars +  24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars +  24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + 
their Aliens!their Aliens!their Aliens!their Aliens!
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6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer!"  Cancer!"  Cancer!"  Cancer!" 

6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" It's a "Crime" to14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" It's a "Crime" to14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" It's a "Crime" to14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" It's a "Crime" to stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from Brainstorimg a Overnight Miracle  stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from Brainstorimg a Overnight Miracle  stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from Brainstorimg a Overnight Miracle  stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from Brainstorimg a Overnight Miracle 
Cure forCure forCure forCure for Breast Cancer... Today!  Breast Cancer... Today!  Breast Cancer... Today!  Breast Cancer... Today! 

6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer!" War Battle Rob's Mom + Ralph's Wife lost Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer!" War Battle Rob's Mom + Ralph's Wife lost Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer!" War Battle Rob's Mom + Ralph's Wife lost Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer!" War Battle Rob's Mom + Ralph's Wife lost last week!  last week!  last week!  last week! 
While Greg "Battles" with the 1984 II Observers in Key West notWhile Greg "Battles" with the 1984 II Observers in Key West notWhile Greg "Battles" with the 1984 II Observers in Key West notWhile Greg "Battles" with the 1984 II Observers in Key West not working on a Rx Cure For Cancer as Greg is a POW... 4 MD Wives Coup  working on a Rx Cure For Cancer as Greg is a POW... 4 MD Wives Coup  working on a Rx Cure For Cancer as Greg is a POW... 4 MD Wives Coup  working on a Rx Cure For Cancer as Greg is a POW... 4 MD Wives Coup 
D'Etat!D'Etat!D'Etat!D'Etat!

It's a "Crime" to stifle Greg + Wives in KeyIt's a "Crime" to stifle Greg + Wives in KeyIt's a "Crime" to stifle Greg + Wives in KeyIt's a "Crime" to stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from Brainstorimg a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Today!  West from Brainstorimg a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Today!  West from Brainstorimg a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Today!  West from Brainstorimg a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Today! 

4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 64 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 64 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 64 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 6----22222222----14 Time Bomb is the Rx Overnight14 Time Bomb is the Rx Overnight14 Time Bomb is the Rx Overnight14 Time Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure for  Miracle Godsent Cure for  Miracle Godsent Cure for  Miracle Godsent Cure for 

Breast Cancer by Greg + Wives in Key West! Stifled byBreast Cancer by Greg + Wives in Key West! Stifled byBreast Cancer by Greg + Wives in Key West! Stifled byBreast Cancer by Greg + Wives in Key West! Stifled by "1984 II"  "1984 II"  "1984 II"  "1984 II" 

6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer!"  Cure for Cancer!"  Cure for Cancer!"  Cure for Cancer!" 

6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "How14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "How14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "How14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "How Cities Use Design to Drive Homeless People Away" Robert Rosenberger when the Cities Use Design to Drive Homeless People Away" Robert Rosenberger when the Cities Use Design to Drive Homeless People Away" Robert Rosenberger when the Cities Use Design to Drive Homeless People Away" Robert Rosenberger when the "1984"  "1984"  "1984"  "1984" 
Mayor + his Wife know Mecca + Allah got the Key West $777 TrillionMayor + his Wife know Mecca + Allah got the Key West $777 TrillionMayor + his Wife know Mecca + Allah got the Key West $777 TrillionMayor + his Wife know Mecca + Allah got the Key West $777 Trillion Godsend!  Godsend!  Godsend!  Godsend! 

6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "How the NY Times14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "How the NY Times14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "How the NY Times14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "How the NY Times Writes to NOT get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer! iMac Users  Writes to NOT get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer! iMac Users  Writes to NOT get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer! iMac Users  Writes to NOT get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer! iMac Users 
who hadwho hadwho hadwho had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with  and wrote more Hemingway Novels with  and wrote more Hemingway Novels with  and wrote more Hemingway Novels with 
Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin!

6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "The Jihadists Want a Petro14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "The Jihadists Want a Petro14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "The Jihadists Want a Petro14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" "The Jihadists Want a Petro State of Their Own, Too" by Bloomberg Business Week at NYC by  State of Their Own, Too" by Bloomberg Business Week at NYC by  State of Their Own, Too" by Bloomberg Business Week at NYC by  State of Their Own, Too" by Bloomberg Business Week at NYC by 
Piotr Zalewski whoPiotr Zalewski whoPiotr Zalewski whoPiotr Zalewski who knows this is criminal. Oil Men's Greed is a "Clone" of the "Endless Wars!" as knows this is criminal. Oil Men's Greed is a "Clone" of the "Endless Wars!" as knows this is criminal. Oil Men's Greed is a "Clone" of the "Endless Wars!" as knows this is criminal. Oil Men's Greed is a "Clone" of the "Endless Wars!" as for Bill + Melinda suppressing 1,001  for Bill + Melinda suppressing 1,001  for Bill + Melinda suppressing 1,001  for Bill + Melinda suppressing 1,001 
Invention Projects app preinstalled.Invention Projects app preinstalled.Invention Projects app preinstalled.Invention Projects app preinstalled. Knowing USERS got more "Inventio Knowing USERS got more "Inventio Knowing USERS got more "Inventio Knowing USERS got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels withns" and wrote more Hemingway Novels withns" and wrote more Hemingway Novels withns" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects  Invention Projects  Invention Projects  Invention Projects 
in Chapter 1... grin! Is Criminal... in Chapter 1... grin! Is Criminal... in Chapter 1... grin! Is Criminal... in Chapter 1... grin! Is Criminal... 

6666----22222222----14 Mandy14 Mandy14 Mandy14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives"  Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives"  Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives"  Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" 

6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg +14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg +14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg +14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives"  Wives"  Wives"  Wives" 
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6666----22222222----14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" 14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" 14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" 14 Mandy Miles "Godspeed Greg + Wives" 

6666----22222222----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 

for your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as 14 as 14 as 14 as 
Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Bomb  Bomb  Bomb 
is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... A Quarter for14 Summer Solstice... A Quarter for14 Summer Solstice... A Quarter for14 Summer Solstice... A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... Yale Key West Medical School should be built14 Summer Solstice... Yale Key West Medical School should be built14 Summer Solstice... Yale Key West Medical School should be built14 Summer Solstice... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West with  today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West with  today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West with  today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West with 
$777 Trillion$777 Trillion$777 Trillion$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing Coup! 4 MD Wives2011. Amazing Coup! 4 MD Wives2011. Amazing Coup! 4 MD Wives2011. Amazing Coup! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  Coup D'Etat!  Coup D'Etat!  Coup D'Etat! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Polygamous Marriage14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Polygamous Marriage14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Polygamous Marriage14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Polygamous Marriage with a prenuptial contract that "Links" 1,001 Invention Projects into 90%  with a prenuptial contract that "Links" 1,001 Invention Projects into 90%  with a prenuptial contract that "Links" 1,001 Invention Projects into 90%  with a prenuptial contract that "Links" 1,001 Invention Projects into 90% 
ofofofof your Married Life Conversations will be Brainstorming Conversations to get the your Married Life Conversations will be Brainstorming Conversations to get the your Married Life Conversations will be Brainstorming Conversations to get the your Married Life Conversations will be Brainstorming Conversations to get the Cure for Cancer, End War, Cure All Diseases, and get  Cure for Cancer, End War, Cure All Diseases, and get  Cure for Cancer, End War, Cure All Diseases, and get  Cure for Cancer, End War, Cure All Diseases, and get 
into each others Brains tointo each others Brains tointo each others Brains tointo each others Brains to get the Perfect Memory for everyone! Thousands march at Capitol to defend get the Perfect Memory for everyone! Thousands march at Capitol to defend get the Perfect Memory for everyone! Thousands march at Capitol to defend get the Perfect Memory for everyone! Thousands march at Capitol to defend traditional marriage! 4 MD  traditional marriage! 4 MD  traditional marriage! 4 MD  traditional marriage! 4 MD 
Wives Coup D'Etat! Wives Coup D'Etat! Wives Coup D'Etat! Wives Coup D'Etat! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." General accused of sex assault gets demotion. Generals new orders "Gasoline..." General accused of sex assault gets demotion. Generals new orders "Gasoline..." General accused of sex assault gets demotion. Generals new orders "Gasoline..." General accused of sex assault gets demotion. Generals new orders is to InventSomething or get  is to InventSomething or get  is to InventSomething or get  is to InventSomething or get 
"Booted Out of the Pentagon" "Booted Out of the Pentagon" "Booted Out of the Pentagon" "Booted Out of the Pentagon" 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Generals + Admirals14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Generals + Admirals14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Generals + Admirals14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Generals + Admirals who have had their iPhone5s stolen never called the CIA to track the GPS,  who have had their iPhone5s stolen never called the CIA to track the GPS,  who have had their iPhone5s stolen never called the CIA to track the GPS,  who have had their iPhone5s stolen never called the CIA to track the GPS, 
callcallcallcall their buddies at the FBI when the crooks were located so a SWAT FBI Team could their buddies at the FBI when the crooks were located so a SWAT FBI Team could their buddies at the FBI when the crooks were located so a SWAT FBI Team could their buddies at the FBI when the crooks were located so a SWAT FBI Team could put the "Fear Of God" into anyone thinking of  put the "Fear Of God" into anyone thinking of  put the "Fear Of God" into anyone thinking of  put the "Fear Of God" into anyone thinking of 
picking up a iPhone5s in a Bar!picking up a iPhone5s in a Bar!picking up a iPhone5s in a Bar!picking up a iPhone5s in a Bar!

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." TV on the Treadmill, Internet14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." TV on the Treadmill, Internet14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." TV on the Treadmill, Internet14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." TV on the Treadmill, Internet on the Treadmill, ASAP!  on the Treadmill, ASAP!  on the Treadmill, ASAP!  on the Treadmill, ASAP! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Lab14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Lab14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Lab14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Lab Tested: New 21 Tested: New 21 Tested: New 21 Tested: New 21----inch 1.4GHz Core i5 iMac benchmarks with and then without 1,001inch 1.4GHz Core i5 iMac benchmarks with and then without 1,001inch 1.4GHz Core i5 iMac benchmarks with and then without 1,001inch 1.4GHz Core i5 iMac benchmarks with and then without 1,001
Invention Projects preinstalled. iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001Invention Projects preinstalled. iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001Invention Projects preinstalled. iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001Invention Projects preinstalled. iMac Users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and  Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and  Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and  Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and 
wrote morewrote morewrote morewrote more Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Hemingway Novel Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Hemingway Novel Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Hemingway Novel Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Hemingway Novel with Earnest having 4 Wives all MD  with Earnest having 4 Wives all MD  with Earnest having 4 Wives all MD  with Earnest having 4 Wives all MD 
Women in 1935. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!Women in 1935. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!Women in 1935. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!Women in 1935. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." French14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." French14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." French14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." French----Jewish Oil Men, NumberJewish Oil Men, NumberJewish Oil Men, NumberJewish Oil Men, Number of French "Oil Men" Jews Emigrating to Israel Rises. New York  of French "Oil Men" Jews Emigrating to Israel Rises. New York  of French "Oil Men" Jews Emigrating to Israel Rises. New York  of French "Oil Men" Jews Emigrating to Israel Rises. New York 
Times Times Times Times ---- 11 hours 11 hours 11 hours 11 hours ago.  ago.  ago.  ago. 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." The Jumbo Jets14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." The Jumbo Jets14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." The Jumbo Jets14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." The Jumbo Jets Boeing and Airbus Turn Into Posh Private Planes for the Oil Men who are iMac Boeing and Airbus Turn Into Posh Private Planes for the Oil Men who are iMac Boeing and Airbus Turn Into Posh Private Planes for the Oil Men who are iMac Boeing and Airbus Turn Into Posh Private Planes for the Oil Men who are iMac
users and had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got moreusers and had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got moreusers and had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got moreusers and had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with  "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with  "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with  "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with 
Invention Projects in ChapterInvention Projects in ChapterInvention Projects in ChapterInvention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline"14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline"14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline"14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline" Thousands march at Capitol to defend traditional marriage  Thousands march at Capitol to defend traditional marriage  Thousands march at Capitol to defend traditional marriage  Thousands march at Capitol to defend traditional marriage 
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6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." NASA's fleet of 10114 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." NASA's fleet of 10114 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." NASA's fleet of 10114 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." NASA's fleet of 101 Super Shuttles Super Shuttles Super Shuttles Super Shuttles sunk by Navy JFK Super Carrier fleet of 101 new Carriers so... sunk by Navy JFK Super Carrier fleet of 101 new Carriers so... sunk by Navy JFK Super Carrier fleet of 101 new Carriers so... sunk by Navy JFK Super Carrier fleet of 101 new Carriers so...
Mountain top blown up to make way for world's largest telescope Mountain top blown up to make way for world's largest telescope Mountain top blown up to make way for world's largest telescope Mountain top blown up to make way for world's largest telescope –––– NASA's SuperNASA's SuperNASA's SuperNASA's Super Hubble isn't even in NASA's list of 1,001 Invention  Hubble isn't even in NASA's list of 1,001 Invention  Hubble isn't even in NASA's list of 1,001 Invention  Hubble isn't even in NASA's list of 1,001 Invention 
Projects for the iMac UsersProjects for the iMac UsersProjects for the iMac UsersProjects for the iMac Users users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more  "Inventions" and wrote more  "Inventions" and wrote more  "Inventions" and wrote more 
Hemingway Novels with Invention Projects in ChapterHemingway Novels with Invention Projects in ChapterHemingway Novels with Invention Projects in ChapterHemingway Novels with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..."  "Gasoline..."  "Gasoline..."  "Gasoline..." 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Vaccinations 14 Summer Solstice... "Vaccinations 14 Summer Solstice... "Vaccinations 14 Summer Solstice... "Vaccinations ---- Put it in the H2OPut it in the H2OPut it in the H2OPut it in the H2O if it works Dr. Nancy Snyderman would say, Greg would say preinstall it on  if it works Dr. Nancy Snyderman would say, Greg would say preinstall it on  if it works Dr. Nancy Snyderman would say, Greg would say preinstall it on  if it works Dr. Nancy Snyderman would say, Greg would say preinstall it on 
aaaa iMac..." A close iMac..." A close iMac..." A close iMac..." A close----up of the tip of a bifurcated needle used to vaccinateup of the tip of a bifurcated needle used to vaccinateup of the tip of a bifurcated needle used to vaccinateup of the tip of a bifurcated needle used to vaccinate individuals containing some vaccine solution. Vaccinia  individuals containing some vaccine solution. Vaccinia  individuals containing some vaccine solution. Vaccinia  individuals containing some vaccine solution. Vaccinia 
(smallpox) vaccine,(smallpox) vaccine,(smallpox) vaccine,(smallpox) vaccine, derived from calf lymph, and currently licensed in the United States, is a derived from calf lymph, and currently licensed in the United States, is a derived from calf lymph, and currently licensed in the United States, is a derived from calf lymph, and currently licensed in the United States, is a lyophilized, live lyophilized, live lyophilized, live lyophilized, live----virus preparation of virus preparation of virus preparation of virus preparation of 
infectious vaccinia virus. It does notinfectious vaccinia virus. It does notinfectious vaccinia virus. It does notinfectious vaccinia virus. It does not contain smallpox (variola) virus. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  contain smallpox (variola) virus. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  contain smallpox (variola) virus. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  contain smallpox (variola) virus. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer14 Summer14 Summer14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Centers for Disease Control laboratory technicians + Solstice... "Gasoline..." Centers for Disease Control laboratory technicians + Solstice... "Gasoline..." Centers for Disease Control laboratory technicians + Solstice... "Gasoline..." Centers for Disease Control laboratory technicians + MD's iMac... iMac Users who had the iMac  MD's iMac... iMac Users who had the iMac  MD's iMac... iMac Users who had the iMac  MD's iMac... iMac Users who had the iMac 
with 1,001 Invention Projects appwith 1,001 Invention Projects appwith 1,001 Invention Projects appwith 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Vaccine Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with preinstalled got more "Vaccine Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with preinstalled got more "Vaccine Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with preinstalled got more "Vaccine Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels with Vaccine  Vaccine  Vaccine  Vaccine 
Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... NEW YORK, June 21 (Reuters) 14 Summer Solstice... NEW YORK, June 21 (Reuters) 14 Summer Solstice... NEW YORK, June 21 (Reuters) 14 Summer Solstice... NEW YORK, June 21 (Reuters) ---- U.N.U.N.U.N.U.N. Secretary Secretary Secretary Secretary----General Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban Ki----moon urged the Security Council on Friday to moon urged the Security Council on Friday to moon urged the Security Council on Friday to moon urged the Security Council on Friday to 
impose animpose animpose animpose an arms embargo on Syria, describing foreign powers and groups as "irresponsible" arms embargo on Syria, describing foreign powers and groups as "irresponsible" arms embargo on Syria, describing foreign powers and groups as "irresponsible" arms embargo on Syria, describing foreign powers and groups as "irresponsible" for giving $777 Trillion from $4 gas money  for giving $777 Trillion from $4 gas money  for giving $777 Trillion from $4 gas money  for giving $777 Trillion from $4 gas money 
for military support to the warringfor military support to the warringfor military support to the warringfor military support to the warring parties... U.N. Secretary parties... U.N. Secretary parties... U.N. Secretary parties... U.N. Secretary----General Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban Ki----moon has his $777 Trillion in Swissmoon has his $777 Trillion in Swissmoon has his $777 Trillion in Swissmoon has his $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks as he didn't  Banks as he didn't  Banks as he didn't  Banks as he didn't 
invest it in GM Tanks that run on gasoline... grin! UN is ainvest it in GM Tanks that run on gasoline... grin! UN is ainvest it in GM Tanks that run on gasoline... grin! UN is ainvest it in GM Tanks that run on gasoline... grin! UN is a criminal Organization Today!  criminal Organization Today!  criminal Organization Today!  criminal Organization Today! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... U.N. Secretary14 Summer Solstice... U.N. Secretary14 Summer Solstice... U.N. Secretary14 Summer Solstice... U.N. Secretary----GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral Ban Ki Ban Ki Ban Ki Ban Ki----moon knows about the Super Air Bags on all ElectricWindmillFordmoon knows about the Super Air Bags on all ElectricWindmillFordmoon knows about the Super Air Bags on all ElectricWindmillFordmoon knows about the Super Air Bags on all ElectricWindmillFord Escorts...  Escorts...  Escorts...  Escorts... 
Montana Crash Kills Family of 5, Fire Chief ABC News Montana Crash Kills Family of 5, Fire Chief ABC News Montana Crash Kills Family of 5, Fire Chief ABC News Montana Crash Kills Family of 5, Fire Chief ABC News ---- A tight bandA tight bandA tight bandA tight band of firefighters in a small Montana town was left reeling after their  of firefighters in a small Montana town was left reeling after their  of firefighters in a small Montana town was left reeling after their  of firefighters in a small Montana town was left reeling after their 
new chiefnew chiefnew chiefnew chief and five members of a family died in a horrific crash between a fire engine and and five members of a family died in a horrific crash between a fire engine and and five members of a family died in a horrific crash between a fire engine and and five members of a family died in a horrific crash between a fire engine and a pickup truck along a rural highway!  a pickup truck along a rural highway!  a pickup truck along a rural highway!  a pickup truck along a rural highway! 

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice...14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." Kevlar Fiber II cheap enough for everyone is on the list of 1,001 "Gasoline..." Kevlar Fiber II cheap enough for everyone is on the list of 1,001 "Gasoline..." Kevlar Fiber II cheap enough for everyone is on the list of 1,001 "Gasoline..." Kevlar Fiber II cheap enough for everyone is on the list of 1,001 Invention Projects for the iMac  Invention Projects for the iMac  Invention Projects for the iMac  Invention Projects for the iMac 
Users users who had the iMac with 1,001Users users who had the iMac with 1,001Users users who had the iMac with 1,001Users users who had the iMac with 1,001 Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Invention Projects app preinstalled got more "Inventions" and wrote more Hemingway Novels  Hemingway Novels  Hemingway Novels  Hemingway Novels 
with Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Stephanie Kwolekwith Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Stephanie Kwolekwith Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Stephanie Kwolekwith Invention Projects in Chapter 1... grin! Stephanie Kwolek dies at 90; chemist created Kevlar fiber used in bullet ... Washington Post. dies at 90; chemist created Kevlar fiber used in bullet ... Washington Post. dies at 90; chemist created Kevlar fiber used in bullet ... Washington Post. dies at 90; chemist created Kevlar fiber used in bullet ... Washington Post.
Written by Emily Langer Stephanie L. Kwolek, a chemist credited with developingWritten by Emily Langer Stephanie L. Kwolek, a chemist credited with developingWritten by Emily Langer Stephanie L. Kwolek, a chemist credited with developingWritten by Emily Langer Stephanie L. Kwolek, a chemist credited with developing the ultra the ultra the ultra the ultra----strong Kevlar fiber used in bulletstrong Kevlar fiber used in bulletstrong Kevlar fiber used in bulletstrong Kevlar fiber used in bullet----resistant resistant resistant resistant 
gear, an innovation thatgear, an innovation thatgear, an innovation thatgear, an innovation that is estimated to have saved hundreds of lives since she created the polymer five is estimated to have saved hundreds of lives since she created the polymer five is estimated to have saved hundreds of lives since she created the polymer five is estimated to have saved hundreds of lives since she created the polymer five decades ago, died June 18 at  decades ago, died June 18 at  decades ago, died June 18 at  decades ago, died June 18 at 
a hospice. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! a hospice. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! a hospice. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! a hospice. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

6666----21212121----14141414 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." In a "1984 II" Era Today Google has no Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." In a "1984 II" Era Today Google has no Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." In a "1984 II" Era Today Google has no Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." In a "1984 II" Era Today Google has no intention of Saving 19K SWF from being murdered by  intention of Saving 19K SWF from being murdered by  intention of Saving 19K SWF from being murdered by  intention of Saving 19K SWF from being murdered by 
OJ's by installed DropCam inOJ's by installed DropCam inOJ's by installed DropCam inOJ's by installed DropCam in her home. Nest Labs, which was acquired by Google earlier this year, is now her home. Nest Labs, which was acquired by Google earlier this year, is now her home. Nest Labs, which was acquired by Google earlier this year, is now her home. Nest Labs, which was acquired by Google earlier this year, is now taking over producer of home taking over producer of home taking over producer of home taking over producer of home----
monitoring cameras, Dropcam. The deal will helpmonitoring cameras, Dropcam. The deal will helpmonitoring cameras, Dropcam. The deal will helpmonitoring cameras, Dropcam. The deal will help Nest expand its offerings, but may raise privacy concerns. 19K dead women in the Nest expand its offerings, but may raise privacy concerns. 19K dead women in the Nest expand its offerings, but may raise privacy concerns. 19K dead women in the Nest expand its offerings, but may raise privacy concerns. 19K dead women in the
last 12 months in the USA would not complain about Privacy Concerns to the Numblast 12 months in the USA would not complain about Privacy Concerns to the Numblast 12 months in the USA would not complain about Privacy Concerns to the Numblast 12 months in the USA would not complain about Privacy Concerns to the Numb Nuts who are Observers of them being murdered! 4  Nuts who are Observers of them being murdered! 4  Nuts who are Observers of them being murdered! 4  Nuts who are Observers of them being murdered! 4 
MD Wives Coup D'Etat!MD Wives Coup D'Etat!MD Wives Coup D'Etat!MD Wives Coup D'Etat!

6666----21212121----14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." 14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." 14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." 14 Summer Solstice... "Gasoline..." 

6666----21212121----14 Time14 Time14 Time14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II 
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6666----21212121----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 

for your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as 14 as 14 as 14 as 
Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Bomb  Bomb  Bomb 
is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! 

"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

"700th fiery Cop Car Crash"700th fiery Cop Car Crash"700th fiery Cop Car Crash"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

"700th fiery Cop Car"700th fiery Cop Car"700th fiery Cop Car"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

"700th fiery Cop"700th fiery Cop"700th fiery Cop"700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14141414 Unholy Smoke: Pope Condemns Legalization of Pot...  Unholy Smoke: Pope Condemns Legalization of Pot...  Unholy Smoke: Pope Condemns Legalization of Pot...  Unholy Smoke: Pope Condemns Legalization of Pot... 

6666----20202020----14 "100th kid14 "100th kid14 "100th kid14 "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! left in a hot car yesterday died last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! left in a hot car yesterday died last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! left in a hot car yesterday died last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!

6666----20202020----14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  NORDLAN NY Times!  NORDLAN NY Times!  NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14 "777,000th "SWF Sucker punched at a Gas14 "777,000th "SWF Sucker punched at a Gas14 "777,000th "SWF Sucker punched at a Gas14 "777,000th "SWF Sucker punched at a Gas Station Hold up last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! She was white the Sucker Station Hold up last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! She was white the Sucker Station Hold up last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! She was white the Sucker Station Hold up last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! She was white the Sucker
Puncher wasn't! Puncher wasn't! Puncher wasn't! Puncher wasn't! 

6666----20202020----14 "999th kid died from "Poison Gas Exhaust" at14 "999th kid died from "Poison Gas Exhaust" at14 "999th kid died from "Poison Gas Exhaust" at14 "999th kid died from "Poison Gas Exhaust" at Saint Jude " by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Saint Jude " by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Saint Jude " by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Saint Jude " by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update14 "How an IPhone Update14 "How an IPhone Update14 "How an IPhone Update Lowered New York City's Crime Rate" by Joshua Brustein  Lowered New York City's Crime Rate" by Joshua Brustein  Lowered New York City's Crime Rate" by Joshua Brustein  Lowered New York City's Crime Rate" by Joshua Brustein 

6666----2014 "How an2014 "How an2014 "How an2014 "How an Invention Project via Greg + Wives in Key West got the 100 Day Battery invented Invention Project via Greg + Wives in Key West got the 100 Day Battery invented Invention Project via Greg + Wives in Key West got the 100 Day Battery invented Invention Project via Greg + Wives in Key West got the 100 Day Battery invented for iPhones, MacBook Air + MacBook  for iPhones, MacBook Air + MacBook  for iPhones, MacBook Air + MacBook  for iPhones, MacBook Air + MacBook 
Pro... by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! An iOS devicePro... by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! An iOS devicePro... by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! An iOS devicePro... by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! An iOS device repair company in the UK reports third repair company in the UK reports third repair company in the UK reports third repair company in the UK reports third----party charging accessories are causingparty charging accessories are causingparty charging accessories are causingparty charging accessories are causing
damage to a critical power management component in Apple's iPhone 5, renderingdamage to a critical power management component in Apple's iPhone 5, renderingdamage to a critical power management component in Apple's iPhone 5, renderingdamage to a critical power management component in Apple's iPhone 5, rendering the handset inoperable.  the handset inoperable.  the handset inoperable.  the handset inoperable. 

6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update" Apple14 "How an IPhone Update" Apple14 "How an IPhone Update" Apple14 "How an IPhone Update" Apple’’’’s iPhoness iPhoness iPhoness iPhones now allow owners to erase data remotely, even if the devices are stolen now allow owners to erase data remotely, even if the devices are stolen now allow owners to erase data remotely, even if the devices are stolen now allow owners to erase data remotely, even if the devices are stolen————aaaa feature that  feature that  feature that  feature that 
will never generate the excitement of GPS by CIA Trackers out towill never generate the excitement of GPS by CIA Trackers out towill never generate the excitement of GPS by CIA Trackers out towill never generate the excitement of GPS by CIA Trackers out to "Kill with their FBI Swat Team Buddies" who ever took your iPhone in  "Kill with their FBI Swat Team Buddies" who ever took your iPhone in  "Kill with their FBI Swat Team Buddies" who ever took your iPhone in  "Kill with their FBI Swat Team Buddies" who ever took your iPhone in 
NYC!NYC!NYC!NYC!

6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....

6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... New York14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... New York14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... New York14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... New York’’’’ssss attorney general credits the iPhone attorney general credits the iPhone attorney general credits the iPhone attorney general credits the iPhone’’’’s new s new s new s new ““““kill switchkill switchkill switchkill switch”””” for a for a for a for a 
seeminglyseeminglyseeminglyseemingly impossible achievement: lowering crime rates in the country impossible achievement: lowering crime rates in the country impossible achievement: lowering crime rates in the country impossible achievement: lowering crime rates in the country’’’’s largest city.s largest city.s largest city.s largest city.

6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....

6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... Apple14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... Apple14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... Apple14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... Apple’’’’ssss introduction of the kill switch has indeed affected the market for  introduction of the kill switch has indeed affected the market for  introduction of the kill switch has indeed affected the market for  introduction of the kill switch has indeed affected the market for 
stolenstolenstolenstolen phones, says Paul Iliya of phone reseller iCracked. His company checks each of phones, says Paul Iliya of phone reseller iCracked. His company checks each of phones, says Paul Iliya of phone reseller iCracked. His company checks each of phones, says Paul Iliya of phone reseller iCracked. His company checks each of the phones it purchases against a database of  the phones it purchases against a database of  the phones it purchases against a database of  the phones it purchases against a database of 
stolen devices and rejects thosestolen devices and rejects thosestolen devices and rejects thosestolen devices and rejects those linked to theft. In the past few months, he says, the percentage of flagged linked to theft. In the past few months, he says, the percentage of flagged linked to theft. In the past few months, he says, the percentage of flagged linked to theft. In the past few months, he says, the percentage of flagged Apple devices has dropped  Apple devices has dropped  Apple devices has dropped  Apple devices has dropped 
noticeably. noticeably. noticeably. noticeably. 
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6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....But that doesn for Stolen iPhones....But that doesn for Stolen iPhones....But that doesn for Stolen iPhones....But that doesn’’’’t mean no one wants stolen iPhones.t mean no one wants stolen iPhones.t mean no one wants stolen iPhones.t mean no one wants stolen iPhones. ICracked sells many of its  ICracked sells many of its  ICracked sells many of its  ICracked sells many of its 
phones to overseas buyers. Recently, Iliya says, somephones to overseas buyers. Recently, Iliya says, somephones to overseas buyers. Recently, Iliya says, somephones to overseas buyers. Recently, Iliya says, some buyers have been sending the company two sets of prices buyers have been sending the company two sets of prices buyers have been sending the company two sets of prices buyers have been sending the company two sets of prices————one for unlocked phonesone for unlocked phonesone for unlocked phonesone for unlocked phones
and another for those crippled by the Activation Lock. and another for those crippled by the Activation Lock. and another for those crippled by the Activation Lock. and another for those crippled by the Activation Lock. ””””There is still a marketThere is still a marketThere is still a marketThere is still a market for them, for them, for them, for them,”””” he says of the locked phones, he says of the locked phones, he says of the locked phones, he says of the locked phones, ““““but theybut theybut theybut they’’’’re re re re 
paying 60 percent to 70paying 60 percent to 70paying 60 percent to 70paying 60 percent to 70 percent less. percent less. percent less. percent less.”””” Iliya figures the locked iPhones are sold for spare parts.Iliya figures the locked iPhones are sold for spare parts.Iliya figures the locked iPhones are sold for spare parts.Iliya figures the locked iPhones are sold for spare parts.

6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... Not always.14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... Not always.14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... Not always.14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... Not always. Jay Davies, a New York photo editor (and, full disclosure,  Jay Davies, a New York photo editor (and, full disclosure,  Jay Davies, a New York photo editor (and, full disclosure,  Jay Davies, a New York photo editor (and, full disclosure, 
someone who attendedsomeone who attendedsomeone who attendedsomeone who attended my wedding), lost his phone in a cab in Manhattan last December. Three mo my wedding), lost his phone in a cab in Manhattan last December. Three mo my wedding), lost his phone in a cab in Manhattan last December. Three mo my wedding), lost his phone in a cab in Manhattan last December. Three monthsnthsnthsnths later a man from Pakistan  later a man from Pakistan  later a man from Pakistan  later a man from Pakistan 
contacted him. The man had bought an iPhone for 23,500contacted him. The man had bought an iPhone for 23,500contacted him. The man had bought an iPhone for 23,500contacted him. The man had bought an iPhone for 23,500 Pakistani rupees Pakistani rupees Pakistani rupees Pakistani rupees————about $230about $230about $230about $230————that was locked and displaying Daviesthat was locked and displaying Daviesthat was locked and displaying Daviesthat was locked and displaying Davies’’’’s es es es e----
mailmailmailmail address. Would Davies be kind enough to unlock the phone?  address. Would Davies be kind enough to unlock the phone?  address. Would Davies be kind enough to unlock the phone?  address. Would Davies be kind enough to unlock the phone? ““““I wouldnI wouldnI wouldnI wouldn’’’’t ask him tot ask him tot ask him tot ask him to eat $230, even if it eat $230, even if it eat $230, even if it eat $230, even if it’’’’s his fault for buying a s his fault for buying a s his fault for buying a s his fault for buying a 
locked iPhone,locked iPhone,locked iPhone,locked iPhone,”””” says Davies. says Davies. says Davies. says Davies. ““““ButButButBut I I I I’’’’ll be damned if Ill be damned if Ill be damned if Ill be damned if I’’’’m releasing it.m releasing it.m releasing it.m releasing it.””””

6666----20202020----14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS14 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....  for Stolen iPhones....  for Stolen iPhones....  for Stolen iPhones.... 

6666----20202020----14 iPad app for "Start of Star Travels14 iPad app for "Start of Star Travels14 iPad app for "Start of Star Travels14 iPad app for "Start of Star Travels Revolution!" "Star Wars" fanatics can relive their love of the original trilogy Revolution!" "Star Wars" fanatics can relive their love of the original trilogy Revolution!" "Star Wars" fanatics can relive their love of the original trilogy Revolution!" "Star Wars" fanatics can relive their love of the original trilogy in an entirely  in an entirely  in an entirely  in an entirely 
new way on Apple's iPad thanks to the new "Star Wars Scene Maker"new way on Apple's iPad thanks to the new "Star Wars Scene Maker"new way on Apple's iPad thanks to the new "Star Wars Scene Maker"new way on Apple's iPad thanks to the new "Star Wars Scene Maker" app from Disney, which allows users to re app from Disney, which allows users to re app from Disney, which allows users to re app from Disney, which allows users to re----imagine and reimagine and reimagine and reimagine and re----create create create create 
scenes from thescenes from thescenes from thescenes from the films.  films.  films.  films. 

6666----20202020----14 "Witch's Burned at Salem, Massachusetts" Apple's14 "Witch's Burned at Salem, Massachusetts" Apple's14 "Witch's Burned at Salem, Massachusetts" Apple's14 "Witch's Burned at Salem, Massachusetts" Apple's much much much much----ballyhooed sapphire plant in Arizona is not its only production facilityballyhooed sapphire plant in Arizona is not its only production facilityballyhooed sapphire plant in Arizona is not its only production facilityballyhooed sapphire plant in Arizona is not its only production facility
for the crystalline material, according to a new regulatory filing fromfor the crystalline material, according to a new regulatory filing fromfor the crystalline material, according to a new regulatory filing fromfor the crystalline material, according to a new regulatory filing from manufacturing partner GT Advanced Technologies, as the two  manufacturing partner GT Advanced Technologies, as the two  manufacturing partner GT Advanced Technologies, as the two  manufacturing partner GT Advanced Technologies, as the two 
companies have alsocompanies have alsocompanies have alsocompanies have also opened a secondary location in Salem, Mass.  opened a secondary location in Salem, Mass.  opened a secondary location in Salem, Mass.  opened a secondary location in Salem, Mass. 

6666----20202020----14 "700th fiery Cop Car14 "700th fiery Cop Car14 "700th fiery Cop Car14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14 "Witch's14 "Witch's14 "Witch's14 "Witch's Burned at Salem, Massachusetts" 700th fiery car crash by a "Witch of a Driver" Burned at Salem, Massachusetts" 700th fiery car crash by a "Witch of a Driver" Burned at Salem, Massachusetts" 700th fiery car crash by a "Witch of a Driver" Burned at Salem, Massachusetts" 700th fiery car crash by a "Witch of a Driver" she would never be driving in Saudia  she would never be driving in Saudia  she would never be driving in Saudia  she would never be driving in Saudia 
Arabia, grin! Arabia, grin! Arabia, grin! Arabia, grin! 

6666----20202020----14 "700th fiery14 "700th fiery14 "700th fiery14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14141414 "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....  "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....  "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones....  "How an IPhone Update" GPS for Stolen iPhones.... 

6666----20202020----14 "72 Virgins14 "72 Virgins14 "72 Virgins14 "72 Virgins for everyone who gets to Heaven... No Exceptions" this was a bumper sticker on a for everyone who gets to Heaven... No Exceptions" this was a bumper sticker on a for everyone who gets to Heaven... No Exceptions" this was a bumper sticker on a for everyone who gets to Heaven... No Exceptions" this was a bumper sticker on a Key West Street the other day that  Key West Street the other day that  Key West Street the other day that  Key West Street the other day that 
caught my eye. BAGHDAD: Iraq's top Shiitecaught my eye. BAGHDAD: Iraq's top Shiitecaught my eye. BAGHDAD: Iraq's top Shiitecaught my eye. BAGHDAD: Iraq's top Shiite authority Grand Ayatollah Ali al authority Grand Ayatollah Ali al authority Grand Ayatollah Ali al authority Grand Ayatollah Ali al----Sistani said Friday that Sunni jihadists whoSistani said Friday that Sunni jihadists whoSistani said Friday that Sunni jihadists whoSistani said Friday that Sunni jihadists who have overrun  have overrun  have overrun  have overrun 
swathes of territory must be expelled from the country before it isswathes of territory must be expelled from the country before it isswathes of territory must be expelled from the country before it isswathes of territory must be expelled from the country before it is too late.  too late.  too late.  too late. 

6666----20202020----14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14 Unholy Smoke: Pope Condemns Legalization14 Unholy Smoke: Pope Condemns Legalization14 Unholy Smoke: Pope Condemns Legalization14 Unholy Smoke: Pope Condemns Legalization of Pot...  of Pot...  of Pot...  of Pot... 

6666----20202020----14 "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died last14 "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died last14 "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died last14 "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was14 "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14 700 babies born14 700 babies born14 700 babies born14 700 babies born with heroin and other opioid addictions... in a "1984 II" movie!  with heroin and other opioid addictions... in a "1984 II" movie!  with heroin and other opioid addictions... in a "1984 II" movie!  with heroin and other opioid addictions... in a "1984 II" movie! 

6666----20202020----14141414 "777th baby born addicted in #1 State, not Mississippi this time, grin. "777th baby born addicted in #1 State, not Mississippi this time, grin. "777th baby born addicted in #1 State, not Mississippi this time, grin. "777th baby born addicted in #1 State, not Mississippi this time, grin. Massachusetts has been witnessing increase in the rate of  Massachusetts has been witnessing increase in the rate of  Massachusetts has been witnessing increase in the rate of  Massachusetts has been witnessing increase in the rate of 
babies born withbabies born withbabies born withbabies born with heroin and other opioid addictions. The numbers of such babies born in heroin and other opioid addictions. The numbers of such babies born in heroin and other opioid addictions. The numbers of such babies born in heroin and other opioid addictions. The numbers of such babies born in Massachusetts have increased to such an  Massachusetts have increased to such an  Massachusetts have increased to such an  Massachusetts have increased to such an 
extent that it has become the number #1extent that it has become the number #1extent that it has become the number #1extent that it has become the number #1 State... MIT + Harvard George Orwell Observers are on vacation in Saudi Arabia State... MIT + Harvard George Orwell Observers are on vacation in Saudi Arabia State... MIT + Harvard George Orwell Observers are on vacation in Saudi Arabia State... MIT + Harvard George Orwell Observers are on vacation in Saudi Arabia Today not in  Today not in  Today not in  Today not in 
Key West at the Hemingway House Writing + Invention Projects class.Key West at the Hemingway House Writing + Invention Projects class.Key West at the Hemingway House Writing + Invention Projects class.Key West at the Hemingway House Writing + Invention Projects class.

6666----20202020----14 Florida #1 State "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died14 Florida #1 State "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died14 Florida #1 State "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died14 Florida #1 State "100th kid left in a hot car yesterday died last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----20202020----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity14 Time Bomb is the Gravity14 Time Bomb is the Gravity14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!  Engine!!  Engine!!  Engine!! 

6666----20202020----14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  planning 9/11 II  planning 9/11 II  planning 9/11 II 
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6666----20202020----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 

forforforfor your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as 14 as 14 as 14 as 
Greg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing2011. Amazing2011. Amazing2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb 
is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----20202020----14 Time Bomb is14 Time Bomb is14 Time Bomb is14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!  the Gravity Engine!!  the Gravity Engine!!  the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----20202020----14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  $4 gas money planning 9/11 II 

6666----19191919----14 A pair of glasses that are14 A pair of glasses that are14 A pair of glasses that are14 A pair of glasses that are equipped with a camera so you can see the "Revolution" of a Invented Universe! equipped with a camera so you can see the "Revolution" of a Invented Universe! equipped with a camera so you can see the "Revolution" of a Invented Universe! equipped with a camera so you can see the "Revolution" of a Invented Universe! Cure Cancer, End  Cure Cancer, End  Cure Cancer, End  Cure Cancer, End 
Crime, Wars... Paris French Revolution ended to soon!Crime, Wars... Paris French Revolution ended to soon!Crime, Wars... Paris French Revolution ended to soon!Crime, Wars... Paris French Revolution ended to soon!

6666----19191919----14 Apple Edges Into Entry14 Apple Edges Into Entry14 Apple Edges Into Entry14 Apple Edges Into Entry----Level Desktop Market...Level Desktop Market...Level Desktop Market...Level Desktop Market... Panicked refugees pour out of Pakistan's troubled North Waziristan... Panicked refugees pour out of Pakistan's troubled North Waziristan... Panicked refugees pour out of Pakistan's troubled North Waziristan... Panicked refugees pour out of Pakistan's troubled North Waziristan...

6666----19191919----14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----19191919----14141414 Edges of our Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies, all of these 777 Galaxies in a Edges of our Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies, all of these 777 Galaxies in a Edges of our Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies, all of these 777 Galaxies in a Edges of our Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies, all of these 777 Galaxies in a Revolution at 67,108 mph Revolution!  Revolution at 67,108 mph Revolution!  Revolution at 67,108 mph Revolution!  Revolution at 67,108 mph Revolution! 

6666----19191919----14 Responding to more than a year of pressure...14 Responding to more than a year of pressure...14 Responding to more than a year of pressure...14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude Childrens Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude Childrens Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude Childrens Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude Childrens
Hospitals "Battle" of childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"Hospitals "Battle" of childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"Hospitals "Battle" of childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"Hospitals "Battle" of childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"

6666----19191919----14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!  Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! 

6666----19191919----14141414 Taliban attack NATO supplies in Afghan east, destroy dozens of trucks... and 777 Taliban attack NATO supplies in Afghan east, destroy dozens of trucks... and 777 Taliban attack NATO supplies in Afghan east, destroy dozens of trucks... and 777 Taliban attack NATO supplies in Afghan east, destroy dozens of trucks... and 777 Trillion Galaxies!  Trillion Galaxies!  Trillion Galaxies!  Trillion Galaxies! 

6666----19191919----14 $777 Trillion from $4 gas since the 198014 $777 Trillion from $4 gas since the 198014 $777 Trillion from $4 gas since the 198014 $777 Trillion from $4 gas since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... So the NY Daily News reports, Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... So the NY Daily News reports, Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... So the NY Daily News reports, Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... So the NY Daily News reports, "Violence  "Violence  "Violence  "Violence 
in Iraq is pushing U.S. gasoline prices higher during a time of yearin Iraq is pushing U.S. gasoline prices higher during a time of yearin Iraq is pushing U.S. gasoline prices higher during a time of yearin Iraq is pushing U.S. gasoline prices higher during a time of year they usually decline. The national average price of $3.67 per  they usually decline. The national average price of $3.67 per  they usually decline. The national average price of $3.67 per  they usually decline. The national average price of $3.67 per 
gallon" Hell evengallon" Hell evengallon" Hell evengallon" Hell even Pope Francis knows this is a deceitful War Crime + the UN would say it's Crimes Pope Francis knows this is a deceitful War Crime + the UN would say it's Crimes Pope Francis knows this is a deceitful War Crime + the UN would say it's Crimes Pope Francis knows this is a deceitful War Crime + the UN would say it's Crimes Against Humanity! Especially Jimmy  Against Humanity! Especially Jimmy  Against Humanity! Especially Jimmy  Against Humanity! Especially Jimmy 
Carters Habitat for Humanity without theCarters Habitat for Humanity without theCarters Habitat for Humanity without theCarters Habitat for Humanity without the ElectricWindmillFord Escort!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 

6666----19191919----14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will take time...  take time...  take time...  take time... 

6666----19191919----14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will take14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will take14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will take14 GM's recall of 3 Billion gasoline cars will take time... in this time Saint Jude Childrens Hospital will "Battle" childhood time... in this time Saint Jude Childrens Hospital will "Battle" childhood time... in this time Saint Jude Childrens Hospital will "Battle" childhood time... in this time Saint Jude Childrens Hospital will "Battle" childhood cancers  cancers  cancers  cancers 
caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!" caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!" caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!" caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!" 

6666----19191919----14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile surveillance...14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile surveillance...14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile surveillance...14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile surveillance... of "Poison Gas Exhaust!"  of "Poison Gas Exhaust!"  of "Poison Gas Exhaust!"  of "Poison Gas Exhaust!" 

6666----19191919----14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile14 Video feed to a smartphone for mobile surveillance... of Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude surveillance... of Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude surveillance... of Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude surveillance... of Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude
Childrens Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"Childrens Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"Childrens Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"Childrens Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!"
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6666----19191919----14 Responding to more than a year of pressure, Google and Microsoft14 Responding to more than a year of pressure, Google and Microsoft14 Responding to more than a year of pressure, Google and Microsoft14 Responding to more than a year of pressure, Google and Microsoft will follow Apple in adding an anti will follow Apple in adding an anti will follow Apple in adding an anti will follow Apple in adding an anti----theft "kill switch" to theft "kill switch" to theft "kill switch" to theft "kill switch" to 
their smartphonetheir smartphonetheir smartphonetheir smartphone operating systems  operating systems  operating systems  operating systems 

6666----19191919----14 Responding to more than a year of pressure...14 Responding to more than a year of pressure...14 Responding to more than a year of pressure...14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude Childrens Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude Childrens Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude Childrens Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Jimmy Carter talking about Saint Jude Childrens
Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!" Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!" Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!" Hospitals "Battle" childhood cancers caused by "Poison Gas Exhaust!" 

6666----19191919----14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th14 Responding to more than a year of pressure... "700th fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times! fiery Cop Car Crash was reported last night" by ROD NORDLAN NY Times!

6666----19191919----14 $777 Trillion from $4 gas and the New England Journal of14 $777 Trillion from $4 gas and the New England Journal of14 $777 Trillion from $4 gas and the New England Journal of14 $777 Trillion from $4 gas and the New England Journal of Medicine doesn't LEAK this writing about the Economics of MD's  Medicine doesn't LEAK this writing about the Economics of MD's  Medicine doesn't LEAK this writing about the Economics of MD's  Medicine doesn't LEAK this writing about the Economics of MD's 
Today. TheToday. TheToday. TheToday. The Economics of Graduate Medical Education A. Chandra, D. Khullar, and G.R. Economics of Graduate Medical Education A. Chandra, D. Khullar, and G.R. Economics of Graduate Medical Education A. Chandra, D. Khullar, and G.R. Economics of Graduate Medical Education A. Chandra, D. Khullar, and G.R. Wilensky | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2357 Wilensky | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2357 Wilensky | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2357 Wilensky | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2357----2360 | 2360 | 2360 | 2360 | 
Published Online May 14, 2014 FreePublished Online May 14, 2014 FreePublished Online May 14, 2014 FreePublished Online May 14, 2014 Free Full Text Comments The Economics of Academic Medical Centers A. Grover, P.L. Full Text Comments The Economics of Academic Medical Centers A. Grover, P.L. Full Text Comments The Economics of Academic Medical Centers A. Grover, P.L. Full Text Comments The Economics of Academic Medical Centers A. Grover, P.L. Slavin, and P.  Slavin, and P.  Slavin, and P.  Slavin, and P. 
Willson | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2360Willson | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2360Willson | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2360Willson | N Engl J Med 2014;370:2360----2362 | Published Online May2362 | Published Online May2362 | Published Online May2362 | Published Online May 14, 2014 Free Full Text  14, 2014 Free Full Text  14, 2014 Free Full Text  14, 2014 Free Full Text 

6666----19191919----14 Malpractice that is "Reprehensible!" in14 Malpractice that is "Reprehensible!" in14 Malpractice that is "Reprehensible!" in14 Malpractice that is "Reprehensible!" in the New England Journal of Medicine writing about the Economics of MD's Today. the New England Journal of Medicine writing about the Economics of MD's Today. the New England Journal of Medicine writing about the Economics of MD's Today. the New England Journal of Medicine writing about the Economics of MD's Today. When  When  When  When 
Saudi Arabia has $777 Trillion from $4 gas. Saudi Arabia has $777 Trillion from $4 gas. Saudi Arabia has $777 Trillion from $4 gas. Saudi Arabia has $777 Trillion from $4 gas. 

6666----19191919----14 Global Biomedical R&D Expenditures... with $77714 Global Biomedical R&D Expenditures... with $77714 Global Biomedical R&D Expenditures... with $77714 Global Biomedical R&D Expenditures... with $777 Trillion from $4 gas confiscated from Saudi Arabia!  Trillion from $4 gas confiscated from Saudi Arabia!  Trillion from $4 gas confiscated from Saudi Arabia!  Trillion from $4 gas confiscated from Saudi Arabia! 

6666----19191919----14 Malpractice14 Malpractice14 Malpractice14 Malpractice that is "Reprehe that is "Reprehe that is "Reprehe that is "Reprehensible!" in the New England Journal of Medicine writing aboutnsible!" in the New England Journal of Medicine writing aboutnsible!" in the New England Journal of Medicine writing aboutnsible!" in the New England Journal of Medicine writing about the Economics of MD's Today.  the Economics of MD's Today.  the Economics of MD's Today.  the Economics of MD's Today. 

6666----19191919----14 14 14 14 

6666----19191919----14 14 14 14 

6666----19191919----14 14 14 14 

6666----18181818----14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving" as you must have  Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving" as you must have  Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving" as you must have  Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving" as you must have 
thethethethe "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times... From allowing "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times... From allowing "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times... From allowing "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to enabling green plants to harvest  our eyes to see, to enabling green plants to harvest  our eyes to see, to enabling green plants to harvest  our eyes to see, to enabling green plants to harvest 
energy from the sun,energy from the sun,energy from the sun,energy from the sun, photochemical reactions  photochemical reactions  photochemical reactions  photochemical reactions ---- reactions triggered by light  reactions triggered by light  reactions triggered by light  reactions triggered by light ---- are both ubiquitous and are both ubiquitous and are both ubiquitous and are both ubiquitous and critical to nature.  critical to nature.  critical to nature.  critical to nature. 
Photochemical reactions also play essential roles in highPhotochemical reactions also play essential roles in highPhotochemical reactions also play essential roles in highPhotochemical reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of  technology, from the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of  technology, from the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of  technology, from the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of 
moremoremoremore efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical reactions to our best efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical reactions to our best efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical reactions to our best efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical reactions to our best advantage requires a deep understanding of the  advantage requires a deep understanding of the  advantage requires a deep understanding of the  advantage requires a deep understanding of the 
interplay between the electronsinterplay between the electronsinterplay between the electronsinterplay between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system has been excited and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system has been excited and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system has been excited and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system has been excited by light. A major  by light. A major  by light. A major  by light. A major 
advance towards acquiring this knowledge has been reported byadvance towards acquiring this knowledge has been reported byadvance towards acquiring this knowledge has been reported byadvance towards acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s  a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s  a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s  a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s 
LawrenceLawrenceLawrenceLawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the University of California Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the University of California Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the University of California Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the University of California (UC) Berkeley.  (UC) Berkeley.  (UC) Berkeley.  (UC) Berkeley. 

6666----18181818----14 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $414 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $414 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $414 9/11 II and Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $4 Gas Revenues financing of the Terrorists is not NY Times News, its attacker in Gas Revenues financing of the Terrorists is not NY Times News, its attacker in Gas Revenues financing of the Terrorists is not NY Times News, its attacker in Gas Revenues financing of the Terrorists is not NY Times News, its attacker in
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6666----18181818----14 iApp for the "Serendipity14 iApp for the "Serendipity14 iApp for the "Serendipity14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Readers" Defensive Driving for the InventSomething while reading or Book Readers" Defensive Driving for the InventSomething while reading or Book Readers" Defensive Driving for the InventSomething while reading or Book Readers" Defensive Driving for the InventSomething while reading or "Driving" as you must have  "Driving" as you must have  "Driving" as you must have  "Driving" as you must have 
the "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mindthe "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mindthe "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mindthe "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to enabling green plants to at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to enabling green plants to at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to enabling green plants to at all times... From allowing our eyes to see, to enabling green plants to harvest  harvest  harvest  harvest 
energy from the sun, photochemical reactions energy from the sun, photochemical reactions energy from the sun, photochemical reactions energy from the sun, photochemical reactions ---- reactions triggered by reactions triggered by reactions triggered by reactions triggered by light  light  light  light ---- are both ubiquitous and critical to nature.  are both ubiquitous and critical to nature.  are both ubiquitous and critical to nature.  are both ubiquitous and critical to nature. 
Photochemical reactions alsoPhotochemical reactions alsoPhotochemical reactions alsoPhotochemical reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new nanomaterials play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new nanomaterials play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new nanomaterials play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new nanomaterials to the development of  to the development of  to the development of  to the development of 
more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemicalmore efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemicalmore efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemicalmore efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical reactions to our best advantage requires a deep understanding of the  reactions to our best advantage requires a deep understanding of the  reactions to our best advantage requires a deep understanding of the  reactions to our best advantage requires a deep understanding of the 
interplayinterplayinterplayinterplay between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system has been excited by light. A major  system has been excited by light. A major  system has been excited by light. A major  system has been excited by light. A major 
advance towards acquiring thisadvance towards acquiring thisadvance towards acquiring thisadvance towards acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s  Energy (DOE)'s  Energy (DOE)'s  Energy (DOE)'s 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and theLawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and theLawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and theLawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the University of California (UC) Berkeley. Dynamic Spectroscopy Duo: 2D University of California (UC) Berkeley. Dynamic Spectroscopy Duo: 2D University of California (UC) Berkeley. Dynamic Spectroscopy Duo: 2D University of California (UC) Berkeley. Dynamic Spectroscopy Duo: 2D
ElectronicElectronicElectronicElectronic----Vibrational Spectroscopy Technique Provides Unprecedented Look intoVibrational Spectroscopy Technique Provides Unprecedented Look intoVibrational Spectroscopy Technique Provides Unprecedented Look intoVibrational Spectroscopy Technique Provides Unprecedented Look into Photochemical Reaction From allowing our eyes to  Photochemical Reaction From allowing our eyes to  Photochemical Reaction From allowing our eyes to  Photochemical Reaction From allowing our eyes to 
see, to enabling green plantssee, to enabling green plantssee, to enabling green plantssee, to enabling green plants to harvest energy from the sun, photochemical reactions  to harvest energy from the sun, photochemical reactions  to harvest energy from the sun, photochemical reactions  to harvest energy from the sun, photochemical reactions ---- reactions triggered by reactions triggered by reactions triggered by reactions triggered by light  light  light  light ---- are both  are both  are both  are both 
ubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical reactions alsoubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical reactions alsoubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical reactions alsoubiquitous and critical to nature. Photochemical reactions also play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new  play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new  play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new  play essential roles in high technology, from the creation of new 
nanomaterialsnanomaterialsnanomaterialsnanomaterials to the development of more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical to the development of more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical to the development of more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical to the development of more efficient solar energy systems. Using photochemical reactions to our best advantage  reactions to our best advantage  reactions to our best advantage  reactions to our best advantage 
requires a deep understanding of the interplayrequires a deep understanding of the interplayrequires a deep understanding of the interplayrequires a deep understanding of the interplay between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that between the electrons and atomic nuclei within a molecular system after that system  system  system  system 
has been excited by light. A major advance towards acquiring thishas been excited by light. A major advance towards acquiring thishas been excited by light. A major advance towards acquiring thishas been excited by light. A major advance towards acquiring this knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S.  knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S.  knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S.  knowledge has been reported by a team of researchers with the U.S. 
Department ofDepartment ofDepartment ofDepartment of Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and the University of California (UC) Berkeley.  University of California (UC) Berkeley.  University of California (UC) Berkeley.  University of California (UC) Berkeley. 
Graham Fleming, UC Berkeley's ViceGraham Fleming, UC Berkeley's ViceGraham Fleming, UC Berkeley's ViceGraham Fleming, UC Berkeley's Vice Chancellor for Research and a faculty senior scientist with Berkeley Lab's Chancellor for Research and a faculty senior scientist with Berkeley Lab's Chancellor for Research and a faculty senior scientist with Berkeley Lab's Chancellor for Research and a faculty senior scientist with Berkeley Lab's Physical Biosciences  Physical Biosciences  Physical Biosciences  Physical Biosciences 
Division, led the development of a new experimentalDivision, led the development of a new experimentalDivision, led the development of a new experimentalDivision, led the development of a new experimental technique called two technique called two technique called two technique called two----dimensional electronicdimensional electronicdimensional electronicdimensional electronic----vibrational spectroscopy (2Dvibrational spectroscopy (2Dvibrational spectroscopy (2Dvibrational spectroscopy (2D----EV). ByEV). ByEV). ByEV). By
combining the advantages of two wellcombining the advantages of two wellcombining the advantages of two wellcombining the advantages of two well----established spectroscopy technologies established spectroscopy technologies established spectroscopy technologies established spectroscopy technologies ---- 2D 2D 2D 2D----electronic and 2Delectronic and 2Delectronic and 2Delectronic and 2D----infrared infrared infrared infrared ---- this technique is the first  this technique is the first  this technique is the first  this technique is the first 
that can be used tothat can be used tothat can be used tothat can be used to simultaneously monitor electronic and molecular dynamics on a femtosecond simultaneously monitor electronic and molecular dynamics on a femtosecond simultaneously monitor electronic and molecular dynamics on a femtosecond simultaneously monitor electronic and molecular dynamics on a femtosecond (millionth of a billionth of a  (millionth of a billionth of a  (millionth of a billionth of a  (millionth of a billionth of a 
second) timesecond) timesecond) timesecond) time----scale. The results show how thescale. The results show how thescale. The results show how thescale. The results show how the coupling of electronic states and nuclear vibrations affect the outcome of coupling of electronic states and nuclear vibrations affect the outcome of coupling of electronic states and nuclear vibrations affect the outcome of coupling of electronic states and nuclear vibrations affect the outcome of photochemical  photochemical  photochemical  photochemical 
reactions. "We think that 2Dreactions. "We think that 2Dreactions. "We think that 2Dreactions. "We think that 2D----EV, by providing unprecedentedEV, by providing unprecedentedEV, by providing unprecedentedEV, by providing unprecedented details about photochemical reaction dynamics, has the potential to  details about photochemical reaction dynamics, has the potential to  details about photochemical reaction dynamics, has the potential to  details about photochemical reaction dynamics, has the potential to 
answer manyanswer manyanswer manyanswer many currently inaccessible questions about photochemical and photobiological currently inaccessible questions about photochemical and photobiological currently inaccessible questions about photochemical and photobiological currently inaccessible questions about photochemical and photobiological systems," says Fleming, a physical chemist and  systems," says Fleming, a physical chemist and  systems," says Fleming, a physical chemist and  systems," says Fleming, a physical chemist and 
internationally acclaimed leaderinternationally acclaimed leaderinternationally acclaimed leaderinternationally acclaimed leader in spectroscopic studies of events that take place on the femtosecond in spectroscopic studies of events that take place on the femtosecond in spectroscopic studies of events that take place on the femtosecond in spectroscopic studies of events that take place on the femtosecond time time time time----scale. "We anticipate its scale. "We anticipate its scale. "We anticipate its scale. "We anticipate its 
adoption by leading laboratories across theadoption by leading laboratories across theadoption by leading laboratories across theadoption by leading laboratories across the globe," Fleming is the corresponding author of a paper in the Proceedings of the globe," Fleming is the corresponding author of a paper in the Proceedings of the globe," Fleming is the corresponding author of a paper in the Proceedings of the globe," Fleming is the corresponding author of a paper in the Proceedings of the National  National  National  National 
Academy of Sciences (PNAS) titled "Correlating the motion of electronsAcademy of Sciences (PNAS) titled "Correlating the motion of electronsAcademy of Sciences (PNAS) titled "Correlating the motion of electronsAcademy of Sciences (PNAS) titled "Correlating the motion of electrons and nuclei with two and nuclei with two and nuclei with two and nuclei with two----dimensional electronicdimensional electronicdimensional electronicdimensional electronic----vibrational vibrational vibrational vibrational 
spectroscopy." Cospectroscopy." Cospectroscopy." Cospectroscopy." Co----authorsauthorsauthorsauthors are Thomas Oliver and Nicholas Lewis, both members of Fleming's research group. are Thomas Oliver and Nicholas Lewis, both members of Fleming's research group. are Thomas Oliver and Nicholas Lewis, both members of Fleming's research group. are Thomas Oliver and Nicholas Lewis, both members of Fleming's research group. Fleming and his research  Fleming and his research  Fleming and his research  Fleming and his research 
group were one of the key developers of 2D electronicgroup were one of the key developers of 2D electronicgroup were one of the key developers of 2D electronicgroup were one of the key developers of 2D electronic spectroscopy (2D spectroscopy (2D spectroscopy (2D spectroscopy (2D----ES), which enables scientists to follow the flow ofES), which enables scientists to follow the flow ofES), which enables scientists to follow the flow ofES), which enables scientists to follow the flow of light light light light----induced induced induced induced 
excitation energy through molecular systems with femtosecondexcitation energy through molecular systems with femtosecondexcitation energy through molecular systems with femtosecondexcitation energy through molecular systems with femtosecond temporal resolution. Since its introduction in 2007, 2D temporal resolution. Since its introduction in 2007, 2D temporal resolution. Since its introduction in 2007, 2D temporal resolution. Since its introduction in 2007, 2D----ES has become ES has become ES has become ES has become 
anananan essential tool for investigating the electronic relaxation and energy transfer essential tool for investigating the electronic relaxation and energy transfer essential tool for investigating the electronic relaxation and energy transfer essential tool for investigating the electronic relaxation and energy transfer dynamics of molecules, molecular systems and  dynamics of molecules, molecular systems and  dynamics of molecules, molecular systems and  dynamics of molecules, molecular systems and 
nanomaterials followingnanomaterials followingnanomaterials followingnanomaterials following photoexcitation. 2D infrared spectroscopy is the go photoexcitation. 2D infrared spectroscopy is the go photoexcitation. 2D infrared spectroscopy is the go photoexcitation. 2D infrared spectroscopy is the go----to tool for studying nuclearto tool for studying nuclearto tool for studying nuclearto tool for studying nuclear vibrational couplings and  vibrational couplings and  vibrational couplings and  vibrational couplings and 
groundgroundgroundground----state structures of chemical and complexstate structures of chemical and complexstate structures of chemical and complexstate structures of chemical and complex biological systems. "Combining these two techniques into 2D biological systems. "Combining these two techniques into 2D biological systems. "Combining these two techniques into 2D biological systems. "Combining these two techniques into 2D----EV tells us howEV tells us howEV tells us howEV tells us how
photoexcitation affects the coupling of electronic and vibrational degrees ofphotoexcitation affects the coupling of electronic and vibrational degrees ofphotoexcitation affects the coupling of electronic and vibrational degrees ofphotoexcitation affects the coupling of electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom," says Oliver. "This coupling is essential to  freedom," says Oliver. "This coupling is essential to  freedom," says Oliver. "This coupling is essential to  freedom," says Oliver. "This coupling is essential to 
understanding how allunderstanding how allunderstanding how allunderstanding how all molecules, molecular systems and nanomaterials function." In 2D molecules, molecular systems and nanomaterials function." In 2D molecules, molecular systems and nanomaterials function." In 2D molecules, molecular systems and nanomaterials function." In 2D----EV, a sample isEV, a sample isEV, a sample isEV, a sample is sequentially flashed with  sequentially flashed with  sequentially flashed with  sequentially flashed with 
three femtosecond pulses of laser light. The first twothree femtosecond pulses of laser light. The first twothree femtosecond pulses of laser light. The first twothree femtosecond pulses of laser light. The first two pulses are visible light that create excited electronic states in the sample. pulses are visible light that create excited electronic states in the sample. pulses are visible light that create excited electronic states in the sample. pulses are visible light that create excited electronic states in the sample. The third  The third  The third  The third 
pulse is midpulse is midpulse is midpulse is mid----infrared light that probes the vibrational quantum stateinfrared light that probes the vibrational quantum stateinfrared light that probes the vibrational quantum stateinfrared light that probes the vibrational quantum state of the excited system. This unique combination of visible  of the excited system. This unique combination of visible  of the excited system. This unique combination of visible  of the excited system. This unique combination of visible 
excitation andexcitation andexcitation andexcitation and mid mid mid mid----infrared probe pulses enables researchers to correlate the initialinfrared probe pulses enables researchers to correlate the initialinfrared probe pulses enables researchers to correlate the initialinfrared probe pulses enables researchers to correlate the initial electronic absorption of light with the subsequent  electronic absorption of light with the subsequent  electronic absorption of light with the subsequent  electronic absorption of light with the subsequent 
evolution of nuclearevolution of nuclearevolution of nuclearevolution of nuclear vibrations. "2D vibrations. "2D vibrations. "2D vibrations. "2D----EV's ability to correlate the initial excitation of theEV's ability to correlate the initial excitation of theEV's ability to correlate the initial excitation of theEV's ability to correlate the initial excitation of the electronic electronic electronic electronic----vibrational manifold with the vibrational manifold with the vibrational manifold with the vibrational manifold with the 
subsequent evolution of highsubsequent evolution of highsubsequent evolution of highsubsequent evolution of high----frequencyfrequencyfrequencyfrequency vibrational modes, which until now have not been explored, opens many potential vibrational modes, which until now have not been explored, opens many potential vibrational modes, which until now have not been explored, opens many potential vibrational modes, which until now have not been explored, opens many potential avenues of  avenues of  avenues of  avenues of 
fruitful study, especially in systems where electronicfruitful study, especially in systems where electronicfruitful study, especially in systems where electronicfruitful study, especially in systems where electronic----vibrationalvibrationalvibrationalvibrational coupling is important to the functionality of a system," Fleming says.  coupling is important to the functionality of a system," Fleming says.  coupling is important to the functionality of a system," Fleming says.  coupling is important to the functionality of a system," Fleming says. 
As aAs aAs aAs a demonstration, Oliver, Lewis and Fleming used their 2D demonstration, Oliver, Lewis and Fleming used their 2D demonstration, Oliver, Lewis and Fleming used their 2D demonstration, Oliver, Lewis and Fleming used their 2D----EV spectroscopy techniqueEV spectroscopy techniqueEV spectroscopy techniqueEV spectroscopy technique to study the excited to study the excited to study the excited to study the excited----state relaxation dynamics state relaxation dynamics state relaxation dynamics state relaxation dynamics 
of DCM dye dissolved in aof DCM dye dissolved in aof DCM dye dissolved in aof DCM dye dissolved in a deuterated solvent. DCM is considered a model "push deuterated solvent. DCM is considered a model "push deuterated solvent. DCM is considered a model "push deuterated solvent. DCM is considered a model "push----pull" emitter pull" emitter pull" emitter pull" emitter ---- meaning it meaning it meaning it meaning it contains both electron donor  contains both electron donor  contains both electron donor  contains both electron donor 
and acceptor groups and acceptor groups and acceptor groups and acceptor groups ---- but with a long but with a long but with a long but with a long----standingstandingstandingstanding question as to how it fluoresces back to the ground energy state. "From 2D question as to how it fluoresces back to the ground energy state. "From 2D question as to how it fluoresces back to the ground energy state. "From 2D question as to how it fluoresces back to the ground energy state. "From 2D----EVEVEVEV spectra,  spectra,  spectra,  spectra, 
we elucidate a ballistic mechanism on the excited state potentialwe elucidate a ballistic mechanism on the excited state potentialwe elucidate a ballistic mechanism on the excited state potentialwe elucidate a ballistic mechanism on the excited state potential energy surface whereby molecules are almost instantaneously  energy surface whereby molecules are almost instantaneously  energy surface whereby molecules are almost instantaneously  energy surface whereby molecules are almost instantaneously 
projected uphill inprojected uphill inprojected uphill inprojected uphill in energy toward a transition state between locally excited and charge energy toward a transition state between locally excited and charge energy toward a transition state between locally excited and charge energy toward a transition state between locally excited and charge----transfertransfertransfertransfer states before emission," Oliver says.  states before emission," Oliver says.  states before emission," Oliver says.  states before emission," Oliver says. 
"The underlying electronic dynamics, which"The underlying electronic dynamics, which"The underlying electronic dynamics, which"The underlying electronic dynamics, which occur on the hundreds of femtoseconds time occur on the hundreds of femtoseconds time occur on the hundreds of femtoseconds time occur on the hundreds of femtoseconds time----scale, drive the far slower ensuingscale, drive the far slower ensuingscale, drive the far slower ensuingscale, drive the far slower ensuing nuclear  nuclear  nuclear  nuclear 
motions on the excited state potential surface, and serve as anmotions on the excited state potential surface, and serve as anmotions on the excited state potential surface, and serve as anmotions on the excited state potential surface, and serve as an excellent illustration for the unprecedented detail that 2D excellent illustration for the unprecedented detail that 2D excellent illustration for the unprecedented detail that 2D excellent illustration for the unprecedented detail that 2D----EV will EV will EV will EV will 
afford toafford toafford toafford to photochemical reaction dynamics." One example of how 2D photochemical reaction dynamics." One example of how 2D photochemical reaction dynamics." One example of how 2D photochemical reaction dynamics." One example of how 2D----EV might be applied isEV might be applied isEV might be applied isEV might be applied is in the study of rhodopsin, the pigment  in the study of rhodopsin, the pigment  in the study of rhodopsin, the pigment  in the study of rhodopsin, the pigment 
protein in the retina of the eye that isprotein in the retina of the eye that isprotein in the retina of the eye that isprotein in the retina of the eye that is the primary light detector for vision, and carotenoids, the family of pigment the primary light detector for vision, and carotenoids, the family of pigment the primary light detector for vision, and carotenoids, the family of pigment the primary light detector for vision, and carotenoids, the family of pigment proteins, such as  proteins, such as  proteins, such as  proteins, such as 
chlorophyll, found in green plants and certain bacteria thatchlorophyll, found in green plants and certain bacteria thatchlorophyll, found in green plants and certain bacteria thatchlorophyll, found in green plants and certain bacteria that absorb light for photosynthesis. "The nonradiative energy transfer in  absorb light for photosynthesis. "The nonradiative energy transfer in  absorb light for photosynthesis. "The nonradiative energy transfer in  absorb light for photosynthesis. "The nonradiative energy transfer in 
rhodopsinrhodopsinrhodopsinrhodopsin and carotenoids is thought to involve the breakdown of one of the most widely and carotenoids is thought to involve the breakdown of one of the most widely and carotenoids is thought to involve the breakdown of one of the most widely and carotenoids is thought to involve the breakdown of one of the most widely used approximations of quantum mechanics,  used approximations of quantum mechanics,  used approximations of quantum mechanics,  used approximations of quantum mechanics, 
the Bornthe Bornthe Bornthe Born----Oppenheimer approximation,Oppenheimer approximation,Oppenheimer approximation,Oppenheimer approximation, which states that since motion of electrons are far faster than nuclei, as which states that since motion of electrons are far faster than nuclei, as which states that since motion of electrons are far faster than nuclei, as which states that since motion of electrons are far faster than nuclei, as represented by  represented by  represented by  represented by 
vibrational motion, the nuclei respond to changes in electronicvibrational motion, the nuclei respond to changes in electronicvibrational motion, the nuclei respond to changes in electronicvibrational motion, the nuclei respond to changes in electronic states," Oliver says. "With 2D states," Oliver says. "With 2D states," Oliver says. "With 2D states," Oliver says. "With 2D----EV, we will be able to directly correlate theEV, we will be able to directly correlate theEV, we will be able to directly correlate theEV, we will be able to directly correlate the
degrees of electronic and vibrational freedom and track their evolution as adegrees of electronic and vibrational freedom and track their evolution as adegrees of electronic and vibrational freedom and track their evolution as adegrees of electronic and vibrational freedom and track their evolution as a function of time. It's a chicken and egg kind of problem:  function of time. It's a chicken and egg kind of problem:  function of time. It's a chicken and egg kind of problem:  function of time. It's a chicken and egg kind of problem: 
Do the electrons orDo the electrons orDo the electrons orDo the electrons or nuclei move first? 2D nuclei move first? 2D nuclei move first? 2D nuclei move first? 2D----EV will give us insight into whether or not theEV will give us insight into whether or not theEV will give us insight into whether or not theEV will give us insight into whether or not the Born Born Born Born----Oppenheimer approximation is still valid Oppenheimer approximation is still valid Oppenheimer approximation is still valid Oppenheimer approximation is still valid 
in these cases." Forin these cases." Forin these cases." Forin these cases." For nanomaterials, 2D nanomaterials, 2D nanomaterials, 2D nanomaterials, 2D----EV should be able to shed much needed light on how theEV should be able to shed much needed light on how theEV should be able to shed much needed light on how theEV should be able to shed much needed light on how the coupling of phonons  coupling of phonons  coupling of phonons  coupling of phonons ---- atomic  atomic  atomic  atomic 
soundwaves soundwaves soundwaves soundwaves ---- with electrons impacts the properties with electrons impacts the properties with electrons impacts the properties with electrons impacts the properties of carbon nanotubes and other nanosystems. 2Dof carbon nanotubes and other nanosystems. 2Dof carbon nanotubes and other nanosystems. 2Dof carbon nanotubes and other nanosystems. 2D----EV can also be used to investigateEV can also be used to investigateEV can also be used to investigateEV can also be used to investigate
the barriers to electron transfer between donor and acceptor states inthe barriers to electron transfer between donor and acceptor states inthe barriers to electron transfer between donor and acceptor states inthe barriers to electron transfer between donor and acceptor states in photovoltaic systems. "We are continuing to refine the 2D photovoltaic systems. "We are continuing to refine the 2D photovoltaic systems. "We are continuing to refine the 2D photovoltaic systems. "We are continuing to refine the 2D----EV EV EV EV 
technology and maketechnology and maketechnology and maketechnology and make it more widely applicable so that it can be used to study lower frequency it more widely applicable so that it can be used to study lower frequency it more widely applicable so that it can be used to study lower frequency it more widely applicable so that it can be used to study lower frequency motions that are of great scientific  motions that are of great scientific  motions that are of great scientific  motions that are of great scientific 
interest," Oliver says. interest," Oliver says. interest," Oliver says. interest," Oliver says. 
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Greg + Wives list. TheseGreg + Wives list. TheseGreg + Wives list. TheseGreg + Wives list. These Jews sell t Jews sell t Jews sell t Jews sell t----shirts and cosmetics for $700 a jar. God has $72 Trillion in Heavenshirts and cosmetics for $700 a jar. God has $72 Trillion in Heavenshirts and cosmetics for $700 a jar. God has $72 Trillion in Heavenshirts and cosmetics for $700 a jar. God has $72 Trillion in Heaven for each Jew not 72 Virgins, grin.  for each Jew not 72 Virgins, grin.  for each Jew not 72 Virgins, grin.  for each Jew not 72 Virgins, grin. 
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Believe it or not Jews they read books fromBelieve it or not Jews they read books fromBelieve it or not Jews they read books fromBelieve it or not Jews they read books from the KW Library. My old Boss from the "Booth" at Green + Duval went back to the KW Library. My old Boss from the "Booth" at Green + Duval went back to the KW Library. My old Boss from the "Booth" at Green + Duval went back to the KW Library. My old Boss from the "Booth" at Green + Duval went back to Israel to "Kill  Israel to "Kill  Israel to "Kill  Israel to "Kill 
People..." as his 3 other partners in the "Booth" also "KilledPeople..." as his 3 other partners in the "Booth" also "KilledPeople..." as his 3 other partners in the "Booth" also "KilledPeople..." as his 3 other partners in the "Booth" also "Killed People..." thats how they teamed up to opened stores in KW selling a jar of People..." thats how they teamed up to opened stores in KW selling a jar of People..." thats how they teamed up to opened stores in KW selling a jar of People..." thats how they teamed up to opened stores in KW selling a jar of
cosmetic cream for $700. This is all in the Pentagons architect plans...cosmetic cream for $700. This is all in the Pentagons architect plans...cosmetic cream for $700. This is all in the Pentagons architect plans...cosmetic cream for $700. This is all in the Pentagons architect plans...
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the "list" ofthe "list" ofthe "list" ofthe "list" of 1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times...  1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times...  1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times...  1,001 Invention Projects on your Mind at all times... 
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6666----17171717----14 iApp for GM. 3 Billion14 iApp for GM. 3 Billion14 iApp for GM. 3 Billion14 iApp for GM. 3 Billion "Gasoline cars recalled"... This time it's 3 million cars. The automaker says "Gasoline cars recalled"... This time it's 3 million cars. The automaker says "Gasoline cars recalled"... This time it's 3 million cars. The automaker says "Gasoline cars recalled"... This time it's 3 million cars. The automaker says its recalling more than three its recalling more than three its recalling more than three its recalling more than three----
million vehicles over an ignition switch issuemillion vehicles over an ignition switch issuemillion vehicles over an ignition switch issuemillion vehicles over an ignition switch issue linked to eight crashes and six injuries.  linked to eight crashes and six injuries.  linked to eight crashes and six injuries.  linked to eight crashes and six injuries. 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for 1984 Pentagon architect did plan this I14 iApp for 1984 Pentagon architect did plan this I14 iApp for 1984 Pentagon architect did plan this I14 iApp for 1984 Pentagon architect did plan this I suspect. My point is "Serendipity" the Jew book reader didn't have a list of suspect. My point is "Serendipity" the Jew book reader didn't have a list of suspect. My point is "Serendipity" the Jew book reader didn't have a list of suspect. My point is "Serendipity" the Jew book reader didn't have a list of
gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine invention projects for a Serendipitygravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine invention projects for a Serendipitygravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine invention projects for a Serendipitygravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine invention projects for a Serendipity Invention in the book he showed me yesterday!  Invention in the book he showed me yesterday!  Invention in the book he showed me yesterday!  Invention in the book he showed me yesterday! 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for Pasteur's14 iApp for Pasteur's14 iApp for Pasteur's14 iApp for Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014 Greg + Wives should be working on Today in Key 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014 Greg + Wives should be working on Today in Key 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014 Greg + Wives should be working on Today in Key 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014 Greg + Wives should be working on Today in Key West but this was not in the  West but this was not in the  West but this was not in the  West but this was not in the 
Pentagon's architects plans! Pentagon's architects plans! Pentagon's architects plans! Pentagon's architects plans! 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters) 14 iApp for BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters) 14 iApp for BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters) 14 iApp for BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters) ---- The world's The world's The world's The world's biggest retailer, Wal biggest retailer, Wal biggest retailer, Wal biggest retailer, Wal----Mart Stores Inc, said on Tuesday that it will increase itsMart Stores Inc, said on Tuesday that it will increase itsMart Stores Inc, said on Tuesday that it will increase itsMart Stores Inc, said on Tuesday that it will increase its
spending on food safety in China to 300 million yuan spending on food safety in China to 300 million yuan spending on food safety in China to 300 million yuan spending on food safety in China to 300 million yuan 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for14 iApp for14 iApp for14 iApp for Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014 Greg + Wives should be working on Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014 Greg + Wives should be working on Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014 Greg + Wives should be working on Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014 Greg + Wives should be working on Today!  Today!  Today!  Today! 

6666----17171717----14 Over Protected Kids have no idea there has been a14 Over Protected Kids have no idea there has been a14 Over Protected Kids have no idea there has been a14 Over Protected Kids have no idea there has been a dramatic increase in the number of OJ clones laying in wait to kill you her  dramatic increase in the number of OJ clones laying in wait to kill you her  dramatic increase in the number of OJ clones laying in wait to kill you her  dramatic increase in the number of OJ clones laying in wait to kill you her 
ifififif she takes a ride home from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West. she takes a ride home from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West. she takes a ride home from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West. she takes a ride home from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West. Pentagon architect plans... could have saved 19K SWF  Pentagon architect plans... could have saved 19K SWF  Pentagon architect plans... could have saved 19K SWF  Pentagon architect plans... could have saved 19K SWF 
from being killed at thefrom being killed at thefrom being killed at thefrom being killed at the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station and saved 270K women from being robed + sucker Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station and saved 270K women from being robed + sucker Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station and saved 270K women from being robed + sucker Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station and saved 270K women from being robed + sucker punched at a Gas Station  punched at a Gas Station  punched at a Gas Station  punched at a Gas Station 
hold up... Pentagon architect plans... hold up... Pentagon architect plans... hold up... Pentagon architect plans... hold up... Pentagon architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14141414 Neurologists, "1984 II" Novel written at the Hemingway Writing Classes in Key Neurologists, "1984 II" Novel written at the Hemingway Writing Classes in Key Neurologists, "1984 II" Novel written at the Hemingway Writing Classes in Key Neurologists, "1984 II" Novel written at the Hemingway Writing Classes in Key West.  West.  West.  West. 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...
Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Citizen's Voice Key WestMedical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Citizen's Voice Key WestMedical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Citizen's Voice Key WestMedical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Citizen's Voice Key West Newspaper Today "Boca Chica airfield is basicallya  Newspaper Today "Boca Chica airfield is basicallya  Newspaper Today "Boca Chica airfield is basicallya  Newspaper Today "Boca Chica airfield is basicallya 
training facility, not atraining facility, not atraining facility, not atraining facility, not a commercial airport. The pilots don't really have to land in that driving rain commercial airport. The pilots don't really have to land in that driving rain commercial airport. The pilots don't really have to land in that driving rain commercial airport. The pilots don't really have to land in that driving rain and 30 and 30 and 30 and 30----knot wind someone knot wind someone knot wind someone knot wind someone 
mentioned. They're training. "Serendipity" training formentioned. They're training. "Serendipity" training formentioned. They're training. "Serendipity" training formentioned. They're training. "Serendipity" training for "Star Travel" readers have a list of gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine "Star Travel" readers have a list of gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine "Star Travel" readers have a list of gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine "Star Travel" readers have a list of gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine
inventions... Key West Navy Pilots need to woinventions... Key West Navy Pilots need to woinventions... Key West Navy Pilots need to woinventions... Key West Navy Pilots need to work on Star Travel Training but Irk on Star Travel Training but Irk on Star Travel Training but Irk on Star Travel Training but I don't think the Pentagon architects have stopped killing  don't think the Pentagon architects have stopped killing  don't think the Pentagon architects have stopped killing  don't think the Pentagon architects have stopped killing 
women + children yet,women + children yet,women + children yet,women + children yet, they have to get this out of their blood with a good Hemingway Novel + long list they have to get this out of their blood with a good Hemingway Novel + long list they have to get this out of their blood with a good Hemingway Novel + long list they have to get this out of their blood with a good Hemingway Novel + long list of invention projects when  of invention projects when  of invention projects when  of invention projects when 
reading it. Grin! reading it. Grin! reading it. Grin! reading it. Grin! 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... 52 Nearest Stars14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... 52 Nearest Stars14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... 52 Nearest Stars14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... 52 Nearest Stars + Aliens are to be killed...  + Aliens are to be killed...  + Aliens are to be killed...  + Aliens are to be killed... 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for Pentagon architect14 iApp for Pentagon architect14 iApp for Pentagon architect14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... Any guy from Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money can plans... Any guy from Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money can plans... Any guy from Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money can plans... Any guy from Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money can finance the next  finance the next  finance the next  finance the next 
9/11... Republicans are sounding the warning that the next9/11... Republicans are sounding the warning that the next9/11... Republicans are sounding the warning that the next9/11... Republicans are sounding the warning that the next 9/11 9/11 9/11 9/11----like terror plot could emerge from the regions of Iraq and Syria that like terror plot could emerge from the regions of Iraq and Syria that like terror plot could emerge from the regions of Iraq and Syria that like terror plot could emerge from the regions of Iraq and Syria that 
areareareare currently dominated by an extremist group bearing down on Baghdad.  currently dominated by an extremist group bearing down on Baghdad.  currently dominated by an extremist group bearing down on Baghdad.  currently dominated by an extremist group bearing down on Baghdad. 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the Hippocampus Soul's" "skill Saw words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the Hippocampus Soul's" "skill Saw words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the Hippocampus Soul's" "skill Saw words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the Hippocampus Soul's" "skill Saw
iApp for Serendipity Invention" Pentagon architect plans... iApp for Serendipity Invention" Pentagon architect plans... iApp for Serendipity Invention" Pentagon architect plans... iApp for Serendipity Invention" Pentagon architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14141414 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic  advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic  advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic  advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic 
Neurologists Superintendent ofNeurologists Superintendent ofNeurologists Superintendent ofNeurologists Superintendent of Schools. Pentagon architect plans...  Schools. Pentagon architect plans...  Schools. Pentagon architect plans...  Schools. Pentagon architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----17171717----14141414 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II

6666----17171717----14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters)  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters)  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters)  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters) ----
China'sChina'sChina'sChina's top diplomat will visit Vietnam on Wednesday in a sign the two countries want to top diplomat will visit Vietnam on Wednesday in a sign the two countries want to top diplomat will visit Vietnam on Wednesday in a sign the two countries want to top diplomat will visit Vietnam on Wednesday in a sign the two countries want to ease tensions over China's deployment of an  ease tensions over China's deployment of an  ease tensions over China's deployment of an  ease tensions over China's deployment of an 
oil rig in the disputed South Chinaoil rig in the disputed South Chinaoil rig in the disputed South Chinaoil rig in the disputed South China Sea, but experts said there were many ...  Sea, but experts said there were many ...  Sea, but experts said there were many ...  Sea, but experts said there were many ... 
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6666----17171717----14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II A clinical trial involving nearly  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II A clinical trial involving nearly  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II A clinical trial involving nearly  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II A clinical trial involving nearly 
300300300300 Chinese men and women residing in one of China's most polluted regions found Chinese men and women residing in one of China's most polluted regions found Chinese men and women residing in one of China's most polluted regions found Chinese men and women residing in one of China's most polluted regions found that daily consumption of a half cup of broccoli  that daily consumption of a half cup of broccoli  that daily consumption of a half cup of broccoli  that daily consumption of a half cup of broccoli 
sprout beverage produced rapid,sprout beverage produced rapid,sprout beverage produced rapid,sprout beverage produced rapid, significant and sustained higher levels of excretion of benzene, a known human significant and sustained higher levels of excretion of benzene, a known human significant and sustained higher levels of excretion of benzene, a known human significant and sustained higher levels of excretion of benzene, a known human carcinogen, and  carcinogen, and  carcinogen, and  carcinogen, and 
acrolein, a lung irritant. Researchers from the Johns Hopkinsacrolein, a lung irritant. Researchers from the Johns Hopkinsacrolein, a lung irritant. Researchers from the Johns Hopkinsacrolein, a lung irritant. Researchers from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, working with colleagues at several  Bloomberg School of Public Health, working with colleagues at several  Bloomberg School of Public Health, working with colleagues at several  Bloomberg School of Public Health, working with colleagues at several 
U.S. andU.S. andU.S. andU.S. and Chinese institutions, used the broccoli sprout beverage to provide sulforaphane, Chinese institutions, used the broccoli sprout beverage to provide sulforaphane, Chinese institutions, used the broccoli sprout beverage to provide sulforaphane, Chinese institutions, used the broccoli sprout beverage to provide sulforaphane, a plant compound already demonstrated to  a plant compound already demonstrated to  a plant compound already demonstrated to  a plant compound already demonstrated to 
have cancer preventive properties inhave cancer preventive properties inhave cancer preventive properties inhave cancer preventive properties in animal studies. The study was published in the June 9 online edition of the animal studies. The study was published in the June 9 online edition of the animal studies. The study was published in the June 9 online edition of the animal studies. The study was published in the June 9 online edition of the journal Cancer  journal Cancer  journal Cancer  journal Cancer 
Prevention Research. Prevention Research. Prevention Research. Prevention Research. 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II Air pollution, an increasing  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II Air pollution, an increasing  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II Air pollution, an increasing  about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II Air pollution, an increasing 
globalglobalglobalglobal problem, causes as many as seven million deaths a year worldwide, according to problem, causes as many as seven million deaths a year worldwide, according to problem, causes as many as seven million deaths a year worldwide, according to problem, causes as many as seven million deaths a year worldwide, according to the World Health Organization, and has in  the World Health Organization, and has in  the World Health Organization, and has in  the World Health Organization, and has in 
recent years reached perilous levelsrecent years reached perilous levelsrecent years reached perilous levelsrecent years reached perilous levels in many parts of China. Last year, the International Agency for Research on in many parts of China. Last year, the International Agency for Research on in many parts of China. Last year, the International Agency for Research on in many parts of China. Last year, the International Agency for Research on Cancer classified air  Cancer classified air  Cancer classified air  Cancer classified air 
pollution and particulate matter (PM) from air pollutionpollution and particulate matter (PM) from air pollutionpollution and particulate matter (PM) from air pollutionpollution and particulate matter (PM) from air pollution as carcinogenic to humans.  as carcinogenic to humans.  as carcinogenic to humans.  as carcinogenic to humans. 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for Neurologists Superintendent14 iApp for Neurologists Superintendent14 iApp for Neurologists Superintendent14 iApp for Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West... Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists. of Schools in Key West... Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists. of Schools in Key West... Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists. of Schools in Key West... Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists. Pentagon  Pentagon  Pentagon  Pentagon 
architect plans... don't include any Neurologists Superintendent ofarchitect plans... don't include any Neurologists Superintendent ofarchitect plans... don't include any Neurologists Superintendent ofarchitect plans... don't include any Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West! Schools in Key West! Schools in Key West! Schools in Key West!

6666----17171717----14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the hippocampus Soul's" "skill list of words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the hippocampus Soul's" "skill list of words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the hippocampus Soul's" "skill list of words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the hippocampus Soul's" "skill Saw  Saw  Saw  Saw 
iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans...  Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans...  Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans...  Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... 
neurocomputationalneurocomputationalneurocomputationalneurocomputational theorists have long suspected, researchers at the Dignity Health Barrow theorists have long suspected, researchers at the Dignity Health Barrow theorists have long suspected, researchers at the Dignity Health Barrow theorists have long suspected, researchers at the Dignity Health Barrow Neurological Institute in Phoenix, Ariz.  Neurological Institute in Phoenix, Ariz.  Neurological Institute in Phoenix, Ariz.  Neurological Institute in Phoenix, Ariz. 
and University of California, San Diegoand University of California, San Diegoand University of California, San Diegoand University of California, San Diego School of Medicine report that the human brain locks down episodic memories in School of Medicine report that the human brain locks down episodic memories in School of Medicine report that the human brain locks down episodic memories in School of Medicine report that the human brain locks down episodic memories in the  the  the  the 
hippocampus, committing each recollection to a distinct, distributedhippocampus, committing each recollection to a distinct, distributedhippocampus, committing each recollection to a distinct, distributedhippocampus, committing each recollection to a distinct, distributed fraction of individual cells. The findings, published in the June  fraction of individual cells. The findings, published in the June  fraction of individual cells. The findings, published in the June  fraction of individual cells. The findings, published in the June 
16 Early16 Early16 Early16 Early Edition of PNAS, further illuminate the neural basis of human memory and may, Edition of PNAS, further illuminate the neural basis of human memory and may, Edition of PNAS, further illuminate the neural basis of human memory and may, Edition of PNAS, further illuminate the neural basis of human memory and may, ultimately, shed light on new  ultimately, shed light on new  ultimately, shed light on new  ultimately, shed light on new 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...  article...  article...  article... 
Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14141414 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...  Invention" reading the current book or article...  Invention" reading the current book or article...  Invention" reading the current book or article... 
Medical Article for Sure.Medical Article for Sure.Medical Article for Sure.Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans...  Pentagon architect plans...  Pentagon architect plans...  Pentagon architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!

6666----17171717----14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  9/11 II  9/11 II  9/11 II 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...
Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for14 iApp for14 iApp for14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...  reading the current book or article...  reading the current book or article...  reading the current book or article... 
Medical Article for Sure. PentagonMedical Article for Sure. PentagonMedical Article for Sure. PentagonMedical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans...  architect plans...  architect plans...  architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...
Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----17171717----14141414 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II

6666----17171717----14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...  for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...  for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article...  for Serendipity Invention" reading the current book or article... 
MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans...  Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans...  Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans...  Article for Sure. Pentagon architect plans... 

6666----17171717----14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... Time14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... Time14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... Time14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52  Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52  Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52  Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 
Aliens atAliens atAliens atAliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!  Accounts!  Accounts!  Accounts! 

6666----17171717----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----17171717----14 Time14 Time14 Time14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II 
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6666----17171717----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 

for your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as 14 as 14 as 14 as 
Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Bomb  Bomb  Bomb 
is theis theis theis the Gravity Engine!!  Gravity Engine!!  Gravity Engine!!  Gravity Engine!! 

6666----17171717----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!

6666----17171717----14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money planning 9/11 II  9/11 II  9/11 II  9/11 II 

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10----InchInchInchInch Portable Jobsite Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon, Athens, Greece, "the Portable Jobsite Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon, Athens, Greece, "the Portable Jobsite Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon, Athens, Greece, "the Portable Jobsite Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon, Athens, Greece, "the
supreme example among architectural sites... for the kids in the back yard allsupreme example among architectural sites... for the kids in the back yard allsupreme example among architectural sites... for the kids in the back yard allsupreme example among architectural sites... for the kids in the back yard all on an Apple iApp and your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single  on an Apple iApp and your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single  on an Apple iApp and your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single  on an Apple iApp and your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single 
Bevel Compound MiterBevel Compound MiterBevel Compound MiterBevel Compound Miter Saw, Bosch Circular Saw all plug into your iPhone6s or iPhone7s. Job Site Saw, Bosch Circular Saw all plug into your iPhone6s or iPhone7s. Job Site Saw, Bosch Circular Saw all plug into your iPhone6s or iPhone7s. Job Site Saw, Bosch Circular Saw all plug into your iPhone6s or iPhone7s. Job Site monitoring by the architect is  monitoring by the architect is  monitoring by the architect is  monitoring by the architect is 
programmed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so theprogrammed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so theprogrammed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so theprogrammed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so the Carpenters, Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the Carpenters, Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the Carpenters, Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the Carpenters, Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the architect  architect  architect  architect 
plans are doing the cutting and measuring, BEEPING with a spelled outplans are doing the cutting and measuring, BEEPING with a spelled outplans are doing the cutting and measuring, BEEPING with a spelled outplans are doing the cutting and measuring, BEEPING with a spelled out Warning from a friendly voice you missed a spot! Stop right  Warning from a friendly voice you missed a spot! Stop right  Warning from a friendly voice you missed a spot! Stop right  Warning from a friendly voice you missed a spot! Stop right 
now! Grin!now! Grin!now! Grin!now! Grin!

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... Another Day,14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... Another Day,14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... Another Day,14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... Another Day, Another Strategic Town Seized in Iraq... Architect for "Star Travel"  Another Strategic Town Seized in Iraq... Architect for "Star Travel"  Another Strategic Town Seized in Iraq... Architect for "Star Travel"  Another Strategic Town Seized in Iraq... Architect for "Star Travel" 
at NASA hasat NASA hasat NASA hasat NASA has a 2nd Home in Saudi Arabia with a SWF sex slave as a perk from Mecca. 72 Virgins a 2nd Home in Saudi Arabia with a SWF sex slave as a perk from Mecca. 72 Virgins a 2nd Home in Saudi Arabia with a SWF sex slave as a perk from Mecca. 72 Virgins a 2nd Home in Saudi Arabia with a SWF sex slave as a perk from Mecca. 72 Virgins can't be taken out of the thoughts of  can't be taken out of the thoughts of  can't be taken out of the thoughts of  can't be taken out of the thoughts of 
Moslem men at the CIA or Pentagon HQ, justMoslem men at the CIA or Pentagon HQ, justMoslem men at the CIA or Pentagon HQ, justMoslem men at the CIA or Pentagon HQ, just ask them what they will get in Heaven... Brainwashed by 72 Virgins all of them ask them what they will get in Heaven... Brainwashed by 72 Virgins all of them ask them what they will get in Heaven... Brainwashed by 72 Virgins all of them ask them what they will get in Heaven... Brainwashed by 72 Virgins all of them just like OJ  just like OJ  just like OJ  just like OJ 
at the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West is waiting to robat the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West is waiting to robat the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West is waiting to robat the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West is waiting to rob her at the "Gas Station!" Because he is robbed every time he pays $4 a  her at the "Gas Station!" Because he is robbed every time he pays $4 a  her at the "Gas Station!" Because he is robbed every time he pays $4 a  her at the "Gas Station!" Because he is robbed every time he pays $4 a 
gallongallongallongallon and can't buy the ElectricWindmillFord Escort Jimmy Carter saw to be the and can't buy the ElectricWindmillFord Escort Jimmy Carter saw to be the and can't buy the ElectricWindmillFord Escort Jimmy Carter saw to be the and can't buy the ElectricWindmillFord Escort Jimmy Carter saw to be the architect of Poison Gas Exhaust for our Habitat for  architect of Poison Gas Exhaust for our Habitat for  architect of Poison Gas Exhaust for our Habitat for  architect of Poison Gas Exhaust for our Habitat for 
Humanity just because he wasHumanity just because he wasHumanity just because he wasHumanity just because he was bullied by Teddy Kennedy! Mary Kennedy was bullied and hanged herself in the bullied by Teddy Kennedy! Mary Kennedy was bullied and hanged herself in the bullied by Teddy Kennedy! Mary Kennedy was bullied and hanged herself in the bullied by Teddy Kennedy! Mary Kennedy was bullied and hanged herself in the Kennedy barn, cops  Kennedy barn, cops  Kennedy barn, cops  Kennedy barn, cops 
didn't count this as 1 of the 19K murdered women in 2014!didn't count this as 1 of the 19K murdered women in 2014!didn't count this as 1 of the 19K murdered women in 2014!didn't count this as 1 of the 19K murdered women in 2014!

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... pancreas iApp14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... pancreas iApp14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... pancreas iApp14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... pancreas iApp for the architect plans not to get pancreas cancer! Beep warns  for the architect plans not to get pancreas cancer! Beep warns  for the architect plans not to get pancreas cancer! Beep warns  for the architect plans not to get pancreas cancer! Beep warns 
you! Don't eatyou! Don't eatyou! Don't eatyou! Don't eat lunch meats!  lunch meats!  lunch meats!  lunch meats! 

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10----InchInchInchInch Portable Jobsite Table Saw + Bosch CM12 12 Portable Jobsite Table Saw + Bosch CM12 12 Portable Jobsite Table Saw + Bosch CM12 12 Portable Jobsite Table Saw + Bosch CM12 12----Inch Single Bevel Compound Miter Inch Single Bevel Compound Miter Inch Single Bevel Compound Miter Inch Single Bevel Compound Miter 
SawSawSawSaw with Dust Bag and Blade with Dust Bag and Blade with Dust Bag and Blade with Dust Bag and Blade----Change Wrench + Bosch CM10GD 10Change Wrench + Bosch CM10GD 10Change Wrench + Bosch CM10GD 10Change Wrench + Bosch CM10GD 10----Inch Dual Bevel GlideInch Dual Bevel GlideInch Dual Bevel GlideInch Dual Bevel Glide Miter Saw, 15 Miter Saw, 15 Miter Saw, 15 Miter Saw, 15----Amp + Bosch CSW41 7Amp + Bosch CSW41 7Amp + Bosch CSW41 7Amp + Bosch CSW41 7----1/41/41/41/4----Inch Inch Inch Inch 
Worm Drive Circular SawWorm Drive Circular SawWorm Drive Circular SawWorm Drive Circular Saw

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... Medtronic14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... Medtronic14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... Medtronic14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... Medtronic agrees to buy Covidien for $42.9b in cash, stock... Covidien was Valley  agrees to buy Covidien for $42.9b in cash, stock... Covidien was Valley  agrees to buy Covidien for $42.9b in cash, stock... Covidien was Valley  agrees to buy Covidien for $42.9b in cash, stock... Covidien was Valley 
Labs ILabs ILabs ILabs I tried to get a job here to reinvent medical equipment and will still, but now tried to get a job here to reinvent medical equipment and will still, but now tried to get a job here to reinvent medical equipment and will still, but now tried to get a job here to reinvent medical equipment and will still, but now Greg is armed with the iApp and iPhone7s to plug  Greg is armed with the iApp and iPhone7s to plug  Greg is armed with the iApp and iPhone7s to plug  Greg is armed with the iApp and iPhone7s to plug 
into all of Cofidien's medicalinto all of Cofidien's medicalinto all of Cofidien's medicalinto all of Cofidien's medical equipment on their assembly lines... wow! 1,001 invention here!  equipment on their assembly lines... wow! 1,001 invention here!  equipment on their assembly lines... wow! 1,001 invention here!  equipment on their assembly lines... wow! 1,001 invention here! 

6666----16161616----14141414 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10----Inch Portable Jobsite Table SawInch Portable Jobsite Table SawInch Portable Jobsite Table SawInch Portable Jobsite Table Saw

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... your new iPhone7s plugs into all the Bosch Skill Saws for the Architect Skills! your new iPhone7s plugs into all the Bosch Skill Saws for the Architect Skills! your new iPhone7s plugs into all the Bosch Skill Saws for the Architect Skills! your new iPhone7s plugs into all the Bosch Skill Saws for the Architect Skills!

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
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6666----16161616----14 iApp According to Vitruvius, the architect should strive to14 iApp According to Vitruvius, the architect should strive to14 iApp According to Vitruvius, the architect should strive to14 iApp According to Vitruvius, the architect should strive to fulfill "Cut if Right the 1st Time + no tearing it down to rebuild it as  fulfill "Cut if Right the 1st Time + no tearing it down to rebuild it as  fulfill "Cut if Right the 1st Time + no tearing it down to rebuild it as  fulfill "Cut if Right the 1st Time + no tearing it down to rebuild it as 
rework!rework!rework!rework!

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 1014 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10----Inch Portable JobsiteInch Portable JobsiteInch Portable JobsiteInch Portable Jobsite Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon, Athens, Greece, "the  Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon, Athens, Greece, "the  Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon, Athens, Greece, "the  Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon, Athens, Greece, "the 
supreme examplesupreme examplesupreme examplesupreme example among architectural sites... for the kids in the back yard all on an Apple iApp among architectural sites... for the kids in the back yard all on an Apple iApp among architectural sites... for the kids in the back yard all on an Apple iApp among architectural sites... for the kids in the back yard all on an Apple iApp and your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single  and your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single  and your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single  and your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single 
Bevel Compound Miter Saw, Bosch CircularBevel Compound Miter Saw, Bosch CircularBevel Compound Miter Saw, Bosch CircularBevel Compound Miter Saw, Bosch Circular Saw all plug into Saw all plug into Saw all plug into Saw all plug into your iPhone6s or iPhone7s. Job Site monitoring by the your iPhone6s or iPhone7s. Job Site monitoring by the your iPhone6s or iPhone7s. Job Site monitoring by the your iPhone6s or iPhone7s. Job Site monitoring by the architect is  architect is  architect is  architect is 
programmed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so the Carpenters,programmed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so the Carpenters,programmed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so the Carpenters,programmed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so the Carpenters, Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the architect  Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the architect  Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the architect  Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the architect 
plansplansplansplans are doing the cutting and measuring, BEEPING with a spelled out Warning from a are doing the cutting and measuring, BEEPING with a spelled out Warning from a are doing the cutting and measuring, BEEPING with a spelled out Warning from a are doing the cutting and measuring, BEEPING with a spelled out Warning from a friendly voice you missed a spot! Stop right  friendly voice you missed a spot! Stop right  friendly voice you missed a spot! Stop right  friendly voice you missed a spot! Stop right 
now! Grin! now! Grin! now! Grin! now! Grin! 

6666----16161616----14 iApp for14 iApp for14 iApp for14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...  the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...  the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...  the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... 

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill14 iApp for the "Skill14 iApp for the "Skill14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...  Saw" Bosch architect plans...  Saw" Bosch architect plans...  Saw" Bosch architect plans... 

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...  architect plans...  architect plans...  architect plans... 

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...  plans...  plans...  plans... 

6666----16161616----14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles... " I'm not always proud of my fellow14 Mandy Miles... " I'm not always proud of my fellow14 Mandy Miles... " I'm not always proud of my fellow14 Mandy Miles... " I'm not always proud of my fellow females in this world. We can be a little tough to take..." ...relationship that females in this world. We can be a little tough to take..." ...relationship that females in this world. We can be a little tough to take..." ...relationship that females in this world. We can be a little tough to take..." ...relationship that
had recently ended badly with his latest lady friend..." "...I've said over andhad recently ended badly with his latest lady friend..." "...I've said over andhad recently ended badly with his latest lady friend..." "...I've said over andhad recently ended badly with his latest lady friend..." "...I've said over and over to the men in my life: Find a girl who has a good  over to the men in my life: Find a girl who has a good  over to the men in my life: Find a girl who has a good  over to the men in my life: Find a girl who has a good 
relationship with her dadrelationship with her dadrelationship with her dadrelationship with her dad and she want set fire to your clothes in the front yard..." "...statistics to and she want set fire to your clothes in the front yard..." "...statistics to and she want set fire to your clothes in the front yard..." "...statistics to and she want set fire to your clothes in the front yard..." "...statistics to back me up..." License to fish, drive,  back me up..." License to fish, drive,  back me up..." License to fish, drive,  back me up..." License to fish, drive, 
marry Mandy Miles leaves out... ... crazymarry Mandy Miles leaves out... ... crazymarry Mandy Miles leaves out... ... crazymarry Mandy Miles leaves out... ... crazy chick with daddy issues... ...  chick with daddy issues... ...  chick with daddy issues... ...  chick with daddy issues... ... 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License...  License!! Polygamous Marriage License...  License!! Polygamous Marriage License...  License!! Polygamous Marriage License... 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out14 Mandy Miles leaves out14 Mandy Miles leaves out14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... Dad tell Mom he was in love Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... Dad tell Mom he was in love Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... Dad tell Mom he was in love Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... Dad tell Mom he was in love with the best lookin  with the best lookin  with the best lookin  with the best lookin 
girl in the world... he was subconsciously teaching me howgirl in the world... he was subconsciously teaching me howgirl in the world... he was subconsciously teaching me howgirl in the world... he was subconsciously teaching me how a women deserves to be treated... Happy Fathers Day Dad + Mom thanks for  a women deserves to be treated... Happy Fathers Day Dad + Mom thanks for  a women deserves to be treated... Happy Fathers Day Dad + Mom thanks for  a women deserves to be treated... Happy Fathers Day Dad + Mom thanks for 
alwaysalwaysalwaysalways being there! Will I had to rescue the comics and Sports from Starbucks trash can being there! Will I had to rescue the comics and Sports from Starbucks trash can being there! Will I had to rescue the comics and Sports from Starbucks trash can being there! Will I had to rescue the comics and Sports from Starbucks trash can just now. I had to buy a paper to ready Mandy  just now. I had to buy a paper to ready Mandy  just now. I had to buy a paper to ready Mandy  just now. I had to buy a paper to ready Mandy 
Miles, Starbucks does not want youMiles, Starbucks does not want youMiles, Starbucks does not want youMiles, Starbucks does not want you to share the news... grin! Thank God I'm still here in Starbucks on Duval in Key to share the news... grin! Thank God I'm still here in Starbucks on Duval in Key to share the news... grin! Thank God I'm still here in Starbucks on Duval in Key to share the news... grin! Thank God I'm still here in Starbucks on Duval in Key West at the Crowne  West at the Crowne  West at the Crowne  West at the Crowne 
Plaza Key WestPlaza Key WestPlaza Key WestPlaza Key West----La Concha!! La Concha!! La Concha!! La Concha!! 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves14 Mandy Miles leaves14 Mandy Miles leaves14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License...  out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License...  out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License...  out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Coup D'Etat14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Coup D'Etat14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Coup D'Etat14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal will we breath clean  after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal will we breath clean  after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal will we breath clean  after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal will we breath clean 
air visitingair visitingair visitingair visiting MIT Labs on Campus!  MIT Labs on Campus!  MIT Labs on Campus!  MIT Labs on Campus! 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! 007 License to kill... Iraq has posted photos that appear to show its fighters 007 License to kill... Iraq has posted photos that appear to show its fighters 007 License to kill... Iraq has posted photos that appear to show its fighters 007 License to kill... Iraq has posted photos that appear to show its fighters shooting  shooting  shooting  shooting 
dead dozens of captured Iraqi soldiers in a province north of thedead dozens of captured Iraqi soldiers in a province north of thedead dozens of captured Iraqi soldiers in a province north of thedead dozens of captured Iraqi soldiers in a province north of the capital Baghdad... ESCALATING violence in Iraq has sent crude oil  capital Baghdad... ESCALATING violence in Iraq has sent crude oil  capital Baghdad... ESCALATING violence in Iraq has sent crude oil  capital Baghdad... ESCALATING violence in Iraq has sent crude oil 
prices to aprices to aprices to aprices to a nine nine nine nine----month high amid fears supplies could be disrupted. Sunnimonth high amid fears supplies could be disrupted. Sunnimonth high amid fears supplies could be disrupted. Sunnimonth high amid fears supplies could be disrupted. Sunni----led militants areled militants areled militants areled militants are tightening their grip on towns in the  tightening their grip on towns in the  tightening their grip on towns in the  tightening their grip on towns in the 
north and east of Iraq, sparking concernsnorth and east of Iraq, sparking concernsnorth and east of Iraq, sparking concernsnorth and east of Iraq, sparking concerns that their advance south could put the ...  that their advance south could put the ...  that their advance south could put the ...  that their advance south could put the ... 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook,14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook,14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook,14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook, who is 53, took over leadership of Apple nearly three years ago, after the  who is 53, took over leadership of Apple nearly three years ago, after the  who is 53, took over leadership of Apple nearly three years ago, after the  who is 53, took over leadership of Apple nearly three years ago, after the 
deathdeathdeathdeath of Steve Jobs, the company of Steve Jobs, the company of Steve Jobs, the company of Steve Jobs, the company’’’’s revered founder. s revered founder. s revered founder. s revered founder. 

6666----15151515----14 iApp to Save 114 iApp to Save 114 iApp to Save 114 iApp to Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer!  Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer!  Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer!  Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer! 

6666----15151515----15 Mr. Cook, who on15 Mr. Cook, who on15 Mr. Cook, who on15 Mr. Cook, who on Fathers Day wants a Porsche with a Gravity Engine!  Fathers Day wants a Porsche with a Gravity Engine!  Fathers Day wants a Porsche with a Gravity Engine!  Fathers Day wants a Porsche with a Gravity Engine! 

6666----15151515----14 Jobs, the14 Jobs, the14 Jobs, the14 Jobs, the company company company company’’’’s revered founder... Save His Life iApp! Greg + Wives in Key West wills revered founder... Save His Life iApp! Greg + Wives in Key West wills revered founder... Save His Life iApp! Greg + Wives in Key West wills revered founder... Save His Life iApp! Greg + Wives in Key West will write this iApp!  write this iApp!  write this iApp!  write this iApp! 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! MD14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! MD14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! MD14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! MD "Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is buying restaurant  "Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is buying restaurant  "Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is buying restaurant  "Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is buying restaurant 
bookingbookingbookingbooking service OpenTable for $2.6 billion.  service OpenTable for $2.6 billion.  service OpenTable for $2.6 billion.  service OpenTable for $2.6 billion. ““““OpenTable is a great match for TheOpenTable is a great match for TheOpenTable is a great match for TheOpenTable is a great match for The Priceline Group. MD dieting would be a better match to  Priceline Group. MD dieting would be a better match to  Priceline Group. MD dieting would be a better match to  Priceline Group. MD dieting would be a better match to 
live... "SAVE HER LIFE"live... "SAVE HER LIFE"live... "SAVE HER LIFE"live... "SAVE HER LIFE" line getting her to go out to dinner with you at a MD OpenTable Menu! grin! line getting her to go out to dinner with you at a MD OpenTable Menu! grin! line getting her to go out to dinner with you at a MD OpenTable Menu! grin! line getting her to go out to dinner with you at a MD OpenTable Menu! grin!

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Save Her14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Save Her14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Save Her14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Save Her Life... Wife of Steve Jobs... after the death of Steve Jobs... Save Her Life Life... Wife of Steve Jobs... after the death of Steve Jobs... Save Her Life Life... Wife of Steve Jobs... after the death of Steve Jobs... Save Her Life Life... Wife of Steve Jobs... after the death of Steve Jobs... Save Her Life from a  from a  from a  from a 
Diet that leads to "CANCER!!" Diet that leads to "CANCER!!" Diet that leads to "CANCER!!" Diet that leads to "CANCER!!" 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out14 Mandy Miles leaves out14 Mandy Miles leaves out14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... with 4 wifes telling you not Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... with 4 wifes telling you not Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... with 4 wifes telling you not Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... with 4 wifes telling you not to eat Lunch Meats!  to eat Lunch Meats!  to eat Lunch Meats!  to eat Lunch Meats! 
Mandy Miles has the Statistics to back this up...Mandy Miles has the Statistics to back this up...Mandy Miles has the Statistics to back this up...Mandy Miles has the Statistics to back this up...

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook, who is 53,14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook, who is 53,14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook, who is 53,14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook, who is 53, took over leadership of Apple nearly three years ago, after the  took over leadership of Apple nearly three years ago, after the  took over leadership of Apple nearly three years ago, after the  took over leadership of Apple nearly three years ago, after the 
death of Stevedeath of Stevedeath of Stevedeath of Steve Jobs, hired a New Cook not a MD for the HQ kitchen... I can't wait to get to the Jobs, hired a New Cook not a MD for the HQ kitchen... I can't wait to get to the Jobs, hired a New Cook not a MD for the HQ kitchen... I can't wait to get to the Jobs, hired a New Cook not a MD for the HQ kitchen... I can't wait to get to the HQ Kitchen of Apple HQ, iMenu Apps will  HQ Kitchen of Apple HQ, iMenu Apps will  HQ Kitchen of Apple HQ, iMenu Apps will  HQ Kitchen of Apple HQ, iMenu Apps will 
appear on this web along withappear on this web along withappear on this web along withappear on this web along with Apple Apple Apple Apple----Starbucks menu of Whole Foods menu copied and pasted... grin! No Butter asStarbucks menu of Whole Foods menu copied and pasted... grin! No Butter asStarbucks menu of Whole Foods menu copied and pasted... grin! No Butter asStarbucks menu of Whole Foods menu copied and pasted... grin! No Butter as none of Gregs MD  none of Gregs MD  none of Gregs MD  none of Gregs MD 
wives will allow butter until a futuristic Jobs or Pasteurwives will allow butter until a futuristic Jobs or Pasteurwives will allow butter until a futuristic Jobs or Pasteurwives will allow butter until a futuristic Jobs or Pasteur invents a way to take cardiac arrest out of eating Butter. As for cancer... invents a way to take cardiac arrest out of eating Butter. As for cancer... invents a way to take cardiac arrest out of eating Butter. As for cancer... invents a way to take cardiac arrest out of eating Butter. As for cancer...
iPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life and features for Save your lifeiPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life and features for Save your lifeiPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life and features for Save your lifeiPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life and features for Save your life from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic  from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic  from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic  from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic 
cancer! cancer! cancer! cancer! 
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6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Investors14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Investors14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Investors14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Investors have clamored for Apple wizardry  have clamored for Apple wizardry  have clamored for Apple wizardry  have clamored for Apple wizardry ———— a mucha mucha mucha much----anticipated iWatch or iTV, anticipated iWatch or iTV, anticipated iWatch or iTV, anticipated iWatch or iTV, 
perhaps. Toperhaps. Toperhaps. Toperhaps. To these critics, Mr. Cook is uninspiring, his social views window dressing, when these critics, Mr. Cook is uninspiring, his social views window dressing, when these critics, Mr. Cook is uninspiring, his social views window dressing, when these critics, Mr. Cook is uninspiring, his social views window dressing, when what they want is magic.  what they want is magic.  what they want is magic.  what they want is magic. ““““Where is the grand Where is the grand Where is the grand Where is the grand 
design?design?design?design?”””” ... ... ... ... iPhone007 Spy featureiPhone007 Spy featureiPhone007 Spy featureiPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life and features for Save you life from Cancer will Save 1 that will Save her Life and features for Save you life from Cancer will Save 1 that will Save her Life and features for Save you life from Cancer will Save 1 that will Save her Life and features for Save you life from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting  Trillion from getting  Trillion from getting  Trillion from getting 
Pancreatic cancer!... asks Laurence I. Balter, chiefPancreatic cancer!... asks Laurence I. Balter, chiefPancreatic cancer!... asks Laurence I. Balter, chiefPancreatic cancer!... asks Laurence I. Balter, chief market strategist at Oracle... Greg reinvented Apple @ market strategist at Oracle... Greg reinvented Apple @ market strategist at Oracle... Greg reinvented Apple @ market strategist at Oracle... Greg reinvented Apple @
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ read the 1,001 iPhone007 Spy feature thathttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ read the 1,001 iPhone007 Spy feature thathttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ read the 1,001 iPhone007 Spy feature thathttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ read the 1,001 iPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life from becoming one of Mandy Miles  will Save her Life from becoming one of Mandy Miles  will Save her Life from becoming one of Mandy Miles  will Save her Life from becoming one of Mandy Miles 
Statistics of 19K murderedStatistics of 19K murderedStatistics of 19K murderedStatistics of 19K murdered by a drunk man in 2014... or for the Statistic of 2015 of 19K SWF murdered by a by a drunk man in 2014... or for the Statistic of 2015 of 19K SWF murdered by a by a drunk man in 2014... or for the Statistic of 2015 of 19K SWF murdered by a by a drunk man in 2014... or for the Statistic of 2015 of 19K SWF murdered by a drunk man. iPhone007 Spy  drunk man. iPhone007 Spy  drunk man. iPhone007 Spy  drunk man. iPhone007 Spy 
feature that will Save her Life and features for Savefeature that will Save her Life and features for Savefeature that will Save her Life and features for Savefeature that will Save her Life and features for Save you life from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer! you life from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer! you life from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer! you life from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer!

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Balter calls Apple14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Balter calls Apple14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Balter calls Apple14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Balter calls Apple a financial  a financial  a financial  a financial ““““Rock of Gibraltar"Rock of Gibraltar"Rock of Gibraltar"Rock of Gibraltar"———— it is sitting on $150.6 billion it is sitting on $150.6 billion it is sitting on $150.6 billion it is sitting on $150.6 billion 
of cash of cash of cash of cash ———— butbutbutbut he says he has serious questions about whether it can continue to be a he says he has serious questions about whether it can continue to be a he says he has serious questions about whether it can continue to be a he says he has serious questions about whether it can continue to be a hypergrowth company. Is it a stock for growth  hypergrowth company. Is it a stock for growth  hypergrowth company. Is it a stock for growth  hypergrowth company. Is it a stock for growth 
investors, he asks, investors, he asks, investors, he asks, investors, he asks, ““““or widows?or widows?or widows?or widows?”””” “ “ “ “Show me the product,Show me the product,Show me the product,Show me the product,”””” he says. he says. he says. he says. ““““Show me the ingenuity.Show me the ingenuity.Show me the ingenuity.Show me the ingenuity.””””

6666----15151515----14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple----Starbucks with $1 Trillion subsidy from $777Starbucks with $1 Trillion subsidy from $777Starbucks with $1 Trillion subsidy from $777Starbucks with $1 Trillion subsidy from $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca + Allah for GeekSavvvvy Techs at Apple Trillion confiscated from Mecca + Allah for GeekSavvvvy Techs at Apple Trillion confiscated from Mecca + Allah for GeekSavvvvy Techs at Apple Trillion confiscated from Mecca + Allah for GeekSavvvvy Techs at Apple----
StarbucksStarbucksStarbucksStarbucks to write you a iApp before you finish your coffee and train you to find and use to write you a iApp before you finish your coffee and train you to find and use to write you a iApp before you finish your coffee and train you to find and use to write you a iApp before you finish your coffee and train you to find and use features faster than Mr. Cook can... grin!  features faster than Mr. Cook can... grin!  features faster than Mr. Cook can... grin!  features faster than Mr. Cook can... grin! 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves14 Mandy Miles leaves14 Mandy Miles leaves14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... with 1 Trillion iApps for out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... with 1 Trillion iApps for out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... with 1 Trillion iApps for out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License... with 1 Trillion iApps for your 24/7 BrainStorming  your 24/7 BrainStorming  your 24/7 BrainStorming  your 24/7 BrainStorming 
Conversations in this Marriage made in "Heaven" as weConversations in this Marriage made in "Heaven" as weConversations in this Marriage made in "Heaven" as weConversations in this Marriage made in "Heaven" as we see it, NO 72 Virgins... just Soul see it, NO 72 Virgins... just Soul see it, NO 72 Virgins... just Soul see it, NO 72 Virgins... just Soul----Mates for the next 4 Trillion years watchingMates for the next 4 Trillion years watchingMates for the next 4 Trillion years watchingMates for the next 4 Trillion years watching the  the  the  the 
Sun Rise on Proxima Centauri a Red Dwarf that will shine for the next 4Sun Rise on Proxima Centauri a Red Dwarf that will shine for the next 4Sun Rise on Proxima Centauri a Red Dwarf that will shine for the next 4Sun Rise on Proxima Centauri a Red Dwarf that will shine for the next 4 Trillion years leading us to Wonder what else can be out there  Trillion years leading us to Wonder what else can be out there  Trillion years leading us to Wonder what else can be out there  Trillion years leading us to Wonder what else can be out there 
in the Universein the Universein the Universein the Universe our Vietnam Vets (at the Key West Citizen News Paper) on Earth killed in their our Vietnam Vets (at the Key West Citizen News Paper) on Earth killed in their our Vietnam Vets (at the Key West Citizen News Paper) on Earth killed in their our Vietnam Vets (at the Key West Citizen News Paper) on Earth killed in their forever Endless Wars Search + Destroy  forever Endless Wars Search + Destroy  forever Endless Wars Search + Destroy  forever Endless Wars Search + Destroy 
Missions for George Orwell Numb NutsMissions for George Orwell Numb NutsMissions for George Orwell Numb NutsMissions for George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators who his behind hidden cameras better than the Universe Concealments! Dictators who his behind hidden cameras better than the Universe Concealments! Dictators who his behind hidden cameras better than the Universe Concealments! Dictators who his behind hidden cameras better than the Universe Concealments! Long Time Ago  Long Time Ago  Long Time Ago  Long Time Ago 
in a Far off Time Jimmy Cater married in Georgia, he was Bulliedin a Far off Time Jimmy Cater married in Georgia, he was Bulliedin a Far off Time Jimmy Cater married in Georgia, he was Bulliedin a Far off Time Jimmy Cater married in Georgia, he was Bullied by Teddy Kennedy into using Poison Gas Exhaust on Humanity so he  by Teddy Kennedy into using Poison Gas Exhaust on Humanity so he  by Teddy Kennedy into using Poison Gas Exhaust on Humanity so he  by Teddy Kennedy into using Poison Gas Exhaust on Humanity so he 
started Habitatstarted Habitatstarted Habitatstarted Habitat for Humanity...  for Humanity...  for Humanity...  for Humanity... 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Polygamous Marriage License...  License...  License...  License... 

6666----15151515----14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!

6666----15151515----14 Time Bomb14 Time Bomb14 Time Bomb14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed a million is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed a million is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed a million is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!  women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!  women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!  women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! 

6666----15151515----14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War Starbucks... Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War Starbucks... Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War Starbucks... Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52  via 52  via 52  via 52 
Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks inAliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks inAliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks inAliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!  Swiss Bank Accounts!  Swiss Bank Accounts!  Swiss Bank Accounts! 

6666----15151515----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 

forforforfor your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as 14 as 14 as 14 as 
Greg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing2011. Amazing2011. Amazing2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb 
is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----14141414----14 Helicopters Overhead Today biking to Starbucks in Key14 Helicopters Overhead Today biking to Starbucks in Key14 Helicopters Overhead Today biking to Starbucks in Key14 Helicopters Overhead Today biking to Starbucks in Key West at 7 am! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II.  West at 7 am! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II.  West at 7 am! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II.  West at 7 am! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. 
ElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines + Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Escort Helicopter Combines + Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Escort Helicopter Combines + Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Escort Helicopter Combines + Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up!
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6666----14141414----14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods"14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods"14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods"14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. After a long history of wars and sanctions, Iraq re Holocaust II. After a long history of wars and sanctions, Iraq re Holocaust II. After a long history of wars and sanctions, Iraq re Holocaust II. After a long history of wars and sanctions, Iraq re----
emerged as aemerged as aemerged as aemerged as a critical source of oil $ in 2014. Mounting Iraqi production helped to ease world critical source of oil $ in 2014. Mounting Iraqi production helped to ease world critical source of oil $ in 2014. Mounting Iraqi production helped to ease world critical source of oil $ in 2014. Mounting Iraqi production helped to ease world oil prices despite the tightening  oil prices despite the tightening  oil prices despite the tightening  oil prices despite the tightening 
restrictions on Iran and tanking exports fromrestrictions on Iran and tanking exports fromrestrictions on Iran and tanking exports fromrestrictions on Iran and tanking exports from Libya. Poison Gax Exhaust News has not been LEAKED on the front page of the NY Libya. Poison Gax Exhaust News has not been LEAKED on the front page of the NY Libya. Poison Gax Exhaust News has not been LEAKED on the front page of the NY Libya. Poison Gax Exhaust News has not been LEAKED on the front page of the NY Times  Times  Times  Times 
because of the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Baby Killers as these Vets let kids +because of the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Baby Killers as these Vets let kids +because of the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Baby Killers as these Vets let kids +because of the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Baby Killers as these Vets let kids + babies + pregnant women breath in DIRTY AIR for Iraqi Oil  babies + pregnant women breath in DIRTY AIR for Iraqi Oil  babies + pregnant women breath in DIRTY AIR for Iraqi Oil  babies + pregnant women breath in DIRTY AIR for Iraqi Oil 
Revenues in 2014...Revenues in 2014...Revenues in 2014...Revenues in 2014... What does this Say About Their Personality... Psychotics, only Top Brass at the What does this Say About Their Personality... Psychotics, only Top Brass at the What does this Say About Their Personality... Psychotics, only Top Brass at the What does this Say About Their Personality... Psychotics, only Top Brass at the Pentagon would put dirty gas exhaust  Pentagon would put dirty gas exhaust  Pentagon would put dirty gas exhaust  Pentagon would put dirty gas exhaust 
in the air for kids to breath in every day!in the air for kids to breath in every day!in the air for kids to breath in every day!in the air for kids to breath in every day! UN would say this is a Crime Against Humanity but the UN Employees get a UN would say this is a Crime Against Humanity but the UN Employees get a UN would say this is a Crime Against Humanity but the UN Employees get a UN would say this is a Crime Against Humanity but the UN Employees get a kickback in  kickback in  kickback in  kickback in 
perks... wow! ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines +perks... wow! ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines +perks... wow! ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines +perks... wow! ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines + Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up!  Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up!  Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up!  Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! 

6666----14141414----14 Obama put poison14 Obama put poison14 Obama put poison14 Obama put poison gas exhaust in the air Black women breath!!  gas exhaust in the air Black women breath!!  gas exhaust in the air Black women breath!!  gas exhaust in the air Black women breath!! 

6666----14141414----14 MIT14 MIT14 MIT14 MIT’’’’s WiFi Systems WiFi Systems WiFi Systems WiFi System Detects People Detects People Detects People Detects People’’’’s Breathing, Heart Rate, Even Through Walls... breath in poisons Breathing, Heart Rate, Even Through Walls... breath in poisons Breathing, Heart Rate, Even Through Walls... breath in poisons Breathing, Heart Rate, Even Through Walls... breath in poison gas exhaust when they MIT  gas exhaust when they MIT  gas exhaust when they MIT  gas exhaust when they MIT 
have the God Almighty Power to LEAK Poison Gas Exhausthave the God Almighty Power to LEAK Poison Gas Exhausthave the God Almighty Power to LEAK Poison Gas Exhausthave the God Almighty Power to LEAK Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News!  Holocaust II News!  Holocaust II News!  Holocaust II News! 

6666----14141414----14 MIT poison gas exhaust in the air at MIT14 MIT poison gas exhaust in the air at MIT14 MIT poison gas exhaust in the air at MIT14 MIT poison gas exhaust in the air at MIT Campus! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal Campus! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal Campus! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal Campus! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal will  will  will  will 
we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus! we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus! we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus! we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus! 

6666----14141414----14 MIT Seeing14 MIT Seeing14 MIT Seeing14 MIT Seeing through walls has been a fantasy for many of us since childhood, but while the through walls has been a fantasy for many of us since childhood, but while the through walls has been a fantasy for many of us since childhood, but while the through walls has been a fantasy for many of us since childhood, but while the rest of us grew up, researchers at  rest of us grew up, researchers at  rest of us grew up, researchers at  rest of us grew up, researchers at 
MIT are now doing things previously thoughtMIT are now doing things previously thoughtMIT are now doing things previously thoughtMIT are now doing things previously thought impossible. While they still don impossible. While they still don impossible. While they still don impossible. While they still don’’’’t have the technology to literally see throught have the technology to literally see throught have the technology to literally see throught have the technology to literally see through walls,  walls,  walls,  walls, 
researchers of the NETMIT group at MITresearchers of the NETMIT group at MITresearchers of the NETMIT group at MITresearchers of the NETMIT group at MIT’’’’s Computer Science and Artificials Computer Science and Artificials Computer Science and Artificials Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab, are using WiFi signals to detect the  Intelligence Lab, are using WiFi signals to detect the  Intelligence Lab, are using WiFi signals to detect the  Intelligence Lab, are using WiFi signals to detect the 
breathing and heart ratebreathing and heart ratebreathing and heart ratebreathing and heart rate of individuals in a room. They of individuals in a room. They of individuals in a room. They of individuals in a room. They’’’’ve just released a couple videos showing off theve just released a couple videos showing off theve just released a couple videos showing off theve just released a couple videos showing off the technology in action: Here technology in action: Here technology in action: Here technology in action: Here’’’’s a s a s a s a 
demo of a childdemo of a childdemo of a childdemo of a child’’’’s respiratory rate and heartbeats respiratory rate and heartbeats respiratory rate and heartbeats respiratory rate and heartbeat being detected from the captured WiFi signals bouncing around the room. MIT being detected from the captured WiFi signals bouncing around the room. MIT being detected from the captured WiFi signals bouncing around the room. MIT being detected from the captured WiFi signals bouncing around the room. MIT
breath in poison gas exhaust when they MIT have the God Almighty Power to LEAKbreath in poison gas exhaust when they MIT have the God Almighty Power to LEAKbreath in poison gas exhaust when they MIT have the God Almighty Power to LEAKbreath in poison gas exhaust when they MIT have the God Almighty Power to LEAK Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News!  Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News!  Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News!  Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News! 

6666----14141414----14 MIT poison gas exhaust in14 MIT poison gas exhaust in14 MIT poison gas exhaust in14 MIT poison gas exhaust in the air at MIT Campus! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage the air at MIT Campus! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage the air at MIT Campus! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage the air at MIT Campus! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal will  Made Legal will  Made Legal will  Made Legal will 
we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus!we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus!we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus!we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus! http://www.medgadget.com/2014/06/mits http://www.medgadget.com/2014/06/mits http://www.medgadget.com/2014/06/mits http://www.medgadget.com/2014/06/mits----wifiwifiwifiwifi----systemsystemsystemsystem----detectsdetectsdetectsdetects----peoplespeoplespeoplespeoples----breathingbreathingbreathingbreathing----
heartheartheartheart----raterateraterate----eveneveneveneven----throughthroughthroughthrough----walls.htmlwalls.htmlwalls.htmlwalls.html

6666----14141414----14 Cops rear ended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome,14 Cops rear ended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome,14 Cops rear ended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome,14 Cops rear ended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India... are just like another day!  LA, Moscow, China, India... are just like another day!  LA, Moscow, China, India... are just like another day!  LA, Moscow, China, India... are just like another day! 

6666----14141414----14 "Women of14 "Women of14 "Women of14 "Women of Trachis" + "Oil Gods" Clean Air to Breath Trachis" + "Oil Gods" Clean Air to Breath Trachis" + "Oil Gods" Clean Air to Breath Trachis" + "Oil Gods" Clean Air to Breath + Helicopter Combines for their + Helicopter Combines for their + Helicopter Combines for their + Helicopter Combines for their agriculture advancement of this Century  agriculture advancement of this Century  agriculture advancement of this Century  agriculture advancement of this Century 
along with the packaging assembly linealong with the packaging assembly linealong with the packaging assembly linealong with the packaging assembly line women will work on advancements of this century.  women will work on advancements of this century.  women will work on advancements of this century.  women will work on advancements of this century. 

6666----14141414----14 Sony Today! "Windfall" + "Oil Gods" With the14 Sony Today! "Windfall" + "Oil Gods" With the14 Sony Today! "Windfall" + "Oil Gods" With the14 Sony Today! "Windfall" + "Oil Gods" With the PlayStation TV, Sony's going after families with kids... who don't want their PlayStation TV, Sony's going after families with kids... who don't want their PlayStation TV, Sony's going after families with kids... who don't want their PlayStation TV, Sony's going after families with kids... who don't want their
"Daughters" to be a MD! 52 Pick up! Sony's version is 52 Games 24/7 not 52 Games"Daughters" to be a MD! 52 Pick up! Sony's version is 52 Games 24/7 not 52 Games"Daughters" to be a MD! 52 Pick up! Sony's version is 52 Games 24/7 not 52 Games"Daughters" to be a MD! 52 Pick up! Sony's version is 52 Games 24/7 not 52 Games of Medical Inventions and Frontal Lobe Lobotomy Gas  of Medical Inventions and Frontal Lobe Lobotomy Gas  of Medical Inventions and Frontal Lobe Lobotomy Gas  of Medical Inventions and Frontal Lobe Lobotomy Gas 
invention from WW I as theinvention from WW I as theinvention from WW I as theinvention from WW I as the only way Japan would have not gone to WW II. Sony Medical School doesn't Exist only way Japan would have not gone to WW II. Sony Medical School doesn't Exist only way Japan would have not gone to WW II. Sony Medical School doesn't Exist only way Japan would have not gone to WW II. Sony Medical School doesn't Exist in the minds of the Top  in the minds of the Top  in the minds of the Top  in the minds of the Top 
Brass at Sony! Because they can play playStation GamesBrass at Sony! Because they can play playStation GamesBrass at Sony! Because they can play playStation GamesBrass at Sony! Because they can play playStation Games at work!! Sick... Code Blue at Sony HQ!  at work!! Sick... Code Blue at Sony HQ!  at work!! Sick... Code Blue at Sony HQ!  at work!! Sick... Code Blue at Sony HQ! 

6666----14141414----14 Helicopters Overhead14 Helicopters Overhead14 Helicopters Overhead14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. Israeli Lawmakers Spar Over Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. Israeli Lawmakers Spar Over Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. Israeli Lawmakers Spar Over Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. Israeli Lawmakers Spar Over Future Borders, Voice of  Future Borders, Voice of  Future Borders, Voice of  Future Borders, Voice of 
American Written by Cecily Hilleary A controversialAmerican Written by Cecily Hilleary A controversialAmerican Written by Cecily Hilleary A controversialAmerican Written by Cecily Hilleary A controversial plan by an Israeli political leader to annex parts of the occupied West Bank has plan by an Israeli political leader to annex parts of the occupied West Bank has plan by an Israeli political leader to annex parts of the occupied West Bank has plan by an Israeli political leader to annex parts of the occupied West Bank has
triggered an angry debate in Israel, exposing serious divisions in the coalitiontriggered an angry debate in Israel, exposing serious divisions in the coalitiontriggered an angry debate in Israel, exposing serious divisions in the coalitiontriggered an angry debate in Israel, exposing serious divisions in the coalition government over the future of the peace process with  government over the future of the peace process with  government over the future of the peace process with  government over the future of the peace process with 
the Palestinians. Israelithe Palestinians. Israelithe Palestinians. Israelithe Palestinians. Israeli Lawmakers let all the NY City Jews breath in poison gas exhaust when they have Lawmakers let all the NY City Jews breath in poison gas exhaust when they have Lawmakers let all the NY City Jews breath in poison gas exhaust when they have Lawmakers let all the NY City Jews breath in poison gas exhaust when they have the God Almighty Power to  the God Almighty Power to  the God Almighty Power to  the God Almighty Power to 
LEAK Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News! Cops rearLEAK Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News! Cops rearLEAK Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News! Cops rearLEAK Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II News! Cops rear ended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India and ended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India and ended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India and ended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India and
no Cops when you need one! no Cops when you need one! no Cops when you need one! no Cops when you need one! 

6666----14141414----14 Helicopters Overhead Today!14 Helicopters Overhead Today!14 Helicopters Overhead Today!14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. ElectricWindmillFord Escort "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. ElectricWindmillFord Escort "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. ElectricWindmillFord Escort "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines +  Helicopter Combines +  Helicopter Combines +  Helicopter Combines + 
Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! 

6666----14141414----14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. Vatican Holocaust II goings on today Cops rear  Gods" Holocaust II. Vatican Holocaust II goings on today Cops rear  Gods" Holocaust II. Vatican Holocaust II goings on today Cops rear  Gods" Holocaust II. Vatican Holocaust II goings on today Cops rear 
ended in aended in aended in aended in a fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India... are just fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India... are just fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India... are just fiery car crash today... in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow, China, India... are just like another day! "US Bishops Seek to Match  like another day! "US Bishops Seek to Match  like another day! "US Bishops Seek to Match  like another day! "US Bishops Seek to Match 
Vatican in Shifting Tone" New YorkVatican in Shifting Tone" New YorkVatican in Shifting Tone" New YorkVatican in Shifting Tone" New York Times  Times  Times  Times ---- Front Page Today! Front Page Today! Front Page Today! Front Page Today! 

6666----14141414----14 Ironic News Story for Today... "Former14 Ironic News Story for Today... "Former14 Ironic News Story for Today... "Former14 Ironic News Story for Today... "Former Mayor Michael Bloomberg funding anti Mayor Michael Bloomberg funding anti Mayor Michael Bloomberg funding anti Mayor Michael Bloomberg funding anti----gun violence protest at City Hall" New Yorkgun violence protest at City Hall" New Yorkgun violence protest at City Hall" New Yorkgun violence protest at City Hall" New York
Daily News Daily News Daily News Daily News ---- A small army of Americans fed up with gun violence will be marchingA small army of Americans fed up with gun violence will be marchingA small army of Americans fed up with gun violence will be marchingA small army of Americans fed up with gun violence will be marching Saturday on City Hall. And they will be marching  Saturday on City Hall. And they will be marching  Saturday on City Hall. And they will be marching  Saturday on City Hall. And they will be marching 
on Michael Bloomberg's dime.on Michael Bloomberg's dime.on Michael Bloomberg's dime.on Michael Bloomberg's dime. Bloomberg got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! Helicopters Overhead Today! Bloomberg got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! Helicopters Overhead Today! Bloomberg got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! Helicopters Overhead Today! Bloomberg got from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil  "Windfall" from the "Oil  "Windfall" from the "Oil  "Windfall" from the "Oil 
Gods" Holocaust II. Gods" Holocaust II. Gods" Holocaust II. Gods" Holocaust II. 

6666----14141414----14 Key West City14 Key West City14 Key West City14 Key West City tackles parking permits  tackles parking permits  tackles parking permits  tackles parking permits -------- again on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper whenagain on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper whenagain on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper whenagain on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper when the Eiffel Tower Structure for  the Eiffel Tower Structure for  the Eiffel Tower Structure for  the Eiffel Tower Structure for 
"Old Town" will be built with the building of the"Old Town" will be built with the building of the"Old Town" will be built with the building of the"Old Town" will be built with the building of the Yale Key West Medical School, I hope Mayor Cates and Mandy Miles don't spend to Yale Key West Medical School, I hope Mayor Cates and Mandy Miles don't spend to Yale Key West Medical School, I hope Mayor Cates and Mandy Miles don't spend to Yale Key West Medical School, I hope Mayor Cates and Mandy Miles don't spend to
many hours like 24/7 to brainstorm a fix as Gregs fix is not A Win 8.1 Fix!many hours like 24/7 to brainstorm a fix as Gregs fix is not A Win 8.1 Fix!many hours like 24/7 to brainstorm a fix as Gregs fix is not A Win 8.1 Fix!many hours like 24/7 to brainstorm a fix as Gregs fix is not A Win 8.1 Fix!

6666----14141414----14 MD "Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is buying14 MD "Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is buying14 MD "Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is buying14 MD "Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is buying restaurant booking service OpenTable for $2.6 billion.  restaurant booking service OpenTable for $2.6 billion.  restaurant booking service OpenTable for $2.6 billion.  restaurant booking service OpenTable for $2.6 billion. 
““““OpenTable is a greatOpenTable is a greatOpenTable is a greatOpenTable is a great match for The Priceline Group. MD dieting would be a better match to live... match for The Priceline Group. MD dieting would be a better match to live... match for The Priceline Group. MD dieting would be a better match to live... match for The Priceline Group. MD dieting would be a better match to live... "SAVE HER LIFE" line getting her to  "SAVE HER LIFE" line getting her to  "SAVE HER LIFE" line getting her to  "SAVE HER LIFE" line getting her to 
go out to dinner with you at a MD OpenTablego out to dinner with you at a MD OpenTablego out to dinner with you at a MD OpenTablego out to dinner with you at a MD OpenTable Menu! grin!  Menu! grin!  Menu! grin!  Menu! grin! 

6666----14141414----14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil14 Helicopters Overhead Today! "Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" Holocaust II. ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines +  Gods" Holocaust II. ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines +  Gods" Holocaust II. ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines +  Gods" Holocaust II. ElectricWindmillFord Escort Helicopter Combines + 
Heavy LiftHeavy LiftHeavy LiftHeavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Rockefeller, 65, flew his single Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Rockefeller, 65, flew his single Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Rockefeller, 65, flew his single Helicopters for Ambulance Pick up! Rockefeller, 65, flew his single----engine Piperengine Piperengine Piperengine Piper Meridian turboprop from the airport shortly  Meridian turboprop from the airport shortly  Meridian turboprop from the airport shortly  Meridian turboprop from the airport shortly 
after 8 a.m. today in fog. Theafter 8 a.m. today in fog. Theafter 8 a.m. today in fog. Theafter 8 a.m. today in fog. The aircraft came down less than a mile away, striking trees and missing a home by aircraft came down less than a mile away, striking trees and missing a home by aircraft came down less than a mile away, striking trees and missing a home by aircraft came down less than a mile away, striking trees and missing a home by about 20 feet (six  about 20 feet (six  about 20 feet (six  about 20 feet (six 
meters), police and airport officials said. U.S. safetymeters), police and airport officials said. U.S. safetymeters), police and airport officials said. U.S. safetymeters), police and airport officials said. U.S. safety agencies are investigating.  agencies are investigating.  agencies are investigating.  agencies are investigating. ““““The plane was broken into pieces, and some piecesThe plane was broken into pieces, and some piecesThe plane was broken into pieces, and some piecesThe plane was broken into pieces, and some pieces
were lodged in pine trees,were lodged in pine trees,were lodged in pine trees,were lodged in pine trees,”””” Anthony MarrAnthony MarrAnthony MarrAnthony Marraccini, police chief of Harrison, Newaccini, police chief of Harrison, Newaccini, police chief of Harrison, Newaccini, police chief of Harrison, New York, said in an interview.  York, said in an interview.  York, said in an interview.  York, said in an interview. ““““Some of the main fuselage Some of the main fuselage Some of the main fuselage Some of the main fuselage 
remained intact.remained intact.remained intact.remained intact.”””” Rockefeller was a greatRockefeller was a greatRockefeller was a greatRockefeller was a great----grandson of John D. Rockefeller, who amassed a fortunegrandson of John D. Rockefeller, who amassed a fortunegrandson of John D. Rockefeller, who amassed a fortunegrandson of John D. Rockefeller, who amassed a fortune after co after co after co after co----founding Standard Oil Co. founding Standard Oil Co. founding Standard Oil Co. founding Standard Oil Co. 
in 1870 and later focused on charitablein 1870 and later focused on charitablein 1870 and later focused on charitablein 1870 and later focused on charitable giving. Richard Rockefeller celebrated his father giving. Richard Rockefeller celebrated his father giving. Richard Rockefeller celebrated his father giving. Richard Rockefeller celebrated his father’’’’s 99th birthday yesterday at as 99th birthday yesterday at as 99th birthday yesterday at as 99th birthday yesterday at a dinner, said  dinner, said  dinner, said  dinner, said 
Fraser Seitel, a family spokesman. An experienced pilot, he flewFraser Seitel, a family spokesman. An experienced pilot, he flewFraser Seitel, a family spokesman. An experienced pilot, he flewFraser Seitel, a family spokesman. An experienced pilot, he flew yesterday to the Westchester County airport in White Plains, about 30  yesterday to the Westchester County airport in White Plains, about 30  yesterday to the Westchester County airport in White Plains, about 30  yesterday to the Westchester County airport in White Plains, about 30 
miles (48miles (48miles (48miles (48 kilometers) north of New York City.  kilometers) north of New York City.  kilometers) north of New York City.  kilometers) north of New York City. 
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6666----14141414----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift
Helicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to theHelicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to theHelicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to theHelicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital.  Hospital.  Hospital.  Hospital. 

MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... 

6666----14141414----14 Obama put poison gas exhaust in the14 Obama put poison gas exhaust in the14 Obama put poison gas exhaust in the14 Obama put poison gas exhaust in the air Black women breath!! Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article air Black women breath!! Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article air Black women breath!! Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article air Black women breath!! Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is  is  is  is 
More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... 

6666----13131313----14 "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery scenery scenery scenery----painting + iApps! painting + iApps! painting + iApps! painting + iApps! 

6666----13131313----14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery skenographia, or scenery skenographia, or scenery skenographia, or scenery----painting + iApps! painting + iApps! painting + iApps! painting + iApps! 

6666----13131313----14 1 Trillionth NASA14 1 Trillionth NASA14 1 Trillionth NASA14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @  made can of H @  made can of H @  made can of H @ ----251 C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to251 C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to251 C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to251 C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire! Play this!  acquire! Play this!  acquire! Play this!  acquire! Play this! 

6666----13131313----14 Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his14 Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his14 Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his14 Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life... China says will never send military to oil rig spat with Vietnam! life... China says will never send military to oil rig spat with Vietnam! life... China says will never send military to oil rig spat with Vietnam! life... China says will never send military to oil rig spat with Vietnam!

6666----13131313----14 Spat... OJ in Key West last night spit at Greg at 8 pm on14 Spat... OJ in Key West last night spit at Greg at 8 pm on14 Spat... OJ in Key West last night spit at Greg at 8 pm on14 Spat... OJ in Key West last night spit at Greg at 8 pm on Windsor Lane, dressed out of place for OJ in Key West he had a blue  Windsor Lane, dressed out of place for OJ in Key West he had a blue  Windsor Lane, dressed out of place for OJ in Key West he had a blue  Windsor Lane, dressed out of place for OJ in Key West he had a blue 
dress shirtdress shirtdress shirtdress shirt tie and ID card from neck, with clipboard. One of the Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets at tie and ID card from neck, with clipboard. One of the Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets at tie and ID card from neck, with clipboard. One of the Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets at tie and ID card from neck, with clipboard. One of the Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets at City Hall with "Oil" money from BP set up  City Hall with "Oil" money from BP set up  City Hall with "Oil" money from BP set up  City Hall with "Oil" money from BP set up 
this spat... Thank God China + Vietnamthis spat... Thank God China + Vietnamthis spat... Thank God China + Vietnamthis spat... Thank God China + Vietnam are playing like good "Orwellian Characters in this Play".  are playing like good "Orwellian Characters in this Play".  are playing like good "Orwellian Characters in this Play".  are playing like good "Orwellian Characters in this Play". 

6666----13131313----14 No Head14 No Head14 No Head14 No Head----On Collisions Invention +On Collisions Invention +On Collisions Invention +On Collisions Invention + ElectricWindmillFord Escort with iApps, Dash Cam with mic + speaker, Overnight ElectricWindmillFord Escort with iApps, Dash Cam with mic + speaker, Overnight ElectricWindmillFord Escort with iApps, Dash Cam with mic + speaker, Overnight ElectricWindmillFord Escort with iApps, Dash Cam with mic + speaker, Overnight RxCure for  RxCure for  RxCure for  RxCure for 
Breast Cancer, if it works put it in the H2O. Breast Cancer, if it works put it in the H2O. Breast Cancer, if it works put it in the H2O. Breast Cancer, if it works put it in the H2O. 

6666----13131313----14141414 Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life... China says will never Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life... China says will never Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life... China says will never Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life... China says will never send military to oil rig spat with Vietnam!  send military to oil rig spat with Vietnam!  send military to oil rig spat with Vietnam!  send military to oil rig spat with Vietnam! 

6666----13131313----14 Spat... OJ in Key14 Spat... OJ in Key14 Spat... OJ in Key14 Spat... OJ in Key West last night spit at Greg at 8 pm on Windsor Lane, dressed out of place for West last night spit at Greg at 8 pm on Windsor Lane, dressed out of place for West last night spit at Greg at 8 pm on Windsor Lane, dressed out of place for West last night spit at Greg at 8 pm on Windsor Lane, dressed out of place for OJ in Key West he had a blue  OJ in Key West he had a blue  OJ in Key West he had a blue  OJ in Key West he had a blue 
dress shirt tie and ID card from neck, withdress shirt tie and ID card from neck, withdress shirt tie and ID card from neck, withdress shirt tie and ID card from neck, with clipboard. One of the Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets at City Hall with "Oil" money from clipboard. One of the Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets at City Hall with "Oil" money from clipboard. One of the Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets at City Hall with "Oil" money from clipboard. One of the Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets at City Hall with "Oil" money from BP set up  BP set up  BP set up  BP set up 
this spat... Thank God China + Vietnam are playing like goodthis spat... Thank God China + Vietnam are playing like goodthis spat... Thank God China + Vietnam are playing like goodthis spat... Thank God China + Vietnam are playing like good "Orwellian Characters in this Play".  "Orwellian Characters in this Play".  "Orwellian Characters in this Play".  "Orwellian Characters in this Play". 

6666----13131313----14 NY Times Today... "Fears About Iraq Push Oil Prices14 NY Times Today... "Fears About Iraq Push Oil Prices14 NY Times Today... "Fears About Iraq Push Oil Prices14 NY Times Today... "Fears About Iraq Push Oil Prices to Highest Levels This Year" By STANLEY REED  to Highest Levels This Year" By STANLEY REED  to Highest Levels This Year" By STANLEY REED  to Highest Levels This Year" By STANLEY REED 

6666----13131313----14 No Head14 No Head14 No Head14 No Head----OnOnOnOn Collisions from yesterday's web... Today a Car crashes into CNN Center in Collisions from yesterday's web... Today a Car crashes into CNN Center in Collisions from yesterday's web... Today a Car crashes into CNN Center in Collisions from yesterday's web... Today a Car crashes into CNN Center in downtown Atlanta!  downtown Atlanta!  downtown Atlanta!  downtown Atlanta! 

6666----13131313----14 No Head14 No Head14 No Head14 No Head----On Collisions from yesterday's web...On Collisions from yesterday's web...On Collisions from yesterday's web...On Collisions from yesterday's web... Today a Car crashes NY Times building!  Today a Car crashes NY Times building!  Today a Car crashes NY Times building!  Today a Car crashes NY Times building! 
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6666----13131313----14 "Women of Trachis" by14 "Women of Trachis" by14 "Women of Trachis" by14 "Women of Trachis" by Sophocles Trachis Today the village of Heracl Sophocles Trachis Today the village of Heracl Sophocles Trachis Today the village of Heracl Sophocles Trachis Today the village of Heraclea is a thriving agriculturalea is a thriving agriculturalea is a thriving agriculturalea is a thriving agricultural community soon to get a  community soon to get a  community soon to get a  community soon to get a 
"Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" of Helicopter Combines"Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" of Helicopter Combines"Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" of Helicopter Combines"Windfall" from the "Oil Gods" of Helicopter Combines for their agriculture advancement of this Century, grin!  for their agriculture advancement of this Century, grin!  for their agriculture advancement of this Century, grin!  for their agriculture advancement of this Century, grin! 

6666----13131313----14 "Women14 "Women14 "Women14 "Women of Trachis" Women who ate the most red meat increased their risk for breast of Trachis" Women who ate the most red meat increased their risk for breast of Trachis" Women who ate the most red meat increased their risk for breast of Trachis" Women who ate the most red meat increased their risk for breast cancer by nearly 25 percent.  cancer by nearly 25 percent.  cancer by nearly 25 percent.  cancer by nearly 25 percent. 

6666----13131313----14 "Women of Trachis" + "Women who ate the14 "Women of Trachis" + "Women who ate the14 "Women of Trachis" + "Women who ate the14 "Women of Trachis" + "Women who ate the most red meat" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery most red meat" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery most red meat" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery most red meat" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery----painting + iApps!painting + iApps!painting + iApps!painting + iApps!

6666----13131313----14 "Women of Trachis" + "Women who ate the most red meat..." 25% of14 "Women of Trachis" + "Women who ate the most red meat..." 25% of14 "Women of Trachis" + "Women who ate the most red meat..." 25% of14 "Women of Trachis" + "Women who ate the most red meat..." 25% of these, let Bush do the math at 90 jumping out of a plane in  these, let Bush do the math at 90 jumping out of a plane in  these, let Bush do the math at 90 jumping out of a plane in  these, let Bush do the math at 90 jumping out of a plane in 
his Peanuthis Peanuthis Peanuthis Peanut Plantation... is this really Habitat for Humanity with 25% from Red Meat and no Plantation... is this really Habitat for Humanity with 25% from Red Meat and no Plantation... is this really Habitat for Humanity with 25% from Red Meat and no Plantation... is this really Habitat for Humanity with 25% from Red Meat and no OJ Warning Label? 232,670 new cases of  OJ Warning Label? 232,670 new cases of  OJ Warning Label? 232,670 new cases of  OJ Warning Label? 232,670 new cases of 
invasive breast cancer will be diagnosedinvasive breast cancer will be diagnosedinvasive breast cancer will be diagnosedinvasive breast cancer will be diagnosed in women. 62,570 new cases of carcinoma in situ (CIS) will be diagnosed (CIS is in women. 62,570 new cases of carcinoma in situ (CIS) will be diagnosed (CIS is in women. 62,570 new cases of carcinoma in situ (CIS) will be diagnosed (CIS is in women. 62,570 new cases of carcinoma in situ (CIS) will be diagnosed (CIS is non non non non----invasive invasive invasive invasive 
and is the earliest form of breast cancer). About 40,000 women willand is the earliest form of breast cancer). About 40,000 women willand is the earliest form of breast cancer). About 40,000 women willand is the earliest form of breast cancer). About 40,000 women will die from breast cancer in 2104.  die from breast cancer in 2104.  die from breast cancer in 2104.  die from breast cancer in 2104. 

6666----13131313----14 Is this really Habitat for14 Is this really Habitat for14 Is this really Habitat for14 Is this really Habitat for Humanity in the movie + play "1984 II" we'll find out in a dramatic Coup by Humanity in the movie + play "1984 II" we'll find out in a dramatic Coup by Humanity in the movie + play "1984 II" we'll find out in a dramatic Coup by Humanity in the movie + play "1984 II" we'll find out in a dramatic Coup by women MD's!  women MD's!  women MD's!  women MD's! 

6666----13131313----14 Pakistan surges into coal14 Pakistan surges into coal14 Pakistan surges into coal14 Pakistan surges into coal----fired power plants to meetfired power plants to meetfired power plants to meetfired power plants to meet energy demand. Plans announced by the Pakistani government to more  energy demand. Plans announced by the Pakistani government to more  energy demand. Plans announced by the Pakistani government to more  energy demand. Plans announced by the Pakistani government to more 
than doublethan doublethan doublethan double the country the country the country the country’’’’s power output by building upwards of 15 coals power output by building upwards of 15 coals power output by building upwards of 15 coals power output by building upwards of 15 coal----based power plantsbased power plantsbased power plantsbased power plants have drawn strong criticism from  have drawn strong criticism from  have drawn strong criticism from  have drawn strong criticism from 
environmentalists who fear the consequences forenvironmentalists who fear the consequences forenvironmentalists who fear the consequences forenvironmentalists who fear the consequences for the environment and the health of the country the environment and the health of the country the environment and the health of the country the environment and the health of the country’’’’s population... s population... s population... s population... 

6666----13131313----14141414 Pakistan with 15 new Coal Eclectic Power Plants... planting of the Helicopter Pakistan with 15 new Coal Eclectic Power Plants... planting of the Helicopter Pakistan with 15 new Coal Eclectic Power Plants... planting of the Helicopter Pakistan with 15 new Coal Eclectic Power Plants... planting of the Helicopter Combine into the imagination of Pakistan Elite.  Combine into the imagination of Pakistan Elite.  Combine into the imagination of Pakistan Elite.  Combine into the imagination of Pakistan Elite. 
If India buys 15 HelicopterIf India buys 15 HelicopterIf India buys 15 HelicopterIf India buys 15 Helicopter Combines from Boeing then Pakistan will. 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @  Combines from Boeing then Pakistan will. 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @  Combines from Boeing then Pakistan will. 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @  Combines from Boeing then Pakistan will. 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ ----251251251251 C NASA is out of work  C NASA is out of work  C NASA is out of work  C NASA is out of work 
and can't sell 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ and can't sell 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ and can't sell 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ and can't sell 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ ----251 C...251 C...251 C...251 C... wow! No wonder why there are not 15 Super Shuttles blasting off today. NASA wow! No wonder why there are not 15 Super Shuttles blasting off today. NASA wow! No wonder why there are not 15 Super Shuttles blasting off today. NASA wow! No wonder why there are not 15 Super Shuttles blasting off today. NASA
failed humanity, our Habitat for Humanity with a F grade. failed humanity, our Habitat for Humanity with a F grade. failed humanity, our Habitat for Humanity with a F grade. failed humanity, our Habitat for Humanity with a F grade. 

6666----13131313----14 "Star14 "Star14 "Star14 "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery----painting + iApps!painting + iApps!painting + iApps!painting + iApps!

6666----13131313----14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery scenery scenery scenery----painting + iApps! painting + iApps! painting + iApps! painting + iApps! 

6666----13131313----14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ 14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ 14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ 14 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ ----251251251251 C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire! Play this! C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire! Play this! C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire! Play this! C will give you 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire! Play this!

AMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get someAMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get someAMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get someAMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get some CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become MD's...  CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become MD's...  CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become MD's...  CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become MD's... 

6666----13131313----14141414 "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery "Star Travel" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery----painting + iApps!painting + iApps!painting + iApps!painting + iApps!

6666----13131313----14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or14 "Gravity Engine" by Sophocles with skenographia, or scenery scenery scenery scenery----painting + iApps! painting + iApps! painting + iApps! painting + iApps! 

6666----13131313----14 "Women of Trachis" The play concludes14 "Women of Trachis" The play concludes14 "Women of Trachis" The play concludes14 "Women of Trachis" The play concludes with Heracles being carried off to be burned alive, as an ending to his with Heracles being carried off to be burned alive, as an ending to his with Heracles being carried off to be burned alive, as an ending to his with Heracles being carried off to be burned alive, as an ending to his suffering...  suffering...  suffering...  suffering... 
"Home Alone" on Earth in a Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies!"Home Alone" on Earth in a Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies!"Home Alone" on Earth in a Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies!"Home Alone" on Earth in a Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies!

Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life, butSophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life, butSophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life, butSophocles wrote 123 plays during the course of his life, but only seven have survived in a complete form: Ajax, Antigone, The Women of only seven have survived in a complete form: Ajax, Antigone, The Women of only seven have survived in a complete form: Ajax, Antigone, The Women of only seven have survived in a complete form: Ajax, Antigone, The Women of
Trachis, Oedipus the King, Electra, Philoctetes and Oedipus at Colonus.[3] ForTrachis, Oedipus the King, Electra, Philoctetes and Oedipus at Colonus.[3] ForTrachis, Oedipus the King, Electra, Philoctetes and Oedipus at Colonus.[3] ForTrachis, Oedipus the King, Electra, Philoctetes and Oedipus at Colonus.[3] For almost 50 years, Sophocles was the most almost 50 years, Sophocles was the most almost 50 years, Sophocles was the most almost 50 years, Sophocles was the most----fêted playwright fêted playwright fêted playwright fêted playwright 
in the dramaticin the dramaticin the dramaticin the dramatic competitions of the city competitions of the city competitions of the city competitions of the city----state of Athens Among Sophocles' earliest innovationsstate of Athens Among Sophocles' earliest innovationsstate of Athens Among Sophocles' earliest innovationsstate of Athens Among Sophocles' earliest innovations was the addition of a third actor, which  was the addition of a third actor, which  was the addition of a third actor, which  was the addition of a third actor, which 
further reduced the role of the chorusfurther reduced the role of the chorusfurther reduced the role of the chorusfurther reduced the role of the chorus and created greater opportunity for character development and conflict between and created greater opportunity for character development and conflict between and created greater opportunity for character development and conflict between and created greater opportunity for character development and conflict between characters.[5]  characters.[5]  characters.[5]  characters.[5] 
Aeschylus, who dominated Athenian playwriting during Sophocles'Aeschylus, who dominated Athenian playwriting during Sophocles'Aeschylus, who dominated Athenian playwriting during Sophocles'Aeschylus, who dominated Athenian playwriting during Sophocles' early career, followed suit and adopted the third character into  early career, followed suit and adopted the third character into  early career, followed suit and adopted the third character into  early career, followed suit and adopted the third character into 
his own workhis own workhis own workhis own work towards the end of his life.[5] Aristotle credits Sophocles with the towards the end of his life.[5] Aristotle credits Sophocles with the towards the end of his life.[5] Aristotle credits Sophocles with the towards the end of his life.[5] Aristotle credits Sophocles with the introduction of skenographia, or scenery introduction of skenographia, or scenery introduction of skenographia, or scenery introduction of skenographia, or scenery----painting. It painting. It painting. It painting. It 
was not until afterwas not until afterwas not until afterwas not until after the the the the death of the old master Aeschylus in 456 BC that Sophocles became the death of the old master Aeschylus in 456 BC that Sophocles became the death of the old master Aeschylus in 456 BC that Sophocles became the death of the old master Aeschylus in 456 BC that Sophocles became the pre pre pre pre----eminent playwright in Athens.[2] eminent playwright in Athens.[2] eminent playwright in Athens.[2] eminent playwright in Athens.[2] 
Thereafter, Sophocles emerged victorious inThereafter, Sophocles emerged victorious inThereafter, Sophocles emerged victorious inThereafter, Sophocles emerged victorious in dramatic competitions at 18 Dionysia and 6 Lenaia festivals.[2] In addition to dramatic competitions at 18 Dionysia and 6 Lenaia festivals.[2] In addition to dramatic competitions at 18 Dionysia and 6 Lenaia festivals.[2] In addition to dramatic competitions at 18 Dionysia and 6 Lenaia festivals.[2] In addition to
innovations in dramatic structure, Sophocles' work is also known for its deeperinnovations in dramatic structure, Sophocles' work is also known for its deeperinnovations in dramatic structure, Sophocles' work is also known for its deeperinnovations in dramatic structure, Sophocles' work is also known for its deeper development of characters than earlier playwrights  development of characters than earlier playwrights  development of characters than earlier playwrights  development of characters than earlier playwrights 

6666----13131313----14141414

6666----13131313----14 14 14 14 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well Universe... well Universe... well Universe... well----known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers whoknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers whoknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers whoknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who
actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most14 Sun... most14 Sun... most14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well influential genesis invention via Universe... well influential genesis invention via Universe... well influential genesis invention via Universe... well----known, as 52 Nearest Starsknown, as 52 Nearest Starsknown, as 52 Nearest Starsknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers  are like the Unknown Soldiers  are like the Unknown Soldiers  are like the Unknown Soldiers 
(Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Carter, Bush) George(Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Carter, Bush) George(Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Carter, Bush) George(Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Carter, Bush) George Orwell who actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! No Head Orwell who actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! No Head Orwell who actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! No Head Orwell who actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! No Head----On CollisionOn CollisionOn CollisionOn Collision
Invention killed by these Numb Nut Top Brass Today... 4 dead in singleInvention killed by these Numb Nut Top Brass Today... 4 dead in singleInvention killed by these Numb Nut Top Brass Today... 4 dead in singleInvention killed by these Numb Nut Top Brass Today... 4 dead in single----car crashcar crashcar crashcar crash Chicago Tribune  Chicago Tribune  Chicago Tribune  Chicago Tribune ---- Three men and a woman were  Three men and a woman were  Three men and a woman were  Three men and a woman were 
killed in an overnight traffickilled in an overnight traffickilled in an overnight traffickilled in an overnight traffic crash on the city's Northwest Side, according to authorities. The crash happened crash on the city's Northwest Side, according to authorities. The crash happened crash on the city's Northwest Side, according to authorities. The crash happened crash on the city's Northwest Side, according to authorities. The crash happened about 3 a.m. Chicago  about 3 a.m. Chicago  about 3 a.m. Chicago  about 3 a.m. Chicago 
MiamiHerald.com Crash backs up George Washington BridgeMiamiHerald.com Crash backs up George Washington BridgeMiamiHerald.com Crash backs up George Washington BridgeMiamiHerald.com Crash backs up George Washington Bridge traffic... One lane on the upper level of the George Washington Bridge  traffic... One lane on the upper level of the George Washington Bridge  traffic... One lane on the upper level of the George Washington Bridge  traffic... One lane on the upper level of the George Washington Bridge 
into Newinto Newinto Newinto New York City has reopened after a fatal crash that has snarled traffic for miles. York City has reopened after a fatal crash that has snarled traffic for miles. York City has reopened after a fatal crash that has snarled traffic for miles. York City has reopened after a fatal crash that has snarled traffic for miles. No Head No Head No Head No Head----On Collision Invention killed by On Collision Invention killed by On Collision Invention killed by On Collision Invention killed by 
Unknown Soldiers + Vietnam Vets hidingUnknown Soldiers + Vietnam Vets hidingUnknown Soldiers + Vietnam Vets hidingUnknown Soldiers + Vietnam Vets hiding behind hidden cameras in our 1984 II movie, Greg + Wives will make! behind hidden cameras in our 1984 II movie, Greg + Wives will make! behind hidden cameras in our 1984 II movie, Greg + Wives will make! behind hidden cameras in our 1984 II movie, Greg + Wives will make!

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well well well well----known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who 
actuallyactuallyactuallyactually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! 
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6666----12121212----14 Defy Expectations... Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion14 Defy Expectations... Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion14 Defy Expectations... Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion14 Defy Expectations... Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... Paid for by $777 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... Paid for by $777 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... Paid for by $777 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... Paid for by $777 Trillion in  in  in  in 
$4 Gas money from the suppression or the ElectricWindmillFord Escort, now$4 Gas money from the suppression or the ElectricWindmillFord Escort, now$4 Gas money from the suppression or the ElectricWindmillFord Escort, now$4 Gas money from the suppression or the ElectricWindmillFord Escort, now Apple Apple Apple Apple----Starbucks Stores can Escort you with MacTekSavvy Starbucks Stores can Escort you with MacTekSavvy Starbucks Stores can Escort you with MacTekSavvy Starbucks Stores can Escort you with MacTekSavvy 
People with iApps willPeople with iApps willPeople with iApps willPeople with iApps will show you how to boot to the desktop doing a iuser coup on Apple Top Brass who show you how to boot to the desktop doing a iuser coup on Apple Top Brass who show you how to boot to the desktop doing a iuser coup on Apple Top Brass who show you how to boot to the desktop doing a iuser coup on Apple Top Brass who don't want you to boot to the desk  don't want you to boot to the desk  don't want you to boot to the desk  don't want you to boot to the desk 
top and log on while you are doing somethingtop and log on while you are doing somethingtop and log on while you are doing somethingtop and log on while you are doing something else, grin!  else, grin!  else, grin!  else, grin! 

 Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built  Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built  Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built  Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built 

in iPhone007s forin iPhone007s forin iPhone007s forin iPhone007s for everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the  with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the  with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the  with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the 
Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!

6666----12121212----14 Apple on Wednesday issued to developers a batch of new betas for14 Apple on Wednesday issued to developers a batch of new betas for14 Apple on Wednesday issued to developers a batch of new betas for14 Apple on Wednesday issued to developers a batch of new betas for the upcoming OS X 10.9.4 Mavericks maintenance update  the upcoming OS X 10.9.4 Mavericks maintenance update  the upcoming OS X 10.9.4 Mavericks maintenance update  the upcoming OS X 10.9.4 Mavericks maintenance update 
and Safari 6.1.5 withand Safari 6.1.5 withand Safari 6.1.5 withand Safari 6.1.5 with minor changes. Apple minor changes. Apple minor changes. Apple minor changes. Apple----Starbucks Stores can Escort you with MacTekSavvy People whoStarbucks Stores can Escort you with MacTekSavvy People whoStarbucks Stores can Escort you with MacTekSavvy People whoStarbucks Stores can Escort you with MacTekSavvy People who can write code before you  can write code before you  can write code before you  can write code before you 
finish your coffee... with iApps written from yourfinish your coffee... with iApps written from yourfinish your coffee... with iApps written from yourfinish your coffee... with iApps written from your personal specks will show you how to boot to the desktop doing a iuser coup on personal specks will show you how to boot to the desktop doing a iuser coup on personal specks will show you how to boot to the desktop doing a iuser coup on personal specks will show you how to boot to the desktop doing a iuser coup on Apple  Apple  Apple  Apple 
Top Brass who don't want you to boot to the desk top and log on while youTop Brass who don't want you to boot to the desk top and log on while youTop Brass who don't want you to boot to the desk top and log on while youTop Brass who don't want you to boot to the desk top and log on while you are doing something else, grin! Working on 1,001 invention  are doing something else, grin! Working on 1,001 invention  are doing something else, grin! Working on 1,001 invention  are doing something else, grin! Working on 1,001 invention 
ideas for the Gravityideas for the Gravityideas for the Gravityideas for the Gravity Engine! Professional Mac users can now get their hands on the company's all Engine! Professional Mac users can now get their hands on the company's all Engine! Professional Mac users can now get their hands on the company's all Engine! Professional Mac users can now get their hands on the company's all----newnewnewnew Mac Pro in as little as two days,  Mac Pro in as little as two days,  Mac Pro in as little as two days,  Mac Pro in as little as two days, 
as shipping times for the desktop flagship'sas shipping times for the desktop flagship'sas shipping times for the desktop flagship'sas shipping times for the desktop flagship's standard configurations have dropped to 24 hours for the first time since it standard configurations have dropped to 24 hours for the first time since it standard configurations have dropped to 24 hours for the first time since it standard configurations have dropped to 24 hours for the first time since it went on sale six  went on sale six  went on sale six  went on sale six 
months ago. Wait 24 hrs more as Greg will not buy one untilmonths ago. Wait 24 hrs more as Greg will not buy one untilmonths ago. Wait 24 hrs more as Greg will not buy one untilmonths ago. Wait 24 hrs more as Greg will not buy one until Apple designs a Batter Back up Unit Base!! What happens when the  Apple designs a Batter Back up Unit Base!! What happens when the  Apple designs a Batter Back up Unit Base!! What happens when the  Apple designs a Batter Back up Unit Base!! What happens when the 
Landlord turnsLandlord turnsLandlord turnsLandlord turns off the electricity then tunes it back on looking for the right circuit off the electricity then tunes it back on looking for the right circuit off the electricity then tunes it back on looking for the right circuit off the electricity then tunes it back on looking for the right circuit breaker... will it break your $10K Mac?  breaker... will it break your $10K Mac?  breaker... will it break your $10K Mac?  breaker... will it break your $10K Mac? 

6666----12121212----14 1 Trillionth14 1 Trillionth14 1 Trillionth14 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the NY Times front page... NO WAY... ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the NY Times front page... NO WAY... ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the NY Times front page... NO WAY... ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the NY Times front page... NO WAY... Research out of the University of Oxford  Research out of the University of Oxford  Research out of the University of Oxford  Research out of the University of Oxford 
andandandand the London School of Hygiene & the London School of Hygiene & the London School of Hygiene & the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine reveals that the recent (2008 Tropical Medicine reveals that the recent (2008 Tropical Medicine reveals that the recent (2008 Tropical Medicine reveals that the recent (2008----2010) can be linked to more than2010) can be linked to more than2010) can be linked to more than2010) can be linked to more than 10,000 suicides  10,000 suicides  10,000 suicides  10,000 suicides 
across Europe and North America. across Europe and North America. across Europe and North America. across Europe and North America. 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most14 Sun... most14 Sun... most14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well influential genesis invention via Universe... well influential genesis invention via Universe... well influential genesis invention via Universe... well----known, as 52 Nearest Starsknown, as 52 Nearest Starsknown, as 52 Nearest Starsknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who  are like the Unknown Soldiers who  are like the Unknown Soldiers who  are like the Unknown Soldiers who 
actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential genesis invention iApp will be to14 Sun... most influential genesis invention iApp will be to14 Sun... most influential genesis invention iApp will be to14 Sun... most influential genesis invention iApp will be to Download or Screen Capture Netflix and YouTube Videos... When the  Download or Screen Capture Netflix and YouTube Videos... When the  Download or Screen Capture Netflix and YouTube Videos... When the  Download or Screen Capture Netflix and YouTube Videos... When the 
waiting timewaiting timewaiting timewaiting time for loading video got sluggish, Netflix Netflix used social media to advise for loading video got sluggish, Netflix Netflix used social media to advise for loading video got sluggish, Netflix Netflix used social media to advise for loading video got sluggish, Netflix Netflix used social media to advise consumers they should blame Verizon.  consumers they should blame Verizon.  consumers they should blame Verizon.  consumers they should blame Verizon. 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well----known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like theknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like theknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like theknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who 
actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... Mecca on Florida Commission on the Status of14 Sun... Mecca on Florida Commission on the Status of14 Sun... Mecca on Florida Commission on the Status of14 Sun... Mecca on Florida Commission on the Status of USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have  USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have  USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have  USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have 
LEAKED theLEAKED theLEAKED theLEAKED the $777 Trillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's $777 Trillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's $777 Trillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's $777 Trillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's Leto's Car!  Leto's Car!  Leto's Car!  Leto's Car! 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... Local Key West News from the Citizen about 114 Sun... Local Key West News from the Citizen about 114 Sun... Local Key West News from the Citizen about 114 Sun... Local Key West News from the Citizen about 1 of 1 Trillion Battered Womens Shelters in the USA is being Honored when  of 1 Trillion Battered Womens Shelters in the USA is being Honored when  of 1 Trillion Battered Womens Shelters in the USA is being Honored when  of 1 Trillion Battered Womens Shelters in the USA is being Honored when 
19K SWF19K SWF19K SWF19K SWF will be killed in 2014... this is like a "1984 II" movie made by numb nuts will be killed in 2014... this is like a "1984 II" movie made by numb nuts will be killed in 2014... this is like a "1984 II" movie made by numb nuts will be killed in 2014... this is like a "1984 II" movie made by numb nuts George Orwell after watching the last life OJ kill his ex  George Orwell after watching the last life OJ kill his ex  George Orwell after watching the last life OJ kill his ex  George Orwell after watching the last life OJ kill his ex 
wife in LA or Miami!wife in LA or Miami!wife in LA or Miami!wife in LA or Miami! Samuel's House founder Leto honored. Key West Citizen  Samuel's House founder Leto honored. Key West Citizen  Samuel's House founder Leto honored. Key West Citizen  Samuel's House founder Leto honored. Key West Citizen ---- Thursday, June 12, 2014 Thursday, June 12, 2014 Thursday, June 12, 2014 Thursday, June 12, 2014 Samuel's House Founder and  Samuel's House Founder and  Samuel's House Founder and  Samuel's House Founder and 
CEO Elmira Leto has been selected to receive theCEO Elmira Leto has been selected to receive theCEO Elmira Leto has been selected to receive theCEO Elmira Leto has been selected to receive the Florida Achievement Award by the Florida Commission on the Status of Women. Florida Achievement Award by the Florida Commission on the Status of Women. Florida Achievement Award by the Florida Commission on the Status of Women. Florida Achievement Award by the Florida Commission on the Status of Women. Mecca  Mecca  Mecca  Mecca 
on Florida Commission on the Status of USA Women if the Florida Commissionon Florida Commission on the Status of USA Women if the Florida Commissionon Florida Commission on the Status of USA Women if the Florida Commissionon Florida Commission on the Status of USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have LEAKED the $777  on the Status of Women would have LEAKED the $777  on the Status of Women would have LEAKED the $777  on the Status of Women would have LEAKED the $777 
Trillion George Orwell gave toTrillion George Orwell gave toTrillion George Orwell gave toTrillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's Leto's Car! the The decision was Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's Leto's Car! the The decision was Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's Leto's Car! the The decision was Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's Leto's Car! the The decision was made last week. Leto will  made last week. Leto will  made last week. Leto will  made last week. Leto will 
be... told by Greg 19K SWF will be killed in 2014...be... told by Greg 19K SWF will be killed in 2014...be... told by Greg 19K SWF will be killed in 2014...be... told by Greg 19K SWF will be killed in 2014... even with Samuels House Shelters in every city and town in the USA as its worst even with Samuels House Shelters in every city and town in the USA as its worst even with Samuels House Shelters in every city and town in the USA as its worst even with Samuels House Shelters in every city and town in the USA as its worst than  than  than  than 
Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity. Humanity is the Numb Nuts who HonorJimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity. Humanity is the Numb Nuts who HonorJimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity. Humanity is the Numb Nuts who HonorJimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity. Humanity is the Numb Nuts who Honor Elmira Leto, they are the ones who have Homeland  Elmira Leto, they are the ones who have Homeland  Elmira Leto, they are the ones who have Homeland  Elmira Leto, they are the ones who have Homeland 
Security guard the SocialSecurity guard the SocialSecurity guard the SocialSecurity guard the Social Security Office in Key West today with 10 Cops! 10 Cops should be guarding OJ's Security Office in Key West today with 10 Cops! 10 Cops should be guarding OJ's Security Office in Key West today with 10 Cops! 10 Cops should be guarding OJ's Security Office in Key West today with 10 Cops! 10 Cops should be guarding OJ's ex wife in LA + Miami today  ex wife in LA + Miami today  ex wife in LA + Miami today  ex wife in LA + Miami today 
not shipping her off the Samuels House in Key West!not shipping her off the Samuels House in Key West!not shipping her off the Samuels House in Key West!not shipping her off the Samuels House in Key West!

6666----12121212----14 Sun... Mecca on Florida Commission on the Status14 Sun... Mecca on Florida Commission on the Status14 Sun... Mecca on Florida Commission on the Status14 Sun... Mecca on Florida Commission on the Status of USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have  of USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have  of USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have  of USA Women if the Florida Commission on the Status of Women would have 
LEAKEDLEAKEDLEAKEDLEAKED the $777 Trillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive the $777 Trillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive the $777 Trillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive the $777 Trillion George Orwell gave to Saudi Arabia Women who can't Drive Elmira's Leto's Car!  Elmira's Leto's Car!  Elmira's Leto's Car!  Elmira's Leto's Car! 
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6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential genesis invention14 Sun... most influential genesis invention14 Sun... most influential genesis invention14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well via Universe... well via Universe... well via Universe... well----known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiersknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiersknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiersknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who  who  who  who 
actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... Qatar Airways marks inaugural flight to Miami Today... No they Universe... Qatar Airways marks inaugural flight to Miami Today... No they Universe... Qatar Airways marks inaugural flight to Miami Today... No they Universe... Qatar Airways marks inaugural flight to Miami Today... No they
didn't bring $777 Trillion in $4 gas money to Miami, grin but the Star Travel +didn't bring $777 Trillion in $4 gas money to Miami, grin but the Star Travel +didn't bring $777 Trillion in $4 gas money to Miami, grin but the Star Travel +didn't bring $777 Trillion in $4 gas money to Miami, grin but the Star Travel + Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II will bring it to Miami  Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II will bring it to Miami  Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II will bring it to Miami  Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II will bring it to Miami 
and Key West, Women willand Key West, Women willand Key West, Women willand Key West, Women will never again need a "Samuels House" and honor them for not LEAKING the Poison Gas never again need a "Samuels House" and honor them for not LEAKING the Poison Gas never again need a "Samuels House" and honor them for not LEAKING the Poison Gas never again need a "Samuels House" and honor them for not LEAKING the Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II  Exhaust Holocaust II  Exhaust Holocaust II  Exhaust Holocaust II 
Era MiamiHerald.com Era MiamiHerald.com Era MiamiHerald.com Era MiamiHerald.com 

6666----12121212----14 52 Nearest Stars are14 52 Nearest Stars are14 52 Nearest Stars are14 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! like the Unknown Soldiers who actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! like the Unknown Soldiers who actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! like the Unknown Soldiers who actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well well well well----known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who 
actuallyactuallyactuallyactually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well----known, as 52known, as 52known, as 52known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Nearest Stars are like the Nearest Stars are like the Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who 
actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well well well well----known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who 
actuallyactuallyactuallyactually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well genesis invention via Universe... well----known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like theknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like theknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like theknown, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who  Unknown Soldiers who 
actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!actually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!

6666----12121212----14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe...14 Sun... most influential genesis invention via Universe... well well well well----known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who known, as 52 Nearest Stars are like the Unknown Soldiers who 
actuallyactuallyactuallyactually killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars!  killed our Star Travel Apps for Wars! 

6666----12121212----14 Sun... 614 Sun... 614 Sun... 614 Sun... 6----11111111----14141414 (HealthDay News)  (HealthDay News)  (HealthDay News)  (HealthDay News) -------- Women who ate the most red meat increased their risk for Women who ate the most red meat increased their risk for Women who ate the most red meat increased their risk for Women who ate the most red meat increased their risk for breast cancer by nearly 25  breast cancer by nearly 25  breast cancer by nearly 25  breast cancer by nearly 25 
percent, a 20percent, a 20percent, a 20percent, a 20----year study of nearly 89,000 womenyear study of nearly 89,000 womenyear study of nearly 89,000 womenyear study of nearly 89,000 women suggests. Obama is a "White Oil Man + Texas Cattle Rancher" in the Real World of suggests. Obama is a "White Oil Man + Texas Cattle Rancher" in the Real World of suggests. Obama is a "White Oil Man + Texas Cattle Rancher" in the Real World of suggests. Obama is a "White Oil Man + Texas Cattle Rancher" in the Real World of
"1984" Big Brother is a killer of women, drunk or sober! "1984" Big Brother is a killer of women, drunk or sober! "1984" Big Brother is a killer of women, drunk or sober! "1984" Big Brother is a killer of women, drunk or sober! 

6666----11111111----14 One Of14 One Of14 One Of14 One Of The Best Productivity Apps Out There, StarKey, Is Now Free for the "Star Travel The Best Productivity Apps Out There, StarKey, Is Now Free for the "Star Travel The Best Productivity Apps Out There, StarKey, Is Now Free for the "Star Travel The Best Productivity Apps Out There, StarKey, Is Now Free for the "Star Travel Revolution" Learn the names of the  Revolution" Learn the names of the  Revolution" Learn the names of the  Revolution" Learn the names of the 
Nearest 52 Stars in StarKey App! Nearest 52 Stars in StarKey App! Nearest 52 Stars in StarKey App! Nearest 52 Stars in StarKey App! 

6666----11111111----14 "Star Travel Revolution" means NO Whiskey drunks14 "Star Travel Revolution" means NO Whiskey drunks14 "Star Travel Revolution" means NO Whiskey drunks14 "Star Travel Revolution" means NO Whiskey drunks killing 19K SWF's in 2015... App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel killing 19K SWF's in 2015... App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel killing 19K SWF's in 2015... App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel killing 19K SWF's in 2015... App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel
Revolution!" Homeland Security will be a joke to 19K dead women! Revolution!" Homeland Security will be a joke to 19K dead women! Revolution!" Homeland Security will be a joke to 19K dead women! Revolution!" Homeland Security will be a joke to 19K dead women! 

6666----11111111----14141414 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries!  Discoveries!  Discoveries!  Discoveries! 

6666----11111111----14 One sun is the most important object in the14 One sun is the most important object in the14 One sun is the most important object in the14 One sun is the most important object in the Universe... StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Universe... StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Universe... StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Universe... StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps from the  from the  from the  from the 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on inside the Sun! on inside the Sun! on inside the Sun! on inside the Sun! 

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you14 StarKey App will give you14 StarKey App will give you14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries!  links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries!  links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries!  links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! 

6666----11111111----14141414 App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel Revolution!" Dramatically increase App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel Revolution!" Dramatically increase App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel Revolution!" Dramatically increase App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel Revolution!" Dramatically increase the speed of your "Star Travel Revolution!" by  the speed of your "Star Travel Revolution!" by  the speed of your "Star Travel Revolution!" by  the speed of your "Star Travel Revolution!" by 
up to 1000 times! up to 1000 times! up to 1000 times! up to 1000 times! 

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Global IT systems heavyweight Oracle  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Global IT systems heavyweight Oracle  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Global IT systems heavyweight Oracle  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Global IT systems heavyweight Oracle 
hashashashas launched a new in launched a new in launched a new in launched a new in----memory database addmemory database addmemory database addmemory database add----on for its enterprise customers, allowingon for its enterprise customers, allowingon for its enterprise customers, allowingon for its enterprise customers, allowing you to dramatically increase the speed of their  you to dramatically increase the speed of their  you to dramatically increase the speed of their  you to dramatically increase the speed of their 
processes by up to 1000 times orprocesses by up to 1000 times orprocesses by up to 1000 times orprocesses by up to 1000 times or more and access real more and access real more and access real more and access real----time analytics. App that gives the meanings of "Star Traveltime analytics. App that gives the meanings of "Star Traveltime analytics. App that gives the meanings of "Star Traveltime analytics. App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel Revolution!"  Revolution!"  Revolution!"  Revolution!" 
dramatically increase the speed of their "Star Travel Revolution!"dramatically increase the speed of their "Star Travel Revolution!"dramatically increase the speed of their "Star Travel Revolution!"dramatically increase the speed of their "Star Travel Revolution!" by up to 1000 times!  by up to 1000 times!  by up to 1000 times!  by up to 1000 times! 

6666----11111111----14 The sun may be an average star when14 The sun may be an average star when14 The sun may be an average star when14 The sun may be an average star when compared to the menagerie of stars that exist in our galaxy, but to Earth and compared to the menagerie of stars that exist in our galaxy, but to Earth and compared to the menagerie of stars that exist in our galaxy, but to Earth and compared to the menagerie of stars that exist in our galaxy, but to Earth and all life on  all life on  all life on  all life on 
our planet, the sun is the most important object in the Universe...our planet, the sun is the most important object in the Universe...our planet, the sun is the most important object in the Universe...our planet, the sun is the most important object in the Universe...

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Neurologists Apps... Gas Lobotomy 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Neurologists Apps... Gas Lobotomy 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Neurologists Apps... Gas Lobotomy 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Neurologists Apps... Gas Lobotomy
replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escortreplaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escortreplaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escortreplaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort + 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @  + 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @  + 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @  + 1 Trillionth NASA made can of H @ ----251 C will give 251 C will give 251 C will give 251 C will give 
you 1 trillion and 1 moreyou 1 trillion and 1 moreyou 1 trillion and 1 moreyou 1 trillion and 1 more inventions to acquire!  inventions to acquire!  inventions to acquire!  inventions to acquire! 

6666----11111111----14 The sun may be an average star when14 The sun may be an average star when14 The sun may be an average star when14 The sun may be an average star when compared to the menagerie of stars  compared to the menagerie of stars  compared to the menagerie of stars  compared to the menagerie of stars 

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you14 StarKey App will give you14 StarKey App will give you14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Bloomberg links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Bloomberg links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Bloomberg links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Bloomberg Businessweek "To Fix the  Businessweek "To Fix the  Businessweek "To Fix the  Businessweek "To Fix the 
Highway Trust Fund, Why Not Raise the Gas Tax?" PeterHighway Trust Fund, Why Not Raise the Gas Tax?" PeterHighway Trust Fund, Why Not Raise the Gas Tax?" PeterHighway Trust Fund, Why Not Raise the Gas Tax?" Peter Coy... Peter is an Alien on Earth, well Broomberg the last Mayor of NYC a Jew Coy... Peter is an Alien on Earth, well Broomberg the last Mayor of NYC a Jew Coy... Peter is an Alien on Earth, well Broomberg the last Mayor of NYC a Jew Coy... Peter is an Alien on Earth, well Broomberg the last Mayor of NYC a Jew
blew his In God We Trust on spending gas taxes for 72 virgins when he gets toblew his In God We Trust on spending gas taxes for 72 virgins when he gets toblew his In God We Trust on spending gas taxes for 72 virgins when he gets toblew his In God We Trust on spending gas taxes for 72 virgins when he gets to Heaven. Really in this " Heaven. Really in this " Heaven. Really in this " Heaven. Really in this "1984" society how could Peter write 1984" society how could Peter write 1984" society how could Peter write 1984" society how could Peter write 
about gas taxes...about gas taxes...about gas taxes...about gas taxes...
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6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! To many, Tennessee means whiskey. But 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! To many, Tennessee means whiskey. But 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! To many, Tennessee means whiskey. But 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! To many, Tennessee means whiskey. But
inside the state, the question is: What does Tennessee whiskey mean? A battleinside the state, the question is: What does Tennessee whiskey mean? A battleinside the state, the question is: What does Tennessee whiskey mean? A battleinside the state, the question is: What does Tennessee whiskey mean? A battle between two worldwide liquor companies  between two worldwide liquor companies  between two worldwide liquor companies  between two worldwide liquor companies ---- owners of rival  owners of rival  owners of rival  owners of rival 
brands Jack Daniel'sbrands Jack Daniel'sbrands Jack Daniel'sbrands Jack Daniel's and smaller rival George Dickel whiskey. "Star Travel Revolution" means NO and smaller rival George Dickel whiskey. "Star Travel Revolution" means NO and smaller rival George Dickel whiskey. "Star Travel Revolution" means NO and smaller rival George Dickel whiskey. "Star Travel Revolution" means NO Whiskey drunks killing 19K SWF's in  Whiskey drunks killing 19K SWF's in  Whiskey drunks killing 19K SWF's in  Whiskey drunks killing 19K SWF's in 
2015... App that gives the meanings of "Star2015... App that gives the meanings of "Star2015... App that gives the meanings of "Star2015... App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel Revolution!"  Travel Revolution!"  Travel Revolution!"  Travel Revolution!" 

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on14 StarKey App will give you links to click on14 StarKey App will give you links to click on14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Finger Lakes Farmstead Cheese to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Finger Lakes Farmstead Cheese to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Finger Lakes Farmstead Cheese to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Finger Lakes Farmstead Cheese
Company in Trumansburg, N.Y., was barred from making cheese after ListeriaCompany in Trumansburg, N.Y., was barred from making cheese after ListeriaCompany in Trumansburg, N.Y., was barred from making cheese after ListeriaCompany in Trumansburg, N.Y., was barred from making cheese after Listeria monocytogenes, a type of bacteria that can cause fatal  monocytogenes, a type of bacteria that can cause fatal  monocytogenes, a type of bacteria that can cause fatal  monocytogenes, a type of bacteria that can cause fatal 
illnesses, was found onillnesses, was found onillnesses, was found onillnesses, was found on one of the wooden boards on which cheese was aged, as well as on other surfaces. one of the wooden boards on which cheese was aged, as well as on other surfaces. one of the wooden boards on which cheese was aged, as well as on other surfaces. one of the wooden boards on which cheese was aged, as well as on other surfaces. F.D.A. Rule May Alter Cheese F.D.A. Rule May Alter Cheese F.D.A. Rule May Alter Cheese F.D.A. Rule May Alter Cheese----
Aging Process... By Stephanie STROM and KIMAging Process... By Stephanie STROM and KIMAging Process... By Stephanie STROM and KIMAging Process... By Stephanie STROM and KIM SEVERSONJUNE  SEVERSONJUNE  SEVERSONJUNE  SEVERSONJUNE ---- New York Times writers Stephanie + Kim need to be fired and MD New York Times writers Stephanie + Kim need to be fired and MD New York Times writers Stephanie + Kim need to be fired and MD New York Times writers Stephanie + Kim need to be fired and MD Women  Women  Women  Women 
hired to write about Listeria in Children and Pregnant women as Stephaniehired to write about Listeria in Children and Pregnant women as Stephaniehired to write about Listeria in Children and Pregnant women as Stephaniehired to write about Listeria in Children and Pregnant women as Stephanie + Kim suppressed this vital Health News in Journalism App  + Kim suppressed this vital Health News in Journalism App  + Kim suppressed this vital Health News in Journalism App  + Kim suppressed this vital Health News in Journalism App 
they just failed Fthey just failed Fthey just failed Fthey just failed F---- really!  really!  really!  really! 

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Global IT systems heavyweight Oracle  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Global IT systems heavyweight Oracle  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Global IT systems heavyweight Oracle  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Global IT systems heavyweight Oracle 
hashashashas launched a new in launched a new in launched a new in launched a new in----memory database addmemory database addmemory database addmemory database add----on for its enterprise customers, allowingon for its enterprise customers, allowingon for its enterprise customers, allowingon for its enterprise customers, allowing you to dramatically increase the speed of their  you to dramatically increase the speed of their  you to dramatically increase the speed of their  you to dramatically increase the speed of their 
processes by up to 1000 times orprocesses by up to 1000 times orprocesses by up to 1000 times orprocesses by up to 1000 times or more and access real more and access real more and access real more and access real----time analytics. App that gives the meanings of "Star Traveltime analytics. App that gives the meanings of "Star Traveltime analytics. App that gives the meanings of "Star Traveltime analytics. App that gives the meanings of "Star Travel Revolution!"  Revolution!"  Revolution!"  Revolution!" 
dramatically increase the speed of their "Star Travel Revolution!"dramatically increase the speed of their "Star Travel Revolution!"dramatically increase the speed of their "Star Travel Revolution!"dramatically increase the speed of their "Star Travel Revolution!" by up to 1000 times!  by up to 1000 times!  by up to 1000 times!  by up to 1000 times! 

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on14 StarKey App will give you links to click on14 StarKey App will give you links to click on14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Teaming up with Google to find to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Teaming up with Google to find to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Teaming up with Google to find to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Teaming up with Google to find autism  autism  autism  autism 
cause... The cause of autism is still unknown, but researchers hopecause... The cause of autism is still unknown, but researchers hopecause... The cause of autism is still unknown, but researchers hopecause... The cause of autism is still unknown, but researchers hope harnessing the power of Google will help them solve this  harnessing the power of Google will help them solve this  harnessing the power of Google will help them solve this  harnessing the power of Google will help them solve this 
neurodevelopmentalneurodevelopmentalneurodevelopmentalneurodevelopmental puzzle. "Poison Gas Exhaust" is the cause of childhood cancer at Saint Jude puzzle. "Poison Gas Exhaust" is the cause of childhood cancer at Saint Jude puzzle. "Poison Gas Exhaust" is the cause of childhood cancer at Saint Jude puzzle. "Poison Gas Exhaust" is the cause of childhood cancer at Saint Jude Google Top Brass will suppress this for  Google Top Brass will suppress this for  Google Top Brass will suppress this for  Google Top Brass will suppress this for 
decades more if there they are notdecades more if there they are notdecades more if there they are notdecades more if there they are not arrested!  arrested!  arrested!  arrested! 

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Local Key West News from Greg today is  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Local Key West News from Greg today is  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Local Key West News from Greg today is  1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Local Key West News from Greg today is 
aaaa Black Cat kitty across from the KW library with a mouse in his mouth, his mom Black Cat kitty across from the KW library with a mouse in his mouth, his mom Black Cat kitty across from the KW library with a mouse in his mouth, his mom Black Cat kitty across from the KW library with a mouse in his mouth, his mom was out on the sidewalk a min ago so I biked over as  was out on the sidewalk a min ago so I biked over as  was out on the sidewalk a min ago so I biked over as  was out on the sidewalk a min ago so I biked over as 
another Library Cat who'sanother Library Cat who'sanother Library Cat who'sanother Library Cat who's mom moved to Canada left him in KW... now we just need to catch the app to catch mom moved to Canada left him in KW... now we just need to catch the app to catch mom moved to Canada left him in KW... now we just need to catch the app to catch mom moved to Canada left him in KW... now we just need to catch the app to catch the Star Travel Mouse....  the Star Travel Mouse....  the Star Travel Mouse....  the Star Travel Mouse.... 
grin. It was to dark to take a cell picture and Igrin. It was to dark to take a cell picture and Igrin. It was to dark to take a cell picture and Igrin. It was to dark to take a cell picture and I don't have an iPhone5s yet for Greg to increase Star Travel 1,000 percent don't have an iPhone5s yet for Greg to increase Star Travel 1,000 percent don't have an iPhone5s yet for Greg to increase Star Travel 1,000 percent don't have an iPhone5s yet for Greg to increase Star Travel 1,000 percent faster...  faster...  faster...  faster... 

6666----11111111----14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get14 StarKey App will give you links to click on to get 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift 1,001 Sun Apps Inventions, Discoveries! Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift
Helicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to theHelicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to theHelicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to theHelicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital.  Hospital.  Hospital.  Hospital. 

MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White end of this article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White end of this article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White end of this article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... so  Women... so  Women... so  Women... so 
only conclusion we can make from this from Headline News of Obamaonly conclusion we can make from this from Headline News of Obamaonly conclusion we can make from this from Headline News of Obamaonly conclusion we can make from this from Headline News of Obama the last 1 trillion years is Obama is a "White Oil Man" as poison  the last 1 trillion years is Obama is a "White Oil Man" as poison  the last 1 trillion years is Obama is a "White Oil Man" as poison  the last 1 trillion years is Obama is a "White Oil Man" as poison 
gas exhaustgas exhaustgas exhaustgas exhaust kills more Blacks than Whites! June 9, 2014 Black kids with alcohol spectrum kills more Blacks than Whites! June 9, 2014 Black kids with alcohol spectrum kills more Blacks than Whites! June 9, 2014 Black kids with alcohol spectrum kills more Blacks than Whites! June 9, 2014 Black kids with alcohol spectrum disorder Obama never hear of this from the  disorder Obama never hear of this from the  disorder Obama never hear of this from the  disorder Obama never hear of this from the 
White House MD.White House MD.White House MD.White House MD... grin. NEW YORK .. grin. NEW YORK .. grin. NEW YORK .. grin. NEW YORK ---- A A A A review of previously done studies has shown that children who suffer from fetal review of previously done studies has shown that children who suffer from fetal review of previously done studies has shown that children who suffer from fetal review of previously done studies has shown that children who suffer from fetal alcohol spectrum  alcohol spectrum  alcohol spectrum  alcohol spectrum 
disorder are at an increased risk of having impaired grossdisorder are at an increased risk of having impaired grossdisorder are at an increased risk of having impaired grossdisorder are at an increased risk of having impaired gross motor skills(HealthDay News)  motor skills(HealthDay News)  motor skills(HealthDay News)  motor skills(HealthDay News) -------- The majority of women with breast cancer  The majority of women with breast cancer  The majority of women with breast cancer  The majority of women with breast cancer 
get tooget tooget tooget too little exercise for optimum health, a new study suggests. After women are little exercise for optimum health, a new study suggests. After women are little exercise for optimum health, a new study suggests. After women are little exercise for optimum health, a new study suggests. After women are diagnosed with breast cancer, they are less likely to  diagnosed with breast cancer, they are less likely to  diagnosed with breast cancer, they are less likely to  diagnosed with breast cancer, they are less likely to 
meet exercisemeet exercisemeet exercisemeet exercise recommendations that link physical activity with longer survival and better recommendations that link physical activity with longer survival and better recommendations that link physical activity with longer survival and better recommendations that link physical activity with longer survival and better quality of life, researchers report online  quality of life, researchers report online  quality of life, researchers report online  quality of life, researchers report online 
June 9 in the journal Cancer.June 9 in the journal Cancer.June 9 in the journal Cancer.June 9 in the journal Cancer. "Medical care providers should discuss the role physical activity plays in "Medical care providers should discuss the role physical activity plays in "Medical care providers should discuss the role physical activity plays in "Medical care providers should discuss the role physical activity plays in improving breast cancer  improving breast cancer  improving breast cancer  improving breast cancer 
outcomes with their patients, and strategies that may beoutcomes with their patients, and strategies that may beoutcomes with their patients, and strategies that may beoutcomes with their patients, and strategies that may be successful in increasing physical activity among breast cancer patients need  successful in increasing physical activity among breast cancer patients need  successful in increasing physical activity among breast cancer patients need  successful in increasing physical activity among breast cancer patients need 
totototo be comprehensively evaluated and implemented," Brionna Hair, a doctoral be comprehensively evaluated and implemented," Brionna Hair, a doctoral be comprehensively evaluated and implemented," Brionna Hair, a doctoral be comprehensively evaluated and implemented," Brionna Hair, a doctoral candidate in epidemiology at the University of North  candidate in epidemiology at the University of North  candidate in epidemiology at the University of North  candidate in epidemiology at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill,Carolina at Chapel Hill,Carolina at Chapel Hill,Carolina at Chapel Hill, said in a journal news release.  said in a journal news release.  said in a journal news release.  said in a journal news release. 
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American guidelines for physical activity state thatAmerican guidelines for physical activity state thatAmerican guidelines for physical activity state thatAmerican guidelines for physical activity state that adults should get at least 150 minutes of moderate exercise or 75 minutes of adults should get at least 150 minutes of moderate exercise or 75 minutes of adults should get at least 150 minutes of moderate exercise or 75 minutes of adults should get at least 150 minutes of moderate exercise or 75 minutes of
rigorous exercise every week to achieve any health benefit and to prevent orrigorous exercise every week to achieve any health benefit and to prevent orrigorous exercise every week to achieve any health benefit and to prevent orrigorous exercise every week to achieve any health benefit and to prevent or manage chronic health problems. The researchers looked  manage chronic health problems. The researchers looked  manage chronic health problems. The researchers looked  manage chronic health problems. The researchers looked 
to see whether levels ofto see whether levels ofto see whether levels ofto see whether levels of physical activity among 1,735 North Carolina women with breast cancer changed physical activity among 1,735 North Carolina women with breast cancer changed physical activity among 1,735 North Carolina women with breast cancer changed physical activity among 1,735 North Carolina women with breast cancer changed after their diagnosis. The  after their diagnosis. The  after their diagnosis. The  after their diagnosis. The 
women, ranging from 20 to 74 years old, learned theywomen, ranging from 20 to 74 years old, learned theywomen, ranging from 20 to 74 years old, learned theywomen, ranging from 20 to 74 years old, learned they had cancer between 2008 and 2011. Researchers found that 59 percent reported had cancer between 2008 and 2011. Researchers found that 59 percent reported had cancer between 2008 and 2011. Researchers found that 59 percent reported had cancer between 2008 and 2011. Researchers found that 59 percent reported
getting less exercise six months after their diagnosis. On average, the womengetting less exercise six months after their diagnosis. On average, the womengetting less exercise six months after their diagnosis. On average, the womengetting less exercise six months after their diagnosis. On average, the women reduced their weekly level of activity by about five hours reduced their weekly level of activity by about five hours reduced their weekly level of activity by about five hours reduced their weekly level of activity by about five hours 
of brisk walking.of brisk walking.of brisk walking.of brisk walking. Just 35 percent of women treated for breast cancer met recommendations for Just 35 percent of women treated for breast cancer met recommendations for Just 35 percent of women treated for breast cancer met recommendations for Just 35 percent of women treated for breast cancer met recommendations for physical activity after diagnosis, the  physical activity after diagnosis, the  physical activity after diagnosis, the  physical activity after diagnosis, the 
study found. After taking race intostudy found. After taking race intostudy found. After taking race intostudy found. After taking race into account, the study revealed that black women were about 40 percent less likely account, the study revealed that black women were about 40 percent less likely account, the study revealed that black women were about 40 percent less likely account, the study revealed that black women were about 40 percent less likely than white women  than white women  than white women  than white women 
to meet national physical activity guidelines after beingto meet national physical activity guidelines after beingto meet national physical activity guidelines after beingto meet national physical activity guidelines after being diagnosed with cancer. The study authors noted that black women die more  diagnosed with cancer. The study authors noted that black women die more  diagnosed with cancer. The study authors noted that black women die more  diagnosed with cancer. The study authors noted that black women die more 
oftenoftenoftenoften from breast cancer than other groups in the United States.  from breast cancer than other groups in the United States.  from breast cancer than other groups in the United States.  from breast cancer than other groups in the United States. 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A multi14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A multi14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A multi14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A multi----national labnational labnational labnational lab collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy  collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy  collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy  collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE)'s(DOE)'s(DOE)'s(DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed look ever at the evolution of  look ever at the evolution of  look ever at the evolution of  look ever at the evolution of 
platinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles duringplatinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles duringplatinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles duringplatinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygen and hydrogen gases.  reactions in oxygen and hydrogen gases.  reactions in oxygen and hydrogen gases.  reactions in oxygen and hydrogen gases. 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil14 Obama is a "White Oil14 Obama is a "White Oil14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" on evolution of Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" on evolution of Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" on evolution of Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" on evolution of platinum/cobalt  platinum/cobalt  platinum/cobalt  platinum/cobalt 
bimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygen and hydrogenbimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygen and hydrogenbimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygen and hydrogenbimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygen and hydrogen gases when WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die  gases when WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die  gases when WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die  gases when WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die 
From Breast CancerFrom Breast CancerFrom Breast CancerFrom Breast Cancer than White Women... so why did Berkeley Labs get a F grade, because Obama is a than White Women... so why did Berkeley Labs get a F grade, because Obama is a than White Women... so why did Berkeley Labs get a F grade, because Obama is a than White Women... so why did Berkeley Labs get a F grade, because Obama is a "White Oil Man" who kills more  "White Oil Man" who kills more  "White Oil Man" who kills more  "White Oil Man" who kills more 
black women than SWF's! via Poison Gas Exhaust +black women than SWF's! via Poison Gas Exhaust +black women than SWF's! via Poison Gas Exhaust +black women than SWF's! via Poison Gas Exhaust + Oil in General when we are in the Era of the Gravity Engine!  Oil in General when we are in the Era of the Gravity Engine!  Oil in General when we are in the Era of the Gravity Engine!  Oil in General when we are in the Era of the Gravity Engine! 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" Atomic trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" Atomic trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" Atomic trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" Atomic----scale snapshots of a bimetallicscale snapshots of a bimetallicscale snapshots of a bimetallicscale snapshots of a bimetallic
nanoparticle catalyst in action have provided insights that could help improvenanoparticle catalyst in action have provided insights that could help improvenanoparticle catalyst in action have provided insights that could help improvenanoparticle catalyst in action have provided insights that could help improve the industrial process by which fuels and chemicals are  the industrial process by which fuels and chemicals are  the industrial process by which fuels and chemicals are  the industrial process by which fuels and chemicals are 
synthesized from naturalsynthesized from naturalsynthesized from naturalsynthesized from natural gas, coal or plant biomass. A multi gas, coal or plant biomass. A multi gas, coal or plant biomass. A multi gas, coal or plant biomass. A multi----national lab collaboration led bynational lab collaboration led bynational lab collaboration led bynational lab collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department  researchers with the U.S. Department  researchers with the U.S. Department  researchers with the U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeleyof Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeleyof Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeleyof Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed look ever at the National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed look ever at the National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed look ever at the National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed look ever at the evolution of  evolution of  evolution of  evolution of 
platinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygenplatinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygenplatinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygenplatinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles during reactions in oxygen and hydrog and hydrog and hydrog and hydrogen gases. en gases. en gases. en gases. 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" "Using in situ aberration wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" "Using in situ aberration wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" "Using in situ aberration wasted trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" "Using in situ aberration----correctedcorrectedcorrectedcorrected
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), we found that during the oxidationtransmission electron microscopy (TEM), we found that during the oxidationtransmission electron microscopy (TEM), we found that during the oxidationtransmission electron microscopy (TEM), we found that during the oxidation reaction, cobalt atoms migrate to the nanoparticle  reaction, cobalt atoms migrate to the nanoparticle  reaction, cobalt atoms migrate to the nanoparticle  reaction, cobalt atoms migrate to the nanoparticle 
surface, forming a cobaltsurface, forming a cobaltsurface, forming a cobaltsurface, forming a cobalt oxide epitaxial film, like water on oil," says Haimei Zheng, a staff scientist oxide epitaxial film, like water on oil," says Haimei Zheng, a staff scientist oxide epitaxial film, like water on oil," says Haimei Zheng, a staff scientist oxide epitaxial film, like water on oil," says Haimei Zheng, a staff scientist in Berkeley Lab's Materials  in Berkeley Lab's Materials  in Berkeley Lab's Materials  in Berkeley Lab's Materials 
Sciences Division who led this study. "During theSciences Division who led this study. "During theSciences Division who led this study. "During theSciences Division who led this study. "During the hydrogen reduction reaction, cobalt atoms migrate back into the bulk, leaving a hydrogen reduction reaction, cobalt atoms migrate back into the bulk, leaving a hydrogen reduction reaction, cobalt atoms migrate back into the bulk, leaving a hydrogen reduction reaction, cobalt atoms migrate back into the bulk, leaving a
monolayer of platinum on the surface. This atomic information provides anmonolayer of platinum on the surface. This atomic information provides anmonolayer of platinum on the surface. This atomic information provides anmonolayer of platinum on the surface. This atomic information provides an important reference point for designing and engineering  important reference point for designing and engineering  important reference point for designing and engineering  important reference point for designing and engineering 
better bimetallicbetter bimetallicbetter bimetallicbetter bimetallic catalysts in the future."  catalysts in the future."  catalysts in the future."  catalysts in the future." 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A multi multi multi multi----national lab collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department ofnational lab collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department ofnational lab collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department ofnational lab collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy  Energy  Energy  Energy 
(DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab)(DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab)(DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab)(DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab)

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... so  Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... so  Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... so  Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women... so 

6666----10101010----14 Obama14 Obama14 Obama14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die From is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die From is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die From is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than White Women...  Breast Cancer than White Women...  Breast Cancer than White Women...  Breast Cancer than White Women... 
More Black women have syphilis and Obama madeMore Black women have syphilis and Obama madeMore Black women have syphilis and Obama madeMore Black women have syphilis and Obama made this Top Secret for her co workers she shares a joint with... sick. STD's more this Top Secret for her co workers she shares a joint with... sick. STD's more this Top Secret for her co workers she shares a joint with... sick. STD's more this Top Secret for her co workers she shares a joint with... sick. STD's more Blacks...  Blacks...  Blacks...  Blacks... 
HPV, Hepatitis... wow! White Oil men did this to Blacks and their coHPV, Hepatitis... wow! White Oil men did this to Blacks and their coHPV, Hepatitis... wow! White Oil men did this to Blacks and their coHPV, Hepatitis... wow! White Oil men did this to Blacks and their co workers they work with in their day jobs! The black women sitting  workers they work with in their day jobs! The black women sitting  workers they work with in their day jobs! The black women sitting  workers they work with in their day jobs! The black women sitting 
next to you onnext to you onnext to you onnext to you on the assembly line at Microsoft has many disease and Bill + Melinda classified the assembly line at Microsoft has many disease and Bill + Melinda classified the assembly line at Microsoft has many disease and Bill + Melinda classified the assembly line at Microsoft has many disease and Bill + Melinda classified them as Top Secret even for the Pot Luck  them as Top Secret even for the Pot Luck  them as Top Secret even for the Pot Luck  them as Top Secret even for the Pot Luck 
Lunches! Sick ugh!! Lunches! Sick ugh!! Lunches! Sick ugh!! Lunches! Sick ugh!! 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD I searched for14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD I searched for14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD I searched for14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD I searched for McCartney's virus and its Top Secret... wow. McCartney postpones some US  McCartney's virus and its Top Secret... wow. McCartney postpones some US  McCartney's virus and its Top Secret... wow. McCartney postpones some US  McCartney's virus and its Top Secret... wow. McCartney postpones some US 
tourtourtourtour dates to recover Businessweek  dates to recover Businessweek  dates to recover Businessweek  dates to recover Businessweek ---- 32 minutes ago? NEW YORK (AP)  32 minutes ago? NEW YORK (AP)  32 minutes ago? NEW YORK (AP)  32 minutes ago? NEW YORK (AP) ---- Paul McCartney Paul McCartney Paul McCartney Paul McCartney is rescheduling U.S. tour dates as he continues  is rescheduling U.S. tour dates as he continues  is rescheduling U.S. tour dates as he continues  is rescheduling U.S. tour dates as he continues 
to recover from a virus heto recover from a virus heto recover from a virus heto recover from a virus he received treatment for last month. Top Secret Virus... in a "1984" society. received treatment for last month. Top Secret Virus... in a "1984" society. received treatment for last month. Top Secret Virus... in a "1984" society. received treatment for last month. Top Secret Virus... in a "1984" society. Sick!  Sick!  Sick!  Sick! 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Railroads Wrangle With14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Railroads Wrangle With14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Railroads Wrangle With14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Railroads Wrangle With States to Keep Oil Shipments Secret... Top Secret is the Disney Monorail  States to Keep Oil Shipments Secret... Top Secret is the Disney Monorail  States to Keep Oil Shipments Secret... Top Secret is the Disney Monorail  States to Keep Oil Shipments Secret... Top Secret is the Disney Monorail 
that isthat isthat isthat is really a "Double Mono Rail" with cars 100 yards long and wide. 15 Billion People really a "Double Mono Rail" with cars 100 yards long and wide. 15 Billion People really a "Double Mono Rail" with cars 100 yards long and wide. 15 Billion People really a "Double Mono Rail" with cars 100 yards long and wide. 15 Billion People on Earth visiting Disney will need these  on Earth visiting Disney will need these  on Earth visiting Disney will need these  on Earth visiting Disney will need these 
double Deckers to get to work etc anddouble Deckers to get to work etc anddouble Deckers to get to work etc anddouble Deckers to get to work etc and vacation at Disney Orlando... grin  vacation at Disney Orlando... grin  vacation at Disney Orlando... grin  vacation at Disney Orlando... grin 

6666----10101010----14 Local Key West News Kathleen Phillips + Sharon Rohdin14 Local Key West News Kathleen Phillips + Sharon Rohdin14 Local Key West News Kathleen Phillips + Sharon Rohdin14 Local Key West News Kathleen Phillips + Sharon Rohdin hired a hit man for Greg, Mary B. is the soul grin sole beneficiary of my  hired a hit man for Greg, Mary B. is the soul grin sole beneficiary of my  hired a hit man for Greg, Mary B. is the soul grin sole beneficiary of my  hired a hit man for Greg, Mary B. is the soul grin sole beneficiary of my 
will.will.will.will. Well I tried to join Island Gym on White Street next to Faustos, filled out app Well I tried to join Island Gym on White Street next to Faustos, filled out app Well I tried to join Island Gym on White Street next to Faustos, filled out app Well I tried to join Island Gym on White Street next to Faustos, filled out app and the out of shape pot belly desk clerk Shaw I think  and the out of shape pot belly desk clerk Shaw I think  and the out of shape pot belly desk clerk Shaw I think  and the out of shape pot belly desk clerk Shaw I think 
asked if I had a streetasked if I had a streetasked if I had a streetasked if I had a street address... no he said you will be taking showers here for $105 a month for address... no he said you will be taking showers here for $105 a month for address... no he said you will be taking showers here for $105 a month for address... no he said you will be taking showers here for $105 a month for months and months at $1,200 a year  months and months at $1,200 a year  months and months at $1,200 a year  months and months at $1,200 a year 
so no "we" don't want you for a gym member.so no "we" don't want you for a gym member.so no "we" don't want you for a gym member.so no "we" don't want you for a gym member. There were several weight lifters and others in Island Gym and none protested. There were several weight lifters and others in Island Gym and none protested. There were several weight lifters and others in Island Gym and none protested. There were several weight lifters and others in Island Gym and none protested. wow Key  wow Key  wow Key  wow Key 
West has a thing about no Free Showers at the Bight Western UnionWest has a thing about no Free Showers at the Bight Western UnionWest has a thing about no Free Showers at the Bight Western UnionWest has a thing about no Free Showers at the Bight Western Union Schooner Dock I even complained to County Health and they could  Schooner Dock I even complained to County Health and they could  Schooner Dock I even complained to County Health and they could  Schooner Dock I even complained to County Health and they could 
not get freenot get freenot get freenot get free showers or even cheaper than $160 a month... grin Yes $105 a month to take a showers or even cheaper than $160 a month... grin Yes $105 a month to take a showers or even cheaper than $160 a month... grin Yes $105 a month to take a showers or even cheaper than $160 a month... grin Yes $105 a month to take a shower and work out! So Kathleen Phillips +  shower and work out! So Kathleen Phillips +  shower and work out! So Kathleen Phillips +  shower and work out! So Kathleen Phillips + 
Sharon Rohdin both have mug shots onSharon Rohdin both have mug shots onSharon Rohdin both have mug shots onSharon Rohdin both have mug shots on this page... http://www.keysso.net/arrests/arrest_list.htm Hired a hit man, a this page... http://www.keysso.net/arrests/arrest_list.htm Hired a hit man, a this page... http://www.keysso.net/arrests/arrest_list.htm Hired a hit man, a this page... http://www.keysso.net/arrests/arrest_list.htm Hired a hit man, a Body Builder he  Body Builder he  Body Builder he  Body Builder he 
came out of the bathroom at Mallory Square Sunset Celebrationcame out of the bathroom at Mallory Square Sunset Celebrationcame out of the bathroom at Mallory Square Sunset Celebrationcame out of the bathroom at Mallory Square Sunset Celebration threading to kill greg for arguing with the girls a few days earlier,  threading to kill greg for arguing with the girls a few days earlier,  threading to kill greg for arguing with the girls a few days earlier,  threading to kill greg for arguing with the girls a few days earlier, 
KathleenKathleenKathleenKathleen told me she had enough abuse which was telling a rich women Lane from Ohio who told me she had enough abuse which was telling a rich women Lane from Ohio who told me she had enough abuse which was telling a rich women Lane from Ohio who told me she had enough abuse which was telling a rich women Lane from Ohio who bought her a new bike at Island Bikes.  bought her a new bike at Island Bikes.  bought her a new bike at Island Bikes.  bought her a new bike at Island Bikes. 
Kathleen toKathleen toKathleen toKathleen told me not to take any BDayld me not to take any BDayld me not to take any BDayld me not to take any BDay cards to Jackies wedding at Schooner Wharf Bar. Ha... and I ran into Jackie gave cards to Jackies wedding at Schooner Wharf Bar. Ha... and I ran into Jackie gave cards to Jackies wedding at Schooner Wharf Bar. Ha... and I ran into Jackie gave cards to Jackies wedding at Schooner Wharf Bar. Ha... and I ran into Jackie gave her 2 BDay  her 2 BDay  her 2 BDay  her 2 BDay 
Cards and told her why did didn't make it to her wedding becauseCards and told her why did didn't make it to her wedding becauseCards and told her why did didn't make it to her wedding becauseCards and told her why did didn't make it to her wedding because Kathleen told me not to take any BDay Cards or talk to Wedding  Kathleen told me not to take any BDay Cards or talk to Wedding  Kathleen told me not to take any BDay Cards or talk to Wedding  Kathleen told me not to take any BDay Cards or talk to Wedding 
guest about anyguest about anyguest about anyguest about any invention projects, Jackie, she never knew Kathleen Phillips did this. And invention projects, Jackie, she never knew Kathleen Phillips did this. And invention projects, Jackie, she never knew Kathleen Phillips did this. And invention projects, Jackie, she never knew Kathleen Phillips did this. And Kathleen told Greg not to talk to anyone at  Kathleen told Greg not to talk to anyone at  Kathleen told Greg not to talk to anyone at  Kathleen told Greg not to talk to anyone at 
the wedding about the Gravitythe wedding about the Gravitythe wedding about the Gravitythe wedding about the Gravity Engines.... this is the abuse the "Hit Man" was killing greg for in front of 10K Engines.... this is the abuse the "Hit Man" was killing greg for in front of 10K Engines.... this is the abuse the "Hit Man" was killing greg for in front of 10K Engines.... this is the abuse the "Hit Man" was killing greg for in front of 10K people Observers watching  people Observers watching  people Observers watching  people Observers watching 
all of it on live video... yes! Well a cop came up andall of it on live video... yes! Well a cop came up andall of it on live video... yes! Well a cop came up andall of it on live video... yes! Well a cop came up and broke up the fight, he went with the cop and I thanked her. He can back and told broke up the fight, he went with the cop and I thanked her. He can back and told broke up the fight, he went with the cop and I thanked her. He can back and told broke up the fight, he went with the cop and I thanked her. He can back and told
the girl Brenda told him.... Video: Watch these pesky thieves steal 16 Applethe girl Brenda told him.... Video: Watch these pesky thieves steal 16 Applethe girl Brenda told him.... Video: Watch these pesky thieves steal 16 Applethe girl Brenda told him.... Video: Watch these pesky thieves steal 16 Apple computers from The Mac... Video watch the Hit Man in Key  computers from The Mac... Video watch the Hit Man in Key  computers from The Mac... Video watch the Hit Man in Key  computers from The Mac... Video watch the Hit Man in Key 
West kill Greg forWest kill Greg forWest kill Greg forWest kill Greg for Kathleen Phillips and Sharon Rohdin... Gregs BDay card in question is the one Kathleen Phillips and Sharon Rohdin... Gregs BDay card in question is the one Kathleen Phillips and Sharon Rohdin... Gregs BDay card in question is the one Kathleen Phillips and Sharon Rohdin... Gregs BDay card in question is the one with 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord  with 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord  with 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord  with 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord 
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coming off the assembly line for fullcoming off the assembly line for fullcoming off the assembly line for fullcoming off the assembly line for full employment ... Long employment ... Long employment ... Long employment ... Long----Term Unemployment Increases Depression Risk By Twofold,Term Unemployment Increases Depression Risk By Twofold,Term Unemployment Increases Depression Risk By Twofold,Term Unemployment Increases Depression Risk By Twofold, Study Headlines &  Study Headlines &  Study Headlines &  Study Headlines & 
Global News Global News Global News Global News ---- Americans who are unemployed for long Americans who are unemployed for long Americans who are unemployed for long Americans who are unemployed for long durations are twice more likely to be treated for depression than employed durations are twice more likely to be treated for depression than employed durations are twice more likely to be treated for depression than employed durations are twice more likely to be treated for depression than employed
Americans, a new survey reveals... Obama makes more Blacks depressed andAmericans, a new survey reveals... Obama makes more Blacks depressed andAmericans, a new survey reveals... Obama makes more Blacks depressed andAmericans, a new survey reveals... Obama makes more Blacks depressed and criminals than whites with out the 1 Trillionth  criminals than whites with out the 1 Trillionth  criminals than whites with out the 1 Trillionth  criminals than whites with out the 1 Trillionth 
ElectricWindmillFord coming offElectricWindmillFord coming offElectricWindmillFord coming offElectricWindmillFord coming off the assembly line today! Kerry too.  the assembly line today! Kerry too.  the assembly line today! Kerry too.  the assembly line today! Kerry too. 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"...14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"...14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"...14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"... suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..." Boston, A three suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..." Boston, A three suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..." Boston, A three suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..." Boston, A three----yearyearyearyear----oldoldoldold
child died from injuries suffered when two SUVs collided headchild died from injuries suffered when two SUVs collided headchild died from injuries suffered when two SUVs collided headchild died from injuries suffered when two SUVs collided head----on overnight onon overnight onon overnight onon overnight on Walnut Street in Saugus. One of the drivers in fatal  Walnut Street in Saugus. One of the drivers in fatal  Walnut Street in Saugus. One of the drivers in fatal  Walnut Street in Saugus. One of the drivers in fatal 
Saugus headSaugus headSaugus headSaugus head----on crash ison crash ison crash ison crash is charged with operating without a license.  charged with operating without a license.  charged with operating without a license.  charged with operating without a license. 

6666----10101010----14 Obama is Kerry in14 Obama is Kerry in14 Obama is Kerry in14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"... no drivers license and car insurance modernization Boston a "White Oil Man"... no drivers license and car insurance modernization Boston a "White Oil Man"... no drivers license and car insurance modernization Boston a "White Oil Man"... no drivers license and car insurance modernization lost out to Kerry's Drones  lost out to Kerry's Drones  lost out to Kerry's Drones  lost out to Kerry's Drones 
and Oil. Kerry in Boston with his rich Heinz Wifeand Oil. Kerry in Boston with his rich Heinz Wifeand Oil. Kerry in Boston with his rich Heinz Wifeand Oil. Kerry in Boston with his rich Heinz Wife killed this 3 year old in the head on collision above, really!  killed this 3 year old in the head on collision above, really!  killed this 3 year old in the head on collision above, really!  killed this 3 year old in the head on collision above, really! 

6666----10101010----14 University of Iowa study shows a wide range in the14 University of Iowa study shows a wide range in the14 University of Iowa study shows a wide range in the14 University of Iowa study shows a wide range in the prices that US hospitals charge for prostate prices that US hospitals charge for prostate prices that US hospitals charge for prostate prices that US hospitals charge for prostate----cancer surgery, varying by cancer surgery, varying by cancer surgery, varying by cancer surgery, varying by 
regionregionregionregion and by academic or nonacademic centers. Credit: Sondra Cue, University of Iowa and by academic or nonacademic centers. Credit: Sondra Cue, University of Iowa and by academic or nonacademic centers. Credit: Sondra Cue, University of Iowa and by academic or nonacademic centers. Credit: Sondra Cue, University of Iowa Let's say you're buying a car. You have a  Let's say you're buying a car. You have a  Let's say you're buying a car. You have a  Let's say you're buying a car. You have a 
wealth of data at your fingertips,wealth of data at your fingertips,wealth of data at your fingertips,wealth of data at your fingertips, from safety information to performance, to guide your decision. The same is not from safety information to performance, to guide your decision. The same is not from safety information to performance, to guide your decision. The same is not from safety information to performance, to guide your decision. The same is not as true in health  as true in health  as true in health  as true in health 
care, especially if you're pricing procedures. A new studycare, especially if you're pricing procedures. A new studycare, especially if you're pricing procedures. A new studycare, especially if you're pricing procedures. A new study from the University of Iowa compared the cost of prostate cancer surgery at  from the University of Iowa compared the cost of prostate cancer surgery at  from the University of Iowa compared the cost of prostate cancer surgery at  from the University of Iowa compared the cost of prostate cancer surgery at 
100100100100 hospitals throughout the United States. The quote for the procedure, the hospitals throughout the United States. The quote for the procedure, the hospitals throughout the United States. The quote for the procedure, the hospitals throughout the United States. The quote for the procedure, the researchers found, varied from $10,100 to $135,000, a 13 researchers found, varied from $10,100 to $135,000, a 13 researchers found, varied from $10,100 to $135,000, a 13 researchers found, varied from $10,100 to $135,000, a 13----
fold range. (Thefold range. (Thefold range. (Thefold range. (The average price was nearly $35,000, more than double the Medicare reimbursement.) average price was nearly $35,000, more than double the Medicare reimbursement.) average price was nearly $35,000, more than double the Medicare reimbursement.) average price was nearly $35,000, more than double the Medicare reimbursement.) Only 10 of the hospitals that  Only 10 of the hospitals that  Only 10 of the hospitals that  Only 10 of the hospitals that 
provided cost information divulged anesthesia andprovided cost information divulged anesthesia andprovided cost information divulged anesthesia andprovided cost information divulged anesthesia and surgeon costs, key criteria to consider when pricing a surgical procedure. surgeon costs, key criteria to consider when pricing a surgical procedure. surgeon costs, key criteria to consider when pricing a surgical procedure. surgeon costs, key criteria to consider when pricing a surgical procedure.
Moreover, just three hospitals provided a hard copy of the charges, furtherMoreover, just three hospitals provided a hard copy of the charges, furtherMoreover, just three hospitals provided a hard copy of the charges, furtherMoreover, just three hospitals provided a hard copy of the charges, further complicating a patient's ability to compare costs, the study  complicating a patient's ability to compare costs, the study  complicating a patient's ability to compare costs, the study  complicating a patient's ability to compare costs, the study 
found. "Suchfound. "Suchfound. "Suchfound. "Such variability in pricing can produce significant confusion for consumers who are variability in pricing can produce significant confusion for consumers who are variability in pricing can produce significant confusion for consumers who are variability in pricing can produce significant confusion for consumers who are accustomed to the rules of free accustomed to the rules of free accustomed to the rules of free accustomed to the rules of free----market market market market 
economics, which equate higher fees witheconomics, which equate higher fees witheconomics, which equate higher fees witheconomics, which equate higher fees with higher quality," write the UI researchers, in the journal Urology. higher quality," write the UI researchers, in the journal Urology. higher quality," write the UI researchers, in the journal Urology. higher quality," write the UI researchers, in the journal Urology. "Unfortunately, in health  "Unfortunately, in health  "Unfortunately, in health  "Unfortunately, in health 
care, this has not been found to be true." Prostatecare, this has not been found to be true." Prostatecare, this has not been found to be true." Prostatecare, this has not been found to be true." Prostate disease is a major health concern in the U.S. It accounts for 28 percent of all disease is a major health concern in the U.S. It accounts for 28 percent of all disease is a major health concern in the U.S. It accounts for 28 percent of all disease is a major health concern in the U.S. It accounts for 28 percent of all new  new  new  new 
cancer diagnoses in men and nearly $12 billion in treatment costs, accordingcancer diagnoses in men and nearly $12 billion in treatment costs, accordingcancer diagnoses in men and nearly $12 billion in treatment costs, accordingcancer diagnoses in men and nearly $12 billion in treatment costs, according to the American Cancer Society.  to the American Cancer Society.  to the American Cancer Society.  to the American Cancer Society. 

AboutAboutAboutAbout 138,000 prostate cancer surgeries are performed 138,000 prostate cancer surgeries are performed 138,000 prostate cancer surgeries are performed 138,000 prostate cancer surgeries are performed yearly, according to government figures. Yet despite the commonness of the yearly, according to government figures. Yet despite the commonness of the yearly, according to government figures. Yet despite the commonness of the yearly, according to government figures. Yet despite the commonness of the
disease and the frequency of surgeries, getting a reliable, accurate quote isdisease and the frequency of surgeries, getting a reliable, accurate quote isdisease and the frequency of surgeries, getting a reliable, accurate quote isdisease and the frequency of surgeries, getting a reliable, accurate quote is hard to come by. Part of that is due to the system itself.  hard to come by. Part of that is due to the system itself.  hard to come by. Part of that is due to the system itself.  hard to come by. Part of that is due to the system itself. 
What hospitals chargeWhat hospitals chargeWhat hospitals chargeWhat hospitals charge for a procedure don't reflect the actual costs, says Bradley Erickson, assistant for a procedure don't reflect the actual costs, says Bradley Erickson, assistant for a procedure don't reflect the actual costs, says Bradley Erickson, assistant for a procedure don't reflect the actual costs, says Bradley Erickson, assistant professor in urology at the UI and  professor in urology at the UI and  professor in urology at the UI and  professor in urology at the UI and 
corresponding author on the study. Think ofcorresponding author on the study. Think ofcorresponding author on the study. Think ofcorresponding author on the study. Think of the hospital's quote as the opening salvo in a negotiation the hospital's quote as the opening salvo in a negotiation the hospital's quote as the opening salvo in a negotiation the hospital's quote as the opening salvo in a negotiation————a givea givea givea give----andandandand----taketaketaketake primarily  primarily  primarily  primarily 
with the health insurance provider over how much the hospital getswith the health insurance provider over how much the hospital getswith the health insurance provider over how much the hospital getswith the health insurance provider over how much the hospital gets reimbursed. In that scenario, the higher the quote, the more room  reimbursed. In that scenario, the higher the quote, the more room  reimbursed. In that scenario, the higher the quote, the more room  reimbursed. In that scenario, the higher the quote, the more room 
there is tothere is tothere is tothere is to negotiate, and thus arguably the more the hospital could get reimbursed. "These negotiate, and thus arguably the more the hospital could get reimbursed. "These negotiate, and thus arguably the more the hospital could get reimbursed. "These negotiate, and thus arguably the more the hospital could get reimbursed. "These (hospital) charges don't mean anything,"  (hospital) charges don't mean anything,"  (hospital) charges don't mean anything,"  (hospital) charges don't mean anything," 
Erickson notes. "There's no weightErickson notes. "There's no weightErickson notes. "There's no weightErickson notes. "There's no weight behind them." What that all means is the consumer is working with inflated behind them." What that all means is the consumer is working with inflated behind them." What that all means is the consumer is working with inflated behind them." What that all means is the consumer is working with inflated figures, at best, which  figures, at best, which  figures, at best, which  figures, at best, which 
puts them "at a significant disadvantage," Ericksonputs them "at a significant disadvantage," Ericksonputs them "at a significant disadvantage," Ericksonputs them "at a significant disadvantage," Erickson says. Even more, the researchers learned there is precious little information says. Even more, the researchers learned there is precious little information says. Even more, the researchers learned there is precious little information says. Even more, the researchers learned there is precious little information about  about  about  about 
how well hospitals perform prostate cancer surgeries, as they reporthow well hospitals perform prostate cancer surgeries, as they reporthow well hospitals perform prostate cancer surgeries, as they reporthow well hospitals perform prostate cancer surgeries, as they report outcome data mostly only to government agencies. That lack of  outcome data mostly only to government agencies. That lack of  outcome data mostly only to government agencies. That lack of  outcome data mostly only to government agencies. That lack of 
transparency is "atransparency is "atransparency is "atransparency is "a huge problem," Erickson says. "It doesn't really incentivize any place to huge problem," Erickson says. "It doesn't really incentivize any place to huge problem," Erickson says. "It doesn't really incentivize any place to huge problem," Erickson says. "It doesn't really incentivize any place to improve outcomes, because no one is holding  improve outcomes, because no one is holding  improve outcomes, because no one is holding  improve outcomes, because no one is holding 
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6666----9999----14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 

for your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if youfor your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as 14 as 14 as 14 as 
Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion toGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb  Bomb  Bomb  Bomb 
is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! is the Gravity Engine!! 

6666----8888----14 Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into14 Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into14 Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into14 Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD women! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine of women MD's as becoming Futuristic MD women! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine of women MD's as becoming Futuristic MD women! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine of women MD's as becoming Futuristic MD women! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine of women MD's as
Presidents of all Nations and Ms MD Pope! Presidents of all Nations and Ms MD Pope! Presidents of all Nations and Ms MD Pope! Presidents of all Nations and Ms MD Pope! 

6666----8888----14 NY Times Today14 NY Times Today14 NY Times Today14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There" By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER. "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There" By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER. "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There" By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER. "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There" By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER. Claire needs to rewrite this  Claire needs to rewrite this  Claire needs to rewrite this  Claire needs to rewrite this 
Sunday article for SWF's getting the brilliant ideaSunday article for SWF's getting the brilliant ideaSunday article for SWF's getting the brilliant ideaSunday article for SWF's getting the brilliant idea to become a MD! Recommend she read every Textbook in the local University to become a MD! Recommend she read every Textbook in the local University to become a MD! Recommend she read every Textbook in the local University to become a MD! Recommend she read every Textbook in the local University Medical  Medical  Medical  Medical 
Book Store as iBook has not been modernized. Check it out and think ofBook Store as iBook has not been modernized. Check it out and think ofBook Store as iBook has not been modernized. Check it out and think ofBook Store as iBook has not been modernized. Check it out and think of what this iBook Author page will be with all the Dr. Katrina's  what this iBook Author page will be with all the Dr. Katrina's  what this iBook Author page will be with all the Dr. Katrina's  what this iBook Author page will be with all the Dr. Katrina's 
Another DayAnother DayAnother DayAnother Day Inside the Frontal Lobe books for young women to read. Inside the Frontal Lobe books for young women to read. Inside the Frontal Lobe books for young women to read. Inside the Frontal Lobe books for young women to read. http://www.apple.com/support/mac http://www.apple.com/support/mac http://www.apple.com/support/mac http://www.apple.com/support/mac----apps/ibooksauthor/ apps/ibooksauthor/ apps/ibooksauthor/ apps/ibooksauthor/ 

6666----8888----14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There"  Few Get There"  Few Get There"  Few Get There" 

6666----8888----14 Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into14 Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into14 Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into14 Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD women!  becoming Futuristic MD women!  becoming Futuristic MD women!  becoming Futuristic MD women! 

6666----8888----14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There"  Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There"  Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There"  Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There" 

6666----814 SWF MD Inventors made in the814 SWF MD Inventors made in the814 SWF MD Inventors made in the814 SWF MD Inventors made in the USA, newest iApp's, iTunes... to influence!  USA, newest iApp's, iTunes... to influence!  USA, newest iApp's, iTunes... to influence!  USA, newest iApp's, iTunes... to influence! 

6666----8888----14 ElectricWindmillFord14 ElectricWindmillFord14 ElectricWindmillFord14 ElectricWindmillFord Escort... advancements + modernizing the Futuristic ElectricWindmillFord Escort Escort... advancements + modernizing the Futuristic ElectricWindmillFord Escort Escort... advancements + modernizing the Futuristic ElectricWindmillFord Escort Escort... advancements + modernizing the Futuristic ElectricWindmillFord Escort of Women to become  of Women to become  of Women to become  of Women to become 
MD's! MD's! MD's! MD's! 

6666----8888----14 1,001 Futuristic iApps just for her14 1,001 Futuristic iApps just for her14 1,001 Futuristic iApps just for her14 1,001 Futuristic iApps just for her complexion, cosmetic miracle for the blush she wants! Miracle to keep up with complexion, cosmetic miracle for the blush she wants! Miracle to keep up with complexion, cosmetic miracle for the blush she wants! Miracle to keep up with complexion, cosmetic miracle for the blush she wants! Miracle to keep up with Men would be for  Men would be for  Men would be for  Men would be for 
her to look 30 at 90! her to look 30 at 90! her to look 30 at 90! her to look 30 at 90! 

Nothing from Microsoft, Bill +Nothing from Microsoft, Bill +Nothing from Microsoft, Bill +Nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates! iApps World Domination!... Drones that killed a million women + Melinda Gates! iApps World Domination!... Drones that killed a million women + Melinda Gates! iApps World Domination!... Drones that killed a million women + Melinda Gates! iApps World Domination!... Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!  Kids used Win 8.1 fix!  Kids used Win 8.1 fix!  Kids used Win 8.1 fix! 

6666----8888----14 Afghanistan tightens election security14 Afghanistan tightens election security14 Afghanistan tightens election security14 Afghanistan tightens election security after Abdullah attack... Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 after Abdullah attack... Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 after Abdullah attack... Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 after Abdullah attack... Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!  fix!  fix!  fix! 

6666----8888----14 Multi14 Multi14 Multi14 Multi----vehicle crash iBook for SWF drivers... So letsvehicle crash iBook for SWF drivers... So letsvehicle crash iBook for SWF drivers... So letsvehicle crash iBook for SWF drivers... So lets tighten security for SWF's today from Drunk Drivers, Men as this is not counted tighten security for SWF's today from Drunk Drivers, Men as this is not counted tighten security for SWF's today from Drunk Drivers, Men as this is not counted tighten security for SWF's today from Drunk Drivers, Men as this is not counted
in the 19K murders in 2014. in the 19K murders in 2014. in the 19K murders in 2014. in the 19K murders in 2014. 

6666----8888----14 Afghanistan tightens election14 Afghanistan tightens election14 Afghanistan tightens election14 Afghanistan tightens election security after Abdullah attack... "Drunk Men" kill 19K women in 2014, many would security after Abdullah attack... "Drunk Men" kill 19K women in 2014, many would security after Abdullah attack... "Drunk Men" kill 19K women in 2014, many would security after Abdullah attack... "Drunk Men" kill 19K women in 2014, many would become MD's.  become MD's.  become MD's.  become MD's. 
Afghanistan tightens security Bill + Melinda never published thisAfghanistan tightens security Bill + Melinda never published thisAfghanistan tightens security Bill + Melinda never published thisAfghanistan tightens security Bill + Melinda never published this in any UN or Gates Foundation Press release, why? So lets tighten  in any UN or Gates Foundation Press release, why? So lets tighten  in any UN or Gates Foundation Press release, why? So lets tighten  in any UN or Gates Foundation Press release, why? So lets tighten 
security forsecurity forsecurity forsecurity for SWF's today!  SWF's today!  SWF's today!  SWF's today! 
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6666----8888----14 Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win14 Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win14 Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win14 Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!  8.1 fix!  8.1 fix!  8.1 fix! 

6666----8888----14 Arrival of new fighter jets (Yale Key West Medical14 Arrival of new fighter jets (Yale Key West Medical14 Arrival of new fighter jets (Yale Key West Medical14 Arrival of new fighter jets (Yale Key West Medical School) at least 4 years away...  School) at least 4 years away...  School) at least 4 years away...  School) at least 4 years away... 

6666----8888----14 Arrival of new fighter jet at14 Arrival of new fighter jet at14 Arrival of new fighter jet at14 Arrival of new fighter jet at least 4 years away... Stealthy and controversial F least 4 years away... Stealthy and controversial F least 4 years away... Stealthy and controversial F least 4 years away... Stealthy and controversial F----35C fighter jet will replace35C fighter jet will replace35C fighter jet will replace35C fighter jet will replace the F/A the F/A the F/A the F/A----18 Super 18 Super 18 Super 18 Super 
Hornets commonly seen buzzing over Boca Chica Field, Key West.Hornets commonly seen buzzing over Boca Chica Field, Key West.Hornets commonly seen buzzing over Boca Chica Field, Key West.Hornets commonly seen buzzing over Boca Chica Field, Key West.

6666----8888----14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get14 NY Times Today "Riches Come to Women as C.E.O.s, but Few Get There" Actor and comedian Tracy Morgan, best known for his  There" Actor and comedian Tracy Morgan, best known for his  There" Actor and comedian Tracy Morgan, best known for his  There" Actor and comedian Tracy Morgan, best known for his 
roles on "Saturdayroles on "Saturdayroles on "Saturdayroles on "Saturday Night Live" and "30 Rock," was badly injured early Saturday when the limo bus he Night Live" and "30 Rock," was badly injured early Saturday when the limo bus he Night Live" and "30 Rock," was badly injured early Saturday when the limo bus he Night Live" and "30 Rock," was badly injured early Saturday when the limo bus he was riding in overturned in a  was riding in overturned in a  was riding in overturned in a  was riding in overturned in a 
multimultimultimulti----vehicle crash in New Jersey that killedvehicle crash in New Jersey that killedvehicle crash in New Jersey that killedvehicle crash in New Jersey that killed another comic.  another comic.  another comic.  another comic. 

6666----8888----14 Multi14 Multi14 Multi14 Multi----vehicle crash iBook for SWF drivers... So letsvehicle crash iBook for SWF drivers... So letsvehicle crash iBook for SWF drivers... So letsvehicle crash iBook for SWF drivers... So lets tighten security for SWF's today from Drunk Drivers, Men as this is not counted tighten security for SWF's today from Drunk Drivers, Men as this is not counted tighten security for SWF's today from Drunk Drivers, Men as this is not counted tighten security for SWF's today from Drunk Drivers, Men as this is not counted
in the 19K murders in 2014. in the 19K murders in 2014. in the 19K murders in 2014. in the 19K murders in 2014. 

6666----8888----14 Jewish Women MD President of Israel!!14 Jewish Women MD President of Israel!!14 Jewish Women MD President of Israel!!14 Jewish Women MD President of Israel!! Jewish Women MD's replace all the top brass in Israeli... as more women are Jewish Women MD's replace all the top brass in Israeli... as more women are Jewish Women MD's replace all the top brass in Israeli... as more women are Jewish Women MD's replace all the top brass in Israeli... as more women are killed by  killed by  killed by  killed by 
Jewish men than in war today, iBook that will come out after tJewish men than in war today, iBook that will come out after tJewish men than in war today, iBook that will come out after tJewish men than in war today, iBook that will come out after the couphe couphe couphe coup that gives us a women inventor of the gravity engine. PS the  that gives us a women inventor of the gravity engine. PS the  that gives us a women inventor of the gravity engine. PS the  that gives us a women inventor of the gravity engine. PS the 
Pope marries 4Pope marries 4Pope marries 4Pope marries 4 wives to keep up with Mecca... grin!  wives to keep up with Mecca... grin!  wives to keep up with Mecca... grin!  wives to keep up with Mecca... grin! 

6666----8888----14 FBI MD women will open an14 FBI MD women will open an14 FBI MD women will open an14 FBI MD women will open an investigation into SWF sex slaves in Mecca too... Drunk Men will not let her do investigation into SWF sex slaves in Mecca too... Drunk Men will not let her do investigation into SWF sex slaves in Mecca too... Drunk Men will not let her do investigation into SWF sex slaves in Mecca too... Drunk Men will not let her do this today!  this today!  this today!  this today! 

6666----8888----14 Hamas14 Hamas14 Hamas14 Hamas----Fatah reconciliation is a 'contradiction thatFatah reconciliation is a 'contradiction thatFatah reconciliation is a 'contradiction thatFatah reconciliation is a 'contradiction that wouldn't last,' Israeli president says as he lands in Rome for historic  wouldn't last,' Israeli president says as he lands in Rome for historic  wouldn't last,' Israeli president says as he lands in Rome for historic  wouldn't last,' Israeli president says as he lands in Rome for historic 
ceremonyceremonyceremonyceremony in Vatican with Palestinian President Abbas. MD Woman Palestinian President in Vatican with Palestinian President Abbas. MD Woman Palestinian President in Vatican with Palestinian President Abbas. MD Woman Palestinian President in Vatican with Palestinian President Abbas. MD Woman Palestinian President Today would change the World + Start Star  Today would change the World + Start Star  Today would change the World + Start Star  Today would change the World + Start Star 
Travels for Humanity. Not the Mad ManTravels for Humanity. Not the Mad ManTravels for Humanity. Not the Mad ManTravels for Humanity. Not the Mad Man Presidents of any Nation! A Presidents of any Nation! A Presidents of any Nation! A Presidents of any Nation! A----Bomb Gas Lobotomy Gas will be used... Bomb Gas Lobotomy Gas will be used... Bomb Gas Lobotomy Gas will be used... Bomb Gas Lobotomy Gas will be used... 

6666----7777----14141414 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... DRONES that kill  Futuristic Drones today... DRONES that kill  Futuristic Drones today... DRONES that kill  Futuristic Drones today... DRONES that kill 
women + children today on the otherwomen + children today on the otherwomen + children today on the otherwomen + children today on the other side of this Earth kill the Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it will side of this Earth kill the Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it will side of this Earth kill the Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it will side of this Earth kill the Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it will have 1,001 Futuristic  have 1,001 Futuristic  have 1,001 Futuristic  have 1,001 Futuristic 
iApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates, thisiApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates, thisiApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates, thisiApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates, this will advance Med School into the Star Travel Futuristic Era with the Gravity will advance Med School into the Star Travel Futuristic Era with the Gravity will advance Med School into the Star Travel Futuristic Era with the Gravity will advance Med School into the Star Travel Futuristic Era with the Gravity
Engine. Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Engine. Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Engine. Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Engine. Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! 

6666----7777----14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China,14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China,14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China,14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic
Neurologists Superintendent of Schools. Neurologists Superintendent of Schools. Neurologists Superintendent of Schools. Neurologists Superintendent of Schools. 

6666----7777----14 Navy Super Carriers14 Navy Super Carriers14 Navy Super Carriers14 Navy Super Carriers JFK... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the JFK... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the JFK... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the JFK... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today...  Futuristic Drones today...  Futuristic Drones today...  Futuristic Drones today... 

6666----7777----14 Los Alamos Nukes... China, USA,14 Los Alamos Nukes... China, USA,14 Los Alamos Nukes... China, USA,14 Los Alamos Nukes... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today...

6666----7777----14 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars this summer because14 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars this summer because14 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars this summer because14 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars this summer because Hillary, Kerry, McCain had no "Thoughts" about putting into action the Hillary, Kerry, McCain had no "Thoughts" about putting into action the Hillary, Kerry, McCain had no "Thoughts" about putting into action the Hillary, Kerry, McCain had no "Thoughts" about putting into action the
"Futuristic ElectricWindmillFord Escort" with 1,001 futuristic accessories +"Futuristic ElectricWindmillFord Escort" with 1,001 futuristic accessories +"Futuristic ElectricWindmillFord Escort" with 1,001 futuristic accessories +"Futuristic ElectricWindmillFord Escort" with 1,001 futuristic accessories + apps only a reader who believes Greg invented "No Head On  apps only a reader who believes Greg invented "No Head On  apps only a reader who believes Greg invented "No Head On  apps only a reader who believes Greg invented "No Head On 
Collisions" and ZEROCollisions" and ZEROCollisions" and ZEROCollisions" and ZERO traffic fatalities for this Futuristic Year which should be 2014 if not for the traffic fatalities for this Futuristic Year which should be 2014 if not for the traffic fatalities for this Futuristic Year which should be 2014 if not for the traffic fatalities for this Futuristic Year which should be 2014 if not for the Key West Navy! Scooter Accident in  Key West Navy! Scooter Accident in  Key West Navy! Scooter Accident in  Key West Navy! Scooter Accident in 
front of CVS here in Key West yesterday,front of CVS here in Key West yesterday,front of CVS here in Key West yesterday,front of CVS here in Key West yesterday, Roosevelt Construction probably too but all bike, scooter wrecks are suppressed Roosevelt Construction probably too but all bike, scooter wrecks are suppressed Roosevelt Construction probably too but all bike, scooter wrecks are suppressed Roosevelt Construction probably too but all bike, scooter wrecks are suppressed so the tourists are  so the tourists are  so the tourists are  so the tourists are 
not scared... grin our "1984" Ruler can close down thenot scared... grin our "1984" Ruler can close down thenot scared... grin our "1984" Ruler can close down thenot scared... grin our "1984" Ruler can close down the Cosmetics Shops in a Day too... if he wanted to!  Cosmetics Shops in a Day too... if he wanted to!  Cosmetics Shops in a Day too... if he wanted to!  Cosmetics Shops in a Day too... if he wanted to! 

6666----7777----14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today...  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today...  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today...  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... 

6666----7777----14 14 14 14 ““““Edge ofEdge ofEdge ofEdge of Tomorrow, Tomorrow, Tomorrow, Tomorrow,”””” Tom Cruise's character is forced by the Neurologists SuperintendentTom Cruise's character is forced by the Neurologists SuperintendentTom Cruise's character is forced by the Neurologists SuperintendentTom Cruise's character is forced by the Neurologists Superintendent of Schools to Make the Movie " Futuristic  of Schools to Make the Movie " Futuristic  of Schools to Make the Movie " Futuristic  of Schools to Make the Movie " Futuristic 
Edge of Tomorrows" Gravity Engine...Edge of Tomorrows" Gravity Engine...Edge of Tomorrows" Gravity Engine...Edge of Tomorrows" Gravity Engine... 1,001 Gravity Engines suppressed by BP Oil + Hillary!  1,001 Gravity Engines suppressed by BP Oil + Hillary!  1,001 Gravity Engines suppressed by BP Oil + Hillary!  1,001 Gravity Engines suppressed by BP Oil + Hillary! 

6666----7777----14 "1984" Humor in the Key West Citizen's Voice Today is14 "1984" Humor in the Key West Citizen's Voice Today is14 "1984" Humor in the Key West Citizen's Voice Today is14 "1984" Humor in the Key West Citizen's Voice Today is this  this  this  this ---- """"We don't have rulers or an elite political class. We haveWe don't have rulers or an elite political class. We haveWe don't have rulers or an elite political class. We haveWe don't have rulers or an elite political class. We have
representatives and when those individuals stop acting in the best interest ofrepresentatives and when those individuals stop acting in the best interest ofrepresentatives and when those individuals stop acting in the best interest ofrepresentatives and when those individuals stop acting in the best interest of the taxpayers but in their own interest, they need to be...  the taxpayers but in their own interest, they need to be...  the taxpayers but in their own interest, they need to be...  the taxpayers but in their own interest, they need to be... 
Futuristic HolocaustFuturistic HolocaustFuturistic HolocaustFuturistic Holocaust II Trial in Key West for Poison Gas Exhaust, kids with cancer at Saint Jude will II Trial in Key West for Poison Gas Exhaust, kids with cancer at Saint Jude will II Trial in Key West for Poison Gas Exhaust, kids with cancer at Saint Jude will II Trial in Key West for Poison Gas Exhaust, kids with cancer at Saint Jude will fly into key west to testify against  fly into key west to testify against  fly into key west to testify against  fly into key west to testify against 
Mandy Miles + Mayor Cates! Mandy Miles + Mayor Cates! Mandy Miles + Mayor Cates! Mandy Miles + Mayor Cates! 

6666----7777----14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Dr + modernizing for the Futuristic Dr + modernizing for the Futuristic Dr + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... ones today... ones today... ones today... 

6666----7777----14 Jew Con Men Own14 Jew Con Men Own14 Jew Con Men Own14 Jew Con Men Own the Cosmetic Cream Shops on Duval, Women need to email "George Orwell" as he can the Cosmetic Cream Shops on Duval, Women need to email "George Orwell" as he can the Cosmetic Cream Shops on Duval, Women need to email "George Orwell" as he can the Cosmetic Cream Shops on Duval, Women need to email "George Orwell" as he can order this Jew to stop the  order this Jew to stop the  order this Jew to stop the  order this Jew to stop the 
biggest SCAM in Key West Today if he wants to as hebiggest SCAM in Key West Today if he wants to as hebiggest SCAM in Key West Today if he wants to as hebiggest SCAM in Key West Today if he wants to as he is  is  is  is ---------------- A ruler! A elite political class. "1984"  A ruler! A elite political class. "1984"  A ruler! A elite political class. "1984"  A ruler! A elite political class. "1984" ------------------------ New rules for 'cosmetic New rules for 'cosmetic New rules for 'cosmetic New rules for 'cosmetic cream'  cream'  cream'  cream' 
shops Law will end aggressive tactics, hounding of public on Duval...BYshops Law will end aggressive tactics, hounding of public on Duval...BYshops Law will end aggressive tactics, hounding of public on Duval...BYshops Law will end aggressive tactics, hounding of public on Duval...BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com Elizabeth  GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com Elizabeth  GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com Elizabeth  GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com Elizabeth 
Kerns of Key West is noKerns of Key West is noKerns of Key West is noKerns of Key West is no fan of the sales people on Duval Street who hawk the sky fan of the sales people on Duval Street who hawk the sky fan of the sales people on Duval Street who hawk the sky fan of the sales people on Duval Street who hawk the sky----highhighhighhigh----priced skin creamspriced skin creamspriced skin creamspriced skin creams promised to deliver miracles.  promised to deliver miracles.  promised to deliver miracles.  promised to deliver miracles. 
"'Hey, where you from? What's your name? Come"'Hey, where you from? What's your name? Come"'Hey, where you from? What's your name? Come"'Hey, where you from? What's your name? Come inside,'" men standing on the sidewalk will call out to women walking past, inside,'" men standing on the sidewalk will call out to women walking past, inside,'" men standing on the sidewalk will call out to women walking past, inside,'" men standing on the sidewalk will call out to women walking past, Kerns told  Kerns told  Kerns told  Kerns told 
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city commissioners Tuesday night before they unanimously approved newcity commissioners Tuesday night before they unanimously approved newcity commissioners Tuesday night before they unanimously approved newcity commissioners Tuesday night before they unanimously approved new regulations on the local cosmetic...  regulations on the local cosmetic...  regulations on the local cosmetic...  regulations on the local cosmetic... 

6666----7777----14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... The New Yorker writes  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... The New Yorker writes  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... The New Yorker writes  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... The New Yorker writes 
"The"The"The"The Countries Where Polio Refuses to Die" Sarah Stillman. Sarah didn't put that Countries Where Polio Refuses to Die" Sarah Stillman. Sarah didn't put that Countries Where Polio Refuses to Die" Sarah Stillman. Sarah didn't put that Countries Where Polio Refuses to Die" Sarah Stillman. Sarah didn't put that everyone has orders from our Elite Ruler of this "1984"  everyone has orders from our Elite Ruler of this "1984"  everyone has orders from our Elite Ruler of this "1984"  everyone has orders from our Elite Ruler of this "1984" 
Society to advanceSociety to advanceSociety to advanceSociety to advance Drones, Super Carriers, Homeland Security, Not Polio, + Medical Schools in every Drones, Super Carriers, Homeland Security, Not Polio, + Medical Schools in every Drones, Super Carriers, Homeland Security, Not Polio, + Medical Schools in every Drones, Super Carriers, Homeland Security, Not Polio, + Medical Schools in every Country on Earth. Sara writing The  Country on Earth. Sara writing The  Country on Earth. Sara writing The  Country on Earth. Sara writing The 
Countries Were Yale Key West Medical SchoolsCountries Were Yale Key West Medical SchoolsCountries Were Yale Key West Medical SchoolsCountries Were Yale Key West Medical Schools were Not Built in 2014" Greg + MD Wives will write this for the NY Times! were Not Built in 2014" Greg + MD Wives will write this for the NY Times! were Not Built in 2014" Greg + MD Wives will write this for the NY Times! were Not Built in 2014" Greg + MD Wives will write this for the NY Times!

6666----7777----14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Feds say no end in  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Feds say no end in  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Feds say no end in  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Feds say no end in 
sight forsight forsight forsight for policy of 'dumping' illegal immigrants in... The Movie "The Immigrants" is policy of 'dumping' illegal immigrants in... The Movie "The Immigrants" is policy of 'dumping' illegal immigrants in... The Movie "The Immigrants" is policy of 'dumping' illegal immigrants in... The Movie "The Immigrants" is playing in Key West at the Tropic Cinema  playing in Key West at the Tropic Cinema  playing in Key West at the Tropic Cinema  playing in Key West at the Tropic Cinema ---- Greg +  Greg +  Greg +  Greg + 
Wives will make a Movie TitledWives will make a Movie TitledWives will make a Movie TitledWives will make a Movie Titled "The Inventors" say the least this will advance SWF's! To become MD and "The Inventors" say the least this will advance SWF's! To become MD and "The Inventors" say the least this will advance SWF's! To become MD and "The Inventors" say the least this will advance SWF's! To become MD and Inventors! Gregs pet project to  Inventors! Gregs pet project to  Inventors! Gregs pet project to  Inventors! Gregs pet project to 
make as many Young SWF's into MD's as possible,make as many Young SWF's into MD's as possible,make as many Young SWF's into MD's as possible,make as many Young SWF's into MD's as possible, 1 million, like Dr Susan Love and her web page with an Army of 1 Million Women 1 million, like Dr Susan Love and her web page with an Army of 1 Million Women 1 million, like Dr Susan Love and her web page with an Army of 1 Million Women 1 million, like Dr Susan Love and her web page with an Army of 1 Million Women
Strong and Dr Susan Love does not want an to become MD women. Greg wants toStrong and Dr Susan Love does not want an to become MD women. Greg wants toStrong and Dr Susan Love does not want an to become MD women. Greg wants toStrong and Dr Susan Love does not want an to become MD women. Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD  influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD  influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD  influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming Futuristic MD 
women! Key West Futuristicwomen! Key West Futuristicwomen! Key West Futuristicwomen! Key West Futuristic Woman Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West! She is reading this Woman Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West! She is reading this Woman Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West! She is reading this Woman Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West! She is reading this web page today.  web page today.  web page today.  web page today. 

6666----7777----14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Invent a Futuristic  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Invent a Futuristic  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Invent a Futuristic  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... Invent a Futuristic ------------
---- ignition switch of a 2005 Chevrolet Cobalt in Alexandria, Va. The ignition ignition switch of a 2005 Chevrolet Cobalt in Alexandria, Va. The ignition ignition switch of a 2005 Chevrolet Cobalt in Alexandria, Va. The ignition ignition switch of a 2005 Chevrolet Cobalt in Alexandria, Va. The ignition switch on the Cobalt and other small cars was so poorly  switch on the Cobalt and other small cars was so poorly  switch on the Cobalt and other small cars was so poorly  switch on the Cobalt and other small cars was so poorly 
designed that it easilydesigned that it easilydesigned that it easilydesigned that it easily slipped out of the run position, causing engines to stall.  slipped out of the run position, causing engines to stall.  slipped out of the run position, causing engines to stall.  slipped out of the run position, causing engines to stall. 

6666----7777----14141414 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... President Eisenhower  Futuristic Drones today... President Eisenhower  Futuristic Drones today... President Eisenhower  Futuristic Drones today... President Eisenhower 
himself had a heart attack inhimself had a heart attack inhimself had a heart attack inhimself had a heart attack in 1955. Cardiac Arrest in a Futuristic Age that upgrades not Drones but No Cardiac 1955. Cardiac Arrest in a Futuristic Age that upgrades not Drones but No Cardiac 1955. Cardiac Arrest in a Futuristic Age that upgrades not Drones but No Cardiac 1955. Cardiac Arrest in a Futuristic Age that upgrades not Drones but No Cardiac Arrest in the USA like  Arrest in the USA like  Arrest in the USA like  Arrest in the USA like 
Polio! SWF's who become MD will do this! Advancement ofPolio! SWF's who become MD will do this! Advancement ofPolio! SWF's who become MD will do this! Advancement ofPolio! SWF's who become MD will do this! Advancement of Drones was ordered by a NUMB NUTS Kerry, McCain Elite Ruler hiding behind  Drones was ordered by a NUMB NUTS Kerry, McCain Elite Ruler hiding behind  Drones was ordered by a NUMB NUTS Kerry, McCain Elite Ruler hiding behind  Drones was ordered by a NUMB NUTS Kerry, McCain Elite Ruler hiding behind 
"1984""1984""1984""1984" hidden cameras.  hidden cameras.  hidden cameras.  hidden cameras. 

6666----7777----14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements14 Drones... China, USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today...  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today...  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today...  + modernizing for the Futuristic Drones today... 

6666----7777----14 Amazing Yale Key14 Amazing Yale Key14 Amazing Yale Key14 Amazing Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it will have 1,001 Futuristic iApps nothing West Futuristic Medical School, as it will have 1,001 Futuristic iApps nothing West Futuristic Medical School, as it will have 1,001 Futuristic iApps nothing West Futuristic Medical School, as it will have 1,001 Futuristic iApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda  from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda  from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda  from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda 
Gates, this will advance Med School into the StarGates, this will advance Med School into the StarGates, this will advance Med School into the StarGates, this will advance Med School into the Star Travel Futuristic Era with the Gravity Engine. Drones that killed a million Travel Futuristic Era with the Gravity Engine. Drones that killed a million Travel Futuristic Era with the Gravity Engine. Drones that killed a million Travel Futuristic Era with the Gravity Engine. Drones that killed a million women +  women +  women +  women + 
Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Kids used Win 8.1 fix! 

6666----7777----14 Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it14 Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it14 Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it14 Yale Key West Futuristic Medical School, as it

will have 1,001 Futuristic iApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates,will have 1,001 Futuristic iApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates,will have 1,001 Futuristic iApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates,will have 1,001 Futuristic iApps nothing from Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates, this will advance Med School into the Star Travel  this will advance Med School into the Star Travel  this will advance Med School into the Star Travel  this will advance Med School into the Star Travel 
Futuristic Era with theFuturistic Era with theFuturistic Era with theFuturistic Era with the Gravity Engine. Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Greg Gravity Engine. Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Greg Gravity Engine. Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Greg Gravity Engine. Drones that killed a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Greg flew into Key West with $777  flew into Key West with $777  flew into Key West with $777  flew into Key West with $777 
Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School onTrillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School onTrillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School onTrillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 3 3 3----4444----2011. Amazing MD Coup! 2011. Amazing MD Coup! 2011. Amazing MD Coup! 2011. Amazing MD Coup! 

6666----6666----14 Chinese military spending exceeds $14514 Chinese military spending exceeds $14514 Chinese military spending exceeds $14514 Chinese military spending exceeds $145 billion, drones advanced: U.S. By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters)  billion, drones advanced: U.S. By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters)  billion, drones advanced: U.S. By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters)  billion, drones advanced: U.S. By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters) ---- ChineseChineseChineseChinese
military spending exceeded $145 billion last year as it advanced a programmilitary spending exceeded $145 billion last year as it advanced a programmilitary spending exceeded $145 billion last year as it advanced a programmilitary spending exceeded $145 billion last year as it advanced a program modernizing. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the  modernizing. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the  modernizing. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the  modernizing. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the 
summer of 2014... Pentagonsummer of 2014... Pentagonsummer of 2014... Pentagonsummer of 2014... Pentagon War Crimes agaist Children to say the least... ElectricWindmillFord Escort with War Crimes agaist Children to say the least... ElectricWindmillFord Escort with War Crimes agaist Children to say the least... ElectricWindmillFord Escort with War Crimes agaist Children to say the least... ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/C 24/7 Greg + Wives  A/C 24/7 Greg + Wives  A/C 24/7 Greg + Wives  A/C 24/7 Greg + Wives 
Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 in the SummerBrainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 in the SummerBrainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 in the SummerBrainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 in the Summer of 2014 too.  of 2014 too.  of 2014 too.  of 2014 too. 
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6666----6666----14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page... $777 Trillion dollars for your thoughts about what Aliens could be out page... $777 Trillion dollars for your thoughts about what Aliens could be out page... $777 Trillion dollars for your thoughts about what Aliens could be out page... $777 Trillion dollars for your thoughts about what Aliens could be out
there in the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Space atthere in the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Space atthere in the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Space atthere in the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Space at millions of miles per hour!  millions of miles per hour!  millions of miles per hour!  millions of miles per hour! 

6666----6666----14 NY Times Front page... D14 NY Times Front page... D14 NY Times Front page... D14 NY Times Front page... D----DayDayDayDay anniversary: 'World anniversary: 'World anniversary: 'World anniversary: 'World----changing' day remembered changing' day remembered changing' day remembered changing' day remembered ---- """"Real World Changing Day isReal World Changing Day isReal World Changing Day isReal World Changing Day is Aliens Discovered  Aliens Discovered  Aliens Discovered  Aliens Discovered 
or An Alien Invasion!" or An Alien Invasion!" or An Alien Invasion!" or An Alien Invasion!" 

6666----6666----14 14 14 14 ““““Edge of Tomorrow,Edge of Tomorrow,Edge of Tomorrow,Edge of Tomorrow,”””” Tom Cruise's character is forcedTom Cruise's character is forcedTom Cruise's character is forcedTom Cruise's character is forced to repeat the same day over and over again. The day resets at the same  to repeat the same day over and over again. The day resets at the same  to repeat the same day over and over again. The day resets at the same  to repeat the same day over and over again. The day resets at the same 
startingstartingstartingstarting point when he dies, and it happens often: he's an untrained soldier dropped in point when he dies, and it happens often: he's an untrained soldier dropped in point when he dies, and it happens often: he's an untrained soldier dropped in point when he dies, and it happens often: he's an untrained soldier dropped in the middle of a war with alien marauders.  the middle of a war with alien marauders.  the middle of a war with alien marauders.  the middle of a war with alien marauders. 

6666----6666----14 Hillary Clinton wanted to arm Syrian rebels, memoir14 Hillary Clinton wanted to arm Syrian rebels, memoir14 Hillary Clinton wanted to arm Syrian rebels, memoir14 Hillary Clinton wanted to arm Syrian rebels, memoir reveals when Aliens are on their way to Earth, Discovered or an all out  reveals when Aliens are on their way to Earth, Discovered or an all out  reveals when Aliens are on their way to Earth, Discovered or an all out  reveals when Aliens are on their way to Earth, Discovered or an all out 
AlienAlienAlienAlien Invasion! "Hillary will Nuke... North Korea" By CHOE SANG Invasion! "Hillary will Nuke... North Korea" By CHOE SANG Invasion! "Hillary will Nuke... North Korea" By CHOE SANG Invasion! "Hillary will Nuke... North Korea" By CHOE SANG----HUN HUN HUN HUN 

6666----6666----14 10014 10014 10014 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars this summer and Obama will play Basketball in A/C kids will die left in Hot Cars this summer and Obama will play Basketball in A/C kids will die left in Hot Cars this summer and Obama will play Basketball in A/C kids will die left in Hot Cars this summer and Obama will play Basketball in A/C courts! Air Conditioning Breaks During  courts! Air Conditioning Breaks During  courts! Air Conditioning Breaks During  courts! Air Conditioning Breaks During 
Game 1 Of The NBA Finals, Game PlayedGame 1 Of The NBA Finals, Game PlayedGame 1 Of The NBA Finals, Game PlayedGame 1 Of The NBA Finals, Game Played In... Hell.  In... Hell.  In... Hell.  In... Hell. 

6666----6666----14 1 trillion cans of NASA made H @ 14 1 trillion cans of NASA made H @ 14 1 trillion cans of NASA made H @ 14 1 trillion cans of NASA made H @ ----254 C will be254 C will be254 C will be254 C will be payback for VIP A/C Basketball courts. Court to put Obama on trial for leaving payback for VIP A/C Basketball courts. Court to put Obama on trial for leaving payback for VIP A/C Basketball courts. Court to put Obama on trial for leaving payback for VIP A/C Basketball courts. Court to put Obama on trial for leaving
100 kids in hot cars to die by not leaking that the ElectricWindmillFord Escort100 kids in hot cars to die by not leaking that the ElectricWindmillFord Escort100 kids in hot cars to die by not leaking that the ElectricWindmillFord Escort100 kids in hot cars to die by not leaking that the ElectricWindmillFord Escort has A/C 24/7 just like his home and court!  has A/C 24/7 just like his home and court!  has A/C 24/7 just like his home and court!  has A/C 24/7 just like his home and court! 

6666----6666----14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West,14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West,14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West,14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West, NOT... Mark Porter who just got his own report card. Bush at Yale could do  NOT... Mark Porter who just got his own report card. Bush at Yale could do  NOT... Mark Porter who just got his own report card. Bush at Yale could do  NOT... Mark Porter who just got his own report card. Bush at Yale could do 
thisthisthisthis math and count the number of "Doctors" from the Schools in Key West as the most math and count the number of "Doctors" from the Schools in Key West as the most math and count the number of "Doctors" from the Schools in Key West as the most math and count the number of "Doctors" from the Schools in Key West as the most of any city in the USA. Key West the "Richest" city  of any city in the USA. Key West the "Richest" city  of any city in the USA. Key West the "Richest" city  of any city in the USA. Key West the "Richest" city 
in the USA title again!in the USA title again!in the USA title again!in the USA title again!

6666----6666----14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front page when Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters  page when Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters  page when Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters  page when Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters 
lift thelift thelift thelift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital.  Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital.  Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital.  Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital. 

6666----6666----14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front page...  Newspapers Front page...  Newspapers Front page...  Newspapers Front page... 

6666----6666----14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page... D Front page... D Front page... D Front page... D----Day anniversary: 'WorldDay anniversary: 'WorldDay anniversary: 'WorldDay anniversary: 'World----changing' day remembered changing' day remembered changing' day remembered changing' day remembered ---- """"Real WorldReal WorldReal WorldReal World
Changing Day is Aliens Discovered or An Alien Invasion!" Changing Day is Aliens Discovered or An Alien Invasion!" Changing Day is Aliens Discovered or An Alien Invasion!" Changing Day is Aliens Discovered or An Alien Invasion!" 

6666----6666----14 Neurologists Professors for the K14 Neurologists Professors for the K14 Neurologists Professors for the K14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizeney West Citizeney West Citizeney West Citizen Newspapers Front page... D Newspapers Front page... D Newspapers Front page... D Newspapers Front page... D----Day History Lesson: Veterans Teach Students AboutDay History Lesson: Veterans Teach Students AboutDay History Lesson: Veterans Teach Students AboutDay History Lesson: Veterans Teach Students About
World War II will lead 15 Billion People to all Out Nuclear War! JFK SuperWorld War II will lead 15 Billion People to all Out Nuclear War! JFK SuperWorld War II will lead 15 Billion People to all Out Nuclear War! JFK SuperWorld War II will lead 15 Billion People to all Out Nuclear War! JFK Super Carrier is under construction Today by Vets or Ordered a  Carrier is under construction Today by Vets or Ordered a  Carrier is under construction Today by Vets or Ordered a  Carrier is under construction Today by Vets or Ordered a 
fleet of 1,001 Superfleet of 1,001 Superfleet of 1,001 Superfleet of 1,001 Super Carriers with their Windfall Godsent $777 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues! Carriers with their Windfall Godsent $777 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues! Carriers with their Windfall Godsent $777 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues! Carriers with their Windfall Godsent $777 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues!

6666----6666----14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front14 Neurologists Professors for the Key West Citizen Newspapers Front page...  page...  page...  page... 

6666----6666----14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page... iNetflix is making sure customers know whom to blame for slow ... online  iNetflix is making sure customers know whom to blame for slow ... online  iNetflix is making sure customers know whom to blame for slow ... online  iNetflix is making sure customers know whom to blame for slow ... online 
videovideovideovideo stutters, buffers, or won't play altogether, people get irritated stutters, buffers, or won't play altogether, people get irritated stutters, buffers, or won't play altogether, people get irritated stutters, buffers, or won't play altogether, people get irritated————and Netflixand Netflixand Netflixand Netflix has started encouraging its customers to blame ...  has started encouraging its customers to blame ...  has started encouraging its customers to blame ...  has started encouraging its customers to blame ... 
Apple App Store for no iAppApple App Store for no iAppApple App Store for no iAppApple App Store for no iApp to "Capture Netflix + YouTube Videos" so you only have to down load them once! to "Capture Netflix + YouTube Videos" so you only have to down load them once! to "Capture Netflix + YouTube Videos" so you only have to down load them once! to "Capture Netflix + YouTube Videos" so you only have to down load them once! Comcast Unlimited  Comcast Unlimited  Comcast Unlimited  Comcast Unlimited 
downloads... Verizon + ATT UNLIMITED DOWNLOADS! downloads... Verizon + ATT UNLIMITED DOWNLOADS! downloads... Verizon + ATT UNLIMITED DOWNLOADS! downloads... Verizon + ATT UNLIMITED DOWNLOADS! 

6666----6666----14141414 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...  Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...  Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...  Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page... 

6666----6666----14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page...14 Neurologists Professors for the NY Times Front page... $777 Trillion dollars for your thoughts about what Aliens could be out  $777 Trillion dollars for your thoughts about what Aliens could be out  $777 Trillion dollars for your thoughts about what Aliens could be out  $777 Trillion dollars for your thoughts about what Aliens could be out 
there inthere inthere inthere in the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Space at millions the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Space at millions the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Space at millions the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Space at millions of miles per hour!  of miles per hour!  of miles per hour!  of miles per hour! 

6666----6666----14 Chinese military spending exceeds $14514 Chinese military spending exceeds $14514 Chinese military spending exceeds $14514 Chinese military spending exceeds $145 billion, drones advanced: U.S. By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters)  billion, drones advanced: U.S. By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters)  billion, drones advanced: U.S. By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters)  billion, drones advanced: U.S. By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters) ---- ChineseChineseChineseChinese
military spending exceeded $145 billion last year as it advanced a programmilitary spending exceeded $145 billion last year as it advanced a programmilitary spending exceeded $145 billion last year as it advanced a programmilitary spending exceeded $145 billion last year as it advanced a program modernizing. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the  modernizing. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the  modernizing. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the  modernizing. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the 
summer of 2014... Pentagonsummer of 2014... Pentagonsummer of 2014... Pentagonsummer of 2014... Pentagon War Crimes agaist Children to say the least... ElectricWindmillFord Escort with War Crimes agaist Children to say the least... ElectricWindmillFord Escort with War Crimes agaist Children to say the least... ElectricWindmillFord Escort with War Crimes agaist Children to say the least... ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/C 24/7 Greg + Wives  A/C 24/7 Greg + Wives  A/C 24/7 Greg + Wives  A/C 24/7 Greg + Wives 
Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 in the SummerBrainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 in the SummerBrainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 in the SummerBrainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 in the Summer of 2014 too.  of 2014 too.  of 2014 too.  of 2014 too. 

6666----6666----14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 414 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 414 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 414 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52
Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Trillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! 
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6666----6666----14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 

Neurologists... Yale Key WestNeurologists... Yale Key WestNeurologists... Yale Key WestNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as14 as14 as14 as Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with 
$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! 2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! 2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! 2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! 

6666----5555----14 Navy Key west F/A 18 Hornets VFC 111 Sun Downers14 Navy Key west F/A 18 Hornets VFC 111 Sun Downers14 Navy Key west F/A 18 Hornets VFC 111 Sun Downers14 Navy Key west F/A 18 Hornets VFC 111 Sun Downers Navy operations in the air and on land are on the rise this month as an  Navy operations in the air and on land are on the rise this month as an  Navy operations in the air and on land are on the rise this month as an  Navy operations in the air and on land are on the rise this month as an 
aircraftaircraftaircraftaircraft carrier wing is flying in this weekend, and two large ships cruise into the carrier wing is flying in this weekend, and two large ships cruise into the carrier wing is flying in this weekend, and two large ships cruise into the carrier wing is flying in this weekend, and two large ships cruise into the Conch Republic.  Conch Republic.  Conch Republic.  Conch Republic. 

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift14 Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift14 Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift14 Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Helicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Helicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Helicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital. Navy  Hospital. Navy  Hospital. Navy  Hospital. Navy 
since Greg flew into Key West on 3since Greg flew into Key West on 3since Greg flew into Key West on 3since Greg flew into Key West on 3----4444----11 built fleets of 1,00111 built fleets of 1,00111 built fleets of 1,00111 built fleets of 1,001 fighter F/A 18 Hornets VFC 111 Sun Downers and $100 million dollar "Cats"  fighter F/A 18 Hornets VFC 111 Sun Downers and $100 million dollar "Cats"  fighter F/A 18 Hornets VFC 111 Sun Downers and $100 million dollar "Cats"  fighter F/A 18 Hornets VFC 111 Sun Downers and $100 million dollar "Cats" 
one Ione Ione Ione I watched pull into the Navy pier yesterday then drive 1,001 tanks off heading to watched pull into the Navy pier yesterday then drive 1,001 tanks off heading to watched pull into the Navy pier yesterday then drive 1,001 tanks off heading to watched pull into the Navy pier yesterday then drive 1,001 tanks off heading to Duval Street Bars!  Duval Street Bars!  Duval Street Bars!  Duval Street Bars! 

6666----5555----14 GM app lets you scan a license plate, then text the14 GM app lets you scan a license plate, then text the14 GM app lets you scan a license plate, then text the14 GM app lets you scan a license plate, then text the driver...  driver...  driver...  driver... 

6666----5555----14 GM suppressed the app for Dash Cams with mic + speaker14 GM suppressed the app for Dash Cams with mic + speaker14 GM suppressed the app for Dash Cams with mic + speaker14 GM suppressed the app for Dash Cams with mic + speaker so you can talk to the driver + cop behind you with the flashing lights  so you can talk to the driver + cop behind you with the flashing lights  so you can talk to the driver + cop behind you with the flashing lights  so you can talk to the driver + cop behind you with the flashing lights 
for yourfor yourfor yourfor your emailed tickets!  emailed tickets!  emailed tickets!  emailed tickets! 
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MD Driven...MD Driven...MD Driven...MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... 

6666----5555----14 Israeli housing minister Uri Ariel has invited14 Israeli housing minister Uri Ariel has invited14 Israeli housing minister Uri Ariel has invited14 Israeli housing minister Uri Ariel has invited bids for 1,500 new homes in Jewish settlements in retaliation for a new bids for 1,500 new homes in Jewish settlements in retaliation for a new bids for 1,500 new homes in Jewish settlements in retaliation for a new bids for 1,500 new homes in Jewish settlements in retaliation for a new
Palestinian government backed by Hamas, reports said yesterday. Palestinian government backed by Hamas, reports said yesterday. Palestinian government backed by Hamas, reports said yesterday. Palestinian government backed by Hamas, reports said yesterday. 

6666----5555----14141414 Saint Jude Cancer kids retaliation to Israeli for the Poison Gas Exhaust Saint Jude Cancer kids retaliation to Israeli for the Poison Gas Exhaust Saint Jude Cancer kids retaliation to Israeli for the Poison Gas Exhaust Saint Jude Cancer kids retaliation to Israeli for the Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II will be setting the gasoline in Hell on fire...  Holocaust II will be setting the gasoline in Hell on fire...  Holocaust II will be setting the gasoline in Hell on fire...  Holocaust II will be setting the gasoline in Hell on fire... 
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housing minister Uri Ariel has invited bids for 1,500 newhousing minister Uri Ariel has invited bids for 1,500 newhousing minister Uri Ariel has invited bids for 1,500 newhousing minister Uri Ariel has invited bids for 1,500 new homes in Jewish settlements in retaliation for a new Palestinian government homes in Jewish settlements in retaliation for a new Palestinian government homes in Jewish settlements in retaliation for a new Palestinian government homes in Jewish settlements in retaliation for a new Palestinian government
backed by Hamas, reports said yesterday. backed by Hamas, reports said yesterday. backed by Hamas, reports said yesterday. backed by Hamas, reports said yesterday. 
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Surprisingly Strong Magnetic Fields Challenge Black Holes'Surprisingly Strong Magnetic Fields Challenge Black Holes'Surprisingly Strong Magnetic Fields Challenge Black Holes'Surprisingly Strong Magnetic Fields Challenge Black Holes'

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West Hospitals... MRI machines found in14 Yale Key West Hospitals... MRI machines found in14 Yale Key West Hospitals... MRI machines found in14 Yale Key West Hospitals... MRI machines found in hospitals hospitals hospitals hospitals--------roughly 10,000 times greater than the field of the Earth itself.roughly 10,000 times greater than the field of the Earth itself.roughly 10,000 times greater than the field of the Earth itself.roughly 10,000 times greater than the field of the Earth itself.

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West Hospitals Analysis of radio waves from black holes14 Yale Key West Hospitals Analysis of radio waves from black holes14 Yale Key West Hospitals Analysis of radio waves from black holes14 Yale Key West Hospitals Analysis of radio waves from black holes shows long shows long shows long shows long----neglected magnetic fields have an unexpected neglected magnetic fields have an unexpected neglected magnetic fields have an unexpected neglected magnetic fields have an unexpected 
presence. presence. presence. presence. 

6666----5555----14141414 Yale Yale Yale Yale Key West Hospitals A new study of super massive black holes at the centers Key West Hospitals A new study of super massive black holes at the centers Key West Hospitals A new study of super massive black holes at the centers Key West Hospitals A new study of super massive black holes at the centers of galaxies has found magnetic fields play an  of galaxies has found magnetic fields play an  of galaxies has found magnetic fields play an  of galaxies has found magnetic fields play an 
impressive role in the systems'impressive role in the systems'impressive role in the systems'impressive role in the systems' dynamics. In fact, in dozens of black holes surveyed, the magnetic field dynamics. In fact, in dozens of black holes surveyed, the magnetic field dynamics. In fact, in dozens of black holes surveyed, the magnetic field dynamics. In fact, in dozens of black holes surveyed, the magnetic field strength matched the force  strength matched the force  strength matched the force  strength matched the force 
produced by the black holes' powerful gravitationalproduced by the black holes' powerful gravitationalproduced by the black holes' powerful gravitationalproduced by the black holes' powerful gravitational pull, says a team of scientists from the U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence pull, says a team of scientists from the U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence pull, says a team of scientists from the U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence pull, says a team of scientists from the U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and Max Planck Institute for RadioBerkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and Max Planck Institute for RadioBerkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and Max Planck Institute for RadioBerkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) and Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy (MPIfR) in Bonn, Germany. The findings  Astronomy (MPIfR) in Bonn, Germany. The findings  Astronomy (MPIfR) in Bonn, Germany. The findings  Astronomy (MPIfR) in Bonn, Germany. The findings 
are published in this week'sare published in this week'sare published in this week'sare published in this week's issue of Nature.  issue of Nature.  issue of Nature.  issue of Nature. 

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West Hospitals "This paper for the14 Yale Key West Hospitals "This paper for the14 Yale Key West Hospitals "This paper for the14 Yale Key West Hospitals "This paper for the first time systematically measures the strength of magnetic fields near black first time systematically measures the strength of magnetic fields near black first time systematically measures the strength of magnetic fields near black first time systematically measures the strength of magnetic fields near black holes,"  holes,"  holes,"  holes," 
says Alexander Tchekhovskoy, the Berkeley Lab researcher who helpedsays Alexander Tchekhovskoy, the Berkeley Lab researcher who helpedsays Alexander Tchekhovskoy, the Berkeley Lab researcher who helpedsays Alexander Tchekhovskoy, the Berkeley Lab researcher who helped interpret the observational data within the context of existing  interpret the observational data within the context of existing  interpret the observational data within the context of existing  interpret the observational data within the context of existing 
computationalcomputationalcomputationalcomputational models. "This is important because we had no idea, and now we have evidence from models. "This is important because we had no idea, and now we have evidence from models. "This is important because we had no idea, and now we have evidence from models. "This is important because we had no idea, and now we have evidence from not just one, not just two, but from  not just one, not just two, but from  not just one, not just two, but from  not just one, not just two, but from 
76 black holes." 76 black holes." 76 black holes." 76 black holes." 

6666----5555----14 Yale Key14 Yale Key14 Yale Key14 Yale Key West Hospitals Previously, Tchekhovskoy, who is also a postdoctoral fellow at West Hospitals Previously, Tchekhovskoy, who is also a postdoctoral fellow at West Hospitals Previously, Tchekhovskoy, who is also a postdoctoral fellow at West Hospitals Previously, Tchekhovskoy, who is also a postdoctoral fellow at the University of California, Berkeley, had  the University of California, Berkeley, had  the University of California, Berkeley, had  the University of California, Berkeley, had 
developed computational models ofdeveloped computational models ofdeveloped computational models ofdeveloped computational models of black holes that included magnetic fields. His models suggested a black hole black holes that included magnetic fields. His models suggested a black hole black holes that included magnetic fields. His models suggested a black hole black holes that included magnetic fields. His models suggested a black hole could sustain a  could sustain a  could sustain a  could sustain a 
magnetic field that was as strong as its gravity, but there wasmagnetic field that was as strong as its gravity, but there wasmagnetic field that was as strong as its gravity, but there wasmagnetic field that was as strong as its gravity, but there was not yet observational evidence to support this prediction. With the two  not yet observational evidence to support this prediction. With the two  not yet observational evidence to support this prediction. With the two  not yet observational evidence to support this prediction. With the two 
forcesforcesforcesforces balancing out, a cloud of gas caught on top of the magnetic field would be balancing out, a cloud of gas caught on top of the magnetic field would be balancing out, a cloud of gas caught on top of the magnetic field would be balancing out, a cloud of gas caught on top of the magnetic field would be spared the pull of gravity and instead levitate in  spared the pull of gravity and instead levitate in  spared the pull of gravity and instead levitate in  spared the pull of gravity and instead levitate in 
place. place. place. place. 

6666----5555----14 Yale14 Yale14 Yale14 Yale Key West Hospitals The magnetic field strength was confirmed by evidence from Key West Hospitals The magnetic field strength was confirmed by evidence from Key West Hospitals The magnetic field strength was confirmed by evidence from Key West Hospitals The magnetic field strength was confirmed by evidence from jets of gas that shoot away from  jets of gas that shoot away from  jets of gas that shoot away from  jets of gas that shoot away from 
supermassive black holes. Formed by magneticsupermassive black holes. Formed by magneticsupermassive black holes. Formed by magneticsupermassive black holes. Formed by magnetic fields, these jets produce a radio emission. "We realized that the radio fields, these jets produce a radio emission. "We realized that the radio fields, these jets produce a radio emission. "We realized that the radio fields, these jets produce a radio emission. "We realized that the radio emission from  emission from  emission from  emission from 
black holes' jets can be used to measure the magnetic fieldblack holes' jets can be used to measure the magnetic fieldblack holes' jets can be used to measure the magnetic fieldblack holes' jets can be used to measure the magnetic field strength near the black hold itself," says Mohammad Zamaninasab, the  strength near the black hold itself," says Mohammad Zamaninasab, the  strength near the black hold itself," says Mohammad Zamaninasab, the  strength near the black hold itself," says Mohammad Zamaninasab, the 
lead authorlead authorlead authorlead author of the study, who did the work while at MPIfR.  of the study, who did the work while at MPIfR.  of the study, who did the work while at MPIfR.  of the study, who did the work while at MPIfR. 
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6666----5555----14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West Hospitals Other research teams had previously collected radio Hospitals Other research teams had previously collected radio Hospitals Other research teams had previously collected radio Hospitals Other research teams had previously collected radio----emission data fromemission data fromemission data fromemission data from "radio "radio "radio "radio----loud" galaxies using the loud" galaxies using the loud" galaxies using the loud" galaxies using the 
Very Long Baseline Array, a vast network ofVery Long Baseline Array, a vast network ofVery Long Baseline Array, a vast network ofVery Long Baseline Array, a vast network of radio telescopes in the United States. The researchers analyzed this radio telescopes in the United States. The researchers analyzed this radio telescopes in the United States. The researchers analyzed this radio telescopes in the United States. The researchers analyzed this pre pre pre pre----existing data to existing data to existing data to existing data to 
create radiocreate radiocreate radiocreate radio----emission maps at different wavelengths. Shiftsemission maps at different wavelengths. Shiftsemission maps at different wavelengths. Shiftsemission maps at different wavelengths. Shifts in jet features between different maps let them calculate the field strength in jet features between different maps let them calculate the field strength in jet features between different maps let them calculate the field strength in jet features between different maps let them calculate the field strength
near the black hole. near the black hole. near the black hole. near the black hole. 

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West Hospitals Based on the14 Yale Key West Hospitals Based on the14 Yale Key West Hospitals Based on the14 Yale Key West Hospitals Based on the results, the team found not only that the measured magnetic fields can be as results, the team found not only that the measured magnetic fields can be as results, the team found not only that the measured magnetic fields can be as results, the team found not only that the measured magnetic fields can be as strong as a  strong as a  strong as a  strong as a 
black hole's gravity, but that they are also comparable in strengthblack hole's gravity, but that they are also comparable in strengthblack hole's gravity, but that they are also comparable in strengthblack hole's gravity, but that they are also comparable in strength to those produced inside MRI machines found in hospitals to those produced inside MRI machines found in hospitals to those produced inside MRI machines found in hospitals to those produced inside MRI machines found in hospitals--------roughly roughly roughly roughly 
10,000 times10,000 times10,000 times10,000 times greater than the field of the Earth itself.  greater than the field of the Earth itself.  greater than the field of the Earth itself.  greater than the field of the Earth itself. 

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West Hospitals  Hospitals  Hospitals  Hospitals 

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West Hospitals 14 Yale Key West Hospitals 14 Yale Key West Hospitals 14 Yale Key West Hospitals 

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West14 Yale Key West Hospitals  Hospitals  Hospitals  Hospitals 

6666----5555----14 Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters14 Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters14 Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters14 Yale Key West Hospitals 1,001 Heavy Lift Helicopters that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital. that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital. that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital. that can lift the Ambulance out of the Accident area to the Hospital.

MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... MD Driven... 

6666----4444----14 All City of Key West14 All City of Key West14 All City of Key West14 All City of Key West leaders favor in leaders favor in leaders favor in leaders favor in----house EMS. Key West Citizen house EMS. Key West Citizen house EMS. Key West Citizen house EMS. Key West Citizen ---- Wednesday, June 4, 2014 Lifestar Wednesday, June 4, 2014 Lifestar Wednesday, June 4, 2014 Lifestar Wednesday, June 4, 2014 Lifestar Response of Alabama hired  Response of Alabama hired  Response of Alabama hired  Response of Alabama hired 
the EMS's... the EMS's... the EMS's... the EMS's... 

6666----4444----14 Greg favors MD's as EMS's14 Greg favors MD's as EMS's14 Greg favors MD's as EMS's14 Greg favors MD's as EMS's with the usual Ambulance and Newer Futuristic Heavy Lift Helicopters that can with the usual Ambulance and Newer Futuristic Heavy Lift Helicopters that can with the usual Ambulance and Newer Futuristic Heavy Lift Helicopters that can with the usual Ambulance and Newer Futuristic Heavy Lift Helicopters that can lift the crash victim  lift the crash victim  lift the crash victim  lift the crash victim 
and Ambulance to the Yale Key West Medical School.and Ambulance to the Yale Key West Medical School.and Ambulance to the Yale Key West Medical School.and Ambulance to the Yale Key West Medical School.

6666----4444----14 New Instrument Unveils Stellar Dust Ring & Titan Moon in14 New Instrument Unveils Stellar Dust Ring & Titan Moon in14 New Instrument Unveils Stellar Dust Ring & Titan Moon in14 New Instrument Unveils Stellar Dust Ring & Titan Moon in Polarized Light...  Polarized Light...  Polarized Light...  Polarized Light... 

6666----4444----14 New Yale Key West Medical School will14 New Yale Key West Medical School will14 New Yale Key West Medical School will14 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated 

6666----4444----14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West Medical School will not get its Electricity from Keys Power! And Yale Med School Medical School will not get its Electricity from Keys Power! And Yale Med School Medical School will not get its Electricity from Keys Power! And Yale Med School Medical School will not get its Electricity from Keys Power! And Yale Med School will have drinking water via  will have drinking water via  will have drinking water via  will have drinking water via 
Medical Professors latest drinking waterMedical Professors latest drinking waterMedical Professors latest drinking waterMedical Professors latest drinking water inventions!  inventions!  inventions!  inventions! 

6666----4444----14 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New14 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New14 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New14 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated... norovirus outbreaks on cruise ships often Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated... norovirus outbreaks on cruise ships often Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated... norovirus outbreaks on cruise ships often Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated... norovirus outbreaks on cruise ships often
make the news, most of the outbreaks of foodborne illness from the virus getmake the news, most of the outbreaks of foodborne illness from the virus getmake the news, most of the outbreaks of foodborne illness from the virus getmake the news, most of the outbreaks of foodborne illness from the virus get started in restaurants, according to a new report from the  started in restaurants, according to a new report from the  started in restaurants, according to a new report from the  started in restaurants, according to a new report from the 
Centers for DiseaseCenters for DiseaseCenters for DiseaseCenters for Disease Control and Prevention.  Control and Prevention.  Control and Prevention.  Control and Prevention. 

"Chef" I went to the Movie at the Tropic Cinema"Chef" I went to the Movie at the Tropic Cinema"Chef" I went to the Movie at the Tropic Cinema"Chef" I went to the Movie at the Tropic Cinema last night, Today's internet news is... Food Handlers Cause Most Food last night, Today's internet news is... Food Handlers Cause Most Food last night, Today's internet news is... Food Handlers Cause Most Food last night, Today's internet news is... Food Handlers Cause Most Food----PoisoningPoisoningPoisoningPoisoning Cases!  Cases!  Cases!  Cases! 
"Chef" never addressed, commented on Food Poisoning! Chance to save 10K"Chef" never addressed, commented on Food Poisoning! Chance to save 10K"Chef" never addressed, commented on Food Poisoning! Chance to save 10K"Chef" never addressed, commented on Food Poisoning! Chance to save 10K SWF's from being sick as hell and Top Brass let her think it's  SWF's from being sick as hell and Top Brass let her think it's  SWF's from being sick as hell and Top Brass let her think it's  SWF's from being sick as hell and Top Brass let her think it's 
"All Safe" to"All Safe" to"All Safe" to"All Safe" to eat! Women MD George Orwell would find then $1 Trillion for this "Code" eat! Women MD George Orwell would find then $1 Trillion for this "Code" eat! Women MD George Orwell would find then $1 Trillion for this "Code" eat! Women MD George Orwell would find then $1 Trillion for this "Code" violation!  violation!  violation!  violation! 

June 4, 2014 (HealthDay News) June 4, 2014 (HealthDay News) June 4, 2014 (HealthDay News) June 4, 2014 (HealthDay News) -------- Norovirus, the soNorovirus, the soNorovirus, the soNorovirus, the so----calledcalledcalledcalled "cruise ship virus," is more often caused by infected restaurant workers than "cruise ship virus," is more often caused by infected restaurant workers than "cruise ship virus," is more often caused by infected restaurant workers than "cruise ship virus," is more often caused by infected restaurant workers than
outbreaks on the high seas, U.S. outbreaks on the high seas, U.S. outbreaks on the high seas, U.S. outbreaks on the high seas, U.S. 

6666----4444----14 New Yale Key West Medical School14 New Yale Key West Medical School14 New Yale Key West Medical School14 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated iPhone7s iOS 8 ups chances of will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated iPhone7s iOS 8 ups chances of will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated iPhone7s iOS 8 ups chances of will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated iPhone7s iOS 8 ups chances of recovering lost  recovering lost  recovering lost  recovering lost 
or stolen iPhone with 'Send Last Location' feature, A newor stolen iPhone with 'Send Last Location' feature, A newor stolen iPhone with 'Send Last Location' feature, A newor stolen iPhone with 'Send Last Location' feature, A new feature added to iCloud's Find My iPhone in iOS 8 passes along an iPhone or feature added to iCloud's Find My iPhone in iOS 8 passes along an iPhone or feature added to iCloud's Find My iPhone in iOS 8 passes along an iPhone or feature added to iCloud's Find My iPhone in iOS 8 passes along an iPhone or
iPad's geolocation data to Apple just before its battery completely dies,iPad's geolocation data to Apple just before its battery completely dies,iPad's geolocation data to Apple just before its battery completely dies,iPad's geolocation data to Apple just before its battery completely dies, boosting the chances of finding the device. Medical + Med  boosting the chances of finding the device. Medical + Med  boosting the chances of finding the device. Medical + Med  boosting the chances of finding the device. Medical + Med 
Schools can use thisSchools can use thisSchools can use thisSchools can use this Send Last Location... as a invention project!  Send Last Location... as a invention project!  Send Last Location... as a invention project!  Send Last Location... as a invention project! 
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6666----4444----14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated 

6666----4444----14141414 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated invention projects jokes, Secret Service can't  sophisticated invention projects jokes, Secret Service can't  sophisticated invention projects jokes, Secret Service can't  sophisticated invention projects jokes, Secret Service can't 
take a joke. A worktake a joke. A worktake a joke. A worktake a joke. A work order was posted Monday for the development of new software tools for analyzing order was posted Monday for the development of new software tools for analyzing order was posted Monday for the development of new software tools for analyzing order was posted Monday for the development of new software tools for analyzing social media content that,  social media content that,  social media content that,  social media content that, 
among other things, is supposed to have the among other things, is supposed to have the among other things, is supposed to have the among other things, is supposed to have the ““““abilityabilityabilityability to detect sarcasm... from Cops who look at the picture below of Officer Jason, to detect sarcasm... from Cops who look at the picture below of Officer Jason, to detect sarcasm... from Cops who look at the picture below of Officer Jason, to detect sarcasm... from Cops who look at the picture below of Officer Jason, Wife,  Wife,  Wife,  Wife, 
Baby burned + died in cop car writing a ticket. Email your ticketsBaby burned + died in cop car writing a ticket. Email your ticketsBaby burned + died in cop car writing a ticket. Email your ticketsBaby burned + died in cop car writing a ticket. Email your tickets invention will happen, end of Gasoline will only happen when Secret  invention will happen, end of Gasoline will only happen when Secret  invention will happen, end of Gasoline will only happen when Secret  invention will happen, end of Gasoline will only happen when Secret 
Service TopService TopService TopService Top Brass LEAK the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort invented in 1980, Brass LEAK the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort invented in 1980, Brass LEAK the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort invented in 1980, Brass LEAK the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort invented in 1980, a Godsend $$$ for Saudi Arabia, Mecca,  a Godsend $$$ for Saudi Arabia, Mecca,  a Godsend $$$ for Saudi Arabia, Mecca,  a Godsend $$$ for Saudi Arabia, Mecca, 
Allah not cops + kids burned in fieryAllah not cops + kids burned in fieryAllah not cops + kids burned in fieryAllah not cops + kids burned in fiery crashes! Bush, Kerry, McCain, Hillary deleted suppressed all the pictures of crashes! Bush, Kerry, McCain, Hillary deleted suppressed all the pictures of crashes! Bush, Kerry, McCain, Hillary deleted suppressed all the pictures of crashes! Bush, Kerry, McCain, Hillary deleted suppressed all the pictures of Trooper Marissa  Trooper Marissa  Trooper Marissa  Trooper Marissa 
Sanders... burned in cop car writing a ticket just like OfficerSanders... burned in cop car writing a ticket just like OfficerSanders... burned in cop car writing a ticket just like OfficerSanders... burned in cop car writing a ticket just like Officer Jason. Sarcasm from Hillary... Hell is burning Gasoline!  Jason. Sarcasm from Hillary... Hell is burning Gasoline!  Jason. Sarcasm from Hillary... Hell is burning Gasoline!  Jason. Sarcasm from Hillary... Hell is burning Gasoline! 

6666----4444----14 Hillary14 Hillary14 Hillary14 Hillary the "Cop Killer" for $777 Trillion... sarcastically.  the "Cop Killer" for $777 Trillion... sarcastically.  the "Cop Killer" for $777 Trillion... sarcastically.  the "Cop Killer" for $777 Trillion... sarcastically. 

6666----4444----14 Russian14 Russian14 Russian14 Russian President Vladimir Putin waded into US politics Wednesday describing former President Vladimir Putin waded into US politics Wednesday describing former President Vladimir Putin waded into US politics Wednesday describing former President Vladimir Putin waded into US politics Wednesday describing former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton  Secretary of State Hillary Clinton  Secretary of State Hillary Clinton  Secretary of State Hillary Clinton -------- and and and and 
possible 2016 presidential candidatepossible 2016 presidential candidatepossible 2016 presidential candidatepossible 2016 presidential candidate -------- as "weak" in some sarcastic comments... as "weak" in some sarcastic comments... as "weak" in some sarcastic comments... as "weak" in some sarcastic comments... 

6666----4444----14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West14 New Yale Key West Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated  Medical School will have New Instruments... 1,001 sophisticated 

6666----4444----14141414 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52  War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52  War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52  War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 
Trillion More in BP Oil KickbacksTrillion More in BP Oil KickbacksTrillion More in BP Oil KickbacksTrillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!  in Swiss Bank Accounts!  in Swiss Bank Accounts!  in Swiss Bank Accounts! 

6666----4444----14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a

Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an EiffelNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an EiffelNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an EiffelNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Tower Structure! 6 Tower Structure! 6 Tower Structure! 6----4444----14 as Greg flew into Key West with 14 as Greg flew into Key West with 14 as Greg flew into Key West with 14 as Greg flew into Key West with 
$777 Trillion to build a$777 Trillion to build a$777 Trillion to build a$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup!2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup!2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup!2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup!

6666----4444----14 Here14 Here14 Here14 Here’’’’s a thought experiment for those of us whos a thought experiment for those of us whos a thought experiment for those of us whos a thought experiment for those of us who live in cities and spend far too much mental energy on our neighbors: Let live in cities and spend far too much mental energy on our neighbors: Let live in cities and spend far too much mental energy on our neighbors: Let live in cities and spend far too much mental energy on our neighbors: Let’’’’s says says says say
that an apartment is opening up in your building, one floor below yours, and bythat an apartment is opening up in your building, one floor below yours, and bythat an apartment is opening up in your building, one floor below yours, and bythat an apartment is opening up in your building, one floor below yours, and by some miraculous breach of the urban space some miraculous breach of the urban space some miraculous breach of the urban space some miraculous breach of the urban space----time time time time 
continuum, youcontinuum, youcontinuum, youcontinuum, you’’’’re allowed to pickre allowed to pickre allowed to pickre allowed to pick the new tenant. But, because your city the new tenant. But, because your city the new tenant. But, because your city the new tenant. But, because your city’’’’s new mayor ws new mayor ws new mayor ws new mayor wants to establish someants to establish someants to establish someants to establish some liberal cred and  liberal cred and  liberal cred and  liberal cred and 
distinguish himself from the marketdistinguish himself from the marketdistinguish himself from the marketdistinguish himself from the market----driven ruthlessness of hisdriven ruthlessness of hisdriven ruthlessness of hisdriven ruthlessness of his predecessor predecessor predecessor predecessor’’’’s reals reals reals real----estate policies, a new law stipulates that the apartment estate policies, a new law stipulates that the apartment estate policies, a new law stipulates that the apartment estate policies, a new law stipulates that the apartment 
bebebebe set aside for an artist: a dancer, a musician, a painter, a fashion designer, an set aside for an artist: a dancer, a musician, a painter, a fashion designer, an set aside for an artist: a dancer, a musician, a painter, a fashion designer, an set aside for an artist: a dancer, a musician, a painter, a fashion designer, an actor, or a writer. You actor, or a writer. You actor, or a writer. You actor, or a writer. You’’’’re all for supporting re all for supporting re all for supporting re all for supporting 
creativity, but youcreativity, but youcreativity, but youcreativity, but you’’’’re also forre also forre also forre also for your own peace and quiet. The dancer is out, as is a musician of any kind. A your own peace and quiet. The dancer is out, as is a musician of any kind. A your own peace and quiet. The dancer is out, as is a musician of any kind. A your own peace and quiet. The dancer is out, as is a musician of any kind. A painter might be nice, but  painter might be nice, but  painter might be nice, but  painter might be nice, but 
what if his work consists of shooting paint cans,what if his work consists of shooting paint cans,what if his work consists of shooting paint cans,what if his work consists of shooting paint cans, like William Burroughs, or he has noisy affairs with his models? The designer like William Burroughs, or he has noisy affairs with his models? The designer like William Burroughs, or he has noisy affairs with his models? The designer like William Burroughs, or he has noisy affairs with his models? The designer might  might  might  might 
cast sideways glances at your Birkenstocks when you cross paths by thecast sideways glances at your Birkenstocks when you cross paths by thecast sideways glances at your Birkenstocks when you cross paths by thecast sideways glances at your Birkenstocks when you cross paths by the mailboxes. Actors like to practice their lines in the mirror, plus  mailboxes. Actors like to practice their lines in the mirror, plus  mailboxes. Actors like to practice their lines in the mirror, plus  mailboxes. Actors like to practice their lines in the mirror, plus 
theretheretherethere’’’’s thes thes thes the risk of Method shenanigans.  risk of Method shenanigans.  risk of Method shenanigans.  risk of Method shenanigans. 

6666----4444----14 14 14 14 ““““Lettres à sa voisine,Lettres à sa voisine,Lettres à sa voisine,Lettres à sa voisine,”””” a book of thea book of thea book of thea book of the recently discovered cache of letters that Marcel Proust sent to his upstairsrecently discovered cache of letters that Marcel Proust sent to his upstairsrecently discovered cache of letters that Marcel Proust sent to his upstairsrecently discovered cache of letters that Marcel Proust sent to his upstairs neighbors...  neighbors...  neighbors...  neighbors... 

6666----4444----14 I read all of Proust... will get some inventions14 I read all of Proust... will get some inventions14 I read all of Proust... will get some inventions14 I read all of Proust... will get some inventions projects from all these Novels soon as the Observers let me marry many MD women, projects from all these Novels soon as the Observers let me marry many MD women, projects from all these Novels soon as the Observers let me marry many MD women, projects from all these Novels soon as the Observers let me marry many MD women,
a French Woman MD, OUI!! a French Woman MD, OUI!! a French Woman MD, OUI!! a French Woman MD, OUI!! 

So you choose the writer and go about yourSo you choose the writer and go about yourSo you choose the writer and go about yourSo you choose the writer and go about your business, blissfully unbothered. Some days pass, without a sound. Then the business, blissfully unbothered. Some days pass, without a sound. Then the business, blissfully unbothered. Some days pass, without a sound. Then the business, blissfully unbothered. Some days pass, without a sound. Then the letters start  letters start  letters start  letters start 
coming. They are winsome and solicitous and erudite, but they havecoming. They are winsome and solicitous and erudite, but they havecoming. They are winsome and solicitous and erudite, but they havecoming. They are winsome and solicitous and erudite, but they have a consistent, definite point.  a consistent, definite point.  a consistent, definite point.  a consistent, definite point. ““““Madame,Madame,Madame,Madame,”””” they begin. they begin. they begin. they begin. ““““I hope you I hope you I hope you I hope you 
wonwonwonwon’’’’t find met find met find met find me too indiscreet. There too indiscreet. There too indiscreet. There too indiscreet. There’’’’s been a lot of noise these past few days and as Is been a lot of noise these past few days and as Is been a lot of noise these past few days and as Is been a lot of noise these past few days and as I’’’’m notm notm notm not well, I well, I well, I well, I’’’’m more sensitive to it.m more sensitive to it.m more sensitive to it.m more sensitive to it.”””” “ “ “ “If the If the If the If the 
hammering must be done in the morning,hammering must be done in the morning,hammering must be done in the morning,hammering must be done in the morning, might it be done in the part of your apartment that is above my kitchen, not my might it be done in the part of your apartment that is above my kitchen, not my might it be done in the part of your apartment that is above my kitchen, not my might it be done in the part of your apartment that is above my kitchen, not my bedroom. bedroom. bedroom. bedroom.””””
““““If thereIf thereIf thereIf there’’’’s too much noise on Sunday morning I wons too much noise on Sunday morning I wons too much noise on Sunday morning I wons too much noise on Sunday morning I won’’’’t be able to gett be able to gett be able to gett be able to get out of bed until the afternoon. out of bed until the afternoon. out of bed until the afternoon. out of bed until the afternoon.”””” The problem in the building isnThe problem in the building isnThe problem in the building isnThe problem in the building isn’’’’t t t t 
him. Thehim. Thehim. Thehim. The problem is you.  problem is you.  problem is you.  problem is you. 
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In the London Review of Books a few weeks ago, Michael WoodIn the London Review of Books a few weeks ago, Michael WoodIn the London Review of Books a few weeks ago, Michael WoodIn the London Review of Books a few weeks ago, Michael Wood brought to the attention of the English brought to the attention of the English brought to the attention of the English brought to the attention of the English----speaking world speaking world speaking world speaking world ““““Lettres à sa Lettres à sa Lettres à sa Lettres à sa 
voisine,voisine,voisine,voisine,”””” aaaa book of the recently discovered cache of letters that Marcel Proust sent to his book of the recently discovered cache of letters that Marcel Proust sent to his book of the recently discovered cache of letters that Marcel Proust sent to his book of the recently discovered cache of letters that Marcel Proust sent to his upstairs neighbors at 102 Boulevard  upstairs neighbors at 102 Boulevard  upstairs neighbors at 102 Boulevard  upstairs neighbors at 102 Boulevard 
Haussmann, where he lived from late 1906Haussmann, where he lived from late 1906Haussmann, where he lived from late 1906Haussmann, where he lived from late 1906 through the spring of 1919. (The book was published in France last fall; New through the spring of 1919. (The book was published in France last fall; New through the spring of 1919. (The book was published in France last fall; New through the spring of 1919. (The book was published in France last fall; New Directions is  Directions is  Directions is  Directions is 
working on an English translation.) Proust, who lived in hisworking on an English translation.) Proust, who lived in hisworking on an English translation.) Proust, who lived in hisworking on an English translation.) Proust, who lived in his parents parents parents parents’’’’ home until after his mother died, when he came into enough home until after his mother died, when he came into enough home until after his mother died, when he came into enough home until after his mother died, when he came into enough 
money to getmoney to getmoney to getmoney to get his own place, moved into the building when he was thirty his own place, moved into the building when he was thirty his own place, moved into the building when he was thirty his own place, moved into the building when he was thirty----five. His apartmentfive. His apartmentfive. His apartmentfive. His apartment had belonged to his great had belonged to his great had belonged to his great had belonged to his great----uncle; as uncle; as uncle; as uncle; as 
Edmund White notes in his biography of theEdmund White notes in his biography of theEdmund White notes in his biography of theEdmund White notes in his biography of the writer, he had inherited a quarter of the building but foolishly let his aunt writer, he had inherited a quarter of the building but foolishly let his aunt writer, he had inherited a quarter of the building but foolishly let his aunt writer, he had inherited a quarter of the building but foolishly let his aunt buy out his  buy out his  buy out his  buy out his 
share, leaving him a renter. Proust had once been a man about town,share, leaving him a renter. Proust had once been a man about town,share, leaving him a renter. Proust had once been a man about town,share, leaving him a renter. Proust had once been a man about town, but by the time he moved to Boulevard Haussmann his terrible  but by the time he moved to Boulevard Haussmann his terrible  but by the time he moved to Boulevard Haussmann his terrible  but by the time he moved to Boulevard Haussmann his terrible 
asthma kept himasthma kept himasthma kept himasthma kept him inside. He worked in his bedroom, which he eventually soundproofed with squares inside. He worked in his bedroom, which he eventually soundproofed with squares inside. He worked in his bedroom, which he eventually soundproofed with squares inside. He worked in his bedroom, which he eventually soundproofed with squares of cork, and kept the windows  of cork, and kept the windows  of cork, and kept the windows  of cork, and kept the windows 
closed and the curtains drawn to keep out the dustclosed and the curtains drawn to keep out the dustclosed and the curtains drawn to keep out the dustclosed and the curtains drawn to keep out the dust and hubbub of the avenue below. Still, these measures weren and hubbub of the avenue below. Still, these measures weren and hubbub of the avenue below. Still, these measures weren and hubbub of the avenue below. Still, these measures weren’’’’t sufficient tot sufficient tot sufficient tot sufficient to block the  block the  block the  block the 
intrusions of Charles Williams, an American dentist who kept hisintrusions of Charles Williams, an American dentist who kept hisintrusions of Charles Williams, an American dentist who kept hisintrusions of Charles Williams, an American dentist who kept his office on the third floor, directly above Proust office on the third floor, directly above Proust office on the third floor, directly above Proust office on the third floor, directly above Proust’’’’s apartment, and Maries apartment, and Maries apartment, and Maries apartment, and Marie
Williams, who lived with her husband and son upstairs. Williams, who lived with her husband and son upstairs. Williams, who lived with her husband and son upstairs. Williams, who lived with her husband and son upstairs. 

It seems almost too perfect that Proust, the bedriddenIt seems almost too perfect that Proust, the bedriddenIt seems almost too perfect that Proust, the bedriddenIt seems almost too perfect that Proust, the bedridden invalid, would have sent notes upstairs, sometimes by messenger, sometimes invalid, would have sent notes upstairs, sometimes by messenger, sometimes invalid, would have sent notes upstairs, sometimes by messenger, sometimes invalid, would have sent notes upstairs, sometimes by messenger, sometimes
through the post, to implore the Williamses to nail shut the crates containingthrough the post, to implore the Williamses to nail shut the crates containingthrough the post, to implore the Williamses to nail shut the crates containingthrough the post, to implore the Williamses to nail shut the crates containing their summer luggage in the evening, rather than in the  their summer luggage in the evening, rather than in the  their summer luggage in the evening, rather than in the  their summer luggage in the evening, rather than in the 
morning, so that theymorning, so that theymorning, so that theymorning, so that they could be better timed around his asthma attacks. (Is there a trove somewhere of could be better timed around his asthma attacks. (Is there a trove somewhere of could be better timed around his asthma attacks. (Is there a trove somewhere of could be better timed around his asthma attacks. (Is there a trove somewhere of Baudelaire Baudelaire Baudelaire Baudelaire’’’’s letters to his s letters to his s letters to his s letters to his 
pharmacist, begging for a remedy for absinthepharmacist, begging for a remedy for absinthepharmacist, begging for a remedy for absinthepharmacist, begging for a remedy for absinthe hangovers?) But such is life in the city: things outside force their way in. As hangovers?) But such is life in the city: things outside force their way in. As hangovers?) But such is life in the city: things outside force their way in. As hangovers?) But such is life in the city: things outside force their way in. As I I I I’’’’m writing m writing m writing m writing 
this, the kid upstathis, the kid upstathis, the kid upstathis, the kid upstairs is practicing his jump shot, and I can tellirs is practicing his jump shot, and I can tellirs is practicing his jump shot, and I can tellirs is practicing his jump shot, and I can tell you what time he leaves for school in the morning, and what his mother  you what time he leaves for school in the morning, and what his mother  you what time he leaves for school in the morning, and what his mother  you what time he leaves for school in the morning, and what his mother 
yells atyells atyells atyells at him to get him out the door. I know that the little dog downstairs gets walked him to get him out the door. I know that the little dog downstairs gets walked him to get him out the door. I know that the little dog downstairs gets walked him to get him out the door. I know that the little dog downstairs gets walked at nine in the morning and at midnight. When  at nine in the morning and at midnight. When  at nine in the morning and at midnight. When  at nine in the morning and at midnight. When 
the guy in the next building overthe guy in the next building overthe guy in the next building overthe guy in the next building over pulls out his electric guitar, the vibrations shake my bed.  pulls out his electric guitar, the vibrations shake my bed.  pulls out his electric guitar, the vibrations shake my bed.  pulls out his electric guitar, the vibrations shake my bed. 

This stuff can drive you to insanity, and often does, butThis stuff can drive you to insanity, and often does, butThis stuff can drive you to insanity, and often does, butThis stuff can drive you to insanity, and often does, but Proust Proust Proust Proust’’’’s letters to the Williamses are full of wit and playful decorum, inspireds letters to the Williamses are full of wit and playful decorum, inspireds letters to the Williamses are full of wit and playful decorum, inspireds letters to the Williamses are full of wit and playful decorum, inspired
by the necessity of nagging yet hardly disgruntled in tone or spirit. Practicalby the necessity of nagging yet hardly disgruntled in tone or spirit. Practicalby the necessity of nagging yet hardly disgruntled in tone or spirit. Practicalby the necessity of nagging yet hardly disgruntled in tone or spirit. Practical requests are folded in with winning pleasantries. The  requests are folded in with winning pleasantries. The  requests are folded in with winning pleasantries. The  requests are folded in with winning pleasantries. The 
word word word word ““““noisenoisenoisenoise”””” appearsappearsappearsappears often, though so does the word charmant, as in,  often, though so does the word charmant, as in,  often, though so does the word charmant, as in,  often, though so does the word charmant, as in, ““““Alas on coming home in the gripAlas on coming home in the gripAlas on coming home in the gripAlas on coming home in the grip of the most violent attack I  of the most violent attack I  of the most violent attack I  of the most violent attack I 
find your charming letter,find your charming letter,find your charming letter,find your charming letter,”””” or or or or ““““If your charmingIf your charmingIf your charmingIf your charming son, innocent of the noise that martyrizes me, is nearby, please give him my son, innocent of the noise that martyrizes me, is nearby, please give him my son, innocent of the noise that martyrizes me, is nearby, please give him my son, innocent of the noise that martyrizes me, is nearby, please give him my best  best  best  best 
wishes.wishes.wishes.wishes.”””” Proust doesnProust doesnProust doesnProust doesn’’’’t date his letters (the editors give approximations),t date his letters (the editors give approximations),t date his letters (the editors give approximations),t date his letters (the editors give approximations), but he does note, pointedly, that he but he does note, pointedly, that he but he does note, pointedly, that he but he does note, pointedly, that he’’’’s writing at one in the s writing at one in the s writing at one in the s writing at one in the 
morning. He sendsmorning. He sendsmorning. He sendsmorning. He sends up little gifts to apologize for making so many demands:  up little gifts to apologize for making so many demands:  up little gifts to apologize for making so many demands:  up little gifts to apologize for making so many demands: ““““I hope that you willI hope that you willI hope that you willI hope that you will accept these four pheasants with the  accept these four pheasants with the  accept these four pheasants with the  accept these four pheasants with the 
same ease with which I offer them to you assame ease with which I offer them to you assame ease with which I offer them to you assame ease with which I offer them to you as a neighbor. a neighbor. a neighbor. a neighbor.”””” This graceful flourish, accompanied by some articles of his that heThis graceful flourish, accompanied by some articles of his that heThis graceful flourish, accompanied by some articles of his that heThis graceful flourish, accompanied by some articles of his that he hopes M.  hopes M.  hopes M.  hopes M. 
Williams might find interesting, is followed by a new demand: Could theWilliams might find interesting, is followed by a new demand: Could theWilliams might find interesting, is followed by a new demand: Could theWilliams might find interesting, is followed by a new demand: Could the next round of hammering happen the day after tomorrow  next round of hammering happen the day after tomorrow  next round of hammering happen the day after tomorrow  next round of hammering happen the day after tomorrow 
after seven in theafter seven in theafter seven in theafter seven in the evening, because if it goes on in the morning there evening, because if it goes on in the morning there evening, because if it goes on in the morning there evening, because if it goes on in the morning there’’’’s no chance of getting anys no chance of getting anys no chance of getting anys no chance of getting any rest during the day and going out  rest during the day and going out  rest during the day and going out  rest during the day and going out 
will be impossible? will be impossible? will be impossible? will be impossible? 

It was Marie, as the bookIt was Marie, as the bookIt was Marie, as the bookIt was Marie, as the book’’’’s title indicates, with whom Prousts title indicates, with whom Prousts title indicates, with whom Prousts title indicates, with whom Proust carried on the bulk of the correspondence; twenty carried on the bulk of the correspondence; twenty carried on the bulk of the correspondence; twenty carried on the bulk of the correspondence; twenty----three of the twentythree of the twentythree of the twentythree of the twenty----sixsixsixsix
letters in the volume are addressed to her. Spread out from 1908 to 1916, thisletters in the volume are addressed to her. Spread out from 1908 to 1916, thisletters in the volume are addressed to her. Spread out from 1908 to 1916, thisletters in the volume are addressed to her. Spread out from 1908 to 1916, this doesn doesn doesn doesn’’’’t seem like all that many, though maybe the two t seem like all that many, though maybe the two t seem like all that many, though maybe the two t seem like all that many, though maybe the two 
had other ways ofhad other ways ofhad other ways ofhad other ways of communicating. Proust kept a telephone in his bedroom until the First World War communicating. Proust kept a telephone in his bedroom until the First World War communicating. Proust kept a telephone in his bedroom until the First World War communicating. Proust kept a telephone in his bedroom until the First World War broke out, and had a separate  broke out, and had a separate  broke out, and had a separate  broke out, and had a separate 
contraption called a théâtrophone that allowed himcontraption called a théâtrophone that allowed himcontraption called a théâtrophone that allowed himcontraption called a théâtrophone that allowed him to listen to live concerts through the receiver. Marie played the harp; did he to listen to live concerts through the receiver. Marie played the harp; did he to listen to live concerts through the receiver. Marie played the harp; did he to listen to live concerts through the receiver. Marie played the harp; did he
sometimes call her up when insomnia struck to ask her to hold the receiver insometimes call her up when insomnia struck to ask her to hold the receiver insometimes call her up when insomnia struck to ask her to hold the receiver insometimes call her up when insomnia struck to ask her to hold the receiver in her lap as she gently plucked the strings?  her lap as she gently plucked the strings?  her lap as she gently plucked the strings?  her lap as she gently plucked the strings? 

There is a warmth and affection, plus a sprinkling ofThere is a warmth and affection, plus a sprinkling ofThere is a warmth and affection, plus a sprinkling ofThere is a warmth and affection, plus a sprinkling of flirtatious flattery, in Proust flirtatious flattery, in Proust flirtatious flattery, in Proust flirtatious flattery, in Proust’’’’s letters to Marie, and, it seems, in hers letters to Marie, and, it seems, in hers letters to Marie, and, it seems, in hers letters to Marie, and, it seems, in her letters to him,  letters to him,  letters to him,  letters to him, 
though we have only his half of the exchange. The noise almostthough we have only his half of the exchange. The noise almostthough we have only his half of the exchange. The noise almostthough we have only his half of the exchange. The noise almost seems like an excuse to drop her a line. He writes to her of his work seems like an excuse to drop her a line. He writes to her of his work seems like an excuse to drop her a line. He writes to her of his work seems like an excuse to drop her a line. He writes to her of his work————LaLaLaLa
Nouvelle Revue Française was publishing extracts of Nouvelle Revue Française was publishing extracts of Nouvelle Revue Française was publishing extracts of Nouvelle Revue Française was publishing extracts of ““““In Search of Lost Time,In Search of Lost Time,In Search of Lost Time,In Search of Lost Time,”””” which he sent herwhich he sent herwhich he sent herwhich he sent her————and of her music. In a letter that the and of her music. In a letter that the and of her music. In a letter that the and of her music. In a letter that the 
editors of theeditors of theeditors of theeditors of the collection have dated to March 1915, he tells her that his close friend Bertrand collection have dated to March 1915, he tells her that his close friend Bertrand collection have dated to March 1915, he tells her that his close friend Bertrand collection have dated to March 1915, he tells her that his close friend Bertrand de Fénelon has been killed in combat.  de Fénelon has been killed in combat.  de Fénelon has been killed in combat.  de Fénelon has been killed in combat. 
MarieMarieMarieMarie’’’’s brother, too, has just died. s brother, too, has just died. s brother, too, has just died. s brother, too, has just died. ““““IIII didn didn didn didn’’’’t think that God could add to my pain, when I learned of yours,t think that God could add to my pain, when I learned of yours,t think that God could add to my pain, when I learned of yours,t think that God could add to my pain, when I learned of yours,”””” ProustProustProustProust writes.  writes.  writes.  writes. ““““And IAnd IAnd IAnd I’’’’ve so ve so ve so ve so 
fallen into the habit, without knowing you, of sympathizingfallen into the habit, without knowing you, of sympathizingfallen into the habit, without knowing you, of sympathizingfallen into the habit, without knowing you, of sympathizing with your sorrows and your joys, through the partition where I feel you with your sorrows and your joys, through the partition where I feel you with your sorrows and your joys, through the partition where I feel you with your sorrows and your joys, through the partition where I feel you
invisible and present, that the news of the death of Monsieur your brother hasinvisible and present, that the news of the death of Monsieur your brother hasinvisible and present, that the news of the death of Monsieur your brother hasinvisible and present, that the news of the death of Monsieur your brother has deeply distressed me. deeply distressed me. deeply distressed me. deeply distressed me.”””” This subtle crossing of partitions, This subtle crossing of partitions, This subtle crossing of partitions, This subtle crossing of partitions, 
physical and mental,physical and mental,physical and mental,physical and mental, this delicate art of sympathetic spying, is vital to any novelist this delicate art of sympathetic spying, is vital to any novelist this delicate art of sympathetic spying, is vital to any novelist this delicate art of sympathetic spying, is vital to any novelist’’’’s work.s work.s work.s work. Certainly it is vital to Proust Certainly it is vital to Proust Certainly it is vital to Proust Certainly it is vital to Proust’’’’s, and his s, and his s, and his s, and his 
condolence note is also a kind ofcondolence note is also a kind ofcondolence note is also a kind ofcondolence note is also a kind of confession. Proust is telling Marie that, during their eight years of living confession. Proust is telling Marie that, during their eight years of living confession. Proust is telling Marie that, during their eight years of living confession. Proust is telling Marie that, during their eight years of living next to one another, she has  next to one another, she has  next to one another, she has  next to one another, she has 
come to occupy real space in his imagination. Thatcome to occupy real space in his imagination. Thatcome to occupy real space in his imagination. Thatcome to occupy real space in his imagination. That is where he knows her is where he knows her is where he knows her is where he knows her best.  best.  best.  best. 

Anyone who lives cheek by jowl with relativeAnyone who lives cheek by jowl with relativeAnyone who lives cheek by jowl with relativeAnyone who lives cheek by jowl with relative strangers is familiar with this compulsive imagining, though it rarely takes strangers is familiar with this compulsive imagining, though it rarely takes strangers is familiar with this compulsive imagining, though it rarely takes strangers is familiar with this compulsive imagining, though it rarely takes such a  such a  such a  such a 
sympathetic cast. I lie awake late at night, listening to the scratchingssympathetic cast. I lie awake late at night, listening to the scratchingssympathetic cast. I lie awake late at night, listening to the scratchingssympathetic cast. I lie awake late at night, listening to the scratchings and bumps rattling the floorboards over my head, and think,  and bumps rattling the floorboards over my head, and think,  and bumps rattling the floorboards over my head, and think,  and bumps rattling the floorboards over my head, and think, 
along with Tomalong with Tomalong with Tomalong with Tom Waits, What Waits, What Waits, What Waits, What’’’’s he building in there? We want the neighbors to shut up, or ats he building in there? We want the neighbors to shut up, or ats he building in there? We want the neighbors to shut up, or ats he building in there? We want the neighbors to shut up, or at least for some benevolent aliens to beam  least for some benevolent aliens to beam  least for some benevolent aliens to beam  least for some benevolent aliens to beam 
them away and leave us to get a goodthem away and leave us to get a goodthem away and leave us to get a goodthem away and leave us to get a good night night night night’’’’s sleep. But on they go, making their mysterious noises. Lydia Davis has as sleep. But on they go, making their mysterious noises. Lydia Davis has as sleep. But on they go, making their mysterious noises. Lydia Davis has as sleep. But on they go, making their mysterious noises. Lydia Davis has a story, called  story, called  story, called  story, called 
““““Mildred and the Oboe,Mildred and the Oboe,Mildred and the Oboe,Mildred and the Oboe,”””” that begins: that begins: that begins: that begins: ““““Last night Mildred, myLast night Mildred, myLast night Mildred, myLast night Mildred, my neighbor on the floor below, masturbated with an oboe. neighbor on the floor below, masturbated with an oboe. neighbor on the floor below, masturbated with an oboe. neighbor on the floor below, masturbated with an oboe.”””” The narrator of The narrator of The narrator of The narrator of 
thethethethe story is lying in bed with a book, listening, in spite of herself, to Mildred story is lying in bed with a book, listening, in spite of herself, to Mildred story is lying in bed with a book, listening, in spite of herself, to Mildred story is lying in bed with a book, listening, in spite of herself, to Mildred’’’’ssss performance, and wondering what it is.  performance, and wondering what it is.  performance, and wondering what it is.  performance, and wondering what it is. ““““I could feel her I could feel her I could feel her I could feel her 
pleasure pass uppleasure pass uppleasure pass uppleasure pass up through the floorboards into my room. Of course there might have been another through the floorboards into my room. Of course there might have been another through the floorboards into my room. Of course there might have been another through the floorboards into my room. Of course there might have been another explanation for what I heard.  explanation for what I heard.  explanation for what I heard.  explanation for what I heard. 
Perhaps it was not the oboe but the player of thePerhaps it was not the oboe but the player of thePerhaps it was not the oboe but the player of thePerhaps it was not the oboe but the player of the oboe who was penetrating Mildred. Or perhaps Mildred was striking her small oboe who was penetrating Mildred. Or perhaps Mildred was striking her small oboe who was penetrating Mildred. Or perhaps Mildred was striking her small oboe who was penetrating Mildred. Or perhaps Mildred was striking her small nervous  nervous  nervous  nervous 
dog with something slim and musical, like an oboe.dog with something slim and musical, like an oboe.dog with something slim and musical, like an oboe.dog with something slim and musical, like an oboe.”””” But then, what areBut then, what areBut then, what areBut then, what are our neighbors thinking about us? Charles Kinbote, the  our neighbors thinking about us? Charles Kinbote, the  our neighbors thinking about us? Charles Kinbote, the  our neighbors thinking about us? Charles Kinbote, the 
narrator of narrator of narrator of narrator of ““““Pale FirePale FirePale FirePale Fire”””” and one of the creepiest neighbors in literature, inadvertently puts it best:and one of the creepiest neighbors in literature, inadvertently puts it best:and one of the creepiest neighbors in literature, inadvertently puts it best:and one of the creepiest neighbors in literature, inadvertently puts it best: ““““Later in life we learn that we are Later in life we learn that we are Later in life we learn that we are Later in life we learn that we are 
those those those those ‘‘‘‘others.others.others.others.’’’’ ”  ”  ”  ” 

Escape from the city is one possibility. In Philip RothEscape from the city is one possibility. In Philip RothEscape from the city is one possibility. In Philip RothEscape from the city is one possibility. In Philip Roth’’’’ssss ““““Zuckerman Unbound,Zuckerman Unbound,Zuckerman Unbound,Zuckerman Unbound,”””” Zuckerman, rocketed to fame and fortune by a book thatZuckerman, rocketed to fame and fortune by a book thatZuckerman, rocketed to fame and fortune by a book thatZuckerman, rocketed to fame and fortune by a book that
looks a lot like looks a lot like looks a lot like looks a lot like ““““PortnoyPortnoyPortnoyPortnoy’’’’s Complaint,s Complaint,s Complaint,s Complaint,”””” is set upon by anyone and everyone inis set upon by anyone and everyone inis set upon by anyone and everyone inis set upon by anyone and everyone in New York New York New York New York————on the bus, in a coffee shop, in front of a on the bus, in a coffee shop, in front of a on the bus, in a coffee shop, in front of a on the bus, in a coffee shop, in front of a 
funeral parlor. They comefuneral parlor. They comefuneral parlor. They comefuneral parlor. They come to ogle him, or to complain about his scandalous, sex to ogle him, or to complain about his scandalous, sex to ogle him, or to complain about his scandalous, sex to ogle him, or to complain about his scandalous, sex----ridden novel, or to tellridden novel, or to tellridden novel, or to tellridden novel, or to tell him what to do with his  him what to do with his  him what to do with his  him what to do with his 
money. money. money. money. ““““I am only a neighbor,I am only a neighbor,I am only a neighbor,I am only a neighbor,”””” one says. one says. one says. one says. ““““ItItItIt’’’’s not mys not mys not mys not my affair. Never mind. affair. Never mind. affair. Never mind. affair. Never mind.”””” Falser words were never spoken. Some novels later,Falser words were never spoken. Some novels later,Falser words were never spoken. Some novels later,Falser words were never spoken. Some novels later,
Zuckerman ends up leaving the big city for the monastic peace of the Berkshires,Zuckerman ends up leaving the big city for the monastic peace of the Berkshires,Zuckerman ends up leaving the big city for the monastic peace of the Berkshires,Zuckerman ends up leaving the big city for the monastic peace of the Berkshires, though not before falling in love, in  though not before falling in love, in  though not before falling in love, in  though not before falling in love, in ““““The Counterlife,The Counterlife,The Counterlife,The Counterlife,””””
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with Maria Freshfield,with Maria Freshfield,with Maria Freshfield,with Maria Freshfield, the woman who lives with her husband and little daughter in the apartment the woman who lives with her husband and little daughter in the apartment the woman who lives with her husband and little daughter in the apartment the woman who lives with her husband and little daughter in the apartment upstairs from his.  upstairs from his.  upstairs from his.  upstairs from his. 

In an essay on Saul Bellow, from 2000, Roth wonders if, atIn an essay on Saul Bellow, from 2000, Roth wonders if, atIn an essay on Saul Bellow, from 2000, Roth wonders if, atIn an essay on Saul Bellow, from 2000, Roth wonders if, at the outset of his career,  the outset of his career,  the outset of his career,  the outset of his career, ““““Bellow shied away from seizing Chicago as his Bellow shied away from seizing Chicago as his Bellow shied away from seizing Chicago as his Bellow shied away from seizing Chicago as his 
becausebecausebecausebecause he didn he didn he didn he didn’’’’t want to be known as a Chicago writer, any more, perhaps, than het want to be known as a Chicago writer, any more, perhaps, than het want to be known as a Chicago writer, any more, perhaps, than het want to be known as a Chicago writer, any more, perhaps, than he wanted to be known as a Jewish writer. wanted to be known as a Jewish writer. wanted to be known as a Jewish writer. wanted to be known as a Jewish writer.”””” Someone Someone Someone Someone 
like Bellow probably had otherlike Bellow probably had otherlike Bellow probably had otherlike Bellow probably had other ambitions, Roth writes,  ambitions, Roth writes,  ambitions, Roth writes,  ambitions, Roth writes, ““““inspired by your European masters, by Dostoyevsky,inspired by your European masters, by Dostoyevsky,inspired by your European masters, by Dostoyevsky,inspired by your European masters, by Dostoyevsky, Gogol, Proust, Kafka, and  Gogol, Proust, Kafka, and  Gogol, Proust, Kafka, and  Gogol, Proust, Kafka, and 
such ambitions donsuch ambitions donsuch ambitions donsuch ambitions don’’’’t include writing about thet include writing about thet include writing about thet include writing about the neighbors gabbing on the back porch. neighbors gabbing on the back porch. neighbors gabbing on the back porch. neighbors gabbing on the back porch.””””

Maybe notMaybe notMaybe notMaybe not————then again, maybe so. Proust, we now realize, was,then again, maybe so. Proust, we now realize, was,then again, maybe so. Proust, we now realize, was,then again, maybe so. Proust, we now realize, was, along with everything else, a neighbor, too. We who toss and turn,  along with everything else, a neighbor, too. We who toss and turn,  along with everything else, a neighbor, too. We who toss and turn,  along with everything else, a neighbor, too. We who toss and turn, 
fantasizingfantasizingfantasizingfantasizing about the exquisitely cutting emails we about the exquisitely cutting emails we about the exquisitely cutting emails we about the exquisitely cutting emails we’’’’ll never have the guts to send to thell never have the guts to send to thell never have the guts to send to thell never have the guts to send to the invisible others keeping us awake, are happy to  invisible others keeping us awake, are happy to  invisible others keeping us awake, are happy to  invisible others keeping us awake, are happy to 
have him on our team.have him on our team.have him on our team.have him on our team.

6666----4444----14 Right, send Apple emails for each invention idea after reading14 Right, send Apple emails for each invention idea after reading14 Right, send Apple emails for each invention idea after reading14 Right, send Apple emails for each invention idea after reading these here... with links Apple can click on to get a better chance  these here... with links Apple can click on to get a better chance  these here... with links Apple can click on to get a better chance  these here... with links Apple can click on to get a better chance 
of inventingof inventingof inventingof inventing something from your emails!  something from your emails!  something from your emails!  something from your emails! 

Apple Cook... WWDC 2014 Announcements Apple Cook... WWDC 2014 Announcements Apple Cook... WWDC 2014 Announcements Apple Cook... WWDC 2014 Announcements 

Apple unveils Swift, a brand new Xcode programming languageApple unveils Swift, a brand new Xcode programming languageApple unveils Swift, a brand new Xcode programming languageApple unveils Swift, a brand new Xcode programming language for developers 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Calling it "fast, modern, safe and for developers 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Calling it "fast, modern, safe and for developers 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Calling it "fast, modern, safe and for developers 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Calling it "fast, modern, safe and
interactive," Apple on Monday unveiled Swift, a brand new Xcode programminginteractive," Apple on Monday unveiled Swift, a brand new Xcode programminginteractive," Apple on Monday unveiled Swift, a brand new Xcode programminginteractive," Apple on Monday unveiled Swift, a brand new Xcode programming language that it says is superior to Objective language that it says is superior to Objective language that it says is superior to Objective language that it says is superior to Objective----C. C. C. C. 

Apple opens up Touch ID to thirdApple opens up Touch ID to thirdApple opens up Touch ID to thirdApple opens up Touch ID to third----party app developers withparty app developers withparty app developers withparty app developers with iOS 8 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple on Monday announced third iOS 8 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple on Monday announced third iOS 8 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple on Monday announced third iOS 8 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple on Monday announced third----party party party party 
developers willdevelopers willdevelopers willdevelopers will be able to access Touch ID in iOS 8, the company's fingerprint security hardware be able to access Touch ID in iOS 8, the company's fingerprint security hardware be able to access Touch ID in iOS 8, the company's fingerprint security hardware be able to access Touch ID in iOS 8, the company's fingerprint security hardware and software solution that has been  and software solution that has been  and software solution that has been  and software solution that has been 
limited to firstlimited to firstlimited to firstlimited to first----party apps since its launchparty apps since its launchparty apps since its launchparty apps since its launch last year.  last year.  last year.  last year. 

Apple introduces HomeKit framework for connected homes... AsApple introduces HomeKit framework for connected homes... AsApple introduces HomeKit framework for connected homes... AsApple introduces HomeKit framework for connected homes... As part of Monday's unveiling of iOS 8, Apple took the covers off of HomeKit,  part of Monday's unveiling of iOS 8, Apple took the covers off of HomeKit,  part of Monday's unveiling of iOS 8, Apple took the covers off of HomeKit,  part of Monday's unveiling of iOS 8, Apple took the covers off of HomeKit, 
a newa newa newa new framework for connected home devices that allows users to easily control those framework for connected home devices that allows users to easily control those framework for connected home devices that allows users to easily control those framework for connected home devices that allows users to easily control those devices using iOS.  devices using iOS.  devices using iOS.  devices using iOS. 

Apple adds new discovery and testing features, app bundles toApple adds new discovery and testing features, app bundles toApple adds new discovery and testing features, app bundles toApple adds new discovery and testing features, app bundles to iOS 8 App Store. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple on Monday unveiled a  iOS 8 App Store. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple on Monday unveiled a  iOS 8 App Store. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple on Monday unveiled a  iOS 8 App Store. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple on Monday unveiled a 
number of newnumber of newnumber of newnumber of new features for the App Store in iOS 8, including a new "Explore" tab to enhance features for the App Store in iOS 8, including a new "Explore" tab to enhance features for the App Store in iOS 8, including a new "Explore" tab to enhance features for the App Store in iOS 8, including a new "Explore" tab to enhance app discoverability, the ability for  app discoverability, the ability for  app discoverability, the ability for  app discoverability, the ability for 
developers to offer discounted app bundles,developers to offer discounted app bundles,developers to offer discounted app bundles,developers to offer discounted app bundles, and built and built and built and built----in beta testing functions. in beta testing functions. in beta testing functions. in beta testing functions. 

iOS 8 will bring thirdiOS 8 will bring thirdiOS 8 will bring thirdiOS 8 will bring third----party keyboards, Notification Centerparty keyboards, Notification Centerparty keyboards, Notification Centerparty keyboards, Notification Center widgets, Safari extensions. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm When iOS 8 launches on  widgets, Safari extensions. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm When iOS 8 launches on  widgets, Safari extensions. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm When iOS 8 launches on  widgets, Safari extensions. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm When iOS 8 launches on 
iPhoneiPhoneiPhoneiPhone and iPad later this year, users will be able to install their own third and iPad later this year, users will be able to install their own third and iPad later this year, users will be able to install their own third and iPad later this year, users will be able to install their own third----partypartypartyparty keyboards, custom widgets for Notification Center,  keyboards, custom widgets for Notification Center,  keyboards, custom widgets for Notification Center,  keyboards, custom widgets for Notification Center, 
and new extensions that willand new extensions that willand new extensions that willand new extensions that will enhance functionality in Safari.  enhance functionality in Safari.  enhance functionality in Safari.  enhance functionality in Safari. 

Apple announces HealthKit for holistic healthApple announces HealthKit for holistic healthApple announces HealthKit for holistic healthApple announces HealthKit for holistic health tracking. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Confirming rumored in the weeks leading up to tracking. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Confirming rumored in the weeks leading up to tracking. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Confirming rumored in the weeks leading up to tracking. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Confirming rumored in the weeks leading up to WWDC,  WWDC,  WWDC,  WWDC, 
Apple on Monday announced HealthKit and accompanying app Health, twoApple on Monday announced HealthKit and accompanying app Health, twoApple on Monday announced HealthKit and accompanying app Health, twoApple on Monday announced HealthKit and accompanying app Health, two assets that collect, store and parse health assets that collect, store and parse health assets that collect, store and parse health assets that collect, store and parse health----related data in related data in related data in related data in 
a central digitala central digitala central digitala central digital repository.  repository.  repository.  repository. 

Apple announces cheaper iCloud storage plans, Photos for MacApple announces cheaper iCloud storage plans, Photos for MacApple announces cheaper iCloud storage plans, Photos for MacApple announces cheaper iCloud storage plans, Photos for Mac coming in early 2015. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple's dedicated Photos  coming in early 2015. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple's dedicated Photos  coming in early 2015. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple's dedicated Photos  coming in early 2015. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm Apple's dedicated Photos 
applicationapplicationapplicationapplication will be making the leap from iPhone and iPad to the Mac early next year, giving will be making the leap from iPhone and iPad to the Mac early next year, giving will be making the leap from iPhone and iPad to the Mac early next year, giving will be making the leap from iPhone and iPad to the Mac early next year, giving users the ability to view all of their  users the ability to view all of their  users the ability to view all of their  users the ability to view all of their 
pictures synced with iCloud, which willpictures synced with iCloud, which willpictures synced with iCloud, which willpictures synced with iCloud, which will also see a price cut with new, cheaper cloud storage plans.  also see a price cut with new, cheaper cloud storage plans.  also see a price cut with new, cheaper cloud storage plans.  also see a price cut with new, cheaper cloud storage plans. 

Apple unveils iOS 8 with interactive notifications, QuickTypeApple unveils iOS 8 with interactive notifications, QuickTypeApple unveils iOS 8 with interactive notifications, QuickTypeApple unveils iOS 8 with interactive notifications, QuickType keyboard, group text enhancements. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm While taking  keyboard, group text enhancements. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm While taking  keyboard, group text enhancements. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm While taking  keyboard, group text enhancements. 06/02/2014, 02:06 pm While taking 
the wrapsthe wrapsthe wrapsthe wraps off of iOS 8 on Monday, Apple showcased a broad array of new features for users, off of iOS 8 on Monday, Apple showcased a broad array of new features for users, off of iOS 8 on Monday, Apple showcased a broad array of new features for users, off of iOS 8 on Monday, Apple showcased a broad array of new features for users, including interactive notifications, a faster  including interactive notifications, a faster  including interactive notifications, a faster  including interactive notifications, a faster 
and smarter text entry systemand smarter text entry systemand smarter text entry systemand smarter text entry system dubbed "QuickType," and enhancements to Messages that will improve group dubbed "QuickType," and enhancements to Messages that will improve group dubbed "QuickType," and enhancements to Messages that will improve group dubbed "QuickType," and enhancements to Messages that will improve group texting.  texting.  texting.  texting. 
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Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer's Breast Cancer Los AlamosDr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer's Breast Cancer Los AlamosDr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer's Breast Cancer Los AlamosDr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer's Breast Cancer Los Alamos Manhattan Project.. makes Apple debut at WWDC, helps showcase  Manhattan Project.. makes Apple debut at WWDC, helps showcase  Manhattan Project.. makes Apple debut at WWDC, helps showcase  Manhattan Project.. makes Apple debut at WWDC, helps showcase 
iPhone callingiPhone callingiPhone callingiPhone calling support in OS X Yosemite. support in OS X Yosemite. support in OS X Yosemite. support in OS X Yosemite. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm Apple's latest high 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm Apple's latest high 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm Apple's latest high 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm Apple's latest high----profile hire,profile hire,profile hire,profile hire, rapper and entrepreneur Dr. Dre, made  rapper and entrepreneur Dr. Dre, made  rapper and entrepreneur Dr. Dre, made  rapper and entrepreneur Dr. Dre, made 
his grand debut at the Worldwidehis grand debut at the Worldwidehis grand debut at the Worldwidehis grand debut at the Worldwide Developers Conference on Monday on the receiving end a phone call from Apple Developers Conference on Monday on the receiving end a phone call from Apple Developers Conference on Monday on the receiving end a phone call from Apple Developers Conference on Monday on the receiving end a phone call from Apple software chief Craig  software chief Craig  software chief Craig  software chief Craig 
Federighi. Federighi. Federighi. Federighi. 

Apple debuts iCloud Drive for OS X, brings fileApple debuts iCloud Drive for OS X, brings fileApple debuts iCloud Drive for OS X, brings fileApple debuts iCloud Drive for OS X, brings file storage and sharing across devices. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm As one of the first storage and sharing across devices. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm As one of the first storage and sharing across devices. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm As one of the first storage and sharing across devices. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm As one of the first major  major  major  major 
features announced for OS X 10.10 Yosemite at WWDC 2014, Apple introducedfeatures announced for OS X 10.10 Yosemite at WWDC 2014, Apple introducedfeatures announced for OS X 10.10 Yosemite at WWDC 2014, Apple introducedfeatures announced for OS X 10.10 Yosemite at WWDC 2014, Apple introduced a new service called iCloud Drive that allows users to  a new service called iCloud Drive that allows users to  a new service called iCloud Drive that allows users to  a new service called iCloud Drive that allows users to 
store and share documentsstore and share documentsstore and share documentsstore and share documents in the cloud.  in the cloud.  in the cloud.  in the cloud. 

Apple announces OS X 10.10 Yosemite with new interface,Apple announces OS X 10.10 Yosemite with new interface,Apple announces OS X 10.10 Yosemite with new interface,Apple announces OS X 10.10 Yosemite with new interface, enhanced apps & continuity. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm Apple on Monday officially enhanced apps & continuity. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm Apple on Monday officially enhanced apps & continuity. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm Apple on Monday officially enhanced apps & continuity. 06/02/2014, 01:06 pm Apple on Monday officially
took the wraps off the next major software release for Mac, a redesigned andtook the wraps off the next major software release for Mac, a redesigned andtook the wraps off the next major software release for Mac, a redesigned andtook the wraps off the next major software release for Mac, a redesigned and enhanced version of the OS X platform dubbed "Yosemite,"  enhanced version of the OS X platform dubbed "Yosemite,"  enhanced version of the OS X platform dubbed "Yosemite,"  enhanced version of the OS X platform dubbed "Yosemite," 
bringing much of thebringing much of thebringing much of thebringing much of the cleaner, modern look of iOS to the Mac.  cleaner, modern look of iOS to the Mac.  cleaner, modern look of iOS to the Mac.  cleaner, modern look of iOS to the Mac. 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing  Star Travels!!! Amazing  Star Travels!!! Amazing  Star Travels!!! Amazing 
Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital, "Baby Killers:from Vietnam Better World like... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital, "Baby Killers:from Vietnam Better World like... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital, "Baby Killers:from Vietnam Better World like... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital, "Baby Killers:from Vietnam Era" burn Coal which  Era" burn Coal which  Era" burn Coal which  Era" burn Coal which 
causes 99% of the Childhood Cancers here in this Hospitalcauses 99% of the Childhood Cancers here in this Hospitalcauses 99% of the Childhood Cancers here in this Hospitalcauses 99% of the Childhood Cancers here in this Hospital Today (view video) ... Obama EPA Issues Coal Today (view video) ... Obama EPA Issues Coal Today (view video) ... Obama EPA Issues Coal Today (view video) ... Obama EPA Issues Coal----Killing Rules To Cut CarbonKilling Rules To Cut CarbonKilling Rules To Cut CarbonKilling Rules To Cut Carbon
Emissions 30 Percent... Coup! Emissions 30 Percent... Coup! Emissions 30 Percent... Coup! Emissions 30 Percent... Coup! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Migraines, discover the electrical signals that are thought to be like... Migraines, discover the electrical signals that are thought to be like... Migraines, discover the electrical signals that are thought to be like... Migraines, discover the electrical signals that are thought to be responsible for  responsible for  responsible for  responsible for 
migraines! Then InventSomething to Cure them! migraines! Then InventSomething to Cure them! migraines! Then InventSomething to Cure them! migraines! Then InventSomething to Cure them! 

6666----3333----14141414 InventSomething for a Better World like the HS Principal who is a Neurologists, InventSomething for a Better World like the HS Principal who is a Neurologists, InventSomething for a Better World like the HS Principal who is a Neurologists, InventSomething for a Better World like the HS Principal who is a Neurologists, like the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort  like the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort  like the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort  like the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort 
coming off the assembly linecoming off the assembly linecoming off the assembly linecoming off the assembly line today! Like the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer and all the other killers of women, as today! Like the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer and all the other killers of women, as today! Like the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer and all the other killers of women, as today! Like the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer and all the other killers of women, as they are Gods Best  they are Gods Best  they are Gods Best  they are Gods Best 
Invention! Invention! Invention! Invention! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! 

6666----3333----14141414 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing  Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing  Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing  Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing 
Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... the HS14 InventSomething for a Better World like... the HS14 InventSomething for a Better World like... the HS14 InventSomething for a Better World like... the HS Neurologists who's pop quiz every morning is about the complex processes Neurologists who's pop quiz every morning is about the complex processes Neurologists who's pop quiz every morning is about the complex processes Neurologists who's pop quiz every morning is about the complex processes
occurring within a single neuron. occurring within a single neuron. occurring within a single neuron. occurring within a single neuron. 

Neurons are cells specialized forNeurons are cells specialized forNeurons are cells specialized forNeurons are cells specialized for communication. They are able to communicate with neurons and other cell types communication. They are able to communicate with neurons and other cell types communication. They are able to communicate with neurons and other cell types communication. They are able to communicate with neurons and other cell types through specialized  through specialized  through specialized  through specialized 
junctions called synapses, at which electrical orjunctions called synapses, at which electrical orjunctions called synapses, at which electrical orjunctions called synapses, at which electrical or electrochemical signals can be transmitted from one cell to another. Many electrochemical signals can be transmitted from one cell to another. Many electrochemical signals can be transmitted from one cell to another. Many electrochemical signals can be transmitted from one cell to another. Many neurons  neurons  neurons  neurons 
extrude long thin filaments of protoplasm called axons. extrude long thin filaments of protoplasm called axons. extrude long thin filaments of protoplasm called axons. extrude long thin filaments of protoplasm called axons. 

6666----3333----14141414 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Never Before!  Never Before!  Never Before! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing
Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Star of the14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Star of the14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Star of the14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Star of the Sea SOS Outreach Mission New Large refrigerated truck to carry food Sea SOS Outreach Mission New Large refrigerated truck to carry food Sea SOS Outreach Mission New Large refrigerated truck to carry food Sea SOS Outreach Mission New Large refrigerated truck to carry food to the to the to the to the
Hungry in Key West. Today on the front page of the Key West Citizen NewspaperHungry in Key West. Today on the front page of the Key West Citizen NewspaperHungry in Key West. Today on the front page of the Key West Citizen NewspaperHungry in Key West. Today on the front page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper when "Fat Bikini" women are ready to "KILL" to be  when "Fat Bikini" women are ready to "KILL" to be  when "Fat Bikini" women are ready to "KILL" to be  when "Fat Bikini" women are ready to "KILL" to be 
skinny! I thought the NY Timesskinny! I thought the NY Timesskinny! I thought the NY Timesskinny! I thought the NY Times was Lost in Space! Email the NY Times + Citizen, tell them to read this story... was Lost in Space! Email the NY Times + Citizen, tell them to read this story... was Lost in Space! Email the NY Times + Citizen, tell them to read this story... was Lost in Space! Email the NY Times + Citizen, tell them to read this story... Fort Worth teacher sheds  Fort Worth teacher sheds  Fort Worth teacher sheds  Fort Worth teacher sheds 
100 pounds by dancing. This is an example worth100 pounds by dancing. This is an example worth100 pounds by dancing. This is an example worth100 pounds by dancing. This is an example worth emulating for millions and millions of other men and women who suffer from emulating for millions and millions of other men and women who suffer from emulating for millions and millions of other men and women who suffer from emulating for millions and millions of other men and women who suffer from
obesity! SOS! obesity! SOS! obesity! SOS! obesity! SOS! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Star of14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Star of14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Star of14 InventSomething for a Better World like... Star of the Sea SOS Today is Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants  the Sea SOS Today is Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants  the Sea SOS Today is Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants  the Sea SOS Today is Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants 
areareareare needed ASAP...  needed ASAP...  needed ASAP...  needed ASAP... 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!!  Star Travels!!!  Star Travels!!!  Star Travels!!! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... EkoSonic14 InventSomething for a Better World like... EkoSonic14 InventSomething for a Better World like... EkoSonic14 InventSomething for a Better World like... EkoSonic endovascular system for treating pulmonary embolism.  endovascular system for treating pulmonary embolism.  endovascular system for treating pulmonary embolism.  endovascular system for treating pulmonary embolism. 
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6666----3333----14141414 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Never Before!  Never Before!  Never Before! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!!

The system includes a catheter with ultrasound transducersThe system includes a catheter with ultrasound transducersThe system includes a catheter with ultrasound transducersThe system includes a catheter with ultrasound transducers embedded along its length. The catheter can deliver a liquid thrombolysis embedded along its length. The catheter can deliver a liquid thrombolysis embedded along its length. The catheter can deliver a liquid thrombolysis embedded along its length. The catheter can deliver a liquid thrombolysis
medication, such as tPA, to dissolve the clot, but unlike other thrombolyticmedication, such as tPA, to dissolve the clot, but unlike other thrombolyticmedication, such as tPA, to dissolve the clot, but unlike other thrombolyticmedication, such as tPA, to dissolve the clot, but unlike other thrombolytic devices the EkoSonic stirs up the drug and pushes it into the  devices the EkoSonic stirs up the drug and pushes it into the  devices the EkoSonic stirs up the drug and pushes it into the  devices the EkoSonic stirs up the drug and pushes it into the 
thrombus usingthrombus usingthrombus usingthrombus using ultrasound. This is intended to focus more of the drug on the target and speed ultrasound. This is intended to focus more of the drug on the target and speed ultrasound. This is intended to focus more of the drug on the target and speed ultrasound. This is intended to focus more of the drug on the target and speed up the dissolution of the clot.  up the dissolution of the clot.  up the dissolution of the clot.  up the dissolution of the clot. 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better14 InventSomething for a Better14 InventSomething for a Better14 InventSomething for a Better World like... SpringTMS device to treat migraine headaches. The device delivers World like... SpringTMS device to treat migraine headaches. The device delivers World like... SpringTMS device to treat migraine headaches. The device delivers World like... SpringTMS device to treat migraine headaches. The device delivers transcranial  transcranial  transcranial  transcranial 
magnetic stimulation, hence the TMS in the product name, in ordermagnetic stimulation, hence the TMS in the product name, in ordermagnetic stimulation, hence the TMS in the product name, in ordermagnetic stimulation, hence the TMS in the product name, in order to disrupt the electrical signals that are thought to be responsible  to disrupt the electrical signals that are thought to be responsible  to disrupt the electrical signals that are thought to be responsible  to disrupt the electrical signals that are thought to be responsible 
forforforfor migraines.  migraines.  migraines.  migraines. 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NO Fiery Cop Car14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NO Fiery Cop Car14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NO Fiery Cop Car14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NO Fiery Cop Car Crashes via Officer Jason pictured below and Trooper Marissa  Crashes via Officer Jason pictured below and Trooper Marissa  Crashes via Officer Jason pictured below and Trooper Marissa  Crashes via Officer Jason pictured below and Trooper Marissa 
Sanders, who hadSanders, who hadSanders, who hadSanders, who had been issuing a ticket to another motorist on the side of Interstate 95 in North been issuing a ticket to another motorist on the side of Interstate 95 in North been issuing a ticket to another motorist on the side of Interstate 95 in North been issuing a ticket to another motorist on the side of Interstate 95 in North Miami Miami Miami Miami----Dade. The car ignited and Dade. The car ignited and Dade. The car ignited and Dade. The car ignited and 
burned Sanders over most of her body, resultingburned Sanders over most of her body, resultingburned Sanders over most of her body, resultingburned Sanders over most of her body, resulting in permanent disfigurement.  in permanent disfigurement.  in permanent disfigurement.  in permanent disfigurement. 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! 

6666----3333----14141414 InventSomething for a Better World like... No Fiery Cop Car Crashes in 2014 InventSomething for a Better World like... No Fiery Cop Car Crashes in 2014 InventSomething for a Better World like... No Fiery Cop Car Crashes in 2014 InventSomething for a Better World like... No Fiery Cop Car Crashes in 2014 would have been since 1980...  would have been since 1980...  would have been since 1980...  would have been since 1980... 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething14 InventSomething14 InventSomething14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!!  Start of Star Travels!!!  Start of Star Travels!!!  Start of Star Travels!!! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like... No Head on Collisions, No Drunk Drivers... No Head on Collisions, No Drunk Drivers... No Head on Collisions, No Drunk Drivers... No Head on Collisions, No Drunk Drivers...

1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the

ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer!  Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer!  Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer!  Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 

6666----3333----14141414 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Never Before!  Never Before!  Never Before! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing!!! Amazing!!! Amazing!!! Amazing
Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! Stargazing Coup! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like...Samuel14 InventSomething for a Better World like...Samuel14 InventSomething for a Better World like...Samuel14 InventSomething for a Better World like...Samuel Silva, who fled to Europe and Latin America before he could begin a 9 ½ year Silva, who fled to Europe and Latin America before he could begin a 9 ½ year Silva, who fled to Europe and Latin America before he could begin a 9 ½ year Silva, who fled to Europe and Latin America before he could begin a 9 ½ year
prison sentence for the 1998 crash, was flown to South Florida on Mondayprison sentence for the 1998 crash, was flown to South Florida on Mondayprison sentence for the 1998 crash, was flown to South Florida on Mondayprison sentence for the 1998 crash, was flown to South Florida on Monday accompanied by investigators from the U.S. Marshals Service.  accompanied by investigators from the U.S. Marshals Service.  accompanied by investigators from the U.S. Marshals Service.  accompanied by investigators from the U.S. Marshals Service. 
He was captured inHe was captured inHe was captured inHe was captured in Panama last week. In April 1998, Silva plowed his speeding car into Trooper Panama last week. In April 1998, Silva plowed his speeding car into Trooper Panama last week. In April 1998, Silva plowed his speeding car into Trooper Panama last week. In April 1998, Silva plowed his speeding car into Trooper Marissa Sanders, who had been  Marissa Sanders, who had been  Marissa Sanders, who had been  Marissa Sanders, who had been 
issuing a ticket to another motorist on the sideissuing a ticket to another motorist on the sideissuing a ticket to another motorist on the sideissuing a ticket to another motorist on the side of Interstate 95 in North Miami of Interstate 95 in North Miami of Interstate 95 in North Miami of Interstate 95 in North Miami----Dade. The car ignited and burned Sanders overDade. The car ignited and burned Sanders overDade. The car ignited and burned Sanders overDade. The car ignited and burned Sanders over most  most  most  most 
of her body, resulting in permanent disfigurement. Sanders was rescued fromof her body, resulting in permanent disfigurement. Sanders was rescued fromof her body, resulting in permanent disfigurement. Sanders was rescued fromof her body, resulting in permanent disfigurement. Sanders was rescued from the fire by two passersby. Maria Puras, Silva's girlfriend  the fire by two passersby. Maria Puras, Silva's girlfriend  the fire by two passersby. Maria Puras, Silva's girlfriend  the fire by two passersby. Maria Puras, Silva's girlfriend 
at the time, wasat the time, wasat the time, wasat the time, was asleep in the front passenger seat at the time and suffered a broken back and asleep in the front passenger seat at the time and suffered a broken back and asleep in the front passenger seat at the time and suffered a broken back and asleep in the front passenger seat at the time and suffered a broken back and several broken ribs. Silva was convicted  several broken ribs. Silva was convicted  several broken ribs. Silva was convicted  several broken ribs. Silva was convicted 
at trial of driving under the influenceat trial of driving under the influenceat trial of driving under the influenceat trial of driving under the influence resulting in serious injury. Then resulting in serious injury. Then resulting in serious injury. Then resulting in serious injury. Then----MiamiMiamiMiamiMiami----Dade Judge Scott Silverman sentenced himDade Judge Scott Silverman sentenced himDade Judge Scott Silverman sentenced himDade Judge Scott Silverman sentenced him to the  to the  to the  to the 
maximum prison term. But the judge allowed Silva out on bond pending themaximum prison term. But the judge allowed Silva out on bond pending themaximum prison term. But the judge allowed Silva out on bond pending themaximum prison term. But the judge allowed Silva out on bond pending the appeal. When a higher court denied his appeal, Silva was  appeal. When a higher court denied his appeal, Silva was  appeal. When a higher court denied his appeal, Silva was  appeal. When a higher court denied his appeal, Silva was 
scheduled to surrenderscheduled to surrenderscheduled to surrenderscheduled to surrender on June 29, 2004. But Silva skipped town. Investigators soon learned Silva hid on June 29, 2004. But Silva skipped town. Investigators soon learned Silva hid on June 29, 2004. But Silva skipped town. Investigators soon learned Silva hid on June 29, 2004. But Silva skipped town. Investigators soon learned Silva hid with family in Puerto Rico, but  with family in Puerto Rico, but  with family in Puerto Rico, but  with family in Puerto Rico, but 
left the island as law enforcement closed in,left the island as law enforcement closed in,left the island as law enforcement closed in,left the island as law enforcement closed in, according to the U.S. Marshals Service. Over the next several years, Silva is according to the U.S. Marshals Service. Over the next several years, Silva is according to the U.S. Marshals Service. Over the next several years, Silva is according to the U.S. Marshals Service. Over the next several years, Silva is believed to have  believed to have  believed to have  believed to have 
fled to Spain, Guatemala, Mexico and the Dominican Republicfled to Spain, Guatemala, Mexico and the Dominican Republicfled to Spain, Guatemala, Mexico and the Dominican Republicfled to Spain, Guatemala, Mexico and the Dominican Republic before finally landing in Panama in 2011 under the name Jose Rafael  before finally landing in Panama in 2011 under the name Jose Rafael  before finally landing in Panama in 2011 under the name Jose Rafael  before finally landing in Panama in 2011 under the name Jose Rafael 
Godreau.Godreau.Godreau.Godreau. There, he even bought properties and cars before Panamanian police arrested him There, he even bought properties and cars before Panamanian police arrested him There, he even bought properties and cars before Panamanian police arrested him There, he even bought properties and cars before Panamanian police arrested him last week. He landed Monday on a  last week. He landed Monday on a  last week. He landed Monday on a  last week. He landed Monday on a 
charter plane at Fort Lauderdale Executivecharter plane at Fort Lauderdale Executivecharter plane at Fort Lauderdale Executivecharter plane at Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport. Silva was scheduled to be booked into a Miami Airport. Silva was scheduled to be booked into a Miami Airport. Silva was scheduled to be booked into a Miami Airport. Silva was scheduled to be booked into a Miami----Dade jail before he isDade jail before he isDade jail before he isDade jail before he is sent to prison  sent to prison  sent to prison  sent to prison 
to serve his sentence. to serve his sentence. to serve his sentence. to serve his sentence. 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing  Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing  Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing  Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Amazing 
StargazingStargazingStargazingStargazing Coup!  Coup!  Coup!  Coup! 
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6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like...14 InventSomething for a Better World like... http://phys.org/news/2014 http://phys.org/news/2014 http://phys.org/news/2014 http://phys.org/news/2014----06060606----questquestquestquest----inhabitedinhabitedinhabitedinhabited----habitablehabitablehabitablehabitable----planets.html Goodplanets.html Goodplanets.html Goodplanets.html Good articles  articles  articles  articles 
on Physics.org but they need to spell out 1,001 Invention Projects andon Physics.org but they need to spell out 1,001 Invention Projects andon Physics.org but they need to spell out 1,001 Invention Projects andon Physics.org but they need to spell out 1,001 Invention Projects and add links and Apple Apps you can click on.  add links and Apple Apps you can click on.  add links and Apple Apps you can click on.  add links and Apple Apps you can click on. 
http://phys.org/physicshttp://phys.org/physicshttp://phys.org/physicshttp://phys.org/physics----news/news/news/news/

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before!  Spectacular Sun Eruption Like Never Before! 

6666----3333----14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA14 InventSomething for a Better World like... NASA Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!! Spectacular Eruption Like Never Before! Coup! Start of Star Travels!!!

6666----2222----14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52  Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52  Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52  Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!  More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!  More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!  More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! 

6666----2222----14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 

Neurologists... Yale Key WestNeurologists... Yale Key WestNeurologists... Yale Key WestNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6----1111----14 as14 as14 as14 as Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with  Greg flew into Key West with 
$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! 2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! 2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! 2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup! 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Amazing Stargazing Coup! recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Amazing Stargazing Coup! recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Amazing Stargazing Coup! recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Amazing Stargazing Coup!

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not14 World Leaders not14 World Leaders not14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  Escort coming off the assembly line today!  Escort coming off the assembly line today!  Escort coming off the assembly line today! 

6666----2222----14 HS Neurologists, We've14 HS Neurologists, We've14 HS Neurologists, We've14 HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High School counts the $1  School counts the $1  School counts the $1  School counts the $1 
Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day sellingTrillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day sellingTrillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day sellingTrillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day selling tickets not the Hemingway House Writing Classes 24/7 with an Invention  tickets not the Hemingway House Writing Classes 24/7 with an Invention  tickets not the Hemingway House Writing Classes 24/7 with an Invention  tickets not the Hemingway House Writing Classes 24/7 with an Invention 
ProjectProjectProjectProject in every Chapter!  in every Chapter!  in every Chapter!  in every Chapter! 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  + their Aliens...  + their Aliens...  + their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today! 

6666----2222----14141414 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Google will spend north of $1 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Google will spend north of $1 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Google will spend north of $1 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Google will spend north of $1 billion to launch a fleet of 180 satellites to  billion to launch a fleet of 180 satellites to  billion to launch a fleet of 180 satellites to  billion to launch a fleet of 180 satellites to 
blanket unwired parts of earthblanket unwired parts of earthblanket unwired parts of earthblanket unwired parts of earth with internet access. Apple will spend $1 Trillion to build 1 million Verizon with internet access. Apple will spend $1 Trillion to build 1 million Verizon with internet access. Apple will spend $1 Trillion to build 1 million Verizon with internet access. Apple will spend $1 Trillion to build 1 million Verizon Cell Towers in low Earth  Cell Towers in low Earth  Cell Towers in low Earth  Cell Towers in low Earth 
Orbit. Orbit. Orbit. Orbit. 

6666----2222----14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 1 and14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 1 and14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 1 and14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 1 and only FREE wifi in Key West... No wifi at Hemingway House in Key West. Key West only FREE wifi in Key West... No wifi at Hemingway House in Key West. Key West only FREE wifi in Key West... No wifi at Hemingway House in Key West. Key West only FREE wifi in Key West... No wifi at Hemingway House in Key West. Key West HS Neurologists,  HS Neurologists,  HS Neurologists,  HS Neurologists, 
We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Why isWe've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Why isWe've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Why isWe've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Why is there no wifi at Hemingway House, Writing Classes 24/7? Killed by  there no wifi at Hemingway House, Writing Classes 24/7? Killed by  there no wifi at Hemingway House, Writing Classes 24/7? Killed by  there no wifi at Hemingway House, Writing Classes 24/7? Killed by 
Hillary,Hillary,Hillary,Hillary, Kerry, McCain! Hemingway Novel of Kerry, McCain! Hemingway Novel of Kerry, McCain! Hemingway Novel of Kerry, McCain! Hemingway Novel of New New New New----techniquetechniquetechniquetechnique----totototo----helphelphelphelp----prostateprostateprostateprostate----cancercancercancercancer----patientspatientspatientspatients----fightfightfightfight---- In order to delay the In order to delay the In order to delay the In order to delay the progression of  progression of  progression of  progression of 
prostate cancer, many patients have opted for the traditional andprostate cancer, many patients have opted for the traditional andprostate cancer, many patients have opted for the traditional andprostate cancer, many patients have opted for the traditional and proven solutions, which is hormone therapy. Vegan or die! Don't eat  proven solutions, which is hormone therapy. Vegan or die! Don't eat  proven solutions, which is hormone therapy. Vegan or die! Don't eat  proven solutions, which is hormone therapy. Vegan or die! Don't eat 
lunch meat.lunch meat.lunch meat.lunch meat. The HS Neurologists can tell you the chemicals in lunch meats, Obama can't kill The HS Neurologists can tell you the chemicals in lunch meats, Obama can't kill The HS Neurologists can tell you the chemicals in lunch meats, Obama can't kill The HS Neurologists can tell you the chemicals in lunch meats, Obama can't kill Coal! OJ Clones will kill 19K SWF in 2014.  Coal! OJ Clones will kill 19K SWF in 2014.  Coal! OJ Clones will kill 19K SWF in 2014.  Coal! OJ Clones will kill 19K SWF in 2014. 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, should  should  should  should 
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have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO ---- World stock World stock World stock World stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing 
expanded. expanded. expanded. expanded. 

6666----2222----14141414 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Key West World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Key West World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Key West World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Key West School district sliding by more than 20 percent in the  School district sliding by more than 20 percent in the  School district sliding by more than 20 percent in the  School district sliding by more than 20 percent in the 
area of writing. At thearea of writing. At thearea of writing. At thearea of writing. At the same time, the administration of Superintendent Mark Porter was in same time, the administration of Superintendent Mark Porter was in same time, the administration of Superintendent Mark Porter was in same time, the administration of Superintendent Mark Porter was in damage damage damage damage----control mode looking to hire a control mode looking to hire a control mode looking to hire a control mode looking to hire a 
Neurologists from the Yale Key WestNeurologists from the Yale Key WestNeurologists from the Yale Key WestNeurologists from the Yale Key West Medical School. The Yale Key West Medical School will have a "Gravity Engine" Medical School. The Yale Key West Medical School will have a "Gravity Engine" Medical School. The Yale Key West Medical School will have a "Gravity Engine" Medical School. The Yale Key West Medical School will have a "Gravity Engine" effect on the Key West  effect on the Key West  effect on the Key West  effect on the Key West 
School District much like the Pirates! Todays ShipsSchool District much like the Pirates! Todays ShipsSchool District much like the Pirates! Todays ShipsSchool District much like the Pirates! Todays Ships travel Light Years on an Universe Ocean! Stay at Home Navy in Key West... coup! travel Light Years on an Universe Ocean! Stay at Home Navy in Key West... coup! travel Light Years on an Universe Ocean! Stay at Home Navy in Key West... coup! travel Light Years on an Universe Ocean! Stay at Home Navy in Key West... coup!

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  Escort coming off the assembly line today!  Escort coming off the assembly line today!  Escort coming off the assembly line today! 

6666----2222----14 Apple Buys14 Apple Buys14 Apple Buys14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...  Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...  Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...  Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, should  should  should  should 
have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO ---- World stock World stock World stock World stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing 
expanded. expanded. expanded. expanded. 

6666----2222----14141414 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Coal Power World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Coal Power World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Coal Power World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Coal Power Electric Plants across the World should not be  Electric Plants across the World should not be  Electric Plants across the World should not be  Electric Plants across the World should not be 
recognized as Legal as they arerecognized as Legal as they arerecognized as Legal as they arerecognized as Legal as they are part of the Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust Genocide by All World Leaders + Pope part of the Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust Genocide by All World Leaders + Pope part of the Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust Genocide by All World Leaders + Pope part of the Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust Genocide by All World Leaders + Pope Francis Today!  Francis Today!  Francis Today!  Francis Today! 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Obama administration is set to announce a rule Monday to  their Aliens... Obama administration is set to announce a rule Monday to  their Aliens... Obama administration is set to announce a rule Monday to  their Aliens... Obama administration is set to announce a rule Monday to 
limitlimitlimitlimit carbon emissions in thousands of fossil carbon emissions in thousands of fossil carbon emissions in thousands of fossil carbon emissions in thousands of fossil----fuel COAL burning plants across thefuel COAL burning plants across thefuel COAL burning plants across thefuel COAL burning plants across the country, a cornerstone of President Obama's climate country, a cornerstone of President Obama's climate country, a cornerstone of President Obama's climate country, a cornerstone of President Obama's climate----
change agenda and hischange agenda and hischange agenda and hischange agenda and his first first first first----term promise to reduce such ... term promise to reduce such ... term promise to reduce such ... term promise to reduce such ... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly l recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly l recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly l recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly lineineineine today!  today!  today!  today! 

6666----2222----14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... "Elliot O. Rodger their Aliens... "Elliot O. Rodger their Aliens... "Elliot O. Rodger their Aliens... "Elliot O. Rodger’’’’s Killings in California Followed Years ofs Killings in California Followed Years ofs Killings in California Followed Years ofs Killings in California Followed Years of
Withdrawal" By ADAM NAGOURNEY, MICHAEL CIEPLY, ALAN FEUER New York Times Today.Withdrawal" By ADAM NAGOURNEY, MICHAEL CIEPLY, ALAN FEUER New York Times Today.Withdrawal" By ADAM NAGOURNEY, MICHAEL CIEPLY, ALAN FEUER New York Times Today.Withdrawal" By ADAM NAGOURNEY, MICHAEL CIEPLY, ALAN FEUER New York Times Today. Elliot O. Rodger Elliot O. Rodger Elliot O. Rodger Elliot O. Rodger’’’’s BMW came to a crashing s BMW came to a crashing s BMW came to a crashing s BMW came to a crashing 
halt after he killed six people on Mayhalt after he killed six people on Mayhalt after he killed six people on Mayhalt after he killed six people on May 23 in Isla Vista, Calif. The car was a gift from his mother, a token of prestige 23 in Isla Vista, Calif. The car was a gift from his mother, a token of prestige 23 in Isla Vista, Calif. The car was a gift from his mother, a token of prestige 23 in Isla Vista, Calif. The car was a gift from his mother, a token of prestige to take to college.  to take to college.  to take to college.  to take to college. 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort... write this into the NY TimesElectricWindmillFord Escort... write this into the NY TimesElectricWindmillFord Escort... write this into the NY TimesElectricWindmillFord Escort... write this into the NY Times story on Elliot!  story on Elliot!  story on Elliot!  story on Elliot! 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, should  should  should  should 
have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO ---- World stockWorld stockWorld stockWorld stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing 
expanded. expanded. expanded. expanded. 

6666----2222----14141414 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... HS World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... HS World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... HS World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's  Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's  Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's  Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's 
going on. Your Braingoing on. Your Braingoing on. Your Braingoing on. Your Brain in a Key West High School counts the $1 Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in in a Key West High School counts the $1 Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in in a Key West High School counts the $1 Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in in a Key West High School counts the $1 Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day  each day  each day  each day 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... DASH CAM invented 10 years ago and killed by Hillary, Kerry,  Aliens... DASH CAM invented 10 years ago and killed by Hillary, Kerry,  Aliens... DASH CAM invented 10 years ago and killed by Hillary, Kerry,  Aliens... DASH CAM invented 10 years ago and killed by Hillary, Kerry, 
McCain,McCain,McCain,McCain, Obama. BMW with dash cams with mic + speaker in Elliott car...  Obama. BMW with dash cams with mic + speaker in Elliott car...  Obama. BMW with dash cams with mic + speaker in Elliott car...  Obama. BMW with dash cams with mic + speaker in Elliott car... ““““Most people whoMost people whoMost people whoMost people who go through these steps never act out in a  go through these steps never act out in a  go through these steps never act out in a  go through these steps never act out in a 
violent way, never go beyondviolent way, never go beyondviolent way, never go beyondviolent way, never go beyond contemplation of it, contemplation of it, contemplation of it, contemplation of it,”””” said J. Reid Meloy, a forensic psychologist in San Diegosaid J. Reid Meloy, a forensic psychologist in San Diegosaid J. Reid Meloy, a forensic psychologist in San Diegosaid J. Reid Meloy, a forensic psychologist in San Diego and an editor of the  and an editor of the  and an editor of the  and an editor of the 
International Handbook of Threat Assessment. International Handbook of Threat Assessment. International Handbook of Threat Assessment. International Handbook of Threat Assessment. ““““You canYou canYou canYou can’’’’tttt predict who will and who won predict who will and who won predict who will and who won predict who will and who won’’’’t.t.t.t.””””

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize14 World Leaders not to recognize14 World Leaders not to recognize14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... HOMELAND SECURITY J. Reid Meloy, a forensic 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... HOMELAND SECURITY J. Reid Meloy, a forensic 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... HOMELAND SECURITY J. Reid Meloy, a forensic 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... HOMELAND SECURITY J. Reid Meloy, a forensic psychologist in  psychologist in  psychologist in  psychologist in 
San Diego and an editor of the International Handbook of ThreatSan Diego and an editor of the International Handbook of ThreatSan Diego and an editor of the International Handbook of ThreatSan Diego and an editor of the International Handbook of Threat Assessment.  Assessment.  Assessment.  Assessment. ““““You canYou canYou canYou can’’’’t predict who will and who wont predict who will and who wont predict who will and who wont predict who will and who won’’’’t.t.t.t.”””” NY Times NY Times NY Times NY Times 
has writtenhas writtenhas writtenhas written that Homeland Security has spent $1 Trillion to predict who will and will not that Homeland Security has spent $1 Trillion to predict who will and will not that Homeland Security has spent $1 Trillion to predict who will and will not that Homeland Security has spent $1 Trillion to predict who will and will not kill you!  kill you!  kill you!  kill you! 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today! 

6666----2222----14141414 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, should  off the assembly line today, would have, should  off the assembly line today, would have, should  off the assembly line today, would have, should 
have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry,have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry,have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry,have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO  McCain, Obama. TOKYO  McCain, Obama. TOKYO  McCain, Obama. TOKYO ---- World stock markets mostly rose Monday after China'sWorld stock markets mostly rose Monday after China'sWorld stock markets mostly rose Monday after China'sWorld stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  manufacturing  manufacturing  manufacturing 
expanded. expanded. expanded. expanded. 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens... ““““HeHeHeHe’’’’s such a good liar that I didns such a good liar that I didns such a good liar that I didns such a good liar that I didn’’’’t even know he knewt even know he knewt even know he knewt even know he knew how to  how to  how to  how to 
lie,lie,lie,lie,”””” Bill Clinton Bill Clinton Bill Clinton Bill Clinton ---- Arnold Arnold Arnold Arnold ---- etc the friend recalled the father saying.etc the friend recalled the father saying.etc the friend recalled the father saying.etc the friend recalled the father saying. Yet throughout his teenage years, friends of the boy and his family  Yet throughout his teenage years, friends of the boy and his family  Yet throughout his teenage years, friends of the boy and his family  Yet throughout his teenage years, friends of the boy and his family 
saw signssaw signssaw signssaw signs that something was wrong.  that something was wrong.  that something was wrong.  that something was wrong. 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 5214 World Leaders not to recognize 5214 World Leaders not to recognize 5214 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Elliott begging his parents, in tears, to rescue Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Elliott begging his parents, in tears, to rescue Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Elliott begging his parents, in tears, to rescue Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Elliott begging his parents, in tears, to rescue him from what he  him from what he  him from what he  him from what he 
described as a bullying environment. When he was a sophomore, adescribed as a bullying environment. When he was a sophomore, adescribed as a bullying environment. When he was a sophomore, adescribed as a bullying environment. When he was a sophomore, a school administrator said, he suffered a panic attack  school administrator said, he suffered a panic attack  school administrator said, he suffered a panic attack  school administrator said, he suffered a panic attack ———— standing standing standing standing 
immobilized inimmobilized inimmobilized inimmobilized in the hallway. HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going the hallway. HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going the hallway. HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going the hallway. HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High  on. Your Brain in a Key West High  on. Your Brain in a Key West High  on. Your Brain in a Key West High 
School counts the $1 Trillion the HemingwaySchool counts the $1 Trillion the HemingwaySchool counts the $1 Trillion the HemingwaySchool counts the $1 Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day. High School Neurologists have been killed by Hillary, House Takes in each day. High School Neurologists have been killed by Hillary, House Takes in each day. High School Neurologists have been killed by Hillary, House Takes in each day. High School Neurologists have been killed by Hillary, Kerry,  Kerry,  Kerry,  Kerry, 
McCain, Obama as their $1 Trillion when to Homeland Security of theMcCain, Obama as their $1 Trillion when to Homeland Security of theMcCain, Obama as their $1 Trillion when to Homeland Security of theMcCain, Obama as their $1 Trillion when to Homeland Security of the Social Security Offices Nation Wide.  Social Security Offices Nation Wide.  Social Security Offices Nation Wide.  Social Security Offices Nation Wide. 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, should  today, would have, should  today, would have, should  today, would have, should 
have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO ---- World stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing World stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing World stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing World stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing 
expanded.expanded.expanded.expanded.

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... Elliott sucker punched by Puerto Rico g Elliott sucker punched by Puerto Rico g Elliott sucker punched by Puerto Rico g Elliott sucker punched by Puerto Rico gas station robbers... as station robbers... as station robbers... as station robbers... 
Could he be an easyCould he be an easyCould he be an easyCould he be an easy target for some kind of a scam or whatever? target for some kind of a scam or whatever? target for some kind of a scam or whatever? target for some kind of a scam or whatever?”””” said Deborah Smith, a Los Angelessaid Deborah Smith, a Los Angelessaid Deborah Smith, a Los Angelessaid Deborah Smith, a Los Angeles high school principal who  high school principal who  high school principal who  high school principal who 
encountered Mr. Rodger at two of the schools heencountered Mr. Rodger at two of the schools heencountered Mr. Rodger at two of the schools heencountered Mr. Rodger at two of the schools he attended. Over Protective Kids have no idea there has been a dramatic increase attended. Over Protective Kids have no idea there has been a dramatic increase attended. Over Protective Kids have no idea there has been a dramatic increase attended. Over Protective Kids have no idea there has been a dramatic increase in the  in the  in the  in the 
number of OJ clones laying in wait to kill you her if she takes a ridenumber of OJ clones laying in wait to kill you her if she takes a ridenumber of OJ clones laying in wait to kill you her if she takes a ridenumber of OJ clones laying in wait to kill you her if she takes a ride home from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West.  home from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West.  home from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West.  home from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West. 
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6666----2222----14 HS14 HS14 HS14 HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High School counts the $1  in a Key West High School counts the $1  in a Key West High School counts the $1  in a Key West High School counts the $1 
Trillion the Hemingway House Takes inTrillion the Hemingway House Takes inTrillion the Hemingway House Takes inTrillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day  each day  each day  each day 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... His parents removed him at the end of the year, and sent him to their Aliens... His parents removed him at the end of the year, and sent him to their Aliens... His parents removed him at the end of the year, and sent him to their Aliens... His parents removed him at the end of the year, and sent him to
Taft Charter High School, a 2,700Taft Charter High School, a 2,700Taft Charter High School, a 2,700Taft Charter High School, a 2,700----student public school in Woodland Hills.student public school in Woodland Hills.student public school in Woodland Hills.student public school in Woodland Hills. Almost immediately, he complained of being shoved  Almost immediately, he complained of being shoved  Almost immediately, he complained of being shoved  Almost immediately, he complained of being shoved 
against lockers and belittledagainst lockers and belittledagainst lockers and belittledagainst lockers and belittled by other boys in front of girls.  by other boys in front of girls.  by other boys in front of girls.  by other boys in front of girls. 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 114 World Leaders not to recognize 114 World Leaders not to recognize 114 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, should  have, should  have, should  have, should 
have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO ---- World stockWorld stockWorld stockWorld stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing 
expanded. expanded. expanded. expanded. 

6666----2222----14141414 HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High School counts the $1  Brain in a Key West High School counts the $1  Brain in a Key West High School counts the $1  Brain in a Key West High School counts the $1 
Trillion the Hemingway House TakesTrillion the Hemingway House TakesTrillion the Hemingway House TakesTrillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day.  in each day.  in each day.  in each day. 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  their Aliens...  their Aliens...  their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today! 

6666----2222----14141414 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14141414 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  off the assembly line today!  off the assembly line today!  off the assembly line today! 

6666----2222----14 HS Neurologists, We've working14 HS Neurologists, We've working14 HS Neurologists, We've working14 HS Neurologists, We've working pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High School pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High School pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High School pretty hard to identify what's going on. Your Brain in a Key West High School counts the $1  counts the $1  counts the $1  counts the $1 
Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day. Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day. Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day. Trillion the Hemingway House Takes in each day. 

6666----2222----14141414 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today, would have, should  off the assembly line today, would have, should  off the assembly line today, would have, should  off the assembly line today, would have, should 
have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry,have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry,have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry,have! Killed by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama. TOKYO  McCain, Obama. TOKYO  McCain, Obama. TOKYO  McCain, Obama. TOKYO ---- World stock markets mostly rose Monday after China'sWorld stock markets mostly rose Monday after China'sWorld stock markets mostly rose Monday after China'sWorld stock markets mostly rose Monday after China's manufacturing  manufacturing  manufacturing  manufacturing 
expanded. expanded. expanded. expanded. 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens...  Stars + their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 114 World Leaders not to recognize 114 World Leaders not to recognize 114 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today! Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today! Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today! Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  their Aliens...  their Aliens...  their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  their Aliens...  their Aliens...  their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars +14 World Leaders not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens...  their Aliens...  their Aliens...  their Aliens... 

6666----2222----14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth14 World Leaders not to recognize 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the assembly line today! 

6666----2222----14141414 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower  School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower  School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower  School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower 
Structure! 6Structure! 6Structure! 6Structure! 6----1111----14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 3 3 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

6666----2222----14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End W W W War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil ar via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil ar via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil ar via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil 
KickbacksKickbacksKickbacksKickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!  in Swiss Bank Accounts!  in Swiss Bank Accounts!  in Swiss Bank Accounts! 
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6666----2222----14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a

Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an EiffelNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an EiffelNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an EiffelNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 6 Tower Structure! 6 Tower Structure! 6 Tower Structure! 6----1111----14 as Greg flew into Key West with 14 as Greg flew into Key West with 14 as Greg flew into Key West with 14 as Greg flew into Key West with 
$777 Trillion to build a$777 Trillion to build a$777 Trillion to build a$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

6666----1111----14 Hurricane Eradication Invention thoughts... God Teases14 Hurricane Eradication Invention thoughts... God Teases14 Hurricane Eradication Invention thoughts... God Teases14 Hurricane Eradication Invention thoughts... God Teases Us with Hurricanes + Gas Station Eradication, reward is Heaven, 72  Us with Hurricanes + Gas Station Eradication, reward is Heaven, 72  Us with Hurricanes + Gas Station Eradication, reward is Heaven, 72  Us with Hurricanes + Gas Station Eradication, reward is Heaven, 72 
Virgins ifVirgins ifVirgins ifVirgins if you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens! Quarter for your thoughts... provoke  their Aliens! Quarter for your thoughts... provoke  their Aliens! Quarter for your thoughts... provoke  their Aliens! Quarter for your thoughts... provoke 
with "1984 II" novel writtenwith "1984 II" novel writtenwith "1984 II" novel writtenwith "1984 II" novel written at the Hemingway House Writing Classes. Yale Key West Medical School Students at the Hemingway House Writing Classes. Yale Key West Medical School Students at the Hemingway House Writing Classes. Yale Key West Medical School Students at the Hemingway House Writing Classes. Yale Key West Medical School Students will have many quarters to  will have many quarters to  will have many quarters to  will have many quarters to 
provoke + inspire a invention on every page!provoke + inspire a invention on every page!provoke + inspire a invention on every page!provoke + inspire a invention on every page!

6666----1111----14 Mandy Miles in Key West with Greg, wrote today... A Quarter for14 Mandy Miles in Key West with Greg, wrote today... A Quarter for14 Mandy Miles in Key West with Greg, wrote today... A Quarter for14 Mandy Miles in Key West with Greg, wrote today... A Quarter for your Thoughts!  your Thoughts!  your Thoughts!  your Thoughts! 

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists!  Neurologists!  Neurologists!  Neurologists! 

6666----1111----14 What would happen to the Quarter for your14 What would happen to the Quarter for your14 What would happen to the Quarter for your14 What would happen to the Quarter for your thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion!  thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion!  thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion!  thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion! 

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline!

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists as14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists as14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists as14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists as it has become possible to understand, in much detail, the  it has become possible to understand, in much detail, the  it has become possible to understand, in much detail, the  it has become possible to understand, in much detail, the 
complex processescomplex processescomplex processescomplex processes occurring within a single neuron. Neurons are cells specialized for occurring within a single neuron. Neurons are cells specialized for occurring within a single neuron. Neurons are cells specialized for occurring within a single neuron. Neurons are cells specialized for communication. They are able to communicate  communication. They are able to communicate  communication. They are able to communicate  communication. They are able to communicate 
with neurons and other cell typeswith neurons and other cell typeswith neurons and other cell typeswith neurons and other cell types through specialized junctions called synapses, at which electrical or through specialized junctions called synapses, at which electrical or through specialized junctions called synapses, at which electrical or through specialized junctions called synapses, at which electrical or electrochemical signals can be  electrochemical signals can be  electrochemical signals can be  electrochemical signals can be 
transmitted from one cell to another. Manytransmitted from one cell to another. Manytransmitted from one cell to another. Manytransmitted from one cell to another. Many neurons extrude long thin filaments of protoplasm called axons. NY Times Front neurons extrude long thin filaments of protoplasm called axons. NY Times Front neurons extrude long thin filaments of protoplasm called axons. NY Times Front neurons extrude long thin filaments of protoplasm called axons. NY Times Front Page  Page  Page  Page 
Today Sunday... NSA is collecting trillions of axons, neurons... NO WAY...Today Sunday... NSA is collecting trillions of axons, neurons... NO WAY...Today Sunday... NSA is collecting trillions of axons, neurons... NO WAY...Today Sunday... NSA is collecting trillions of axons, neurons... NO WAY... "N.S.A. Collecting Millions of Faces From Web Images" By JAMES  "N.S.A. Collecting Millions of Faces From Web Images" By JAMES  "N.S.A. Collecting Millions of Faces From Web Images" By JAMES  "N.S.A. Collecting Millions of Faces From Web Images" By JAMES 
RISEN and LAURARISEN and LAURARISEN and LAURARISEN and LAURA POITRAS. James, Laura + Mandy Miles should write something at the Hemingway POITRAS. James, Laura + Mandy Miles should write something at the Hemingway POITRAS. James, Laura + Mandy Miles should write something at the Hemingway POITRAS. James, Laura + Mandy Miles should write something at the Hemingway House for what the N.S.A needs to  House for what the N.S.A needs to  House for what the N.S.A needs to  House for what the N.S.A needs to 
collect to save the Earth from Numb Nutscollect to save the Earth from Numb Nutscollect to save the Earth from Numb Nutscollect to save the Earth from Numb Nuts Dictators who breath in "Poison Gas Exhaust" which has caused "Psychotic Greed" Dictators who breath in "Poison Gas Exhaust" which has caused "Psychotic Greed" Dictators who breath in "Poison Gas Exhaust" which has caused "Psychotic Greed" Dictators who breath in "Poison Gas Exhaust" which has caused "Psychotic Greed" for another  for another  for another  for another 
$777 Trillion from Oil + Gas Revenues! To Hell with Particles in the$777 Trillion from Oil + Gas Revenues! To Hell with Particles in the$777 Trillion from Oil + Gas Revenues! To Hell with Particles in the$777 Trillion from Oil + Gas Revenues! To Hell with Particles in the air, not even the NSA collects these for the front page of the Sunday  air, not even the NSA collects these for the front page of the Sunday  air, not even the NSA collects these for the front page of the Sunday  air, not even the NSA collects these for the front page of the Sunday 
New YorkNew YorkNew YorkNew York Times. If these poison gas exhaust particles were on the front page today in Times. If these poison gas exhaust particles were on the front page today in Times. If these poison gas exhaust particles were on the front page today in Times. If these poison gas exhaust particles were on the front page today in place of the clips of people what would happen to  place of the clips of people what would happen to  place of the clips of people what would happen to  place of the clips of people what would happen to 
the Quarter for yourthe Quarter for yourthe Quarter for yourthe Quarter for your thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion!  thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion!  thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion!  thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion! 

6666----1111----14 UN Says Iraq14 UN Says Iraq14 UN Says Iraq14 UN Says Iraq Violence Killed 799 People in May.  Violence Killed 799 People in May.  Violence Killed 799 People in May.  Violence Killed 799 People in May. 

6666----1111----14 UN Says 19,000 SWF's in the USA will be murdered by a14 UN Says 19,000 SWF's in the USA will be murdered by a14 UN Says 19,000 SWF's in the USA will be murdered by a14 UN Says 19,000 SWF's in the USA will be murdered by a drunk man in 2014, how many a month?  drunk man in 2014, how many a month?  drunk man in 2014, how many a month?  drunk man in 2014, how many a month? 

6666----1111----14 UN Says 99,000 "OJ" Clones14 UN Says 99,000 "OJ" Clones14 UN Says 99,000 "OJ" Clones14 UN Says 99,000 "OJ" Clones are Alive and Belligerent to everyone on Earth... Police arrested singer Ray J are Alive and Belligerent to everyone on Earth... Police arrested singer Ray J are Alive and Belligerent to everyone on Earth... Police arrested singer Ray J are Alive and Belligerent to everyone on Earth... Police arrested singer Ray J at a Beverly Hills hotel  at a Beverly Hills hotel  at a Beverly Hills hotel  at a Beverly Hills hotel 
after they say he became belligerent with staff, kickedafter they say he became belligerent with staff, kickedafter they say he became belligerent with staff, kickedafter they say he became belligerent with staff, kicked out a patrol car window and spat at an officer.  out a patrol car window and spat at an officer.  out a patrol car window and spat at an officer.  out a patrol car window and spat at an officer. 

6666----1111----14 Mandy Miles in14 Mandy Miles in14 Mandy Miles in14 Mandy Miles in Key West with Greg, wrote today... A Quarter for your Thoughts!  Key West with Greg, wrote today... A Quarter for your Thoughts!  Key West with Greg, wrote today... A Quarter for your Thoughts!  Key West with Greg, wrote today... A Quarter for your Thoughts! 

6666----1111----14141414 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists!  UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists!  UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists!  UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists! 

6666----1111----14141414 What would happen to the Quarter for your thoughts... they would be worth $777 What would happen to the Quarter for your thoughts... they would be worth $777 What would happen to the Quarter for your thoughts... they would be worth $777 What would happen to the Quarter for your thoughts... they would be worth $777 Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion! 

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline!

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy, It consists of cutting or scraping away most of the  Gas Lobotomy, It consists of cutting or scraping away most of the  Gas Lobotomy, It consists of cutting or scraping away most of the  Gas Lobotomy, It consists of cutting or scraping away most of the 
connections toconnections toconnections toconnections to and from the prefrontal cortex, the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the and from the prefrontal cortex, the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the and from the prefrontal cortex, the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the and from the prefrontal cortex, the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the brain.  brain.  brain.  brain. 
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6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy in PARIS (AP)  Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy in PARIS (AP)  Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy in PARIS (AP)  Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy in PARIS (AP) ---- A man has been arrested in A man has been arrested in A man has been arrested in A man has been arrested in
southeast France in the investigation of a shooting at a Jewish museum insoutheast France in the investigation of a shooting at a Jewish museum insoutheast France in the investigation of a shooting at a Jewish museum insoutheast France in the investigation of a shooting at a Jewish museum in Brussels that left at least three people dead, the Paris  Brussels that left at least three people dead, the Paris  Brussels that left at least three people dead, the Paris  Brussels that left at least three people dead, the Paris 
prosecutor's officeprosecutor's officeprosecutor's officeprosecutor's office said Sunday.  said Sunday.  said Sunday.  said Sunday. 

6666----1111----14 UN Says 19,000 SWF's in the USA will be murdered by14 UN Says 19,000 SWF's in the USA will be murdered by14 UN Says 19,000 SWF's in the USA will be murdered by14 UN Says 19,000 SWF's in the USA will be murdered by a drunk man in 2014, how many a month?  a drunk man in 2014, how many a month?  a drunk man in 2014, how many a month?  a drunk man in 2014, how many a month? 

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...  Neurologists...  Neurologists...  Neurologists... 

6666----1111----14 UN Says 40,000 SWF's in the USA will die from14 UN Says 40,000 SWF's in the USA will die from14 UN Says 40,000 SWF's in the USA will die from14 UN Says 40,000 SWF's in the USA will die from Breast Cancer in 2014, how many for May? June?  Breast Cancer in 2014, how many for May? June?  Breast Cancer in 2014, how many for May? June?  Breast Cancer in 2014, how many for May? June? 

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter14 UN Says A Quarter14 UN Says A Quarter14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...  for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...  for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...  for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... 

6666----1111----14 UN Says Netanyahu14 UN Says Netanyahu14 UN Says Netanyahu14 UN Says Netanyahu urges World not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens along with urges World not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens along with urges World not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens along with urges World not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens along with Palestinian unity government on  Palestinian unity government on  Palestinian unity government on  Palestinian unity government on 
Earth! Dr. Lobotomy code blue come quick!Earth! Dr. Lobotomy code blue come quick!Earth! Dr. Lobotomy code blue come quick!Earth! Dr. Lobotomy code blue come quick!

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists...14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline!  Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline!  Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline!  Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! 

6666----1111----14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles at the Key West Citizen Newspaper ended her Sunday article on "Quarter for your at the Key West Citizen Newspaper ended her Sunday article on "Quarter for your at the Key West Citizen Newspaper ended her Sunday article on "Quarter for your at the Key West Citizen Newspaper ended her Sunday article on "Quarter for your Thoughts" with "Get outside before  Thoughts" with "Get outside before  Thoughts" with "Get outside before  Thoughts" with "Get outside before 
the summertime heat takes over... just don'tthe summertime heat takes over... just don'tthe summertime heat takes over... just don'tthe summertime heat takes over... just don't sweat the small stuff." >>>> 100 Kids will be left in a hot car + sweat the small stuff." >>>> 100 Kids will be left in a hot car + sweat the small stuff." >>>> 100 Kids will be left in a hot car + sweat the small stuff." >>>> 100 Kids will be left in a hot car + die this Summer!  die this Summer!  die this Summer!  die this Summer! 

6666----1111----14 NY Times said 100 Kids will be left in a hot car14 NY Times said 100 Kids will be left in a hot car14 NY Times said 100 Kids will be left in a hot car14 NY Times said 100 Kids will be left in a hot car + die this Summer. Mandy Miles at the Key West Citizen Newspaper ended her + die this Summer. Mandy Miles at the Key West Citizen Newspaper ended her + die this Summer. Mandy Miles at the Key West Citizen Newspaper ended her + die this Summer. Mandy Miles at the Key West Citizen Newspaper ended her
Sunday article on the ElectricWindmillFord Escorts 24/7 AC accessory and theSunday article on the ElectricWindmillFord Escorts 24/7 AC accessory and theSunday article on the ElectricWindmillFord Escorts 24/7 AC accessory and theSunday article on the ElectricWindmillFord Escorts 24/7 AC accessory and the dash cams inside and out with mic + speakers!  dash cams inside and out with mic + speakers!  dash cams inside and out with mic + speakers!  dash cams inside and out with mic + speakers! 

6666----1111----14 UN Says 72 Virgins14 UN Says 72 Virgins14 UN Says 72 Virgins14 UN Says 72 Virgins if you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest if you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest if you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest if you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens!  Stars + their Aliens!  Stars + their Aliens!  Stars + their Aliens! 

6666----1111----14 UN Says Netanyahu urges World not to14 UN Says Netanyahu urges World not to14 UN Says Netanyahu urges World not to14 UN Says Netanyahu urges World not to recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens along with Palestinian unity recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens along with Palestinian unity recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens along with Palestinian unity recognize 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens along with Palestinian unity government on  government on  government on  government on 
Earth! Dr. Lobotomy code blue come quick! Earth! Dr. Lobotomy code blue come quick! Earth! Dr. Lobotomy code blue come quick! Earth! Dr. Lobotomy code blue come quick! 

6666----1111----14 72 Virgins if you are for Allah, if not then your14 72 Virgins if you are for Allah, if not then your14 72 Virgins if you are for Allah, if not then your14 72 Virgins if you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens!  State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens!  State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens!  State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens! 

6666----1111----14 UN14 UN14 UN14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy, It Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy, It Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy, It Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy, It consists of cutting or scraping away most of the  consists of cutting or scraping away most of the  consists of cutting or scraping away most of the  consists of cutting or scraping away most of the 
connections to and from theconnections to and from theconnections to and from theconnections to and from the prefrontal cortex, the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the brain. prefrontal cortex, the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the brain. prefrontal cortex, the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the brain. prefrontal cortex, the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the brain.

6666----1111----14 Hurricane Eradication Invention thoughts... God Teases Us with14 Hurricane Eradication Invention thoughts... God Teases Us with14 Hurricane Eradication Invention thoughts... God Teases Us with14 Hurricane Eradication Invention thoughts... God Teases Us with Hurricanes + Gas Station Eradication, reward is Heaven, 72  Hurricanes + Gas Station Eradication, reward is Heaven, 72  Hurricanes + Gas Station Eradication, reward is Heaven, 72  Hurricanes + Gas Station Eradication, reward is Heaven, 72 
Virgins if you areVirgins if you areVirgins if you areVirgins if you are for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their for Allah, if not then your State Gov. Lottery win is 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens!  Aliens!  Aliens!  Aliens! 

6666----1111----14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a14 UN Says A Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline! Neurologists... Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4 gasoline!

Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key WestQuarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key WestQuarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key WestQuarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure!  Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure!  Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure!  Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 
6666----1111----14 as14 as14 as14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 
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Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a 

Neurologists... Yale KeyNeurologists... Yale KeyNeurologists... Yale KeyNeurologists... Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 6 6 6 6----1111----14 as Greg flew into Key West 14 as Greg flew into Key West 14 as Greg flew into Key West 14 as Greg flew into Key West 
with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key Westwith $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key Westwith $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key Westwith $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Medical School on 3 Medical School on 3 Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On CollisionsOn CollisionsOn CollisionsOn Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry heroin overdose antidotes!  Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry heroin overdose antidotes!  Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry heroin overdose antidotes!  Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry heroin overdose antidotes! 

5555----31313131----14141414 "No Head "No Head "No Head "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry, Ephedrine HCL andOn Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry, Ephedrine HCL andOn Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry, Ephedrine HCL andOn Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry, Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants for "FAT"  Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants for "FAT"  Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants for "FAT"  Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants for "FAT" 
people! people! people! people! 

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----OnOnOnOn Collisions Inventions..." 911, Call for Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Collisions Inventions..." 911, Call for Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Collisions Inventions..." 911, Call for Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Collisions Inventions..." 911, Call for Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants before you go to  Suppressants before you go to  Suppressants before you go to  Suppressants before you go to 
Wendys! Wendys! Wendys! Wendys! 

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On CollisionsOn CollisionsOn CollisionsOn Collisions Inventions..." Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra added to Yogurts, Today Yogurts have Inventions..." Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra added to Yogurts, Today Yogurts have Inventions..." Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra added to Yogurts, Today Yogurts have Inventions..." Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra added to Yogurts, Today Yogurts have More Sugar Than A  More Sugar Than A  More Sugar Than A  More Sugar Than A 
Twinkie Twinkie Twinkie Twinkie 

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." 911On Collisions Inventions..." 911On Collisions Inventions..." 911On Collisions Inventions..." 911 Calls by drivers who total their car, about the Suppressed Super Air Bags on Calls by drivers who total their car, about the Suppressed Super Air Bags on Calls by drivers who total their car, about the Suppressed Super Air Bags on Calls by drivers who total their car, about the Suppressed Super Air Bags on Outside,  Outside,  Outside,  Outside, 
Vehicular crashes cost Americans $871 billion a year. Vehicular crashes cost Americans $871 billion a year. Vehicular crashes cost Americans $871 billion a year. Vehicular crashes cost Americans $871 billion a year. 

5555----31313131----14141414 "No Head "No Head "No Head "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to deliver free, TreadmillOn Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to deliver free, TreadmillOn Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to deliver free, TreadmillOn Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to deliver free, Treadmill Desk in every Home + HS classroom in the USA!  Desk in every Home + HS classroom in the USA!  Desk in every Home + HS classroom in the USA!  Desk in every Home + HS classroom in the USA! 

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----OnOnOnOn Collisions Inventions..." is what Katie Couric + Bill Clinton will hang for! Collisions Inventions..." is what Katie Couric + Bill Clinton will hang for! Collisions Inventions..." is what Katie Couric + Bill Clinton will hang for! Collisions Inventions..." is what Katie Couric + Bill Clinton will hang for! Katie had a collection of Treadmills +  Katie had a collection of Treadmills +  Katie had a collection of Treadmills +  Katie had a collection of Treadmills + 
Treadmill Desk on "Today Show" DecadeTreadmill Desk on "Today Show" DecadeTreadmill Desk on "Today Show" DecadeTreadmill Desk on "Today Show" Decade ago. Kerry, McCain, Obama, Hillary, one or all of them killed this from all High ago. Kerry, McCain, Obama, Hillary, one or all of them killed this from all High ago. Kerry, McCain, Obama, Hillary, one or all of them killed this from all High ago. Kerry, McCain, Obama, Hillary, one or all of them killed this from all High Schools in the  Schools in the  Schools in the  Schools in the 
USA when they took Euphredia out of the Health Food Stores!USA when they took Euphredia out of the Health Food Stores!USA when they took Euphredia out of the Health Food Stores!USA when they took Euphredia out of the Health Food Stores! Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants are needed ASAP...  Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants are needed ASAP...  Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants are needed ASAP...  Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra and Appetite Suppressants are needed ASAP... 
"No"No"No"No Head Head Head Head----On Collisions Inventions..." will save... 100 kids left in hot cars + 100On Collisions Inventions..." will save... 100 kids left in hot cars + 100On Collisions Inventions..." will save... 100 kids left in hot cars + 100On Collisions Inventions..." will save... 100 kids left in hot cars + 100 Million Fat Kids!  Million Fat Kids!  Million Fat Kids!  Million Fat Kids! 

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." Katie CouricOn Collisions Inventions..." Katie CouricOn Collisions Inventions..." Katie CouricOn Collisions Inventions..." Katie Couric and her Fury Crew suppressed in the movie "Fed Up" I just watched at the KW and her Fury Crew suppressed in the movie "Fed Up" I just watched at the KW and her Fury Crew suppressed in the movie "Fed Up" I just watched at the KW and her Fury Crew suppressed in the movie "Fed Up" I just watched at the KW
Tropic. "Fed Up is the movie the food industry doesn't want you to see. BillTropic. "Fed Up is the movie the food industry doesn't want you to see. BillTropic. "Fed Up is the movie the food industry doesn't want you to see. BillTropic. "Fed Up is the movie the food industry doesn't want you to see. Bill Clinton lies about 1 Trillion times in the Fed Up Movie and  Clinton lies about 1 Trillion times in the Fed Up Movie and  Clinton lies about 1 Trillion times in the Fed Up Movie and  Clinton lies about 1 Trillion times in the Fed Up Movie and 
his medical recordshis medical recordshis medical recordshis medical records are not made public or his vegan no red meat diet or die!  are not made public or his vegan no red meat diet or die!  are not made public or his vegan no red meat diet or die!  are not made public or his vegan no red meat diet or die! 

5555----31313131----14 "No14 "No14 "No14 "No Head Head Head Head----On Collisions Inventions..." Call 911 Bill Clinton lied in the movie "FedOn Collisions Inventions..." Call 911 Bill Clinton lied in the movie "FedOn Collisions Inventions..." Call 911 Bill Clinton lied in the movie "FedOn Collisions Inventions..." Call 911 Bill Clinton lied in the movie "Fed Up" yesterday.  Up" yesterday.  Up" yesterday.  Up" yesterday. 

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." willOn Collisions Inventions..." willOn Collisions Inventions..." willOn Collisions Inventions..." will save... Vegan or Die replaced Invent or Die for Bill Clinton and he "Lied" about save... Vegan or Die replaced Invent or Die for Bill Clinton and he "Lied" about save... Vegan or Die replaced Invent or Die for Bill Clinton and he "Lied" about save... Vegan or Die replaced Invent or Die for Bill Clinton and he "Lied" about
being a Vegan yesterday! being a Vegan yesterday! being a Vegan yesterday! being a Vegan yesterday! 

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..."On Collisions Inventions..."On Collisions Inventions..."On Collisions Inventions..." will save... Red Meat Prices Are Skyrocketing, not the MD Professor visiting the will save... Red Meat Prices Are Skyrocketing, not the MD Professor visiting the will save... Red Meat Prices Are Skyrocketing, not the MD Professor visiting the will save... Red Meat Prices Are Skyrocketing, not the MD Professor visiting the Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 
High School dissecting "Red Meat" and failing the students until theyHigh School dissecting "Red Meat" and failing the students until theyHigh School dissecting "Red Meat" and failing the students until theyHigh School dissecting "Red Meat" and failing the students until they can pronounce all the chemicals and hormones in red meat.  can pronounce all the chemicals and hormones in red meat.  can pronounce all the chemicals and hormones in red meat.  can pronounce all the chemicals and hormones in red meat. 

5555----31313131----14 "No14 "No14 "No14 "No Head Head Head Head----On Collisions Inventions..." will save... On Collisions Inventions..." will save... On Collisions Inventions..." will save... On Collisions Inventions..." will save... 

5555----31313131----14 It blows the lid off everything we thought we knew14 It blows the lid off everything we thought we knew14 It blows the lid off everything we thought we knew14 It blows the lid off everything we thought we knew about food and weight loss, revealing a 30 about food and weight loss, revealing a 30 about food and weight loss, revealing a 30 about food and weight loss, revealing a 30----year campaign by the Red Meat, year campaign by the Red Meat, year campaign by the Red Meat, year campaign by the Red Meat, 
PizzaPizzaPizzaPizza Cheese Mars food industry, aided by the U.S. government, to mislead and confuse Cheese Mars food industry, aided by the U.S. government, to mislead and confuse Cheese Mars food industry, aided by the U.S. government, to mislead and confuse Cheese Mars food industry, aided by the U.S. government, to mislead and confuse the American public, resulting in one of the  the American public, resulting in one of the  the American public, resulting in one of the  the American public, resulting in one of the 
largest health epidemics inlargest health epidemics inlargest health epidemics inlargest health epidemics in history... Fat People! From co history... Fat People! From co history... Fat People! From co history... Fat People! From co----producer Katie Couric (who also narrates),producer Katie Couric (who also narrates),producer Katie Couric (who also narrates),producer Katie Couric (who also narrates), co co co co----producer Laurie David (Oscar producer Laurie David (Oscar producer Laurie David (Oscar producer Laurie David (Oscar 
winning producer of An Inconvenient Truth) andwinning producer of An Inconvenient Truth) andwinning producer of An Inconvenient Truth) andwinning producer of An Inconvenient Truth) and director Stephanie Soechtig, Fed Up will change the way you eat forever. director Stephanie Soechtig, Fed Up will change the way you eat forever. director Stephanie Soechtig, Fed Up will change the way you eat forever. director Stephanie Soechtig, Fed Up will change the way you eat forever. Director:  Director:  Director:  Director: 
Stephanie Soechtig Narrated by Katie Couric. "No HeadStephanie Soechtig Narrated by Katie Couric. "No HeadStephanie Soechtig Narrated by Katie Couric. "No HeadStephanie Soechtig Narrated by Katie Couric. "No Head----On CollisionsOn CollisionsOn CollisionsOn Collisions Inventions..." will save... Treadmill Desk in every HS classroom in  Inventions..." will save... Treadmill Desk in every HS classroom in  Inventions..." will save... Treadmill Desk in every HS classroom in  Inventions..." will save... Treadmill Desk in every HS classroom in 
the USA isthe USA isthe USA isthe USA is what Katie Couric and her Fury Crew suppressed in the movie "Fed Up"  what Katie Couric and her Fury Crew suppressed in the movie "Fed Up"  what Katie Couric and her Fury Crew suppressed in the movie "Fed Up"  what Katie Couric and her Fury Crew suppressed in the movie "Fed Up" 
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5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." MD ProfessorsOn Collisions Inventions..." MD ProfessorsOn Collisions Inventions..." MD ProfessorsOn Collisions Inventions..." MD Professors Spelling Bee is unbelievable to Scripps News as dissecting Red Meat you must Spelling Bee is unbelievable to Scripps News as dissecting Red Meat you must Spelling Bee is unbelievable to Scripps News as dissecting Red Meat you must Spelling Bee is unbelievable to Scripps News as dissecting Red Meat you must
spell out why Bill Clinton had to be a Vegan or Die! Spelling bee champ: 'It'sspell out why Bill Clinton had to be a Vegan or Die! Spelling bee champ: 'It'sspell out why Bill Clinton had to be a Vegan or Die! Spelling bee champ: 'It'sspell out why Bill Clinton had to be a Vegan or Die! Spelling bee champ: 'It's quite unbelievable The Fort Worth teen still couldn't  quite unbelievable The Fort Worth teen still couldn't  quite unbelievable The Fort Worth teen still couldn't  quite unbelievable The Fort Worth teen still couldn't 
bebebebelieve his new status aslieve his new status aslieve his new status aslieve his new status as the champion of the 2014 Scripps National Spelling Bee... and not a Vegan! the champion of the 2014 Scripps National Spelling Bee... and not a Vegan! the champion of the 2014 Scripps National Spelling Bee... and not a Vegan! the champion of the 2014 Scripps National Spelling Bee... and not a Vegan!

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." Dash Cam inOn Collisions Inventions..." Dash Cam inOn Collisions Inventions..." Dash Cam inOn Collisions Inventions..." Dash Cam in your ElectricWindmillFord Escort, turn off the engine if you mom who is  your ElectricWindmillFord Escort, turn off the engine if you mom who is  your ElectricWindmillFord Escort, turn off the engine if you mom who is  your ElectricWindmillFord Escort, turn off the engine if you mom who is 
watchingwatchingwatchingwatching you catches you smoking pot or drinking, eating while driving... 6 Cleveland you catches you smoking pot or drinking, eating while driving... 6 Cleveland you catches you smoking pot or drinking, eating while driving... 6 Cleveland you catches you smoking pot or drinking, eating while driving... 6 Cleveland police officers In Cleveland, a nighttime car  police officers In Cleveland, a nighttime car  police officers In Cleveland, a nighttime car  police officers In Cleveland, a nighttime car 
chase ended on school yard. Therechase ended on school yard. Therechase ended on school yard. Therechase ended on school yard. There were over 100 shots fired towards the vehicle of the suspect. Dash Cam with mic were over 100 shots fired towards the vehicle of the suspect. Dash Cam with mic were over 100 shots fired towards the vehicle of the suspect. Dash Cam with mic were over 100 shots fired towards the vehicle of the suspect. Dash Cam with mic and speakers. Invent  and speakers. Invent  and speakers. Invent  and speakers. Invent 
or Die, is no good when Hillary + Bill lie and suppressor Die, is no good when Hillary + Bill lie and suppressor Die, is no good when Hillary + Bill lie and suppressor Die, is no good when Hillary + Bill lie and suppress super air bags on the outside of your new car!  super air bags on the outside of your new car!  super air bags on the outside of your new car!  super air bags on the outside of your new car! 

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." $1 BillionOn Collisions Inventions..." $1 BillionOn Collisions Inventions..." $1 BillionOn Collisions Inventions..." $1 Billion Profits every 3 months, Comcast, Verizon, GE, Microsoft, Roche... etc and they Profits every 3 months, Comcast, Verizon, GE, Microsoft, Roche... etc and they Profits every 3 months, Comcast, Verizon, GE, Microsoft, Roche... etc and they Profits every 3 months, Comcast, Verizon, GE, Microsoft, Roche... etc and they
all get a kickback from Poison Gas Exhaust particle in the air none of the Topall get a kickback from Poison Gas Exhaust particle in the air none of the Topall get a kickback from Poison Gas Exhaust particle in the air none of the Topall get a kickback from Poison Gas Exhaust particle in the air none of the Top Brass can spell or pronounce is their Scripps News Spelling  Brass can spell or pronounce is their Scripps News Spelling  Brass can spell or pronounce is their Scripps News Spelling  Brass can spell or pronounce is their Scripps News Spelling 
it out Bee!it out Bee!it out Bee!it out Bee!

5555----31313131----14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head14 "No Head----On Collisions Inventions..." Catholic Charities in KeyOn Collisions Inventions..." Catholic Charities in KeyOn Collisions Inventions..." Catholic Charities in KeyOn Collisions Inventions..." Catholic Charities in Key West at Saint Mary's will be sent to Hell by the next Pope, if there  West at Saint Mary's will be sent to Hell by the next Pope, if there  West at Saint Mary's will be sent to Hell by the next Pope, if there  West at Saint Mary's will be sent to Hell by the next Pope, if there 
is a Popeis a Popeis a Popeis a Pope after Pope Francis as the movie "Fed Up II" will have the Church Leaders video after Pope Francis as the movie "Fed Up II" will have the Church Leaders video after Pope Francis as the movie "Fed Up II" will have the Church Leaders video after Pope Francis as the movie "Fed Up II" will have the Church Leaders video of them watching all the "Soup Kitchen"  of them watching all the "Soup Kitchen"  of them watching all the "Soup Kitchen"  of them watching all the "Soup Kitchen" 
cameras and commenting I hate thesecameras and commenting I hate thesecameras and commenting I hate thesecameras and commenting I hate these people. Pope Francis forgot to tell Key West he gave the Godsend of $777 To people. Pope Francis forgot to tell Key West he gave the Godsend of $777 To people. Pope Francis forgot to tell Key West he gave the Godsend of $777 To people. Pope Francis forgot to tell Key West he gave the Godsend of $777 To Mecca and only took  Mecca and only took  Mecca and only took  Mecca and only took 
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times in the back of the head andtimes in the back of the head andtimes in the back of the head andtimes in the back of the head and neck  neck  neck  neck ———— on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the culprit of this shocking crimeon Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the culprit of this shocking crimeon Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the culprit of this shocking crimeon Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown.  remains unknown.  remains unknown.  remains unknown. 
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"immediate"immediate"immediate"immediate action" over the stoning of a pregnant woman outside the nation's top court... action" over the stoning of a pregnant woman outside the nation's top court... action" over the stoning of a pregnant woman outside the nation's top court... action" over the stoning of a pregnant woman outside the nation's top court... Yale in 2014 will take "immediate action"  Yale in 2014 will take "immediate action"  Yale in 2014 will take "immediate action"  Yale in 2014 will take "immediate action" 
over its FBI Women + 19K murders aover its FBI Women + 19K murders aover its FBI Women + 19K murders aover its FBI Women + 19K murders a year of SWF's by drunk Mad Men, many social engineered by Hillary class of year of SWF's by drunk Mad Men, many social engineered by Hillary class of year of SWF's by drunk Mad Men, many social engineered by Hillary class of year of SWF's by drunk Mad Men, many social engineered by Hillary class of 1973... Kerry Class of  1973... Kerry Class of  1973... Kerry Class of  1973... Kerry Class of 
1966. Criminal misconduct by "1984" management! Epidemics1966. Criminal misconduct by "1984" management! Epidemics1966. Criminal misconduct by "1984" management! Epidemics1966. Criminal misconduct by "1984" management! Epidemics Social Engineered by Yale Grads... worst being the $777 Trillion "Poison  Social Engineered by Yale Grads... worst being the $777 Trillion "Poison  Social Engineered by Yale Grads... worst being the $777 Trillion "Poison  Social Engineered by Yale Grads... worst being the $777 Trillion "Poison 
GasGasGasGas Exhaust" Holocaust II  Exhaust" Holocaust II  Exhaust" Holocaust II  Exhaust" Holocaust II 
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ran into Judge Barrett ofran into Judge Barrett ofran into Judge Barrett ofran into Judge Barrett of Hemingway House 1,001 times this month of May. Hillary Yale Law Class of 1973, Hemingway House 1,001 times this month of May. Hillary Yale Law Class of 1973, Hemingway House 1,001 times this month of May. Hillary Yale Law Class of 1973, Hemingway House 1,001 times this month of May. Hillary Yale Law Class of 1973, mad as Hell about... Hillary  mad as Hell about... Hillary  mad as Hell about... Hillary  mad as Hell about... Hillary 
will KILL grin this invention project for ourwill KILL grin this invention project for ourwill KILL grin this invention project for ourwill KILL grin this invention project for our Orwell Society... She is a more prolific killer of women + children by MEN than Orwell Society... She is a more prolific killer of women + children by MEN than Orwell Society... She is a more prolific killer of women + children by MEN than Orwell Society... She is a more prolific killer of women + children by MEN than Kerry,  Kerry,  Kerry,  Kerry, 
McCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. 7 am Hillary send herMcCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. 7 am Hillary send herMcCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. 7 am Hillary send herMcCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. 7 am Hillary send her undercover "Cops," in Yellow Strips then at the same time  undercover "Cops," in Yellow Strips then at the same time  undercover "Cops," in Yellow Strips then at the same time  undercover "Cops," in Yellow Strips then at the same time 
Starbucks Perez theStarbucks Perez theStarbucks Perez theStarbucks Perez the Cuban from La concha her boss sent a Cuba in Yellow Strips both in the "Grave Cuban from La concha her boss sent a Cuba in Yellow Strips both in the "Grave Cuban from La concha her boss sent a Cuba in Yellow Strips both in the "Grave Cuban from La concha her boss sent a Cuba in Yellow Strips both in the "Grave Yard." Greg was thinking of what  Yard." Greg was thinking of what  Yard." Greg was thinking of what  Yard." Greg was thinking of what 
invention project to write up for the FBI womeninvention project to write up for the FBI womeninvention project to write up for the FBI womeninvention project to write up for the FBI women and a Cuban + Hillary Clone show up for my "Sunrise" screaming F and a Cuban + Hillary Clone show up for my "Sunrise" screaming F and a Cuban + Hillary Clone show up for my "Sunrise" screaming F and a Cuban + Hillary Clone show up for my "Sunrise" screaming F---- your FBI Womenyour FBI Womenyour FBI Womenyour FBI Women
and 90% fewer murdered SWF for the rest of 2014. Greg's Sunrise was Harassmentand 90% fewer murdered SWF for the rest of 2014. Greg's Sunrise was Harassmentand 90% fewer murdered SWF for the rest of 2014. Greg's Sunrise was Harassmentand 90% fewer murdered SWF for the rest of 2014. Greg's Sunrise was Harassment by "Undercover Cops + George Orwell Observers" today,  by "Undercover Cops + George Orwell Observers" today,  by "Undercover Cops + George Orwell Observers" today,  by "Undercover Cops + George Orwell Observers" today, 
both at 7 am Sunriseboth at 7 am Sunriseboth at 7 am Sunriseboth at 7 am Sunrise Today! Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.  Today! Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.  Today! Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.  Today! Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel. 
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ofofofof Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty ““““once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.”””” End PovertyEnd PovertyEnd PovertyEnd Poverty for Cubans in Key West with BP oil false claims.  for Cubans in Key West with BP oil false claims.  for Cubans in Key West with BP oil false claims.  for Cubans in Key West with BP oil false claims. 
Barrett's friend Terry LuckeyBarrett's friend Terry LuckeyBarrett's friend Terry LuckeyBarrett's friend Terry Luckey at the Key West Butterfly Attraction put in a false claim against BP Oil, 101 at the Key West Butterfly Attraction put in a false claim against BP Oil, 101 at the Key West Butterfly Attraction put in a false claim against BP Oil, 101 at the Key West Butterfly Attraction put in a false claim against BP Oil, 101 others in Key West too, how  others in Key West too, how  others in Key West too, how  others in Key West too, how 
many are under cover Cops, Undercover Observers inmany are under cover Cops, Undercover Observers inmany are under cover Cops, Undercover Observers inmany are under cover Cops, Undercover Observers in Yellow Strips... ? 19K Suzanne Jovin Clones were murdered every year from 1980 Yellow Strips... ? 19K Suzanne Jovin Clones were murdered every year from 1980 Yellow Strips... ? 19K Suzanne Jovin Clones were murdered every year from 1980 Yellow Strips... ? 19K Suzanne Jovin Clones were murdered every year from 1980 to  to  to  to 
2014, the Yale College senior who was murdered 2014, the Yale College senior who was murdered 2014, the Yale College senior who was murdered 2014, the Yale College senior who was murdered ———— stabbed 17 times in the backstabbed 17 times in the backstabbed 17 times in the backstabbed 17 times in the back of the head and neck  of the head and neck  of the head and neck  of the head and neck ———— on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years 
later, the culprit of thislater, the culprit of thislater, the culprit of thislater, the culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown. Least Greg knows who the "Under Cover Observers shocking crime remains unknown. Least Greg knows who the "Under Cover Observers shocking crime remains unknown. Least Greg knows who the "Under Cover Observers shocking crime remains unknown. Least Greg knows who the "Under Cover Observers + Cops" are! Hemingway  + Cops" are! Hemingway  + Cops" are! Hemingway  + Cops" are! Hemingway 
House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.
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gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of 1966, class of 1999gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of 1966, class of 1999gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of 1966, class of 1999gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of 1966, class of 1999 Suzanne Jovin... Today's New England Journal of Medicine suppressed the  Suzanne Jovin... Today's New England Journal of Medicine suppressed the  Suzanne Jovin... Today's New England Journal of Medicine suppressed the  Suzanne Jovin... Today's New England Journal of Medicine suppressed the 
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Orwell Society" Caution Advised:Orwell Society" Caution Advised:Orwell Society" Caution Advised:Orwell Society" Caution Advised: Medicare Medicare Medicare Medicare’’’’s Physicians Physicians Physicians Physician----Payment Data Release Online First P.T. OPayment Data Release Online First P.T. OPayment Data Release Online First P.T. OPayment Data Release Online First P.T. O’’’’Gara. CliniciansGara. CliniciansGara. CliniciansGara. Clinicians’’’’ Involvement in Involvement in Involvement in Involvement in 
Capital Punishment Capital Punishment Capital Punishment Capital Punishment ———— Constitutional Implications Online First N.Constitutional Implications Online First N.Constitutional Implications Online First N.Constitutional Implications Online First N. Sawicki. Chronic Pain, Addiction, and Zohydro Y. Olsen and J.M.  Sawicki. Chronic Pain, Addiction, and Zohydro Y. Olsen and J.M.  Sawicki. Chronic Pain, Addiction, and Zohydro Y. Olsen and J.M.  Sawicki. Chronic Pain, Addiction, and Zohydro Y. Olsen and J.M. 
Sharfstein | NSharfstein | NSharfstein | NSharfstein | N Engl J Med 2014. Today's New England Journal of Medicine suppressed the Key West Engl J Med 2014. Today's New England Journal of Medicine suppressed the Key West Engl J Med 2014. Today's New England Journal of Medicine suppressed the Key West Engl J Med 2014. Today's New England Journal of Medicine suppressed the Key West Article on "Yale Key West Medical  Article on "Yale Key West Medical  Article on "Yale Key West Medical  Article on "Yale Key West Medical 
School, suppression by the government ofSchool, suppression by the government ofSchool, suppression by the government ofSchool, suppression by the government of building a New Medical School in our George Orwell Society" Caution Advised: 4 building a New Medical School in our George Orwell Society" Caution Advised: 4 building a New Medical School in our George Orwell Society" Caution Advised: 4 building a New Medical School in our George Orwell Society" Caution Advised: 4 MD Wives  MD Wives  MD Wives  MD Wives 
Coup D'Etat can + will win 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens, End War +Coup D'Etat can + will win 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens, End War +Coup D'Etat can + will win 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens, End War +Coup D'Etat can + will win 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens, End War + Poverty with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! HealthDay An  Poverty with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! HealthDay An  Poverty with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! HealthDay An  Poverty with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! HealthDay An 
otherwise healthy manotherwise healthy manotherwise healthy manotherwise healthy man died of an incurable lung disease after breathing in fine particles while making died of an incurable lung disease after breathing in fine particles while making died of an incurable lung disease after breathing in fine particles while making died of an incurable lung disease after breathing in fine particles while making Corian counter tops for  Corian counter tops for  Corian counter tops for  Corian counter tops for 
almost two decades, doctors report in the New Englandalmost two decades, doctors report in the New Englandalmost two decades, doctors report in the New Englandalmost two decades, doctors report in the New England Journal of Medicine... nothing was reported on Poison gas exhaust particles! Journal of Medicine... nothing was reported on Poison gas exhaust particles! Journal of Medicine... nothing was reported on Poison gas exhaust particles! Journal of Medicine... nothing was reported on Poison gas exhaust particles!
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LAX.LAX.LAX.LAX. High levels of potentially harmful exhaust particles from jets High levels of potentially harmful exhaust particles from jets High levels of potentially harmful exhaust particles from jets High levels of potentially harmful exhaust particles from jets using Los Angeles using Los Angeles using Los Angeles using Los Angeles International Airport have been detected in a  International Airport have been detected in a  International Airport have been detected in a  International Airport have been detected in a 
broad swath of densely populatedbroad swath of densely populatedbroad swath of densely populatedbroad swath of densely populated communities up to 10 miles east of the runways, a new air quality study reported communities up to 10 miles east of the runways, a new air quality study reported communities up to 10 miles east of the runways, a new air quality study reported communities up to 10 miles east of the runways, a new air quality study reported Thursday. Los  Thursday. Los  Thursday. Los  Thursday. Los 
Angeles Times [Registration Required] Pay to read the LA Times...Angeles Times [Registration Required] Pay to read the LA Times...Angeles Times [Registration Required] Pay to read the LA Times...Angeles Times [Registration Required] Pay to read the LA Times... wow!  wow!  wow!  wow! 
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BOSTON (AP) BOSTON (AP) BOSTON (AP) BOSTON (AP) ———— A spilled drink in a BostonA spilled drink in a BostonA spilled drink in a BostonA spilled drink in a Boston nightclub led former New England Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez to kill two nightclub led former New England Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez to kill two nightclub led former New England Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez to kill two nightclub led former New England Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez to kill two people  people  people  people 
in a drivein a drivein a drivein a drive----by shooting two years ago, prosecutors said Wednesday.by shooting two years ago, prosecutors said Wednesday.by shooting two years ago, prosecutors said Wednesday.by shooting two years ago, prosecutors said Wednesday.
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gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of 1966, class of 1999 Suzannegave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of 1966, class of 1999 Suzannegave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of 1966, class of 1999 Suzannegave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of 1966, class of 1999 Suzanne Jovin... Navy in Key West, U.S. Navy secretary defends new warship  Jovin... Navy in Key West, U.S. Navy secretary defends new warship  Jovin... Navy in Key West, U.S. Navy secretary defends new warship  Jovin... Navy in Key West, U.S. Navy secretary defends new warship 
program...program...program...program... $34 Billion 40K Breast Cancer Deaths in 2014. U.S. Secretary of the Navy Ray $34 Billion 40K Breast Cancer Deaths in 2014. U.S. Secretary of the Navy Ray $34 Billion 40K Breast Cancer Deaths in 2014. U.S. Secretary of the Navy Ray $34 Billion 40K Breast Cancer Deaths in 2014. U.S. Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus leaves during a Memorial Day  Mabus leaves during a Memorial Day  Mabus leaves during a Memorial Day  Mabus leaves during a Memorial Day 
ceremony at the Soldiers' and Sailors. Byceremony at the Soldiers' and Sailors. Byceremony at the Soldiers' and Sailors. Byceremony at the Soldiers' and Sailors. By Andrea Shalal WASHINGTON (Reuters)  Andrea Shalal WASHINGTON (Reuters)  Andrea Shalal WASHINGTON (Reuters)  Andrea Shalal WASHINGTON (Reuters) ---- U.S. Navy Secretary Ray Mabus defended theU.S. Navy Secretary Ray Mabus defended theU.S. Navy Secretary Ray Mabus defended theU.S. Navy Secretary Ray Mabus defended the
embattled $34 billion Littoral Combat Ship program on Wednesday and said theembattled $34 billion Littoral Combat Ship program on Wednesday and said theembattled $34 billion Littoral Combat Ship program on Wednesday and said theembattled $34 billion Littoral Combat Ship program on Wednesday and said the ability to reconfigure the ships to carry out different  ability to reconfigure the ships to carry out different  ability to reconfigure the ships to carry out different  ability to reconfigure the ships to carry out different 
missions would help themissions would help themissions would help themissions would help the Navy keep pace with rapidly changing technologies... 52 Nearest Stars are not Navy keep pace with rapidly changing technologies... 52 Nearest Stars are not Navy keep pace with rapidly changing technologies... 52 Nearest Stars are not Navy keep pace with rapidly changing technologies... 52 Nearest Stars are not one of the US Navy's changing  one of the US Navy's changing  one of the US Navy's changing  one of the US Navy's changing 
Technologies, and remember NASA has ZERO SuperTechnologies, and remember NASA has ZERO SuperTechnologies, and remember NASA has ZERO SuperTechnologies, and remember NASA has ZERO Super Shuttles Today, I think the Key West Navy sank them all with $$$$$$ to build war Shuttles Today, I think the Key West Navy sank them all with $$$$$$ to build war Shuttles Today, I think the Key West Navy sank them all with $$$$$$ to build war Shuttles Today, I think the Key West Navy sank them all with $$$$$$ to build war
ships. Verdict is in and will be in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel alongships. Verdict is in and will be in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel alongships. Verdict is in and will be in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel alongships. Verdict is in and will be in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel along with the 1 Trillion Turtles at Hemingway Beach the  with the 1 Trillion Turtles at Hemingway Beach the  with the 1 Trillion Turtles at Hemingway Beach the  with the 1 Trillion Turtles at Hemingway Beach the 
Key West Navy blew up!Key West Navy blew up!Key West Navy blew up!Key West Navy blew up!
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SuzanneSuzanneSuzanneSuzanne Jovin...  Jovin...  Jovin...  Jovin... 
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says Meccasays Meccasays Meccasays Mecca Medical School was built decades ago by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama, Caroline Medical School was built decades ago by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama, Caroline Medical School was built decades ago by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama, Caroline Medical School was built decades ago by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama, Caroline Kennedy via $4 Gas.  Kennedy via $4 Gas.  Kennedy via $4 Gas.  Kennedy via $4 Gas. 
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SuzanneSuzanneSuzanneSuzanne Jovin class of 1999, the Yale College senior who was murdered  Jovin class of 1999, the Yale College senior who was murdered  Jovin class of 1999, the Yale College senior who was murdered  Jovin class of 1999, the Yale College senior who was murdered ———— stabbed 17 timesstabbed 17 timesstabbed 17 timesstabbed 17 times in the back of the head and neck  in the back of the head and neck  in the back of the head and neck  in the back of the head and neck ———— on Dec. on Dec. on Dec. on Dec. 
4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown.  culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown.  culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown.  culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown. 
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which the Visiting Nurse smoked + drank taking their BP +which the Visiting Nurse smoked + drank taking their BP +which the Visiting Nurse smoked + drank taking their BP +which the Visiting Nurse smoked + drank taking their BP + pulse... MD Women would put Mayor Cates on a Veggies Diet with no  pulse... MD Women would put Mayor Cates on a Veggies Diet with no  pulse... MD Women would put Mayor Cates on a Veggies Diet with no  pulse... MD Women would put Mayor Cates on a Veggies Diet with no 
drinking ordrinking ordrinking ordrinking or smoking, no drugs and PT, Treadmill, and he would follow this!  smoking, no drugs and PT, Treadmill, and he would follow this!  smoking, no drugs and PT, Treadmill, and he would follow this!  smoking, no drugs and PT, Treadmill, and he would follow this! 

5555----29292929----14141414 Hemingway House Wr Hemingway House Wr Hemingway House Wr Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Keyiting Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Keyiting Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Keyiting Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  West gave Yale Key West Medical School built 
on an Eiffel Tower Structure a Fon an Eiffel Tower Structure a Fon an Eiffel Tower Structure a Fon an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...  grade...  grade...  grade... 

5555----29292929----14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical School built 
on anon anon anon an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... city has no immediate plans to demolish any Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... city has no immediate plans to demolish any Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... city has no immediate plans to demolish any Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... city has no immediate plans to demolish any of the five dilapidated Old Town houses recently  of the five dilapidated Old Town houses recently  of the five dilapidated Old Town houses recently  of the five dilapidated Old Town houses recently 
identified as "unsafe," theidentified as "unsafe," theidentified as "unsafe," theidentified as "unsafe," the city's top building official says. In a May 5 letter, Chief Building... city's top building official says. In a May 5 letter, Chief Building... city's top building official says. In a May 5 letter, Chief Building... city's top building official says. In a May 5 letter, Chief Building... dilapidated Battered Womens Shelters,  dilapidated Battered Womens Shelters,  dilapidated Battered Womens Shelters,  dilapidated Battered Womens Shelters, 
Samuels House in Key West and in everySamuels House in Key West and in everySamuels House in Key West and in everySamuels House in Key West and in every City + Town in the USA. Reinvented by FBI Women to save the lives of 90% of 19K City + Town in the USA. Reinvented by FBI Women to save the lives of 90% of 19K City + Town in the USA. Reinvented by FBI Women to save the lives of 90% of 19K City + Town in the USA. Reinvented by FBI Women to save the lives of 90% of 19K women in 2014  women in 2014  women in 2014  women in 2014 
who will be murdered by a drunk Mad Man! who will be murdered by a drunk Mad Man! who will be murdered by a drunk Mad Man! who will be murdered by a drunk Mad Man! 

5555----29292929----14 Hemingway14 Hemingway14 Hemingway14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  Yale Key West Medical School built  Yale Key West Medical School built  Yale Key West Medical School built 
on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... Monroe County Medical Examiner Dr. Hunt Scheuerman announced Wednesday that he Monroe County Medical Examiner Dr. Hunt Scheuerman announced Wednesday that he Monroe County Medical Examiner Dr. Hunt Scheuerman announced Wednesday that he Monroe County Medical Examiner Dr. Hunt Scheuerman announced Wednesday that he is  is  is  is 
resigning on June 20 to pursue a teaching position at East Tennessee Stateresigning on June 20 to pursue a teaching position at East Tennessee Stateresigning on June 20 to pursue a teaching position at East Tennessee Stateresigning on June 20 to pursue a teaching position at East Tennessee State University. Scheuerman has been the county medical  University. Scheuerman has been the county medical  University. Scheuerman has been the county medical  University. Scheuerman has been the county medical 
examiner since hisexaminer since hisexaminer since hisexaminer since his appointment in October 2009 by then appointment in October 2009 by then appointment in October 2009 by then appointment in October 2009 by then----Gov. Charlie Crist. Greg flew into Key WestGov. Charlie Crist. Greg flew into Key WestGov. Charlie Crist. Greg flew into Key WestGov. Charlie Crist. Greg flew into Key West on 3 on 3 on 3 on 3----4444----11 with $777 Trillion dollars 11 with $777 Trillion dollars 11 with $777 Trillion dollars 11 with $777 Trillion dollars 
to build the Yale Key West Medicalto build the Yale Key West Medicalto build the Yale Key West Medicalto build the Yale Key West Medical School... I guess Dr Hunt did not want a Pathology Teaching Job at Yale Key West School... I guess Dr Hunt did not want a Pathology Teaching Job at Yale Key West School... I guess Dr Hunt did not want a Pathology Teaching Job at Yale Key West School... I guess Dr Hunt did not want a Pathology Teaching Job at Yale Key West Med school... grin!  Med school... grin!  Med school... grin!  Med school... grin! 
Should Dr Hunt LEAK the suppression of building the Yale KeyShould Dr Hunt LEAK the suppression of building the Yale KeyShould Dr Hunt LEAK the suppression of building the Yale KeyShould Dr Hunt LEAK the suppression of building the Yale Key West Med School... Hell Yes God would say and Judge this crime! Judge  West Med School... Hell Yes God would say and Judge this crime! Judge  West Med School... Hell Yes God would say and Judge this crime! Judge  West Med School... Hell Yes God would say and Judge this crime! Judge 
Barrett +Barrett +Barrett +Barrett + God... Just ask Judge Barrett! "My wife and I love it down here; I just had an God... Just ask Judge Barrett! "My wife and I love it down here; I just had an God... Just ask Judge Barrett! "My wife and I love it down here; I just had an God... Just ask Judge Barrett! "My wife and I love it down here; I just had an exceptional opportunity come up at East  exceptional opportunity come up at East  exceptional opportunity come up at East  exceptional opportunity come up at East 
Tennessee State University where I'll beTennessee State University where I'll beTennessee State University where I'll beTennessee State University where I'll be teaching pathology," Scheuerman said. "I love to teach and have done some teaching pathology," Scheuerman said. "I love to teach and have done some teaching pathology," Scheuerman said. "I love to teach and have done some teaching pathology," Scheuerman said. "I love to teach and have done some teaching when I  teaching when I  teaching when I  teaching when I 
can wherever I've been. This is an opportunity to be in acan wherever I've been. This is an opportunity to be in acan wherever I've been. This is an opportunity to be in acan wherever I've been. This is an opportunity to be in a formalized program where I'll be teaching medical school students as well as formalized program where I'll be teaching medical school students as well as formalized program where I'll be teaching medical school students as well as formalized program where I'll be teaching medical school students as well as
resident pathologists." Monroe County State Attorney appointed Dr. Thomas Beaverresident pathologists." Monroe County State Attorney appointed Dr. Thomas Beaverresident pathologists." Monroe County State Attorney appointed Dr. Thomas Beaverresident pathologists." Monroe County State Attorney appointed Dr. Thomas Beaver to be interim medical examiner until a new  to be interim medical examiner until a new  to be interim medical examiner until a new  to be interim medical examiner until a new 
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examiner is appointed by Gov. Rickexaminer is appointed by Gov. Rickexaminer is appointed by Gov. Rickexaminer is appointed by Gov. Rick Scott as per Florida law.  Scott as per Florida law.  Scott as per Florida law.  Scott as per Florida law. 

5555----29292929----14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  School built  School built  School built 
on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... 

5555----29292929----14 Hemingway14 Hemingway14 Hemingway14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Pope Francis will retire after House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Pope Francis will retire after House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Pope Francis will retire after House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Pope Francis will retire after the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord  the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord  the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord  the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord 
Escort "Emails" of Pope John Paul isEscort "Emails" of Pope John Paul isEscort "Emails" of Pope John Paul isEscort "Emails" of Pope John Paul is LEAKED... Just what did the Pope have to say about the 1980 ending of the Saudi LEAKED... Just what did the Pope have to say about the 1980 ending of the Saudi LEAKED... Just what did the Pope have to say about the 1980 ending of the Saudi LEAKED... Just what did the Pope have to say about the 1980 ending of the Saudi Oil Embargo and  Oil Embargo and  Oil Embargo and  Oil Embargo and 
long gas lines at the Vatican Gas Stations... remarks aboard thelong gas lines at the Vatican Gas Stations... remarks aboard thelong gas lines at the Vatican Gas Stations... remarks aboard thelong gas lines at the Vatican Gas Stations... remarks aboard the papal plane this week, the pontiff said he wouldn papal plane this week, the pontiff said he wouldn papal plane this week, the pontiff said he wouldn papal plane this week, the pontiff said he wouldn’’’’t rule out following t rule out following t rule out following t rule out following 
PopePopePopePope Benedict XVI Benedict XVI Benedict XVI Benedict XVI’’’’s path to retire soon as the ElectricWindmillFord Escort'ss path to retire soon as the ElectricWindmillFord Escort'ss path to retire soon as the ElectricWindmillFord Escort'ss path to retire soon as the ElectricWindmillFord Escort's Holocaust III is on the front page of the NY Times!  Holocaust III is on the front page of the NY Times!  Holocaust III is on the front page of the NY Times!  Holocaust III is on the front page of the NY Times! 

5555----29292929----14 Hemingway14 Hemingway14 Hemingway14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical School built  Yale Key West Medical School built  Yale Key West Medical School built  Yale Key West Medical School built 
on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... because its not built yet!  because its not built yet!  because its not built yet!  because its not built yet! 

5555----29292929----14 $777 Trillion Dollar War Chest from14 $777 Trillion Dollar War Chest from14 $777 Trillion Dollar War Chest from14 $777 Trillion Dollar War Chest from your $4 gas, Afghan Terrorists can be bankrupt in a day with the Leaking of the your $4 gas, Afghan Terrorists can be bankrupt in a day with the Leaking of the your $4 gas, Afghan Terrorists can be bankrupt in a day with the Leaking of the your $4 gas, Afghan Terrorists can be bankrupt in a day with the Leaking of the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this inElectricWindmillFord Escort... Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this inElectricWindmillFord Escort... Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this inElectricWindmillFord Escort... Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel... Obama Bets It All on These Navy Commandos  a Novel... Obama Bets It All on These Navy Commandos  a Novel... Obama Bets It All on These Navy Commandos  a Novel... Obama Bets It All on These Navy Commandos 
who know about the $777who know about the $777who know about the $777who know about the $777 Trillion. The Daily Beast gets an exclusive look at the Afghan special Trillion. The Daily Beast gets an exclusive look at the Afghan special Trillion. The Daily Beast gets an exclusive look at the Afghan special Trillion. The Daily Beast gets an exclusive look at the Afghan special operations forces that are key to  operations forces that are key to  operations forces that are key to  operations forces that are key to 
President ObamaPresident ObamaPresident ObamaPresident Obama’’’’s Afghan counterterrorisms Afghan counterterrorisms Afghan counterterrorisms Afghan counterterrorism strategy. Dr. Nancy wants $1 Trillion from their War Toys War Chest of $777 strategy. Dr. Nancy wants $1 Trillion from their War Toys War Chest of $777 strategy. Dr. Nancy wants $1 Trillion from their War Toys War Chest of $777 strategy. Dr. Nancy wants $1 Trillion from their War Toys War Chest of $777 Trillion for a  Trillion for a  Trillion for a  Trillion for a 
New Manhattan Project for the RxCure of Breast Cancer, Rx CureNew Manhattan Project for the RxCure of Breast Cancer, Rx CureNew Manhattan Project for the RxCure of Breast Cancer, Rx CureNew Manhattan Project for the RxCure of Breast Cancer, Rx Cure put it in the H2O if it works... Godsent Miracle Overnight Cure for  put it in the H2O if it works... Godsent Miracle Overnight Cure for  put it in the H2O if it works... Godsent Miracle Overnight Cure for  put it in the H2O if it works... Godsent Miracle Overnight Cure for 
BreastBreastBreastBreast Cancer will take a lot of 24/7 days + nights to brainstorm on $1 Trillion Cancer will take a lot of 24/7 days + nights to brainstorm on $1 Trillion Cancer will take a lot of 24/7 days + nights to brainstorm on $1 Trillion Cancer will take a lot of 24/7 days + nights to brainstorm on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos!  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos!  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos!  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos! 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible...possible...possible...possible...

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible...possible...possible...possible...

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible...possible...possible...possible...

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible...possible...possible...possible...

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible, with thispossible, with thispossible, with thispossible, with this Invention Project with Greg + Wives Brainstorming Help!  Invention Project with Greg + Wives Brainstorming Help!  Invention Project with Greg + Wives Brainstorming Help!  Invention Project with Greg + Wives Brainstorming Help! 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible$7 Trillion Spent on "Homeland Security" and 19K SWF were murdered underpossible$7 Trillion Spent on "Homeland Security" and 19K SWF were murdered underpossible$7 Trillion Spent on "Homeland Security" and 19K SWF were murdered underpossible$7 Trillion Spent on "Homeland Security" and 19K SWF were murdered under their "High Paying Watch... in 2014" Apple and  their "High Paying Watch... in 2014" Apple and  their "High Paying Watch... in 2014" Apple and  their "High Paying Watch... in 2014" Apple and 
Google going into the "HomeGoogle going into the "HomeGoogle going into the "HomeGoogle going into the "Home Security" business will save more "SWF Lives" than Homeland Security for a lot Security" business will save more "SWF Lives" than Homeland Security for a lot Security" business will save more "SWF Lives" than Homeland Security for a lot Security" business will save more "SWF Lives" than Homeland Security for a lot less than $7 Trillion but I  less than $7 Trillion but I  less than $7 Trillion but I  less than $7 Trillion but I 
would guess only 10% of the 19K who will be murderedwould guess only 10% of the 19K who will be murderedwould guess only 10% of the 19K who will be murderedwould guess only 10% of the 19K who will be murdered in 2014. Homeland Security should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in  in 2014. Homeland Security should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in  in 2014. Homeland Security should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in  in 2014. Homeland Security should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in 
thethethethe 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible, you know Hillary will KILL grin this 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible, you know Hillary will KILL grin this 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible, you know Hillary will KILL grin this 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible, you know Hillary will KILL grin this invention project for our Orwell Society... She is a  invention project for our Orwell Society... She is a  invention project for our Orwell Society... She is a  invention project for our Orwell Society... She is a 
more prolific killer ofmore prolific killer ofmore prolific killer ofmore prolific killer of women + children by MEN than Kerry, McCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. women + children by MEN than Kerry, McCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. women + children by MEN than Kerry, McCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. women + children by MEN than Kerry, McCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. Lets write this up for the NY  Lets write this up for the NY  Lets write this up for the NY  Lets write this up for the NY 
Times Today! Apple + Google reportedly lookingTimes Today! Apple + Google reportedly lookingTimes Today! Apple + Google reportedly lookingTimes Today! Apple + Google reportedly looking into Dropcam acquisition as foray into home surveillance. A report on Monday into Dropcam acquisition as foray into home surveillance. A report on Monday into Dropcam acquisition as foray into home surveillance. A report on Monday into Dropcam acquisition as foray into home surveillance. A report on Monday claims  claims  claims  claims 
Google is mulling an entrance into the home security business with aGoogle is mulling an entrance into the home security business with aGoogle is mulling an entrance into the home security business with aGoogle is mulling an entrance into the home security business with a buyout of Dropcam. FBI women... reading Gregs Web post here are  buyout of Dropcam. FBI women... reading Gregs Web post here are  buyout of Dropcam. FBI women... reading Gregs Web post here are  buyout of Dropcam. FBI women... reading Gregs Web post here are 
mulling thismulling thismulling thismulling this Invention Project... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible! Invention Project... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible! Invention Project... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible! Invention Project... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible! FBI Womens Coup!  FBI Womens Coup!  FBI Womens Coup!  FBI Womens Coup! 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possiblepossiblepossiblepossible Yale 1999 Murder of a woman... Verizon recorded everything as Greg invented the Yale 1999 Murder of a woman... Verizon recorded everything as Greg invented the Yale 1999 Murder of a woman... Verizon recorded everything as Greg invented the Yale 1999 Murder of a woman... Verizon recorded everything as Greg invented the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and Yale Top  ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and Yale Top  ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and Yale Top  ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and Yale Top 
Bras knew of my invention and had theBras knew of my invention and had theBras knew of my invention and had theBras knew of my invention and had the Teddy Kennedy YouTube video of it! This weekend, the Yale College Class of 1999 Teddy Kennedy YouTube video of it! This weekend, the Yale College Class of 1999 Teddy Kennedy YouTube video of it! This weekend, the Yale College Class of 1999 Teddy Kennedy YouTube video of it! This weekend, the Yale College Class of 1999 will descend  will descend  will descend  will descend 
on campus for its 15th reunion. One wouldon campus for its 15th reunion. One wouldon campus for its 15th reunion. One wouldon campus for its 15th reunion. One would----be graduate of that classbe graduate of that classbe graduate of that classbe graduate of that class will be notably absent: Suzanne Jovin  will be notably absent: Suzanne Jovin  will be notably absent: Suzanne Jovin  will be notably absent: Suzanne Jovin ’’’’99, the Yale College senior 99, the Yale College senior 99, the Yale College senior 99, the Yale College senior 
who waswho waswho waswho was murdered  murdered  murdered  murdered ———— stabbed 17 times in the back of the head and neck stabbed 17 times in the back of the head and neck stabbed 17 times in the back of the head and neck stabbed 17 times in the back of the head and neck ———— on Dec. 4, 1998.on Dec. 4, 1998.on Dec. 4, 1998.on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the culprit of this  Fifteen years later, the culprit of this  Fifteen years later, the culprit of this  Fifteen years later, the culprit of this 
shocking crime remains unknown. Asshocking crime remains unknown. Asshocking crime remains unknown. Asshocking crime remains unknown. As Jovin Jovin Jovin Jovin’’’’s classmates congregate on campus, investigators in charge of the colds classmates congregate on campus, investigators in charge of the colds classmates congregate on campus, investigators in charge of the colds classmates congregate on campus, investigators in charge of the cold case are urging  case are urging  case are urging  case are urging 
members of the class to think back to where they were on thatmembers of the class to think back to where they were on thatmembers of the class to think back to where they were on thatmembers of the class to think back to where they were on that unusually warm December evening, when their classmate was found  unusually warm December evening, when their classmate was found  unusually warm December evening, when their classmate was found  unusually warm December evening, when their classmate was found 
bleeding tobleeding tobleeding tobleeding to death on the corner of Edgehill Avenue and East Rock Road, just under two miles death on the corner of Edgehill Avenue and East Rock Road, just under two miles death on the corner of Edgehill Avenue and East Rock Road, just under two miles death on the corner of Edgehill Avenue and East Rock Road, just under two miles from Phelps Gate. Deputy Chief State from Phelps Gate. Deputy Chief State from Phelps Gate. Deputy Chief State from Phelps Gate. Deputy Chief State’’’’s s s s 
Attorney John Russotto said theAttorney John Russotto said theAttorney John Russotto said theAttorney John Russotto said the investigation depends on the assistance of additional witnesses, particularly investigation depends on the assistance of additional witnesses, particularly investigation depends on the assistance of additional witnesses, particularly investigation depends on the assistance of additional witnesses, particularly people who may have  people who may have  people who may have  people who may have 
been in the vicinity of Edgehill and East Rock between 9 andbeen in the vicinity of Edgehill and East Rock between 9 andbeen in the vicinity of Edgehill and East Rock between 9 andbeen in the vicinity of Edgehill and East Rock between 9 and 10 p.m. Jovin was discovered around 9:55 p.m and declared dead on  10 p.m. Jovin was discovered around 9:55 p.m and declared dead on  10 p.m. Jovin was discovered around 9:55 p.m and declared dead on  10 p.m. Jovin was discovered around 9:55 p.m and declared dead on 
arrival atarrival atarrival atarrival at Yale Yale Yale Yale----New Haven Hospital. New Haven Hospital. New Haven Hospital. New Haven Hospital. ““““The question weThe question weThe question weThe question we’’’’re trying to have answered is whyre trying to have answered is whyre trying to have answered is whyre trying to have answered is why Suzanne Jovin was in that area at that time, Suzanne Jovin was in that area at that time, Suzanne Jovin was in that area at that time, Suzanne Jovin was in that area at that time,””””
Russotto said, noting that she wasRussotto said, noting that she wasRussotto said, noting that she wasRussotto said, noting that she was seen by Phelps Gate at 9:20 p.m., leaving little time for her to have traveled seen by Phelps Gate at 9:20 p.m., leaving little time for her to have traveled seen by Phelps Gate at 9:20 p.m., leaving little time for her to have traveled seen by Phelps Gate at 9:20 p.m., leaving little time for her to have traveled two miles northeast of  two miles northeast of  two miles northeast of  two miles northeast of 
campus. Over the course of the intervening 40 minutes, acampus. Over the course of the intervening 40 minutes, acampus. Over the course of the intervening 40 minutes, acampus. Over the course of the intervening 40 minutes, a man and a woman were heard arguing at three separate locations  man and a woman were heard arguing at three separate locations  man and a woman were heard arguing at three separate locations  man and a woman were heard arguing at three separate locations ———— first at first at first at first at 
750750750750 Whitney Avenue, then Whitney Avenue, then Whitney Avenue, then Whitney Avenue, then on East Rock Road near the intersection with Whitney Avenue on East Rock Road near the intersection with Whitney Avenue on East Rock Road near the intersection with Whitney Avenue on East Rock Road near the intersection with Whitney Avenue and finally at the corner where Jovin was  and finally at the corner where Jovin was  and finally at the corner where Jovin was  and finally at the corner where Jovin was 
found bleeding to death. Being back onfound bleeding to death. Being back onfound bleeding to death. Being back onfound bleeding to death. Being back on campus may jog the memories of Jovin campus may jog the memories of Jovin campus may jog the memories of Jovin campus may jog the memories of Jovin’’’’s classmates, Russotto said. s classmates, Russotto said. s classmates, Russotto said. s classmates, Russotto said. ““““WeWeWeWe’’’’re lookingre lookingre lookingre looking for friends,  for friends,  for friends,  for friends, 
but also for acquaintances and passersbut also for acquaintances and passersbut also for acquaintances and passersbut also for acquaintances and passers----by by by by ———— anybody who might knowanybody who might knowanybody who might knowanybody who might know whether Ms. Jovin was one of the people heard arguing, and if  whether Ms. Jovin was one of the people heard arguing, and if  whether Ms. Jovin was one of the people heard arguing, and if  whether Ms. Jovin was one of the people heard arguing, and if 
so, whom she wasso, whom she wasso, whom she wasso, whom she was with, with, with, with,”””” Russotto said. The second focus of the investigation is on the identityRussotto said. The second focus of the investigation is on the identityRussotto said. The second focus of the investigation is on the identityRussotto said. The second focus of the investigation is on the identity of the individual to whom Jovin lent  of the individual to whom Jovin lent  of the individual to whom Jovin lent  of the individual to whom Jovin lent 
Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) studyGraduate Record Examinations (GRE) studyGraduate Record Examinations (GRE) studyGraduate Record Examinations (GRE) study materials, and from whom she was allegedly planning to pick them up, according materials, and from whom she was allegedly planning to pick them up, according materials, and from whom she was allegedly planning to pick them up, according materials, and from whom she was allegedly planning to pick them up, according to an  to an  to an  to an 
email message she sent in German at 9:02 p.m. Maybe a returning member ofemail message she sent in German at 9:02 p.m. Maybe a returning member ofemail message she sent in German at 9:02 p.m. Maybe a returning member ofemail message she sent in German at 9:02 p.m. Maybe a returning member of the class of 1999 knows someone who took the GREs that  the class of 1999 knows someone who took the GREs that  the class of 1999 knows someone who took the GREs that  the class of 1999 knows someone who took the GREs that 
year, Russottoyear, Russottoyear, Russottoyear, Russotto speculated, or maybe the actual person to whom the books were on loan will be at speculated, or maybe the actual person to whom the books were on loan will be at speculated, or maybe the actual person to whom the books were on loan will be at speculated, or maybe the actual person to whom the books were on loan will be at Yale this weekend, with insight about  Yale this weekend, with insight about  Yale this weekend, with insight about  Yale this weekend, with insight about 
JovinJovinJovinJovin’’’’s whereabouts that night. s whereabouts that night. s whereabouts that night. s whereabouts that night. ““““These areThese areThese areThese are the two things we the two things we the two things we the two things we’’’’re trying to pin down,re trying to pin down,re trying to pin down,re trying to pin down,”””” Russotto said. Russotto said. Russotto said. Russotto said. ““““The hope is thatThe hope is thatThe hope is thatThe hope is that someone can help  someone can help  someone can help  someone can help 
us fill in the blanks.us fill in the blanks.us fill in the blanks.us fill in the blanks.””””

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possibleCitizen Front Page today after I posted the 2 above about FBI WomenpossibleCitizen Front Page today after I posted the 2 above about FBI WomenpossibleCitizen Front Page today after I posted the 2 above about FBI WomenpossibleCitizen Front Page today after I posted the 2 above about FBI Women "Eradicating" 90% of SWF who will be murdered by a  "Eradicating" 90% of SWF who will be murdered by a  "Eradicating" 90% of SWF who will be murdered by a  "Eradicating" 90% of SWF who will be murdered by a 
Drunk Man Social EngineeredDrunk Man Social EngineeredDrunk Man Social EngineeredDrunk Man Social Engineered by Hillary + her "Fag" poison gas exhaust for young men who want a wife... by Hillary + her "Fag" poison gas exhaust for young men who want a wife... by Hillary + her "Fag" poison gas exhaust for young men who want a wife... by Hillary + her "Fag" poison gas exhaust for young men who want a wife... Eradicate the Lionfish app  Eradicate the Lionfish app  Eradicate the Lionfish app  Eradicate the Lionfish app 
invasive battle with the fish... Florida Fisheriesinvasive battle with the fish... Florida Fisheriesinvasive battle with the fish... Florida Fisheriesinvasive battle with the fish... Florida Fisheries Today on Twitter Chat... FaceBook is not allowing the app "InventSomethingBook" Today on Twitter Chat... FaceBook is not allowing the app "InventSomethingBook" Today on Twitter Chat... FaceBook is not allowing the app "InventSomethingBook" Today on Twitter Chat... FaceBook is not allowing the app "InventSomethingBook" to go  to go  to go  to go 
public yet... more social engineering by Hillary, McCaine, Kerry, Obama,public yet... more social engineering by Hillary, McCaine, Kerry, Obama,public yet... more social engineering by Hillary, McCaine, Kerry, Obama,public yet... more social engineering by Hillary, McCaine, Kerry, Obama, Pentagon Top Brass who gave the Godsend of $777 Trillion to  Pentagon Top Brass who gave the Godsend of $777 Trillion to  Pentagon Top Brass who gave the Godsend of $777 Trillion to  Pentagon Top Brass who gave the Godsend of $777 Trillion to 
Saudia Arabia, MeccaSaudia Arabia, MeccaSaudia Arabia, MeccaSaudia Arabia, Mecca + Allah! wow!  + Allah! wow!  + Allah! wow!  + Allah! wow! 
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5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... U.S. Troops to Leave Afghanistan by End of 2016 Today in the NYpossible... U.S. Troops to Leave Afghanistan by End of 2016 Today in the NYpossible... U.S. Troops to Leave Afghanistan by End of 2016 Today in the NYpossible... U.S. Troops to Leave Afghanistan by End of 2016 Today in the NY Times, numb nut Journalists suppressed the 19K SWF  Times, numb nut Journalists suppressed the 19K SWF  Times, numb nut Journalists suppressed the 19K SWF  Times, numb nut Journalists suppressed the 19K SWF 
murdered + 40K Breast Cancermurdered + 40K Breast Cancermurdered + 40K Breast Cancermurdered + 40K Breast Cancer deaths in 2015 as FBI Women would have emailed the NY Times asking for the $1 deaths in 2015 as FBI Women would have emailed the NY Times asking for the $1 deaths in 2015 as FBI Women would have emailed the NY Times asking for the $1 deaths in 2015 as FBI Women would have emailed the NY Times asking for the $1 Trillion the Pentagon  Trillion the Pentagon  Trillion the Pentagon  Trillion the Pentagon 
Numb Nuts Top Brass will spent on the Afghanistan TroopsNumb Nuts Top Brass will spent on the Afghanistan TroopsNumb Nuts Top Brass will spent on the Afghanistan TroopsNumb Nuts Top Brass will spent on the Afghanistan Troops just for Moslem Prostitutes... etc!  just for Moslem Prostitutes... etc!  just for Moslem Prostitutes... etc!  just for Moslem Prostitutes... etc! 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... US salmonella outbreak widens, 574 now sick from Foster Farmspossible... US salmonella outbreak widens, 574 now sick from Foster Farmspossible... US salmonella outbreak widens, 574 now sick from Foster Farmspossible... US salmonella outbreak widens, 574 now sick from Foster Farms chicken. Fox News A package of Foster Farms fresh chicken  chicken. Fox News A package of Foster Farms fresh chicken  chicken. Fox News A package of Foster Farms fresh chicken  chicken. Fox News A package of Foster Farms fresh chicken 
fillets... App tofillets... App tofillets... App tofillets... App to detect salmonella on your iPhone7s invented by MIT after the last Drone comes detect salmonella on your iPhone7s invented by MIT after the last Drone comes detect salmonella on your iPhone7s invented by MIT after the last Drone comes detect salmonella on your iPhone7s invented by MIT after the last Drone comes off the assembly line... marching off to  off the assembly line... marching off to  off the assembly line... marching off to  off the assembly line... marching off to 
war while disease at home kills morewar while disease at home kills morewar while disease at home kills morewar while disease at home kills more troops than wars. History Dept at MIT forgot to test the students on diseases + troops than wars. History Dept at MIT forgot to test the students on diseases + troops than wars. History Dept at MIT forgot to test the students on diseases + troops than wars. History Dept at MIT forgot to test the students on diseases + wars!  wars!  wars!  wars! 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible...possible...possible...possible...

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90%14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible... 50,000possible... 50,000possible... 50,000possible... 50,000 individuals become infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the individuals become infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the individuals become infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the individuals become infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the United States. in 2014. Greg has  United States. in 2014. Greg has  United States. in 2014. Greg has  United States. in 2014. Greg has 
another Invention Project for the FBI Women andanother Invention Project for the FBI Women andanother Invention Project for the FBI Women andanother Invention Project for the FBI Women and easy one as HIV on Mug Shots and all Starbucks employees with HIV have a tag... easy one as HIV on Mug Shots and all Starbucks employees with HIV have a tag... easy one as HIV on Mug Shots and all Starbucks employees with HIV have a tag... easy one as HIV on Mug Shots and all Starbucks employees with HIV have a tag...
grin. grin. grin. grin. 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women...14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible... 50,000possible... 50,000possible... 50,000possible... 50,000 individuals become infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the individuals become infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the individuals become infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the individuals become infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the United States. in 2014. A new  United States. in 2014. A new  United States. in 2014. A new  United States. in 2014. A new 
prevention strategy, Preprevention strategy, Preprevention strategy, Preprevention strategy, Pre----exposure Prophylaxisexposure Prophylaxisexposure Prophylaxisexposure Prophylaxis (PrEP), is intended for high (PrEP), is intended for high (PrEP), is intended for high (PrEP), is intended for high----risk populations to reduce their risk of becomingrisk populations to reduce their risk of becomingrisk populations to reduce their risk of becomingrisk populations to reduce their risk of becoming infe infe infe infected cted cted cted 
with HIV. PrEP includes daily medication and routine followwith HIV. PrEP includes daily medication and routine followwith HIV. PrEP includes daily medication and routine followwith HIV. PrEP includes daily medication and routine follow----up. Whenup. Whenup. Whenup. When used consistently, PrEP is shown to reduce the risk of HIV  used consistently, PrEP is shown to reduce the risk of HIV  used consistently, PrEP is shown to reduce the risk of HIV  used consistently, PrEP is shown to reduce the risk of HIV 
infection. Ifinfection. Ifinfection. Ifinfection. If delivered effectively and used in combination with other proven prevention delivered effectively and used in combination with other proven prevention delivered effectively and used in combination with other proven prevention delivered effectively and used in combination with other proven prevention methods, PrEP may help address the HIV  methods, PrEP may help address the HIV  methods, PrEP may help address the HIV  methods, PrEP may help address the HIV 
epidemic in the United States. Viewersepidemic in the United States. Viewersepidemic in the United States. Viewersepidemic in the United States. Viewers joined us as we explored the opportunities for using PrEP as another tool to joined us as we explored the opportunities for using PrEP as another tool to joined us as we explored the opportunities for using PrEP as another tool to joined us as we explored the opportunities for using PrEP as another tool to prevent the  prevent the  prevent the  prevent the 
transmission of HIV and discuss the challenges to effectivetransmission of HIV and discuss the challenges to effectivetransmission of HIV and discuss the challenges to effectivetransmission of HIV and discuss the challenges to effective implementation that must be addressed. Continuing Education Continuing  implementation that must be addressed. Continuing Education Continuing  implementation that must be addressed. Continuing Education Continuing  implementation that must be addressed. Continuing Education Continuing 
educationeducationeducationeducation for Grand Rounds is available and ALL Continuing Education for Grand Rounds are for Grand Rounds is available and ALL Continuing Education for Grand Rounds are for Grand Rounds is available and ALL Continuing Education for Grand Rounds are for Grand Rounds is available and ALL Continuing Education for Grand Rounds are issued online through the CDC/ATSDR  issued online through the CDC/ATSDR  issued online through the CDC/ATSDR  issued online through the CDC/ATSDR 
Training & Continuing Education OnlineTraining & Continuing Education OnlineTraining & Continuing Education OnlineTraining & Continuing Education Online system. If you have questions, email or call Learner Support at 1 system. If you have questions, email or call Learner Support at 1 system. If you have questions, email or call Learner Support at 1 system. If you have questions, email or call Learner Support at 1----800800800800----418418418418----7246724672467246 (1 (1 (1 (1----800800800800----
41TRAIN). 41TRAIN). 41TRAIN). 41TRAIN). 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... $7 Trillion Spent on MIT Drones instead of women at Harvard... thispossible... $7 Trillion Spent on MIT Drones instead of women at Harvard... thispossible... $7 Trillion Spent on MIT Drones instead of women at Harvard... thispossible... $7 Trillion Spent on MIT Drones instead of women at Harvard... this should tell you something of their social engineering  should tell you something of their social engineering  should tell you something of their social engineering  should tell you something of their social engineering 
and why MIT is light yearsand why MIT is light yearsand why MIT is light yearsand why MIT is light years from even Brainstorming the "Gravity Engine" invention with the Harvard from even Brainstorming the "Gravity Engine" invention with the Harvard from even Brainstorming the "Gravity Engine" invention with the Harvard from even Brainstorming the "Gravity Engine" invention with the Harvard Sororities... grin!  Sororities... grin!  Sororities... grin!  Sororities... grin! 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... possible... possible... possible... 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... possible... possible... possible... 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... Inactivity 'biggest factor' in women's heart risk (Medicalpossible... Inactivity 'biggest factor' in women's heart risk (Medicalpossible... Inactivity 'biggest factor' in women's heart risk (Medicalpossible... Inactivity 'biggest factor' in women's heart risk (Medical Xpress) Xpress) Xpress) Xpress)————Lack of exercise is a greater risk for heart disease in women Lack of exercise is a greater risk for heart disease in women Lack of exercise is a greater risk for heart disease in women Lack of exercise is a greater risk for heart disease in women 
over 30over 30over 30over 30 than smoking, obesity and high blood pressure... FBI Women's Coup inactivity is than smoking, obesity and high blood pressure... FBI Women's Coup inactivity is than smoking, obesity and high blood pressure... FBI Women's Coup inactivity is than smoking, obesity and high blood pressure... FBI Women's Coup inactivity is the biggest factor in 1 million dead women in  the biggest factor in 1 million dead women in  the biggest factor in 1 million dead women in  the biggest factor in 1 million dead women in 
the coming years. Yes get thethe coming years. Yes get thethe coming years. Yes get thethe coming years. Yes get the Pentagon to give you Treadmill Desk with New Apple Macbook Pro SSD notebooks Pentagon to give you Treadmill Desk with New Apple Macbook Pro SSD notebooks Pentagon to give you Treadmill Desk with New Apple Macbook Pro SSD notebooks Pentagon to give you Treadmill Desk with New Apple Macbook Pro SSD notebooks with 1,001 invention  with 1,001 invention  with 1,001 invention  with 1,001 invention 
projects preinstalled too... perk! projects preinstalled too... perk! projects preinstalled too... perk! projects preinstalled too... perk! 

5555----28282828----14141414 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be  murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be 
possible... possible... possible... possible... 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... possible... possible... possible... 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... possible... possible... possible... 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... possible... possible... possible... 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... possible... possible... possible... 

5555----28282828----14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of 2014 would be
possible... possible... possible... possible... 
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preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of 

500,000 MacBook Pro with500,000 MacBook Pro with500,000 MacBook Pro with500,000 MacBook Pro with SSD's after $777 Trillion is taken from Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah  SSD's after $777 Trillion is taken from Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah  SSD's after $777 Trillion is taken from Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah  SSD's after $777 Trillion is taken from Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah 

5555----27272727----14 Greg watched the "14 Greg watched the "14 Greg watched the "14 Greg watched the "Sun" Rise this morning the DaySun" Rise this morning the DaySun" Rise this morning the DaySun" Rise this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in  After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in  After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in  After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in 
thisthisthisthis "Enormous" Universe Today... how could $777 Trillion be given to Saudi Arabia, "Enormous" Universe Today... how could $777 Trillion be given to Saudi Arabia, "Enormous" Universe Today... how could $777 Trillion be given to Saudi Arabia, "Enormous" Universe Today... how could $777 Trillion be given to Saudi Arabia, Mecca + Allah by Obama, Kerry, McCaine,  Mecca + Allah by Obama, Kerry, McCaine,  Mecca + Allah by Obama, Kerry, McCaine,  Mecca + Allah by Obama, Kerry, McCaine, 
Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates?Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates?Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates?Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates?

5555----27272727----14 Missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 ran out of14 Missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 ran out of14 Missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 ran out of14 Missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 ran out of "Gas" and crashed into the southern Indian Ocean when  "Gas" and crashed into the southern Indian Ocean when  "Gas" and crashed into the southern Indian Ocean when  "Gas" and crashed into the southern Indian Ocean when 
ElectricWindmillBoeingElectricWindmillBoeingElectricWindmillBoeingElectricWindmillBoeing 747's... 1 Millionth came off Assembly line last week... should have! How could 747's... 1 Millionth came off Assembly line last week... should have! How could 747's... 1 Millionth came off Assembly line last week... should have! How could 747's... 1 Millionth came off Assembly line last week... should have! How could $777 Trillion be given to Saudi  $777 Trillion be given to Saudi  $777 Trillion be given to Saudi  $777 Trillion be given to Saudi 
Arabia, Mecca + Allah by Obama, Kerry, McCaine,Arabia, Mecca + Allah by Obama, Kerry, McCaine,Arabia, Mecca + Allah by Obama, Kerry, McCaine,Arabia, Mecca + Allah by Obama, Kerry, McCaine, Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates?  Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates?  Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates?  Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates? 

5555----27272727----14 Greg watched the "Sun" Rise14 Greg watched the "Sun" Rise14 Greg watched the "Sun" Rise14 Greg watched the "Sun" Rise this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in  "Sun" Rise's in  "Sun" Rise's in  "Sun" Rise's in 
this "Enormous" Universe Today... this "Enormous" Universe Today... this "Enormous" Universe Today... this "Enormous" Universe Today... 

5555----27272727----14 Greg watched14 Greg watched14 Greg watched14 Greg watched the "Sun" Rise this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 the "Sun" Rise this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 the "Sun" Rise this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 the "Sun" Rise this morning the Day After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in  Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in  Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in  Trillion other "Sun" Rise's in 
this "Enormous" Universe Today... Emotionalthis "Enormous" Universe Today... Emotionalthis "Enormous" Universe Today... Emotionalthis "Enormous" Universe Today... Emotional egocentrism plays a major role in many conflicts, as the inability to overcome egocentrism plays a major role in many conflicts, as the inability to overcome egocentrism plays a major role in many conflicts, as the inability to overcome egocentrism plays a major role in many conflicts, as the inability to overcome egocentric  egocentric  egocentric  egocentric 
thinking leads to inappropriate social behavior. People affected bythinking leads to inappropriate social behavior. People affected bythinking leads to inappropriate social behavior. People affected bythinking leads to inappropriate social behavior. People affected by this condition experience rejection, which has been shown to have a  this condition experience rejection, which has been shown to have a  this condition experience rejection, which has been shown to have a  this condition experience rejection, which has been shown to have a 
negativenegativenegativenegative impact on health and development. Scientists would therefore like to understand impact on health and development. Scientists would therefore like to understand impact on health and development. Scientists would therefore like to understand impact on health and development. Scientists would therefore like to understand the reasons for socially detrimental  the reasons for socially detrimental  the reasons for socially detrimental  the reasons for socially detrimental 
behavior and develop options for targetedbehavior and develop options for targetedbehavior and develop options for targetedbehavior and develop options for targeted intervention. The Normal Violence in a Tragic Murder Spree!! Elliot who killed intervention. The Normal Violence in a Tragic Murder Spree!! Elliot who killed intervention. The Normal Violence in a Tragic Murder Spree!! Elliot who killed intervention. The Normal Violence in a Tragic Murder Spree!! Elliot who killed so many  so many  so many  so many 
because he couldn't get 4 Wives, 4 Women to Marry him or have sex! Womenbecause he couldn't get 4 Wives, 4 Women to Marry him or have sex! Womenbecause he couldn't get 4 Wives, 4 Women to Marry him or have sex! Womenbecause he couldn't get 4 Wives, 4 Women to Marry him or have sex! Women are, God's best invention... Hillary is a "Fag" who's "Hate  are, God's best invention... Hillary is a "Fag" who's "Hate  are, God's best invention... Hillary is a "Fag" who's "Hate  are, God's best invention... Hillary is a "Fag" who's "Hate 
Crimes" caused BillCrimes" caused BillCrimes" caused BillCrimes" caused Bill to Lie, Lie, Lie + Elliot and 19,000 other women be killed in "Revenge for to Lie, Lie, Lie + Elliot and 19,000 other women be killed in "Revenge for to Lie, Lie, Lie + Elliot and 19,000 other women be killed in "Revenge for to Lie, Lie, Lie + Elliot and 19,000 other women be killed in "Revenge for Hillary being a FAG!!" 1984 Society has  Hillary being a FAG!!" 1984 Society has  Hillary being a FAG!!" 1984 Society has  Hillary being a FAG!!" 1984 Society has 
everything recorded by Verizon so ateverything recorded by Verizon so ateverything recorded by Verizon so ateverything recorded by Verizon so at Hillary's "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II trial we can include Elliot and Hillary's "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II trial we can include Elliot and Hillary's "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II trial we can include Elliot and Hillary's "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II trial we can include Elliot and all the other Men  all the other Men  all the other Men  all the other Men 
who killed women out of Revenge for Hillary's Socialwho killed women out of Revenge for Hillary's Socialwho killed women out of Revenge for Hillary's Socialwho killed women out of Revenge for Hillary's Social Engineering because Bill Clinton ruined her life! Today's NY Times "U.S. Trains Engineering because Bill Clinton ruined her life! Today's NY Times "U.S. Trains Engineering because Bill Clinton ruined her life! Today's NY Times "U.S. Trains Engineering because Bill Clinton ruined her life! Today's NY Times "U.S. Trains
African Commandos to Fight Terrorism" By ERIC SCHMITT I think Eric missed theAfrican Commandos to Fight Terrorism" By ERIC SCHMITT I think Eric missed theAfrican Commandos to Fight Terrorism" By ERIC SCHMITT I think Eric missed theAfrican Commandos to Fight Terrorism" By ERIC SCHMITT I think Eric missed the story about Elliot and the statistics of how many  story about Elliot and the statistics of how many  story about Elliot and the statistics of how many  story about Elliot and the statistics of how many 
women are killed by Terroristswomen are killed by Terroristswomen are killed by Terroristswomen are killed by Terrorists Social Engineered "Fags" when Elliot and 100 million other Men want a Wife! Social Engineered "Fags" when Elliot and 100 million other Men want a Wife! Social Engineered "Fags" when Elliot and 100 million other Men want a Wife! Social Engineered "Fags" when Elliot and 100 million other Men want a Wife! McCain + Kerry are the  McCain + Kerry are the  McCain + Kerry are the  McCain + Kerry are the 
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other Elliot will kill tomorrow... more from the NY Times Today "Campusother Elliot will kill tomorrow... more from the NY Times Today "Campusother Elliot will kill tomorrow... more from the NY Times Today "Campusother Elliot will kill tomorrow... more from the NY Times Today "Campus Killings Set Off Anguished Conversation About the Treatment of  Killings Set Off Anguished Conversation About the Treatment of  Killings Set Off Anguished Conversation About the Treatment of  Killings Set Off Anguished Conversation About the Treatment of 
Women" ByWomen" ByWomen" ByWomen" By Jennifer MEDINA, Jennifer knows its "Fags" got these women shot and killed yet Jennifer MEDINA, Jennifer knows its "Fags" got these women shot and killed yet Jennifer MEDINA, Jennifer knows its "Fags" got these women shot and killed yet Jennifer MEDINA, Jennifer knows its "Fags" got these women shot and killed yet in her article I just read she does not  in her article I just read she does not  in her article I just read she does not  in her article I just read she does not 
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given to the Saudi Prince for his $100 million dollar Palace with SWF Sex Slavesgiven to the Saudi Prince for his $100 million dollar Palace with SWF Sex Slavesgiven to the Saudi Prince for his $100 million dollar Palace with SWF Sex Slavesgiven to the Saudi Prince for his $100 million dollar Palace with SWF Sex Slaves sold by Bush alone with the Organs!  sold by Bush alone with the Organs!  sold by Bush alone with the Organs!  sold by Bush alone with the Organs! 

preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of 

MacBook Pro with SSD'sMacBook Pro with SSD'sMacBook Pro with SSD'sMacBook Pro with SSD's after $777 Trillion is taken from Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah  after $777 Trillion is taken from Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah  after $777 Trillion is taken from Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah  after $777 Trillion is taken from Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah 

5555----26262626----14141414 "Memorial Day War Victory for the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort..." "Memorial Day War Victory for the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort..." "Memorial Day War Victory for the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort..." "Memorial Day War Victory for the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort..." NEW DELHI  NEW DELHI  NEW DELHI  NEW DELHI ---- India's oldest car factory has India's oldest car factory has India's oldest car factory has India's oldest car factory has 
abruptly suspended production of theabruptly suspended production of theabruptly suspended production of theabruptly suspended production of the hulking Ambassador sedan that has a nearly seven hulking Ambassador sedan that has a nearly seven hulking Ambassador sedan that has a nearly seven hulking Ambassador sedan that has a nearly seven----decade history as the car ofdecade history as the car ofdecade history as the car ofdecade history as the car of the Indian elite.  the Indian elite.  the Indian elite.  the Indian elite. 

5555----26262626----14 "Memorial Day War Victory for the 1 Trillionth14 "Memorial Day War Victory for the 1 Trillionth14 "Memorial Day War Victory for the 1 Trillionth14 "Memorial Day War Victory for the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort..."  ElectricWindmillFord Escort..."  ElectricWindmillFord Escort..."  ElectricWindmillFord Escort..." 

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  write a  write a  write a 
book titled... "How to Spot A Dangerous Man!" book titled... "How to Spot A Dangerous Man!" book titled... "How to Spot A Dangerous Man!" book titled... "How to Spot A Dangerous Man!" 

5555----25252525----14 "Make14 "Make14 "Make14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  with women have cause them to write a  with women have cause them to write a  with women have cause them to write a 
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book titled... "Waldorf Does Not Hire SWFbook titled... "Waldorf Does Not Hire SWFbook titled... "Waldorf Does Not Hire SWFbook titled... "Waldorf Does Not Hire SWF Born in the USA on the 4th of July" Already a Best Seller among SWF on Amazon!!! Born in the USA on the 4th of July" Already a Best Seller among SWF on Amazon!!! Born in the USA on the 4th of July" Already a Best Seller among SWF on Amazon!!! Born in the USA on the 4th of July" Already a Best Seller among SWF on Amazon!!! Although  Although  Although  Although 
there is no exact figure on the number of Ukrainians living and workingthere is no exact figure on the number of Ukrainians living and workingthere is no exact figure on the number of Ukrainians living and workingthere is no exact figure on the number of Ukrainians living and working in Key West, Mariia Kobysheva estimated upward of 300  in Key West, Mariia Kobysheva estimated upward of 300  in Key West, Mariia Kobysheva estimated upward of 300  in Key West, Mariia Kobysheva estimated upward of 300 
Ukrainians live here. NoneUkrainians live here. NoneUkrainians live here. NoneUkrainians live here. None are among the HOMELESS... WHY? Because Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky are among the HOMELESS... WHY? Because Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky are among the HOMELESS... WHY? Because Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky are among the HOMELESS... WHY? Because Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky don't hire "White People  don't hire "White People  don't hire "White People  don't hire "White People 
Born in the USA!" Westin Hotel, Greg applied thereBorn in the USA!" Westin Hotel, Greg applied thereBorn in the USA!" Westin Hotel, Greg applied thereBorn in the USA!" Westin Hotel, Greg applied there 1,001 times and 99% are not from the USA... same at the Casa Marina, Reach Hotel 1,001 times and 99% are not from the USA... same at the Casa Marina, Reach Hotel 1,001 times and 99% are not from the USA... same at the Casa Marina, Reach Hotel 1,001 times and 99% are not from the USA... same at the Casa Marina, Reach Hotel
the Waldorf Hilton Chain will not hire you if your were "Born In the USA on thethe Waldorf Hilton Chain will not hire you if your were "Born In the USA on thethe Waldorf Hilton Chain will not hire you if your were "Born In the USA on thethe Waldorf Hilton Chain will not hire you if your were "Born In the USA on the 4th of July... Wow!" write a book titled... "Waldorf Does  4th of July... Wow!" write a book titled... "Waldorf Does  4th of July... Wow!" write a book titled... "Waldorf Does  4th of July... Wow!" write a book titled... "Waldorf Does 
Not Hire SWF Born inNot Hire SWF Born inNot Hire SWF Born inNot Hire SWF Born in the USA on the 4th of July" Already a Best Seller among SWF on Amazon!!! the USA on the 4th of July" Already a Best Seller among SWF on Amazon!!! the USA on the 4th of July" Already a Best Seller among SWF on Amazon!!! the USA on the 4th of July" Already a Best Seller among SWF on Amazon!!!

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a 
bookbookbookbook titled... Cyber titled... Cyber titled... Cyber titled... Cyber----list Addiction by Mandy Miles in the Key West Citizen Today.list Addiction by Mandy Miles in the Key West Citizen Today.list Addiction by Mandy Miles in the Key West Citizen Today.list Addiction by Mandy Miles in the Key West Citizen Today. Addiction to War... NO! Addiction to "List: 10 things I  Addiction to War... NO! Addiction to "List: 10 things I  Addiction to War... NO! Addiction to "List: 10 things I  Addiction to War... NO! Addiction to "List: 10 things I 
need at CVS, 1,001need at CVS, 1,001need at CVS, 1,001need at CVS, 1,001 Invention Projects on the Key West Citizen Web Page for Memorial Day 2014... No! Invention Projects on the Key West Citizen Web Page for Memorial Day 2014... No! Invention Projects on the Key West Citizen Web Page for Memorial Day 2014... No! Invention Projects on the Key West Citizen Web Page for Memorial Day 2014... No! Why, because Vietnam Vets at the  Why, because Vietnam Vets at the  Why, because Vietnam Vets at the  Why, because Vietnam Vets at the 
Newspaper told, ordered Mandy Miles not toNewspaper told, ordered Mandy Miles not toNewspaper told, ordered Mandy Miles not toNewspaper told, ordered Mandy Miles not to write about "InventSomething" same as Kathleen telling Greg not to bring any Car write about "InventSomething" same as Kathleen telling Greg not to bring any Car write about "InventSomething" same as Kathleen telling Greg not to bring any Car write about "InventSomething" same as Kathleen telling Greg not to bring any Car BDay  BDay  BDay  BDay 
Cards to Jackie's Wedding at Schooner Wharf or talk about 1,001 InventionCards to Jackie's Wedding at Schooner Wharf or talk about 1,001 InventionCards to Jackie's Wedding at Schooner Wharf or talk about 1,001 InventionCards to Jackie's Wedding at Schooner Wharf or talk about 1,001 Invention Projects... Mandy Miles ends the list with a list of 15 Books  Projects... Mandy Miles ends the list with a list of 15 Books  Projects... Mandy Miles ends the list with a list of 15 Books  Projects... Mandy Miles ends the list with a list of 15 Books 
and does notand does notand does notand does not mention writing 15 Books at the Hemingway House Writing Classes. Shakespeare mention writing 15 Books at the Hemingway House Writing Classes. Shakespeare mention writing 15 Books at the Hemingway House Writing Classes. Shakespeare mention writing 15 Books at the Hemingway House Writing Classes. Shakespeare MD... should of caught Mandy's eye, yet  MD... should of caught Mandy's eye, yet  MD... should of caught Mandy's eye, yet  MD... should of caught Mandy's eye, yet 
she is light years from Shakespeareshe is light years from Shakespeareshe is light years from Shakespeareshe is light years from Shakespeare MD... on any of her list of 15 Books to Write this Summer. 100 Kids Left in Hot MD... on any of her list of 15 Books to Write this Summer. 100 Kids Left in Hot MD... on any of her list of 15 Books to Write this Summer. 100 Kids Left in Hot MD... on any of her list of 15 Books to Write this Summer. 100 Kids Left in Hot Cars this Summer, if 1  Cars this Summer, if 1  Cars this Summer, if 1  Cars this Summer, if 1 
makes the Front Page of the KW Citizen all Hell be heardmakes the Front Page of the KW Citizen all Hell be heardmakes the Front Page of the KW Citizen all Hell be heardmakes the Front Page of the KW Citizen all Hell be heard from behind George Orwells 1,001 Hidden Cameras!  from behind George Orwells 1,001 Hidden Cameras!  from behind George Orwells 1,001 Hidden Cameras!  from behind George Orwells 1,001 Hidden Cameras! 

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a 
bookbookbookbook titled... "Snowden LEAKS top 100 USA Pedophiles" EXCLUSIVE: Edward Snowden Gives titled... "Snowden LEAKS top 100 USA Pedophiles" EXCLUSIVE: Edward Snowden Gives titled... "Snowden LEAKS top 100 USA Pedophiles" EXCLUSIVE: Edward Snowden Gives titled... "Snowden LEAKS top 100 USA Pedophiles" EXCLUSIVE: Edward Snowden Gives Wide Wide Wide Wide----Ranging Interview to Brian Williams... Ranging Interview to Brian Williams... Ranging Interview to Brian Williams... Ranging Interview to Brian Williams... 
"Snowden LEAKS top 100 USA"Snowden LEAKS top 100 USA"Snowden LEAKS top 100 USA"Snowden LEAKS top 100 USA Pedophiles" He will be arrested for not telling the cops... not leaking this! Pedophiles" He will be arrested for not telling the cops... not leaking this! Pedophiles" He will be arrested for not telling the cops... not leaking this! Pedophiles" He will be arrested for not telling the cops... not leaking this! Brian Williams in NYC at Nightly  Brian Williams in NYC at Nightly  Brian Williams in NYC at Nightly  Brian Williams in NYC at Nightly 
News knows 101 Pedophiles Names too... he willNews knows 101 Pedophiles Names too... he willNews knows 101 Pedophiles Names too... he willNews knows 101 Pedophiles Names too... he will be arrested at the start of the Shakespeare MD... Coup by MD women Writers into be arrested at the start of the Shakespeare MD... Coup by MD women Writers into be arrested at the start of the Shakespeare MD... Coup by MD women Writers into be arrested at the start of the Shakespeare MD... Coup by MD women Writers into
Shakespeare MD Plays! Shakespeare MD Plays! Shakespeare MD Plays! Shakespeare MD Plays! 

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  write a  write a  write a 
book titled... "The Hunger Games," " Rodger, the son of a Hollywoodbook titled... "The Hunger Games," " Rodger, the son of a Hollywoodbook titled... "The Hunger Games," " Rodger, the son of a Hollywoodbook titled... "The Hunger Games," " Rodger, the son of a Hollywood director who worked on "The Hunger Games," In YouTube videos  director who worked on "The Hunger Games," In YouTube videos  director who worked on "The Hunger Games," In YouTube videos  director who worked on "The Hunger Games," In YouTube videos 
Elliot Rodger airedElliot Rodger airedElliot Rodger airedElliot Rodger aired his contempt for everyone from his roommates to the whole human race, reserving his contempt for everyone from his roommates to the whole human race, reserving his contempt for everyone from his roommates to the whole human race, reserving his contempt for everyone from his roommates to the whole human race, reserving special hate for two groups: The  special hate for two groups: The  special hate for two groups: The  special hate for two groups: The 
women he says kept him a virgin for all of hiswomen he says kept him a virgin for all of hiswomen he says kept him a virgin for all of hiswomen he says kept him a virgin for all of his 22 years, and the men they chose instead. Killing 6 and wounding 13... this guy 22 years, and the men they chose instead. Killing 6 and wounding 13... this guy 22 years, and the men they chose instead. Killing 6 and wounding 13... this guy 22 years, and the men they chose instead. Killing 6 and wounding 13... this guy was  was  was  was 
made by Hillary, Obama, Comcast Pedophiles, NBC Pedophiles, Today Show,made by Hillary, Obama, Comcast Pedophiles, NBC Pedophiles, Today Show,made by Hillary, Obama, Comcast Pedophiles, NBC Pedophiles, Today Show,made by Hillary, Obama, Comcast Pedophiles, NBC Pedophiles, Today Show, Tonight Show Pedophiles... and of course "Saudi Oil Men"  Tonight Show Pedophiles... and of course "Saudi Oil Men"  Tonight Show Pedophiles... and of course "Saudi Oil Men"  Tonight Show Pedophiles... and of course "Saudi Oil Men" 
who bought up all thewho bought up all thewho bought up all thewho bought up all the SWF's for Sex Slaves! "1984" Shakespeare MD... tragedy "the work of a madman" SWF's for Sex Slaves! "1984" Shakespeare MD... tragedy "the work of a madman" SWF's for Sex Slaves! "1984" Shakespeare MD... tragedy "the work of a madman" SWF's for Sex Slaves! "1984" Shakespeare MD... tragedy "the work of a madman" and said the videotape posted by  and said the videotape posted by  and said the videotape posted by  and said the videotape posted by 
Rodger the night of the killings isRodger the night of the killings isRodger the night of the killings isRodger the night of the killings is a a a a "particularly chilling one, in which he looks at the camera and talks about what "particularly chilling one, in which he looks at the camera and talks about what "particularly chilling one, in which he looks at the camera and talks about what "particularly chilling one, in which he looks at the camera and talks about what he is about to  he is about to  he is about to  he is about to 
do." Saudi Prince's in Mecca have killed 1,001 on their "1984"do." Saudi Prince's in Mecca have killed 1,001 on their "1984"do." Saudi Prince's in Mecca have killed 1,001 on their "1984"do." Saudi Prince's in Mecca have killed 1,001 on their "1984" posted YouTube Videos of rape and torture of their Hate Groups, Observers  posted YouTube Videos of rape and torture of their Hate Groups, Observers  posted YouTube Videos of rape and torture of their Hate Groups, Observers  posted YouTube Videos of rape and torture of their Hate Groups, Observers 
at theat theat theat the CIA are their Captive Viewers! "The Hunger Games," " Rodger, the son of a CIA are their Captive Viewers! "The Hunger Games," " Rodger, the son of a CIA are their Captive Viewers! "The Hunger Games," " Rodger, the son of a CIA are their Captive Viewers! "The Hunger Games," " Rodger, the son of a Hollywood director who worked on "The Hunger  Hollywood director who worked on "The Hunger  Hollywood director who worked on "The Hunger  Hollywood director who worked on "The Hunger 
Games," His first stop was theGames," His first stop was theGames," His first stop was theGames," His first stop was the Alpha Phi sorority, which he had called "the hottest sorority of UCSB." No one Alpha Phi sorority, which he had called "the hottest sorority of UCSB." No one Alpha Phi sorority, which he had called "the hottest sorority of UCSB." No one Alpha Phi sorority, which he had called "the hottest sorority of UCSB." No one answered the door after one  answered the door after one  answered the door after one  answered the door after one 
to two minutes of aggressive pounding, but he soonto two minutes of aggressive pounding, but he soonto two minutes of aggressive pounding, but he soonto two minutes of aggressive pounding, but he soon shot three women who were standing nearby, killing two of them, 19 shot three women who were standing nearby, killing two of them, 19 shot three women who were standing nearby, killing two of them, 19 shot three women who were standing nearby, killing two of them, 19----yearyearyearyear----oldoldoldold
Veronika Weiss and 22Veronika Weiss and 22Veronika Weiss and 22Veronika Weiss and 22----yearyearyearyear----old Katherine Cooper. old Katherine Cooper. old Katherine Cooper. old Katherine Cooper. 

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a 
bookbookbookbook titled... "We'll Find Alien Life in This Lifetime" Scientists Tell Congress... titled... "We'll Find Alien Life in This Lifetime" Scientists Tell Congress... titled... "We'll Find Alien Life in This Lifetime" Scientists Tell Congress... titled... "We'll Find Alien Life in This Lifetime" Scientists Tell Congress... By Nola Taylor Redd, Space.com Contributor Space.com  By Nola Taylor Redd, Space.com Contributor Space.com  By Nola Taylor Redd, Space.com Contributor Space.com  By Nola Taylor Redd, Space.com Contributor Space.com 
this should be on the Frontthis should be on the Frontthis should be on the Frontthis should be on the Front Page of the NY Times Today.  Page of the NY Times Today.  Page of the NY Times Today.  Page of the NY Times Today. 

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  write a  write a  write a 
book titled... book titled... book titled... book titled... 

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  write a  write a  write a 
book titled... "Forbes Doing the Right Thing for Vets" 1 Trillionthbook titled... "Forbes Doing the Right Thing for Vets" 1 Trillionthbook titled... "Forbes Doing the Right Thing for Vets" 1 Trillionthbook titled... "Forbes Doing the Right Thing for Vets" 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the Ford assembly line on the  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the Ford assembly line on the  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the Ford assembly line on the  ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off the Ford assembly line on the 
cover ofcover ofcover ofcover of Forbes... after the Top Brass is shot by firing squad for the worst Holocaust II Forbes... after the Top Brass is shot by firing squad for the worst Holocaust II Forbes... after the Top Brass is shot by firing squad for the worst Holocaust II Forbes... after the Top Brass is shot by firing squad for the worst Holocaust II in History of $4 Gas and $777 Godsend given to  in History of $4 Gas and $777 Godsend given to  in History of $4 Gas and $777 Godsend given to  in History of $4 Gas and $777 Godsend given to 
Mecca and Allah by Forbes + theMecca and Allah by Forbes + theMecca and Allah by Forbes + theMecca and Allah by Forbes + the New York Times! Wow! "Doing Right By Veterans On Memorial Day And Beyond... New York Times! Wow! "Doing Right By Veterans On Memorial Day And Beyond... New York Times! Wow! "Doing Right By Veterans On Memorial Day And Beyond... New York Times! Wow! "Doing Right By Veterans On Memorial Day And Beyond... Forbes"  Forbes"  Forbes"  Forbes" ---- The largest The largest The largest The largest 
influx of veterans since the end of World War II willinflux of veterans since the end of World War II willinflux of veterans since the end of World War II willinflux of veterans since the end of World War II will return to the workforce and college in the next several years. The surge is the return to the workforce and college in the next several years. The surge is the return to the workforce and college in the next several years. The surge is the return to the workforce and college in the next several years. The surge is the result  result  result  result 
of military downsizing following wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and steepof military downsizing following wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and steepof military downsizing following wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and steepof military downsizing following wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and steep cuts to the Pentagon's budget.  cuts to the Pentagon's budget.  cuts to the Pentagon's budget.  cuts to the Pentagon's budget. 

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  write a  write a  write a 
book titled... "Obama at West Point" NO... Focus on foreign "OIL"book titled... "Obama at West Point" NO... Focus on foreign "OIL"book titled... "Obama at West Point" NO... Focus on foreign "OIL"book titled... "Obama at West Point" NO... Focus on foreign "OIL" policy... Pentagon Top Brass Protect Mecca, Allah's $777 Trillion in $4  policy... Pentagon Top Brass Protect Mecca, Allah's $777 Trillion in $4  policy... Pentagon Top Brass Protect Mecca, Allah's $777 Trillion in $4  policy... Pentagon Top Brass Protect Mecca, Allah's $777 Trillion in $4 
gasgasgasgas money! Coup by the Army Generals has been stopped with kickbacks... they love, money! Coup by the Army Generals has been stopped with kickbacks... they love, money! Coup by the Army Generals has been stopped with kickbacks... they love, money! Coup by the Army Generals has been stopped with kickbacks... they love, MIT War Toys! President Barack Obama will use his  MIT War Toys! President Barack Obama will use his  MIT War Toys! President Barack Obama will use his  MIT War Toys! President Barack Obama will use his 
speech at the West Pointspeech at the West Pointspeech at the West Pointspeech at the West Point commencement Wednesday to lay out a broad vision of American foreign policy that commencement Wednesday to lay out a broad vision of American foreign policy that commencement Wednesday to lay out a broad vision of American foreign policy that commencement Wednesday to lay out a broad vision of American foreign policy that a White House official  a White House official  a White House official  a White House official 
Saturday called Saturday called Saturday called Saturday called ““““both interventionist andboth interventionist andboth interventionist andboth interventionist and internationalist, but not isolationist or unilateral. "Oil"  internationalist, but not isolationist or unilateral. "Oil"  internationalist, but not isolationist or unilateral. "Oil"  internationalist, but not isolationist or unilateral. "Oil" 

5555----25252525----14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!"14 "Make Memorial Day for God's Best Invention, Women!" 1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a  1 Billion + lethal encounters with women have cause them to write a 
bookbookbookbook titled... "City of Key West" recently spent $24,286 on an upgrade package for titled... "City of Key West" recently spent $24,286 on an upgrade package for titled... "City of Key West" recently spent $24,286 on an upgrade package for titled... "City of Key West" recently spent $24,286 on an upgrade package for the police department's computerized training  the police department's computerized training  the police department's computerized training  the police department's computerized training 
simulator that instructs officerssimulator that instructs officerssimulator that instructs officerssimulator that instructs officers on responding to "nonlethal and lethal encounters with others,"  on responding to "nonlethal and lethal encounters with others,"  on responding to "nonlethal and lethal encounters with others,"  on responding to "nonlethal and lethal encounters with others," 

What isWhat isWhat isWhat is the diagnosis?  the diagnosis?  the diagnosis?  the diagnosis? What isWhat isWhat isWhat is the diagnosis?  the diagnosis?  the diagnosis?  the diagnosis? 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion by Bill + Melinda Gates... Kerry, McCain, Carter murdered in front of 7 Billion by Bill + Melinda Gates... Kerry, McCain, Carter murdered in front of 7 Billion by Bill + Melinda Gates... Kerry, McCain, Carter murdered in front of 7 Billion by Bill + Melinda Gates... Kerry, McCain, Carter +  +  +  + 
Wife's soulWife's soulWife's soulWife's soul----mate Habitat For Humanity will be 4 Trillion years in Hell formate Habitat For Humanity will be 4 Trillion years in Hell formate Habitat For Humanity will be 4 Trillion years in Hell formate Habitat For Humanity will be 4 Trillion years in Hell for suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Model of the  suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Model of the  suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Model of the  suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Model of the 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort + a FleetElectricWindmillFord Escort + a FleetElectricWindmillFord Escort + a FleetElectricWindmillFord Escort + a Fleet of 1,001 Super Shuttles at NASA. Their Motive was same as yesterdays front page of 1,001 Super Shuttles at NASA. Their Motive was same as yesterdays front page of 1,001 Super Shuttles at NASA. Their Motive was same as yesterdays front page of 1,001 Super Shuttles at NASA. Their Motive was same as yesterdays front page of the Citizen in  of the Citizen in  of the Citizen in  of the Citizen in 
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Key West... rob the women at Green PaKey West... rob the women at Green PaKey West... rob the women at Green PaKey West... rob the women at Green Parrot Bar + Gas Stationrrot Bar + Gas Stationrrot Bar + Gas Stationrrot Bar + Gas Station via a ride home in the rain. Sucker punch her like Mary B. at the Miami  via a ride home in the rain. Sucker punch her like Mary B. at the Miami  via a ride home in the rain. Sucker punch her like Mary B. at the Miami  via a ride home in the rain. Sucker punch her like Mary B. at the Miami 
gasgasgasgas station in 2001. Run her over, leave her for dead. "Blackness" + Numb Nuts Top station in 2001. Run her over, leave her for dead. "Blackness" + Numb Nuts Top station in 2001. Run her over, leave her for dead. "Blackness" + Numb Nuts Top station in 2001. Run her over, leave her for dead. "Blackness" + Numb Nuts Top Brass letting troops coming home from "Oil Wars"  Brass letting troops coming home from "Oil Wars"  Brass letting troops coming home from "Oil Wars"  Brass letting troops coming home from "Oil Wars" 
kill the "Wives." No one knowskill the "Wives." No one knowskill the "Wives." No one knowskill the "Wives." No one knows the "Statistics" just like in a "1984 II" Novel written at the Hemingway Writing the "Statistics" just like in a "1984 II" Novel written at the Hemingway Writing the "Statistics" just like in a "1984 II" Novel written at the Hemingway Writing the "Statistics" just like in a "1984 II" Novel written at the Hemingway Writing Classes in Key West.  Classes in Key West.  Classes in Key West.  Classes in Key West. 

What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? 

5555----24242424----14 Shakespeare MD... would NOT14 Shakespeare MD... would NOT14 Shakespeare MD... would NOT14 Shakespeare MD... would NOT have been born in London as the Queen would have murdered him for his have been born in London as the Queen would have murdered him for his have been born in London as the Queen would have murdered him for his have been born in London as the Queen would have murdered him for his "Diagnosis." Aliens are  "Diagnosis." Aliens are  "Diagnosis." Aliens are  "Diagnosis." Aliens are 
out there among 777 Trillion Galaxies, the "Darkness" byout there among 777 Trillion Galaxies, the "Darkness" byout there among 777 Trillion Galaxies, the "Darkness" byout there among 777 Trillion Galaxies, the "Darkness" by Drunk Men on Earth leave Key West girls for dead, from a ride home from  Drunk Men on Earth leave Key West girls for dead, from a ride home from  Drunk Men on Earth leave Key West girls for dead, from a ride home from  Drunk Men on Earth leave Key West girls for dead, from a ride home from 
GreenGreenGreenGreen Parrot Bar + Gas Station. 2001 Miami Gas Stations should would not have been in Parrot Bar + Gas Station. 2001 Miami Gas Stations should would not have been in Parrot Bar + Gas Station. 2001 Miami Gas Stations should would not have been in Parrot Bar + Gas Station. 2001 Miami Gas Stations should would not have been in existence. Same for the George Plantation  existence. Same for the George Plantation  existence. Same for the George Plantation  existence. Same for the George Plantation 
Owner Carter. "Peanut Plantation + GasOwner Carter. "Peanut Plantation + GasOwner Carter. "Peanut Plantation + GasOwner Carter. "Peanut Plantation + Gas Station" his wife's motive for Habitat For Humanity was NO Homeless in Mecca via Station" his wife's motive for Habitat For Humanity was NO Homeless in Mecca via Station" his wife's motive for Habitat For Humanity was NO Homeless in Mecca via Station" his wife's motive for Habitat For Humanity was NO Homeless in Mecca via $777  $777  $777  $777 
Trillion in your $4 gas! "Dark Matter" on Earth is the "OJ's" who wait toTrillion in your $4 gas! "Dark Matter" on Earth is the "OJ's" who wait toTrillion in your $4 gas! "Dark Matter" on Earth is the "OJ's" who wait toTrillion in your $4 gas! "Dark Matter" on Earth is the "OJ's" who wait to give you a ride home... to leave you for dead! "Make Memorial  give you a ride home... to leave you for dead! "Make Memorial  give you a ride home... to leave you for dead! "Make Memorial  give you a ride home... to leave you for dead! "Make Memorial 
Day for 777Day for 777Day for 777Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" as the Pentagon with the help of NASA Top Brass left the Trillion Galaxies" as the Pentagon with the help of NASA Top Brass left the Trillion Galaxies" as the Pentagon with the help of NASA Top Brass left the Trillion Galaxies" as the Pentagon with the help of NASA Top Brass left the Universe for Dead in our live time for the Glory of  Universe for Dead in our live time for the Glory of  Universe for Dead in our live time for the Glory of  Universe for Dead in our live time for the Glory of 
"Oil Wars" and troops"Oil Wars" and troops"Oil Wars" and troops"Oil Wars" and troops killing the wives when they come home from war. Reads like Roman History! in killing the wives when they come home from war. Reads like Roman History! in killing the wives when they come home from war. Reads like Roman History! in killing the wives when they come home from war. Reads like Roman History! in 2014.  2014.  2014.  2014. 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion by Bill + Melinda Gates... Kerry, McCain, Carter murdered in front of 7 Billion by Bill + Melinda Gates... Kerry, McCain, Carter murdered in front of 7 Billion by Bill + Melinda Gates... Kerry, McCain, Carter murdered in front of 7 Billion by Bill + Melinda Gates... Kerry, McCain, Carter +  +  +  + 
Wife's soulWife's soulWife's soulWife's soul----mate Habitat For Humanity... mate Habitat For Humanity... mate Habitat For Humanity... mate Habitat For Humanity... 

5555----24242424----14 Miami Gas Stations14 Miami Gas Stations14 Miami Gas Stations14 Miami Gas Stations should not would not EXIST... in 2001 (when Mary B. was sucker punched by a should not would not EXIST... in 2001 (when Mary B. was sucker punched by a should not would not EXIST... in 2001 (when Mary B. was sucker punched by a should not would not EXIST... in 2001 (when Mary B. was sucker punched by a Puerto Rico Robber) or 2014  Puerto Rico Robber) or 2014  Puerto Rico Robber) or 2014  Puerto Rico Robber) or 2014 
in MiamiHerald.com on Memorial Weekend... Miami'sin MiamiHerald.com on Memorial Weekend... Miami'sin MiamiHerald.com on Memorial Weekend... Miami'sin MiamiHerald.com on Memorial Weekend... Miami's Operation Stand Down brings hope to homeless vets... MiamiHerald.com  Operation Stand Down brings hope to homeless vets... MiamiHerald.com  Operation Stand Down brings hope to homeless vets... MiamiHerald.com  Operation Stand Down brings hope to homeless vets... MiamiHerald.com ---- 10  10  10  10 
hourshourshourshours ago  ago  ago  ago 

What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What isWhat isWhat isWhat is the diagnosis?  the diagnosis?  the diagnosis?  the diagnosis? 

5555----24242424----14 "Yale Puerto Rico Medical School" was left to die14 "Yale Puerto Rico Medical School" was left to die14 "Yale Puerto Rico Medical School" was left to die14 "Yale Puerto Rico Medical School" was left to die by Kerry, McCain + his Admiral Dad + grandfather who visited Puerto Rico by Kerry, McCain + his Admiral Dad + grandfather who visited Puerto Rico by Kerry, McCain + his Admiral Dad + grandfather who visited Puerto Rico by Kerry, McCain + his Admiral Dad + grandfather who visited Puerto Rico
Prostitutes on shore leave... grin! Shakespeare MD... sailed from England to KeyProstitutes on shore leave... grin! Shakespeare MD... sailed from England to KeyProstitutes on shore leave... grin! Shakespeare MD... sailed from England to KeyProstitutes on shore leave... grin! Shakespeare MD... sailed from England to Key West, the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel  West, the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel  West, the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel  West, the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel 
Tower Structure willTower Structure willTower Structure willTower Structure will light up the "Dark Man Waiting to give her a ride home in the rain" from the light up the "Dark Man Waiting to give her a ride home in the rain" from the light up the "Dark Man Waiting to give her a ride home in the rain" from the light up the "Dark Man Waiting to give her a ride home in the rain" from the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station,  Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station,  Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station,  Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station, 
neither should or would Exist if Shakespeareneither should or would Exist if Shakespeareneither should or would Exist if Shakespeareneither should or would Exist if Shakespeare MD... and wives ruled England and America for the last few hundred years! MD... and wives ruled England and America for the last few hundred years! MD... and wives ruled England and America for the last few hundred years! MD... and wives ruled England and America for the last few hundred years!

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... Indy 500, Verizon left this Indy 500 for dead in  of 7 Billion... Indy 500, Verizon left this Indy 500 for dead in  of 7 Billion... Indy 500, Verizon left this Indy 500 for dead in  of 7 Billion... Indy 500, Verizon left this Indy 500 for dead in 
their "Crime oftheir "Crime oftheir "Crime oftheir "Crime of Opportunity" $777 Trillion, $1 Billion Profits every 3 months is their Opportunity" $777 Trillion, $1 Billion Profits every 3 months is their Opportunity" $777 Trillion, $1 Billion Profits every 3 months is their Opportunity" $777 Trillion, $1 Billion Profits every 3 months is their "Kickback" for giving this to Mecca + Saudi Arabia.  "Kickback" for giving this to Mecca + Saudi Arabia.  "Kickback" for giving this to Mecca + Saudi Arabia.  "Kickback" for giving this to Mecca + Saudi Arabia. 
Indy 500 in the Sarah DesertIndy 500 in the Sarah DesertIndy 500 in the Sarah DesertIndy 500 in the Sarah Desert 2014 Memorial Day USA. Homeless in the Universe of Dark Men killing White Lights 2014 Memorial Day USA. Homeless in the Universe of Dark Men killing White Lights 2014 Memorial Day USA. Homeless in the Universe of Dark Men killing White Lights 2014 Memorial Day USA. Homeless in the Universe of Dark Men killing White Lights of 777 Trillion  of 777 Trillion  of 777 Trillion  of 777 Trillion 
Galaxies! 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ Galaxies! 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ Galaxies! 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ Galaxies! 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254 C are in the254 C are in the254 C are in the254 C are in the Sarah Desert watering the $100 Billion Dollar Palace an USA  Sarah Desert watering the $100 Billion Dollar Palace an USA  Sarah Desert watering the $100 Billion Dollar Palace an USA  Sarah Desert watering the $100 Billion Dollar Palace an USA 
Construction companyConstruction companyConstruction companyConstruction company built while leaving the Yale Key West Medical School to die...  built while leaving the Yale Key West Medical School to die...  built while leaving the Yale Key West Medical School to die...  built while leaving the Yale Key West Medical School to die... 

5555----24242424----14141414 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... "OJ" left for dead, and "1984" Top Brass left  "OJ" left for dead, and "1984" Top Brass left  "OJ" left for dead, and "1984" Top Brass left  "OJ" left for dead, and "1984" Top Brass left 
"Clones of OJ" for dead, didn't"Clones of OJ" for dead, didn't"Clones of OJ" for dead, didn't"Clones of OJ" for dead, didn't arrest any "OJ" Clones. So they have murdered and "Sucker Punched" more women arrest any "OJ" Clones. So they have murdered and "Sucker Punched" more women arrest any "OJ" Clones. So they have murdered and "Sucker Punched" more women arrest any "OJ" Clones. So they have murdered and "Sucker Punched" more women then Memorial Days  then Memorial Days  then Memorial Days  then Memorial Days 
War Dead. Stephanie Danielle Evans sat in her wheelchairWar Dead. Stephanie Danielle Evans sat in her wheelchairWar Dead. Stephanie Danielle Evans sat in her wheelchairWar Dead. Stephanie Danielle Evans sat in her wheelchair Thursday  Thursday  Thursday  Thursday -------- her spine fused together by titanium pins  her spine fused together by titanium pins  her spine fused together by titanium pins  her spine fused together by titanium pins -------- holding her orange  holding her orange  holding her orange  holding her orange 
cat,cat,cat,cat, Charlie, who darted between her chair and the couch. The 31 Charlie, who darted between her chair and the couch. The 31 Charlie, who darted between her chair and the couch. The 31 Charlie, who darted between her chair and the couch. The 31----yearyearyearyear----old former Redold former Redold former Redold former Red Fish Blue Fish and Bottle Cap bartender is often  Fish Blue Fish and Bottle Cap bartender is often  Fish Blue Fish and Bottle Cap bartender is often  Fish Blue Fish and Bottle Cap bartender is often 
bedridden for as long as 10bedridden for as long as 10bedridden for as long as 10bedridden for as long as 10 days at a time on a powerful pain killer cocktail while fighting excruciating days at a time on a powerful pain killer cocktail while fighting excruciating days at a time on a powerful pain killer cocktail while fighting excruciating days at a time on a powerful pain killer cocktail while fighting excruciating muscle spasm muscle spasm muscle spasm muscle spasms.... "1984" Top s.... "1984" Top s.... "1984" Top s.... "1984" Top 
Brass left "Clones of OJ" for dead, didn't arrestBrass left "Clones of OJ" for dead, didn't arrestBrass left "Clones of OJ" for dead, didn't arrestBrass left "Clones of OJ" for dead, didn't arrest any "OJ" Clones. Why... ask the VA guy in the news!  any "OJ" Clones. Why... ask the VA guy in the news!  any "OJ" Clones. Why... ask the VA guy in the news!  any "OJ" Clones. Why... ask the VA guy in the news! 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion...  murdered in front of 7 Billion...  murdered in front of 7 Billion...  murdered in front of 7 Billion... 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 77714 "Make Memorial Day for 77714 "Make Memorial Day for 77714 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... Does the CFO Need to Become Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... Does the CFO Need to Become Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... Does the CFO Need to Become Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... Does the CFO Need to Become a Technologist?  a Technologist?  a Technologist?  a Technologist? 
Yes, + an MD... PhD. Yes, + an MD... PhD. Yes, + an MD... PhD. Yes, + an MD... PhD. 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 77714 "Make Memorial Day for 77714 "Make Memorial Day for 77714 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... 'Unfit for human Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... 'Unfit for human Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... 'Unfit for human Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... 'Unfit for human habitation' Key West Citizen  habitation' Key West Citizen  habitation' Key West Citizen  habitation' Key West Citizen 
Front Page Today Front Page Today Front Page Today Front Page Today ---- Five vacant houses in Old TownFive vacant houses in Old TownFive vacant houses in Old TownFive vacant houses in Old Town have fallen into such neglect that they may require demolition, the city's top have fallen into such neglect that they may require demolition, the city's top have fallen into such neglect that they may require demolition, the city's top have fallen into such neglect that they may require demolition, the city's top
building official says. Age and abandonment have taken a dangerous toll onbuilding official says. Age and abandonment have taken a dangerous toll onbuilding official says. Age and abandonment have taken a dangerous toll onbuilding official says. Age and abandonment have taken a dangerous toll on these...  these...  these...  these... 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... More on the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station...  in front of 7 Billion... More on the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station...  in front of 7 Billion... More on the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station...  in front of 7 Billion... More on the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station... 
it's nowit's nowit's nowit's now a library. wow! More than just beer will be on tap at the Green Parrot Bar + Gas a library. wow! More than just beer will be on tap at the Green Parrot Bar + Gas a library. wow! More than just beer will be on tap at the Green Parrot Bar + Gas a library. wow! More than just beer will be on tap at the Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West on Saturday. The bar will  Station in Key West on Saturday. The bar will  Station in Key West on Saturday. The bar will  Station in Key West on Saturday. The bar will 
turn into a literary speakeasy asturn into a literary speakeasy asturn into a literary speakeasy asturn into a literary speakeasy as a nontraditional book mobile program, called Bookleggers, will make its first a nontraditional book mobile program, called Bookleggers, will make its first a nontraditional book mobile program, called Bookleggers, will make its first a nontraditional book mobile program, called Bookleggers, will make its first stop in the Florida  stop in the Florida  stop in the Florida  stop in the Florida 
Keys. Bookleggers have partnered with Florida Keys CommunityKeys. Bookleggers have partnered with Florida Keys CommunityKeys. Bookleggers have partnered with Florida Keys CommunityKeys. Bookleggers have partnered with Florida Keys Community College (FKCC) to give and trade books with Key West locals from 3 to 8  College (FKCC) to give and trade books with Key West locals from 3 to 8  College (FKCC) to give and trade books with Key West locals from 3 to 8  College (FKCC) to give and trade books with Key West locals from 3 to 8 
p.m. atp.m. atp.m. atp.m. at the back porch of the Green Parrot, 609 Whitehead St. The college is donating the back porch of the Green Parrot, 609 Whitehead St. The college is donating the back porch of the Green Parrot, 609 Whitehead St. The college is donating the back porch of the Green Parrot, 609 Whitehead St. The college is donating 500 500 500 500----plus books for the event, FKCC Director of plus books for the event, FKCC Director of plus books for the event, FKCC Director of plus books for the event, FKCC Director of 
Learning Resources Lori KellyLearning Resources Lori KellyLearning Resources Lori KellyLearning Resources Lori Kelly said  said  said  said 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion... tobacco speakeasy's in Key West with 10,000  front of 7 Billion... tobacco speakeasy's in Key West with 10,000  front of 7 Billion... tobacco speakeasy's in Key West with 10,000  front of 7 Billion... tobacco speakeasy's in Key West with 10,000 
"1984" cameras"1984" cameras"1984" cameras"1984" cameras in "2014"... 19K SWF will be murdered in 2014 at a Green Parrot Bar + Gas in "2014"... 19K SWF will be murdered in 2014 at a Green Parrot Bar + Gas in "2014"... 19K SWF will be murdered in 2014 at a Green Parrot Bar + Gas in "2014"... 19K SWF will be murdered in 2014 at a Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station, 10,000 "1984" cameras in "2014"...  Station, 10,000 "1984" cameras in "2014"...  Station, 10,000 "1984" cameras in "2014"...  Station, 10,000 "1984" cameras in "2014"... 
didn't save 1 womans life, why? Wedidn't save 1 womans life, why? Wedidn't save 1 womans life, why? Wedidn't save 1 womans life, why? We can always ask the Head of the VA Administration... Grin!  can always ask the Head of the VA Administration... Grin!  can always ask the Head of the VA Administration... Grin!  can always ask the Head of the VA Administration... Grin! 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies"14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion...  murdered in front of 7 Billion...  murdered in front of 7 Billion...  murdered in front of 7 Billion... 

What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What is the diagnosis? What isWhat isWhat isWhat is the diagnosis?  the diagnosis?  the diagnosis?  the diagnosis? 

5555----24242424----14 Key West Navy nonlethal harassment... of14 Key West Navy nonlethal harassment... of14 Key West Navy nonlethal harassment... of14 Key West Navy nonlethal harassment... of Aliens + the Universe! "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in Aliens + the Universe! "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in Aliens + the Universe! "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in Aliens + the Universe! "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in
front of 7 Billion... by Top Brass wanting to retire from the Navy at Boca Chicafront of 7 Billion... by Top Brass wanting to retire from the Navy at Boca Chicafront of 7 Billion... by Top Brass wanting to retire from the Navy at Boca Chicafront of 7 Billion... by Top Brass wanting to retire from the Navy at Boca Chica Naval Air Station! Admiral orders to CBS This Morning  Naval Air Station! Admiral orders to CBS This Morning  Naval Air Station! Admiral orders to CBS This Morning  Naval Air Station! Admiral orders to CBS This Morning 
interview... to Hell withinterview... to Hell withinterview... to Hell withinterview... to Hell with 777 Trillion Galaxies, we have no F 777 Trillion Galaxies, we have no F 777 Trillion Galaxies, we have no F 777 Trillion Galaxies, we have no F----22's that can fly that far! Rosamaria22's that can fly that far! Rosamaria22's that can fly that far! Rosamaria22's that can fly that far! Rosamaria Gonzales raised a revolver in the air  Gonzales raised a revolver in the air  Gonzales raised a revolver in the air  Gonzales raised a revolver in the air 
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early Thursday morning just off Boca Chicaearly Thursday morning just off Boca Chicaearly Thursday morning just off Boca Chicaearly Thursday morning just off Boca Chica Naval Air Station runway and let loose a round that sounded like a 12 Naval Air Station runway and let loose a round that sounded like a 12 Naval Air Station runway and let loose a round that sounded like a 12 Naval Air Station runway and let loose a round that sounded like a 12----gaugegaugegaugegauge shotgun. It  shotgun. It  shotgun. It  shotgun. It 
was actually more like a starter pistol. There's no projectile, justwas actually more like a starter pistol. There's no projectile, justwas actually more like a starter pistol. There's no projectile, justwas actually more like a starter pistol. There's no projectile, just a loud noise. Imagine a loud firecracker. A few yards away, a handful  a loud noise. Imagine a loud firecracker. A few yards away, a handful  a loud noise. Imagine a loud firecracker. A few yards away, a handful  a loud noise. Imagine a loud firecracker. A few yards away, a handful 
of birdsof birdsof birdsof birds scattered off. "I'd say about 98 percent of my work is nonlethal harassment," scattered off. "I'd say about 98 percent of my work is nonlethal harassment," scattered off. "I'd say about 98 percent of my work is nonlethal harassment," scattered off. "I'd say about 98 percent of my work is nonlethal harassment,"

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front14 "Make Memorial Day for 777 Trillion Galaxies" murdered in front of 7 Billion...  of 7 Billion...  of 7 Billion...  of 7 Billion... 

5555----24242424----14 "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" Apple Buys14 "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" Apple Buys14 "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" Apple Buys14 "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 
NearestNearestNearestNearest Stars! End War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage with  Stars! End War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage with  Stars! End War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage with  Stars! End War Via Legal Polygamous Marriage with ““““Uniform Premarital AgreementUniform Premarital AgreementUniform Premarital AgreementUniform Premarital Agreement Act Act Act Act”””” for 99% of all conversations bull'sfor 99% of all conversations bull'sfor 99% of all conversations bull'sfor 99% of all conversations bull's----
eye at brainstorming 1,001 Inventioneye at brainstorming 1,001 Inventioneye at brainstorming 1,001 Inventioneye at brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled on your Apple MacBook Air! SWF's with "Black Eyes" will Projects preinstalled on your Apple MacBook Air! SWF's with "Black Eyes" will Projects preinstalled on your Apple MacBook Air! SWF's with "Black Eyes" will Projects preinstalled on your Apple MacBook Air! SWF's with "Black Eyes" will only be in George  only be in George  only be in George  only be in George 
Orwells Homes! Orwells Homes! Orwells Homes! Orwells Homes! 

 "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" Legal  "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" Legal  "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" Legal  "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" Legal 

PolPolPolPolygamous Marriage withygamous Marriage withygamous Marriage withygamous Marriage with ““““Uniform Premarital Agreement ActUniform Premarital Agreement ActUniform Premarital Agreement ActUniform Premarital Agreement Act””””

5555----23232323----14 Shakespeare MD... Born at the14 Shakespeare MD... Born at the14 Shakespeare MD... Born at the14 Shakespeare MD... Born at the NEJM, died in Syria in live video of chlorine gas... or ... gasoline exhaust in NEJM, died in Syria in live video of chlorine gas... or ... gasoline exhaust in NEJM, died in Syria in live video of chlorine gas... or ... gasoline exhaust in NEJM, died in Syria in live video of chlorine gas... or ... gasoline exhaust in LA, Paris, Rome...  LA, Paris, Rome...  LA, Paris, Rome...  LA, Paris, Rome... 
"Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" "Make Memorial Day"Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" "Make Memorial Day"Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" "Make Memorial Day"Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" "Make Memorial Day for Chlorine + Gasoline atoms + Molecules 3 Billion Celebrating  for Chlorine + Gasoline atoms + Molecules 3 Billion Celebrating  for Chlorine + Gasoline atoms + Molecules 3 Billion Celebrating  for Chlorine + Gasoline atoms + Molecules 3 Billion Celebrating 
Memorial DayMemorial DayMemorial DayMemorial Day Monday will breath in. Pentagon Top Brass will wake up to a Coup by MD Women Monday will breath in. Pentagon Top Brass will wake up to a Coup by MD Women Monday will breath in. Pentagon Top Brass will wake up to a Coup by MD Women Monday will breath in. Pentagon Top Brass will wake up to a Coup by MD Women sooner or later! Shakespeare MD... will  sooner or later! Shakespeare MD... will  sooner or later! Shakespeare MD... will  sooner or later! Shakespeare MD... will 
be a "Tragedy" for the Top Brass whobe a "Tragedy" for the Top Brass whobe a "Tragedy" for the Top Brass whobe a "Tragedy" for the Top Brass who will all end up in Abyss Infinity 777 Trillion Galaxies are traveling in at this will all end up in Abyss Infinity 777 Trillion Galaxies are traveling in at this will all end up in Abyss Infinity 777 Trillion Galaxies are traveling in at this will all end up in Abyss Infinity 777 Trillion Galaxies are traveling in at this moment @ millions  moment @ millions  moment @ millions  moment @ millions 
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of miles per hour... Stupid Criminals at the Pentagon onof miles per hour... Stupid Criminals at the Pentagon onof miles per hour... Stupid Criminals at the Pentagon onof miles per hour... Stupid Criminals at the Pentagon on Memorial Day 2014.  Memorial Day 2014.  Memorial Day 2014.  Memorial Day 2014. 

5555----23232323----14 IRS + Landlords... I.R.S. Delays New Rules on14 IRS + Landlords... I.R.S. Delays New Rules on14 IRS + Landlords... I.R.S. Delays New Rules on14 IRS + Landlords... I.R.S. Delays New Rules on Taxation for Landlords (Paying Everyone in Cash)" As there are more than 1 Taxation for Landlords (Paying Everyone in Cash)" As there are more than 1 Taxation for Landlords (Paying Everyone in Cash)" As there are more than 1 Taxation for Landlords (Paying Everyone in Cash)" As there are more than 1
million Landlords paying hired help in cash! Grin! Make Memorial Day for Breastmillion Landlords paying hired help in cash! Grin! Make Memorial Day for Breastmillion Landlords paying hired help in cash! Grin! Make Memorial Day for Breastmillion Landlords paying hired help in cash! Grin! Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead"  Cancer Dead"  Cancer Dead"  Cancer Dead" 

5555----23232323----14 At Indy 500, Verizon races to offer premium video14 At Indy 500, Verizon races to offer premium video14 At Indy 500, Verizon races to offer premium video14 At Indy 500, Verizon races to offer premium video content on mobile devices "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead"  content on mobile devices "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead"  content on mobile devices "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead"  content on mobile devices "Make Memorial Day for Breast Cancer Dead" 
VerizonVerizonVerizonVerizon will let 500 Kids Die in Hot Cars this Summer, the 2014 Model will let 500 Kids Die in Hot Cars this Summer, the 2014 Model will let 500 Kids Die in Hot Cars this Summer, the 2014 Model will let 500 Kids Die in Hot Cars this Summer, the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C 24/7 and Dash Cams  ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C 24/7 and Dash Cams  ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C 24/7 and Dash Cams  ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C 24/7 and Dash Cams 
pointing insidepointing insidepointing insidepointing inside the car with mic + speakers... Verizon Top Brass killed all 500 kids on this the car with mic + speakers... Verizon Top Brass killed all 500 kids on this the car with mic + speakers... Verizon Top Brass killed all 500 kids on this the car with mic + speakers... Verizon Top Brass killed all 500 kids on this "Memorial Day 2014" wow! Call Verizon...  "Memorial Day 2014" wow! Call Verizon...  "Memorial Day 2014" wow! Call Verizon...  "Memorial Day 2014" wow! Call Verizon... 

5555----23232323----14 MSNBC Bill + Melinda14 MSNBC Bill + Melinda14 MSNBC Bill + Melinda14 MSNBC Bill + Melinda know Yale Med School only admits 100 news students a year, all Medical Schools know Yale Med School only admits 100 news students a year, all Medical Schools know Yale Med School only admits 100 news students a year, all Medical Schools know Yale Med School only admits 100 news students a year, all Medical Schools limit the # admitted to  limit the # admitted to  limit the # admitted to  limit the # admitted to 
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experience Fringe Theater of Key West's Shakespeare in the Schools forexperience Fringe Theater of Key West's Shakespeare in the Schools forexperience Fringe Theater of Key West's Shakespeare in the Schools forexperience Fringe Theater of Key West's Shakespeare in the Schools for themselves. This traveling ensemble production is made possible  themselves. This traveling ensemble production is made possible  themselves. This traveling ensemble production is made possible  themselves. This traveling ensemble production is made possible 
by funding fromby funding fromby funding fromby funding from the Florida Keys Council of the Arts, the Key West Woman's Club, and the Dogwood the Florida Keys Council of the Arts, the Key West Woman's Club, and the Dogwood the Florida Keys Council of the Arts, the Key West Woman's Club, and the Dogwood the Florida Keys Council of the Arts, the Key West Woman's Club, and the Dogwood Foundation, and a number of  Foundation, and a number of  Foundation, and a number of  Foundation, and a number of 
private donors. It's now in its third year ofprivate donors. It's now in its third year ofprivate donors. It's now in its third year ofprivate donors. It's now in its third year of simultaneously educating and entertaining School District students. During this simultaneously educating and entertaining School District students. During this simultaneously educating and entertaining School District students. During this simultaneously educating and entertaining School District students. During this year's  year's  year's  year's 
run, students at the Sigsbee Charter School, Marathon Middle High School,run, students at the Sigsbee Charter School, Marathon Middle High School,run, students at the Sigsbee Charter School, Marathon Middle High School,run, students at the Sigsbee Charter School, Marathon Middle High School, and, last Friday, Key West High School, were treated to  and, last Friday, Key West High School, were treated to  and, last Friday, Key West High School, were treated to  and, last Friday, Key West High School, were treated to 
performances of scenesperformances of scenesperformances of scenesperformances of scenes from some of the Bard of Avon's greatest works. The program, included portions from some of the Bard of Avon's greatest works. The program, included portions from some of the Bard of Avon's greatest works. The program, included portions from some of the Bard of Avon's greatest works. The program, included portions of Julius Caesar, Twelfth Night,  of Julius Caesar, Twelfth Night,  of Julius Caesar, Twelfth Night,  of Julius Caesar, Twelfth Night, 
and the Taming of the Shrew, with theand the Taming of the Shrew, with theand the Taming of the Shrew, with theand the Taming of the Shrew, with the characters portrayed by local actors Bob Bowersox, Wayne Dapser, Melody Moore, characters portrayed by local actors Bob Bowersox, Wayne Dapser, Melody Moore, characters portrayed by local actors Bob Bowersox, Wayne Dapser, Melody Moore, characters portrayed by local actors Bob Bowersox, Wayne Dapser, Melody Moore, Ross Perkin,  Ross Perkin,  Ross Perkin,  Ross Perkin, 
and Tammy Shanley and Tammy Shanley and Tammy Shanley and Tammy Shanley ---- who also serves as the production's director. who also serves as the production's director. who also serves as the production's director. who also serves as the production's director. Producer Judy Hadley and Production Manager Alicia Merel round  Producer Judy Hadley and Production Manager Alicia Merel round  Producer Judy Hadley and Production Manager Alicia Merel round  Producer Judy Hadley and Production Manager Alicia Merel round 
out the ensemble.out the ensemble.out the ensemble.out the ensemble. "Sometimes we put on the performances in the classrooms, and sometimes, we do "Sometimes we put on the performances in the classrooms, and sometimes, we do "Sometimes we put on the performances in the classrooms, and sometimes, we do "Sometimes we put on the performances in the classrooms, and sometimes, we do the school auditorium instead," said  the school auditorium instead," said  the school auditorium instead," said  the school auditorium instead," said 
Bowersox, who this time out is playing theBowersox, who this time out is playing theBowersox, who this time out is playing theBowersox, who this time out is playing the famed Caesar famed Caesar famed Caesar famed Caesar----slayer "Brutus," as well as a genderslayer "Brutus," as well as a genderslayer "Brutus," as well as a genderslayer "Brutus," as well as a gender----bending "Olivia" from Twelfthbending "Olivia" from Twelfthbending "Olivia" from Twelfthbending "Olivia" from Twelfth Night. "It  Night. "It  Night. "It  Night. "It 
kind of depends on how the teachers want to do it, and how many showskind of depends on how the teachers want to do it, and how many showskind of depends on how the teachers want to do it, and how many showskind of depends on how the teachers want to do it, and how many shows we're going to be doing that day. It's more fun for us on a  we're going to be doing that day. It's more fun for us on a  we're going to be doing that day. It's more fun for us on a  we're going to be doing that day. It's more fun for us on a 
larger stage, butlarger stage, butlarger stage, butlarger stage, but there's also an intimacy in the classroom that's really cool." A prior acting there's also an intimacy in the classroom that's really cool." A prior acting there's also an intimacy in the classroom that's really cool." A prior acting there's also an intimacy in the classroom that's really cool." A prior acting commitment kept Bowersox out of the SIS  commitment kept Bowersox out of the SIS  commitment kept Bowersox out of the SIS  commitment kept Bowersox out of the SIS 
cast during its first season, but,cast during its first season, but,cast during its first season, but,cast during its first season, but, having performed Shakespeare frequently in his native Philadelphia, he having performed Shakespeare frequently in his native Philadelphia, he having performed Shakespeare frequently in his native Philadelphia, he having performed Shakespeare frequently in his native Philadelphia, he jumped at jumped at jumped at jumped at the chance to  the chance to  the chance to  the chance to 
become a regular, mostly out of admiration for the world's mostbecome a regular, mostly out of admiration for the world's mostbecome a regular, mostly out of admiration for the world's mostbecome a regular, mostly out of admiration for the world's most famous playwright, but partly out of a desire to turn the kids on to  famous playwright, but partly out of a desire to turn the kids on to  famous playwright, but partly out of a desire to turn the kids on to  famous playwright, but partly out of a desire to turn the kids on to 
somethingsomethingsomethingsomething brilliant and potentially life brilliant and potentially life brilliant and potentially life brilliant and potentially life----changing. "Has there ever been a better dramatistchanging. "Has there ever been a better dramatistchanging. "Has there ever been a better dramatistchanging. "Has there ever been a better dramatist ever?" Bowersox asked. "His plays are classic  ever?" Bowersox asked. "His plays are classic  ever?" Bowersox asked. "His plays are classic  ever?" Bowersox asked. "His plays are classic 
and timeless, if you can get pastand timeless, if you can get pastand timeless, if you can get pastand timeless, if you can get past the old English. The myriad levels of conflict and the dualities of character the old English. The myriad levels of conflict and the dualities of character the old English. The myriad levels of conflict and the dualities of character the old English. The myriad levels of conflict and the dualities of character are magnificent to play.  are magnificent to play.  are magnificent to play.  are magnificent to play. 
There's really just nothing better." There more toThere's really just nothing better." There more toThere's really just nothing better." There more toThere's really just nothing better." There more to Shakespeare in the Schools than just a period free of study for fidgety Shakespeare in the Schools than just a period free of study for fidgety Shakespeare in the Schools than just a period free of study for fidgety Shakespeare in the Schools than just a period free of study for fidgety students,  students,  students,  students, 
however. The day before the performance, Shanley and Hadley visithowever. The day before the performance, Shanley and Hadley visithowever. The day before the performance, Shanley and Hadley visithowever. The day before the performance, Shanley and Hadley visit their future audience in their classroom, typically an English class,  their future audience in their classroom, typically an English class,  their future audience in their classroom, typically an English class,  their future audience in their classroom, typically an English class, 
and talkand talkand talkand talk to the students about the history of Shakespeare, what it was like to witness a to the students about the history of Shakespeare, what it was like to witness a to the students about the history of Shakespeare, what it was like to witness a to the students about the history of Shakespeare, what it was like to witness a performance of his works in his own day, and  performance of his works in his own day, and  performance of his works in his own day, and  performance of his works in his own day, and 
the context within which his playsthe context within which his playsthe context within which his playsthe context within which his plays were written. The scenes they're about to witness are also explained to them, as were written. The scenes they're about to witness are also explained to them, as were written. The scenes they're about to witness are also explained to them, as were written. The scenes they're about to witness are also explained to them, as well as the plays  well as the plays  well as the plays  well as the plays 
they're taken from, so that the students have some idea ofthey're taken from, so that the students have some idea ofthey're taken from, so that the students have some idea ofthey're taken from, so that the students have some idea of what to expect when the lights dim, and the works come to life before their what to expect when the lights dim, and the works come to life before their what to expect when the lights dim, and the works come to life before their what to expect when the lights dim, and the works come to life before their
eyes. The students are then asked what they'd like to see performed, and theireyes. The students are then asked what they'd like to see performed, and theireyes. The students are then asked what they'd like to see performed, and theireyes. The students are then asked what they'd like to see performed, and their preferences are taken into consideration when selecting  preferences are taken into consideration when selecting  preferences are taken into consideration when selecting  preferences are taken into consideration when selecting 
the next year'sthe next year'sthe next year'sthe next year's repertoire. "Typically we'll end up using one of their suggestions," Shanley repertoire. "Typically we'll end up using one of their suggestions," Shanley repertoire. "Typically we'll end up using one of their suggestions," Shanley repertoire. "Typically we'll end up using one of their suggestions," Shanley said. "This year it was Julius Caesar. The  said. "This year it was Julius Caesar. The  said. "This year it was Julius Caesar. The  said. "This year it was Julius Caesar. The 
students really wanted to see thatstudents really wanted to see thatstudents really wanted to see thatstudents really wanted to see that one." The students are also given space for additional comments, which Shanley one." The students are also given space for additional comments, which Shanley one." The students are also given space for additional comments, which Shanley one." The students are also given space for additional comments, which Shanley has found extremely  has found extremely  has found extremely  has found extremely 
revealing over the years. "I didn't know Shakespeare wroterevealing over the years. "I didn't know Shakespeare wroterevealing over the years. "I didn't know Shakespeare wroterevealing over the years. "I didn't know Shakespeare wrote comedy," one student wrote. "I didn't know he wrote in our language,"  comedy," one student wrote. "I didn't know he wrote in our language,"  comedy," one student wrote. "I didn't know he wrote in our language,"  comedy," one student wrote. "I didn't know he wrote in our language," 
quothquothquothquoth another. "This is actually fun," yet another wrote. "Watching it come to life is another. "This is actually fun," yet another wrote. "Watching it come to life is another. "This is actually fun," yet another wrote. "Watching it come to life is another. "This is actually fun," yet another wrote. "Watching it come to life is a totally different experience from just reading it."  a totally different experience from just reading it."  a totally different experience from just reading it."  a totally different experience from just reading it." 
Finally, the studentsFinally, the studentsFinally, the studentsFinally, the students volunteers are invited to participate in the choreography that characterizes volunteers are invited to participate in the choreography that characterizes volunteers are invited to participate in the choreography that characterizes volunteers are invited to participate in the choreography that characterizes some of Shakespeare's more physical  some of Shakespeare's more physical  some of Shakespeare's more physical  some of Shakespeare's more physical 
plays, such as "Shrew," during whichplays, such as "Shrew," during whichplays, such as "Shrew," during whichplays, such as "Shrew," during which Petrucio and Katherina act out a true battle of the sexes that occasionally gets Petrucio and Katherina act out a true battle of the sexes that occasionally gets Petrucio and Katherina act out a true battle of the sexes that occasionally gets Petrucio and Katherina act out a true battle of the sexes that occasionally gets physical. "The kids  physical. "The kids  physical. "The kids  physical. "The kids 
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seem to get a real kick out of the stage combat," Shanleyseem to get a real kick out of the stage combat," Shanleyseem to get a real kick out of the stage combat," Shanleyseem to get a real kick out of the stage combat," Shanley said. "It builds excitement for the live performance they're about to see." The said. "It builds excitement for the live performance they're about to see." The said. "It builds excitement for the live performance they're about to see." The said. "It builds excitement for the live performance they're about to see." The
whole idea for Shakespeare in the Schools came together from a confluence ofwhole idea for Shakespeare in the Schools came together from a confluence ofwhole idea for Shakespeare in the Schools came together from a confluence ofwhole idea for Shakespeare in the Schools came together from a confluence of ideas. Key West Fringe Theater Artistic Director Monnie  ideas. Key West Fringe Theater Artistic Director Monnie  ideas. Key West Fringe Theater Artistic Director Monnie  ideas. Key West Fringe Theater Artistic Director Monnie 
King had been organizingKing had been organizingKing had been organizingKing had been organizing a Shakespeare appreciation class around the same time that Shanley and Judy a Shakespeare appreciation class around the same time that Shanley and Judy a Shakespeare appreciation class around the same time that Shanley and Judy a Shakespeare appreciation class around the same time that Shanley and Judy Hadley were talking about  Hadley were talking about  Hadley were talking about  Hadley were talking about 
somehow getting Shakespeare into the schools. Thesomehow getting Shakespeare into the schools. Thesomehow getting Shakespeare into the schools. Thesomehow getting Shakespeare into the schools. The three put their heads together, and the program was born.  three put their heads together, and the program was born.  three put their heads together, and the program was born.  three put their heads together, and the program was born. 
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A national television news network is set to air aA national television news network is set to air aA national television news network is set to air aA national television news network is set to air a story this morning on Charles Eimers, 61, who died in a hospital Dec. 4, six story this morning on Charles Eimers, 61, who died in a hospital Dec. 4, six story this morning on Charles Eimers, 61, who died in a hospital Dec. 4, six story this morning on Charles Eimers, 61, who died in a hospital Dec. 4, six days after  days after  days after  days after 
Key West police officers held him facedown in the sand during anKey West police officers held him facedown in the sand during anKey West police officers held him facedown in the sand during anKey West police officers held him facedown in the sand during an arrest.  arrest.  arrest.  arrest. 

CBS This Morning airs from 7 to 9 a.m. A MiamiCBS This Morning airs from 7 to 9 a.m. A MiamiCBS This Morning airs from 7 to 9 a.m. A MiamiCBS This Morning airs from 7 to 9 a.m. A Miami----based producer didbased producer didbased producer didbased producer did not return a telephone call by presstime requesting a comment or  not return a telephone call by presstime requesting a comment or  not return a telephone call by presstime requesting a comment or  not return a telephone call by presstime requesting a comment or 
time of airing.time of airing.time of airing.time of airing. Key West Police Chief Donie Lee was interviewed about Eimers' death, which is Key West Police Chief Donie Lee was interviewed about Eimers' death, which is Key West Police Chief Donie Lee was interviewed about Eimers' death, which is Key West Police Chief Donie Lee was interviewed about Eimers' death, which is under review by the state, marking the  under review by the state, marking the  under review by the state, marking the  under review by the state, marking the 
first time national television hasfirst time national television hasfirst time national television hasfirst time national television has reported on the case, said city spokeswoman Alyson Crean.  reported on the case, said city spokeswoman Alyson Crean.  reported on the case, said city spokeswoman Alyson Crean.  reported on the case, said city spokeswoman Alyson Crean. 

A news crew was in Key West the week of April 28. The EimersA news crew was in Key West the week of April 28. The EimersA news crew was in Key West the week of April 28. The EimersA news crew was in Key West the week of April 28. The Eimers family sued the city in federal court April 11 for wrongful death, accusing  family sued the city in federal court April 11 for wrongful death, accusing  family sued the city in federal court April 11 for wrongful death, accusing  family sued the city in federal court April 11 for wrongful death, accusing 
13131313 police officers of killing the man who was originally stopped on Thanksgiving police officers of killing the man who was originally stopped on Thanksgiving police officers of killing the man who was originally stopped on Thanksgiving police officers of killing the man who was originally stopped on Thanksgiving morning over an illegal lane change on North  morning over an illegal lane change on North  morning over an illegal lane change on North  morning over an illegal lane change on North 
Roosevelt Boulevard. Before theRoosevelt Boulevard. Before theRoosevelt Boulevard. Before theRoosevelt Boulevard. Before the officer had concluded the traffic stop, Eimers reportedly drove off in his P.T. officer had concluded the traffic stop, Eimers reportedly drove off in his P.T. officer had concluded the traffic stop, Eimers reportedly drove off in his P.T. officer had concluded the traffic stop, Eimers reportedly drove off in his P.T. Cruiser, leading police on  Cruiser, leading police on  Cruiser, leading police on  Cruiser, leading police on 
a slowa slowa slowa slow----speed chase through Old Town that ended on thespeed chase through Old Town that ended on thespeed chase through Old Town that ended on thespeed chase through Old Town that ended on the beach where Duval Street ends. A bystander's smart phone video shows Eimers beach where Duval Street ends. A bystander's smart phone video shows Eimers beach where Duval Street ends. A bystander's smart phone video shows Eimers beach where Duval Street ends. A bystander's smart phone video shows Eimers
raising his hands in the air and dropping to his knees as police officers closeraising his hands in the air and dropping to his knees as police officers closeraising his hands in the air and dropping to his knees as police officers closeraising his hands in the air and dropping to his knees as police officers close in on him at the beach. But during the handcuffing of  in on him at the beach. But during the handcuffing of  in on him at the beach. But during the handcuffing of  in on him at the beach. But during the handcuffing of 
Eimers, who was facedownEimers, who was facedownEimers, who was facedownEimers, who was facedown on the ground, he turned blue. Officers immediately turned him over and began on the ground, he turned blue. Officers immediately turned him over and began on the ground, he turned blue. Officers immediately turned him over and began on the ground, he turned blue. Officers immediately turned him over and began life life life life----saving measures, saving measures, saving measures, saving measures, 
police reports state. Paramedics said Eimers had no pulsepolice reports state. Paramedics said Eimers had no pulsepolice reports state. Paramedics said Eimers had no pulsepolice reports state. Paramedics said Eimers had no pulse when they reached the scene, but Lower Keys Medical Center staff revived him  when they reached the scene, but Lower Keys Medical Center staff revived him  when they reached the scene, but Lower Keys Medical Center staff revived him  when they reached the scene, but Lower Keys Medical Center staff revived him 
inininin the emergency room. Eimers remained on a ventilator until he died Dec. 4.  the emergency room. Eimers remained on a ventilator until he died Dec. 4.  the emergency room. Eimers remained on a ventilator until he died Dec. 4.  the emergency room. Eimers remained on a ventilator until he died Dec. 4. 

The Florida Law Enforcement Department is investigating theThe Florida Law Enforcement Department is investigating theThe Florida Law Enforcement Department is investigating theThe Florida Law Enforcement Department is investigating the in in in in----custody death, which has kept the medical examiner's final autopsy custody death, which has kept the medical examiner's final autopsy custody death, which has kept the medical examiner's final autopsy custody death, which has kept the medical examiner's final autopsy 
report report report report -------- and opinion on cause of death  and opinion on cause of death  and opinion on cause of death  and opinion on cause of death -------- sealed.  sealed.  sealed.  sealed. 

Treavor Eimers of Michigan is Eimers' oldest son and the leadTreavor Eimers of Michigan is Eimers' oldest son and the leadTreavor Eimers of Michigan is Eimers' oldest son and the leadTreavor Eimers of Michigan is Eimers' oldest son and the lead plaintiff in the family's lawsuit, filed by Key West attorney David Paul  plaintiff in the family's lawsuit, filed by Key West attorney David Paul  plaintiff in the family's lawsuit, filed by Key West attorney David Paul  plaintiff in the family's lawsuit, filed by Key West attorney David Paul 
Horan.Horan.Horan.Horan.

The family's suit names 13 Key West police officers, who theThe family's suit names 13 Key West police officers, who theThe family's suit names 13 Key West police officers, who theThe family's suit names 13 Key West police officers, who the city's attorneys claimed in court papers last week did not violate Eimers' city's attorneys claimed in court papers last week did not violate Eimers' city's attorneys claimed in court papers last week did not violate Eimers' city's attorneys claimed in court papers last week did not violate Eimers'
constitutional rights. constitutional rights. constitutional rights. constitutional rights. 

Even if they did, the motion to dismiss states, police officersEven if they did, the motion to dismiss states, police officersEven if they did, the motion to dismiss states, police officersEven if they did, the motion to dismiss states, police officers are entitled to "qualified immunity," a legal protection meant to prevent  are entitled to "qualified immunity," a legal protection meant to prevent  are entitled to "qualified immunity," a legal protection meant to prevent  are entitled to "qualified immunity," a legal protection meant to prevent 
policepolicepolicepolice from harassment or threats of lawsuits for simply doing their jobs.  from harassment or threats of lawsuits for simply doing their jobs.  from harassment or threats of lawsuits for simply doing their jobs.  from harassment or threats of lawsuits for simply doing their jobs. 

gfilosa@keysnews.com 1 Billion die from preventable caused thegfilosa@keysnews.com 1 Billion die from preventable caused thegfilosa@keysnews.com 1 Billion die from preventable caused thegfilosa@keysnews.com 1 Billion die from preventable caused the New England Journal of Medicine will not LEAK as this will "Ruin" the  New England Journal of Medicine will not LEAK as this will "Ruin" the  New England Journal of Medicine will not LEAK as this will "Ruin" the  New England Journal of Medicine will not LEAK as this will "Ruin" the 
Mayor andMayor andMayor andMayor and his Vietnam Vet Buddies at Capt. Tonys! gfilosa@keysnews.com Read the FULL TEXT his Vietnam Vet Buddies at Capt. Tonys! gfilosa@keysnews.com Read the FULL TEXT his Vietnam Vet Buddies at Capt. Tonys! gfilosa@keysnews.com Read the FULL TEXT his Vietnam Vet Buddies at Capt. Tonys! gfilosa@keysnews.com Read the FULL TEXT of what Mayor Cates said and think how  of what Mayor Cates said and think how  of what Mayor Cates said and think how  of what Mayor Cates said and think how 
he could LET 40K Women Die of Breasthe could LET 40K Women Die of Breasthe could LET 40K Women Die of Breasthe could LET 40K Women Die of Breast Cancer by Stifling Greg + MD Wives in Key West!  Cancer by Stifling Greg + MD Wives in Key West!  Cancer by Stifling Greg + MD Wives in Key West!  Cancer by Stifling Greg + MD Wives in Key West! 
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Bomb" Lobotomy Gas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in theBomb" Lobotomy Gas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in theBomb" Lobotomy Gas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in theBomb" Lobotomy Gas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... Key West Bored Students because the NEJM got the  H2O... Key West Bored Students because the NEJM got the  H2O... Key West Bored Students because the NEJM got the  H2O... Key West Bored Students because the NEJM got the 
diagnosis only ondiagnosis only ondiagnosis only ondiagnosis only on line... grin. Shakespeare MD... Born at the NEJM only if you log on... Read more line... grin. Shakespeare MD... Born at the NEJM only if you log on... Read more line... grin. Shakespeare MD... Born at the NEJM only if you log on... Read more line... grin. Shakespeare MD... Born at the NEJM only if you log on... Read more below. Burn Wounds via NEJM... a  below. Burn Wounds via NEJM... a  below. Burn Wounds via NEJM... a  below. Burn Wounds via NEJM... a 
Genocide! Genocide! Genocide! Genocide! 

5555----21212121----14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L----Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy 
Gas inGas inGas inGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... 

Yale KeyYale KeyYale KeyYale Key West Medical School's 313th Commencement... "Alien Medicine Diagnosis" West Medical School's 313th Commencement... "Alien Medicine Diagnosis" West Medical School's 313th Commencement... "Alien Medicine Diagnosis" West Medical School's 313th Commencement... "Alien Medicine Diagnosis"

As Pope's Visit Nears, Hate Crimes a Concern in Israel, ALIENS HateAs Pope's Visit Nears, Hate Crimes a Concern in Israel, ALIENS HateAs Pope's Visit Nears, Hate Crimes a Concern in Israel, ALIENS HateAs Pope's Visit Nears, Hate Crimes a Concern in Israel, ALIENS Hate Crimes, Lennon "Revolution" McCartny with a deadly Virus... and a  Crimes, Lennon "Revolution" McCartny with a deadly Virus... and a  Crimes, Lennon "Revolution" McCartny with a deadly Virus... and a  Crimes, Lennon "Revolution" McCartny with a deadly Virus... and a 
billionbillionbillionbillion dollars for his wife who is not a MD. He Picked the wrong woman I would say as dollars for his wife who is not a MD. He Picked the wrong woman I would say as dollars for his wife who is not a MD. He Picked the wrong woman I would say as dollars for his wife who is not a MD. He Picked the wrong woman I would say as Greg will pick ... 4 MD Wives and their Medical  Greg will pick ... 4 MD Wives and their Medical  Greg will pick ... 4 MD Wives and their Medical  Greg will pick ... 4 MD Wives and their Medical 
Coup D'Etat... that saves 15Coup D'Etat... that saves 15Coup D'Etat... that saves 15Coup D'Etat... that saves 15 Billion People on Earth from Pentagon Kickbacks from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Billion People on Earth from Pentagon Kickbacks from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Billion People on Earth from Pentagon Kickbacks from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Billion People on Earth from Pentagon Kickbacks from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!

5555----21212121----14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L----Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy 
Gas inGas inGas inGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... 

PrincePrincePrincePrince Charles likened Russian President Vladimir Putin to Adolf Hitler when talking to Charles likened Russian President Vladimir Putin to Adolf Hitler when talking to Charles likened Russian President Vladimir Putin to Adolf Hitler when talking to Charles likened Russian President Vladimir Putin to Adolf Hitler when talking to a woman who lost relatives in the Holocaust.  a woman who lost relatives in the Holocaust.  a woman who lost relatives in the Holocaust.  a woman who lost relatives in the Holocaust. 

Holocaust II trials atHolocaust II trials atHolocaust II trials atHolocaust II trials at Oxford will convict Queen Elizabeth of the worst "Poison Gas" exhaust genocide Oxford will convict Queen Elizabeth of the worst "Poison Gas" exhaust genocide Oxford will convict Queen Elizabeth of the worst "Poison Gas" exhaust genocide Oxford will convict Queen Elizabeth of the worst "Poison Gas" exhaust genocide in the history of the Earth and  in the history of the Earth and  in the history of the Earth and  in the history of the Earth and 
Saint Jude MD women will testify against theSaint Jude MD women will testify against theSaint Jude MD women will testify against theSaint Jude MD women will testify against the Royals in England and this will convict them all of "Poison Gas" use via Royals in England and this will convict them all of "Poison Gas" use via Royals in England and this will convict them all of "Poison Gas" use via Royals in England and this will convict them all of "Poison Gas" use via exhaust!  exhaust!  exhaust!  exhaust! 

5555----21212121----14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L----Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy 
Gas inGas inGas inGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... 

Clintons MRI's Clintons MRI's Clintons MRI's Clintons MRI's ---- lie detector machines, polygraphs, have beenlie detector machines, polygraphs, have beenlie detector machines, polygraphs, have beenlie detector machines, polygraphs, have been endlessly debunked and shown not to provide admissible nor even valid  endlessly debunked and shown not to provide admissible nor even valid  endlessly debunked and shown not to provide admissible nor even valid  endlessly debunked and shown not to provide admissible nor even valid 
evidence,evidence,evidence,evidence, then the 21st Century tool of choice for reading the minds of witnesses and then the 21st Century tool of choice for reading the minds of witnesses and then the 21st Century tool of choice for reading the minds of witnesses and then the 21st Century tool of choice for reading the minds of witnesses and putative criminals may well be the brain scanner.  putative criminals may well be the brain scanner.  putative criminals may well be the brain scanner.  putative criminals may well be the brain scanner. 
More specifically, the kind ofMore specifically, the kind ofMore specifically, the kind ofMore specifically, the kind of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) that can seemingly probe our inner functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) that can seemingly probe our inner functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) that can seemingly probe our inner functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) that can seemingly probe our inner selves and reveal the  selves and reveal the  selves and reveal the  selves and reveal the 
flow of blood in the different regions of the brain thatflow of blood in the different regions of the brain thatflow of blood in the different regions of the brain thatflow of blood in the different regions of the brain that light up when we lie... 100's of Invention Projects here now we just need a COOK light up when we lie... 100's of Invention Projects here now we just need a COOK light up when we lie... 100's of Invention Projects here now we just need a COOK light up when we lie... 100's of Invention Projects here now we just need a COOK
at APPLE to buy this invention project and preinstall it with links on theat APPLE to buy this invention project and preinstall it with links on theat APPLE to buy this invention project and preinstall it with links on theat APPLE to buy this invention project and preinstall it with links on the MacBook Air, grin!  MacBook Air, grin!  MacBook Air, grin!  MacBook Air, grin! 

5555----21212121----14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project,14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project,14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project,14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L----Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy 
GasGasGasGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... 

(Medical(Medical(Medical(Medical Xpress) Xpress) Xpress) Xpress)————It's well established that adults with college degrees are much lessIt's well established that adults with college degrees are much lessIt's well established that adults with college degrees are much lessIt's well established that adults with college degrees are much less likely to smoke than adults with less education,  likely to smoke than adults with less education,  likely to smoke than adults with less education,  likely to smoke than adults with less education, 
but the reasons for thisbut the reasons for thisbut the reasons for thisbut the reasons for this inequality are unclear. A new Yale study shows ...  inequality are unclear. A new Yale study shows ...  inequality are unclear. A new Yale study shows ...  inequality are unclear. A new Yale study shows ... 

... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... CVS stopping selling Tobacco... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... CVS stopping selling Tobacco... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... CVS stopping selling Tobacco... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... CVS stopping selling Tobacco Products so w Products so w Products so w Products so will the USA when 4 MD women do a Coup on our Numb Nuts ill the USA when 4 MD women do a Coup on our Numb Nuts ill the USA when 4 MD women do a Coup on our Numb Nuts ill the USA when 4 MD women do a Coup on our Numb Nuts 
DrunkardDrunkardDrunkardDrunkard George Orwell!  George Orwell!  George Orwell!  George Orwell! 

5555----21212121----14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L----Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy 
Gas inGas inGas inGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...

MicrobiologyMicrobiologyMicrobiologyMicrobiology----Immunology Laboratories at UNC Hospitals in Chapel Hill,Immunology Laboratories at UNC Hospitals in Chapel Hill,Immunology Laboratories at UNC Hospitals in Chapel Hill,Immunology Laboratories at UNC Hospitals in Chapel Hill, said, "I don't like to use the word 'revolutionize,' but this  said, "I don't like to use the word 'revolutionize,' but this  said, "I don't like to use the word 'revolutionize,' but this  said, "I don't like to use the word 'revolutionize,' but this 
technology hastechnology hastechnology hastechnology has revolutionized our lab. MALDI revolutionized our lab. MALDI revolutionized our lab. MALDI revolutionized our lab. MALDI----TOF MS stands for MatrixTOF MS stands for MatrixTOF MS stands for MatrixTOF MS stands for Matrix----Assisted Laser DesorptionAssisted Laser DesorptionAssisted Laser DesorptionAssisted Laser Desorption Ionization Ionization Ionization Ionization----Time of Flight mass Time of Flight mass Time of Flight mass Time of Flight mass 
spectrometry. It analyzes proteins from incubatedspectrometry. It analyzes proteins from incubatedspectrometry. It analyzes proteins from incubatedspectrometry. It analyzes proteins from incubated specimens and identifies the specimens by comparing them to known  specimens and identifies the specimens by comparing them to known  specimens and identifies the specimens by comparing them to known  specimens and identifies the specimens by comparing them to known 
microorganismsmicroorganismsmicroorganismsmicroorganisms in a database. Use of the MALDI in a database. Use of the MALDI in a database. Use of the MALDI in a database. Use of the MALDI----TOF MS to identify specific microorganisms fromTOF MS to identify specific microorganisms fromTOF MS to identify specific microorganisms fromTOF MS to identify specific microorganisms from 21,930 samples from patients at UNC  21,930 samples from patients at UNC  21,930 samples from patients at UNC  21,930 samples from patients at UNC 
Hospitals. Specimens consisted of entericHospitals. Specimens consisted of entericHospitals. Specimens consisted of entericHospitals. Specimens consisted of enteric pathogens, enterococci, gram negative non pathogens, enterococci, gram negative non pathogens, enterococci, gram negative non pathogens, enterococci, gram negative non----glucose fermenters, staphylococci,glucose fermenters, staphylococci,glucose fermenters, staphylococci,glucose fermenters, staphylococci, streptococci,  streptococci,  streptococci,  streptococci, 
and yeast. Spin offs will build SEVERAL DATABASES... Hemingwayand yeast. Spin offs will build SEVERAL DATABASES... Hemingwayand yeast. Spin offs will build SEVERAL DATABASES... Hemingwayand yeast. Spin offs will build SEVERAL DATABASES... Hemingway Novels + everything he + his 4 wives wrote in a DATABASE, we can  Novels + everything he + his 4 wives wrote in a DATABASE, we can  Novels + everything he + his 4 wives wrote in a DATABASE, we can  Novels + everything he + his 4 wives wrote in a DATABASE, we can 
search with asearch with asearch with asearch with a Apple App will get 1,001 inventions, discoveries!  Apple App will get 1,001 inventions, discoveries!  Apple App will get 1,001 inventions, discoveries!  Apple App will get 1,001 inventions, discoveries! 

5555----21212121----14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L----Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy 
Gas inGas inGas inGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... 

5555----21212121----14141414 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L----Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy 
Gas in the Air, RxCure: OvernightGas in the Air, RxCure: OvernightGas in the Air, RxCure: OvernightGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O... 

5555----21212121----14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars14 ALIENS at 52 Nearest Stars Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy Invention Project, New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with the Gas Lobotomy "L "L "L "L----Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy Bomb" Lobotomy 
Gas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in theGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in theGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in theGas in the Air, RxCure: Overnight Breast Cancer Cure in the H2O...  H2O...  H2O...  H2O... 

Yale Key West Medical School's 313th Commencement... Yale Key West Medical School's 313th Commencement... Yale Key West Medical School's 313th Commencement... Yale Key West Medical School's 313th Commencement... 

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put  Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put  Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put  Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put 
Kerry +Kerry +Kerry +Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. No More Peaceful Coexistence With McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. No More Peaceful Coexistence With McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. No More Peaceful Coexistence With McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. No More Peaceful Coexistence With Inequality, Yale + Saudi Sex Slaves, Pedophiles with  Inequality, Yale + Saudi Sex Slaves, Pedophiles with  Inequality, Yale + Saudi Sex Slaves, Pedophiles with  Inequality, Yale + Saudi Sex Slaves, Pedophiles with 
Syphilis, HPV, HIV, STD'sSyphilis, HPV, HIV, STD'sSyphilis, HPV, HIV, STD'sSyphilis, HPV, HIV, STD's at George Orwell HQ in NYC!  at George Orwell HQ in NYC!  at George Orwell HQ in NYC!  at George Orwell HQ in NYC! 
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5555----20202020----14 Local News 9 am Greg got a refill on14 Local News 9 am Greg got a refill on14 Local News 9 am Greg got a refill on14 Local News 9 am Greg got a refill on coffee at Starbucks in KW, Cuban Perez the manager had the girl add a brew 10 coffee at Starbucks in KW, Cuban Perez the manager had the girl add a brew 10 coffee at Starbucks in KW, Cuban Perez the manager had the girl add a brew 10 coffee at Starbucks in KW, Cuban Perez the manager had the girl add a brew 10 times  times  times  times 
stronger than normal, I put in 1/2 cup of half + half and still to strongstronger than normal, I put in 1/2 cup of half + half and still to strongstronger than normal, I put in 1/2 cup of half + half and still to strongstronger than normal, I put in 1/2 cup of half + half and still to strong to drink, had to trash it. And the Starbucks Girls were all  to drink, had to trash it. And the Starbucks Girls were all  to drink, had to trash it. And the Starbucks Girls were all  to drink, had to trash it. And the Starbucks Girls were all 
laughing andlaughing andlaughing andlaughing and giggling about Perez Revenge on coffee grounds in 2 of Gregs cups yesterday, I giggling about Perez Revenge on coffee grounds in 2 of Gregs cups yesterday, I giggling about Perez Revenge on coffee grounds in 2 of Gregs cups yesterday, I giggling about Perez Revenge on coffee grounds in 2 of Gregs cups yesterday, I sent Starbucks HQ another customer  sent Starbucks HQ another customer  sent Starbucks HQ another customer  sent Starbucks HQ another customer 
complaint! 100K Observers in Key West too...complaint! 100K Observers in Key West too...complaint! 100K Observers in Key West too...complaint! 100K Observers in Key West too... I hope George Orwell makes contact soon! I can get to work on a RxCure for I hope George Orwell makes contact soon! I can get to work on a RxCure for I hope George Orwell makes contact soon! I can get to work on a RxCure for I hope George Orwell makes contact soon! I can get to work on a RxCure for Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer 
and will not have to work at Starbucks in Key West! and will not have to work at Starbucks in Key West! and will not have to work at Starbucks in Key West! and will not have to work at Starbucks in Key West! 

5555----20202020----14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale’’’’s 313th Commencements 313th Commencements 313th Commencements 313th Commencement concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick
Divinity School at Yale, Blood is Oil Today on all the Pope's Hands reading forDivinity School at Yale, Blood is Oil Today on all the Pope's Hands reading forDivinity School at Yale, Blood is Oil Today on all the Pope's Hands reading forDivinity School at Yale, Blood is Oil Today on all the Pope's Hands reading for $777 Trillion from Mecca! Hemingway House in Key  $777 Trillion from Mecca! Hemingway House in Key  $777 Trillion from Mecca! Hemingway House in Key  $777 Trillion from Mecca! Hemingway House in Key 
West. Offers 24/7 BrainstormingWest. Offers 24/7 BrainstormingWest. Offers 24/7 BrainstormingWest. Offers 24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 Invention Projects "In Store" Iconic Da Vinci Xi" 4 MD Wives Coup of 1,001 Invention Projects "In Store" Iconic Da Vinci Xi" 4 MD Wives Coup of 1,001 Invention Projects "In Store" Iconic Da Vinci Xi" 4 MD Wives Coup of 1,001 Invention Projects "In Store" Iconic Da Vinci Xi" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on  D'Etat... Will End Wars on  D'Etat... Will End Wars on  D'Etat... Will End Wars on 
Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  Stars.  Stars.  Stars. 

5555----20202020----14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Put Kerry + McCain on trail at14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Put Kerry + McCain on trail at14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Put Kerry + McCain on trail at14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. Holocaust III is the Breast Cancer Dead, yesterday  Yale for Holocaust II. Holocaust III is the Breast Cancer Dead, yesterday  Yale for Holocaust II. Holocaust III is the Breast Cancer Dead, yesterday  Yale for Holocaust II. Holocaust III is the Breast Cancer Dead, yesterday 
at Newat Newat Newat New Haven Airport all women would have been scanned with the Barco Haven Airport all women would have been scanned with the Barco Haven Airport all women would have been scanned with the Barco Haven Airport all women would have been scanned with the Barco’’’’s New Coronis 5MPs New Coronis 5MPs New Coronis 5MPs New Coronis 5MP L L L LED Mammography Display. Homeland ED Mammography Display. Homeland ED Mammography Display. Homeland ED Mammography Display. Homeland 
Security follows Orders on what to Scan.... NoSecurity follows Orders on what to Scan.... NoSecurity follows Orders on what to Scan.... NoSecurity follows Orders on what to Scan.... No Yale MD Women give the orders, just Kerry + McCain Numb Nuts into "Oil" and Yale MD Women give the orders, just Kerry + McCain Numb Nuts into "Oil" and Yale MD Women give the orders, just Kerry + McCain Numb Nuts into "Oil" and Yale MD Women give the orders, just Kerry + McCain Numb Nuts into "Oil" and Poison Gas  Poison Gas  Poison Gas  Poison Gas 
Exhaust! Exhaust! Exhaust! Exhaust! 

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. At the  Stars. At the  Stars. At the  Stars. At the 
Apple Store in Key West yesterday I told the tech Google isApple Store in Key West yesterday I told the tech Google isApple Store in Key West yesterday I told the tech Google isApple Store in Key West yesterday I told the tech Google is "Poison!" KW Apple Store is SmallDog Electronics... I like "Poison!" KW Apple Store is SmallDog Electronics... I like "Poison!" KW Apple Store is SmallDog Electronics... I like "Poison!" KW Apple Store is SmallDog Electronics... I like
inventsomething@live.com better, grin! Hope to get a MacBook Air ASAP... work oninventsomething@live.com better, grin! Hope to get a MacBook Air ASAP... work oninventsomething@live.com better, grin! Hope to get a MacBook Air ASAP... work oninventsomething@live.com better, grin! Hope to get a MacBook Air ASAP... work on putting a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer in the H2O. I  putting a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer in the H2O. I  putting a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer in the H2O. I  putting a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer in the H2O. I 
told the Tech at the Appletold the Tech at the Appletold the Tech at the Appletold the Tech at the Apple Store how, and he let me get starting reading a med article on Apple's 27" Store how, and he let me get starting reading a med article on Apple's 27" Store how, and he let me get starting reading a med article on Apple's 27" Store how, and he let me get starting reading a med article on Apple's 27" monitor... wow!  monitor... wow!  monitor... wow!  monitor... wow! 

5555----20202020----14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale President Swensen,14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale President Swensen,14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale President Swensen,14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale President Swensen, meanwhile, is notable at Yale for leading the University meanwhile, is notable at Yale for leading the University meanwhile, is notable at Yale for leading the University meanwhile, is notable at Yale for leading the University’’’’s endowment for nearlys endowment for nearlys endowment for nearlys endowment for nearly
three decades. Under his guidance, the endowment has grown from just over $1three decades. Under his guidance, the endowment has grown from just over $1three decades. Under his guidance, the endowment has grown from just over $1three decades. Under his guidance, the endowment has grown from just over $1 Trillion to its current value of over $777 Trillion.  Trillion to its current value of over $777 Trillion.  Trillion to its current value of over $777 Trillion.  Trillion to its current value of over $777 Trillion. 

5555----20202020----14 Apple Buys14 Apple Buys14 Apple Buys14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale Kickbacks from BP Oil's Poison Gas Exhaust and 100's of fiery Starbucks... Yale Kickbacks from BP Oil's Poison Gas Exhaust and 100's of fiery Starbucks... Yale Kickbacks from BP Oil's Poison Gas Exhaust and 100's of fiery Starbucks... Yale Kickbacks from BP Oil's Poison Gas Exhaust and 100's of fiery Cop Car Crashes. Yale Cop Car Crashes. Yale Cop Car Crashes. Yale Cop Car Crashes. Yale’’’’s 313th s 313th s 313th s 313th 
Commencement concluded with a benediction byCommencement concluded with a benediction byCommencement concluded with a benediction byCommencement concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... looking forward to meeting God in Hell. Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... looking forward to meeting God in Hell. Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... looking forward to meeting God in Hell. Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... looking forward to meeting God in Hell.

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. 

5555----20202020----14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil  Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil  Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil  Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil 
Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! 

5555----19191919----14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted 14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted 14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted 14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted 

that Kerry's Yale generationthat Kerry's Yale generationthat Kerry's Yale generationthat Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty ““““once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.”””” 4 MD4 MD4 MD4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End  Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End  Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End  Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End 
Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at theWars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at theWars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at theWars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II.

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. If New  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. If New  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. If New  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. If New 
York Is a HubYork Is a HubYork Is a HubYork Is a Hub in a Surging Heroin Trade... Yale is the Mastermind to get around George Orwell. in a Surging Heroin Trade... Yale is the Mastermind to get around George Orwell. in a Surging Heroin Trade... Yale is the Mastermind to get around George Orwell. in a Surging Heroin Trade... Yale is the Mastermind to get around George Orwell.

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. BP Oil  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. BP Oil  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. BP Oil  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. BP Oil 
London hasLondon hasLondon hasLondon has $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and this London Story on Vaccinations... Vaccines $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and this London Story on Vaccinations... Vaccines $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and this London Story on Vaccinations... Vaccines $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and this London Story on Vaccinations... Vaccines group seeks $7.5 billion to protect 300  group seeks $7.5 billion to protect 300  group seeks $7.5 billion to protect 300  group seeks $7.5 billion to protect 300 
million children... LONDON (Reuters) million children... LONDON (Reuters) million children... LONDON (Reuters) million children... LONDON (Reuters) ---- The GAVI global vaccines alliance issued a plea on Tuesday for $7.5 billion toThe GAVI global vaccines alliance issued a plea on Tuesday for $7.5 billion toThe GAVI global vaccines alliance issued a plea on Tuesday for $7.5 billion toThe GAVI global vaccines alliance issued a plea on Tuesday for $7.5 billion to help immunize  help immunize  help immunize  help immunize 
another 300 million children against lifeanother 300 million children against lifeanother 300 million children against lifeanother 300 million children against life----threatening diseasesthreatening diseasesthreatening diseasesthreatening diseases between 2016 and 2020 and save up to 6 million more lives. 1 Billion  between 2016 and 2020 and save up to 6 million more lives. 1 Billion  between 2016 and 2020 and save up to 6 million more lives. 1 Billion  between 2016 and 2020 and save up to 6 million more lives. 1 Billion 
die fromdie fromdie fromdie from Poison Gasoline Exhaust... a vaccine for this is the 4 MD Wives Coup! Poison Gasoline Exhaust... a vaccine for this is the 4 MD Wives Coup! Poison Gasoline Exhaust... a vaccine for this is the 4 MD Wives Coup! Poison Gasoline Exhaust... a vaccine for this is the 4 MD Wives Coup!

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. 4 MD  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. 4 MD  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. 4 MD  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. 4 MD 
WivesWivesWivesWives Brainstorming 24/7 with Greg will prevent all Cardiac Arrest... So don't buy Brainstorming 24/7 with Greg will prevent all Cardiac Arrest... So don't buy Brainstorming 24/7 with Greg will prevent all Cardiac Arrest... So don't buy Brainstorming 24/7 with Greg will prevent all Cardiac Arrest... So don't buy this, LifeBot (Phoenix, AZ) just announced the  this, LifeBot (Phoenix, AZ) just announced the  this, LifeBot (Phoenix, AZ) just announced the  this, LifeBot (Phoenix, AZ) just announced the 
release of the worldrelease of the worldrelease of the worldrelease of the world’’’’s lightests lightests lightests lightest external advanced life support defibrillator, the LifeBot ALS Defibrillator. The external advanced life support defibrillator, the LifeBot ALS Defibrillator. The external advanced life support defibrillator, the LifeBot ALS Defibrillator. The external advanced life support defibrillator, the LifeBot ALS Defibrillator. The unit weighs only 2.8  unit weighs only 2.8  unit weighs only 2.8  unit weighs only 2.8 
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pounds (1.27) kg and is 4.5 x 8.35 x 2.5 inches (11.43 x 21pounds (1.27) kg and is 4.5 x 8.35 x 2.5 inches (11.43 x 21pounds (1.27) kg and is 4.5 x 8.35 x 2.5 inches (11.43 x 21pounds (1.27) kg and is 4.5 x 8.35 x 2.5 inches (11.43 x 21 x 6.35 cm) in size. It features single lead monitoring, ability to pace the x 6.35 cm) in size. It features single lead monitoring, ability to pace the x 6.35 cm) in size. It features single lead monitoring, ability to pace the x 6.35 cm) in size. It features single lead monitoring, ability to pace the
heart, and manual or semiheart, and manual or semiheart, and manual or semiheart, and manual or semi----automatic defibrillation. The company touts the easeautomatic defibrillation. The company touts the easeautomatic defibrillation. The company touts the easeautomatic defibrillation. The company touts the ease of use of the system, allowing first responders to  of use of the system, allowing first responders to  of use of the system, allowing first responders to  of use of the system, allowing first responders to 
quickly begin lifequickly begin lifequickly begin lifequickly begin life----savingsavingsavingsaving therapy. Additionally, pacing and cardioversion can be performed using the same therapy. Additionally, pacing and cardioversion can be performed using the same therapy. Additionally, pacing and cardioversion can be performed using the same therapy. Additionally, pacing and cardioversion can be performed using the same pair of electrode pads. The  pair of electrode pads. The  pair of electrode pads. The  pair of electrode pads. The 
device is initially being made availabledevice is initially being made availabledevice is initially being made availabledevice is initially being made available internationally, and LifeBot is progressing toward releasing a U.S. version. internationally, and LifeBot is progressing toward releasing a U.S. version. internationally, and LifeBot is progressing toward releasing a U.S. version. internationally, and LifeBot is progressing toward releasing a U.S. version.

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. 
(JERUSALEM) (JERUSALEM) (JERUSALEM) (JERUSALEM) ---- AnAnAnAn investigation of a fatal West Bank clash between Israeli forces and Palestinian investigation of a fatal West Bank clash between Israeli forces and Palestinian investigation of a fatal West Bank clash between Israeli forces and Palestinian investigation of a fatal West Bank clash between Israeli forces and Palestinian stone stone stone stone----throwers indicates that troops throwers indicates that troops throwers indicates that troops throwers indicates that troops 
used live fire without justification and inused live fire without justification and inused live fire without justification and inused live fire without justification and in violation of the army's rules of engagement, an Israeli human rights group said violation of the army's rules of engagement, an Israeli human rights group said violation of the army's rules of engagement, an Israeli human rights group said violation of the army's rules of engagement, an Israeli human rights group said ... Israeli  ... Israeli  ... Israeli  ... Israeli 
Army kills 1 Million SWF via Poison Gas Exhaust kickbacks, 100's ofArmy kills 1 Million SWF via Poison Gas Exhaust kickbacks, 100's ofArmy kills 1 Million SWF via Poison Gas Exhaust kickbacks, 100's ofArmy kills 1 Million SWF via Poison Gas Exhaust kickbacks, 100's of babies killed by the Israeli Army left in hot cars in the summer of  babies killed by the Israeli Army left in hot cars in the summer of  babies killed by the Israeli Army left in hot cars in the summer of  babies killed by the Israeli Army left in hot cars in the summer of 
2014 to die,2014 to die,2014 to die,2014 to die, when the ElectricWindmillFord Escot is A/C 24/7 just like the Generals Home in when the ElectricWindmillFord Escot is A/C 24/7 just like the Generals Home in when the ElectricWindmillFord Escot is A/C 24/7 just like the Generals Home in when the ElectricWindmillFord Escot is A/C 24/7 just like the Generals Home in Jerusalem! God will let the Israeli's know  Jerusalem! God will let the Israeli's know  Jerusalem! God will let the Israeli's know  Jerusalem! God will let the Israeli's know 
Hell will be for 4 Trillion years andHell will be for 4 Trillion years andHell will be for 4 Trillion years andHell will be for 4 Trillion years and it will be Hell with all the Murdered Women Observing them!  it will be Hell with all the Murdered Women Observing them!  it will be Hell with all the Murdered Women Observing them!  it will be Hell with all the Murdered Women Observing them! 

5555----20202020----14 TIME14 TIME14 TIME14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. 

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  nearest 52 Stars.  nearest 52 Stars.  nearest 52 Stars. 

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  Stars.  Stars.  Stars. 

5555----20202020----14 Apple Store in Key West or one of the 100K Observers14 Apple Store in Key West or one of the 100K Observers14 Apple Store in Key West or one of the 100K Observers14 Apple Store in Key West or one of the 100K Observers reading this should tell Apple Software $$$$$$$$$$$$$ to call City of Key  reading this should tell Apple Software $$$$$$$$$$$$$ to call City of Key  reading this should tell Apple Software $$$$$$$$$$$$$ to call City of Key  reading this should tell Apple Software $$$$$$$$$$$$$ to call City of Key 
WestWestWestWest $$$$$$$$$$$ as the PC Software for $780K is a Scam with no 1,001 Invention $$$$$$$$$$$ as the PC Software for $780K is a Scam with no 1,001 Invention $$$$$$$$$$$ as the PC Software for $780K is a Scam with no 1,001 Invention $$$$$$$$$$$ as the PC Software for $780K is a Scam with no 1,001 Invention Projects for City Managements... preinstalled... grin!  Projects for City Managements... preinstalled... grin!  Projects for City Managements... preinstalled... grin!  Projects for City Managements... preinstalled... grin! 
Software for city costsSoftware for city costsSoftware for city costsSoftware for city costs $780KBY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com The cost of upgrading the $780KBY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com The cost of upgrading the $780KBY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com The cost of upgrading the $780KBY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com The cost of upgrading the city of Key West's financial  city of Key West's financial  city of Key West's financial  city of Key West's financial 
software, which dates back to 1997, is a coolsoftware, which dates back to 1997, is a coolsoftware, which dates back to 1997, is a coolsoftware, which dates back to 1997, is a cool $780,252. And according to arguably the most conservative spender on the City $780,252. And according to arguably the most conservative spender on the City $780,252. And according to arguably the most conservative spender on the City $780,252. And according to arguably the most conservative spender on the City
Commission, plunking down nearly $800,000 for the upgrade is worth every penny.Commission, plunking down nearly $800,000 for the upgrade is worth every penny.Commission, plunking down nearly $800,000 for the upgrade is worth every penny.Commission, plunking down nearly $800,000 for the upgrade is worth every penny. "When you look at the time saved in employee  "When you look at the time saved in employee  "When you look at the time saved in employee  "When you look at the time saved in employee 
hours, it's not expensive,"hours, it's not expensive,"hours, it's not expensive,"hours, it's not expensive," Commissioner Mark Rossi said. "In this case, it's a good reason to spend money. Commissioner Mark Rossi said. "In this case, it's a good reason to spend money. Commissioner Mark Rossi said. "In this case, it's a good reason to spend money. Commissioner Mark Rossi said. "In this case, it's a good reason to spend money. It brings more improved  It brings more improved  It brings more improved  It brings more improved 
efficiency to the city." Commissioners tonight will voteefficiency to the city." Commissioners tonight will voteefficiency to the city." Commissioners tonight will voteefficiency to the city." Commissioners tonight will vote on whether to accept staff's recommendation to move all existing applications to on whether to accept staff's recommendation to move all existing applications to on whether to accept staff's recommendation to move all existing applications to on whether to accept staff's recommendation to move all existing applications to
the OneSolution platform, made by SunGard One Solution a few years ago. "We havethe OneSolution platform, made by SunGard One Solution a few years ago. "We havethe OneSolution platform, made by SunGard One Solution a few years ago. "We havethe OneSolution platform, made by SunGard One Solution a few years ago. "We have an antiquated version," Rossi said. "We've been  an antiquated version," Rossi said. "We've been  an antiquated version," Rossi said. "We've been  an antiquated version," Rossi said. "We've been 
putting Bandputting Bandputting Bandputting Band----aids on it foraids on it foraids on it foraids on it for awhile." The commission's 6 p.m. meeting is tonight at Old City Hall, 510 Greene awhile." The commission's 6 p.m. meeting is tonight at Old City Hall, 510 Greene awhile." The commission's 6 p.m. meeting is tonight at Old City Hall, 510 Greene awhile." The commission's 6 p.m. meeting is tonight at Old City Hall, 510 Greene St. Currently, the city still  St. Currently, the city still  St. Currently, the city still  St. Currently, the city still 
uses SunGard's AS/400 software that went live inuses SunGard's AS/400 software that went live inuses SunGard's AS/400 software that went live inuses SunGard's AS/400 software that went live in 1997. Every department uses the software in its daily work, according to a memo 1997. Every department uses the software in its daily work, according to a memo 1997. Every department uses the software in its daily work, according to a memo 1997. Every department uses the software in its daily work, according to a memo from  from  from  from 
Patti McLauchlin, the city's information technology director, to CityPatti McLauchlin, the city's information technology director, to CityPatti McLauchlin, the city's information technology director, to CityPatti McLauchlin, the city's information technology director, to City Manager Bob Vitas. "The technology is old and has a number of  Manager Bob Vitas. "The technology is old and has a number of  Manager Bob Vitas. "The technology is old and has a number of  Manager Bob Vitas. "The technology is old and has a number of 
weaknesses,weaknesses,weaknesses,weaknesses, including limited management reporting capabilities," McLauchlin wrote. The including limited management reporting capabilities," McLauchlin wrote. The including limited management reporting capabilities," McLauchlin wrote. The including limited management reporting capabilities," McLauchlin wrote. The upgrade also will greatly expand public  upgrade also will greatly expand public  upgrade also will greatly expand public  upgrade also will greatly expand public 
access to Key West's financials. The newaccess to Key West's financials. The newaccess to Key West's financials. The newaccess to Key West's financials. The new software will create an e software will create an e software will create an e software will create an e----portal that anyone, employee or a member of theportal that anyone, employee or a member of theportal that anyone, employee or a member of theportal that anyone, employee or a member of the public, may use to  public, may use to  public, may use to  public, may use to 
view all of the city's public financial records. "Citizensview all of the city's public financial records. "Citizensview all of the city's public financial records. "Citizensview all of the city's public financial records. "Citizens will have the ability to search vendor payments, contract payments, receipts, will have the ability to search vendor payments, contract payments, receipts, will have the ability to search vendor payments, contract payments, receipts, will have the ability to search vendor payments, contract payments, receipts,
etc.," McLauchlin said. The city checked on other financial software. Tyleretc.," McLauchlin said. The city checked on other financial software. Tyleretc.," McLauchlin said. The city checked on other financial software. Tyleretc.," McLauchlin said. The city checked on other financial software. Tyler Software's package would cost at least $1.2 million, while  Software's package would cost at least $1.2 million, while  Software's package would cost at least $1.2 million, while  Software's package would cost at least $1.2 million, while 
New World Software'sNew World Software'sNew World Software'sNew World Software's product starts at $656,000, according to a staff report. The city has $760,000 product starts at $656,000, according to a staff report. The city has $760,000 product starts at $656,000, according to a staff report. The city has $760,000 product starts at $656,000, according to a staff report. The city has $760,000 budgeted for new software, the staff  budgeted for new software, the staff  budgeted for new software, the staff  budgeted for new software, the staff 
report states. gfilosa@keysnews.comreport states. gfilosa@keysnews.comreport states. gfilosa@keysnews.comreport states. gfilosa@keysnews.com

5555----20202020----14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale’’’’s 313th Commencement concludeds 313th Commencement concludeds 313th Commencement concludeds 313th Commencement concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick  with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick  with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick  with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick 
Divinity SchoolDivinity SchoolDivinity SchoolDivinity School at Yale... OJ killed 19K SWF at Yale in 2014, Yale gets an F grade in "Saving at Yale... OJ killed 19K SWF at Yale in 2014, Yale gets an F grade in "Saving at Yale... OJ killed 19K SWF at Yale in 2014, Yale gets an F grade in "Saving at Yale... OJ killed 19K SWF at Yale in 2014, Yale gets an F grade in "Saving Her Life!" 1,001 Clones of OJ...Actor Michael  Her Life!" 1,001 Clones of OJ...Actor Michael  Her Life!" 1,001 Clones of OJ...Actor Michael  Her Life!" 1,001 Clones of OJ...Actor Michael 
Jace, who played a Los AngelesJace, who played a Los AngelesJace, who played a Los AngelesJace, who played a Los Angeles police officer in the FX drama "The Shield," has been arrested in the shooting police officer in the FX drama "The Shield," has been arrested in the shooting police officer in the FX drama "The Shield," has been arrested in the shooting police officer in the FX drama "The Shield," has been arrested in the shooting death of his wife, police  death of his wife, police  death of his wife, police  death of his wife, police 
said. said. said. said. 

5555----20202020----14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale14 Apple Buys Starbucks... Yale’’’’ssss 313th Commencement concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg 313th Commencement concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg 313th Commencement concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg 313th Commencement concluded with a benediction by Divinity School Dean Greg Sterling... Sick  Sterling... Sick  Sterling... Sick  Sterling... Sick 
Divinity School at Yale... 52 Nearest Aliens + nothing on theDivinity School at Yale... 52 Nearest Aliens + nothing on theDivinity School at Yale... 52 Nearest Aliens + nothing on theDivinity School at Yale... 52 Nearest Aliens + nothing on the Front page of the NY Times!  Front page of the NY Times!  Front page of the NY Times!  Front page of the NY Times! 

5555----20202020----14 Apple Buys Starbucks...14 Apple Buys Starbucks...14 Apple Buys Starbucks...14 Apple Buys Starbucks...

5555----20202020----14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars14 TIME magazine cover... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars.  on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. 

5555----20202020----14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Buys Starbucks... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil  Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil  Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil  Stars! Not $52 Trillion More in BP Oil 
Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts! 

5555----19191919----14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted 14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted 14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted 14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted 

that Kerry's Yale generationthat Kerry's Yale generationthat Kerry's Yale generationthat Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty ““““once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.”””” 4 MD4 MD4 MD4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End  Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End  Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End  Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End 
Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at theWars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at theWars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at theWars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II. nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail at Yale for Holocaust II.
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5555----19191919----14 Yale Key West Medical School... Yale holds 313th commencement in14 Yale Key West Medical School... Yale holds 313th commencement in14 Yale Key West Medical School... Yale holds 313th commencement in14 Yale Key West Medical School... Yale holds 313th commencement in Connecticut NEW HAVEN, Conn.  Connecticut NEW HAVEN, Conn.  Connecticut NEW HAVEN, Conn.  Connecticut NEW HAVEN, Conn. ———— ItItItIt’’’’s graduation day at s graduation day at s graduation day at s graduation day at 
Yale. The schoolYale. The schoolYale. The schoolYale. The school’’’’s 313ths 313ths 313ths 313th commencement takes place Monday morning. 5 commencement takes place Monday morning. 5 commencement takes place Monday morning. 5 commencement takes place Monday morning. 5----19191919----14 Yale Key West Medical School...14 Yale Key West Medical School...14 Yale Key West Medical School...14 Yale Key West Medical School... would be holding its 1st  would be holding its 1st  would be holding its 1st  would be holding its 1st 
commencement in Key West if Numb Nuts George Orwellcommencement in Key West if Numb Nuts George Orwellcommencement in Key West if Numb Nuts George Orwellcommencement in Key West if Numb Nuts George Orwell didn't suppress its Eiffel Tower Construction and the ElectricWindmillFord didn't suppress its Eiffel Tower Construction and the ElectricWindmillFord didn't suppress its Eiffel Tower Construction and the ElectricWindmillFord didn't suppress its Eiffel Tower Construction and the ElectricWindmillFord
Escort! $777 Trillion was given by Kerry's Yale to Saudi Arabia, + Mecca fromEscort! $777 Trillion was given by Kerry's Yale to Saudi Arabia, + Mecca fromEscort! $777 Trillion was given by Kerry's Yale to Saudi Arabia, + Mecca fromEscort! $777 Trillion was given by Kerry's Yale to Saudi Arabia, + Mecca from your $4 gas and fiery cop car crashes!  your $4 gas and fiery cop car crashes!  your $4 gas and fiery cop car crashes!  your $4 gas and fiery cop car crashes! 

5555----19191919----14 TIME magazine cover of14 TIME magazine cover of14 TIME magazine cover of14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  war and poverty  war and poverty  war and poverty 
““““once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.”””” Then Kerry + McCain killed 19K SWF viaThen Kerry + McCain killed 19K SWF viaThen Kerry + McCain killed 19K SWF viaThen Kerry + McCain killed 19K SWF via murder + another 40K via Breast Cancer sold out to MIT Drones $$$ murder + another 40K via Breast Cancer sold out to MIT Drones $$$ murder + another 40K via Breast Cancer sold out to MIT Drones $$$ murder + another 40K via Breast Cancer sold out to MIT Drones $$$

5555----19191919----14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty 
““““once and foronce and foronce and foronce and for all. all. all. all.”””” 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain 
on trail at Yale for Holocaust II.on trail at Yale for Holocaust II.on trail at Yale for Holocaust II.on trail at Yale for Holocaust II.

5555----19191919----14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty 
““““onceonceonceonce and for all. and for all. and for all. and for all.”””” “ “ “ “I know what youI know what youI know what youI know what you’’’’re thinking,re thinking,re thinking,re thinking,”””” he said. he said. he said. he said. ““““We really crushed it.We really crushed it.We really crushed it.We really crushed it.”””” That responsibility, he added, now lies with... 4 MD That responsibility, he added, now lies with... 4 MD That responsibility, he added, now lies with... 4 MD That responsibility, he added, now lies with... 4 MD 
Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MDWives Coup D'Etat... 4 MDWives Coup D'Etat... 4 MDWives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...

5555----19191919----14 Kerry's '66 speech on Sunday at Yale came 48 years after he14 Kerry's '66 speech on Sunday at Yale came 48 years after he14 Kerry's '66 speech on Sunday at Yale came 48 years after he14 Kerry's '66 speech on Sunday at Yale came 48 years after he delivered his "class oration" as a graduating senior.  delivered his "class oration" as a graduating senior.  delivered his "class oration" as a graduating senior.  delivered his "class oration" as a graduating senior. 

5555----19191919----14 14 14 14 ““““You haveYou haveYou haveYou have had the privilege of a Yale education, had the privilege of a Yale education, had the privilege of a Yale education, had the privilege of a Yale education,”””” Kerry said. Kerry said. Kerry said. Kerry said. ““““No matter where you comeNo matter where you comeNo matter where you comeNo matter where you come from, no matter where you from, no matter where you from, no matter where you from, no matter where you’’’’re going re going re going re going 
next, the four years you spent here are annext, the four years you spent here are annext, the four years you spent here are annext, the four years you spent here are an introduction to responsibility, and your education requires you to do something introduction to responsibility, and your education requires you to do something introduction to responsibility, and your education requires you to do something introduction to responsibility, and your education requires you to do something more than  more than  more than  more than 
serve yourself.serve yourself.serve yourself.serve yourself.””””

5555----19191919----14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted14 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty
““““once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.”””” Fluoridating water does not lower IQ, new research says. NewFluoridating water does not lower IQ, new research says. NewFluoridating water does not lower IQ, new research says. NewFluoridating water does not lower IQ, new research says. New research out of New Zealand's world research out of New Zealand's world research out of New Zealand's world research out of New Zealand's world----renowned renowned renowned renowned 
Dunedin Multidisciplinary StudyDunedin Multidisciplinary StudyDunedin Multidisciplinary StudyDunedin Multidisciplinary Study does not support claims that fluoridating water adversely affects children's does not support claims that fluoridating water adversely affects children's does not support claims that fluoridating water adversely affects children's does not support claims that fluoridating water adversely affects children's mental development and  mental development and  mental development and  mental development and 
adult IQ. Alcohol in Yale New Haven water lowered IQ soadult IQ. Alcohol in Yale New Haven water lowered IQ soadult IQ. Alcohol in Yale New Haven water lowered IQ soadult IQ. Alcohol in Yale New Haven water lowered IQ so much no MD research ever wrote put it in the water if it works... Rxcure for much no MD research ever wrote put it in the water if it works... Rxcure for much no MD research ever wrote put it in the water if it works... Rxcure for much no MD research ever wrote put it in the water if it works... Rxcure for
breast cancer! breast cancer! breast cancer! breast cancer! 

5555----19191919----14 Paris Yale French Foreign Legion Movie II by Mary14 Paris Yale French Foreign Legion Movie II by Mary14 Paris Yale French Foreign Legion Movie II by Mary14 Paris Yale French Foreign Legion Movie II by Mary B. as she remembers the 1st FFL Movie, Ii will be on this... How decades of gas B. as she remembers the 1st FFL Movie, Ii will be on this... How decades of gas B. as she remembers the 1st FFL Movie, Ii will be on this... How decades of gas B. as she remembers the 1st FFL Movie, Ii will be on this... How decades of gas
flaring is harming Nigerians. Gas flaring in the Niger Delta, particularly inflaring is harming Nigerians. Gas flaring in the Niger Delta, particularly inflaring is harming Nigerians. Gas flaring in the Niger Delta, particularly inflaring is harming Nigerians. Gas flaring in the Niger Delta, particularly in Rivers and Bayelsa states, releases about 35 million tons  Rivers and Bayelsa states, releases about 35 million tons  Rivers and Bayelsa states, releases about 35 million tons  Rivers and Bayelsa states, releases about 35 million tons 
of carbon dioxide andof carbon dioxide andof carbon dioxide andof carbon dioxide and 12 million tons of methane each year  12 million tons of methane each year  12 million tons of methane each year  12 million tons of methane each year ---- about 815,000 metric tons per year of airabout 815,000 metric tons per year of airabout 815,000 metric tons per year of airabout 815,000 metric tons per year of air pollution load exists in both  pollution load exists in both  pollution load exists in both  pollution load exists in both 
states. Paris Elite made $7 Trillion fromstates. Paris Elite made $7 Trillion fromstates. Paris Elite made $7 Trillion fromstates. Paris Elite made $7 Trillion from suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort and set fire to Africa + suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort and set fire to Africa + suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort and set fire to Africa + suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort and set fire to Africa + its people... off  its people... off  its people... off  its people... off 
with their Heads! with their Heads! with their Heads! with their Heads! 

5555----19191919----14 TIME magazine cover of 196614 TIME magazine cover of 196614 TIME magazine cover of 196614 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  and poverty  and poverty  and poverty 
““““once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.”””” 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain 
onononon trail at Yale for Holocaust II. Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + trail at Yale for Holocaust II. Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + trail at Yale for Holocaust II. Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + trail at Yale for Holocaust II. Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Verizon records all  Daughters are at the autopsy... Verizon records all  Daughters are at the autopsy... Verizon records all  Daughters are at the autopsy... Verizon records all 
Mothers Cell Calls butMothers Cell Calls butMothers Cell Calls butMothers Cell Calls but doesn't save her life... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved doesn't save her life... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved doesn't save her life... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved doesn't save her life... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K women from being murdered  19K women from being murdered  19K women from being murdered  19K women from being murdered 
by letting Mothers secretly record theirby letting Mothers secretly record theirby letting Mothers secretly record theirby letting Mothers secretly record their surroundings at the touch only a Mother has! Steve Job's missed this Mothers Day surroundings at the touch only a Mother has! Steve Job's missed this Mothers Day surroundings at the touch only a Mother has! Steve Job's missed this Mothers Day surroundings at the touch only a Mother has! Steve Job's missed this Mothers Day Gift to Mom!  Gift to Mom!  Gift to Mom!  Gift to Mom! 

5555----19191919----14 TIME magazine cover of 196614 TIME magazine cover of 196614 TIME magazine cover of 196614 TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war predicted that Kerry's Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war and poverty  and poverty  and poverty  and poverty 
““““once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.once and for all.”””” 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain  Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain 
onononon trail at Yale for Holocaust II.  trail at Yale for Holocaust II.  trail at Yale for Holocaust II.  trail at Yale for Holocaust II. 

5555----19191919----14 Local News on Starbucks 7:35 am14 Local News on Starbucks 7:35 am14 Local News on Starbucks 7:35 am14 Local News on Starbucks 7:35 am , Perez from Cuba said she saw the coffee grounds in the bottom and filled my , Perez from Cuba said she saw the coffee grounds in the bottom and filled my , Perez from Cuba said she saw the coffee grounds in the bottom and filled my , Perez from Cuba said she saw the coffee grounds in the bottom and filled my refill anyhow  refill anyhow  refill anyhow  refill anyhow 
and started screaming if you don't like coffee grounds... I hopeand started screaming if you don't like coffee grounds... I hopeand started screaming if you don't like coffee grounds... I hopeand started screaming if you don't like coffee grounds... I hope 100K George Orwell Observers read this! 11 am editing this web at  100K George Orwell Observers read this! 11 am editing this web at  100K George Orwell Observers read this! 11 am editing this web at  100K George Orwell Observers read this! 11 am editing this web at 
Mallory Pier,Mallory Pier,Mallory Pier,Mallory Pier, starbucks just sent me email. Top Brass at Starbucks HQ could use a Key West starbucks just sent me email. Top Brass at Starbucks HQ could use a Key West starbucks just sent me email. Top Brass at Starbucks HQ could use a Key West starbucks just sent me email. Top Brass at Starbucks HQ could use a Key West vacation and open another Starbucks in Key  vacation and open another Starbucks in Key  vacation and open another Starbucks in Key  vacation and open another Starbucks in Key 
West too... at the Yale Key WestWest too... at the Yale Key WestWest too... at the Yale Key WestWest too... at the Yale Key West Medical School. After it's finally built on a Eiffel Tower Structure and Medical School. After it's finally built on a Eiffel Tower Structure and Medical School. After it's finally built on a Eiffel Tower Structure and Medical School. After it's finally built on a Eiffel Tower Structure and designed for Key West Tourists and  designed for Key West Tourists and  designed for Key West Tourists and  designed for Key West Tourists and 
MD's. Apple Buys Starbucks... Hemingway HouseMD's. Apple Buys Starbucks... Hemingway HouseMD's. Apple Buys Starbucks... Hemingway HouseMD's. Apple Buys Starbucks... Hemingway House in Key West. Offers 24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 Invention Projects "In Store" in Key West. Offers 24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 Invention Projects "In Store" in Key West. Offers 24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 Invention Projects "In Store" in Key West. Offers 24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 Invention Projects "In Store" Iconic Da  Iconic Da  Iconic Da  Iconic Da 
Vinci Xi" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discoverVinci Xi" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discoverVinci Xi" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discoverVinci Xi" 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Will End Wars on Earth, discover God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail  God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail  God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail  God via Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars. Put Kerry + McCain on trail 
at Yale forat Yale forat Yale forat Yale for Holocaust II.  Holocaust II.  Holocaust II.  Holocaust II. 

5555----18181818----14 Key West Mallory Pier 9 am yesterday "Observers"14 Key West Mallory Pier 9 am yesterday "Observers"14 Key West Mallory Pier 9 am yesterday "Observers"14 Key West Mallory Pier 9 am yesterday "Observers" maybe a women with breast cancer left a bra were I set up my Acer and edit  maybe a women with breast cancer left a bra were I set up my Acer and edit  maybe a women with breast cancer left a bra were I set up my Acer and edit  maybe a women with breast cancer left a bra were I set up my Acer and edit 
thisthisthisthis web page when the electric plug is on and I have wife from Sunset Celebration. web page when the electric plug is on and I have wife from Sunset Celebration. web page when the electric plug is on and I have wife from Sunset Celebration. web page when the electric plug is on and I have wife from Sunset Celebration. 1981 Cancer Cure, I would have gotten this then on  1981 Cancer Cure, I would have gotten this then on  1981 Cancer Cure, I would have gotten this then on  1981 Cancer Cure, I would have gotten this then on 
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the "Winds" of the 1980the "Winds" of the 1980the "Winds" of the 1980the "Winds" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention!  ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention! 1961 film 1961 film 1961 film 1961 film 

"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 
the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 

5555----18181818----14 $514 $514 $514 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage...Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage...Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage...Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage... Swiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest Swiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest Swiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest Swiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion from  $777 Trillion from  $777 Trillion from  $777 Trillion from 
any Hitlerany Hitlerany Hitlerany Hitler----BP Oil Holocaust $4 gas profits. McCain has aBP Oil Holocaust $4 gas profits. McCain has aBP Oil Holocaust $4 gas profits. McCain has aBP Oil Holocaust $4 gas profits. McCain has a Secret Swiss Bank Account, you can bet on this in a Vegas Nursing Home if  Secret Swiss Bank Account, you can bet on this in a Vegas Nursing Home if  Secret Swiss Bank Account, you can bet on this in a Vegas Nursing Home if  Secret Swiss Bank Account, you can bet on this in a Vegas Nursing Home if 
your ayour ayour ayour a Vet there... grin!  Vet there... grin!  Vet there... grin!  Vet there... grin! 

5555----18181818----14 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain:14 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain:14 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain:14 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage... Swiss Reject World's VA Administration. Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage... Swiss Reject World's VA Administration. Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage... Swiss Reject World's VA Administration. Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage... Swiss Reject World's
Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion ---- BarcoBarcoBarcoBarco has released its new Coronis 5MP LED display that has released its new Coronis 5MP LED display that has released its new Coronis 5MP LED display that has released its new Coronis 5MP LED display that’’’’s s s s 
intended for visualizingintended for visualizingintended for visualizingintended for visualizing digital mammograms. Featuring the company digital mammograms. Featuring the company digital mammograms. Featuring the company digital mammograms. Featuring the company’’’’s Per Pixel Uniformity (PPU)s Per Pixel Uniformity (PPU)s Per Pixel Uniformity (PPU)s Per Pixel Uniformity (PPU) technology that minimizes screen  technology that minimizes screen  technology that minimizes screen  technology that minimizes screen 
noise and the Inoise and the Inoise and the Inoise and the I----Guard photometer that monitorsGuard photometer that monitorsGuard photometer that monitorsGuard photometer that monitors the screen the screen the screen the screen’’’’s output, Barco promises consistent DICOM accuracy in the displayeds output, Barco promises consistent DICOM accuracy in the displayeds output, Barco promises consistent DICOM accuracy in the displayeds output, Barco promises consistent DICOM accuracy in the displayed
images. While the normal brightness of theimages. While the normal brightness of theimages. While the normal brightness of theimages. While the normal brightness of the Coronis 5MP LED is 600 cd/m Coronis 5MP LED is 600 cd/m Coronis 5MP LED is 600 cd/m Coronis 5MP LED is 600 cd/m²²²², , , , itititit features an  features an  features an  features an ““““IIII----LuminateLuminateLuminateLuminate”””” button that allows to button that allows to button that allows to button that allows to 
temporarily increase brightnesstemporarily increase brightnesstemporarily increase brightnesstemporarily increase brightness all the way to 1,200 cd/m all the way to 1,200 cd/m all the way to 1,200 cd/m all the way to 1,200 cd/m²²²². . . . This can help a radiologist interrogate a suspiciousThis can help a radiologist interrogate a suspiciousThis can help a radiologist interrogate a suspiciousThis can help a radiologist interrogate a suspicious spot with greater  spot with greater  spot with greater  spot with greater 
detail... VA arrests for 35 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer,detail... VA arrests for 35 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer,detail... VA arrests for 35 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer,detail... VA arrests for 35 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer, $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer!  $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer!  $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer!  $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 

5555----18181818----14 $514 $514 $514 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage...Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage...Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage...Swiss vote on $25 minimum wage... Swiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest Swiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest Swiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest Swiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  $777 Trillion  $777 Trillion  $777 Trillion 

5555----18181818----14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
SwissSwissSwissSwiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 

5555----18181818----14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
SwissSwissSwissSwiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 

5555----18181818----14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
SwissSwissSwissSwiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 

5555----18181818----14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
SwissSwissSwissSwiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 

5555----18181818----14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
SwissSwissSwissSwiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 

5555----18181818----14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast14 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
SwissSwissSwissSwiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 

5555----18181818----14 100 Gallon Gas Tanks on New School Bus Key West... 10K14 100 Gallon Gas Tanks on New School Bus Key West... 10K14 100 Gallon Gas Tanks on New School Bus Key West... 10K14 100 Gallon Gas Tanks on New School Bus Key West... 10K Fiery cop Car Wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... Stupid Criminals! Fiery cop Car Wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... Stupid Criminals! Fiery cop Car Wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... Stupid Criminals! Fiery cop Car Wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... Stupid Criminals!

5555----18181818----14 100 Gallon Gas Tanks on New School Bus Key West... District14 100 Gallon Gas Tanks on New School Bus Key West... District14 100 Gallon Gas Tanks on New School Bus Key West... District14 100 Gallon Gas Tanks on New School Bus Key West... District takes possession of new buses Modern, state takes possession of new buses Modern, state takes possession of new buses Modern, state takes possession of new buses Modern, state----ofofofof----thethethethe----art seat belts and art seat belts and art seat belts and art seat belts and 
cameras...cameras...cameras...cameras... BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff tschmida@keysnews.com The wheels on the bus go BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff tschmida@keysnews.com The wheels on the bus go BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff tschmida@keysnews.com The wheels on the bus go BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff tschmida@keysnews.com The wheels on the bus go 'round and 'round  'round and 'round  'round and 'round  'round and 'round -------- on the brand new on the brand new on the brand new on the brand new 
buses ordered earlier this year by thebuses ordered earlier this year by thebuses ordered earlier this year by thebuses ordered earlier this year by the Monroe County School District. Two of the new Safe Monroe County School District. Two of the new Safe Monroe County School District. Two of the new Safe Monroe County School District. Two of the new Safe----TTTT----Liner C2 buses arrivedLiner C2 buses arrivedLiner C2 buses arrivedLiner C2 buses arrived Thursday at the  Thursday at the  Thursday at the  Thursday at the 
district headquarters on Trumbo Road, driven all the way to Keydistrict headquarters on Trumbo Road, driven all the way to Keydistrict headquarters on Trumbo Road, driven all the way to Keydistrict headquarters on Trumbo Road, driven all the way to Key West from the company's distribution center in Jacksonville.  West from the company's distribution center in Jacksonville.  West from the company's distribution center in Jacksonville.  West from the company's distribution center in Jacksonville. 

5555----18181818----14 $514 $514 $514 $5 Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Trillion the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 40K Died from Breast Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration.  Cancer, via John McCain: VA Administration. 
Swiss Reject World's Highest MinimumSwiss Reject World's Highest MinimumSwiss Reject World's Highest MinimumSwiss Reject World's Highest Minimum Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion  Wage, when Swiss Banks have the highest $777 Trillion 

5555----18181818----14 Key West14 Key West14 Key West14 Key West Mallory Pier 9 am yesterday "Observers" maybe a women with breast cancer left a Mallory Pier 9 am yesterday "Observers" maybe a women with breast cancer left a Mallory Pier 9 am yesterday "Observers" maybe a women with breast cancer left a Mallory Pier 9 am yesterday "Observers" maybe a women with breast cancer left a bra were I set up my Acer and edit  bra were I set up my Acer and edit  bra were I set up my Acer and edit  bra were I set up my Acer and edit 
this web page when the electric plug is onthis web page when the electric plug is onthis web page when the electric plug is onthis web page when the electric plug is on and I have wife from Sunset Celebration. 1981 Cancer Cure, I would have gotten and I have wife from Sunset Celebration. 1981 Cancer Cure, I would have gotten and I have wife from Sunset Celebration. 1981 Cancer Cure, I would have gotten and I have wife from Sunset Celebration. 1981 Cancer Cure, I would have gotten this then on  this then on  this then on  this then on 

the "Winds" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention! the "Winds" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention! the "Winds" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention! the "Winds" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention! 1961 film 1961 film 1961 film 1961 film 

"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... $5 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 
the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! the VA robbed from women with Breast Cancer! 

5555----17171717----14 19,000 SWF14 19,000 SWF14 19,000 SWF14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to the Justifying of wartimeRx stability to the Justifying of wartimeRx stability to the Justifying of wartimeRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities that alters memories... Stories about wartime atrocities and torture atrocities that alters memories... Stories about wartime atrocities and torture atrocities that alters memories... Stories about wartime atrocities and torture atrocities that alters memories... Stories about wartime atrocities and torture methods, Kerry  methods, Kerry  methods, Kerry  methods, Kerry 
rape and murder of women, and killing babies in Vietnam, oftenrape and murder of women, and killing babies in Vietnam, oftenrape and murder of women, and killing babies in Vietnam, oftenrape and murder of women, and killing babies in Vietnam, often include justifications  include justifications  include justifications  include justifications –––– despite whether the rationale is legitimate. despite whether the rationale is legitimate. despite whether the rationale is legitimate. despite whether the rationale is legitimate. 
777777777777 Trillion Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win against God... both Kerry Trillion Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win against God... both Kerry Trillion Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win against God... both Kerry Trillion Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win against God... both Kerry + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key  + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key  + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key  + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key 
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West Today via orders they giveWest Today via orders they giveWest Today via orders they giveWest Today via orders they give "Observers" harassing Greg from getting the cure for Breast Cancer... "Observers" harassing Greg from getting the cure for Breast Cancer... "Observers" harassing Greg from getting the cure for Breast Cancer... "Observers" harassing Greg from getting the cure for Breast Cancer... Conversations going!  Conversations going!  Conversations going!  Conversations going! 

5555----17171717----14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  will  will  will 
Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... GM must pay $35Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... GM must pay $35Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... GM must pay $35Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... GM must pay $35 million for fatal ignition switch defect: DOT... GM Justifying  million for fatal ignition switch defect: DOT... GM Justifying  million for fatal ignition switch defect: DOT... GM Justifying  million for fatal ignition switch defect: DOT... GM Justifying 
Poison GasolinePoison GasolinePoison GasolinePoison Gasoline Exhaust and 10,000 fiery Cop Car Wrecks in LA, Paris, London, Moscow because GM Exhaust and 10,000 fiery Cop Car Wrecks in LA, Paris, London, Moscow because GM Exhaust and 10,000 fiery Cop Car Wrecks in LA, Paris, London, Moscow because GM Exhaust and 10,000 fiery Cop Car Wrecks in LA, Paris, London, Moscow because GM Top Brass took kickbacks from $777  Top Brass took kickbacks from $777  Top Brass took kickbacks from $777  Top Brass took kickbacks from $777 
Trillion in BP Oil Revenue + the suppressionTrillion in BP Oil Revenue + the suppressionTrillion in BP Oil Revenue + the suppressionTrillion in BP Oil Revenue + the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model to 2014 Models.  of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model to 2014 Models.  of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model to 2014 Models.  of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model to 2014 Models. 

5555----17171717----14141414 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... Insider trader Michael Steinberg gets three and a half wartime atrocities... Insider trader Michael Steinberg gets three and a half wartime atrocities... Insider trader Michael Steinberg gets three and a half wartime atrocities... Insider trader Michael Steinberg gets three and a half years. "CASH" wages with no  years. "CASH" wages with no  years. "CASH" wages with no  years. "CASH" wages with no 
tax paid to everyone a Key West Landlord needs totax paid to everyone a Key West Landlord needs totax paid to everyone a Key West Landlord needs totax paid to everyone a Key West Landlord needs to work for him... will get Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett 5 years in Federal work for him... will get Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett 5 years in Federal work for him... will get Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett 5 years in Federal work for him... will get Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett 5 years in Federal Prison  Prison  Prison  Prison 
and Vic a Vietnam Vet who pulled off 101 other scams using this Mayorsand Vic a Vietnam Vet who pulled off 101 other scams using this Mayorsand Vic a Vietnam Vet who pulled off 101 other scams using this Mayorsand Vic a Vietnam Vet who pulled off 101 other scams using this Mayors and Lawyers Vietnam Vets... Key West Island Time will all do  and Lawyers Vietnam Vets... Key West Island Time will all do  and Lawyers Vietnam Vets... Key West Island Time will all do  and Lawyers Vietnam Vets... Key West Island Time will all do 
FBI time and GregFBI time and GregFBI time and GregFBI time and Greg will marry a FBI Women at the Hemingway House to write a FBI Hemingway Novel! will marry a FBI Women at the Hemingway House to write a FBI Hemingway Novel! will marry a FBI Women at the Hemingway House to write a FBI Hemingway Novel! will marry a FBI Women at the Hemingway House to write a FBI Hemingway Novel!

5555----17171717----14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to theRx stability to theRx stability to theRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities...  Justifying of wartime atrocities...  Justifying of wartime atrocities...  Justifying of wartime atrocities... 

5555----17171717----14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  Coup D'Etat will  Coup D'Etat will  Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... BarbaraRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... BarbaraRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... BarbaraRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... Barbara Walters filmed her last two episodes of "The View" on Thursday, and this Walters filmed her last two episodes of "The View" on Thursday, and this Walters filmed her last two episodes of "The View" on Thursday, and this Walters filmed her last two episodes of "The View" on Thursday, and this
morning, she woke up early for an appearance on "Good Morning America. ABCmorning, she woke up early for an appearance on "Good Morning America. ABCmorning, she woke up early for an appearance on "Good Morning America. ABCmorning, she woke up early for an appearance on "Good Morning America. ABC Disney are responsible for OJ's bloody murder scene  Disney are responsible for OJ's bloody murder scene  Disney are responsible for OJ's bloody murder scene  Disney are responsible for OJ's bloody murder scene 
killing Nichol and 19K otherkilling Nichol and 19K otherkilling Nichol and 19K otherkilling Nichol and 19K other SWF's. Barbara and Robin and Disney know the murder statistics of 19K SWF's and SWF's. Barbara and Robin and Disney know the murder statistics of 19K SWF's and SWF's. Barbara and Robin and Disney know the murder statistics of 19K SWF's and SWF's. Barbara and Robin and Disney know the murder statistics of 19K SWF's and Good Morning  Good Morning  Good Morning  Good Morning 
American does not put stories or bloody crime scenes on TV!American does not put stories or bloody crime scenes on TV!American does not put stories or bloody crime scenes on TV!American does not put stories or bloody crime scenes on TV!

5555----17171717----14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to theRx stability to theRx stability to theRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... COAL Trains on the tracks today in LA, Justifying of wartime atrocities... COAL Trains on the tracks today in LA, Justifying of wartime atrocities... COAL Trains on the tracks today in LA, Justifying of wartime atrocities... COAL Trains on the tracks today in LA, Paris, London, Moscow are a Wartime  Paris, London, Moscow are a Wartime  Paris, London, Moscow are a Wartime  Paris, London, Moscow are a Wartime 
Atrocities as 1 billion childhood cancersAtrocities as 1 billion childhood cancersAtrocities as 1 billion childhood cancersAtrocities as 1 billion childhood cancers and birth defects, autistic kids too from poison exhaust from coal burning. H at and birth defects, autistic kids too from poison exhaust from coal burning. H at and birth defects, autistic kids too from poison exhaust from coal burning. H at and birth defects, autistic kids too from poison exhaust from coal burning. H at ----254 C in 254 C in 254 C in 254 C in 
NASA made cans will save the lives of coal miners + babies left in hotNASA made cans will save the lives of coal miners + babies left in hotNASA made cans will save the lives of coal miners + babies left in hotNASA made cans will save the lives of coal miners + babies left in hot cars this summer. McCain keeps these civilian atrocities in the  cars this summer. McCain keeps these civilian atrocities in the  cars this summer. McCain keeps these civilian atrocities in the  cars this summer. McCain keeps these civilian atrocities in the 
1984 George1984 George1984 George1984 George Orwell Society, psychotic McCain thinks women MD's will never catch up with his Orwell Society, psychotic McCain thinks women MD's will never catch up with his Orwell Society, psychotic McCain thinks women MD's will never catch up with his Orwell Society, psychotic McCain thinks women MD's will never catch up with his mass murderers! Stupid Criminals, as  mass murderers! Stupid Criminals, as  mass murderers! Stupid Criminals, as  mass murderers! Stupid Criminals, as 
Mary B. sucker Punched at the 2001 MiamiMary B. sucker Punched at the 2001 MiamiMary B. sucker Punched at the 2001 MiamiMary B. sucker Punched at the 2001 Miami Gas Station hold up will catch up with McCain! 911 NY Times was caused by McCain Gas Station hold up will catch up with McCain! 911 NY Times was caused by McCain Gas Station hold up will catch up with McCain! 911 NY Times was caused by McCain Gas Station hold up will catch up with McCain! 911 NY Times was caused by McCain
suppressing the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort... will McCain ask a undercoversuppressing the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort... will McCain ask a undercoversuppressing the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort... will McCain ask a undercoversuppressing the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort... will McCain ask a undercover cop in Key West to spit at Greg after he reads these NY  cop in Key West to spit at Greg after he reads these NY  cop in Key West to spit at Greg after he reads these NY  cop in Key West to spit at Greg after he reads these NY 
Times Headlines, yes!Times Headlines, yes!Times Headlines, yes!Times Headlines, yes!

5555----17171717----14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to theRx stability to theRx stability to theRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... AT&T tracking device would help you find Justifying of wartime atrocities... AT&T tracking device would help you find Justifying of wartime atrocities... AT&T tracking device would help you find Justifying of wartime atrocities... AT&T tracking device would help you find your luggage... 1,001 Inventions Projects  your luggage... 1,001 Inventions Projects  your luggage... 1,001 Inventions Projects  your luggage... 1,001 Inventions Projects 
Alert! Find your Cat, your Dog, yourAlert! Find your Cat, your Dog, yourAlert! Find your Cat, your Dog, yourAlert! Find your Cat, your Dog, your children, your car, your wife... grin... and your Cell iPhone5s.  children, your car, your wife... grin... and your Cell iPhone5s.  children, your car, your wife... grin... and your Cell iPhone5s.  children, your car, your wife... grin... and your Cell iPhone5s. 

5555----17171717----14141414 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities... 

5555----17171717----14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  will  will  will 
Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... 

5555----17171717----14141414 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities... 

5555----17171717----14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain:14 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  will  will  will 
Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... Rx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities... 

5555----17171717----14141414 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health 19,000 SWF Murdered via John McCain: Administration has failed to fix VA health care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will  care problems, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will 
Rx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying ofRx stability to the Justifying of wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities...  wartime atrocities... 

5555----17171717----14 Women MD got the memo yesterday about14 Women MD got the memo yesterday about14 Women MD got the memo yesterday about14 Women MD got the memo yesterday about McCain ordering one of the Key West Undercover Cops at Mallory Pier to spit at McCain ordering one of the Key West Undercover Cops at Mallory Pier to spit at McCain ordering one of the Key West Undercover Cops at Mallory Pier to spit at McCain ordering one of the Key West Undercover Cops at Mallory Pier to spit at greg  greg  greg  greg 
biking out right after sun set last night, I knew McCain would tell one orbiking out right after sun set last night, I knew McCain would tell one orbiking out right after sun set last night, I knew McCain would tell one orbiking out right after sun set last night, I knew McCain would tell one or more of the Key West Undercover Cops to spit at Greg...  more of the Key West Undercover Cops to spit at Greg...  more of the Key West Undercover Cops to spit at Greg...  more of the Key West Undercover Cops to spit at Greg... 

1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the

ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama...ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama...ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama...ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama...

5555----16161616----14 Women MD Alerts You... $1 Trillion for the New Dr. Nancy "New14 Women MD Alerts You... $1 Trillion for the New Dr. Nancy "New14 Women MD Alerts You... $1 Trillion for the New Dr. Nancy "New14 Women MD Alerts You... $1 Trillion for the New Dr. Nancy "New Manhattan Project" for the RxCure of Breast Cancer, put it in the  Manhattan Project" for the RxCure of Breast Cancer, put it in the  Manhattan Project" for the RxCure of Breast Cancer, put it in the  Manhattan Project" for the RxCure of Breast Cancer, put it in the 
H2O... H2O... H2O... H2O... ““““InInInIn today today today today’’’’s lean starts lean starts lean starts lean start----up model, the $100k prize should be enough to allow theup model, the $100k prize should be enough to allow theup model, the $100k prize should be enough to allow theup model, the $100k prize should be enough to allow the winner to bridge the funding gap and achieve a  winner to bridge the funding gap and achieve a  winner to bridge the funding gap and achieve a  winner to bridge the funding gap and achieve a 
milestone that can help themmilestone that can help themmilestone that can help themmilestone that can help them secure a larger funding round or critical industry partnership. secure a larger funding round or critical industry partnership. secure a larger funding round or critical industry partnership. secure a larger funding round or critical industry partnership.”””” 4 MD Wives Coup4 MD Wives Coup4 MD Wives Coup4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat PARTNERSHIP  D'Etat PARTNERSHIP  D'Etat PARTNERSHIP  D'Etat PARTNERSHIP 
not these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovatornot these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovatornot these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovatornot these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovator competition http://www.medgadget.com/ News as they work for Hitler, our Oil competition http://www.medgadget.com/ News as they work for Hitler, our Oil competition http://www.medgadget.com/ News as they work for Hitler, our Oil competition http://www.medgadget.com/ News as they work for Hitler, our Oil
Holocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 Trillion for Health Care you willHolocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 Trillion for Health Care you willHolocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 Trillion for Health Care you willHolocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 Trillion for Health Care you will spent when MD women walk down LOVE LANE!  spent when MD women walk down LOVE LANE!  spent when MD women walk down LOVE LANE!  spent when MD women walk down LOVE LANE! 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD Alerts You... RCT Ventures has just14 Women MD Alerts You... RCT Ventures has just14 Women MD Alerts You... RCT Ventures has just14 Women MD Alerts You... RCT Ventures has just announced a new opportunity for early announced a new opportunity for early announced a new opportunity for early announced a new opportunity for early----stage medical device companies: the stage medical device companies: the stage medical device companies: the stage medical device companies: the 
2014201420142014 MedTech Innovator competition. Companies and university MedTech Innovator competition. Companies and university MedTech Innovator competition. Companies and university MedTech Innovator competition. Companies and university----stage teams arestage teams arestage teams arestage teams are encouraged to apply. Ten semi encouraged to apply. Ten semi encouraged to apply. Ten semi encouraged to apply. Ten semi----finalists will be finalists will be finalists will be finalists will be 
selected by a panel of medicalselected by a panel of medicalselected by a panel of medicalselected by a panel of medical device venture capitalists that will receive free registration to the Wilson device venture capitalists that will receive free registration to the Wilson device venture capitalists that will receive free registration to the Wilson device venture capitalists that will receive free registration to the Wilson Sonsini Medical Device  Sonsini Medical Device  Sonsini Medical Device  Sonsini Medical Device 
conference. There, a live audience will select theconference. There, a live audience will select theconference. There, a live audience will select theconference. There, a live audience will select the winner, who will receive the $100k grand prize. RCT Ventures winner, who will receive the $100k grand prize. RCT Ventures winner, who will receive the $100k grand prize. RCT Ventures winner, who will receive the $100k grand prize. RCT Ventures’’’’ last contest,last contest,last contest,last contest, Medtech  Medtech  Medtech  Medtech 
Idol, had a fascinating array of gadgety competition with AventamedIdol, had a fascinating array of gadgety competition with AventamedIdol, had a fascinating array of gadgety competition with AventamedIdol, had a fascinating array of gadgety competition with Aventamed‘‘‘‘ssss impressive ear impressive ear impressive ear impressive ear----tube placement device coming out on top. When tube placement device coming out on top. When tube placement device coming out on top. When tube placement device coming out on top. When 
asked about theasked about theasked about theasked about the competition, Paul Grand, Managing Director for RCT Ventures said,  competition, Paul Grand, Managing Director for RCT Ventures said,  competition, Paul Grand, Managing Director for RCT Ventures said,  competition, Paul Grand, Managing Director for RCT Ventures said, ““““In todayIn todayIn todayIn today’’’’ssss lean start lean start lean start lean start----up model, the $100k prize up model, the $100k prize up model, the $100k prize up model, the $100k prize 
should be enough to allow the winner toshould be enough to allow the winner toshould be enough to allow the winner toshould be enough to allow the winner to bridge the funding gap and achieve a milestone that can help them secure a bridge the funding gap and achieve a milestone that can help them secure a bridge the funding gap and achieve a milestone that can help them secure a bridge the funding gap and achieve a milestone that can help them secure a larger funding  larger funding  larger funding  larger funding 
round or critical industry partnership.round or critical industry partnership.round or critical industry partnership.round or critical industry partnership.”””” 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat PARTNERSHIP not these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovator  PARTNERSHIP not these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovator  PARTNERSHIP not these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovator  PARTNERSHIP not these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovator 
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competition Newscompetition Newscompetition Newscompetition News as they work for Hitler, our Oil Holocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 as they work for Hitler, our Oil Holocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 as they work for Hitler, our Oil Holocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 as they work for Hitler, our Oil Holocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 Trillion for Health Care you will spent Trillion for Health Care you will spent Trillion for Health Care you will spent Trillion for Health Care you will spent 
when MD women walk down LOVE LANE!when MD women walk down LOVE LANE!when MD women walk down LOVE LANE!when MD women walk down LOVE LANE!

5555----16161616----14 Women MD Alerts You... 514 Women MD Alerts You... 514 Women MD Alerts You... 514 Women MD Alerts You... 5----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops14 Women MD alert you... "Cops14 Women MD alert you... "Cops14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with  Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with  Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with  Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with 
wife + baby,wife + baby,wife + baby,wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled from the get NO WAY! Instilled from the get NO WAY! Instilled from the get NO WAY! Instilled from the get----go... MD Woman Alert You Mom will die of Breastgo... MD Woman Alert You Mom will die of Breastgo... MD Woman Alert You Mom will die of Breastgo... MD Woman Alert You Mom will die of Breast Cancer if you don't arrest the George  Cancer if you don't arrest the George  Cancer if you don't arrest the George  Cancer if you don't arrest the George 
Orwell Top Brass at HQ. Police father, sonOrwell Top Brass at HQ. Police father, sonOrwell Top Brass at HQ. Police father, sonOrwell Top Brass at HQ. Police father, son recall long service. 'You better be a good cop' instilled from the get recall long service. 'You better be a good cop' instilled from the get recall long service. 'You better be a good cop' instilled from the get recall long service. 'You better be a good cop' instilled from the get----go... BYgo... BYgo... BYgo... BY ADAM LINHARDT  ADAM LINHARDT  ADAM LINHARDT  ADAM LINHARDT 
Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Monroe County Detective Sgt.Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Monroe County Detective Sgt.Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Monroe County Detective Sgt.Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Monroe County Detective Sgt. Donnie Catala's mother died when he was young after falling ill,  Donnie Catala's mother died when he was young after falling ill,  Donnie Catala's mother died when he was young after falling ill,  Donnie Catala's mother died when he was young after falling ill, 
and in a way,and in a way,and in a way,and in a way, he became a cop while being raised by a single father and full he became a cop while being raised by a single father and full he became a cop while being raised by a single father and full he became a cop while being raised by a single father and full----time policeman intime policeman intime policeman intime policeman in the years that followed.  the years that followed.  the years that followed.  the years that followed. 

 5 5 5 5----16161616----14 Women MD Alerts you to HIV, HVP, STD and Dramatic14 Women MD Alerts you to HIV, HVP, STD and Dramatic14 Women MD Alerts you to HIV, HVP, STD and Dramatic14 Women MD Alerts you to HIV, HVP, STD and Dramatic

Farrah Anus Cancer Movie by Mary B... Critics Say Uganda's New HIV Law a GiantFarrah Anus Cancer Movie by Mary B... Critics Say Uganda's New HIV Law a GiantFarrah Anus Cancer Movie by Mary B... Critics Say Uganda's New HIV Law a GiantFarrah Anus Cancer Movie by Mary B... Critics Say Uganda's New HIV Law a Giant Step Backward... Voice of America  Step Backward... Voice of America  Step Backward... Voice of America  Step Backward... Voice of America ---- A UgandaA UgandaA UgandaA Ugandan bill n bill n bill n bill 
criminalizing the "willful"criminalizing the "willful"criminalizing the "willful"criminalizing the "willful" transmission of HIV and mandating HIV tests for certain groups is awaiting the transmission of HIV and mandating HIV tests for certain groups is awaiting the transmission of HIV and mandating HIV tests for certain groups is awaiting the transmission of HIV and mandating HIV tests for certain groups is awaiting the president's signature to  president's signature to  president's signature to  president's signature to 
become law. ... Voice of America become law. ... Voice of America become law. ... Voice of America become law. ... Voice of America ---- is written by the is written by the is written by the is written by the CIA for our George Orwell who is a Pedophile with Syphilis on the brain and no CIA for our George Orwell who is a Pedophile with Syphilis on the brain and no CIA for our George Orwell who is a Pedophile with Syphilis on the brain and no CIA for our George Orwell who is a Pedophile with Syphilis on the brain and no
Frontal Lobe Functions! Sick! Starbucks will scan all employees in Key West,Frontal Lobe Functions! Sick! Starbucks will scan all employees in Key West,Frontal Lobe Functions! Sick! Starbucks will scan all employees in Key West,Frontal Lobe Functions! Sick! Starbucks will scan all employees in Key West, Publix and Whole Foods will Scan everyone for every  Publix and Whole Foods will Scan everyone for every  Publix and Whole Foods will Scan everyone for every  Publix and Whole Foods will Scan everyone for every 
disease... Homeland Securitydisease... Homeland Securitydisease... Homeland Securitydisease... Homeland Security will be Arrested for not Scanning for Diseases at Airports!  will be Arrested for not Scanning for Diseases at Airports!  will be Arrested for not Scanning for Diseases at Airports!  will be Arrested for not Scanning for Diseases at Airports! 

5555----16161616----14141414 Women MD Alerts You to arrest... 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES  Women MD Alerts You to arrest... 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES  Women MD Alerts You to arrest... 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES  Women MD Alerts You to arrest... 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES ---- THIS IS WHAT 15 THIS IS WHAT 15 THIS IS WHAT 15 THIS IS WHAT 15 BILLION PEOPLE ARE HOPING THE... Turtle  BILLION PEOPLE ARE HOPING THE... Turtle  BILLION PEOPLE ARE HOPING THE... Turtle  BILLION PEOPLE ARE HOPING THE... Turtle 
Hospital in Marathon, where it isHospital in Marathon, where it isHospital in Marathon, where it isHospital in Marathon, where it is currently being treated FARM 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES  currently being treated FARM 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES  currently being treated FARM 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES  currently being treated FARM 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES ---- THIS IS WHAT 15 THIS IS WHAT 15 THIS IS WHAT 15 THIS IS WHAT 15 BILLION PEOPLE ARE  BILLION PEOPLE ARE  BILLION PEOPLE ARE  BILLION PEOPLE ARE 
HOPING THE BEST FOR "15 Billion People" Hell for Habitat forHOPING THE BEST FOR "15 Billion People" Hell for Habitat forHOPING THE BEST FOR "15 Billion People" Hell for Habitat forHOPING THE BEST FOR "15 Billion People" Hell for Habitat for Humanity as Jimmy Carter has never "Crunched the Inventions" needed  Humanity as Jimmy Carter has never "Crunched the Inventions" needed  Humanity as Jimmy Carter has never "Crunched the Inventions" needed  Humanity as Jimmy Carter has never "Crunched the Inventions" needed 
to build 15to build 15to build 15to build 15 Billion Homes! Arrest Jimmy Carter in 1980 would have saved the lives of 7 Billion Homes! Arrest Jimmy Carter in 1980 would have saved the lives of 7 Billion Homes! Arrest Jimmy Carter in 1980 would have saved the lives of 7 Billion Homes! Arrest Jimmy Carter in 1980 would have saved the lives of 7 Billion... dead from this Georgia Peanut  Billion... dead from this Georgia Peanut  Billion... dead from this Georgia Peanut  Billion... dead from this Georgia Peanut 
Plantation Owner and Frontal LobePlantation Owner and Frontal LobePlantation Owner and Frontal LobePlantation Owner and Frontal Lobe defects! The turtle also had ingested some of the fishing line, and it has about defects! The turtle also had ingested some of the fishing line, and it has about defects! The turtle also had ingested some of the fishing line, and it has about defects! The turtle also had ingested some of the fishing line, and it has about 10 fibropapilloma  10 fibropapilloma  10 fibropapilloma  10 fibropapilloma 
tumors on it, Zirkelbach said. The cauliflowertumors on it, Zirkelbach said. The cauliflowertumors on it, Zirkelbach said. The cauliflowertumors on it, Zirkelbach said. The cauliflower----like tumors arelike tumors arelike tumors arelike tumors are caused by a herpes caused by a herpes caused by a herpes caused by a herpes----like virus that affects turtles around the world. We'relike virus that affects turtles around the world. We'relike virus that affects turtles around the world. We'relike virus that affects turtles around the world. We're
hoping." Greg + Wives are going to be in conversations brainstorimg the end tohoping." Greg + Wives are going to be in conversations brainstorimg the end tohoping." Greg + Wives are going to be in conversations brainstorimg the end tohoping." Greg + Wives are going to be in conversations brainstorimg the end to the "Virus" on Earth! Arrest the Citizen Staff reporter  the "Virus" on Earth! Arrest the Citizen Staff reporter  the "Virus" on Earth! Arrest the Citizen Staff reporter  the "Virus" on Earth! Arrest the Citizen Staff reporter 
Tim for not putting thisTim for not putting thisTim for not putting thisTim for not putting this invention project on the front page with a picture of the turtle, a picture of invention project on the front page with a picture of the turtle, a picture of invention project on the front page with a picture of the turtle, a picture of invention project on the front page with a picture of the turtle, a picture of the herpes virus!  the herpes virus!  the herpes virus!  the herpes virus! 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go... Women MD Alert would write a Rx Order for 24/7 "Observation"go... Women MD Alert would write a Rx Order for 24/7 "Observation"go... Women MD Alert would write a Rx Order for 24/7 "Observation"go... Women MD Alert would write a Rx Order for 24/7 "Observation" of all Football + Basketball players... Former NFL star  of all Football + Basketball players... Former NFL star  of all Football + Basketball players... Former NFL star  of all Football + Basketball players... Former NFL star 
Aaron Hernandez has beenAaron Hernandez has beenAaron Hernandez has beenAaron Hernandez has been indicted in the July 2012 killings of two Boston men, allegations that come a indicted in the July 2012 killings of two Boston men, allegations that come a indicted in the July 2012 killings of two Boston men, allegations that come a indicted in the July 2012 killings of two Boston men, allegations that come a year after what had been a  year after what had been a  year after what had been a  year after what had been a 
cold case investigation into the latecold case investigation into the latecold case investigation into the latecold case investigation into the late----night drivenight drivenight drivenight drive----bybybyby shooting was revived  shooting was revived  shooting was revived  shooting was revived ---- seemingly by chance  seemingly by chance  seemingly by chance  seemingly by chance ---- Nichol would be alive today if Nichol would be alive today if Nichol would be alive today if Nichol would be alive today if "1980"  "1980"  "1980"  "1980" 
Observers watched OJ and Verizon used a signal booster for their HQ IQ asObservers watched OJ and Verizon used a signal booster for their HQ IQ asObservers watched OJ and Verizon used a signal booster for their HQ IQ asObservers watched OJ and Verizon used a signal booster for their HQ IQ as to save the live of Nichol... Verizon has no Conscience as  to save the live of Nichol... Verizon has no Conscience as  to save the live of Nichol... Verizon has no Conscience as  to save the live of Nichol... Verizon has no Conscience as 
they will never savethey will never savethey will never savethey will never save a women from being murdered unless a women MD alerts them and orders it! a women from being murdered unless a women MD alerts them and orders it! a women from being murdered unless a women MD alerts them and orders it! a women from being murdered unless a women MD alerts them and orders it!

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
fromfromfromfrom the get the get the get the get----go... Cops in Dakota will make MASS ARRESTS if Oil Men for Holocaust IIgo... Cops in Dakota will make MASS ARRESTS if Oil Men for Holocaust IIgo... Cops in Dakota will make MASS ARRESTS if Oil Men for Holocaust IIgo... Cops in Dakota will make MASS ARRESTS if Oil Men for Holocaust II when... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat is on the front  when... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat is on the front  when... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat is on the front  when... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat is on the front 
Pages of the NY Times!!! BakkenPages of the NY Times!!! BakkenPages of the NY Times!!! BakkenPages of the NY Times!!! Bakken Crude Is Volatile, but Train Operators Have Made Mistakes, too... Businessweek  Crude Is Volatile, but Train Operators Have Made Mistakes, too... Businessweek  Crude Is Volatile, but Train Operators Have Made Mistakes, too... Businessweek  Crude Is Volatile, but Train Operators Have Made Mistakes, too... Businessweek ---- Is North Dakota oil too  Is North Dakota oil too  Is North Dakota oil too  Is North Dakota oil too 
explosive to carry in a train? Seeing as how nearly allexplosive to carry in a train? Seeing as how nearly allexplosive to carry in a train? Seeing as how nearly allexplosive to carry in a train? Seeing as how nearly all of the 1 million barrels of oil being railed across the U.S.  of the 1 million barrels of oil being railed across the U.S.  of the 1 million barrels of oil being railed across the U.S.  of the 1 million barrels of oil being railed across the U.S. 

5555----16161616----14141414 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go... CIA madego... CIA madego... CIA madego... CIA made Godzilla Movies are most impressive, the moment he suddenly transcends his Godzilla Movies are most impressive, the moment he suddenly transcends his Godzilla Movies are most impressive, the moment he suddenly transcends his Godzilla Movies are most impressive, the moment he suddenly transcends his digital underpinnings and  digital underpinnings and  digital underpinnings and  digital underpinnings and 
feels like a real presence... you forget to thinkfeels like a real presence... you forget to thinkfeels like a real presence... you forget to thinkfeels like a real presence... you forget to think about starting a conversation with the women about 1,001 Invention Projects. about starting a conversation with the women about 1,001 Invention Projects. about starting a conversation with the women about 1,001 Invention Projects. about starting a conversation with the women about 1,001 Invention Projects. This is the  This is the  This is the  This is the 
most common movie Netflex sends to 1 billion homes... arrest themmost common movie Netflex sends to 1 billion homes... arrest themmost common movie Netflex sends to 1 billion homes... arrest themmost common movie Netflex sends to 1 billion homes... arrest them all! At Least put this Movie Madness on the Front Pages of the Citizen  all! At Least put this Movie Madness on the Front Pages of the Citizen  all! At Least put this Movie Madness on the Front Pages of the Citizen  all! At Least put this Movie Madness on the Front Pages of the Citizen 
and NYand NYand NYand NY Times!!!  Times!!!  Times!!!  Times!!! 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
fromfromfromfrom the get the get the get the get----go... Good Cop will ARREST THIS 2 WOMEN... NEW YORK (AP) go... Good Cop will ARREST THIS 2 WOMEN... NEW YORK (AP) go... Good Cop will ARREST THIS 2 WOMEN... NEW YORK (AP) go... Good Cop will ARREST THIS 2 WOMEN... NEW YORK (AP) ---- Oprah Winfrey Oprah Winfrey Oprah Winfrey Oprah Winfrey and former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham  and former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham  and former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham  and former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham 
Clinton surprised Barbara WaltersClinton surprised Barbara WaltersClinton surprised Barbara WaltersClinton surprised Barbara Walters on Thursday as the legendary newswoman taped her final edition of "The View" to on Thursday as the legendary newswoman taped her final edition of "The View" to on Thursday as the legendary newswoman taped her final edition of "The View" to on Thursday as the legendary newswoman taped her final edition of "The View" to end a five end a five end a five end a five----
decade career on television. 1 BILLION DEAD FRdecade career on television. 1 BILLION DEAD FRdecade career on television. 1 BILLION DEAD FRdecade career on television. 1 BILLION DEAD FROM OPRAH + BARBARA!OM OPRAH + BARBARA!OM OPRAH + BARBARA!OM OPRAH + BARBARA! Poison Gasoline Exhaust in the air we breath today because  Poison Gasoline Exhaust in the air we breath today because  Poison Gasoline Exhaust in the air we breath today because  Poison Gasoline Exhaust in the air we breath today because 
these women neverthese women neverthese women neverthese women never LEAKed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort + that the Pentagon LEAKed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort + that the Pentagon LEAKed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort + that the Pentagon LEAKed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort + that the Pentagon Top Brass Gave Mecca $777 Trillion  Top Brass Gave Mecca $777 Trillion  Top Brass Gave Mecca $777 Trillion  Top Brass Gave Mecca $777 Trillion 
in $4 gas money. Sucker Punched women on Thein $4 gas money. Sucker Punched women on Thein $4 gas money. Sucker Punched women on Thein $4 gas money. Sucker Punched women on The View... Hell No. No talk about gas station hold ups... they pray on women when View... Hell No. No talk about gas station hold ups... they pray on women when View... Hell No. No talk about gas station hold ups... they pray on women when View... Hell No. No talk about gas station hold ups... they pray on women when
holding up a gas station too! holding up a gas station too! holding up a gas station too! holding up a gas station too! 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!"14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!"14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!"14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Instilled  Instilled  Instilled 
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go... Start a front page invention conversation aboutgo... Start a front page invention conversation aboutgo... Start a front page invention conversation aboutgo... Start a front page invention conversation about this... High this... High this... High this... High----energy solar winds are responsible for increasingenergy solar winds are responsible for increasingenergy solar winds are responsible for increasingenergy solar winds are responsible for increasing
lightninglightninglightninglightning----generating thunderstorms on Earth, a new research by scientists at thegenerating thunderstorms on Earth, a new research by scientists at thegenerating thunderstorms on Earth, a new research by scientists at thegenerating thunderstorms on Earth, a new research by scientists at the University of Reading revealed.  University of Reading revealed.  University of Reading revealed.  University of Reading revealed. 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops14 Women MD alert you... "Cops14 Women MD alert you... "Cops14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  NO WAY! Instilled  NO WAY! Instilled  NO WAY! Instilled 
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go... Instill thinking about starting thego... Instill thinking about starting thego... Instill thinking about starting thego... Instill thinking about starting the conversation about what needs to be invented or reinvented. Flame retardant conversation about what needs to be invented or reinvented. Flame retardant conversation about what needs to be invented or reinvented. Flame retardant conversation about what needs to be invented or reinvented. Flame retardant
chemicals are known to cause hormone imbalance and lowered IQ in young children.chemicals are known to cause hormone imbalance and lowered IQ in young children.chemicals are known to cause hormone imbalance and lowered IQ in young children.chemicals are known to cause hormone imbalance and lowered IQ in young children. A survey of 40 preschools found that these  A survey of 40 preschools found that these  A survey of 40 preschools found that these  A survey of 40 preschools found that these 
chemicals are present in many daychemicals are present in many daychemicals are present in many daychemicals are present in many day care centers. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers or PBDEs, are organobromine care centers. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers or PBDEs, are organobromine care centers. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers or PBDEs, are organobromine care centers. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers or PBDEs, are organobromine compounds that are  compounds that are  compounds that are  compounds that are 
used as flame retardant. Like other brominated flameused as flame retardant. Like other brominated flameused as flame retardant. Like other brominated flameused as flame retardant. Like other brominated flame retardants, PBDEs have been used in a wide array of products, including  retardants, PBDEs have been used in a wide array of products, including  retardants, PBDEs have been used in a wide array of products, including  retardants, PBDEs have been used in a wide array of products, including 
buildingbuildingbuildingbuilding materials, electronics, furnishings, motor vehicles, airplanes, plastics, materials, electronics, furnishings, motor vehicles, airplanes, plastics, materials, electronics, furnishings, motor vehicles, airplanes, plastics, materials, electronics, furnishings, motor vehicles, airplanes, plastics, polyurethane foams,[1] and textiles. They are  polyurethane foams,[1] and textiles. They are  polyurethane foams,[1] and textiles. They are  polyurethane foams,[1] and textiles. They are 
structurally akin to the PCBs andstructurally akin to the PCBs andstructurally akin to the PCBs andstructurally akin to the PCBs and other polyhalogenated compounds, consisting of two halogenated aromatic rings. other polyhalogenated compounds, consisting of two halogenated aromatic rings. other polyhalogenated compounds, consisting of two halogenated aromatic rings. other polyhalogenated compounds, consisting of two halogenated aromatic rings. PBDEs are  PBDEs are  PBDEs are  PBDEs are 
classified according to the average number of bromine atoms in theclassified according to the average number of bromine atoms in theclassified according to the average number of bromine atoms in theclassified according to the average number of bromine atoms in the molecule. The health hazards of these chemicals have attracted  molecule. The health hazards of these chemicals have attracted  molecule. The health hazards of these chemicals have attracted  molecule. The health hazards of these chemicals have attracted 
increasingincreasingincreasingincreasing scrutiny, and they have been shown to reduce fertility in humans at levels found scrutiny, and they have been shown to reduce fertility in humans at levels found scrutiny, and they have been shown to reduce fertility in humans at levels found scrutiny, and they have been shown to reduce fertility in humans at levels found in households.[2] Their chlorine analogs  in households.[2] Their chlorine analogs  in households.[2] Their chlorine analogs  in households.[2] Their chlorine analogs 
are polychlorinated diphenyl ethersare polychlorinated diphenyl ethersare polychlorinated diphenyl ethersare polychlorinated diphenyl ethers (PCDEs). Because of their toxicity and persistence, the industrial production of (PCDEs). Because of their toxicity and persistence, the industrial production of (PCDEs). Because of their toxicity and persistence, the industrial production of (PCDEs). Because of their toxicity and persistence, the industrial production of some PBDEs is  some PBDEs is  some PBDEs is  some PBDEs is 
restricted under the Stockholm Convention, a treaty to control andrestricted under the Stockholm Convention, a treaty to control andrestricted under the Stockholm Convention, a treaty to control andrestricted under the Stockholm Convention, a treaty to control and phase out major persistent organic pollutants (POPs). NOTICE  phase out major persistent organic pollutants (POPs). NOTICE  phase out major persistent organic pollutants (POPs). NOTICE  phase out major persistent organic pollutants (POPs). NOTICE 
STOCKHOLMSTOCKHOLMSTOCKHOLMSTOCKHOLM CONVENTION AS MASS ARREST BY GOOD COPS WILL TAKE PLACE WHEN THE WOMEN MD WRITES CONVENTION AS MASS ARREST BY GOOD COPS WILL TAKE PLACE WHEN THE WOMEN MD WRITES CONVENTION AS MASS ARREST BY GOOD COPS WILL TAKE PLACE WHEN THE WOMEN MD WRITES CONVENTION AS MASS ARREST BY GOOD COPS WILL TAKE PLACE WHEN THE WOMEN MD WRITES THE Rx... grin!  THE Rx... grin!  THE Rx... grin!  THE Rx... grin! 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go... Kidney Transplants to replace the Key West Kidney dialysisgo... Kidney Transplants to replace the Key West Kidney dialysisgo... Kidney Transplants to replace the Key West Kidney dialysisgo... Kidney Transplants to replace the Key West Kidney dialysis center! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will do this! I worked in a  center! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will do this! I worked in a  center! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will do this! I worked in a  center! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will do this! I worked in a 
Nursing Home andNursing Home andNursing Home andNursing Home and women over 70 could not have a kidney transplant on Government MD orders... but women over 70 could not have a kidney transplant on Government MD orders... but women over 70 could not have a kidney transplant on Government MD orders... but women over 70 could not have a kidney transplant on Government MD orders... but in Saudi Arabia old men were  in Saudi Arabia old men were  in Saudi Arabia old men were  in Saudi Arabia old men were 
given USA made kidneys for transplants... andgiven USA made kidneys for transplants... andgiven USA made kidneys for transplants... andgiven USA made kidneys for transplants... and Verizon etc others know this was going on! Were is a Cop when you are on the Verizon etc others know this was going on! Were is a Cop when you are on the Verizon etc others know this was going on! Were is a Cop when you are on the Verizon etc others know this was going on! Were is a Cop when you are on the Kidney  Kidney  Kidney  Kidney 
Dialysis Machine? Chronic kidney disease is estimated to affect around 26Dialysis Machine? Chronic kidney disease is estimated to affect around 26Dialysis Machine? Chronic kidney disease is estimated to affect around 26Dialysis Machine? Chronic kidney disease is estimated to affect around 26 million adults in the US. But new research suggests that  million adults in the US. But new research suggests that  million adults in the US. But new research suggests that  million adults in the US. But new research suggests that 
patients with thepatients with thepatients with thepatients with the condition can reduce the need for a kidney transplant or dialysis and prolong condition can reduce the need for a kidney transplant or dialysis and prolong condition can reduce the need for a kidney transplant or dialysis and prolong condition can reduce the need for a kidney transplant or dialysis and prolong life.  life.  life.  life. 
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5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
fromfromfromfrom the get the get the get the get----go... Brewery sets July 20 opening. Also, Bight gets new 'brand' name...go... Brewery sets July 20 opening. Also, Bight gets new 'brand' name...go... Brewery sets July 20 opening. Also, Bight gets new 'brand' name...go... Brewery sets July 20 opening. Also, Bight gets new 'brand' name... BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com  BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com  BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com  BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com 
The Waterfront Brewery, whichThe Waterfront Brewery, whichThe Waterfront Brewery, whichThe Waterfront Brewery, which the city hopes will breathe new life into a landmark building at the historic the city hopes will breathe new life into a landmark building at the historic the city hopes will breathe new life into a landmark building at the historic the city hopes will breathe new life into a landmark building at the historic seaport, plans to open July  seaport, plans to open July  seaport, plans to open July  seaport, plans to open July 
20, city staff said Wednesday. That's about three20, city staff said Wednesday. That's about three20, city staff said Wednesday. That's about three20, city staff said Wednesday. That's about three months later than the original April date. But owners have hit delays due to months later than the original April date. But owners have hit delays due to months later than the original April date. But owners have hit delays due to months later than the original April date. But owners have hit delays due to
unforeseen problems like concrete spalling that requires the replacement of fourunforeseen problems like concrete spalling that requires the replacement of fourunforeseen problems like concrete spalling that requires the replacement of fourunforeseen problems like concrete spalling that requires the replacement of four columns, said John Paul Cas columns, said John Paul Cas columns, said John Paul Cas columns, said John Paul Castro. Greg flew into Key tro. Greg flew into Key tro. Greg flew into Key tro. Greg flew into Key 
West on 3West on 3West on 3West on 3----4444----11 with $77711 with $77711 with $77711 with $777 Trillion to build the Yale Key West Medical School and these Drunks + City of Trillion to build the Yale Key West Medical School and these Drunks + City of Trillion to build the Yale Key West Medical School and these Drunks + City of Trillion to build the Yale Key West Medical School and these Drunks + City of Key West Mayor killed, the Yale  Key West Mayor killed, the Yale  Key West Mayor killed, the Yale  Key West Mayor killed, the Yale 
Key West Med School for another Brewery with noKey West Med School for another Brewery with noKey West Med School for another Brewery with noKey West Med School for another Brewery with no one libel for Alcoholic murders of Women! City: 13 officers have 'qualified one libel for Alcoholic murders of Women! City: 13 officers have 'qualified one libel for Alcoholic murders of Women! City: 13 officers have 'qualified one libel for Alcoholic murders of Women! City: 13 officers have 'qualified immunity'  immunity'  immunity'  immunity' 
Key West Citizen Key West Citizen Key West Citizen Key West Citizen ---- Friday, May 16, 2014 The 13 Key West policeFriday, May 16, 2014 The 13 Key West policeFriday, May 16, 2014 The 13 Key West policeFriday, May 16, 2014 The 13 Key West police officers named in a wrongful death lawsuit are entitled to qualified  officers named in a wrongful death lawsuit are entitled to qualified  officers named in a wrongful death lawsuit are entitled to qualified  officers named in a wrongful death lawsuit are entitled to qualified 
immunity,immunity,immunity,immunity, the legal protection meant to ensure government officials can do their jobs the legal protection meant to ensure government officials can do their jobs the legal protection meant to ensure government officials can do their jobs the legal protection meant to ensure government officials can do their jobs without fear of being arrested by a God Cop or a  without fear of being arrested by a God Cop or a  without fear of being arrested by a God Cop or a  without fear of being arrested by a God Cop or a 
Women MD President of theWomen MD President of theWomen MD President of theWomen MD President of the USA... tracking down Jewish Holocaust Criminals dealing in Oil for Cash... USA... tracking down Jewish Holocaust Criminals dealing in Oil for Cash... USA... tracking down Jewish Holocaust Criminals dealing in Oil for Cash... USA... tracking down Jewish Holocaust Criminals dealing in Oil for Cash... kickback and sick fiery wrecks of  kickback and sick fiery wrecks of  kickback and sick fiery wrecks of  kickback and sick fiery wrecks of 
cop cars... Jews denied! cop cars... Jews denied! cop cars... Jews denied! cop cars... Jews denied! 

5555----16161616----14 Women14 Women14 Women14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go... GE commercialsgo... GE commercialsgo... GE commercialsgo... GE commercials should be a conversation on this... GE should be a conversation on this... GE should be a conversation on this... GE should be a conversation on this... GE‘‘‘‘s spinoff Research Circle Technology,s spinoff Research Circle Technology,s spinoff Research Circle Technology,s spinoff Research Circle Technology, that was launched in  that was launched in  that was launched in  that was launched in 
2011, is releasing its first product, the SPINlab2011, is releasing its first product, the SPINlab2011, is releasing its first product, the SPINlab2011, is releasing its first product, the SPINlab hyperpolarizing system. Not a medical device in itself, the MRI system is hyperpolarizing system. Not a medical device in itself, the MRI system is hyperpolarizing system. Not a medical device in itself, the MRI system is hyperpolarizing system. Not a medical device in itself, the MRI system is designed for use  designed for use  designed for use  designed for use 
in research studies for rapid visualization of metabolism atin research studies for rapid visualization of metabolism atin research studies for rapid visualization of metabolism atin research studies for rapid visualization of metabolism at the cellular level. Previously, a system with similar capabilities required a the cellular level. Previously, a system with similar capabilities required a the cellular level. Previously, a system with similar capabilities required a the cellular level. Previously, a system with similar capabilities required a
clean room, lots of helium, and a number of trained staff to operate. Theclean room, lots of helium, and a number of trained staff to operate. Theclean room, lots of helium, and a number of trained staff to operate. Theclean room, lots of helium, and a number of trained staff to operate. The SPINlab system integrates a dedicated fluid path, quality  SPINlab system integrates a dedicated fluid path, quality  SPINlab system integrates a dedicated fluid path, quality  SPINlab system integrates a dedicated fluid path, quality 
control, and thecontrol, and thecontrol, and thecontrol, and the ability to hyperpolarize a number of samples at the same time. Instilled at the ability to hyperpolarize a number of samples at the same time. Instilled at the ability to hyperpolarize a number of samples at the same time. Instilled at the ability to hyperpolarize a number of samples at the same time. Instilled at the get get get get----go... medical inventions for go... medical inventions for go... medical inventions for go... medical inventions for 
children movies by GE... VOID caused bychildren movies by GE... VOID caused bychildren movies by GE... VOID caused bychildren movies by GE... VOID caused by Syphilis not on the Mug Shots on the Key West Web Page of last nights arrests! Syphilis not on the Mug Shots on the Key West Web Page of last nights arrests! Syphilis not on the Mug Shots on the Key West Web Page of last nights arrests! Syphilis not on the Mug Shots on the Key West Web Page of last nights arrests!

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go...go...go...go... Next Disney Movie for kid should be this... Beckman Coulter has unveiled its new Next Disney Movie for kid should be this... Beckman Coulter has unveiled its new Next Disney Movie for kid should be this... Beckman Coulter has unveiled its new Next Disney Movie for kid should be this... Beckman Coulter has unveiled its new random access molecular  random access molecular  random access molecular  random access molecular 
diagnostics system, the VERIS MDx, at the Europeandiagnostics system, the VERIS MDx, at the Europeandiagnostics system, the VERIS MDx, at the Europeandiagnostics system, the VERIS MDx, at the European Conference on Clinincal Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (ECCMID) in Conference on Clinincal Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (ECCMID) in Conference on Clinincal Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (ECCMID) in Conference on Clinincal Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (ECCMID) in
Barcelona this week. The VERIS MDx system and VERIS CMV assay received CE markBarcelona this week. The VERIS MDx system and VERIS CMV assay received CE markBarcelona this week. The VERIS MDx system and VERIS CMV assay received CE markBarcelona this week. The VERIS MDx system and VERIS CMV assay received CE mark earlier this year. The system offers automated  earlier this year. The system offers automated  earlier this year. The system offers automated  earlier this year. The system offers automated 
nucleic acid extraction,nucleic acid extraction,nucleic acid extraction,nucleic acid extraction, purification, amplification, and detection. It accepts several sample containers purification, amplification, and detection. It accepts several sample containers purification, amplification, and detection. It accepts several sample containers purification, amplification, and detection. It accepts several sample containers for plasma, serum and  for plasma, serum and  for plasma, serum and  for plasma, serum and 
culture tubes. 48 samples can be lined up on 12 racks of 4culture tubes. 48 samples can be lined up on 12 racks of 4culture tubes. 48 samples can be lined up on 12 racks of 4culture tubes. 48 samples can be lined up on 12 racks of 4 samples each. The time to result for DNA tests is around 70 minutes and for  samples each. The time to result for DNA tests is around 70 minutes and for  samples each. The time to result for DNA tests is around 70 minutes and for  samples each. The time to result for DNA tests is around 70 minutes and for 
RNARNARNARNA tests a little longer, around 100 minutes, because PCR amplification only works tests a little longer, around 100 minutes, because PCR amplification only works tests a little longer, around 100 minutes, because PCR amplification only works tests a little longer, around 100 minutes, because PCR amplification only works on DNA and therefore you must reverse on DNA and therefore you must reverse on DNA and therefore you must reverse on DNA and therefore you must reverse----transcribe transcribe transcribe transcribe 
to cDNA first. For multiplexto cDNA first. For multiplexto cDNA first. For multiplexto cDNA first. For multiplex analysis five different detection colors available with a bandwidth of 505 to analysis five different detection colors available with a bandwidth of 505 to analysis five different detection colors available with a bandwidth of 505 to analysis five different detection colors available with a bandwidth of 505 to 720 nm. The onboard capacity  720 nm. The onboard capacity  720 nm. The onboard capacity  720 nm. The onboard capacity 
consists of 96 extraction and purificationconsists of 96 extraction and purificationconsists of 96 extraction and purificationconsists of 96 extraction and purification cartridges and reagents are covered for 20 assays with 48 tests per assay. cartridges and reagents are covered for 20 assays with 48 tests per assay. cartridges and reagents are covered for 20 assays with 48 tests per assay. cartridges and reagents are covered for 20 assays with 48 tests per assay. Reagents are stable  Reagents are stable  Reagents are stable  Reagents are stable 
in the machine for up to 14 days. Disney in Orlando shouldin the machine for up to 14 days. Disney in Orlando shouldin the machine for up to 14 days. Disney in Orlando shouldin the machine for up to 14 days. Disney in Orlando should have 1 of these for a attraction and will have when 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat have 1 of these for a attraction and will have when 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat have 1 of these for a attraction and will have when 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat have 1 of these for a attraction and will have when 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
happens on the front page of the NY Times! happens on the front page of the NY Times! happens on the front page of the NY Times! happens on the front page of the NY Times! 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
fromfromfromfrom the get the get the get the get----go... Harvardgo... Harvardgo... Harvardgo... Harvard’’’’s Wyss Institute developed a nanoparticle that mimics as Wyss Institute developed a nanoparticle that mimics as Wyss Institute developed a nanoparticle that mimics as Wyss Institute developed a nanoparticle that mimics a virus, which the immune system ignores, while  virus, which the immune system ignores, while  virus, which the immune system ignores, while  virus, which the immune system ignores, while 
carrying a DNA payload inside.carrying a DNA payload inside.carrying a DNA payload inside.carrying a DNA payload inside. They essentially replicated the external casing that a real virus uses to They essentially replicated the external casing that a real virus uses to They essentially replicated the external casing that a real virus uses to They essentially replicated the external casing that a real virus uses to protect its own genome. They  protect its own genome. They  protect its own genome. They  protect its own genome. They 
put a layer of phospholipid around their DNAput a layer of phospholipid around their DNAput a layer of phospholipid around their DNAput a layer of phospholipid around their DNA nanodevices, which were initially folded into octahedrons. The phospholipids nanodevices, which were initially folded into octahedrons. The phospholipids nanodevices, which were initially folded into octahedrons. The phospholipids nanodevices, which were initially folded into octahedrons. The phospholipids were  were  were  were 
attached to the DNA by adding spots to the genetic material where theattached to the DNA by adding spots to the genetic material where theattached to the DNA by adding spots to the genetic material where theattached to the DNA by adding spots to the genetic material where the lipids could grab on. This then created a foundation for  lipids could grab on. This then created a foundation for  lipids could grab on. This then created a foundation for  lipids could grab on. This then created a foundation for 
forming a completeforming a completeforming a completeforming a complete bilayer membrane around the DNA payload, which resulted in particles that bilayer membrane around the DNA payload, which resulted in particles that bilayer membrane around the DNA payload, which resulted in particles that bilayer membrane around the DNA payload, which resulted in particles that successfully evade the immune system.  successfully evade the immune system.  successfully evade the immune system.  successfully evade the immune system. 
Harvard Key West Medical School wilHarvard Key West Medical School wilHarvard Key West Medical School wilHarvard Key West Medical School will losel losel losel lose out to Yale Key West Medical School, write this one up in the Student News! out to Yale Key West Medical School, write this one up in the Student News! out to Yale Key West Medical School, write this one up in the Student News! out to Yale Key West Medical School, write this one up in the Student News! Grin! Yale finally  Grin! Yale finally  Grin! Yale finally  Grin! Yale finally 
wins one over Harvard... and 15 billion people will have thewins one over Harvard... and 15 billion people will have thewins one over Harvard... and 15 billion people will have thewins one over Harvard... and 15 billion people will have the arrest records of Harvard for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II to  arrest records of Harvard for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II to  arrest records of Harvard for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II to  arrest records of Harvard for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II to 
study!study!study!study! Too!  Too!  Too!  Too! 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
from thefrom thefrom thefrom the get get get get----go... Apple supplier Foxconn forced to shut Vietnam factory due togo... Apple supplier Foxconn forced to shut Vietnam factory due togo... Apple supplier Foxconn forced to shut Vietnam factory due togo... Apple supplier Foxconn forced to shut Vietnam factory due to protests... Apple's chief manufacturing partner, Foxconn,  protests... Apple's chief manufacturing partner, Foxconn,  protests... Apple's chief manufacturing partner, Foxconn,  protests... Apple's chief manufacturing partner, Foxconn, 
has been forced tohas been forced tohas been forced tohas been forced to shut down its operations in Vietnam for three days due to anti shut down its operations in Vietnam for three days due to anti shut down its operations in Vietnam for three days due to anti shut down its operations in Vietnam for three days due to anti----China protestsChina protestsChina protestsChina protests over oil drilling.  over oil drilling.  over oil drilling.  over oil drilling. 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go... How some trypanosomes cause sleeping sickness while othersgo... How some trypanosomes cause sleeping sickness while othersgo... How some trypanosomes cause sleeping sickness while othersgo... How some trypanosomes cause sleeping sickness while others don't Trypanosome parasites transmitted by tsetse flies  don't Trypanosome parasites transmitted by tsetse flies  don't Trypanosome parasites transmitted by tsetse flies  don't Trypanosome parasites transmitted by tsetse flies 
cause devastatingcause devastatingcause devastatingcause devastating diseases in humans and livestock. Different subspecies infect different hosts: diseases in humans and livestock. Different subspecies infect different hosts: diseases in humans and livestock. Different subspecies infect different hosts: diseases in humans and livestock. Different subspecies infect different hosts: Trypanosoma brucei brucei infects cattle  Trypanosoma brucei brucei infects cattle  Trypanosoma brucei brucei infects cattle  Trypanosoma brucei brucei infects cattle 
but is nonbut is nonbut is nonbut is non----infectious to humans, ainfectious to humans, ainfectious to humans, ainfectious to humans, a conversation 100's of hours long Observers will have to listen to between Greg conversation 100's of hours long Observers will have to listen to between Greg conversation 100's of hours long Observers will have to listen to between Greg conversation 100's of hours long Observers will have to listen to between Greg and his MD Wives As  and his MD Wives As  and his MD Wives As  and his MD Wives As 
Soon AS numb nuts Dictators make contact! Soon AS numb nuts Dictators make contact! Soon AS numb nuts Dictators make contact! Soon AS numb nuts Dictators make contact! 

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... And Arrest You if You are 114 Women MD alert you... And Arrest You if You are 114 Women MD alert you... And Arrest You if You are 114 Women MD alert you... And Arrest You if You are 1 drunk gay or black who will kill 1 or more SWF in 2014 or 2015  drunk gay or black who will kill 1 or more SWF in 2014 or 2015  drunk gay or black who will kill 1 or more SWF in 2014 or 2015  drunk gay or black who will kill 1 or more SWF in 2014 or 2015 ---- 19K SWF 19K SWF 19K SWF 19K SWF 
will bewill bewill bewill be murdered in 2014 and 19K more in 2015. Our Dictator protects the gay + black murdered in 2014 and 19K more in 2015. Our Dictator protects the gay + black murdered in 2014 and 19K more in 2015. Our Dictator protects the gay + black murdered in 2014 and 19K more in 2015. Our Dictator protects the gay + black killers... he really lets them kill 19K women  killers... he really lets them kill 19K women  killers... he really lets them kill 19K women  killers... he really lets them kill 19K women 
because he is a women Hater...because he is a women Hater...because he is a women Hater...because he is a women Hater... promoting gays + blacks because they kill 19K women a year just in the USA and promoting gays + blacks because they kill 19K women a year just in the USA and promoting gays + blacks because they kill 19K women a year just in the USA and promoting gays + blacks because they kill 19K women a year just in the USA and they both take  they both take  they both take  they both take 
kickbacks from $777 in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II...kickbacks from $777 in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II...kickbacks from $777 in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II...kickbacks from $777 in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II... and Jews will kill anyone if the price is right so 11K Jewish women who  and Jews will kill anyone if the price is right so 11K Jewish women who  and Jews will kill anyone if the price is right so 11K Jewish women who  and Jews will kill anyone if the price is right so 11K Jewish women who 
will bewill bewill bewill be murdered by a drunk gay or black is out of luck luck as the Jewish top brass get murdered by a drunk gay or black is out of luck luck as the Jewish top brass get murdered by a drunk gay or black is out of luck luck as the Jewish top brass get murdered by a drunk gay or black is out of luck luck as the Jewish top brass get kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Oil Money!  kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Oil Money!  kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Oil Money!  kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Oil Money! 
Negative stereotypes can cancel eachNegative stereotypes can cancel eachNegative stereotypes can cancel eachNegative stereotypes can cancel each other out on resumes Stereotypes of gay men as effeminate and weak and black men other out on resumes Stereotypes of gay men as effeminate and weak and black men other out on resumes Stereotypes of gay men as effeminate and weak and black men other out on resumes Stereotypes of gay men as effeminate and weak and black men as  as  as  as 
threatening and aggressive can hurt members of those groups when white peoplethreatening and aggressive can hurt members of those groups when white peoplethreatening and aggressive can hurt members of those groups when white peoplethreatening and aggressive can hurt members of those groups when white people evaluate them in employment, education, criminal  evaluate them in employment, education, criminal  evaluate them in employment, education, criminal  evaluate them in employment, education, criminal 
justice and other... Other isjustice and other... Other isjustice and other... Other isjustice and other... Other is our George Orwell dictator who lets 19K women be murdered by OJ every year while our George Orwell dictator who lets 19K women be murdered by OJ every year while our George Orwell dictator who lets 19K women be murdered by OJ every year while our George Orwell dictator who lets 19K women be murdered by OJ every year while promoting gays +  promoting gays +  promoting gays +  promoting gays + 
blacks, not SAVE Her Life Alerts in the NY Times and Courtsblacks, not SAVE Her Life Alerts in the NY Times and Courtsblacks, not SAVE Her Life Alerts in the NY Times and Courtsblacks, not SAVE Her Life Alerts in the NY Times and Courts ruling for the murdered SWF... Stereotypes of Dictators + what they promote! ruling for the murdered SWF... Stereotypes of Dictators + what they promote! ruling for the murdered SWF... Stereotypes of Dictators + what they promote! ruling for the murdered SWF... Stereotypes of Dictators + what they promote!

5555----16161616----14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled  Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled 
from the getfrom the getfrom the getfrom the get----go...go...go...go... Justifying wartime atrocities alters memories... Stories about wartime Justifying wartime atrocities alters memories... Stories about wartime Justifying wartime atrocities alters memories... Stories about wartime Justifying wartime atrocities alters memories... Stories about wartime atrocities and torture methods, like Kerry rape  atrocities and torture methods, like Kerry rape  atrocities and torture methods, like Kerry rape  atrocities and torture methods, like Kerry rape 
and murder of women, and killingand murder of women, and killingand murder of women, and killingand murder of women, and killing babies in Vietnam, often include justifications  babies in Vietnam, often include justifications  babies in Vietnam, often include justifications  babies in Vietnam, often include justifications –––– despite whether the rationaledespite whether the rationaledespite whether the rationaledespite whether the rationale is legitimate. 777  is legitimate. 777  is legitimate. 777  is legitimate. 777 
Trillion Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win againstTrillion Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win againstTrillion Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win againstTrillion Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win against God... both Kerry + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key West  God... both Kerry + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key West  God... both Kerry + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key West  God... both Kerry + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key West 
TodayTodayTodayToday via orders they give "Observers" harassing Greg from getting the cure for Breast via orders they give "Observers" harassing Greg from getting the cure for Breast via orders they give "Observers" harassing Greg from getting the cure for Breast via orders they give "Observers" harassing Greg from getting the cure for Breast Cancer... Conversations going! Vets War Crime  Cancer... Conversations going! Vets War Crime  Cancer... Conversations going! Vets War Crime  Cancer... Conversations going! Vets War Crime 
Trials in Key West after the YaleTrials in Key West after the YaleTrials in Key West after the YaleTrials in Key West after the Yale Key West Medical School is built for tourists + patients in need of Women MD's! Key West Medical School is built for tourists + patients in need of Women MD's! Key West Medical School is built for tourists + patients in need of Women MD's! Key West Medical School is built for tourists + patients in need of Women MD's! Kerry + McCain are  Kerry + McCain are  Kerry + McCain are  Kerry + McCain are 
Dangerous Men, with no conscience and God, or Universe!Dangerous Men, with no conscience and God, or Universe!Dangerous Men, with no conscience and God, or Universe!Dangerous Men, with no conscience and God, or Universe!

5555----15151515----14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a Solar14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a Solar14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a Solar14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin + growth Hormones  Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin + growth Hormones  Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin + growth Hormones  Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin + growth Hormones 

Page 105 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"
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youngyoungyoungyoung girls are taking by the millions to be taller! Head girls are taking by the millions to be taller! Head girls are taking by the millions to be taller! Head girls are taking by the millions to be taller! Head----On Collision withoutOn Collision withoutOn Collision withoutOn Collision without "Head "Head "Head "Head----On Collision Avoidance MD Coup on yOn Collision Avoidance MD Coup on yOn Collision Avoidance MD Coup on yOn Collision Avoidance MD Coup on your Ford our Ford our Ford our Ford 
Escort, The New York Times isEscort, The New York Times isEscort, The New York Times isEscort, The New York Times is the "1984" Holocaust they are "Denying" Have a response they "Lie like Bill the "1984" Holocaust they are "Denying" Have a response they "Lie like Bill the "1984" Holocaust they are "Denying" Have a response they "Lie like Bill the "1984" Holocaust they are "Denying" Have a response they "Lie like Bill Clinton!" Head Clinton!" Head Clinton!" Head Clinton!" Head----On Collisions. On Collisions. On Collisions. On Collisions. 
the technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MDthe technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MDthe technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MDthe technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  Wives Coup D'Etat!  Wives Coup D'Etat!  Wives Coup D'Etat! 

5555----15151515----14 Woman MD Coup Alert of the Head14 Woman MD Coup Alert of the Head14 Woman MD Coup Alert of the Head14 Woman MD Coup Alert of the Head----On CollisionOn CollisionOn CollisionOn Collision >>> New England Journal of Med write all these and NO ONE will avoid >>> New England Journal of Med write all these and NO ONE will avoid >>> New England Journal of Med write all these and NO ONE will avoid >>> New England Journal of Med write all these and NO ONE will avoid their  their  their  their 
HeadHeadHeadHead----On Collisions for 15 Billion People on Earth. NO numb nuts GeorgeOn Collisions for 15 Billion People on Earth. NO numb nuts GeorgeOn Collisions for 15 Billion People on Earth. NO numb nuts GeorgeOn Collisions for 15 Billion People on Earth. NO numb nuts George Orwell Dictators will even read these Medical Articles... let  Orwell Dictators will even read these Medical Articles... let  Orwell Dictators will even read these Medical Articles... let  Orwell Dictators will even read these Medical Articles... let 
alone save 1alone save 1alone save 1alone save 1 Billion Womens lives. Coup Time is Now! The Economics of Graduate Medical Billion Womens lives. Coup Time is Now! The Economics of Graduate Medical Billion Womens lives. Coup Time is Now! The Economics of Graduate Medical Billion Womens lives. Coup Time is Now! The Economics of Graduate Medical Education Online FirstA. Chandra, D.  Education Online FirstA. Chandra, D.  Education Online FirstA. Chandra, D.  Education Online FirstA. Chandra, D. 
Khullar, and G.R. Wilensky | May 14, 2014 |Khullar, and G.R. Wilensky | May 14, 2014 |Khullar, and G.R. Wilensky | May 14, 2014 |Khullar, and G.R. Wilensky | May 14, 2014 | DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp1402468 Comments The Economics of Academic Medical Centers DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp1402468 Comments The Economics of Academic Medical Centers DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp1402468 Comments The Economics of Academic Medical Centers DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp1402468 Comments The Economics of Academic Medical Centers Online  Online  Online  Online 
FirstA. Grover, P.L. Slavin, and P. Willson | May 14, 2014 | DOI:FirstA. Grover, P.L. Slavin, and P. Willson | May 14, 2014 | DOI:FirstA. Grover, P.L. Slavin, and P. Willson | May 14, 2014 | DOI:FirstA. Grover, P.L. Slavin, and P. Willson | May 14, 2014 | DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp1403609 Comments Treating Hepatitis C in Lower 10.1056/NEJMp1403609 Comments Treating Hepatitis C in Lower 10.1056/NEJMp1403609 Comments Treating Hepatitis C in Lower 10.1056/NEJMp1403609 Comments Treating Hepatitis C in Lower----Income Income Income Income 
CountriesCountriesCountriesCountries C.R. Jayasekera, M. Barry, L.R. Roberts, and M.H. Nguyen | N Engl J Med C.R. Jayasekera, M. Barry, L.R. Roberts, and M.H. Nguyen | N Engl J Med C.R. Jayasekera, M. Barry, L.R. Roberts, and M.H. Nguyen | N Engl J Med C.R. Jayasekera, M. Barry, L.R. Roberts, and M.H. Nguyen | N Engl J Med 2014;370:1869 2014;370:1869 2014;370:1869 2014;370:1869----1871 | Published Online April 10, 2014 1871 | Published Online April 10, 2014 1871 | Published Online April 10, 2014 1871 | Published Online April 10, 2014 
Responding to Hepatitis CResponding to Hepatitis CResponding to Hepatitis CResponding to Hepatitis C through the Criminal Justice System J.D. Rich, S.A. Allen, and B.A. Williams | N through the Criminal Justice System J.D. Rich, S.A. Allen, and B.A. Williams | N through the Criminal Justice System J.D. Rich, S.A. Allen, and B.A. Williams | N through the Criminal Justice System J.D. Rich, S.A. Allen, and B.A. Williams | N Engl J Med 2014;370:1871 Engl J Med 2014;370:1871 Engl J Med 2014;370:1871 Engl J Med 2014;370:1871----
1874 1874 1874 1874 

5555----15151515----14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin + growth Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin + growth Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin + growth Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin + growth Hormones...  Hormones...  Hormones...  Hormones... 
In Samsung's War at Home, an Apology to CancerIn Samsung's War at Home, an Apology to CancerIn Samsung's War at Home, an Apology to CancerIn Samsung's War at Home, an Apology to Cancer----Stricken Workers!Stricken Workers!Stricken Workers!Stricken Workers! South Korean electronics giant Samsung on Wednesday issued a  South Korean electronics giant Samsung on Wednesday issued a  South Korean electronics giant Samsung on Wednesday issued a  South Korean electronics giant Samsung on Wednesday issued a 
formal apology toformal apology toformal apology toformal apology to workers who fell ill from cancer after exposure to toxic chemicals at the workers who fell ill from cancer after exposure to toxic chemicals at the workers who fell ill from cancer after exposure to toxic chemicals at the workers who fell ill from cancer after exposure to toxic chemicals at the company's semiconductor plants, saying that  company's semiconductor plants, saying that  company's semiconductor plants, saying that  company's semiconductor plants, saying that 
it should have acted more swiftlyit should have acted more swiftlyit should have acted more swiftlyit should have acted more swiftly and would compensate the victims.  and would compensate the victims.  and would compensate the victims.  and would compensate the victims. 
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Netflix Now Comprises A Full 1/3rd Of The Internet TrafficNetflix Now Comprises A Full 1/3rd Of The Internet TrafficNetflix Now Comprises A Full 1/3rd Of The Internet TrafficNetflix Now Comprises A Full 1/3rd Of The Internet Traffic In North America >>>>> 1,001 Invention Projects Movies could have In North America >>>>> 1,001 Invention Projects Movies could have In North America >>>>> 1,001 Invention Projects Movies could have In North America >>>>> 1,001 Invention Projects Movies could have been 99%  been 99%  been 99%  been 99% 
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The Atlantic, "Is Your FoodThe Atlantic, "Is Your FoodThe Atlantic, "Is Your FoodThe Atlantic, "Is Your Food Genetically Modified?" Molly Ball if Molly was a Women MD with "Chemical Named" Genetically Modified?" Molly Ball if Molly was a Women MD with "Chemical Named" Genetically Modified?" Molly Ball if Molly was a Women MD with "Chemical Named" Genetically Modified?" Molly Ball if Molly was a Women MD with "Chemical Named" and what these are,  and what these are,  and what these are,  and what these are, 
and they are certainly in your food you eat today especiallyand they are certainly in your food you eat today especiallyand they are certainly in your food you eat today especiallyand they are certainly in your food you eat today especially if you eat Red Meat + Lunch Meats. You would you will acknowledge... this  if you eat Red Meat + Lunch Meats. You would you will acknowledge... this  if you eat Red Meat + Lunch Meats. You would you will acknowledge... this  if you eat Red Meat + Lunch Meats. You would you will acknowledge... this 
as aas aas aas a Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Head Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Head Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Head Solar Flare; Skin Cancer; Head----On Collision with out "HeadOn Collision with out "HeadOn Collision with out "HeadOn Collision with out "Head----On CollisionOn CollisionOn CollisionOn Collision Avoidance on your Ford Escort as Molly Ball and The  Avoidance on your Ford Escort as Molly Ball and The  Avoidance on your Ford Escort as Molly Ball and The  Avoidance on your Ford Escort as Molly Ball and The 
Atlantic, The New York TimesAtlantic, The New York TimesAtlantic, The New York TimesAtlantic, The New York Times are not getting a response alert avoidance out of you because they "Lie like are not getting a response alert avoidance out of you because they "Lie like are not getting a response alert avoidance out of you because they "Lie like are not getting a response alert avoidance out of you because they "Lie like Bill Clinton!" Head Bill Clinton!" Head Bill Clinton!" Head Bill Clinton!" Head----On On On On 
Collisions. the technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MDCollisions. the technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MDCollisions. the technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MDCollisions. the technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!  Wives Coup D'Etat!  Wives Coup D'Etat!  Wives Coup D'Etat! 
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sun poisoning or photo allergy, is a form of allergic contactsun poisoning or photo allergy, is a form of allergic contactsun poisoning or photo allergy, is a form of allergic contactsun poisoning or photo allergy, is a form of allergic contact dermatitis in which the allergen must be activated by light to sensitize the dermatitis in which the allergen must be activated by light to sensitize the dermatitis in which the allergen must be activated by light to sensitize the dermatitis in which the allergen must be activated by light to sensitize the
allergic response, and to cause a rash or other systemic effects on subsequentallergic response, and to cause a rash or other systemic effects on subsequentallergic response, and to cause a rash or other systemic effects on subsequentallergic response, and to cause a rash or other systemic effects on subsequent exposure. The second and subsequent exposures produce  exposure. The second and subsequent exposures produce  exposure. The second and subsequent exposures produce  exposure. The second and subsequent exposures produce 
photo allergic skinphoto allergic skinphoto allergic skinphoto allergic skin conditions which are often eczematous.  conditions which are often eczematous.  conditions which are often eczematous.  conditions which are often eczematous. 
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Local Key WestLocal Key WestLocal Key WestLocal Key West News in Starbucks. Cuban Women Perez tried to short change me today. Greg gave News in Starbucks. Cuban Women Perez tried to short change me today. Greg gave News in Starbucks. Cuban Women Perez tried to short change me today. Greg gave News in Starbucks. Cuban Women Perez tried to short change me today. Greg gave her a $10 bill and she gave me  her a $10 bill and she gave me  her a $10 bill and she gave me  her a $10 bill and she gave me 
change for a 5 on purpose. I told her I gave herchange for a 5 on purpose. I told her I gave herchange for a 5 on purpose. I told her I gave herchange for a 5 on purpose. I told her I gave her a $10 and she counted out the right change. "1984" workers at StarBucks in Key a $10 and she counted out the right change. "1984" workers at StarBucks in Key a $10 and she counted out the right change. "1984" workers at StarBucks in Key a $10 and she counted out the right change. "1984" workers at StarBucks in Key West  West  West  West 
who are Cuban like Perez are not Honest Americans, Yesterday thewho are Cuban like Perez are not Honest Americans, Yesterday thewho are Cuban like Perez are not Honest Americans, Yesterday thewho are Cuban like Perez are not Honest Americans, Yesterday the Philippines women turned the Citizen News Paper Stack upside down  Philippines women turned the Citizen News Paper Stack upside down  Philippines women turned the Citizen News Paper Stack upside down  Philippines women turned the Citizen News Paper Stack upside down 
as I looked atas I looked atas I looked atas I looked at the front page! wow!  the front page! wow!  the front page! wow!  the front page! wow! 
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inventinventinventinvent Reinvent Sun Glasses + Google Glasses that alert you with a response you will Reinvent Sun Glasses + Google Glasses that alert you with a response you will Reinvent Sun Glasses + Google Glasses that alert you with a response you will Reinvent Sun Glasses + Google Glasses that alert you with a response you will acknowledge... Solar Flare hitting your eyes in  acknowledge... Solar Flare hitting your eyes in  acknowledge... Solar Flare hitting your eyes in  acknowledge... Solar Flare hitting your eyes in 
print on your MD Eye Doctorsprint on your MD Eye Doctorsprint on your MD Eye Doctorsprint on your MD Eye Doctors version of Google Glasses... for the 1,001 Invention Projects you vision and version of Google Glasses... for the 1,001 Invention Projects you vision and version of Google Glasses... for the 1,001 Invention Projects you vision and version of Google Glasses... for the 1,001 Invention Projects you vision and response to the goings on in the  response to the goings on in the  response to the goings on in the  response to the goings on in the 
Sun Rise + Sun Set in the SUN far as FussionSun Rise + Sun Set in the SUN far as FussionSun Rise + Sun Set in the SUN far as FussionSun Rise + Sun Set in the SUN far as Fussion fission Photons... order Photon Sun Glasses for your iPhone5s attachment, better fission Photons... order Photon Sun Glasses for your iPhone5s attachment, better fission Photons... order Photon Sun Glasses for your iPhone5s attachment, better fission Photons... order Photon Sun Glasses for your iPhone5s attachment, better than a  than a  than a  than a 
NASA telescope on a Hawaiian Mt Top for getting a response to alert youNASA telescope on a Hawaiian Mt Top for getting a response to alert youNASA telescope on a Hawaiian Mt Top for getting a response to alert youNASA telescope on a Hawaiian Mt Top for getting a response to alert you to a Invention Project you can work on!  to a Invention Project you can work on!  to a Invention Project you can work on!  to a Invention Project you can work on! 
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invent Reinvent Sun Glasses + Google Glasses. "9/11 Artifacts,invent Reinvent Sun Glasses + Google Glasses. "9/11 Artifacts,invent Reinvent Sun Glasses + Google Glasses. "9/11 Artifacts,invent Reinvent Sun Glasses + Google Glasses. "9/11 Artifacts, and the Stories They Tell" By STEPHEN FARRELL... New York Times Headlines  and the Stories They Tell" By STEPHEN FARRELL... New York Times Headlines  and the Stories They Tell" By STEPHEN FARRELL... New York Times Headlines  and the Stories They Tell" By STEPHEN FARRELL... New York Times Headlines 
SHOULDSHOULDSHOULDSHOULD BE THE "911 Gas Station Hold Ups, And the Terrorists from Georgia, Sucker BE THE "911 Gas Station Hold Ups, And the Terrorists from Georgia, Sucker BE THE "911 Gas Station Hold Ups, And the Terrorists from Georgia, Sucker BE THE "911 Gas Station Hold Ups, And the Terrorists from Georgia, Sucker Punched the Women... after she gave him her  Punched the Women... after she gave him her  Punched the Women... after she gave him her  Punched the Women... after she gave him her 
money! Something out of a Arnoldmoney! Something out of a Arnoldmoney! Something out of a Arnoldmoney! Something out of a Arnold Schwarzenegger Movie + Real Life with Maria Shriver!  Schwarzenegger Movie + Real Life with Maria Shriver!  Schwarzenegger Movie + Real Life with Maria Shriver!  Schwarzenegger Movie + Real Life with Maria Shriver! 

5555----14141414----14 Women MD14 Women MD14 Women MD14 Women MD Eye Doctors would tell you the Sun caused... Key West Local News Sunset Eye Doctors would tell you the Sun caused... Key West Local News Sunset Eye Doctors would tell you the Sun caused... Key West Local News Sunset Eye Doctors would tell you the Sun caused... Key West Local News Sunset Celebration has cut off my wifi at Mallory  Celebration has cut off my wifi at Mallory  Celebration has cut off my wifi at Mallory  Celebration has cut off my wifi at Mallory 
Square... Dr. Ruth Greenfield + DavidSquare... Dr. Ruth Greenfield + DavidSquare... Dr. Ruth Greenfield + DavidSquare... Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky had the Westin Hotel Security guy stalking Greg watching the "Cat Man" Wolkowsky had the Westin Hotel Security guy stalking Greg watching the "Cat Man" Wolkowsky had the Westin Hotel Security guy stalking Greg watching the "Cat Man" Wolkowsky had the Westin Hotel Security guy stalking Greg watching the "Cat Man" and Harley  and Harley  and Harley  and Harley 
Riders pulling into the bike racks as I was on my cell to Mount SinaiRiders pulling into the bike racks as I was on my cell to Mount SinaiRiders pulling into the bike racks as I was on my cell to Mount SinaiRiders pulling into the bike racks as I was on my cell to Mount Sinai in Miami. Asked one rider to turn off the Hog... he told me to walk  in Miami. Asked one rider to turn off the Hog... he told me to walk  in Miami. Asked one rider to turn off the Hog... he told me to walk  in Miami. Asked one rider to turn off the Hog... he told me to walk 
away were Iaway were Iaway were Iaway were I could hear... like 100 or 200 yards! I got his lic plate from Alabama it is could hear... like 100 or 200 yards! I got his lic plate from Alabama it is could hear... like 100 or 200 yards! I got his lic plate from Alabama it is could hear... like 100 or 200 yards! I got his lic plate from Alabama it is M166911. Hog rider mentioned "Cops" twice said I  M166911. Hog rider mentioned "Cops" twice said I  M166911. Hog rider mentioned "Cops" twice said I  M166911. Hog rider mentioned "Cops" twice said I 
would park with the bicycles.would park with the bicycles.would park with the bicycles.would park with the bicycles. He never thought of Officer Jason burned in a fiery cop car writing a ticket to He never thought of Officer Jason burned in a fiery cop car writing a ticket to He never thought of Officer Jason burned in a fiery cop car writing a ticket to He never thought of Officer Jason burned in a fiery cop car writing a ticket to a guy from Alabama who  a guy from Alabama who  a guy from Alabama who  a guy from Alabama who 
does not want to obey any laws... Sunset Security Guarddoes not want to obey any laws... Sunset Security Guarddoes not want to obey any laws... Sunset Security Guarddoes not want to obey any laws... Sunset Security Guard never thinks of all the cops burned in fiery wrecks so Dr. Ruth Greenfield + never thinks of all the cops burned in fiery wrecks so Dr. Ruth Greenfield + never thinks of all the cops burned in fiery wrecks so Dr. Ruth Greenfield + never thinks of all the cops burned in fiery wrecks so Dr. Ruth Greenfield +
David Wolkowsky can cut of Gregs wife at Mallory Square so I cant edit this pageDavid Wolkowsky can cut of Gregs wife at Mallory Square so I cant edit this pageDavid Wolkowsky can cut of Gregs wife at Mallory Square so I cant edit this pageDavid Wolkowsky can cut of Gregs wife at Mallory Square so I cant edit this page today!  today!  today!  today! 
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shooting airshooting airshooting airshooting air into the brains Texas + Colorado Oil Men so "Air" everyone breaths has poisonous into the brains Texas + Colorado Oil Men so "Air" everyone breaths has poisonous into the brains Texas + Colorado Oil Men so "Air" everyone breaths has poisonous into the brains Texas + Colorado Oil Men so "Air" everyone breaths has poisonous exhaust particles the VA covers up at the  exhaust particles the VA covers up at the  exhaust particles the VA covers up at the  exhaust particles the VA covers up at the 
cause of all Saint Jude Childhoodcause of all Saint Jude Childhoodcause of all Saint Jude Childhoodcause of all Saint Jude Childhood Cancers and birth defects, to add insult to injury the VA MD said Mom had a Cancers and birth defects, to add insult to injury the VA MD said Mom had a Cancers and birth defects, to add insult to injury the VA MD said Mom had a Cancers and birth defects, to add insult to injury the VA MD said Mom had a birth defect in her  birth defect in her  birth defect in her  birth defect in her 
chromosome, when really the chromosome mutated hitting achromosome, when really the chromosome mutated hitting achromosome, when really the chromosome mutated hitting achromosome, when really the chromosome mutated hitting a benzene molecule she breath in. Incrimination...  benzene molecule she breath in. Incrimination...  benzene molecule she breath in. Incrimination...  benzene molecule she breath in. Incrimination... 

5555----13 14 MD Women13 14 MD Women13 14 MD Women13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Jealousy, not racism, fueled Donald  Jealousy, not racism, fueled Donald  Jealousy, not racism, fueled Donald  Jealousy, not racism, fueled Donald 
Sterling's rants about blacks, Los AngelesSterling's rants about blacks, Los AngelesSterling's rants about blacks, Los AngelesSterling's rants about blacks, Los Angeles Clippers owner told CNN's Anderson Cooper in an interview that aired Monday. MD Clippers owner told CNN's Anderson Cooper in an interview that aired Monday. MD Clippers owner told CNN's Anderson Cooper in an interview that aired Monday. MD Clippers owner told CNN's Anderson Cooper in an interview that aired Monday. MD Women  Women  Women  Women 
Presidents would tell Anderson Cooper on CNN he is under "Arrest for MassPresidents would tell Anderson Cooper on CNN he is under "Arrest for MassPresidents would tell Anderson Cooper on CNN he is under "Arrest for MassPresidents would tell Anderson Cooper on CNN he is under "Arrest for Mass Murder!" FBI + CIA Observers reading this know its true!  Murder!" FBI + CIA Observers reading this know its true!  Murder!" FBI + CIA Observers reading this know its true!  Murder!" FBI + CIA Observers reading this know its true! 

5555----13 14 MD13 14 MD13 14 MD13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... BRENTWOOD, N.H. (AP)  Russia... BRENTWOOD, N.H. (AP)  Russia... BRENTWOOD, N.H. (AP)  Russia... BRENTWOOD, N.H. (AP) ---- Authorities  Authorities  Authorities  Authorities 
say a New Hampshire police officersay a New Hampshire police officersay a New Hampshire police officersay a New Hampshire police officer was shot to death after he responded to a domestic disturbance at a home that was shot to death after he responded to a domestic disturbance at a home that was shot to death after he responded to a domestic disturbance at a home that was shot to death after he responded to a domestic disturbance at a home that later exploded and  later exploded and  later exploded and  later exploded and 
burned. MD Women Presidents would tell Anderson Cooper on CNNburned. MD Women Presidents would tell Anderson Cooper on CNNburned. MD Women Presidents would tell Anderson Cooper on CNNburned. MD Women Presidents would tell Anderson Cooper on CNN he is under "Arrest for Mass Murder of Cops answering Domestic  he is under "Arrest for Mass Murder of Cops answering Domestic  he is under "Arrest for Mass Murder of Cops answering Domestic  he is under "Arrest for Mass Murder of Cops answering Domestic 
Calls!" FBI + CIACalls!" FBI + CIACalls!" FBI + CIACalls!" FBI + CIA Observers reading this know its true because CNN stifled Homeland Security via Observers reading this know its true because CNN stifled Homeland Security via Observers reading this know its true because CNN stifled Homeland Security via Observers reading this know its true because CNN stifled Homeland Security via politics to have Homeland Security  politics to have Homeland Security  politics to have Homeland Security  politics to have Homeland Security 
Police the Social Security Offices in everyPolice the Social Security Offices in everyPolice the Social Security Offices in everyPolice the Social Security Offices in every town + city in the USA when everyone at CIA HQ knew the Domestic Disturbance town + city in the USA when everyone at CIA HQ knew the Domestic Disturbance town + city in the USA when everyone at CIA HQ knew the Domestic Disturbance town + city in the USA when everyone at CIA HQ knew the Domestic Disturbance Statistics of  Statistics of  Statistics of  Statistics of 
dead cops... dead cops... dead cops... dead cops... 

5555----13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Gas Station Hold Ups... on School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Gas Station Hold Ups... on School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Gas Station Hold Ups... on School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Gas Station Hold Ups... on CNN with  CNN with  CNN with  CNN with 
Anderson Cooper on CNN under "Arrest for not reporting Gas Station HoldAnderson Cooper on CNN under "Arrest for not reporting Gas Station HoldAnderson Cooper on CNN under "Arrest for not reporting Gas Station HoldAnderson Cooper on CNN under "Arrest for not reporting Gas Station Hold Ups, women sucker punched during the robbery" Anderson  Ups, women sucker punched during the robbery" Anderson  Ups, women sucker punched during the robbery" Anderson  Ups, women sucker punched during the robbery" Anderson 
Cooper did this for theCooper did this for theCooper did this for theCooper did this for the Top Brass... sucking up to Clinton like Monica... grin! Georgia gas station were Top Brass... sucking up to Clinton like Monica... grin! Georgia gas station were Top Brass... sucking up to Clinton like Monica... grin! Georgia gas station were Top Brass... sucking up to Clinton like Monica... grin! Georgia gas station were CNN is HQ is the most #1 gas  CNN is HQ is the most #1 gas  CNN is HQ is the most #1 gas  CNN is HQ is the most #1 gas 
station hold ups and women sucker punched. CNN withstation hold ups and women sucker punched. CNN withstation hold ups and women sucker punched. CNN withstation hold ups and women sucker punched. CNN with a MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the  a MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the  a MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the  a MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the 
USA...USA...USA...USA... will get the death + go to Hell verdict from her! Add in 100 kids left in hot will get the death + go to Hell verdict from her! Add in 100 kids left in hot will get the death + go to Hell verdict from her! Add in 100 kids left in hot will get the death + go to Hell verdict from her! Add in 100 kids left in hot cars and Anderson Cooper's grin, behind the cameras  cars and Anderson Cooper's grin, behind the cameras  cars and Anderson Cooper's grin, behind the cameras  cars and Anderson Cooper's grin, behind the cameras 
comments about War is Hell.comments about War is Hell.comments about War is Hell.comments about War is Hell.

5555----13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... NEW YORK (Reuters)  of the USA + Russia... NEW YORK (Reuters)  of the USA + Russia... NEW YORK (Reuters)  of the USA + Russia... NEW YORK (Reuters) ---- A top spokesman  A top spokesman  A top spokesman  A top spokesman 
for Republican Newfor Republican Newfor Republican Newfor Republican New Jersey Governor Chris Christie is scheduled to testify in Trenton on Tuesday Jersey Governor Chris Christie is scheduled to testify in Trenton on Tuesday Jersey Governor Chris Christie is scheduled to testify in Trenton on Tuesday Jersey Governor Chris Christie is scheduled to testify in Trenton on Tuesday about a scheme to create traffic  about a scheme to create traffic  about a scheme to create traffic  about a scheme to create traffic 
gridlock at the George Washington Bridge lastgridlock at the George Washington Bridge lastgridlock at the George Washington Bridge lastgridlock at the George Washington Bridge last year, apparently as political payback. CNN with Anderson Cooper on CNN "Traffic year, apparently as political payback. CNN with Anderson Cooper on CNN "Traffic year, apparently as political payback. CNN with Anderson Cooper on CNN "Traffic year, apparently as political payback. CNN with Anderson Cooper on CNN "Traffic
Gridlock" because CNN + Anderson Cooper suppressed Greg's double MonorailGridlock" because CNN + Anderson Cooper suppressed Greg's double MonorailGridlock" because CNN + Anderson Cooper suppressed Greg's double MonorailGridlock" because CNN + Anderson Cooper suppressed Greg's double Monorail Interstate Invention for 10 years or more now. Disney  Interstate Invention for 10 years or more now. Disney  Interstate Invention for 10 years or more now. Disney  Interstate Invention for 10 years or more now. Disney 
Monorail Cars 100 YardsMonorail Cars 100 YardsMonorail Cars 100 YardsMonorail Cars 100 Yards long and 100 Yards wide... 100 Cars 500 Ford Escorts on Each Car... or just take long and 100 Yards wide... 100 Cars 500 Ford Escorts on Each Car... or just take long and 100 Yards wide... 100 Cars 500 Ford Escorts on Each Car... or just take long and 100 Yards wide... 100 Cars 500 Ford Escorts on Each Car... or just take all the Semi Truck off the  all the Semi Truck off the  all the Semi Truck off the  all the Semi Truck off the 
Interstate Highways... CNN Top Brass have suppressInterstate Highways... CNN Top Brass have suppressInterstate Highways... CNN Top Brass have suppressInterstate Highways... CNN Top Brass have suppress this Traffic Gridlock Miracle Cure for 10 years or longer now! Governor Chris this Traffic Gridlock Miracle Cure for 10 years or longer now! Governor Chris this Traffic Gridlock Miracle Cure for 10 years or longer now! Governor Chris this Traffic Gridlock Miracle Cure for 10 years or longer now! Governor Chris Christie  Christie  Christie  Christie 
will be put in the Yale Mental Hospital by any MD Professor ofwill be put in the Yale Mental Hospital by any MD Professor ofwill be put in the Yale Mental Hospital by any MD Professor ofwill be put in the Yale Mental Hospital by any MD Professor of Medicine. But CNN causing Traffic Gridlock from NYC to LA every day for  Medicine. But CNN causing Traffic Gridlock from NYC to LA every day for  Medicine. But CNN causing Traffic Gridlock from NYC to LA every day for  Medicine. But CNN causing Traffic Gridlock from NYC to LA every day for 
10 +10 +10 +10 + years suppressing Greg's Invention is a Crime with lots of deaths from traffic years suppressing Greg's Invention is a Crime with lots of deaths from traffic years suppressing Greg's Invention is a Crime with lots of deaths from traffic years suppressing Greg's Invention is a Crime with lots of deaths from traffic wrecks, more Baby Killers at CNN than Anderson  wrecks, more Baby Killers at CNN than Anderson  wrecks, more Baby Killers at CNN than Anderson  wrecks, more Baby Killers at CNN than Anderson 
Cooper on Sunset Key here in KeyCooper on Sunset Key here in KeyCooper on Sunset Key here in KeyCooper on Sunset Key here in Key West... across from were I edit this web page after I leave Starbucks on Duval West... across from were I edit this web page after I leave Starbucks on Duval West... across from were I edit this web page after I leave Starbucks on Duval West... across from were I edit this web page after I leave Starbucks on Duval lives!  lives!  lives!  lives! 

5555----13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... AT&T is in talks to swallow up DirectTV  President of the USA + Russia... AT&T is in talks to swallow up DirectTV  President of the USA + Russia... AT&T is in talks to swallow up DirectTV  President of the USA + Russia... AT&T is in talks to swallow up DirectTV 
inininin a deal that could be worth close to $50billion, sourc a deal that could be worth close to $50billion, sourc a deal that could be worth close to $50billion, sourc a deal that could be worth close to $50billion, sources have revealed. Thees have revealed. Thees have revealed. Thees have revealed. The telecoms giant is said to be discussing an offer  telecoms giant is said to be discussing an offer  telecoms giant is said to be discussing an offer  telecoms giant is said to be discussing an offer ------------ not to not to not to not to 
MD Women ProfessorsMD Women ProfessorsMD Women ProfessorsMD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA. AT&T is in talks, at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA. AT&T is in talks, at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA. AT&T is in talks, at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA. AT&T is in talks, could you imagine the Top Brass Numb  could you imagine the Top Brass Numb  could you imagine the Top Brass Numb  could you imagine the Top Brass Numb 
Nuts Mad Men at ATT talking to a MD WomanNuts Mad Men at ATT talking to a MD WomanNuts Mad Men at ATT talking to a MD WomanNuts Mad Men at ATT talking to a MD Woman Professor? NO WAY!!! Hell No We Will Not Go to a conversation about 1,001 Professor? NO WAY!!! Hell No We Will Not Go to a conversation about 1,001 Professor? NO WAY!!! Hell No We Will Not Go to a conversation about 1,001 Professor? NO WAY!!! Hell No We Will Not Go to a conversation about 1,001 Futuristic  Futuristic  Futuristic  Futuristic 
Medical Inventions lost the last 10 Years by Top Brass Numb Nuts MadMedical Inventions lost the last 10 Years by Top Brass Numb Nuts MadMedical Inventions lost the last 10 Years by Top Brass Numb Nuts MadMedical Inventions lost the last 10 Years by Top Brass Numb Nuts Mad Men at ATT talking about fast cars that burn gasoline + sports  Men at ATT talking about fast cars that burn gasoline + sports  Men at ATT talking about fast cars that burn gasoline + sports  Men at ATT talking about fast cars that burn gasoline + sports 
24/7 when Greg24/7 when Greg24/7 when Greg24/7 when Greg and his MD wifes will be talking 24/7 about the cure for cancer and the and his MD wifes will be talking 24/7 about the cure for cancer and the and his MD wifes will be talking 24/7 about the cure for cancer and the and his MD wifes will be talking 24/7 about the cure for cancer and the eradication of the "virus" from Earth! ATT  eradication of the "virus" from Earth! ATT  eradication of the "virus" from Earth! ATT  eradication of the "virus" from Earth! ATT 
numb nuts men have syphilis on theirnumb nuts men have syphilis on theirnumb nuts men have syphilis on theirnumb nuts men have syphilis on their brains and don't talk about a cure at the conference tables at ATT.  brains and don't talk about a cure at the conference tables at ATT.  brains and don't talk about a cure at the conference tables at ATT.  brains and don't talk about a cure at the conference tables at ATT. ““““Batman Vs.Batman Vs.Batman Vs.Batman Vs. Superman Superman Superman Superman””””
revelation Spyderman nothing a women MD Professor at Yale Medicalrevelation Spyderman nothing a women MD Professor at Yale Medicalrevelation Spyderman nothing a women MD Professor at Yale Medicalrevelation Spyderman nothing a women MD Professor at Yale Medical would watch... just Mad Men at ATT.  would watch... just Mad Men at ATT.  would watch... just Mad Men at ATT.  would watch... just Mad Men at ATT. 

5555----13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Long Term Cognitive Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Long Term Cognitive Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Long Term Cognitive Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Long Term Cognitive Problems on  Problems on  Problems on  Problems on 
Exposure to Paint, Glue, Degreasers... A new study highlights aExposure to Paint, Glue, Degreasers... A new study highlights aExposure to Paint, Glue, Degreasers... A new study highlights aExposure to Paint, Glue, Degreasers... A new study highlights a strong association between exposure to workplace solvents and cognitive strong association between exposure to workplace solvents and cognitive strong association between exposure to workplace solvents and cognitive strong association between exposure to workplace solvents and cognitive
problems, decades after the exposure... "1984" Men are the worst Mass Murderersproblems, decades after the exposure... "1984" Men are the worst Mass Murderersproblems, decades after the exposure... "1984" Men are the worst Mass Murderersproblems, decades after the exposure... "1984" Men are the worst Mass Murderers and Baby Killers Ever!  and Baby Killers Ever!  and Baby Killers Ever!  and Baby Killers Ever! 

5555----13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia...  School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia...  School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia...  School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... 

5555----13 14 MD Women13 14 MD Women13 14 MD Women13 14 MD Women Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia... Professors at Yale Medical School Promoted to President of the USA + Russia...

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank God killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank God killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank God killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank God
Steve Jobs wasn't an "Psychotic Oil Man!" Steve Jobs wasn't an "Psychotic Oil Man!" Steve Jobs wasn't an "Psychotic Oil Man!" Steve Jobs wasn't an "Psychotic Oil Man!" 

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the14 MD Women who do the14 MD Women who do the14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  Colorado can say thank  Colorado can say thank  Colorado can say thank 
God... there is a "Love Lane" in Key West and HemingwayGod... there is a "Love Lane" in Key West and HemingwayGod... there is a "Love Lane" in Key West and HemingwayGod... there is a "Love Lane" in Key West and Hemingway House Writing Classes for the Utopian Medical Novel titled, "Autopsy  House Writing Classes for the Utopian Medical Novel titled, "Autopsy  House Writing Classes for the Utopian Medical Novel titled, "Autopsy  House Writing Classes for the Utopian Medical Novel titled, "Autopsy 
InventionsInventionsInventionsInventions 1984 1984 1984 1984----2084". 2084". 2084". 2084". 

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank 
God...God...God...God... Dozens of snowplows took to the streets of the University early Monday, after a Dozens of snowplows took to the streets of the University early Monday, after a Dozens of snowplows took to the streets of the University early Monday, after a Dozens of snowplows took to the streets of the University early Monday, after a powerful spring storm made a wet, cold mess of  powerful spring storm made a wet, cold mess of  powerful spring storm made a wet, cold mess of  powerful spring storm made a wet, cold mess of 
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Mother's Day in parts ofMother's Day in parts ofMother's Day in parts ofMother's Day in parts of Colorado... Oil Man President of the University of Cold Wet Snowy University Colorado... Oil Man President of the University of Cold Wet Snowy University Colorado... Oil Man President of the University of Cold Wet Snowy University Colorado... Oil Man President of the University of Cold Wet Snowy University will never ever install heating  will never ever install heating  will never ever install heating  will never ever install heating 
elements on every Street + Icy Packed Sidewalkelements on every Street + Icy Packed Sidewalkelements on every Street + Icy Packed Sidewalkelements on every Street + Icy Packed Sidewalk intersection on the University. All these Falls can be prevented and the MD's intersection on the University. All these Falls can be prevented and the MD's intersection on the University. All these Falls can be prevented and the MD's intersection on the University. All these Falls can be prevented and the MD's writing the  writing the  writing the  writing the 
cause of the "Icy Fall on the Sidewalk" can now name the Presidentcause of the "Icy Fall on the Sidewalk" can now name the Presidentcause of the "Icy Fall on the Sidewalk" can now name the Presidentcause of the "Icy Fall on the Sidewalk" can now name the President as the Numb Nuts who is libel... wow!  as the Numb Nuts who is libel... wow!  as the Numb Nuts who is libel... wow!  as the Numb Nuts who is libel... wow! 

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank 
God...God...God...God... NY Times today, "Trying to Salvage Remains of Blackwater Case" By MATT APUZZO. NY Times today, "Trying to Salvage Remains of Blackwater Case" By MATT APUZZO. NY Times today, "Trying to Salvage Remains of Blackwater Case" By MATT APUZZO. NY Times today, "Trying to Salvage Remains of Blackwater Case" By MATT APUZZO. FBI Agent is the start of this news article.  FBI Agent is the start of this news article.  FBI Agent is the start of this news article.  FBI Agent is the start of this news article. --------------------
Local news from Greg in KeyLocal news from Greg in KeyLocal news from Greg in KeyLocal news from Greg in Key West the FBI + CIA never made contact on Mothers Day 2014. Ruth at 90 is a POW West the FBI + CIA never made contact on Mothers Day 2014. Ruth at 90 is a POW West the FBI + CIA never made contact on Mothers Day 2014. Ruth at 90 is a POW West the FBI + CIA never made contact on Mothers Day 2014. Ruth at 90 is a POW with no cell calls allowed  with no cell calls allowed  with no cell calls allowed  with no cell calls allowed 
on Mothers Day to her Inventor Son of theon Mothers Day to her Inventor Son of theon Mothers Day to her Inventor Son of theon Mothers Day to her Inventor Son of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort, well even Snowden didn't leak the ElectricWindmillFord Escort, well even Snowden didn't leak the ElectricWindmillFord Escort, well even Snowden didn't leak the ElectricWindmillFord Escort, well even Snowden didn't leak the ElectricWindmillFord Escort,  ElectricWindmillFord Escort,  ElectricWindmillFord Escort,  ElectricWindmillFord Escort, 
for this Mothers Day Present to Humanity as Putinfor this Mothers Day Present to Humanity as Putinfor this Mothers Day Present to Humanity as Putinfor this Mothers Day Present to Humanity as Putin would kill Snowden in cold blood... like several SWF's in the USA were murdered would kill Snowden in cold blood... like several SWF's in the USA were murdered would kill Snowden in cold blood... like several SWF's in the USA were murdered would kill Snowden in cold blood... like several SWF's in the USA were murdered on  on  on  on 
Mothers day by Drunks coming home from some "War". Greg was run over bikingMothers day by Drunks coming home from some "War". Greg was run over bikingMothers day by Drunks coming home from some "War". Greg was run over bikingMothers day by Drunks coming home from some "War". Greg was run over biking to kMart on Mothers Day by a purple heart lic QA2NXB  to kMart on Mothers Day by a purple heart lic QA2NXB  to kMart on Mothers Day by a purple heart lic QA2NXB  to kMart on Mothers Day by a purple heart lic QA2NXB 
on a HUGE pickup truck, Veton a HUGE pickup truck, Veton a HUGE pickup truck, Veton a HUGE pickup truck, Vet was never robbed and sucker punched at a gas station hold up in Miami and could was never robbed and sucker punched at a gas station hold up in Miami and could was never robbed and sucker punched at a gas station hold up in Miami and could was never robbed and sucker punched at a gas station hold up in Miami and could not care about the  not care about the  not care about the  not care about the 
Mothers who were when he was at War for Mecca's $777 TrillionMothers who were when he was at War for Mecca's $777 TrillionMothers who were when he was at War for Mecca's $777 TrillionMothers who were when he was at War for Mecca's $777 Trillion in $ in $ in $ in $4 gas money! Week ago Jimmy Carter at a gas station hold up in 4 gas money! Week ago Jimmy Carter at a gas station hold up in 4 gas money! Week ago Jimmy Carter at a gas station hold up in 4 gas money! Week ago Jimmy Carter at a gas station hold up in 
Georgia sentGeorgia sentGeorgia sentGeorgia sent another Purple Heart lic DCU197 Georgia plates to Duval to cut in front of Gregs another Purple Heart lic DCU197 Georgia plates to Duval to cut in front of Gregs another Purple Heart lic DCU197 Georgia plates to Duval to cut in front of Gregs another Purple Heart lic DCU197 Georgia plates to Duval to cut in front of Gregs bike. Carter and Georgia Gas station  bike. Carter and Georgia Gas station  bike. Carter and Georgia Gas station  bike. Carter and Georgia Gas station 
hold ups and sucker punched women are nothold ups and sucker punched women are nothold ups and sucker punched women are nothold ups and sucker punched women are not for the Habitat for Humanity Home Conversations.... wow!  for the Habitat for Humanity Home Conversations.... wow!  for the Habitat for Humanity Home Conversations.... wow!  for the Habitat for Humanity Home Conversations.... wow! 

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank 
God...God...God...God... The Atlantic today "But What Would the End of Humanity Mean for Me?" James The Atlantic today "But What Would the End of Humanity Mean for Me?" James The Atlantic today "But What Would the End of Humanity Mean for Me?" James The Atlantic today "But What Would the End of Humanity Mean for Me?" James Hamblin. It would mean Key West Homeless  Hamblin. It would mean Key West Homeless  Hamblin. It would mean Key West Homeless  Hamblin. It would mean Key West Homeless 
jumping out in front of you screamingjumping out in front of you screamingjumping out in front of you screamingjumping out in front of you screaming MF F MF F MF F MF F-------- F F F F-------- spitting, at the women joggers in your life. How Mandy Miles never spitting, at the women joggers in your life. How Mandy Miles never spitting, at the women joggers in your life. How Mandy Miles never spitting, at the women joggers in your life. How Mandy Miles never wrote this is  wrote this is  wrote this is  wrote this is 
incredible, story I will write when I meet her. She wrote aboutincredible, story I will write when I meet her. She wrote aboutincredible, story I will write when I meet her. She wrote aboutincredible, story I will write when I meet her. She wrote about Gregs Dell key board on Mothers Day with no lettering  Gregs Dell key board on Mothers Day with no lettering  Gregs Dell key board on Mothers Day with no lettering  Gregs Dell key board on Mothers Day with no lettering ---- all worn off. I  all worn off. I  all worn off. I  all worn off. I 
changedchangedchangedchanged it out in 4 hours watching the YouTube Video on how to do it. Grin. Well Mandy it out in 4 hours watching the YouTube Video on how to do it. Grin. Well Mandy it out in 4 hours watching the YouTube Video on how to do it. Grin. Well Mandy it out in 4 hours watching the YouTube Video on how to do it. Grin. Well Mandy Miles on Mothers Day is hooked on Apple's  Miles on Mothers Day is hooked on Apple's  Miles on Mothers Day is hooked on Apple's  Miles on Mothers Day is hooked on Apple's 
voice to text app. Keyboards will bevoice to text app. Keyboards will bevoice to text app. Keyboards will bevoice to text app. Keyboards will be history, gasoline too would have made a better present of her Mother Yesterday. history, gasoline too would have made a better present of her Mother Yesterday. history, gasoline too would have made a better present of her Mother Yesterday. history, gasoline too would have made a better present of her Mother Yesterday. Mandy Miles as the  Mandy Miles as the  Mandy Miles as the  Mandy Miles as the 
Next Snowden LEAKING the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... WellNext Snowden LEAKING the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... WellNext Snowden LEAKING the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... WellNext Snowden LEAKING the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Well the Atlantic and the End of Humanity is Now... now some Futuristic  the Atlantic and the End of Humanity is Now... now some Futuristic  the Atlantic and the End of Humanity is Now... now some Futuristic  the Atlantic and the End of Humanity is Now... now some Futuristic 
GoingsGoingsGoingsGoings----on...on...on...on... as Mecca will get all Key West Homeless as Greg will charter a few Boeing 757's as Mecca will get all Key West Homeless as Greg will charter a few Boeing 757's as Mecca will get all Key West Homeless as Greg will charter a few Boeing 757's as Mecca will get all Key West Homeless as Greg will charter a few Boeing 757's to fly them to Mecca and the CIA will  to fly them to Mecca and the CIA will  to fly them to Mecca and the CIA will  to fly them to Mecca and the CIA will 
provide fire power to make sure they landprovide fire power to make sure they landprovide fire power to make sure they landprovide fire power to make sure they land in Mecca! grin. They can all return to the USA, not Key West after years of in Mecca! grin. They can all return to the USA, not Key West after years of in Mecca! grin. They can all return to the USA, not Key West after years of in Mecca! grin. They can all return to the USA, not Key West after years of being Sober and  being Sober and  being Sober and  being Sober and 
not swearing... and when the whip lashes heal... grin. Womennot swearing... and when the whip lashes heal... grin. Womennot swearing... and when the whip lashes heal... grin. Womennot swearing... and when the whip lashes heal... grin. Women Joggers in Key West will run into Greg starting a medical GYN  Joggers in Key West will run into Greg starting a medical GYN  Joggers in Key West will run into Greg starting a medical GYN  Joggers in Key West will run into Greg starting a medical GYN 
conversation withconversation withconversation withconversation with her without getting arrested... grin!  her without getting arrested... grin!  her without getting arrested... grin!  her without getting arrested... grin! 

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the14 MD Women who do the14 MD Women who do the14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  Colorado can say thank  Colorado can say thank  Colorado can say thank 
God... Israel hate crimes 'poison atmosphere' for popeGod... Israel hate crimes 'poison atmosphere' for popeGod... Israel hate crimes 'poison atmosphere' for popeGod... Israel hate crimes 'poison atmosphere' for pope visit Haifa (Israel) (AFP)  visit Haifa (Israel) (AFP)  visit Haifa (Israel) (AFP)  visit Haifa (Israel) (AFP) ---- The head of the Roman Catholic church in the Holy The head of the Roman Catholic church in the Holy The head of the Roman Catholic church in the Holy The head of the Roman Catholic church in the Holy
Land said Sunday that Israeli hate crimes against local Muslims and ChristiansLand said Sunday that Israeli hate crimes against local Muslims and ChristiansLand said Sunday that Israeli hate crimes against local Muslims and ChristiansLand said Sunday that Israeli hate crimes against local Muslims and Christians are souring relations ahead of a papal visit. \"The  are souring relations ahead of a papal visit. \"The  are souring relations ahead of a papal visit. \"The  are souring relations ahead of a papal visit. \"The 
unrestrained acts ofunrestrained acts ofunrestrained acts ofunrestrained acts of vandalism poison the atmosphere  vandalism poison the atmosphere  vandalism poison the atmosphere  vandalism poison the atmosphere -------- the atmosphere of Pentagon support for Israel the atmosphere of Pentagon support for Israel the atmosphere of Pentagon support for Israel the atmosphere of Pentagon support for Israel Jews Godsend of the  Jews Godsend of the  Jews Godsend of the  Jews Godsend of the 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort suppression for $ Mecca $4 GasElectricWindmillFord Escort suppression for $ Mecca $4 GasElectricWindmillFord Escort suppression for $ Mecca $4 GasElectricWindmillFord Escort suppression for $ Mecca $4 Gas kickback to Jews... in Israel and Key West is a crime against God of the Jews! kickback to Jews... in Israel and Key West is a crime against God of the Jews! kickback to Jews... in Israel and Key West is a crime against God of the Jews! kickback to Jews... in Israel and Key West is a crime against God of the Jews!

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  to President of the University of Colorado can say thank 
God... Chelsea ClintonGod... Chelsea ClintonGod... Chelsea ClintonGod... Chelsea Clinton received her doctorate degree in international relations on Saturday from the received her doctorate degree in international relations on Saturday from the received her doctorate degree in international relations on Saturday from the received her doctorate degree in international relations on Saturday from the prestigious British university.  prestigious British university.  prestigious British university.  prestigious British university. 
Her father was a Rhodes scholar at Oxford fromHer father was a Rhodes scholar at Oxford fromHer father was a Rhodes scholar at Oxford fromHer father was a Rhodes scholar at Oxford from 1968 to 1970. Oxford has been infected by BP Oil, Chelsea is the Plague of this 1968 to 1970. Oxford has been infected by BP Oil, Chelsea is the Plague of this 1968 to 1970. Oxford has been infected by BP Oil, Chelsea is the Plague of this 1968 to 1970. Oxford has been infected by BP Oil, Chelsea is the Plague of this Oil Mens  Oil Mens  Oil Mens  Oil Mens 
Infection at Oxford during the 1980 to 2014 suppression of theInfection at Oxford during the 1980 to 2014 suppression of theInfection at Oxford during the 1980 to 2014 suppression of theInfection at Oxford during the 1980 to 2014 suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort for $777 Trillion in Opium sales to China,  ElectricWindmillFord Escort for $777 Trillion in Opium sales to China,  ElectricWindmillFord Escort for $777 Trillion in Opium sales to China,  ElectricWindmillFord Escort for $777 Trillion in Opium sales to China, 
car salescar salescar salescar sales to China this time around in Oxford history. Yes Oxford sold Opium to China why to China this time around in Oxford history. Yes Oxford sold Opium to China why to China this time around in Oxford history. Yes Oxford sold Opium to China why to China this time around in Oxford history. Yes Oxford sold Opium to China why back in history...  back in history...  back in history...  back in history... 

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  thank  thank  thank 
God... MD Chelsea Clinton would have a conscience, this Chelsea ClintonGod... MD Chelsea Clinton would have a conscience, this Chelsea ClintonGod... MD Chelsea Clinton would have a conscience, this Chelsea ClintonGod... MD Chelsea Clinton would have a conscience, this Chelsea Clinton failed the does she have a conscience test by Yale Med School.  failed the does she have a conscience test by Yale Med School.  failed the does she have a conscience test by Yale Med School.  failed the does she have a conscience test by Yale Med School. 
Saint JudeSaint JudeSaint JudeSaint Jude Childrens Hospital has cancer kids from Chelsea Clintons Poison Gasoline Exhaust Childrens Hospital has cancer kids from Chelsea Clintons Poison Gasoline Exhaust Childrens Hospital has cancer kids from Chelsea Clintons Poison Gasoline Exhaust Childrens Hospital has cancer kids from Chelsea Clintons Poison Gasoline Exhaust she inherited from mom and dad and  she inherited from mom and dad and  she inherited from mom and dad and  she inherited from mom and dad and 
will add to the $777 Trillion in BP Oilwill add to the $777 Trillion in BP Oilwill add to the $777 Trillion in BP Oilwill add to the $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues Hillary brought into BP Oil! Sick as selling Opium to China! Revenues Hillary brought into BP Oil! Sick as selling Opium to China! Revenues Hillary brought into BP Oil! Sick as selling Opium to China! Revenues Hillary brought into BP Oil! Sick as selling Opium to China!

5555----12121212----14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted14 MD Women who do the autopsy... on "Oil Men" cop killers promoted to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  to President of the University of Colorado can say thank  to President of the University of Colorado can say thank 
God... God... God... God... 

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... 1,001 Medical Inventions in Chapter 1 of the Daughters are at the autopsy... 1,001 Medical Inventions in Chapter 1 of the Daughters are at the autopsy... 1,001 Medical Inventions in Chapter 1 of the Daughters are at the autopsy... 1,001 Medical Inventions in Chapter 1 of the
Hemingway Utopian Novel writers classes at the Hemingway House in Key West willHemingway Utopian Novel writers classes at the Hemingway House in Key West willHemingway Utopian Novel writers classes at the Hemingway House in Key West willHemingway Utopian Novel writers classes at the Hemingway House in Key West will have to wait until Mothers Day 2015 as Vietnam Vets  have to wait until Mothers Day 2015 as Vietnam Vets  have to wait until Mothers Day 2015 as Vietnam Vets  have to wait until Mothers Day 2015 as Vietnam Vets 
killed it! killed it! killed it! killed it! 

5555----11111111----14141414 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Local Key West News about Greg + Mom @ 90  Local Key West News about Greg + Mom @ 90  Local Key West News about Greg + Mom @ 90  Local Key West News about Greg + Mom @ 90 
years old, she is a POW of Georgeyears old, she is a POW of Georgeyears old, she is a POW of Georgeyears old, she is a POW of George Orwell, Moms letter few days ago thanked me for the Mothers Day Card I mailed... Orwell, Moms letter few days ago thanked me for the Mothers Day Card I mailed... Orwell, Moms letter few days ago thanked me for the Mothers Day Card I mailed... Orwell, Moms letter few days ago thanked me for the Mothers Day Card I mailed... Hallmark Card of 4  Hallmark Card of 4  Hallmark Card of 4  Hallmark Card of 4 
young women, said Mom you will always look young! I used thisyoung women, said Mom you will always look young! I used thisyoung women, said Mom you will always look young! I used thisyoung women, said Mom you will always look young! I used this for telling my Mother Ruth I will try to get the FBI + CIA Observers to  for telling my Mother Ruth I will try to get the FBI + CIA Observers to  for telling my Mother Ruth I will try to get the FBI + CIA Observers to  for telling my Mother Ruth I will try to get the FBI + CIA Observers to 
makemakemakemake contact Today and fly Mother into Key West on a FBI Jet... I have not seen my contact Today and fly Mother into Key West on a FBI Jet... I have not seen my contact Today and fly Mother into Key West on a FBI Jet... I have not seen my contact Today and fly Mother into Key West on a FBI Jet... I have not seen my Mother since 1979, few months before I was  Mother since 1979, few months before I was  Mother since 1979, few months before I was  Mother since 1979, few months before I was 
introduced to Teddy Kennedy by myintroduced to Teddy Kennedy by myintroduced to Teddy Kennedy by myintroduced to Teddy Kennedy by my live in Girlfriend. I got the ElectricWindmillCar Invention few months later in live in Girlfriend. I got the ElectricWindmillCar Invention few months later in live in Girlfriend. I got the ElectricWindmillCar Invention few months later in live in Girlfriend. I got the ElectricWindmillCar Invention few months later in 1980 and all Hell  1980 and all Hell  1980 and all Hell  1980 and all Hell 
broke out in the Kennedy Camp! Greg + his Mother were left outbroke out in the Kennedy Camp! Greg + his Mother were left outbroke out in the Kennedy Camp! Greg + his Mother were left outbroke out in the Kennedy Camp! Greg + his Mother were left out as the Motive of Kennedy + President Carter was keep the Saudi Oil  as the Motive of Kennedy + President Carter was keep the Saudi Oil  as the Motive of Kennedy + President Carter was keep the Saudi Oil  as the Motive of Kennedy + President Carter was keep the Saudi Oil 
flowing afterflowing afterflowing afterflowing after the Oil Embargo Ended for $4 gas kickbacks for the Pentagons fleets of Jet the Oil Embargo Ended for $4 gas kickbacks for the Pentagons fleets of Jet the Oil Embargo Ended for $4 gas kickbacks for the Pentagons fleets of Jet the Oil Embargo Ended for $4 gas kickbacks for the Pentagons fleets of Jet Fighters + Super Carriers like the JFK under  Fighters + Super Carriers like the JFK under  Fighters + Super Carriers like the JFK under  Fighters + Super Carriers like the JFK under 
construction today! Well no cellconstruction today! Well no cellconstruction today! Well no cellconstruction today! Well no cell calls to my Mom... no telling her I got the ElectricWindmillCar Invention and calls to my Mom... no telling her I got the ElectricWindmillCar Invention and calls to my Mom... no telling her I got the ElectricWindmillCar Invention and calls to my Mom... no telling her I got the ElectricWindmillCar Invention and broke the 1984 Mirror  broke the 1984 Mirror  broke the 1984 Mirror  broke the 1984 Mirror 
Teddy Kennedy was hiding behind... thank God one FBI womenTeddy Kennedy was hiding behind... thank God one FBI womenTeddy Kennedy was hiding behind... thank God one FBI womenTeddy Kennedy was hiding behind... thank God one FBI women in 1980, told Greg about the hidden cameras in my room!!! So Greg is  in 1980, told Greg about the hidden cameras in my room!!! So Greg is  in 1980, told Greg about the hidden cameras in my room!!! So Greg is  in 1980, told Greg about the hidden cameras in my room!!! So Greg is 
atatatat Starbucks at 8 am. Music was a Cuban Opera Castro would ask the Starbucks girls Starbucks at 8 am. Music was a Cuban Opera Castro would ask the Starbucks girls Starbucks at 8 am. Music was a Cuban Opera Castro would ask the Starbucks girls Starbucks at 8 am. Music was a Cuban Opera Castro would ask the Starbucks girls to turn to another iturnes tune, but they couldn't.  to turn to another iturnes tune, but they couldn't.  to turn to another iturnes tune, but they couldn't.  to turn to another iturnes tune, but they couldn't. 
I told them I'm writing myI told them I'm writing myI told them I'm writing myI told them I'm writing my Mothers Day Web and can not write to this music... BMF are at the controls of Mothers Day Web and can not write to this music... BMF are at the controls of Mothers Day Web and can not write to this music... BMF are at the controls of Mothers Day Web and can not write to this music... BMF are at the controls of Starbucks Music On Mothers  Starbucks Music On Mothers  Starbucks Music On Mothers  Starbucks Music On Mothers 
Day not Steve Jobs at iTunes... grin. Hopefully theDay not Steve Jobs at iTunes... grin. Hopefully theDay not Steve Jobs at iTunes... grin. Hopefully theDay not Steve Jobs at iTunes... grin. Hopefully the FBI + CIA make contact with Greg + this Mother Day, 1979 is a long time to be a FBI + CIA make contact with Greg + this Mother Day, 1979 is a long time to be a FBI + CIA make contact with Greg + this Mother Day, 1979 is a long time to be a FBI + CIA make contact with Greg + this Mother Day, 1979 is a long time to be a POW  POW  POW  POW 
because of the Vietnam War, which was for $4 oil too. Vietnam Vets are BMFbecause of the Vietnam War, which was for $4 oil too. Vietnam Vets are BMFbecause of the Vietnam War, which was for $4 oil too. Vietnam Vets are BMFbecause of the Vietnam War, which was for $4 oil too. Vietnam Vets are BMF on Mothers Day, as they Killed + Raped Mothers in Vietnam,  on Mothers Day, as they Killed + Raped Mothers in Vietnam,  on Mothers Day, as they Killed + Raped Mothers in Vietnam,  on Mothers Day, as they Killed + Raped Mothers in Vietnam, 
and say War is Hell!and say War is Hell!and say War is Hell!and say War is Hell!
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5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... of Mary Kennedy, Mary's 5 Children are with Daughters are at the autopsy... of Mary Kennedy, Mary's 5 Children are with Daughters are at the autopsy... of Mary Kennedy, Mary's 5 Children are with Daughters are at the autopsy... of Mary Kennedy, Mary's 5 Children are with
Robert Kennedy Jr. Robert Kennedy Jr. Robert Kennedy Jr. Robert Kennedy Jr. 

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... 91 Countries have Poison Gasoline Exhaust in + Daughters are at the autopsy... 91 Countries have Poison Gasoline Exhaust in + Daughters are at the autopsy... 91 Countries have Poison Gasoline Exhaust in + Daughters are at the autopsy... 91 Countries have Poison Gasoline Exhaust in
the air Mothers will breath today! Motive is $4 gas profits for Mad Men!the air Mothers will breath today! Motive is $4 gas profits for Mad Men!the air Mothers will breath today! Motive is $4 gas profits for Mad Men!the air Mothers will breath today! Motive is $4 gas profits for Mad Men!

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Sons, daughters and husbands across the U.S. Daughters are at the autopsy... Sons, daughters and husbands across the U.S. Daughters are at the autopsy... Sons, daughters and husbands across the U.S. Daughters are at the autopsy... Sons, daughters and husbands across the U.S.
were picking up their lastwere picking up their lastwere picking up their lastwere picking up their last----minute gifts this week ahead of the annual ritual tominute gifts this week ahead of the annual ritual tominute gifts this week ahead of the annual ritual tominute gifts this week ahead of the annual ritual to honor mothers. Like every year since it became a  honor mothers. Like every year since it became a  honor mothers. Like every year since it became a  honor mothers. Like every year since it became a 
national holiday a century ago,national holiday a century ago,national holiday a century ago,national holiday a century ago, moms will be showered with cards, chocolates and flowers on Sunday. moms will be showered with cards, chocolates and flowers on Sunday. moms will be showered with cards, chocolates and flowers on Sunday. moms will be showered with cards, chocolates and flowers on Sunday.

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... "Time" Headlines for Mothers Day 2014... "Here the autopsy... "Time" Headlines for Mothers Day 2014... "Here the autopsy... "Time" Headlines for Mothers Day 2014... "Here the autopsy... "Time" Headlines for Mothers Day 2014... "Here’’’’s s s s 
How 9 OtherHow 9 OtherHow 9 OtherHow 9 Other Countries Celebrate Mother Countries Celebrate Mother Countries Celebrate Mother Countries Celebrate Mother’’’’s Day" suppressing the 'outraged and heartbroken's Day" suppressing the 'outraged and heartbroken's Day" suppressing the 'outraged and heartbroken's Day" suppressing the 'outraged and heartbroken' girls in Saudi Arabia Today! Hillary as a  girls in Saudi Arabia Today! Hillary as a  girls in Saudi Arabia Today! Hillary as a  girls in Saudi Arabia Today! Hillary as a 
New Grandmother spits in the face ofNew Grandmother spits in the face ofNew Grandmother spits in the face ofNew Grandmother spits in the face of Saudi Women on Mothers Day 2014.  Saudi Women on Mothers Day 2014.  Saudi Women on Mothers Day 2014.  Saudi Women on Mothers Day 2014. 

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...Molotov Cocktails At The Ready as City Votes  Daughters are at the autopsy...Molotov Cocktails At The Ready as City Votes  Daughters are at the autopsy...Molotov Cocktails At The Ready as City Votes  Daughters are at the autopsy...Molotov Cocktails At The Ready as City Votes 
NBCNBCNBCNBC News Headlines for Mothers Day, when in "reality" Mothers will die in a crash + News Headlines for Mothers Day, when in "reality" Mothers will die in a crash + News Headlines for Mothers Day, when in "reality" Mothers will die in a crash + News Headlines for Mothers Day, when in "reality" Mothers will die in a crash + burn wreck that could be prevented like 9/11 would  burn wreck that could be prevented like 9/11 would  burn wreck that could be prevented like 9/11 would  burn wreck that could be prevented like 9/11 would 
have been prevented by givinghave been prevented by givinghave been prevented by givinghave been prevented by giving Mother a Ne Mother a Ne Mother a Ne Mother a New 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Dad Killed Mom motive wasw 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Dad Killed Mom motive wasw 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Dad Killed Mom motive wasw 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Dad Killed Mom motive was $4 Gas! Mothers Day  $4 Gas! Mothers Day  $4 Gas! Mothers Day  $4 Gas! Mothers Day 
Headlines for the New York Times... New York Police RecruitHeadlines for the New York Times... New York Police RecruitHeadlines for the New York Times... New York Police RecruitHeadlines for the New York Times... New York Police Recruit Muslims to Be Informers By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 2 Yemenis Shot by Americans  Muslims to Be Informers By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 2 Yemenis Shot by Americans  Muslims to Be Informers By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 2 Yemenis Shot by Americans  Muslims to Be Informers By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 2 Yemenis Shot by Americans 
AreAreAreAre Linked to Qaeda Cell By SHUAIB ALMOSAWA and ERIC SCHMITA Simple Theory, and a Linked to Qaeda Cell By SHUAIB ALMOSAWA and ERIC SCHMITA Simple Theory, and a Linked to Qaeda Cell By SHUAIB ALMOSAWA and ERIC SCHMITA Simple Theory, and a Linked to Qaeda Cell By SHUAIB ALMOSAWA and ERIC SCHMITA Simple Theory, and a Proposal, on H.I.V. in Africa By DONALD G.  Proposal, on H.I.V. in Africa By DONALD G.  Proposal, on H.I.V. in Africa By DONALD G.  Proposal, on H.I.V. in Africa By DONALD G. 
McNEIL Jr. Brothers Battle ClimateMcNEIL Jr. Brothers Battle ClimateMcNEIL Jr. Brothers Battle ClimateMcNEIL Jr. Brothers Battle Climate Change on Two Fronts By CORAL DAVENPORT, A Soldier Change on Two Fronts By CORAL DAVENPORT, A Soldier Change on Two Fronts By CORAL DAVENPORT, A Soldier Change on Two Fronts By CORAL DAVENPORT, A Soldier’’’’s War on Pain By BARRY MEIER.s War on Pain By BARRY MEIER.s War on Pain By BARRY MEIER.s War on Pain By BARRY MEIER.

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Verizon records all Mothers Cell Calls but  the autopsy... Verizon records all Mothers Cell Calls but  the autopsy... Verizon records all Mothers Cell Calls but  the autopsy... Verizon records all Mothers Cell Calls but 
doesn't save herdoesn't save herdoesn't save herdoesn't save her life... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K women from life... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K women from life... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K women from life... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K women from being murdered by letting Mothers  being murdered by letting Mothers  being murdered by letting Mothers  being murdered by letting Mothers 
secretly record their surroundings at thesecretly record their surroundings at thesecretly record their surroundings at thesecretly record their surroundings at the touch only a Mother has! Steve Job's missed this Mothers Day Gift to Mom! touch only a Mother has! Steve Job's missed this Mothers Day Gift to Mom! touch only a Mother has! Steve Job's missed this Mothers Day Gift to Mom! touch only a Mother has! Steve Job's missed this Mothers Day Gift to Mom!

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...  the autopsy...  the autopsy...  the autopsy... 

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... 1,001 Medical Inventions in Chapter 1 of the Daughters are at the autopsy... 1,001 Medical Inventions in Chapter 1 of the Daughters are at the autopsy... 1,001 Medical Inventions in Chapter 1 of the Daughters are at the autopsy... 1,001 Medical Inventions in Chapter 1 of the
Hemingway Utopian Novel writers classes at the Hemingway House in Key West willHemingway Utopian Novel writers classes at the Hemingway House in Key West willHemingway Utopian Novel writers classes at the Hemingway House in Key West willHemingway Utopian Novel writers classes at the Hemingway House in Key West will have to wait until Mothers Day 2015 as Vietnam Vets  have to wait until Mothers Day 2015 as Vietnam Vets  have to wait until Mothers Day 2015 as Vietnam Vets  have to wait until Mothers Day 2015 as Vietnam Vets 
killed it! killed it! killed it! killed it! 

5555----11111111----14141414 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...  the autopsy...  the autopsy...  the autopsy... 

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...  Daughters are at the autopsy...  Daughters are at the autopsy...  Daughters are at the autopsy... 

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...  with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...  with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...  with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... 

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day14 Mothers Day14 Mothers Day14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy... 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...  the autopsy...  the autopsy...  the autopsy... 

5555----11111111----14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons +14 Mothers Day 2014, MD Mothers with their Sons + Daughters are at the autopsy...  Daughters are at the autopsy...  Daughters are at the autopsy...  Daughters are at the autopsy... 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are "Serendipitied"14 Greg + Mary B. are "Serendipitied"14 Greg + Mary B. are "Serendipitied"14 Greg + Mary B. are "Serendipitied" Hemingway House on Mothers Day, Tomorrow will be the 1st day of the next 4 Hemingway House on Mothers Day, Tomorrow will be the 1st day of the next 4 Hemingway House on Mothers Day, Tomorrow will be the 1st day of the next 4 Hemingway House on Mothers Day, Tomorrow will be the 1st day of the next 4 Trillion Days  Trillion Days  Trillion Days  Trillion Days 
"Married" working together brainstorming the RxCure for "War +"Married" working together brainstorming the RxCure for "War +"Married" working together brainstorming the RxCure for "War +"Married" working together brainstorming the RxCure for "War + Peace II" Novel, this time with 1,001 Invention Projects in Chapter 1  Peace II" Novel, this time with 1,001 Invention Projects in Chapter 1  Peace II" Novel, this time with 1,001 Invention Projects in Chapter 1  Peace II" Novel, this time with 1,001 Invention Projects in Chapter 1 
to let 4to let 4to let 4to let 4 MD Wives pull off the Coup D'Etat and end the drunken binge of endless Wars, for MD Wives pull off the Coup D'Etat and end the drunken binge of endless Wars, for MD Wives pull off the Coup D'Etat and end the drunken binge of endless Wars, for MD Wives pull off the Coup D'Etat and end the drunken binge of endless Wars, for infinite space! 777 Trillion Galaxies are  infinite space! 777 Trillion Galaxies are  infinite space! 777 Trillion Galaxies are  infinite space! 777 Trillion Galaxies are 
expanding into right now at millionsexpanding into right now at millionsexpanding into right now at millionsexpanding into right now at millions of miles per hour. Wedding Day on Mothers Day, the FBI + CIA Observers in our of miles per hour. Wedding Day on Mothers Day, the FBI + CIA Observers in our of miles per hour. Wedding Day on Mothers Day, the FBI + CIA Observers in our of miles per hour. Wedding Day on Mothers Day, the FBI + CIA Observers in our George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell 
Society could do this, then Greg and Mary B. can cure their BreastSociety could do this, then Greg and Mary B. can cure their BreastSociety could do this, then Greg and Mary B. can cure their BreastSociety could do this, then Greg and Mary B. can cure their Breast Cancer in 2014... Dr. Nancy would say if it works (Greg + Wifes) put  Cancer in 2014... Dr. Nancy would say if it works (Greg + Wifes) put  Cancer in 2014... Dr. Nancy would say if it works (Greg + Wifes) put  Cancer in 2014... Dr. Nancy would say if it works (Greg + Wifes) put 
it in theit in theit in theit in the H2O!  H2O!  H2O!  H2O! 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls...14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls...14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls...14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K  Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K  Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K  Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K 
women from beingwomen from beingwomen from beingwomen from being murdered in 2014 by a Kennedy!  murdered in 2014 by a Kennedy!  murdered in 2014 by a Kennedy!  murdered in 2014 by a Kennedy! 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations World Wide, given HPV Anus heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations World Wide, given HPV Anus heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations World Wide, given HPV Anus heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations World Wide, given HPV Anus Cancer,  Cancer,  Cancer,  Cancer, 
Cervix Cancer, murdered by drunks coming home from wars + the Duval Bar.Cervix Cancer, murdered by drunks coming home from wars + the Duval Bar.Cervix Cancer, murdered by drunks coming home from wars + the Duval Bar.Cervix Cancer, murdered by drunks coming home from wars + the Duval Bar.

5555----10101010----14 Obamas 'outraged and heartbroken' over Nigeria girls... OJ broke14 Obamas 'outraged and heartbroken' over Nigeria girls... OJ broke14 Obamas 'outraged and heartbroken' over Nigeria girls... OJ broke14 Obamas 'outraged and heartbroken' over Nigeria girls... OJ broke the Hearts of Nichol's Mom + Dad, Obamas failed to mention  the Hearts of Nichol's Mom + Dad, Obamas failed to mention  the Hearts of Nichol's Mom + Dad, Obamas failed to mention  the Hearts of Nichol's Mom + Dad, Obamas failed to mention 
19K SWF's in the USA19K SWF's in the USA19K SWF's in the USA19K SWF's in the USA murdered in 2014 at Homeland Security + Verizon HQ...  murdered in 2014 at Homeland Security + Verizon HQ...  murdered in 2014 at Homeland Security + Verizon HQ...  murdered in 2014 at Homeland Security + Verizon HQ... 
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5555----10101010----14 Greg +14 Greg +14 Greg +14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations taken to 1 Trillion battered Womens  taken to 1 Trillion battered Womens  taken to 1 Trillion battered Womens  taken to 1 Trillion battered Womens 
Shelters Obamas built with the help of JimmyShelters Obamas built with the help of JimmyShelters Obamas built with the help of JimmyShelters Obamas built with the help of Jimmy & Rosalynn Habitat for Humanity.  & Rosalynn Habitat for Humanity.  & Rosalynn Habitat for Humanity.  & Rosalynn Habitat for Humanity. 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations in Nigeria as 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations in Nigeria as 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations in Nigeria as 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations in Nigeria as they have $ they have $ they have $ they have $7 Trillion in 7 Trillion in 7 Trillion in 7 Trillion in 
French + Swiss Banks, all money from gas station holdFrench + Swiss Banks, all money from gas station holdFrench + Swiss Banks, all money from gas station holdFrench + Swiss Banks, all money from gas station hold up of Nigeria Women who were sucker punched by Obamas and Carters for $4  up of Nigeria Women who were sucker punched by Obamas and Carters for $4  up of Nigeria Women who were sucker punched by Obamas and Carters for $4  up of Nigeria Women who were sucker punched by Obamas and Carters for $4 
gasgasgasgas money!  money!  money!  money! 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations sold to Saudi Prince... in Mecca! girls... kidnapped at gas stations sold to Saudi Prince... in Mecca! girls... kidnapped at gas stations sold to Saudi Prince... in Mecca! girls... kidnapped at gas stations sold to Saudi Prince... in Mecca!

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls...14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls...14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls...14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations. 5 kidnapped at gas stations. 5 kidnapped at gas stations. 5 kidnapped at gas stations. 5----10101010----14 Legendary aircraft carrier USS 14 Legendary aircraft carrier USS 14 Legendary aircraft carrier USS 14 Legendary aircraft carrier USS 
Saratoga toSaratoga toSaratoga toSaratoga to sail off to scrap yard in... Legendary Caroline Kennedy in Japan waiting for the sail off to scrap yard in... Legendary Caroline Kennedy in Japan waiting for the sail off to scrap yard in... Legendary Caroline Kennedy in Japan waiting for the sail off to scrap yard in... Legendary Caroline Kennedy in Japan waiting for the A A A A----Bomb to be dropped on Korea's! JFK is Bomb to be dropped on Korea's! JFK is Bomb to be dropped on Korea's! JFK is Bomb to be dropped on Korea's! JFK is 
under construction without the 10,000under construction without the 10,000under construction without the 10,000under construction without the 10,000 windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of NASA made H @  windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of NASA made H @  windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of NASA made H @  windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion cans of NASA made H @ ----254 C Below Decks,254 C Below Decks,254 C Below Decks,254 C Below Decks, Wedding Gift  Wedding Gift  Wedding Gift  Wedding Gift 
to all the women + girls kidnapped at gas stations by Mecca Mad Mento all the women + girls kidnapped at gas stations by Mecca Mad Mento all the women + girls kidnapped at gas stations by Mecca Mad Mento all the women + girls kidnapped at gas stations by Mecca Mad Men never getting 72 virgins in Heaven... Hell No We Won't Go... to  never getting 72 virgins in Heaven... Hell No We Won't Go... to  never getting 72 virgins in Heaven... Hell No We Won't Go... to  never getting 72 virgins in Heaven... Hell No We Won't Go... to 
Vietnam, theVietnam, theVietnam, theVietnam, the endless wars over oil + $4 gas money!  endless wars over oil + $4 gas money!  endless wars over oil + $4 gas money!  endless wars over oil + $4 gas money! 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' and EYE gas14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' and EYE gas14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' and EYE gas14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' and EYE gas stations as a VISION Problem by Numb Nuts Dictators in 91  stations as a VISION Problem by Numb Nuts Dictators in 91  stations as a VISION Problem by Numb Nuts Dictators in 91  stations as a VISION Problem by Numb Nuts Dictators in 91 
Nations. Cure...Nations. Cure...Nations. Cure...Nations. Cure... treatments for retinopathy, Sticky treatments for retinopathy, Sticky treatments for retinopathy, Sticky treatments for retinopathy, Sticky----trap is injected into the eye. The potentialtrap is injected into the eye. The potentialtrap is injected into the eye. The potentialtrap is injected into the eye. The potential game game game game----changer is Stickychanger is Stickychanger is Stickychanger is Sticky----trap's safety trap's safety trap's safety trap's safety 
profile. It is stable and longprofile. It is stable and longprofile. It is stable and longprofile. It is stable and long----lasting oncelasting oncelasting oncelasting once in the eye. If the compound gets into the circulation, it quickly inactivates  in the eye. If the compound gets into the circulation, it quickly inactivates  in the eye. If the compound gets into the circulation, it quickly inactivates  in the eye. If the compound gets into the circulation, it quickly inactivates –––– ensuring that it ensuring that it ensuring that it ensuring that it 
does not affect other blood vessels, tissues, and organs. Adoes not affect other blood vessels, tissues, and organs. Adoes not affect other blood vessels, tissues, and organs. Adoes not affect other blood vessels, tissues, and organs. A problem in this research arena  problem in this research arena  problem in this research arena  problem in this research arena –––– called antiangiogenesis called antiangiogenesis called antiangiogenesis called antiangiogenesis –––– has been finding ahas been finding ahas been finding ahas been finding a
compound that is selective, closing off abnormal blood vessels only in thecompound that is selective, closing off abnormal blood vessels only in thecompound that is selective, closing off abnormal blood vessels only in thecompound that is selective, closing off abnormal blood vessels only in the diseased organ while leaving all others intact. "That's  diseased organ while leaving all others intact. "That's  diseased organ while leaving all others intact. "That's  diseased organ while leaving all others intact. "That's 
difficult, and it's whatdifficult, and it's whatdifficult, and it's whatdifficult, and it's what makes this research high makes this research high makes this research high makes this research high----risk as well as highrisk as well as highrisk as well as highrisk as well as high----impact," impact," impact," impact," 

5555----10101010----14 Greg +14 Greg +14 Greg +14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... game Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... game Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... game Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... game----changer ischanger ischanger ischanger is Sticky Sticky Sticky Sticky----trap's gas stations hold ups... statistics on trap's gas stations hold ups... statistics on trap's gas stations hold ups... statistics on trap's gas stations hold ups... statistics on 
the front page of the NYthe front page of the NYthe front page of the NYthe front page of the NY Times. Game Times. Game Times. Game Times. Game----changer is Stickychanger is Stickychanger is Stickychanger is Sticky----trap's NUMBERS! trap's NUMBERS! trap's NUMBERS! trap's NUMBERS! 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... End to gas stations "holds great 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... End to gas stations "holds great 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... End to gas stations "holds great 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... End to gas stations "holds great promise as a strategy that could be  promise as a strategy that could be  promise as a strategy that could be  promise as a strategy that could be 
rapidly translated into clinical practice...rapidly translated into clinical practice...rapidly translated into clinical practice...rapidly translated into clinical practice... in 2014.  in 2014.  in 2014.  in 2014. 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K  girls... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K  girls... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K  girls... Da Vinci Xi recording App for iPhone5s would have saved 19K 
women fromwomen fromwomen fromwomen from being murdered in 2014 by a Kennedy!  being murdered in 2014 by a Kennedy!  being murdered in 2014 by a Kennedy!  being murdered in 2014 by a Kennedy! 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... Recording of all Cell Calls by Mary 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... Recording of all Cell Calls by Mary 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... Recording of all Cell Calls by Mary 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... Recording of all Cell Calls by Mary Kennedy would have saved her  Kennedy would have saved her  Kennedy would have saved her  Kennedy would have saved her 
life, it was a Kennedy who made recording of celllife, it was a Kennedy who made recording of celllife, it was a Kennedy who made recording of celllife, it was a Kennedy who made recording of cell calls a federal crime. 19K other Mary's in 2014 would be recording Cell Calls if calls a federal crime. 19K other Mary's in 2014 would be recording Cell Calls if calls a federal crime. 19K other Mary's in 2014 would be recording Cell Calls if calls a federal crime. 19K other Mary's in 2014 would be recording Cell Calls if
Obama signed a executive order making saving Mary's Life a Bill in Memory OfObama signed a executive order making saving Mary's Life a Bill in Memory OfObama signed a executive order making saving Mary's Life a Bill in Memory OfObama signed a executive order making saving Mary's Life a Bill in Memory Of Mary Kennedy!  Mary Kennedy!  Mary Kennedy!  Mary Kennedy! 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations Da Vinci Xi Video Shows Off what, who,  girls... kidnapped at gas stations Da Vinci Xi Video Shows Off what, who,  girls... kidnapped at gas stations Da Vinci Xi Video Shows Off what, who,  girls... kidnapped at gas stations Da Vinci Xi Video Shows Off what, who, 
waswaswaswas lost to "Officer Jason's" fiery cop car wrecks caused by Jimmy Cater on his lost to "Officer Jason's" fiery cop car wrecks caused by Jimmy Cater on his lost to "Officer Jason's" fiery cop car wrecks caused by Jimmy Cater on his lost to "Officer Jason's" fiery cop car wrecks caused by Jimmy Cater on his Georgia Peanut Plantation. Mississippi spelling lessons in  Georgia Peanut Plantation. Mississippi spelling lessons in  Georgia Peanut Plantation. Mississippi spelling lessons in  Georgia Peanut Plantation. Mississippi spelling lessons in 
Elementary SchoolElementary SchoolElementary SchoolElementary School should have been "Medical Terms." Dr. Jimmy Cater would have diagnosed Teddy should have been "Medical Terms." Dr. Jimmy Cater would have diagnosed Teddy should have been "Medical Terms." Dr. Jimmy Cater would have diagnosed Teddy should have been "Medical Terms." Dr. Jimmy Cater would have diagnosed Teddy Kennedy as a Psychotic without a  Kennedy as a Psychotic without a  Kennedy as a Psychotic without a  Kennedy as a Psychotic without a 
Conscience, a very Dangerous Man who shouldConscience, a very Dangerous Man who shouldConscience, a very Dangerous Man who shouldConscience, a very Dangerous Man who should have hanged for killing Nancy Jo driving off the bridge drunk. Obama is afraid have hanged for killing Nancy Jo driving off the bridge drunk. Obama is afraid have hanged for killing Nancy Jo driving off the bridge drunk. Obama is afraid have hanged for killing Nancy Jo driving off the bridge drunk. Obama is afraid of  of  of  of 
Robert Kennedy Jr. + his public kidnapping of girls to be Kennedy Wives onlyRobert Kennedy Jr. + his public kidnapping of girls to be Kennedy Wives onlyRobert Kennedy Jr. + his public kidnapping of girls to be Kennedy Wives onlyRobert Kennedy Jr. + his public kidnapping of girls to be Kennedy Wives only to Torture them as war toys! Pope Francis knows Kennedy  to Torture them as war toys! Pope Francis knows Kennedy  to Torture them as war toys! Pope Francis knows Kennedy  to Torture them as war toys! Pope Francis knows Kennedy 
is Catholic + only Godis Catholic + only Godis Catholic + only Godis Catholic + only God can arrest a Kennedy! Da Vinci Xi Video Shows Off what Kennedy Failed at. Yale, can arrest a Kennedy! Da Vinci Xi Video Shows Off what Kennedy Failed at. Yale, can arrest a Kennedy! Da Vinci Xi Video Shows Off what Kennedy Failed at. Yale, can arrest a Kennedy! Da Vinci Xi Video Shows Off what Kennedy Failed at. Yale, Harvard, Senators, passed  Harvard, Senators, passed  Harvard, Senators, passed  Harvard, Senators, passed 
Kennedy when he really failed... Da Vinci Xi VideoKennedy when he really failed... Da Vinci Xi VideoKennedy when he really failed... Da Vinci Xi VideoKennedy when he really failed... Da Vinci Xi Video Shows will be made public, Kennedy's at home being "War Criminals" once Verizon Shows will be made public, Kennedy's at home being "War Criminals" once Verizon Shows will be made public, Kennedy's at home being "War Criminals" once Verizon Shows will be made public, Kennedy's at home being "War Criminals" once Verizon
Videos are LEAKED to the Public. Recording of all Cell Calls by Mary KennedyVideos are LEAKED to the Public. Recording of all Cell Calls by Mary KennedyVideos are LEAKED to the Public. Recording of all Cell Calls by Mary KennedyVideos are LEAKED to the Public. Recording of all Cell Calls by Mary Kennedy would have saved her life, it was a Kennedy who made  would have saved her life, it was a Kennedy who made  would have saved her life, it was a Kennedy who made  would have saved her life, it was a Kennedy who made 
recording of cell calls arecording of cell calls arecording of cell calls arecording of cell calls a federal crime. 19K other Mary's in 2014 would be recording Cell Calls if Obama federal crime. 19K other Mary's in 2014 would be recording Cell Calls if Obama federal crime. 19K other Mary's in 2014 would be recording Cell Calls if Obama federal crime. 19K other Mary's in 2014 would be recording Cell Calls if Obama signed a executive order  signed a executive order  signed a executive order  signed a executive order 
making saving Mary's Life a Bill in Memory Of Marymaking saving Mary's Life a Bill in Memory Of Marymaking saving Mary's Life a Bill in Memory Of Marymaking saving Mary's Life a Bill in Memory Of Mary Kennedy!  Kennedy!  Kennedy!  Kennedy! 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations  girls... kidnapped at gas stations  girls... kidnapped at gas stations  girls... kidnapped at gas stations 

5555----10101010----14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged14 Greg + Mary B. are 'outraged and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations  and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations  and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations  and heartbroken' over girls... kidnapped at gas stations 

5555----11111111----14 Get14 Get14 Get14 Get Married on Mothers Day, Defy Expectations... Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Married on Mothers Day, Defy Expectations... Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Married on Mothers Day, Defy Expectations... Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Married on Mothers Day, Defy Expectations... Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone...  Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone...  Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone...  Air with built in iPhone007s for everyone... 

asap asap asap asap  Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with  Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with  Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with  Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion MacBook Air with 

built in iPhone007s forbuilt in iPhone007s forbuilt in iPhone007s forbuilt in iPhone007s for everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 everyone... asap... with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up  with wives to win at 52 Pick up  with wives to win at 52 Pick up  with wives to win at 52 Pick up 
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of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!

5555----9999----14 Local Key West Homeless in the Citizen Newspaper Today, $77714 Local Key West Homeless in the Citizen Newspaper Today, $77714 Local Key West Homeless in the Citizen Newspaper Today, $77714 Local Key West Homeless in the Citizen Newspaper Today, $777 Trillion given to Mecca for their Homeless was not on the front  Trillion given to Mecca for their Homeless was not on the front  Trillion given to Mecca for their Homeless was not on the front  Trillion given to Mecca for their Homeless was not on the front 
Page, thisPage, thisPage, thisPage, this was... "While out jogging Monday morning, a homeless man jumped out in front of was... "While out jogging Monday morning, a homeless man jumped out in front of was... "While out jogging Monday morning, a homeless man jumped out in front of was... "While out jogging Monday morning, a homeless man jumped out in front of me and started yelling and cursing. It  me and started yelling and cursing. It  me and started yelling and cursing. It  me and started yelling and cursing. It 
scared and upset me so much I could notscared and upset me so much I could notscared and upset me so much I could notscared and upset me so much I could not continue my run and returned home very shaken.... George Orwell is Big Brother continue my run and returned home very shaken.... George Orwell is Big Brother continue my run and returned home very shaken.... George Orwell is Big Brother continue my run and returned home very shaken.... George Orwell is Big Brother and he is  and he is  and he is  and he is 
not looking out for SWF's in the USA... 19K more are murdered in 2014not looking out for SWF's in the USA... 19K more are murdered in 2014not looking out for SWF's in the USA... 19K more are murdered in 2014not looking out for SWF's in the USA... 19K more are murdered in 2014 and the Citizen Newspaper with Mandy Miles on Sunday will  and the Citizen Newspaper with Mandy Miles on Sunday will  and the Citizen Newspaper with Mandy Miles on Sunday will  and the Citizen Newspaper with Mandy Miles on Sunday will 
never LEAK our Numbnever LEAK our Numbnever LEAK our Numbnever LEAK our Numb Nuts George Orwell Society is "A Psychotic 1984 Era" Dropping Waste Management Nuts George Orwell Society is "A Psychotic 1984 Era" Dropping Waste Management Nuts George Orwell Society is "A Psychotic 1984 Era" Dropping Waste Management Nuts George Orwell Society is "A Psychotic 1984 Era" Dropping Waste Management Key West Trash + Our Current  Key West Trash + Our Current  Key West Trash + Our Current  Key West Trash + Our Current 
Numb Nuts George Orwell will have to wait for theNumb Nuts George Orwell will have to wait for theNumb Nuts George Orwell will have to wait for theNumb Nuts George Orwell will have to wait for the Berkeley Revolution Novel written at the Hemingway House Key West Writing Class! Berkeley Revolution Novel written at the Hemingway House Key West Writing Class! Berkeley Revolution Novel written at the Hemingway House Key West Writing Class! Berkeley Revolution Novel written at the Hemingway House Key West Writing Class!
Parrot Key is the third major resort in Key West to sell within the past year.Parrot Key is the third major resort in Key West to sell within the past year.Parrot Key is the third major resort in Key West to sell within the past year.Parrot Key is the third major resort in Key West to sell within the past year. The Southernmost Hotel Collection in Key West sold for $184  The Southernmost Hotel Collection in Key West sold for $184  The Southernmost Hotel Collection in Key West sold for $184  The Southernmost Hotel Collection in Key West sold for $184 
million in August.million in August.million in August.million in August. The Pier House Resort and Spa in Key West sold for $90 million in May. Greg flew The Pier House Resort and Spa in Key West sold for $90 million in May. Greg flew The Pier House Resort and Spa in Key West sold for $90 million in May. Greg flew The Pier House Resort and Spa in Key West sold for $90 million in May. Greg flew into Key West on 3 into Key West on 3 into Key West on 3 into Key West on 3----4444----11 with $777 11 with $777 11 with $777 11 with $777 
Trillion to build the Yale Key West MedicalTrillion to build the Yale Key West MedicalTrillion to build the Yale Key West MedicalTrillion to build the Yale Key West Medical School and it has not made Headlines in the Key West Citizen or NY Times yet! School and it has not made Headlines in the Key West Citizen or NY Times yet! School and it has not made Headlines in the Key West Citizen or NY Times yet! School and it has not made Headlines in the Key West Citizen or NY Times yet! Gerald Adams  Gerald Adams  Gerald Adams  Gerald Adams 
Elementary School in Key West is on the Front Page, just gotElementary School in Key West is on the Front Page, just gotElementary School in Key West is on the Front Page, just gotElementary School in Key West is on the Front Page, just got graded... not by Yale Medical School Professors who all take their kids to  graded... not by Yale Medical School Professors who all take their kids to  graded... not by Yale Medical School Professors who all take their kids to  graded... not by Yale Medical School Professors who all take their kids to 
thethethethe Hospital... as part of their Elementary School Memory Implants, grin! Another Hospital... as part of their Elementary School Memory Implants, grin! Another Hospital... as part of their Elementary School Memory Implants, grin! Another Hospital... as part of their Elementary School Memory Implants, grin! Another Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina, Another Day  Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina, Another Day  Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina, Another Day  Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina, Another Day 
in Paradise in Key West!in Paradise in Key West!in Paradise in Key West!in Paradise in Key West! Intuitive Surgical announced its new da Vinci Xi robotic surgical system. The Intuitive Surgical announced its new da Vinci Xi robotic surgical system. The Intuitive Surgical announced its new da Vinci Xi robotic surgical system. The Intuitive Surgical announced its new da Vinci Xi robotic surgical system. The device takes on a new shape  device takes on a new shape  device takes on a new shape  device takes on a new shape 
and brings new capabilities for robotand brings new capabilities for robotand brings new capabilities for robotand brings new capabilities for robot----assistedassistedassistedassisted surgery in a variety of fields, but there hasn surgery in a variety of fields, but there hasn surgery in a variety of fields, but there hasn surgery in a variety of fields, but there hasn’’’’t been much multimedia releasedt been much multimedia releasedt been much multimedia releasedt been much multimedia released by the  by the  by the  by the 
company showing off the Xi. A new video has appeared on Youtube that doescompany showing off the Xi. A new video has appeared on Youtube that doescompany showing off the Xi. A new video has appeared on Youtube that doescompany showing off the Xi. A new video has appeared on Youtube that does display some of the new capabilities within the latest  display some of the new capabilities within the latest  display some of the new capabilities within the latest  display some of the new capabilities within the latest 
generation device. Yalegeneration device. Yalegeneration device. Yalegeneration device. Yale Elementary Kids Show + Tell with a video... this is Paradise, or should be! Elementary Kids Show + Tell with a video... this is Paradise, or should be! Elementary Kids Show + Tell with a video... this is Paradise, or should be! Elementary Kids Show + Tell with a video... this is Paradise, or should be! pacemakers have now been approved  pacemakers have now been approved  pacemakers have now been approved  pacemakers have now been approved 
by the FDA for Elementary Schools... ha! Extraby the FDA for Elementary Schools... ha! Extraby the FDA for Elementary Schools... ha! Extraby the FDA for Elementary Schools... ha! Extra Credit on the Front Page of the Citizen Today is the floating shantytown of Credit on the Front Page of the Citizen Today is the floating shantytown of Credit on the Front Page of the Citizen Today is the floating shantytown of Credit on the Front Page of the Citizen Today is the floating shantytown of derelict  derelict  derelict  derelict 
vessels, because no mention of the sail boats owners lifestyle when thevessels, because no mention of the sail boats owners lifestyle when thevessels, because no mention of the sail boats owners lifestyle when thevessels, because no mention of the sail boats owners lifestyle when the Pentagon gives Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion in $4 gas money Key  Pentagon gives Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion in $4 gas money Key  Pentagon gives Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion in $4 gas money Key  Pentagon gives Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion in $4 gas money Key 
West could haveWest could haveWest could haveWest could have spent!  spent!  spent!  spent! 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at the Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic fields... like playingMagnetic fields... like playingMagnetic fields... like playingMagnetic fields... like playing with  with  with  with 
your first magnet but now having a Ultrayour first magnet but now having a Ultrayour first magnet but now having a Ultrayour first magnet but now having a Ultra----Microscope with... matter thatMicroscope with... matter thatMicroscope with... matter thatMicroscope with... matter that ranges from 10 to 1000 nanometers in size. Now, with the help  ranges from 10 to 1000 nanometers in size. Now, with the help  ranges from 10 to 1000 nanometers in size. Now, with the help  ranges from 10 to 1000 nanometers in size. Now, with the help 
of broadbandof broadbandof broadbandof broadband infrared light from the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron at the U.S. infrared light from the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron at the U.S. infrared light from the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron at the U.S. infrared light from the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron at the U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley  Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley  Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley  Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory National Laboratory National Laboratory National Laboratory 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... Berkeley Lab Hemingway NovelMicroscopes... Berkeley Lab Hemingway NovelMicroscopes... Berkeley Lab Hemingway NovelMicroscopes... Berkeley Lab Hemingway Novel writing 24/7 brainstorming training for Berkeley writers writing 24/7 brainstorming training for Berkeley writers writing 24/7 brainstorming training for Berkeley writers writing 24/7 brainstorming training for Berkeley writers----inventors! BOSS atinventors! BOSS atinventors! BOSS atinventors! BOSS at
Berkeley Labs is not going to let researchers who wrote this fly into Key WestBerkeley Labs is not going to let researchers who wrote this fly into Key WestBerkeley Labs is not going to let researchers who wrote this fly into Key WestBerkeley Labs is not going to let researchers who wrote this fly into Key West to a Writing Class at the Hemingway House so all this new  to a Writing Class at the Hemingway House so all this new  to a Writing Class at the Hemingway House so all this new  to a Writing Class at the Hemingway House so all this new 
technique, calledtechnique, calledtechnique, calledtechnique, called Synchrotron Infrared Nano Synchrotron Infrared Nano Synchrotron Infrared Nano Synchrotron Infrared Nano----SpecSpecSpecSpectroscopy or SINS, is in Chapter 1 at the Grouptroscopy or SINS, is in Chapter 1 at the Grouptroscopy or SINS, is in Chapter 1 at the Grouptroscopy or SINS, is in Chapter 1 at the Group Writing Class at Hemingway House Key  Writing Class at Hemingway House Key  Writing Class at Hemingway House Key  Writing Class at Hemingway House Key 
West! West! West! West! 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes...Microscopes...Microscopes...Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra their like looking at the Ultra their like looking at the Ultra their like looking at the Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic Magnetic Magnetic Magnetic fields... (Berkeley Lab),  fields... (Berkeley Lab),  fields... (Berkeley Lab),  fields... (Berkeley Lab), 
researchers have developed a broadband imagingresearchers have developed a broadband imagingresearchers have developed a broadband imagingresearchers have developed a broadband imaging technique that looks inside this realm with unprecedented sensitivity and range. technique that looks inside this realm with unprecedented sensitivity and range. technique that looks inside this realm with unprecedented sensitivity and range. technique that looks inside this realm with unprecedented sensitivity and range. By  By  By  By 
combining atomic force microscopy with infrared synchrotron light, inventorscombining atomic force microscopy with infrared synchrotron light, inventorscombining atomic force microscopy with infrared synchrotron light, inventorscombining atomic force microscopy with infrared synchrotron light, inventors have improved the spatial resolution of infrared  have improved the spatial resolution of infrared  have improved the spatial resolution of infrared  have improved the spatial resolution of infrared 
spectroscopy by orders ofspectroscopy by orders ofspectroscopy by orders ofspectroscopy by orders of magnitude, while simultaneously covering its full spectroscopic range, enablingmagnitude, while simultaneously covering its full spectroscopic range, enablingmagnitude, while simultaneously covering its full spectroscopic range, enablingmagnitude, while simultaneously covering its full spectroscopic range, enabling the investigation of variety of  the investigation of variety of  the investigation of variety of  the investigation of variety of 
nanoscale, mesoscale, and surface phenomena thatnanoscale, mesoscale, and surface phenomena thatnanoscale, mesoscale, and surface phenomena thatnanoscale, mesoscale, and surface phenomena that were previously difficult to study.  were previously difficult to study.  were previously difficult to study.  were previously difficult to study. 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at the Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic fields... The new Magnetic fields... The new Magnetic fields... The new Magnetic fields... The new technique,  technique,  technique,  technique, 
called Synchrotron Infrared Nanocalled Synchrotron Infrared Nanocalled Synchrotron Infrared Nanocalled Synchrotron Infrared Nano----Spectroscopy or SINS, will enableSpectroscopy or SINS, will enableSpectroscopy or SINS, will enableSpectroscopy or SINS, will enable in in in in----depth study of complex molecular systems, including liquid depth study of complex molecular systems, including liquid depth study of complex molecular systems, including liquid depth study of complex molecular systems, including liquid 
batteries, livingbatteries, livingbatteries, livingbatteries, living cells, novel electronic materials and stardust.  cells, novel electronic materials and stardust.  cells, novel electronic materials and stardust.  cells, novel electronic materials and stardust. 

5555----9999----14 The Eradication14 The Eradication14 The Eradication14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! Clozapine or risperidone, or mood of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! Clozapine or risperidone, or mood of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! Clozapine or risperidone, or mood of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! Clozapine or risperidone, or mood----stabilizingstabilizingstabilizingstabilizing drugs such as lithium and  drugs such as lithium and  drugs such as lithium and  drugs such as lithium and 
carbamazepine... Synchrotron Infraredcarbamazepine... Synchrotron Infraredcarbamazepine... Synchrotron Infraredcarbamazepine... Synchrotron Infrared Nano Nano Nano Nano----Spectroscopy or SINS, will enable inSpectroscopy or SINS, will enable inSpectroscopy or SINS, will enable inSpectroscopy or SINS, will enable in----depth study of complex moleculardepth study of complex moleculardepth study of complex moleculardepth study of complex molecular systems... Violent  systems... Violent  systems... Violent  systems... Violent 
Drunks! Berkeley Labs is full of "Binge Drinking Men."Drunks! Berkeley Labs is full of "Binge Drinking Men."Drunks! Berkeley Labs is full of "Binge Drinking Men."Drunks! Berkeley Labs is full of "Binge Drinking Men."

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at the Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic fields... "The big thing Magnetic fields... "The big thing Magnetic fields... "The big thing Magnetic fields... "The big thing is  is  is  is 
that we're getting full broadband infrared spectroscopy at 100 to 1000 timesthat we're getting full broadband infrared spectroscopy at 100 to 1000 timesthat we're getting full broadband infrared spectroscopy at 100 to 1000 timesthat we're getting full broadband infrared spectroscopy at 100 to 1000 times smaller scale," "This is not an incremental achievement.  smaller scale," "This is not an incremental achievement.  smaller scale," "This is not an incremental achievement.  smaller scale," "This is not an incremental achievement. 
It's reallyIt's reallyIt's reallyIt's really revolutionary."  revolutionary."  revolutionary."  revolutionary." 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at the Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic fields... Air pollution Magnetic fields... Air pollution Magnetic fields... Air pollution Magnetic fields... Air pollution 'too  'too  'too  'too 
high' in most of world's cities. The World Health Organization says airhigh' in most of world's cities. The World Health Organization says airhigh' in most of world's cities. The World Health Organization says airhigh' in most of world's cities. The World Health Organization says air pollution in many of the world's cities is breaching its  pollution in many of the world's cities is breaching its  pollution in many of the world's cities is breaching its  pollution in many of the world's cities is breaching its 
guidelines. Its surveyguidelines. Its surveyguidelines. Its surveyguidelines. Its survey of 1,600 cities in 91 countries revealed that nearly 90 percent of people in of 1,600 cities in 91 countries revealed that nearly 90 percent of people in of 1,600 cities in 91 countries revealed that nearly 90 percent of people in of 1,600 cities in 91 countries revealed that nearly 90 percent of people in urban centers breathe air that fails to  urban centers breathe air that fails to  urban centers breathe air that fails to  urban centers breathe air that fails to 
meet levels deemed safe. WHO stifledmeet levels deemed safe. WHO stifledmeet levels deemed safe. WHO stifledmeet levels deemed safe. WHO stifled this too high 91 countries failed to mention Saint Jude Childrens Hospital for this too high 91 countries failed to mention Saint Jude Childrens Hospital for this too high 91 countries failed to mention Saint Jude Childrens Hospital for this too high 91 countries failed to mention Saint Jude Childrens Hospital for Childhood Cancers!  Childhood Cancers!  Childhood Cancers!  Childhood Cancers! 
How to spot a dangerous Man... named George Orwell in 91How to spot a dangerous Man... named George Orwell in 91How to spot a dangerous Man... named George Orwell in 91How to spot a dangerous Man... named George Orwell in 91 different countries. WHO has the Names of all the Numb Nut Dictators in 91 different countries. WHO has the Names of all the Numb Nut Dictators in 91 different countries. WHO has the Names of all the Numb Nut Dictators in 91 different countries. WHO has the Names of all the Numb Nut Dictators in 91
countries, lot of good this is doing the children who will die of Ultracountries, lot of good this is doing the children who will die of Ultracountries, lot of good this is doing the children who will die of Ultracountries, lot of good this is doing the children who will die of Ultra----PoisonPoisonPoisonPoison Gasoline Exhaust Pollution Particles Berkeley can see  Gasoline Exhaust Pollution Particles Berkeley can see  Gasoline Exhaust Pollution Particles Berkeley can see  Gasoline Exhaust Pollution Particles Berkeley can see 
better today... Berkeleybetter today... Berkeleybetter today... Berkeleybetter today... Berkeley gov lab is like Hitlers gov labs... really!  gov lab is like Hitlers gov labs... really!  gov lab is like Hitlers gov labs... really!  gov lab is like Hitlers gov labs... really! 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes...Microscopes...Microscopes...Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra their like looking at the Ultra their like looking at the Ultra their like looking at the Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic Magnetic Magnetic Magnetic fields...  fields...  fields...  fields... 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at the Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----
ElectricWindmillFord Escort on 9/11 was suppressed by Cater, who wasElectricWindmillFord Escort on 9/11 was suppressed by Cater, who wasElectricWindmillFord Escort on 9/11 was suppressed by Cater, who wasElectricWindmillFord Escort on 9/11 was suppressed by Cater, who was bullied into this by Teddy Kennedy. When these Grieving families  bullied into this by Teddy Kennedy. When these Grieving families  bullied into this by Teddy Kennedy. When these Grieving families  bullied into this by Teddy Kennedy. When these Grieving families 
find out Hellfind out Hellfind out Hellfind out Hell be break out in our Orwell Society... Grieving families who were unable to be break out in our Orwell Society... Grieving families who were unable to be break out in our Orwell Society... Grieving families who were unable to be break out in our Orwell Society... Grieving families who were unable to identify the remains of their loved ones who  identify the remains of their loved ones who  identify the remains of their loved ones who  identify the remains of their loved ones who 
died in the terrorist attacks ofdied in the terrorist attacks ofdied in the terrorist attacks ofdied in the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, may finally be able to lay them to rest with the help of September 11, 2001, may finally be able to lay them to rest with the help of September 11, 2001, may finally be able to lay them to rest with the help of September 11, 2001, may finally be able to lay them to rest with the help of DNA.  DNA.  DNA.  DNA. 

5555----9999----14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!
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5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... "Medical News Today" Microscopes... "Medical News Today" Microscopes... "Medical News Today" Microscopes... "Medical News Today" ---- Alcohol in men kills Alcohol in men kills Alcohol in men kills Alcohol in men kills women... clozapine or risperidone, or m women... clozapine or risperidone, or m women... clozapine or risperidone, or m women... clozapine or risperidone, or moodoodoodood----stabilizing drugs stabilizing drugs stabilizing drugs stabilizing drugs 
such as lithium andsuch as lithium andsuch as lithium andsuch as lithium and carbamazepine... psychiatrists are better at predicting violence among patients carbamazepine... psychiatrists are better at predicting violence among patients carbamazepine... psychiatrists are better at predicting violence among patients carbamazepine... psychiatrists are better at predicting violence among patients than new doctors. Prohibition Era  than new doctors. Prohibition Era  than new doctors. Prohibition Era  than new doctors. Prohibition Era 
in London at Oxford... Plague of Drunk Menin London at Oxford... Plague of Drunk Menin London at Oxford... Plague of Drunk Menin London at Oxford... Plague of Drunk Men given to our Era from China's $ Opium Wars $ with the British Queen. 19K SWF in given to our Era from China's $ Opium Wars $ with the British Queen. 19K SWF in given to our Era from China's $ Opium Wars $ with the British Queen. 19K SWF in given to our Era from China's $ Opium Wars $ with the British Queen. 19K SWF in the USA  the USA  the USA  the USA 
murdered in 2014 by a drunk man. Lead researcher Dr. Seena Fazel, ofmurdered in 2014 by a drunk man. Lead researcher Dr. Seena Fazel, ofmurdered in 2014 by a drunk man. Lead researcher Dr. Seena Fazel, ofmurdered in 2014 by a drunk man. Lead researcher Dr. Seena Fazel, of Oxford University in the UK, concludes: Without ever LEAKING  Oxford University in the UK, concludes: Without ever LEAKING  Oxford University in the UK, concludes: Without ever LEAKING  Oxford University in the UK, concludes: Without ever LEAKING 
intoxicated men inintoxicated men inintoxicated men inintoxicated men in the USA killed 19K SWF in 2014. is Dr. Fazel a MD or Psychiatrists? Observers the USA killed 19K SWF in 2014. is Dr. Fazel a MD or Psychiatrists? Observers the USA killed 19K SWF in 2014. is Dr. Fazel a MD or Psychiatrists? Observers the USA killed 19K SWF in 2014. is Dr. Fazel a MD or Psychiatrists? Observers will look this up. Oxford is a criminal  will look this up. Oxford is a criminal  will look this up. Oxford is a criminal  will look this up. Oxford is a criminal 
organization... drunk British men shouldorganization... drunk British men shouldorganization... drunk British men shouldorganization... drunk British men should be outlawed today from what we know of "Violence" just because they aren't does be outlawed today from what we know of "Violence" just because they aren't does be outlawed today from what we know of "Violence" just because they aren't does be outlawed today from what we know of "Violence" just because they aren't does not matter.  not matter.  not matter.  not matter. 

5555----9999----14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! Clozapine or risperidone, or mood Clozapine or risperidone, or mood Clozapine or risperidone, or mood Clozapine or risperidone, or mood----stabilizing drugs such as lithium andstabilizing drugs such as lithium andstabilizing drugs such as lithium andstabilizing drugs such as lithium and
carbamazepine... carbamazepine... carbamazepine... carbamazepine... 

5555----9999----14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth!14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! Oxford The Lancet... New England Journal of Medicine articles on what  Oxford The Lancet... New England Journal of Medicine articles on what  Oxford The Lancet... New England Journal of Medicine articles on what  Oxford The Lancet... New England Journal of Medicine articles on what 
drugsdrugsdrugsdrugs reduce violence in men, when since 1930 "Women" have known drunk men beat their reduce violence in men, when since 1930 "Women" have known drunk men beat their reduce violence in men, when since 1930 "Women" have known drunk men beat their reduce violence in men, when since 1930 "Women" have known drunk men beat their wives...  wives...  wives...  wives... 

5555----9999----14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! "Until14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! "Until14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! "Until14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! "Until now, we have not known whether anti psychotics and mood stabilizers  now, we have not known whether anti psychotics and mood stabilizers  now, we have not known whether anti psychotics and mood stabilizers  now, we have not known whether anti psychotics and mood stabilizers 
reduce risksreduce risksreduce risksreduce risks of violence.  of violence.  of violence.  of violence. 

5555----9999----14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! By14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! By14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! By14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! By comparing the same people when they are on medication compared to  comparing the same people when they are on medication compared to  comparing the same people when they are on medication compared to  comparing the same people when they are on medication compared to 
when they arewhen they arewhen they arewhen they are not, our study provides evidence of potentially substantial reductions in risk not, our study provides evidence of potentially substantial reductions in risk not, our study provides evidence of potentially substantial reductions in risk not, our study provides evidence of potentially substantial reductions in risk of violence, and suggests that violence is to  of violence, and suggests that violence is to  of violence, and suggests that violence is to  of violence, and suggests that violence is to 
a large extent preventable ina large extent preventable ina large extent preventable ina large extent preventable in patients with psychiatric disorders."  patients with psychiatric disorders."  patients with psychiatric disorders."  patients with psychiatric disorders." 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... theirMicroscopes... theirMicroscopes... theirMicroscopes... their like looking at the Ultra like looking at the Ultra like looking at the Ultra like looking at the Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- MagneticMagneticMagneticMagnetic fields...  fields...  fields...  fields... 

5555----9999----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Microscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at theMicroscopes... their like looking at the Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----Gravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the UltraGravity Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... 

5555----9999----14141414 Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Microscopes... their like looking at the UltraMicroscopes... their like looking at the UltraMicroscopes... their like looking at the UltraMicroscopes... their like looking at the Ultra----Neutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, UltraNeutron, Ultra----GravityGravityGravityGravity Wave, the Ultra Wave, the Ultra Wave, the Ultra Wave, the Ultra---- Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... Magnetic fields... 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Neutron stars! TheyDense... Neutron stars! TheyDense... Neutron stars! TheyDense... Neutron stars! They’’’’re ultrare ultrare ultrare ultra----dense,dense,dense,dense, gravitationally... Gravity is 7 trillion times stronger than Gravity on Earth! gravitationally... Gravity is 7 trillion times stronger than Gravity on Earth! gravitationally... Gravity is 7 trillion times stronger than Gravity on Earth! gravitationally... Gravity is 7 trillion times stronger than Gravity on Earth!
They spin like at top at 48K times a second. They spin like at top at 48K times a second. They spin like at top at 48K times a second. They spin like at top at 48K times a second. 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense...Dense...Dense...Dense... Clinton's are ultra Clinton's are ultra Clinton's are ultra Clinton's are ultra----dense, Gravity of Fiery Cop Car Wrecks World Wide and the NYdense, Gravity of Fiery Cop Car Wrecks World Wide and the NYdense, Gravity of Fiery Cop Car Wrecks World Wide and the NYdense, Gravity of Fiery Cop Car Wrecks World Wide and the NY Times news headlines is... were  Times news headlines is... were  Times news headlines is... were  Times news headlines is... were 
are we now Today on the Front page of the NYare we now Today on the Front page of the NYare we now Today on the Front page of the NYare we now Today on the Front page of the NY Times... The Monica Lewinsky Scandal: Where Are They Now?  Times... The Monica Lewinsky Scandal: Where Are They Now?  Times... The Monica Lewinsky Scandal: Where Are They Now?  Times... The Monica Lewinsky Scandal: Where Are They Now? 

5555----8888----14141414 Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Dense... "1984" 1984 II will be even more UltraDense... "1984" 1984 II will be even more UltraDense... "1984" 1984 II will be even more UltraDense... "1984" 1984 II will be even more Ultra----Dense... buried inDense... buried inDense... buried inDense... buried in Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks! World Wide tens of  Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks! World Wide tens of  Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks! World Wide tens of  Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks! World Wide tens of 
thousands fiery wrecksthousands fiery wrecksthousands fiery wrecksthousands fiery wrecks and all are Ultra and all are Ultra and all are Ultra and all are Ultra----Dense... Gravity of our Orwell Times! Motive is $4 gasDense... Gravity of our Orwell Times! Motive is $4 gasDense... Gravity of our Orwell Times! Motive is $4 gasDense... Gravity of our Orwell Times! Motive is $4 gas profits! Get away with "Cop Killing" top  profits! Get away with "Cop Killing" top  profits! Get away with "Cop Killing" top  profits! Get away with "Cop Killing" top 
brass bought off all the Police Chiefsbrass bought off all the Police Chiefsbrass bought off all the Police Chiefsbrass bought off all the Police Chiefs and Judges! Ultra and Judges! Ultra and Judges! Ultra and Judges! Ultra----Dense... Matter! Dense... Matter! Dense... Matter! Dense... Matter! 

5555----8888----14 The Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth at14 The Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth at14 The Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth at14 The Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth at Sunset Celebration in Key West...  Sunset Celebration in Key West...  Sunset Celebration in Key West...  Sunset Celebration in Key West... 

5555----8888----14 The Eradication of "Head On14 The Eradication of "Head On14 The Eradication of "Head On14 The Eradication of "Head On Collisions" + All Fiery Crash + Burn Wrecks World Wide...  Collisions" + All Fiery Crash + Burn Wrecks World Wide...  Collisions" + All Fiery Crash + Burn Wrecks World Wide...  Collisions" + All Fiery Crash + Burn Wrecks World Wide... 

5555----8888----14141414 Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Dense Inventing of the Next Miracle Cure or Discovery... Picasso paintingDense Inventing of the Next Miracle Cure or Discovery... Picasso paintingDense Inventing of the Next Miracle Cure or Discovery... Picasso paintingDense Inventing of the Next Miracle Cure or Discovery... Picasso painting fetches $31 million in NY auction Pablo Picasso's  fetches $31 million in NY auction Pablo Picasso's  fetches $31 million in NY auction Pablo Picasso's  fetches $31 million in NY auction Pablo Picasso's 
1932 oil painting \"Le1932 oil painting \"Le1932 oil painting \"Le1932 oil painting \"Le Sauvetage\" sold at auction for more than $31 million after a bidding war at Sauvetage\" sold at auction for more than $31 million after a bidding war at Sauvetage\" sold at auction for more than $31 million after a bidding war at Sauvetage\" sold at auction for more than $31 million after a bidding war at Sotheby's. WAR... the Movie  Sotheby's. WAR... the Movie  Sotheby's. WAR... the Movie  Sotheby's. WAR... the Movie 
Surviving Picasso is also a good title for SurvivingSurviving Picasso is also a good title for SurvivingSurviving Picasso is also a good title for SurvivingSurviving Picasso is also a good title for Surviving the Holocaust II with no new Art... every time Picasso gets a new wife! Every the Holocaust II with no new Art... every time Picasso gets a new wife! Every the Holocaust II with no new Art... every time Picasso gets a new wife! Every the Holocaust II with no new Art... every time Picasso gets a new wife! Every Time we  Time we  Time we  Time we 
get a new wife we get "Fueled" by God's best Invention, Women! So itget a new wife we get "Fueled" by God's best Invention, Women! So itget a new wife we get "Fueled" by God's best Invention, Women! So itget a new wife we get "Fueled" by God's best Invention, Women! So it time Allah and Moslems who don't let the wife drive them to New  time Allah and Moslems who don't let the wife drive them to New  time Allah and Moslems who don't let the wife drive them to New  time Allah and Moslems who don't let the wife drive them to New 
Inventions +Inventions +Inventions +Inventions + Miracle Cures, Discoveries go Miracle Cures, Discoveries go Miracle Cures, Discoveries go Miracle Cures, Discoveries go to 1 wife and the USA goes to 4 wives with a to 1 wife and the USA goes to 4 wives with a to 1 wife and the USA goes to 4 wives with a to 1 wife and the USA goes to 4 wives with a prenuptial to work on 1,001 Invention Projects  prenuptial to work on 1,001 Invention Projects  prenuptial to work on 1,001 Invention Projects  prenuptial to work on 1,001 Invention Projects 
spelled out and preinstalled inspelled out and preinstalled inspelled out and preinstalled inspelled out and preinstalled in MacBook Air... the new one! Picasso MacBook Air... the new one! Picasso MacBook Air... the new one! Picasso MacBook Air... the new one! Picasso’’’’s 1932 painting s 1932 painting s 1932 painting s 1932 painting ““““Le Sauvetage (Rescue),Le Sauvetage (Rescue),Le Sauvetage (Rescue),Le Sauvetage (Rescue),”””” depicting female figures depicting female figures depicting female figures depicting female figures 
inspired by Picassoinspired by Picassoinspired by Picassoinspired by Picasso’’’’s young lover Maries young lover Maries young lover Maries young lover Marie----Therese WalterTherese WalterTherese WalterTherese Walter pulling each other from the water.  pulling each other from the water.  pulling each other from the water.  pulling each other from the water. 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... H @ Dense... H @ Dense... H @ Dense... H @ ----254 C 1 Trillion NASA Made254 C 1 Trillion NASA Made254 C 1 Trillion NASA Made254 C 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans for "Rescue" pulling each other from the water, clean water to drink and Cans for "Rescue" pulling each other from the water, clean water to drink and Cans for "Rescue" pulling each other from the water, clean water to drink and Cans for "Rescue" pulling each other from the water, clean water to drink and
clean fuel to burn in cars... Nobel Nitro invention for H and no explodingclean fuel to burn in cars... Nobel Nitro invention for H and no explodingclean fuel to burn in cars... Nobel Nitro invention for H and no explodingclean fuel to burn in cars... Nobel Nitro invention for H and no exploding tanks! All this and 1,001 other invention project were lost to  tanks! All this and 1,001 other invention project were lost to  tanks! All this and 1,001 other invention project were lost to  tanks! All this and 1,001 other invention project were lost to 
Humanity by BillHumanity by BillHumanity by BillHumanity by Bill + Melinda in Win 8.2 fix!  + Melinda in Win 8.2 fix!  + Melinda in Win 8.2 fix!  + Melinda in Win 8.2 fix! 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Picasso's 1933 paintingDense... Picasso's 1933 paintingDense... Picasso's 1933 paintingDense... Picasso's 1933 painting "Le Syphilis" Eradication of Le Syphilis by a French MD...  "Le Syphilis" Eradication of Le Syphilis by a French MD...  "Le Syphilis" Eradication of Le Syphilis by a French MD...  "Le Syphilis" Eradication of Le Syphilis by a French MD... 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Out of Africa Movie, opens with her newDense... Out of Africa Movie, opens with her newDense... Out of Africa Movie, opens with her newDense... Out of Africa Movie, opens with her new husband gave her Syphilis on their wedding night as he caught it from  husband gave her Syphilis on their wedding night as he caught it from  husband gave her Syphilis on their wedding night as he caught it from  husband gave her Syphilis on their wedding night as he caught it from 
the Blackthe Blackthe Blackthe Black Women... 1933...  Women... 1933...  Women... 1933...  Women... 1933... 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... A news worthy story Suppressed byDense... A news worthy story Suppressed byDense... A news worthy story Suppressed byDense... A news worthy story Suppressed by the NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the 1,700,000 Black the NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the 1,700,000 Black the NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the 1,700,000 Black the NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the 1,700,000 Black
Men in Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis... Men in Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis... Men in Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis... Men in Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis... 
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5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Syphilis... on Saturday Night Live,Dense... Syphilis... on Saturday Night Live,Dense... Syphilis... on Saturday Night Live,Dense... Syphilis... on Saturday Night Live, Today Show... interview with all the Black Basketball players as they must be Today Show... interview with all the Black Basketball players as they must be Today Show... interview with all the Black Basketball players as they must be Today Show... interview with all the Black Basketball players as they must be
100% infected with syphilis, I would bet! US syphilis rate up; double gay and100% infected with syphilis, I would bet! US syphilis rate up; double gay and100% infected with syphilis, I would bet! US syphilis rate up; double gay and100% infected with syphilis, I would bet! US syphilis rate up; double gay and bisexual. Health officials say syphilis has reached its  bisexual. Health officials say syphilis has reached its  bisexual. Health officials say syphilis has reached its  bisexual. Health officials say syphilis has reached its 
highest level, with thehighest level, with thehighest level, with thehighest level, with the increase all in men. Syphilis remains far less common in the U.S. Nigeria and increase all in men. Syphilis remains far less common in the U.S. Nigeria and increase all in men. Syphilis remains far less common in the U.S. Nigeria and increase all in men. Syphilis remains far less common in the U.S. Nigeria and other African Nations in the NY  other African Nations in the NY  other African Nations in the NY  other African Nations in the NY 
Times Front pages, a news worthy storyTimes Front pages, a news worthy storyTimes Front pages, a news worthy storyTimes Front pages, a news worthy story Suppressed by the NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the Suppressed by the NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the Suppressed by the NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the Suppressed by the NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the 1,700,000 Black Men  1,700,000 Black Men  1,700,000 Black Men  1,700,000 Black Men 
in Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis as then youin Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis as then youin Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis as then youin Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis as then you might not be as dumb as Bush doing the math and figure out Obama has  might not be as dumb as Bush doing the math and figure out Obama has  might not be as dumb as Bush doing the math and figure out Obama has  might not be as dumb as Bush doing the math and figure out Obama has 
syphilis, Isyphilis, Isyphilis, Isyphilis, I bet Hillary got syphilis from Bill bet Hillary got syphilis from Bill bet Hillary got syphilis from Bill bet Hillary got syphilis from Bill………… I win! But there has been a steady rise inI win! But there has been a steady rise inI win! But there has been a steady rise inI win! But there has been a steady rise in gay and bisexual men catching the disease. They  gay and bisexual men catching the disease. They  gay and bisexual men catching the disease. They  gay and bisexual men catching the disease. They 
account for most of the recentaccount for most of the recentaccount for most of the recentaccount for most of the recent infectious cases. Since 2005, the rate in men has nearly doubled to over 17,000 infectious cases. Since 2005, the rate in men has nearly doubled to over 17,000 infectious cases. Since 2005, the rate in men has nearly doubled to over 17,000 infectious cases. Since 2005, the rate in men has nearly doubled to over 17,000 cases.  cases.  cases.  cases. 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Comcast NBC Today Show Tonight Show andDense... Comcast NBC Today Show Tonight Show andDense... Comcast NBC Today Show Tonight Show andDense... Comcast NBC Today Show Tonight Show and they hug these guys... but don't introduce them as having syphilis,  they hug these guys... but don't introduce them as having syphilis,  they hug these guys... but don't introduce them as having syphilis,  they hug these guys... but don't introduce them as having syphilis, 
wow!wow!wow!wow!

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Neutron stars, the extraordinarilyDense... Neutron stars, the extraordinarilyDense... Neutron stars, the extraordinarilyDense... Neutron stars, the extraordinarily dense stellar bodies created when massive stars collapse, are known to host the dense stellar bodies created when massive stars collapse, are known to host the dense stellar bodies created when massive stars collapse, are known to host the dense stellar bodies created when massive stars collapse, are known to host the
strongest magnetic fields in the universe strongest magnetic fields in the universe strongest magnetic fields in the universe strongest magnetic fields in the universe ———— as much as a billion times moreas much as a billion times moreas much as a billion times moreas much as a billion times more powerful than any man powerful than any man powerful than any man powerful than any man----made electromagnet. But some made electromagnet. But some made electromagnet. But some made electromagnet. But some 
neutron stars are much moreneutron stars are much moreneutron stars are much moreneutron stars are much more strongly magnetized than others.  strongly magnetized than others.  strongly magnetized than others.  strongly magnetized than others. 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Obama must haveDense... Obama must haveDense... Obama must haveDense... Obama must have been on a trip to Alpha Centauri and just returned to give a Jewish News Alert been on a trip to Alpha Centauri and just returned to give a Jewish News Alert been on a trip to Alpha Centauri and just returned to give a Jewish News Alert been on a trip to Alpha Centauri and just returned to give a Jewish News Alert on the  on the  on the  on the 
Holocaust... New Ultra Dense Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II has notHolocaust... New Ultra Dense Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II has notHolocaust... New Ultra Dense Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II has notHolocaust... New Ultra Dense Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II has not caught up with Obama on ABC News... Light Years from  caught up with Obama on ABC News... Light Years from  caught up with Obama on ABC News... Light Years from  caught up with Obama on ABC News... Light Years from 
Saint Jude Childrens CancerSaint Jude Childrens CancerSaint Jude Childrens CancerSaint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital for Poisoned Children with Cancer... wow! Obama: Turn 'Never Forget' Hospital for Poisoned Children with Cancer... wow! Obama: Turn 'Never Forget' Hospital for Poisoned Children with Cancer... wow! Obama: Turn 'Never Forget' Hospital for Poisoned Children with Cancer... wow! Obama: Turn 'Never Forget' into 'Never Again' USA  into 'Never Again' USA  into 'Never Again' USA  into 'Never Again' USA 
TODAY TODAY TODAY TODAY ---- ????1 hour ago? President Obama praised a foundation1 hour ago? President Obama praised a foundation1 hour ago? President Obama praised a foundation1 hour ago? President Obama praised a foundation Wednesday that collects testimonies from Holocaust survivors, saying  Wednesday that collects testimonies from Holocaust survivors, saying  Wednesday that collects testimonies from Holocaust survivors, saying  Wednesday that collects testimonies from Holocaust survivors, saying 
they arethey arethey arethey are sending a warning to the future.  sending a warning to the future.  sending a warning to the future.  sending a warning to the future. 

5555----8888----14 Ultra Dense George Orwell CIA...14 Ultra Dense George Orwell CIA...14 Ultra Dense George Orwell CIA...14 Ultra Dense George Orwell CIA... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust testimonies from Holocaust II... only at Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust testimonies from Holocaust II... only at Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust testimonies from Holocaust II... only at Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust testimonies from Holocaust II... only at CIA HQ stamped  CIA HQ stamped  CIA HQ stamped  CIA HQ stamped 
Secret like Gregs SecSecret like Gregs SecSecret like Gregs SecSecret like Gregs Secret File one Observers LEAK... Mr Buell andret File one Observers LEAK... Mr Buell andret File one Observers LEAK... Mr Buell andret File one Observers LEAK... Mr Buell and his Wind Car... 1980 invention! This is still Secret to Obama at the  his Wind Car... 1980 invention! This is still Secret to Obama at the  his Wind Car... 1980 invention! This is still Secret to Obama at the  his Wind Car... 1980 invention! This is still Secret to Obama at the 
Holocaust IHolocaust IHolocaust IHolocaust I convention!  convention!  convention!  convention! 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Angelina Jolie has revealed she isDense... Angelina Jolie has revealed she isDense... Angelina Jolie has revealed she isDense... Angelina Jolie has revealed she is Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----dense, I keep telling her Greg would have gotten a RxCure for Breastdense, I keep telling her Greg would have gotten a RxCure for Breastdense, I keep telling her Greg would have gotten a RxCure for Breastdense, I keep telling her Greg would have gotten a RxCure for Breast
Cancer on the 1980 Winds of Euphoria over the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort.Cancer on the 1980 Winds of Euphoria over the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort.Cancer on the 1980 Winds of Euphoria over the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort.Cancer on the 1980 Winds of Euphoria over the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort. UNICEF would not exist today and all the kids  UNICEF would not exist today and all the kids  UNICEF would not exist today and all the kids  UNICEF would not exist today and all the kids 
surrounding Angelina Jolie on thesurrounding Angelina Jolie on thesurrounding Angelina Jolie on thesurrounding Angelina Jolie on the NBC Nightly News would all be grads of Yale, Harvard, or some Junior Collage... NBC Nightly News would all be grads of Yale, Harvard, or some Junior Collage... NBC Nightly News would all be grads of Yale, Harvard, or some Junior Collage... NBC Nightly News would all be grads of Yale, Harvard, or some Junior Collage... really! Parasite  really! Parasite  really! Parasite  really! Parasite 
Burden and Severity of Malaria in Tanzanian Children B.P.Burden and Severity of Malaria in Tanzanian Children B.P.Burden and Severity of Malaria in Tanzanian Children B.P.Burden and Severity of Malaria in Tanzanian Children B.P. Gonçalves and Others | N Engl J Med 2014;370:1799 Gonçalves and Others | N Engl J Med 2014;370:1799 Gonçalves and Others | N Engl J Med 2014;370:1799 Gonçalves and Others | N Engl J Med 2014;370:1799----1808 Free Full Text... 1808 Free Full Text... 1808 Free Full Text... 1808 Free Full Text... 
FullFullFullFull Text Free of Angelina Jolie's LEAK of everything except the suppression of the Text Free of Angelina Jolie's LEAK of everything except the suppression of the Text Free of Angelina Jolie's LEAK of everything except the suppression of the Text Free of Angelina Jolie's LEAK of everything except the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort, will the 100  1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort, will the 100  1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort, will the 100  1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort, will the 100 
moms who daughters are notmoms who daughters are notmoms who daughters are notmoms who daughters are not going to be in a new movie because they were left in a hot car to die... go to going to be in a new movie because they were left in a hot car to die... go to going to be in a new movie because they were left in a hot car to die... go to going to be in a new movie because they were left in a hot car to die... go to Angelina's + her Daughters  Angelina's + her Daughters  Angelina's + her Daughters  Angelina's + her Daughters 
new Movies? new Movies? new Movies? new Movies? 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Brain noiseDense... Brain noiseDense... Brain noiseDense... Brain noise found to nurture synapses.. A study has shown that a long found to nurture synapses.. A study has shown that a long found to nurture synapses.. A study has shown that a long found to nurture synapses.. A study has shown that a long----overlooked form ofoverlooked form ofoverlooked form ofoverlooked form of neuron neuron neuron neuron----totototo----neuron neuron neuron neuron 
communication called miniature neurotransmission plays ancommunication called miniature neurotransmission plays ancommunication called miniature neurotransmission plays ancommunication called miniature neurotransmission plays an essential role in the development of synapses.  essential role in the development of synapses.  essential role in the development of synapses.  essential role in the development of synapses. 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense...Dense...Dense...Dense... Gravity developments dissected... Yale Physics, Yale Med, magnetized super dense Gravity developments dissected... Yale Physics, Yale Med, magnetized super dense Gravity developments dissected... Yale Physics, Yale Med, magnetized super dense Gravity developments dissected... Yale Physics, Yale Med, magnetized super dense neurons + brain synapses  neurons + brain synapses  neurons + brain synapses  neurons + brain synapses 
nurtured, time to rewrite the Physics Textbooksnurtured, time to rewrite the Physics Textbooksnurtured, time to rewrite the Physics Textbooksnurtured, time to rewrite the Physics Textbooks published by Yale!  published by Yale!  published by Yale!  published by Yale! 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Time to rewrite theDense... Time to rewrite theDense... Time to rewrite theDense... Time to rewrite the prenup... Kim Kardashian and Kanye West reportedly can't get married because prenup... Kim Kardashian and Kanye West reportedly can't get married because prenup... Kim Kardashian and Kanye West reportedly can't get married because prenup... Kim Kardashian and Kanye West reportedly can't get married because their prenup  their prenup  their prenup  their prenup 
agreement is still being hashed out. Sources connected with Kim andagreement is still being hashed out. Sources connected with Kim andagreement is still being hashed out. Sources connected with Kim andagreement is still being hashed out. Sources connected with Kim and Kanye have told TMZ that the prenup won't be signed until next  Kanye have told TMZ that the prenup won't be signed until next  Kanye have told TMZ that the prenup won't be signed until next  Kanye have told TMZ that the prenup won't be signed until next 
week... Octoberweek... Octoberweek... Octoberweek... October 2007, Florida became a part of the Uniform Premarital Agreement Act that 2007, Florida became a part of the Uniform Premarital Agreement Act that 2007, Florida became a part of the Uniform Premarital Agreement Act that 2007, Florida became a part of the Uniform Premarital Agreement Act that enforces strict guidelines to promote  enforces strict guidelines to promote  enforces strict guidelines to promote  enforces strict guidelines to promote 
consistency in prenuptial agreements fromconsistency in prenuptial agreements fromconsistency in prenuptial agreements fromconsistency in prenuptial agreements from state to state. In short, the Act details what can be included in a prenup and state to state. In short, the Act details what can be included in a prenup and state to state. In short, the Act details what can be included in a prenup and state to state. In short, the Act details what can be included in a prenup and what is  what is  what is  what is 
enforceable by law... 24/7 Brainstorming Sessions for 7 days will be inenforceable by law... 24/7 Brainstorming Sessions for 7 days will be inenforceable by law... 24/7 Brainstorming Sessions for 7 days will be inenforceable by law... 24/7 Brainstorming Sessions for 7 days will be in Gregs Premarital Agreement, will she sign this?  Gregs Premarital Agreement, will she sign this?  Gregs Premarital Agreement, will she sign this?  Gregs Premarital Agreement, will she sign this? 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense...Dense...Dense...Dense... MIT is Ultra MIT is Ultra MIT is Ultra MIT is Ultra----Dense, we Greg and 1 Trillion Observers in our George OrwellDense, we Greg and 1 Trillion Observers in our George OrwellDense, we Greg and 1 Trillion Observers in our George OrwellDense, we Greg and 1 Trillion Observers in our George Orwell Society want the Los Alamos Computer  Society want the Los Alamos Computer  Society want the Los Alamos Computer  Society want the Los Alamos Computer 
Simulate of 13 Billion Years before the BigSimulate of 13 Billion Years before the BigSimulate of 13 Billion Years before the BigSimulate of 13 Billion Years before the Big Bang, not 13 Billion Years after the Big Bang as the Before the Big Bang Bang, not 13 Billion Years after the Big Bang as the Before the Big Bang Bang, not 13 Billion Years after the Big Bang as the Before the Big Bang Bang, not 13 Billion Years after the Big Bang as the Before the Big Bang Computer  Computer  Computer  Computer 
Simulation by MIT will get a "Bang" out of our 1984 society goingsSimulation by MIT will get a "Bang" out of our 1984 society goingsSimulation by MIT will get a "Bang" out of our 1984 society goingsSimulation by MIT will get a "Bang" out of our 1984 society goings----on!on!on!on! Computer simulation of the universe shows 13 BILLION years of  Computer simulation of the universe shows 13 BILLION years of  Computer simulation of the universe shows 13 BILLION years of  Computer simulation of the universe shows 13 BILLION years of 
cosmic ...cosmic ...cosmic ...cosmic ... Illustris was developed over 5 years by a team led by Mark Vogelsberger of Illustris was developed over 5 years by a team led by Mark Vogelsberger of Illustris was developed over 5 years by a team led by Mark Vogelsberger of Illustris was developed over 5 years by a team led by Mark Vogelsberger of Massachusetts Institute of Technology; The  Massachusetts Institute of Technology; The  Massachusetts Institute of Technology; The  Massachusetts Institute of Technology; The 
numericalnumericalnumericalnumerical----based model covers thebased model covers thebased model covers thebased model covers the evolution of the universe beginning just 12 million years after the Big Bang; It evolution of the universe beginning just 12 million years after the Big Bang; It evolution of the universe beginning just 12 million years after the Big Bang; It evolution of the universe beginning just 12 million years after the Big Bang; It recreates galaxy  recreates galaxy  recreates galaxy  recreates galaxy 
clusters, ... clusters, ... clusters, ... clusters, ... 

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Polio Virus and WHO is UltraDense... Polio Virus and WHO is UltraDense... Polio Virus and WHO is UltraDense... Polio Virus and WHO is Ultra----DenseDenseDenseDense on the A 45 on the A 45 on the A 45 on the A 45----yearyearyearyear----old Filipina nurse working in Saudi Arabia has died of old Filipina nurse working in Saudi Arabia has died of old Filipina nurse working in Saudi Arabia has died of old Filipina nurse working in Saudi Arabia has died of 
MiddleMiddleMiddleMiddle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS----CoV), the third Filipino to perishCoV), the third Filipino to perishCoV), the third Filipino to perishCoV), the third Filipino to perish from the disease. Before the latest fatality, two  from the disease. Before the latest fatality, two  from the disease. Before the latest fatality, two  from the disease. Before the latest fatality, two 
other Filipinos in Saudiother Filipinos in Saudiother Filipinos in Saudiother Filipinos in Saudi Arabia had died from the virus  Arabia had died from the virus  Arabia had died from the virus  Arabia had died from the virus –––– buried in Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks!buried in Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks!buried in Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks!buried in Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks!

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Yale Research Shows People with a Mental IllnessDense... Yale Research Shows People with a Mental IllnessDense... Yale Research Shows People with a Mental IllnessDense... Yale Research Shows People with a Mental Illness are More Likely to Smoke... Yale researchers from the Yale School  are More Likely to Smoke... Yale researchers from the Yale School  are More Likely to Smoke... Yale researchers from the Yale School  are More Likely to Smoke... Yale researchers from the Yale School 
of Medicine,of Medicine,of Medicine,of Medicine, smokers with mental illness consume nearly half of all cigarettes in the United smokers with mental illness consume nearly half of all cigarettes in the United smokers with mental illness consume nearly half of all cigarettes in the United smokers with mental illness consume nearly half of all cigarettes in the United States, despite making up a substantially  States, despite making up a substantially  States, despite making up a substantially  States, despite making up a substantially 
smaller proportion of the population.smaller proportion of the population.smaller proportion of the population.smaller proportion of the population. Researchers and policy makers are increasingly calling attention to this Researchers and policy makers are increasingly calling attention to this Researchers and policy makers are increasingly calling attention to this Researchers and policy makers are increasingly calling attention to this important public health  important public health  important public health  important public health 
issue, and this sissue, and this sissue, and this sissue, and this study helps point to a need fortudy helps point to a need fortudy helps point to a need fortudy helps point to a need for interventions and policy that directly help individuals with mental illness quit interventions and policy that directly help individuals with mental illness quit interventions and policy that directly help individuals with mental illness quit interventions and policy that directly help individuals with mental illness quit smoking.  smoking.  smoking.  smoking. 
Carolyn Mazure of Yale also contributed to the study. Carolyn Mazure of Yale also contributed to the study. Carolyn Mazure of Yale also contributed to the study. Carolyn Mazure of Yale also contributed to the study. 
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5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Need for YALE Dr. Kerry, Dr.Dense... Need for YALE Dr. Kerry, Dr.Dense... Need for YALE Dr. Kerry, Dr.Dense... Need for YALE Dr. Kerry, Dr. McCain, Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. Hillary, Dr. Clintons, Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... McCain, Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. Hillary, Dr. Clintons, Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... McCain, Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. Hillary, Dr. Clintons, Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... McCain, Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. Hillary, Dr. Clintons, Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... interventions  interventions  interventions  interventions 
and policy that directly help individuals with mental illness quitand policy that directly help individuals with mental illness quitand policy that directly help individuals with mental illness quitand policy that directly help individuals with mental illness quit smoking... CVS PROHIBITION... USA prohibition on tobacco nation  smoking... CVS PROHIBITION... USA prohibition on tobacco nation  smoking... CVS PROHIBITION... USA prohibition on tobacco nation  smoking... CVS PROHIBITION... USA prohibition on tobacco nation 
wide after thewide after thewide after thewide after the coup... for the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is a sure thing!  coup... for the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is a sure thing!  coup... for the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is a sure thing!  coup... for the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is a sure thing! 

5555----8888----14141414 Ultra Ultra Ultra Ultra----Dense Dr. Kerry at the State Dept... a link you can click on they will notDense Dr. Kerry at the State Dept... a link you can click on they will notDense Dr. Kerry at the State Dept... a link you can click on they will notDense Dr. Kerry at the State Dept... a link you can click on they will not LEAK the Secrets of $777 Trillion in Nigeria +  LEAK the Secrets of $777 Trillion in Nigeria +  LEAK the Secrets of $777 Trillion in Nigeria +  LEAK the Secrets of $777 Trillion in Nigeria + 
African Oil Money Dr. Kerry wantsAfrican Oil Money Dr. Kerry wantsAfrican Oil Money Dr. Kerry wantsAfrican Oil Money Dr. Kerry wants to put in his Swiss Bank Account... to put in his Swiss Bank Account... to put in his Swiss Bank Account... to put in his Swiss Bank Account...
http://travel.state.gov/content/passports/english/alertswarnings/nigeriahttp://travel.state.gov/content/passports/english/alertswarnings/nigeriahttp://travel.state.gov/content/passports/english/alertswarnings/nigeriahttp://travel.state.gov/content/passports/english/alertswarnings/nigeria----traveltraveltraveltravel----warning.htmlwarning.htmlwarning.htmlwarning.html

5555----8888----14 Oil; Ultra14 Oil; Ultra14 Oil; Ultra14 Oil; Ultra----Dense goingsDense goingsDense goingsDense goings----on in Kenya, Nigeria... multiple reportson in Kenya, Nigeria... multiple reportson in Kenya, Nigeria... multiple reportson in Kenya, Nigeria... multiple reports of kidnappings involving U.S. citizens. Kidnappings of foreign  of kidnappings involving U.S. citizens. Kidnappings of foreign  of kidnappings involving U.S. citizens. Kidnappings of foreign  of kidnappings involving U.S. citizens. Kidnappings of foreign 
nationals andnationals andnationals andnationals and attacks against Nigerian police forces in Lagos State and the Niger Delta region attacks against Nigerian police forces in Lagos State and the Niger Delta region attacks against Nigerian police forces in Lagos State and the Niger Delta region attacks against Nigerian police forces in Lagos State and the Niger Delta region continue to affect personal security for  continue to affect personal security for  continue to affect personal security for  continue to affect personal security for 
those traveling in these areas.those traveling in these areas.those traveling in these areas.those traveling in these areas. Criminals or militants have abducted foreign nationals, including U.S. citizens, Criminals or militants have abducted foreign nationals, including U.S. citizens, Criminals or militants have abducted foreign nationals, including U.S. citizens, Criminals or militants have abducted foreign nationals, including U.S. citizens, from off from off from off from off----shore and shore and shore and shore and 
landlandlandland----based oil facilities and maritime vessels, residentialbased oil facilities and maritime vessels, residentialbased oil facilities and maritime vessels, residentialbased oil facilities and maritime vessels, residential compounds, and public roadways. Ansaru, an offshoot of Boko Haram, has compounds, and public roadways. Ansaru, an offshoot of Boko Haram, has compounds, and public roadways. Ansaru, an offshoot of Boko Haram, has compounds, and public roadways. Ansaru, an offshoot of Boko Haram, has
specifically targeted foreigners in the north for kidnap in the past few yearsspecifically targeted foreigners in the north for kidnap in the past few yearsspecifically targeted foreigners in the north for kidnap in the past few yearsspecifically targeted foreigners in the north for kidnap in the past few years with lethal outcomes. Violent crimes occur throughout the  with lethal outcomes. Violent crimes occur throughout the  with lethal outcomes. Violent crimes occur throughout the  with lethal outcomes. Violent crimes occur throughout the 
country. U.S. citizencountry. U.S. citizencountry. U.S. citizencountry. U.S. citizen visitors and residents have experienced armed muggings, assaults, burglaries, visitors and residents have experienced armed muggings, assaults, burglaries, visitors and residents have experienced armed muggings, assaults, burglaries, visitors and residents have experienced armed muggings, assaults, burglaries, armed robberies, car armed robberies, car armed robberies, car armed robberies, car----jackings, jackings, jackings, jackings, 
rapes, kidnappings, and extortion. Home invasionsrapes, kidnappings, and extortion. Home invasionsrapes, kidnappings, and extortion. Home invasionsrapes, kidnappings, and extortion. Home invasions also remain a serious threat, with armed robbers accessing even guarded also remain a serious threat, with armed robbers accessing even guarded also remain a serious threat, with armed robbers accessing even guarded also remain a serious threat, with armed robbers accessing even guarded
compounds by scaling perimeter walls, accessing waterfront compounds by boat,compounds by scaling perimeter walls, accessing waterfront compounds by boat,compounds by scaling perimeter walls, accessing waterfront compounds by boat,compounds by scaling perimeter walls, accessing waterfront compounds by boat, following residents or visitors, or subduing guards to  following residents or visitors, or subduing guards to  following residents or visitors, or subduing guards to  following residents or visitors, or subduing guards to 
gain entry to homes orgain entry to homes orgain entry to homes orgain entry to homes or apartments. Law enforcement authorities usually respond slowly or not at all apartments. Law enforcement authorities usually respond slowly or not at all apartments. Law enforcement authorities usually respond slowly or not at all apartments. Law enforcement authorities usually respond slowly or not at all

5555----8888----14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra14 Ultra----Dense... Defy Expectations... 1 TrillionDense... Defy Expectations... 1 TrillionDense... Defy Expectations... 1 TrillionDense... Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap  iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap  iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap  iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap 

1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 

everyone who wants to workeveryone who wants to workeveryone who wants to workeveryone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Medical  Medical  Medical 
School points to Buccaneer Pirates selling booze not good healthSchool points to Buccaneer Pirates selling booze not good healthSchool points to Buccaneer Pirates selling booze not good healthSchool points to Buccaneer Pirates selling booze not good health literacy to Racist Jews!  literacy to Racist Jews!  literacy to Racist Jews!  literacy to Racist Jews! 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Medical  Medical  Medical 
School... Michael Jordan Admits Racism: "I Was Against All White People"School... Michael Jordan Admits Racism: "I Was Against All White People"School... Michael Jordan Admits Racism: "I Was Against All White People"School... Michael Jordan Admits Racism: "I Was Against All White People" OJ killed Nichol because he is A Racist, if Nichol was SBF she  OJ killed Nichol because he is A Racist, if Nichol was SBF she  OJ killed Nichol because he is A Racist, if Nichol was SBF she  OJ killed Nichol because he is A Racist, if Nichol was SBF she 
would be alivewould be alivewould be alivewould be alive today!  today!  today!  today! 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island ofIsland ofIsland ofIsland of Stability Stability Stability Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medicalon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medicalon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medicalon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical
School... After Oklahoma's botched execution, here comes the coverSchool... After Oklahoma's botched execution, here comes the coverSchool... After Oklahoma's botched execution, here comes the coverSchool... After Oklahoma's botched execution, here comes the cover----up... "Shockup... "Shockup... "Shockup... "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous  + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous  + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous  + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous 
Marriage License! 19K SWFMarriage License! 19K SWFMarriage License! 19K SWFMarriage License! 19K SWF are going to be Executed by Dr. Homeland Security busy taking care of the Social are going to be Executed by Dr. Homeland Security busy taking care of the Social are going to be Executed by Dr. Homeland Security busy taking care of the Social are going to be Executed by Dr. Homeland Security busy taking care of the Social Security Offices not in the  Security Offices not in the  Security Offices not in the  Security Offices not in the 
1 Trillion Battered Shelters housing 1 Trillion1 Trillion Battered Shelters housing 1 Trillion1 Trillion Battered Shelters housing 1 Trillion1 Trillion Battered Shelters housing 1 Trillion SWF's Today! Security Cameras! Were?  SWF's Today! Security Cameras! Were?  SWF's Today! Security Cameras! Were?  SWF's Today! Security Cameras! Were? 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 11714 Superheavy Element 11714 Superheavy Element 11714 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled  Points to Fabled  Points to Fabled  Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table...on Periodic Table...on Periodic Table...on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Key West Island of Key West Island of Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical 
School... Execution of 100 kids + 100 more Officer JasonsSchool... Execution of 100 kids + 100 more Officer JasonsSchool... Execution of 100 kids + 100 more Officer JasonsSchool... Execution of 100 kids + 100 more Officer Jasons this summer Kids Left in Hot Cars + Cops Cars Rearended Crash + Burn, this summer Kids Left in Hot Cars + Cops Cars Rearended Crash + Burn, this summer Kids Left in Hot Cars + Cops Cars Rearended Crash + Burn, this summer Kids Left in Hot Cars + Cops Cars Rearended Crash + Burn,

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” onononon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical 
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School... why is thisSchool... why is thisSchool... why is thisSchool... why is this Racism, because Dr. Obama, Dr. Rice, Gen Powell, and even OJ know this will go Racism, because Dr. Obama, Dr. Rice, Gen Powell, and even OJ know this will go Racism, because Dr. Obama, Dr. Rice, Gen Powell, and even OJ know this will go Racism, because Dr. Obama, Dr. Rice, Gen Powell, and even OJ know this will go on this Summer 2014.  on this Summer 2014.  on this Summer 2014.  on this Summer 2014. 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Medical  Medical  Medical 
School... Gates cedes Microsoft shareholder crown to former No. 2,School... Gates cedes Microsoft shareholder crown to former No. 2,School... Gates cedes Microsoft shareholder crown to former No. 2,School... Gates cedes Microsoft shareholder crown to former No. 2, Ballmer... all are Stupid Criminals robbing gas stations this Summer  Ballmer... all are Stupid Criminals robbing gas stations this Summer  Ballmer... all are Stupid Criminals robbing gas stations this Summer  Ballmer... all are Stupid Criminals robbing gas stations this Summer 
2014.2014.2014.2014.

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” onononon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical 
School... InsideSchool... InsideSchool... InsideSchool... Inside Facebook's brilliant plan to hog your data... conscience... Execution of 100 Facebook's brilliant plan to hog your data... conscience... Execution of 100 Facebook's brilliant plan to hog your data... conscience... Execution of 100 Facebook's brilliant plan to hog your data... conscience... Execution of 100 kids + 100 more Officer Jasons!  kids + 100 more Officer Jasons!  kids + 100 more Officer Jasons!  kids + 100 more Officer Jasons! 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled  Fabled  Fabled  Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  West Medical  West Medical  West Medical 
School... U.S. Nuns: Sucker Punched by the Vatican Mad Men RobbingSchool... U.S. Nuns: Sucker Punched by the Vatican Mad Men RobbingSchool... U.S. Nuns: Sucker Punched by the Vatican Mad Men RobbingSchool... U.S. Nuns: Sucker Punched by the Vatican Mad Men Robbing Gas Stations this Summer 2014.  Gas Stations this Summer 2014.  Gas Stations this Summer 2014.  Gas Stations this Summer 2014. 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled  Fabled  Fabled  Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  West Medical  West Medical  West Medical 
School... Writing Mother's Day Cards at Hallmark: An Inside Look...School... Writing Mother's Day Cards at Hallmark: An Inside Look...School... Writing Mother's Day Cards at Hallmark: An Inside Look...School... Writing Mother's Day Cards at Hallmark: An Inside Look... I lived next to Hallmark HQ in Kansas City for 3 years going to Jr.  I lived next to Hallmark HQ in Kansas City for 3 years going to Jr.  I lived next to Hallmark HQ in Kansas City for 3 years going to Jr.  I lived next to Hallmark HQ in Kansas City for 3 years going to Jr. 
College.College.College.College. When I wrote a BDay Card in 1975 Hallmark came out with a line of "Look Alike" When I wrote a BDay Card in 1975 Hallmark came out with a line of "Look Alike" When I wrote a BDay Card in 1975 Hallmark came out with a line of "Look Alike" When I wrote a BDay Card in 1975 Hallmark came out with a line of "Look Alike" BDay + Mothers Day Cards! Bill + Melinda  BDay + Mothers Day Cards! Bill + Melinda  BDay + Mothers Day Cards! Bill + Melinda  BDay + Mothers Day Cards! Bill + Melinda 
are "Bad People" Hallmark too!are "Bad People" Hallmark too!are "Bad People" Hallmark too!are "Bad People" Hallmark too!

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” onononon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical 
School.... VietnamSchool.... VietnamSchool.... VietnamSchool.... Vietnam tries to stop China oil rig deployment...  tries to stop China oil rig deployment...  tries to stop China oil rig deployment...  tries to stop China oil rig deployment... 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 11714 Superheavy Element 11714 Superheavy Element 11714 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled  Points to Fabled  Points to Fabled  Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island ofon Periodic Table... Key West Island ofon Periodic Table... Key West Island ofon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical 
School School School School 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled  Fabled  Fabled  Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Keyon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  West Medical  West Medical  West Medical 
School School School School 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key Weston Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Medical  Medical  Medical 
School School School School 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island ofIsland ofIsland ofIsland of Stability Stability Stability Stability”””” on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical on Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical 
SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” onononon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical 
School School School School 

5555----7777----14141414 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled  Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled  Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled  Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of StabilityIsland of Stability”””” on Periodicon Periodicon Periodicon Periodic Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical  Table... Key West Island of Yale Key West Medical 
School School School School 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled ““““Island ofIsland ofIsland ofIsland of Stability Stability Stability Stability”””” Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West
Medical School on 3Medical School on 3Medical School on 3Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

5555----7777----14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 14 Superheavy Element 117 Points to Fabled 

““““Island ofIsland ofIsland ofIsland of Stability Stability Stability Stability”””” Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key WestGreg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Medical School on 3 Medical School on 3 Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the  one... the  one... the  one... the 
prenuptial to "tell all" then get on... with race for the RxCure forprenuptial to "tell all" then get on... with race for the RxCure forprenuptial to "tell all" then get on... with race for the RxCure forprenuptial to "tell all" then get on... with race for the RxCure for Breast Cancer you put in the H2O...  Breast Cancer you put in the H2O...  Breast Cancer you put in the H2O...  Breast Cancer you put in the H2O... 
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Key West Women willing to Marry GregKey West Women willing to Marry GregKey West Women willing to Marry GregKey West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" 

5555----6666----14141414 "Shock + Awe!" " Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth "Shock + Awe!" " Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth "Shock + Awe!" " Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth "Shock + Awe!" " Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth Celebration in Miami... Charles Celebration in Miami... Charles Celebration in Miami... Charles Celebration in Miami... Charles Darwin's Endangered  Darwin's Endangered  Darwin's Endangered  Darwin's Endangered 
Galápagos Island FinchesGalápagos Island FinchesGalápagos Island FinchesGalápagos Island Finches Defeat Killer Maggots ... Science World Report  Defeat Killer Maggots ... Science World Report  Defeat Killer Maggots ... Science World Report  Defeat Killer Maggots ... Science World Report ---- It was previously known thatIt was previously known thatIt was previously known thatIt was previously known that larvae of parasitic flies are  larvae of parasitic flies are  larvae of parasitic flies are  larvae of parasitic flies are 
responsible for the deaths of baby finches on theresponsible for the deaths of baby finches on theresponsible for the deaths of baby finches on theresponsible for the deaths of baby finches on the Galapagos Islands. As a result, researchers helped develop a method for Charles Galapagos Islands. As a result, researchers helped develop a method for Charles Galapagos Islands. As a result, researchers helped develop a method for Charles Galapagos Islands. As a result, researchers helped develop a method for Charles
Darwin's famed species to protect themselves against the maggots. Darwin's famed species to protect themselves against the maggots. Darwin's famed species to protect themselves against the maggots. Darwin's famed species to protect themselves against the maggots. 

5555----6666----14141414 Key West Sunset Celebration + Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" Key West Sunset Celebration + Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" Key West Sunset Celebration + Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" Key West Sunset Celebration + Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth... after stifling Greg + Wives since 1980!  from Earth... after stifling Greg + Wives since 1980!  from Earth... after stifling Greg + Wives since 1980!  from Earth... after stifling Greg + Wives since 1980! 

5555----6666----14 "Shock +14 "Shock +14 "Shock +14 "Shock + Awe!" Invention project, eradication of the "Virus..." this is not even in the Awe!" Invention project, eradication of the "Virus..." this is not even in the Awe!" Invention project, eradication of the "Virus..." this is not even in the Awe!" Invention project, eradication of the "Virus..." this is not even in the WHO Carts on the Apple Store, yes I added a  WHO Carts on the Apple Store, yes I added a  WHO Carts on the Apple Store, yes I added a  WHO Carts on the Apple Store, yes I added a 
few MacBook Air to the Apple Storefew MacBook Air to the Apple Storefew MacBook Air to the Apple Storefew MacBook Air to the Apple Store Cart yesterday, wedding gifts for when Mary B. makes contact + has a 1984 Cart yesterday, wedding gifts for when Mary B. makes contact + has a 1984 Cart yesterday, wedding gifts for when Mary B. makes contact + has a 1984 Cart yesterday, wedding gifts for when Mary B. makes contact + has a 1984 Proposal, grin!  Proposal, grin!  Proposal, grin!  Proposal, grin! 

5555----6666----14 NY Times... Front Page Correction... Where did14 NY Times... Front Page Correction... Where did14 NY Times... Front Page Correction... Where did14 NY Times... Front Page Correction... Where did the mysterious MERS virus come from? Should be how we eradicated the "Virus" the mysterious MERS virus come from? Should be how we eradicated the "Virus" the mysterious MERS virus come from? Should be how we eradicated the "Virus" the mysterious MERS virus come from? Should be how we eradicated the "Virus"
from Earth! Stupid Criminals, grin. from Earth! Stupid Criminals, grin. from Earth! Stupid Criminals, grin. from Earth! Stupid Criminals, grin. 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the  to get one... the  to get one... the  to get one... the 
prenuptial to "tell all" then get on... Apple host device, OSprenuptial to "tell all" then get on... Apple host device, OSprenuptial to "tell all" then get on... Apple host device, OSprenuptial to "tell all" then get on... Apple host device, OS and application. Random Read/WriteUp to 1000/600** megabytes per  and application. Random Read/WriteUp to 1000/600** megabytes per  and application. Random Read/WriteUp to 1000/600** megabytes per  and application. Random Read/WriteUp to 1000/600** megabytes per 
second...second...second...second... SanDisk Launches World First 4TB SAS SSD, 8TB On The Horizon... 1980 Model SanDisk Launches World First 4TB SAS SSD, 8TB On The Horizon... 1980 Model SanDisk Launches World First 4TB SAS SSD, 8TB On The Horizon... 1980 Model SanDisk Launches World First 4TB SAS SSD, 8TB On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon 
too. too. too. too. 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one...  Invention test to get one...  Invention test to get one...  Invention test to get one... 
Gravity Engine needs this "Hot Hardware" up andGravity Engine needs this "Hot Hardware" up andGravity Engine needs this "Hot Hardware" up andGravity Engine needs this "Hot Hardware" up and running today to get the Gravity Engine in our life time. Would someone please running today to get the Gravity Engine in our life time. Would someone please running today to get the Gravity Engine in our life time. Would someone please running today to get the Gravity Engine in our life time. Would someone please
email our 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators out playing with their MIT Drones, teachingemail our 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators out playing with their MIT Drones, teachingemail our 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators out playing with their MIT Drones, teachingemail our 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators out playing with their MIT Drones, teaching it how to rob gas stations today! On The Horizon...  it how to rob gas stations today! On The Horizon...  it how to rob gas stations today! On The Horizon...  it how to rob gas stations today! On The Horizon... 
1980 Model1980 Model1980 Model1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one...  Invention test to get one...  Invention test to get one...  Invention test to get one... 
SanDisk Launches World First 4TB solid State HardSanDisk Launches World First 4TB solid State HardSanDisk Launches World First 4TB solid State HardSanDisk Launches World First 4TB solid State Hard drive... SSD, 8TB On The Horizon... On The Horizon... 1980 Model drive... SSD, 8TB On The Horizon... On The Horizon... 1980 Model drive... SSD, 8TB On The Horizon... On The Horizon... 1980 Model drive... SSD, 8TB On The Horizon... On The Horizon... 1980 Model
ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... 185  Invention test to get one... 185  Invention test to get one... 185  Invention test to get one... 185 
TB solid State Hard drive... Sony has developedTB solid State Hard drive... Sony has developedTB solid State Hard drive... Sony has developedTB solid State Hard drive... Sony has developed a new storage tape that is able to hold up to 185 terabytes (TB) of data per a new storage tape that is able to hold up to 185 terabytes (TB) of data per a new storage tape that is able to hold up to 185 terabytes (TB) of data per a new storage tape that is able to hold up to 185 terabytes (TB) of data per cartridge.  cartridge.  cartridge.  cartridge. 
Created with the help of IBM, Sony's technology allows for tapes thatCreated with the help of IBM, Sony's technology allows for tapes thatCreated with the help of IBM, Sony's technology allows for tapes thatCreated with the help of IBM, Sony's technology allows for tapes that can store the equivalent of 3,700 Blu can store the equivalent of 3,700 Blu can store the equivalent of 3,700 Blu can store the equivalent of 3,700 Blu----ray discs. On The Horizon... ray discs. On The Horizon... ray discs. On The Horizon... ray discs. On The Horizon... 
1980 Model1980 Model1980 Model1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the  Invention test to get one... the  Invention test to get one... the  Invention test to get one... the 
prenuptial to "tell all" then get on...prenuptial to "tell all" then get on...prenuptial to "tell all" then get on...prenuptial to "tell all" then get on... Nigeria's Boko Haram threatens to sell kidnapped schoolgirls... Hell Bush has Nigeria's Boko Haram threatens to sell kidnapped schoolgirls... Hell Bush has Nigeria's Boko Haram threatens to sell kidnapped schoolgirls... Hell Bush has Nigeria's Boko Haram threatens to sell kidnapped schoolgirls... Hell Bush has been selling "Organs"  been selling "Organs"  been selling "Organs"  been selling "Organs" 
+ SWF's to Saudi Princes since the 1980 Model+ SWF's to Saudi Princes since the 1980 Model+ SWF's to Saudi Princes since the 1980 Model+ SWF's to Saudi Princes since the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort! On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord ElectricWindmillFord Escort! On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord ElectricWindmillFord Escort! On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord ElectricWindmillFord Escort! On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is  Escort is  Escort is  Escort is 
on the Horizon too. on the Horizon too. on the Horizon too. on the Horizon too. 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the  to get one... the  to get one... the  to get one... the 
prenuptial to "tell all" then get on... prenuptial to "tell all" then get on... prenuptial to "tell all" then get on... prenuptial to "tell all" then get on... 

5555----6666----14 "Shock14 "Shock14 "Shock14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the  to pass a Invention test to get one... the  to pass a Invention test to get one... the  to pass a Invention test to get one... the 
prenuptial to "tell all" then getprenuptial to "tell all" then getprenuptial to "tell all" then getprenuptial to "tell all" then get on...  on...  on...  on... 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" + Polygamous Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the  Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the  Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the  Marriage License you have to pass a Invention test to get one... the 
prenuptialprenuptialprenuptialprenuptial to "tell all" then get on... SanDisk Launches World First 4TB SAS SSD, 8TB On to "tell all" then get on... SanDisk Launches World First 4TB SAS SSD, 8TB On to "tell all" then get on... SanDisk Launches World First 4TB SAS SSD, 8TB On to "tell all" then get on... SanDisk Launches World First 4TB SAS SSD, 8TB On The Horizon...  The Horizon...  The Horizon...  The Horizon... 

5555----6666----14 Woody Allen his best on14 Woody Allen his best on14 Woody Allen his best on14 Woody Allen his best on----screen role in years, asscreen role in years, asscreen role in years, asscreen role in years, as an unlikely pimp. On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is  an unlikely pimp. On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is  an unlikely pimp. On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is  an unlikely pimp. On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is 
onononon the Horizon too.  the Horizon too.  the Horizon too.  the Horizon too. 

5555----6666----14 Mia Farrow... On The Horizon... 1980 Model14 Mia Farrow... On The Horizon... 1980 Model14 Mia Farrow... On The Horizon... 1980 Model14 Mia Farrow... On The Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too.  ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Movie Produced + Directed by Mary B... mission is the "Gravity Engine" Movie Produced + Directed by Mary B... mission is the "Gravity Engine" Movie Produced + Directed by Mary B... mission is the "Gravity Engine" Movie Produced + Directed by Mary B...

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Turturro himself14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Turturro himself14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Turturro himself14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Turturro himself stars as the title character, in this hilarious yet heartfelt comedy  stars as the title character, in this hilarious yet heartfelt comedy  stars as the title character, in this hilarious yet heartfelt comedy  stars as the title character, in this hilarious yet heartfelt comedy 
about theabout theabout theabout the endless quest for happiness through sex and love. Murray (Allen), a endless quest for happiness through sex and love. Murray (Allen), a endless quest for happiness through sex and love. Murray (Allen), a endless quest for happiness through sex and love. Murray (Allen), a going going going going----outoutoutout----ofofofof----business New York bookseller, is pals with business New York bookseller, is pals with business New York bookseller, is pals with business New York bookseller, is pals with 
Fioranvante (Turturro),Fioranvante (Turturro),Fioranvante (Turturro),Fioranvante (Turturro), who runs a modest florist shop. When Murray's beautiful dermatologist Dr. Parker who runs a modest florist shop. When Murray's beautiful dermatologist Dr. Parker who runs a modest florist shop. When Murray's beautiful dermatologist Dr. Parker who runs a modest florist shop. When Murray's beautiful dermatologist Dr. Parker (Sharon Stone) mentions  (Sharon Stone) mentions  (Sharon Stone) mentions  (Sharon Stone) mentions 
she's looking for a man to participate in a threesomeshe's looking for a man to participate in a threesomeshe's looking for a man to participate in a threesomeshe's looking for a man to participate in a threesome with her and her equally gorgeous friend Selima (Sofia Vergara), Murray with her and her equally gorgeous friend Selima (Sofia Vergara), Murray with her and her equally gorgeous friend Selima (Sofia Vergara), Murray with her and her equally gorgeous friend Selima (Sofia Vergara), Murray
recognizes the financial potential of this proposal and sets about convincingrecognizes the financial potential of this proposal and sets about convincingrecognizes the financial potential of this proposal and sets about convincingrecognizes the financial potential of this proposal and sets about convincing Fioravante to consummate the deal. While Fioravante is  Fioravante to consummate the deal. While Fioravante is  Fioravante to consummate the deal. While Fioravante is  Fioravante to consummate the deal. While Fioravante is 
at first understandablyat first understandablyat first understandablyat first understandably hesitant, he needs the cash and comes to believe that there are worse ways to hesitant, he needs the cash and comes to believe that there are worse ways to hesitant, he needs the cash and comes to believe that there are worse ways to hesitant, he needs the cash and comes to believe that there are worse ways to make a living than by making  make a living than by making  make a living than by making  make a living than by making 
two attentiontwo attentiontwo attentiontwo attention----starved women happy. Meanwhile Murraystarved women happy. Meanwhile Murraystarved women happy. Meanwhile Murraystarved women happy. Meanwhile Murray has come across an unusual second client for Fioravante: Avigal (Vanessa has come across an unusual second client for Fioravante: Avigal (Vanessa has come across an unusual second client for Fioravante: Avigal (Vanessa has come across an unusual second client for Fioravante: Avigal (Vanessa
Paradis), the lonely widow of a revered Hasidic rabbi. Avigal's every move isParadis), the lonely widow of a revered Hasidic rabbi. Avigal's every move isParadis), the lonely widow of a revered Hasidic rabbi. Avigal's every move isParadis), the lonely widow of a revered Hasidic rabbi. Avigal's every move is watched by the suspicious and jealous Dovi (Liev  watched by the suspicious and jealous Dovi (Liev  watched by the suspicious and jealous Dovi (Liev  watched by the suspicious and jealous Dovi (Liev 
Schreiber), which makesSchreiber), which makesSchreiber), which makesSchreiber), which makes assignations with her hazardous. As Fioravante makes his rounds through the assignations with her hazardous. As Fioravante makes his rounds through the assignations with her hazardous. As Fioravante makes his rounds through the assignations with her hazardous. As Fioravante makes his rounds through the bedrooms of Dr. Parker and  bedrooms of Dr. Parker and  bedrooms of Dr. Parker and  bedrooms of Dr. Parker and 
Selima, as well as his more chaste meetings withSelima, as well as his more chaste meetings withSelima, as well as his more chaste meetings withSelima, as well as his more chaste meetings with Avigal, Murray discovers it's not so easy to be a pimp and finds out that the Avigal, Murray discovers it's not so easy to be a pimp and finds out that the Avigal, Murray discovers it's not so easy to be a pimp and finds out that the Avigal, Murray discovers it's not so easy to be a pimp and finds out that the clash  clash  clash  clash 
between the secular and the Orthodox must be faced sooner or later.between the secular and the Orthodox must be faced sooner or later.between the secular and the Orthodox must be faced sooner or later.between the secular and the Orthodox must be faced sooner or later.

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Miami To Host14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Miami To Host14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Miami To Host14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" Miami To Host First Microsoft Innovation Center. Hot Hardware Staff. On The  First Microsoft Innovation Center. Hot Hardware Staff. On The  First Microsoft Innovation Center. Hot Hardware Staff. On The  First Microsoft Innovation Center. Hot Hardware Staff. On The 
Horizon... 1980Horizon... 1980Horizon... 1980Horizon... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. Grin!  Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. Grin!  Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. Grin!  Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the Horizon too. Grin! 

5555----6666----14141414 "Shock + Awe!" " Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth "Shock + Awe!" " Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth "Shock + Awe!" " Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth "Shock + Awe!" " Microsoft to Host the Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth Celebration in Miami... Charles Darwin's Endangered  Celebration in Miami... Charles Darwin's Endangered  Celebration in Miami... Charles Darwin's Endangered  Celebration in Miami... Charles Darwin's Endangered 
Galápagos Island FinchesGalápagos Island FinchesGalápagos Island FinchesGalápagos Island Finches Defeat Killer Maggots ... Science World Report  Defeat Killer Maggots ... Science World Report  Defeat Killer Maggots ... Science World Report  Defeat Killer Maggots ... Science World Report ---- It was previously known thatIt was previously known thatIt was previously known thatIt was previously known that larvae of parasitic flies are  larvae of parasitic flies are  larvae of parasitic flies are  larvae of parasitic flies are 
responsible for the deaths of baby finches on theresponsible for the deaths of baby finches on theresponsible for the deaths of baby finches on theresponsible for the deaths of baby finches on the Galapagos Islands. As a result, researchers helped develop a method for Charles Galapagos Islands. As a result, researchers helped develop a method for Charles Galapagos Islands. As a result, researchers helped develop a method for Charles Galapagos Islands. As a result, researchers helped develop a method for Charles
Darwin's famed species to protect themselves against the maggots. Darwin's famed species to protect themselves against the maggots. Darwin's famed species to protect themselves against the maggots. Darwin's famed species to protect themselves against the maggots. 

5555----6666----14141414 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine"  "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine"  "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine"  "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!"14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine"  mission is the "Gravity Engine"  mission is the "Gravity Engine"  mission is the "Gravity Engine" 

5555----6666----14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the14 "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine"  "Gravity Engine"  "Gravity Engine"  "Gravity Engine" 

5555----5555----14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" 

5555----5555----14141414 Today... 5 Today... 5 Today... 5 Today... 5----5555----1965 Got Married... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Greg is Willing to Get1965 Got Married... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Greg is Willing to Get1965 Got Married... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Greg is Willing to Get1965 Got Married... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS  Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS  Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS  Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS 
that the 1980that the 1980that the 1980that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... by Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter, ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... by Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter, ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... by Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter, ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... by Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy. Today in our  bullied by Teddy Kennedy. Today in our  bullied by Teddy Kennedy. Today in our  bullied by Teddy Kennedy. Today in our 
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"1984" BMF Era of Comcast Pedophiles on"1984" BMF Era of Comcast Pedophiles on"1984" BMF Era of Comcast Pedophiles on"1984" BMF Era of Comcast Pedophiles on NBC and no Who Murdered Farrah Movie we need A Legal Polygamous Marriage NBC and no Who Murdered Farrah Movie we need A Legal Polygamous Marriage NBC and no Who Murdered Farrah Movie we need A Legal Polygamous Marriage NBC and no Who Murdered Farrah Movie we need A Legal Polygamous Marriage License... for  License... for  License... for  License... for 
"strong"strong"strong"strong----minded Marriage with the intentions spelled out in theminded Marriage with the intentions spelled out in theminded Marriage with the intentions spelled out in theminded Marriage with the intentions spelled out in the prenuptial to "tell all" then get on with all Brainstorming Invention  prenuptial to "tell all" then get on with all Brainstorming Invention  prenuptial to "tell all" then get on with all Brainstorming Invention  prenuptial to "tell all" then get on with all Brainstorming Invention 
ProjectsProjectsProjectsProjects Conversations" to get 1,001 Invention Projects in this new Marriage of "Shock + Conversations" to get 1,001 Invention Projects in this new Marriage of "Shock + Conversations" to get 1,001 Invention Projects in this new Marriage of "Shock + Conversations" to get 1,001 Invention Projects in this new Marriage of "Shock + Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" and  Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" and  Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" and  Awe!" mission is the "Gravity Engine" and 
Polygamous Marriage License... thePolygamous Marriage License... thePolygamous Marriage License... thePolygamous Marriage License... the prenuptial to "tell all" then get on...  prenuptial to "tell all" then get on...  prenuptial to "tell all" then get on...  prenuptial to "tell all" then get on... 

5555----5555----14 Today... 4 MD Wives Coup14 Today... 4 MD Wives Coup14 Today... 4 MD Wives Coup14 Today... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 5 D'Etat! 5 D'Etat! 5 D'Etat! 5----5555----1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS  if Orwell "1984" LEAKS  if Orwell "1984" LEAKS  if Orwell "1984" LEAKS 
that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort wasthat the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort wasthat the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort wasthat the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...To surrender a Pentagon bigger than 777 Trillion Galaxies! Gravity suppressed...To surrender a Pentagon bigger than 777 Trillion Galaxies! Gravity suppressed...To surrender a Pentagon bigger than 777 Trillion Galaxies! Gravity suppressed...To surrender a Pentagon bigger than 777 Trillion Galaxies! Gravity Engine  Engine  Engine  Engine 
that will "Climax!" at the same time 4 wives do! Bankrupt Women'sthat will "Climax!" at the same time 4 wives do! Bankrupt Women'sthat will "Climax!" at the same time 4 wives do! Bankrupt Women'sthat will "Climax!" at the same time 4 wives do! Bankrupt Women's Shelters in every town + city in the USA built by Jimmy & Rosalynn  Shelters in every town + city in the USA built by Jimmy & Rosalynn  Shelters in every town + city in the USA built by Jimmy & Rosalynn  Shelters in every town + city in the USA built by Jimmy & Rosalynn 
CarterCarterCarterCarter Work Project  Work Project  Work Project  Work Project · World Habitat Day  World Habitat Day  World Habitat Day  World Habitat Day · Home Builders Blitz ... Habitat for Humanity. Home Builders Blitz ... Habitat for Humanity. Home Builders Blitz ... Habitat for Humanity. Home Builders Blitz ... Habitat for Humanity.

5555----5555----14 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 5----5555----1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Hospice care is aElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Hospice care is aElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Hospice care is aElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Hospice care is a type of care and type of care and type of care and type of care and philosophy of care that focuses on Technological Reason  philosophy of care that focuses on Technological Reason  philosophy of care that focuses on Technological Reason  philosophy of care that focuses on Technological Reason 
Why Cops (Shouldn't)Why Cops (Shouldn't)Why Cops (Shouldn't)Why Cops (Shouldn't) SHOULD Be Snooping Through Smartphones...  SHOULD Be Snooping Through Smartphones...  SHOULD Be Snooping Through Smartphones...  SHOULD Be Snooping Through Smartphones... 

5555----5555----14 Today... Key West14 Today... Key West14 Today... Key West14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  Robbery!"  Robbery!"  Robbery!" 

5555----5555----14 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 5----5555----1965 Got Married... 4 MD Wives Coup1965 Got Married... 4 MD Wives Coup1965 Got Married... 4 MD Wives Coup1965 Got Married... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS D'Etat! Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS D'Etat! Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS D'Etat! Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS
that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Dr. FBI, Dr. Police,that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Dr. FBI, Dr. Police,that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Dr. FBI, Dr. Police,that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Dr. FBI, Dr. Police, Dr. Homeland Security run by Yale MD women! Yale Key  Dr. Homeland Security run by Yale MD women! Yale Key  Dr. Homeland Security run by Yale MD women! Yale Key  Dr. Homeland Security run by Yale MD women! Yale Key 
West Medical School +West Medical School +West Medical School +West Medical School + Hemingway House Writing Classes will be Gregs Wedding Present to Mary B. and 4 Hemingway House Writing Classes will be Gregs Wedding Present to Mary B. and 4 Hemingway House Writing Classes will be Gregs Wedding Present to Mary B. and 4 Hemingway House Writing Classes will be Gregs Wedding Present to Mary B. and 4 MD wives!  MD wives!  MD wives!  MD wives! 

5555----5555----14 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 5----5555----1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!

5555----5555----14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" 

5555----5555----14 Today...14 Today...14 Today...14 Today... 5 5 5 5----5555----1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980  "1984" LEAKS that the 1980  "1984" LEAKS that the 1980  "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... WorldElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... WorldElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... WorldElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... World Health Organization Declares... the New York Times Terminal with $777 Dollar Health Organization Declares... the New York Times Terminal with $777 Dollar Health Organization Declares... the New York Times Terminal with $777 Dollar Health Organization Declares... the New York Times Terminal with $777 Dollar
Cancer of greed caught my Saudi Oil Men! (Medical Xpress)Cancer of greed caught my Saudi Oil Men! (Medical Xpress)Cancer of greed caught my Saudi Oil Men! (Medical Xpress)Cancer of greed caught my Saudi Oil Men! (Medical Xpress)———— Children fighting aChildren fighting aChildren fighting aChildren fighting a life life life life----threatening form of cancer could be treated threatening form of cancer could be treated threatening form of cancer could be treated threatening form of cancer could be treated 
with a revolutionarywith a revolutionarywith a revolutionarywith a revolutionary anti anti anti anti----cancer front Page in the NY Times about the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" fastcancer front Page in the NY Times about the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" fastcancer front Page in the NY Times about the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" fastcancer front Page in the NY Times about the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" fast track revolution that will marry  track revolution that will marry  track revolution that will marry  track revolution that will marry 
Dr. Homeland Security, Dr. Police, Dr. FBI, Dr.Dr. Homeland Security, Dr. Police, Dr. FBI, Dr.Dr. Homeland Security, Dr. Police, Dr. FBI, Dr.Dr. Homeland Security, Dr. Police, Dr. FBI, Dr. CIA, with a new "Prohibition Era" for Gasoline Cars! 1 Trillion CIA, with a new "Prohibition Era" for Gasoline Cars! 1 Trillion CIA, with a new "Prohibition Era" for Gasoline Cars! 1 Trillion CIA, with a new "Prohibition Era" for Gasoline Cars! 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord  ElectricWindmillFord  ElectricWindmillFord  ElectricWindmillFord 
Escorts ASAP!!! For the Children kill by Jimmy &Escorts ASAP!!! For the Children kill by Jimmy &Escorts ASAP!!! For the Children kill by Jimmy &Escorts ASAP!!! For the Children kill by Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy.  Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy.  Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy.  Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy. 

5555----5555----14 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 5----5555----1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter,ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter,ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter,ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy. 19K murdered wives every year since  bullied by Teddy Kennedy. 19K murdered wives every year since  bullied by Teddy Kennedy. 19K murdered wives every year since  bullied by Teddy Kennedy. 19K murdered wives every year since 
1965, and Jimmy1965, and Jimmy1965, and Jimmy1965, and Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy build Wood Houses. 1 Trillion & Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy build Wood Houses. 1 Trillion & Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy build Wood Houses. 1 Trillion & Rosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy build Wood Houses. 1 Trillion Batter Womens Shelters built by Jimmy &  Batter Womens Shelters built by Jimmy &  Batter Womens Shelters built by Jimmy &  Batter Womens Shelters built by Jimmy & 
Rosalynn Carter, bullied by TeddyRosalynn Carter, bullied by TeddyRosalynn Carter, bullied by TeddyRosalynn Carter, bullied by Teddy Kennedy. 1 Trillion Peanuts were grown by God on Jimmy & Rosalynn's Kennedy. 1 Trillion Peanuts were grown by God on Jimmy & Rosalynn's Kennedy. 1 Trillion Peanuts were grown by God on Jimmy & Rosalynn's Kennedy. 1 Trillion Peanuts were grown by God on Jimmy & Rosalynn's Plantation. 1 Trillion Fish +  Plantation. 1 Trillion Fish +  Plantation. 1 Trillion Fish +  Plantation. 1 Trillion Fish + 
Turtles were lost by Jimmy & Rosalynn! JimmyTurtles were lost by Jimmy & Rosalynn! JimmyTurtles were lost by Jimmy & Rosalynn! JimmyTurtles were lost by Jimmy & Rosalynn! Jimmy & Rosalynn could be on the Carnival Breeze Ship docked 100 feet in front of & Rosalynn could be on the Carnival Breeze Ship docked 100 feet in front of & Rosalynn could be on the Carnival Breeze Ship docked 100 feet in front of & Rosalynn could be on the Carnival Breeze Ship docked 100 feet in front of Greg right  Greg right  Greg right  Greg right 
now. I have my "Office" at the end of the pier on Mallory Dock undernow. I have my "Office" at the end of the pier on Mallory Dock undernow. I have my "Office" at the end of the pier on Mallory Dock undernow. I have my "Office" at the end of the pier on Mallory Dock under a few palm trees. Hell typing on this Acer screen, because of the  a few palm trees. Hell typing on this Acer screen, because of the  a few palm trees. Hell typing on this Acer screen, because of the  a few palm trees. Hell typing on this Acer screen, because of the 
reflections ofreflections ofreflections ofreflections of light waves! Good to think about in my frontal lobe for an invention or light waves! Good to think about in my frontal lobe for an invention or light waves! Good to think about in my frontal lobe for an invention or light waves! Good to think about in my frontal lobe for an invention or Discovery today!  Discovery today!  Discovery today!  Discovery today! 

5555----5555----14 Today... woke at 5:30 am in my 1999 Ford Escort washed14 Today... woke at 5:30 am in my 1999 Ford Escort washed14 Today... woke at 5:30 am in my 1999 Ford Escort washed14 Today... woke at 5:30 am in my 1999 Ford Escort washed up with alcohol wipes started the car for 5 mins, let it idle for 4 mins as  up with alcohol wipes started the car for 5 mins, let it idle for 4 mins as  up with alcohol wipes started the car for 5 mins, let it idle for 4 mins as  up with alcohol wipes started the car for 5 mins, let it idle for 4 mins as 
havehavehavehave not started the car since Good Friday. Sounded ok and idled without dying. Went not started the car since Good Friday. Sounded ok and idled without dying. Went not started the car since Good Friday. Sounded ok and idled without dying. Went not started the car since Good Friday. Sounded ok and idled without dying. Went to CVS washed face got diet Pepsi on sale. Biked  to CVS washed face got diet Pepsi on sale. Biked  to CVS washed face got diet Pepsi on sale. Biked  to CVS washed face got diet Pepsi on sale. Biked 
down Olivia to Ashe found onedown Olivia to Ashe found onedown Olivia to Ashe found onedown Olivia to Ashe found one friendly big Cat... "Muscles" he like my 3 wheel bike for rubbing well as Greg friendly big Cat... "Muscles" he like my 3 wheel bike for rubbing well as Greg friendly big Cat... "Muscles" he like my 3 wheel bike for rubbing well as Greg friendly big Cat... "Muscles" he like my 3 wheel bike for rubbing well as Greg petting the cat... and  petting the cat... and  petting the cat... and  petting the cat... and 
walking around and around the bike wheels... then bikedwalking around and around the bike wheels... then bikedwalking around and around the bike wheels... then bikedwalking around and around the bike wheels... then biked up to Elizabeth found a iPhone5s went to the library, 7 am now. Put my  up to Elizabeth found a iPhone5s went to the library, 7 am now. Put my  up to Elizabeth found a iPhone5s went to the library, 7 am now. Put my  up to Elizabeth found a iPhone5s went to the library, 7 am now. Put my 
finger onfinger onfinger onfinger on the finger print pad, no password pressed cancel and got into contacts. Called the finger print pad, no password pressed cancel and got into contacts. Called the finger print pad, no password pressed cancel and got into contacts. Called the finger print pad, no password pressed cancel and got into contacts. Called the 1st name and got the message, left I found  the 1st name and got the message, left I found  the 1st name and got the message, left I found  the 1st name and got the message, left I found 
your iPhone touched return... noyour iPhone touched return... noyour iPhone touched return... noyour iPhone touched return... no send or end... it worked. 30 mins later a women call. 2 Hours later gave them send or end... it worked. 30 mins later a women call. 2 Hours later gave them send or end... it worked. 30 mins later a women call. 2 Hours later gave them send or end... it worked. 30 mins later a women call. 2 Hours later gave them back the iPhone5s and  back the iPhone5s and  back the iPhone5s and  back the iPhone5s and 
2 of my BDay cards. Alone the way told a few locals I2 of my BDay cards. Alone the way told a few locals I2 of my BDay cards. Alone the way told a few locals I2 of my BDay cards. Alone the way told a few locals I know, all women I got know, all women I got know, all women I got know, all women I got married today in 1965, got a lot of comments, grin! Almost married today in 1965, got a lot of comments, grin! Almost married today in 1965, got a lot of comments, grin! Almost married today in 1965, got a lot of comments, grin! Almost
noon now. Memory of Today in 1965 for kids born today will be perfect, totalnoon now. Memory of Today in 1965 for kids born today will be perfect, totalnoon now. Memory of Today in 1965 for kids born today will be perfect, totalnoon now. Memory of Today in 1965 for kids born today will be perfect, total recall as this is Dr. Katrina's favorite invention project.  recall as this is Dr. Katrina's favorite invention project.  recall as this is Dr. Katrina's favorite invention project.  recall as this is Dr. Katrina's favorite invention project. 
Memories from 1965Memories from 1965Memories from 1965Memories from 1965 wedding right now in gregs frontal lobe, Another Day In The Frontal Lobe will wedding right now in gregs frontal lobe, Another Day In The Frontal Lobe will wedding right now in gregs frontal lobe, Another Day In The Frontal Lobe will wedding right now in gregs frontal lobe, Another Day In The Frontal Lobe will take on more wives... today next  take on more wives... today next  take on more wives... today next  take on more wives... today next 
year 2015. year 2015. year 2015. year 2015. 

5555----5555----14 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 5----5555----1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... 

5555----5555----14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" POW Black + White POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" POW Black + White POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" POW Black + White POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" POW Black + White
Georgia Chain Gang Strips Dress... Yellow + White Stripe Summer dress... theyGeorgia Chain Gang Strips Dress... Yellow + White Stripe Summer dress... theyGeorgia Chain Gang Strips Dress... Yellow + White Stripe Summer dress... theyGeorgia Chain Gang Strips Dress... Yellow + White Stripe Summer dress... they look like "Aliens" from another Galaxy, but we all know  look like "Aliens" from another Galaxy, but we all know  look like "Aliens" from another Galaxy, but we all know  look like "Aliens" from another Galaxy, but we all know 
they are "Womenthey are "Womenthey are "Womenthey are "Women Observers" taking a break from watching 1 Trillion Security Monitors! Sony Observers" taking a break from watching 1 Trillion Security Monitors! Sony Observers" taking a break from watching 1 Trillion Security Monitors! Sony Observers" taking a break from watching 1 Trillion Security Monitors! Sony Autobiography Movie of Greg will be like  Autobiography Movie of Greg will be like  Autobiography Movie of Greg will be like  Autobiography Movie of Greg will be like 
the movie "1984" II and 007 and Vegasthe movie "1984" II and 007 and Vegasthe movie "1984" II and 007 and Vegasthe movie "1984" II and 007 and Vegas getting dressed for Casion Royal Movie. los Alamos will be in the next 007 Movie getting dressed for Casion Royal Movie. los Alamos will be in the next 007 Movie getting dressed for Casion Royal Movie. los Alamos will be in the next 007 Movie getting dressed for Casion Royal Movie. los Alamos will be in the next 007 Movie as they wrote  as they wrote  as they wrote  as they wrote 
the "Secret" Mr. Buell Wind Car file. Snowden must still be a CIAthe "Secret" Mr. Buell Wind Car file. Snowden must still be a CIAthe "Secret" Mr. Buell Wind Car file. Snowden must still be a CIAthe "Secret" Mr. Buell Wind Car file. Snowden must still be a CIA Agent in Moscow I would think. Because he didn't Leak... Get Married  Agent in Moscow I would think. Because he didn't Leak... Get Married  Agent in Moscow I would think. Because he didn't Leak... Get Married  Agent in Moscow I would think. Because he didn't Leak... Get Married 
again Todayagain Todayagain Todayagain Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...  suppressed...  suppressed...  suppressed... 
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5555----5555----14 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 514 Today... 5----5555----1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... ElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed... 

5555----5555----14 Invention Project14 Invention Project14 Invention Project14 Invention Project for Apple to spin off this to 155 TB solid State Hard drive... Sony has for Apple to spin off this to 155 TB solid State Hard drive... Sony has for Apple to spin off this to 155 TB solid State Hard drive... Sony has for Apple to spin off this to 155 TB solid State Hard drive... Sony has developed a new storage tape that is able  developed a new storage tape that is able  developed a new storage tape that is able  developed a new storage tape that is able 
to hold up to 185 terabytes (TB) ofto hold up to 185 terabytes (TB) ofto hold up to 185 terabytes (TB) ofto hold up to 185 terabytes (TB) of data per cartridge. Created with the help of IBM, Sony's technology allows for data per cartridge. Created with the help of IBM, Sony's technology allows for data per cartridge. Created with the help of IBM, Sony's technology allows for data per cartridge. Created with the help of IBM, Sony's technology allows for tapes that can store  tapes that can store  tapes that can store  tapes that can store 
the equivalent of 3,700 Bluthe equivalent of 3,700 Bluthe equivalent of 3,700 Bluthe equivalent of 3,700 Blu----ray discs. ray discs. ray discs. ray discs. 

5555----5555----14141414 Today... 5 Today... 5 Today... 5 Today... 5----5555----1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too1965 Got Married... Greg is Willing to Get Married again Today Too if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980  if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980  if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980  if Orwell "1984" LEAKS that the 1980 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort wasElectricWindmillFord Escort wasElectricWindmillFord Escort wasElectricWindmillFord Escort was suppressed...  suppressed...  suppressed...  suppressed... 

5555----5555----14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" 

5555----5555----14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry Greg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" 

 5 5 5 5----5555----14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry 14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry 14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry 14 Today... Key West Women willing to Marry 

Greg are POW'sGreg are POW'sGreg are POW'sGreg are POW's with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!"  with a Purple Heart from the "Gas Station Robbery!" 

5555----4444----14 Greg got14 Greg got14 Greg got14 Greg got Married on 5 Married on 5 Married on 5 Married on 5----5555----1965 I look back on this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write1965 I look back on this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write1965 I look back on this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write1965 I look back on this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write better than Mandy Miles to give us Star  better than Mandy Miles to give us Star  better than Mandy Miles to give us Star  better than Mandy Miles to give us Star 
Travels NASA Top Brass sold to Mecca +Travels NASA Top Brass sold to Mecca +Travels NASA Top Brass sold to Mecca +Travels NASA Top Brass sold to Mecca + Allah for $777 Trillion... in Hard Rock Casino Chips + expensive Wines! Allah for $777 Trillion... in Hard Rock Casino Chips + expensive Wines! Allah for $777 Trillion... in Hard Rock Casino Chips + expensive Wines! Allah for $777 Trillion... in Hard Rock Casino Chips + expensive Wines!

5555----4444----14 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 5----5555----1965 I look back on this Era of "Love +1965 I look back on this Era of "Love +1965 I look back on this Era of "Love +1965 I look back on this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write with several MD wives when I get a  War" at 17 and will write with several MD wives when I get a  War" at 17 and will write with several MD wives when I get a  War" at 17 and will write with several MD wives when I get a 
Pardon for my "StarPardon for my "StarPardon for my "StarPardon for my "Star Wars" Not "Endless Vietnam Wars" and looking at Hemingway + his 4 wives, no Navy Wars" Not "Endless Vietnam Wars" and looking at Hemingway + his 4 wives, no Navy Wars" Not "Endless Vietnam Wars" and looking at Hemingway + his 4 wives, no Navy Wars" Not "Endless Vietnam Wars" and looking at Hemingway + his 4 wives, no Navy Buddies at the Hemingway  Buddies at the Hemingway  Buddies at the Hemingway  Buddies at the Hemingway 
House all these Years with writing classes for theHouse all these Years with writing classes for theHouse all these Years with writing classes for theHouse all these Years with writing classes for the Hemingway Utopian Novel Classes or 1 Trillion Turtles on Hemingway Beach in Key Hemingway Utopian Novel Classes or 1 Trillion Turtles on Hemingway Beach in Key Hemingway Utopian Novel Classes or 1 Trillion Turtles on Hemingway Beach in Key Hemingway Utopian Novel Classes or 1 Trillion Turtles on Hemingway Beach in Key
West. West. West. West. 

5555----4444----14 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 5----5555----1965 I look back on this Era of1965 I look back on this Era of1965 I look back on this Era of1965 I look back on this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write and get my "Shock + Awe" from asking  "Love + War" at 17 and will write and get my "Shock + Awe" from asking  "Love + War" at 17 and will write and get my "Shock + Awe" from asking  "Love + War" at 17 and will write and get my "Shock + Awe" from asking 
Mary B.Mary B.Mary B.Mary B. if Grace Kelly was forced by the Prince to stop making movies like the new if Grace Kelly was forced by the Prince to stop making movies like the new if Grace Kelly was forced by the Prince to stop making movies like the new if Grace Kelly was forced by the Prince to stop making movies like the new Kidman Trailer has on... wow! Grace Kelly should  Kidman Trailer has on... wow! Grace Kelly should  Kidman Trailer has on... wow! Grace Kelly should  Kidman Trailer has on... wow! Grace Kelly should 
have married Pasteur!have married Pasteur!have married Pasteur!have married Pasteur!

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Chan her George Orwell Comcast Chan her George Orwell Comcast Chan her George Orwell Comcast Channel... I read between the lines nel... I read between the lines nel... I read between the lines nel... I read between the lines 
and seems to Gregand seems to Gregand seems to Gregand seems to Greg Mandy Miles wrote up Voyeurism "1984" and her not telling the wife who was left Mandy Miles wrote up Voyeurism "1984" and her not telling the wife who was left Mandy Miles wrote up Voyeurism "1984" and her not telling the wife who was left Mandy Miles wrote up Voyeurism "1984" and her not telling the wife who was left at home... or Priest, Bishops,  at home... or Priest, Bishops,  at home... or Priest, Bishops,  at home... or Priest, Bishops, 
Cardinals... don't tell Pope Francis... MandyCardinals... don't tell Pope Francis... MandyCardinals... don't tell Pope Francis... MandyCardinals... don't tell Pope Francis... Mandy Miles as Journalist is responsible Stan too for the Catholic Child Abuse past + Miles as Journalist is responsible Stan too for the Catholic Child Abuse past + Miles as Journalist is responsible Stan too for the Catholic Child Abuse past + Miles as Journalist is responsible Stan too for the Catholic Child Abuse past + present as  present as  present as  present as 
they are ready to watch another... seduction, argument, encounter...they are ready to watch another... seduction, argument, encounter...they are ready to watch another... seduction, argument, encounter...they are ready to watch another... seduction, argument, encounter... I would quote Mandy but I don't buy the Key West Citizen  I would quote Mandy but I don't buy the Key West Citizen  I would quote Mandy but I don't buy the Key West Citizen  I would quote Mandy but I don't buy the Key West Citizen 
Newspaper.Newspaper.Newspaper.Newspaper.

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Voyeurism is the sexual  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Voyeurism is the sexual  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Voyeurism is the sexual  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Voyeurism is the sexual 
interest in orinterest in orinterest in orinterest in or practice of spying on people engaged in intimate behaviors, such as undressing, practice of spying on people engaged in intimate behaviors, such as undressing, practice of spying on people engaged in intimate behaviors, such as undressing, practice of spying on people engaged in intimate behaviors, such as undressing, sexual activity, or other actions usually  sexual activity, or other actions usually  sexual activity, or other actions usually  sexual activity, or other actions usually 
considered to be of a privateconsidered to be of a privateconsidered to be of a privateconsidered to be of a private nature... Mandy Miles spying on "Arguments" in front of her house in Key West as nature... Mandy Miles spying on "Arguments" in front of her house in Key West as nature... Mandy Miles spying on "Arguments" in front of her house in Key West as nature... Mandy Miles spying on "Arguments" in front of her house in Key West as 100's of tourists a day  100's of tourists a day  100's of tourists a day  100's of tourists a day 
walk up and down the residential areas to get to Duval.walk up and down the residential areas to get to Duval.walk up and down the residential areas to get to Duval.walk up and down the residential areas to get to Duval.

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Veterans were telling  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Veterans were telling  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Veterans were telling  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Veterans were telling 
Mandy Miles at theMandy Miles at theMandy Miles at theMandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper what to write about Voyeurism. Stan her husband who saves Citizen Newspaper what to write about Voyeurism. Stan her husband who saves Citizen Newspaper what to write about Voyeurism. Stan her husband who saves Citizen Newspaper what to write about Voyeurism. Stan her husband who saves Mandy Miles at the end of her  Mandy Miles at the end of her  Mandy Miles at the end of her  Mandy Miles at the end of her 
Sunday front page article is up for another coupleSunday front page article is up for another coupleSunday front page article is up for another coupleSunday front page article is up for another couple walking by their house in intense conversations. Voyeurism in front of her house walking by their house in intense conversations. Voyeurism in front of her house walking by their house in intense conversations. Voyeurism in front of her house walking by their house in intense conversations. Voyeurism in front of her house not  not  not  not 
on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... I read between the lines and seemson her George Orwell Comcast Channel... I read between the lines and seemson her George Orwell Comcast Channel... I read between the lines and seemson her George Orwell Comcast Channel... I read between the lines and seems to Greg Mandy Miles wrote up Voyeurism "1984" and her  to Greg Mandy Miles wrote up Voyeurism "1984" and her  to Greg Mandy Miles wrote up Voyeurism "1984" and her  to Greg Mandy Miles wrote up Voyeurism "1984" and her 
not telling the wife whonot telling the wife whonot telling the wife whonot telling the wife who was left at home... or Priest, Bishops, Cardinals... don't tell Pope Francis was left at home... or Priest, Bishops, Cardinals... don't tell Pope Francis was left at home... or Priest, Bishops, Cardinals... don't tell Pope Francis was left at home... or Priest, Bishops, Cardinals... don't tell Pope Francis

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... The Technological  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... The Technological  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... The Technological  her George Orwell Comcast Channel... The Technological 
Reason Why Cops Shouldn'tReason Why Cops Shouldn'tReason Why Cops Shouldn'tReason Why Cops Shouldn't Be Snooping Through Smartphones by Kashmir Hill The Atlantic... what is on Mandy Be Snooping Through Smartphones by Kashmir Hill The Atlantic... what is on Mandy Be Snooping Through Smartphones by Kashmir Hill The Atlantic... what is on Mandy Be Snooping Through Smartphones by Kashmir Hill The Atlantic... what is on Mandy Miles Smartphone  Miles Smartphone  Miles Smartphone  Miles Smartphone 
about Officer Jason's fiery cop car picture with wife + baby Iabout Officer Jason's fiery cop car picture with wife + baby Iabout Officer Jason's fiery cop car picture with wife + baby Iabout Officer Jason's fiery cop car picture with wife + baby I posted yesterday... could this get a cop mad as hell in a few years at the KW posted yesterday... could this get a cop mad as hell in a few years at the KW posted yesterday... could this get a cop mad as hell in a few years at the KW posted yesterday... could this get a cop mad as hell in a few years at the KW
Genocide Trials over Poison Gas Exhaust and the suppression of theGenocide Trials over Poison Gas Exhaust and the suppression of theGenocide Trials over Poison Gas Exhaust and the suppression of theGenocide Trials over Poison Gas Exhaust and the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Dr. Cates stifling of Greg building  ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Dr. Cates stifling of Greg building  ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Dr. Cates stifling of Greg building  ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Dr. Cates stifling of Greg building 
the Yale Keythe Yale Keythe Yale Keythe Yale Key West Medical School in 4 West Medical School in 4 West Medical School in 4 West Medical School in 4----5555----11? Yes! 11? Yes! 11? Yes! 11? Yes! 
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5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about14 Mandy Miles writes about14 Mandy Miles writes about14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... GM Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... GM Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... GM Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... GM recalls SUVs for  recalls SUVs for  recalls SUVs for  recalls SUVs for 
inaccurate fuel gauges by CNNMoney... Cops looking at the datainaccurate fuel gauges by CNNMoney... Cops looking at the datainaccurate fuel gauges by CNNMoney... Cops looking at the datainaccurate fuel gauges by CNNMoney... Cops looking at the data on the Smartphones for inaccurate fuel gauges... $777 Trillion given  on the Smartphones for inaccurate fuel gauges... $777 Trillion given  on the Smartphones for inaccurate fuel gauges... $777 Trillion given  on the Smartphones for inaccurate fuel gauges... $777 Trillion given 
to Mecca,to Mecca,to Mecca,to Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia to buy SWF sex slaves and "Organs" made in the USA, both Allah + Saudi Arabia to buy SWF sex slaves and "Organs" made in the USA, both Allah + Saudi Arabia to buy SWF sex slaves and "Organs" made in the USA, both Allah + Saudi Arabia to buy SWF sex slaves and "Organs" made in the USA, both crimes! This is like Mandy Miles, no one at  crimes! This is like Mandy Miles, no one at  crimes! This is like Mandy Miles, no one at  crimes! This is like Mandy Miles, no one at 
CNN went to a Duval Bar with thisCNN went to a Duval Bar with thisCNN went to a Duval Bar with thisCNN went to a Duval Bar with this people and did a "Voyeurism" watch sitting at a bar instead of Mandy Miles on people and did a "Voyeurism" watch sitting at a bar instead of Mandy Miles on people and did a "Voyeurism" watch sitting at a bar instead of Mandy Miles on people and did a "Voyeurism" watch sitting at a bar instead of Mandy Miles on her front porch. Next  her front porch. Next  her front porch. Next  her front porch. Next 
Sunday Mandy Miles + Stan can go to several Bars on Duval,Sunday Mandy Miles + Stan can go to several Bars on Duval,Sunday Mandy Miles + Stan can go to several Bars on Duval,Sunday Mandy Miles + Stan can go to several Bars on Duval, yes even Hard Rock and get Naked at the Garden of Eden... will Mandy,  yes even Hard Rock and get Naked at the Garden of Eden... will Mandy,  yes even Hard Rock and get Naked at the Garden of Eden... will Mandy,  yes even Hard Rock and get Naked at the Garden of Eden... will Mandy, 
had she,had she,had she,had she, will she write about it?  will she write about it?  will she write about it?  will she write about it? 

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Netanyahu tells front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Netanyahu tells front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Netanyahu tells front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... Netanyahu tells cabinet:  cabinet:  cabinet:  cabinet: 
Israel in need of basic law that articulates Jewish Laws... hisIsrael in need of basic law that articulates Jewish Laws... hisIsrael in need of basic law that articulates Jewish Laws... hisIsrael in need of basic law that articulates Jewish Laws... his Smartphone in the hands of the same cops looking at what Mandy Miles  Smartphone in the hands of the same cops looking at what Mandy Miles  Smartphone in the hands of the same cops looking at what Mandy Miles  Smartphone in the hands of the same cops looking at what Mandy Miles 
said aboutsaid aboutsaid aboutsaid about the fire bombed Officer Jason for $4 gas... Netanyahu + Israel Cabinet the fire bombed Officer Jason for $4 gas... Netanyahu + Israel Cabinet the fire bombed Officer Jason for $4 gas... Netanyahu + Israel Cabinet the fire bombed Officer Jason for $4 gas... Netanyahu + Israel Cabinet conversations about the same cop... pictured below  conversations about the same cop... pictured below  conversations about the same cop... pictured below  conversations about the same cop... pictured below 
with wife and daughter, Jewwith wife and daughter, Jewwith wife and daughter, Jewwith wife and daughter, Jew comments cell calls on their Israel Smart iPhone5s can get them convicted of comments cell calls on their Israel Smart iPhone5s can get them convicted of comments cell calls on their Israel Smart iPhone5s can get them convicted of comments cell calls on their Israel Smart iPhone5s can get them convicted of Holocaust II and worst the  Holocaust II and worst the  Holocaust II and worst the  Holocaust II and worst the 
next time they visit NYC and see a street cop whonext time they visit NYC and see a street cop whonext time they visit NYC and see a street cop whonext time they visit NYC and see a street cop who gets a text of what they said about Officer Jason fire bombed by the Pentagon gets a text of what they said about Officer Jason fire bombed by the Pentagon gets a text of what they said about Officer Jason fire bombed by the Pentagon gets a text of what they said about Officer Jason fire bombed by the Pentagon Top  Top  Top  Top 
Brass for $4 gas. Brass for $4 gas. Brass for $4 gas. Brass for $4 gas. 

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... 

5555----4444----14 Mandy14 Mandy14 Mandy14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  Comcast Channel...  Comcast Channel...  Comcast Channel... 

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... 

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  Channel...  Channel...  Channel... 

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel... 

5555----4444----14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles14 Mandy Miles writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast writes about Voyeurism in front of her house not on her George Orwell Comcast Channel...  Channel...  Channel...  Channel... 

5555----4444----14 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 514 Greg got Married on 5----5555----1965 I look back on1965 I look back on1965 I look back on1965 I look back on this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write better "I Promise You The Stars" this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write better "I Promise You The Stars" this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write better "I Promise You The Stars" this Era of "Love + War" at 17 and will write better "I Promise You The Stars" than  than  than  than 
NASA with Apollo, as these "Pussies" sold the Universe to Saudi Arabia,NASA with Apollo, as these "Pussies" sold the Universe to Saudi Arabia,NASA with Apollo, as these "Pussies" sold the Universe to Saudi Arabia,NASA with Apollo, as these "Pussies" sold the Universe to Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah for $777 Trillion in $4 Gas.  Mecca, Allah for $777 Trillion in $4 Gas.  Mecca, Allah for $777 Trillion in $4 Gas.  Mecca, Allah for $777 Trillion in $4 Gas. 

4 Trillion Aliens are in the4 Trillion Aliens are in the4 Trillion Aliens are in the4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to Observe and Hear them!  Stars Below, now invent a way to Observe and Hear them!  Stars Below, now invent a way to Observe and Hear them!  Stars Below, now invent a way to Observe and Hear them! 

Proxima CentauriProxima CentauriProxima CentauriProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri B 4.3  4.3  4.3  4.3 

Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the BookRx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the BookRx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the BookRx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe! 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

5555----3333----14 Greg,14 Greg,14 Greg,14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if we were given a George Orwell Pardon on  we were given a George Orwell Pardon on  we were given a George Orwell Pardon on  we were given a George Orwell Pardon on 
May Day! May Day! May Day! May Day! 

5555----3333----14 100 kids will14 100 kids will14 100 kids will14 100 kids will die in hot cars in Miami this Summer and Dr. Obama Orders Policy Review on die in hot cars in Miami this Summer and Dr. Obama Orders Policy Review on die in hot cars in Miami this Summer and Dr. Obama Orders Policy Review on die in hot cars in Miami this Summer and Dr. Obama Orders Policy Review on Executions caused by the  Executions caused by the  Executions caused by the  Executions caused by the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/Csuppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/Csuppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/Csuppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/C 24/7 and a trillion more much more advanced apps and accessories! Fiery Cop  24/7 and a trillion more much more advanced apps and accessories! Fiery Cop  24/7 and a trillion more much more advanced apps and accessories! Fiery Cop  24/7 and a trillion more much more advanced apps and accessories! Fiery Cop 

CarCarCarCar + SUV wrecks are an Dr. Obama ordered execution via gasoline!  + SUV wrecks are an Dr. Obama ordered execution via gasoline!  + SUV wrecks are an Dr. Obama ordered execution via gasoline!  + SUV wrecks are an Dr. Obama ordered execution via gasoline! 1961 film 1961 film 1961 film 1961 film 

"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama... ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by Dr. Obama...

5555----3333----14 North Korea releases list of US 'human rights abuses... 10K fiery14 North Korea releases list of US 'human rights abuses... 10K fiery14 North Korea releases list of US 'human rights abuses... 10K fiery14 North Korea releases list of US 'human rights abuses... 10K fiery car wrecks after the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord  car wrecks after the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord  car wrecks after the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord  car wrecks after the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord 
Escort! OfficerEscort! OfficerEscort! OfficerEscort! Officer Jason was executed in his cop car by the Top Brass at the Pentagon and George Jason was executed in his cop car by the Top Brass at the Pentagon and George Jason was executed in his cop car by the Top Brass at the Pentagon and George Jason was executed in his cop car by the Top Brass at the Pentagon and George Orwell HQ... 10,000 others also burned in  Orwell HQ... 10,000 others also burned in  Orwell HQ... 10,000 others also burned in  Orwell HQ... 10,000 others also burned in 
fiery wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome,fiery wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome,fiery wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome,fiery wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... this is Holocaust II and Dr. Jew Profited twice... from the kickbacks Moscow... this is Holocaust II and Dr. Jew Profited twice... from the kickbacks Moscow... this is Holocaust II and Dr. Jew Profited twice... from the kickbacks Moscow... this is Holocaust II and Dr. Jew Profited twice... from the kickbacks from $4 gas the Dr. Jew in  from $4 gas the Dr. Jew in  from $4 gas the Dr. Jew in  from $4 gas the Dr. Jew in 
the burn Unit. the burn Unit. the burn Unit. the burn Unit. 

5555----3333----14 Greg, Mary B. + MD14 Greg, Mary B. + MD14 Greg, Mary B. + MD14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if Dr. Veterans Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if Dr. Veterans Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if Dr. Veterans Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if Dr. Veterans didn't kill SWF coming home  didn't kill SWF coming home  didn't kill SWF coming home  didn't kill SWF coming home 
from Endless Vietnam Wars. from Endless Vietnam Wars. from Endless Vietnam Wars. from Endless Vietnam Wars. 
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5555----3333----14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if 100 kids were not left in hot cars to die  for Breast Cancer Today... if 100 kids were not left in hot cars to die  for Breast Cancer Today... if 100 kids were not left in hot cars to die  for Breast Cancer Today... if 100 kids were not left in hot cars to die 
lastlastlastlast Summer, and again this Summer.  Summer, and again this Summer.  Summer, and again this Summer.  Summer, and again this Summer. 

5555----3333----14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today...  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today...  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today...  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... 

5555----3333----14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Youtube Videos show... 'Face for Breast Cancer Today... Youtube Videos show... 'Face for Breast Cancer Today... Youtube Videos show... 'Face for Breast Cancer Today... Youtube Videos show... 'Face----Melting' Melting' Melting' Melting' 
ManeuversManeuversManeuversManeuvers Inside An F Inside An F Inside An F Inside An F----16 Fighter Jet when they should show 777 Trillion Galaxies + the16 Fighter Jet when they should show 777 Trillion Galaxies + the16 Fighter Jet when they should show 777 Trillion Galaxies + the16 Fighter Jet when they should show 777 Trillion Galaxies + the 1980 to 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort  1980 to 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort  1980 to 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort  1980 to 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort 
Fighter Victor of Moslems, Allah +Fighter Victor of Moslems, Allah +Fighter Victor of Moslems, Allah +Fighter Victor of Moslems, Allah + winner of .10 cent a gallon gasoline, that bankrupts Saudi Arabia and its SWF winner of .10 cent a gallon gasoline, that bankrupts Saudi Arabia and its SWF winner of .10 cent a gallon gasoline, that bankrupts Saudi Arabia and its SWF winner of .10 cent a gallon gasoline, that bankrupts Saudi Arabia and its SWF Sex Slaves + Organ  Sex Slaves + Organ  Sex Slaves + Organ  Sex Slaves + Organ 
Transplant bought from USA... Organs made in the USA haveTransplant bought from USA... Organs made in the USA haveTransplant bought from USA... Organs made in the USA haveTransplant bought from USA... Organs made in the USA have been sold to Saudi Arabia for decades by Dr. Bush, Dr. Obama, Dr. Kerry,  been sold to Saudi Arabia for decades by Dr. Bush, Dr. Obama, Dr. Kerry,  been sold to Saudi Arabia for decades by Dr. Bush, Dr. Obama, Dr. Kerry,  been sold to Saudi Arabia for decades by Dr. Bush, Dr. Obama, Dr. Kerry, 
Dr.Dr.Dr.Dr. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. BlackMan Dr. Hillary Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. BlackMan Dr. Hillary Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. BlackMan Dr. Hillary Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. BlackMan Dr. Hillary Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney...

5555----3333----14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Dr. Cocaine had no RxCure for Breast  for Breast Cancer Today... Dr. Cocaine had no RxCure for Breast  for Breast Cancer Today... Dr. Cocaine had no RxCure for Breast  for Breast Cancer Today... Dr. Cocaine had no RxCure for Breast 
Cancer orCancer orCancer orCancer or thought about working on this 24/7 with a few wives. Dr. Cocaine will use his thought about working on this 24/7 with a few wives. Dr. Cocaine will use his thought about working on this 24/7 with a few wives. Dr. Cocaine will use his thought about working on this 24/7 with a few wives. Dr. Cocaine will use his "Profits" for non Nobel Prize in Medicine  "Profits" for non Nobel Prize in Medicine  "Profits" for non Nobel Prize in Medicine  "Profits" for non Nobel Prize in Medicine 
Delusions... like... Navy SEAL whoDelusions... like... Navy SEAL whoDelusions... like... Navy SEAL whoDelusions... like... Navy SEAL who worked in Central and South America has pleaded guilty to conspiring to smuggle worked in Central and South America has pleaded guilty to conspiring to smuggle worked in Central and South America has pleaded guilty to conspiring to smuggle worked in Central and South America has pleaded guilty to conspiring to smuggle drugs into the U.S.  drugs into the U.S.  drugs into the U.S.  drugs into the U.S. 
after he was nabbed with bricks of cocaine in Miami. Angelafter he was nabbed with bricks of cocaine in Miami. Angelafter he was nabbed with bricks of cocaine in Miami. Angelafter he was nabbed with bricks of cocaine in Miami. Angel Martinez Martinez Martinez Martinez----Ramos, who served in the Reserve after leaving active duty in Ramos, who served in the Reserve after leaving active duty in Ramos, who served in the Reserve after leaving active duty in Ramos, who served in the Reserve after leaving active duty in 
2010, was2010, was2010, was2010, was caught in December when he and his wife tried to slip into the U.S. with 10 caught in December when he and his wife tried to slip into the U.S. with 10 caught in December when he and his wife tried to slip into the U.S. with 10 caught in December when he and his wife tried to slip into the U.S. with 10 kilograms of cocaine.  kilograms of cocaine.  kilograms of cocaine.  kilograms of cocaine. 

5555----3333----14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Putin's Next Invasion? The Russian Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Putin's Next Invasion? The Russian Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Putin's Next Invasion? The Russian Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Putin's Next Invasion? The Russian Web.  Web.  Web.  Web. 
The Russian Dr. Vodka as 999K Preventable Deaths are from Drunk RussiansThe Russian Dr. Vodka as 999K Preventable Deaths are from Drunk RussiansThe Russian Dr. Vodka as 999K Preventable Deaths are from Drunk RussiansThe Russian Dr. Vodka as 999K Preventable Deaths are from Drunk Russians and there is no Nobel for the RxCure!  and there is no Nobel for the RxCure!  and there is no Nobel for the RxCure!  and there is no Nobel for the RxCure! 

5555----3333----14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... 100 kids will die in Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... 100 kids will die in Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... 100 kids will die in Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... 100 kids will die in hot cars in Miami this  hot cars in Miami this  hot cars in Miami this  hot cars in Miami this 
Summer and Dr. Obama Orders Policy Review on ExecutionsSummer and Dr. Obama Orders Policy Review on ExecutionsSummer and Dr. Obama Orders Policy Review on ExecutionsSummer and Dr. Obama Orders Policy Review on Executions caused by the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/C 24/7  caused by the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/C 24/7  caused by the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/C 24/7  caused by the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with A/C 24/7 
and aand aand aand a trillion more much more advanced apps and accessories!  trillion more much more advanced apps and accessories!  trillion more much more advanced apps and accessories!  trillion more much more advanced apps and accessories! 

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Really 1 cause, Dr. Obama, Dr. Kerry, Dr. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush. Dr.  Really 1 cause, Dr. Obama, Dr. Kerry, Dr. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush. Dr.  Really 1 cause, Dr. Obama, Dr. Kerry, Dr. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush. Dr.  Really 1 cause, Dr. Obama, Dr. Kerry, Dr. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush. Dr. 
BlackManBlackManBlackManBlackMan who psychologically and literately was passed by Yale Med School on orders from who psychologically and literately was passed by Yale Med School on orders from who psychologically and literately was passed by Yale Med School on orders from who psychologically and literately was passed by Yale Med School on orders from Dr. Caroline Kennedy... Caroline did this a  Dr. Caroline Kennedy... Caroline did this a  Dr. Caroline Kennedy... Caroline did this a  Dr. Caroline Kennedy... Caroline did this a 
Harvard Medical School. Did OJ giveHarvard Medical School. Did OJ giveHarvard Medical School. Did OJ giveHarvard Medical School. Did OJ give Dr. Caroline Kennedy Syphilis, HPV, STD's on the brain?  Dr. Caroline Kennedy Syphilis, HPV, STD's on the brain?  Dr. Caroline Kennedy Syphilis, HPV, STD's on the brain?  Dr. Caroline Kennedy Syphilis, HPV, STD's on the brain? 

Dr. CarolineDr. CarolineDr. CarolineDr. Caroline Kennedy Syphilis, HPV, STD's on the brain? When MD news 900K SWF in USA die from Kennedy Syphilis, HPV, STD's on the brain? When MD news 900K SWF in USA die from Kennedy Syphilis, HPV, STD's on the brain? When MD news 900K SWF in USA die from Kennedy Syphilis, HPV, STD's on the brain? When MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... LEAK this Dr. Snowden, Dr.  5 causes... LEAK this Dr. Snowden, Dr.  5 causes... LEAK this Dr. Snowden, Dr.  5 causes... LEAK this Dr. Snowden, Dr. 
Putin, 999K in Moscow die from 5Putin, 999K in Moscow die from 5Putin, 999K in Moscow die from 5Putin, 999K in Moscow die from 5 preventable causes, Paris too!  preventable causes, Paris too!  preventable causes, Paris too!  preventable causes, Paris too! 

POW's Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a POW's Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a POW's Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a POW's Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a 

Overnight RxCure for BreastOvernight RxCure for BreastOvernight RxCure for BreastOvernight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if we were given a George Orwell Pardon on May Day! Cancer Today... if we were given a George Orwell Pardon on May Day! Cancer Today... if we were given a George Orwell Pardon on May Day! Cancer Today... if we were given a George Orwell Pardon on May Day!

5555----2222----14 MacBook air with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to14 MacBook air with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to14 MacBook air with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to14 MacBook air with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars  work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars  work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars  work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars 
+ their+ their+ their+ their Aliens! And Write the Utopian Novel at the Dr. Hemingway House Writing Classes, Aliens! And Write the Utopian Novel at the Dr. Hemingway House Writing Classes, Aliens! And Write the Utopian Novel at the Dr. Hemingway House Writing Classes, Aliens! And Write the Utopian Novel at the Dr. Hemingway House Writing Classes, a cure in Chapter 1. If Hemingway had  a cure in Chapter 1. If Hemingway had  a cure in Chapter 1. If Hemingway had  a cure in Chapter 1. If Hemingway had 
married 4 MD wives!!!! married 4 MD wives!!!! married 4 MD wives!!!! married 4 MD wives!!!! 

5555----2222----14 May14 May14 May14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Cates, Dr. Singh, Dr. Jew, Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Cates, Dr. Singh, Dr. Jew, Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Cates, Dr. Singh, Dr. Jew, Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Cates, Dr. Singh, Dr. Jew, Dr. Mecca, Dr. Allah, Dr. BP Oil Man, Dr.  Dr. Mecca, Dr. Allah, Dr. BP Oil Man, Dr.  Dr. Mecca, Dr. Allah, Dr. BP Oil Man, Dr.  Dr. Mecca, Dr. Allah, Dr. BP Oil Man, Dr. 
Coor's from Colorado who followed meCoor's from Colorado who followed meCoor's from Colorado who followed meCoor's from Colorado who followed me to Key West to murder 900K... Each year, nearly 900,000 Americans die to Key West to murder 900K... Each year, nearly 900,000 Americans die to Key West to murder 900K... Each year, nearly 900,000 Americans die to Key West to murder 900K... Each year, nearly 900,000 Americans die prematurely from the five  prematurely from the five  prematurely from the five  prematurely from the five 
leading causes of death leading causes of death leading causes of death leading causes of death –––– yet 20 percent to 40 percentyet 20 percent to 40 percentyet 20 percent to 40 percentyet 20 percent to 40 percent of the deaths from each cause could be prevented, according to a study from the of the deaths from each cause could be prevented, according to a study from the of the deaths from each cause could be prevented, according to a study from the of the deaths from each cause could be prevented, according to a study from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The five leading causes of death inCenters for Disease Control and Prevention. The five leading causes of death inCenters for Disease Control and Prevention. The five leading causes of death inCenters for Disease Control and Prevention. The five leading causes of death in the United States are heart disease, cancer, chronic  the United States are heart disease, cancer, chronic  the United States are heart disease, cancer, chronic  the United States are heart disease, cancer, chronic 
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lower respiratory diseases,lower respiratory diseases,lower respiratory diseases,lower respiratory diseases, stroke, and unin stroke, and unin stroke, and unin stroke, and unintentional injuries. tentional injuries. tentional injuries. tentional injuries. 

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Arrest of Dr. OJ for stupid mistakes will take several years and cause causes... Arrest of Dr. OJ for stupid mistakes will take several years and cause causes... Arrest of Dr. OJ for stupid mistakes will take several years and cause causes... Arrest of Dr. OJ for stupid mistakes will take several years and cause 100K  100K  100K  100K 
deaths and intentional injuries to patients. Dr. Cates, Dr. Singh, Dr. Jew,deaths and intentional injuries to patients. Dr. Cates, Dr. Singh, Dr. Jew,deaths and intentional injuries to patients. Dr. Cates, Dr. Singh, Dr. Jew,deaths and intentional injuries to patients. Dr. Cates, Dr. Singh, Dr. Jew, Dr. Mecca, Dr. Allah, Dr. BP Oil Man, Dr. Coor's, Dr. Obama,  Dr. Mecca, Dr. Allah, Dr. BP Oil Man, Dr. Coor's, Dr. Obama,  Dr. Mecca, Dr. Allah, Dr. BP Oil Man, Dr. Coor's, Dr. Obama,  Dr. Mecca, Dr. Allah, Dr. BP Oil Man, Dr. Coor's, Dr. Obama, 
Dr. Kerry, Dr.Dr. Kerry, Dr.Dr. Kerry, Dr.Dr. Kerry, Dr. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush, Dr. Caroline Kennedy, Dr. Putin, Dr. Snowden, Drs. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush, Dr. Caroline Kennedy, Dr. Putin, Dr. Snowden, Drs. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush, Dr. Caroline Kennedy, Dr. Putin, Dr. Snowden, Drs. McCain, Dr. OJ. Dr. Bush, Dr. Caroline Kennedy, Dr. Putin, Dr. Snowden, Drs. Bill + Melinda all know "Stupid Criminals"  Bill + Melinda all know "Stupid Criminals"  Bill + Melinda all know "Stupid Criminals"  Bill + Melinda all know "Stupid Criminals" 
cause 99% of the crime, and withcause 99% of the crime, and withcause 99% of the crime, and withcause 99% of the crime, and with Verizon Recording 100% of Cell Calls and 99% of Public Videos, and Protection Verizon Recording 100% of Cell Calls and 99% of Public Videos, and Protection Verizon Recording 100% of Cell Calls and 99% of Public Videos, and Protection Verizon Recording 100% of Cell Calls and 99% of Public Videos, and Protection Plus, security videos we  Plus, security videos we  Plus, security videos we  Plus, security videos we 
have an Army of Pedophiles on YouTube Videos onlyhave an Army of Pedophiles on YouTube Videos onlyhave an Army of Pedophiles on YouTube Videos onlyhave an Army of Pedophiles on YouTube Videos only Orwell Employees with Snowden's Top Secret Can Read and LEAK...  Orwell Employees with Snowden's Top Secret Can Read and LEAK...  Orwell Employees with Snowden's Top Secret Can Read and LEAK...  Orwell Employees with Snowden's Top Secret Can Read and LEAK... 

5555----2222----14141414 POW's Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer POW's Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer POW's Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer POW's Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... if we were given a George Orwell  Today... if we were given a George Orwell  Today... if we were given a George Orwell  Today... if we were given a George Orwell 
Pardon on May Day! Today 5Pardon on May Day! Today 5Pardon on May Day! Today 5Pardon on May Day! Today 5----2222----14 we14 we14 we14 we would be brainstorming this in many conversations and on our new Apple MacBook would be brainstorming this in many conversations and on our new Apple MacBook would be brainstorming this in many conversations and on our new Apple MacBook would be brainstorming this in many conversations and on our new Apple MacBook Air's... what  Air's... what  Air's... what  Air's... what 
could we add to the water... Sulfur... to cause Breast Cancercould we add to the water... Sulfur... to cause Breast Cancercould we add to the water... Sulfur... to cause Breast Cancercould we add to the water... Sulfur... to cause Breast Cancer Cells to Burst? Dr. Cates and Dr. Admiral in Key West spit at God on Duval Cells to Burst? Dr. Cates and Dr. Admiral in Key West spit at God on Duval Cells to Burst? Dr. Cates and Dr. Admiral in Key West spit at God on Duval Cells to Burst? Dr. Cates and Dr. Admiral in Key West spit at God on Duval
yesterday... Several Dr. OJ stalked me all day yesterday and already at 7 am inyesterday... Several Dr. OJ stalked me all day yesterday and already at 7 am inyesterday... Several Dr. OJ stalked me all day yesterday and already at 7 am inyesterday... Several Dr. OJ stalked me all day yesterday and already at 7 am in Starbucks on Duval. Preventable Murders of SWF's was  Starbucks on Duval. Preventable Murders of SWF's was  Starbucks on Duval. Preventable Murders of SWF's was  Starbucks on Duval. Preventable Murders of SWF's was 
not covered in the Medicalnot covered in the Medicalnot covered in the Medicalnot covered in the Medical News above. Greg's Revenge will be to Share the Nobel for the Breast Cancer Cure News above. Greg's Revenge will be to Share the Nobel for the Breast Cancer Cure News above. Greg's Revenge will be to Share the Nobel for the Breast Cancer Cure News above. Greg's Revenge will be to Share the Nobel for the Breast Cancer Cure with SWF... who I will marry  with SWF... who I will marry  with SWF... who I will marry  with SWF... who I will marry 
in a legal polygamous marriage at Dr. Hemingwaysin a legal polygamous marriage at Dr. Hemingwaysin a legal polygamous marriage at Dr. Hemingwaysin a legal polygamous marriage at Dr. Hemingways House and then all of us will write our first Dr. Hemingway Utopian Novel. May House and then all of us will write our first Dr. Hemingway Utopian Novel. May House and then all of us will write our first Dr. Hemingway Utopian Novel. May House and then all of us will write our first Dr. Hemingway Utopian Novel. May
Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... More than a mile beneath theDay MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... More than a mile beneath theDay MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... More than a mile beneath theDay MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... More than a mile beneath the ocean's surface, as dark clouds of mineral ocean's surface, as dark clouds of mineral ocean's surface, as dark clouds of mineral ocean's surface, as dark clouds of mineral----rich water rich water rich water rich water 
billow from seafloor hotbillow from seafloor hotbillow from seafloor hotbillow from seafloor hot springs called hydrothermal vents, unseen armies of viruses and bacteria wage springs called hydrothermal vents, unseen armies of viruses and bacteria wage springs called hydrothermal vents, unseen armies of viruses and bacteria wage springs called hydrothermal vents, unseen armies of viruses and bacteria wage war. Like pirates boarding a  war. Like pirates boarding a  war. Like pirates boarding a  war. Like pirates boarding a 
treasuretreasuretreasuretreasure----laden ship, the viruses infect bacterialladen ship, the viruses infect bacterialladen ship, the viruses infect bacterialladen ship, the viruses infect bacterial cells to get the loot: tiny globules of elemental sulfur stored inside the cells to get the loot: tiny globules of elemental sulfur stored inside the cells to get the loot: tiny globules of elemental sulfur stored inside the cells to get the loot: tiny globules of elemental sulfur stored inside the bacterial cells.  bacterial cells.  bacterial cells.  bacterial cells. 
Instead of absconding with their prize, the viruses force theInstead of absconding with their prize, the viruses force theInstead of absconding with their prize, the viruses force theInstead of absconding with their prize, the viruses force the bacteria to burn the valuable sulfur reserves, then use the unleashed  bacteria to burn the valuable sulfur reserves, then use the unleashed  bacteria to burn the valuable sulfur reserves, then use the unleashed  bacteria to burn the valuable sulfur reserves, then use the unleashed 
energy toenergy toenergy toenergy to replicate, eventually filling the bacterial cells to the bursting point. "Our replicate, eventually filling the bacterial cells to the bursting point. "Our replicate, eventually filling the bacterial cells to the bursting point. "Our replicate, eventually filling the bacterial cells to the bursting point. "Our findings suggest that viruses in the dark oceans  findings suggest that viruses in the dark oceans  findings suggest that viruses in the dark oceans  findings suggest that viruses in the dark oceans 
indirectly access vast energyindirectly access vast energyindirectly access vast energyindirectly access vast energy sources in the form of elemental sulfur,"  sources in the form of elemental sulfur,"  sources in the form of elemental sulfur,"  sources in the form of elemental sulfur," 

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... $777 Trillion given to Saudi Arabia via $4 Gas, 101 Cop Cars Fire causes... $777 Trillion given to Saudi Arabia via $4 Gas, 101 Cop Cars Fire causes... $777 Trillion given to Saudi Arabia via $4 Gas, 101 Cop Cars Fire causes... $777 Trillion given to Saudi Arabia via $4 Gas, 101 Cop Cars Fire
Bombed by Mecca, 100 kids left in hot cars in Miami every summer, not a CIABombed by Mecca, 100 kids left in hot cars in Miami every summer, not a CIABombed by Mecca, 100 kids left in hot cars in Miami every summer, not a CIABombed by Mecca, 100 kids left in hot cars in Miami every summer, not a CIA Waterboarding Torture but still torture by George Orwell's  Waterboarding Torture but still torture by George Orwell's  Waterboarding Torture but still torture by George Orwell's  Waterboarding Torture but still torture by George Orwell's 
governmentgovernmentgovernmentgovernment suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort with 24/7 A/C GPS Dash suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort with 24/7 A/C GPS Dash suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort with 24/7 A/C GPS Dash suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort with 24/7 A/C GPS Dash Cams can give you officer Jasons ticket  Cams can give you officer Jasons ticket  Cams can give you officer Jasons ticket  Cams can give you officer Jasons ticket 
via watching your driving... live in carvia watching your driving... live in carvia watching your driving... live in carvia watching your driving... live in car cam.  cam.  cam.  cam. 

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr.14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr.14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr.14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Homeland Security Today killed 900,000 Americans... die  Homeland Security Today killed 900,000 Americans... die  Homeland Security Today killed 900,000 Americans... die  Homeland Security Today killed 900,000 Americans... die 
prematurely from theprematurely from theprematurely from theprematurely from the five leading causes of death  five leading causes of death  five leading causes of death  five leading causes of death –––– yet 20 percent to 40 percent of the deaths fromyet 20 percent to 40 percent of the deaths fromyet 20 percent to 40 percent of the deaths fromyet 20 percent to 40 percent of the deaths from each cause could be prevented, Dr.  each cause could be prevented, Dr.  each cause could be prevented, Dr.  each cause could be prevented, Dr. 
OJ is killing a record number of SWF's andOJ is killing a record number of SWF's andOJ is killing a record number of SWF's andOJ is killing a record number of SWF's and statistics were left out in this 20%... according to a study from the Centers statistics were left out in this 20%... according to a study from the Centers statistics were left out in this 20%... according to a study from the Centers statistics were left out in this 20%... according to a study from the Centers for Disease  for Disease  for Disease  for Disease 
Control and Prevention. The five leading causes of death in theControl and Prevention. The five leading causes of death in theControl and Prevention. The five leading causes of death in theControl and Prevention. The five leading causes of death in the United States are heart disease, cancer, chronic lower respiratory  United States are heart disease, cancer, chronic lower respiratory  United States are heart disease, cancer, chronic lower respiratory  United States are heart disease, cancer, chronic lower respiratory 
diseases,diseases,diseases,diseases, stroke, and unintentional injuries. Dangerous Drunk Men!  stroke, and unintentional injuries. Dangerous Drunk Men!  stroke, and unintentional injuries. Dangerous Drunk Men!  stroke, and unintentional injuries. Dangerous Drunk Men! 

5555----2222----14 May Day14 May Day14 May Day14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Apple iMacPro, Dr, MacBook Air MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Apple iMacPro, Dr, MacBook Air MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Apple iMacPro, Dr, MacBook Air MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Apple iMacPro, Dr, MacBook Air can save 15 Billion from being  can save 15 Billion from being  can save 15 Billion from being  can save 15 Billion from being 
murdered by Microsoft's Bill + Melinda... givingmurdered by Microsoft's Bill + Melinda... givingmurdered by Microsoft's Bill + Melinda... givingmurdered by Microsoft's Bill + Melinda... giving away mosquitos nets and wood stoves in Africa with H @  away mosquitos nets and wood stoves in Africa with H @  away mosquitos nets and wood stoves in Africa with H @  away mosquitos nets and wood stoves in Africa with H @ ----254C is a better Cure!254C is a better Cure!254C is a better Cure!254C is a better Cure!

5555----2222----14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap for everyone... asap for everyone... asap for everyone... asap

1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 

everyone who wants to workeveryone who wants to workeveryone who wants to workeveryone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!

5555----2222----14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... Dr. Vietnam War14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... Dr. Vietnam War14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... Dr. Vietnam War14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... Dr. Vietnam War Veteran... a baby killer addicted to May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die  Veteran... a baby killer addicted to May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die  Veteran... a baby killer addicted to May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die  Veteran... a baby killer addicted to May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die 
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from 5from 5from 5from 5 causes...  causes...  causes...  causes... 

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... Dr. Homeland Security for SWF's who call 911 when they Spot A  Dr. Homeland Security for SWF's who call 911 when they Spot A  Dr. Homeland Security for SWF's who call 911 when they Spot A  Dr. Homeland Security for SWF's who call 911 when they Spot A 
Dangerous Man. Dr.Dangerous Man. Dr.Dangerous Man. Dr.Dangerous Man. Dr. Homeland Security  Homeland Security  Homeland Security  Homeland Security 

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 514 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... causes... causes... causes... 

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes...

5555----2222----14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... 14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... 14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... 14 May Day MD news 900K SWF in USA die from 5 causes... 

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George 
Orwell, isOrwell, isOrwell, isOrwell, is a Numb Nuts Warrior with No chance in Hell of a Race for the Cure Victory by a Numb Nuts Warrior with No chance in Hell of a Race for the Cure Victory by a Numb Nuts Warrior with No chance in Hell of a Race for the Cure Victory by a Numb Nuts Warrior with No chance in Hell of a Race for the Cure Victory by White House MD's! May God + his 777 Trillion  White House MD's! May God + his 777 Trillion  White House MD's! May God + his 777 Trillion  White House MD's! May God + his 777 Trillion 
Galaxies Have Mercy on this NumbGalaxies Have Mercy on this NumbGalaxies Have Mercy on this NumbGalaxies Have Mercy on this Numb Nuts Warrior, Hell No! $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues... is Holocaust II. Got Nuts Warrior, Hell No! $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues... is Holocaust II. Got Nuts Warrior, Hell No! $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues... is Holocaust II. Got Nuts Warrior, Hell No! $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues... is Holocaust II. Got from the suppression of  from the suppression of  from the suppression of  from the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillFord Escort since 1980... "Hell Nothe ElectricWindmillFord Escort since 1980... "Hell Nothe ElectricWindmillFord Escort since 1980... "Hell Nothe ElectricWindmillFord Escort since 1980... "Hell No We Will Not Go" to his never ending "Vietnam Wars." And yes we will get a cure We Will Not Go" to his never ending "Vietnam Wars." And yes we will get a cure We Will Not Go" to his never ending "Vietnam Wars." And yes we will get a cure We Will Not Go" to his never ending "Vietnam Wars." And yes we will get a cure for  for  for  for 
Breast Cancer in a New French Revolution... MD Wives Coup D'Etat! French +Breast Cancer in a New French Revolution... MD Wives Coup D'Etat! French +Breast Cancer in a New French Revolution... MD Wives Coup D'Etat! French +Breast Cancer in a New French Revolution... MD Wives Coup D'Etat! French + American SWF can drive a car, except in Mecca. Grin!  American SWF can drive a car, except in Mecca. Grin!  American SWF can drive a car, except in Mecca. Grin!  American SWF can drive a car, except in Mecca. Grin! 

5555----1111----14 "May Day"14 "May Day"14 "May Day"14 "May Day" Sun as the "Sunrise Today" or "Nuke as the Sunrise Soon" this year ask the Numb Sun as the "Sunrise Today" or "Nuke as the Sunrise Soon" this year ask the Numb Sun as the "Sunrise Today" or "Nuke as the Sunrise Soon" this year ask the Numb Sun as the "Sunrise Today" or "Nuke as the Sunrise Soon" this year ask the Numb Nuts Warriors with No chance in Hell  Nuts Warriors with No chance in Hell  Nuts Warriors with No chance in Hell  Nuts Warriors with No chance in Hell 
of winning a war with Korea. Survival withof winning a war with Korea. Survival withof winning a war with Korea. Survival withof winning a war with Korea. Survival with Cardiac Cardiac Cardiac Cardiac----Resynchronization Therapy in Mild Heart Failure I. Goldenberg and OthersResynchronization Therapy in Mild Heart Failure I. Goldenberg and OthersResynchronization Therapy in Mild Heart Failure I. Goldenberg and OthersResynchronization Therapy in Mild Heart Failure I. Goldenberg and Others | N  | N  | N  | N 
Engl J Med 2014;370:1694Engl J Med 2014;370:1694Engl J Med 2014;370:1694Engl J Med 2014;370:1694----1701 Darapladib for Preventing Ischemic Events in1701 Darapladib for Preventing Ischemic Events in1701 Darapladib for Preventing Ischemic Events in1701 Darapladib for Preventing Ischemic Events in Stable Coronary Heart Disease... Stable... anchored to  Stable Coronary Heart Disease... Stable... anchored to  Stable Coronary Heart Disease... Stable... anchored to  Stable Coronary Heart Disease... Stable... anchored to 
Scam JFK Super CarriersScam JFK Super CarriersScam JFK Super CarriersScam JFK Super Carriers when others are having Cardiac Arrest with no new Super Cardiac Arrest Carriers! when others are having Cardiac Arrest with no new Super Cardiac Arrest Carriers! when others are having Cardiac Arrest with no new Super Cardiac Arrest Carriers! when others are having Cardiac Arrest with no new Super Cardiac Arrest Carriers! No Super Medical Schools  No Super Medical Schools  No Super Medical Schools  No Super Medical Schools 
built by the Admiral in Key West! And yes we will get abuilt by the Admiral in Key West! And yes we will get abuilt by the Admiral in Key West! And yes we will get abuilt by the Admiral in Key West! And yes we will get a cure for Cardial Arrest + Breast Cancer in a New French Revolution... MD Wives cure for Cardial Arrest + Breast Cancer in a New French Revolution... MD Wives cure for Cardial Arrest + Breast Cancer in a New French Revolution... MD Wives cure for Cardial Arrest + Breast Cancer in a New French Revolution... MD Wives
Coup D'Etat! French + American SWF can drive a car, except in Mecca. Grin! "DarkCoup D'Etat! French + American SWF can drive a car, except in Mecca. Grin! "DarkCoup D'Etat! French + American SWF can drive a car, except in Mecca. Grin! "DarkCoup D'Etat! French + American SWF can drive a car, except in Mecca. Grin! "Dark Matter" on Earth + the Universe is Numb Nuts  Matter" on Earth + the Universe is Numb Nuts  Matter" on Earth + the Universe is Numb Nuts  Matter" on Earth + the Universe is Numb Nuts 
Warriors with no chance in Hell ofWarriors with no chance in Hell ofWarriors with no chance in Hell ofWarriors with no chance in Hell of escaping from God no matter how many times they spit on God on Duval in Key escaping from God no matter how many times they spit on God on Duval in Key escaping from God no matter how many times they spit on God on Duval in Key escaping from God no matter how many times they spit on God on Duval in Key West... for locals, ha!  West... for locals, ha!  West... for locals, ha!  West... for locals, ha! 

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... after a  after a  after a  after a 
Legal Polygamous Wedding + writing class at the Hemingway House in KeyLegal Polygamous Wedding + writing class at the Hemingway House in KeyLegal Polygamous Wedding + writing class at the Hemingway House in KeyLegal Polygamous Wedding + writing class at the Hemingway House in Key West. After Verizon's dislodgements of its Pedophile Top  West. After Verizon's dislodgements of its Pedophile Top  West. After Verizon's dislodgements of its Pedophile Top  West. After Verizon's dislodgements of its Pedophile Top 
Brass Videos... at NBC,Brass Videos... at NBC,Brass Videos... at NBC,Brass Videos... at NBC, Comcast, then all Pedophiles on "Today Show" + "Tonight Show" will be Cracking Comcast, then all Pedophiles on "Today Show" + "Tonight Show" will be Cracking Comcast, then all Pedophiles on "Today Show" + "Tonight Show" will be Cracking Comcast, then all Pedophiles on "Today Show" + "Tonight Show" will be Cracking Up? Toronto Mayor Ford Steps  Up? Toronto Mayor Ford Steps  Up? Toronto Mayor Ford Steps  Up? Toronto Mayor Ford Steps 
Aside as New Video Emerges... George Orwell withAside as New Video Emerges... George Orwell withAside as New Video Emerges... George Orwell withAside as New Video Emerges... George Orwell with Syphilis, HPV, STD, Hepatitis on the Brain but no cure work in the frontal lobe Syphilis, HPV, STD, Hepatitis on the Brain but no cure work in the frontal lobe Syphilis, HPV, STD, Hepatitis on the Brain but no cure work in the frontal lobe Syphilis, HPV, STD, Hepatitis on the Brain but no cure work in the frontal lobe of the  of the  of the  of the 
troops... will step with the Winds of Change like the Ford Escorttroops... will step with the Winds of Change like the Ford Escorttroops... will step with the Winds of Change like the Ford Escorttroops... will step with the Winds of Change like the Ford Escort ElectricWindmillCars!  ElectricWindmillCars!  ElectricWindmillCars!  ElectricWindmillCars! 

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  George  George  George 
Orwell, When Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina stifle George Orwell "Cadavers" willOrwell, When Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina stifle George Orwell "Cadavers" willOrwell, When Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina stifle George Orwell "Cadavers" willOrwell, When Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina stifle George Orwell "Cadavers" will be in the High School... "High School History Doesn't Have to  be in the High School... "High School History Doesn't Have to  be in the High School... "High School History Doesn't Have to  be in the High School... "High School History Doesn't Have to 
Be Boring" byBe Boring" byBe Boring" byBe Boring" by David Cutler The Atlantic article is 1 trillion light David Cutler The Atlantic article is 1 trillion light David Cutler The Atlantic article is 1 trillion light David Cutler The Atlantic article is 1 trillion light years from Dr. Nancy's years from Dr. Nancy's years from Dr. Nancy's years from Dr. Nancy's Cadavers in HS Wisdom... Yes Wisdom that will  Cadavers in HS Wisdom... Yes Wisdom that will  Cadavers in HS Wisdom... Yes Wisdom that will  Cadavers in HS Wisdom... Yes Wisdom that will 
expand into infinite space, asexpand into infinite space, asexpand into infinite space, asexpand into infinite space, as anatomy + physiology is Wisdom the Numb Nuts Observers have murdered in all anatomy + physiology is Wisdom the Numb Nuts Observers have murdered in all anatomy + physiology is Wisdom the Numb Nuts Observers have murdered in all anatomy + physiology is Wisdom the Numb Nuts Observers have murdered in all their endless Vietnam  their endless Vietnam  their endless Vietnam  their endless Vietnam 
Wars! McCain + Kerry "Fail" anatomy + physiology Today!Wars! McCain + Kerry "Fail" anatomy + physiology Today!Wars! McCain + Kerry "Fail" anatomy + physiology Today!Wars! McCain + Kerry "Fail" anatomy + physiology Today!

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George 
Orwell, GPSOrwell, GPSOrwell, GPSOrwell, GPS Tracker of Endless Vietnam Wars... the next McCain + Kerry plans to start Tracker of Endless Vietnam Wars... the next McCain + Kerry plans to start Tracker of Endless Vietnam Wars... the next McCain + Kerry plans to start Tracker of Endless Vietnam Wars... the next McCain + Kerry plans to start another war or just get $777 in Kickback for the  another war or just get $777 in Kickback for the  another war or just get $777 in Kickback for the  another war or just get $777 in Kickback for the 
Mecca Oil Profits from $4 gasMecca Oil Profits from $4 gasMecca Oil Profits from $4 gasMecca Oil Profits from $4 gas when you have the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort in the Pentagon Garage when you have the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort in the Pentagon Garage when you have the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort in the Pentagon Garage when you have the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort in the Pentagon Garage + $1 Trillion dollar  + $1 Trillion dollar  + $1 Trillion dollar  + $1 Trillion dollar 
"Vietnam Memorials" built by the Mayor + his brother in Key"Vietnam Memorials" built by the Mayor + his brother in Key"Vietnam Memorials" built by the Mayor + his brother in Key"Vietnam Memorials" built by the Mayor + his brother in Key West when GPS Tracker on "Wives, Women, SWF's" would save the "Life" of  West when GPS Tracker on "Wives, Women, SWF's" would save the "Life" of  West when GPS Tracker on "Wives, Women, SWF's" would save the "Life" of  West when GPS Tracker on "Wives, Women, SWF's" would save the "Life" of 
moremoremoremore women in 2014 than all the "Wars" Yes GPS Trackers on all the women... Homeland women in 2014 than all the "Wars" Yes GPS Trackers on all the women... Homeland women in 2014 than all the "Wars" Yes GPS Trackers on all the women... Homeland women in 2014 than all the "Wars" Yes GPS Trackers on all the women... Homeland Security will take on a different "Gravity" that  Security will take on a different "Gravity" that  Security will take on a different "Gravity" that  Security will take on a different "Gravity" that 
will lead to womenwill lead to womenwill lead to womenwill lead to women Brainstorming the Discovery of the Gravity Engine in a Polygamous Marriage made Brainstorming the Discovery of the Gravity Engine in a Polygamous Marriage made Brainstorming the Discovery of the Gravity Engine in a Polygamous Marriage made Brainstorming the Discovery of the Gravity Engine in a Polygamous Marriage made Legal at the Hemingway House  Legal at the Hemingway House  Legal at the Hemingway House  Legal at the Hemingway House 
that has Writing Classes, today Hemingway Housethat has Writing Classes, today Hemingway Housethat has Writing Classes, today Hemingway Housethat has Writing Classes, today Hemingway House charges you $13 and this does not include a invention in every chapter of the charges you $13 and this does not include a invention in every chapter of the charges you $13 and this does not include a invention in every chapter of the charges you $13 and this does not include a invention in every chapter of the
Utopian Hemingway Novel you could be writing today if the Mayor of Key WestUtopian Hemingway Novel you could be writing today if the Mayor of Key WestUtopian Hemingway Novel you could be writing today if the Mayor of Key WestUtopian Hemingway Novel you could be writing today if the Mayor of Key West would have promoted Writing Classes at the Hemingway  would have promoted Writing Classes at the Hemingway  would have promoted Writing Classes at the Hemingway  would have promoted Writing Classes at the Hemingway 
House for $500,000 insteadHouse for $500,000 insteadHouse for $500,000 insteadHouse for $500,000 instead of such a human waste as another war memorial for a war which killed so many of such a human waste as another war memorial for a war which killed so many of such a human waste as another war memorial for a war which killed so many of such a human waste as another war memorial for a war which killed so many "Babies" in order to get to  "Babies" in order to get to  "Babies" in order to get to  "Babies" in order to get to 
the North Vietnam Generals... like the Pentagonthe North Vietnam Generals... like the Pentagonthe North Vietnam Generals... like the Pentagonthe North Vietnam Generals... like the Pentagon tells the troops to rape the women to provoke the men... stupid war goings on. tells the troops to rape the women to provoke the men... stupid war goings on. tells the troops to rape the women to provoke the men... stupid war goings on. tells the troops to rape the women to provoke the men... stupid war goings on. GPS  GPS  GPS  GPS 
Hemingway Utopian Novel that has everyone on Earth tracked by GPS... writeHemingway Utopian Novel that has everyone on Earth tracked by GPS... writeHemingway Utopian Novel that has everyone on Earth tracked by GPS... writeHemingway Utopian Novel that has everyone on Earth tracked by GPS... write this today at the Hemingway House in Key West for May  this today at the Hemingway House in Key West for May  this today at the Hemingway House in Key West for May  this today at the Hemingway House in Key West for May 
Day! Day! Day! Day! 

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. +14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. +14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. +14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George 
Orwell,Orwell,Orwell,Orwell, Diesel engines responsible for 7,000 deaths a year. Fumes from diesel engines Diesel engines responsible for 7,000 deaths a year. Fumes from diesel engines Diesel engines responsible for 7,000 deaths a year. Fumes from diesel engines Diesel engines responsible for 7,000 deaths a year. Fumes from diesel engines are thought to be responsible for around 7,000  are thought to be responsible for around 7,000  are thought to be responsible for around 7,000  are thought to be responsible for around 7,000 
deaths a year in the U.K. asdeaths a year in the U.K. asdeaths a year in the U.K. asdeaths a year in the U.K. as experts claim air pollution has a similar impact on the heart as smoking. The experts claim air pollution has a similar impact on the heart as smoking. The experts claim air pollution has a similar impact on the heart as smoking. The experts claim air pollution has a similar impact on the heart as smoking. The Telegraph, United Kingdom.  Telegraph, United Kingdom.  Telegraph, United Kingdom.  Telegraph, United Kingdom. 

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let14 "May Day" this year ask... to let14 "May Day" this year ask... to let14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Today... George  Today... George  Today... George 
Orwell, Orwell, Orwell, Orwell, 

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg,14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  George  George  George 
Orwell, Orwell, Orwell, Orwell, 

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. +14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. +14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. +14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George 
Orwell,Orwell,Orwell,Orwell,

5555----1111----14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives14 "May Day" this year ask... to let Greg, Mary B. + MD Wives Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George  Brainstorm a Overnight RxCure for Breast Cancer Today... George 
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Orwell,Orwell,Orwell,Orwell,

5555----1111----14 Greg's configured 1314 Greg's configured 1314 Greg's configured 1314 Greg's configured 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defyinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defyinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defyinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s  Expectations... 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s  Expectations... 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s  Expectations... 1 Trillion MacBook Air with built in iPhone007s 
for everyone...for everyone...for everyone...for everyone... asap! RxCure... BC put it in the H2O...  asap! RxCure... BC put it in the H2O...  asap! RxCure... BC put it in the H2O...  asap! RxCure... BC put it in the H2O... 

1 Trillion iMacPro with built in 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in 

iPhone007s for everyone whoiPhone007s for everyone whoiPhone007s for everyone whoiPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!  their Aliens!  their Aliens!  their Aliens! 

4444----30303030----14 Configure these brothers "Hate Crimes Against14 Configure these brothers "Hate Crimes Against14 Configure these brothers "Hate Crimes Against14 Configure these brothers "Hate Crimes Against Women" Singh's donation made the total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose  Women" Singh's donation made the total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose  Women" Singh's donation made the total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose  Women" Singh's donation made the total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose 
youngeryoungeryoungeryounger brother is Mayor Craig Cates. $500,000 Singh + Craig Cates "Crimes Against brother is Mayor Craig Cates. $500,000 Singh + Craig Cates "Crimes Against brother is Mayor Craig Cates. $500,000 Singh + Craig Cates "Crimes Against brother is Mayor Craig Cates. $500,000 Singh + Craig Cates "Crimes Against Women" is a Vietnam Memorial in Key West!  Women" is a Vietnam Memorial in Key West!  Women" is a Vietnam Memorial in Key West!  Women" is a Vietnam Memorial in Key West! 

Defy Expectations... 1Defy Expectations... 1Defy Expectations... 1Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot----free!" Everyone... tofree!" Everyone... tofree!" Everyone... tofree!" Everyone... to Brainstorm a RxCure for Breast  Brainstorm a RxCure for Breast  Brainstorm a RxCure for Breast  Brainstorm a RxCure for Breast 
Cancer, put it in the water if it works Dr. NancyCancer, put it in the water if it works Dr. NancyCancer, put it in the water if it works Dr. NancyCancer, put it in the water if it works Dr. Nancy would say! Defy the CIA, Our Dictators, call Greg + brainstorm a RxCure... Defy would say! Defy the CIA, Our Dictators, call Greg + brainstorm a RxCure... Defy would say! Defy the CIA, Our Dictators, call Greg + brainstorm a RxCure... Defy would say! Defy the CIA, Our Dictators, call Greg + brainstorm a RxCure... Defy Numb  Numb  Numb  Numb 
Nuts Mad Men who are drunk on endless wars! Nuts Mad Men who are drunk on endless wars! Nuts Mad Men who are drunk on endless wars! Nuts Mad Men who are drunk on endless wars! 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB PCIe 512GB PCIe 512GB PCIe 512GB PCIe----based Flash Storage One to One at the Apple Retail Store will helpbased Flash Storage One to One at the Apple Retail Store will helpbased Flash Storage One to One at the Apple Retail Store will helpbased Flash Storage One to One at the Apple Retail Store will help
you do more than you ever thought possible with your new Mac. First, weyou do more than you ever thought possible with your new Mac. First, weyou do more than you ever thought possible with your new Mac. First, weyou do more than you ever thought possible with your new Mac. First, we’’’’ll setll setll setll set up your email, transfer your photos, music, and other  up your email, transfer your photos, music, and other  up your email, transfer your photos, music, and other  up your email, transfer your photos, music, and other 
files, and show you how tofiles, and show you how tofiles, and show you how tofiles, and show you how to keep everything in sync with iCloud. Then, we keep everything in sync with iCloud. Then, we keep everything in sync with iCloud. Then, we keep everything in sync with iCloud. Then, we’’’’ll work with you to create all work with you to create all work with you to create all work with you to create a curriculum tailored to your goals,  curriculum tailored to your goals,  curriculum tailored to your goals,  curriculum tailored to your goals, 
learning style, and experience level. One tolearning style, and experience level. One tolearning style, and experience level. One tolearning style, and experience level. One to One is just $99 for a full year and is available only at the time you buy a new One is just $99 for a full year and is available only at the time you buy a new One is just $99 for a full year and is available only at the time you buy a new One is just $99 for a full year and is available only at the time you buy a new Mac from the  Mac from the  Mac from the  Mac from the 
Apple Retail Store or the Apple Online Store. Apple Retail Store or the Apple Online Store. Apple Retail Store or the Apple Online Store. Apple Retail Store or the Apple Online Store. 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Built 512GB... Built 512GB... Built 512GB... Built----in 54in 54in 54in 54----wattwattwattwatt----hour lithiumhour lithiumhour lithiumhour lithium----polymer battery... Configure thesepolymer battery... Configure thesepolymer battery... Configure thesepolymer battery... Configure these
brothers "Hate Crimes Against Women" Singh's donation made the total so farbrothers "Hate Crimes Against Women" Singh's donation made the total so farbrothers "Hate Crimes Against Women" Singh's donation made the total so farbrothers "Hate Crimes Against Women" Singh's donation made the total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor  $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor  $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor  $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor 
Craig Cates. $500,000 SinghCraig Cates. $500,000 SinghCraig Cates. $500,000 SinghCraig Cates. $500,000 Singh + Craig Cates "Crimes Against Women" law suits via women with breast cancer for + Craig Cates "Crimes Against Women" law suits via women with breast cancer for + Craig Cates "Crimes Against Women" law suits via women with breast cancer for + Craig Cates "Crimes Against Women" law suits via women with breast cancer for wasting $500K on  wasting $500K on  wasting $500K on  wasting $500K on 
Vietnam War Memorial 50K dead 44K dead women in 2014 and noVietnam War Memorial 50K dead 44K dead women in 2014 and noVietnam War Memorial 50K dead 44K dead women in 2014 and noVietnam War Memorial 50K dead 44K dead women in 2014 and no Memorial in Key West for breast cancer and No RxCure as the  Memorial in Key West for breast cancer and No RxCure as the  Memorial in Key West for breast cancer and No RxCure as the  Memorial in Key West for breast cancer and No RxCure as the 
Mayor and hisMayor and hisMayor and hisMayor and his brother this is a "Hate Crime" against women too... especially in Key West City brother this is a "Hate Crime" against women too... especially in Key West City brother this is a "Hate Crime" against women too... especially in Key West City brother this is a "Hate Crime" against women too... especially in Key West City Hall... you do the math! Mayor Cates +  Hall... you do the math! Mayor Cates +  Hall... you do the math! Mayor Cates +  Hall... you do the math! Mayor Cates + 
Citizen of the Day Women in Key West areCitizen of the Day Women in Key West areCitizen of the Day Women in Key West areCitizen of the Day Women in Key West are these 2... A 42 these 2... A 42 these 2... A 42 these 2... A 42----yearyearyearyear----old Key West woman was jailed Monday after police said sheold Key West woman was jailed Monday after police said sheold Key West woman was jailed Monday after police said sheold Key West woman was jailed Monday after police said she stormed into  stormed into  stormed into  stormed into 
the cafeteria kitchen at Horace O'Bryant School and yelledthe cafeteria kitchen at Horace O'Bryant School and yelledthe cafeteria kitchen at Horace O'Bryant School and yelledthe cafeteria kitchen at Horace O'Bryant School and yelled obscenities at her ex obscenities at her ex obscenities at her ex obscenities at her ex----girlfriend, who serves lunch there. Jeanette Brown girlfriend, who serves lunch there. Jeanette Brown girlfriend, who serves lunch there. Jeanette Brown girlfriend, who serves lunch there. Jeanette Brown 
whosewhosewhosewhose criminal record includes four convictions for drug dealing and a 2010 conviction criminal record includes four convictions for drug dealing and a 2010 conviction criminal record includes four convictions for drug dealing and a 2010 conviction criminal record includes four convictions for drug dealing and a 2010 conviction for selling cocaine... and a ex for selling cocaine... and a ex for selling cocaine... and a ex for selling cocaine... and a ex----girlfriend. girlfriend. girlfriend. girlfriend. 
Both women are Citizen NewspaperBoth women are Citizen NewspaperBoth women are Citizen NewspaperBoth women are Citizen Newspaper citizen of the Days! grin...  citizen of the Days! grin...  citizen of the Days! grin...  citizen of the Days! grin... 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... high $2,674.89 512GB... high $2,674.89 512GB... high $2,674.89 512GB... high----stakes fashion week in London, New York, Paris or Milanstakes fashion week in London, New York, Paris or Milanstakes fashion week in London, New York, Paris or Milanstakes fashion week in London, New York, Paris or Milan may be  may be  may be  may be 
familiar with the nailfamiliar with the nailfamiliar with the nailfamiliar with the nail----biting tension, and adrenaline/chemicalbiting tension, and adrenaline/chemicalbiting tension, and adrenaline/chemicalbiting tension, and adrenaline/chemical----fueledfueledfueledfueled excitement that... $777 GASOLINE FUELED MONEY... used to buy  excitement that... $777 GASOLINE FUELED MONEY... used to buy  excitement that... $777 GASOLINE FUELED MONEY... used to buy  excitement that... $777 GASOLINE FUELED MONEY... used to buy 
1 Trillion iMacBook1 Trillion iMacBook1 Trillion iMacBook1 Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot----free!" Everyone can Invent with an Appfree!" Everyone can Invent with an Appfree!" Everyone can Invent with an Appfree!" Everyone can Invent with an App + Macbook Air from Apple!  + Macbook Air from Apple!  + Macbook Air from Apple!  + Macbook Air from Apple! 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... More Hate Crimes against Women + RxCure for Breast Cancer is $2,674.89 512GB... More Hate Crimes against Women + RxCure for Breast Cancer is $2,674.89 512GB... More Hate Crimes against Women + RxCure for Breast Cancer is $2,674.89 512GB... More Hate Crimes against Women + RxCure for Breast Cancer is Rick  Rick  Rick  Rick 
Scott, Governor of Florida. CBS plays his GI Bill ad over and over forScott, Governor of Florida. CBS plays his GI Bill ad over and over forScott, Governor of Florida. CBS plays his GI Bill ad over and over forScott, Governor of Florida. CBS plays his GI Bill ad over and over for education I used the GI Bill... this leaves out 1 billion people... and  education I used the GI Bill... this leaves out 1 billion people... and  education I used the GI Bill... this leaves out 1 billion people... and  education I used the GI Bill... this leaves out 1 billion people... and 
DefyDefyDefyDefy Expectations... as everyone in Saudi Arabia gets the USA GI Bill via $4 gas. Expectations... as everyone in Saudi Arabia gets the USA GI Bill via $4 gas. Expectations... as everyone in Saudi Arabia gets the USA GI Bill via $4 gas. Expectations... as everyone in Saudi Arabia gets the USA GI Bill via $4 gas. Worst hate crimes against children by Rick Scott, 100  Worst hate crimes against children by Rick Scott, 100  Worst hate crimes against children by Rick Scott, 100  Worst hate crimes against children by Rick Scott, 100 
kids left in hot cars tokids left in hot cars tokids left in hot cars tokids left in hot cars to die within miles of the Governor in Miami and no Amber Alerts from Verizon... die within miles of the Governor in Miami and no Amber Alerts from Verizon... die within miles of the Governor in Miami and no Amber Alerts from Verizon... die within miles of the Governor in Miami and no Amber Alerts from Verizon... Scot Scot Scot Scot----free baby killer from his "Oil free baby killer from his "Oil free baby killer from his "Oil free baby killer from his "Oil 
War" killing Moslem babies and Miami babiesWar" killing Moslem babies and Miami babiesWar" killing Moslem babies and Miami babiesWar" killing Moslem babies and Miami babies in hot cars in 2014... 1 Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " in hot cars in 2014... 1 Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " in hot cars in 2014... 1 Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " in hot cars in 2014... 1 Trillion iMacBook Air with built in iPhone007s for " "Scot "Scot "Scot "Scot----free" free" free" free" 
everyone... not from a governor on the GI Bill. everyone... not from a governor on the GI Bill. everyone... not from a governor on the GI Bill. everyone... not from a governor on the GI Bill. 

4444----30303030----14141414 Supreme Court on Death Row! 100 Senators on "Death Row" Ready to Sink into Hell Supreme Court on Death Row! 100 Senators on "Death Row" Ready to Sink into Hell Supreme Court on Death Row! 100 Senators on "Death Row" Ready to Sink into Hell Supreme Court on Death Row! 100 Senators on "Death Row" Ready to Sink into Hell for gas station robberies of $777 Trillion  for gas station robberies of $777 Trillion  for gas station robberies of $777 Trillion  for gas station robberies of $777 Trillion 
shared with Mecca + Allah behind theshared with Mecca + Allah behind theshared with Mecca + Allah behind theshared with Mecca + Allah behind the hidden cameras! Effort to Boost Minimum Wage + Minimum Social Security will hidden cameras! Effort to Boost Minimum Wage + Minimum Social Security will hidden cameras! Effort to Boost Minimum Wage + Minimum Social Security will hidden cameras! Effort to Boost Minimum Wage + Minimum Social Security will happen  happen  happen  happen 
instantaneous... the few people who didn't get a Free 13instantaneous... the few people who didn't get a Free 13instantaneous... the few people who didn't get a Free 13instantaneous... the few people who didn't get a Free 13----inch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... will be able to afford one or two now! And  $2,674.89 512GB... will be able to afford one or two now! And  $2,674.89 512GB... will be able to afford one or two now! And  $2,674.89 512GB... will be able to afford one or two now! And 
the iPhone007sthe iPhone007sthe iPhone007sthe iPhone007s will be built into the 13 will be built into the 13 will be built into the 13 will be built into the 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... 
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4444----30303030----14141414 Configure your 13 Configure your 13 Configure your 13 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Supreme Court Dims theinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Supreme Court Dims theinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Supreme Court Dims theinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Supreme Court Dims the Lights on Coal Power... Defy Expectations... put  Lights on Coal Power... Defy Expectations... put  Lights on Coal Power... Defy Expectations... put  Lights on Coal Power... Defy Expectations... put 
everyone on the Supreme Courteveryone on the Supreme Courteveryone on the Supreme Courteveryone on the Supreme Court on Death Row! 100 kids left in hot cars in Miami in the summer of 2014 is more on Death Row! 100 kids left in hot cars in Miami in the summer of 2014 is more on Death Row! 100 kids left in hot cars in Miami in the summer of 2014 is more on Death Row! 100 kids left in hot cars in Miami in the summer of 2014 is more than enough, add in  than enough, add in  than enough, add in  than enough, add in 
coal deaths that are hidden in the MD's paperworcoal deaths that are hidden in the MD's paperworcoal deaths that are hidden in the MD's paperworcoal deaths that are hidden in the MD's paperwork... 43k... 43k... 43k... 43 MINUTES TO DIE: Oklahoma inmate dies of massive heart attack after... Sasha MINUTES TO DIE: Oklahoma inmate dies of massive heart attack after... Sasha MINUTES TO DIE: Oklahoma inmate dies of massive heart attack after... Sasha MINUTES TO DIE: Oklahoma inmate dies of massive heart attack after... Sasha
Goldstein... Sasha will not write a dramatic news story for the NY Daily NewsGoldstein... Sasha will not write a dramatic news story for the NY Daily NewsGoldstein... Sasha will not write a dramatic news story for the NY Daily NewsGoldstein... Sasha will not write a dramatic news story for the NY Daily News about any of the 100 kids who will die a tortured death in  about any of the 100 kids who will die a tortured death in  about any of the 100 kids who will die a tortured death in  about any of the 100 kids who will die a tortured death in 
hot cars this summer.hot cars this summer.hot cars this summer.hot cars this summer. Sashs will not write in the NY Daily News the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Sashs will not write in the NY Daily News the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Sashs will not write in the NY Daily News the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Sashs will not write in the NY Daily News the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort has A/C 24/7... how can  Escort has A/C 24/7... how can  Escort has A/C 24/7... how can  Escort has A/C 24/7... how can 
Journalists follow our Numb Nuts George Orwell'sJournalists follow our Numb Nuts George Orwell'sJournalists follow our Numb Nuts George Orwell'sJournalists follow our Numb Nuts George Orwell's Holocaust? 100 Senators on "Death Row" Ready to Sink into Hell for gas station Holocaust? 100 Senators on "Death Row" Ready to Sink into Hell for gas station Holocaust? 100 Senators on "Death Row" Ready to Sink into Hell for gas station Holocaust? 100 Senators on "Death Row" Ready to Sink into Hell for gas station
robberies of $777 Trillion shared with Mecca + Allah behind the hidden cameras!robberies of $777 Trillion shared with Mecca + Allah behind the hidden cameras!robberies of $777 Trillion shared with Mecca + Allah behind the hidden cameras!robberies of $777 Trillion shared with Mecca + Allah behind the hidden cameras! Effort to Boost Minimum Wage + Minimum Social  Effort to Boost Minimum Wage + Minimum Social  Effort to Boost Minimum Wage + Minimum Social  Effort to Boost Minimum Wage + Minimum Social 
Security will happenSecurity will happenSecurity will happenSecurity will happen instantaneous...  instantaneous...  instantaneous...  instantaneous... 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... With poll number down 10 points, go 512GB... With poll number down 10 points, go 512GB... With poll number down 10 points, go 512GB... With poll number down 10 points, go----itititit----alone strategy isolates Obamaalone strategy isolates Obamaalone strategy isolates Obamaalone strategy isolates Obama
Washington Times Washington Times Washington Times Washington Times ---- ISOLATED in a Universe with 777 Trillion Galaxies is "DarkISOLATED in a Universe with 777 Trillion Galaxies is "DarkISOLATED in a Universe with 777 Trillion Galaxies is "DarkISOLATED in a Universe with 777 Trillion Galaxies is "Dark Matter" it rules our George Orwell Society and this is a  Matter" it rules our George Orwell Society and this is a  Matter" it rules our George Orwell Society and this is a  Matter" it rules our George Orwell Society and this is a 
Crime + HolocaustCrime + HolocaustCrime + HolocaustCrime + Holocaust against everyone on Earth...  against everyone on Earth...  against everyone on Earth...  against everyone on Earth... 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... PARIS (Reuters)  $2,674.89 512GB... PARIS (Reuters)  $2,674.89 512GB... PARIS (Reuters)  $2,674.89 512GB... PARIS (Reuters) ---- French bank BNP Paribas has warned it mightFrench bank BNP Paribas has warned it mightFrench bank BNP Paribas has warned it mightFrench bank BNP Paribas has warned it might be hit  be hit  be hit  be hit 
with a U.S. fine far in excess of the $1.1 billion that it set aside lastwith a U.S. fine far in excess of the $1.1 billion that it set aside lastwith a U.S. fine far in excess of the $1.1 billion that it set aside lastwith a U.S. fine far in excess of the $1.1 billion that it set aside last year to cover litigation costs... Paris, Banks have $77 Trillion from  year to cover litigation costs... Paris, Banks have $77 Trillion from  year to cover litigation costs... Paris, Banks have $77 Trillion from  year to cover litigation costs... Paris, Banks have $77 Trillion from 
FrenchFrenchFrenchFrench Government kickbacks from "Total Oil" genocides in Africa's Oil!  Government kickbacks from "Total Oil" genocides in Africa's Oil!  Government kickbacks from "Total Oil" genocides in Africa's Oil!  Government kickbacks from "Total Oil" genocides in Africa's Oil! 

4444----30303030----14141414 Configure your 13 Configure your 13 Configure your 13 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Romantic intimacy ininch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Romantic intimacy ininch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Romantic intimacy ininch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Romantic intimacy in long long long long----term relationships often suffers when one term relationships often suffers when one term relationships often suffers when one term relationships often suffers when one 
partner gets a diagnosis of mouthpartner gets a diagnosis of mouthpartner gets a diagnosis of mouthpartner gets a diagnosis of mouth or throat cancer caused by HPV, the sexually transmitted human papillomavirus. or throat cancer caused by HPV, the sexually transmitted human papillomavirus. or throat cancer caused by HPV, the sexually transmitted human papillomavirus. or throat cancer caused by HPV, the sexually transmitted human papillomavirus. Oral sex can  Oral sex can  Oral sex can  Oral sex can 
cause cancer. 2.) Douglascause cancer. 2.) Douglascause cancer. 2.) Douglascause cancer. 2.) Douglas’’’’ wife, Catherine Zeta Jones, most likelywife, Catherine Zeta Jones, most likelywife, Catherine Zeta Jones, most likelywife, Catherine Zeta Jones, most likely has HPV. He told the paper,  has HPV. He told the paper,  has HPV. He told the paper,  has HPV. He told the paper, ““““No. Because without wanting to get too No. Because without wanting to get too No. Because without wanting to get too No. Because without wanting to get too 
specific,specific,specific,specific, this particular cancer is caused by HPV [human papillomavirus], which actually this particular cancer is caused by HPV [human papillomavirus], which actually this particular cancer is caused by HPV [human papillomavirus], which actually this particular cancer is caused by HPV [human papillomavirus], which actually comes about from cunnilingus. comes about from cunnilingus. comes about from cunnilingus. comes about from cunnilingus.”””” HPV type 16. HPV type 16. HPV type 16. HPV type 16. 
Defy Expectations... on this darkDefy Expectations... on this darkDefy Expectations... on this darkDefy Expectations... on this dark matter HPV 16 write an iPhone5s app to dissect it for our higher IQ's... matter HPV 16 write an iPhone5s app to dissect it for our higher IQ's... matter HPV 16 write an iPhone5s app to dissect it for our higher IQ's... matter HPV 16 write an iPhone5s app to dissect it for our higher IQ's... literate in HPV is something we  literate in HPV is something we  literate in HPV is something we  literate in HPV is something we 
must learn sooner or later. iWatch by Applemust learn sooner or later. iWatch by Applemust learn sooner or later. iWatch by Applemust learn sooner or later. iWatch by Apple should send out HPV Alerts, get Verizon to sent a HPV Alert when someone with should send out HPV Alerts, get Verizon to sent a HPV Alert when someone with should send out HPV Alerts, get Verizon to sent a HPV Alert when someone with should send out HPV Alerts, get Verizon to sent a HPV Alert when someone with HPV calls  HPV calls  HPV calls  HPV calls 
our cell... new id! our cell... new id! our cell... new id! our cell... new id! 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... SCiO Handheld Molecular Scanner Analyzes Food, Drugs, and  512GB... SCiO Handheld Molecular Scanner Analyzes Food, Drugs, and  512GB... SCiO Handheld Molecular Scanner Analyzes Food, Drugs, and  512GB... SCiO Handheld Molecular Scanner Analyzes Food, Drugs, and 
Neglected...Neglected...Neglected...Neglected... personal hygiene, names the names of bacteria on you, will be in the next Star personal hygiene, names the names of bacteria on you, will be in the next Star personal hygiene, names the names of bacteria on you, will be in the next Star personal hygiene, names the names of bacteria on you, will be in the next Star Trek Movie, with the New Gravity Engine for  Trek Movie, with the New Gravity Engine for  Trek Movie, with the New Gravity Engine for  Trek Movie, with the New Gravity Engine for 
the Enterprise! Grin the Enterprise! Grin the Enterprise! Grin the Enterprise! Grin 

4444----30303030----14141414 Configure your 13 Configure your 13 Configure your 13 Configure your 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13----inchinchinchinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy 
Expectations... Expectations... Expectations... Expectations... 

4444----30303030----14 Configure14 Configure14 Configure14 Configure your 13 your 13 your 13 your 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13----inch MacBookinch MacBookinch MacBookinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy 
Expectations... Expectations... Expectations... Expectations... 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your14 Configure your14 Configure your14 Configure your 13 13 13 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13----inch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Airinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  $2,674.89 512GB... Defy 
Expectations... Expectations... Expectations... Expectations... 

4444----30303030----14 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 1314 Configure your 13----inchinchinchinch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13 MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13 MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13 MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Greg's configured 13----inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89inch MacBook Air $2,674.89 512GB... Defy  512GB... Defy  512GB... Defy  512GB... Defy 
Expectations... $2,674.89 with no software or apps... wow!Expectations... $2,674.89 with no software or apps... wow!Expectations... $2,674.89 with no software or apps... wow!Expectations... $2,674.89 with no software or apps... wow!

4444----29292929----14 City of Key West Health Dept Police... will come into14 City of Key West Health Dept Police... will come into14 City of Key West Health Dept Police... will come into14 City of Key West Health Dept Police... will come into being when the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower  being when the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower  being when the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower  being when the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower 
StructureStructureStructureStructure is on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper! MD Dockmaster... Requirement to is on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper! MD Dockmaster... Requirement to is on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper! MD Dockmaster... Requirement to is on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper! MD Dockmaster... Requirement to be a Dockmaster you must have an MD... Bush  be a Dockmaster you must have an MD... Bush  be a Dockmaster you must have an MD... Bush  be a Dockmaster you must have an MD... Bush 
could not do the math as to how manycould not do the math as to how manycould not do the math as to how manycould not do the math as to how many lives this would save worldwide...  lives this would save worldwide...  lives this would save worldwide...  lives this would save worldwide... 

4444----29292929----14 Health Dept Police will take14 Health Dept Police will take14 Health Dept Police will take14 Health Dept Police will take over the International Airports, Whole Foods + Publix Grocery stores with HPV over the International Airports, Whole Foods + Publix Grocery stores with HPV over the International Airports, Whole Foods + Publix Grocery stores with HPV over the International Airports, Whole Foods + Publix Grocery stores with HPV,,,, STD, Hepatitis, scans  STD, Hepatitis, scans  STD, Hepatitis, scans  STD, Hepatitis, scans 
and now this... The FDA has cleared the Sonialvision G4and now this... The FDA has cleared the Sonialvision G4and now this... The FDA has cleared the Sonialvision G4and now this... The FDA has cleared the Sonialvision G4 X X X X----ray system from Shimadzu. The multiray system from Shimadzu. The multiray system from Shimadzu. The multiray system from Shimadzu. The multi----purpose system is intended for ortho,purpose system is intended for ortho,purpose system is intended for ortho,purpose system is intended for ortho,
angiography, endoscopy, and general purpose radiography work. It features a 17 xangiography, endoscopy, and general purpose radiography work. It features a 17 xangiography, endoscopy, and general purpose radiography work. It features a 17 xangiography, endoscopy, and general purpose radiography work. It features a 17 x 17 inch digital detector with a 139  17 inch digital detector with a 139  17 inch digital detector with a 139  17 inch digital detector with a 139 µµµµm pixel pitch m pixel pitch m pixel pitch m pixel pitch 
and high contrast imaging.and high contrast imaging.and high contrast imaging.and high contrast imaging. The X The X The X The X----ray tube has a more than two meter lateral travel distance, allowingray tube has a more than two meter lateral travel distance, allowingray tube has a more than two meter lateral travel distance, allowingray tube has a more than two meter lateral travel distance, allowing nearly all patients to be  nearly all patients to be  nearly all patients to be  nearly all patients to be 
imaged from head to toe in one go. Homeland Policeimaged from head to toe in one go. Homeland Policeimaged from head to toe in one go. Homeland Policeimaged from head to toe in one go. Homeland Police wasted $777 Trillion on Airport Scanners that couldn't detect HPV, STD, etc  wasted $777 Trillion on Airport Scanners that couldn't detect HPV, STD, etc  wasted $777 Trillion on Airport Scanners that couldn't detect HPV, STD, etc  wasted $777 Trillion on Airport Scanners that couldn't detect HPV, STD, etc ----
Bush could not do the math as to how many were killed by Homeland Security TopBush could not do the math as to how many were killed by Homeland Security TopBush could not do the math as to how many were killed by Homeland Security TopBush could not do the math as to how many were killed by Homeland Security Top Brass...  Brass...  Brass...  Brass... 

4444----29292929----14 Obama hits new poll low: 41% USA TODAY... $1 Trillion14 Obama hits new poll low: 41% USA TODAY... $1 Trillion14 Obama hits new poll low: 41% USA TODAY... $1 Trillion14 Obama hits new poll low: 41% USA TODAY... $1 Trillion for Vietnam Vets, Breast Cancer is Dead Issue for Obama and Key West...  for Vietnam Vets, Breast Cancer is Dead Issue for Obama and Key West...  for Vietnam Vets, Breast Cancer is Dead Issue for Obama and Key West...  for Vietnam Vets, Breast Cancer is Dead Issue for Obama and Key West... 
Eve of 4Eve of 4Eve of 4Eve of 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Take back $777 Trillion in $4 gas money and Eve's gas MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Take back $777 Trillion in $4 gas money and Eve's gas MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Take back $777 Trillion in $4 gas money and Eve's gas MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Take back $777 Trillion in $4 gas money and Eve's gas station hold ups... Eve's Purple Hearts at gas  station hold ups... Eve's Purple Hearts at gas  station hold ups... Eve's Purple Hearts at gas  station hold ups... Eve's Purple Hearts at gas 
stations violent attacks notstations violent attacks notstations violent attacks notstations violent attacks not McCain + Kerrys Purple Hearts!  McCain + Kerrys Purple Hearts!  McCain + Kerrys Purple Hearts!  McCain + Kerrys Purple Hearts! 

4444----29292929----14 Front Page NY Times Today, "White14 Front Page NY Times Today, "White14 Front Page NY Times Today, "White14 Front Page NY Times Today, "White House to Press Colleges to Do More to Combat Rape..." deadliest killings are House to Press Colleges to Do More to Combat Rape..." deadliest killings are House to Press Colleges to Do More to Combat Rape..." deadliest killings are House to Press Colleges to Do More to Combat Rape..." deadliest killings are Troops coming  Troops coming  Troops coming  Troops coming 
home from Oil Wars... killing 19K SWF in 2014 and this is all thehome from Oil Wars... killing 19K SWF in 2014 and this is all thehome from Oil Wars... killing 19K SWF in 2014 and this is all thehome from Oil Wars... killing 19K SWF in 2014 and this is all the NY Times is willing to put on the Front page today... if 19K Troop were NY Times is willing to put on the Front page today... if 19K Troop were NY Times is willing to put on the Front page today... if 19K Troop were NY Times is willing to put on the Front page today... if 19K Troop were
killed... killed... killed... killed... 

4444----29292929----14 Front Page Citizen Newspaper Today, No God for City of14 Front Page Citizen Newspaper Today, No God for City of14 Front Page Citizen Newspaper Today, No God for City of14 Front Page Citizen Newspaper Today, No God for City of Key West Numb Nuts spending $777 Trillion on Memorial for Vietnam  Key West Numb Nuts spending $777 Trillion on Memorial for Vietnam  Key West Numb Nuts spending $777 Trillion on Memorial for Vietnam  Key West Numb Nuts spending $777 Trillion on Memorial for Vietnam 
Vets whenVets whenVets whenVets when "Breast Cancer Memorial is not in Mayor Cates Frontal Lobe!" Frontal Lobe of the "Breast Cancer Memorial is not in Mayor Cates Frontal Lobe!" Frontal Lobe of the "Breast Cancer Memorial is not in Mayor Cates Frontal Lobe!" Frontal Lobe of the "Breast Cancer Memorial is not in Mayor Cates Frontal Lobe!" Frontal Lobe of the Mayor is "VOID" of a RxCure for Breast  Mayor is "VOID" of a RxCure for Breast  Mayor is "VOID" of a RxCure for Breast  Mayor is "VOID" of a RxCure for Breast 
Cancer! Singh's donation made the totalCancer! Singh's donation made the totalCancer! Singh's donation made the totalCancer! Singh's donation made the total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor Craig Cates. so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor Craig Cates. so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor Craig Cates. so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor Craig Cates. $500,000, is set for the  $500,000, is set for the  $500,000, is set for the  $500,000, is set for the 
corner of Bayview Park at the intersection of Trumancorner of Bayview Park at the intersection of Trumancorner of Bayview Park at the intersection of Trumancorner of Bayview Park at the intersection of Truman Avenue and Jose Marti Drive. group's website, vietnamlivingmemorial.com. Race Avenue and Jose Marti Drive. group's website, vietnamlivingmemorial.com. Race Avenue and Jose Marti Drive. group's website, vietnamlivingmemorial.com. Race Avenue and Jose Marti Drive. group's website, vietnamlivingmemorial.com. Race
for the Breast Cancer Cure web site... for the Breast Cancer Cure web site... for the Breast Cancer Cure web site... for the Breast Cancer Cure web site... 

4444----29292929----14 Mosquitoes are by far the14 Mosquitoes are by far the14 Mosquitoes are by far the14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world  deadliest animal in the world  deadliest animal in the world  deadliest animal in the world ---- and Bill Gates thinks it's about time they wereand Bill Gates thinks it's about time they wereand Bill Gates thinks it's about time they wereand Bill Gates thinks it's about time they were given their due. War  given their due. War  given their due. War  given their due. War 
Memorial are a disease of Mayor Cates and McCain, Kerry,Memorial are a disease of Mayor Cates and McCain, Kerry,Memorial are a disease of Mayor Cates and McCain, Kerry,Memorial are a disease of Mayor Cates and McCain, Kerry, they are Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS)  they are Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS)  they are Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS)  they are Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) ““““disease detectivesdisease detectivesdisease detectivesdisease detectives””””... ... ... ... BreastBreastBreastBreast
Cancer Memorial at Arlington! Cancer Memorial at Arlington! Cancer Memorial at Arlington! Cancer Memorial at Arlington! 

4444----29292929----14 Mosquitoes are by far the14 Mosquitoes are by far the14 Mosquitoes are by far the14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world  deadliest animal in the world  deadliest animal in the world  deadliest animal in the world ---- and Bill Gates thinks and Bill Gates thinks and Bill Gates thinks and Bill Gates thinks 
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4444----29292929----14 Mosquitoes14 Mosquitoes14 Mosquitoes14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world  are by far the deadliest animal in the world  are by far the deadliest animal in the world  are by far the deadliest animal in the world ---- and Bill Gates thinks... theand Bill Gates thinks... theand Bill Gates thinks... theand Bill Gates thinks... the difficulty of keeping updated vaccination  difficulty of keeping updated vaccination  difficulty of keeping updated vaccination  difficulty of keeping updated vaccination 
records. Frontal Lobe of Bill +records. Frontal Lobe of Bill +records. Frontal Lobe of Bill +records. Frontal Lobe of Bill + Melinda and Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in Key West are far the deadliest human Melinda and Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in Key West are far the deadliest human Melinda and Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in Key West are far the deadliest human Melinda and Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in Key West are far the deadliest human killers, 100 kids in hot  killers, 100 kids in hot  killers, 100 kids in hot  killers, 100 kids in hot 
cars soon... Vaccinations put in the H2O... Killers ofcars soon... Vaccinations put in the H2O... Killers ofcars soon... Vaccinations put in the H2O... Killers ofcars soon... Vaccinations put in the H2O... Killers of 1,001 Invention Projects are well known, Bill + Melinda and now Gates... 1,001 Invention Projects are well known, Bill + Melinda and now Gates... 1,001 Invention Projects are well known, Bill + Melinda and now Gates... 1,001 Invention Projects are well known, Bill + Melinda and now Gates...

4444----29292929----14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world 14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world 14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world 14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world ---- andandandand Bill Gates thinks... it is hard to guarantee protection from  Bill Gates thinks... it is hard to guarantee protection from  Bill Gates thinks... it is hard to guarantee protection from  Bill Gates thinks... it is hard to guarantee protection from 
deadly diseases todeadly diseases todeadly diseases todeadly diseases to children when their records are incomplete, inaccessible or non children when their records are incomplete, inaccessible or non children when their records are incomplete, inaccessible or non children when their records are incomplete, inaccessible or non----existent. Bill +existent. Bill +existent. Bill +existent. Bill + Melinda don't think refusing to  Melinda don't think refusing to  Melinda don't think refusing to  Melinda don't think refusing to 
preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects with linkspreinstall 1,001 Invention Projects with linkspreinstall 1,001 Invention Projects with linkspreinstall 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started to InventSomething is killing... Bush can do this math! to get you started to InventSomething is killing... Bush can do this math! to get you started to InventSomething is killing... Bush can do this math! to get you started to InventSomething is killing... Bush can do this math!

4444----29292929----14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world 14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world 14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world 14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world ---- andandandand Bill Gates thinks... More than 300 teams from 41 countries and  Bill Gates thinks... More than 300 teams from 41 countries and  Bill Gates thinks... More than 300 teams from 41 countries and  Bill Gates thinks... More than 300 teams from 41 countries and 
no 1,001no 1,001no 1,001no 1,001 Invention Projects so their Frontal Lobe can think of a Rx Miracle Cure for 101 Invention Projects so their Frontal Lobe can think of a Rx Miracle Cure for 101 Invention Projects so their Frontal Lobe can think of a Rx Miracle Cure for 101 Invention Projects so their Frontal Lobe can think of a Rx Miracle Cure for 101 deadliest animals... Bill + Melinda number 1  deadliest animals... Bill + Melinda number 1  deadliest animals... Bill + Melinda number 1  deadliest animals... Bill + Melinda number 1 
and 2. and 2. and 2. and 2. 

4444----29292929----14 Mosquitoes14 Mosquitoes14 Mosquitoes14 Mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animal in the world.. Greg had to call the health Dept are by far the deadliest animal in the world.. Greg had to call the health Dept are by far the deadliest animal in the world.. Greg had to call the health Dept are by far the deadliest animal in the world.. Greg had to call the health Dept yesterday as the Dockmaster said to  yesterday as the Dockmaster said to  yesterday as the Dockmaster said to  yesterday as the Dockmaster said to 
many people were taking showers so it $4 amany people were taking showers so it $4 amany people were taking showers so it $4 amany people were taking showers so it $4 a shower and 5 Security guys paid by City of Key West enforce this... Dockmaster shower and 5 Security guys paid by City of Key West enforce this... Dockmaster shower and 5 Security guys paid by City of Key West enforce this... Dockmaster shower and 5 Security guys paid by City of Key West enforce this... Dockmaster is deadlier  is deadlier  is deadlier  is deadlier 
than mosquitoes... KEY WEST BIGHT MARINA Phone (305) 809than mosquitoes... KEY WEST BIGHT MARINA Phone (305) 809than mosquitoes... KEY WEST BIGHT MARINA Phone (305) 809than mosquitoes... KEY WEST BIGHT MARINA Phone (305) 809----3983 Fax3983 Fax3983 Fax3983 Fax (305) 293 (305) 293 (305) 293 (305) 293----8369Dockmaster (305) 8098369Dockmaster (305) 8098369Dockmaster (305) 8098369Dockmaster (305) 809----3984 E3984 E3984 E3984 E----mail:mail:mail:mail:
keywestbightmarina@keywestcity.com keywestbightmarina@keywestcity.com keywestbightmarina@keywestcity.com keywestbightmarina@keywestcity.com 

Amenities: Amenities: Amenities: Amenities: ---- 24242424----hour security hour security hour security hour security ---- PowerPowerPowerPower (30, 50, & 100 amp)  (30, 50, & 100 amp)  (30, 50, & 100 amp)  (30, 50, & 100 amp) ---- WiWiWiWi----Fi Fi Fi Fi ---- Cable TV (available, but not provided) Cable TV (available, but not provided) Cable TV (available, but not provided) Cable TV (available, but not provided) ---- PhonePhonePhonePhone ---- Water Water Water Water ---- PumpPumpPumpPump----out out out out ----
Bath/shower/laundry facilities Bath/shower/laundry facilities Bath/shower/laundry facilities Bath/shower/laundry facilities ---- Trash removal Trash removal Trash removal Trash removal ---- IceIceIceIce

Vessel Requirements: Vessel Requirements: Vessel Requirements: Vessel Requirements: ---- Maximum length 140 feet Maximum length 140 feet Maximum length 140 feet Maximum length 140 feet ---- Maximum draft 12 feetMaximum draft 12 feetMaximum draft 12 feetMaximum draft 12 feet

4444----29292929----14 City of Key West Health Dept Police... will come into being when14 City of Key West Health Dept Police... will come into being when14 City of Key West Health Dept Police... will come into being when14 City of Key West Health Dept Police... will come into being when the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower  the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower  the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower  the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower 
Structure is on theStructure is on theStructure is on theStructure is on the front page of the Citizen Newspaper! MD Dockmaster... Requirement to be a front page of the Citizen Newspaper! MD Dockmaster... Requirement to be a front page of the Citizen Newspaper! MD Dockmaster... Requirement to be a front page of the Citizen Newspaper! MD Dockmaster... Requirement to be a Dockmaster you must have an MD... Bush  Dockmaster you must have an MD... Bush  Dockmaster you must have an MD... Bush  Dockmaster you must have an MD... Bush 
could not do the math as to how manycould not do the math as to how manycould not do the math as to how manycould not do the math as to how many lives this would save worldwide...  lives this would save worldwide...  lives this would save worldwide...  lives this would save worldwide... 

4444----29292929----14 No God for City of Key West14 No God for City of Key West14 No God for City of Key West14 No God for City of Key West Numb Nuts spending $777 Trillion on Memorial for Vietnam Vets when "Breast Numb Nuts spending $777 Trillion on Memorial for Vietnam Vets when "Breast Numb Nuts spending $777 Trillion on Memorial for Vietnam Vets when "Breast Numb Nuts spending $777 Trillion on Memorial for Vietnam Vets when "Breast Cancer Memorial is  Cancer Memorial is  Cancer Memorial is  Cancer Memorial is 
not in Mayor Cates Frontal Lobe!" Singh's donation made thenot in Mayor Cates Frontal Lobe!" Singh's donation made thenot in Mayor Cates Frontal Lobe!" Singh's donation made thenot in Mayor Cates Frontal Lobe!" Singh's donation made the total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor Craig  total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor Craig  total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor Craig  total so far $33,500, said Cates, whose younger brother is Mayor Craig 
Cates.Cates.Cates.Cates. $500,000, is set for the corner of Bayview Park at the intersection of Truman $500,000, is set for the corner of Bayview Park at the intersection of Truman $500,000, is set for the corner of Bayview Park at the intersection of Truman $500,000, is set for the corner of Bayview Park at the intersection of Truman Avenue and Jose Marti Drive. group's website,  Avenue and Jose Marti Drive. group's website,  Avenue and Jose Marti Drive. group's website,  Avenue and Jose Marti Drive. group's website, 
vietnamlivingmemorial.com. Racevietnamlivingmemorial.com. Racevietnamlivingmemorial.com. Racevietnamlivingmemorial.com. Race for the Breast Cancer Cure web site...  for the Breast Cancer Cure web site...  for the Breast Cancer Cure web site...  for the Breast Cancer Cure web site... 

4444----29292929----14 "Women Observers" in our14 "Women Observers" in our14 "Women Observers" in our14 "Women Observers" in our George Orwell Era of McCain + Kerry Vietnam War Memorials have been killed for George Orwell Era of McCain + Kerry Vietnam War Memorials have been killed for George Orwell Era of McCain + Kerry Vietnam War Memorials have been killed for George Orwell Era of McCain + Kerry Vietnam War Memorials have been killed for STD's by their  STD's by their  STD's by their  STD's by their 
"buddies"... (HealthDay)"buddies"... (HealthDay)"buddies"... (HealthDay)"buddies"... (HealthDay)————A federal task force is poised to adviseA federal task force is poised to adviseA federal task force is poised to adviseA federal task force is poised to advise doctors to regularly screen all sexually active American women and  doctors to regularly screen all sexually active American women and  doctors to regularly screen all sexually active American women and  doctors to regularly screen all sexually active American women and 
girls up togirls up togirls up togirls up to age 24 for the sexually transmitted diseases chlamydia and gonorrhea, which age 24 for the sexually transmitted diseases chlamydia and gonorrhea, which age 24 for the sexually transmitted diseases chlamydia and gonorrhea, which age 24 for the sexually transmitted diseases chlamydia and gonorrhea, which often don't have outward symptoms. The  often don't have outward symptoms. The  often don't have outward symptoms. The  often don't have outward symptoms. The 
influential group of experts also appearsinfluential group of experts also appearsinfluential group of experts also appearsinfluential group of experts also appears ready to recommend screening for older women at risk of the diseases and provide ready to recommend screening for older women at risk of the diseases and provide ready to recommend screening for older women at risk of the diseases and provide ready to recommend screening for older women at risk of the diseases and provide intensive  intensive  intensive  intensive 
counseling to people of all ages at extra risk of STDs. counseling to people of all ages at extra risk of STDs. counseling to people of all ages at extra risk of STDs. counseling to people of all ages at extra risk of STDs. 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... $777 Trillion dollar fraud in which Pope's, is a "Universe Mind" infinite... $777 Trillion dollar fraud in which Pope's, is a "Universe Mind" infinite... $777 Trillion dollar fraud in which Pope's, is a "Universe Mind" infinite... $777 Trillion dollar fraud in which Pope's, Jews  Jews  Jews  Jews 
+ CIA Agents were paid cash kickbacks to induce them to remain silent about+ CIA Agents were paid cash kickbacks to induce them to remain silent about+ CIA Agents were paid cash kickbacks to induce them to remain silent about+ CIA Agents were paid cash kickbacks to induce them to remain silent about Mecca's "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" being Holocaust II  Mecca's "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" being Holocaust II  Mecca's "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" being Holocaust II  Mecca's "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" being Holocaust II 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Buffett defends high CEO pay + Saudi Arabia is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Buffett defends high CEO pay + Saudi Arabia is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Buffett defends high CEO pay + Saudi Arabia is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Buffett defends high CEO pay + Saudi Arabia
students at Yale + Harvard getting a higher salary from the King than Buffettstudents at Yale + Harvard getting a higher salary from the King than Buffettstudents at Yale + Harvard getting a higher salary from the King than Buffettstudents at Yale + Harvard getting a higher salary from the King than Buffett pays the Cashiers!  pays the Cashiers!  pays the Cashiers!  pays the Cashiers! 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... "China's Pollution Police Are Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... "China's Pollution Police Are Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... "China's Pollution Police Are Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... "China's Pollution Police Are Watching... 100  Watching... 100  Watching... 100  Watching... 100 
million kids get sick with childhood cancers and die..."million kids get sick with childhood cancers and die..."million kids get sick with childhood cancers and die..."million kids get sick with childhood cancers and die..." Bloomberg News After the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Bloomberg News After the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Bloomberg News After the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Bloomberg News After the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 4 Wives Coup D'Etat...

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... SWF with HPV anus cancer and breast cancer  Mind" infinite... SWF with HPV anus cancer and breast cancer  Mind" infinite... SWF with HPV anus cancer and breast cancer  Mind" infinite... SWF with HPV anus cancer and breast cancer 
seek the... deathseek the... deathseek the... deathseek the... death penalty in Hell... for trillions of years... the Mecca Oil Coup of the Moslem penalty in Hell... for trillions of years... the Mecca Oil Coup of the Moslem penalty in Hell... for trillions of years... the Mecca Oil Coup of the Moslem penalty in Hell... for trillions of years... the Mecca Oil Coup of the Moslem Brotherhood... Egyptian court seeks death  Brotherhood... Egyptian court seeks death  Brotherhood... Egyptian court seeks death  Brotherhood... Egyptian court seeks death 
sentence for Brotherhood leader, 682sentence for Brotherhood leader, 682sentence for Brotherhood leader, 682sentence for Brotherhood leader, 682 supporters... all paid for by Saudi Arabia and Mecca, Allah.  supporters... all paid for by Saudi Arabia and Mecca, Allah.  supporters... all paid for by Saudi Arabia and Mecca, Allah.  supporters... all paid for by Saudi Arabia and Mecca, Allah. 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... what 777 trillion galaxies are teaching the BMF is a "Universe Mind" infinite... what 777 trillion galaxies are teaching the BMF is a "Universe Mind" infinite... what 777 trillion galaxies are teaching the BMF is a "Universe Mind" infinite... what 777 trillion galaxies are teaching the BMF
in Key West... Mandy Miles in yesterdays Sunday Citizen news about "Veterans"in Key West... Mandy Miles in yesterdays Sunday Citizen news about "Veterans"in Key West... Mandy Miles in yesterdays Sunday Citizen news about "Veterans"in Key West... Mandy Miles in yesterdays Sunday Citizen news about "Veterans" telling her... not about the "Prostitutes" they f telling her... not about the "Prostitutes" they f telling her... not about the "Prostitutes" they f telling her... not about the "Prostitutes" they f------------ hard, hard, hard, hard, 
and paid little...and paid little...and paid little...and paid little... not about the women + kids they killed... the Veterans in Mandy Miles Sunday not about the women + kids they killed... the Veterans in Mandy Miles Sunday not about the women + kids they killed... the Veterans in Mandy Miles Sunday not about the women + kids they killed... the Veterans in Mandy Miles Sunday article told her about playing the game  article told her about playing the game  article told her about playing the game  article told her about playing the game 
"Bocce" is a ball sport belonging to the"Bocce" is a ball sport belonging to the"Bocce" is a ball sport belonging to the"Bocce" is a ball sport belonging to the boules sport family... Turtle Kraals is were Mandy Miles had 1 Trillion drinks boules sport family... Turtle Kraals is were Mandy Miles had 1 Trillion drinks boules sport family... Turtle Kraals is were Mandy Miles had 1 Trillion drinks boules sport family... Turtle Kraals is were Mandy Miles had 1 Trillion drinks and played Bocce...  and played Bocce...  and played Bocce...  and played Bocce... 
1 Trillion Turtles, Mandy Miles forgot to feed 1 Trillion1 Trillion Turtles, Mandy Miles forgot to feed 1 Trillion1 Trillion Turtles, Mandy Miles forgot to feed 1 Trillion1 Trillion Turtles, Mandy Miles forgot to feed 1 Trillion Turtles, so did Hemingway + his Navy buddies in 1935... both Drunk Mandy  Turtles, so did Hemingway + his Navy buddies in 1935... both Drunk Mandy  Turtles, so did Hemingway + his Navy buddies in 1935... both Drunk Mandy  Turtles, so did Hemingway + his Navy buddies in 1935... both Drunk Mandy 
MilesMilesMilesMiles and Hemingway. The substantiality of Mandy Miles articles was her friend gregg + and Hemingway. The substantiality of Mandy Miles articles was her friend gregg + and Hemingway. The substantiality of Mandy Miles articles was her friend gregg + and Hemingway. The substantiality of Mandy Miles articles was her friend gregg + da da da dad... and most getting drinks at the Turtle d... and most getting drinks at the Turtle d... and most getting drinks at the Turtle d... and most getting drinks at the Turtle 
Kraals as they have Bocce Balls...Kraals as they have Bocce Balls...Kraals as they have Bocce Balls...Kraals as they have Bocce Balls... and Drinks but no Turtles, should I write them up for "Deception of Tourists + and Drinks but no Turtles, should I write them up for "Deception of Tourists + and Drinks but no Turtles, should I write them up for "Deception of Tourists + and Drinks but no Turtles, should I write them up for "Deception of Tourists + Locals" yes!  Locals" yes!  Locals" yes!  Locals" yes! 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Sue Mandy Miles and Key West Citizen for not is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Sue Mandy Miles and Key West Citizen for not is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Sue Mandy Miles and Key West Citizen for not is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Sue Mandy Miles and Key West Citizen for not
feeding 1 Trillion Turtles at Turtle Kraals... Sue George Orwell for Breastfeeding 1 Trillion Turtles at Turtle Kraals... Sue George Orwell for Breastfeeding 1 Trillion Turtles at Turtle Kraals... Sue George Orwell for Breastfeeding 1 Trillion Turtles at Turtle Kraals... Sue George Orwell for Breast Cancer, Brain cancer from breathing in poison gasoline  Cancer, Brain cancer from breathing in poison gasoline  Cancer, Brain cancer from breathing in poison gasoline  Cancer, Brain cancer from breathing in poison gasoline 
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exhaust air... particles.exhaust air... particles.exhaust air... particles.exhaust air... particles. Valerie Harper and Nancy Walker as Rhoda Morgenstern and Mom, scene from TV Valerie Harper and Nancy Walker as Rhoda Morgenstern and Mom, scene from TV Valerie Harper and Nancy Walker as Rhoda Morgenstern and Mom, scene from TV Valerie Harper and Nancy Walker as Rhoda Morgenstern and Mom, scene from TV series "Rhoda."AP. Previous  series "Rhoda."AP. Previous  series "Rhoda."AP. Previous  series "Rhoda."AP. Previous 
Next. Valerie Harper is being sued by playwrightNext. Valerie Harper is being sued by playwrightNext. Valerie Harper is being sued by playwrightNext. Valerie Harper is being sued by playwright Matthew Lombardo and several Broadway producers for not telling them she had Matthew Lombardo and several Broadway producers for not telling them she had Matthew Lombardo and several Broadway producers for not telling them she had Matthew Lombardo and several Broadway producers for not telling them she had
brain cancer... brain cancer... brain cancer... brain cancer... 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects"14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... George Clooney to marry human rights lawyer is a "Universe Mind" infinite... George Clooney to marry human rights lawyer is a "Universe Mind" infinite... George Clooney to marry human rights lawyer is a "Universe Mind" infinite... George Clooney to marry human rights lawyer
Amal Alamuddin... born in Beirut and is fluent in French and Arabic... Not 1,001Amal Alamuddin... born in Beirut and is fluent in French and Arabic... Not 1,001Amal Alamuddin... born in Beirut and is fluent in French and Arabic... Not 1,001Amal Alamuddin... born in Beirut and is fluent in French and Arabic... Not 1,001 Invention Projects Brainstorming... grin!  Invention Projects Brainstorming... grin!  Invention Projects Brainstorming... grin!  Invention Projects Brainstorming... grin! 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... $777 Trillion "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... $777 Trillion "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... $777 Trillion "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... $777 Trillion in profits from Comcast...  in profits from Comcast...  in profits from Comcast...  in profits from Comcast... 
Kickbacks in cash from Mecca and BP Oil for noKickbacks in cash from Mecca and BP Oil for noKickbacks in cash from Mecca and BP Oil for noKickbacks in cash from Mecca and BP Oil for no coverage of the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and the Suppression since coverage of the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and the Suppression since coverage of the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and the Suppression since coverage of the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and the Suppression since 1980 of  1980 of  1980 of  1980 of 
the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Please Escort this Comcast BMF tothe ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Please Escort this Comcast BMF tothe ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Please Escort this Comcast BMF tothe ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Please Escort this Comcast BMF to Hell... as least have a NBC Special of 777 Trillion Galaxies moving  Hell... as least have a NBC Special of 777 Trillion Galaxies moving  Hell... as least have a NBC Special of 777 Trillion Galaxies moving  Hell... as least have a NBC Special of 777 Trillion Galaxies moving 
intointointointo infinite space at millions of miles per hour... Stupid Criminals rob gas infinite space at millions of miles per hour... Stupid Criminals rob gas infinite space at millions of miles per hour... Stupid Criminals rob gas infinite space at millions of miles per hour... Stupid Criminals rob gas stations... and sucker punched 1,001 women getting gas, as  stations... and sucker punched 1,001 women getting gas, as  stations... and sucker punched 1,001 women getting gas, as  stations... and sucker punched 1,001 women getting gas, as 
Comcast preys onComcast preys onComcast preys onComcast preys on women at gas stations! Comcast Corp offered to sell 1.4 million pay TV women at gas stations! Comcast Corp offered to sell 1.4 million pay TV women at gas stations! Comcast Corp offered to sell 1.4 million pay TV women at gas stations! Comcast Corp offered to sell 1.4 million pay TV subscribers to Charter Communications Inc for  subscribers to Charter Communications Inc for  subscribers to Charter Communications Inc for  subscribers to Charter Communications Inc for 
$7.3 billion, as part of a wider$7.3 billion, as part of a wider$7.3 billion, as part of a wider$7.3 billion, as part of a wider transaction aimed at winning regulatory approval for its proposed $45 billion transaction aimed at winning regulatory approval for its proposed $45 billion transaction aimed at winning regulatory approval for its proposed $45 billion transaction aimed at winning regulatory approval for its proposed $45 billion takeover of Time Warner  takeover of Time Warner  takeover of Time Warner  takeover of Time Warner 
Cable.... Cable.... Cable.... Cable.... 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s14 iPhone5s14 iPhone5s14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Mind" infinite...  Mind" infinite...  Mind" infinite... 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... 

4444----28282828----14141414 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Mind" infinite...  Mind" infinite...  Mind" infinite... 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite...  Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... 

4444----28282828----14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to14 iPhone5s App to "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Physical "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Physical "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Physical "Brainstorm Invention Projects" is a "Universe Mind" infinite... Physical therapy has become a Medicare gold  therapy has become a Medicare gold  therapy has become a Medicare gold  therapy has become a Medicare gold 
mine. Medicare paid physical therapistsmine. Medicare paid physical therapistsmine. Medicare paid physical therapistsmine. Medicare paid physical therapists working in offices $1.8 billion in 2012 alone, the 10th working in offices $1.8 billion in 2012 alone, the 10th working in offices $1.8 billion in 2012 alone, the 10th working in offices $1.8 billion in 2012 alone, the 10th----highest field among 74highest field among 74highest field among 74highest field among 74 specialties,  specialties,  specialties,  specialties, 
according to the Times analysis. In Brooklyn, physical therapy wasaccording to the Times analysis. In Brooklyn, physical therapy wasaccording to the Times analysis. In Brooklyn, physical therapy wasaccording to the Times analysis. In Brooklyn, physical therapy was second only to internal medicine  second only to internal medicine  second only to internal medicine  second only to internal medicine 

4444----27272727----14 NY Times Sunday Today... God is Dead,14 NY Times Sunday Today... God is Dead,14 NY Times Sunday Today... God is Dead,14 NY Times Sunday Today... God is Dead, "Search for Secret Putin Fortune" of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the "Search for Secret Putin Fortune" of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the "Search for Secret Putin Fortune" of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the "Search for Secret Putin Fortune" of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980  1980  1980  1980 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort and would have been .10 cent gas... SwissElectricWindmillFord Escort and would have been .10 cent gas... SwissElectricWindmillFord Escort and would have been .10 cent gas... SwissElectricWindmillFord Escort and would have been .10 cent gas... Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used and Jews use today...  Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used and Jews use today...  Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used and Jews use today...  Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used and Jews use today... 
without any LEAKS bywithout any LEAKS bywithout any LEAKS bywithout any LEAKS by Snowden... just Greg! "Search for Secret Putin Fortune" of $777 Trillion... Snowden... just Greg! "Search for Secret Putin Fortune" of $777 Trillion... Snowden... just Greg! "Search for Secret Putin Fortune" of $777 Trillion... Snowden... just Greg! "Search for Secret Putin Fortune" of $777 Trillion... Front Page on the New York Times  Front Page on the New York Times  Front Page on the New York Times  Front Page on the New York Times 
Sunday! Today! Stupid Criminals at the New YorkSunday! Today! Stupid Criminals at the New YorkSunday! Today! Stupid Criminals at the New YorkSunday! Today! Stupid Criminals at the New York Times...  Times...  Times...  Times... 

4444----27272727----14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" realized,  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" realized,  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" realized,  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" realized, 
and 777and 777and 777and 777 Trillion Galaxies coming into view... but not on "The View" at Comcast! Mary B. Trillion Galaxies coming into view... but not on "The View" at Comcast! Mary B. Trillion Galaxies coming into view... but not on "The View" at Comcast! Mary B. Trillion Galaxies coming into view... but not on "The View" at Comcast! Mary B. who is usually cautious, threw caution to the  who is usually cautious, threw caution to the  who is usually cautious, threw caution to the  who is usually cautious, threw caution to the 
wind when Greg told her NASAwind when Greg told her NASAwind when Greg told her NASAwind when Greg told her NASA LEAKED that one of the 3 Nearest Stars 4.2 light years away will shine for the LEAKED that one of the 3 Nearest Stars 4.2 light years away will shine for the LEAKED that one of the 3 Nearest Stars 4.2 light years away will shine for the LEAKED that one of the 3 Nearest Stars 4.2 light years away will shine for the next 4 trillion years... Greg  next 4 trillion years... Greg  next 4 trillion years... Greg  next 4 trillion years... Greg 
asked Mary B. to bet on God not Gen. George Orwellasked Mary B. to bet on God not Gen. George Orwellasked Mary B. to bet on God not Gen. George Orwellasked Mary B. to bet on God not Gen. George Orwell and be my soul and be my soul and be my soul and be my soul----mate for 4 trillion years, as 777 Trillion Galaxies can defeatmate for 4 trillion years, as 777 Trillion Galaxies can defeatmate for 4 trillion years, as 777 Trillion Galaxies can defeatmate for 4 trillion years, as 777 Trillion Galaxies can defeat our  our  our  our 
Holocaust II Government. Baby Killers from Vietnam + BP Oil's poisonHolocaust II Government. Baby Killers from Vietnam + BP Oil's poisonHolocaust II Government. Baby Killers from Vietnam + BP Oil's poisonHolocaust II Government. Baby Killers from Vietnam + BP Oil's poison gasoline exhaust, well as Mecca fire bombing SUV's + Cop cars in  gasoline exhaust, well as Mecca fire bombing SUV's + Cop cars in  gasoline exhaust, well as Mecca fire bombing SUV's + Cop cars in  gasoline exhaust, well as Mecca fire bombing SUV's + Cop cars in 
LA, Paris,LA, Paris,LA, Paris,LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014... GM Moscow, Rome. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014... GM Moscow, Rome. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014... GM Moscow, Rome. 100 kids left in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014... GM recall, sell your soul...  recall, sell your soul...  recall, sell your soul...  recall, sell your soul... 

4444----27272727----14 God was murdered by West Point14 God was murdered by West Point14 God was murdered by West Point14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  "Women" and 777  "Women" and 777  "Women" and 777 
Trillion Galaxies coming into view... Obama warned "God" of theTrillion Galaxies coming into view... Obama warned "God" of theTrillion Galaxies coming into view... Obama warned "God" of theTrillion Galaxies coming into view... Obama warned "God" of the military might of his extremely violent Generals, Mad as Hell about  military might of his extremely violent Generals, Mad as Hell about  military might of his extremely violent Generals, Mad as Hell about  military might of his extremely violent Generals, Mad as Hell about 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillFord Escort, resentment of Pentagon + Bush giving Mecca + Allah ElectricWindmillFord Escort, resentment of Pentagon + Bush giving Mecca + Allah ElectricWindmillFord Escort, resentment of Pentagon + Bush giving Mecca + Allah ElectricWindmillFord Escort, resentment of Pentagon + Bush giving Mecca + Allah the $777 Trillion dollar Godsend... Key West  the $777 Trillion dollar Godsend... Key West  the $777 Trillion dollar Godsend... Key West  the $777 Trillion dollar Godsend... Key West 
Coast Guard on the front page ofCoast Guard on the front page ofCoast Guard on the front page ofCoast Guard on the front page of the Citizen Today. $11 Million upgrade to their dock, pier. Greg would have the Citizen Today. $11 Million upgrade to their dock, pier. Greg would have the Citizen Today. $11 Million upgrade to their dock, pier. Greg would have the Citizen Today. $11 Million upgrade to their dock, pier. Greg would have saved the life of a  saved the life of a  saved the life of a  saved the life of a 
"Woman" with this $11 million. $11 Trillion will be wasted"Woman" with this $11 million. $11 Trillion will be wasted"Woman" with this $11 million. $11 Trillion will be wasted"Woman" with this $11 million. $11 Trillion will be wasted by Homeland Security guarding the Social Security Office when $11 Trillion  by Homeland Security guarding the Social Security Office when $11 Trillion  by Homeland Security guarding the Social Security Office when $11 Trillion  by Homeland Security guarding the Social Security Office when $11 Trillion 
inininin "Bonus Social Security: checks could have been direct deposited to save "Womens" "Bonus Social Security: checks could have been direct deposited to save "Womens" "Bonus Social Security: checks could have been direct deposited to save "Womens" "Bonus Social Security: checks could have been direct deposited to save "Womens" lives!  lives!  lives!  lives! 

4444----27272727----14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777
Trillion Galaxies coming into view... SciTrillion Galaxies coming into view... SciTrillion Galaxies coming into view... SciTrillion Galaxies coming into view... Sci----Fi and the Checkmate of White PeopleFi and the Checkmate of White PeopleFi and the Checkmate of White PeopleFi and the Checkmate of White People playing "52 Pick up of Nearest Stars + Aliens" SOS... Earth  playing "52 Pick up of Nearest Stars + Aliens" SOS... Earth  playing "52 Pick up of Nearest Stars + Aliens" SOS... Earth  playing "52 Pick up of Nearest Stars + Aliens" SOS... Earth 
is sinking into theis sinking into theis sinking into theis sinking into the inferno of our Sun growing into a supergiant in 1 billion years.  inferno of our Sun growing into a supergiant in 1 billion years.  inferno of our Sun growing into a supergiant in 1 billion years.  inferno of our Sun growing into a supergiant in 1 billion years. 

4444----27272727----14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion Galaxies coming into view... Pope Francis Declares John Paul II and John XXIII Galaxies coming into view... Pope Francis Declares John Paul II and John XXIII Galaxies coming into view... Pope Francis Declares John Paul II and John XXIII Galaxies coming into view... Pope Francis Declares John Paul II and John XXIII Saints... perk for getting married to a West  Saints... perk for getting married to a West  Saints... perk for getting married to a West  Saints... perk for getting married to a West 
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Point General yesterday instead ofPoint General yesterday instead ofPoint General yesterday instead ofPoint General yesterday instead of 4 MD women with a Polygamous Marriage Contract to Brainstorm 24/7 untill we get 4 MD women with a Polygamous Marriage Contract to Brainstorm 24/7 untill we get 4 MD women with a Polygamous Marriage Contract to Brainstorm 24/7 untill we get 4 MD women with a Polygamous Marriage Contract to Brainstorm 24/7 untill we get the RxCure for  the RxCure for  the RxCure for  the RxCure for 
Breast Cancer in 2014... Put it in the H2O if it works Dr. NancyBreast Cancer in 2014... Put it in the H2O if it works Dr. NancyBreast Cancer in 2014... Put it in the H2O if it works Dr. NancyBreast Cancer in 2014... Put it in the H2O if it works Dr. Nancy would say! We still need $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM computers at  would say! We still need $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM computers at  would say! We still need $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM computers at  would say! We still need $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM computers at 
LosLosLosLos Alamos... for break time, grin!  Alamos... for break time, grin!  Alamos... for break time, grin!  Alamos... for break time, grin! 

4444----27272727----14 God was murdered by West Point Generals,14 God was murdered by West Point Generals,14 God was murdered by West Point Generals,14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777
Trillion Galaxies coming into view... How Does the Vatican Verify Miracles? $$$Trillion Galaxies coming into view... How Does the Vatican Verify Miracles? $$$Trillion Galaxies coming into view... How Does the Vatican Verify Miracles? $$$Trillion Galaxies coming into view... How Does the Vatican Verify Miracles? $$$ 777 Trillion dollar miracle sent to Mecca + Allah by the  777 Trillion dollar miracle sent to Mecca + Allah by the  777 Trillion dollar miracle sent to Mecca + Allah by the  777 Trillion dollar miracle sent to Mecca + Allah by the 
Generals for aGenerals for aGenerals for aGenerals for a kickback. Godsend... when it $777 Trillion from $4 Gas... when its an kickback. Godsend... when it $777 Trillion from $4 Gas... when its an kickback. Godsend... when it $777 Trillion from $4 Gas... when its an kickback. Godsend... when it $777 Trillion from $4 Gas... when its an ElectricWindmillFord Escort it's a lucky Terra  ElectricWindmillFord Escort it's a lucky Terra  ElectricWindmillFord Escort it's a lucky Terra  ElectricWindmillFord Escort it's a lucky Terra 
Invention Serendipity by GregInvention Serendipity by GregInvention Serendipity by GregInvention Serendipity by Greg Buell Lovestar with Nancy + her FBI Girlfriend watching on cameras from Teddy's Buell Lovestar with Nancy + her FBI Girlfriend watching on cameras from Teddy's Buell Lovestar with Nancy + her FBI Girlfriend watching on cameras from Teddy's Buell Lovestar with Nancy + her FBI Girlfriend watching on cameras from Teddy's place!  place!  place!  place! 

4444----27272727----14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion Galaxies coming into view... McCain spit at God with his VA... GI Galaxies coming into view... McCain spit at God with his VA... GI Galaxies coming into view... McCain spit at God with his VA... GI Galaxies coming into view... McCain spit at God with his VA... GILBERT, Ariz.LBERT, Ariz.LBERT, Ariz.LBERT, Ariz. (AP)  (AP)  (AP)  (AP) ---- A new clinic that is expected to serve at  A new clinic that is expected to serve at  A new clinic that is expected to serve at  A new clinic that is expected to serve at 
least 14,000 army veterans hasleast 14,000 army veterans hasleast 14,000 army veterans hasleast 14,000 army veterans has opened east of Phoenix. The Arizona Republic reports... like hell McCain opened east of Phoenix. The Arizona Republic reports... like hell McCain opened east of Phoenix. The Arizona Republic reports... like hell McCain opened east of Phoenix. The Arizona Republic reports... like hell McCain "fragged" his own troops  "fragged" his own troops  "fragged" his own troops  "fragged" his own troops 
sending them to a Mecca $777 Trillion dollar gasolinesending them to a Mecca $777 Trillion dollar gasolinesending them to a Mecca $777 Trillion dollar gasolinesending them to a Mecca $777 Trillion dollar gasoline profits war with Poison Gas for Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA... and Arizona! wow  profits war with Poison Gas for Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA... and Arizona! wow  profits war with Poison Gas for Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA... and Arizona! wow  profits war with Poison Gas for Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA... and Arizona! wow 
WarWarWarWar Crimes by McCain... many as there are galaxies in the Universe. 14,000 Vets in Crimes by McCain... many as there are galaxies in the Universe. 14,000 Vets in Crimes by McCain... many as there are galaxies in the Universe. 14,000 Vets in Crimes by McCain... many as there are galaxies in the Universe. 14,000 Vets in Gilbert, AZ... and 19,000 women SWF murdered by  Gilbert, AZ... and 19,000 women SWF murdered by  Gilbert, AZ... and 19,000 women SWF murdered by  Gilbert, AZ... and 19,000 women SWF murdered by 
troops coming home drunk andtroops coming home drunk andtroops coming home drunk andtroops coming home drunk and broke from Moslem Prostitutes... Snowden can't LEAK...  broke from Moslem Prostitutes... Snowden can't LEAK...  broke from Moslem Prostitutes... Snowden can't LEAK...  broke from Moslem Prostitutes... Snowden can't LEAK... 

4444----27272727----14 God was14 God was14 God was14 God was murdered by McCain, What if McCain's wife test positive for human murdered by McCain, What if McCain's wife test positive for human murdered by McCain, What if McCain's wife test positive for human murdered by McCain, What if McCain's wife test positive for human Papillomavirus... (HPV) test as a first step in  Papillomavirus... (HPV) test as a first step in  Papillomavirus... (HPV) test as a first step in  Papillomavirus... (HPV) test as a first step in 
cervical cancer screening forcervical cancer screening forcervical cancer screening forcervical cancer screening for women 25 and older. McCain spent $1 Trillion on Vets coming home from the $777 women 25 and older. McCain spent $1 Trillion on Vets coming home from the $777 women 25 and older. McCain spent $1 Trillion on Vets coming home from the $777 women 25 and older. McCain spent $1 Trillion on Vets coming home from the $777 Trillion Mecca Oil  Trillion Mecca Oil  Trillion Mecca Oil  Trillion Mecca Oil 
Wars... and infected SWF and Mecca women with HPV that willWars... and infected SWF and Mecca women with HPV that willWars... and infected SWF and Mecca women with HPV that willWars... and infected SWF and Mecca women with HPV that will torture them to death with cancer of the cervix... McCain is no MD,  torture them to death with cancer of the cervix... McCain is no MD,  torture them to death with cancer of the cervix... McCain is no MD,  torture them to death with cancer of the cervix... McCain is no MD, 
McCain'sMcCain'sMcCain'sMcCain's wife is no MD... Publix + Whole Foods in Arizona + Florida will be the 1st mass wife is no MD... Publix + Whole Foods in Arizona + Florida will be the 1st mass wife is no MD... Publix + Whole Foods in Arizona + Florida will be the 1st mass wife is no MD... Publix + Whole Foods in Arizona + Florida will be the 1st mass testing of women for HPV... Save her life, SWF's  testing of women for HPV... Save her life, SWF's  testing of women for HPV... Save her life, SWF's  testing of women for HPV... Save her life, SWF's 
not murdered by vets... withnot murdered by vets... withnot murdered by vets... withnot murdered by vets... with "Syphilis on the Brain!"  "Syphilis on the Brain!"  "Syphilis on the Brain!"  "Syphilis on the Brain!" 

4444----27272727----14 God was murdered by McCain along with14 God was murdered by McCain along with14 God was murdered by McCain along with14 God was murdered by McCain along with 19K women in gas station hold ups from 1980 to 2014...  19K women in gas station hold ups from 1980 to 2014...  19K women in gas station hold ups from 1980 to 2014...  19K women in gas station hold ups from 1980 to 2014... 

4444----27272727----14 God was14 God was14 God was14 God was murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + murdered by West Point Generals, The Growing Power of God via Velocity + Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777  Victorious Invention of "Women" and 777 
Trillion Galaxies coming into view...Trillion Galaxies coming into view...Trillion Galaxies coming into view...Trillion Galaxies coming into view...

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war as .10 cent ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war as .10 cent ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war as .10 cent ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war as .10 cent gasoline  gasoline  gasoline  gasoline 
from 1980 to 2014 will be LEAKED by Snowden... Sex + Warfrom 1980 to 2014 will be LEAKED by Snowden... Sex + Warfrom 1980 to 2014 will be LEAKED by Snowden... Sex + Warfrom 1980 to 2014 will be LEAKED by Snowden... Sex + War Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of Mass Destruction. Generals with syphilis  Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of Mass Destruction. Generals with syphilis  Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of Mass Destruction. Generals with syphilis  Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of Mass Destruction. Generals with syphilis 
inininin their brains. Dr. Katrina, will work 24/7 for the Pope's Miracle Cure for all their brains. Dr. Katrina, will work 24/7 for the Pope's Miracle Cure for all their brains. Dr. Katrina, will work 24/7 for the Pope's Miracle Cure for all their brains. Dr. Katrina, will work 24/7 for the Pope's Miracle Cure for all STD's men give to women. Put it in the H2O along with the  STD's men give to women. Put it in the H2O along with the  STD's men give to women. Put it in the H2O along with the  STD's men give to women. Put it in the H2O along with the 
Lobotomy Gas... GregLobotomy Gas... GregLobotomy Gas... GregLobotomy Gas... Greg sleeping in my Ford Escort Last night, night before I meet Teddy Kennedy Greg sleeping in my Ford Escort Last night, night before I meet Teddy Kennedy Greg sleeping in my Ford Escort Last night, night before I meet Teddy Kennedy Greg sleeping in my Ford Escort Last night, night before I meet Teddy Kennedy Greg was sleeping with a women... time  was sleeping with a women... time  was sleeping with a women... time  was sleeping with a women... time 
to write the Hemingway Novel, I got married atto write the Hemingway Novel, I got married atto write the Hemingway Novel, I got married atto write the Hemingway Novel, I got married at the Hemingway House in Key West. A Utopian Novel, inventions start on page 1 and the Hemingway House in Key West. A Utopian Novel, inventions start on page 1 and the Hemingway House in Key West. A Utopian Novel, inventions start on page 1 and the Hemingway House in Key West. A Utopian Novel, inventions start on page 1 and go  go  go  go 
on forever. At least for the next 4 Trillion Years. Discover Soulon forever. At least for the next 4 Trillion Years. Discover Soulon forever. At least for the next 4 Trillion Years. Discover Soulon forever. At least for the next 4 Trillion Years. Discover Soul----Mates in aMates in aMates in aMates in a Polygamous Marriage of 1,001 things to invent + write about,  Polygamous Marriage of 1,001 things to invent + write about,  Polygamous Marriage of 1,001 things to invent + write about,  Polygamous Marriage of 1,001 things to invent + write about, 
brainstorm about.brainstorm about.brainstorm about.brainstorm about. Only a Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West will give all Only a Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West will give all Only a Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West will give all Only a Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West will give all Violent Generals a free lobotomy  Violent Generals a free lobotomy  Violent Generals a free lobotomy  Violent Generals a free lobotomy 
and build the Yale Key West Medical School onand build the Yale Key West Medical School onand build the Yale Key West Medical School onand build the Yale Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower Structure.  an Eiffel Tower Structure.  an Eiffel Tower Structure.  an Eiffel Tower Structure. 

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 52 Pick up of ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 52 Pick up of ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 52 Pick up of ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 52 Pick up of the  the  the  the 
Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! Generals in our George Orwell Era of MeccaNearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! Generals in our George Orwell Era of MeccaNearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! Generals in our George Orwell Era of MeccaNearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! Generals in our George Orwell Era of Mecca fire bombing SUV's and Cop Cars on the LA freeway in  fire bombing SUV's and Cop Cars on the LA freeway in  fire bombing SUV's and Cop Cars on the LA freeway in  fire bombing SUV's and Cop Cars on the LA freeway in 
exchange for $1 Trillion inexchange for $1 Trillion inexchange for $1 Trillion inexchange for $1 Trillion in oil kickback to build fleets of 1,001 Fighter Jets and another 1,001 Super oil kickback to build fleets of 1,001 Fighter Jets and another 1,001 Super oil kickback to build fleets of 1,001 Fighter Jets and another 1,001 Super oil kickback to build fleets of 1,001 Fighter Jets and another 1,001 Super Carriers like JFK under  Carriers like JFK under  Carriers like JFK under  Carriers like JFK under 
construction. Pope Francis married a General, instead ofconstruction. Pope Francis married a General, instead ofconstruction. Pope Francis married a General, instead ofconstruction. Pope Francis married a General, instead of 4 Women MD's to work on the "put it in the H2O miracle cure for breast  4 Women MD's to work on the "put it in the H2O miracle cure for breast  4 Women MD's to work on the "put it in the H2O miracle cure for breast  4 Women MD's to work on the "put it in the H2O miracle cure for breast 
cancer!"cancer!"cancer!"cancer!"

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Pathology ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Pathology ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Pathology ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Pathology Issue of  Issue of  Issue of  Issue of 
psychotic no conscience frontal lobe Diseases Brain Flag is blowing inpsychotic no conscience frontal lobe Diseases Brain Flag is blowing inpsychotic no conscience frontal lobe Diseases Brain Flag is blowing inpsychotic no conscience frontal lobe Diseases Brain Flag is blowing in the wind of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980 to 2014 models. Teddy  the wind of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980 to 2014 models. Teddy  the wind of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980 to 2014 models. Teddy  the wind of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980 to 2014 models. Teddy 
Kennedy had aKennedy had aKennedy had aKennedy had a brain tumor too. Yale  brain tumor too. Yale  brain tumor too. Yale  brain tumor too. Yale ---- Harvard  Harvard  Harvard  Harvard ---- West Point, none point freshmen students to a West Point, none point freshmen students to a West Point, none point freshmen students to a West Point, none point freshmen students to a "Cadaver" but all Women MD's say yes  "Cadaver" but all Women MD's say yes  "Cadaver" but all Women MD's say yes  "Cadaver" but all Women MD's say yes 
give them their own Cgive them their own Cgive them their own Cgive them their own Cadaver + Conscienceadaver + Conscienceadaver + Conscienceadaver + Conscience Awareness, instead of just "War" awareness! We have had health education in Awareness, instead of just "War" awareness! We have had health education in Awareness, instead of just "War" awareness! We have had health education in Awareness, instead of just "War" awareness! We have had health education in schools,  schools,  schools,  schools, 
dissect a pig and even the teachers don't know the names of the virus'sdissect a pig and even the teachers don't know the names of the virus'sdissect a pig and even the teachers don't know the names of the virus'sdissect a pig and even the teachers don't know the names of the virus's in the pigs blood... but the result of those efforts has been  in the pigs blood... but the result of those efforts has been  in the pigs blood... but the result of those efforts has been  in the pigs blood... but the result of those efforts has been 
disappointing,"disappointing,"disappointing,"disappointing," said Kelli Komro, a professor of health outcomes and policy in the University of said Kelli Komro, a professor of health outcomes and policy in the University of said Kelli Komro, a professor of health outcomes and policy in the University of said Kelli Komro, a professor of health outcomes and policy in the University of Florida College of Medicine and  Florida College of Medicine and  Florida College of Medicine and  Florida College of Medicine and 
associate director of UF's Institute for Childassociate director of UF's Institute for Childassociate director of UF's Institute for Childassociate director of UF's Institute for Child Health Policy. "It is not only the curriculum that helps, but it also takes Health Policy. "It is not only the curriculum that helps, but it also takes Health Policy. "It is not only the curriculum that helps, but it also takes Health Policy. "It is not only the curriculum that helps, but it also takes changing the  changing the  changing the  changing the 
school environment and the social environment so that it supportsschool environment and the social environment so that it supportsschool environment and the social environment so that it supportsschool environment and the social environment so that it supports health health health health----promoting behaviors. promoting behaviors. promoting behaviors. promoting behaviors. 

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... North Korea ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... North Korea ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... North Korea ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... North Korea says it's  says it's  says it's  says it's 
detained an American tourist for improper behavior. Stereotyped +detained an American tourist for improper behavior. Stereotyped +detained an American tourist for improper behavior. Stereotyped +detained an American tourist for improper behavior. Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, + improper behavior sending 1 million  extremely violent Generals, + improper behavior sending 1 million  extremely violent Generals, + improper behavior sending 1 million  extremely violent Generals, + improper behavior sending 1 million 
troops totroops totroops totroops to Desert Storm when gasoline in "reality" was .10 cents a gallon. This is a War Desert Storm when gasoline in "reality" was .10 cents a gallon. This is a War Desert Storm when gasoline in "reality" was .10 cents a gallon. This is a War Desert Storm when gasoline in "reality" was .10 cents a gallon. This is a War Crime!  Crime!  Crime!  Crime! 

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... "Judgment at ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... "Judgment at ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... "Judgment at ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... "Judgment at
Nuremberg" then in 1980 the Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort...Nuremberg" then in 1980 the Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort...Nuremberg" then in 1980 the Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort...Nuremberg" then in 1980 the Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... who ever was the Top Brass in Berlin in 1980...  who ever was the Top Brass in Berlin in 1980...  who ever was the Top Brass in Berlin in 1980...  who ever was the Top Brass in Berlin in 1980... 
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4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... Walmart Lost ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... Walmart Lost ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... Walmart Lost ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... Walmart Lost the I  the I  the I  the I 
have no Conscience War to hid this as Warren Buffett has a second home inhave no Conscience War to hid this as Warren Buffett has a second home inhave no Conscience War to hid this as Warren Buffett has a second home inhave no Conscience War to hid this as Warren Buffett has a second home in Mecca and Saudi Schools and Universities pay their  Mecca and Saudi Schools and Universities pay their  Mecca and Saudi Schools and Universities pay their  Mecca and Saudi Schools and Universities pay their 
student a salary and it morestudent a salary and it morestudent a salary and it morestudent a salary and it more than what Buffett pays cashiers at Walmart... A Walmart Fortune, Spreading than what Buffett pays cashiers at Walmart... A Walmart Fortune, Spreading than what Buffett pays cashiers at Walmart... A Walmart Fortune, Spreading than what Buffett pays cashiers at Walmart... A Walmart Fortune, Spreading Charter Schools By MOTOKO  Charter Schools By MOTOKO  Charter Schools By MOTOKO  Charter Schools By MOTOKO 
RICH NY Times Today! RICH NY Times Today! RICH NY Times Today! RICH NY Times Today! 

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 100 day ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 100 day ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 100 day ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 100 day battery  battery  battery  battery 
invention project for the iPhone5s and the MacPro. Observers know ofinvention project for the iPhone5s and the MacPro. Observers know ofinvention project for the iPhone5s and the MacPro. Observers know ofinvention project for the iPhone5s and the MacPro. Observers know of Gregs invention project to preserve food in "Cans" new packaging  Gregs invention project to preserve food in "Cans" new packaging  Gregs invention project to preserve food in "Cans" new packaging  Gregs invention project to preserve food in "Cans" new packaging 
@@@@----251 H for251 H for251 H for251 H for frozen foods well the New York Times today writes about Allah not what was in frozen foods well the New York Times today writes about Allah not what was in frozen foods well the New York Times today writes about Allah not what was in frozen foods well the New York Times today writes about Allah not what was in the Egyptian Tome that can be used as a  the Egyptian Tome that can be used as a  the Egyptian Tome that can be used as a  the Egyptian Tome that can be used as a 
leak to the 100 year preservative... Vowleak to the 100 year preservative... Vowleak to the 100 year preservative... Vowleak to the 100 year preservative... Vow of Freedom of Religion Goes Unkept in Egypt By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK  of Freedom of Religion Goes Unkept in Egypt By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK  of Freedom of Religion Goes Unkept in Egypt By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK  of Freedom of Religion Goes Unkept in Egypt By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... sanctions on ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... sanctions on ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... sanctions on ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... sanctions on Saudi  Saudi  Saudi  Saudi 
Arabia never got out of the Pentagons War Room as Greg Invented the 1980Arabia never got out of the Pentagons War Room as Greg Invented the 1980Arabia never got out of the Pentagons War Room as Greg Invented the 1980Arabia never got out of the Pentagons War Room as Greg Invented the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Teddy Kennedy use it to  ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Teddy Kennedy use it to  ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Teddy Kennedy use it to  ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Teddy Kennedy use it to 
kill 1 billion women +kill 1 billion women +kill 1 billion women +kill 1 billion women + children via Poison Gas Exhaust...  children via Poison Gas Exhaust...  children via Poison Gas Exhaust...  children via Poison Gas Exhaust... 

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... Stereotyped ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... Stereotyped ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... Stereotyped ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war.... Stereotyped
Pentagon George Orwell idiots have A Botched Plan to Turn Nuclear Warheads IntoPentagon George Orwell idiots have A Botched Plan to Turn Nuclear Warheads IntoPentagon George Orwell idiots have A Botched Plan to Turn Nuclear Warheads IntoPentagon George Orwell idiots have A Botched Plan to Turn Nuclear Warheads Into Fuel Matthew Philips... Los Alamos Today 4 Fuel Matthew Philips... Los Alamos Today 4 Fuel Matthew Philips... Los Alamos Today 4 Fuel Matthew Philips... Los Alamos Today 4----26262626----14 14 14 14 
has the 2014 model Nhas the 2014 model Nhas the 2014 model Nhas the 2014 model N----BombBombBombBomb sitting on the assembly line when the Generals should have CT + MRI and Breast sitting on the assembly line when the Generals should have CT + MRI and Breast sitting on the assembly line when the Generals should have CT + MRI and Breast sitting on the assembly line when the Generals should have CT + MRI and Breast Cancer crunching away  Cancer crunching away  Cancer crunching away  Cancer crunching away 
on $1 Trillion dollars worth of Los Alamos Superon $1 Trillion dollars worth of Los Alamos Superon $1 Trillion dollars worth of Los Alamos Superon $1 Trillion dollars worth of Los Alamos Super Computers. Extreme Killers... Los Alamos must have a New Manhattan Projects for Computers. Extreme Killers... Los Alamos must have a New Manhattan Projects for Computers. Extreme Killers... Los Alamos must have a New Manhattan Projects for Computers. Extreme Killers... Los Alamos must have a New Manhattan Projects for the  the  the  the 
Lobotomy Gas A Bomb... or invent a way to put it in the water as Dr. NLobotomy Gas A Bomb... or invent a way to put it in the water as Dr. NLobotomy Gas A Bomb... or invent a way to put it in the water as Dr. NLobotomy Gas A Bomb... or invent a way to put it in the water as Dr. Nancyancyancyancy would say.  would say.  would say.  would say. 

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals,14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Generals ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Generals ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Generals ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Generals observed  observed  observed  observed 
Bill + Melinda kill millions of students, keeping them from working onBill + Melinda kill millions of students, keeping them from working onBill + Melinda kill millions of students, keeping them from working onBill + Melinda kill millions of students, keeping them from working on 1,001 Invention Projects.  1,001 Invention Projects.  1,001 Invention Projects.  1,001 Invention Projects. 

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent14 Stereotyped + extremely violent14 Stereotyped + extremely violent14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war...

4444----26262626----14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord14 Stereotyped + extremely violent Generals, ElectricWindmillFord Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war...  Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war...  Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war...  Escort resentment for losing the 9/11 war... 

4444----25252525----14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone... asap  iPhone007s for everyone... asap  iPhone007s for everyone... asap  iPhone007s for everyone... asap 

1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for 

everyone who wants to workeveryone who wants to workeveryone who wants to workeveryone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens! 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + their Aliens!
4444----25252525----14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitored man! Testosterone off on the monitored man! Testosterone off on the monitored man! Testosterone off on the monitored man! Testosterone…………””””The Perfect The Perfect The Perfect The Perfect 
Weapon of Mass DestructionWeapon of Mass DestructionWeapon of Mass DestructionWeapon of Mass Destruction””””
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4444----25252525----14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last 
night... 1night... 1night... 1night... 1 in 25 have No Conscience... Robert Kennedy Jr. is one! I told Sandra I will get in 25 have No Conscience... Robert Kennedy Jr. is one! I told Sandra I will get in 25 have No Conscience... Robert Kennedy Jr. is one! I told Sandra I will get in 25 have No Conscience... Robert Kennedy Jr. is one! I told Sandra I will get him arrested for the murder of Mary... a  him arrested for the murder of Mary... a  him arrested for the murder of Mary... a  him arrested for the murder of Mary... a 
laughing shriek from her heard acrosslaughing shriek from her heard acrosslaughing shriek from her heard acrosslaughing shriek from her heard across the Tropic Cinema Lobby and by 1 trillion George Orwell Observers. Red Light the Tropic Cinema Lobby and by 1 trillion George Orwell Observers. Red Light the Tropic Cinema Lobby and by 1 trillion George Orwell Observers. Red Light the Tropic Cinema Lobby and by 1 trillion George Orwell Observers. Red Light Cameras, Nanny  Cameras, Nanny  Cameras, Nanny  Cameras, Nanny 
Cameras, Pathology Cameras with GPS 24/7 motion detection, forCameras, Pathology Cameras with GPS 24/7 motion detection, forCameras, Pathology Cameras with GPS 24/7 motion detection, forCameras, Pathology Cameras with GPS 24/7 motion detection, for men... all recorded by Verizon. No Cure Sandra told us. After 25 years  men... all recorded by Verizon. No Cure Sandra told us. After 25 years  men... all recorded by Verizon. No Cure Sandra told us. After 25 years  men... all recorded by Verizon. No Cure Sandra told us. After 25 years 
ofofofof talking about a cure the Pathology Issue she went home to a mountain top in talking about a cure the Pathology Issue she went home to a mountain top in talking about a cure the Pathology Issue she went home to a mountain top in talking about a cure the Pathology Issue she went home to a mountain top in Caroline... Burned Out! This was decade after Bill +  Caroline... Burned Out! This was decade after Bill +  Caroline... Burned Out! This was decade after Bill +  Caroline... Burned Out! This was decade after Bill + 
Melinda refused toMelinda refused toMelinda refused toMelinda refused to preinstall 1,001 invention Projects in Win 8.2 fix... grin! No really Bill + preinstall 1,001 invention Projects in Win 8.2 fix... grin! No really Bill + preinstall 1,001 invention Projects in Win 8.2 fix... grin! No really Bill + preinstall 1,001 invention Projects in Win 8.2 fix... grin! No really Bill + Melinda are mass murderers just like Robert  Melinda are mass murderers just like Robert  Melinda are mass murderers just like Robert  Melinda are mass murderers just like Robert 
Kennedy Jr. killed Mary in theKennedy Jr. killed Mary in theKennedy Jr. killed Mary in theKennedy Jr. killed Mary in the Kennedy Barn. Bill + Melinda killed millions of discoveries for the Pathology Kennedy Barn. Bill + Melinda killed millions of discoveries for the Pathology Kennedy Barn. Bill + Melinda killed millions of discoveries for the Pathology Kennedy Barn. Bill + Melinda killed millions of discoveries for the Pathology Issue! Off with their heads  Issue! Off with their heads  Issue! Off with their heads  Issue! Off with their heads 
in Paris... if the New French Revolution last longerin Paris... if the New French Revolution last longerin Paris... if the New French Revolution last longerin Paris... if the New French Revolution last longer than the old French Revolution. Yale History will do the math for them. I didn't than the old French Revolution. Yale History will do the math for them. I didn't than the old French Revolution. Yale History will do the math for them. I didn't than the old French Revolution. Yale History will do the math for them. I didn't get  get  get  get 
to ask Sandra about the iPhone5s "Red Light Camera App" as this could save ato ask Sandra about the iPhone5s "Red Light Camera App" as this could save ato ask Sandra about the iPhone5s "Red Light Camera App" as this could save ato ask Sandra about the iPhone5s "Red Light Camera App" as this could save a womens life today... if the Woman Read it on the Front  womens life today... if the Woman Read it on the Front  womens life today... if the Woman Read it on the Front  womens life today... if the Woman Read it on the Front 
Page of Todays New YorkPage of Todays New YorkPage of Todays New YorkPage of Todays New York Times. GPS to track her "Dangerous Man" keep him honest or have GPS proof he is Times. GPS to track her "Dangerous Man" keep him honest or have GPS proof he is Times. GPS to track her "Dangerous Man" keep him honest or have GPS proof he is Times. GPS to track her "Dangerous Man" keep him honest or have GPS proof he is a Dangerous Man. Steve Jobs  a Dangerous Man. Steve Jobs  a Dangerous Man. Steve Jobs  a Dangerous Man. Steve Jobs 
wife with the Pathology Issue... Steve Jobs eatingwife with the Pathology Issue... Steve Jobs eatingwife with the Pathology Issue... Steve Jobs eatingwife with the Pathology Issue... Steve Jobs eating lunch meat killing himself... Steve Jobs knowing the MD's he fired for telling lunch meat killing himself... Steve Jobs knowing the MD's he fired for telling lunch meat killing himself... Steve Jobs knowing the MD's he fired for telling lunch meat killing himself... Steve Jobs knowing the MD's he fired for telling him not to  him not to  him not to  him not to 
eat lunch meat... I didn't get in the question on a Hemingway Utopianeat lunch meat... I didn't get in the question on a Hemingway Utopianeat lunch meat... I didn't get in the question on a Hemingway Utopianeat lunch meat... I didn't get in the question on a Hemingway Utopian Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class and Lectures... in  Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class and Lectures... in  Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class and Lectures... in  Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class and Lectures... in 
either! Homelandeither! Homelandeither! Homelandeither! Homeland Securities $1 Trillion budget is wasted guarding the Social Security Offices in Securities $1 Trillion budget is wasted guarding the Social Security Offices in Securities $1 Trillion budget is wasted guarding the Social Security Offices in Securities $1 Trillion budget is wasted guarding the Social Security Offices in every Town + City, Battered Womens  every Town + City, Battered Womens  every Town + City, Battered Womens  every Town + City, Battered Womens 
Shelters in every Town + City will not cureShelters in every Town + City will not cureShelters in every Town + City will not cureShelters in every Town + City will not cure the Pathology Issue but will "Scan + Observe" him 24/7 and kill him before he the Pathology Issue but will "Scan + Observe" him 24/7 and kill him before he the Pathology Issue but will "Scan + Observe" him 24/7 and kill him before he the Pathology Issue but will "Scan + Observe" him 24/7 and kill him before he can kill her!  can kill her!  can kill her!  can kill her! 
State Of the USA when Saudi Princes Allah as he will not let theState Of the USA when Saudi Princes Allah as he will not let theState Of the USA when Saudi Princes Allah as he will not let theState Of the USA when Saudi Princes Allah as he will not let the wife drive an ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Pathology Issue with Bill  wife drive an ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Pathology Issue with Bill  wife drive an ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Pathology Issue with Bill  wife drive an ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Pathology Issue with Bill 
Clinton isClinton isClinton isClinton is Obvious! Now let Snowden leak, and many more Generals... than civilians kill Obvious! Now let Snowden leak, and many more Generals... than civilians kill Obvious! Now let Snowden leak, and many more Generals... than civilians kill Obvious! Now let Snowden leak, and many more Generals... than civilians kill women! Yes killing women in war counts as a  women! Yes killing women in war counts as a  women! Yes killing women in war counts as a  women! Yes killing women in war counts as a 
Kill! Kill! Kill! Kill! 

4444----25252525----14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last 
night...night...night...night... Greg's meeting up with Teddy Kennedy few months Greg's meeting up with Teddy Kennedy few months Greg's meeting up with Teddy Kennedy few months Greg's meeting up with Teddy Kennedy few months before I invented the before I invented the before I invented the before I invented the ElectricWindmillcar, woman who introduced me to  ElectricWindmillcar, woman who introduced me to  ElectricWindmillcar, woman who introduced me to  ElectricWindmillcar, woman who introduced me to 
Teddy was sleeping with greg.Teddy was sleeping with greg.Teddy was sleeping with greg.Teddy was sleeping with greg. Her girlfriend was a FBI agent. Teddy was the most Dangerous Man on Earth as it Her girlfriend was a FBI agent. Teddy was the most Dangerous Man on Earth as it Her girlfriend was a FBI agent. Teddy was the most Dangerous Man on Earth as it Her girlfriend was a FBI agent. Teddy was the most Dangerous Man on Earth as it turned out since this  turned out since this  turned out since this  turned out since this 
1979 meeting. Nancy, Greg + Teddy Kennedy. I was trying to1979 meeting. Nancy, Greg + Teddy Kennedy. I was trying to1979 meeting. Nancy, Greg + Teddy Kennedy. I was trying to1979 meeting. Nancy, Greg + Teddy Kennedy. I was trying to sell Teddy the BDay Card on this web and 6 months later... simple twist of  sell Teddy the BDay Card on this web and 6 months later... simple twist of  sell Teddy the BDay Card on this web and 6 months later... simple twist of  sell Teddy the BDay Card on this web and 6 months later... simple twist of 
fatefatefatefate was the Saudi Oil Embargo, I broke the "1984" mirror and told the government was the Saudi Oil Embargo, I broke the "1984" mirror and told the government was the Saudi Oil Embargo, I broke the "1984" mirror and told the government was the Saudi Oil Embargo, I broke the "1984" mirror and told the government Observers I got the ElectricWindmillCar! FBI  Observers I got the ElectricWindmillCar! FBI  Observers I got the ElectricWindmillCar! FBI  Observers I got the ElectricWindmillCar! FBI 
girlfriend made contact, told megirlfriend made contact, told megirlfriend made contact, told megirlfriend made contact, told me she had hidden cameras in my apartment in Boulder, Colorado. Well, how to spot a she had hidden cameras in my apartment in Boulder, Colorado. Well, how to spot a she had hidden cameras in my apartment in Boulder, Colorado. Well, how to spot a she had hidden cameras in my apartment in Boulder, Colorado. Well, how to spot a Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 
Man ... Kennedy went to the Psychotic Oil Men in Saudi Arabia for aMan ... Kennedy went to the Psychotic Oil Men in Saudi Arabia for aMan ... Kennedy went to the Psychotic Oil Men in Saudi Arabia for aMan ... Kennedy went to the Psychotic Oil Men in Saudi Arabia for a Kickback if he was to get the ElectricWindmillFord Escort  Kickback if he was to get the ElectricWindmillFord Escort  Kickback if he was to get the ElectricWindmillFord Escort  Kickback if he was to get the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 
Suppressed bySuppressed bySuppressed bySuppressed by President Jimmy Carter + his wife! Yes Carters Wife was to much of a "Pussy" to President Jimmy Carter + his wife! Yes Carters Wife was to much of a "Pussy" to President Jimmy Carter + his wife! Yes Carters Wife was to much of a "Pussy" to President Jimmy Carter + his wife! Yes Carters Wife was to much of a "Pussy" to tell Jimmy Hell will be your Soul Mate not  tell Jimmy Hell will be your Soul Mate not  tell Jimmy Hell will be your Soul Mate not  tell Jimmy Hell will be your Soul Mate not 
your Georgia Wife! A book onyour Georgia Wife! A book onyour Georgia Wife! A book onyour Georgia Wife! A book on Amazon... Kennedy Drove Off the Bridge Drunk... Buys off the Judge! History of Amazon... Kennedy Drove Off the Bridge Drunk... Buys off the Judge! History of Amazon... Kennedy Drove Off the Bridge Drunk... Buys off the Judge! History of Amazon... Kennedy Drove Off the Bridge Drunk... Buys off the Judge! History of several Kennedy Men since  several Kennedy Men since  several Kennedy Men since  several Kennedy Men since 
1980 bought off the Judge! Oil Men Today have $7771980 bought off the Judge! Oil Men Today have $7771980 bought off the Judge! Oil Men Today have $7771980 bought off the Judge! Oil Men Today have $777 Trillion and another $777 Trillion in the Oil Pipeline. 19K SWF's will be Trillion and another $777 Trillion in the Oil Pipeline. 19K SWF's will be Trillion and another $777 Trillion in the Oil Pipeline. 19K SWF's will be Trillion and another $777 Trillion in the Oil Pipeline. 19K SWF's will be murdered  murdered  murdered  murdered 
in 2014 by the Pathology Issue and the fact GM and Ford are not workingin 2014 by the Pathology Issue and the fact GM and Ford are not workingin 2014 by the Pathology Issue and the fact GM and Ford are not workingin 2014 by the Pathology Issue and the fact GM and Ford are not working men 16 hours a day 6 days a week on the  men 16 hours a day 6 days a week on the  men 16 hours a day 6 days a week on the  men 16 hours a day 6 days a week on the 
ElectricWindmillCar assembly lines let aElectricWindmillCar assembly lines let aElectricWindmillCar assembly lines let aElectricWindmillCar assembly lines let a 100K Pathology Issues become murder! 100K SWF's "Clone's of Mary Kennedy + Mary 100K Pathology Issues become murder! 100K SWF's "Clone's of Mary Kennedy + Mary 100K Pathology Issues become murder! 100K SWF's "Clone's of Mary Kennedy + Mary 100K Pathology Issues become murder! 100K SWF's "Clone's of Mary Kennedy + Mary B." are  B." are  B." are  B." are 
murdered in the Kennedy Barn when they hang themselves as their onlymurdered in the Kennedy Barn when they hang themselves as their onlymurdered in the Kennedy Barn when they hang themselves as their onlymurdered in the Kennedy Barn when they hang themselves as their only revenge. Gregs Burning Revenge for Teddy Kennedy's Poison  revenge. Gregs Burning Revenge for Teddy Kennedy's Poison  revenge. Gregs Burning Revenge for Teddy Kennedy's Poison  revenge. Gregs Burning Revenge for Teddy Kennedy's Poison 
Gasoline Holocaust IIGasoline Holocaust IIGasoline Holocaust IIGasoline Holocaust II will be to get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrest for the murder of Mary Kennedy and get will be to get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrest for the murder of Mary Kennedy and get will be to get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrest for the murder of Mary Kennedy and get will be to get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrest for the murder of Mary Kennedy and get the FBI to count Mary as one  the FBI to count Mary as one  the FBI to count Mary as one  the FBI to count Mary as one 
more of the 19K women murdered every Year in themore of the 19K women murdered every Year in themore of the 19K women murdered every Year in themore of the 19K women murdered every Year in the USA by Drunk men who have no conscience and can "Buy the Judge" in public 1984 USA by Drunk men who have no conscience and can "Buy the Judge" in public 1984 USA by Drunk men who have no conscience and can "Buy the Judge" in public 1984 USA by Drunk men who have no conscience and can "Buy the Judge" in public 1984

society!society!society!society! Over protected girls in Chicago find out the Over protected girls in Chicago find out the Over protected girls in Chicago find out the Over protected girls in Chicago find out the 

hard way "Bad Men" rob gashard way "Bad Men" rob gashard way "Bad Men" rob gashard way "Bad Men" rob gas stations and own gas stations... just ask Mary B. as she is making the Movie stations and own gas stations... just ask Mary B. as she is making the Movie stations and own gas stations... just ask Mary B. as she is making the Movie stations and own gas stations... just ask Mary B. as she is making the Movie "Bad Men at Gas Stations in  "Bad Men at Gas Stations in  "Bad Men at Gas Stations in  "Bad Men at Gas Stations in 
an ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era" yes Ford + GMan ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era" yes Ford + GMan ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era" yes Ford + GMan ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era" yes Ford + GM Top Brass got a kickback from the gas station hold ups...  Top Brass got a kickback from the gas station hold ups...  Top Brass got a kickback from the gas station hold ups...  Top Brass got a kickback from the gas station hold ups... 

4444----25252525----14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last  Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown and still slept in my car last 
night...night...night...night... Ukraine PM: Russia Wants to Start World War III... 1 in 25 have No Conscience, Ukraine PM: Russia Wants to Start World War III... 1 in 25 have No Conscience, Ukraine PM: Russia Wants to Start World War III... 1 in 25 have No Conscience, Ukraine PM: Russia Wants to Start World War III... 1 in 25 have No Conscience, at the Pentagon 100% have No Conscience, as  at the Pentagon 100% have No Conscience, as  at the Pentagon 100% have No Conscience, as  at the Pentagon 100% have No Conscience, as 
the JFK Super Carrier Hospital Shipthe JFK Super Carrier Hospital Shipthe JFK Super Carrier Hospital Shipthe JFK Super Carrier Hospital Ship and $1 Trillion dollar New Manhattan Project via Dr. Nancy Snyderman and $1 Trillion dollar New Manhattan Project via Dr. Nancy Snyderman and $1 Trillion dollar New Manhattan Project via Dr. Nancy Snyderman and $1 Trillion dollar New Manhattan Project via Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer" were not on  Oppenheimer" were not on  Oppenheimer" were not on  Oppenheimer" were not on 
the Front Page of the New York Times... and should,the Front Page of the New York Times... and should,the Front Page of the New York Times... and should,the Front Page of the New York Times... and should, would have been if Numb Nuts George Orwell was arrested for Holocaust II Poison would have been if Numb Nuts George Orwell was arrested for Holocaust II Poison would have been if Numb Nuts George Orwell was arrested for Holocaust II Poison would have been if Numb Nuts George Orwell was arrested for Holocaust II Poison
Gas Exhaust by a women MD and replaced by a Woman MD from Yale. Red LightGas Exhaust by a women MD and replaced by a Woman MD from Yale. Red LightGas Exhaust by a women MD and replaced by a Woman MD from Yale. Red LightGas Exhaust by a women MD and replaced by a Woman MD from Yale. Red Light Cameras at the Pentagon... Pathology covert building  Cameras at the Pentagon... Pathology covert building  Cameras at the Pentagon... Pathology covert building  Cameras at the Pentagon... Pathology covert building 
of a Aof a Aof a Aof a A----Bomb Lobotomy Gas...Bomb Lobotomy Gas...Bomb Lobotomy Gas...Bomb Lobotomy Gas... inside!  inside!  inside!  inside! 

4444----25252525----14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To Spot14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To Spot14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To Spot14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" Chicago Subway uses bulletproof case to protect  A Dangerous Man" Chicago Subway uses bulletproof case to protect  A Dangerous Man" Chicago Subway uses bulletproof case to protect  A Dangerous Man" Chicago Subway uses bulletproof case to protect 
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employees...employees...employees...employees... Wife in a bulletproof cast to protect her when he gets home drunk from "Wars." Wife in a bulletproof cast to protect her when he gets home drunk from "Wars." Wife in a bulletproof cast to protect her when he gets home drunk from "Wars." Wife in a bulletproof cast to protect her when he gets home drunk from "Wars."

4444----25252525----14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To14 I told her I'm not dangerous in the lecture "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" In Boston... Boston firefighters would see 18.8% pay Spot A Dangerous Man" In Boston... Boston firefighters would see 18.8% pay Spot A Dangerous Man" In Boston... Boston firefighters would see 18.8% pay Spot A Dangerous Man" In Boston... Boston firefighters would see 18.8% pay
hike... by Meghan E. Irons at the Boston Globe today home of the Kennedy + Kerryhike... by Meghan E. Irons at the Boston Globe today home of the Kennedy + Kerryhike... by Meghan E. Irons at the Boston Globe today home of the Kennedy + Kerryhike... by Meghan E. Irons at the Boston Globe today home of the Kennedy + Kerry Numb Nuts. 1,001 Invention Projects for firefighters  Numb Nuts. 1,001 Invention Projects for firefighters  Numb Nuts. 1,001 Invention Projects for firefighters  Numb Nuts. 1,001 Invention Projects for firefighters 
will be sold in the Applewill be sold in the Applewill be sold in the Applewill be sold in the Apple App store soon as George Orwell makes contact with greg and lets Mary B. stop App store soon as George Orwell makes contact with greg and lets Mary B. stop App store soon as George Orwell makes contact with greg and lets Mary B. stop App store soon as George Orwell makes contact with greg and lets Mary B. stop being a Restricted POW, waiting  being a Restricted POW, waiting  being a Restricted POW, waiting  being a Restricted POW, waiting 
to start inventing firefighter inventions andto start inventing firefighter inventions andto start inventing firefighter inventions andto start inventing firefighter inventions and discoveries... Nobel Prize level. Not a Scam Nobel by A Dangerous Man... at discoveries... Nobel Prize level. Not a Scam Nobel by A Dangerous Man... at discoveries... Nobel Prize level. Not a Scam Nobel by A Dangerous Man... at discoveries... Nobel Prize level. Not a Scam Nobel by A Dangerous Man... at Orwell HQ  Orwell HQ  Orwell HQ  Orwell HQ 
picking out the Nobel winners for this year... grin! picking out the Nobel winners for this year... grin! picking out the Nobel winners for this year... grin! picking out the Nobel winners for this year... grin! 

4444----25252525----14 How to Spot a Sick Man or Woman, our MD's who just14 How to Spot a Sick Man or Woman, our MD's who just14 How to Spot a Sick Man or Woman, our MD's who just14 How to Spot a Sick Man or Woman, our MD's who just got $100 Billion from Medicare last week have no MD Conscience if they  got $100 Billion from Medicare last week have no MD Conscience if they  got $100 Billion from Medicare last week have no MD Conscience if they  got $100 Billion from Medicare last week have no MD Conscience if they 
did thisdid thisdid thisdid this new 1 min CT scanner would be at the Pulbix Grocery Store in Key West Scanning new 1 min CT scanner would be at the Pulbix Grocery Store in Key West Scanning new 1 min CT scanner would be at the Pulbix Grocery Store in Key West Scanning new 1 min CT scanner would be at the Pulbix Grocery Store in Key West Scanning and another one would be in Whole Foods in  and another one would be in Whole Foods in  and another one would be in Whole Foods in  and another one would be in Whole Foods in 
Miami scanning, finding hard toMiami scanning, finding hard toMiami scanning, finding hard toMiami scanning, finding hard to diagnose diseases before they kill her... so you need to know "How To Spot A diagnose diseases before they kill her... so you need to know "How To Spot A diagnose diseases before they kill her... so you need to know "How To Spot A diagnose diseases before they kill her... so you need to know "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" who is  Dangerous Man" who is  Dangerous Man" who is  Dangerous Man" who is 
in charge of getting or not getting 1 min CT Scanners intoin charge of getting or not getting 1 min CT Scanners intoin charge of getting or not getting 1 min CT Scanners intoin charge of getting or not getting 1 min CT Scanners into the grocery stores asap! Siemens received FDA clearance for its SOMATOM  the grocery stores asap! Siemens received FDA clearance for its SOMATOM  the grocery stores asap! Siemens received FDA clearance for its SOMATOM  the grocery stores asap! Siemens received FDA clearance for its SOMATOM 
ForceForceForceForce dual source CT scanner. Originally introduced last year at the RSNA in Chicago, dual source CT scanner. Originally introduced last year at the RSNA in Chicago, dual source CT scanner. Originally introduced last year at the RSNA in Chicago, dual source CT scanner. Originally introduced last year at the RSNA in Chicago, the scanner has the fastest acquisition time of  the scanner has the fastest acquisition time of  the scanner has the fastest acquisition time of  the scanner has the fastest acquisition time of 
any similar device, allowingany similar device, allowingany similar device, allowingany similar device, allowing chest and abdomen scans in under a second without breath holding and cardiac chest and abdomen scans in under a second without breath holding and cardiac chest and abdomen scans in under a second without breath holding and cardiac chest and abdomen scans in under a second without breath holding and cardiac imaging within a  imaging within a  imaging within a  imaging within a 
heartbeat. It also features capabilities for lowheartbeat. It also features capabilities for lowheartbeat. It also features capabilities for lowheartbeat. It also features capabilities for low----dose scanningdose scanningdose scanningdose scanning with resolutions previously unavailable, allowing for imaging of patients  with resolutions previously unavailable, allowing for imaging of patients  with resolutions previously unavailable, allowing for imaging of patients  with resolutions previously unavailable, allowing for imaging of patients 
eveneveneveneven with reduced renal function. Lung scans can be performed at radiation doses half with reduced renal function. Lung scans can be performed at radiation doses half with reduced renal function. Lung scans can be performed at radiation doses half with reduced renal function. Lung scans can be performed at radiation doses half of what similar systems are able to do today  of what similar systems are able to do today  of what similar systems are able to do today  of what similar systems are able to do today 
thanks to spectral filters, calledthanks to spectral filters, calledthanks to spectral filters, calledthanks to spectral filters, called Selective Photon Shields, that  Selective Photon Shields, that  Selective Photon Shields, that  Selective Photon Shields, that ““““optimize the Xoptimize the Xoptimize the Xoptimize the X----ray spectrum to improve theray spectrum to improve theray spectrum to improve theray spectrum to improve the air/soft air/soft air/soft air/soft----tissue contrast (0.1 tissue contrast (0.1 tissue contrast (0.1 tissue contrast (0.1 
mSv for a lung scan should be possible accordingmSv for a lung scan should be possible accordingmSv for a lung scan should be possible accordingmSv for a lung scan should be possible according to preliminary studies), to preliminary studies), to preliminary studies), to preliminary studies),”””” according to our previous coverage. according to our previous coverage. according to our previous coverage. according to our previous coverage. 

4444----25252525----14 Revenge on Teddy Kennedy for the 1980 model14 Revenge on Teddy Kennedy for the 1980 model14 Revenge on Teddy Kennedy for the 1980 model14 Revenge on Teddy Kennedy for the 1980 model ElectricWindmillFord Escort... "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"  ElectricWindmillFord Escort... "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"  ElectricWindmillFord Escort... "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"  ElectricWindmillFord Escort... "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" 

4444----25252525----14141414 Revenge for 9/11 belongs to Teddy Kennedy as the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Revenge for 9/11 belongs to Teddy Kennedy as the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Revenge for 9/11 belongs to Teddy Kennedy as the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Revenge for 9/11 belongs to Teddy Kennedy as the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have given us .10 cent gasoline  Escort would have given us .10 cent gasoline  Escort would have given us .10 cent gasoline  Escort would have given us .10 cent gasoline 
from 19080 to 2014 today... "How Tofrom 19080 to 2014 today... "How Tofrom 19080 to 2014 today... "How Tofrom 19080 to 2014 today... "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"  Spot A Dangerous Man"  Spot A Dangerous Man"  Spot A Dangerous Man" 

4444----25252525----14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone…………””””The Perfect WeaponThe Perfect WeaponThe Perfect WeaponThe Perfect Weapon of  of  of  of 
Mass DestructionMass DestructionMass DestructionMass Destruction””””

Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of MassTestosterone...The Perfect Weapon of MassTestosterone...The Perfect Weapon of MassTestosterone...The Perfect Weapon of Mass Destruction!  Destruction!  Destruction!  Destruction! 

Sex + War Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of MassSex + War Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of MassSex + War Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of MassSex + War Testosterone...The Perfect Weapon of Mass Destruction Testosterone is getting a bit of a bad rap in the news lately. Our Destruction Testosterone is getting a bit of a bad rap in the news lately. Our Destruction Testosterone is getting a bit of a bad rap in the news lately. Our Destruction Testosterone is getting a bit of a bad rap in the news lately. Our recent  recent  recent  recent 
post about testosteronepost about testosteronepost about testosteronepost about testosterone’’’’s effects on stock market traders may help tos effects on stock market traders may help tos effects on stock market traders may help tos effects on stock market traders may help to explain trading behavior, while another article at Wired  explain trading behavior, while another article at Wired  explain trading behavior, while another article at Wired  explain trading behavior, while another article at Wired 
magazine discusses howmagazine discusses howmagazine discusses howmagazine discusses how testosterone may be  testosterone may be  testosterone may be  testosterone may be ““““The Perfect Weapon of Mass DestructionThe Perfect Weapon of Mass DestructionThe Perfect Weapon of Mass DestructionThe Perfect Weapon of Mass Destruction””””. . . . The article isThe article isThe article isThe article is written by Alexis Madriga and is  written by Alexis Madriga and is  written by Alexis Madriga and is  written by Alexis Madriga and is 
based on an interview with the authors of Sexbased on an interview with the authors of Sexbased on an interview with the authors of Sexbased on an interview with the authors of Sex and War. In their book, UC Berkeley obstetrician, Malcolm Potts and science and War. In their book, UC Berkeley obstetrician, Malcolm Potts and science and War. In their book, UC Berkeley obstetrician, Malcolm Potts and science and War. In their book, UC Berkeley obstetrician, Malcolm Potts and science writer  writer  writer  writer 
Thomas Hayden, explore how technology and testosterone influence theThomas Hayden, explore how technology and testosterone influence theThomas Hayden, explore how technology and testosterone influence theThomas Hayden, explore how technology and testosterone influence the warring behavior observed in primates. From Wired:  warring behavior observed in primates. From Wired:  warring behavior observed in primates. From Wired:  warring behavior observed in primates. From Wired: 

…………But the most fascinating parts of the book look at howBut the most fascinating parts of the book look at howBut the most fascinating parts of the book look at howBut the most fascinating parts of the book look at how modern technology has interacted with our Stone Age brains modern technology has interacted with our Stone Age brains modern technology has interacted with our Stone Age brains modern technology has interacted with our Stone Age brains’’’’ risk calculators risk calculators risk calculators risk calculators 
totototo produce the brutality and aggression of the world today. In this Wired.com produce the brutality and aggression of the world today. In this Wired.com produce the brutality and aggression of the world today. In this Wired.com produce the brutality and aggression of the world today. In this Wired.com interview with Hayden and Potts, they talk about the  interview with Hayden and Potts, they talk about the  interview with Hayden and Potts, they talk about the  interview with Hayden and Potts, they talk about the 
evolutionary adaptationevolutionary adaptationevolutionary adaptationevolutionary adaptation that allows us to kill our enemies, how chimps and bonobos inform our knowledge that allows us to kill our enemies, how chimps and bonobos inform our knowledge that allows us to kill our enemies, how chimps and bonobos inform our knowledge that allows us to kill our enemies, how chimps and bonobos inform our knowledge of human nature, and  of human nature, and  of human nature, and  of human nature, and 
why the most destructive weapon might be a hormone, not awhy the most destructive weapon might be a hormone, not awhy the most destructive weapon might be a hormone, not awhy the most destructive weapon might be a hormone, not a bomb. Wired.com: Why did you write this book? Why sex and war as topics?  bomb. Wired.com: Why did you write this book? Why sex and war as topics?  bomb. Wired.com: Why did you write this book? Why sex and war as topics?  bomb. Wired.com: Why did you write this book? Why sex and war as topics? 
Sex andSex andSex andSex and War co War co War co War co----author Thomas Hayden: Let me tell you the why from two differentauthor Thomas Hayden: Let me tell you the why from two differentauthor Thomas Hayden: Let me tell you the why from two differentauthor Thomas Hayden: Let me tell you the why from two different perspectives. For me personally, the why goes back to  perspectives. For me personally, the why goes back to  perspectives. For me personally, the why goes back to  perspectives. For me personally, the why goes back to 
the beginning of the Iraqthe beginning of the Iraqthe beginning of the Iraqthe beginning of the Iraq war in 2003. I was a correspondent at a national news magazine war in 2003. I was a correspondent at a national news magazine war in 2003. I was a correspondent at a national news magazine war in 2003. I was a correspondent at a national news magazine (U.S. News & (U.S. News & (U.S. News & (U.S. News & World Report) at the time  World Report) at the time  World Report) at the time  World Report) at the time 
and the war was the big story. As a science reporter,and the war was the big story. As a science reporter,and the war was the big story. As a science reporter,and the war was the big story. As a science reporter, I was trying to understand the big story of the day through the lens of science. I was trying to understand the big story of the day through the lens of science. I was trying to understand the big story of the day through the lens of science. I was trying to understand the big story of the day through the lens of science. I  I  I  I 
was struck by how big a factor the desire for revenge for 9/11 seemed to be. Iwas struck by how big a factor the desire for revenge for 9/11 seemed to be. Iwas struck by how big a factor the desire for revenge for 9/11 seemed to be. Iwas struck by how big a factor the desire for revenge for 9/11 seemed to be. I was struck by the momentum, the emotional momentum,  was struck by the momentum, the emotional momentum,  was struck by the momentum, the emotional momentum,  was struck by the momentum, the emotional momentum, 
in the rush to war. Itin the rush to war. Itin the rush to war. Itin the rush to war. It seemed once we seemed once we seemed once we seemed once we’’’’d been talking about war for a while, it almost becamed been talking about war for a while, it almost becamed been talking about war for a while, it almost becamed been talking about war for a while, it almost became inevitable, despite lots of logical  inevitable, despite lots of logical  inevitable, despite lots of logical  inevitable, despite lots of logical 
arguments against going to war. I wanted toarguments against going to war. I wanted toarguments against going to war. I wanted toarguments against going to war. I wanted to understand why that was.  understand why that was.  understand why that was.  understand why that was. 

4444----25252525----14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"...14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"...14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"...14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone…………””””The PerfectThe PerfectThe PerfectThe Perfect Weapon of  Weapon of  Weapon of  Weapon of 
Mass DestructionMass DestructionMass DestructionMass Destruction””””

4444----25252525----14 "How To Spot A Dangerous14 "How To Spot A Dangerous14 "How To Spot A Dangerous14 "How To Spot A Dangerous Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone Man"... iPhone5s Testosterone Alarms going off on the monitor! Testosterone…………””””TheTheTheThe Perfect Weapon of  Perfect Weapon of  Perfect Weapon of  Perfect Weapon of 
Mass DestructionMass DestructionMass DestructionMass Destruction””””

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure for breast cancer overnight one to  Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure for breast cancer overnight one to  Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure for breast cancer overnight one to  Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure for breast cancer overnight one to 
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DefyDefyDefyDefy Expectations from MD's that took Billion from Medicare then Mary B. and her Expectations from MD's that took Billion from Medicare then Mary B. and her Expectations from MD's that took Billion from Medicare then Mary B. and her Expectations from MD's that took Billion from Medicare then Mary B. and her dramatic... Farrah screamed NO! NO! when she  dramatic... Farrah screamed NO! NO! when she  dramatic... Farrah screamed NO! NO! when she  dramatic... Farrah screamed NO! NO! when she 
found out someone gave her Anusfound out someone gave her Anusfound out someone gave her Anusfound out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this movie dramatic!!  movie dramatic!!  movie dramatic!!  movie dramatic!! 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure for 1,001 ailments Social + Medical Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure for 1,001 ailments Social + Medical Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure for 1,001 ailments Social + Medical Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure for 1,001 ailments Social + Medical
like the Lecture Tonight at the Tropic Cinema "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" bylike the Lecture Tonight at the Tropic Cinema "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" bylike the Lecture Tonight at the Tropic Cinema "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" bylike the Lecture Tonight at the Tropic Cinema "How To Spot A Dangerous Man" by Sandra Brown!  Sandra Brown!  Sandra Brown!  Sandra Brown! 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations... 7 pm tonight I will ask14 Defy Expectations... 7 pm tonight I will ask14 Defy Expectations... 7 pm tonight I will ask14 Defy Expectations... 7 pm tonight I will ask Sandra about Robert Kennedy Jr. killing Mary in the Kennedy Barn... Expectations Sandra about Robert Kennedy Jr. killing Mary in the Kennedy Barn... Expectations Sandra about Robert Kennedy Jr. killing Mary in the Kennedy Barn... Expectations Sandra about Robert Kennedy Jr. killing Mary in the Kennedy Barn... Expectations
of security cameras and Verizon recording all cell calls yet Mary was murderedof security cameras and Verizon recording all cell calls yet Mary was murderedof security cameras and Verizon recording all cell calls yet Mary was murderedof security cameras and Verizon recording all cell calls yet Mary was murdered and a Judge bought off again and again by Kennedy!  and a Judge bought off again and again by Kennedy!  and a Judge bought off again and again by Kennedy!  and a Judge bought off again and again by Kennedy! 
Sandra will not have a answerSandra will not have a answerSandra will not have a answerSandra will not have a answer to how Mary Kennedy could have saved her life!  to how Mary Kennedy could have saved her life!  to how Mary Kennedy could have saved her life!  to how Mary Kennedy could have saved her life! 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations14 Defy Expectations14 Defy Expectations14 Defy Expectations is what will happen tonight at 7 pm at the Tropic Cinema... Brown describes is what will happen tonight at 7 pm at the Tropic Cinema... Brown describes is what will happen tonight at 7 pm at the Tropic Cinema... Brown describes is what will happen tonight at 7 pm at the Tropic Cinema... Brown describes eight types of Dangerous Men,  eight types of Dangerous Men,  eight types of Dangerous Men,  eight types of Dangerous Men, 
their specific traits and characteristics. Intheir specific traits and characteristics. Intheir specific traits and characteristics. Intheir specific traits and characteristics. In separate chapters, she explores victim separate chapters, she explores victim separate chapters, she explores victim separate chapters, she explores victim’’’’s stories that tell how they came ins stories that tell how they came ins stories that tell how they came ins stories that tell how they came in contact with this  contact with this  contact with this  contact with this 
type of Dangerous Man and their outcome. Brown then showstype of Dangerous Man and their outcome. Brown then showstype of Dangerous Man and their outcome. Brown then showstype of Dangerous Man and their outcome. Brown then shows readers how to develop a Defense Strategy  readers how to develop a Defense Strategy  readers how to develop a Defense Strategy  readers how to develop a Defense Strategy -------- how to spot, avoid, or ridhow to spot, avoid, or ridhow to spot, avoid, or ridhow to spot, avoid, or rid
themselves of this type of Dangerous Man. themselves of this type of Dangerous Man. themselves of this type of Dangerous Man. themselves of this type of Dangerous Man. 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is14 Defy Expectations is14 Defy Expectations is14 Defy Expectations is what will happen NBC Reports on the Deaths from the Delay in Greg Building the what will happen NBC Reports on the Deaths from the Delay in Greg Building the what will happen NBC Reports on the Deaths from the Delay in Greg Building the what will happen NBC Reports on the Deaths from the Delay in Greg Building the Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical  Yale Key West Medical 
School... Three Americans Slain at CURE Hospital in Kabul.School... Three Americans Slain at CURE Hospital in Kabul.School... Three Americans Slain at CURE Hospital in Kabul.School... Three Americans Slain at CURE Hospital in Kabul. by Fazul Rahim and Cassandra Vinograd. Comcast NBC are Observer they  by Fazul Rahim and Cassandra Vinograd. Comcast NBC are Observer they  by Fazul Rahim and Cassandra Vinograd. Comcast NBC are Observer they  by Fazul Rahim and Cassandra Vinograd. Comcast NBC are Observer they 
know notknow notknow notknow not building the Yale Key West Medical School delay from 3 building the Yale Key West Medical School delay from 3 building the Yale Key West Medical School delay from 3 building the Yale Key West Medical School delay from 3----4444----11 When Greg flew into11 When Greg flew into11 When Greg flew into11 When Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion caused more  Key West with $777 Trillion caused more  Key West with $777 Trillion caused more  Key West with $777 Trillion caused more 
CURE Hospital Deaths than Kabul...CURE Hospital Deaths than Kabul...CURE Hospital Deaths than Kabul...CURE Hospital Deaths than Kabul... KABUL, Afghanistan  KABUL, Afghanistan  KABUL, Afghanistan  KABUL, Afghanistan -------- An Afghan security guard opened fire on a group of doctorsAn Afghan security guard opened fire on a group of doctorsAn Afghan security guard opened fire on a group of doctorsAn Afghan security guard opened fire on a group of doctors at a Kabul  at a Kabul  at a Kabul  at a Kabul 
hospital on Thursday morning, killing three American physicians. Keyhospital on Thursday morning, killing three American physicians. Keyhospital on Thursday morning, killing three American physicians. Keyhospital on Thursday morning, killing three American physicians. Key West Navy Opened Fire on the JFK Super Carrier Hospital Ship  West Navy Opened Fire on the JFK Super Carrier Hospital Ship  West Navy Opened Fire on the JFK Super Carrier Hospital Ship  West Navy Opened Fire on the JFK Super Carrier Hospital Ship 
Medical School...Medical School...Medical School...Medical School... Defy Expectations!  Defy Expectations!  Defy Expectations!  Defy Expectations! 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... 1,001 Rx Overnight Miracle Cures Jodie Foster stifled and Wives Coup D'Etat... 1,001 Rx Overnight Miracle Cures Jodie Foster stifled and Wives Coup D'Etat... 1,001 Rx Overnight Miracle Cures Jodie Foster stifled and Wives Coup D'Etat... 1,001 Rx Overnight Miracle Cures Jodie Foster stifled and
suppressed since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar... Era lost tosuppressed since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar... Era lost tosuppressed since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar... Era lost tosuppressed since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar... Era lost to Legal Polygamist Marriage with Marriage License spelling  Legal Polygamist Marriage with Marriage License spelling  Legal Polygamist Marriage with Marriage License spelling  Legal Polygamist Marriage with Marriage License spelling 
out 90% ofout 90% ofout 90% ofout 90% of conversations are to go for Brainstorming 24/7 1,001 Cures!... Jodie Foster conversations are to go for Brainstorming 24/7 1,001 Cures!... Jodie Foster conversations are to go for Brainstorming 24/7 1,001 Cures!... Jodie Foster conversations are to go for Brainstorming 24/7 1,001 Cures!... Jodie Foster marries girlfriend Alexandra Hedison... Jodie  marries girlfriend Alexandra Hedison... Jodie  marries girlfriend Alexandra Hedison... Jodie  marries girlfriend Alexandra Hedison... Jodie 
would not make a Breast Cancerwould not make a Breast Cancerwould not make a Breast Cancerwould not make a Breast Cancer Cure movie... like Madonna would not do a Tour titled "Breast Cancer Cure Cure movie... like Madonna would not do a Tour titled "Breast Cancer Cure Cure movie... like Madonna would not do a Tour titled "Breast Cancer Cure Cure movie... like Madonna would not do a Tour titled "Breast Cancer Cure Overnight" Vows... to  Overnight" Vows... to  Overnight" Vows... to  Overnight" Vows... to 
Brainstorm a Breast Cancer Cure... only in a PolygamousBrainstorm a Breast Cancer Cure... only in a PolygamousBrainstorm a Breast Cancer Cure... only in a PolygamousBrainstorm a Breast Cancer Cure... only in a Polygamous Marriage License! Foster has never addressed her sexual orientation  Marriage License! Foster has never addressed her sexual orientation  Marriage License! Foster has never addressed her sexual orientation  Marriage License! Foster has never addressed her sexual orientation 
directly ...directly ...directly ...directly ... her speech at last year's Golden Globes  her speech at last year's Golden Globes  her speech at last year's Golden Globes  her speech at last year's Golden Globes -------- where she sawhere she sawhere she sawhere she said she did her "comingid she did her "comingid she did her "comingid she did her "coming out 1,000 years ago"  out 1,000 years ago"  out 1,000 years ago"  out 1,000 years ago" -------- was really as close as she was really as close as she was really as close as she was really as close as she 
ever came. Fact is ... it'sever came. Fact is ... it'sever came. Fact is ... it'sever came. Fact is ... it's pretty clear she's never felt a need or obligation to make a public declaration, pretty clear she's never felt a need or obligation to make a public declaration, pretty clear she's never felt a need or obligation to make a public declaration, pretty clear she's never felt a need or obligation to make a public declaration, and by getting married she's  and by getting married she's  and by getting married she's  and by getting married she's 
merely living her life and not screaming from themerely living her life and not screaming from themerely living her life and not screaming from themerely living her life and not screaming from the rafters. Just one note ... remember how hard it was following that Golden Globes rafters. Just one note ... remember how hard it was following that Golden Globes rafters. Just one note ... remember how hard it was following that Golden Globes rafters. Just one note ... remember how hard it was following that Golden Globes
speech ... let's hope Foster and Hedison didn't write their own vows. NOspeech ... let's hope Foster and Hedison didn't write their own vows. NOspeech ... let's hope Foster and Hedison didn't write their own vows. NOspeech ... let's hope Foster and Hedison didn't write their own vows. NO EXPECTATIONS of Jodie Foster leaking the Saint Jude Childrens  EXPECTATIONS of Jodie Foster leaking the Saint Jude Childrens  EXPECTATIONS of Jodie Foster leaking the Saint Jude Childrens  EXPECTATIONS of Jodie Foster leaking the Saint Jude Childrens 
Cancers caused byCancers caused byCancers caused byCancers caused by Poison Gasoline Exhaust... wow!  Poison Gasoline Exhaust... wow!  Poison Gasoline Exhaust... wow!  Poison Gasoline Exhaust... wow! 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is what will14 Defy Expectations is what will14 Defy Expectations is what will14 Defy Expectations is what will be invented... Verizon Cell Tower Satellite's in Low Orbit yet Orwellian news be invented... Verizon Cell Tower Satellite's in Low Orbit yet Orwellian news be invented... Verizon Cell Tower Satellite's in Low Orbit yet Orwellian news be invented... Verizon Cell Tower Satellite's in Low Orbit yet Orwellian news reports on Cell Tower  reports on Cell Tower  reports on Cell Tower  reports on Cell Tower 
Voting... while this invention of years ago is suppressedVoting... while this invention of years ago is suppressedVoting... while this invention of years ago is suppressedVoting... while this invention of years ago is suppressed like the ElectricWindmillCar Era... Cell tower to get vote next week. like the ElectricWindmillCar Era... Cell tower to get vote next week. like the ElectricWindmillCar Era... Cell tower to get vote next week. like the ElectricWindmillCar Era... Cell tower to get vote next week.
Islamorada/KL Free Press KEY LARGO Islamorada/KL Free Press KEY LARGO Islamorada/KL Free Press KEY LARGO Islamorada/KL Free Press KEY LARGO -------- The Monroe County Planning Commission isThe Monroe County Planning Commission isThe Monroe County Planning Commission isThe Monroe County Planning Commission is expected to make a final decision at its April 30  expected to make a final decision at its April 30  expected to make a final decision at its April 30  expected to make a final decision at its April 30 
meeting in Marathon on whethermeeting in Marathon on whethermeeting in Marathon on whethermeeting in Marathon on whether to allow a cellphone tower to be built near mile marker 95, oceanside. So far, to allow a cellphone tower to be built near mile marker 95, oceanside. So far, to allow a cellphone tower to be built near mile marker 95, oceanside. So far, to allow a cellphone tower to be built near mile marker 95, oceanside. So far, the planning  the planning  the planning  the planning 
department has only received positive feedback for the project,department has only received positive feedback for the project,department has only received positive feedback for the project,department has only received positive feedback for the project, according to records requested by the Free Press of Numb Nuts Dictator  according to records requested by the Free Press of Numb Nuts Dictator  according to records requested by the Free Press of Numb Nuts Dictator  according to records requested by the Free Press of Numb Nuts Dictator 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge Orwell Defying Expectations to stifle Star Travels... I went to the TropicOrwell Defying Expectations to stifle Star Travels... I went to the TropicOrwell Defying Expectations to stifle Star Travels... I went to the TropicOrwell Defying Expectations to stifle Star Travels... I went to the Tropic Cinema last night and saw Alien Under the Skin... ok,  Cinema last night and saw Alien Under the Skin... ok,  Cinema last night and saw Alien Under the Skin... ok,  Cinema last night and saw Alien Under the Skin... ok, 
one version of one kind ofone version of one kind ofone version of one kind ofone version of one kind of Alien as there are 777 Trillion Aliens in our Universe.  Alien as there are 777 Trillion Aliens in our Universe.  Alien as there are 777 Trillion Aliens in our Universe.  Alien as there are 777 Trillion Aliens in our Universe. 

4444----24242424----14 Defy14 Defy14 Defy14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Thursday Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Thursday Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Thursday Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Thursday’’’’s XC |s XC |s XC |s XC | 4.24.14 Birthday Shoutout. This week marks the  4.24.14 Birthday Shoutout. This week marks the  4.24.14 Birthday Shoutout. This week marks the  4.24.14 Birthday Shoutout. This week marks the 
376th anniversary of New Haven376th anniversary of New Haven376th anniversary of New Haven376th anniversary of New Haven’’’’ssss founding.  founding.  founding.  founding. 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Yale Gen. at NASA killed by Gen. McChrystal  Coup D'Etat... Yale Gen. at NASA killed by Gen. McChrystal  Coup D'Etat... Yale Gen. at NASA killed by Gen. McChrystal  Coup D'Etat... Yale Gen. at NASA killed by Gen. McChrystal ---- Modern dayModern dayModern dayModern day
Achilles? Actor Brad Pitt will play Gen. Stanley McChrystal in an upcomingAchilles? Actor Brad Pitt will play Gen. Stanley McChrystal in an upcomingAchilles? Actor Brad Pitt will play Gen. Stanley McChrystal in an upcomingAchilles? Actor Brad Pitt will play Gen. Stanley McChrystal in an upcoming movie. McChrystal is currently teaching a course on  movie. McChrystal is currently teaching a course on  movie. McChrystal is currently teaching a course on  movie. McChrystal is currently teaching a course on 
leadership at the Jacksonleadership at the Jacksonleadership at the Jacksonleadership at the Jackson Institute of Global Affairs. 777 Trillion Galaxies in Universe Affairs not Institute of Global Affairs. 777 Trillion Galaxies in Universe Affairs not Institute of Global Affairs. 777 Trillion Galaxies in Universe Affairs not Institute of Global Affairs. 777 Trillion Galaxies in Universe Affairs not taught at Yale as NASA Top Brass was  taught at Yale as NASA Top Brass was  taught at Yale as NASA Top Brass was  taught at Yale as NASA Top Brass was 
bribed with $777 Trillion in Holocaust IIbribed with $777 Trillion in Holocaust IIbribed with $777 Trillion in Holocaust IIbribed with $777 Trillion in Holocaust II oil revenues or killed off in the Movie!  oil revenues or killed off in the Movie!  oil revenues or killed off in the Movie!  oil revenues or killed off in the Movie! 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is14 Defy Expectations is14 Defy Expectations is14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Medical Xpress  what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Medical Xpress  what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Medical Xpress  what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Medical Xpress ———— Initial treatmentInitial treatmentInitial treatmentInitial treatment for a brain infection  for a brain infection  for a brain infection  for a brain infection 
caused by fungus could now be treated in three days,caused by fungus could now be treated in three days,caused by fungus could now be treated in three days,caused by fungus could now be treated in three days, rather than two weeks, due to study by University of Liverpool scientists. rather than two weeks, due to study by University of Liverpool scientists. rather than two weeks, due to study by University of Liverpool scientists. rather than two weeks, due to study by University of Liverpool scientists.
Cryptococcus Cryptococcus Cryptococcus Cryptococcus –––– a form of yeast a form of yeast a form of yeast a form of yeast –––– infections are often fatal but are relativelyinfections are often fatal but are relativelyinfections are often fatal but are relativelyinfections are often fatal but are relatively neglected in medical research. They are found in many  neglected in medical research. They are found in many  neglected in medical research. They are found in many  neglected in medical research. They are found in many 
parts of the world,parts of the world,parts of the world,parts of the world, including Africa, Australasia and South East Asia and mainly affect people with including Africa, Australasia and South East Asia and mainly affect people with including Africa, Australasia and South East Asia and mainly affect people with including Africa, Australasia and South East Asia and mainly affect people with weakened immune systems. This  weakened immune systems. This  weakened immune systems. This  weakened immune systems. This 
infection kills up to 700,000 people a year.infection kills up to 700,000 people a year.infection kills up to 700,000 people a year.infection kills up to 700,000 people a year. Cryptococcus The University research team tested the effects of the most Cryptococcus The University research team tested the effects of the most Cryptococcus The University research team tested the effects of the most Cryptococcus The University research team tested the effects of the most commonly used drug  commonly used drug  commonly used drug  commonly used drug 
on Cryptococcus infections of the brain and discovered thaton Cryptococcus infections of the brain and discovered thaton Cryptococcus infections of the brain and discovered thaton Cryptococcus infections of the brain and discovered that although the recommendation for treatment is currently two weeks, the  although the recommendation for treatment is currently two weeks, the  although the recommendation for treatment is currently two weeks, the  although the recommendation for treatment is currently two weeks, the 
drug hasdrug hasdrug hasdrug has been shown by the new studies to be effective at clearing the fungus within been shown by the new studies to be effective at clearing the fungus within been shown by the new studies to be effective at clearing the fungus within been shown by the new studies to be effective at clearing the fungus within three days. Professor of Therapeutics and  three days. Professor of Therapeutics and  three days. Professor of Therapeutics and  three days. Professor of Therapeutics and 
Infectious Diseases, William HopeInfectious Diseases, William HopeInfectious Diseases, William HopeInfectious Diseases, William Hope said: "This infection kills up to 700,000 people a year and is mainly fatal in said: "This infection kills up to 700,000 people a year and is mainly fatal in said: "This infection kills up to 700,000 people a year and is mainly fatal in said: "This infection kills up to 700,000 people a year and is mainly fatal in areas with poor  areas with poor  areas with poor  areas with poor 
resources. In many parts of the world it is simply unfeasible toresources. In many parts of the world it is simply unfeasible toresources. In many parts of the world it is simply unfeasible toresources. In many parts of the world it is simply unfeasible to administer intravenous drugs for two weeks." The scientists in the  administer intravenous drugs for two weeks." The scientists in the  administer intravenous drugs for two weeks." The scientists in the  administer intravenous drugs for two weeks." The scientists in the 
Institute ofInstitute ofInstitute ofInstitute of Translational Medicine examined the effects of amphotericin B deoxycholate Translational Medicine examined the effects of amphotericin B deoxycholate Translational Medicine examined the effects of amphotericin B deoxycholate Translational Medicine examined the effects of amphotericin B deoxycholate (dAmB) over both three and 14 day  (dAmB) over both three and 14 day  (dAmB) over both three and 14 day  (dAmB) over both three and 14 day 
treatments and found that the effect was thetreatments and found that the effect was thetreatments and found that the effect was thetreatments and found that the effect was the same after three days as it was after two weeks. The results in animal trials same after three days as it was after two weeks. The results in animal trials same after three days as it was after two weeks. The results in animal trials same after three days as it was after two weeks. The results in animal trials was compared  was compared  was compared  was compared 
with humans using a range of mathematical modelling techniques, towith humans using a range of mathematical modelling techniques, towith humans using a range of mathematical modelling techniques, towith humans using a range of mathematical modelling techniques, to produce findings which suggest that the three day regime will  produce findings which suggest that the three day regime will  produce findings which suggest that the three day regime will  produce findings which suggest that the three day regime will 
be equally asbe equally asbe equally asbe equally as effective in people. The researchers believe that this opens up significant effective in people. The researchers believe that this opens up significant effective in people. The researchers believe that this opens up significant effective in people. The researchers believe that this opens up significant possibilities for treatment in areas where there is  possibilities for treatment in areas where there is  possibilities for treatment in areas where there is  possibilities for treatment in areas where there is 
a scarcity of medicallya scarcity of medicallya scarcity of medicallya scarcity of medically trained staff, who often have to ration the drugs they administer to patients. trained staff, who often have to ration the drugs they administer to patients. trained staff, who often have to ration the drugs they administer to patients. trained staff, who often have to ration the drugs they administer to patients.

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Medical Xpress) D'Etat... Medical Xpress) D'Etat... Medical Xpress) D'Etat... Medical Xpress)————Over the last two years, Yale psychologist Over the last two years, Yale psychologist Over the last two years, Yale psychologist Over the last two years, Yale psychologist 
David RandDavid RandDavid RandDavid Rand and colleagues have investigated what makes people willing to help each other. and colleagues have investigated what makes people willing to help each other. and colleagues have investigated what makes people willing to help each other. and colleagues have investigated what makes people willing to help each other. Their latest research shows that while  Their latest research shows that while  Their latest research shows that while  Their latest research shows that while 
initial reactions... initial reactions... initial reactions... initial reactions... 

4444----24242424----14 Defy14 Defy14 Defy14 Defy Expectations... 8 days of Starbucks... and Crowne Plaza Hotel log in Hell to Expectations... 8 days of Starbucks... and Crowne Plaza Hotel log in Hell to Expectations... 8 days of Starbucks... and Crowne Plaza Hotel log in Hell to Expectations... 8 days of Starbucks... and Crowne Plaza Hotel log in Hell to write this web page for 1 Trillion George Orwell  write this web page for 1 Trillion George Orwell  write this web page for 1 Trillion George Orwell  write this web page for 1 Trillion George Orwell 
Observers!... MD Code...Observers!... MD Code...Observers!... MD Code...Observers!... MD Code... gloves, mask, no coming to work sick with flu... Front Page News Key West gloves, mask, no coming to work sick with flu... Front Page News Key West gloves, mask, no coming to work sick with flu... Front Page News Key West gloves, mask, no coming to work sick with flu... Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung 
Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis,Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis,Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis,Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 
Citizen! Citizen! Citizen! Citizen! 

4444----24242424----14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 414 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... NY Times will report the number of Saudi Arabia Heart Wives Coup D'Etat... NY Times will report the number of Saudi Arabia Heart Wives Coup D'Etat... NY Times will report the number of Saudi Arabia Heart Wives Coup D'Etat... NY Times will report the number of Saudi Arabia Heart
Transplants today by Yale + Harvard MD's who should be at work at the Yale KeyTransplants today by Yale + Harvard MD's who should be at work at the Yale KeyTransplants today by Yale + Harvard MD's who should be at work at the Yale KeyTransplants today by Yale + Harvard MD's who should be at work at the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure  West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure  West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure  West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure 
today! today! today! today! 

4444----24242424----14141414 Defy Expectations is what will happen when Xeon Apple's existing designs for the Defy Expectations is what will happen when Xeon Apple's existing designs for the Defy Expectations is what will happen when Xeon Apple's existing designs for the Defy Expectations is what will happen when Xeon Apple's existing designs for the 11 11 11 11---- and 13and 13and 13and 13----inch MacBook Air will allegedly inch MacBook Air will allegedly inch MacBook Air will allegedly inch MacBook Air will allegedly 
see a refresh next week, likely withsee a refresh next week, likely withsee a refresh next week, likely withsee a refresh next week, likely with newer and faster Intel processors, according to a new report. Xeon Intel newer and faster Intel processors, according to a new report. Xeon Intel newer and faster Intel processors, according to a new report. Xeon Intel newer and faster Intel processors, according to a new report. Xeon Intel Processor will take years  Processor will take years  Processor will take years  Processor will take years 
2015 to get installed in the MacBook Air unless Cook2015 to get installed in the MacBook Air unless Cook2015 to get installed in the MacBook Air unless Cook2015 to get installed in the MacBook Air unless Cook at Apple reads todays web page and Defies Expectations! And preinstalls 1,001 at Apple reads todays web page and Defies Expectations! And preinstalls 1,001 at Apple reads todays web page and Defies Expectations! And preinstalls 1,001 at Apple reads todays web page and Defies Expectations! And preinstalls 1,001
Invention Projects Bill + Melinda killed off... Invention Projects Bill + Melinda killed off... Invention Projects Bill + Melinda killed off... Invention Projects Bill + Melinda killed off... 

4444----24242424----14 Defy14 Defy14 Defy14 Defy Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat Expectations is what will happen with 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Pink Coup D'Etat RxCure  RxCure  RxCure  RxCure 

Page 132 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"
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4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s"Discover what  the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s"Discover what  the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s"Discover what  the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s"Discover what 
happenedhappenedhappenedhappened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s....  iPhone5s....  iPhone5s....  iPhone5s.... 

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat  need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat  need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat  need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat 

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened before the14 "Discover what happened before the14 "Discover what happened before the14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... laughing shrieks from the 4 wives Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... laughing shrieks from the 4 wives Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... laughing shrieks from the 4 wives Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... laughing shrieks from the 4 wives across the  across the  across the  across the 
vast distances in George Owrells Universe "Home Alone At Earth" Onvast distances in George Owrells Universe "Home Alone At Earth" Onvast distances in George Owrells Universe "Home Alone At Earth" Onvast distances in George Owrells Universe "Home Alone At Earth" On Earth Day... wow... Greg "High Noon Science Fiction Aliens Movie"  Earth Day... wow... Greg "High Noon Science Fiction Aliens Movie"  Earth Day... wow... Greg "High Noon Science Fiction Aliens Movie"  Earth Day... wow... Greg "High Noon Science Fiction Aliens Movie" 
Tomorrow... 4Tomorrow... 4Tomorrow... 4Tomorrow... 4 Alien Wives do Coup on their Numb Nuts Mad Men... grin, not a comedy they stop Alien Wives do Coup on their Numb Nuts Mad Men... grin, not a comedy they stop Alien Wives do Coup on their Numb Nuts Mad Men... grin, not a comedy they stop Alien Wives do Coup on their Numb Nuts Mad Men... grin, not a comedy they stop the killing of 19K SWF by drunk troops  the killing of 19K SWF by drunk troops  the killing of 19K SWF by drunk troops  the killing of 19K SWF by drunk troops 
coming home from Alien Wars, broke fromcoming home from Alien Wars, broke fromcoming home from Alien Wars, broke fromcoming home from Alien Wars, broke from spending all their money on Allah's Prostitutes... to finance the wars for the spending all their money on Allah's Prostitutes... to finance the wars for the spending all their money on Allah's Prostitutes... to finance the wars for the spending all their money on Allah's Prostitutes... to finance the wars for the Saudi Kings!...  Saudi Kings!...  Saudi Kings!...  Saudi Kings!... 
1/2 a comedy... grin! 1/2 a comedy... grin! 1/2 a comedy... grin! 1/2 a comedy... grin! 

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened14 "Discover what happened14 "Discover what happened14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Husbands + Wives don't before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Husbands + Wives don't before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Husbands + Wives don't before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Husbands + Wives don't know how to have a  know how to have a  know how to have a  know how to have a 
conversation on 1,001 Invention Projects because Bill +conversation on 1,001 Invention Projects because Bill +conversation on 1,001 Invention Projects because Bill +conversation on 1,001 Invention Projects because Bill + Melinda deleted this App from Win 8.2 Fix, preinstalled 1,001 IP" with links to Melinda deleted this App from Win 8.2 Fix, preinstalled 1,001 IP" with links to Melinda deleted this App from Win 8.2 Fix, preinstalled 1,001 IP" with links to Melinda deleted this App from Win 8.2 Fix, preinstalled 1,001 IP" with links to
get you started and they had the "Balls" to delete "Record this Internet Sessionget you started and they had the "Balls" to delete "Record this Internet Sessionget you started and they had the "Balls" to delete "Record this Internet Sessionget you started and they had the "Balls" to delete "Record this Internet Session as a YouTube Video" to share with other wives... grin.  as a YouTube Video" to share with other wives... grin.  as a YouTube Video" to share with other wives... grin.  as a YouTube Video" to share with other wives... grin. 
Now read this "JunkNow read this "JunkNow read this "JunkNow read this "Junk Article in The Atlantic" "My Students Don't Know How to Have a Conversation." Article in The Atlantic" "My Students Don't Know How to Have a Conversation." Article in The Atlantic" "My Students Don't Know How to Have a Conversation." Article in The Atlantic" "My Students Don't Know How to Have a Conversation." Paul Barnwell  Paul Barnwell  Paul Barnwell  Paul Barnwell 

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Front Page in the NY Times Today and also  need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Front Page in the NY Times Today and also  need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Front Page in the NY Times Today and also  need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Front Page in the NY Times Today and also 
in Thein Thein Thein The Atlantic... Canada Middle Class got richer than the USA's from Holocaust II Atlantic... Canada Middle Class got richer than the USA's from Holocaust II Atlantic... Canada Middle Class got richer than the USA's from Holocaust II Atlantic... Canada Middle Class got richer than the USA's from Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust... "Canada's Middle Class Got  Poison Gas Exhaust... "Canada's Middle Class Got  Poison Gas Exhaust... "Canada's Middle Class Got  Poison Gas Exhaust... "Canada's Middle Class Got 
Really Rich" by DerekReally Rich" by DerekReally Rich" by DerekReally Rich" by Derek Thompson.. Derek didn't write up the Mass Murder of Childhood Cancers caused by Thompson.. Derek didn't write up the Mass Murder of Childhood Cancers caused by Thompson.. Derek didn't write up the Mass Murder of Childhood Cancers caused by Thompson.. Derek didn't write up the Mass Murder of Childhood Cancers caused by Canada Masterminds of Oil  Canada Masterminds of Oil  Canada Masterminds of Oil  Canada Masterminds of Oil 
and Natural Gas... $777 Trillions! Stupid Criminals!and Natural Gas... $777 Trillions! Stupid Criminals!and Natural Gas... $777 Trillions! Stupid Criminals!and Natural Gas... $777 Trillions! Stupid Criminals! Mom's in the USA will hang these Canadians for Childhood cancers... etc. Mom's in the USA will hang these Canadians for Childhood cancers... etc. Mom's in the USA will hang these Canadians for Childhood cancers... etc. Mom's in the USA will hang these Canadians for Childhood cancers... etc.

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 414 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 414 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 414 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Forbes, "On This Earth Day, It's Actually  Wives Coup D'Etat... Forbes, "On This Earth Day, It's Actually  Wives Coup D'Etat... Forbes, "On This Earth Day, It's Actually  Wives Coup D'Etat... Forbes, "On This Earth Day, It's Actually 
Easier To BeEasier To BeEasier To BeEasier To Be Green" by Micheline Maynard... Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust... On This Earth Green" by Micheline Maynard... Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust... On This Earth Green" by Micheline Maynard... Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust... On This Earth Green" by Micheline Maynard... Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust... On This Earth Day, It's Actually Easier To Be A George  Day, It's Actually Easier To Be A George  Day, It's Actually Easier To Be A George  Day, It's Actually Easier To Be A George 
Orwell EmplOrwell EmplOrwell EmplOrwell Employee... I wrote home to momoyee... I wrote home to momoyee... I wrote home to momoyee... I wrote home to mom yesterday Mary B. is a POW with a Purple Heart (for her gas station robbery) in yesterday Mary B. is a POW with a Purple Heart (for her gas station robbery) in yesterday Mary B. is a POW with a Purple Heart (for her gas station robbery) in yesterday Mary B. is a POW with a Purple Heart (for her gas station robbery) in Pink On Easter  Pink On Easter  Pink On Easter  Pink On Easter 
ready to log on to a Los Alamos Super Computer for the RxCure forready to log on to a Los Alamos Super Computer for the RxCure forready to log on to a Los Alamos Super Computer for the RxCure forready to log on to a Los Alamos Super Computer for the RxCure for Breast Cancer. Numb Nuts Mad Men, drunkards of course keep Mary  Breast Cancer. Numb Nuts Mad Men, drunkards of course keep Mary  Breast Cancer. Numb Nuts Mad Men, drunkards of course keep Mary  Breast Cancer. Numb Nuts Mad Men, drunkards of course keep Mary 
B. as a POW...B. as a POW...B. as a POW...B. as a POW... on Easter and counting...  on Easter and counting...  on Easter and counting...  on Easter and counting... 

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened before the Big14 "Discover what happened before the Big14 "Discover what happened before the Big14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... All George Orwell Observers wonder Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... All George Orwell Observers wonder Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... All George Orwell Observers wonder Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... All George Orwell Observers wonder about  about  about  about 
before the Big Bang and why Snowden + Pope Francis didn't LEAK the "Poisonbefore the Big Bang and why Snowden + Pope Francis didn't LEAK the "Poisonbefore the Big Bang and why Snowden + Pope Francis didn't LEAK the "Poisonbefore the Big Bang and why Snowden + Pope Francis didn't LEAK the "Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust II" over Easter... Well now we have  Gas Exhaust Holocaust II" over Easter... Well now we have  Gas Exhaust Holocaust II" over Easter... Well now we have  Gas Exhaust Holocaust II" over Easter... Well now we have 
Cuban Movies and willCuban Movies and willCuban Movies and willCuban Movies and will Castro order one made of Miami Cuban's with Childhood Cancer by the 10's of Castro order one made of Miami Cuban's with Childhood Cancer by the 10's of Castro order one made of Miami Cuban's with Childhood Cancer by the 10's of Castro order one made of Miami Cuban's with Childhood Cancer by the 10's of thousands since 1980 Model  thousands since 1980 Model  thousands since 1980 Model  thousands since 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort... or will we have toElectricWindmillFord Escort... or will we have toElectricWindmillFord Escort... or will we have toElectricWindmillFord Escort... or will we have to Escort Castro to the Saint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital wards... I think Bush Escort Castro to the Saint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital wards... I think Bush Escort Castro to the Saint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital wards... I think Bush Escort Castro to the Saint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital wards... I think Bush + Castro  + Castro  + Castro  + Castro 
took the $1 Trillion in Oil Kickback Money and Ran to the Swiss bank,took the $1 Trillion in Oil Kickback Money and Ran to the Swiss bank,took the $1 Trillion in Oil Kickback Money and Ran to the Swiss bank,took the $1 Trillion in Oil Kickback Money and Ran to the Swiss bank, same Banks Hitler used... Cuba will dedicate this year's Havana  same Banks Hitler used... Cuba will dedicate this year's Havana  same Banks Hitler used... Cuba will dedicate this year's Havana  same Banks Hitler used... Cuba will dedicate this year's Havana 
Film Festival toFilm Festival toFilm Festival toFilm Festival to the late Nobel Prize the late Nobel Prize the late Nobel Prize the late Nobel Prize----winning novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Garcia Marquez waswinning novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Garcia Marquez waswinning novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Garcia Marquez waswinning novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Garcia Marquez was a longtime friend of former leader  a longtime friend of former leader  a longtime friend of former leader  a longtime friend of former leader 
Fidel Castro and also a major backer ofFidel Castro and also a major backer ofFidel Castro and also a major backer ofFidel Castro and also a major backer of Cuba's marquee international cinema bash.  Cuba's marquee international cinema bash.  Cuba's marquee international cinema bash.  Cuba's marquee international cinema bash. 

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what14 "Discover what14 "Discover what14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Saudi Arabia happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Saudi Arabia happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Saudi Arabia happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... Saudi Arabia Reports 11 New MERS Cases as  Reports 11 New MERS Cases as  Reports 11 New MERS Cases as  Reports 11 New MERS Cases as 
Virus Spreads to Mecca. A woman wears a surgicalVirus Spreads to Mecca. A woman wears a surgicalVirus Spreads to Mecca. A woman wears a surgicalVirus Spreads to Mecca. A woman wears a surgical mask as she leaves a hospital emergency department in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, on mask as she leaves a hospital emergency department in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, on mask as she leaves a hospital emergency department in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, on mask as she leaves a hospital emergency department in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, on
Tuesday, April 22, 2014. The Ministry of Health said on April 21 that 12 moreTuesday, April 22, 2014. The Ministry of Health said on April 21 that 12 moreTuesday, April 22, 2014. The Ministry of Health said on April 21 that 12 moreTuesday, April 22, 2014. The Ministry of Health said on April 21 that 12 more people tested positive for corona virus, bringing the total  people tested positive for corona virus, bringing the total  people tested positive for corona virus, bringing the total  people tested positive for corona virus, bringing the total 
number of ... Miaminumber of ... Miaminumber of ... Miaminumber of ... Miami Cuban's with Childhood Cancer by the 10's of thousands since 1980 Model Cuban's with Childhood Cancer by the 10's of thousands since 1980 Model Cuban's with Childhood Cancer by the 10's of thousands since 1980 Model Cuban's with Childhood Cancer by the 10's of thousands since 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort... or will we  ElectricWindmillFord Escort... or will we  ElectricWindmillFord Escort... or will we  ElectricWindmillFord Escort... or will we 
have to Escort Castro to the Sainthave to Escort Castro to the Sainthave to Escort Castro to the Sainthave to Escort Castro to the Saint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital wards...  Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital wards...  Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital wards...  Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital wards... 

4444----23232323----14 Greg has to comment on14 Greg has to comment on14 Greg has to comment on14 Greg has to comment on Yale Today News, 1 st Apple Patents and 1,001 Invention Projects... there is not Yale Today News, 1 st Apple Patents and 1,001 Invention Projects... there is not Yale Today News, 1 st Apple Patents and 1,001 Invention Projects... there is not Yale Today News, 1 st Apple Patents and 1,001 Invention Projects... there is not an App for iPhone5s yet,  an App for iPhone5s yet,  an App for iPhone5s yet,  an App for iPhone5s yet, 
not in the Apple Store... or on Yale Campus, when...not in the Apple Store... or on Yale Campus, when...not in the Apple Store... or on Yale Campus, when...not in the Apple Store... or on Yale Campus, when... Yale professor Judith Chevalier testified for Samsung as an expert witness. Yale professor Judith Chevalier testified for Samsung as an expert witness. Yale professor Judith Chevalier testified for Samsung as an expert witness. Yale professor Judith Chevalier testified for Samsung as an expert witness. Chevalier  Chevalier  Chevalier  Chevalier 
said the Apple patents in dispute are worth $38 million in contrast tosaid the Apple patents in dispute are worth $38 million in contrast tosaid the Apple patents in dispute are worth $38 million in contrast tosaid the Apple patents in dispute are worth $38 million in contrast to the billions in damages sought by Apple for 37 million infringed  the billions in damages sought by Apple for 37 million infringed  the billions in damages sought by Apple for 37 million infringed  the billions in damages sought by Apple for 37 million infringed 
devices. askdevices. askdevices. askdevices. ask Yale Cross Campus to write Cook.. and Judith to do the $ math for 1,001 IP Apps Yale Cross Campus to write Cook.. and Judith to do the $ math for 1,001 IP Apps Yale Cross Campus to write Cook.. and Judith to do the $ math for 1,001 IP Apps Yale Cross Campus to write Cook.. and Judith to do the $ math for 1,001 IP Apps not on Yale's Web page today or in this  not on Yale's Web page today or in this  not on Yale's Web page today or in this  not on Yale's Web page today or in this 
news, it cost Humanity on Earth Day thenews, it cost Humanity on Earth Day thenews, it cost Humanity on Earth Day thenews, it cost Humanity on Earth Day the RxCure for Breast Cancer that is added to H2O like fluoride was for no more RxCure for Breast Cancer that is added to H2O like fluoride was for no more RxCure for Breast Cancer that is added to H2O like fluoride was for no more RxCure for Breast Cancer that is added to H2O like fluoride was for no more cavities...  cavities...  cavities...  cavities... 
another Yale suppressed Invention. Cross Campus | 3:30 am | Aprilanother Yale suppressed Invention. Cross Campus | 3:30 am | Aprilanother Yale suppressed Invention. Cross Campus | 3:30 am | Aprilanother Yale suppressed Invention. Cross Campus | 3:30 am | April 23, 2014 | By Yale Daily News Wednesday 23, 2014 | By Yale Daily News Wednesday 23, 2014 | By Yale Daily News Wednesday 23, 2014 | By Yale Daily News Wednesday’’’’s XC | 4.23 Stars XC | 4.23 Stars XC | 4.23 Stars XC | 4.23 Star----studded studded studded studded 
Service Day.Service Day.Service Day.Service Day. Four of Yale Four of Yale Four of Yale Four of Yale’’’’s most distinguished alumni from two of Americas most distinguished alumni from two of Americas most distinguished alumni from two of Americas most distinguished alumni from two of America’’’’s most prominents most prominents most prominents most prominent political families will be honorary chairs  political families will be honorary chairs  political families will be honorary chairs  political families will be honorary chairs 
for the upcoming Yale Day of Service,for the upcoming Yale Day of Service,for the upcoming Yale Day of Service,for the upcoming Yale Day of Service, scheduled this year for May 10: former U.S. Presidents George H.W. Bush  scheduled this year for May 10: former U.S. Presidents George H.W. Bush  scheduled this year for May 10: former U.S. Presidents George H.W. Bush  scheduled this year for May 10: former U.S. Presidents George H.W. Bush ’’’’48,48,48,48, George W. Bush  George W. Bush  George W. Bush  George W. Bush ’’’’68 68 68 68 
and Bill Clinton LAW and Bill Clinton LAW and Bill Clinton LAW and Bill Clinton LAW ’’’’73 as well as former Secretary of State73 as well as former Secretary of State73 as well as former Secretary of State73 as well as former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton LAW  Hillary Clinton LAW  Hillary Clinton LAW  Hillary Clinton LAW ’’’’73. Yale Day of Service hosted 232 service sites last 73. Yale Day of Service hosted 232 service sites last 73. Yale Day of Service hosted 232 service sites last 73. Yale Day of Service hosted 232 service sites last 
yearyearyearyear where over 3,500 Yale alumni and their families and friends participated across where over 3,500 Yale alumni and their families and friends participated across where over 3,500 Yale alumni and their families and friends participated across where over 3,500 Yale alumni and their families and friends participated across 16 countries. Bad apples. On Monday, during  16 countries. Bad apples. On Monday, during  16 countries. Bad apples. On Monday, during  16 countries. Bad apples. On Monday, during 
the Applethe Applethe Applethe Apple----SamsungSamsungSamsungSamsung patent patent patent patent----infringement trial that has been taking place in San José, Calif., Yaleinfringement trial that has been taking place in San José, Calif., Yaleinfringement trial that has been taking place in San José, Calif., Yaleinfringement trial that has been taking place in San José, Calif., Yale professor Judith Chevalier testified for  professor Judith Chevalier testified for  professor Judith Chevalier testified for  professor Judith Chevalier testified for 
Samsung as an expert witness. ChevalierSamsung as an expert witness. ChevalierSamsung as an expert witness. ChevalierSamsung as an expert witness. Chevalier said the Apple patents in dispute are worth $38 million in contrast to the said the Apple patents in dispute are worth $38 million in contrast to the said the Apple patents in dispute are worth $38 million in contrast to the said the Apple patents in dispute are worth $38 million in contrast to the billions in damages  billions in damages  billions in damages  billions in damages 
sought by Apple for 37 million infringed devices.sought by Apple for 37 million infringed devices.sought by Apple for 37 million infringed devices.sought by Apple for 37 million infringed devices.

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 414 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 414 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 414 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat  Wives Coup D'Etat  Wives Coup D'Etat  Wives Coup D'Etat 

4444----23232323----14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!"14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!"14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!"14 "Discover what happened before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... laughing shrieks from the 4 wives across the We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... laughing shrieks from the 4 wives across the We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... laughing shrieks from the 4 wives across the We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... laughing shrieks from the 4 wives across the
vast distances in George Owrells Universe "Home Alone At Earth" On Earth Day...vast distances in George Owrells Universe "Home Alone At Earth" On Earth Day...vast distances in George Owrells Universe "Home Alone At Earth" On Earth Day...vast distances in George Owrells Universe "Home Alone At Earth" On Earth Day... wow... Greg "High Noon Science Fiction Aliens Movie"  wow... Greg "High Noon Science Fiction Aliens Movie"  wow... Greg "High Noon Science Fiction Aliens Movie"  wow... Greg "High Noon Science Fiction Aliens Movie" 
Tomorrow... 4 Alien WivesTomorrow... 4 Alien WivesTomorrow... 4 Alien WivesTomorrow... 4 Alien Wives do Coup on their Numb Nuts Mad Men... grin, not a comedy they stop the killing do Coup on their Numb Nuts Mad Men... grin, not a comedy they stop the killing do Coup on their Numb Nuts Mad Men... grin, not a comedy they stop the killing do Coup on their Numb Nuts Mad Men... grin, not a comedy they stop the killing of 19K SWF by drunk troops  of 19K SWF by drunk troops  of 19K SWF by drunk troops  of 19K SWF by drunk troops 
coming home from Alien Wars, broke from spending allcoming home from Alien Wars, broke from spending allcoming home from Alien Wars, broke from spending allcoming home from Alien Wars, broke from spending all their money on Allah's Prostitutes... to finance the wars for the Saudi their money on Allah's Prostitutes... to finance the wars for the Saudi their money on Allah's Prostitutes... to finance the wars for the Saudi their money on Allah's Prostitutes... to finance the wars for the Saudi Kings!...  Kings!...  Kings!...  Kings!... 
1/2 a comedy... grin! 1/2 a comedy... grin! 1/2 a comedy... grin! 1/2 a comedy... grin! 

4444----22222222----14 "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang"14 "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang"14 "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang"14 "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" What happened before the Big Bang? The conventional answer to that question is What happened before the Big Bang? The conventional answer to that question is What happened before the Big Bang? The conventional answer to that question is What happened before the Big Bang? The conventional answer to that question is
usually, usually, usually, usually, ““““There is no such thing as There is no such thing as There is no such thing as There is no such thing as ‘‘‘‘before the Big Bang.before the Big Bang.before the Big Bang.before the Big Bang.’’’’””””

4444----22222222----14141414 "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" "Invention Intelligence Reports" the "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" "Invention Intelligence Reports" the "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" "Invention Intelligence Reports" the "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will "Discover what happened  program that will "Discover what happened  program that will "Discover what happened  program that will "Discover what happened 
before the Big Bang!" We need the 4before the Big Bang!" We need the 4before the Big Bang!" We need the 4before the Big Bang!" We need the 4 Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s + billions of people to perfect Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s + billions of people to perfect Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s + billions of people to perfect Wives Coup D'Etat to get this app into iPhone5s + billions of people to perfect it, brainstorm it!  it, brainstorm it!  it, brainstorm it!  it, brainstorm it! 

4444----22222222----14 "There will be the Start of Star Travels"14 "There will be the Start of Star Travels"14 "There will be the Start of Star Travels"14 "There will be the Start of Star Travels" after the LEAK of the Suppressed ElectricWindmillFord Escort, Free Healthcare, after the LEAK of the Suppressed ElectricWindmillFord Escort, Free Healthcare, after the LEAK of the Suppressed ElectricWindmillFord Escort, Free Healthcare, after the LEAK of the Suppressed ElectricWindmillFord Escort, Free Healthcare, University  University  University  University 
Free... revenge on Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah for gas stationFree... revenge on Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah for gas stationFree... revenge on Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah for gas stationFree... revenge on Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah for gas station robberies since 1980... wow!  robberies since 1980... wow!  robberies since 1980... wow!  robberies since 1980... wow! 

4444----22222222----14 14 14 14 ““““speculative researchspeculative researchspeculative researchspeculative research”””” Quarks? TheQuarks? TheQuarks? TheQuarks? The new movie by Mary B... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" Plot for a new movie by Mary B... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" Plot for a new movie by Mary B... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" Plot for a new movie by Mary B... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" Plot for a really good  really good  really good  really good 
movie about particle Physics George Orwell deleted from our Moviesmovie about particle Physics George Orwell deleted from our Moviesmovie about particle Physics George Orwell deleted from our Moviesmovie about particle Physics George Orwell deleted from our Movies by Sony... not a comedy!  by Sony... not a comedy!  by Sony... not a comedy!  by Sony... not a comedy! 

4444----22222222----14 "There was A Universe Before the Big14 "There was A Universe Before the Big14 "There was A Universe Before the Big14 "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will "Discover what Bang" "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will "Discover what Bang" "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will "Discover what Bang" "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will "Discover what happened  happened  happened  happened 
before the Big Bang!" Then "Invention Intelligence Reports" will be thebefore the Big Bang!" Then "Invention Intelligence Reports" will be thebefore the Big Bang!" Then "Invention Intelligence Reports" will be thebefore the Big Bang!" Then "Invention Intelligence Reports" will be the most widely used tools across the globe. Microsoft empowers Excel  most widely used tools across the globe. Microsoft empowers Excel  most widely used tools across the globe. Microsoft empowers Excel  most widely used tools across the globe. Microsoft empowers Excel 
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users tousers tousers tousers to create Business Intelligence reports quickly in Excel... out of date is hard to create Business Intelligence reports quickly in Excel... out of date is hard to create Business Intelligence reports quickly in Excel... out of date is hard to create Business Intelligence reports quickly in Excel... out of date is hard to find on Bill + Melinda's products!  find on Bill + Melinda's products!  find on Bill + Melinda's products!  find on Bill + Melinda's products! 

4444----22222222----14 "There was A Universe Before14 "There was A Universe Before14 "There was A Universe Before14 "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" Most of us are familiar with the Big Bang theory, a cataclysmic the Big Bang" Most of us are familiar with the Big Bang theory, a cataclysmic the Big Bang" Most of us are familiar with the Big Bang theory, a cataclysmic the Big Bang" Most of us are familiar with the Big Bang theory, a cataclysmic explosion  explosion  explosion  explosion 
responsible for the expansion of the universe... In fact, a recentresponsible for the expansion of the universe... In fact, a recentresponsible for the expansion of the universe... In fact, a recentresponsible for the expansion of the universe... In fact, a recent study shows that half of study respondents said they were "not too  study shows that half of study respondents said they were "not too  study shows that half of study respondents said they were "not too  study shows that half of study respondents said they were "not too 
confident" orconfident" orconfident" orconfident" or "not at all confident" that "the universe began with a big bang." The Universe "not at all confident" that "the universe began with a big bang." The Universe "not at all confident" that "the universe began with a big bang." The Universe "not at all confident" that "the universe began with a big bang." The Universe began before the Big Bang!  began before the Big Bang!  began before the Big Bang!  began before the Big Bang! 

4444----22222222----14 CIA 14 CIA 14 CIA 14 CIA ---- Numb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts DictatorsNumb Nuts Dictators Disinformation will never mention on the front page of the New York Times... Disinformation will never mention on the front page of the New York Times... Disinformation will never mention on the front page of the New York Times... Disinformation will never mention on the front page of the New York Times... Before the Big Bang  Before the Big Bang  Before the Big Bang  Before the Big Bang 
the Universe Really Began... even the Nobel Numb Nuts whothe Universe Really Began... even the Nobel Numb Nuts whothe Universe Really Began... even the Nobel Numb Nuts whothe Universe Really Began... even the Nobel Numb Nuts who took kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Allah oil revenues! grin $$$...  took kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Allah oil revenues! grin $$$...  took kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Allah oil revenues! grin $$$...  took kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Allah oil revenues! grin $$$... 
DuchenneDuchenneDuchenneDuchenne muscular dystrophy, a devastating disease... BP Oil Men, DEVASTATING Holocaust muscular dystrophy, a devastating disease... BP Oil Men, DEVASTATING Holocaust muscular dystrophy, a devastating disease... BP Oil Men, DEVASTATING Holocaust muscular dystrophy, a devastating disease... BP Oil Men, DEVASTATING Holocaust II... Snowden will not LEAK.  II... Snowden will not LEAK.  II... Snowden will not LEAK.  II... Snowden will not LEAK. 

4444----22222222----14 Antagonistic to established facts,"14 Antagonistic to established facts,"14 Antagonistic to established facts,"14 Antagonistic to established facts," said 2013 Nobel Prize in medicine winner Randy Schekman of the University of said 2013 Nobel Prize in medicine winner Randy Schekman of the University of said 2013 Nobel Prize in medicine winner Randy Schekman of the University of said 2013 Nobel Prize in medicine winner Randy Schekman of the University of California,  California,  California,  California, 
Berkeley, via The New York Daily News. Randy got $$$ Billions fromBerkeley, via The New York Daily News. Randy got $$$ Billions fromBerkeley, via The New York Daily News. Randy got $$$ Billions fromBerkeley, via The New York Daily News. Randy got $$$ Billions from Medicare, more $$$ Billions doing Organ Transplants for Saudi  Medicare, more $$$ Billions doing Organ Transplants for Saudi  Medicare, more $$$ Billions doing Organ Transplants for Saudi  Medicare, more $$$ Billions doing Organ Transplants for Saudi 
Princes... andPrinces... andPrinces... andPrinces... and more Billions from the Nobel Numb Nuts who have $7 Trillion in oil revenues more Billions from the Nobel Numb Nuts who have $7 Trillion in oil revenues more Billions from the Nobel Numb Nuts who have $7 Trillion in oil revenues more Billions from the Nobel Numb Nuts who have $7 Trillion in oil revenues since the 1980 invention and world wide  since the 1980 invention and world wide  since the 1980 invention and world wide  since the 1980 invention and world wide 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillcarsuppression of the ElectricWindmillcarsuppression of the ElectricWindmillcarsuppression of the ElectricWindmillcar Era... Plot for a Really Good Movie... "There was A Universe Before the Big Era... Plot for a Really Good Movie... "There was A Universe Before the Big Era... Plot for a Really Good Movie... "There was A Universe Before the Big Era... Plot for a Really Good Movie... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang"  Bang"  Bang"  Bang" 

4444----22222222----14 Tale of Two Chicago: Violence Plagues City's South, West14 Tale of Two Chicago: Violence Plagues City's South, West14 Tale of Two Chicago: Violence Plagues City's South, West14 Tale of Two Chicago: Violence Plagues City's South, West Sides... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang"  Sides... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang"  Sides... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang"  Sides... "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" 

4444----22222222----14 Broomberg's14 Broomberg's14 Broomberg's14 Broomberg's 2nd home in Saudi Arabia, Public Funding for Higher Ed Inches Up at Last. Don't 2nd home in Saudi Arabia, Public Funding for Higher Ed Inches Up at Last. Don't 2nd home in Saudi Arabia, Public Funding for Higher Ed Inches Up at Last. Don't 2nd home in Saudi Arabia, Public Funding for Higher Ed Inches Up at Last. Don't Expect Cheaper... By Karen  Expect Cheaper... By Karen  Expect Cheaper... By Karen  Expect Cheaper... By Karen 
Weise at Broomberg BusinessWeek. "There was AWeise at Broomberg BusinessWeek. "There was AWeise at Broomberg BusinessWeek. "There was AWeise at Broomberg BusinessWeek. "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" There were Combines before there were 10,000 Universe Before the Big Bang" There were Combines before there were 10,000 Universe Before the Big Bang" There were Combines before there were 10,000 Universe Before the Big Bang" There were Combines before there were 10,000 Helicopter  Helicopter  Helicopter  Helicopter 
Combines fueled via 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ Combines fueled via 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ Combines fueled via 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ Combines fueled via 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254C.. 10,000254C.. 10,000254C.. 10,000254C.. 10,000 Yale Key West Medical schools, 10,000 Yale International Airport  Yale Key West Medical schools, 10,000 Yale International Airport  Yale Key West Medical schools, 10,000 Yale International Airport  Yale Key West Medical schools, 10,000 Yale International Airport 
MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical Schools... nothing for Saudia Arabia, Mecca, Allah as sanctions will get them Schools... nothing for Saudia Arabia, Mecca, Allah as sanctions will get them Schools... nothing for Saudia Arabia, Mecca, Allah as sanctions will get them Schools... nothing for Saudia Arabia, Mecca, Allah as sanctions will get them sick as Hell for infecting every American with  sick as Hell for infecting every American with  sick as Hell for infecting every American with  sick as Hell for infecting every American with 
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Hamlet"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Hamlet"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Hamlet"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Hamlet the Oil Man!  the Oil Man!  the Oil Man!  the Oil Man! 

4444----22222222----14 Tale of Two... Steve Jobs the lunch meat eater +14 Tale of Two... Steve Jobs the lunch meat eater +14 Tale of Two... Steve Jobs the lunch meat eater +14 Tale of Two... Steve Jobs the lunch meat eater + expensive ElectricWindmillFord Escorts he never bought every Apple employee... expensive ElectricWindmillFord Escorts he never bought every Apple employee... expensive ElectricWindmillFord Escorts he never bought every Apple employee... expensive ElectricWindmillFord Escorts he never bought every Apple employee...

4444----22222222----14 Tale of Two... Acute myelogenous leukemia... is linked to14 Tale of Two... Acute myelogenous leukemia... is linked to14 Tale of Two... Acute myelogenous leukemia... is linked to14 Tale of Two... Acute myelogenous leukemia... is linked to cigarette smoke, which contains benzene and other known cancer cigarette smoke, which contains benzene and other known cancer cigarette smoke, which contains benzene and other known cancer cigarette smoke, which contains benzene and other known cancer----
causingcausingcausingcausing chemicals. Why Is Autism on the Rise? Benzene is an organic chemical compound chemicals. Why Is Autism on the Rise? Benzene is an organic chemical compound chemicals. Why Is Autism on the Rise? Benzene is an organic chemical compound chemicals. Why Is Autism on the Rise? Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the mole with the mole with the mole with the molecular formula C6H6. Its cular formula C6H6. Its cular formula C6H6. Its cular formula C6H6. Its 
molecule is composed of 6 carbon atomsmolecule is composed of 6 carbon atomsmolecule is composed of 6 carbon atomsmolecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom attached to each carbon atom. Because its joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom attached to each carbon atom. Because its joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom attached to each carbon atom. Because its joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom attached to each carbon atom. Because its molecules  molecules  molecules  molecules 
contain only carbon and hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as acontain only carbon and hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as acontain only carbon and hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as acontain only carbon and hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural constituent of crude oil, and is  hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural constituent of crude oil, and is  hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural constituent of crude oil, and is  hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural constituent of crude oil, and is 
one of theone of theone of theone of the most elementary petrochemicals.  most elementary petrochemicals.  most elementary petrochemicals.  most elementary petrochemicals. 

4444----22222222----14 Tale of Two... Sanctions for14 Tale of Two... Sanctions for14 Tale of Two... Sanctions for14 Tale of Two... Sanctions for "Drunk Men killing SWF's" is never news via Obama...  "Drunk Men killing SWF's" is never news via Obama...  "Drunk Men killing SWF's" is never news via Obama...  "Drunk Men killing SWF's" is never news via Obama... 

4444----22222222----14 "There was14 "There was14 "There was14 "There was A Universe Before the Big Bang" What happened before the Big Bang? The A Universe Before the Big Bang" What happened before the Big Bang? The A Universe Before the Big Bang" What happened before the Big Bang? The A Universe Before the Big Bang" What happened before the Big Bang? The conventional answer to that question is  conventional answer to that question is  conventional answer to that question is  conventional answer to that question is 
usually, usually, usually, usually, ““““There is no such thing asThere is no such thing asThere is no such thing asThere is no such thing as ‘‘‘‘before the Big Bang.before the Big Bang.before the Big Bang.before the Big Bang.’’’’”””” ThatThatThatThat’’’’s the event that started it all. But the rights the event that started it all. But the rights the event that started it all. But the rights the event that started it all. But the right answer, says physicist Sean  answer, says physicist Sean  answer, says physicist Sean  answer, says physicist Sean 
Carroll, is, Carroll, is, Carroll, is, Carroll, is, ““““We just donWe just donWe just donWe just don’’’’t know.t know.t know.t know.”””” Carroll, as wellCarroll, as wellCarroll, as wellCarroll, as well as many other physicists and cosmologists have begun to consider the possibility as many other physicists and cosmologists have begun to consider the possibility as many other physicists and cosmologists have begun to consider the possibility as many other physicists and cosmologists have begun to consider the possibility of  of  of  of 
time before the Big Bang, as well as alternative theories of how our universetime before the Big Bang, as well as alternative theories of how our universetime before the Big Bang, as well as alternative theories of how our universetime before the Big Bang, as well as alternative theories of how our universe came to be. Carroll discussed this type of  came to be. Carroll discussed this type of  came to be. Carroll discussed this type of  came to be. Carroll discussed this type of ““““speculative speculative speculative speculative 
researchresearchresearchresearch””””

1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe  ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe  ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe  ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe 

ofofofof these George Orwell  these George Orwell  these George Orwell  these George Orwell 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of 

thethethethe ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe of ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe of ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe of ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe of these George Orwell  these George Orwell  these George Orwell  these George Orwell 

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make Easter Parade II, wow, your (breast are) covered in pink, guess you to make Easter Parade II, wow, your (breast are) covered in pink, guess you to make Easter Parade II, wow, your (breast are) covered in pink, guess you to make Easter Parade II, wow, your (breast are) covered in pink, guess you're ready  you're ready  you're ready  you're ready 
for my license plate... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... afor my license plate... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... afor my license plate... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... afor my license plate... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" laughing shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" laughing shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" laughing shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon"
yesterday! yesterday! yesterday! yesterday! 

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing
shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for your 2014 Easter one to14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for your 2014 Easter one to14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for your 2014 Easter one to14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for your 2014 Easter one to remember coming out of the So... White Saint Paul's Church. Now  remember coming out of the So... White Saint Paul's Church. Now  remember coming out of the So... White Saint Paul's Church. Now  remember coming out of the So... White Saint Paul's Church. Now 
for 50 pages offor 50 pages offor 50 pages offor 50 pages of notes on the Frontal Lobe... what did you just say... grin  notes on the Frontal Lobe... what did you just say... grin  notes on the Frontal Lobe... what did you just say... grin  notes on the Frontal Lobe... what did you just say... grin 

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... More on the Frontal Lobe and things to remember to inspire before Human  More on the Frontal Lobe and things to remember to inspire before Human  More on the Frontal Lobe and things to remember to inspire before Human  More on the Frontal Lobe and things to remember to inspire before Human 
KindKindKindKind Expires via Navy Super Carriers is Gregs invention about the time of this Expires via Navy Super Carriers is Gregs invention about the time of this Expires via Navy Super Carriers is Gregs invention about the time of this Expires via Navy Super Carriers is Gregs invention about the time of this hurricane is the 1001 Helicopter Combines suppressed at  hurricane is the 1001 Helicopter Combines suppressed at  hurricane is the 1001 Helicopter Combines suppressed at  hurricane is the 1001 Helicopter Combines suppressed at 
the Navy HQ for more JFKthe Navy HQ for more JFKthe Navy HQ for more JFKthe Navy HQ for more JFK Super Carriers not yet in the "Plot"... Naval Air Station Key West's newest Super Carriers not yet in the "Plot"... Naval Air Station Key West's newest Super Carriers not yet in the "Plot"... Naval Air Station Key West's newest Super Carriers not yet in the "Plot"... Naval Air Station Key West's newest executive officer, Cmdr. Pornchai  executive officer, Cmdr. Pornchai  executive officer, Cmdr. Pornchai  executive officer, Cmdr. Pornchai 
Davidson, flew a helicopter over theDavidson, flew a helicopter over theDavidson, flew a helicopter over theDavidson, flew a helicopter over the Southernmost City after Hurricane Wilma hit in 2005 and the image never left Southernmost City after Hurricane Wilma hit in 2005 and the image never left Southernmost City after Hurricane Wilma hit in 2005 and the image never left Southernmost City after Hurricane Wilma hit in 2005 and the image never left him. Frontal Lobe  him. Frontal Lobe  him. Frontal Lobe  him. Frontal Lobe 
memory image of 15 billion people is not in any Admiralsmemory image of 15 billion people is not in any Admiralsmemory image of 15 billion people is not in any Admiralsmemory image of 15 billion people is not in any Admirals Frontal Lobe... if it was the Navy would LEAK the 1,001 Helicopter Combines  Frontal Lobe... if it was the Navy would LEAK the 1,001 Helicopter Combines  Frontal Lobe... if it was the Navy would LEAK the 1,001 Helicopter Combines  Frontal Lobe... if it was the Navy would LEAK the 1,001 Helicopter Combines 
totototo feed 15 billion are suppressed... "High Noon" Today! LEAK the Helicopter feed 15 billion are suppressed... "High Noon" Today! LEAK the Helicopter feed 15 billion are suppressed... "High Noon" Today! LEAK the Helicopter feed 15 billion are suppressed... "High Noon" Today! LEAK the Helicopter Combines, Pope is headed for Hell, Helicopter combines are a  Combines, Pope is headed for Hell, Helicopter combines are a  Combines, Pope is headed for Hell, Helicopter combines are a  Combines, Pope is headed for Hell, Helicopter combines are a 
Godsend to feed 15Godsend to feed 15Godsend to feed 15Godsend to feed 15 billion people! Image of this!  billion people! Image of this!  billion people! Image of this!  billion people! Image of this! 

4444----21212121----14 "High Oil Price!" French in Sudan14 "High Oil Price!" French in Sudan14 "High Oil Price!" French in Sudan14 "High Oil Price!" French in Sudan for "High Oil Revenues" French Foreign Legion killing for the French King George for "High Oil Revenues" French Foreign Legion killing for the French King George for "High Oil Revenues" French Foreign Legion killing for the French King George for "High Oil Revenues" French Foreign Legion killing for the French King George Orwell's oil  Orwell's oil  Orwell's oil  Orwell's oil 
wealth movie! Rebels slaughter civilians in South Sudan town: UNwealth movie! Rebels slaughter civilians in South Sudan town: UNwealth movie! Rebels slaughter civilians in South Sudan town: UNwealth movie! Rebels slaughter civilians in South Sudan town: UN REBEL gunmen in South Sudan massacred  REBEL gunmen in South Sudan massacred  REBEL gunmen in South Sudan massacred  REBEL gunmen in South Sudan massacred ““““hundredshundredshundredshundreds”””” of civilians of civilians of civilians of civilians 
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because of theirbecause of theirbecause of theirbecause of their ethnicity when they captured a key oil town last week, the UN said as it called ethnicity when they captured a key oil town last week, the UN said as it called ethnicity when they captured a key oil town last week, the UN said as it called ethnicity when they captured a key oil town last week, the UN said as it called for a probe into one of the worst  for a probe into one of the worst  for a probe into one of the worst  for a probe into one of the worst 
reported atrocities in the warreported atrocities in the warreported atrocities in the warreported atrocities in the war----torn nation...torn nation...torn nation...torn nation... 100 million world wide with Sudan Oil Exhaust in their blood is a French Crime 100 million world wide with Sudan Oil Exhaust in their blood is a French Crime 100 million world wide with Sudan Oil Exhaust in their blood is a French Crime 100 million world wide with Sudan Oil Exhaust in their blood is a French Crime Against  Against  Against  Against 
Humanity the UN will never report like it reported this massacre inHumanity the UN will never report like it reported this massacre inHumanity the UN will never report like it reported this massacre inHumanity the UN will never report like it reported this massacre in Sudan.  Sudan.  Sudan.  Sudan. 

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make a14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make a14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make a14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make a FBI Realistic TV or Movie. "Cash" is the name of the Landlord after Victor FBI Realistic TV or Movie. "Cash" is the name of the Landlord after Victor FBI Realistic TV or Movie. "Cash" is the name of the Landlord after Victor FBI Realistic TV or Movie. "Cash" is the name of the Landlord after Victor
Cushman... grin and his manager is his mistress. Ouch! A man arrested byCushman... grin and his manager is his mistress. Ouch! A man arrested byCushman... grin and his manager is his mistress. Ouch! A man arrested byCushman... grin and his manager is his mistress. Ouch! A man arrested by undercover FBI agents who said he schemed in Key West to  undercover FBI agents who said he schemed in Key West to  undercover FBI agents who said he schemed in Key West to  undercover FBI agents who said he schemed in Key West to 
cash tens of thousandscash tens of thousandscash tens of thousandscash tens of thousands in fraudulent tax return checks pleaded guilty! FBI agents rent in Key West and in fraudulent tax return checks pleaded guilty! FBI agents rent in Key West and in fraudulent tax return checks pleaded guilty! FBI agents rent in Key West and in fraudulent tax return checks pleaded guilty! FBI agents rent in Key West and fly into Key West, yet they don't  fly into Key West, yet they don't  fly into Key West, yet they don't  fly into Key West, yet they don't 
make up Movie Plots ie "Cash" is the name ofmake up Movie Plots ie "Cash" is the name ofmake up Movie Plots ie "Cash" is the name ofmake up Movie Plots ie "Cash" is the name of their landlord in Key West... grin!  their landlord in Key West... grin!  their landlord in Key West... grin!  their landlord in Key West... grin! 

4444----21212121----14 Yale "High Noon" Today's14 Yale "High Noon" Today's14 Yale "High Noon" Today's14 Yale "High Noon" Today's student news... 3 Plot for you to make... Students vie for food research prize. student news... 3 Plot for you to make... Students vie for food research prize. student news... 3 Plot for you to make... Students vie for food research prize. student news... 3 Plot for you to make... Students vie for food research prize. By Lillian Childress...  By Lillian Childress...  By Lillian Childress...  By Lillian Childress... 
Over the weekend, six students dueled for a prize forOver the weekend, six students dueled for a prize forOver the weekend, six students dueled for a prize forOver the weekend, six students dueled for a prize for best research in food and agriculture. Lillian Childress knows about Greg's best research in food and agriculture. Lillian Childress knows about Greg's best research in food and agriculture. Lillian Childress knows about Greg's best research in food and agriculture. Lillian Childress knows about Greg's 1,001  1,001  1,001  1,001 
Helicopter Combines for food... do I win the Yale prize? Yale Front PageHelicopter Combines for food... do I win the Yale prize? Yale Front PageHelicopter Combines for food... do I win the Yale prize? Yale Front PageHelicopter Combines for food... do I win the Yale prize? Yale Front Page Today... Incident draws attention to drug use Cocaine + Heroin  Today... Incident draws attention to drug use Cocaine + Heroin  Today... Incident draws attention to drug use Cocaine + Heroin  Today... Incident draws attention to drug use Cocaine + Heroin 
another Frontalanother Frontalanother Frontalanother Frontal Lobe note Robert Kennedy Jr and Mary Kennedy used Heroin for several years Lobe note Robert Kennedy Jr and Mary Kennedy used Heroin for several years Lobe note Robert Kennedy Jr and Mary Kennedy used Heroin for several years Lobe note Robert Kennedy Jr and Mary Kennedy used Heroin for several years before he hanged her in the Kennedy  before he hanged her in the Kennedy  before he hanged her in the Kennedy  before he hanged her in the Kennedy 
Barn!... By Marek Ramilo and Wesley Yiin.Barn!... By Marek Ramilo and Wesley Yiin.Barn!... By Marek Ramilo and Wesley Yiin.Barn!... By Marek Ramilo and Wesley Yiin. Yale... Students take stand against sexual violence... 19K SWF killed in 2014 Yale... Students take stand against sexual violence... 19K SWF killed in 2014 Yale... Students take stand against sexual violence... 19K SWF killed in 2014 Yale... Students take stand against sexual violence... 19K SWF killed in 2014 Yiin stifled this  Yiin stifled this  Yiin stifled this  Yiin stifled this 
and Frontal Lobe Lobotomy Gas added to the water.... if itand Frontal Lobe Lobotomy Gas added to the water.... if itand Frontal Lobe Lobotomy Gas added to the water.... if itand Frontal Lobe Lobotomy Gas added to the water.... if it works put it in the water, Dr Nancy By Wesley Yiin. "Last Laugh II" Movie  works put it in the water, Dr Nancy By Wesley Yiin. "Last Laugh II" Movie  works put it in the water, Dr Nancy By Wesley Yiin. "Last Laugh II" Movie  works put it in the water, Dr Nancy By Wesley Yiin. "Last Laugh II" Movie 
aboutaboutaboutabout the Yale Farm news and weeds at Yale dining Halls... On Friday, the Yale Farm the Yale Farm news and weeds at Yale dining Halls... On Friday, the Yale Farm the Yale Farm news and weeds at Yale dining Halls... On Friday, the Yale Farm the Yale Farm news and weeds at Yale dining Halls... On Friday, the Yale Farm taught a group of students and New Haven  taught a group of students and New Haven  taught a group of students and New Haven  taught a group of students and New Haven 
residents to make a salad out of weedsresidents to make a salad out of weedsresidents to make a salad out of weedsresidents to make a salad out of weeds found on New Haven streets. Grin! "Last Laugh II" Filmed 100% on Yale Campus! found on New Haven streets. Grin! "Last Laugh II" Filmed 100% on Yale Campus! found on New Haven streets. Grin! "Last Laugh II" Filmed 100% on Yale Campus! found on New Haven streets. Grin! "Last Laugh II" Filmed 100% on Yale Campus!

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will replace Microsoft "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will replace Microsoft "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will replace Microsoft "Invention Intelligence Reports" the program that will replace Microsoft
Excel... Then "Invention Intelligence Reports" will be the most widely usedExcel... Then "Invention Intelligence Reports" will be the most widely usedExcel... Then "Invention Intelligence Reports" will be the most widely usedExcel... Then "Invention Intelligence Reports" will be the most widely used tools across the globe. Microsoft empowers Excel users to create  tools across the globe. Microsoft empowers Excel users to create  tools across the globe. Microsoft empowers Excel users to create  tools across the globe. Microsoft empowers Excel users to create 
BusinessBusinessBusinessBusiness Intelligence reports quickly in Excel... out of date is hard to find on Bill + Intelligence reports quickly in Excel... out of date is hard to find on Bill + Intelligence reports quickly in Excel... out of date is hard to find on Bill + Intelligence reports quickly in Excel... out of date is hard to find on Bill + Melinda's products!  Melinda's products!  Melinda's products!  Melinda's products! 

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... The Incredible Movie Of How White Supremacists Inventors ready for "Star make... The Incredible Movie Of How White Supremacists Inventors ready for "Star make... The Incredible Movie Of How White Supremacists Inventors ready for "Star make... The Incredible Movie Of How White Supremacists Inventors ready for "Star
Travels" by blacks... Took Over A Tiny... Pentagon... tiny after NASA BMF firedTravels" by blacks... Took Over A Tiny... Pentagon... tiny after NASA BMF firedTravels" by blacks... Took Over A Tiny... Pentagon... tiny after NASA BMF firedTravels" by blacks... Took Over A Tiny... Pentagon... tiny after NASA BMF fired everyone at the Pentagon!  everyone at the Pentagon!  everyone at the Pentagon!  everyone at the Pentagon! 

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" Today's New York Times, 5014 Greg "High Noon" Today's New York Times, 5014 Greg "High Noon" Today's New York Times, 5014 Greg "High Noon" Today's New York Times, 50 Years Into the War on Poverty, Hardship Hits Back. By TRIP GABRIEL $777 Trillion Years Into the War on Poverty, Hardship Hits Back. By TRIP GABRIEL $777 Trillion Years Into the War on Poverty, Hardship Hits Back. By TRIP GABRIEL $777 Trillion Years Into the War on Poverty, Hardship Hits Back. By TRIP GABRIEL $777 Trillion
in Kickbacks bought the new 55 Story New York Times building, Easter Egg Lillyin Kickbacks bought the new 55 Story New York Times building, Easter Egg Lillyin Kickbacks bought the new 55 Story New York Times building, Easter Egg Lillyin Kickbacks bought the new 55 Story New York Times building, Easter Egg Lilly from Mecca to NYC. Mecca should have more homeless  from Mecca to NYC. Mecca should have more homeless  from Mecca to NYC. Mecca should have more homeless  from Mecca to NYC. Mecca should have more homeless 
than Key West Today, andthan Key West Today, andthan Key West Today, andthan Key West Today, and would if the NY Times was not one of the Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust would if the NY Times was not one of the Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust would if the NY Times was not one of the Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust would if the NY Times was not one of the Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust Masterminds!  Masterminds!  Masterminds!  Masterminds! 

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing
shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make.... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make.... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make.... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make.... "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing 
shriek fromshriek fromshriek fromshriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing 
shriek fromshriek fromshriek fromshriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You14 Greg "High Noon" Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You14 Greg "High Noon" Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You14 Greg "High Noon" Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You Expire" Movie... "Mitochondria Expire" Movie... "Mitochondria Expire" Movie... "Mitochondria Expire" Movie... "Mitochondria————organelles" they produce the energy organelles" they produce the energy organelles" they produce the energy organelles" they produce the energy 
needed forneeded forneeded forneeded for muscle, brain, and every other cell in the body + repair their broken components muscle, brain, and every other cell in the body + repair their broken components muscle, brain, and every other cell in the body + repair their broken components muscle, brain, and every other cell in the body + repair their broken components by fusing with other mitochondria and  by fusing with other mitochondria and  by fusing with other mitochondria and  by fusing with other mitochondria and 
exchanging their contents. Damaged partsexchanging their contents. Damaged partsexchanging their contents. Damaged partsexchanging their contents. Damaged parts are se are se are se are segregated for recycling and replaced with properly functioning proteinsgregated for recycling and replaced with properly functioning proteinsgregated for recycling and replaced with properly functioning proteinsgregated for recycling and replaced with properly functioning proteins donated from  donated from  donated from  donated from 
healthy mitochondria... after the Movie "Ms Dr. Orwell A Newhealthy mitochondria... after the Movie "Ms Dr. Orwell A Newhealthy mitochondria... after the Movie "Ms Dr. Orwell A Newhealthy mitochondria... after the Movie "Ms Dr. Orwell A New Dictator" of medicine, War On Cancer not women + children who live  Dictator" of medicine, War On Cancer not women + children who live  Dictator" of medicine, War On Cancer not women + children who live  Dictator" of medicine, War On Cancer not women + children who live 
belowbelowbelowbelow poverty!  poverty!  poverty!  poverty! 

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make...14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing
shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!shriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!

4444----21212121----14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire14 Greg "High Noon" yesterday! Plot for you to make... "Inspire Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing  Before You Expire" ... I'm prettier than Judy Garland... a laughing 
shriek fromshriek fromshriek fromshriek from her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday! her across the street at Claire's wow... Greg "High Noon" yesterday!

4444----20202020----14 Easter Anticipation... Pope appeals for peace in Easter14 Easter Anticipation... Pope appeals for peace in Easter14 Easter Anticipation... Pope appeals for peace in Easter14 Easter Anticipation... Pope appeals for peace in Easter Sunday address  Sunday address  Sunday address  Sunday address ---- POPE Francis LEAKS the ElectricWindmillFord Escort at  POPE Francis LEAKS the ElectricWindmillFord Escort at  POPE Francis LEAKS the ElectricWindmillFord Escort at  POPE Francis LEAKS the ElectricWindmillFord Escort at 
St.St.St.St. Peters!!! No God... in the Pope's Easter, back to "Judgment at Nuremberg" as God Peters!!! No God... in the Pope's Easter, back to "Judgment at Nuremberg" as God Peters!!! No God... in the Pope's Easter, back to "Judgment at Nuremberg" as God Peters!!! No God... in the Pope's Easter, back to "Judgment at Nuremberg" as God has no Choice, Hillary has "Hard Choices" Holocaust  has no Choice, Hillary has "Hard Choices" Holocaust  has no Choice, Hillary has "Hard Choices" Holocaust  has no Choice, Hillary has "Hard Choices" Holocaust 
II is "Benzene" in the bloodII is "Benzene" in the bloodII is "Benzene" in the bloodII is "Benzene" in the blood of pregnant Chelsea Clinton and 100 million others!  of pregnant Chelsea Clinton and 100 million others!  of pregnant Chelsea Clinton and 100 million others!  of pregnant Chelsea Clinton and 100 million others! 

4444----20202020----14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring 
Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy! 

4444----20202020----14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring 
Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy! 

4444----20202020----14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring  1948 American musical starring 
Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy! 

4444----20202020----14 196114 196114 196114 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" then Hitler in 1980 concent to the Suppression of film "Judgment at Nuremberg" then Hitler in 1980 concent to the Suppression of film "Judgment at Nuremberg" then Hitler in 1980 concent to the Suppression of film "Judgment at Nuremberg" then Hitler in 1980 concent to the Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... who  the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... who  the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... who  the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... who 
ever in Berlin in 1980 was President,ever in Berlin in 1980 was President,ever in Berlin in 1980 was President,ever in Berlin in 1980 was President, Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar to "Take Down This Berlin Wall" and signed a Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar to "Take Down This Berlin Wall" and signed a Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar to "Take Down This Berlin Wall" and signed a Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar to "Take Down This Berlin Wall" and signed a "Secret" file  "Secret" file  "Secret" file  "Secret" file 
on Mr. Buell, I have a "Secret" file leaked but not this one...on Mr. Buell, I have a "Secret" file leaked but not this one...on Mr. Buell, I have a "Secret" file leaked but not this one...on Mr. Buell, I have a "Secret" file leaked but not this one... email this one and all "Secret" files on Mr. Buell you have... grin! email this one and all "Secret" files on Mr. Buell you have... grin! email this one and all "Secret" files on Mr. Buell you have... grin! email this one and all "Secret" files on Mr. Buell you have... grin!

4444----20202020----14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring 
Judy Garland and FredJudy Garland and FredJudy Garland and FredJudy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  comedy!  comedy!  comedy! 
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4444----20202020----14 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of14 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of14 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of14 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the  the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the  the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the  the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the 
Frontal LobeFrontal LobeFrontal LobeFrontal Lobe of these George Orwell Government men... BMF's!!  of these George Orwell Government men... BMF's!!  of these George Orwell Government men... BMF's!!  of these George Orwell Government men... BMF's!! 

4444----20202020----14 Easter Parade,14 Easter Parade,14 Easter Parade,14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  American musical starring  American musical starring  American musical starring 
Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777Judy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy! 

4444----20202020----14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter Parade, a 1948 American musical starring Judy Garland and Fred Astaire featuring Parade, a 1948 American musical starring Judy Garland and Fred Astaire featuring Parade, a 1948 American musical starring Judy Garland and Fred Astaire featuring Parade, a 1948 American musical starring Judy Garland and Fred Astaire featuring music by Irving Berlin... owing  music by Irving Berlin... owing  music by Irving Berlin... owing  music by Irving Berlin... owing 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in back taxes.hundreds of thousands of dollars in back taxes.hundreds of thousands of dollars in back taxes.hundreds of thousands of dollars in back taxes. She married five times.  She married five times.  She married five times.  She married five times. 

4444----20202020----14 Easter Parade, Legal Polygamous14 Easter Parade, Legal Polygamous14 Easter Parade, Legal Polygamous14 Easter Parade, Legal Polygamous Marriages in Mecca... Judy Garland 47 years old to 99 years old like Mary B. Marriages in Mecca... Judy Garland 47 years old to 99 years old like Mary B. Marriages in Mecca... Judy Garland 47 years old to 99 years old like Mary B. Marriages in Mecca... Judy Garland 47 years old to 99 years old like Mary B. will live to be 99  will live to be 99  will live to be 99  will live to be 99 
and make 99 Movies Greg Invents for her like Easter Paradeand make 99 Movies Greg Invents for her like Easter Paradeand make 99 Movies Greg Invents for her like Easter Paradeand make 99 Movies Greg Invents for her like Easter Parade and Farrah!  and Farrah!  and Farrah!  and Farrah! 

4444----20202020----14 Easter Parade, a 1948 American musical starring Judy14 Easter Parade, a 1948 American musical starring Judy14 Easter Parade, a 1948 American musical starring Judy14 Easter Parade, a 1948 American musical starring Judy Garland + Liza May Minnelli 1946 Greg was born at Yale Hospital in  Garland + Liza May Minnelli 1946 Greg was born at Yale Hospital in  Garland + Liza May Minnelli 1946 Greg was born at Yale Hospital in  Garland + Liza May Minnelli 1946 Greg was born at Yale Hospital in 
1947. Judy1947. Judy1947. Judy1947. Judy and Liza would both be "Alive" today if Legal Polygamous Marriage was promoted and Liza would both be "Alive" today if Legal Polygamous Marriage was promoted and Liza would both be "Alive" today if Legal Polygamous Marriage was promoted and Liza would both be "Alive" today if Legal Polygamous Marriage was promoted by Garland was signed to Metro by Garland was signed to Metro by Garland was signed to Metro by Garland was signed to Metro----
GoldwynGoldwynGoldwynGoldwyn----Mayer in 2014 with the "PLOT" of theMayer in 2014 with the "PLOT" of theMayer in 2014 with the "PLOT" of theMayer in 2014 with the "PLOT" of the Movie "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare Married Life in the USA + Mecca" Movie "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare Married Life in the USA + Mecca" Movie "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare Married Life in the USA + Mecca" Movie "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare Married Life in the USA + Mecca"

1961 film "Judgment at Nurembe1961 film "Judgment at Nurembe1961 film "Judgment at Nurembe1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of therg" 1980 Suppression of therg" 1980 Suppression of therg" 1980 Suppression of the ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe  ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe  ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe  ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe 

ofofofof these George Orwell  these George Orwell  these George Orwell  these George Orwell 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of 1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of 

thethethethe ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe of ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe of ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe of ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Dr. Katrina need to get into the Frontal Lobe of these George Orwell  these George Orwell  these George Orwell  these George Orwell 

4444----20202020----14 Easter at GM, recall News NY Times recalling14 Easter at GM, recall News NY Times recalling14 Easter at GM, recall News NY Times recalling14 Easter at GM, recall News NY Times recalling all gasoline cars... Sending Alerts Instead, G.M. Delayed Car Recalls by By all gasoline cars... Sending Alerts Instead, G.M. Delayed Car Recalls by By all gasoline cars... Sending Alerts Instead, G.M. Delayed Car Recalls by By all gasoline cars... Sending Alerts Instead, G.M. Delayed Car Recalls by By
DANIELLE IVORY, REBECCA R. RUIZ and BILL VLASIC Sunday New York Times on Easter!DANIELLE IVORY, REBECCA R. RUIZ and BILL VLASIC Sunday New York Times on Easter!DANIELLE IVORY, REBECCA R. RUIZ and BILL VLASIC Sunday New York Times on Easter!DANIELLE IVORY, REBECCA R. RUIZ and BILL VLASIC Sunday New York Times on Easter!

4444----20202020----14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life14 Easter Parade, "Polygamous Easter Parade, Compare's Married Life in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring  in the USA + Mecca" a 1948 American musical starring 
Judy Garland and FredJudy Garland and FredJudy Garland and FredJudy Garland and Fred Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a Astaire... featuring $777 Trillion in Mecca from $4 gas in the USA... not a comedy!  comedy!  comedy!  comedy! 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!, about14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!, about14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!, about14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!, about the 2nd Raider Battalion's raid on Makin Island in 1942...  the 2nd Raider Battalion's raid on Makin Island in 1942...  the 2nd Raider Battalion's raid on Makin Island in 1942...  the 2nd Raider Battalion's raid on Makin Island in 1942... 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Easter Dresse's"14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Easter Dresse's"14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Easter Dresse's"14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Easter Dresse's" with 10K Windmill Prints!  with 10K Windmill Prints!  with 10K Windmill Prints!  with 10K Windmill Prints! 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Hero14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Hero14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Hero14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Hero Mary B + a Harem of Women MD's in our Frontal Lobe!  Mary B + a Harem of Women MD's in our Frontal Lobe!  Mary B + a Harem of Women MD's in our Frontal Lobe!  Mary B + a Harem of Women MD's in our Frontal Lobe! 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Sex to Inspire" the14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Sex to Inspire" the14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Sex to Inspire" the14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Sex to Inspire" the RxCure, put it in the water, Dr Nancy would say!  RxCure, put it in the water, Dr Nancy would say!  RxCure, put it in the water, Dr Nancy would say!  RxCure, put it in the water, Dr Nancy would say! 

4444----19191919----14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Enthusiastic" 24/7 work on 1,001 invention projects Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Enthusiastic" 24/7 work on 1,001 invention projects Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Enthusiastic" 24/7 work on 1,001 invention projects Anticipation... Gung Ho! "Enthusiastic" 24/7 work on 1,001 invention projects stifled since 1980 Easter by Marine  stifled since 1980 Easter by Marine  stifled since 1980 Easter by Marine  stifled since 1980 Easter by Marine 
Commanders Gung Ho on Endless War Films...Commanders Gung Ho on Endless War Films...Commanders Gung Ho on Endless War Films...Commanders Gung Ho on Endless War Films... but Star Wars!  but Star Wars!  but Star Wars!  but Star Wars! 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Super Inventions14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Super Inventions14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Super Inventions14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Super Inventions RxCure for 100 diseases + cancers... adrenaline RxCure for 100 diseases + cancers... adrenaline RxCure for 100 diseases + cancers... adrenaline RxCure for 100 diseases + cancers... adrenaline----fueled races to End in 2015 fueled races to End in 2015 fueled races to End in 2015 fueled races to End in 2015 
allallallall use of the fuels "Gasoline + Natural Gas" Prohibition more Adrenaline fueled use of the fuels "Gasoline + Natural Gas" Prohibition more Adrenaline fueled use of the fuels "Gasoline + Natural Gas" Prohibition more Adrenaline fueled use of the fuels "Gasoline + Natural Gas" Prohibition more Adrenaline fueled than alcohol prohibition Era  than alcohol prohibition Era  than alcohol prohibition Era  than alcohol prohibition Era 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Derelict George Orwell's artlessness 1943 Picasso Inspiration with each new wife Derelict George Orwell's artlessness 1943 Picasso Inspiration with each new wife Derelict George Orwell's artlessness 1943 Picasso Inspiration with each new wife Derelict George Orwell's artlessness 1943 Picasso Inspiration with each new wife film was not  film was not  film was not  film was not 
War Propaganda but Fuel for Art + Inventions! War Propaganda but Fuel for Art + Inventions! War Propaganda but Fuel for Art + Inventions! War Propaganda but Fuel for Art + Inventions! 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Snowden 14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Snowden 14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Snowden 14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Snowden ---- Putin Putin Putin Putin ---- Pope LEAD 9/11 would never have happened if the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Pope LEAD 9/11 would never have happened if the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Pope LEAD 9/11 would never have happened if the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Pope LEAD 9/11 would never have happened if the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord 
EscortEscortEscortEscort was not suppressed by George Orwell for Mecca's Godsend! $$$  was not suppressed by George Orwell for Mecca's Godsend! $$$  was not suppressed by George Orwell for Mecca's Godsend! $$$  was not suppressed by George Orwell for Mecca's Godsend! $$$ 

4444----19191919----14141414 Easter Anticipation... Hillary film, "Hard Choices" Saudi Gas or Easter Anticipation... Hillary film, "Hard Choices" Saudi Gas or Easter Anticipation... Hillary film, "Hard Choices" Saudi Gas or Easter Anticipation... Hillary film, "Hard Choices" Saudi Gas or ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Hillary Clinton ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Hillary Clinton ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Hillary Clinton ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Hillary Clinton’’’’s s s s ‘‘‘‘Hard ChoicesHard ChoicesHard ChoicesHard Choices’’’’
memoir about yearsmemoir about yearsmemoir about yearsmemoir about years as mastermind of Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" and now "Benzene" in the as mastermind of Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" and now "Benzene" in the as mastermind of Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" and now "Benzene" in the as mastermind of Holocaust II "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" and now "Benzene" in the blood of pregnant Chelsea  blood of pregnant Chelsea  blood of pregnant Chelsea  blood of pregnant Chelsea 
Clinton, daughter of Bill and Hillary Clinton. EmbryoClinton, daughter of Bill and Hillary Clinton. EmbryoClinton, daughter of Bill and Hillary Clinton. EmbryoClinton, daughter of Bill and Hillary Clinton. Embryo has benzene with the DNA cell division growing into Chelsea baby... 1943 War has benzene with the DNA cell division growing into Chelsea baby... 1943 War has benzene with the DNA cell division growing into Chelsea baby... 1943 War has benzene with the DNA cell division growing into Chelsea baby... 1943 War
File Gung Ho killed this "Benzene" movie! Cancer From Benzene File Gung Ho killed this "Benzene" movie! Cancer From Benzene File Gung Ho killed this "Benzene" movie! Cancer From Benzene File Gung Ho killed this "Benzene" movie! Cancer From Benzene ---- Benzene ExposureBenzene ExposureBenzene ExposureBenzene Exposure Attorneys; www.smshlawfirm.com Bill Clinton can  Attorneys; www.smshlawfirm.com Bill Clinton can  Attorneys; www.smshlawfirm.com Bill Clinton can  Attorneys; www.smshlawfirm.com Bill Clinton can 
be Chelsea's benzene lawyer, suebe Chelsea's benzene lawyer, suebe Chelsea's benzene lawyer, suebe Chelsea's benzene lawyer, sue Hillary for Hard Choices that let Smog kill millions via benzene in the air! Hillary for Hard Choices that let Smog kill millions via benzene in the air! Hillary for Hard Choices that let Smog kill millions via benzene in the air! Hillary for Hard Choices that let Smog kill millions via benzene in the air!

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Should America Be14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Should America Be14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Should America Be14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Should America Be Israel's BMF in He said She said about the suppression of the 1980 Model Israel's BMF in He said She said about the suppression of the 1980 Model Israel's BMF in He said She said about the suppression of the 1980 Model Israel's BMF in He said She said about the suppression of the 1980 Model
ElectricWindmillCar and the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust in 100 MillionElectricWindmillCar and the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust in 100 MillionElectricWindmillCar and the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust in 100 MillionElectricWindmillCar and the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust in 100 Million Childrens blood?  Childrens blood?  Childrens blood?  Childrens blood? 
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4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! The amazing14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! The amazing14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! The amazing14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! The amazing Helicopter Combines blasting off like the 2nd Cotton Gin taking out the seeds Helicopter Combines blasting off like the 2nd Cotton Gin taking out the seeds Helicopter Combines blasting off like the 2nd Cotton Gin taking out the seeds Helicopter Combines blasting off like the 2nd Cotton Gin taking out the seeds
and putting the label on the can of figs, cashews, Amazon fruitsand putting the label on the can of figs, cashews, Amazon fruitsand putting the label on the can of figs, cashews, Amazon fruitsand putting the label on the can of figs, cashews, Amazon fruits before the before the before the before the Helicopter Combine lands! Cherry Pit...  Helicopter Combine lands! Cherry Pit...  Helicopter Combine lands! Cherry Pit...  Helicopter Combine lands! Cherry Pit... 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation...14 Easter Anticipation...14 Easter Anticipation...14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! MRI read by $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers based at Gung Ho! MRI read by $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers based at Gung Ho! MRI read by $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers based at Gung Ho! MRI read by $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers based at Los Alamos, your  Los Alamos, your  Los Alamos, your  Los Alamos, your 
Hospital diagnosis got A Gung Ho Victory! Hospital diagnosis got A Gung Ho Victory! Hospital diagnosis got A Gung Ho Victory! Hospital diagnosis got A Gung Ho Victory! 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho! 8 am14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho! 8 am14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho! 8 am14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho! 8 am at Starbucks on Duval in Key West today had to log in to the wifi 1,001  at Starbucks on Duval in Key West today had to log in to the wifi 1,001  at Starbucks on Duval in Key West today had to log in to the wifi 1,001  at Starbucks on Duval in Key West today had to log in to the wifi 1,001 
timestimestimestimes before I got connected to Starbucks... wow. Well my medical news had the story before I got connected to Starbucks... wow. Well my medical news had the story before I got connected to Starbucks... wow. Well my medical news had the story before I got connected to Starbucks... wow. Well my medical news had the story of... The Philippines said Saturday it was stepping  of... The Philippines said Saturday it was stepping  of... The Philippines said Saturday it was stepping  of... The Philippines said Saturday it was stepping 
up its defence against theup its defence against theup its defence against theup its defence against the deadly MERS virus, with the large numbers of Filipino workers in the Middle East deadly MERS virus, with the large numbers of Filipino workers in the Middle East deadly MERS virus, with the large numbers of Filipino workers in the Middle East deadly MERS virus, with the large numbers of Filipino workers in the Middle East seen as potential carriers.  seen as potential carriers.  seen as potential carriers.  seen as potential carriers. 
Philippine Girl at Starbucks caused this 1,001 triesPhilippine Girl at Starbucks caused this 1,001 triesPhilippine Girl at Starbucks caused this 1,001 triesPhilippine Girl at Starbucks caused this 1,001 tries by Greg at 8 am to log on to Starbucks wifi... George Orwell Observers are Gung by Greg at 8 am to log on to Starbucks wifi... George Orwell Observers are Gung by Greg at 8 am to log on to Starbucks wifi... George Orwell Observers are Gung by Greg at 8 am to log on to Starbucks wifi... George Orwell Observers are Gung Ho  Ho  Ho  Ho 
BMF! BMF! BMF! BMF! 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Eavesdropping on brain14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Eavesdropping on brain14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Eavesdropping on brain14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! Eavesdropping on brain cell chatter: Novel tools learn how astrocytes listen in on neurons.  cell chatter: Novel tools learn how astrocytes listen in on neurons.  cell chatter: Novel tools learn how astrocytes listen in on neurons.  cell chatter: Novel tools learn how astrocytes listen in on neurons. 
1943 War1943 War1943 War1943 War Films Eavesdropping, today iPhone5s can save her life from being one of 19K SWF Films Eavesdropping, today iPhone5s can save her life from being one of 19K SWF Films Eavesdropping, today iPhone5s can save her life from being one of 19K SWF Films Eavesdropping, today iPhone5s can save her life from being one of 19K SWF murdered in 2014 by a drunk man. This  murdered in 2014 by a drunk man. This  murdered in 2014 by a drunk man. This  murdered in 2014 by a drunk man. This 
"War Film" needs to be made ASAP!"War Film" needs to be made ASAP!"War Film" needs to be made ASAP!"War Film" needs to be made ASAP!

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! iPhone5s14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! iPhone5s14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! iPhone5s14 Easter Anticipation... Gung Ho! iPhone5s conversations with wives in a Polygamous Marriage... anticipation of this after conversations with wives in a Polygamous Marriage... anticipation of this after conversations with wives in a Polygamous Marriage... anticipation of this after conversations with wives in a Polygamous Marriage... anticipation of this after no  no  no  no 
conversation on my cell phone this week leading up to Easter. Saved a lot ofconversation on my cell phone this week leading up to Easter. Saved a lot ofconversation on my cell phone this week leading up to Easter. Saved a lot ofconversation on my cell phone this week leading up to Easter. Saved a lot of money .99 a day as Greg has a pay cell and even Mary B.  money .99 a day as Greg has a pay cell and even Mary B.  money .99 a day as Greg has a pay cell and even Mary B.  money .99 a day as Greg has a pay cell and even Mary B. 
and her "Restricted"and her "Restricted"and her "Restricted"and her "Restricted" calls ended this week... just like a women! iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I calls ended this week... just like a women! iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I calls ended this week... just like a women! iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I calls ended this week... just like a women! iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple  asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple  asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple  asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple 
missed this One! Why? Send Greg cash to buymissed this One! Why? Send Greg cash to buymissed this One! Why? Send Greg cash to buymissed this One! Why? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air Wi this... iPad Air Wi this... iPad Air Wi this... iPad Air Wi----Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB ---- Silver Purchase Silver Purchase Silver Purchase Silver Purchase Information $929.  Information $929.  Information $929.  Information $929. 

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air14 Easter Anticipation... Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air14 Easter Anticipation... Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air14 Easter Anticipation... Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air Wi Wi Wi Wi----Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB ---- Silver Purchase Information  Silver Purchase Information  Silver Purchase Information  Silver Purchase Information 
$929.$929.$929.$929.

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho!

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air14 Easter Anticipation... Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air14 Easter Anticipation... Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air14 Easter Anticipation... Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air Wi Wi Wi Wi----Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB ---- Silver Purchase Information  Silver Purchase Information  Silver Purchase Information  Silver Purchase Information 
$929.$929.$929.$929.

4444----19191919----14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho! 1,001 Invention14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho! 1,001 Invention14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho! 1,001 Invention14 Easter Anticipation... 1943 war film, Gung Ho! 1,001 Invention Projects app for iPhone5s!  Projects app for iPhone5s!  Projects app for iPhone5s!  Projects app for iPhone5s! 

Good Friday 3 or 4 Officer Jason's inGood Friday 3 or 4 Officer Jason's inGood Friday 3 or 4 Officer Jason's inGood Friday 3 or 4 Officer Jason's in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow will be crucified for Mecca's Fire Bombing of Cop LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow will be crucified for Mecca's Fire Bombing of Cop LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow will be crucified for Mecca's Fire Bombing of Cop LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow will be crucified for Mecca's Fire Bombing of Cop Cars... for $777 Trillion  Cars... for $777 Trillion  Cars... for $777 Trillion  Cars... for $777 Trillion 

in $4 Gas in Swiss Banks, yes Geneva! in $4 Gas in Swiss Banks, yes Geneva! in $4 Gas in Swiss Banks, yes Geneva! in $4 Gas in Swiss Banks, yes Geneva! Good Friday "Burn Victims" Cops! Crucified Good Friday "Burn Victims" Cops! Crucified Good Friday "Burn Victims" Cops! Crucified Good Friday "Burn Victims" Cops! Crucified 

by Our George Orwell Dictator...by Our George Orwell Dictator...by Our George Orwell Dictator...by Our George Orwell Dictator... wow!  wow!  wow!  wow! 

Good Friday 1,001 Invention Projects to get youGood Friday 1,001 Invention Projects to get youGood Friday 1,001 Invention Projects to get youGood Friday 1,001 Invention Projects to get you started to InventSomething, neurons that control aggressive behavior in the started to InventSomething, neurons that control aggressive behavior in the started to InventSomething, neurons that control aggressive behavior in the started to InventSomething, neurons that control aggressive behavior in the Frontal  Frontal  Frontal  Frontal 
Lobe of George Orwell Numb Nuts Today! 4Lobe of George Orwell Numb Nuts Today! 4Lobe of George Orwell Numb Nuts Today! 4Lobe of George Orwell Numb Nuts Today! 4----18181818----14 Good Friday story... AP14 Good Friday story... AP14 Good Friday story... AP14 Good Friday story... AP News... April 18, 2014 (JERUSALEM)  News... April 18, 2014 (JERUSALEM)  News... April 18, 2014 (JERUSALEM)  News... April 18, 2014 (JERUSALEM) -------- Christians in the Holy  Christians in the Holy  Christians in the Holy  Christians in the Holy 
Land areLand areLand areLand are commemorating the crucifixion of Jesus Christ in Good Friday prayers and commemorating the crucifixion of Jesus Christ in Good Friday prayers and commemorating the crucifixion of Jesus Christ in Good Friday prayers and commemorating the crucifixion of Jesus Christ in Good Friday prayers and processions through Jerusalem's Old City. Good  processions through Jerusalem's Old City. Good  processions through Jerusalem's Old City. Good  processions through Jerusalem's Old City. Good 
Friday 2014 in Jerusalem AP newsFriday 2014 in Jerusalem AP newsFriday 2014 in Jerusalem AP newsFriday 2014 in Jerusalem AP news had to search Google News for this story...  had to search Google News for this story...  had to search Google News for this story...  had to search Google News for this story... 
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 777 Trillion Galaxies and George Orwell builds 777  777 Trillion Galaxies and George Orwell builds 777  777 Trillion Galaxies and George Orwell builds 777  777 Trillion Galaxies and George Orwell builds 777 

ofofofof these Fighter Jets... Yale Key West Medical School Doctors will "Diagnose" these Fighter Jets... Yale Key West Medical School Doctors will "Diagnose" these Fighter Jets... Yale Key West Medical School Doctors will "Diagnose" these Fighter Jets... Yale Key West Medical School Doctors will "Diagnose" George Orwell and the Key West Admiral as "Psychotics in a  George Orwell and the Key West Admiral as "Psychotics in a  George Orwell and the Key West Admiral as "Psychotics in a  George Orwell and the Key West Admiral as "Psychotics in a 
Universe theUniverse theUniverse theUniverse they can noty can noty can noty can not hear + observe Aliens + God... Soul hear + observe Aliens + God... Soul hear + observe Aliens + God... Soul hear + observe Aliens + God... Soul----Mates of Wife + Husband! Mates of Wife + Husband! Mates of Wife + Husband! Mates of Wife + Husband! 

Good FridayGood FridayGood FridayGood Friday 2014 in Jerusalem Thousands of Christian pilgrims filled the cobblestone 2014 in Jerusalem Thousands of Christian pilgrims filled the cobblestone 2014 in Jerusalem Thousands of Christian pilgrims filled the cobblestone 2014 in Jerusalem Thousands of Christian pilgrims filled the cobblestone alleyways of the Old City on Friday along the Via  alleyways of the Old City on Friday along the Via  alleyways of the Old City on Friday along the Via  alleyways of the Old City on Friday along the Via 
Dolorosa, Latin for the "WayDolorosa, Latin for the "WayDolorosa, Latin for the "WayDolorosa, Latin for the "Way of Suffering." Story: Francis Cardinal George holds Holy Thursday mass of Suffering." Story: Francis Cardinal George holds Holy Thursday mass of Suffering." Story: Francis Cardinal George holds Holy Thursday mass of Suffering." Story: Francis Cardinal George holds Holy Thursday mass Photos:Good Friday 2014 in  Photos:Good Friday 2014 in  Photos:Good Friday 2014 in  Photos:Good Friday 2014 in 
Jerusalem They are carrying wooden crosses andJerusalem They are carrying wooden crosses andJerusalem They are carrying wooden crosses andJerusalem They are carrying wooden crosses and following the 14 stations ending at the ancient Church of the Holy Sepulcher. following the 14 stations ending at the ancient Church of the Holy Sepulcher. following the 14 stations ending at the ancient Church of the Holy Sepulcher. following the 14 stations ending at the ancient Church of the Holy Sepulcher.
Tradition says the church was built on the site where Jesus was crucified,Tradition says the church was built on the site where Jesus was crucified,Tradition says the church was built on the site where Jesus was crucified,Tradition says the church was built on the site where Jesus was crucified, buried and resurrected. The Easter holiday and Jewish  buried and resurrected. The Easter holiday and Jewish  buried and resurrected. The Easter holiday and Jewish  buried and resurrected. The Easter holiday and Jewish 
Passover coincide thisPassover coincide thisPassover coincide thisPassover coincide this year. According to the Gospels, Jesus ate his last supper  year. According to the Gospels, Jesus ate his last supper  year. According to the Gospels, Jesus ate his last supper  year. According to the Gospels, Jesus ate his last supper ---- a Passover meal  a Passover meal  a Passover meal  a Passover meal ---- hours before he was betrayed.  hours before he was betrayed.  hours before he was betrayed.  hours before he was betrayed. 
Christians believe Jesus was crucified on GoodChristians believe Jesus was crucified on GoodChristians believe Jesus was crucified on GoodChristians believe Jesus was crucified on Good Friday and resurrected on Easter Sunday.  Friday and resurrected on Easter Sunday.  Friday and resurrected on Easter Sunday.  Friday and resurrected on Easter Sunday. 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday Thorn needle with poison in the Crowne14 Good Friday Thorn needle with poison in the Crowne14 Good Friday Thorn needle with poison in the Crowne14 Good Friday Thorn needle with poison in the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Key West @ Starbucks WiFi Menu Unpleasant back and  Plaza Hotel in Key West @ Starbucks WiFi Menu Unpleasant back and  Plaza Hotel in Key West @ Starbucks WiFi Menu Unpleasant back and  Plaza Hotel in Key West @ Starbucks WiFi Menu Unpleasant back and 
forth trips toforth trips toforth trips toforth trips to the front desk and back to Starbucks. Both in NYC aware to the "Poison Gasoline the front desk and back to Starbucks. Both in NYC aware to the "Poison Gasoline the front desk and back to Starbucks. Both in NYC aware to the "Poison Gasoline the front desk and back to Starbucks. Both in NYC aware to the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as the diagnoses of Autism!  Exhaust" as the diagnoses of Autism!  Exhaust" as the diagnoses of Autism!  Exhaust" as the diagnoses of Autism! 
Holocaust II for Mecca's $777 Trillion onHolocaust II for Mecca's $777 Trillion onHolocaust II for Mecca's $777 Trillion onHolocaust II for Mecca's $777 Trillion on Good Friday Today... yet unmoved from George Orwell even after yesterdays Good Friday Today... yet unmoved from George Orwell even after yesterdays Good Friday Today... yet unmoved from George Orwell even after yesterdays Good Friday Today... yet unmoved from George Orwell even after yesterdays Inventor of 777  Inventor of 777  Inventor of 777  Inventor of 777 
Trillion Galaxies... Trillion Galaxies... Trillion Galaxies... Trillion Galaxies... 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Thorn in bike14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Thorn in bike14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Thorn in bike14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Thorn in bike tire on my 3 wheel bike yesterday, put fix a flat in at Sarrabeths they have  tire on my 3 wheel bike yesterday, put fix a flat in at Sarrabeths they have  tire on my 3 wheel bike yesterday, put fix a flat in at Sarrabeths they have  tire on my 3 wheel bike yesterday, put fix a flat in at Sarrabeths they have 
oneoneoneone in NYC too, made a mess and got back on the road but flat as Hell at 6 am in NYC too, made a mess and got back on the road but flat as Hell at 6 am in NYC too, made a mess and got back on the road but flat as Hell at 6 am in NYC too, made a mess and got back on the road but flat as Hell at 6 am getting out of my car. Pulled a 1/2" thorn out of the  getting out of my car. Pulled a 1/2" thorn out of the  getting out of my car. Pulled a 1/2" thorn out of the  getting out of my car. Pulled a 1/2" thorn out of the 
back tire and gush of air.back tire and gush of air.back tire and gush of air.back tire and gush of air. No gush of air for the ElectricWindmillCar on Good Friday though. No gush of air for the ElectricWindmillCar on Good Friday though. No gush of air for the ElectricWindmillCar on Good Friday though. No gush of air for the ElectricWindmillCar on Good Friday though.

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 50 of the 1 Trillion Ford +14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 50 of the 1 Trillion Ford +14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 50 of the 1 Trillion Ford +14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 50 of the 1 Trillion Ford + GM BDay Cards got them printed in less than a hour at  GM BDay Cards got them printed in less than a hour at  GM BDay Cards got them printed in less than a hour at  GM BDay Cards got them printed in less than a hour at 
Walgreens took me 2 hoursWalgreens took me 2 hoursWalgreens took me 2 hoursWalgreens took me 2 hours to use print screen then save and upload the picture so Walgreen software to use print screen then save and upload the picture so Walgreen software to use print screen then save and upload the picture so Walgreen software to use print screen then save and upload the picture so Walgreen software recognized the format but dark  recognized the format but dark  recognized the format but dark  recognized the format but dark 
red like the blood of Jesus and far as bloody carred like the blood of Jesus and far as bloody carred like the blood of Jesus and far as bloody carred like the blood of Jesus and far as bloody car wrecks on Good Friday lots of Frontal Lobe blood from the George Orwell ordered wrecks on Good Friday lots of Frontal Lobe blood from the George Orwell ordered wrecks on Good Friday lots of Frontal Lobe blood from the George Orwell ordered wrecks on Good Friday lots of Frontal Lobe blood from the George Orwell ordered small  small  small  small 
"Smart Cars" wow! "Smart Cars" wow! "Smart Cars" wow! "Smart Cars" wow! 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. Key West14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. Key West14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. Key West14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. Key West Newspaper the Citizen no Good Friday story... sewer! Sewer funds not in Newspaper the Citizen no Good Friday story... sewer! Sewer funds not in Newspaper the Citizen no Good Friday story... sewer! Sewer funds not in Newspaper the Citizen no Good Friday story... sewer! Sewer funds not in budget...  budget...  budget...  budget... 
Key West Citizen Key West Citizen Key West Citizen Key West Citizen ---- Budget conferences between the state Senate and Budget conferences between the state Senate and Budget conferences between the state Senate and Budget conferences between the state Senate and House of Representatives start next week, and $50 million in sewer  House of Representatives start next week, and $50 million in sewer  House of Representatives start next week, and $50 million in sewer  House of Representatives start next week, and $50 million in sewer 
funding forfunding forfunding forfunding for the Florida Keys is on the line. Rep. Holly Raschein and Sen. Dwight the Florida Keys is on the line. Rep. Holly Raschein and Sen. Dwight the Florida Keys is on the line. Rep. Holly Raschein and Sen. Dwight the Florida Keys is on the line. Rep. Holly Raschein and Sen. Dwight

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. F5N Tiger II super fighter14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. F5N Tiger II super fighter14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. F5N Tiger II super fighter14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. F5N Tiger II super fighter jet picture on Good Friday on the Front Page of the Key West  jet picture on Good Friday on the Front Page of the Key West  jet picture on Good Friday on the Front Page of the Key West  jet picture on Good Friday on the Front Page of the Key West 
Citizen will postCitizen will postCitizen will postCitizen will post it later out of electricity in Acer Notebook now.  it later out of electricity in Acer Notebook now.  it later out of electricity in Acer Notebook now.  it later out of electricity in Acer Notebook now. 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday14 Good Friday14 Good Friday14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns.. Good Friday in the NY Times... Cost of Treatment May George Orwell Thorns.. Good Friday in the NY Times... Cost of Treatment May George Orwell Thorns.. Good Friday in the NY Times... Cost of Treatment May George Orwell Thorns.. Good Friday in the NY Times... Cost of Treatment May Influence Doctors By ANDREW  Influence Doctors By ANDREW  Influence Doctors By ANDREW  Influence Doctors By ANDREW 
POLLACK... Pollack knows Saudi Arabia Obamacare paysPOLLACK... Pollack knows Saudi Arabia Obamacare paysPOLLACK... Pollack knows Saudi Arabia Obamacare paysPOLLACK... Pollack knows Saudi Arabia Obamacare pays for the most expensive cures and treatments... Pollack should have written  for the most expensive cures and treatments... Pollack should have written  for the most expensive cures and treatments... Pollack should have written  for the most expensive cures and treatments... Pollack should have written 
youryouryouryour $4 gas from Mecca pays the Doctors at Yale + Harvard who work in Saudi Arabia to $4 gas from Mecca pays the Doctors at Yale + Harvard who work in Saudi Arabia to $4 gas from Mecca pays the Doctors at Yale + Harvard who work in Saudi Arabia to $4 gas from Mecca pays the Doctors at Yale + Harvard who work in Saudi Arabia to use the most expensive cure and treatments.  use the most expensive cure and treatments.  use the most expensive cure and treatments.  use the most expensive cure and treatments. 
George Orwell and his top brass alsoGeorge Orwell and his top brass alsoGeorge Orwell and his top brass alsoGeorge Orwell and his top brass also get the $1 Trillion dollar care, Chaney got a new "Heart" others got other get the $1 Trillion dollar care, Chaney got a new "Heart" others got other get the $1 Trillion dollar care, Chaney got a new "Heart" others got other get the $1 Trillion dollar care, Chaney got a new "Heart" others got other organs and $1 Trillion  organs and $1 Trillion  organs and $1 Trillion  organs and $1 Trillion 
dollar cancer treatment like McCain, gun shots in thedollar cancer treatment like McCain, gun shots in thedollar cancer treatment like McCain, gun shots in thedollar cancer treatment like McCain, gun shots in the Frontal Lobe the $1 Trillion dollar Doctor Bill is not for you and I. Just the Frontal Lobe the $1 Trillion dollar Doctor Bill is not for you and I. Just the Frontal Lobe the $1 Trillion dollar Doctor Bill is not for you and I. Just the Frontal Lobe the $1 Trillion dollar Doctor Bill is not for you and I. Just the Top  Top  Top  Top 
Brass and everyone in Mecca! Saudi King has been in a NYC Hospital trillionsBrass and everyone in Mecca! Saudi King has been in a NYC Hospital trillionsBrass and everyone in Mecca! Saudi King has been in a NYC Hospital trillionsBrass and everyone in Mecca! Saudi King has been in a NYC Hospital trillions of times without the NY Times reporting it or the cost to  of times without the NY Times reporting it or the cost to  of times without the NY Times reporting it or the cost to  of times without the NY Times reporting it or the cost to 
"Working Class" new"Working Class" new"Working Class" new"Working Class" new Yorkers in terms of $4 gas... and what if all 10 million people in NYC had $ Yorkers in terms of $4 gas... and what if all 10 million people in NYC had $ Yorkers in terms of $4 gas... and what if all 10 million people in NYC had $ Yorkers in terms of $4 gas... and what if all 10 million people in NYC had $ Trillion dollar Doctors + Health Care  Trillion dollar Doctors + Health Care  Trillion dollar Doctors + Health Care  Trillion dollar Doctors + Health Care 
test, Rx... Pollack would hatest, Rx... Pollack would hatest, Rx... Pollack would hatest, Rx... Pollack would have to writeve to writeve to writeve to write there would still be $776 Trillion left for Dr. George Orwell to spend on the there would still be $776 Trillion left for Dr. George Orwell to spend on the there would still be $776 Trillion left for Dr. George Orwell to spend on the there would still be $776 Trillion left for Dr. George Orwell to spend on the rest of the citizens of  rest of the citizens of  rest of the citizens of  rest of the citizens of 
the USA... On Good Friday Citizens of the USA arethe USA... On Good Friday Citizens of the USA arethe USA... On Good Friday Citizens of the USA arethe USA... On Good Friday Citizens of the USA are crucified by the MD's at WHO at the UN and the White House MD... because the crucified by the MD's at WHO at the UN and the White House MD... because the crucified by the MD's at WHO at the UN and the White House MD... because the crucified by the MD's at WHO at the UN and the White House MD... because the MD's  MD's  MD's  MD's 
took $77 Trillion in Medicare money not to LEAK the $4 gas money is goingtook $77 Trillion in Medicare money not to LEAK the $4 gas money is goingtook $77 Trillion in Medicare money not to LEAK the $4 gas money is goingtook $77 Trillion in Medicare money not to LEAK the $4 gas money is going to buy organ transplants in Mecca!  to buy organ transplants in Mecca!  to buy organ transplants in Mecca!  to buy organ transplants in Mecca! 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday NY Times14 Good Friday NY Times14 Good Friday NY Times14 Good Friday NY Times Thorns... Thorn of the MD apt in NYC for "Working Class" new Yorkers in terms of Thorns... Thorn of the MD apt in NYC for "Working Class" new Yorkers in terms of Thorns... Thorn of the MD apt in NYC for "Working Class" new Yorkers in terms of Thorns... Thorn of the MD apt in NYC for "Working Class" new Yorkers in terms of $4 gas... and what if all  $4 gas... and what if all  $4 gas... and what if all  $4 gas... and what if all 
10 million people in NYC had $ Trillion dollar Doctors10 million people in NYC had $ Trillion dollar Doctors10 million people in NYC had $ Trillion dollar Doctors10 million people in NYC had $ Trillion dollar Doctors + Health Care test, Rx... there would still be $776 Trillion left from the + Health Care test, Rx... there would still be $776 Trillion left from the + Health Care test, Rx... there would still be $776 Trillion left from the + Health Care test, Rx... there would still be $776 Trillion left from the
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confiscated Mecca Godsend Pentagon Jews gave to Allah! For Saudi Citizens Healthconfiscated Mecca Godsend Pentagon Jews gave to Allah! For Saudi Citizens Healthconfiscated Mecca Godsend Pentagon Jews gave to Allah! For Saudi Citizens Healthconfiscated Mecca Godsend Pentagon Jews gave to Allah! For Saudi Citizens Health Care fix... Bill + Melinda get Trillion dollar Health  Care fix... Bill + Melinda get Trillion dollar Health  Care fix... Bill + Melinda get Trillion dollar Health  Care fix... Bill + Melinda get Trillion dollar Health 
Care, that is why theyCare, that is why theyCare, that is why theyCare, that is why they have a second home in Mecca, not Key West. Key West spent its money on Navy have a second home in Mecca, not Key West. Key West spent its money on Navy have a second home in Mecca, not Key West. Key West spent its money on Navy have a second home in Mecca, not Key West. Key West spent its money on Navy Fighter Jets to put on the front page  Fighter Jets to put on the front page  Fighter Jets to put on the front page  Fighter Jets to put on the front page 
on Good Friday! on Good Friday! on Good Friday! on Good Friday! 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Bar Story on14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Bar Story on14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Bar Story on14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Bar Story on Front Page of the Key West Citizen is were I'm at now... grin! Last call for Front Page of the Key West Citizen is were I'm at now... grin! Last call for Front Page of the Key West Citizen is were I'm at now... grin! Last call for Front Page of the Key West Citizen is were I'm at now... grin! Last call for 'The  'The  'The  'The 
Top' bar... BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com It's lastTop' bar... BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com It's lastTop' bar... BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com It's lastTop' bar... BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com It's last call on the seventh floor of La Concha Hotel, Key West. You don't  call on the seventh floor of La Concha Hotel, Key West. You don't  call on the seventh floor of La Concha Hotel, Key West. You don't  call on the seventh floor of La Concha Hotel, Key West. You don't 
have to gohave to gohave to gohave to go home, but after Sunday you can no longer hang out at The Top bar, a longtime home, but after Sunday you can no longer hang out at The Top bar, a longtime home, but after Sunday you can no longer hang out at The Top bar, a longtime home, but after Sunday you can no longer hang out at The Top bar, a longtime sunset sunset sunset sunset----watching spot with a nearwatching spot with a nearwatching spot with a nearwatching spot with a near----
panoramic view. The bar is closing down to makepanoramic view. The bar is closing down to makepanoramic view. The bar is closing down to makepanoramic view. The bar is closing down to make way for a luxury spa. Locals dismayed by the end of The Top era have organized way for a luxury spa. Locals dismayed by the end of The Top era have organized way for a luxury spa. Locals dismayed by the end of The Top era have organized way for a luxury spa. Locals dismayed by the end of The Top era have organized
gatherings for tonight and Saturday to bid farewell to the iconic nightspot. Thegatherings for tonight and Saturday to bid farewell to the iconic nightspot. Thegatherings for tonight and Saturday to bid farewell to the iconic nightspot. Thegatherings for tonight and Saturday to bid farewell to the iconic nightspot. The bar will be open Sunday evening, hotel staff said  bar will be open Sunday evening, hotel staff said  bar will be open Sunday evening, hotel staff said  bar will be open Sunday evening, hotel staff said 
Thursday. But the live musicThursday. But the live musicThursday. But the live musicThursday. But the live music portion of The Top wraps up for good with a show today. Key West residents plan portion of The Top wraps up for good with a show today. Key West residents plan portion of The Top wraps up for good with a show today. Key West residents plan portion of The Top wraps up for good with a show today. Key West residents plan to hit The Top from 6 to 8  to hit The Top from 6 to 8  to hit The Top from 6 to 8  to hit The Top from 6 to 8 
p.m. today with musician Al Subarsky scheduled top.m. today with musician Al Subarsky scheduled top.m. today with musician Al Subarsky scheduled top.m. today with musician Al Subarsky scheduled to give one final performance atop the 1926 give one final performance atop the 1926 give one final performance atop the 1926 give one final performance atop the 1926----era hotel at 430 Duval St. "The viewera hotel at 430 Duval St. "The viewera hotel at 430 Duval St. "The viewera hotel at 430 Duval St. "The view from  from  from  from 
there is unlike anywhere in Key West," said Ralph DePalma, a photographerthere is unlike anywhere in Key West," said Ralph DePalma, a photographerthere is unlike anywhere in Key West," said Ralph DePalma, a photographerthere is unlike anywhere in Key West," said Ralph DePalma, a photographer who plans to be among the last group of patrons at The  who plans to be among the last group of patrons at The  who plans to be among the last group of patrons at The  who plans to be among the last group of patrons at The 
Top. "They used to haveTop. "They used to haveTop. "They used to haveTop. "They used to have bands up there and parties." DePalma's recently published book, "The Soul of Key bands up there and parties." DePalma's recently published book, "The Soul of Key bands up there and parties." DePalma's recently published book, "The Soul of Key bands up there and parties." DePalma's recently published book, "The Soul of Key West, Vol. 1," contains  West, Vol. 1," contains  West, Vol. 1," contains  West, Vol. 1," contains 
interviews with 46 local musicians and reports that Keyinterviews with 46 local musicians and reports that Keyinterviews with 46 local musicians and reports that Keyinterviews with 46 local musicians and reports that Key West is home to 51 venues with live music. "We're down to 50 now once you close West is home to 51 venues with live music. "We're down to 50 now once you close West is home to 51 venues with live music. "We're down to 50 now once you close West is home to 51 venues with live music. "We're down to 50 now once you close
The Top," DePalma said. While La Concha is a certified national historic site,The Top," DePalma said. While La Concha is a certified national historic site,The Top," DePalma said. While La Concha is a certified national historic site,The Top," DePalma said. While La Concha is a certified national historic site, the rooftop bar has only been around since the 1980s.  the rooftop bar has only been around since the 1980s.  the rooftop bar has only been around since the 1980s.  the rooftop bar has only been around since the 1980s. 
Designs to demolish theDesigns to demolish theDesigns to demolish theDesigns to demolish the 4,200 4,200 4,200 4,200----squaresquaresquaresquare----foot rooftop bar and replace it with a sixfoot rooftop bar and replace it with a sixfoot rooftop bar and replace it with a sixfoot rooftop bar and replace it with a six----room spa were firstroom spa were firstroom spa were firstroom spa were first filed with the city in April 2013.  filed with the city in April 2013.  filed with the city in April 2013.  filed with the city in April 2013. 
Several locals appeared at city governmentSeveral locals appeared at city governmentSeveral locals appeared at city governmentSeveral locals appeared at city government meetings, pleading for a reprieve for The Top. An online petition demanding the meetings, pleading for a reprieve for The Top. An online petition demanding the meetings, pleading for a reprieve for The Top. An online petition demanding the meetings, pleading for a reprieve for The Top. An online petition demanding the city save  city save  city save  city save 
the bar gathered at least 1,300 signatures. But the various boardthe bar gathered at least 1,300 signatures. But the various boardthe bar gathered at least 1,300 signatures. But the various boardthe bar gathered at least 1,300 signatures. But the various board members and elected leaders pointed out to the critics that the  members and elected leaders pointed out to the critics that the  members and elected leaders pointed out to the critics that the  members and elected leaders pointed out to the critics that the 
hotel's owner,hotel's owner,hotel's owner,hotel's owner, Spottswood Realty, is well within its rights to close the bar. "We appreciate Spottswood Realty, is well within its rights to close the bar. "We appreciate Spottswood Realty, is well within its rights to close the bar. "We appreciate Spottswood Realty, is well within its rights to close the bar. "We appreciate it," private planner Owen Trepanier said in  it," private planner Owen Trepanier said in  it," private planner Owen Trepanier said in  it," private planner Owen Trepanier said in 
response to the emotional protests.response to the emotional protests.response to the emotional protests.response to the emotional protests. "The owners of this property want to move in a different direction."  "The owners of this property want to move in a different direction."  "The owners of this property want to move in a different direction."  "The owners of this property want to move in a different direction." 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Clintons benzene14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Clintons benzene14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Clintons benzene14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Clintons benzene in the air, in their blood, they are not thinking about it... Lawyers... Dr. in the air, in their blood, they are not thinking about it... Lawyers... Dr. in the air, in their blood, they are not thinking about it... Lawyers... Dr. in the air, in their blood, they are not thinking about it... Lawyers... Dr.
Clintons would have killed George Orwell in 1980 on the Cross of Godsend from noClintons would have killed George Orwell in 1980 on the Cross of Godsend from noClintons would have killed George Orwell in 1980 on the Cross of Godsend from noClintons would have killed George Orwell in 1980 on the Cross of Godsend from no $4 Gas goes to pregnant SWF, MWF, and the  $4 Gas goes to pregnant SWF, MWF, and the  $4 Gas goes to pregnant SWF, MWF, and the  $4 Gas goes to pregnant SWF, MWF, and the 
embryo's... Chelsea Clinton herembryo's... Chelsea Clinton herembryo's... Chelsea Clinton herembryo's... Chelsea Clinton her husband Marc Mezvinsky are expecting their first child! Clinton made the husband Marc Mezvinsky are expecting their first child! Clinton made the husband Marc Mezvinsky are expecting their first child! Clinton made the husband Marc Mezvinsky are expecting their first child! Clinton made the announcement Thursday  announcement Thursday  announcement Thursday  announcement Thursday 
during a speech at the Lower East side Girls Club in Newduring a speech at the Lower East side Girls Club in Newduring a speech at the Lower East side Girls Club in Newduring a speech at the Lower East side Girls Club in New York City, which her mother also attended. Hillary Rodham Clinton's  York City, which her mother also attended. Hillary Rodham Clinton's  York City, which her mother also attended. Hillary Rodham Clinton's  York City, which her mother also attended. Hillary Rodham Clinton's 
upcomingupcomingupcomingupcoming book will be called "Hard Choices," a title Dr. Katrina the Frontal Lobe women book will be called "Hard Choices," a title Dr. Katrina the Frontal Lobe women book will be called "Hard Choices," a title Dr. Katrina the Frontal Lobe women book will be called "Hard Choices," a title Dr. Katrina the Frontal Lobe women would never pick... Dr. Katrina would  would never pick... Dr. Katrina would  would never pick... Dr. Katrina would  would never pick... Dr. Katrina would 
diagnose a Hard Short in Clintdiagnose a Hard Short in Clintdiagnose a Hard Short in Clintdiagnose a Hard Short in Clintons Frontalons Frontalons Frontalons Frontal Lobe" and Bush doing the "Math" from the Super Computer at Los Alamos for Lobe" and Bush doing the "Math" from the Super Computer at Los Alamos for Lobe" and Bush doing the "Math" from the Super Computer at Los Alamos for Lobe" and Bush doing the "Math" from the Super Computer at Los Alamos for Frontal Lobe  Frontal Lobe  Frontal Lobe  Frontal Lobe 
Hard Wiring would get an A+. Hillary's Hard Choices gave NorthHard Wiring would get an A+. Hillary's Hard Choices gave NorthHard Wiring would get an A+. Hillary's Hard Choices gave NorthHard Wiring would get an A+. Hillary's Hard Choices gave North Korea 1 Choice, Nuke Seoul South Korea in 2014. Hillary used $1  Korea 1 Choice, Nuke Seoul South Korea in 2014. Hillary used $1  Korea 1 Choice, Nuke Seoul South Korea in 2014. Hillary used $1  Korea 1 Choice, Nuke Seoul South Korea in 2014. Hillary used $1 
Trillion of NewTrillion of NewTrillion of NewTrillion of New IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos to build the Model 2014 Nukes not the 2014 IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos to build the Model 2014 Nukes not the 2014 IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos to build the Model 2014 Nukes not the 2014 IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos to build the Model 2014 Nukes not the 2014 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escorts.  Model ElectricWindmillFord Escorts.  Model ElectricWindmillFord Escorts.  Model ElectricWindmillFord Escorts. 
What would be ironic is if Chelsea left herWhat would be ironic is if Chelsea left herWhat would be ironic is if Chelsea left herWhat would be ironic is if Chelsea left her new infant in a hot FBI Secret Service Car thinking the A/C was on 24/7 like an new infant in a hot FBI Secret Service Car thinking the A/C was on 24/7 like an new infant in a hot FBI Secret Service Car thinking the A/C was on 24/7 like an new infant in a hot FBI Secret Service Car thinking the A/C was on 24/7 like an
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Good14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Good14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Good14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Good Friday George Orwell who ever he is set up Black Obama + all "Black" to take the Friday George Orwell who ever he is set up Black Obama + all "Black" to take the Friday George Orwell who ever he is set up Black Obama + all "Black" to take the Friday George Orwell who ever he is set up Black Obama + all "Black" to take the "Fall  "Fall  "Fall  "Fall 
from the Pentagon giving Mecca Allah $4 gas Godsend" CINCINNATI (AP) from the Pentagon giving Mecca Allah $4 gas Godsend" CINCINNATI (AP) from the Pentagon giving Mecca Allah $4 gas Godsend" CINCINNATI (AP) from the Pentagon giving Mecca Allah $4 gas Godsend" CINCINNATI (AP) -------- An An An An Ohio teacher has been fired following allegations that  Ohio teacher has been fired following allegations that  Ohio teacher has been fired following allegations that  Ohio teacher has been fired following allegations that 
he told a black studenthe told a black studenthe told a black studenthe told a black student who said he wanted to become president that the nation didn't need another black who said he wanted to become president that the nation didn't need another black who said he wanted to become president that the nation didn't need another black who said he wanted to become president that the nation didn't need another black president.  president.  president.  president. 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... "Hard Choices"14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... "Hard Choices"14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... "Hard Choices"14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... "Hard Choices" Office of the President, Office to work in for everyone, Office Libraries are Office of the President, Office to work in for everyone, Office Libraries are Office of the President, Office to work in for everyone, Office Libraries are Office of the President, Office to work in for everyone, Office Libraries are
around for the rich. HS kids really need a Office and of course will get aaround for the rich. HS kids really need a Office and of course will get aaround for the rich. HS kids really need a Office and of course will get aaround for the rich. HS kids really need a Office and of course will get a "Cadaver" from Dr. Nancy + Dr Katrina, grin! HS will never be  "Cadaver" from Dr. Nancy + Dr Katrina, grin! HS will never be  "Cadaver" from Dr. Nancy + Dr Katrina, grin! HS will never be  "Cadaver" from Dr. Nancy + Dr Katrina, grin! HS will never be 
the same afterthe same afterthe same afterthe same after everyone gets their own "Cadaver" and ace's Anatomy + Physiology, Steve Jobs everyone gets their own "Cadaver" and ace's Anatomy + Physiology, Steve Jobs everyone gets their own "Cadaver" and ace's Anatomy + Physiology, Steve Jobs everyone gets their own "Cadaver" and ace's Anatomy + Physiology, Steve Jobs will live to 100. New Office 365 Personal  will live to 100. New Office 365 Personal  will live to 100. New Office 365 Personal  will live to 100. New Office 365 Personal 
plan targets individual iPad, PCplan targets individual iPad, PCplan targets individual iPad, PCplan targets individual iPad, PC users. "Bad Choice for 15 Billion People" all paying Bill + Melinda $99 a year! users. "Bad Choice for 15 Billion People" all paying Bill + Melinda $99 a year! users. "Bad Choice for 15 Billion People" all paying Bill + Melinda $99 a year! users. "Bad Choice for 15 Billion People" all paying Bill + Melinda $99 a year! And 1,001 Invention  And 1,001 Invention  And 1,001 Invention  And 1,001 Invention 
Projects with links to get you started to inventsomething isProjects with links to get you started to inventsomething isProjects with links to get you started to inventsomething isProjects with links to get you started to inventsomething is not included, $199 more for this app add on of course!  not included, $199 more for this app add on of course!  not included, $199 more for this app add on of course!  not included, $199 more for this app add on of course! 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 
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4444----18181818----14141414 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns...  Good Friday George Orwell Thorns...  Good Friday George Orwell Thorns...  Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 1 1 1 1 

Trillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone whoTrillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone whoTrillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone whoTrillion iMacPro with built in iPhone007s for everyone who wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars + wants to work 24/7 with wives to win at 52 Pick up of the Nearest 52 Stars +
their Aliens! their Aliens! their Aliens! their Aliens! 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Los Alamos,14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Los Alamos,14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Los Alamos,14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Los Alamos, Sandia Labs... iPhone build into a iPad iMacPro how did they miss this...  Sandia Labs... iPhone build into a iPad iMacPro how did they miss this...  Sandia Labs... iPhone build into a iPad iMacPro how did they miss this...  Sandia Labs... iPhone build into a iPad iMacPro how did they miss this... 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge Orwell didn't want to use $1 Trillion IBM Los Alamos Super Computers to diagnose Orwell didn't want to use $1 Trillion IBM Los Alamos Super Computers to diagnose Orwell didn't want to use $1 Trillion IBM Los Alamos Super Computers to diagnose Orwell didn't want to use $1 Trillion IBM Los Alamos Super Computers to diagnose your "Stroke" on Hospital Networks connected  your "Stroke" on Hospital Networks connected  your "Stroke" on Hospital Networks connected  your "Stroke" on Hospital Networks connected 
to Los Alamos... so you died! Thisto Los Alamos... so you died! Thisto Los Alamos... so you died! Thisto Los Alamos... so you died! This has to be Holocaust XVIII from our Orwellian George Orwell, one BMF and Obama has to be Holocaust XVIII from our Orwellian George Orwell, one BMF and Obama has to be Holocaust XVIII from our Orwellian George Orwell, one BMF and Obama has to be Holocaust XVIII from our Orwellian George Orwell, one BMF and Obama says! Detecting an  says! Detecting an  says! Detecting an  says! Detecting an 
embolic stroke quickly and accurately is a challenge thatembolic stroke quickly and accurately is a challenge thatembolic stroke quickly and accurately is a challenge thatembolic stroke quickly and accurately is a challenge that requires an experienced radiologist to analyze CT scans. Since time is of the requires an experienced radiologist to analyze CT scans. Since time is of the requires an experienced radiologist to analyze CT scans. Since time is of the requires an experienced radiologist to analyze CT scans. Since time is of the
essence in these situations, an automated computer system that can identifyessence in these situations, an automated computer system that can identifyessence in these situations, an automated computer system that can identifyessence in these situations, an automated computer system that can identify stroke can help patients get the right treatment before  stroke can help patients get the right treatment before  stroke can help patients get the right treatment before  stroke can help patients get the right treatment before 
more damage is done.more damage is done.more damage is done.more damage is done. Researchers at Hong Kong Polytechnic University have been working on just such a Researchers at Hong Kong Polytechnic University have been working on just such a Researchers at Hong Kong Polytechnic University have been working on just such a Researchers at Hong Kong Polytechnic University have been working on just such a system that takes CT scan  system that takes CT scan  system that takes CT scan  system that takes CT scan 
data as input and puts visual markers where itdata as input and puts visual markers where itdata as input and puts visual markers where itdata as input and puts visual markers where it suspects a thrombus is blocking a vessel. The researchers are working on suspects a thrombus is blocking a vessel. The researchers are working on suspects a thrombus is blocking a vessel. The researchers are working on suspects a thrombus is blocking a vessel. The researchers are working on developing a  developing a  developing a  developing a 
learning algorithm that would improve the accuracy of the system bylearning algorithm that would improve the accuracy of the system bylearning algorithm that would improve the accuracy of the system bylearning algorithm that would improve the accuracy of the system by studying the accurate diagnoses from other scans  studying the accurate diagnoses from other scans  studying the accurate diagnoses from other scans  studying the accurate diagnoses from other scans 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday14 Good Friday14 Good Friday14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns...  George Orwell Thorns...  George Orwell Thorns...  George Orwell Thorns... 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Dr.14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Dr.14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Dr.14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Dr. Letterman Dr. Leno would have cured the late night audience on CBS + NBC but Letterman Dr. Leno would have cured the late night audience on CBS + NBC but Letterman Dr. Leno would have cured the late night audience on CBS + NBC but Letterman Dr. Leno would have cured the late night audience on CBS + NBC but Julie  Julie  Julie  Julie 
Chen got the Dr. fired via her CBS President Husband! Chen got the Dr. fired via her CBS President Husband! Chen got the Dr. fired via her CBS President Husband! Chen got the Dr. fired via her CBS President Husband! 

4444----18181818----14 Good14 Good14 Good14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Verizon Records everything, OJ on YouTube how her Friday George Orwell Thorns... Verizon Records everything, OJ on YouTube how her Friday George Orwell Thorns... Verizon Records everything, OJ on YouTube how her Friday George Orwell Thorns... Verizon Records everything, OJ on YouTube how her really killed Nichol.  really killed Nichol.  really killed Nichol.  really killed Nichol. 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Guy14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Guy14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Guy14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Guy who gave Farrah anus cancer will be made public by Snowden + Putin as Moscow who gave Farrah anus cancer will be made public by Snowden + Putin as Moscow who gave Farrah anus cancer will be made public by Snowden + Putin as Moscow who gave Farrah anus cancer will be made public by Snowden + Putin as Moscow
women are never given HPV, STD's by intelligence agents!women are never given HPV, STD's by intelligence agents!women are never given HPV, STD's by intelligence agents!women are never given HPV, STD's by intelligence agents!

4444----18181818----14 Good14 Good14 Good14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... Pentagon gave $777 Trillion to Mecca and now... Friday George Orwell Thorns... Pentagon gave $777 Trillion to Mecca and now... Friday George Orwell Thorns... Pentagon gave $777 Trillion to Mecca and now... Friday George Orwell Thorns... Pentagon gave $777 Trillion to Mecca and now... Pakistani madrassa names library after  Pakistani madrassa names library after  Pakistani madrassa names library after  Pakistani madrassa names library after 
bin Laden... ISLAMABAD (AP) bin Laden... ISLAMABAD (AP) bin Laden... ISLAMABAD (AP) bin Laden... ISLAMABAD (AP) ———— AAAA controversial Pakistani cleric who runs an Islamic seminary for girls in the controversial Pakistani cleric who runs an Islamic seminary for girls in the controversial Pakistani cleric who runs an Islamic seminary for girls in the controversial Pakistani cleric who runs an Islamic seminary for girls in the capital of Islamabad  capital of Islamabad  capital of Islamabad  capital of Islamabad 
has named the school's newly built library in honor binhas named the school's newly built library in honor binhas named the school's newly built library in honor binhas named the school's newly built library in honor bin Laden from Mecca and library is paid for by Pentagon Godsend of $777 to  Laden from Mecca and library is paid for by Pentagon Godsend of $777 to  Laden from Mecca and library is paid for by Pentagon Godsend of $777 to  Laden from Mecca and library is paid for by Pentagon Godsend of $777 to 
Mecca +Mecca +Mecca +Mecca + Allah.  Allah.  Allah.  Allah. 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns... 

4444----18181818----14 Good14 Good14 Good14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns...  Friday George Orwell Thorns...  Friday George Orwell Thorns...  Friday George Orwell Thorns... 

4444----18181818----14 Good Friday George Orwell14 Good Friday George Orwell14 Good Friday George Orwell14 Good Friday George Orwell Thorns...  Thorns...  Thorns...  Thorns... 
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4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Ukrainian Security Forces Kill 3 Pro Galaxies... Ukrainian Security Forces Kill 3 Pro Galaxies... Ukrainian Security Forces Kill 3 Pro Galaxies... Ukrainian Security Forces Kill 3 Pro----Russian Protesters...Russian Protesters...Russian Protesters...Russian Protesters...

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Pentagon's Vets14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Pentagon's Vets14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Pentagon's Vets14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Pentagon's Vets will kill 3 SWF, MWF in observance of nonobservance on the Front Page of  will kill 3 SWF, MWF in observance of nonobservance on the Front Page of  will kill 3 SWF, MWF in observance of nonobservance on the Front Page of  will kill 3 SWF, MWF in observance of nonobservance on the Front Page of 
the Newthe Newthe Newthe New York Times Today with the Kill... 3 Pro York Times Today with the Kill... 3 Pro York Times Today with the Kill... 3 Pro York Times Today with the Kill... 3 Pro----Russian Protesters... SWF + MWF at theRussian Protesters... SWF + MWF at theRussian Protesters... SWF + MWF at theRussian Protesters... SWF + MWF at the New York Times today reading the "Kills of Pro New York Times today reading the "Kills of Pro New York Times today reading the "Kills of Pro New York Times today reading the "Kills of Pro----
Russians" and then by the NumbRussians" and then by the NumbRussians" and then by the NumbRussians" and then by the Numb Nuts, Top Brass Editors.... Nonobservance of Veterans killing the wife today, I Nuts, Top Brass Editors.... Nonobservance of Veterans killing the wife today, I Nuts, Top Brass Editors.... Nonobservance of Veterans killing the wife today, I Nuts, Top Brass Editors.... Nonobservance of Veterans killing the wife today, I wonder do any of these  wonder do any of these  wonder do any of these  wonder do any of these 
women employees at the NYT ever think of being a Snowdenwomen employees at the NYT ever think of being a Snowdenwomen employees at the NYT ever think of being a Snowdenwomen employees at the NYT ever think of being a Snowden and LEAKING... the number of women killed each day by troops who came  and LEAKING... the number of women killed each day by troops who came  and LEAKING... the number of women killed each day by troops who came  and LEAKING... the number of women killed each day by troops who came 
home fromhome fromhome fromhome from a "$777 Trillion Dollar War for Mecca's Oil Revenues?"  a "$777 Trillion Dollar War for Mecca's Oil Revenues?"  a "$777 Trillion Dollar War for Mecca's Oil Revenues?"  a "$777 Trillion Dollar War for Mecca's Oil Revenues?" 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor14 Inventor14 Inventor14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... What "Invention" will stop the killing of "The of 777 Trillion Galaxies... What "Invention" will stop the killing of "The of 777 Trillion Galaxies... What "Invention" will stop the killing of "The of 777 Trillion Galaxies... What "Invention" will stop the killing of "The Wife?"  Wife?"  Wife?"  Wife?" 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Hysterical Women14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Hysterical Women14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Hysterical Women14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Hysterical Women Pictured on the Front Page NY Times" 44K will die in 2014 because the NY  Pictured on the Front Page NY Times" 44K will die in 2014 because the NY  Pictured on the Front Page NY Times" 44K will die in 2014 because the NY  Pictured on the Front Page NY Times" 44K will die in 2014 because the NY 
TimesTimesTimesTimes put, Ukrainian Security Forces Kill 3 Pro put, Ukrainian Security Forces Kill 3 Pro put, Ukrainian Security Forces Kill 3 Pro put, Ukrainian Security Forces Kill 3 Pro----Russian Protesters... on the FrontRussian Protesters... on the FrontRussian Protesters... on the FrontRussian Protesters... on the Front Page Today  Page Today  Page Today  Page Today ---- Everyday the Numb Nuts Mad Men put Everyday the Numb Nuts Mad Men put Everyday the Numb Nuts Mad Men put Everyday the Numb Nuts Mad Men put 
this on the Front Page and 44Kthis on the Front Page and 44Kthis on the Front Page and 44Kthis on the Front Page and 44K Hysterical Women are non observed by the New York Times!  Hysterical Women are non observed by the New York Times!  Hysterical Women are non observed by the New York Times!  Hysterical Women are non observed by the New York Times! 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Veterans and14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Veterans and14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Veterans and14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Veterans and White Supremacy...." New York Times  White Supremacy...." New York Times  White Supremacy...." New York Times  White Supremacy...." New York Times ---- Apr 15, 2014. Supremacy of the Apr 15, 2014. Supremacy of the Apr 15, 2014. Supremacy of the Apr 15, 2014. Supremacy of the 
Inventor ofInventor ofInventor ofInventor of 777 Galaxies should have been written, what would the NYT editor, a vet who 777 Galaxies should have been written, what would the NYT editor, a vet who 777 Galaxies should have been written, what would the NYT editor, a vet who 777 Galaxies should have been written, what would the NYT editor, a vet who killed women + children in some war have to  killed women + children in some war have to  killed women + children in some war have to  killed women + children in some war have to 
write about the Supremacy of thewrite about the Supremacy of thewrite about the Supremacy of thewrite about the Supremacy of the Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies. He would not write about Hell, as 007 has a Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies. He would not write about Hell, as 007 has a Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies. He would not write about Hell, as 007 has a Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies. He would not write about Hell, as 007 has a license of their  license of their  license of their  license of their 
government to kill in War! Stupid Criminals! government to kill in War! Stupid Criminals! government to kill in War! Stupid Criminals! government to kill in War! Stupid Criminals! 

4444----17171717----14141414 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Smartphone Kill Switch Gets Breath of Life! Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Smartphone Kill Switch Gets Breath of Life! Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Smartphone Kill Switch Gets Breath of Life! Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Smartphone Kill Switch Gets Breath of Life! If Steve Jobs could be heard "Screaming at you  If Steve Jobs could be heard "Screaming at you  If Steve Jobs could be heard "Screaming at you  If Steve Jobs could be heard "Screaming at you 
right now..." what the Hell wouldright now..." what the Hell wouldright now..." what the Hell wouldright now..." what the Hell would be saying?  be saying?  be saying?  be saying? 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... FBI May Pick Out14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... FBI May Pick Out14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... FBI May Pick Out14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... FBI May Pick Out Your Face in a Crowd of 777 Trillion Galaxies, write a investigative report  Your Face in a Crowd of 777 Trillion Galaxies, write a investigative report  Your Face in a Crowd of 777 Trillion Galaxies, write a investigative report  Your Face in a Crowd of 777 Trillion Galaxies, write a investigative report 
thatthatthatthat reads...  reads...  reads...  reads... 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 44K Breast14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 44K Breast14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 44K Breast14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 44K Breast Cancer Women's diagnoses of the Veterans Affairs Center for Innovations in Cancer Women's diagnoses of the Veterans Affairs Center for Innovations in Cancer Women's diagnoses of the Veterans Affairs Center for Innovations in Cancer Women's diagnoses of the Veterans Affairs Center for Innovations in
Quality, Effectiveness and Safety, the Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center andQuality, Effectiveness and Safety, the Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center andQuality, Effectiveness and Safety, the Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center andQuality, Effectiveness and Safety, the Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center and Baylor College of Medicine. Kill It Off ASAP... is the  Baylor College of Medicine. Kill It Off ASAP... is the  Baylor College of Medicine. Kill It Off ASAP... is the  Baylor College of Medicine. Kill It Off ASAP... is the 
diagnoses of 44K Deaddiagnoses of 44K Deaddiagnoses of 44K Deaddiagnoses of 44K Dead women of Breast Cancer in 2014!  women of Breast Cancer in 2014!  women of Breast Cancer in 2014!  women of Breast Cancer in 2014! 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Reasons doctors miss correct diagnoses can vary widely Galaxies... Reasons doctors miss correct diagnoses can vary widely Galaxies... Reasons doctors miss correct diagnoses can vary widely Galaxies... Reasons doctors miss correct diagnoses can vary widely

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Reasons Jews miss the14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Reasons Jews miss the14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Reasons Jews miss the14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Reasons Jews miss the correct diagnoses of the Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies is their Top  correct diagnoses of the Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies is their Top  correct diagnoses of the Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies is their Top  correct diagnoses of the Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies is their Top 
BrassBrassBrassBrass are all mass murderers who want nothing to do with the Inventor of 777 Trillion are all mass murderers who want nothing to do with the Inventor of 777 Trillion are all mass murderers who want nothing to do with the Inventor of 777 Trillion are all mass murderers who want nothing to do with the Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies! Really!  Galaxies! Really!  Galaxies! Really!  Galaxies! Really! 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Poison Gasoline14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Poison Gasoline14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Poison Gasoline14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" diagnoses of Autism! Yale Pamela Ventola, a professor at the  Exhaust" diagnoses of Autism! Yale Pamela Ventola, a professor at the  Exhaust" diagnoses of Autism! Yale Pamela Ventola, a professor at the  Exhaust" diagnoses of Autism! Yale Pamela Ventola, a professor at the 
ChildChildChildChild Study Center at Yale and one of the four investigators. She is not investigating Study Center at Yale and one of the four investigators. She is not investigating Study Center at Yale and one of the four investigators. She is not investigating Study Center at Yale and one of the four investigators. She is not investigating "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as the diagnoses of  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as the diagnoses of  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as the diagnoses of  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" as the diagnoses of 
Autism! As George Orwell will notAutism! As George Orwell will notAutism! As George Orwell will notAutism! As George Orwell will not let her!  let her!  let her!  let her! 
4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Yale... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Yale... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Yale... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Yale... ““““Safer SexSafer SexSafer SexSafer Sex Fiesta. Fiesta. Fiesta. Fiesta.”””” The Safer Sex Fiesta is taking place today The Safer Sex Fiesta is taking place today The Safer Sex Fiesta is taking place today The Safer Sex Fiesta is taking place today ———— an event hosted by an event hosted by an event hosted by an event hosted by 
YaleYaleYaleYale Health Student Wellness, Peer Health Educators and the LGBTQ Co Health Student Wellness, Peer Health Educators and the LGBTQ Co Health Student Wellness, Peer Health Educators and the LGBTQ Co Health Student Wellness, Peer Health Educators and the LGBTQ Co----op. op. op. op. ““““Want to tryWant to tryWant to tryWant to try and break open our piñatas?!?!?! and break open our piñatas?!?!?! and break open our piñatas?!?!?! and break open our piñatas?!?!?!”””” the event the event the event the event 
description reads. Students droppingdescription reads. Students droppingdescription reads. Students droppingdescription reads. Students dropping by Cross Campus will be treated to free STI consultations, a trivia wheel with by Cross Campus will be treated to free STI consultations, a trivia wheel with by Cross Campus will be treated to free STI consultations, a trivia wheel with by Cross Campus will be treated to free STI consultations, a trivia wheel with prizes, safer sex  prizes, safer sex  prizes, safer sex  prizes, safer sex 
supplies as well as actual piñatas. Public Health who has whatsupplies as well as actual piñatas. Public Health who has whatsupplies as well as actual piñatas. Public Health who has whatsupplies as well as actual piñatas. Public Health who has what Sex Disease will be Public after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup...  Sex Disease will be Public after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup...  Sex Disease will be Public after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup...  Sex Disease will be Public after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup... 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... STD's Young14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... STD's Young14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... STD's Young14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... STD's Young Picasso. The Yale School of Art hosted an opening reception... Whores in Picasso Picasso. The Yale School of Art hosted an opening reception... Whores in Picasso Picasso. The Yale School of Art hosted an opening reception... Whores in Picasso Picasso. The Yale School of Art hosted an opening reception... Whores in Picasso
Day has many diseases yet the Movie "Surviving Picasso" had no Sex Diseases...Day has many diseases yet the Movie "Surviving Picasso" had no Sex Diseases...Day has many diseases yet the Movie "Surviving Picasso" had no Sex Diseases...Day has many diseases yet the Movie "Surviving Picasso" had no Sex Diseases... Yale is behind the times when it comes to the Yale  Yale is behind the times when it comes to the Yale  Yale is behind the times when it comes to the Yale  Yale is behind the times when it comes to the Yale 
Medical School making theMedical School making theMedical School making theMedical School making the Health Rules...  Health Rules...  Health Rules...  Health Rules... 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Cycling to14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Cycling to14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Cycling to14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... Cycling to work in London smog 'could do more harm than good.' Londoners cycling to  work in London smog 'could do more harm than good.' Londoners cycling to  work in London smog 'could do more harm than good.' Londoners cycling to  work in London smog 'could do more harm than good.' Londoners cycling to 
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work onwork onwork onwork on high pollution days may be doing themselves far more harm than good, Europe's high pollution days may be doing themselves far more harm than good, Europe's high pollution days may be doing themselves far more harm than good, Europe's high pollution days may be doing themselves far more harm than good, Europe's environment commissioner warned today!  environment commissioner warned today!  environment commissioner warned today!  environment commissioner warned today! 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... God is the only one who can warn BP Oil's Mad Men! CIA are the only Galaxies... God is the only one who can warn BP Oil's Mad Men! CIA are the only Galaxies... God is the only one who can warn BP Oil's Mad Men! CIA are the only Galaxies... God is the only one who can warn BP Oil's Mad Men! CIA are the only one's who can put an  one's who can put an  one's who can put an  one's who can put an 
End to BP Oils Holocaust II in London, Paris, Rome,End to BP Oils Holocaust II in London, Paris, Rome,End to BP Oils Holocaust II in London, Paris, Rome,End to BP Oils Holocaust II in London, Paris, Rome, Moscow...  Moscow...  Moscow...  Moscow... 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 

4444----17171717----14141414 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies...  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies...  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies...  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies...  Galaxies...  Galaxies...  Galaxies... 

4444----17171717----14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 14 Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into "Infinite Space" at  Trillion Galaxies expanding into "Infinite Space" at  Trillion Galaxies expanding into "Infinite Space" at  Trillion Galaxies expanding into "Infinite Space" at 
millions of miles per hourmillions of miles per hourmillions of miles per hourmillions of miles per hour today!  today!  today!  today! 

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, 1 Trillion Ford Escorts14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, 1 Trillion Ford Escorts14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, 1 Trillion Ford Escorts14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, 1 Trillion Ford Escorts coming off the assembly line Today! Shameless BMF George Orwell SCAM on  coming off the assembly line Today! Shameless BMF George Orwell SCAM on  coming off the assembly line Today! Shameless BMF George Orwell SCAM on  coming off the assembly line Today! Shameless BMF George Orwell SCAM on 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillCar inauguration instead we get a Black Rapists on the front ElectricWindmillCar inauguration instead we get a Black Rapists on the front ElectricWindmillCar inauguration instead we get a Black Rapists on the front ElectricWindmillCar inauguration instead we get a Black Rapists on the front page of the New York Times Today! As the News Story  page of the New York Times Today! As the News Story  page of the New York Times Today! As the News Story  page of the New York Times Today! As the News Story 
about... A Top Playerabout... A Top Playerabout... A Top Playerabout... A Top Player Accused, and a Flawed Rape Inquiry, Hell No, Not with Verizon Recording Accused, and a Flawed Rape Inquiry, Hell No, Not with Verizon Recording Accused, and a Flawed Rape Inquiry, Hell No, Not with Verizon Recording Accused, and a Flawed Rape Inquiry, Hell No, Not with Verizon Recording Everything Today!  Everything Today!  Everything Today!  Everything Today! 

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Nuke14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Nuke14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Nuke14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Nuke Seoul... Today... Hundreds Remain Missing After South Korean Ferry Sinks... Seoul... Today... Hundreds Remain Missing After South Korean Ferry Sinks... Seoul... Today... Hundreds Remain Missing After South Korean Ferry Sinks... Seoul... Today... Hundreds Remain Missing After South Korean Ferry Sinks... North Korea  North Korea  North Korea  North Korea 
Sank it right? Sank it right? Sank it right? Sank it right? 

4444----16161616----14 Holocaust II would never have14 Holocaust II would never have14 Holocaust II would never have14 Holocaust II would never have happened if this Jew Rabbi would have LEAKED the 1980 Invention of the happened if this Jew Rabbi would have LEAKED the 1980 Invention of the happened if this Jew Rabbi would have LEAKED the 1980 Invention of the happened if this Jew Rabbi would have LEAKED the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord  ElectricWindmillFord  ElectricWindmillFord  ElectricWindmillFord 
Escort. Greg is LEAKING Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a WarriorEscort. Greg is LEAKING Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a WarriorEscort. Greg is LEAKING Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a WarriorEscort. Greg is LEAKING Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies! Jews yesterday spit at Greg on Duval in  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies! Jews yesterday spit at Greg on Duval in  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies! Jews yesterday spit at Greg on Duval in  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies! Jews yesterday spit at Greg on Duval in 
KeyKeyKeyKey West not believing in their God Yahweh invented 777 Trillion Galaxies! The West not believing in their God Yahweh invented 777 Trillion Galaxies! The West not believing in their God Yahweh invented 777 Trillion Galaxies! The West not believing in their God Yahweh invented 777 Trillion Galaxies! The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Alien spit at Greg on the 1st  Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Alien spit at Greg on the 1st  Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Alien spit at Greg on the 1st  Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Alien spit at Greg on the 1st 
day of Passover at "Rickday of Passover at "Rickday of Passover at "Rickday of Passover at "Rick Bar" he was holding a paper bag from Jimmy Buffett's Margaritaville, I will post Bar" he was holding a paper bag from Jimmy Buffett's Margaritaville, I will post Bar" he was holding a paper bag from Jimmy Buffett's Margaritaville, I will post Bar" he was holding a paper bag from Jimmy Buffett's Margaritaville, I will post his and the other "Jews"  his and the other "Jews"  his and the other "Jews"  his and the other "Jews" 
"Aliens" BMF's who spit at Greg on Duval in Key West"Aliens" BMF's who spit at Greg on Duval in Key West"Aliens" BMF's who spit at Greg on Duval in Key West"Aliens" BMF's who spit at Greg on Duval in Key West hiding behind the real BMF George Orwell Our God Today!  hiding behind the real BMF George Orwell Our God Today!  hiding behind the real BMF George Orwell Our God Today!  hiding behind the real BMF George Orwell Our God Today! 

4444----16161616----14 The Exo14 The Exo14 The Exo14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Smartphones anddus, Yahweh Our God, Smartphones anddus, Yahweh Our God, Smartphones anddus, Yahweh Our God, Smartphones and Social Media Power China's E Social Media Power China's E Social Media Power China's E Social Media Power China's E----Shopping Revolution is 1,000 kids left in hot carsShopping Revolution is 1,000 kids left in hot carsShopping Revolution is 1,000 kids left in hot carsShopping Revolution is 1,000 kids left in hot cars
to die in the Summer of 2014, Is Saint Jude Childrens Hospitals more than allto die in the Summer of 2014, Is Saint Jude Childrens Hospitals more than allto die in the Summer of 2014, Is Saint Jude Childrens Hospitals more than allto die in the Summer of 2014, Is Saint Jude Childrens Hospitals more than all the Casino's World Wide just to treat "Poison Gasoline  the Casino's World Wide just to treat "Poison Gasoline  the Casino's World Wide just to treat "Poison Gasoline  the Casino's World Wide just to treat "Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust" in a few cities!Exhaust" in a few cities!Exhaust" in a few cities!Exhaust" in a few cities! What happened to the Revolution Today?  What happened to the Revolution Today?  What happened to the Revolution Today?  What happened to the Revolution Today? 

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Bloomberg's God is not Yahweh Today! As Bloomberg reporting in Todays news God, Bloomberg's God is not Yahweh Today! As Bloomberg reporting in Todays news God, Bloomberg's God is not Yahweh Today! As Bloomberg reporting in Todays news God, Bloomberg's God is not Yahweh Today! As Bloomberg reporting in Todays news about Boeing about Boeing about Boeing about Boeing’’’’s s s s 
737 aircraft just marked an aviation first: The 8,000th model has737 aircraft just marked an aviation first: The 8,000th model has737 aircraft just marked an aviation first: The 8,000th model has737 aircraft just marked an aviation first: The 8,000th model has rolled off the assembly line, a round rolled off the assembly line, a round rolled off the assembly line, a round rolled off the assembly line, a round----number milestone for the bestnumber milestone for the bestnumber milestone for the bestnumber milestone for the best----
sellingsellingsellingselling airplane of all time. Boeing (BA) will deliver the aircraft, a 737 airplane of all time. Boeing (BA) will deliver the aircraft, a 737 airplane of all time. Boeing (BA) will deliver the aircraft, a 737 airplane of all time. Boeing (BA) will deliver the aircraft, a 737----900ER, on900ER, on900ER, on900ER, on Wednesday to United Airlines (UAL), the buyer of  Wednesday to United Airlines (UAL), the buyer of  Wednesday to United Airlines (UAL), the buyer of  Wednesday to United Airlines (UAL), the buyer of 
the first 737 sold in the U.S.the first 737 sold in the U.S.the first 737 sold in the U.S.the first 737 sold in the U.S. Yahweh Our God, Bloomberg's God is not Yahweh Today! As Bloomberg reporting in Yahweh Our God, Bloomberg's God is not Yahweh Today! As Bloomberg reporting in Yahweh Our God, Bloomberg's God is not Yahweh Today! As Bloomberg reporting in Yahweh Our God, Bloomberg's God is not Yahweh Today! As Bloomberg reporting in Todays news about... 1  Todays news about... 1  Todays news about... 1  Todays news about... 1 
Trillion Ford Escorts coming off the assembly line Today!Trillion Ford Escorts coming off the assembly line Today!Trillion Ford Escorts coming off the assembly line Today!Trillion Ford Escorts coming off the assembly line Today! Hell No Bloomberg Spit on God while Verizon Records it and prays to the BMFHell No Bloomberg Spit on God while Verizon Records it and prays to the BMFHell No Bloomberg Spit on God while Verizon Records it and prays to the BMFHell No Bloomberg Spit on God while Verizon Records it and prays to the BMF
George Orwell's Godsent $777 Trillion in Mecca Oil Revenues the Jew WorshipGeorge Orwell's Godsent $777 Trillion in Mecca Oil Revenues the Jew WorshipGeorge Orwell's Godsent $777 Trillion in Mecca Oil Revenues the Jew WorshipGeorge Orwell's Godsent $777 Trillion in Mecca Oil Revenues the Jew Worship Today! Mayor of NYC was a SCAM Inventor!  Today! Mayor of NYC was a SCAM Inventor!  Today! Mayor of NYC was a SCAM Inventor!  Today! Mayor of NYC was a SCAM Inventor! 
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4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Fuel God, Fuel God, Fuel God, Fuel----filled wings, ability to swarm: Pentagon offers glimpse at future...filled wings, ability to swarm: Pentagon offers glimpse at future...filled wings, ability to swarm: Pentagon offers glimpse at future...filled wings, ability to swarm: Pentagon offers glimpse at future... without 1 Trillion Aliens  without 1 Trillion Aliens  without 1 Trillion Aliens  without 1 Trillion Aliens 
at the nearest 52 Stars!! at the nearest 52 Stars!! at the nearest 52 Stars!! at the nearest 52 Stars!! 

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, The worst mass murder14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, The worst mass murder14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, The worst mass murder14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, The worst mass murder in Calgary in Calgary in Calgary in Calgary’’’’s history... Snowden will LEAK the Calgary Oil Men BMF" who s history... Snowden will LEAK the Calgary Oil Men BMF" who s history... Snowden will LEAK the Calgary Oil Men BMF" who s history... Snowden will LEAK the Calgary Oil Men BMF" who 
consentconsentconsentconsent lead to Mecca's $777 Trillion in Todays Oil Money, Calgary Oil Men have $100 lead to Mecca's $777 Trillion in Todays Oil Money, Calgary Oil Men have $100 lead to Mecca's $777 Trillion in Todays Oil Money, Calgary Oil Men have $100 lead to Mecca's $777 Trillion in Todays Oil Money, Calgary Oil Men have $100 Trillion in Canada Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks  Trillion in Canada Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks  Trillion in Canada Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks  Trillion in Canada Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks 
Today! Matthew Douglas de GroodToday! Matthew Douglas de GroodToday! Matthew Douglas de GroodToday! Matthew Douglas de Grood left his job at a local grocery store and arrived at a friend left his job at a local grocery store and arrived at a friend left his job at a local grocery store and arrived at a friend left his job at a local grocery store and arrived at a friend’’’’s house party on as house party on as house party on as house party on a leafy suburban street  leafy suburban street  leafy suburban street  leafy suburban street 
in northwest Calgary. It was early Tuesday morning. Within northwest Calgary. It was early Tuesday morning. Within northwest Calgary. It was early Tuesday morning. Within northwest Calgary. It was early Tuesday morning. With him was what police call an  him was what police call an  him was what police call an  him was what police call an ““““instrument.instrument.instrument.instrument.”””” But once inside, de Grood, the But once inside, de Grood, the But once inside, de Grood, the But once inside, de Grood, the 
son ofson ofson ofson of a longtime local police officer, allegedly discarded the instrument for a large a longtime local police officer, allegedly discarded the instrument for a large a longtime local police officer, allegedly discarded the instrument for a large a longtime local police officer, allegedly discarded the instrument for a large knife. Then, one by one, police say he stabbed to  knife. Then, one by one, police say he stabbed to  knife. Then, one by one, police say he stabbed to  knife. Then, one by one, police say he stabbed to 
death four men and one womandeath four men and one womandeath four men and one womandeath four men and one woman in what authorities call the worst mass murder in Calgary in what authorities call the worst mass murder in Calgary in what authorities call the worst mass murder in Calgary in what authorities call the worst mass murder in Calgary’’’’s history. The nights history. The nights history. The nights history. The night of the stabbings, a  of the stabbings, a  of the stabbings, a  of the stabbings, a 
shortshortshortshort----haired 22haired 22haired 22haired 22----yearyearyearyear----old with a jaggedold with a jaggedold with a jaggedold with a jagged----tooth grin signed ontooth grin signed ontooth grin signed ontooth grin signed on to Facebook.  to Facebook.  to Facebook.  to Facebook. ““““Dread and the Fugitive Mind,Dread and the Fugitive Mind,Dread and the Fugitive Mind,Dread and the Fugitive Mind,”””” wrote the law schoolwrote the law schoolwrote the law schoolwrote the law school----bound bound bound bound 
youth,youth,youth,youth, quoting the name of a 2001 Megadeth song.  quoting the name of a 2001 Megadeth song.  quoting the name of a 2001 Megadeth song.  quoting the name of a 2001 Megadeth song. ““““The world needs a hero.The world needs a hero.The world needs a hero.The world needs a hero.”””” LastLastLastLast December, the University of Calgary psychology  December, the University of Calgary psychology  December, the University of Calgary psychology  December, the University of Calgary psychology 
student announced his acceptancestudent announced his acceptancestudent announced his acceptancestudent announced his acceptance to law school. After 49 people  to law school. After 49 people  to law school. After 49 people  to law school. After 49 people ““““likedlikedlikedliked”””” the update and 11 congratulated him, hethe update and 11 congratulated him, hethe update and 11 congratulated him, hethe update and 11 congratulated him, he wrote,  wrote,  wrote,  wrote, ““““Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you 
all very much for the support!all very much for the support!all very much for the support!all very much for the support!”””” He also uploaded an image of aHe also uploaded an image of aHe also uploaded an image of aHe also uploaded an image of a capital  capital  capital  capital ““““EEEE”””” against a black background and wrote, against a black background and wrote, against a black background and wrote, against a black background and wrote, ““““Equal rights for Equal rights for Equal rights for Equal rights for 
all racesall racesall racesall races & identities under this charter. & identities under this charter. & identities under this charter. & identities under this charter.””””

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, from the 198014 The Exodus, from the 198014 The Exodus, from the 198014 The Exodus, from the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort by Calgary Oil Men BMF" who consent lead to Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort by Calgary Oil Men BMF" who consent lead to Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort by Calgary Oil Men BMF" who consent lead to Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort by Calgary Oil Men BMF" who consent lead to Mecca's $777  Mecca's $777  Mecca's $777  Mecca's $777 
Trillion in Todays Oil Money. Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a WarriorTrillion in Todays Oil Money. Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a WarriorTrillion in Todays Oil Money. Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a WarriorTrillion in Todays Oil Money. Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies...  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies...  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies...  Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies... 

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, in 1984, after 4 years of Boulder,14 The Exodus, in 1984, after 4 years of Boulder,14 The Exodus, in 1984, after 4 years of Boulder,14 The Exodus, in 1984, after 4 years of Boulder, Colorado "Orwellian Comments" about the ElectricWindmillCar + the End to ALL Colorado "Orwellian Comments" about the ElectricWindmillCar + the End to ALL Colorado "Orwellian Comments" about the ElectricWindmillCar + the End to ALL Colorado "Orwellian Comments" about the ElectricWindmillCar + the End to ALL
Saudi Oil Embargo... I hitched to Calgary, got to the border and told theSaudi Oil Embargo... I hitched to Calgary, got to the border and told theSaudi Oil Embargo... I hitched to Calgary, got to the border and told theSaudi Oil Embargo... I hitched to Calgary, got to the border and told the Crossing Guard I wanted "Political Assalium" he told me  Crossing Guard I wanted "Political Assalium" he told me  Crossing Guard I wanted "Political Assalium" he told me  Crossing Guard I wanted "Political Assalium" he told me 
right off there are NOright off there are NOright off there are NOright off there are NO Political Prisoners in the USA, Carter just gave everyone a "Pardon" and sent me Political Prisoners in the USA, Carter just gave everyone a "Pardon" and sent me Political Prisoners in the USA, Carter just gave everyone a "Pardon" and sent me Political Prisoners in the USA, Carter just gave everyone a "Pardon" and sent me back to the USA side of the  back to the USA side of the  back to the USA side of the  back to the USA side of the 
border. I had 3 cents! So I went around the Crossingborder. I had 3 cents! So I went around the Crossingborder. I had 3 cents! So I went around the Crossingborder. I had 3 cents! So I went around the Crossing Gate got stopped by a Cop on the Canada side, went to Calgary, stayed in jail Gate got stopped by a Cop on the Canada side, went to Calgary, stayed in jail Gate got stopped by a Cop on the Canada side, went to Calgary, stayed in jail Gate got stopped by a Cop on the Canada side, went to Calgary, stayed in jail with  with  with  with 
15 "Observers" for 7 days, went before a Calgary Judge, gave the Judge my15 "Observers" for 7 days, went before a Calgary Judge, gave the Judge my15 "Observers" for 7 days, went before a Calgary Judge, gave the Judge my15 "Observers" for 7 days, went before a Calgary Judge, gave the Judge my BDay Card and ElectricWindmillCar story about the  BDay Card and ElectricWindmillCar story about the  BDay Card and ElectricWindmillCar story about the  BDay Card and ElectricWindmillCar story about the 
invention and the End to theinvention and the End to theinvention and the End to theinvention and the End to the Saudi Oil Embargo! Calgary Judge put Greg on a Boeing 737 and I flew back to Saudi Oil Embargo! Calgary Judge put Greg on a Boeing 737 and I flew back to Saudi Oil Embargo! Calgary Judge put Greg on a Boeing 737 and I flew back to Saudi Oil Embargo! Calgary Judge put Greg on a Boeing 737 and I flew back to Denver Colorado with  Denver Colorado with  Denver Colorado with  Denver Colorado with 
$10 cash from th$10 cash from th$10 cash from th$10 cash from the Judge, as the RTD Bus from Denver toe Judge, as the RTD Bus from Denver toe Judge, as the RTD Bus from Denver toe Judge, as the RTD Bus from Denver to Boulder cost $3. Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Boulder cost $3. Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Boulder cost $3. Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Boulder cost $3. Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion
Galaxies! Calgary Oil Men have spit on the God Yahweh since 1984... lot of sin'sGalaxies! Calgary Oil Men have spit on the God Yahweh since 1984... lot of sin'sGalaxies! Calgary Oil Men have spit on the God Yahweh since 1984... lot of sin'sGalaxies! Calgary Oil Men have spit on the God Yahweh since 1984... lot of sin's to pay for, thank got Proxima Centauri will shine for  to pay for, thank got Proxima Centauri will shine for  to pay for, thank got Proxima Centauri will shine for  to pay for, thank got Proxima Centauri will shine for 
the next 4 Trillion yearsthe next 4 Trillion yearsthe next 4 Trillion yearsthe next 4 Trillion years this Calgary Oil Men are in Hell... as Holocaust II would never have happened if this Calgary Oil Men are in Hell... as Holocaust II would never have happened if this Calgary Oil Men are in Hell... as Holocaust II would never have happened if this Calgary Oil Men are in Hell... as Holocaust II would never have happened if this Calgary Judge would  this Calgary Judge would  this Calgary Judge would  this Calgary Judge would 
have LEAKED the 1980 Invention of thehave LEAKED the 1980 Invention of thehave LEAKED the 1980 Invention of thehave LEAKED the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Greg is LEAKING Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Greg is LEAKING Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Greg is LEAKING Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Greg is LEAKING Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of  Inventor of  Inventor of  Inventor of 
777 Trillion Galaxies! Jews yesterday spit at Greg on Duval in Key777 Trillion Galaxies! Jews yesterday spit at Greg on Duval in Key777 Trillion Galaxies! Jews yesterday spit at Greg on Duval in Key777 Trillion Galaxies! Jews yesterday spit at Greg on Duval in Key West not believing in their God Yahweh invented 777 Trillion  West not believing in their God Yahweh invented 777 Trillion  West not believing in their God Yahweh invented 777 Trillion  West not believing in their God Yahweh invented 777 Trillion 
Galaxies!Galaxies!Galaxies!Galaxies!

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies 

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Revolution CT scanner WHEN it's at14 The Exodus, Revolution CT scanner WHEN it's at14 The Exodus, Revolution CT scanner WHEN it's at14 The Exodus, Revolution CT scanner WHEN it's at all Airports, Publix + Whole Foods Grocery Stores... then it will be a GE all Airports, Publix + Whole Foods Grocery Stores... then it will be a GE all Airports, Publix + Whole Foods Grocery Stores... then it will be a GE all Airports, Publix + Whole Foods Grocery Stores... then it will be a GE
Revolution! GE has received FDA clearance and is introducing its Revolution CTRevolution! GE has received FDA clearance and is introducing its Revolution CTRevolution! GE has received FDA clearance and is introducing its Revolution CTRevolution! GE has received FDA clearance and is introducing its Revolution CT scanner to the U.S. market. The device can be used for  scanner to the U.S. market. The device can be used for  scanner to the U.S. market. The device can be used for  scanner to the U.S. market. The device can be used for 
just about all clinicaljust about all clinicaljust about all clinicaljust about all clinical applications, and features capabilities such as whole heart scans even in applications, and features capabilities such as whole heart scans even in applications, and features capabilities such as whole heart scans even in applications, and features capabilities such as whole heart scans even in patients with a high heart rate, low patients with a high heart rate, low patients with a high heart rate, low patients with a high heart rate, low----
dose whole organ (16 cm) scans usingdose whole organ (16 cm) scans usingdose whole organ (16 cm) scans usingdose whole organ (16 cm) scans using dynamic acquisition modes, and whole brain perfusion and dynamic CT angiography dynamic acquisition modes, and whole brain perfusion and dynamic CT angiography dynamic acquisition modes, and whole brain perfusion and dynamic CT angiography dynamic acquisition modes, and whole brain perfusion and dynamic CT angiography at low  at low  at low  at low 
dose for stroke assessment. dose for stroke assessment. dose for stroke assessment. dose for stroke assessment. 

The scanner is able to do some of the things that it doesThe scanner is able to do some of the things that it doesThe scanner is able to do some of the things that it doesThe scanner is able to do some of the things that it does thanks to a high speed gantry that can do revolutions within .28 seconds and  thanks to a high speed gantry that can do revolutions within .28 seconds and  thanks to a high speed gantry that can do revolutions within .28 seconds and  thanks to a high speed gantry that can do revolutions within .28 seconds and 
isisisis ready to spin as fast as .2 seconds per revolution for future applications. ready to spin as fast as .2 seconds per revolution for future applications. ready to spin as fast as .2 seconds per revolution for future applications. ready to spin as fast as .2 seconds per revolution for future applications.

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 77714 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies  Trillion Galaxies 

4444----16161616----14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a14 The Exodus, Yahweh Our God, Yahweh is a Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies  Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies  Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies  Warrior Inventor of 777 Trillion Galaxies 

4444----15151515----14 Passover 14 Passover 14 Passover 14 Passover ---- Exodus 2014 "Star Travel" Exodus via TenExodus 2014 "Star Travel" Exodus via TenExodus 2014 "Star Travel" Exodus via TenExodus 2014 "Star Travel" Exodus via Ten Invention Projects, 1. Gravity Engine 2. Observe Aliens 3. Eavesdrop,  Invention Projects, 1. Gravity Engine 2. Observe Aliens 3. Eavesdrop,  Invention Projects, 1. Gravity Engine 2. Observe Aliens 3. Eavesdrop,  Invention Projects, 1. Gravity Engine 2. Observe Aliens 3. Eavesdrop, 
overhearoverhearoverhearoverhear Aliens... while the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 9th did not affect the children of Aliens... while the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 9th did not affect the children of Aliens... while the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 9th did not affect the children of Aliens... while the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 9th did not affect the children of Israel...  Israel...  Israel...  Israel... 

4444----15151515----14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News ---- Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... story of "The Plague, High Tech, way over the HEADS of "West  Students... story of "The Plague, High Tech, way over the HEADS of "West  Students... story of "The Plague, High Tech, way over the HEADS of "West  Students... story of "The Plague, High Tech, way over the HEADS of "West 
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Point"Point"Point"Point" Cadets... IQ's... Mary B. will really make this movie on the Plague Over their Cadets... IQ's... Mary B. will really make this movie on the Plague Over their Cadets... IQ's... Mary B. will really make this movie on the Plague Over their Cadets... IQ's... Mary B. will really make this movie on the Plague Over their heads... read the story of the Plague down below the  heads... read the story of the Plague down below the  heads... read the story of the Plague down below the  heads... read the story of the Plague down below the 
Picture of Officer Jason! IPicture of Officer Jason! IPicture of Officer Jason! IPicture of Officer Jason! I just added the Flesh Eating Bacteria below this one and though someone, maybe just added the Flesh Eating Bacteria below this one and though someone, maybe just added the Flesh Eating Bacteria below this one and though someone, maybe just added the Flesh Eating Bacteria below this one and though someone, maybe the guy in Colorado who  the guy in Colorado who  the guy in Colorado who  the guy in Colorado who 
got the Scam Nobel in Physics caught it at thegot the Scam Nobel in Physics caught it at thegot the Scam Nobel in Physics caught it at thegot the Scam Nobel in Physics caught it at the University Hospital Starbucks when someone brought a cup of Starbucks to him in University Hospital Starbucks when someone brought a cup of Starbucks to him in University Hospital Starbucks when someone brought a cup of Starbucks to him in University Hospital Starbucks when someone brought a cup of Starbucks to him in his  his  his  his 
hospital room... grin. fleshhospital room... grin. fleshhospital room... grin. fleshhospital room... grin. flesh----eating culprit in question is called GAS, oreating culprit in question is called GAS, oreating culprit in question is called GAS, oreating culprit in question is called GAS, or Group A ß Group A ß Group A ß Group A ß----hemolytic streptococcus, a highly infective bacteria. hemolytic streptococcus, a highly infective bacteria. hemolytic streptococcus, a highly infective bacteria. hemolytic streptococcus, a highly infective bacteria. 
Apart fromApart fromApart fromApart from causing the flesh causing the flesh causing the flesh causing the flesh----eating disease necrotizing fasciitis. eating disease necrotizing fasciitis. eating disease necrotizing fasciitis. eating disease necrotizing fasciitis. 

4444----15151515----14 Hero14 Hero14 Hero14 Hero Mary B. another "Gravity Engine Era Movie" about the flesh eating bacteria that Mary B. another "Gravity Engine Era Movie" about the flesh eating bacteria that Mary B. another "Gravity Engine Era Movie" about the flesh eating bacteria that Mary B. another "Gravity Engine Era Movie" about the flesh eating bacteria that is in the news every now and then but  is in the news every now and then but  is in the news every now and then but  is in the news every now and then but 
never made into a Disney Movie... Carnivalnever made into a Disney Movie... Carnivalnever made into a Disney Movie... Carnivalnever made into a Disney Movie... Carnival Magic Ship just docked in front of me... Disney Magic is the same Magic Name but Magic Ship just docked in front of me... Disney Magic is the same Magic Name but Magic Ship just docked in front of me... Disney Magic is the same Magic Name but Magic Ship just docked in front of me... Disney Magic is the same Magic Name but on a  on a  on a  on a 
Disney Ship... now we need to talk Disney into making "A Flesh EatingDisney Ship... now we need to talk Disney into making "A Flesh EatingDisney Ship... now we need to talk Disney into making "A Flesh EatingDisney Ship... now we need to talk Disney into making "A Flesh Eating Bacteria Movie" based on the article I will paste below the Plague  Bacteria Movie" based on the article I will paste below the Plague  Bacteria Movie" based on the article I will paste below the Plague  Bacteria Movie" based on the article I will paste below the Plague 
article, andarticle, andarticle, andarticle, and produce the movie so its Over the IQ heads of West Point Cadets but not New Med produce the movie so its Over the IQ heads of West Point Cadets but not New Med produce the movie so its Over the IQ heads of West Point Cadets but not New Med produce the movie so its Over the IQ heads of West Point Cadets but not New Med Students at Yale Key West Medical School...  Students at Yale Key West Medical School...  Students at Yale Key West Medical School...  Students at Yale Key West Medical School... 
grin! grin! grin! grin! 

4444----15151515----14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News ---- Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca ““““Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.””””

4444----15151515----14 Exodus... IRS Whistleblowers Rewards for Jewish Key West14 Exodus... IRS Whistleblowers Rewards for Jewish Key West14 Exodus... IRS Whistleblowers Rewards for Jewish Key West14 Exodus... IRS Whistleblowers Rewards for Jewish Key West Landlords paying everyone in CASH... $ God rewarding the "Slave  Landlords paying everyone in CASH... $ God rewarding the "Slave  Landlords paying everyone in CASH... $ God rewarding the "Slave  Landlords paying everyone in CASH... $ God rewarding the "Slave 
Renters" from aRenters" from aRenters" from aRenters" from a Jewish Sinner! MD Whistleblower for the Landlords Irritable Bowel + Hepatitis... Jewish Sinner! MD Whistleblower for the Landlords Irritable Bowel + Hepatitis... Jewish Sinner! MD Whistleblower for the Landlords Irritable Bowel + Hepatitis... Jewish Sinner! MD Whistleblower for the Landlords Irritable Bowel + Hepatitis... etc I Was "disease" Profiled... Profiles  etc I Was "disease" Profiled... Profiles  etc I Was "disease" Profiled... Profiles  etc I Was "disease" Profiled... Profiles 
supplied by Yale Key West Medicalsupplied by Yale Key West Medicalsupplied by Yale Key West Medicalsupplied by Yale Key West Medical School.  School.  School.  School. 

4444----15151515----14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News ---- Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Starbucks Menu!  Students... Starbucks Menu!  Students... Starbucks Menu!  Students... Starbucks Menu! 

4444----15151515----14 Starbucks I Was "disease"14 Starbucks I Was "disease"14 Starbucks I Was "disease"14 Starbucks I Was "disease" Profiled... Profiles supplied by Yale Key West Medical School. Profiled... Profiles supplied by Yale Key West Medical School. Profiled... Profiles supplied by Yale Key West Medical School. Profiled... Profiles supplied by Yale Key West Medical School.

Starbucks... MD Code... gloves, mask, no coming to work sick with flu...Starbucks... MD Code... gloves, mask, no coming to work sick with flu...Starbucks... MD Code... gloves, mask, no coming to work sick with flu...Starbucks... MD Code... gloves, mask, no coming to work sick with flu... Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung 
Cancer, STD's,Cancer, STD's,Cancer, STD's,Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West  No at this Front Page News Key West  No at this Front Page News Key West  No at this Front Page News Key West 
Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundCitizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundCitizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundCitizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary  Mary  Mary  Mary 
B. will make this movie dramatic!! B. will make this movie dramatic!! B. will make this movie dramatic!! B. will make this movie dramatic!! 

4444----15151515----14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News ---- Menu NotMenu NotMenu NotMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... they will "Bankrupt West Point" by From Yale Key West Medical School Students... they will "Bankrupt West Point" by From Yale Key West Medical School Students... they will "Bankrupt West Point" by From Yale Key West Medical School Students... they will "Bankrupt West Point" by pointing out 1 Trillion  pointing out 1 Trillion  pointing out 1 Trillion  pointing out 1 Trillion 
Stars, all with 1 Trillion Aliens! Stars, all with 1 Trillion Aliens! Stars, all with 1 Trillion Aliens! Stars, all with 1 Trillion Aliens! 

4444----15151515----14 Yale14 Yale14 Yale14 Yale News  News  News  News ---- Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca ““““DumpsterDumpsterDumpsterDumpster Diving. Diving. Diving. Diving.””””

4444----15151515----14 God as actually passing through Egypt to kill all14 God as actually passing through Egypt to kill all14 God as actually passing through Egypt to kill all14 God as actually passing through Egypt to kill all firstborn children, but passing over (hence "Passover")  firstborn children, but passing over (hence "Passover")  firstborn children, but passing over (hence "Passover")  firstborn children, but passing over (hence "Passover") ---- Israelites leave enIsraelites leave enIsraelites leave enIsraelites leave en
masse for $777 Trillion from Mecca... passing over 100 kids first born left inmasse for $777 Trillion from Mecca... passing over 100 kids first born left inmasse for $777 Trillion from Mecca... passing over 100 kids first born left inmasse for $777 Trillion from Mecca... passing over 100 kids first born left in hot cars to die in the Summer of 2014...  hot cars to die in the Summer of 2014...  hot cars to die in the Summer of 2014...  hot cars to die in the Summer of 2014... 

4444----15151515----14 Jews thou shall not14 Jews thou shall not14 Jews thou shall not14 Jews thou shall not kill 100 kids in Hot Cars for $777 Trillion from Mecca! "Angel of Death". The kill 100 kids in Hot Cars for $777 Trillion from Mecca! "Angel of Death". The kill 100 kids in Hot Cars for $777 Trillion from Mecca! "Angel of Death". The kill 100 kids in Hot Cars for $777 Trillion from Mecca! "Angel of Death". The night of this plague, Pharaoh  night of this plague, Pharaoh  night of this plague, Pharaoh  night of this plague, Pharaoh 
finally relents and sends the Israelites awayfinally relents and sends the Israelites awayfinally relents and sends the Israelites awayfinally relents and sends the Israelites away under their terms. exclusive covenant with the Israelites on the basis of this under their terms. exclusive covenant with the Israelites on the basis of this under their terms. exclusive covenant with the Israelites on the basis of this under their terms. exclusive covenant with the Israelites on the basis of this miraculous  miraculous  miraculous  miraculous 
deliverance... The Ten Commandments encapsulate the terms of thisdeliverance... The Ten Commandments encapsulate the terms of thisdeliverance... The Ten Commandments encapsulate the terms of thisdeliverance... The Ten Commandments encapsulate the terms of this covenant, broken by Key West Jews + Israel Jews!  covenant, broken by Key West Jews + Israel Jews!  covenant, broken by Key West Jews + Israel Jews!  covenant, broken by Key West Jews + Israel Jews! 

4444----15151515----14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News ---- Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... 100 Kids will die in hotMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... 100 Kids will die in hotMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... 100 Kids will die in hotMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... 100 Kids will die in hot cars in the Summer of 2014 from  cars in the Summer of 2014 from  cars in the Summer of 2014 from  cars in the Summer of 2014 from 
Bush Willed Menu he left at Yale...Bush Willed Menu he left at Yale...Bush Willed Menu he left at Yale...Bush Willed Menu he left at Yale...

4444----15151515----14 Israelites leave en masse, a departure known as The Exodus,14 Israelites leave en masse, a departure known as The Exodus,14 Israelites leave en masse, a departure known as The Exodus,14 Israelites leave en masse, a departure known as The Exodus, Yahweh, Jews thou shall not kill 100 kids in Hot Cars for $777  Yahweh, Jews thou shall not kill 100 kids in Hot Cars for $777  Yahweh, Jews thou shall not kill 100 kids in Hot Cars for $777  Yahweh, Jews thou shall not kill 100 kids in Hot Cars for $777 
Trillion fromTrillion fromTrillion fromTrillion from Mecca!  Mecca!  Mecca!  Mecca! 

4444----15151515----14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News ---- Menu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical SchoolMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca  Students... Mecca  Students... Mecca  Students... Mecca ““““Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.””””

4444----15151515----14 False Godsend by the14 False Godsend by the14 False Godsend by the14 False Godsend by the Pentagon to Mecca is $777 Trillion from $4 Gasoline... God's last instructions Pentagon to Mecca is $777 Trillion from $4 Gasoline... God's last instructions Pentagon to Mecca is $777 Trillion from $4 Gasoline... God's last instructions Pentagon to Mecca is $777 Trillion from $4 Gasoline... God's last instructions to Moses respecting Pharaoh  to Moses respecting Pharaoh  to Moses respecting Pharaoh  to Moses respecting Pharaoh 
and the Egyptians. A secret revelation was made toand the Egyptians. A secret revelation was made toand the Egyptians. A secret revelation was made toand the Egyptians. A secret revelation was made to Moses!  Moses!  Moses!  Moses! 

4444----15151515----14 False Godsend by the Pentagon to Mecca is $777 Trillion14 False Godsend by the Pentagon to Mecca is $777 Trillion14 False Godsend by the Pentagon to Mecca is $777 Trillion14 False Godsend by the Pentagon to Mecca is $777 Trillion from $4 Gasoline...  from $4 Gasoline...  from $4 Gasoline...  from $4 Gasoline... 

4444----15151515----14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News ---- Menu Not From Yale Key WestMenu Not From Yale Key WestMenu Not From Yale Key WestMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Fortnight, Kitchen Studio, a student Medical School Students... Fortnight, Kitchen Studio, a student Medical School Students... Fortnight, Kitchen Studio, a student Medical School Students... Fortnight, Kitchen Studio, a student----run restaurantrun restaurantrun restaurantrun restaurant at 248  at 248  at 248  at 248 
York St. recently released a YaleYork St. recently released a YaleYork St. recently released a YaleYork St. recently released a Yale----themed menu titled themed menu titled themed menu titled themed menu titled ““““Bright CollegeBright CollegeBright CollegeBright College Years Years Years Years”””” for April 18. The menu opens with a salad named for April 18. The menu opens with a salad named for April 18. The menu opens with a salad named for April 18. The menu opens with a salad named 
““““Freshman 15Freshman 15Freshman 15Freshman 15”””” followed byfollowed byfollowed byfollowed by the  the  the  the ““““Sophomore Surprise.Sophomore Surprise.Sophomore Surprise.Sophomore Surprise.”””” Next is a dish called Next is a dish called Next is a dish called Next is a dish called ““““Jaded JuniorJaded JuniorJaded JuniorJaded Junior #chickentendersday. #chickentendersday. #chickentendersday. #chickentendersday.”””” The last two menu items The last two menu items The last two menu items The last two menu items 
are desserts titled are desserts titled are desserts titled are desserts titled ““““Senior WashedSenior WashedSenior WashedSenior Washed Up Girl Up Girl Up Girl Up Girl”””” and and and and ““““Graduation Day.Graduation Day.Graduation Day.Graduation Day.”””” Previous menu themes for Fortnight have includedPrevious menu themes for Fortnight have includedPrevious menu themes for Fortnight have includedPrevious menu themes for Fortnight have included ““““The ElementsThe ElementsThe ElementsThe Elements””””
and and and and ““““Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.””””

4444----15151515----14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News 14 Yale News ---- Menu Not FromMenu Not FromMenu Not FromMenu Not From Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca  Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca  Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca  Yale Key West Medical School Students... Mecca ““““Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.Dumpster Diving.””””

4444----15151515----14 Flu 62% 84% infected at a NY Starbucks... not in the New York14 Flu 62% 84% infected at a NY Starbucks... not in the New York14 Flu 62% 84% infected at a NY Starbucks... not in the New York14 Flu 62% 84% infected at a NY Starbucks... not in the New York flu statistics here just the vaccine not how many caught the flu at  flu statistics here just the vaccine not how many caught the flu at  flu statistics here just the vaccine not how many caught the flu at  flu statistics here just the vaccine not how many caught the flu at 
a Starbucksa Starbucksa Starbucksa Starbucks in New York....  in New York....  in New York....  in New York.... 

4444----15151515----14 The NY Health Department announced that during14 The NY Health Department announced that during14 The NY Health Department announced that during14 The NY Health Department announced that during the first week of April, there were 648 cases of influenza counted at  the first week of April, there were 648 cases of influenza counted at  the first week of April, there were 648 cases of influenza counted at  the first week of April, there were 648 cases of influenza counted at 
hospitals.hospitals.hospitals.hospitals. Overall, there were 2,500 confirmed cases of the flu throughout the entire state Overall, there were 2,500 confirmed cases of the flu throughout the entire state Overall, there were 2,500 confirmed cases of the flu throughout the entire state Overall, there were 2,500 confirmed cases of the flu throughout the entire state within that same week. According to the  within that same week. According to the  within that same week. According to the  within that same week. According to the 
officials, the recent cases are causedofficials, the recent cases are causedofficials, the recent cases are causedofficials, the recent cases are caused by a type of influenza B virus. The strain that affected many young adults by a type of influenza B virus. The strain that affected many young adults by a type of influenza B virus. The strain that affected many young adults by a type of influenza B virus. The strain that affected many young adults during the winter  during the winter  during the winter  during the winter 
season was H1N1, which is a type of influenza A virus. Evenseason was H1N1, which is a type of influenza A virus. Evenseason was H1N1, which is a type of influenza A virus. Evenseason was H1N1, which is a type of influenza A virus. Even though the strains are different, the vaccine is still the best form of though the strains are different, the vaccine is still the best form of though the strains are different, the vaccine is still the best form of though the strains are different, the vaccine is still the best form of
protection. NO... Best Protection would be the New York Health Dept keepingprotection. NO... Best Protection would be the New York Health Dept keepingprotection. NO... Best Protection would be the New York Health Dept keepingprotection. NO... Best Protection would be the New York Health Dept keeping Starbucks Employees home when they have the flu, now they  Starbucks Employees home when they have the flu, now they  Starbucks Employees home when they have the flu, now they  Starbucks Employees home when they have the flu, now they 
come to work sick withcome to work sick withcome to work sick withcome to work sick with the flu...  the flu...  the flu...  the flu... 

4444----15151515----14 Flu Death Toll Mounts To 302 in California This14 Flu Death Toll Mounts To 302 in California This14 Flu Death Toll Mounts To 302 in California This14 Flu Death Toll Mounts To 302 in California This Year... 100 die from Starbucks not scanning everyone who comes to work with  Year... 100 die from Starbucks not scanning everyone who comes to work with  Year... 100 die from Starbucks not scanning everyone who comes to work with  Year... 100 die from Starbucks not scanning everyone who comes to work with 
thethethethe flu... a crime by the BMF George Orwell who is 1 Trillion light years from being flu... a crime by the BMF George Orwell who is 1 Trillion light years from being flu... a crime by the BMF George Orwell who is 1 Trillion light years from being flu... a crime by the BMF George Orwell who is 1 Trillion light years from being Dr. George Orwell.  Dr. George Orwell.  Dr. George Orwell.  Dr. George Orwell. 

4444----15151515----14 During the winter season, H1N1 hospitalized14 During the winter season, H1N1 hospitalized14 During the winter season, H1N1 hospitalized14 During the winter season, H1N1 hospitalized over 8,000 people. Over 60 percent of the cases were in adults between the ages over 8,000 people. Over 60 percent of the cases were in adults between the ages over 8,000 people. Over 60 percent of the cases were in adults between the ages over 8,000 people. Over 60 percent of the cases were in adults between the ages of  of  of  of 
18 and 64. Medical experts stated that due to prior exposure to H1N1, which18 and 64. Medical experts stated that due to prior exposure to H1N1, which18 and 64. Medical experts stated that due to prior exposure to H1N1, which18 and 64. Medical experts stated that due to prior exposure to H1N1, which was behind the 2009 worldwide pandemic, and the  was behind the 2009 worldwide pandemic, and the  was behind the 2009 worldwide pandemic, and the  was behind the 2009 worldwide pandemic, and the 
effectiveness of this year'seffectiveness of this year'seffectiveness of this year'seffectiveness of this year's vaccine, H1N1 did not become a global threat. According to Dr. Michael Jhung, a vaccine, H1N1 did not become a global threat. According to Dr. Michael Jhung, a vaccine, H1N1 did not become a global threat. According to Dr. Michael Jhung, a vaccine, H1N1 did not become a global threat. According to Dr. Michael Jhung, a medical officer from the  medical officer from the  medical officer from the  medical officer from the 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's (CDC)U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's (CDC)U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's (CDC)U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's (CDC) influenza division, this year's flu vaccine cut people's risk of getting the flu influenza division, this year's flu vaccine cut people's risk of getting the flu influenza division, this year's flu vaccine cut people's risk of getting the flu influenza division, this year's flu vaccine cut people's risk of getting the flu by  by  by  by 
62 percent. ... 62 percent. ... 62 percent. ... 62 percent. ... 

4444----15151515----14 Video surveillance at Starbucks... next...14 Video surveillance at Starbucks... next...14 Video surveillance at Starbucks... next...14 Video surveillance at Starbucks... next... research, grin. Researchers pioneer use of video surveillance to better research, grin. Researchers pioneer use of video surveillance to better research, grin. Researchers pioneer use of video surveillance to better research, grin. Researchers pioneer use of video surveillance to better understand  understand  understand  understand 
essential hygiene behavior (Medical Xpress)essential hygiene behavior (Medical Xpress)essential hygiene behavior (Medical Xpress)essential hygiene behavior (Medical Xpress)————One of the best defensesOne of the best defensesOne of the best defensesOne of the best defenses against infectious disease is one of the most simple  against infectious disease is one of the most simple  against infectious disease is one of the most simple  against infectious disease is one of the most simple –––– hand hand hand hand 
washing, don't go towashing, don't go towashing, don't go towashing, don't go to work at Starbucks sick! Drink coffee at the espresso machine, Greg has caught work at Starbucks sick! Drink coffee at the espresso machine, Greg has caught work at Starbucks sick! Drink coffee at the espresso machine, Greg has caught work at Starbucks sick! Drink coffee at the espresso machine, Greg has caught them at Starbucks in Key West!  them at Starbucks in Key West!  them at Starbucks in Key West!  them at Starbucks in Key West! 

4444----15151515----14 "Just Like A Woman!" true to the14 "Just Like A Woman!" true to the14 "Just Like A Woman!" true to the14 "Just Like A Woman!" true to the stereotype... Susan Hughes, Ph.D., suggests that men cannot intentionally make stereotype... Susan Hughes, Ph.D., suggests that men cannot intentionally make stereotype... Susan Hughes, Ph.D., suggests that men cannot intentionally make stereotype... Susan Hughes, Ph.D., suggests that men cannot intentionally make their voices  their voices  their voices  their voices 
sound more sexy or attractive, while women have little trouble. Andsound more sexy or attractive, while women have little trouble. Andsound more sexy or attractive, while women have little trouble. Andsound more sexy or attractive, while women have little trouble. And true to the stereotype, women will lower their pitch and increase  true to the stereotype, women will lower their pitch and increase  true to the stereotype, women will lower their pitch and increase  true to the stereotype, women will lower their pitch and increase 
theirtheirtheirtheir hoarseness to dial up the allure. Allure to Inspire you to InventSomething will hoarseness to dial up the allure. Allure to Inspire you to InventSomething will hoarseness to dial up the allure. Allure to Inspire you to InventSomething will hoarseness to dial up the allure. Allure to Inspire you to InventSomething will be a "New Universe for Women" who desire the  be a "New Universe for Women" who desire the  be a "New Universe for Women" who desire the  be a "New Universe for Women" who desire the 
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"Gravity Engine Era!""Gravity Engine Era!""Gravity Engine Era!""Gravity Engine Era!"

4444----15151515----14 Hero Mary B. another "Gravity Engine Era Movie" about the flesh14 Hero Mary B. another "Gravity Engine Era Movie" about the flesh14 Hero Mary B. another "Gravity Engine Era Movie" about the flesh14 Hero Mary B. another "Gravity Engine Era Movie" about the flesh eating bacteria that is in the news every now and then but  eating bacteria that is in the news every now and then but  eating bacteria that is in the news every now and then but  eating bacteria that is in the news every now and then but 
never made into anever made into anever made into anever made into a Disney Movie... Carnival Magic Ship just docked in front of me... Disney Magic Disney Movie... Carnival Magic Ship just docked in front of me... Disney Magic Disney Movie... Carnival Magic Ship just docked in front of me... Disney Magic Disney Movie... Carnival Magic Ship just docked in front of me... Disney Magic is the same Magic Name but on a  is the same Magic Name but on a  is the same Magic Name but on a  is the same Magic Name but on a 
Disney Ship... now we need to talk Disney intoDisney Ship... now we need to talk Disney intoDisney Ship... now we need to talk Disney intoDisney Ship... now we need to talk Disney into making "A Flesh Eating Bacteria Movie" based on the article I will paste below making "A Flesh Eating Bacteria Movie" based on the article I will paste below making "A Flesh Eating Bacteria Movie" based on the article I will paste below making "A Flesh Eating Bacteria Movie" based on the article I will paste below the Plague  the Plague  the Plague  the Plague 
article, and produce the movie so its Over the IQ heads of West Pointarticle, and produce the movie so its Over the IQ heads of West Pointarticle, and produce the movie so its Over the IQ heads of West Pointarticle, and produce the movie so its Over the IQ heads of West Point Cadets but not New Med Students at Yale Key West Medical School...  Cadets but not New Med Students at Yale Key West Medical School...  Cadets but not New Med Students at Yale Key West Medical School...  Cadets but not New Med Students at Yale Key West Medical School... 
grin!grin!grin!grin!

4444----15151515----14 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for... the movie of14 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for... the movie of14 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for... the movie of14 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for... the movie of Officer Jason. Mecca's Fire Bombing of Cop Cars... for $4 gas. NY Times will get Officer Jason. Mecca's Fire Bombing of Cop Cars... for $4 gas. NY Times will get Officer Jason. Mecca's Fire Bombing of Cop Cars... for $4 gas. NY Times will get Officer Jason. Mecca's Fire Bombing of Cop Cars... for $4 gas. NY Times will get a  a  a  a 
ticket for lying to a "Cop!" Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for... next movieticket for lying to a "Cop!" Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for... next movieticket for lying to a "Cop!" Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for... next movieticket for lying to a "Cop!" Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for... next movie too, story of "The Plague High Tech over "West Point" Cadets  too, story of "The Plague High Tech over "West Point" Cadets  too, story of "The Plague High Tech over "West Point" Cadets  too, story of "The Plague High Tech over "West Point" Cadets 
IQ's... Mary B.IQ's... Mary B.IQ's... Mary B.IQ's... Mary B. will really make this movie on the Plague Over their heads... read the story of will really make this movie on the Plague Over their heads... read the story of will really make this movie on the Plague Over their heads... read the story of will really make this movie on the Plague Over their heads... read the story of the Plague down below the Picture of  the Plague down below the Picture of  the Plague down below the Picture of  the Plague down below the Picture of 

Officer Jason! Officer Jason! Officer Jason! Officer Jason! Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, 

Moscow...Moscow...Moscow...Moscow... article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops! 

...she would have had a cardiac arrest when Greg...she would have had a cardiac arrest when Greg...she would have had a cardiac arrest when Greg...she would have had a cardiac arrest when Greg got the "Serendipity" cure in front of 1 Trillion "Observers" watching! got the "Serendipity" cure in front of 1 Trillion "Observers" watching! got the "Serendipity" cure in front of 1 Trillion "Observers" watching! got the "Serendipity" cure in front of 1 Trillion "Observers" watching!

...'aha moment' came when we saw Fas ligand on the list of...'aha moment' came when we saw Fas ligand on the list of...'aha moment' came when we saw Fas ligand on the list of...'aha moment' came when we saw Fas ligand on the list of affected proteins, because we know Fas is an integral receptor for  affected proteins, because we know Fas is an integral receptor for  affected proteins, because we know Fas is an integral receptor for  affected proteins, because we know Fas is an integral receptor for 
controllingcontrollingcontrollingcontrolling cell death  cell death  cell death  cell death 

Northwestern Medicine scientists are continuing to unravelNorthwestern Medicine scientists are continuing to unravelNorthwestern Medicine scientists are continuing to unravelNorthwestern Medicine scientists are continuing to unravel the molecular changes that underlie one of the world's deadliest and most the molecular changes that underlie one of the world's deadliest and most the molecular changes that underlie one of the world's deadliest and most the molecular changes that underlie one of the world's deadliest and most
infamous respiratory infections. infamous respiratory infections. infamous respiratory infections. infamous respiratory infections. 

When the bacterium Yersinia pestis enters theWhen the bacterium Yersinia pestis enters theWhen the bacterium Yersinia pestis enters theWhen the bacterium Yersinia pestis enters the lungs, it causes pneumonic plague, a disease that is 100 percent fatal if lungs, it causes pneumonic plague, a disease that is 100 percent fatal if lungs, it causes pneumonic plague, a disease that is 100 percent fatal if lungs, it causes pneumonic plague, a disease that is 100 percent fatal if untreated. The  untreated. The  untreated. The  untreated. The 
way in which Y. pestis evades the immune system and kills peopleway in which Y. pestis evades the immune system and kills peopleway in which Y. pestis evades the immune system and kills peopleway in which Y. pestis evades the immune system and kills people in a matter of days has largely confounded scientists, until now. in a matter of days has largely confounded scientists, until now. in a matter of days has largely confounded scientists, until now. in a matter of days has largely confounded scientists, until now.

Following a 2007 study demonstrating that the presence of aFollowing a 2007 study demonstrating that the presence of aFollowing a 2007 study demonstrating that the presence of aFollowing a 2007 study demonstrating that the presence of a protein called the plasminogen activator protease (Pla) is required for Y. protein called the plasminogen activator protease (Pla) is required for Y. protein called the plasminogen activator protease (Pla) is required for Y. protein called the plasminogen activator protease (Pla) is required for Y.
pestis to live inside the lungs, Wyndham Lathem, PhD, assistant professor inpestis to live inside the lungs, Wyndham Lathem, PhD, assistant professor inpestis to live inside the lungs, Wyndham Lathem, PhD, assistant professor inpestis to live inside the lungs, Wyndham Lathem, PhD, assistant professor in Microbiology Microbiology Microbiology Microbiology----Immunology, has found what role Pla plays Immunology, has found what role Pla plays Immunology, has found what role Pla plays Immunology, has found what role Pla plays 
during disease.during disease.during disease.during disease.

The activator shuts down a molecule, Fas ligand (FasL), whichThe activator shuts down a molecule, Fas ligand (FasL), whichThe activator shuts down a molecule, Fas ligand (FasL), whichThe activator shuts down a molecule, Fas ligand (FasL), which stimulates a form of programmed cell death known as apoptosis. The  stimulates a form of programmed cell death known as apoptosis. The  stimulates a form of programmed cell death known as apoptosis. The  stimulates a form of programmed cell death known as apoptosis. The 
result is aresult is aresult is aresult is a disrupted immune response during infection. This allows Y. pestis to overwhelm disrupted immune response during infection. This allows Y. pestis to overwhelm disrupted immune response during infection. This allows Y. pestis to overwhelm disrupted immune response during infection. This allows Y. pestis to overwhelm the lungs, causing death.  the lungs, causing death.  the lungs, causing death.  the lungs, causing death. 

"This is the first time anyone has shown how"This is the first time anyone has shown how"This is the first time anyone has shown how"This is the first time anyone has shown how bacteria can subvert apoptotic cell death by directly destroying Fas ligand," bacteria can subvert apoptotic cell death by directly destroying Fas ligand," bacteria can subvert apoptotic cell death by directly destroying Fas ligand," bacteria can subvert apoptotic cell death by directly destroying Fas ligand," said Lathem,  said Lathem,  said Lathem,  said Lathem, 
a member of the Center for Genetic Medicine and Interdepartmentala member of the Center for Genetic Medicine and Interdepartmentala member of the Center for Genetic Medicine and Interdepartmentala member of the Center for Genetic Medicine and Interdepartmental Immunobiology Center.  Immunobiology Center.  Immunobiology Center.  Immunobiology Center. 

The findings were published April 9 in Cell HostThe findings were published April 9 in Cell HostThe findings were published April 9 in Cell HostThe findings were published April 9 in Cell Host & Microbe.  & Microbe.  & Microbe.  & Microbe. 

To study its effects, scientists added Pla to glass slidesTo study its effects, scientists added Pla to glass slidesTo study its effects, scientists added Pla to glass slidesTo study its effects, scientists added Pla to glass slides with various fluorescently with various fluorescently with various fluorescently with various fluorescently----tagged proteins. If the protease showed an affinitytagged proteins. If the protease showed an affinitytagged proteins. If the protease showed an affinitytagged proteins. If the protease showed an affinity for  for  for  for 
a specific protein, it would chew off pieces, making it appear lessa specific protein, it would chew off pieces, making it appear lessa specific protein, it would chew off pieces, making it appear lessa specific protein, it would chew off pieces, making it appear less florescent when viewed under a microscope.  florescent when viewed under a microscope.  florescent when viewed under a microscope.  florescent when viewed under a microscope. 
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"We knew that Pla must be chopping up host proteins in some"We knew that Pla must be chopping up host proteins in some"We knew that Pla must be chopping up host proteins in some"We knew that Pla must be chopping up host proteins in some manner and we looked to discover exactly what proteins were being  manner and we looked to discover exactly what proteins were being  manner and we looked to discover exactly what proteins were being  manner and we looked to discover exactly what proteins were being 
affected,"affected,"affected,"affected," said first author Adam Caulfield, a research associate in Lathem's lab. said first author Adam Caulfield, a research associate in Lathem's lab. said first author Adam Caulfield, a research associate in Lathem's lab. said first author Adam Caulfield, a research associate in Lathem's lab.

"As we reviewed possible hits, the 'aha moment' came when we"As we reviewed possible hits, the 'aha moment' came when we"As we reviewed possible hits, the 'aha moment' came when we"As we reviewed possible hits, the 'aha moment' came when we saw Fas ligand on the list of affected proteins, because we know Fas is an saw Fas ligand on the list of affected proteins, because we know Fas is an saw Fas ligand on the list of affected proteins, because we know Fas is an saw Fas ligand on the list of affected proteins, because we know Fas is an
integral receptor for controlling cell death," said Lathem. "The process of Plaintegral receptor for controlling cell death," said Lathem. "The process of Plaintegral receptor for controlling cell death," said Lathem. "The process of Plaintegral receptor for controlling cell death," said Lathem. "The process of Pla degrading Fas ligand effectively prevents the lungs from  degrading Fas ligand effectively prevents the lungs from  degrading Fas ligand effectively prevents the lungs from  degrading Fas ligand effectively prevents the lungs from 
being able to clear thebeing able to clear thebeing able to clear thebeing able to clear the infection."  infection."  infection."  infection." 

After verifying their findings using cell cultures, LathemAfter verifying their findings using cell cultures, LathemAfter verifying their findings using cell cultures, LathemAfter verifying their findings using cell cultures, Lathem conducted preclinical tests using mice, arriving at the same conclusion. conducted preclinical tests using mice, arriving at the same conclusion. conducted preclinical tests using mice, arriving at the same conclusion. conducted preclinical tests using mice, arriving at the same conclusion.

"Now that we have identified this as a method by which plague"Now that we have identified this as a method by which plague"Now that we have identified this as a method by which plague"Now that we have identified this as a method by which plague bacteria can manipulate the immune system, we have something to  bacteria can manipulate the immune system, we have something to  bacteria can manipulate the immune system, we have something to  bacteria can manipulate the immune system, we have something to 
look for whenlook for whenlook for whenlook for when studying other respiratory infections," Lathem said. "This could be a common studying other respiratory infections," Lathem said. "This could be a common studying other respiratory infections," Lathem said. "This could be a common studying other respiratory infections," Lathem said. "This could be a common feature, where we see other bacteria  feature, where we see other bacteria  feature, where we see other bacteria  feature, where we see other bacteria 
manipulating cell death pathways bymanipulating cell death pathways bymanipulating cell death pathways bymanipulating cell death pathways by altering Fas signaling."  altering Fas signaling."  altering Fas signaling."  altering Fas signaling." 

Pneumonic plague is unique in that it is the onlyPneumonic plague is unique in that it is the onlyPneumonic plague is unique in that it is the onlyPneumonic plague is unique in that it is the only type of plague with an ability to spread from person to person. It is treatable type of plague with an ability to spread from person to person. It is treatable type of plague with an ability to spread from person to person. It is treatable type of plague with an ability to spread from person to person. It is treatable if  if  if  if 
caught early, but after 24 hours, antibiotics are rendered useless.caught early, but after 24 hours, antibiotics are rendered useless.caught early, but after 24 hours, antibiotics are rendered useless.caught early, but after 24 hours, antibiotics are rendered useless.

Lathem believes that a restLathem believes that a restLathem believes that a restLathem believes that a restoration of Fas signaling may giveoration of Fas signaling may giveoration of Fas signaling may giveoration of Fas signaling may give antibiotics more time to work, and scientists in his lab are exploring that antibiotics more time to work, and scientists in his lab are exploring that antibiotics more time to work, and scientists in his lab are exploring that antibiotics more time to work, and scientists in his lab are exploring that
possibility. They will also be looking at different bacterial infections to seepossibility. They will also be looking at different bacterial infections to seepossibility. They will also be looking at different bacterial infections to seepossibility. They will also be looking at different bacterial infections to see if any manipulate cell death by altering Fas signaling in a  if any manipulate cell death by altering Fas signaling in a  if any manipulate cell death by altering Fas signaling in a  if any manipulate cell death by altering Fas signaling in a 
similar manner.similar manner.similar manner.similar manner.

Bacterial diseases cause millions of deaths every year. Most of theseBacterial diseases cause millions of deaths every year. Most of theseBacterial diseases cause millions of deaths every year. Most of theseBacterial diseases cause millions of deaths every year. Most of these bacteria were benign at some point in their evolutionary past, and  bacteria were benign at some point in their evolutionary past, and  bacteria were benign at some point in their evolutionary past, and  bacteria were benign at some point in their evolutionary past, and 
we donwe donwe donwe don’’’’tttt always understand what turned them into disease always understand what turned them into disease always understand what turned them into disease always understand what turned them into disease----causing pathogens. In a newcausing pathogens. In a newcausing pathogens. In a newcausing pathogens. In a new study, researchers have tracked down when  study, researchers have tracked down when  study, researchers have tracked down when  study, researchers have tracked down when 
this switch happened in onethis switch happened in onethis switch happened in onethis switch happened in one flesh flesh flesh flesh----eating bacteria. They think the knowledge might help predict futureeating bacteria. They think the knowledge might help predict futureeating bacteria. They think the knowledge might help predict futureeating bacteria. They think the knowledge might help predict future epidemics.  epidemics.  epidemics.  epidemics. 

The fleshThe fleshThe fleshThe flesh----eating culprit in question is called GAS, or Groupeating culprit in question is called GAS, or Groupeating culprit in question is called GAS, or Groupeating culprit in question is called GAS, or Group A ß A ß A ß A ß----hemolytic streptococcus, a highly infective bacteria. Apart from causing hemolytic streptococcus, a highly infective bacteria. Apart from causing hemolytic streptococcus, a highly infective bacteria. Apart from causing hemolytic streptococcus, a highly infective bacteria. Apart from causing 
thethethethe flesh flesh flesh flesh----eating disease necrotizing fasciitis, GAS is also responsible for a rangeeating disease necrotizing fasciitis, GAS is also responsible for a rangeeating disease necrotizing fasciitis, GAS is also responsible for a rangeeating disease necrotizing fasciitis, GAS is also responsible for a range of less harmful infections. It affects more than 600  of less harmful infections. It affects more than 600  of less harmful infections. It affects more than 600  of less harmful infections. It affects more than 600 
million people every year,million people every year,million people every year,million people every year, and it causes an estimated 500,000 deaths.  and it causes an estimated 500,000 deaths.  and it causes an estimated 500,000 deaths.  and it causes an estimated 500,000 deaths. 

These bacteria appeared to have affected humans since theThese bacteria appeared to have affected humans since theThese bacteria appeared to have affected humans since theThese bacteria appeared to have affected humans since the 1980s. Scientists think that GAS must have evolved from a less harmful 1980s. Scientists think that GAS must have evolved from a less harmful 1980s. Scientists think that GAS must have evolved from a less harmful 1980s. Scientists think that GAS must have evolved from a less harmful
streptococcus strain. The new study, published in PNAS, reconstructs thatstreptococcus strain. The new study, published in PNAS, reconstructs thatstreptococcus strain. The new study, published in PNAS, reconstructs thatstreptococcus strain. The new study, published in PNAS, reconstructs that evolutionary history.  evolutionary history.  evolutionary history.  evolutionary history. 

Lead researcher James Musser of the MethodistLead researcher James Musser of the MethodistLead researcher James Musser of the MethodistLead researcher James Musser of the Methodist Hospital Research Institute said,  Hospital Research Institute said,  Hospital Research Institute said,  Hospital Research Institute said, ““““This is the first time we have been able toThis is the first time we have been able toThis is the first time we have been able toThis is the first time we have been able to pull back the  pull back the  pull back the  pull back the 
curtain to reveal the mysterious processes that gives rise to acurtain to reveal the mysterious processes that gives rise to acurtain to reveal the mysterious processes that gives rise to acurtain to reveal the mysterious processes that gives rise to a virulent pathogen. virulent pathogen. virulent pathogen. virulent pathogen.””””

Genetic gymnastics Genetic gymnastics Genetic gymnastics Genetic gymnastics 

MusserMusserMusserMusser’’’’s work required analysis of the bacterial genetic datas work required analysis of the bacterial genetic datas work required analysis of the bacterial genetic datas work required analysis of the bacterial genetic data from across the world from across the world from across the world from across the world————a total of about 3,600 streptococcus strains werea total of about 3,600 streptococcus strains werea total of about 3,600 streptococcus strains werea total of about 3,600 streptococcus strains were
collected and their genomes recorded. The study revealed that a series ofcollected and their genomes recorded. The study revealed that a series ofcollected and their genomes recorded. The study revealed that a series ofcollected and their genomes recorded. The study revealed that a series of distinct genetic events turned this bacteria rogue.  distinct genetic events turned this bacteria rogue.  distinct genetic events turned this bacteria rogue.  distinct genetic events turned this bacteria rogue. 

First, foreign DNA moved into the original harmlessFirst, foreign DNA moved into the original harmlessFirst, foreign DNA moved into the original harmlessFirst, foreign DNA moved into the original harmless streptococcus by horizontal gene transfer streptococcus by horizontal gene transfer streptococcus by horizontal gene transfer streptococcus by horizontal gene transfer————a phenomenon that is common amonga phenomenon that is common amonga phenomenon that is common amonga phenomenon that is common among
bacteria. Such DNA is often provided by bacteriophages, viruses thatbacteria. Such DNA is often provided by bacteriophages, viruses thatbacteria. Such DNA is often provided by bacteriophages, viruses thatbacteria. Such DNA is often provided by bacteriophages, viruses that specifically target bacteria. Picking up foreign genes can be useful  specifically target bacteria. Picking up foreign genes can be useful  specifically target bacteria. Picking up foreign genes can be useful  specifically target bacteria. Picking up foreign genes can be useful 
because itbecause itbecause itbecause it can improve the bacteria can improve the bacteria can improve the bacteria can improve the bacteria’’’’s survival. s survival. s survival. s survival. 

In this case, the foreign DNA that was incorporated into theIn this case, the foreign DNA that was incorporated into theIn this case, the foreign DNA that was incorporated into theIn this case, the foreign DNA that was incorporated into the host host host host’’’’s genome allowed the streptococcus cell to produce two harmful s genome allowed the streptococcus cell to produce two harmful s genome allowed the streptococcus cell to produce two harmful s genome allowed the streptococcus cell to produce two harmful 
toxins. Atoxins. Atoxins. Atoxins. A further mutation to one of these toxin genes made it even more virulent. further mutation to one of these toxin genes made it even more virulent. further mutation to one of these toxin genes made it even more virulent. further mutation to one of these toxin genes made it even more virulent.
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According to Musser, another horizontal gene transfer eventAccording to Musser, another horizontal gene transfer eventAccording to Musser, another horizontal gene transfer eventAccording to Musser, another horizontal gene transfer event made a good disease made a good disease made a good disease made a good disease----causing pathogen into a very good one. The causing pathogen into a very good one. The causing pathogen into a very good one. The causing pathogen into a very good one. The 
additional set ofadditional set ofadditional set ofadditional set of genes allowed it to produce proteins that suppress the immune system of those genes allowed it to produce proteins that suppress the immune system of those genes allowed it to produce proteins that suppress the immune system of those genes allowed it to produce proteins that suppress the immune system of those infected, making the infection worse.  infected, making the infection worse.  infected, making the infection worse.  infected, making the infection worse. 

Marco Oggioni of the University of Leicester said, Marco Oggioni of the University of Leicester said, Marco Oggioni of the University of Leicester said, Marco Oggioni of the University of Leicester said, ““““BecauseBecauseBecauseBecause this this this this study used data of the entire genome, all the genetic change could be study used data of the entire genome, all the genetic change could be study used data of the entire genome, all the genetic change could be study used data of the entire genome, all the genetic change could be
observed. This makes it possible to identify molecular events responsible forobserved. This makes it possible to identify molecular events responsible forobserved. This makes it possible to identify molecular events responsible forobserved. This makes it possible to identify molecular events responsible for virulence, as you get the full picture. virulence, as you get the full picture. virulence, as you get the full picture. virulence, as you get the full picture.””””

Musser could also accurately date the genetic changes in GASMusser could also accurately date the genetic changes in GASMusser could also accurately date the genetic changes in GASMusser could also accurately date the genetic changes in GAS by using statistical models to turn back the clock on evolution. They say  by using statistical models to turn back the clock on evolution. They say  by using statistical models to turn back the clock on evolution. They say  by using statistical models to turn back the clock on evolution. They say 
thethethethe last genetic change, which made GAS a highly virulent bacteria, must have last genetic change, which made GAS a highly virulent bacteria, must have last genetic change, which made GAS a highly virulent bacteria, must have last genetic change, which made GAS a highly virulent bacteria, must have occurred in 1983.  occurred in 1983.  occurred in 1983.  occurred in 1983. 

Continental drift Continental drift Continental drift Continental drift 

That timing makes a lot of sense. That timing makes a lot of sense. That timing makes a lot of sense. That timing makes a lot of sense. ““““The date we deducedThe date we deducedThe date we deducedThe date we deduced coincided with numerous mentions of streptococcus epidemics in the  coincided with numerous mentions of streptococcus epidemics in the  coincided with numerous mentions of streptococcus epidemics in the  coincided with numerous mentions of streptococcus epidemics in the 
literature,literature,literature,literature,”””” Musser said. Since 1983, there have been several outbreaks of streptococcusMusser said. Since 1983, there have been several outbreaks of streptococcusMusser said. Since 1983, there have been several outbreaks of streptococcusMusser said. Since 1983, there have been several outbreaks of streptococcus infections across the world. For example, in the  infections across the world. For example, in the  infections across the world. For example, in the  infections across the world. For example, in the 
UK, streptococcus infectionsUK, streptococcus infectionsUK, streptococcus infectionsUK, streptococcus infections increased in number and severity between 1983 and 1985.  increased in number and severity between 1983 and 1985.  increased in number and severity between 1983 and 1985.  increased in number and severity between 1983 and 1985. 

It's the same story for many other countries, with Sweden,It's the same story for many other countries, with Sweden,It's the same story for many other countries, with Sweden,It's the same story for many other countries, with Sweden, Norway, Canada, and Australia falling victim to what is now an  Norway, Canada, and Australia falling victim to what is now an  Norway, Canada, and Australia falling victim to what is now an  Norway, Canada, and Australia falling victim to what is now an 
intercontinentalintercontinentalintercontinentalintercontinental epidemic. The symptoms ranged from pharyngitis to the flesh epidemic. The symptoms ranged from pharyngitis to the flesh epidemic. The symptoms ranged from pharyngitis to the flesh epidemic. The symptoms ranged from pharyngitis to the flesh----eating disease,eating disease,eating disease,eating disease, necrotizing fasciitis.  necrotizing fasciitis.  necrotizing fasciitis.  necrotizing fasciitis. 

““““In the short term, this discovery will help usIn the short term, this discovery will help usIn the short term, this discovery will help usIn the short term, this discovery will help us determine the pattern of genetic change within a bacteria, and may help us work determine the pattern of genetic change within a bacteria, and may help us work determine the pattern of genetic change within a bacteria, and may help us work determine the pattern of genetic change within a bacteria, and may help us work out  out  out  out 
how often bacterial vaccines need to be updated,how often bacterial vaccines need to be updated,how often bacterial vaccines need to be updated,how often bacterial vaccines need to be updated,”””” Musser said. Musser said. Musser said. Musser said. ““““In the longIn the longIn the longIn the long term, this technique may have an important predictive  term, this technique may have an important predictive  term, this technique may have an important predictive  term, this technique may have an important predictive 
applicationapplicationapplicationapplication————we may be ablewe may be ablewe may be ablewe may be able to nip epidemics in the bud before they even start. to nip epidemics in the bud before they even start. to nip epidemics in the bud before they even start. to nip epidemics in the bud before they even start.””””

What Musser is suggesting is that if enough bacterial genomesWhat Musser is suggesting is that if enough bacterial genomesWhat Musser is suggesting is that if enough bacterial genomesWhat Musser is suggesting is that if enough bacterial genomes are regularly recorded and monitored, there is a chance that  are regularly recorded and monitored, there is a chance that  are regularly recorded and monitored, there is a chance that  are regularly recorded and monitored, there is a chance that 
mutations or genemutations or genemutations or genemutations or gene transfers, such as those GAS experienced, could be found ahead of time. transfers, such as those GAS experienced, could be found ahead of time. transfers, such as those GAS experienced, could be found ahead of time. transfers, such as those GAS experienced, could be found ahead of time.

But Oggioni is skeptical. But Oggioni is skeptical. But Oggioni is skeptical. But Oggioni is skeptical. ““““While making such predictions mayWhile making such predictions mayWhile making such predictions mayWhile making such predictions may not be possible, this research will have other applications, not be possible, this research will have other applications, not be possible, this research will have other applications, not be possible, this research will have other applications,”””” he said. he said. he said. he said. 
““““KnowingKnowingKnowingKnowing which genetic changes happen when can help tailor drug discovery research in a which genetic changes happen when can help tailor drug discovery research in a which genetic changes happen when can help tailor drug discovery research in a which genetic changes happen when can help tailor drug discovery research in a certain direction. certain direction. certain direction. certain direction.””””

Oggioni added that MusserOggioni added that MusserOggioni added that MusserOggioni added that Musser’’’’s work with GAS is only a model.s work with GAS is only a model.s work with GAS is only a model.s work with GAS is only a model. Using Musser Using Musser Using Musser Using Musser’’’’s methods to record the evolutionary histories of other s methods to record the evolutionary histories of other s methods to record the evolutionary histories of other s methods to record the evolutionary histories of other 
pathogenspathogenspathogenspathogens could be quite useful to tackle the diseases they cause now could be quite useful to tackle the diseases they cause now could be quite useful to tackle the diseases they cause now could be quite useful to tackle the diseases they cause now————and perhaps evenand perhaps evenand perhaps evenand perhaps even those they may cause in the future.The  those they may cause in the future.The  those they may cause in the future.The  those they may cause in the future.The 
Conversation Conversation Conversation Conversation 

4444----14141414----14 IRS Whistleblowers Rewards for Key West14 IRS Whistleblowers Rewards for Key West14 IRS Whistleblowers Rewards for Key West14 IRS Whistleblowers Rewards for Key West Landlords paying everyone in CASH...  Landlords paying everyone in CASH...  Landlords paying everyone in CASH...  Landlords paying everyone in CASH... 

4444----14141414----14 MD Whistleblowers Rewards14 MD Whistleblowers Rewards14 MD Whistleblowers Rewards14 MD Whistleblowers Rewards for Key West... Cook, Chef in Key West has... unprecedented release last week of for Key West... Cook, Chef in Key West has... unprecedented release last week of for Key West... Cook, Chef in Key West has... unprecedented release last week of for Key West... Cook, Chef in Key West has... unprecedented release last week of a trove of Medicare  a trove of Medicare  a trove of Medicare  a trove of Medicare 
billing data, a small fraternity of lawyers who specializebilling data, a small fraternity of lawyers who specializebilling data, a small fraternity of lawyers who specializebilling data, a small fraternity of lawyers who specialize in representing whistleblowers in healthcare fraud cases began to mobilize! in representing whistleblowers in healthcare fraud cases began to mobilize! in representing whistleblowers in healthcare fraud cases began to mobilize! in representing whistleblowers in healthcare fraud cases began to mobilize!

4444----14 14 Yale Key West Medical School will change Key West + Cape14 14 Yale Key West Medical School will change Key West + Cape14 14 Yale Key West Medical School will change Key West + Cape14 14 Yale Key West Medical School will change Key West + Cape Canaveral Launch Schedule... spacecoastlaunches. Canaveral Launch Schedule... spacecoastlaunches. Canaveral Launch Schedule... spacecoastlaunches. Canaveral Launch Schedule... spacecoastlaunches.com Kennedy com Kennedy com Kennedy com Kennedy 
Space Center &Space Center &Space Center &Space Center & Cape Canaveral Launch Schedule. Kennedy JFK Super Carrier without 10K Windmills Cape Canaveral Launch Schedule. Kennedy JFK Super Carrier without 10K Windmills Cape Canaveral Launch Schedule. Kennedy JFK Super Carrier without 10K Windmills Cape Canaveral Launch Schedule. Kennedy JFK Super Carrier without 10K Windmills on its decks and 1 Trillion NASA  on its decks and 1 Trillion NASA  on its decks and 1 Trillion NASA  on its decks and 1 Trillion NASA 
made cans of H @ made cans of H @ made cans of H @ made cans of H @ ----254 C Below Decks has to254 C Below Decks has to254 C Below Decks has to254 C Below Decks has to change... orders ASAP.  change... orders ASAP.  change... orders ASAP.  change... orders ASAP. 

4444----14141414----14 Starbucks I Was "disease" Profiled...14 Starbucks I Was "disease" Profiled...14 Starbucks I Was "disease" Profiled...14 Starbucks I Was "disease" Profiled... Profiles supplied by Yale Key West Medical School. MD Code... gloves, mask, no Profiles supplied by Yale Key West Medical School. MD Code... gloves, mask, no Profiles supplied by Yale Key West Medical School. MD Code... gloves, mask, no Profiles supplied by Yale Key West Medical School. MD Code... gloves, mask, no coming to  coming to  coming to  coming to 
work sick with flu... Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chefwork sick with flu... Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chefwork sick with flu... Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chefwork sick with flu... Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus  has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus 
Cancer! AndCancer! AndCancer! AndCancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out  Farrah screamed NO when she found out  Farrah screamed NO when she found out  Farrah screamed NO when she found out 
someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen insomeone gave her Anus Cancer, listen insomeone gave her Anus Cancer, listen insomeone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this movie dramatic!! your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this movie dramatic!! your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this movie dramatic!! your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this movie dramatic!!

4444----14141414----14 NY Times West Point on Front Page, In Other Times NASA New14 NY Times West Point on Front Page, In Other Times NASA New14 NY Times West Point on Front Page, In Other Times NASA New14 NY Times West Point on Front Page, In Other Times NASA New Astronauts would make the Front Page, Never Has Yale Med  Astronauts would make the Front Page, Never Has Yale Med  Astronauts would make the Front Page, Never Has Yale Med  Astronauts would make the Front Page, Never Has Yale Med 
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School New Doctors madeSchool New Doctors madeSchool New Doctors madeSchool New Doctors made the Front Page of the New York Times!... 100 kids left in Hot Cars by the New the Front Page of the New York Times!... 100 kids left in Hot Cars by the New the Front Page of the New York Times!... 100 kids left in Hot Cars by the New the Front Page of the New York Times!... 100 kids left in Hot Cars by the New York Times, lot more World Wide,  York Times, lot more World Wide,  York Times, lot more World Wide,  York Times, lot more World Wide, 
God is watching Pope Francis as it will be aGod is watching Pope Francis as it will be aGod is watching Pope Francis as it will be aGod is watching Pope Francis as it will be a hot summer at the Vatican!  hot summer at the Vatican!  hot summer at the Vatican!  hot summer at the Vatican! 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, the deputy commandant of the United States Military POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, the deputy commandant of the United States Military POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, the deputy commandant of the United States Military POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, the deputy commandant of the United States Military Academy and a  Academy and a  Academy and a  Academy and a 
veteran of the war in Iraq, "Baby Killer" from Vietnam War, Iraqveteran of the war in Iraq, "Baby Killer" from Vietnam War, Iraqveteran of the war in Iraq, "Baby Killer" from Vietnam War, Iraqveteran of the war in Iraq, "Baby Killer" from Vietnam War, Iraq War, ElectricWindmillFord Escort War with BP Oil + Mecca!  War, ElectricWindmillFord Escort War with BP Oil + Mecca!  War, ElectricWindmillFord Escort War with BP Oil + Mecca!  War, ElectricWindmillFord Escort War with BP Oil + Mecca! 

4444----14141414----14 Sept.14 Sept.14 Sept.14 Sept. 11, 2001, and 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, West 11, 2001, and 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, West 11, 2001, and 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, West 11, 2001, and 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, West Point class of 2014 will have a more difficult  Point class of 2014 will have a more difficult  Point class of 2014 will have a more difficult  Point class of 2014 will have a more difficult 
time advancing in a military intime advancing in a military intime advancing in a military intime advancing in a military in which combat experience, particularly since the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, has which combat experience, particularly since the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, has which combat experience, particularly since the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, has which combat experience, particularly since the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, has been crucial to  been crucial to  been crucial to  been crucial to 
promotion. 9/11 Baby Killers in Manhattan as thepromotion. 9/11 Baby Killers in Manhattan as thepromotion. 9/11 Baby Killers in Manhattan as thepromotion. 9/11 Baby Killers in Manhattan as the ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have prevented 9/11...  ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have prevented 9/11...  ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have prevented 9/11...  ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have prevented 9/11... 

4444----14141414----14 10014 10014 10014 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, Med Students at Yale Key kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, Med Students at Yale Key kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, Med Students at Yale Key kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, Med Students at Yale Key West Medical School... At West Point, the cadets  West Medical School... At West Point, the cadets  West Medical School... At West Point, the cadets  West Medical School... At West Point, the cadets 
graduating this springgraduating this springgraduating this springgraduating this spring strategize about where in the Army, away from the battlefield. 1 Trillion light strategize about where in the Army, away from the battlefield. 1 Trillion light strategize about where in the Army, away from the battlefield. 1 Trillion light strategize about where in the Army, away from the battlefield. 1 Trillion light years from 100 Yale Key West  years from 100 Yale Key West  years from 100 Yale Key West  years from 100 Yale Key West 
Medical Students! Medical Students! Medical Students! Medical Students! 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in14 100 kids left in14 100 kids left in14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, A Year After Boston Marathon Bombings, Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, A Year After Boston Marathon Bombings, Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, A Year After Boston Marathon Bombings, Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, A Year After Boston Marathon Bombings, Injured Brothers Endure By  Injured Brothers Endure By  Injured Brothers Endure By  Injured Brothers Endure By 
KATHARINE Q. SEELYE New York Times, Katharine knowsKATHARINE Q. SEELYE New York Times, Katharine knowsKATHARINE Q. SEELYE New York Times, Katharine knowsKATHARINE Q. SEELYE New York Times, Katharine knows that if 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts were coming off the NY assembly that if 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts were coming off the NY assembly that if 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts were coming off the NY assembly that if 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts were coming off the NY assembly
line outside of Boston the Boston Marathon Bombing would never have happened...line outside of Boston the Boston Marathon Bombing would never have happened...line outside of Boston the Boston Marathon Bombing would never have happened...line outside of Boston the Boston Marathon Bombing would never have happened... If the New French Revolution goes on longer than  If the New French Revolution goes on longer than  If the New French Revolution goes on longer than  If the New French Revolution goes on longer than 
the French Revolution Katharinethe French Revolution Katharinethe French Revolution Katharinethe French Revolution Katharine will lose her head...  will lose her head...  will lose her head...  will lose her head... 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT,14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT,14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT,14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, The State Department Put Out Another Listicle Of Putin's 'Top Col. Jeff Lieb, The State Department Put Out Another Listicle Of Putin's 'Top Col. Jeff Lieb, The State Department Put Out Another Listicle Of Putin's 'Top Col. Jeff Lieb, The State Department Put Out Another Listicle Of Putin's 'Top 10' Lies...  10' Lies...  10' Lies...  10' Lies... 
Kerry knows that if 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts wereKerry knows that if 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts wereKerry knows that if 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts wereKerry knows that if 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts were coming off the NY assembly line outside of Boston the Boston Marathon  coming off the NY assembly line outside of Boston the Boston Marathon  coming off the NY assembly line outside of Boston the Boston Marathon  coming off the NY assembly line outside of Boston the Boston Marathon 
BombingBombingBombingBombing would never have happened... Kerry Knows 9/11... Kerry Knows Greg + Wives would would never have happened... Kerry Knows 9/11... Kerry Knows Greg + Wives would would never have happened... Kerry Knows 9/11... Kerry Knows Greg + Wives would would never have happened... Kerry Knows 9/11... Kerry Knows Greg + Wives would have gotten the Rx Overnight Cure for  have gotten the Rx Overnight Cure for  have gotten the Rx Overnight Cure for  have gotten the Rx Overnight Cure for 
Breast Cancer by Easter 2014... if HillaryBreast Cancer by Easter 2014... if HillaryBreast Cancer by Easter 2014... if HillaryBreast Cancer by Easter 2014... if Hillary didn't stifle Legal Polygamous Marriages at the Hemingway House in Key West... didn't stifle Legal Polygamous Marriages at the Hemingway House in Key West... didn't stifle Legal Polygamous Marriages at the Hemingway House in Key West... didn't stifle Legal Polygamous Marriages at the Hemingway House in Key West... grin! Hillary  grin! Hillary  grin! Hillary  grin! Hillary 
is a BMF she killed 44K women with breast cancer in 2014 becauseis a BMF she killed 44K women with breast cancer in 2014 becauseis a BMF she killed 44K women with breast cancer in 2014 becauseis a BMF she killed 44K women with breast cancer in 2014 because she would have had a cardiac arrest when Greg got the "Serendipity"  she would have had a cardiac arrest when Greg got the "Serendipity"  she would have had a cardiac arrest when Greg got the "Serendipity"  she would have had a cardiac arrest when Greg got the "Serendipity" 
cure incure incure incure in front of 1 Trillion "Observers" watching!  front of 1 Trillion "Observers" watching!  front of 1 Trillion "Observers" watching!  front of 1 Trillion "Observers" watching! 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot14 100 kids left in Hot14 100 kids left in Hot14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, GlaxoSmithKline, Britain's largest drug Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, GlaxoSmithKline, Britain's largest drug Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, GlaxoSmithKline, Britain's largest drug Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, GlaxoSmithKline, Britain's largest drug company, has been accused of  company, has been accused of  company, has been accused of  company, has been accused of 
bribing doctors to prescribe their medicines.bribing doctors to prescribe their medicines.bribing doctors to prescribe their medicines.bribing doctors to prescribe their medicines. Pentagon gave Mecca + GlaxoSmithKline their $ Trillion of dollars "Godsend" as Pentagon gave Mecca + GlaxoSmithKline their $ Trillion of dollars "Godsend" as Pentagon gave Mecca + GlaxoSmithKline their $ Trillion of dollars "Godsend" as Pentagon gave Mecca + GlaxoSmithKline their $ Trillion of dollars "Godsend" as Hillary  Hillary  Hillary  Hillary 
the BMF stifled Greg getting a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breastthe BMF stifled Greg getting a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breastthe BMF stifled Greg getting a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breastthe BMF stifled Greg getting a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer years ago and the CIA has a Secret file on this! Verizon  Cancer years ago and the CIA has a Secret file on this! Verizon  Cancer years ago and the CIA has a Secret file on this! Verizon  Cancer years ago and the CIA has a Secret file on this! Verizon 
recordedrecordedrecordedrecorded Hillary's cell calls and email about this too... Mecca of course would not have Hillary's cell calls and email about this too... Mecca of course would not have Hillary's cell calls and email about this too... Mecca of course would not have Hillary's cell calls and email about this too... Mecca of course would not have $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks today if it were not  $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks today if it were not  $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks today if it were not  $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks today if it were not 
for the generosity of thefor the generosity of thefor the generosity of thefor the generosity of the Pentagon!  Pentagon!  Pentagon!  Pentagon! 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by Ted Kennedy Jr., a14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by Ted Kennedy Jr., a14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by Ted Kennedy Jr., a14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by Ted Kennedy Jr., a Branford lawyer and the son of the late Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy, Branford lawyer and the son of the late Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy, Branford lawyer and the son of the late Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy, Branford lawyer and the son of the late Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy,
announced a state senate run. Greg lived at 20 Harding Ave. Branford, Ct. manyannounced a state senate run. Greg lived at 20 Harding Ave. Branford, Ct. manyannounced a state senate run. Greg lived at 20 Harding Ave. Branford, Ct. manyannounced a state senate run. Greg lived at 20 Harding Ave. Branford, Ct. many of my favorite memories are from this house, times, I  of my favorite memories are from this house, times, I  of my favorite memories are from this house, times, I  of my favorite memories are from this house, times, I 
missed Woodstock was inmissed Woodstock was inmissed Woodstock was inmissed Woodstock was in drive of house and said no thanks... grin.  drive of house and said no thanks... grin.  drive of house and said no thanks... grin.  drive of house and said no thanks... grin. 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot14 100 kids left in Hot14 100 kids left in Hot14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb, 

4444----14141414----14 100,000 ...'aha moment' came when...14 100,000 ...'aha moment' came when...14 100,000 ...'aha moment' came when...14 100,000 ...'aha moment' came when... Doctors "Discovered" Yersinia pestis enters the lungs, it causes pneumonic Doctors "Discovered" Yersinia pestis enters the lungs, it causes pneumonic Doctors "Discovered" Yersinia pestis enters the lungs, it causes pneumonic Doctors "Discovered" Yersinia pestis enters the lungs, it causes pneumonic plague  plague  plague  plague ------------ this this this this 
"Discovery is down below the "Cop's Firebomb Picture" "Discovery is down below the "Cop's Firebomb Picture" "Discovery is down below the "Cop's Firebomb Picture" "Discovery is down below the "Cop's Firebomb Picture" ---- Greg gotGreg gotGreg gotGreg got the "Serendipity" cure... Greg would have if not for the BMF Hillary,  the "Serendipity" cure... Greg would have if not for the BMF Hillary,  the "Serendipity" cure... Greg would have if not for the BMF Hillary,  the "Serendipity" cure... Greg would have if not for the BMF Hillary, 
rightrightrightright after Greg's Legal Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House in Key West... after Greg's Legal Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House in Key West... after Greg's Legal Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House in Key West... after Greg's Legal Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House in Key West...

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col.14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col.14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col.14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  Jeff Lieb,  Jeff Lieb,  Jeff Lieb, 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,  Lieb,  Lieb,  Lieb, 

4444----14141414----14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,14 100 kids left in Hot Cars by WEST POINT, Col. Jeff Lieb,

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... 24/714 Palm Sunday... 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... 24/714 Palm Sunday... 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... 24/714 Palm Sunday... 4 Wives Coup D'Etat... 24/7 Brainstorming with many Wives, RxCure For Breast Cancer... Today! Easter Egg Brainstorming with many Wives, RxCure For Breast Cancer... Today! Easter Egg Brainstorming with many Wives, RxCure For Breast Cancer... Today! Easter Egg Brainstorming with many Wives, RxCure For Breast Cancer... Today! Easter Egg Hunt  Hunt  Hunt  Hunt 
that finds the "InventSomething" that saves 100 kids left in Hot Cars bythat finds the "InventSomething" that saves 100 kids left in Hot Cars bythat finds the "InventSomething" that saves 100 kids left in Hot Cars bythat finds the "InventSomething" that saves 100 kids left in Hot Cars by the Key West Admiral in this Summer! "TopGun Navy Fighter  the Key West Admiral in this Summer! "TopGun Navy Fighter  the Key West Admiral in this Summer! "TopGun Navy Fighter  the Key West Admiral in this Summer! "TopGun Navy Fighter 
Pilots few miles away,Pilots few miles away,Pilots few miles away,Pilots few miles away, trillion light years away from saving these kids from their BMF George Orwell. trillion light years away from saving these kids from their BMF George Orwell. trillion light years away from saving these kids from their BMF George Orwell. trillion light years away from saving these kids from their BMF George Orwell.

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... your king comes to you, righteous and victorious,14 Palm Sunday... your king comes to you, righteous and victorious,14 Palm Sunday... your king comes to you, righteous and victorious,14 Palm Sunday... your king comes to you, righteous and victorious, lowly and riding on a "Super Shuttle with a Gravity Engine"  lowly and riding on a "Super Shuttle with a Gravity Engine"  lowly and riding on a "Super Shuttle with a Gravity Engine"  lowly and riding on a "Super Shuttle with a Gravity Engine" 
paid for by 1paid for by 1paid for by 1paid for by 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the assembly line.  Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the assembly line.  Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the assembly line.  Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the assembly line. 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... False Gods are the Admirals "BMF" with14 Palm Sunday... False Gods are the Admirals "BMF" with14 Palm Sunday... False Gods are the Admirals "BMF" with14 Palm Sunday... False Gods are the Admirals "BMF" with JFK Super Carriers "Void" of 10K Windmills on deck + 1 Trillion Cans of  JFK Super Carriers "Void" of 10K Windmills on deck + 1 Trillion Cans of  JFK Super Carriers "Void" of 10K Windmills on deck + 1 Trillion Cans of  JFK Super Carriers "Void" of 10K Windmills on deck + 1 Trillion Cans of 
NASANASANASANASA made H @  made H @  made H @  made H @ ----254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... False Gods are the14 Palm Sunday... False Gods are the14 Palm Sunday... False Gods are the14 Palm Sunday... False Gods are the Admirals with "Sex Slaves SWF" Dr. Katrina in the Frontal Lobe of the Admirals Admirals with "Sex Slaves SWF" Dr. Katrina in the Frontal Lobe of the Admirals Admirals with "Sex Slaves SWF" Dr. Katrina in the Frontal Lobe of the Admirals Admirals with "Sex Slaves SWF" Dr. Katrina in the Frontal Lobe of the Admirals "God  "God  "God  "God 
Complex" needs a Better fix than Bill + Melinda's Win 8.2 Complex" needs a Better fix than Bill + Melinda's Win 8.2 Complex" needs a Better fix than Bill + Melinda's Win 8.2 Complex" needs a Better fix than Bill + Melinda's Win 8.2 
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4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... The mixing of the fuel at Proxima14 Palm Sunday... The mixing of the fuel at Proxima14 Palm Sunday... The mixing of the fuel at Proxima14 Palm Sunday... The mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through convection and the star's relatively low Centauri's core through convection and the star's relatively low Centauri's core through convection and the star's relatively low Centauri's core through convection and the star's relatively low energy energy energy energy----
production rate suggest that it will be a mainproduction rate suggest that it will be a mainproduction rate suggest that it will be a mainproduction rate suggest that it will be a main----sequence star for anothersequence star for anothersequence star for anothersequence star for another four trillion years,[18] or nearly 300 times the current age of  four trillion years,[18] or nearly 300 times the current age of  four trillion years,[18] or nearly 300 times the current age of  four trillion years,[18] or nearly 300 times the current age of 
the universe.the universe.the universe.the universe.

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem takes place14 Palm Sunday... Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem takes place14 Palm Sunday... Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem takes place14 Palm Sunday... Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem takes place about a week before his Resurrection.  about a week before his Resurrection.  about a week before his Resurrection.  about a week before his Resurrection. 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... symbolism is captured in Zechariah14 Palm Sunday... symbolism is captured in Zechariah14 Palm Sunday... symbolism is captured in Zechariah14 Palm Sunday... symbolism is captured in Zechariah "The Coming of Zion's King  "The Coming of Zion's King  "The Coming of Zion's King  "The Coming of Zion's King –––– See, your king comes to you, righteous andSee, your king comes to you, righteous andSee, your king comes to you, righteous andSee, your king comes to you, righteous and
victorious, lowly and riding on a donkey, on a colt, the foal of a donkey". Itvictorious, lowly and riding on a donkey, on a colt, the foal of a donkey". Itvictorious, lowly and riding on a donkey, on a colt, the foal of a donkey". Itvictorious, lowly and riding on a donkey, on a colt, the foal of a donkey". It was perceived that Jesus was declaring he was the King of  was perceived that Jesus was declaring he was the King of  was perceived that Jesus was declaring he was the King of  was perceived that Jesus was declaring he was the King of 
Israel to the anger ofIsrael to the anger ofIsrael to the anger ofIsrael to the anger of the Sanhedrin.  the Sanhedrin.  the Sanhedrin.  the Sanhedrin. 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... Anger of the New York Times "BMF"14 Palm Sunday... Anger of the New York Times "BMF"14 Palm Sunday... Anger of the New York Times "BMF"14 Palm Sunday... Anger of the New York Times "BMF" is Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project for the RxCure of Breast is Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project for the RxCure of Breast is Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project for the RxCure of Breast is Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project for the RxCure of Breast
Cancer... put it in the H2O... RxCure! Cancer... put it in the H2O... RxCure! Cancer... put it in the H2O... RxCure! Cancer... put it in the H2O... RxCure! 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... 5 decades14 Palm Sunday... 5 decades14 Palm Sunday... 5 decades14 Palm Sunday... 5 decades of combat diving  of combat diving  of combat diving  of combat diving ---- Key West Citizen Key West Citizen Key West Citizen Key West Citizen ---- Sunday, April 13, 2014 For more than 50Sunday, April 13, 2014 For more than 50Sunday, April 13, 2014 For more than 50Sunday, April 13, 2014 For more than 50 years some of  years some of  years some of  years some of 
AAAAmerica's most classified intelligence operatives and militarymerica's most classified intelligence operatives and militarymerica's most classified intelligence operatives and militarymerica's most classified intelligence operatives and military commandos have been lured to Key West seeking underwater combat  commandos have been lured to Key West seeking underwater combat  commandos have been lured to Key West seeking underwater combat  commandos have been lured to Key West seeking underwater combat 
training. NOtraining. NOtraining. NOtraining. NO Thoughts of 44K women dead every year from Breast Cancer... as the combat divers Thoughts of 44K women dead every year from Breast Cancer... as the combat divers Thoughts of 44K women dead every year from Breast Cancer... as the combat divers Thoughts of 44K women dead every year from Breast Cancer... as the combat divers are "Brain Dead in a Part of their  are "Brain Dead in a Part of their  are "Brain Dead in a Part of their  are "Brain Dead in a Part of their 
Frontal Lobe" you do the math as the Key WestFrontal Lobe" you do the math as the Key WestFrontal Lobe" you do the math as the Key WestFrontal Lobe" you do the math as the Key West Citizen can't... 44K dead women from Breast Cancer every years for 5 decades and Citizen can't... 44K dead women from Breast Cancer every years for 5 decades and Citizen can't... 44K dead women from Breast Cancer every years for 5 decades and Citizen can't... 44K dead women from Breast Cancer every years for 5 decades and Palm  Palm  Palm  Palm 
Sunday the News Paper suppresses this story and Greg's Legal PolygamousSunday the News Paper suppresses this story and Greg's Legal PolygamousSunday the News Paper suppresses this story and Greg's Legal PolygamousSunday the News Paper suppresses this story and Greg's Legal Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West to work 24/7  Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West to work 24/7  Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West to work 24/7  Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West to work 24/7 
Brainstorming aBrainstorming aBrainstorming aBrainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure!  Overnight Rx Cure!  Overnight Rx Cure!  Overnight Rx Cure! 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... Mandy Miles in a "White"14 Palm Sunday... Mandy Miles in a "White"14 Palm Sunday... Mandy Miles in a "White"14 Palm Sunday... Mandy Miles in a "White" straight jacket... for her Palm Sunday story...  straight jacket... for her Palm Sunday story...  straight jacket... for her Palm Sunday story...  straight jacket... for her Palm Sunday story... 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday...14 Palm Sunday...14 Palm Sunday...14 Palm Sunday... Autism.... Acute myelogenous leukemia... is linked to cigarette smoke, which Autism.... Acute myelogenous leukemia... is linked to cigarette smoke, which Autism.... Acute myelogenous leukemia... is linked to cigarette smoke, which Autism.... Acute myelogenous leukemia... is linked to cigarette smoke, which contains benzene and other  contains benzene and other  contains benzene and other  contains benzene and other 
known cancerknown cancerknown cancerknown cancer----causing chemicals. Why Is Autism on thecausing chemicals. Why Is Autism on thecausing chemicals. Why Is Autism on thecausing chemicals. Why Is Autism on the Rise? Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the molecular formula  Rise? Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the molecular formula  Rise? Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the molecular formula  Rise? Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the molecular formula 
C6H6.C6H6.C6H6.C6H6. Its molecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen Its molecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen Its molecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen Its molecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom attached to each carbon atom. Because its  atom attached to each carbon atom. Because its  atom attached to each carbon atom. Because its  atom attached to each carbon atom. Because its 
molecules contain only carbon andmolecules contain only carbon andmolecules contain only carbon andmolecules contain only carbon and hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural constituent of crude  constituent of crude  constituent of crude  constituent of crude 
oil, and is one of the most elementary petrochemicals. Palmoil, and is one of the most elementary petrochemicals. Palmoil, and is one of the most elementary petrochemicals. Palmoil, and is one of the most elementary petrochemicals. Palm Sunday... WHO (at the UN + Medicare MD's) are turning adolescents into Sunday... WHO (at the UN + Medicare MD's) are turning adolescents into Sunday... WHO (at the UN + Medicare MD's) are turning adolescents into Sunday... WHO (at the UN + Medicare MD's) are turning adolescents into
alcoholics... How do I know this? there are not any Cadavers in any HS in thealcoholics... How do I know this? there are not any Cadavers in any HS in thealcoholics... How do I know this? there are not any Cadavers in any HS in thealcoholics... How do I know this? there are not any Cadavers in any HS in the USA. Dr. Nancy, Dr. Katrina would have gotten Cadavers  USA. Dr. Nancy, Dr. Katrina would have gotten Cadavers  USA. Dr. Nancy, Dr. Katrina would have gotten Cadavers  USA. Dr. Nancy, Dr. Katrina would have gotten Cadavers 
past Homeland Security...past Homeland Security...past Homeland Security...past Homeland Security... Homeland MD Security will be a new gov. agency after the coup!  Homeland MD Security will be a new gov. agency after the coup!  Homeland MD Security will be a new gov. agency after the coup!  Homeland MD Security will be a new gov. agency after the coup! 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... Mandy Miles on Benzene + Autism...14 Palm Sunday... Mandy Miles on Benzene + Autism...14 Palm Sunday... Mandy Miles on Benzene + Autism...14 Palm Sunday... Mandy Miles on Benzene + Autism... Dr. Mandy in Key West after the Yale Key West Medical School is built on an Dr. Mandy in Key West after the Yale Key West Medical School is built on an Dr. Mandy in Key West after the Yale Key West Medical School is built on an Dr. Mandy in Key West after the Yale Key West Medical School is built on an
Eiffel Tower Structure and Gary the Carpenter has Code Violations for WoodenEiffel Tower Structure and Gary the Carpenter has Code Violations for WoodenEiffel Tower Structure and Gary the Carpenter has Code Violations for WoodenEiffel Tower Structure and Gary the Carpenter has Code Violations for Wooden Houses... the age of the Eiffel Tower House + Key West  Houses... the age of the Eiffel Tower House + Key West  Houses... the age of the Eiffel Tower House + Key West  Houses... the age of the Eiffel Tower House + Key West 
Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... left Starbucks with same "Undercover Cop" or14 Palm Sunday... left Starbucks with same "Undercover Cop" or14 Palm Sunday... left Starbucks with same "Undercover Cop" or14 Palm Sunday... left Starbucks with same "Undercover Cop" or "Observer" stifling my writing + reading. Ran out of electricity for  "Observer" stifling my writing + reading. Ran out of electricity for  "Observer" stifling my writing + reading. Ran out of electricity for  "Observer" stifling my writing + reading. Ran out of electricity for 
AcerAcerAcerAcer Notebook and only 1 plug in Starbucks. Found a good Palm Sunday Medical Notebook and only 1 plug in Starbucks. Found a good Palm Sunday Medical Notebook and only 1 plug in Starbucks. Found a good Palm Sunday Medical Notebook and only 1 plug in Starbucks. Found a good Palm Sunday Medical Hepatitis A... could have been, B, D, STD, Syphilis... as  Hepatitis A... could have been, B, D, STD, Syphilis... as  Hepatitis A... could have been, B, D, STD, Syphilis... as  Hepatitis A... could have been, B, D, STD, Syphilis... as 
nothing is reportednothing is reportednothing is reportednothing is reported about how sick Starbucks workers are... Hundreds of people received vaccinations about how sick Starbucks workers are... Hundreds of people received vaccinations about how sick Starbucks workers are... Hundreds of people received vaccinations about how sick Starbucks workers are... Hundreds of people received vaccinations against Hepatitis A Saturday  against Hepatitis A Saturday  against Hepatitis A Saturday  against Hepatitis A Saturday 
after a Charlotte Papa John's employee wasafter a Charlotte Papa John's employee wasafter a Charlotte Papa John's employee wasafter a Charlotte Papa John's employee was diagnosed with the virus within the past week. Best prevention for Hepatitis A diagnosed with the virus within the past week. Best prevention for Hepatitis A diagnosed with the virus within the past week. Best prevention for Hepatitis A diagnosed with the virus within the past week. Best prevention for Hepatitis A is thorough  is thorough  is thorough  is thorough 
hand washing and preparing food with gloves. Gloves on Starbuckshand washing and preparing food with gloves. Gloves on Starbuckshand washing and preparing food with gloves. Gloves on Starbuckshand washing and preparing food with gloves. Gloves on Starbucks Employees making your coffee and mask for coughing, spitting  Employees making your coffee and mask for coughing, spitting  Employees making your coffee and mask for coughing, spitting  Employees making your coffee and mask for coughing, spitting 
while talking! Jewwhile talking! Jewwhile talking! Jewwhile talking! Jew in one of the $5 Stores spit at me twice at 9:30 am on Palm Sunday he was at 200 in one of the $5 Stores spit at me twice at 9:30 am on Palm Sunday he was at 200 in one of the $5 Stores spit at me twice at 9:30 am on Palm Sunday he was at 200 in one of the $5 Stores spit at me twice at 9:30 am on Palm Sunday he was at 200 Front Street at the $5 Dollar Store.  Front Street at the $5 Dollar Store.  Front Street at the $5 Dollar Store.  Front Street at the $5 Dollar Store. 
I expected the Key West Jews to spit at meI expected the Key West Jews to spit at meI expected the Key West Jews to spit at meI expected the Key West Jews to spit at me on Palm Sunday, thank God I biked up a little and got his picture with my cell on Palm Sunday, thank God I biked up a little and got his picture with my cell on Palm Sunday, thank God I biked up a little and got his picture with my cell on Palm Sunday, thank God I biked up a little and got his picture with my cell phone  phone  phone  phone 
camera... I will post it later today! camera... I will post it later today! camera... I will post it later today! camera... I will post it later today! 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... WHO14 Palm Sunday... WHO14 Palm Sunday... WHO14 Palm Sunday... WHO (at the UN + Medicare MD's) are turning adolescents into alcoholics... (at the UN + Medicare MD's) are turning adolescents into alcoholics... (at the UN + Medicare MD's) are turning adolescents into alcoholics... (at the UN + Medicare MD's) are turning adolescents into alcoholics...

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... "Homeland MD Health Security" will be a new gov.14 Palm Sunday... "Homeland MD Health Security" will be a new gov.14 Palm Sunday... "Homeland MD Health Security" will be a new gov.14 Palm Sunday... "Homeland MD Health Security" will be a new gov. agency after the coup! Starbucks will scan for all diseases  agency after the coup! Starbucks will scan for all diseases  agency after the coup! Starbucks will scan for all diseases  agency after the coup! Starbucks will scan for all diseases 
and NO coming toand NO coming toand NO coming toand NO coming to work sick with the flu any more!  work sick with the flu any more!  work sick with the flu any more!  work sick with the flu any more! 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... Key West Mug14 Palm Sunday... Key West Mug14 Palm Sunday... Key West Mug14 Palm Sunday... Key West Mug Shots for the last 7 days will have "Diseases" well as arrested offenses! Shots for the last 7 days will have "Diseases" well as arrested offenses! Shots for the last 7 days will have "Diseases" well as arrested offenses! Shots for the last 7 days will have "Diseases" well as arrested offenses!

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... 14 Palm Sunday... 14 Palm Sunday... 14 Palm Sunday... 

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... Breast Cancer14 Palm Sunday... Breast Cancer14 Palm Sunday... Breast Cancer14 Palm Sunday... Breast Cancer Memorial... 100 Light Years from Earth, all the Dr. Aliens out there... wow Memorial... 100 Light Years from Earth, all the Dr. Aliens out there... wow Memorial... 100 Light Years from Earth, all the Dr. Aliens out there... wow Memorial... 100 Light Years from Earth, all the Dr. Aliens out there... wow

4444----13131313----14 Palm Sunday... Vietnam War Memorial... Mile Marker 10014 Palm Sunday... Vietnam War Memorial... Mile Marker 10014 Palm Sunday... Vietnam War Memorial... Mile Marker 10014 Palm Sunday... Vietnam War Memorial... Mile Marker 100
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4444----12121212----14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC Vietnam Vet  Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC Vietnam Vet  Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC Vietnam Vet  Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC Vietnam Vet 
Memorial. Dr.Memorial. Dr.Memorial. Dr.Memorial. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project killed by same Vet's!  Nancy Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project killed by same Vet's!  Nancy Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project killed by same Vet's!  Nancy Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project killed by same Vet's! 

4444----12121212----14141414 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... Navy JFK Super Carrier + No NASA Super ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... Navy JFK Super Carrier + No NASA Super ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... Navy JFK Super Carrier + No NASA Super ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... Navy JFK Super Carrier + No NASA Super International Space Station Today.. Same Vets who  International Space Station Today.. Same Vets who  International Space Station Today.. Same Vets who  International Space Station Today.. Same Vets who 
were the "Baby Killers" inwere the "Baby Killers" inwere the "Baby Killers" inwere the "Baby Killers" in Vietnam are at George Orwell HQ today as "BMF" tattooed 1 trillion time on their Vietnam are at George Orwell HQ today as "BMF" tattooed 1 trillion time on their Vietnam are at George Orwell HQ today as "BMF" tattooed 1 trillion time on their Vietnam are at George Orwell HQ today as "BMF" tattooed 1 trillion time on their Frontal Lobe! Spacewalks  Frontal Lobe! Spacewalks  Frontal Lobe! Spacewalks  Frontal Lobe! Spacewalks 
may be needed to fix computer breakdown onmay be needed to fix computer breakdown onmay be needed to fix computer breakdown onmay be needed to fix computer breakdown on International Space ... A computer breakdown on the International Space Station International Space ... A computer breakdown on the International Space Station International Space ... A computer breakdown on the International Space Station International Space ... A computer breakdown on the International Space Station could  could  could  could 
require astronauts to undertake a spacewalk. Nasa confirmed on Friday thatrequire astronauts to undertake a spacewalk. Nasa confirmed on Friday thatrequire astronauts to undertake a spacewalk. Nasa confirmed on Friday thatrequire astronauts to undertake a spacewalk. Nasa confirmed on Friday that a backup computer on the exterior of the ISS called a  a backup computer on the exterior of the ISS called a  a backup computer on the exterior of the ISS called a  a backup computer on the exterior of the ISS called a 
MultiplexerMultiplexerMultiplexerMultiplexer----DemultiplexerDemultiplexerDemultiplexerDemultiplexer (MDM) is not responding to ...  (MDM) is not responding to ...  (MDM) is not responding to ...  (MDM) is not responding to ... 

4444----12121212----14 ... Palm Sunday + Easter Sunday a14 ... Palm Sunday + Easter Sunday a14 ... Palm Sunday + Easter Sunday a14 ... Palm Sunday + Easter Sunday a loss of 24/7 RxCure research, to add insult to mass murder stifling Greg + Wives loss of 24/7 RxCure research, to add insult to mass murder stifling Greg + Wives loss of 24/7 RxCure research, to add insult to mass murder stifling Greg + Wives loss of 24/7 RxCure research, to add insult to mass murder stifling Greg + Wives on Palm  on Palm  on Palm  on Palm 
Sunday + Easter Sunday "Starbucks" will spit at Greg at 7 am on PalmSunday + Easter Sunday "Starbucks" will spit at Greg at 7 am on PalmSunday + Easter Sunday "Starbucks" will spit at Greg at 7 am on PalmSunday + Easter Sunday "Starbucks" will spit at Greg at 7 am on Palm Sunday... 5 "BMF" undercover "Cops" or just call them "Observers"  Sunday... 5 "BMF" undercover "Cops" or just call them "Observers"  Sunday... 5 "BMF" undercover "Cops" or just call them "Observers"  Sunday... 5 "BMF" undercover "Cops" or just call them "Observers" 
will make surewill make surewill make surewill make sure there is no "Godsend" link I click on... that will let Dr. Nancy put it in the there is no "Godsend" link I click on... that will let Dr. Nancy put it in the there is no "Godsend" link I click on... that will let Dr. Nancy put it in the there is no "Godsend" link I click on... that will let Dr. Nancy put it in the H2O to in the Race for the Cure Finish! Nasa  H2O to in the Race for the Cure Finish! Nasa  H2O to in the Race for the Cure Finish! Nasa  H2O to in the Race for the Cure Finish! Nasa 
confirmed on Friday that a backupconfirmed on Friday that a backupconfirmed on Friday that a backupconfirmed on Friday that a backup computer on the exterior of the ISS is not responding... NOT RESPONDING... "BMF computer on the exterior of the ISS is not responding... NOT RESPONDING... "BMF computer on the exterior of the ISS is not responding... NOT RESPONDING... "BMF computer on the exterior of the ISS is not responding... NOT RESPONDING... "BMF at Starbucks with  at Starbucks with  at Starbucks with  at Starbucks with 
the only Wifi in Key West" wow! the only Wifi in Key West" wow! the only Wifi in Key West" wow! the only Wifi in Key West" wow! 

"BMF" Navy JFK Super"BMF" Navy JFK Super"BMF" Navy JFK Super"BMF" Navy JFK Super Carrier + No NASA Super International Space Station Today.. Same Vets who were Carrier + No NASA Super International Space Station Today.. Same Vets who were Carrier + No NASA Super International Space Station Today.. Same Vets who were Carrier + No NASA Super International Space Station Today.. Same Vets who were the "Baby Killers" in Vietnam  the "Baby Killers" in Vietnam  the "Baby Killers" in Vietnam  the "Baby Killers" in Vietnam 
will issue no Amber Alerts for 100 kids left inwill issue no Amber Alerts for 100 kids left inwill issue no Amber Alerts for 100 kids left inwill issue no Amber Alerts for 100 kids left in hot gasoline cars with no 24/7 A/C...  hot gasoline cars with no 24/7 A/C...  hot gasoline cars with no 24/7 A/C...  hot gasoline cars with no 24/7 A/C... 

"BMF""BMF""BMF""BMF" on Palm Sunday Tomorrow at Starbucks will "Spit at Greg" No  on Palm Sunday Tomorrow at Starbucks will "Spit at Greg" No  on Palm Sunday Tomorrow at Starbucks will "Spit at Greg" No  on Palm Sunday Tomorrow at Starbucks will "Spit at Greg" No 

help Memorial forhelp Memorial forhelp Memorial forhelp Memorial for Breast Cancer's 44K killed by "BMF" at HQ...  Breast Cancer's 44K killed by "BMF" at HQ...  Breast Cancer's 44K killed by "BMF" at HQ...  Breast Cancer's 44K killed by "BMF" at HQ... 

4444----12121212----14 Sat. 9 am Starbucks on Duval A Mexican or Cuban14 Sat. 9 am Starbucks on Duval A Mexican or Cuban14 Sat. 9 am Starbucks on Duval A Mexican or Cuban14 Sat. 9 am Starbucks on Duval A Mexican or Cuban Janitor Janitor Janitor Janitor----Manager from the front Desk of the Hotel came over to my table atManager from the front Desk of the Hotel came over to my table atManager from the front Desk of the Hotel came over to my table atManager from the front Desk of the Hotel came over to my table at
Starbucks and told asked me if I was staying at the Hotel... Hell No... (NoStarbucks and told asked me if I was staying at the Hotel... Hell No... (NoStarbucks and told asked me if I was staying at the Hotel... Hell No... (NoStarbucks and told asked me if I was staying at the Hotel... Hell No... (No George Orwell Observers should ever stay at Crowne Plaza Key  George Orwell Observers should ever stay at Crowne Plaza Key  George Orwell Observers should ever stay at Crowne Plaza Key  George Orwell Observers should ever stay at Crowne Plaza Key 
WestWestWestWest----La Concha...)La Concha...)La Concha...)La Concha...) the girl at the cash register in Starbucks from the Philippine's said she called the girl at the cash register in Starbucks from the Philippine's said she called the girl at the cash register in Starbucks from the Philippine's said she called the girl at the cash register in Starbucks from the Philippine's said she called the Front Desk on the other guy but  the Front Desk on the other guy but  the Front Desk on the other guy but  the Front Desk on the other guy but 
lied. I watched them look at me and I waslied. I watched them look at me and I waslied. I watched them look at me and I waslied. I watched them look at me and I was waiting for the line to get coffee go down, he and her wasted 30 mins when a waiting for the line to get coffee go down, he and her wasted 30 mins when a waiting for the line to get coffee go down, he and her wasted 30 mins when a waiting for the line to get coffee go down, he and her wasted 30 mins when a long line was  long line was  long line was  long line was 
waiting to buy Starbucks coffee so they waited even longer, as 2waiting to buy Starbucks coffee so they waited even longer, as 2waiting to buy Starbucks coffee so they waited even longer, as 2waiting to buy Starbucks coffee so they waited even longer, as 2 employees were watching me start up my Notebook Computer... wow And  employees were watching me start up my Notebook Computer... wow And  employees were watching me start up my Notebook Computer... wow And  employees were watching me start up my Notebook Computer... wow And 
now I wastednow I wastednow I wastednow I wasted 1 hour on a cure for Cancer caused by the Hotel and Starbucks employees who 1 hour on a cure for Cancer caused by the Hotel and Starbucks employees who 1 hour on a cure for Cancer caused by the Hotel and Starbucks employees who 1 hour on a cure for Cancer caused by the Hotel and Starbucks employees who wanted me to stand in a long line... to buy  wanted me to stand in a long line... to buy  wanted me to stand in a long line... to buy  wanted me to stand in a long line... to buy 
coffee! I will try to put in acoffee! I will try to put in acoffee! I will try to put in acoffee! I will try to put in a complaint about Philippine illegal workers in Key West too she lied! Back to the complaint about Philippine illegal workers in Key West too she lied! Back to the complaint about Philippine illegal workers in Key West too she lied! Back to the complaint about Philippine illegal workers in Key West too she lied! Back to the Rxcure For Breast Cancer...  Rxcure For Breast Cancer...  Rxcure For Breast Cancer...  Rxcure For Breast Cancer... 
until the Hotel front Desk Janitor from Mexico oruntil the Hotel front Desk Janitor from Mexico oruntil the Hotel front Desk Janitor from Mexico oruntil the Hotel front Desk Janitor from Mexico or Cuba comes back as I told the girl at Starbucks I would post this on my web (a Cuba comes back as I told the girl at Starbucks I would post this on my web (a Cuba comes back as I told the girl at Starbucks I would post this on my web (a Cuba comes back as I told the girl at Starbucks I would post this on my web (a
Crowne Plaza Hotel 430 Duval St Key West, Florida 33040 United States)Crowne Plaza Hotel 430 Duval St Key West, Florida 33040 United States)Crowne Plaza Hotel 430 Duval St Key West, Florida 33040 United States)Crowne Plaza Hotel 430 Duval St Key West, Florida 33040 United States)

4444----12121212----14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC Memorial. Dr.  Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC Memorial. Dr.  Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC Memorial. Dr.  Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC Memorial. Dr. 
NancyNancyNancyNancy Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project killed by same Vet's!  Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project killed by same Vet's!  Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project killed by same Vet's!  Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project killed by same Vet's! 

4444----12121212----14 FedEx14 FedEx14 FedEx14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons Battlefield, MIT War Toys not RxCure  Battlefield, MIT War Toys not RxCure  Battlefield, MIT War Toys not RxCure  Battlefield, MIT War Toys not RxCure 
Pasteur would put in the drinking water!Pasteur would put in the drinking water!Pasteur would put in the drinking water!Pasteur would put in the drinking water!
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4444----12121212----14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a l14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a l14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a l14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss ofoss ofoss ofoss of 44,000 dead women from DWI Truck Drivers leaving the bar... Mexicans + Cuban 44,000 dead women from DWI Truck Drivers leaving the bar... Mexicans + Cuban 44,000 dead women from DWI Truck Drivers leaving the bar... Mexicans + Cuban 44,000 dead women from DWI Truck Drivers leaving the bar... Mexicans + Cuban
truck drivers with no "Web Cam" watching them on the dash of the Semi Trucks...truck drivers with no "Web Cam" watching them on the dash of the Semi Trucks...truck drivers with no "Web Cam" watching them on the dash of the Semi Trucks...truck drivers with no "Web Cam" watching them on the dash of the Semi Trucks... GPS tracking their break times, not a Dash Cam with  GPS tracking their break times, not a Dash Cam with  GPS tracking their break times, not a Dash Cam with  GPS tracking their break times, not a Dash Cam with 
Mic and Speaker the boss canMic and Speaker the boss canMic and Speaker the boss canMic and Speaker the boss can get them fired!  get them fired!  get them fired!  get them fired! 

4444----12121212----14 Key West Citizen news today, Vietnam Wall at14 Key West Citizen news today, Vietnam Wall at14 Key West Citizen news today, Vietnam Wall at14 Key West Citizen news today, Vietnam Wall at mile marker 100... not in the Key West Citizen news is... a loss of 44,000 dead mile marker 100... not in the Key West Citizen news is... a loss of 44,000 dead mile marker 100... not in the Key West Citizen news is... a loss of 44,000 dead mile marker 100... not in the Key West Citizen news is... a loss of 44,000 dead
women every year from 1965 to 2014 from Breast Cancer and another 19,000women every year from 1965 to 2014 from Breast Cancer and another 19,000women every year from 1965 to 2014 from Breast Cancer and another 19,000women every year from 1965 to 2014 from Breast Cancer and another 19,000 murdered by drunk men many coming home from MIT  murdered by drunk men many coming home from MIT  murdered by drunk men many coming home from MIT  murdered by drunk men many coming home from MIT 
Pentagon Wars from 1965 to 2014.Pentagon Wars from 1965 to 2014.Pentagon Wars from 1965 to 2014.Pentagon Wars from 1965 to 2014. I wrote a Breast Cancer Memorial Web page and mp3 reading it aloud... Mary B. I wrote a Breast Cancer Memorial Web page and mp3 reading it aloud... Mary B. I wrote a Breast Cancer Memorial Web page and mp3 reading it aloud... Mary B. I wrote a Breast Cancer Memorial Web page and mp3 reading it aloud... Mary B. will make the  will make the  will make the  will make the 
Movie, "Breast Cancer Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's"Movie, "Breast Cancer Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's"Movie, "Breast Cancer Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's"Movie, "Breast Cancer Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's"

4444----12121212----14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... "Breast Cancer Memorial14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... "Breast Cancer Memorial14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... "Breast Cancer Memorial14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... "Breast Cancer Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's"  Massacre by Vietnam Vet's"  Massacre by Vietnam Vet's"  Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" 

4444----12121212----14 Pope Francis.. a loss of 44,000 dead14 Pope Francis.. a loss of 44,000 dead14 Pope Francis.. a loss of 44,000 dead14 Pope Francis.. a loss of 44,000 dead women... Pope stifled a RxCure... "BMF" Pope must ask the USA George Orwell women... Pope stifled a RxCure... "BMF" Pope must ask the USA George Orwell women... Pope stifled a RxCure... "BMF" Pope must ask the USA George Orwell women... Pope stifled a RxCure... "BMF" Pope must ask the USA George Orwell Observer what  Observer what  Observer what  Observer what 
this means at Orwell HQ... as the Pope has no idea the Top Brassthis means at Orwell HQ... as the Pope has no idea the Top Brassthis means at Orwell HQ... as the Pope has no idea the Top Brassthis means at Orwell HQ... as the Pope has no idea the Top Brass at George Orwell HQ are "BMF's" who will "Rape + Kill" anyone they  at George Orwell HQ are "BMF's" who will "Rape + Kill" anyone they  at George Orwell HQ are "BMF's" who will "Rape + Kill" anyone they  at George Orwell HQ are "BMF's" who will "Rape + Kill" anyone they 
can! So thecan! So thecan! So thecan! So the Pope in the News about... Pope Francis asked forgiveness for the child sexual Pope in the News about... Pope Francis asked forgiveness for the child sexual Pope in the News about... Pope Francis asked forgiveness for the child sexual Pope in the News about... Pope Francis asked forgiveness for the child sexual abuse scandals in the Catholic Church on  abuse scandals in the Catholic Church on  abuse scandals in the Catholic Church on  abuse scandals in the Catholic Church on 
Friday, the first time he's done so asFriday, the first time he's done so asFriday, the first time he's done so asFriday, the first time he's done so as pope, and also said the church must be  pope, and also said the church must be  pope, and also said the church must be  pope, and also said the church must be ““““very strongvery strongvery strongvery strong”””” ---- """"BMF's" dictatorship ofBMF's" dictatorship ofBMF's" dictatorship ofBMF's" dictatorship of Vietnam Vets Tyranny  Vietnam Vets Tyranny  Vietnam Vets Tyranny  Vietnam Vets Tyranny 
of "Napalm" + Search + Destroy" same today but covert asof "Napalm" + Search + Destroy" same today but covert asof "Napalm" + Search + Destroy" same today but covert asof "Napalm" + Search + Destroy" same today but covert as "Smog" of new 2014 Ford + GM cars sold to China. Pope has no idea George  "Smog" of new 2014 Ford + GM cars sold to China. Pope has no idea George  "Smog" of new 2014 Ford + GM cars sold to China. Pope has no idea George  "Smog" of new 2014 Ford + GM cars sold to China. Pope has no idea George 
OrwellOrwellOrwellOrwell would kill him if he was planning on LEAKING on Easter the suppression of the would kill him if he was planning on LEAKING on Easter the suppression of the would kill him if he was planning on LEAKING on Easter the suppression of the would kill him if he was planning on LEAKING on Easter the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! George Orwell will rape the  ElectricWindmillCar! George Orwell will rape the  ElectricWindmillCar! George Orwell will rape the  ElectricWindmillCar! George Orwell will rape the 
little boys the Priest alreadylittle boys the Priest alreadylittle boys the Priest alreadylittle boys the Priest already had... "BMF's!!!" Really!  had... "BMF's!!!" Really!  had... "BMF's!!!" Really!  had... "BMF's!!!" Really! 

4444----12121212----14 Drunk Drivers and Suppressed "Dash Cam with14 Drunk Drivers and Suppressed "Dash Cam with14 Drunk Drivers and Suppressed "Dash Cam with14 Drunk Drivers and Suppressed "Dash Cam with Mic + Speakers"... 'Affluenza' teen's family won't pay full rehab fee... FORT Mic + Speakers"... 'Affluenza' teen's family won't pay full rehab fee... FORT Mic + Speakers"... 'Affluenza' teen's family won't pay full rehab fee... FORT Mic + Speakers"... 'Affluenza' teen's family won't pay full rehab fee... FORT
WORTH, Texas (AP) WORTH, Texas (AP) WORTH, Texas (AP) WORTH, Texas (AP) ---- The family of a Texas teenager sentenced to probThe family of a Texas teenager sentenced to probThe family of a Texas teenager sentenced to probThe family of a Texas teenager sentenced to prob----ation afteration afteration afteration after killing four people in a drunken killing four people in a drunken killing four people in a drunken killing four people in a drunken----driving wreck will driving wreck will driving wreck will driving wreck will 
pay for just a fraction ofpay for just a fraction ofpay for just a fraction ofpay for just a fraction of his court his court his court his court----ordered treatment, a court official testified Friday. FedEx Truck, aordered treatment, a court official testified Friday. FedEx Truck, aordered treatment, a court official testified Friday. FedEx Truck, aordered treatment, a court official testified Friday. FedEx Truck, a loss of 44,000 dead women... via  loss of 44,000 dead women... via  loss of 44,000 dead women... via  loss of 44,000 dead women... via 
George Orwell HQ suppressing 1 invention, HQ'sGeorge Orwell HQ suppressing 1 invention, HQ'sGeorge Orwell HQ suppressing 1 invention, HQ'sGeorge Orwell HQ suppressing 1 invention, HQ's is really suppressing 1 Trillion new inventions they don't want on the market. is really suppressing 1 Trillion new inventions they don't want on the market. is really suppressing 1 Trillion new inventions they don't want on the market. is really suppressing 1 Trillion new inventions they don't want on the market. Bill +  Bill +  Bill +  Bill + 
Melinda's Hell No We Won't Go... and release the Win 8.2 fix orMelinda's Hell No We Won't Go... and release the Win 8.2 fix orMelinda's Hell No We Won't Go... and release the Win 8.2 fix orMelinda's Hell No We Won't Go... and release the Win 8.2 fix or preinstall 1,001 invention projects with links to help you get started to preinstall 1,001 invention projects with links to help you get started to preinstall 1,001 invention projects with links to help you get started to preinstall 1,001 invention projects with links to help you get started to
InventSomething... with icon to record this internet brainstorming session as aInventSomething... with icon to record this internet brainstorming session as aInventSomething... with icon to record this internet brainstorming session as aInventSomething... with icon to record this internet brainstorming session as a YouTube Video to share with other Inventors! BMF is  YouTube Video to share with other Inventors! BMF is  YouTube Video to share with other Inventors! BMF is  YouTube Video to share with other Inventors! BMF is 
what Bill + Melinda callwhat Bill + Melinda callwhat Bill + Melinda callwhat Bill + Melinda call themselves when no Observers are watching!  themselves when no Observers are watching!  themselves when no Observers are watching!  themselves when no Observers are watching! 

4444----12121212----14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  44,000 dead women  44,000 dead women  44,000 dead women 

4444----12121212----14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  of 44,000 dead women  of 44,000 dead women  of 44,000 dead women 

4444----12121212----14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed,14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed,14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed,14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  a loss of 44,000 dead women  a loss of 44,000 dead women  a loss of 44,000 dead women 

4444----12121212----14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women 

4444----12121212----14 FedEx Truck was on fire as14 FedEx Truck was on fire as14 FedEx Truck was on fire as14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women  it crashed, a loss of 44,000 dead women 

4444----11111111----14 FedEx... Crash + Burns! ElectricWindmillFedEx Trucks with no14 FedEx... Crash + Burns! ElectricWindmillFedEx Trucks with no14 FedEx... Crash + Burns! ElectricWindmillFedEx Trucks with no14 FedEx... Crash + Burns! ElectricWindmillFedEx Trucks with no "Gasoline" and "Super Air Bags on the Outside was "Destroyed by  "Gasoline" and "Super Air Bags on the Outside was "Destroyed by  "Gasoline" and "Super Air Bags on the Outside was "Destroyed by  "Gasoline" and "Super Air Bags on the Outside was "Destroyed by 
the Key Westthe Key Westthe Key Westthe Key West Navy Politics of McCain's 4 Star Admirals and his Hanoi Bombing of FedEx Trucks Navy Politics of McCain's 4 Star Admirals and his Hanoi Bombing of FedEx Trucks Navy Politics of McCain's 4 Star Admirals and his Hanoi Bombing of FedEx Trucks Navy Politics of McCain's 4 Star Admirals and his Hanoi Bombing of FedEx Trucks and School Kids i and School Kids i and School Kids i and School Kids in War" "War's Super n War" "War's Super n War" "War's Super n War" "War's Super 
Gravity" destroy's! Gravity" destroy's! Gravity" destroy's! Gravity" destroy's! 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" NASA had "Gary the Carpenter" built in Key West... not up to Travel House" NASA had "Gary the Carpenter" built in Key West... not up to Travel House" NASA had "Gary the Carpenter" built in Key West... not up to Travel House" NASA had "Gary the Carpenter" built in Key West... not up to
"Code. "Code. "Code. "Code. 
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4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" persecuting the Eiffel Tower "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" persecuting the Eiffel Tower "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" persecuting the Eiffel Tower "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" persecuting the Eiffel Tower "Star Travel House" Greg + Wives will Build! "Dash Cam on FedEx and Mexican  Travel House" Greg + Wives will Build! "Dash Cam on FedEx and Mexican  Travel House" Greg + Wives will Build! "Dash Cam on FedEx and Mexican  Travel House" Greg + Wives will Build! "Dash Cam on FedEx and Mexican 
SemiSemiSemiSemi Trucks crossing the boarder... Surveillance Movies and Moves by the Fed's! Not Trucks crossing the boarder... Surveillance Movies and Moves by the Fed's! Not Trucks crossing the boarder... Surveillance Movies and Moves by the Fed's! Not Trucks crossing the boarder... Surveillance Movies and Moves by the Fed's! Not without the "Body Count of War" for Traffic Wrecks  without the "Body Count of War" for Traffic Wrecks  without the "Body Count of War" for Traffic Wrecks  without the "Body Count of War" for Traffic Wrecks 
on NBC Nightly News! Nowon NBC Nightly News! Nowon NBC Nightly News! Nowon NBC Nightly News! Now Suppressed by Numb Nuts George Orwell...  Suppressed by Numb Nuts George Orwell...  Suppressed by Numb Nuts George Orwell...  Suppressed by Numb Nuts George Orwell... 

4444----11111111----14 RxCure in 2014 Mary B's14 RxCure in 2014 Mary B's14 RxCure in 2014 Mary B's14 RxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + + Greg will make a Movie of... Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + + Greg will make a Movie of... Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + + Greg will make a Movie of... Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention  "1,001 Invention  "1,001 Invention  "1,001 Invention 
Projects the Movie!" Centers For Disease Control Reports AlmostProjects the Movie!" Centers For Disease Control Reports AlmostProjects the Movie!" Centers For Disease Control Reports AlmostProjects the Movie!" Centers For Disease Control Reports Almost 1,700 Births To Teens A Week. How many have STD, Syphilis like the Out of  1,700 Births To Teens A Week. How many have STD, Syphilis like the Out of  1,700 Births To Teens A Week. How many have STD, Syphilis like the Out of  1,700 Births To Teens A Week. How many have STD, Syphilis like the Out of 
AfricaAfricaAfricaAfrica woman? Report This at the Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on woman? Report This at the Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on woman? Report This at the Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on woman? Report This at the Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on Teen Diseases they have no idea! Along with new  Teen Diseases they have no idea! Along with new  Teen Diseases they have no idea! Along with new  Teen Diseases they have no idea! Along with new 
Hemingway Movies written at theHemingway Movies written at theHemingway Movies written at theHemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter!

Mary B's Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul" + "1,001 Mary B's Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul" + "1,001 Mary B's Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul" + "1,001 Mary B's Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul" + "1,001 

Invention Projects theInvention Projects theInvention Projects theInvention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put  Classes that put  Classes that put  Classes that put 
"InventSomething" in every Chapter! Eiffel Tower Hemingway"InventSomething" in every Chapter! Eiffel Tower Hemingway"InventSomething" in every Chapter! Eiffel Tower Hemingway"InventSomething" in every Chapter! Eiffel Tower Hemingway House!  House!  House!  House! 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Code after the Coup in Key West will be no Gary the Carpenter!  Travel House" Code after the Coup in Key West will be no Gary the Carpenter!  Travel House" Code after the Coup in Key West will be no Gary the Carpenter!  Travel House" Code after the Coup in Key West will be no Gary the Carpenter! 
andandandand Wooden Houses... Steel, Tungsten, Eiffel Tower Homes will be Code in Key West, Wooden Houses... Steel, Tungsten, Eiffel Tower Homes will be Code in Key West, Wooden Houses... Steel, Tungsten, Eiffel Tower Homes will be Code in Key West, Wooden Houses... Steel, Tungsten, Eiffel Tower Homes will be Code in Key West, not just medal roofs after 99% of Key West Bunted to  not just medal roofs after 99% of Key West Bunted to  not just medal roofs after 99% of Key West Bunted to  not just medal roofs after 99% of Key West Bunted to 
the ground via wood Homesthe ground via wood Homesthe ground via wood Homesthe ground via wood Homes and putting Carpenters to Work!  and putting Carpenters to Work!  and putting Carpenters to Work!  and putting Carpenters to Work! 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" massacred14 "War's Super Gravity" massacred14 "War's Super Gravity" massacred14 "War's Super Gravity" massacred the Key West Wives "Star Travel House" Tina Griffin her husband shot her at 616 the Key West Wives "Star Travel House" Tina Griffin her husband shot her at 616 the Key West Wives "Star Travel House" Tina Griffin her husband shot her at 616 the Key West Wives "Star Travel House" Tina Griffin her husband shot her at 616 Duval, today  Duval, today  Duval, today  Duval, today 
Coyote Ugly "BMF" spit at people walking down Duval... "BMF" mottoCoyote Ugly "BMF" spit at people walking down Duval... "BMF" mottoCoyote Ugly "BMF" spit at people walking down Duval... "BMF" mottoCoyote Ugly "BMF" spit at people walking down Duval... "BMF" motto is from the Pentagon Top Brass who "Spit on God" and 1 Trillion  is from the Pentagon Top Brass who "Spit on God" and 1 Trillion  is from the Pentagon Top Brass who "Spit on God" and 1 Trillion  is from the Pentagon Top Brass who "Spit on God" and 1 Trillion 
Stars that willStars that willStars that willStars that will shine for 4 Trillion more years and other Stars with 1 Trillion Aliens today who shine for 4 Trillion more years and other Stars with 1 Trillion Aliens today who shine for 4 Trillion more years and other Stars with 1 Trillion Aliens today who shine for 4 Trillion more years and other Stars with 1 Trillion Aliens today who build 1 million Helicopter Combines at  build 1 million Helicopter Combines at  build 1 million Helicopter Combines at  build 1 million Helicopter Combines at 
Boeing not Navy FBoeing not Navy FBoeing not Navy FBoeing not Navy F----35's and JFK Super35's and JFK Super35's and JFK Super35's and JFK Super Carrier without 10K Windmills on its Deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ Carrier without 10K Windmills on its Deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ Carrier without 10K Windmills on its Deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ Carrier without 10K Windmills on its Deck and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ ----254 C below 254 C below 254 C below 254 C below 
decks... Windfall for USA not Mecca will be Free Cans of H @ decks... Windfall for USA not Mecca will be Free Cans of H @ decks... Windfall for USA not Mecca will be Free Cans of H @ decks... Windfall for USA not Mecca will be Free Cans of H @ ----254 C254 C254 C254 C wow! Mecca will be Hot + Bankrupt... when Navy Seals confiscate  wow! Mecca will be Hot + Bankrupt... when Navy Seals confiscate  wow! Mecca will be Hot + Bankrupt... when Navy Seals confiscate  wow! Mecca will be Hot + Bankrupt... when Navy Seals confiscate 
$777 Trillion in$777 Trillion in$777 Trillion in$777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Up Money in Swiss Banks! Stupid Criminals!  Gas Station Hold Up Money in Swiss Banks! Stupid Criminals!  Gas Station Hold Up Money in Swiss Banks! Stupid Criminals!  Gas Station Hold Up Money in Swiss Banks! Stupid Criminals! 

4444----11111111----14141414 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" What did "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" What did "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" What did "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" What did Letterman achieve... No Frontal Lobe Brain Surgery,  Letterman achieve... No Frontal Lobe Brain Surgery,  Letterman achieve... No Frontal Lobe Brain Surgery,  Letterman achieve... No Frontal Lobe Brain Surgery, 
No RxCure for Breast CancerNo RxCure for Breast CancerNo RxCure for Breast CancerNo RxCure for Breast Cancer in LA drinking water... Here's Stephen Colbert's Tribute To David Letterman... in LA drinking water... Here's Stephen Colbert's Tribute To David Letterman... in LA drinking water... Here's Stephen Colbert's Tribute To David Letterman... in LA drinking water... Here's Stephen Colbert's Tribute To David Letterman... CBS Julie Chen has killed  CBS Julie Chen has killed  CBS Julie Chen has killed  CBS Julie Chen has killed 
1,001 Women MD's from New CBS TV shows now the late1,001 Women MD's from New CBS TV shows now the late1,001 Women MD's from New CBS TV shows now the late1,001 Women MD's from New CBS TV shows now the late night Women MD who would achieve more than Letterman by saving the life of  night Women MD who would achieve more than Letterman by saving the life of  night Women MD who would achieve more than Letterman by saving the life of  night Women MD who would achieve more than Letterman by saving the life of 
oneoneoneone SWF American Woman! Julie Chen has been accused of silencing her co SWF American Woman! Julie Chen has been accused of silencing her co SWF American Woman! Julie Chen has been accused of silencing her co SWF American Woman! Julie Chen has been accused of silencing her co----hosts on CBShosts on CBShosts on CBShosts on CBS chat show The Talk by threatening to have her  chat show The Talk by threatening to have her  chat show The Talk by threatening to have her  chat show The Talk by threatening to have her 
network president husband firenetwork president husband firenetwork president husband firenetwork president husband fire them, he murdered 19K SWF in 2014 by not making this a "War's" body count like them, he murdered 19K SWF in 2014 by not making this a "War's" body count like them, he murdered 19K SWF in 2014 by not making this a "War's" body count like them, he murdered 19K SWF in 2014 by not making this a "War's" body count like Iraq + Afghanistan  Iraq + Afghanistan  Iraq + Afghanistan  Iraq + Afghanistan 
War news on CBS.. Dr Letterman would have been a betterWar news on CBS.. Dr Letterman would have been a betterWar news on CBS.. Dr Letterman would have been a betterWar news on CBS.. Dr Letterman would have been a better choice than Colbert!  choice than Colbert!  choice than Colbert!  choice than Colbert! 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Afghanistan War Body Count is not the FedEx Fiery Wrecks in "Star Travel House" Afghanistan War Body Count is not the FedEx Fiery Wrecks in "Star Travel House" Afghanistan War Body Count is not the FedEx Fiery Wrecks in "Star Travel House" Afghanistan War Body Count is not the FedEx Fiery Wrecks in
LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... as Bush gave a Orwellian Order to New York Times notLA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... as Bush gave a Orwellian Order to New York Times notLA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... as Bush gave a Orwellian Order to New York Times notLA, Paris, Rome, Moscow... as Bush gave a Orwellian Order to New York Times not to do a "War's body Count" on "Fiery Wrecks" and all  to do a "War's body Count" on "Fiery Wrecks" and all  to do a "War's body Count" on "Fiery Wrecks" and all  to do a "War's body Count" on "Fiery Wrecks" and all 
"Observers" know this! wow!"Observers" know this! wow!"Observers" know this! wow!"Observers" know this! wow!

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Katrina wrote 10 years ago "Winds of Change" Banner like  Dr. Katrina wrote 10 years ago "Winds of Change" Banner like  Dr. Katrina wrote 10 years ago "Winds of Change" Banner like  Dr. Katrina wrote 10 years ago "Winds of Change" Banner like 
thethethethe Bush Super Bush Super Bush Super Bush Super Carrier Banner... "Mission Accomplished" all the time the last 10 years the AMA Carrier Banner... "Mission Accomplished" all the time the last 10 years the AMA Carrier Banner... "Mission Accomplished" all the time the last 10 years the AMA Carrier Banner... "Mission Accomplished" all the time the last 10 years the AMA MD's were taking a "Kickback" to follow  MD's were taking a "Kickback" to follow  MD's were taking a "Kickback" to follow  MD's were taking a "Kickback" to follow 
orders Hitlers MD's would have refusedorders Hitlers MD's would have refusedorders Hitlers MD's would have refusedorders Hitlers MD's would have refused if Fiery FedEx Trucks and 100 Kids left in Hot Cars every Summer to die when the if Fiery FedEx Trucks and 100 Kids left in Hot Cars every Summer to die when the if Fiery FedEx Trucks and 100 Kids left in Hot Cars every Summer to die when the if Fiery FedEx Trucks and 100 Kids left in Hot Cars every Summer to die when the
ElectricWindmillCar and FedEx Trucks are A/C 24/7 and Greg + Wives in Key WestElectricWindmillCar and FedEx Trucks are A/C 24/7 and Greg + Wives in Key WestElectricWindmillCar and FedEx Trucks are A/C 24/7 and Greg + Wives in Key WestElectricWindmillCar and FedEx Trucks are A/C 24/7 and Greg + Wives in Key West and work 24/7 on a RxCure for Breast Cancer that is  and work 24/7 on a RxCure for Breast Cancer that is  and work 24/7 on a RxCure for Breast Cancer that is  and work 24/7 on a RxCure for Breast Cancer that is 
put in the H2O... wow!put in the H2O... wow!put in the H2O... wow!put in the H2O... wow!

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the molecular  Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the molecular  Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the molecular  Benzene is an organic chemical compound with the molecular 
formula C6H6. Itsformula C6H6. Itsformula C6H6. Itsformula C6H6. Its molecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom molecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom molecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom molecule is composed of 6 carbon atoms joined in a ring, with 1 hydrogen atom attached to each carbon atom.  attached to each carbon atom.  attached to each carbon atom.  attached to each carbon atom. 
Because its molecules contain only carbon andBecause its molecules contain only carbon andBecause its molecules contain only carbon andBecause its molecules contain only carbon and hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural hydrogen atoms, benzene is classed as a hydrocarbon. Benzene is a natural
constituent of crude oil, and is one of the most elementary petrochemicals.constituent of crude oil, and is one of the most elementary petrochemicals.constituent of crude oil, and is one of the most elementary petrochemicals.constituent of crude oil, and is one of the most elementary petrochemicals. Benzene is an aromatic hydrocarbon and the second [n] Benzene is an aromatic hydrocarbon and the second [n] Benzene is an aromatic hydrocarbon and the second [n] Benzene is an aromatic hydrocarbon and the second [n]----
annulene ([6]annulene ([6]annulene ([6]annulene ([6]----annulene), aannulene), aannulene), aannulene), a cyclic hydrocarbon with a continuous pi bond. It is sometimes abbreviated Ph cyclic hydrocarbon with a continuous pi bond. It is sometimes abbreviated Ph cyclic hydrocarbon with a continuous pi bond. It is sometimes abbreviated Ph cyclic hydrocarbon with a continuous pi bond. It is sometimes abbreviated Ph––––H.H.H.H. Benzene is a colorless  Benzene is a colorless  Benzene is a colorless  Benzene is a colorless 
and highly flammable liquid with a sweet smell. It isand highly flammable liquid with a sweet smell. It isand highly flammable liquid with a sweet smell. It isand highly flammable liquid with a sweet smell. It is mainly used as a precursor to heavy chemicals, such as ethylbenzene and  mainly used as a precursor to heavy chemicals, such as ethylbenzene and  mainly used as a precursor to heavy chemicals, such as ethylbenzene and  mainly used as a precursor to heavy chemicals, such as ethylbenzene and 
cumene,cumene,cumene,cumene, which are produced on a billion kilogram scale. Because it has a high octane which are produced on a billion kilogram scale. Because it has a high octane which are produced on a billion kilogram scale. Because it has a high octane which are produced on a billion kilogram scale. Because it has a high octane number, it is an important component of  number, it is an important component of  number, it is an important component of  number, it is an important component of 
gasoline, comprising a few percent ofgasoline, comprising a few percent ofgasoline, comprising a few percent ofgasoline, comprising a few percent of its mass. Most non its mass. Most non its mass. Most non its mass. Most non----industrial applications have been limited by benzene'sindustrial applications have been limited by benzene'sindustrial applications have been limited by benzene'sindustrial applications have been limited by benzene's carcinogenicity.  carcinogenicity.  carcinogenicity.  carcinogenicity. 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love, author of The Breast Book, esteemed UCLA "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love, author of The Breast Book, esteemed UCLA "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love, author of The Breast Book, esteemed UCLA "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love, author of The Breast Book, esteemed UCLA breast  breast  breast  breast 
surgeon and founder of Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation... loss ofsurgeon and founder of Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation... loss ofsurgeon and founder of Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation... loss ofsurgeon and founder of Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation... loss of libido... loss of 44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons  libido... loss of 44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons  libido... loss of 44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons  libido... loss of 44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons 
Battlefield"Battlefield"Battlefield"Battlefield"

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... this is what Dr. Susan Love lost since she  Dr. Susan Love... this is what Dr. Susan Love lost since she  Dr. Susan Love... this is what Dr. Susan Love lost since she  Dr. Susan Love... this is what Dr. Susan Love lost since she 
"Observed Greg at"Observed Greg at"Observed Greg at"Observed Greg at her CU Campus Lecture + I wrote her up on my web page 1st lecture so she changed her CU Campus Lecture + I wrote her up on my web page 1st lecture so she changed her CU Campus Lecture + I wrote her up on my web page 1st lecture so she changed her CU Campus Lecture + I wrote her up on my web page 1st lecture so she changed "Mood" of her lecture on Breast  "Mood" of her lecture on Breast  "Mood" of her lecture on Breast  "Mood" of her lecture on Breast 
Cancer 2nd day's lecture... well now Greg is inCancer 2nd day's lecture... well now Greg is inCancer 2nd day's lecture... well now Greg is inCancer 2nd day's lecture... well now Greg is in Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love got cancer from Oil... Smog... particle  House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love got cancer from Oil... Smog... particle  House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love got cancer from Oil... Smog... particle  House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love got cancer from Oil... Smog... particle 
in LAin LAin LAin LA air! She knows this but got $44 Million in Medicare Money so she can't LEAK air! She knows this but got $44 Million in Medicare Money so she can't LEAK air! She knows this but got $44 Million in Medicare Money so she can't LEAK air! She knows this but got $44 Million in Medicare Money so she can't LEAK this, like Snowden got $1 Trillion from Putin can't  this, like Snowden got $1 Trillion from Putin can't  this, like Snowden got $1 Trillion from Putin can't  this, like Snowden got $1 Trillion from Putin can't 
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leak theleak theleak theleak the ElectricWindmillcar...  ElectricWindmillcar...  ElectricWindmillcar...  ElectricWindmillcar... 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love has in her "Wooden Home" wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love has in her "Wooden Home" wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love has in her "Wooden Home" wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love has in her "Wooden Home" one of  one of  one of  one of 
Gregs www.electricwindmillcar.com post cards!!! A year or so ago, Dr.Gregs www.electricwindmillcar.com post cards!!! A year or so ago, Dr.Gregs www.electricwindmillcar.com post cards!!! A year or so ago, Dr.Gregs www.electricwindmillcar.com post cards!!! A year or so ago, Dr. Love was diagnosed with AML, acute myelogenous leukemia and  Love was diagnosed with AML, acute myelogenous leukemia and  Love was diagnosed with AML, acute myelogenous leukemia and  Love was diagnosed with AML, acute myelogenous leukemia and 
underwent boneunderwent boneunderwent boneunderwent bone marrow transplant. After her treatment, she gave a short talk to cancer marrow transplant. After her treatment, she gave a short talk to cancer marrow transplant. After her treatment, she gave a short talk to cancer marrow transplant. After her treatment, she gave a short talk to cancer researchers where she stated,  researchers where she stated,  researchers where she stated,  researchers where she stated, ““““The only The only The only The only 
difference between a researcher and adifference between a researcher and adifference between a researcher and adifference between a researcher and a patient is a diagnosis. We patient is a diagnosis. We patient is a diagnosis. We patient is a diagnosis. We’’’’re all patients.re all patients.re all patients.re all patients.””””

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super14 "War's Super14 "War's Super14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love... Dr. Love entitled  entitled  entitled  entitled ““““When the Doctor Becomes a When the Doctor Becomes a When the Doctor Becomes a When the Doctor Becomes a 
Patient.Patient.Patient.Patient.””””

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super14 "War's Super14 "War's Super14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love and her "Wife" Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love and her "Wife" Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love and her "Wife" Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House" Dr. Susan Love and her "Wife" Ruth work for Hitler... Our  Ruth work for Hitler... Our  Ruth work for Hitler... Our  Ruth work for Hitler... Our 
Orwellian Hitler gave Dr. Love permission to startOrwellian Hitler gave Dr. Love permission to startOrwellian Hitler gave Dr. Love permission to startOrwellian Hitler gave Dr. Love permission to start an Army of 1 million Lesbian MD's... Dr. Love spit on Greg looking at me in her an Army of 1 million Lesbian MD's... Dr. Love spit on Greg looking at me in her an Army of 1 million Lesbian MD's... Dr. Love spit on Greg looking at me in her an Army of 1 million Lesbian MD's... Dr. Love spit on Greg looking at me in her
"Lecture" at CU... next day in her second lecture she "spit" at Greg again,"Lecture" at CU... next day in her second lecture she "spit" at Greg again,"Lecture" at CU... next day in her second lecture she "spit" at Greg again,"Lecture" at CU... next day in her second lecture she "spit" at Greg again, saying you got the electricwindmillFord Escort and it was  saying you got the electricwindmillFord Escort and it was  saying you got the electricwindmillFord Escort and it was  saying you got the electricwindmillFord Escort and it was 
suppressed by oursuppressed by oursuppressed by oursuppressed by our Hero, Our Orwellian Hitler George Orwell! You can read people's minds. This is Hero, Our Orwellian Hitler George Orwell! You can read people's minds. This is Hero, Our Orwellian Hitler George Orwell! You can read people's minds. This is Hero, Our Orwellian Hitler George Orwell! You can read people's minds. This is What Dr. Love was thinking! Dr. Love  What Dr. Love was thinking! Dr. Love  What Dr. Love was thinking! Dr. Love  What Dr. Love was thinking! Dr. Love 
will "Spit" on God just kike the Georgewill "Spit" on God just kike the Georgewill "Spit" on God just kike the Georgewill "Spit" on God just kike the George Orwell Observers on Duval in Key West. 44,000 Dead Women from Breast Cancer will Orwell Observers on Duval in Key West. 44,000 Dead Women from Breast Cancer will Orwell Observers on Duval in Key West. 44,000 Dead Women from Breast Cancer will Orwell Observers on Duval in Key West. 44,000 Dead Women from Breast Cancer will be waiting for  be waiting for  be waiting for  be waiting for 
her, to admit she stifled Greg from getting a RxCure for Breasther, to admit she stifled Greg from getting a RxCure for Breasther, to admit she stifled Greg from getting a RxCure for Breasther, to admit she stifled Greg from getting a RxCure for Breast Cancer years ago in Colorado on orders from the University President  Cancer years ago in Colorado on orders from the University President  Cancer years ago in Colorado on orders from the University President  Cancer years ago in Colorado on orders from the University President 
who was awho was awho was awho was a BP Oil VP before he became President of the University! 44,000 Dead women killed BP Oil VP before he became President of the University! 44,000 Dead women killed BP Oil VP before he became President of the University! 44,000 Dead women killed BP Oil VP before he became President of the University! 44,000 Dead women killed on the Pentagons Battlefield and all  on the Pentagons Battlefield and all  on the Pentagons Battlefield and all  on the Pentagons Battlefield and all 
blame the MD for stifling Greg from workingblame the MD for stifling Greg from workingblame the MD for stifling Greg from workingblame the MD for stifling Greg from working 24/7 on a RxCure...  24/7 on a RxCure...  24/7 on a RxCure...  24/7 on a RxCure... 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House" 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House" 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House" 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House" 

4444----11111111----14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House"  "Star Travel House" 

RxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... MaryRxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... MaryRxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... MaryRxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the
Movie!" Centers For Disease Control Reports Almost 1,700 Births To Teens A Week.Movie!" Centers For Disease Control Reports Almost 1,700 Births To Teens A Week.Movie!" Centers For Disease Control Reports Almost 1,700 Births To Teens A Week.Movie!" Centers For Disease Control Reports Almost 1,700 Births To Teens A Week. How many have STD, Syphilis like the Out of Africa  How many have STD, Syphilis like the Out of Africa  How many have STD, Syphilis like the Out of Africa  How many have STD, Syphilis like the Out of Africa 
woman? Report This at thewoman? Report This at thewoman? Report This at thewoman? Report This at the Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on Teen Diseases they have Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on Teen Diseases they have Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on Teen Diseases they have Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on Teen Diseases they have no idea! Along with new  no idea! Along with new  no idea! Along with new  no idea! Along with new 
Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House WritersHemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House WritersHemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House WritersHemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter!  Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter!  Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter!  Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! 

Mary B's Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul" + "1,001 Mary B's Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul" + "1,001 Mary B's Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul" + "1,001 Mary B's Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul" + "1,001 

Invention Projects theInvention Projects theInvention Projects theInvention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put  Classes that put  Classes that put  Classes that put 
"InventSomething" in every Chapter! "InventSomething" in every Chapter! "InventSomething" in every Chapter! "InventSomething" in every Chapter! 

4444----10101010----14 "Super14 "Super14 "Super14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent Gas Station Robberies from 1980  Violent Gas Station Robberies from 1980  Violent Gas Station Robberies from 1980  Violent Gas Station Robberies from 1980 
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar toinvention of the ElectricWindmillCar toinvention of the ElectricWindmillCar toinvention of the ElectricWindmillCar to today  today  today  today ---- add in Homeland Security and Verizon Recording, Observing on Cameras and add in Homeland Security and Verizon Recording, Observing on Cameras and add in Homeland Security and Verizon Recording, Observing on Cameras and add in Homeland Security and Verizon Recording, Observing on Cameras and doing  doing  doing  doing 
nothing on orders from the Oil Men + MD's! nothing on orders from the Oil Men + MD's! nothing on orders from the Oil Men + MD's! nothing on orders from the Oil Men + MD's! 

4444----10101010----14 "Selfish, Egotistic, Ungenerous Medicare MD's14 "Selfish, Egotistic, Ungenerous Medicare MD's14 "Selfish, Egotistic, Ungenerous Medicare MD's14 "Selfish, Egotistic, Ungenerous Medicare MD's collected $650 Billion in 1 year while "Prohibition" for Alcohol + Tobacco was collected $650 Billion in 1 year while "Prohibition" for Alcohol + Tobacco was collected $650 Billion in 1 year while "Prohibition" for Alcohol + Tobacco was collected $650 Billion in 1 year while "Prohibition" for Alcohol + Tobacco was not  not  not  not 
make law, Numb Nuts Dictators following the "White House MD" ordersmake law, Numb Nuts Dictators following the "White House MD" ordersmake law, Numb Nuts Dictators following the "White House MD" ordersmake law, Numb Nuts Dictators following the "White House MD" orders stifled...  stifled...  stifled...  stifled... 

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" complete collapse of "Super Gravity"14 "Super Gravity" complete collapse of "Super Gravity"14 "Super Gravity" complete collapse of "Super Gravity"14 "Super Gravity" complete collapse of "Super Gravity" Peace process slides into abyss as Israel, Palestinian National Authority  Peace process slides into abyss as Israel, Palestinian National Authority  Peace process slides into abyss as Israel, Palestinian National Authority  Peace process slides into abyss as Israel, Palestinian National Authority 
taketaketaketake unilateral steps in RAMALLAH/GAZA, Proxima Centauri will shine for 4 Trillion unilateral steps in RAMALLAH/GAZA, Proxima Centauri will shine for 4 Trillion unilateral steps in RAMALLAH/GAZA, Proxima Centauri will shine for 4 Trillion unilateral steps in RAMALLAH/GAZA, Proxima Centauri will shine for 4 Trillion more years long enough for NASA to pull off a  more years long enough for NASA to pull off a  more years long enough for NASA to pull off a  more years long enough for NASA to pull off a 
coup... on all these Numb Nuts Madcoup... on all these Numb Nuts Madcoup... on all these Numb Nuts Madcoup... on all these Numb Nuts Mad Men who will shine in Hell for longer than 4 Trillion More Years, George Orwell Men who will shine in Hell for longer than 4 Trillion More Years, George Orwell Men who will shine in Hell for longer than 4 Trillion More Years, George Orwell Men who will shine in Hell for longer than 4 Trillion More Years, George Orwell in Key West "Spits on  in Key West "Spits on  in Key West "Spits on  in Key West "Spits on 
God on Duval" no tell what the Top Brass do to God atGod on Duval" no tell what the Top Brass do to God atGod on Duval" no tell what the Top Brass do to God atGod on Duval" no tell what the Top Brass do to God at HQ... The Extreme Lengths NASA + Women MD's... Must Go To Make Sure Your  HQ... The Extreme Lengths NASA + Women MD's... Must Go To Make Sure Your  HQ... The Extreme Lengths NASA + Women MD's... Must Go To Make Sure Your  HQ... The Extreme Lengths NASA + Women MD's... Must Go To Make Sure Your 
GalaxyGalaxyGalaxyGalaxy iPhone5s Works... well enough to get "Star Travel" and Holocaust II + III MD iPhone5s Works... well enough to get "Star Travel" and Holocaust II + III MD iPhone5s Works... well enough to get "Star Travel" and Holocaust II + III MD iPhone5s Works... well enough to get "Star Travel" and Holocaust II + III MD Trials Started at the same time! Grin! Stupid  Trials Started at the same time! Grin! Stupid  Trials Started at the same time! Grin! Stupid  Trials Started at the same time! Grin! Stupid 
Criminals! Criminals! Criminals! Criminals! 
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4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent killings of 19K SWF in 2014 by drunk  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent killings of 19K SWF in 2014 by drunk  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent killings of 19K SWF in 2014 by drunk  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent killings of 19K SWF in 2014 by drunk 
menmenmenmen and troops coming home from wars!  and troops coming home from wars!  and troops coming home from wars!  and troops coming home from wars! 

4444----10101010----14 ...Dr. Nancy... put it in the14 ...Dr. Nancy... put it in the14 ...Dr. Nancy... put it in the14 ...Dr. Nancy... put it in the H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health  UN WHO Health  UN WHO Health  UN WHO Health 
officials are warned! officials are warned! officials are warned! officials are warned! 

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent killings of women in South Africa...  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent killings of women in South Africa...  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent killings of women in South Africa...  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent killings of women in South Africa... 
andandandand Yes OJ is Alive and Killing women Today in S.A.! OJ defense will work for Oscar Yes OJ is Alive and Killing women Today in S.A.! OJ defense will work for Oscar Yes OJ is Alive and Killing women Today in S.A.! OJ defense will work for Oscar Yes OJ is Alive and Killing women Today in S.A.! OJ defense will work for Oscar Pistorius! Oscar Pistorius tells what happened the  Pistorius! Oscar Pistorius tells what happened the  Pistorius! Oscar Pistorius tells what happened the  Pistorius! Oscar Pistorius tells what happened the 
night he shot and killed hisnight he shot and killed hisnight he shot and killed hisnight he shot and killed his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp.  girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp.  girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp.  girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp. 

4444----10101010----14 Mary B. + Mary Kennedy "Super14 Mary B. + Mary Kennedy "Super14 Mary B. + Mary Kennedy "Super14 Mary B. + Mary Kennedy "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of V V V Violent Torment by iolent Torment by iolent Torment by iolent Torment by 
your Husband Robert Kennedy Jr. OJ killed her. Robert killedyour Husband Robert Kennedy Jr. OJ killed her. Robert killedyour Husband Robert Kennedy Jr. OJ killed her. Robert killedyour Husband Robert Kennedy Jr. OJ killed her. Robert killed Mary!  Mary!  Mary!  Mary! 

4444----10101010----14 MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy... $1 Trillion14 MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy... $1 Trillion14 MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy... $1 Trillion14 MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy... $1 Trillion confiscated from the $777 Trillion for the "New Manhattan Project for the RxCure confiscated from the $777 Trillion for the "New Manhattan Project for the RxCure confiscated from the $777 Trillion for the "New Manhattan Project for the RxCure confiscated from the $777 Trillion for the "New Manhattan Project for the RxCure
Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West! Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West! Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West! Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West! 

"How to Marry the"How to Marry the"How to Marry the"How to Marry the Honor of Pentagon Warriors to Medicare VA MD's" caught in the "Super Gravity" of Honor of Pentagon Warriors to Medicare VA MD's" caught in the "Super Gravity" of Honor of Pentagon Warriors to Medicare VA MD's" caught in the "Super Gravity" of Honor of Pentagon Warriors to Medicare VA MD's" caught in the "Super Gravity" of the worst MD Holocaust, Hitlers  the worst MD Holocaust, Hitlers  the worst MD Holocaust, Hitlers  the worst MD Holocaust, Hitlers 
MD's would have refused these Pentagon Orders!"MD's would have refused these Pentagon Orders!"MD's would have refused these Pentagon Orders!"MD's would have refused these Pentagon Orders!"

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of $777 Trillion Godsend Pentagon14 "Super Gravity" of $777 Trillion Godsend Pentagon14 "Super Gravity" of $777 Trillion Godsend Pentagon14 "Super Gravity" of $777 Trillion Godsend Pentagon gave to Mecca and Now $77 Trillion to MD's to stifle Dr. Nancy "New  gave to Mecca and Now $77 Trillion to MD's to stifle Dr. Nancy "New  gave to Mecca and Now $77 Trillion to MD's to stifle Dr. Nancy "New  gave to Mecca and Now $77 Trillion to MD's to stifle Dr. Nancy "New 
ManhattanManhattanManhattanManhattan Project for the RxCure Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West! Project for the RxCure Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West! Project for the RxCure Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West! Project for the RxCure Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West!

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Miami" Magnitude of Violent 

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent car wrecks, when Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent car wrecks, when Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent car wrecks, when Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent car wrecks, when "Cops" could be  "Cops" could be  "Cops" could be  "Cops" could be 
watching the driver on his "Dash Cam" watching the driver on his "Dash Cam" watching the driver on his "Dash Cam" watching the driver on his "Dash Cam" ---- Ford MyKey curbs teenFord MyKey curbs teenFord MyKey curbs teenFord MyKey curbs teen drivers... "Dash Cam with Mic + Speaker" will curb head on collisions  drivers... "Dash Cam with Mic + Speaker" will curb head on collisions  drivers... "Dash Cam with Mic + Speaker" will curb head on collisions  drivers... "Dash Cam with Mic + Speaker" will curb head on collisions 
only Dr.only Dr.only Dr.only Dr. Katrina who will be in some drivers Frontal Lobe again today will "Marry" as Katrina who will be in some drivers Frontal Lobe again today will "Marry" as Katrina who will be in some drivers Frontal Lobe again today will "Marry" as Katrina who will be in some drivers Frontal Lobe again today will "Marry" as this invention of Greg's has been suppressed  this invention of Greg's has been suppressed  this invention of Greg's has been suppressed  this invention of Greg's has been suppressed 
almost as long as thealmost as long as thealmost as long as thealmost as long as the electricwindmillcar with Super Air Bags on the Outside! Frontal Lobe MD's have electricwindmillcar with Super Air Bags on the Outside! Frontal Lobe MD's have electricwindmillcar with Super Air Bags on the Outside! Frontal Lobe MD's have electricwindmillcar with Super Air Bags on the Outside! Frontal Lobe MD's have also been suppressed and stifled  also been suppressed and stifled  also been suppressed and stifled  also been suppressed and stifled 
by the Top Brass Dictators! by the Top Brass Dictators! by the Top Brass Dictators! by the Top Brass Dictators! 

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent MD's For First Time In 30 Years, since Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent MD's For First Time In 30 Years, since Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent MD's For First Time In 30 Years, since Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent MD's For First Time In 30 Years, since
the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.. You Can See Doctors' Billions Inthe 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.. You Can See Doctors' Billions Inthe 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.. You Can See Doctors' Billions Inthe 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.. You Can See Doctors' Billions In Medicare... government perk to pay for MD's to let  Medicare... government perk to pay for MD's to let  Medicare... government perk to pay for MD's to let  Medicare... government perk to pay for MD's to let 
Mecca get $777 Trillion fromMecca get $777 Trillion fromMecca get $777 Trillion fromMecca get $777 Trillion from $4 gas by NO MD's LEAKING the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and even $4 gas by NO MD's LEAKING the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and even $4 gas by NO MD's LEAKING the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and even $4 gas by NO MD's LEAKING the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and even after 9/11 MD's with a  after 9/11 MD's with a  after 9/11 MD's with a  after 9/11 MD's with a 
guilty conscience as the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar wouldguilty conscience as the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar wouldguilty conscience as the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar wouldguilty conscience as the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar would have prevented 9/11 took the kickbacks from the Dictators of the USA, in our have prevented 9/11 took the kickbacks from the Dictators of the USA, in our have prevented 9/11 took the kickbacks from the Dictators of the USA, in our have prevented 9/11 took the kickbacks from the Dictators of the USA, in our
George Orwell Era! George Orwell Era! George Orwell Era! George Orwell Era! 

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent 

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent Gas Station Robbery of Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent  Mary B. in Miami" Magnitude of Violent 

4444----10101010----14 The New York Times reports that the highest paid14 The New York Times reports that the highest paid14 The New York Times reports that the highest paid14 The New York Times reports that the highest paid doctor in the database is an eye doctor in Florida, who charged Medicare  doctor in the database is an eye doctor in Florida, who charged Medicare  doctor in the database is an eye doctor in Florida, who charged Medicare  doctor in the database is an eye doctor in Florida, who charged Medicare 
$21$21$21$21 million in 2012. NY Times suppressed the Yale + Harvard Organ Transplant MD's million in 2012. NY Times suppressed the Yale + Harvard Organ Transplant MD's million in 2012. NY Times suppressed the Yale + Harvard Organ Transplant MD's million in 2012. NY Times suppressed the Yale + Harvard Organ Transplant MD's who make $1 Trillion selling New Yorkers Kidneys  who make $1 Trillion selling New Yorkers Kidneys  who make $1 Trillion selling New Yorkers Kidneys  who make $1 Trillion selling New Yorkers Kidneys 
to the Saudi Princes from 1980to the Saudi Princes from 1980to the Saudi Princes from 1980to the Saudi Princes from 1980 to 4 to 4 to 4 to 4----10101010----14. 14. 14. 14. 

4444----10101010----14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent MD's at AMA + WHO at UN"14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent MD's at AMA + WHO at UN"14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent MD's at AMA + WHO at UN"14 "Super Gravity" of "Violent MD's at AMA + WHO at UN" Bush sold your kidney to a Saudi Prince and these MD's made even more  Bush sold your kidney to a Saudi Prince and these MD's made even more  Bush sold your kidney to a Saudi Prince and these MD's made even more  Bush sold your kidney to a Saudi Prince and these MD's made even more 
money...money...money...money... than Medicare!  than Medicare!  than Medicare!  than Medicare! 

4444----10101010----14 With the Suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar...14 With the Suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar...14 With the Suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar...14 With the Suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar... It It It It’’’’''''s "Super Gravity" in seeing how rich doctors are driving by the houses s "Super Gravity" in seeing how rich doctors are driving by the houses s "Super Gravity" in seeing how rich doctors are driving by the houses s "Super Gravity" in seeing how rich doctors are driving by the houses 
inininin Key West + looking at their cars, but the $777 Mecca Kickbacks held up for more Key West + looking at their cars, but the $777 Mecca Kickbacks held up for more Key West + looking at their cars, but the $777 Mecca Kickbacks held up for more Key West + looking at their cars, but the $777 Mecca Kickbacks held up for more than 30 years. than 30 years. than 30 years. than 30 years.””””

The American Medical Association fought hard to keep the gag inThe American Medical Association fought hard to keep the gag inThe American Medical Association fought hard to keep the gag inThe American Medical Association fought hard to keep the gag in place, but they lost. George Orwell MD is misleading, noting for  place, but they lost. George Orwell MD is misleading, noting for  place, but they lost. George Orwell MD is misleading, noting for  place, but they lost. George Orwell MD is misleading, noting for 
example thatexample thatexample thatexample that the  the  the  the ““““data dumpdata dumpdata dumpdata dump”””” has not been checked by individual physicians for errors. It ishas not been checked by individual physicians for errors. It ishas not been checked by individual physicians for errors. It ishas not been checked by individual physicians for errors. It is after all, a bunch of raw data. But it after all, a bunch of raw data. But it after all, a bunch of raw data. But it after all, a bunch of raw data. But it’’’’s s s s 
hard to argue that it wonhard to argue that it wonhard to argue that it wonhard to argue that it won’’’’t be usefult be usefult be usefult be useful in looking at broad trends  in looking at broad trends  in looking at broad trends  in looking at broad trends ———— and individual abuses and individual abuses and individual abuses and individual abuses ———— in the system. The New Yorkin the system. The New Yorkin the system. The New Yorkin the system. The New York Times reports  Times reports  Times reports  Times reports 
that the highest paid doctor in the database is an eye doctor inthat the highest paid doctor in the database is an eye doctor inthat the highest paid doctor in the database is an eye doctor inthat the highest paid doctor in the database is an eye doctor in Florida, who charged Medicare $21 million in 2012. NY Times  Florida, who charged Medicare $21 million in 2012. NY Times  Florida, who charged Medicare $21 million in 2012. NY Times  Florida, who charged Medicare $21 million in 2012. NY Times 
suppressed the Yalesuppressed the Yalesuppressed the Yalesuppressed the Yale + Harvard Organ Transplant MD's who make $1 Trillion selling New Yorkers Kidneys + Harvard Organ Transplant MD's who make $1 Trillion selling New Yorkers Kidneys + Harvard Organ Transplant MD's who make $1 Trillion selling New Yorkers Kidneys + Harvard Organ Transplant MD's who make $1 Trillion selling New Yorkers Kidneys to the Saudi Princes from 1980  to the Saudi Princes from 1980  to the Saudi Princes from 1980  to the Saudi Princes from 1980 
to 4to 4to 4to 4----10101010----14. 14. 14. 14. 
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4444----9999----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B... All Gasoline Cars Recalled by Toyota, Put a end to + Directed by Mary B... All Gasoline Cars Recalled by Toyota, Put a end to + Directed by Mary B... All Gasoline Cars Recalled by Toyota, Put a end to + Directed by Mary B... All Gasoline Cars Recalled by Toyota, Put a end to
violent gas station hold ups that sucker punch women in Miami.. MIA violent gas station hold ups that sucker punch women in Miami.. MIA violent gas station hold ups that sucker punch women in Miami.. MIA violent gas station hold ups that sucker punch women in Miami.. MIA ---- POW womenPOW womenPOW womenPOW women by the hundred of thousands "Battered" by our  by the hundred of thousands "Battered" by our  by the hundred of thousands "Battered" by our  by the hundred of thousands "Battered" by our 
George Orwell Top Brass for $777George Orwell Top Brass for $777George Orwell Top Brass for $777George Orwell Top Brass for $777 Trillion in Oil Money! Toyota Recalls More Than 6 Million Autos, Among Biggest Trillion in Oil Money! Toyota Recalls More Than 6 Million Autos, Among Biggest Trillion in Oil Money! Toyota Recalls More Than 6 Million Autos, Among Biggest Trillion in Oil Money! Toyota Recalls More Than 6 Million Autos, Among Biggest Ever... A badge is seen  Ever... A badge is seen  Ever... A badge is seen  Ever... A badge is seen 
on a Toyota Motor Corp. RAV 4 sporton a Toyota Motor Corp. RAV 4 sporton a Toyota Motor Corp. RAV 4 sporton a Toyota Motor Corp. RAV 4 sport----utility vehicleutility vehicleutility vehicleutility vehicle (SUV) displayed at the company's showroom in Tokyo on April 9, 2014. (SUV) displayed at the company's showroom in Tokyo on April 9, 2014. (SUV) displayed at the company's showroom in Tokyo on April 9, 2014. (SUV) displayed at the company's showroom in Tokyo on April 9, 2014.

4444----9999----14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN +14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN +14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN +14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN + Medicare... paid almost 4,000 doctors and medical  Medicare... paid almost 4,000 doctors and medical  Medicare... paid almost 4,000 doctors and medical  Medicare... paid almost 4,000 doctors and medical 
professionals more than $1professionals more than $1professionals more than $1professionals more than $1 million apiece in 2012, including seven who received more than $10 million. million apiece in 2012, including seven who received more than $10 million. million apiece in 2012, including seven who received more than $10 million. million apiece in 2012, including seven who received more than $10 million.

4444----9999----14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by Allah via $777 Trillion in Pentagon Sent Godsend to Mecca!  by Allah via $777 Trillion in Pentagon Sent Godsend to Mecca!  by Allah via $777 Trillion in Pentagon Sent Godsend to Mecca!  by Allah via $777 Trillion in Pentagon Sent Godsend to Mecca! 

4444----9999----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"

4444----9999----14 WHO at the UN ARE ALL Holocaust MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy...14 WHO at the UN ARE ALL Holocaust MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy...14 WHO at the UN ARE ALL Holocaust MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy...14 WHO at the UN ARE ALL Holocaust MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy... put it in the H2O if you can invent it and it works...  put it in the H2O if you can invent it and it works...  put it in the H2O if you can invent it and it works...  put it in the H2O if you can invent it and it works... 
Vaccinations for 15Vaccinations for 15Vaccinations for 15Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health officials are warned!  Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health officials are warned!  Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health officials are warned!  Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health officials are warned! 

4444----9999----14 New Movie14 New Movie14 New Movie14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"  "How to Marry the Right Soul!"  "How to Marry the Right Soul!"  "How to Marry the Right Soul!" 

4444----9999----14 WHO at the UN ARE ALL Holocaust MD's who14 WHO at the UN ARE ALL Holocaust MD's who14 WHO at the UN ARE ALL Holocaust MD's who14 WHO at the UN ARE ALL Holocaust MD's who stifled... Dr. Nancy... $1 Trillion confiscated from the $777 Trillion for the stifled... Dr. Nancy... $1 Trillion confiscated from the $777 Trillion for the stifled... Dr. Nancy... $1 Trillion confiscated from the $777 Trillion for the stifled... Dr. Nancy... $1 Trillion confiscated from the $777 Trillion for the "New  "New  "New  "New 
Manhattan Project for the RxCure Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg inManhattan Project for the RxCure Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg inManhattan Project for the RxCure Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg inManhattan Project for the RxCure Overnight of Breast Cancer" with Greg in Key West!  Key West!  Key West!  Key West! 

4444----9999----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Directed by Mary B.  Directed by Mary B.  Directed by Mary B. 

4444----9999----14 New Movie "How to Save her Life, from being14 New Movie "How to Save her Life, from being14 New Movie "How to Save her Life, from being14 New Movie "How to Save her Life, from being shot by her Camp Lejeune Marine Husband!" CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP)  shot by her Camp Lejeune Marine Husband!" CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP)  shot by her Camp Lejeune Marine Husband!" CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP)  shot by her Camp Lejeune Marine Husband!" CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP) ---- A Marine isA Marine isA Marine isA Marine is
in custody after military officials say he shot and fatally wounded a colleaguein custody after military officials say he shot and fatally wounded a colleaguein custody after military officials say he shot and fatally wounded a colleaguein custody after military officials say he shot and fatally wounded a colleague with his M4 rifle at the main gate of a North Carolina  with his M4 rifle at the main gate of a North Carolina  with his M4 rifle at the main gate of a North Carolina  with his M4 rifle at the main gate of a North Carolina 
base. ABC follows ordersbase. ABC follows ordersbase. ABC follows ordersbase. ABC follows orders from Numb Nuts Dictators not to report todays women, wifes, killed by a Marine from Numb Nuts Dictators not to report todays women, wifes, killed by a Marine from Numb Nuts Dictators not to report todays women, wifes, killed by a Marine from Numb Nuts Dictators not to report todays women, wifes, killed by a Marine at the main gates to Hell...  at the main gates to Hell...  at the main gates to Hell...  at the main gates to Hell... 

4444----9999----14 New Movie "How to Pay Cash to Landlord14 New Movie "How to Pay Cash to Landlord14 New Movie "How to Pay Cash to Landlord14 New Movie "How to Pay Cash to Landlord Employees in Layed back Key West of the 60's in 2014!" IRS replied to my IRS Employees in Layed back Key West of the 60's in 2014!" IRS replied to my IRS Employees in Layed back Key West of the 60's in 2014!" IRS replied to my IRS Employees in Layed back Key West of the 60's in 2014!" IRS replied to my IRS Whistle  Whistle  Whistle  Whistle 
Blower Rewards turning in Victor Cushman a Key West Landlord with overBlower Rewards turning in Victor Cushman a Key West Landlord with overBlower Rewards turning in Victor Cushman a Key West Landlord with overBlower Rewards turning in Victor Cushman a Key West Landlord with over 1,001 evicted renters. Secret File on ElectricWindmillCar the  1,001 evicted renters. Secret File on ElectricWindmillCar the  1,001 evicted renters. Secret File on ElectricWindmillCar the  1,001 evicted renters. Secret File on ElectricWindmillCar the 
IRS put this inIRS put this inIRS put this inIRS put this in their letter to Greg... ha, funny sense of humor from the IRS sending me back my their letter to Greg... ha, funny sense of humor from the IRS sending me back my their letter to Greg... ha, funny sense of humor from the IRS sending me back my their letter to Greg... ha, funny sense of humor from the IRS sending me back my Secret file on Mr. Buell and the  Secret file on Mr. Buell and the  Secret file on Mr. Buell and the  Secret file on Mr. Buell and the 
WindCar! IRS could arrest 1,001 "Jews" just onWindCar! IRS could arrest 1,001 "Jews" just onWindCar! IRS could arrest 1,001 "Jews" just onWindCar! IRS could arrest 1,001 "Jews" just on Duval in Key West for paying cash... and keep the $1 Million in Rewards they Duval in Key West for paying cash... and keep the $1 Million in Rewards they Duval in Key West for paying cash... and keep the $1 Million in Rewards they Duval in Key West for paying cash... and keep the $1 Million in Rewards they really  really  really  really 
should pay Greg, I would add it to the 1 Trillion Mac Bookshould pay Greg, I would add it to the 1 Trillion Mac Bookshould pay Greg, I would add it to the 1 Trillion Mac Bookshould pay Greg, I would add it to the 1 Trillion Mac Book Pro's Giveaway Pro's Giveaway Pro's Giveaway Pro's Giveaway to InventSomething Locals in Key West. I really hope Apple +  to InventSomething Locals in Key West. I really hope Apple +  to InventSomething Locals in Key West. I really hope Apple +  to InventSomething Locals in Key West. I really hope Apple + 
Cook wire Key WestCook wire Key WestCook wire Key WestCook wire Key West for "WiFi" soon as I have been at Starbucks on Duval for a long time. 7th week for "WiFi" soon as I have been at Starbucks on Duval for a long time. 7th week for "WiFi" soon as I have been at Starbucks on Duval for a long time. 7th week for "WiFi" soon as I have been at Starbucks on Duval for a long time. 7th week sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort is  sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort is  sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort is  sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort is 
Friday! Friday! Friday! Friday! 

4444----9999----14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN + Medicare...  by UN + Medicare...  by UN + Medicare...  by UN + Medicare... 

4444----9999----14 New Movie "How to apply special laws apply14 New Movie "How to apply special laws apply14 New Movie "How to apply special laws apply14 New Movie "How to apply special laws apply that are not followed when the Eve of Passover occurs!" Produced + Directed by that are not followed when the Eve of Passover occurs!" Produced + Directed by that are not followed when the Eve of Passover occurs!" Produced + Directed by that are not followed when the Eve of Passover occurs!" Produced + Directed by Mary  Mary  Mary  Mary 
B. When the Eve of Passover (Hebrew: Erev Pesach) falls on Shabbat, specialB. When the Eve of Passover (Hebrew: Erev Pesach) falls on Shabbat, specialB. When the Eve of Passover (Hebrew: Erev Pesach) falls on Shabbat, specialB. When the Eve of Passover (Hebrew: Erev Pesach) falls on Shabbat, special laws apply that are not followed when the Eve of Passover  laws apply that are not followed when the Eve of Passover  laws apply that are not followed when the Eve of Passover  laws apply that are not followed when the Eve of Passover 
occurs on any otheroccurs on any otheroccurs on any otheroccurs on any other day of the week, and various adjustments are made in the preparations for the day of the week, and various adjustments are made in the preparations for the day of the week, and various adjustments are made in the preparations for the day of the week, and various adjustments are made in the preparations for the holiday from the usual routine!  holiday from the usual routine!  holiday from the usual routine!  holiday from the usual routine! 
The Slifka Center has shuttered its door forThe Slifka Center has shuttered its door forThe Slifka Center has shuttered its door forThe Slifka Center has shuttered its door for Passover. Yale Passover. Yale Passover. Yale Passover. Yale’’’’s favorite residential dining hall alternative will not reopens favorite residential dining hall alternative will not reopens favorite residential dining hall alternative will not reopens favorite residential dining hall alternative will not reopen until Friday for  until Friday for  until Friday for  until Friday for 
a special Passover Shabbat dinner.a special Passover Shabbat dinner.a special Passover Shabbat dinner.a special Passover Shabbat dinner.

4444----9999----14 WHO at the UN14 WHO at the UN14 WHO at the UN14 WHO at the UN has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN + Medicare... Yale Jew Observers has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN + Medicare... Yale Jew Observers has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN + Medicare... Yale Jew Observers has imperceptions of Holocaust MD's paid by UN + Medicare... Yale Jew Observers in our George Orwell Holocaust  in our George Orwell Holocaust  in our George Orwell Holocaust  in our George Orwell Holocaust 
II and III Era... Gas + Mecca's Free Health CareII and III Era... Gas + Mecca's Free Health CareII and III Era... Gas + Mecca's Free Health CareII and III Era... Gas + Mecca's Free Health Care for Moslems only!  for Moslems only!  for Moslems only!  for Moslems only! 

4444----9999----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Produced + Directed by Mary B. 

4444----9999----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B. 

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B. New Museum of How to Marry the Right Soul! Museum  Directed by Mary B. New Museum of How to Marry the Right Soul! Museum  Directed by Mary B. New Museum of How to Marry the Right Soul! Museum  Directed by Mary B. New Museum of How to Marry the Right Soul! Museum 
of Medicalof Medicalof Medicalof Medical Inventions, Museum of Futuristic Utopian Novel ones in a Hemingway Writing Class Inventions, Museum of Futuristic Utopian Novel ones in a Hemingway Writing Class Inventions, Museum of Futuristic Utopian Novel ones in a Hemingway Writing Class Inventions, Museum of Futuristic Utopian Novel ones in a Hemingway Writing Class in Key West.  in Key West.  in Key West.  in Key West. 
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4444----8888----14 Dr. Nancy... put it in the H2O if you can invent it14 Dr. Nancy... put it in the H2O if you can invent it14 Dr. Nancy... put it in the H2O if you can invent it14 Dr. Nancy... put it in the H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health  and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health  and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health  and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! UN WHO Health 
officialsofficialsofficialsofficials are warning that growing anti are warning that growing anti are warning that growing anti are warning that growing anti----vaccine sentiment may keep alive serious diseasesvaccine sentiment may keep alive serious diseasesvaccine sentiment may keep alive serious diseasesvaccine sentiment may keep alive serious diseases that were once nearly eradicated. Not if Dr.  that were once nearly eradicated. Not if Dr.  that were once nearly eradicated. Not if Dr.  that were once nearly eradicated. Not if Dr. 
Nancy can put these Numb NutsNancy can put these Numb NutsNancy can put these Numb NutsNancy can put these Numb Nuts behind the "InventSomething Times" like France is "Dating Oil $ Greed + its behind the "InventSomething Times" like France is "Dating Oil $ Greed + its behind the "InventSomething Times" like France is "Dating Oil $ Greed + its behind the "InventSomething Times" like France is "Dating Oil $ Greed + its Africa Genocide to get the  Africa Genocide to get the  Africa Genocide to get the  Africa Genocide to get the 
$" instead of Dating Pasture with a New Movie and $$" instead of Dating Pasture with a New Movie and $$" instead of Dating Pasture with a New Movie and $$" instead of Dating Pasture with a New Movie and $ Trillions for 1,001 inventions!  Trillions for 1,001 inventions!  Trillions for 1,001 inventions!  Trillions for 1,001 inventions! 

4444----8888----14 Dissect the goings14 Dissect the goings14 Dissect the goings14 Dissect the goings----on before theon before theon before theon before the "Big Bang" of a "Broken Heart", "Cardiac Arrest!" , Expansion of the Universe of "Big Bang" of a "Broken Heart", "Cardiac Arrest!" , Expansion of the Universe of "Big Bang" of a "Broken Heart", "Cardiac Arrest!" , Expansion of the Universe of "Big Bang" of a "Broken Heart", "Cardiac Arrest!" , Expansion of the Universe of 1 Trillion  1 Trillion  1 Trillion  1 Trillion 
Galaxies in every direction into infinite Space! Galaxies in every direction into infinite Space! Galaxies in every direction into infinite Space! Galaxies in every direction into infinite Space! 

4444----7777----14 Mary14 Mary14 Mary14 Mary B. at the Tropic Cinema 11th anniversary last night in a Mary B.the "Tiger to B. at the Tropic Cinema 11th anniversary last night in a Mary B.the "Tiger to B. at the Tropic Cinema 11th anniversary last night in a Mary B.the "Tiger to B. at the Tropic Cinema 11th anniversary last night in a Mary B.the "Tiger to Inspire Greg to Invent the RxCure Outfit!"  Inspire Greg to Invent the RxCure Outfit!"  Inspire Greg to Invent the RxCure Outfit!"  Inspire Greg to Invent the RxCure Outfit!" 
"Marry The Wrong People" to work 24/7"Marry The Wrong People" to work 24/7"Marry The Wrong People" to work 24/7"Marry The Wrong People" to work 24/7 Brainstorming the RxCure... Dr. Nancy + Mary's Nancy, put it in the water  Brainstorming the RxCure... Dr. Nancy + Mary's Nancy, put it in the water  Brainstorming the RxCure... Dr. Nancy + Mary's Nancy, put it in the water  Brainstorming the RxCure... Dr. Nancy + Mary's Nancy, put it in the water ---- aaaa RxCure for Breast  RxCure for Breast  RxCure for Breast  RxCure for Breast 
cancer and of course Audrey Hepburn "Funny Face" face lift tocancer and of course Audrey Hepburn "Funny Face" face lift tocancer and of course Audrey Hepburn "Funny Face" face lift tocancer and of course Audrey Hepburn "Funny Face" face lift to InventSomething for my colon cancer before I die! Well "Some Like it  InventSomething for my colon cancer before I die! Well "Some Like it  InventSomething for my colon cancer before I die! Well "Some Like it  InventSomething for my colon cancer before I die! Well "Some Like it 
Hot" wasHot" wasHot" wasHot" was the movie outside the Tropic Cinema and Marlyn Monroe Mary B. I left as I'm the movie outside the Tropic Cinema and Marlyn Monroe Mary B. I left as I'm the movie outside the Tropic Cinema and Marlyn Monroe Mary B. I left as I'm the movie outside the Tropic Cinema and Marlyn Monroe Mary B. I left as I'm sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort. Parked at the  sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort. Parked at the  sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort. Parked at the  sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort. Parked at the 
Bank on the corner. Shell OilBank on the corner. Shell OilBank on the corner. Shell OilBank on the corner. Shell Oil Company was my clue to leave the movie, took one last look at Mary + Nancy... Company was my clue to leave the movie, took one last look at Mary + Nancy... Company was my clue to leave the movie, took one last look at Mary + Nancy... Company was my clue to leave the movie, took one last look at Mary + Nancy... 1980 Anniversary of the  1980 Anniversary of the  1980 Anniversary of the  1980 Anniversary of the 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 Anniversary with 10 cent gasElectricWindmillCar 1980 Anniversary with 10 cent gasElectricWindmillCar 1980 Anniversary with 10 cent gasElectricWindmillCar 1980 Anniversary with 10 cent gas and no "Mary B. Gas Station Hold Ups" no Hold Up to our polygamous  and no "Mary B. Gas Station Hold Ups" no Hold Up to our polygamous  and no "Mary B. Gas Station Hold Ups" no Hold Up to our polygamous  and no "Mary B. Gas Station Hold Ups" no Hold Up to our polygamous 
marriage...marriage...marriage...marriage... at the Hemingway House made into a movie!  at the Hemingway House made into a movie!  at the Hemingway House made into a movie!  at the Hemingway House made into a movie! 

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B. "Marry The Wrong People" to work 24/7 Brainstorming  Directed by Mary B. "Marry The Wrong People" to work 24/7 Brainstorming  Directed by Mary B. "Marry The Wrong People" to work 24/7 Brainstorming  Directed by Mary B. "Marry The Wrong People" to work 24/7 Brainstorming 
thethethethe RxCure... Dr. Nancy + Mary's Nancy, put it in the water  RxCure... Dr. Nancy + Mary's Nancy, put it in the water  RxCure... Dr. Nancy + Mary's Nancy, put it in the water  RxCure... Dr. Nancy + Mary's Nancy, put it in the water ---- a RxCure for Breasta RxCure for Breasta RxCure for Breasta RxCure for Breast cancer and of course Audrey Hepburn "Funny Face"  cancer and of course Audrey Hepburn "Funny Face"  cancer and of course Audrey Hepburn "Funny Face"  cancer and of course Audrey Hepburn "Funny Face" 
face lift to InventSomethingface lift to InventSomethingface lift to InventSomethingface lift to InventSomething for my colon cancer before I die! Well "Some Like it Hot" W for my colon cancer before I die! Well "Some Like it Hot" W for my colon cancer before I die! Well "Some Like it Hot" W for my colon cancer before I die! Well "Some Like it Hot" Wives Coup D'Etat whenives Coup D'Etat whenives Coup D'Etat whenives Coup D'Etat when you Marry the right  you Marry the right  you Marry the right  you Marry the right 
woman! woman! woman! woman! 

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B. Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Produced + Directed by Mary B. Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Produced + Directed by Mary B. Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Produced + Directed by Mary B. Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent  Invent  Invent  Invent 
a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire ---- Work Greg 24/7Work Greg 24/7Work Greg 24/7Work Greg 24/7 grin!  grin!  grin!  grin! 

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced +

Directed by Mary B. Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent aDirected by Mary B. Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent aDirected by Mary B. Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent aDirected by Mary B. Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire ---- Work Work Work Work 
Greg 24/7 grin!Greg 24/7 grin!Greg 24/7 grin!Greg 24/7 grin!

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B. New Museum of How to Marry the Right Soul! Museum  Mary B. New Museum of How to Marry the Right Soul! Museum  Mary B. New Museum of How to Marry the Right Soul! Museum  Mary B. New Museum of How to Marry the Right Soul! Museum 
of Medical Inventions,of Medical Inventions,of Medical Inventions,of Medical Inventions, Museum of Futuristic Utopian Novel ones in a Hemingway Writing Class in Key Museum of Futuristic Utopian Novel ones in a Hemingway Writing Class in Key Museum of Futuristic Utopian Novel ones in a Hemingway Writing Class in Key Museum of Futuristic Utopian Novel ones in a Hemingway Writing Class in Key West.  West.  West.  West. 

4444----8888----14 Date... "Dr. Yes" Movie with Mary B. marrying the right14 Date... "Dr. Yes" Movie with Mary B. marrying the right14 Date... "Dr. Yes" Movie with Mary B. marrying the right14 Date... "Dr. Yes" Movie with Mary B. marrying the right soul, reasoning behind this Marriage is Proxima Centauri, 4.2 light  soul, reasoning behind this Marriage is Proxima Centauri, 4.2 light  soul, reasoning behind this Marriage is Proxima Centauri, 4.2 light  soul, reasoning behind this Marriage is Proxima Centauri, 4.2 light 
years thatyears thatyears thatyears that will burn its H invention for the next 4 trillion years!  will burn its H invention for the next 4 trillion years!  will burn its H invention for the next 4 trillion years!  will burn its H invention for the next 4 trillion years! 

4444----8888----14 "Before14 "Before14 "Before14 "Before the Big Bang" should be the New York Times News not the "Big Bang" + how fast is the Big Bang" should be the New York Times News not the "Big Bang" + how fast is the Big Bang" should be the New York Times News not the "Big Bang" + how fast is the Big Bang" should be the New York Times News not the "Big Bang" + how fast is this "Cataclysm Exaggeration" is. Movie  this "Cataclysm Exaggeration" is. Movie  this "Cataclysm Exaggeration" is. Movie  this "Cataclysm Exaggeration" is. Movie 
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Date with the Dr. Universe and you toDate with the Dr. Universe and you toDate with the Dr. Universe and you toDate with the Dr. Universe and you to dissect its frontal Lobe in the New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" dissect its frontal Lobe in the New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" dissect its frontal Lobe in the New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" dissect its frontal Lobe in the New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!"

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Mary B.  Mary B.  Mary B. 

4444----8888----14 Date... arrest the King of Saudi Arabia? "Before the Big14 Date... arrest the King of Saudi Arabia? "Before the Big14 Date... arrest the King of Saudi Arabia? "Before the Big14 Date... arrest the King of Saudi Arabia? "Before the Big Bang" of the Revolution, the King is dead! Big Bang of the  Bang" of the Revolution, the King is dead! Big Bang of the  Bang" of the Revolution, the King is dead! Big Bang of the  Bang" of the Revolution, the King is dead! Big Bang of the 
ElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFordElectricWindmillFord Escort!  Escort!  Escort!  Escort! 

4444----8888----14 Doctors14 Doctors14 Doctors14 Doctors’’’’ notes on mental health shared with patients,notes on mental health shared with patients,notes on mental health shared with patients,notes on mental health shared with patients, Date with Anatomy + Physiology + how fast is this "Cataclysm  Date with Anatomy + Physiology + how fast is this "Cataclysm  Date with Anatomy + Physiology + how fast is this "Cataclysm  Date with Anatomy + Physiology + how fast is this "Cataclysm 
Exaggeration" ofExaggeration" ofExaggeration" ofExaggeration" of "History of Medical Inventions Museum" when Mecca Profits from hiring Yale + "History of Medical Inventions Museum" when Mecca Profits from hiring Yale + "History of Medical Inventions Museum" when Mecca Profits from hiring Yale + "History of Medical Inventions Museum" when Mecca Profits from hiring Yale + Harvard MD's for Saudi Organ  Harvard MD's for Saudi Organ  Harvard MD's for Saudi Organ  Harvard MD's for Saudi Organ 
Transplants when MD's and the New York Times areTransplants when MD's and the New York Times areTransplants when MD's and the New York Times areTransplants when MD's and the New York Times are prohibited from writing a news article on "Mandatory Organ Donations!" prohibited from writing a news article on "Mandatory Organ Donations!" prohibited from writing a news article on "Mandatory Organ Donations!" prohibited from writing a news article on "Mandatory Organ Donations!"

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B. Numb Nuts Dictators want this movie off limits for soul  Mary B. Numb Nuts Dictators want this movie off limits for soul  Mary B. Numb Nuts Dictators want this movie off limits for soul  Mary B. Numb Nuts Dictators want this movie off limits for soul 
searchingsearchingsearchingsearching troops, grin!  troops, grin!  troops, grin!  troops, grin! 

4444----8888----14 Date for the "Plastic Surgery" + "Dentures" for the14 Date for the "Plastic Surgery" + "Dentures" for the14 Date for the "Plastic Surgery" + "Dentures" for the14 Date for the "Plastic Surgery" + "Dentures" for the Hollywood Smile, Fay Dunaway before and after pictures. Greg, Mary, Nancy,  Hollywood Smile, Fay Dunaway before and after pictures. Greg, Mary, Nancy,  Hollywood Smile, Fay Dunaway before and after pictures. Greg, Mary, Nancy,  Hollywood Smile, Fay Dunaway before and after pictures. Greg, Mary, Nancy, 
etcetcetcetc how fast is this "Cataclysm Plastic Surgery + Perfect Teeth, this is the how fast is this "Cataclysm Plastic Surgery + Perfect Teeth, this is the how fast is this "Cataclysm Plastic Surgery + Perfect Teeth, this is the how fast is this "Cataclysm Plastic Surgery + Perfect Teeth, this is the "Cataclysm Magnetism" for the Date with the "Dr. Yes" and you  "Cataclysm Magnetism" for the Date with the "Dr. Yes" and you  "Cataclysm Magnetism" for the Date with the "Dr. Yes" and you  "Cataclysm Magnetism" for the Date with the "Dr. Yes" and you 
to put "Dr. No"to put "Dr. No"to put "Dr. No"to put "Dr. No" Movie in Numb Nuts Dictators History like Todays French Oil Genocides in Africa Movie in Numb Nuts Dictators History like Todays French Oil Genocides in Africa Movie in Numb Nuts Dictators History like Todays French Oil Genocides in Africa Movie in Numb Nuts Dictators History like Todays French Oil Genocides in Africa for the money!  for the money!  for the money!  for the money! 

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  + Directed by Mary B.  + Directed by Mary B.  + Directed by Mary B. 

4444----8888----14 Date of the "Big Bang" + how fast is this14 Date of the "Big Bang" + how fast is this14 Date of the "Big Bang" + how fast is this14 Date of the "Big Bang" + how fast is this "Cataclysm Saudi Arabia Obama Care + Dental Care" all for free from you buying "Cataclysm Saudi Arabia Obama Care + Dental Care" all for free from you buying "Cataclysm Saudi Arabia Obama Care + Dental Care" all for free from you buying "Cataclysm Saudi Arabia Obama Care + Dental Care" all for free from you buying $4  $4  $4  $4 
gas instead of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Where is a "Cop" when yougas instead of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Where is a "Cop" when yougas instead of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Where is a "Cop" when yougas instead of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Where is a "Cop" when you need one to arrest the King of Saudi Arabia? "Before the Big  need one to arrest the King of Saudi Arabia? "Before the Big  need one to arrest the King of Saudi Arabia? "Before the Big  need one to arrest the King of Saudi Arabia? "Before the Big 
Bang" is theBang" is theBang" is theBang" is the Revolution, the King is dead! Big Bang of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Revolution, the King is dead! Big Bang of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Revolution, the King is dead! Big Bang of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Revolution, the King is dead! Big Bang of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort!

4444----8888----14 Date of the "Big Bang" + how fast is this "Cataclysm Exaggeration14 Date of the "Big Bang" + how fast is this "Cataclysm Exaggeration14 Date of the "Big Bang" + how fast is this "Cataclysm Exaggeration14 Date of the "Big Bang" + how fast is this "Cataclysm Exaggeration is NASA News when "Before the Big Bang" is the Cataclysm  is NASA News when "Before the Big Bang" is the Cataclysm  is NASA News when "Before the Big Bang" is the Cataclysm  is NASA News when "Before the Big Bang" is the Cataclysm 
Magnetism" for the DateMagnetism" for the DateMagnetism" for the DateMagnetism" for the Date with the Dr. and you to dissect!  with the Dr. and you to dissect!  with the Dr. and you to dissect!  with the Dr. and you to dissect! 

4444----8888----14 New Movie "How to Marry the14 New Movie "How to Marry the14 New Movie "How to Marry the14 New Movie "How to Marry the Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B.  Right Soul!" Produced + Directed by Mary B. 

4444----8888----14 Dr. Nancy... put it14 Dr. Nancy... put it14 Dr. Nancy... put it14 Dr. Nancy... put it in the H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion in the H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion in the H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion in the H2O if you can invent it and it works... Vaccinations for 15 Billion mandatory! Vaccinations in the  mandatory! Vaccinations in the  mandatory! Vaccinations in the  mandatory! Vaccinations in the 
H2O... H2O... H2O... H2O... 

Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy SomeMary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy SomeMary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy SomeMary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  Like It Hot to Invent a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  Like It Hot to Invent a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  Like It Hot to Invent a RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire ---- Work Greg 24/7 grin! Work Greg 24/7 grin! Work Greg 24/7 grin! Work Greg 24/7 grin! 

Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent a Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent a Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent a Mary B. Nancy + Dr. Nancy Some Like It Hot to Invent a 

RxCure,RxCure,RxCure,RxCure, Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire  Marry The Right People... Women to Inspire ---- Work Greg 24/7 grin! Work Greg 24/7 grin! Work Greg 24/7 grin! Work Greg 24/7 grin! 

4444----7777----14141414 "Marry The Right Women" and sh "Marry The Right Women" and sh "Marry The Right Women" and sh "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... likee will Inspire you to InventSomething... likee will Inspire you to InventSomething... likee will Inspire you to InventSomething... like "Cement II" a "Super Glue" like invention for  "Cement II" a "Super Glue" like invention for  "Cement II" a "Super Glue" like invention for  "Cement II" a "Super Glue" like invention for 
"Cement" Mary B. will inspire Greg"Cement" Mary B. will inspire Greg"Cement" Mary B. will inspire Greg"Cement" Mary B. will inspire Greg to get this one!... New York Times  to get this one!... New York Times  to get this one!... New York Times  to get this one!... New York Times ---- PARIS  PARIS  PARIS  PARIS ---- Holcim and Lafarge, the world's two Holcim and Lafarge, the world's two Holcim and Lafarge, the world's two Holcim and Lafarge, the world's two biggest cement  biggest cement  biggest cement  biggest cement 
companies, said on Monday that they had agreed to a merger ofcompanies, said on Monday that they had agreed to a merger ofcompanies, said on Monday that they had agreed to a merger ofcompanies, said on Monday that they had agreed to a merger of equals to help them better adapt to competition on the global stage.  equals to help them better adapt to competition on the global stage.  equals to help them better adapt to competition on the global stage.  equals to help them better adapt to competition on the global stage. 
New YorkNew YorkNew YorkNew York Times married the CIA's George Orwell who orders the New York Times not to Times married the CIA's George Orwell who orders the New York Times not to Times married the CIA's George Orwell who orders the New York Times not to Times married the CIA's George Orwell who orders the New York Times not to mention "Cement II" as a invention project for  mention "Cement II" as a invention project for  mention "Cement II" as a invention project for  mention "Cement II" as a invention project for 
you and your "Wives" toyou and your "Wives" toyou and your "Wives" toyou and your "Wives" to inventSomething. Of course win 8.2 fix with this Invention Project was murdered inventSomething. Of course win 8.2 fix with this Invention Project was murdered inventSomething. Of course win 8.2 fix with this Invention Project was murdered inventSomething. Of course win 8.2 fix with this Invention Project was murdered by Bill + Melinda...  by Bill + Melinda...  by Bill + Melinda...  by Bill + Melinda... 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... like the IBM 360 Mainframe that runs... Ninety you to InventSomething... like the IBM 360 Mainframe that runs... Ninety you to InventSomething... like the IBM 360 Mainframe that runs... Ninety you to InventSomething... like the IBM 360 Mainframe that runs... Ninety----six ofsix ofsix ofsix of
the world's top 100 banks run the S/360 descendants with mainframes processingthe world's top 100 banks run the S/360 descendants with mainframes processingthe world's top 100 banks run the S/360 descendants with mainframes processingthe world's top 100 banks run the S/360 descendants with mainframes processing roughly 30 billion transactions per day. 777 Trillion  roughly 30 billion transactions per day. 777 Trillion  roughly 30 billion transactions per day. 777 Trillion  roughly 30 billion transactions per day. 777 Trillion 
Invention ProjectsInvention ProjectsInvention ProjectsInvention Projects processed each day after the coup! New George Orwell Wives... Polygamous George processed each day after the coup! New George Orwell Wives... Polygamous George processed each day after the coup! New George Orwell Wives... Polygamous George processed each day after the coup! New George Orwell Wives... Polygamous George Orwell is inspired by "Women" God's  Orwell is inspired by "Women" God's  Orwell is inspired by "Women" God's  Orwell is inspired by "Women" God's 
best invention and our Honeymoon Starbest invention and our Honeymoon Starbest invention and our Honeymoon Starbest invention and our Honeymoon Star Travels! IBM's System 360 mainframe, celebrating its 50th anniversary on Monday, Travels! IBM's System 360 mainframe, celebrating its 50th anniversary on Monday, Travels! IBM's System 360 mainframe, celebrating its 50th anniversary on Monday, Travels! IBM's System 360 mainframe, celebrating its 50th anniversary on Monday, was more  was more  was more  was more 
than a just another computer. The S/360 changed IBM just as it changedthan a just another computer. The S/360 changed IBM just as it changedthan a just another computer. The S/360 changed IBM just as it changedthan a just another computer. The S/360 changed IBM just as it changed computing and the technology industry.  computing and the technology industry.  computing and the technology industry.  computing and the technology industry. 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women"14 "Marry The Right Women"14 "Marry The Right Women"14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Dr. Nancy will invent the and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Dr. Nancy will invent the and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Dr. Nancy will invent the and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Dr. Nancy will invent the "Cadaver" and Inside the  "Cadaver" and Inside the  "Cadaver" and Inside the  "Cadaver" and Inside the 
Frontal Lobe for High School Kids to replace "Football"Frontal Lobe for High School Kids to replace "Football"Frontal Lobe for High School Kids to replace "Football"Frontal Lobe for High School Kids to replace "Football" old George Orwells Scam... to Super Computer literate how to install software... old George Orwells Scam... to Super Computer literate how to install software... old George Orwells Scam... to Super Computer literate how to install software... old George Orwells Scam... to Super Computer literate how to install software...
Compuware tells us of a large number of support calls it receives are from thoseCompuware tells us of a large number of support calls it receives are from thoseCompuware tells us of a large number of support calls it receives are from thoseCompuware tells us of a large number of support calls it receives are from those who simply don't know how to install new software on a  who simply don't know how to install new software on a  who simply don't know how to install new software on a  who simply don't know how to install new software on a 
mainframe. Like Hell weremainframe. Like Hell weremainframe. Like Hell weremainframe. Like Hell were is my Lunch Meat... no not a computer simulation of how it causes cancers! is my Lunch Meat... no not a computer simulation of how it causes cancers! is my Lunch Meat... no not a computer simulation of how it causes cancers! is my Lunch Meat... no not a computer simulation of how it causes cancers!

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Bankrupt Oil + Roche.. ZURICH (Reuters)  InventSomething... Bankrupt Oil + Roche.. ZURICH (Reuters)  InventSomething... Bankrupt Oil + Roche.. ZURICH (Reuters)  InventSomething... Bankrupt Oil + Roche.. ZURICH (Reuters) ---- Roche has  Roche has  Roche has  Roche has 
boughtboughtboughtbought the rights to an experimental drug from Spain's Oryzon Genomics that can switch the rights to an experimental drug from Spain's Oryzon Genomics that can switch the rights to an experimental drug from Spain's Oryzon Genomics that can switch the rights to an experimental drug from Spain's Oryzon Genomics that can switch on genes to block cancer growth, as the Swiss  on genes to block cancer growth, as the Swiss  on genes to block cancer growth, as the Swiss  on genes to block cancer growth, as the Swiss 
drugmaker looks to maintain itsdrugmaker looks to maintain itsdrugmaker looks to maintain itsdrugmaker looks to maintain its dominance in the lucrative field of oncology. RxCure  dominance in the lucrative field of oncology. RxCure  dominance in the lucrative field of oncology. RxCure  dominance in the lucrative field of oncology. RxCure ---- Dr. Nancy put it in the Dr. Nancy put it in the Dr. Nancy put it in the Dr. Nancy put it in the water if it works!  water if it works!  water if it works!  water if it works! 
Zurich has $777 Trillion in Holocaust II Oil Revenues in itsZurich has $777 Trillion in Holocaust II Oil Revenues in itsZurich has $777 Trillion in Holocaust II Oil Revenues in itsZurich has $777 Trillion in Holocaust II Oil Revenues in its Banks! And a much worst Holocaust III Roche suppressing Greg, Mary B.  Banks! And a much worst Holocaust III Roche suppressing Greg, Mary B.  Banks! And a much worst Holocaust III Roche suppressing Greg, Mary B.  Banks! And a much worst Holocaust III Roche suppressing Greg, Mary B. 
and Dr.and Dr.and Dr.and Dr. Nancy from working 24/7 in Key West on a RxCure! As they can "Observe" Greg in Nancy from working 24/7 in Key West on a RxCure! As they can "Observe" Greg in Nancy from working 24/7 in Key West on a RxCure! As they can "Observe" Greg in Nancy from working 24/7 in Key West on a RxCure! As they can "Observe" Greg in Key West from Zurich, high tech George Orwell,  Key West from Zurich, high tech George Orwell,  Key West from Zurich, high tech George Orwell,  Key West from Zurich, high tech George Orwell, 
grin! grin! grin! grin! 

Page 157 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"
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4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... InventSomething Brigade! Protests in eastern Ukraine  InventSomething... InventSomething Brigade! Protests in eastern Ukraine  InventSomething... InventSomething Brigade! Protests in eastern Ukraine  InventSomething... InventSomething Brigade! Protests in eastern Ukraine 
aimed ataimed ataimed ataimed at bringing in Russian troops, warns PM. Bring in Russian Troops to the bringing in Russian troops, warns PM. Bring in Russian Troops to the bringing in Russian troops, warns PM. Bring in Russian Troops to the bringing in Russian troops, warns PM. Bring in Russian Troops to the InventSomething Brigade! China has the women to  InventSomething Brigade! China has the women to  InventSomething Brigade! China has the women to  InventSomething Brigade! China has the women to 
inspire the InventSomethinginspire the InventSomethinginspire the InventSomethinginspire the InventSomething Brigade!  Brigade!  Brigade!  Brigade! 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Today's Computer news Bill + Melinda are killing off  InventSomething... Today's Computer news Bill + Melinda are killing off  InventSomething... Today's Computer news Bill + Melinda are killing off  InventSomething... Today's Computer news Bill + Melinda are killing off 
anotheranotheranotheranother generation of HS kids... Microsoft Selling Gaming generation of HS kids... Microsoft Selling Gaming generation of HS kids... Microsoft Selling Gaming generation of HS kids... Microsoft Selling Gaming----Focused Surface Pro 2 Bundle.Focused Surface Pro 2 Bundle.Focused Surface Pro 2 Bundle.Focused Surface Pro 2 Bundle. Habitual Criminals Bill + Melinda!  Habitual Criminals Bill + Melinda!  Habitual Criminals Bill + Melinda!  Habitual Criminals Bill + Melinda! 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and14 "Marry The Right Women" and14 "Marry The Right Women" and14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Washington Post news on... Pistorius she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Washington Post news on... Pistorius she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Washington Post news on... Pistorius she will Inspire you to InventSomething... Washington Post news on... Pistorius is charged with  is charged with  is charged with  is charged with 
murder for the shooting death of his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp,murder for the shooting death of his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp,murder for the shooting death of his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp,murder for the shooting death of his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp, on Valentines Day 2013. 19K other Murders of women by "Pistorius"  on Valentines Day 2013. 19K other Murders of women by "Pistorius"  on Valentines Day 2013. 19K other Murders of women by "Pistorius"  on Valentines Day 2013. 19K other Murders of women by "Pistorius" 
190K in South190K in South190K in South190K in South Africa only 19K in 2014 in the USA and the Washington Post will never, not until Africa only 19K in 2014 in the USA and the Washington Post will never, not until Africa only 19K in 2014 in the USA and the Washington Post will never, not until Africa only 19K in 2014 in the USA and the Washington Post will never, not until "Wifes pull off a Coup" report on a way  "Wifes pull off a Coup" report on a way  "Wifes pull off a Coup" report on a way  "Wifes pull off a Coup" report on a way 
to save her life... Invention Project...to save her life... Invention Project...to save her life... Invention Project...to save her life... Invention Project... Bill + Melinda will never ever put this save her life invention project in Win Bill + Melinda will never ever put this save her life invention project in Win Bill + Melinda will never ever put this save her life invention project in Win Bill + Melinda will never ever put this save her life invention project in Win 8.2 fix!  8.2 fix!  8.2 fix!  8.2 fix! 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... US school children exposed to arsenic in well water  InventSomething... US school children exposed to arsenic in well water  InventSomething... US school children exposed to arsenic in well water  InventSomething... US school children exposed to arsenic in well water 
havehavehavehave lower IQ score lower IQ score lower IQ score lower IQ scores. A study by researchers at Columbia University reports s. A study by researchers at Columbia University reports s. A study by researchers at Columbia University reports s. A study by researchers at Columbia University reports ---- NotNotNotNot reported by Columbia George Orwell is BP Oil's "Poison  reported by Columbia George Orwell is BP Oil's "Poison  reported by Columbia George Orwell is BP Oil's "Poison  reported by Columbia George Orwell is BP Oil's "Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust"Gasoline Exhaust"Gasoline Exhaust"Gasoline Exhaust" exposure lowered George Orwells IQ to Idiot Star Travel Caesar!  exposure lowered George Orwells IQ to Idiot Star Travel Caesar!  exposure lowered George Orwells IQ to Idiot Star Travel Caesar!  exposure lowered George Orwells IQ to Idiot Star Travel Caesar! 

4444----7777----14141414 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... There "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... There "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... There "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... There’’’’s as as as a 6TB HDD player in the mix, as Seagate  6TB HDD player in the mix, as Seagate  6TB HDD player in the mix, as Seagate  6TB HDD player in the mix, as Seagate 
announced its latest enterpriseannounced its latest enterpriseannounced its latest enterpriseannounced its latest enterprise----class hardclass hardclass hardclass hard drive, the Seagate Enterprise Capacity 3.5 HDD v.4, and the company claims that drive, the Seagate Enterprise Capacity 3.5 HDD v.4, and the company claims that drive, the Seagate Enterprise Capacity 3.5 HDD v.4, and the company claims that drive, the Seagate Enterprise Capacity 3.5 HDD v.4, and the company claims that it can beat  it can beat  it can beat  it can beat 
the competitionthe competitionthe competitionthe competition’’’’s performance by 25%. Bill + Melinda will bes performance by 25%. Bill + Melinda will bes performance by 25%. Bill + Melinda will bes performance by 25%. Bill + Melinda will be "Pulverized" via 6TB HDD pre "Pulverized" via 6TB HDD pre "Pulverized" via 6TB HDD pre "Pulverized" via 6TB HDD pre----loaded by Seagate loaded by Seagate loaded by Seagate loaded by Seagate ---- Greg Greg Greg Greg ---- with 1,001 with 1,001 with 1,001 with 1,001 
InventionInventionInventionInvention Projects, and No Google Ads on the first 100 pages when you search for a Projects, and No Google Ads on the first 100 pages when you search for a Projects, and No Google Ads on the first 100 pages when you search for a Projects, and No Google Ads on the first 100 pages when you search for a Invention Idea! Wow!  Invention Idea! Wow!  Invention Idea! Wow!  Invention Idea! Wow! 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething...  you to InventSomething...  you to InventSomething...  you to InventSomething... 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething...  Inspire you to InventSomething...  Inspire you to InventSomething...  Inspire you to InventSomething... 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women" and she14 "Marry The Right Women" and she14 "Marry The Right Women" and she14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething...  will Inspire you to InventSomething...  will Inspire you to InventSomething...  will Inspire you to InventSomething... 

4444----7777----14 "Marry The Right Women"14 "Marry The Right Women"14 "Marry The Right Women"14 "Marry The Right Women" and she will Inspire you to InventSomething...  and she will Inspire you to InventSomething...  and she will Inspire you to InventSomething...  and she will Inspire you to InventSomething... 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2015 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of Brainstorming the RXCURE! NASA Failed 2015 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of Brainstorming the RXCURE! NASA Failed 2015 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of Brainstorming the RXCURE! NASA Failed 2015 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of Brainstorming the RXCURE! NASA Failed
Star Travel Talks with the Key West Navy, grin, not a comedy! Movie..Star Travel Talks with the Key West Navy, grin, not a comedy! Movie..Star Travel Talks with the Key West Navy, grin, not a comedy! Movie..Star Travel Talks with the Key West Navy, grin, not a comedy! Movie.. Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in Saudi Arabia"  Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in Saudi Arabia"  Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in Saudi Arabia"  Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in Saudi Arabia" 
product of theproduct of theproduct of theproduct of the USA Gov.  USA Gov.  USA Gov.  USA Gov. 

4444----6666----14 Israeli and Palestinian officials accused each other of14 Israeli and Palestinian officials accused each other of14 Israeli and Palestinian officials accused each other of14 Israeli and Palestinian officials accused each other of sabotaging 4.3 Light Year Star Travel Talks, NASA meeting with a U.S.  sabotaging 4.3 Light Year Star Travel Talks, NASA meeting with a U.S.  sabotaging 4.3 Light Year Star Travel Talks, NASA meeting with a U.S.  sabotaging 4.3 Light Year Star Travel Talks, NASA meeting with a U.S. 
envoyenvoyenvoyenvoy trying to get foundering 24/7 "Brainstorming A Gravity Engine" A New Sony + trying to get foundering 24/7 "Brainstorming A Gravity Engine" A New Sony + trying to get foundering 24/7 "Brainstorming A Gravity Engine" A New Sony + trying to get foundering 24/7 "Brainstorming A Gravity Engine" A New Sony + Disney Movie!  Disney Movie!  Disney Movie!  Disney Movie! 

4444----6666----14 "French Connection" the Movie the "French14 "French Connection" the Movie the "French14 "French Connection" the Movie the "French14 "French Connection" the Movie the "French Connection II" about $77 Trillion in French Gov. Owned "Total Oil Company" the Connection II" about $77 Trillion in French Gov. Owned "Total Oil Company" the Connection II" about $77 Trillion in French Gov. Owned "Total Oil Company" the Connection II" about $77 Trillion in French Gov. Owned "Total Oil Company" the
worst French Gov. fire bombing of Mom + Dad 2 kids in a SUV on the LA, Paris,worst French Gov. fire bombing of Mom + Dad 2 kids in a SUV on the LA, Paris,worst French Gov. fire bombing of Mom + Dad 2 kids in a SUV on the LA, Paris,worst French Gov. fire bombing of Mom + Dad 2 kids in a SUV on the LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome, freeways... France has pulled out of the  Moscow, Rome, freeways... France has pulled out of the  Moscow, Rome, freeways... France has pulled out of the  Moscow, Rome, freeways... France has pulled out of the 
20th commemoration of the20th commemoration of the20th commemoration of the20th commemoration of the genocide in Rwanda following accusations by President Paul Kagame, who said genocide in Rwanda following accusations by President Paul Kagame, who said genocide in Rwanda following accusations by President Paul Kagame, who said genocide in Rwanda following accusations by President Paul Kagame, who said France played 'a direct  France played 'a direct  France played 'a direct  France played 'a direct 
role' in one of the bloodiest events of 20th century.role' in one of the bloodiest events of 20th century.role' in one of the bloodiest events of 20th century.role' in one of the bloodiest events of 20th century. $77 Trillion in French Banks and the remake of the French Guillotine Movies... $77 Trillion in French Banks and the remake of the French Guillotine Movies... $77 Trillion in French Banks and the remake of the French Guillotine Movies... $77 Trillion in French Banks and the remake of the French Guillotine Movies...
France continued executing people by guillotines until September 10, 1977...France continued executing people by guillotines until September 10, 1977...France continued executing people by guillotines until September 10, 1977...France continued executing people by guillotines until September 10, 1977... 2014 kids in Paris will be left in Hot Cars to die a tortured  2014 kids in Paris will be left in Hot Cars to die a tortured  2014 kids in Paris will be left in Hot Cars to die a tortured  2014 kids in Paris will be left in Hot Cars to die a tortured 
death so Frenchdeath so Frenchdeath so Frenchdeath so French Gov can have $78 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Gov can have $78 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Gov can have $78 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  Gov can have $78 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 anniversary, RxCure Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 anniversary, RxCure Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 anniversary, RxCure Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in  Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in  Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in  Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in 
Saudi Arabia" Saudi Arabia" Saudi Arabia" Saudi Arabia" 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in Saudi Arabia" not a CIA anniversary, RxCure "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in Saudi Arabia" not a CIA anniversary, RxCure "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in Saudi Arabia" not a CIA anniversary, RxCure "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in Saudi Arabia" not a CIA movie by Chiwetel Ejiofor is  movie by Chiwetel Ejiofor is  movie by Chiwetel Ejiofor is  movie by Chiwetel Ejiofor is 
reportedly favorite to play the baddie in the nextreportedly favorite to play the baddie in the nextreportedly favorite to play the baddie in the nextreportedly favorite to play the baddie in the next James Bond film. According to The Wrap, the actor, who was nominated for an James Bond film. According to The Wrap, the actor, who was nominated for an James Bond film. According to The Wrap, the actor, who was nominated for an James Bond film. According to The Wrap, the actor, who was nominated for an Oscar  Oscar  Oscar  Oscar 
for his role in "12 Years A Slave" CIA Women will order "Torture" of theirfor his role in "12 Years A Slave" CIA Women will order "Torture" of theirfor his role in "12 Years A Slave" CIA Women will order "Torture" of theirfor his role in "12 Years A Slave" CIA Women will order "Torture" of their own "Invention" for their "Mad Men Bosses at the CIA" who  own "Invention" for their "Mad Men Bosses at the CIA" who  own "Invention" for their "Mad Men Bosses at the CIA" who  own "Invention" for their "Mad Men Bosses at the CIA" who 
played 'a direct role'played 'a direct role'played 'a direct role'played 'a direct role' in one of the bloodiest events of 20th century... USA SWF Sex Slaves sold to the in one of the bloodiest events of 20th century... USA SWF Sex Slaves sold to the in one of the bloodiest events of 20th century... USA SWF Sex Slaves sold to the in one of the bloodiest events of 20th century... USA SWF Sex Slaves sold to the King of Saudi Arabia! Bush did the  King of Saudi Arabia! Bush did the  King of Saudi Arabia! Bush did the  King of Saudi Arabia! Bush did the 
math and deleted the CIA Womens Revengemath and deleted the CIA Womens Revengemath and deleted the CIA Womens Revengemath and deleted the CIA Womens Revenge Movies! Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA Movies! Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA Movies! Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA Movies! Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA SWF Sex  SWF Sex  SWF Sex  SWF Sex 
Slave in Saudi Arabia" Slave in Saudi Arabia" Slave in Saudi Arabia" Slave in Saudi Arabia" 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA RxCure Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA RxCure Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA RxCure Sensationalism of "12 Years A Slave" Sensationalism of "12 Years A USA SWF Sex Slave in  SWF Sex Slave in  SWF Sex Slave in  SWF Sex Slave in 
Saudi Arabia" Saudi Arabia" Saudi Arabia" Saudi Arabia" 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure Sensationalism of the Movie "Mary Kennedy" torturing her by buying the RxCure Sensationalism of the Movie "Mary Kennedy" torturing her by buying the RxCure Sensationalism of the Movie "Mary Kennedy" torturing her by buying the RxCure Sensationalism of the Movie "Mary Kennedy" torturing her by buying the Veteran  Veteran  Veteran  Veteran 
Judge so she hangs herself in the Kennedy Barn! CIA Women will help withJudge so she hangs herself in the Kennedy Barn! CIA Women will help withJudge so she hangs herself in the Kennedy Barn! CIA Women will help withJudge so she hangs herself in the Kennedy Barn! CIA Women will help with the sensationalism!  the sensationalism!  the sensationalism!  the sensationalism! 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure Sensationalism of CIA "Star Wars" in the Sunday NY Times... "Delays in Effort to Sensationalism of CIA "Star Wars" in the Sunday NY Times... "Delays in Effort to Sensationalism of CIA "Star Wars" in the Sunday NY Times... "Delays in Effort to Sensationalism of CIA "Star Wars" in the Sunday NY Times... "Delays in Effort to Refocus  Refocus  Refocus  Refocus 
C.I.A. From Drone War By MARK MAZZETTI" This is George Orwell's $777 WarC.I.A. From Drone War By MARK MAZZETTI" This is George Orwell's $777 WarC.I.A. From Drone War By MARK MAZZETTI" This is George Orwell's $777 WarC.I.A. From Drone War By MARK MAZZETTI" This is George Orwell's $777 War Chest for MIT "War Toys" he built "Drone's" instead of 1  Chest for MIT "War Toys" he built "Drone's" instead of 1  Chest for MIT "War Toys" he built "Drone's" instead of 1  Chest for MIT "War Toys" he built "Drone's" instead of 1 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts... in the "Public View" in our Orwellian Society! ElectricWindmillFord Escorts... in the "Public View" in our Orwellian Society! ElectricWindmillFord Escorts... in the "Public View" in our Orwellian Society! ElectricWindmillFord Escorts... in the "Public View" in our Orwellian Society!

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure TV Show "Restaurant Wars"14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure TV Show "Restaurant Wars"14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure TV Show "Restaurant Wars"14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure TV Show "Restaurant Wars" now Yale Key West Medical Schools built at all  now Yale Key West Medical Schools built at all  now Yale Key West Medical Schools built at all  now Yale Key West Medical Schools built at all 
International Airports will putInternational Airports will putInternational Airports will putInternational Airports will put the "Airport" Movies with "MD Chef" a Professor of Medicine!  the "Airport" Movies with "MD Chef" a Professor of Medicine!  the "Airport" Movies with "MD Chef" a Professor of Medicine!  the "Airport" Movies with "MD Chef" a Professor of Medicine! 

4444----6666----14141414 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure "39 Steps" Covert Mary B. took Greg to Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure "39 Steps" Covert Mary B. took Greg to Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure "39 Steps" Covert Mary B. took Greg to Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure "39 Steps" Covert Mary B. took Greg to this Waterfront Playhouse Theater play so I would  this Waterfront Playhouse Theater play so I would  this Waterfront Playhouse Theater play so I would  this Waterfront Playhouse Theater play so I would 
think about how to make a "Jetthink about how to make a "Jetthink about how to make a "Jetthink about how to make a "Jet Engine" silent as an ElectricWindmillCar Engine... "39 InventSomething Links" we Engine" silent as an ElectricWindmillCar Engine... "39 InventSomething Links" we Engine" silent as an ElectricWindmillCar Engine... "39 InventSomething Links" we Engine" silent as an ElectricWindmillCar Engine... "39 InventSomething Links" we will be able to record  will be able to record  will be able to record  will be able to record 
in our internet research that will climax with thisin our internet research that will climax with thisin our internet research that will climax with thisin our internet research that will climax with this invention and the end to "Noise Proof Windows" at Airports... and we will get invention and the end to "Noise Proof Windows" at Airports... and we will get invention and the end to "Noise Proof Windows" at Airports... and we will get invention and the end to "Noise Proof Windows" at Airports... and we will get Win 8.2  Win 8.2  Win 8.2  Win 8.2 
fix Bill + Melinda keep for their own use as no one couldfix Bill + Melinda keep for their own use as no one couldfix Bill + Melinda keep for their own use as no one couldfix Bill + Melinda keep for their own use as no one could inventsomething with win 8.1 fix!  inventsomething with win 8.1 fix!  inventsomething with win 8.1 fix!  inventsomething with win 8.1 fix! 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2015 The Movie "The Temp" was a CIA made movie to go alone with the RxCure in 2015 The Movie "The Temp" was a CIA made movie to go alone with the RxCure in 2015 The Movie "The Temp" was a CIA made movie to go alone with the RxCure in 2015 The Movie "The Temp" was a CIA made movie to go alone with the mentality of  mentality of  mentality of  mentality of 
George Orwells $777 Trillion in "Greed" and to pay off with gov.George Orwells $777 Trillion in "Greed" and to pay off with gov.George Orwells $777 Trillion in "Greed" and to pay off with gov.George Orwells $777 Trillion in "Greed" and to pay off with gov. perks "Manpower Temps" and "Kelly Temps" the owners of these  perks "Manpower Temps" and "Kelly Temps" the owners of these  perks "Manpower Temps" and "Kelly Temps" the owners of these  perks "Manpower Temps" and "Kelly Temps" the owners of these 
companies made $1companies made $1companies made $1companies made $1 Trillion since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and even Bill + Trillion since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and even Bill + Trillion since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and even Bill + Trillion since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and even Bill + Melinda made $100 million from Temp  Melinda made $100 million from Temp  Melinda made $100 million from Temp  Melinda made $100 million from Temp 
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workers at Microsoft and Mary B. will make aworkers at Microsoft and Mary B. will make aworkers at Microsoft and Mary B. will make aworkers at Microsoft and Mary B. will make a Sensational "The Temp II" movie... wow... "Outsourcing schools janitors may have Sensational "The Temp II" movie... wow... "Outsourcing schools janitors may have Sensational "The Temp II" movie... wow... "Outsourcing schools janitors may have Sensational "The Temp II" movie... wow... "Outsourcing schools janitors may have saved a  saved a  saved a  saved a 
few bucks in the short term, but in the long run our schools are filthyfew bucks in the short term, but in the long run our schools are filthyfew bucks in the short term, but in the long run our schools are filthyfew bucks in the short term, but in the long run our schools are filthy and a large section of working and a large section of working and a large section of working and a large section of working----class citizens are getting paid a class citizens are getting paid a class citizens are getting paid a class citizens are getting paid a 
substandard...substandard...substandard...substandard... in the Sunday Key West Citizen and Mandy Miles will not write about the "Temp in the Sunday Key West Citizen and Mandy Miles will not write about the "Temp in the Sunday Key West Citizen and Mandy Miles will not write about the "Temp in the Sunday Key West Citizen and Mandy Miles will not write about the "Temp Slave" Era run by the government so a  Slave" Era run by the government so a  Slave" Era run by the government so a  Slave" Era run by the government so a 
few can get rich as oil men! Temps are afew can get rich as oil men! Temps are afew can get rich as oil men! Temps are afew can get rich as oil men! Temps are a US Government Project!  US Government Project!  US Government Project!  US Government Project! 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure Movie "High Class InventSomething" in Key West we have the High Class Hooker Movie "High Class InventSomething" in Key West we have the High Class Hooker Movie "High Class InventSomething" in Key West we have the High Class Hooker Movie "High Class InventSomething" in Key West we have the High Class Hooker Yacht  Yacht  Yacht  Yacht 
Fishing Boat for $007 a day... iPhone007 with more InventSomething AppsFishing Boat for $007 a day... iPhone007 with more InventSomething AppsFishing Boat for $007 a day... iPhone007 with more InventSomething AppsFishing Boat for $007 a day... iPhone007 with more InventSomething Apps and Sony Movies for Mary B. kind of "Cheerleaders  and Sony Movies for Mary B. kind of "Cheerleaders  and Sony Movies for Mary B. kind of "Cheerleaders  and Sony Movies for Mary B. kind of "Cheerleaders 
Inspiration" will get theInspiration" will get theInspiration" will get theInspiration" will get the "Gravity Engine" before any Rocket Scientists at NASA... wow what a movie! Apple "Gravity Engine" before any Rocket Scientists at NASA... wow what a movie! Apple "Gravity Engine" before any Rocket Scientists at NASA... wow what a movie! Apple "Gravity Engine" before any Rocket Scientists at NASA... wow what a movie! Apple sales team concerned about  sales team concerned about  sales team concerned about  sales team concerned about 
shrinking highshrinking highshrinking highshrinking high----end iPhone market, but Schillerend iPhone market, but Schillerend iPhone market, but Schillerend iPhone market, but Schiller disagrees. Greg + Mary B. also as we are making the movie in our Frontal Lobe disagrees. Greg + Mary B. also as we are making the movie in our Frontal Lobe disagrees. Greg + Mary B. also as we are making the movie in our Frontal Lobe disagrees. Greg + Mary B. also as we are making the movie in our Frontal Lobe Today  Today  Today  Today 
to sell High End InventSomething! to sell High End InventSomething! to sell High End InventSomething! to sell High End InventSomething! 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure $$$ $777 Trillion Apple Chief Executive Tim Cook took home anniversary, RxCure $$$ $777 Trillion Apple Chief Executive Tim Cook took home anniversary, RxCure $$$ $777 Trillion Apple Chief Executive Tim Cook took home anniversary, RxCure $$$ $777 Trillion Apple Chief Executive Tim Cook took home $4.3 million in salary and  $4.3 million in salary and  $4.3 million in salary and  $4.3 million in salary and 
incentives in 2013 and added another $69.6 million inincentives in 2013 and added another $69.6 million inincentives in 2013 and added another $69.6 million inincentives in 2013 and added another $69.6 million in vested stock options, continuing his reign as one of the highest vested stock options, continuing his reign as one of the highest vested stock options, continuing his reign as one of the highest vested stock options, continuing his reign as one of the highest----paid executivespaid executivespaid executivespaid executives
in Silicon Valley. Saudi Arabia + Mecca took in $777 Trillion in the Dramaticin Silicon Valley. Saudi Arabia + Mecca took in $777 Trillion in the Dramaticin Silicon Valley. Saudi Arabia + Mecca took in $777 Trillion in the Dramaticin Silicon Valley. Saudi Arabia + Mecca took in $777 Trillion in the Dramatic Movie "Gas Station Robberies!" were Mary B. and a cast of  Movie "Gas Station Robberies!" were Mary B. and a cast of  Movie "Gas Station Robberies!" were Mary B. and a cast of  Movie "Gas Station Robberies!" were Mary B. and a cast of 
10,001 SWF's all get10,001 SWF's all get10,001 SWF's all get10,001 SWF's all get sucker punched at a Miami 2001 Gas Station Robbery when Gas Stations are sucker punched at a Miami 2001 Gas Station Robbery when Gas Stations are sucker punched at a Miami 2001 Gas Station Robbery when Gas Stations are sucker punched at a Miami 2001 Gas Station Robbery when Gas Stations are Juristic Park... old movies or should  Juristic Park... old movies or should  Juristic Park... old movies or should  Juristic Park... old movies or should 
be! be! be! be! 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure  anniversary, RxCure  anniversary, RxCure  anniversary, RxCure ---- for breast cancer, Utopian put it in the H2O... will be a for breast cancer, Utopian put it in the H2O... will be a for breast cancer, Utopian put it in the H2O... will be a for breast cancer, Utopian put it in the H2O... will be a dramatic movie like 007 in  dramatic movie like 007 in  dramatic movie like 007 in  dramatic movie like 007 in 
"Medicine Man" getting the Cure for Cancer!"Medicine Man" getting the Cure for Cancer!"Medicine Man" getting the Cure for Cancer!"Medicine Man" getting the Cure for Cancer!

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure for George Orwell stifling14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure for George Orwell stifling14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure for George Orwell stifling14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure for George Orwell stifling Greg + MD Wives from getting married in a Legal  Greg + MD Wives from getting married in a Legal  Greg + MD Wives from getting married in a Legal  Greg + MD Wives from getting married in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage at thePolygamous Marriage at thePolygamous Marriage at thePolygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key West...  Hemingway House in Key West...  Hemingway House in Key West...  Hemingway House in Key West... 

4444----6666----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary,14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure to get the Hemingway House Tour Guides to spend their tips on Hemingway RxCure to get the Hemingway House Tour Guides to spend their tips on Hemingway RxCure to get the Hemingway House Tour Guides to spend their tips on Hemingway RxCure to get the Hemingway House Tour Guides to spend their tips on Hemingway House  House  House  House 
Writing Classes putting a InventSomething in every Chapter! Writing Classes putting a InventSomething in every Chapter! Writing Classes putting a InventSomething in every Chapter! Writing Classes putting a InventSomething in every Chapter! 

4444----6666----14141414 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure to get Mary B. to make contact with Greg Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure to get Mary B. to make contact with Greg Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure to get Mary B. to make contact with Greg Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure to get Mary B. to make contact with Greg tonight at the Tropic Cinema's Anniversary...  tonight at the Tropic Cinema's Anniversary...  tonight at the Tropic Cinema's Anniversary...  tonight at the Tropic Cinema's Anniversary... 
will take a "Executive Order"will take a "Executive Order"will take a "Executive Order"will take a "Executive Order" Movie "Executive Decision" in the 747... it really should have had Movie "Executive Decision" in the 747... it really should have had Movie "Executive Decision" in the 747... it really should have had Movie "Executive Decision" in the 747... it really should have had ElectricWindmillPlane Jet Engines! Quite  ElectricWindmillPlane Jet Engines! Quite  ElectricWindmillPlane Jet Engines! Quite  ElectricWindmillPlane Jet Engines! Quite 
Ones too.... grin. Ones too.... grin. Ones too.... grin. Ones too.... grin. 

4444----6666----14141414 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure  Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure  Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure  Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure 

4444----5555----14 11th anniversary of the14 11th anniversary of the14 11th anniversary of the14 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 Tropic Cinema 4 Tropic Cinema 4 Tropic Cinema 4----5555----15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 the Tropic Cinema 4 the Tropic Cinema 4 the Tropic Cinema 4----
5555----15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway  Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway  Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway  Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway 
MoviesMoviesMoviesMovies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter!  every Chapter!  every Chapter!  every Chapter! 

4444----5555----14 New Fragging in Vietnam Movies will be made for14 New Fragging in Vietnam Movies will be made for14 New Fragging in Vietnam Movies will be made for14 New Fragging in Vietnam Movies will be made for this generation and Gen Powell will be under the cold case detectives + Kerry this generation and Gen Powell will be under the cold case detectives + Kerry this generation and Gen Powell will be under the cold case detectives + Kerry this generation and Gen Powell will be under the cold case detectives + Kerry
Says Says Says Says 

4444----5555----14 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 414 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 414 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 414 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4----5555----15 (between15 (between15 (between15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4----
5555----15 will15 will15 will15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's of "Fragged" II and III  have Greg + Mary B's Movie's of "Fragged" II and III  have Greg + Mary B's Movie's of "Fragged" II and III  have Greg + Mary B's Movie's of "Fragged" II and III 

4444----5555----14 Tropic14 Tropic14 Tropic14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's  Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's  Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's  Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's 
Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects theFarrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects theFarrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects theFarrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that  Classes that  Classes that  Classes that 

put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! Mary B's Movie Mary B's Movie Mary B's Movie Mary B's Movie 

"Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects"Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects"Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects"Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway  the Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway  the Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway  the Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway 
HouseHouseHouseHouse Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter!  Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter!  Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter!  Writers Classes that put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! 

4444----5555----14141414 Vietnam Fragging of "White Officers: by Black Privates In Vietnam" How Rwandans Vietnam Fragging of "White Officers: by Black Privates In Vietnam" How Rwandans Vietnam Fragging of "White Officers: by Black Privates In Vietnam" How Rwandans Vietnam Fragging of "White Officers: by Black Privates In Vietnam" How Rwandans Cope With the Horror of 1994.... Horror of  Cope With the Horror of 1994.... Horror of  Cope With the Horror of 1994.... Horror of  Cope With the Horror of 1994.... Horror of 
Vietnam "Baby Killers" who areVietnam "Baby Killers" who areVietnam "Baby Killers" who areVietnam "Baby Killers" who are "Disable Veterans" with their license plate, never would get Greg's RXCURE lic "Disable Veterans" with their license plate, never would get Greg's RXCURE lic "Disable Veterans" with their license plate, never would get Greg's RXCURE lic "Disable Veterans" with their license plate, never would get Greg's RXCURE lic plate to End Breast  plate to End Breast  plate to End Breast  plate to End Breast 
Cancer... Black or White Vets! Cancer... Black or White Vets! Cancer... Black or White Vets! Cancer... Black or White Vets! 

4444----5555----14 11th14 11th14 11th14 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4----5555----15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets)15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets)15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets)15 (between Whitehead and Duval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4----
5555----15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's from Yale Med School on the Psychology of 2 license plates.... Galaxies from Yale Med School on the Psychology of 2 license plates.... Galaxies from Yale Med School on the Psychology of 2 license plates.... Galaxies from Yale Med School on the Psychology of 2 license plates.... Galaxies Colliding... "Combat  Colliding... "Combat  Colliding... "Combat  Colliding... "Combat 
Wounded Veteran" and "End Breast Cancer" right now GeorgeWounded Veteran" and "End Breast Cancer" right now GeorgeWounded Veteran" and "End Breast Cancer" right now GeorgeWounded Veteran" and "End Breast Cancer" right now George Orwell has spent $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah and a 1 million man  Orwell has spent $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah and a 1 million man  Orwell has spent $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah and a 1 million man  Orwell has spent $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah and a 1 million man 
army,army,army,army, killed off NASA via bribes... and JFK Super Carrier is under construction today killed off NASA via bribes... and JFK Super Carrier is under construction today killed off NASA via bribes... and JFK Super Carrier is under construction today killed off NASA via bribes... and JFK Super Carrier is under construction today the 15th Super Carrier via $777 Trillion from  the 15th Super Carrier via $777 Trillion from  the 15th Super Carrier via $777 Trillion from  the 15th Super Carrier via $777 Trillion from 
Meccas Godsend. Meccas Godsend. Meccas Godsend. Meccas Godsend. 

4444----5555----14141414 "DV" and Veterans in General murdered more SWF in the USA than dead in all the "DV" and Veterans in General murdered more SWF in the USA than dead in all the "DV" and Veterans in General murdered more SWF in the USA than dead in all the "DV" and Veterans in General murdered more SWF in the USA than dead in all the wars! Via Murder + giving her HPV, STD, or  wars! Via Murder + giving her HPV, STD, or  wars! Via Murder + giving her HPV, STD, or  wars! Via Murder + giving her HPV, STD, or 
just torturing her by buying the Vetjust torturing her by buying the Vetjust torturing her by buying the Vetjust torturing her by buying the Vet Judge so she hangs herself in the Kennedy Barn!  Judge so she hangs herself in the Kennedy Barn!  Judge so she hangs herself in the Kennedy Barn!  Judge so she hangs herself in the Kennedy Barn! 

4444----5555----14 "Pedophiles at14 "Pedophiles at14 "Pedophiles at14 "Pedophiles at George Orwell HQ" and "Trump Towers" in NYC made a mistake by not making George Orwell HQ" and "Trump Towers" in NYC made a mistake by not making George Orwell HQ" and "Trump Towers" in NYC made a mistake by not making George Orwell HQ" and "Trump Towers" in NYC made a mistake by not making Polygamous Marriage Legal before  Polygamous Marriage Legal before  Polygamous Marriage Legal before  Polygamous Marriage Legal before 
"Gay Pedophile" Marriage! As even Ellen has sex"Gay Pedophile" Marriage! As even Ellen has sex"Gay Pedophile" Marriage! As even Ellen has sex"Gay Pedophile" Marriage! As even Ellen has sex with pre with pre with pre with pre----teen girls and Verizon recorded it all! Does Ellen have HPV... someteen girls and Verizon recorded it all! Does Ellen have HPV... someteen girls and Verizon recorded it all! Does Ellen have HPV... someteen girls and Verizon recorded it all! Does Ellen have HPV... some "Ellen's" do  "Ellen's" do  "Ellen's" do  "Ellen's" do 
have HPV, STD, Hepatitis... have HPV, STD, Hepatitis... have HPV, STD, Hepatitis... have HPV, STD, Hepatitis... 
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4444----5555----14 NYMPHOMANIAC... 2:2014 NYMPHOMANIAC... 2:2014 NYMPHOMANIAC... 2:2014 NYMPHOMANIAC... 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 today! 10th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema.  4:40 7:00 9:20 today! 10th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema.  4:40 7:00 9:20 today! 10th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema.  4:40 7:00 9:20 today! 10th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema. 

4444----5555----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 3 3 3----4444----2011. Tropic Cinema has never ever 2011. Tropic Cinema has never ever 2011. Tropic Cinema has never ever 2011. Tropic Cinema has never ever 
had a XXX rated movie until today'shad a XXX rated movie until today'shad a XXX rated movie until today'shad a XXX rated movie until today's NYMPHOMANIAC... 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 today!  NYMPHOMANIAC... 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 today!  NYMPHOMANIAC... 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 today!  NYMPHOMANIAC... 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 today! 

4444----5555----14 NO NYMPHOMANIAC's...14 NO NYMPHOMANIAC's...14 NO NYMPHOMANIAC's...14 NO NYMPHOMANIAC's... 44K murdered SWF Movies on the 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 44K murdered SWF Movies on the 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 44K murdered SWF Movies on the 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 44K murdered SWF Movies on the 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4----5555----15151515 (between Whitehead and  (between Whitehead and  (between Whitehead and  (between Whitehead and 
Duval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic CinemaDuval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic CinemaDuval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic CinemaDuval streets) 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 4 4 4----5555----15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's on SWF Holocaust II even the Jews on15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's on SWF Holocaust II even the Jews on15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's on SWF Holocaust II even the Jews on15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie's on SWF Holocaust II even the Jews on
Duval + Whitehead didn't build enough "Battered Womens Shelters" in every City +Duval + Whitehead didn't build enough "Battered Womens Shelters" in every City +Duval + Whitehead didn't build enough "Battered Womens Shelters" in every City +Duval + Whitehead didn't build enough "Battered Womens Shelters" in every City + Town in the USA to save one womans life out of the  Town in the USA to save one womans life out of the  Town in the USA to save one womans life out of the  Town in the USA to save one womans life out of the 
19K killed in 2014... and the19K killed in 2014... and the19K killed in 2014... and the19K killed in 2014... and the Jews never complained about Homeland Security in Key West guarding the Social Jews never complained about Homeland Security in Key West guarding the Social Jews never complained about Homeland Security in Key West guarding the Social Jews never complained about Homeland Security in Key West guarding the Social Security Office!  Security Office!  Security Office!  Security Office! 

4444----5555----14 14 14 14 

4444----5555----14 Miami School food service14 Miami School food service14 Miami School food service14 Miami School food service employee among 25 charged with ID theft... I lived on Campus from 1978 to 2011 employee among 25 charged with ID theft... I lived on Campus from 1978 to 2011 employee among 25 charged with ID theft... I lived on Campus from 1978 to 2011 employee among 25 charged with ID theft... I lived on Campus from 1978 to 2011 at the University of  at the University of  at the University of  at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder and 25,000 ID Theft's were committed byColorado at Boulder and 25,000 ID Theft's were committed byColorado at Boulder and 25,000 ID Theft's were committed byColorado at Boulder and 25,000 ID Theft's were committed by Puerto Rico, Lopez, from Puerto Rico + Lopez form Mexico... CU students  Puerto Rico, Lopez, from Puerto Rico + Lopez form Mexico... CU students  Puerto Rico, Lopez, from Puerto Rico + Lopez form Mexico... CU students  Puerto Rico, Lopez, from Puerto Rico + Lopez form Mexico... CU students 
leftleftleftleft their ID on the Tray at Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. George Orwell had hidden their ID on the Tray at Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. George Orwell had hidden their ID on the Tray at Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. George Orwell had hidden their ID on the Tray at Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. George Orwell had hidden cameras in the kitchen but never arrested one  cameras in the kitchen but never arrested one  cameras in the kitchen but never arrested one  cameras in the kitchen but never arrested one 
Lopez for ID theft as the CULopez for ID theft as the CULopez for ID theft as the CULopez for ID theft as the CU Students had to pay $50 for a new ID. So the University went along with the ID Students had to pay $50 for a new ID. So the University went along with the ID Students had to pay $50 for a new ID. So the University went along with the ID Students had to pay $50 for a new ID. So the University went along with the ID thefts for the SCAM of $25...  thefts for the SCAM of $25...  thefts for the SCAM of $25...  thefts for the SCAM of $25... 
wow! wow! wow! wow! 

4444----5555----14 Greg wrote up the Fort Hood14 Greg wrote up the Fort Hood14 Greg wrote up the Fort Hood14 Greg wrote up the Fort Hood shooting below well the New Yorker just wrote... The Fort Hood Shooting and Wars shooting below well the New Yorker just wrote... The Fort Hood Shooting and Wars shooting below well the New Yorker just wrote... The Fort Hood Shooting and Wars shooting below well the New Yorker just wrote... The Fort Hood Shooting and Wars Without End. by  Without End. by  Without End. by  Without End. by 
Nicholas Schmidle. Dr. Katrina wrote "Another Day In the FrontalNicholas Schmidle. Dr. Katrina wrote "Another Day In the FrontalNicholas Schmidle. Dr. Katrina wrote "Another Day In the FrontalNicholas Schmidle. Dr. Katrina wrote "Another Day In the Frontal Lobe. Greg + Wives Dr. Nancy will write + make a Mary B. movie  Lobe. Greg + Wives Dr. Nancy will write + make a Mary B. movie  Lobe. Greg + Wives Dr. Nancy will write + make a Mary B. movie  Lobe. Greg + Wives Dr. Nancy will write + make a Mary B. movie 
about theabout theabout theabout the Lobotomy Gas A Lobotomy Gas A Lobotomy Gas A Lobotomy Gas A----Bomb New Manhattan Project. The New Yorker + New York Times neverBomb New Manhattan Project. The New Yorker + New York Times neverBomb New Manhattan Project. The New Yorker + New York Times neverBomb New Manhattan Project. The New Yorker + New York Times never will because George Orwell tells them  will because George Orwell tells them  will because George Orwell tells them  will because George Orwell tells them 
what to write and with $777 Trillionwhat to write and with $777 Trillionwhat to write and with $777 Trillionwhat to write and with $777 Trillion invested in "Endless Wars" he is a "Mad Man" with $777 Trillion.  invested in "Endless Wars" he is a "Mad Man" with $777 Trillion.  invested in "Endless Wars" he is a "Mad Man" with $777 Trillion.  invested in "Endless Wars" he is a "Mad Man" with $777 Trillion. 

4444----5555----14141414

4444----5555----14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2014 Mary14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2014 Mary14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2014 Mary14 Tropic Cinema 12th anniversary, RxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie of... GM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast  B's + Greg will make a Movie of... GM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast  B's + Greg will make a Movie of... GM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast  B's + Greg will make a Movie of... GM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast 
Cancer womenCancer womenCancer womenCancer women in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of 13 people... NY Times will change the 13  13 people... NY Times will change the 13  13 people... NY Times will change the 13  13 people... NY Times will change the 13 

to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying toto 1,001 and get a ticket for lying toto 1,001 and get a ticket for lying toto 1,001 and get a ticket for lying to a "Cop!"  a "Cop!"  a "Cop!"  a "Cop!" Managing pain in burn victims, Managing pain in burn victims, Managing pain in burn victims, Managing pain in burn victims, 

1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow... article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops! 

4444----4444----14 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's14 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's14 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's14 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movies "RxCure" + "Yale's Vanessa, Today's Farrah" direction + production of the Movies "RxCure" + "Yale's Vanessa, Today's Farrah" direction + production of the Movies "RxCure" + "Yale's Vanessa, Today's Farrah" direction + production of the Movies "RxCure" + "Yale's Vanessa, Today's Farrah" On  On  On  On 
Sunday, 4Sunday, 4Sunday, 4Sunday, 4----6666----14 the 10th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema will close the 40014 the 10th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema will close the 40014 the 10th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema will close the 40014 the 10th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema will close the 400 block of Eaton Street (between Whitehead and Duval  block of Eaton Street (between Whitehead and Duval  block of Eaton Street (between Whitehead and Duval  block of Eaton Street (between Whitehead and Duval 
streets) from 3 to 10 p.m...streets) from 3 to 10 p.m...streets) from 3 to 10 p.m...streets) from 3 to 10 p.m... 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4 11th anniversary of the Tropic Cinema 4----6666----15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie15 will have Greg + Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" 
+ "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along+ "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along+ "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along+ "1,001 Invention Projects the Movie!" along with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that with new Hemingway Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that put  put  put  put 
"InventSomething" in every Chapter! "InventSomething" in every Chapter! "InventSomething" in every Chapter! "InventSomething" in every Chapter! 

4444----4444----14 Computer spaceflight14 Computer spaceflight14 Computer spaceflight14 Computer spaceflight simulator Faster Than Light has come to Apple's iPad.... Faster than the speed simulator Faster Than Light has come to Apple's iPad.... Faster than the speed simulator Faster Than Light has come to Apple's iPad.... Faster than the speed simulator Faster Than Light has come to Apple's iPad.... Faster than the speed of light will come to  of light will come to  of light will come to  of light will come to 
humanity in 2014 if George Orwell lets Mary B. makehumanity in 2014 if George Orwell lets Mary B. makehumanity in 2014 if George Orwell lets Mary B. makehumanity in 2014 if George Orwell lets Mary B. make "Contact" to work on 1,001 Invention Projects + Movies in a legal polygamous "Contact" to work on 1,001 Invention Projects + Movies in a legal polygamous "Contact" to work on 1,001 Invention Projects + Movies in a legal polygamous "Contact" to work on 1,001 Invention Projects + Movies in a legal polygamous
marriage with Greg! marriage with Greg! marriage with Greg! marriage with Greg! 

4444----4444----14 New from the Student News at Yale today...14 New from the Student News at Yale today...14 New from the Student News at Yale today...14 New from the Student News at Yale today... Yale Law School Musical. According to The Hollywood Reporter, Zac Efron has been Yale Law School Musical. According to The Hollywood Reporter, Zac Efron has been Yale Law School Musical. According to The Hollywood Reporter, Zac Efron has been Yale Law School Musical. According to The Hollywood Reporter, Zac Efron has been
cast as a Yale Law School graduate in the upcoming film adaptation of Johncast as a Yale Law School graduate in the upcoming film adaptation of Johncast as a Yale Law School graduate in the upcoming film adaptation of Johncast as a Yale Law School graduate in the upcoming film adaptation of John Grisham Grisham Grisham Grisham’’’’s 2009 novel s 2009 novel s 2009 novel s 2009 novel ““““The Associate.The Associate.The Associate.The Associate.”””” The film follows the The film follows the The film follows the The film follows the 
YLS graduate as he isYLS graduate as he isYLS graduate as he isYLS graduate as he is blackmailed by a criminal group into taking a job at the world blackmailed by a criminal group into taking a job at the world blackmailed by a criminal group into taking a job at the world blackmailed by a criminal group into taking a job at the world’’’’s largest laws largest laws largest laws largest law firm where he serves as a spy on a  firm where he serves as a spy on a  firm where he serves as a spy on a  firm where he serves as a spy on a 
dispute between two multidispute between two multidispute between two multidispute between two multi----billion dollarbillion dollarbillion dollarbillion dollar defense contractors.  defense contractors.  defense contractors.  defense contractors. 

4444----4444----14 New Fragging in Vietnam Movies will be made14 New Fragging in Vietnam Movies will be made14 New Fragging in Vietnam Movies will be made14 New Fragging in Vietnam Movies will be made for this generation and Gen Powell will be under the cold case detectives + for this generation and Gen Powell will be under the cold case detectives + for this generation and Gen Powell will be under the cold case detectives + for this generation and Gen Powell will be under the cold case detectives + Kerry  Kerry  Kerry  Kerry 
Says U.S. to Review Its Approach to Mideast Peace Talks... Kerry has someSays U.S. to Review Its Approach to Mideast Peace Talks... Kerry has someSays U.S. to Review Its Approach to Mideast Peace Talks... Kerry has someSays U.S. to Review Its Approach to Mideast Peace Talks... Kerry has some Vietnam Fragging War Stories McCain never heard at the  Vietnam Fragging War Stories McCain never heard at the  Vietnam Fragging War Stories McCain never heard at the  Vietnam Fragging War Stories McCain never heard at the 
Hanoi Hilton...Hanoi Hilton...Hanoi Hilton...Hanoi Hilton...

4444----4444----14 H @ 14 H @ 14 H @ 14 H @ ----254 C, NASA HQ cut ties with Moscow + Mosquito eradicate254 C, NASA HQ cut ties with Moscow + Mosquito eradicate254 C, NASA HQ cut ties with Moscow + Mosquito eradicate254 C, NASA HQ cut ties with Moscow + Mosquito eradicate invention projects at its HQ... UN today is giving away mosquito  invention projects at its HQ... UN today is giving away mosquito  invention projects at its HQ... UN today is giving away mosquito  invention projects at its HQ... UN today is giving away mosquito 
nets paid fornets paid fornets paid fornets paid for by Bill + Melinda...  by Bill + Melinda...  by Bill + Melinda...  by Bill + Melinda... 

4444----4444----14 George Orwell HQ Rejected a proposal to use14 George Orwell HQ Rejected a proposal to use14 George Orwell HQ Rejected a proposal to use14 George Orwell HQ Rejected a proposal to use "Clone" Saudi Arabia, Mecca's Free Obama Care + University Education with a "Clone" Saudi Arabia, Mecca's Free Obama Care + University Education with a "Clone" Saudi Arabia, Mecca's Free Obama Care + University Education with a "Clone" Saudi Arabia, Mecca's Free Obama Care + University Education with a
salary for students at Yale + Harvard... paid Tutors too. Yale Key West Medicalsalary for students at Yale + Harvard... paid Tutors too. Yale Key West Medicalsalary for students at Yale + Harvard... paid Tutors too. Yale Key West Medicalsalary for students at Yale + Harvard... paid Tutors too. Yale Key West Medical School will have imminent domain proceedings to take  School will have imminent domain proceedings to take  School will have imminent domain proceedings to take  School will have imminent domain proceedings to take 
the property that housesthe property that housesthe property that housesthe property that houses the agency's headquarters on College Road...  the agency's headquarters on College Road...  the agency's headquarters on College Road...  the agency's headquarters on College Road... 

4444----4444----14 H @ 14 H @ 14 H @ 14 H @ ----254 C, NASA HQ254 C, NASA HQ254 C, NASA HQ254 C, NASA HQ cut ties with Moscow + Breast Cancer eradicate invention projects at its HQ... cut ties with Moscow + Breast Cancer eradicate invention projects at its HQ... cut ties with Moscow + Breast Cancer eradicate invention projects at its HQ... cut ties with Moscow + Breast Cancer eradicate invention projects at its HQ...

4444----4444----14 H at Proxima Centauri will burn for the next 4 trillion years, a14 H at Proxima Centauri will burn for the next 4 trillion years, a14 H at Proxima Centauri will burn for the next 4 trillion years, a14 H at Proxima Centauri will burn for the next 4 trillion years, a proposal for Legal Polygamous Marriage Soul proposal for Legal Polygamous Marriage Soul proposal for Legal Polygamous Marriage Soul proposal for Legal Polygamous Marriage Soul----Mates... Mates... Mates... Mates... 

4444----4444----14 H @ 14 H @ 14 H @ 14 H @ ----254 C,254 C,254 C,254 C, not a chance in Hell... gamblers betting on 4 trillion years with your not a chance in Hell... gamblers betting on 4 trillion years with your not a chance in Hell... gamblers betting on 4 trillion years with your not a chance in Hell... gamblers betting on 4 trillion years with your soul soul soul soul----mates just got a "Royal Flush" and the mates just got a "Royal Flush" and the mates just got a "Royal Flush" and the mates just got a "Royal Flush" and the 
Queen will be sent to the Tower ofQueen will be sent to the Tower ofQueen will be sent to the Tower ofQueen will be sent to the Tower of London for "War Crimes."  London for "War Crimes."  London for "War Crimes."  London for "War Crimes." 

4444----4444----14 UN Today Mosquito eradicate invention14 UN Today Mosquito eradicate invention14 UN Today Mosquito eradicate invention14 UN Today Mosquito eradicate invention projects at its HQ... are mosquito nets paid for by Bill + Melinda... projects at its HQ... are mosquito nets paid for by Bill + Melinda... projects at its HQ... are mosquito nets paid for by Bill + Melinda... projects at its HQ... are mosquito nets paid for by Bill + Melinda...

4444----4444----14 George Orwell's NASA HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,00114 George Orwell's NASA HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,00114 George Orwell's NASA HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,00114 George Orwell's NASA HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ...  invention projects at its HQ...  invention projects at its HQ...  invention projects at its HQ... 

4444----4444----14 George Orwell's Fort Hood14 George Orwell's Fort Hood14 George Orwell's Fort Hood14 George Orwell's Fort Hood HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... to save the HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... to save the HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... to save the HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... to save the "wives" life from troops  "wives" life from troops  "wives" life from troops  "wives" life from troops 
coming home from $ Mecca's $777 Trillion dcoming home from $ Mecca's $777 Trillion dcoming home from $ Mecca's $777 Trillion dcoming home from $ Mecca's $777 Trillion dollar $4 gasollar $4 gasollar $4 gasollar $4 gas war, all the 1 million troops in the Pentagons Army know the on going wars  war, all the 1 million troops in the Pentagons Army know the on going wars  war, all the 1 million troops in the Pentagons Army know the on going wars  war, all the 1 million troops in the Pentagons Army know the on going wars 
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areareareare for $777 Trillion for Mecca! ...To save the "wives" life from "Drunk Troops" for $777 Trillion for Mecca! ...To save the "wives" life from "Drunk Troops" for $777 Trillion for Mecca! ...To save the "wives" life from "Drunk Troops" for $777 Trillion for Mecca! ...To save the "wives" life from "Drunk Troops" from Troops who spent all their "Combat Pay on Moslem  from Troops who spent all their "Combat Pay on Moslem  from Troops who spent all their "Combat Pay on Moslem  from Troops who spent all their "Combat Pay on Moslem 
Whores in Mecca! New YorkWhores in Mecca! New YorkWhores in Mecca! New YorkWhores in Mecca! New York Times reporters... Many Fernandez reported from Killeen, Tex., Eric Schmitt from Times reporters... Many Fernandez reported from Killeen, Tex., Eric Schmitt from Times reporters... Many Fernandez reported from Killeen, Tex., Eric Schmitt from Times reporters... Many Fernandez reported from Killeen, Tex., Eric Schmitt from Washington, and Serge F.  Washington, and Serge F.  Washington, and Serge F.  Washington, and Serge F. 
Kovaleski from New York... left out "Mary B's" robbed +Kovaleski from New York... left out "Mary B's" robbed +Kovaleski from New York... left out "Mary B's" robbed +Kovaleski from New York... left out "Mary B's" robbed + murdered at "Gas Stations" on and off base from 1980 to 2014... 100's of times murdered at "Gas Stations" on and off base from 1980 to 2014... 100's of times murdered at "Gas Stations" on and off base from 1980 to 2014... 100's of times murdered at "Gas Stations" on and off base from 1980 to 2014... 100's of times as  as  as  as 
many women dead and wounded than both Fort Hood shootings and the NY Timesmany women dead and wounded than both Fort Hood shootings and the NY Timesmany women dead and wounded than both Fort Hood shootings and the NY Timesmany women dead and wounded than both Fort Hood shootings and the NY Times got Orders from the Pentagon to "Eradicate" all  got Orders from the Pentagon to "Eradicate" all  got Orders from the Pentagon to "Eradicate" all  got Orders from the Pentagon to "Eradicate" all 
these murders of "women +these murders of "women +these murders of "women +these murders of "women + Wives!" Miami Gas station, 100 stitches in Mary B's lip was another guy from Wives!" Miami Gas station, 100 stitches in Mary B's lip was another guy from Wives!" Miami Gas station, 100 stitches in Mary B's lip was another guy from Wives!" Miami Gas station, 100 stitches in Mary B's lip was another guy from Puerto Rico, Lopez, is from  Puerto Rico, Lopez, is from  Puerto Rico, Lopez, is from  Puerto Rico, Lopez, is from 
Puerto Rico, CIA must have the stats on Gas StationPuerto Rico, CIA must have the stats on Gas StationPuerto Rico, CIA must have the stats on Gas StationPuerto Rico, CIA must have the stats on Gas Station robberies from men from Puerto Rico... NY Times will not put this on the front robberies from men from Puerto Rico... NY Times will not put this on the front robberies from men from Puerto Rico... NY Times will not put this on the front robberies from men from Puerto Rico... NY Times will not put this on the front page  page  page  page 
until the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is driven around Times Square!until the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is driven around Times Square!until the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is driven around Times Square!until the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is driven around Times Square!

4444----4444----14 George Orwell's International Airport HQ got orders to14 George Orwell's International Airport HQ got orders to14 George Orwell's International Airport HQ got orders to14 George Orwell's International Airport HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... MD invention projects  eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... MD invention projects  eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... MD invention projects  eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... MD invention projects 
totototo scan all 1 billion people passing through International Airports, discharged scan all 1 billion people passing through International Airports, discharged scan all 1 billion people passing through International Airports, discharged scan all 1 billion people passing through International Airports, discharged from the Yale Medical School Hospitals at "All"  from the Yale Medical School Hospitals at "All"  from the Yale Medical School Hospitals at "All"  from the Yale Medical School Hospitals at "All" 
International Airports...International Airports...International Airports...International Airports... Chicago O'Hare International Airport on Friday unveiled its new $26 million Chicago O'Hare International Airport on Friday unveiled its new $26 million Chicago O'Hare International Airport on Friday unveiled its new $26 million Chicago O'Hare International Airport on Friday unveiled its new $26 million remodeling of international  remodeling of international  remodeling of international  remodeling of international 
Terminal 5, complete with 24 new upscale retailTerminal 5, complete with 24 new upscale retailTerminal 5, complete with 24 new upscale retailTerminal 5, complete with 24 new upscale retail shops and new restaurants, some of which are Chicago originals. Yale Medical shops and new restaurants, some of which are Chicago originals. Yale Medical shops and new restaurants, some of which are Chicago originals. Yale Medical shops and new restaurants, some of which are Chicago originals. Yale Medical School  School  School  School 
Restaurants will "Save the Life of all Future Steve Jobs" needless to sayRestaurants will "Save the Life of all Future Steve Jobs" needless to sayRestaurants will "Save the Life of all Future Steve Jobs" needless to sayRestaurants will "Save the Life of all Future Steve Jobs" needless to say "Cook at Apple" might not like the YMS International Airport  "Cook at Apple" might not like the YMS International Airport  "Cook at Apple" might not like the YMS International Airport  "Cook at Apple" might not like the YMS International Airport 
menu but he willmenu but he willmenu but he willmenu but he will NOT eat lunch meat... grin! 1 million wifes tell their husbands today not to eat NOT eat lunch meat... grin! 1 million wifes tell their husbands today not to eat NOT eat lunch meat... grin! 1 million wifes tell their husbands today not to eat NOT eat lunch meat... grin! 1 million wifes tell their husbands today not to eat this or that and they will not obey  this or that and they will not obey  this or that and they will not obey  this or that and they will not obey 
her, some who read this web will... thankher, some who read this web will... thankher, some who read this web will... thankher, some who read this web will... thank God as being a widow when it's preventable is Hell! George Orwells diet is not a God as being a widow when it's preventable is Hell! George Orwells diet is not a God as being a widow when it's preventable is Hell! George Orwells diet is not a God as being a widow when it's preventable is Hell! George Orwells diet is not a diet for the  diet for the  diet for the  diet for the 
public! public! public! public! 

4444----4444----14 George Orwell's NASA HQ got orders14 George Orwell's NASA HQ got orders14 George Orwell's NASA HQ got orders14 George Orwell's NASA HQ got orders to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ...  to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ...  to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ...  to eradicate all 1,001 invention projects at its HQ... 

GM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer womenGM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer womenGM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer womenGM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer women in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of 13  13  13  13 
people... NY Times will change the 13 to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying topeople... NY Times will change the 13 to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying topeople... NY Times will change the 13 to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying topeople... NY Times will change the 13 to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying to a "Cop!"  a "Cop!"  a "Cop!"  a "Cop!" 

Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...

article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burnarticle... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burnarticle... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burnarticle... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops! 

4444----3333----14 Mecca, Paris, London, DC, China... leaders plan14 Mecca, Paris, London, DC, China... leaders plan14 Mecca, Paris, London, DC, China... leaders plan14 Mecca, Paris, London, DC, China... leaders plan economic stimulus programs via $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, not 1  economic stimulus programs via $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, not 1  economic stimulus programs via $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, not 1  economic stimulus programs via $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, not 1 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion ElectricWindmillCars and 1 Trillion Mac Book Pro's with Intel Xeon CPU coming ElectricWindmillCars and 1 Trillion Mac Book Pro's with Intel Xeon CPU coming ElectricWindmillCars and 1 Trillion Mac Book Pro's with Intel Xeon CPU coming ElectricWindmillCars and 1 Trillion Mac Book Pro's with Intel Xeon CPU coming off the assembly lines worldwide. 1,001  off the assembly lines worldwide. 1,001  off the assembly lines worldwide. 1,001  off the assembly lines worldwide. 1,001 
Invention Projects Stimulus with linksInvention Projects Stimulus with linksInvention Projects Stimulus with linksInvention Projects Stimulus with links to get you started to InventSomething... has been murdered like Mary Kennedy, to get you started to InventSomething... has been murdered like Mary Kennedy, to get you started to InventSomething... has been murdered like Mary Kennedy, to get you started to InventSomething... has been murdered like Mary Kennedy, Nicole Brown  Nicole Brown  Nicole Brown  Nicole Brown 
Simpson, Chappaquiddick, Mary Jo Kopechne, 1,001 Fiery Cop Cars!Simpson, Chappaquiddick, Mary Jo Kopechne, 1,001 Fiery Cop Cars!Simpson, Chappaquiddick, Mary Jo Kopechne, 1,001 Fiery Cop Cars!Simpson, Chappaquiddick, Mary Jo Kopechne, 1,001 Fiery Cop Cars! Stimulus #2 is the Gas Lobotomy Gas, if it works put it in the Air +  Stimulus #2 is the Gas Lobotomy Gas, if it works put it in the Air +  Stimulus #2 is the Gas Lobotomy Gas, if it works put it in the Air +  Stimulus #2 is the Gas Lobotomy Gas, if it works put it in the Air + 
H2O, isH2O, isH2O, isH2O, is what Dr. Nancy would do for her "More Humane Stimulus for Mad Men" Gen. Martin what Dr. Nancy would do for her "More Humane Stimulus for Mad Men" Gen. Martin what Dr. Nancy would do for her "More Humane Stimulus for Mad Men" Gen. Martin what Dr. Nancy would do for her "More Humane Stimulus for Mad Men" Gen. Martin E. Dempsey killed his own MP's in fiery  E. Dempsey killed his own MP's in fiery  E. Dempsey killed his own MP's in fiery  E. Dempsey killed his own MP's in fiery 
wrecks... Fragging is "Fiery Cop Cars"wrecks... Fragging is "Fiery Cop Cars"wrecks... Fragging is "Fiery Cop Cars"wrecks... Fragging is "Fiery Cop Cars" Troops during the Vietnam War, the term was most commonly used to mean the Troops during the Vietnam War, the term was most commonly used to mean the Troops during the Vietnam War, the term was most commonly used to mean the Troops during the Vietnam War, the term was most commonly used to mean the assassination of  assassination of  assassination of  assassination of 
an unpopular officer of one's own fighting unit. Such incidentsan unpopular officer of one's own fighting unit. Such incidentsan unpopular officer of one's own fighting unit. Such incidentsan unpopular officer of one's own fighting unit. Such incidents have been documented in European military history back to the 18th  have been documented in European military history back to the 18th  have been documented in European military history back to the 18th  have been documented in European military history back to the 18th 
century.century.century.century. Mecca, Paris, London, DC, China leaders turn "Fragging" into "Fiery Car Wrecks" Mecca, Paris, London, DC, China leaders turn "Fragging" into "Fiery Car Wrecks" Mecca, Paris, London, DC, China leaders turn "Fragging" into "Fiery Car Wrecks" Mecca, Paris, London, DC, China leaders turn "Fragging" into "Fiery Car Wrecks" in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome, Vatican? Fort  in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome, Vatican? Fort  in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome, Vatican? Fort  in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome, Vatican? Fort 
Hood shootings, not of "Wives" butHood shootings, not of "Wives" butHood shootings, not of "Wives" butHood shootings, not of "Wives" but troops as 19K "Wives" were shot to death at Fort Hood in 2014, many more troops as 19K "Wives" were shot to death at Fort Hood in 2014, many more troops as 19K "Wives" were shot to death at Fort Hood in 2014, many more troops as 19K "Wives" were shot to death at Fort Hood in 2014, many more wounded. Major Hasan  wounded. Major Hasan  wounded. Major Hasan  wounded. Major Hasan 
guilty and sentenced him to death. He was transferred afterguilty and sentenced him to death. He was transferred afterguilty and sentenced him to death. He was transferred afterguilty and sentenced him to death. He was transferred after the trial to Fort Leavenworth in Kansas, h the trial to Fort Leavenworth in Kansas, h the trial to Fort Leavenworth in Kansas, h the trial to Fort Leavenworth in Kansas, home of the militaryome of the militaryome of the militaryome of the military’’’’s death row s death row s death row s death row 
andandandand death chamber. GM + Ford cars are the "Fiery Death Chamber" Gen. Martin E. death chamber. GM + Ford cars are the "Fiery Death Chamber" Gen. Martin E. death chamber. GM + Ford cars are the "Fiery Death Chamber" Gen. Martin E. death chamber. GM + Ford cars are the "Fiery Death Chamber" Gen. Martin E. Dempsey fire bombs "Women + Children" driving  Dempsey fire bombs "Women + Children" driving  Dempsey fire bombs "Women + Children" driving  Dempsey fire bombs "Women + Children" driving 
down the LA, Paris, Rome, London,down the LA, Paris, Rome, London,down the LA, Paris, Rome, London,down the LA, Paris, Rome, London, Moscow... freeways today and more than 3 like Fort Hood today with burst into Moscow... freeways today and more than 3 like Fort Hood today with burst into Moscow... freeways today and more than 3 like Fort Hood today with burst into Moscow... freeways today and more than 3 like Fort Hood today with burst into flames and be  flames and be  flames and be  flames and be 
burned to death on orders from the Pentagons Stimulus of $777burned to death on orders from the Pentagons Stimulus of $777burned to death on orders from the Pentagons Stimulus of $777burned to death on orders from the Pentagons Stimulus of $777 Trillion for Mecca's Swiss Banks!  Trillion for Mecca's Swiss Banks!  Trillion for Mecca's Swiss Banks!  Trillion for Mecca's Swiss Banks! 

4444----3333----14 $777 Trillion dollar Conversations at the VATICAN via14 $777 Trillion dollar Conversations at the VATICAN via14 $777 Trillion dollar Conversations at the VATICAN via14 $777 Trillion dollar Conversations at the VATICAN via Queen Elizabeth II meeting with Pope Francis for the first time on  Queen Elizabeth II meeting with Pope Francis for the first time on  Queen Elizabeth II meeting with Pope Francis for the first time on  Queen Elizabeth II meeting with Pope Francis for the first time on 
Thursday on aThursday on aThursday on aThursday on a visit that coincides with the anniversary of the Falklands War and is also the visit that coincides with the anniversary of the Falklands War and is also the visit that coincides with the anniversary of the Falklands War and is also the visit that coincides with the anniversary of the Falklands War and is also the 87 87 87 87----yearyearyearyear----old monarch's first foreign trip old monarch's first foreign trip old monarch's first foreign trip old monarch's first foreign trip 
since 2011... Go to Hell do not collectsince 2011... Go to Hell do not collectsince 2011... Go to Hell do not collectsince 2011... Go to Hell do not collect $200... God!  $200... God!  $200... God!  $200... God! 

4444----3333----14 MD's $777 Trillion "Kickbacks $$$" for 1,001 "Officer14 MD's $777 Trillion "Kickbacks $$$" for 1,001 "Officer14 MD's $777 Trillion "Kickbacks $$$" for 1,001 "Officer14 MD's $777 Trillion "Kickbacks $$$" for 1,001 "Officer Jasons Fiery Cop Car" George Orwell Perk... The U.S. Centers for Medicare and Jasons Fiery Cop Car" George Orwell Perk... The U.S. Centers for Medicare and Jasons Fiery Cop Car" George Orwell Perk... The U.S. Centers for Medicare and Jasons Fiery Cop Car" George Orwell Perk... The U.S. Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services will release data on its payments to individual physicians. ItMedicaid Services will release data on its payments to individual physicians. ItMedicaid Services will release data on its payments to individual physicians. ItMedicaid Services will release data on its payments to individual physicians. It will show payments from the estimated $635 billion  will show payments from the estimated $635 billion  will show payments from the estimated $635 billion  will show payments from the estimated $635 billion 
program to doctors for theirprogram to doctors for theirprogram to doctors for theirprogram to doctors for their medical services and procedures, how much those payments ... MD's $777 Trillion medical services and procedures, how much those payments ... MD's $777 Trillion medical services and procedures, how much those payments ... MD's $777 Trillion medical services and procedures, how much those payments ... MD's $777 Trillion "Kickbacks $$$" for 1,001  "Kickbacks $$$" for 1,001  "Kickbacks $$$" for 1,001  "Kickbacks $$$" for 1,001 
"Officer Jasons Fiery Cop Car" Gov... Perks better"Officer Jasons Fiery Cop Car" Gov... Perks better"Officer Jasons Fiery Cop Car" Gov... Perks better"Officer Jasons Fiery Cop Car" Gov... Perks better than the Post Office for keeping all Greg's Mail you sent to PO Box 214 Key West than the Post Office for keeping all Greg's Mail you sent to PO Box 214 Key West than the Post Office for keeping all Greg's Mail you sent to PO Box 214 Key West than the Post Office for keeping all Greg's Mail you sent to PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  Fl 33041  Fl 33041  Fl 33041 
as George Orwell got your Cash + Checks for Greg's + Wives Rx Cure 24/7as George Orwell got your Cash + Checks for Greg's + Wives Rx Cure 24/7as George Orwell got your Cash + Checks for Greg's + Wives Rx Cure 24/7as George Orwell got your Cash + Checks for Greg's + Wives Rx Cure 24/7 work on a 2014 cure for breast cancer!  work on a 2014 cure for breast cancer!  work on a 2014 cure for breast cancer!  work on a 2014 cure for breast cancer! 

4444----3333----14 Casino at Hard Rock puts working 24/7 on a RxCure14 Casino at Hard Rock puts working 24/7 on a RxCure14 Casino at Hard Rock puts working 24/7 on a RxCure14 Casino at Hard Rock puts working 24/7 on a RxCure between a Rock + a Hard Rock night out... this is a "War Crime" as George  between a Rock + a Hard Rock night out... this is a "War Crime" as George  between a Rock + a Hard Rock night out... this is a "War Crime" as George  between a Rock + a Hard Rock night out... this is a "War Crime" as George 
OrwellOrwellOrwellOrwell is our 5 Star General... 5 Nearest Stars are Off Limits for NASA, I know he gave is our 5 Star General... 5 Nearest Stars are Off Limits for NASA, I know he gave is our 5 Star General... 5 Nearest Stars are Off Limits for NASA, I know he gave is our 5 Star General... 5 Nearest Stars are Off Limits for NASA, I know he gave this order, or we would have a fleet of 15 Supper  this order, or we would have a fleet of 15 Supper  this order, or we would have a fleet of 15 Supper  this order, or we would have a fleet of 15 Supper 
Shuttles Blasting off today.Shuttles Blasting off today.Shuttles Blasting off today.Shuttles Blasting off today. George Orwell our Dictator gambles there is NO Universe... no way for him and George Orwell our Dictator gambles there is NO Universe... no way for him and George Orwell our Dictator gambles there is NO Universe... no way for him and George Orwell our Dictator gambles there is NO Universe... no way for him and his murderous troops to lose  his murderous troops to lose  his murderous troops to lose  his murderous troops to lose 
the next 4 trillion years with their soulthe next 4 trillion years with their soulthe next 4 trillion years with their soulthe next 4 trillion years with their soul----matematematemate wife... Bush + Bush the older Bush will be in Hell soon... and his wife has no wife... Bush + Bush the older Bush will be in Hell soon... and his wife has no wife... Bush + Bush the older Bush will be in Hell soon... and his wife has no wife... Bush + Bush the older Bush will be in Hell soon... and his wife has no idea the next  idea the next  idea the next  idea the next 
4 trillion years will be to pay for a murderous life on Earth!4 trillion years will be to pay for a murderous life on Earth!4 trillion years will be to pay for a murderous life on Earth!4 trillion years will be to pay for a murderous life on Earth! Stupid war Criminals! Gambling has exploded in popularity over the past  Stupid war Criminals! Gambling has exploded in popularity over the past  Stupid war Criminals! Gambling has exploded in popularity over the past  Stupid war Criminals! Gambling has exploded in popularity over the past 
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20202020 years, partly due to changes in legislation but also because of new technology," years, partly due to changes in legislation but also because of new technology," years, partly due to changes in legislation but also because of new technology," years, partly due to changes in legislation but also because of new technology," Hemingway House Tour Guides take your $ tip at the  Hemingway House Tour Guides take your $ tip at the  Hemingway House Tour Guides take your $ tip at the  Hemingway House Tour Guides take your $ tip at the 
end of the tour, run toend of the tour, run toend of the tour, run toend of the tour, run to Circle K and buy Florida State Lottery Tickets... 5 times a day every day of the Circle K and buy Florida State Lottery Tickets... 5 times a day every day of the Circle K and buy Florida State Lottery Tickets... 5 times a day every day of the Circle K and buy Florida State Lottery Tickets... 5 times a day every day of the year. This is Why... there are no  year. This is Why... there are no  year. This is Why... there are no  year. This is Why... there are no 
Hemingway Writing Classes today that put 1,001Hemingway Writing Classes today that put 1,001Hemingway Writing Classes today that put 1,001Hemingway Writing Classes today that put 1,001 Invention Projects in every Novel! "Where previous generations were limited to Invention Projects in every Novel! "Where previous generations were limited to Invention Projects in every Novel! "Where previous generations were limited to Invention Projects in every Novel! "Where previous generations were limited to betting  betting  betting  betting 
shops and football pools, today there's everything from online slots toshops and football pools, today there's everything from online slots toshops and football pools, today there's everything from online slots toshops and football pools, today there's everything from online slots to in in in in----play betting. That means people can gamble 24 hours a day, play betting. That means people can gamble 24 hours a day, play betting. That means people can gamble 24 hours a day, play betting. That means people can gamble 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week,seven days a week,seven days a week,seven days a week, and the more people who gamble, the more people there will be who do not work on and the more people who gamble, the more people there will be who do not work on and the more people who gamble, the more people there will be who do not work on and the more people who gamble, the more people there will be who do not work on 1,001 Invention Projects, Hell  1,001 Invention Projects, Hell  1,001 Invention Projects, Hell  1,001 Invention Projects, Hell 
this is why Bill + Melinda killed preinstallingthis is why Bill + Melinda killed preinstallingthis is why Bill + Melinda killed preinstallingthis is why Bill + Melinda killed preinstalling 1,001 Invention Projects in the Win 8.2 fix... George Orwell wants you to gamble 1,001 Invention Projects in the Win 8.2 fix... George Orwell wants you to gamble 1,001 Invention Projects in the Win 8.2 fix... George Orwell wants you to gamble 1,001 Invention Projects in the Win 8.2 fix... George Orwell wants you to gamble at Hard  at Hard  at Hard  at Hard 
Rock Casino, George Orwell, Bill + Melinda don't want a "Gravity Engine"Rock Casino, George Orwell, Bill + Melinda don't want a "Gravity Engine"Rock Casino, George Orwell, Bill + Melinda don't want a "Gravity Engine"Rock Casino, George Orwell, Bill + Melinda don't want a "Gravity Engine" to replace the ElectricWindmillCar Era! Psychotic Bill +  to replace the ElectricWindmillCar Era! Psychotic Bill +  to replace the ElectricWindmillCar Era! Psychotic Bill +  to replace the ElectricWindmillCar Era! Psychotic Bill + 
Melinda... 5 StarMelinda... 5 StarMelinda... 5 StarMelinda... 5 Star George Orwell suppressed Greg's Card Game of "52 Pick George Orwell suppressed Greg's Card Game of "52 Pick George Orwell suppressed Greg's Card Game of "52 Pick George Orwell suppressed Greg's Card Game of "52 Pick----up" of the 52 Nearbyup" of the 52 Nearbyup" of the 52 Nearbyup" of the 52 Nearby Stars! Our USA George Orwell is a "Bad  Stars! Our USA George Orwell is a "Bad  Stars! Our USA George Orwell is a "Bad  Stars! Our USA George Orwell is a "Bad 
Person" little Girls should be warnedPerson" little Girls should be warnedPerson" little Girls should be warnedPerson" little Girls should be warned about... by Mom! "52 Pick about... by Mom! "52 Pick about... by Mom! "52 Pick about... by Mom! "52 Pick----up" of Inventions in the history of humanity and 52up" of Inventions in the history of humanity and 52up" of Inventions in the history of humanity and 52up" of Inventions in the history of humanity and 52 futuristic  futuristic  futuristic  futuristic 
inventions... killed in cold blood by George Orwell, Verizon recordedinventions... killed in cold blood by George Orwell, Verizon recordedinventions... killed in cold blood by George Orwell, Verizon recordedinventions... killed in cold blood by George Orwell, Verizon recorded this!  this!  this!  this! 

4444----3333----14 Yale Key West Medical School Professors will write14 Yale Key West Medical School Professors will write14 Yale Key West Medical School Professors will write14 Yale Key West Medical School Professors will write about Hepatitis like this one but from Landlords and Chef's with irritable  about Hepatitis like this one but from Landlords and Chef's with irritable  about Hepatitis like this one but from Landlords and Chef's with irritable  about Hepatitis like this one but from Landlords and Chef's with irritable 
bowelbowelbowelbowel syndrome! A popular diet supplement has caused an outbreak of severe liver syndrome! A popular diet supplement has caused an outbreak of severe liver syndrome! A popular diet supplement has caused an outbreak of severe liver syndrome! A popular diet supplement has caused an outbreak of severe liver disease, sickening nearly 100 people in 16 states  disease, sickening nearly 100 people in 16 states  disease, sickening nearly 100 people in 16 states  disease, sickening nearly 100 people in 16 states 
since it was first reported insince it was first reported insince it was first reported insince it was first reported in Hawaii last year, according to a new paper. The publication calls for a better Hawaii last year, according to a new paper. The publication calls for a better Hawaii last year, according to a new paper. The publication calls for a better Hawaii last year, according to a new paper. The publication calls for a better system to remove dangerous  system to remove dangerous  system to remove dangerous  system to remove dangerous 
supplements (Landlords + Chef's) from the market. Assupplements (Landlords + Chef's) from the market. Assupplements (Landlords + Chef's) from the market. Assupplements (Landlords + Chef's) from the market. As of February, OxyElite Pro, a dietary supplement manufactured by USPLabs that of February, OxyElite Pro, a dietary supplement manufactured by USPLabs that of February, OxyElite Pro, a dietary supplement manufactured by USPLabs that of February, OxyElite Pro, a dietary supplement manufactured by USPLabs that
claims to help people burn fat, has been linked to 97 cases of hepatitis,claims to help people burn fat, has been linked to 97 cases of hepatitis,claims to help people burn fat, has been linked to 97 cases of hepatitis,claims to help people burn fat, has been linked to 97 cases of hepatitis, including 47 people who were hospitalized, three who needed  including 47 people who were hospitalized, three who needed  including 47 people who were hospitalized, three who needed  including 47 people who were hospitalized, three who needed 
liverliverliverliver transplantations and one person who died, according to the paper, which was transplantations and one person who died, according to the paper, which was transplantations and one person who died, according to the paper, which was transplantations and one person who died, according to the paper, which was authored by Dr. Pieter Cohen, an assistant  authored by Dr. Pieter Cohen, an assistant  authored by Dr. Pieter Cohen, an assistant  authored by Dr. Pieter Cohen, an assistant 
professor of medicine at Harvardprofessor of medicine at Harvardprofessor of medicine at Harvardprofessor of medicine at Harvard Medical School... Yale Key West Medical School Professors will write up Medical School... Yale Key West Medical School Professors will write up Medical School... Yale Key West Medical School Professors will write up Medical School... Yale Key West Medical School Professors will write up Hepatitis in Key West!  Hepatitis in Key West!  Hepatitis in Key West!  Hepatitis in Key West! 

4444----3333----14 "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" One Yale Med School14 "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" One Yale Med School14 "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" One Yale Med School14 "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" One Yale Med School Classified Lecture for Students is titled " Dictators + Doctors" The George Classified Lecture for Students is titled " Dictators + Doctors" The George Classified Lecture for Students is titled " Dictators + Doctors" The George Classified Lecture for Students is titled " Dictators + Doctors" The George Orwell  Orwell  Orwell  Orwell 
Dictator is drunk of course and the MD students are sober so this is whyDictator is drunk of course and the MD students are sober so this is whyDictator is drunk of course and the MD students are sober so this is whyDictator is drunk of course and the MD students are sober so this is why we don't know the statistics on "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" Alcoholic  we don't know the statistics on "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" Alcoholic  we don't know the statistics on "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" Alcoholic  we don't know the statistics on "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" Alcoholic 
hepatitis ishepatitis ishepatitis ishepatitis is characterized by a variable constellation of symptoms, which may include feeling characterized by a variable constellation of symptoms, which may include feeling characterized by a variable constellation of symptoms, which may include feeling characterized by a variable constellation of symptoms, which may include feeling unwell, enlargement of the liver,  unwell, enlargement of the liver,  unwell, enlargement of the liver,  unwell, enlargement of the liver, 
development of fluid in the abdomen (ascites),development of fluid in the abdomen (ascites),development of fluid in the abdomen (ascites),development of fluid in the abdomen (ascites), and modest elevation of liver enzyme levels (as determined by liver function and modest elevation of liver enzyme levels (as determined by liver function and modest elevation of liver enzyme levels (as determined by liver function and modest elevation of liver enzyme levels (as determined by liver function tests).  tests).  tests).  tests). 
Alcoholic hepatitis can vary from mild with only liver enzyme elevationAlcoholic hepatitis can vary from mild with only liver enzyme elevationAlcoholic hepatitis can vary from mild with only liver enzyme elevationAlcoholic hepatitis can vary from mild with only liver enzyme elevation to severe liver inflammation with development of jaundice,  to severe liver inflammation with development of jaundice,  to severe liver inflammation with development of jaundice,  to severe liver inflammation with development of jaundice, 
prolonged prothrombinprolonged prothrombinprolonged prothrombinprolonged prothrombin time, and even liver failure. Severe cases are characterized by either time, and even liver failure. Severe cases are characterized by either time, and even liver failure. Severe cases are characterized by either time, and even liver failure. Severe cases are characterized by either obtundation (dulled consciousness) or  obtundation (dulled consciousness) or  obtundation (dulled consciousness) or  obtundation (dulled consciousness) or 
the combination of elevated bilirubinthe combination of elevated bilirubinthe combination of elevated bilirubinthe combination of elevated bilirubin levels and prolonged prothrombin time; the mortality rate in both severe levels and prolonged prothrombin time; the mortality rate in both severe levels and prolonged prothrombin time; the mortality rate in both severe levels and prolonged prothrombin time; the mortality rate in both severe categories is 50%  categories is 50%  categories is 50%  categories is 50% 
within 30 days of onset. Alcoholic hepatitis is distinct fromwithin 30 days of onset. Alcoholic hepatitis is distinct fromwithin 30 days of onset. Alcoholic hepatitis is distinct fromwithin 30 days of onset. Alcoholic hepatitis is distinct from cirrhosis caused by long cirrhosis caused by long cirrhosis caused by long cirrhosis caused by long----term alcohol consumption. Alcoholic hepatitis can term alcohol consumption. Alcoholic hepatitis can term alcohol consumption. Alcoholic hepatitis can term alcohol consumption. Alcoholic hepatitis can 
occuroccuroccuroccur in patients with chronic alcoholic liver disease and alcoholic cirrhosis. in patients with chronic alcoholic liver disease and alcoholic cirrhosis. in patients with chronic alcoholic liver disease and alcoholic cirrhosis. in patients with chronic alcoholic liver disease and alcoholic cirrhosis. Alcoholic hepatitis by itself does not lead to cirrhosis, but  Alcoholic hepatitis by itself does not lead to cirrhosis, but  Alcoholic hepatitis by itself does not lead to cirrhosis, but  Alcoholic hepatitis by itself does not lead to cirrhosis, but 
cirrhosis is morecirrhosis is morecirrhosis is morecirrhosis is more common in patients with long term alcohol consumption. Some alcoholics develop common in patients with long term alcohol consumption. Some alcoholics develop common in patients with long term alcohol consumption. Some alcoholics develop common in patients with long term alcohol consumption. Some alcoholics develop acute hepatitis as an  acute hepatitis as an  acute hepatitis as an  acute hepatitis as an 
inflammatory reaction to the cells affected by fattyinflammatory reaction to the cells affected by fattyinflammatory reaction to the cells affected by fattyinflammatory reaction to the cells affected by fatty change. This is not directly related to the dose of alcohol. Some people seem change. This is not directly related to the dose of alcohol. Some people seem change. This is not directly related to the dose of alcohol. Some people seem change. This is not directly related to the dose of alcohol. Some people seem more  more  more  more 
prone to this reaction than others. This is called alcoholic steatonecrosisprone to this reaction than others. This is called alcoholic steatonecrosisprone to this reaction than others. This is called alcoholic steatonecrosisprone to this reaction than others. This is called alcoholic steatonecrosis and the inflammation probably predisposes to liver fibrosis.  and the inflammation probably predisposes to liver fibrosis.  and the inflammation probably predisposes to liver fibrosis.  and the inflammation probably predisposes to liver fibrosis. 
The diagnosis isThe diagnosis isThe diagnosis isThe diagnosis is made in a patient with history of significant alcohol intake who develops made in a patient with history of significant alcohol intake who develops made in a patient with history of significant alcohol intake who develops made in a patient with history of significant alcohol intake who develops worsening liver function tests, including  worsening liver function tests, including  worsening liver function tests, including  worsening liver function tests, including 
elevated bilirubin andelevated bilirubin andelevated bilirubin andelevated bilirubin and aminotransferases. The ratio of aspartate aminotransferase to alanine aminotransferases. The ratio of aspartate aminotransferase to alanine aminotransferases. The ratio of aspartate aminotransferase to alanine aminotransferases. The ratio of aspartate aminotransferase to alanine aminotransferase is usually 2 or more. aminotransferase is usually 2 or more. aminotransferase is usually 2 or more. aminotransferase is usually 2 or more.
[1] In most cases, the liver enzymes do[1] In most cases, the liver enzymes do[1] In most cases, the liver enzymes do[1] In most cases, the liver enzymes do not exceed 500. The changes on liver biopsy are important in confirming a not exceed 500. The changes on liver biopsy are important in confirming a not exceed 500. The changes on liver biopsy are important in confirming a not exceed 500. The changes on liver biopsy are important in confirming a clinical diagnosis.  clinical diagnosis.  clinical diagnosis.  clinical diagnosis. 
Publix + Whole Foods well as the Airports can scan forPublix + Whole Foods well as the Airports can scan forPublix + Whole Foods well as the Airports can scan forPublix + Whole Foods well as the Airports can scan for "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" and Hepatitis A, B, C, HPV, STD's.  "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" and Hepatitis A, B, C, HPV, STD's.  "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" and Hepatitis A, B, C, HPV, STD's.  "Alcoholic Hepatitis!" and Hepatitis A, B, C, HPV, STD's. 

GM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer womenGM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer womenGM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer womenGM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer women in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of in 2014 + Officer Jason. Mecca's Gasoline Cop Cars defect linked to the death of 13  13  13  13 
people... NY Times will change the 13 to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying topeople... NY Times will change the 13 to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying topeople... NY Times will change the 13 to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying topeople... NY Times will change the 13 to 1,001 and get a ticket for lying to a "Cop!"  a "Cop!"  a "Cop!"  a "Cop!" 

Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow...

article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burnarticle... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burnarticle... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burnarticle... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops!  Victims" Cops! 

4444----2222----14 GM CEO Mary kill14 GM CEO Mary kill14 GM CEO Mary kill14 GM CEO Mary killed 44,000 Breast Cancer women in 2014ed 44,000 Breast Cancer women in 2014ed 44,000 Breast Cancer women in 2014ed 44,000 Breast Cancer women in 2014 + Officer Jason in a fiery cop car wreck... by not LEAKING George  + Officer Jason in a fiery cop car wreck... by not LEAKING George  + Officer Jason in a fiery cop car wreck... by not LEAKING George  + Officer Jason in a fiery cop car wreck... by not LEAKING George 
Orwell'sOrwell'sOrwell'sOrwell's suppression of Greg + Wives 24/7 Breast Cancer Brainstorming in Key West + Los suppression of Greg + Wives 24/7 Breast Cancer Brainstorming in Key West + Los suppression of Greg + Wives 24/7 Breast Cancer Brainstorming in Key West + Los suppression of Greg + Wives 24/7 Breast Cancer Brainstorming in Key West + Los Alamos... and the suppression of the 2014  Alamos... and the suppression of the 2014  Alamos... and the suppression of the 2014  Alamos... and the suppression of the 2014 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

4444----2222----14 GM CEO Mary killed Officer Jason in a fiery cop car14 GM CEO Mary killed Officer Jason in a fiery cop car14 GM CEO Mary killed Officer Jason in a fiery cop car14 GM CEO Mary killed Officer Jason in a fiery cop car wreck... 1,001 cops died in GM Cars World wide from 1980 to 2014... Things  wreck... 1,001 cops died in GM Cars World wide from 1980 to 2014... Things  wreck... 1,001 cops died in GM Cars World wide from 1980 to 2014... Things  wreck... 1,001 cops died in GM Cars World wide from 1980 to 2014... Things 
YouYouYouYou Need to Know About GM's Recall Crisis... CIA Crisis! War Crime of killing Cops Need to Know About GM's Recall Crisis... CIA Crisis! War Crime of killing Cops Need to Know About GM's Recall Crisis... CIA Crisis! War Crime of killing Cops Need to Know About GM's Recall Crisis... CIA Crisis! War Crime of killing Cops writing a ticket on the side of the road for Mecca's  writing a ticket on the side of the road for Mecca's  writing a ticket on the side of the road for Mecca's  writing a ticket on the side of the road for Mecca's 
$777 Trillion in $4 gas.$777 Trillion in $4 gas.$777 Trillion in $4 gas.$777 Trillion in $4 gas. TIME for a New French Revolution + Cure for Breast Cancer. Members of a House TIME for a New French Revolution + Cure for Breast Cancer. Members of a House TIME for a New French Revolution + Cure for Breast Cancer. Members of a House TIME for a New French Revolution + Cure for Breast Cancer. Members of a House committee spent Tuesday  committee spent Tuesday  committee spent Tuesday  committee spent Tuesday 
grilling General Motors CEO Mary Barra and a federalgrilling General Motors CEO Mary Barra and a federalgrilling General Motors CEO Mary Barra and a federalgrilling General Motors CEO Mary Barra and a federal safety regulator on why it took a decade to issue a recall for a defect linked safety regulator on why it took a decade to issue a recall for a defect linked safety regulator on why it took a decade to issue a recall for a defect linked safety regulator on why it took a decade to issue a recall for a defect linked to  to  to  to 
the death of 13 people. 1,001 cops burned in fiery wrecks from 1980 tothe death of 13 people. 1,001 cops burned in fiery wrecks from 1980 tothe death of 13 people. 1,001 cops burned in fiery wrecks from 1980 tothe death of 13 people. 1,001 cops burned in fiery wrecks from 1980 to 2014... GM's Recall Crisis... CIA Crisis!  2014... GM's Recall Crisis... CIA Crisis!  2014... GM's Recall Crisis... CIA Crisis!  2014... GM's Recall Crisis... CIA Crisis! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 Wives in Mecca, Now Key West... Polygamous BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 Wives in Mecca, Now Key West... Polygamous BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 Wives in Mecca, Now Key West... Polygamous BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 Wives in Mecca, Now Key West... Polygamous Marriage Made Legal.  Marriage Made Legal.  Marriage Made Legal.  Marriage Made Legal. 
Would someone at HQ call Mary B. and have her makeWould someone at HQ call Mary B. and have her makeWould someone at HQ call Mary B. and have her makeWould someone at HQ call Mary B. and have her make "Contact" from behind the hidden cameras today so we can get the Rx Cure for "Contact" from behind the hidden cameras today so we can get the Rx Cure for "Contact" from behind the hidden cameras today so we can get the Rx Cure for "Contact" from behind the hidden cameras today so we can get the Rx Cure for
Breast Cancer in 2014... Don't Follow Orders from a Foolish George OrwellBreast Cancer in 2014... Don't Follow Orders from a Foolish George OrwellBreast Cancer in 2014... Don't Follow Orders from a Foolish George OrwellBreast Cancer in 2014... Don't Follow Orders from a Foolish George Orwell Dictator and stifle a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer one more  Dictator and stifle a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer one more  Dictator and stifle a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer one more  Dictator and stifle a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer one more 
Day!!! Day!!! Day!!! Day!!! 
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4444----1111----14141414 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth!  Earth!  Earth!  Earth! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1514 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1514 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1514 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines Harvest!  Million Helicopter Combines Harvest!  Million Helicopter Combines Harvest!  Million Helicopter Combines Harvest! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West!  AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West!  AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West!  AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West! 

4444----1111----14141414 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account!  Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account!  Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account!  Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema!  GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema!  GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema!  GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema! 

4444----1111----14141414 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...  APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...  APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...  APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical SchoolSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical SchoolSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical SchoolSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into
Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical 

School built on an EiffelSchool built on an EiffelSchool built on an EiffelSchool built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key 
West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools,14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools,14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools,14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and  requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and  requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and  requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and 
the "Newthe "Newthe "Newthe "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures  Cancer" "If it works... cures  Cancer" "If it works... cures  Cancer" "If it works... cures ---- put it in the H2O"  put it in the H2O"  put it in the H2O"  put it in the H2O" 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman!Dr. Nancy Snyderman!Dr. Nancy Snyderman!Dr. Nancy Snyderman!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 10014 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 10014 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 10014 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 100 kids left to die in hot cars... Traffic Safety Administration issued a  kids left to die in hot cars... Traffic Safety Administration issued a  kids left to die in hot cars... Traffic Safety Administration issued a  kids left to die in hot cars... Traffic Safety Administration issued a 
proposedproposedproposedproposed rule Monday requiring all new light vehicles  rule Monday requiring all new light vehicles  rule Monday requiring all new light vehicles  rule Monday requiring all new light vehicles ---- including cars, SUVs, trucks and including cars, SUVs, trucks and including cars, SUVs, trucks and including cars, SUVs, trucks and vans  vans  vans  vans ---- to have "rear to have "rear to have "rear to have "rear----view visibility systems," in view visibility systems," in view visibility systems," in view visibility systems," in 
effect, requiring backupeffect, requiring backupeffect, requiring backupeffect, requiring backup cameras. A/C 24/7 Numb Nuts Dictators are drunk mad men 24/7.  cameras. A/C 24/7 Numb Nuts Dictators are drunk mad men 24/7.  cameras. A/C 24/7 Numb Nuts Dictators are drunk mad men 24/7.  cameras. A/C 24/7 Numb Nuts Dictators are drunk mad men 24/7. 

4444----1111----14141414 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Higher High Achievers APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Higher High Achievers APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Higher High Achievers APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Higher High Achievers irresolutely will buy the ElectricWindmillFord  irresolutely will buy the ElectricWindmillFord  irresolutely will buy the ElectricWindmillFord  irresolutely will buy the ElectricWindmillFord 
Mustang 2014... 1,001 moreMustang 2014... 1,001 moreMustang 2014... 1,001 moreMustang 2014... 1,001 more innovative accessories than the Traffic Safety Administrations PROPOSAL FOR innovative accessories than the Traffic Safety Administrations PROPOSAL FOR innovative accessories than the Traffic Safety Administrations PROPOSAL FOR innovative accessories than the Traffic Safety Administrations PROPOSAL FOR POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE  POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE  POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE  POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE 
MADE LEGAL requiring all new light vehicles MADE LEGAL requiring all new light vehicles MADE LEGAL requiring all new light vehicles MADE LEGAL requiring all new light vehicles ---- including including including including cars, SUVs, trucks and vans  cars, SUVs, trucks and vans  cars, SUVs, trucks and vans  cars, SUVs, trucks and vans ---- to have "rea to have "rea to have "rea to have "rearrrr----view visibility systems," in effect,view visibility systems," in effect,view visibility systems," in effect,view visibility systems," in effect,
requiring backup cameras. MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS!requiring backup cameras. MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS!requiring backup cameras. MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS!requiring backup cameras. MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION...14 APRIL FOOLS MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION...14 APRIL FOOLS MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION...14 APRIL FOOLS MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS! 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "rear PROPOSALS! 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "rear PROPOSALS! 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "rear PROPOSALS! 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "rear----view visibility view visibility view visibility view visibility 
systems,"systems,"systems,"systems," in effect, requiring backup cameras.  in effect, requiring backup cameras.  in effect, requiring backup cameras.  in effect, requiring backup cameras. 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and  Invention Projects and  Invention Projects and  Invention Projects and 
the "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin likethe "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin likethe "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin likethe "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures ---- put it in the put it in the put it in the put it in the H2O"  H2O"  H2O"  H2O" 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman! Dr. Nancy Snyderman! Dr. Nancy Snyderman! Dr. Nancy Snyderman! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Help removing derelict boats is in the works... 24/7. Bills give ORWELL HQ... Help removing derelict boats is in the works... 24/7. Bills give ORWELL HQ... Help removing derelict boats is in the works... 24/7. Bills give ORWELL HQ... Help removing derelict boats is in the works... 24/7. Bills give power to  power to  power to  power to 
cite, then remove, dangerous vessels. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staffcite, then remove, dangerous vessels. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staffcite, then remove, dangerous vessels. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staffcite, then remove, dangerous vessels. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staff tohara@keysnews.com Top Brass removed... Help removing  tohara@keysnews.com Top Brass removed... Help removing  tohara@keysnews.com Top Brass removed... Help removing  tohara@keysnews.com Top Brass removed... Help removing 
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derelict "War Criminals"derelict "War Criminals"derelict "War Criminals"derelict "War Criminals" from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA has a batter womens from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA has a batter womens from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA has a batter womens from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA has a batter womens shelter created by derelict "Men"  shelter created by derelict "Men"  shelter created by derelict "Men"  shelter created by derelict "Men" 
"War Criminals" from City Hall Key West..."War Criminals" from City Hall Key West..."War Criminals" from City Hall Key West..."War Criminals" from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA.  every town and city in the USA.  every town and city in the USA.  every town and city in the USA. 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... rear view cameras in the "Battered Womans House" before she was  HQ... rear view cameras in the "Battered Womans House" before she was  HQ... rear view cameras in the "Battered Womans House" before she was  HQ... rear view cameras in the "Battered Womans House" before she was 
battered,battered,battered,battered, murdered as 19K will be in 2014... by FOOLISH Drunk Men. Law enforcement murdered as 19K will be in 2014... by FOOLISH Drunk Men. Law enforcement murdered as 19K will be in 2014... by FOOLISH Drunk Men. Law enforcement murdered as 19K will be in 2014... by FOOLISH Drunk Men. Law enforcement officers the power "to relocate or remove vessels  officers the power "to relocate or remove vessels  officers the power "to relocate or remove vessels  officers the power "to relocate or remove vessels 
that constitute a navigationthat constitute a navigationthat constitute a navigationthat constitute a navigation hazard or interfere with another vessel." Homeland Security Law Men guard the hazard or interfere with another vessel." Homeland Security Law Men guard the hazard or interfere with another vessel." Homeland Security Law Men guard the hazard or interfere with another vessel." Homeland Security Law Men guard the Social Security Offices on  Social Security Offices on  Social Security Offices on  Social Security Offices on 
Aprils Fools Day 2014 in every town and city in theAprils Fools Day 2014 in every town and city in theAprils Fools Day 2014 in every town and city in theAprils Fools Day 2014 in every town and city in the USA at a cost of $1 Trillion dollars. Fools! Foolish! And "War Criminals" beat USA at a cost of $1 Trillion dollars. Fools! Foolish! And "War Criminals" beat USA at a cost of $1 Trillion dollars. Fools! Foolish! And "War Criminals" beat USA at a cost of $1 Trillion dollars. Fools! Foolish! And "War Criminals" beat the wife  the wife  the wife  the wife 
and build the shelters! War Stories and Memorials from Vietnam keepand build the shelters! War Stories and Memorials from Vietnam keepand build the shelters! War Stories and Memorials from Vietnam keepand build the shelters! War Stories and Memorials from Vietnam keep them fueled, just ask Victor Cushman + Cates in Key West.  them fueled, just ask Victor Cushman + Cates in Key West.  them fueled, just ask Victor Cushman + Cates in Key West.  them fueled, just ask Victor Cushman + Cates in Key West. 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $1 Trillion spent on Homeland Security, 1 Trillion Cans of NASA H @  Trillion spent on Homeland Security, 1 Trillion Cans of NASA H @  Trillion spent on Homeland Security, 1 Trillion Cans of NASA H @  Trillion spent on Homeland Security, 1 Trillion Cans of NASA H @ ----254 254 254 254 
C wouldC wouldC wouldC would get 1 Million New Inventions. Bill + Melinda call the "Electric Toilet" foolish, get 1 Million New Inventions. Bill + Melinda call the "Electric Toilet" foolish, get 1 Million New Inventions. Bill + Melinda call the "Electric Toilet" foolish, get 1 Million New Inventions. Bill + Melinda call the "Electric Toilet" foolish, I call Bill + Melinda "Bad People" little girls  I call Bill + Melinda "Bad People" little girls  I call Bill + Melinda "Bad People" little girls  I call Bill + Melinda "Bad People" little girls 
should be warned about as Hshould be warned about as Hshould be warned about as Hshould be warned about as H burns hotter than foolish Bill + Melinda and this is just one more foolish burns hotter than foolish Bill + Melinda and this is just one more foolish burns hotter than foolish Bill + Melinda and this is just one more foolish burns hotter than foolish Bill + Melinda and this is just one more foolish stifling of 1 Trillion Inventions  stifling of 1 Trillion Inventions  stifling of 1 Trillion Inventions  stifling of 1 Trillion Inventions 
Microsoft + Windows has cost Humanity... A WarMicrosoft + Windows has cost Humanity... A WarMicrosoft + Windows has cost Humanity... A WarMicrosoft + Windows has cost Humanity... A War Crime by Bill + Melinda... test rules are in place for the mooring fields in Key Crime by Bill + Melinda... test rules are in place for the mooring fields in Key Crime by Bill + Melinda... test rules are in place for the mooring fields in Key Crime by Bill + Melinda... test rules are in place for the mooring fields in Key West  West  West  West 
Harbor, Cow Key Channel off Stock Island, Boca Chica Basin between StockHarbor, Cow Key Channel off Stock Island, Boca Chica Basin between StockHarbor, Cow Key Channel off Stock Island, Boca Chica Basin between StockHarbor, Cow Key Channel off Stock Island, Boca Chica Basin between Stock Island and Boca Chica Key, Boot Key Harbor in Marathon  Island and Boca Chica Key, Boot Key Harbor in Marathon  Island and Boca Chica Key, Boot Key Harbor in Marathon  Island and Boca Chica Key, Boot Key Harbor in Marathon 
and Sunset Cove in Keyand Sunset Cove in Keyand Sunset Cove in Keyand Sunset Cove in Key Largo. The pilot rules include requiring pump Largo. The pilot rules include requiring pump Largo. The pilot rules include requiring pump Largo. The pilot rules include requiring pump----out of sewage and citing vesselout of sewage and citing vesselout of sewage and citing vesselout of sewage and citing vessel owners if their boats become  owners if their boats become  owners if their boats become  owners if their boats become 
derelict. At the same time, Monroe Countyderelict. At the same time, Monroe Countyderelict. At the same time, Monroe Countyderelict. At the same time, Monroe County government expanded its pump government expanded its pump government expanded its pump government expanded its pump----out services and made them free to the public. FREEout services and made them free to the public. FREEout services and made them free to the public. FREEout services and made them free to the public. FREE TO THE  TO THE  TO THE  TO THE 
PUBLIC WINDOWS 8.2 fix... preinstalled with 1,001 invention projects withPUBLIC WINDOWS 8.2 fix... preinstalled with 1,001 invention projects withPUBLIC WINDOWS 8.2 fix... preinstalled with 1,001 invention projects withPUBLIC WINDOWS 8.2 fix... preinstalled with 1,001 invention projects with links to get you started inventingSomething!  links to get you started inventingSomething!  links to get you started inventingSomething!  links to get you started inventingSomething! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "Studios of Key West" wholesale support of the creative process. It works to "Studios of Key West" wholesale support of the creative process. It works to "Studios of Key West" wholesale support of the creative process. It works to "Studios of Key West" wholesale support of the creative process. It works to
build on the creative legacy of past and present Key West residents such asbuild on the creative legacy of past and present Key West residents such asbuild on the creative legacy of past and present Key West residents such asbuild on the creative legacy of past and present Key West residents such as Ernest Hemingway, Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West  Ernest Hemingway, Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West  Ernest Hemingway, Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West  Ernest Hemingway, Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West 
Medical School builtMedical School builtMedical School builtMedical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into Key14 as Greg flew into Key14 as Greg flew into Key14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a  West with $777 Trillion to build a  West with $777 Trillion to build a  West with $777 Trillion to build a 
Yale Key West Medical School on 3Yale Key West Medical School on 3Yale Key West Medical School on 3Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011. "Studios of Key West" 3 "Studios of Key West" 3 "Studios of Key West" 3 "Studios of Key West" 3----4444----11 went along with 1984 Orders from our Numb Nuts11 went along with 1984 Orders from our Numb Nuts11 went along with 1984 Orders from our Numb Nuts11 went along with 1984 Orders from our Numb Nuts George Orwell George Orwell George Orwell George Orwell 
Dictator to stifle the Yale Key West Medical School built on anDictator to stifle the Yale Key West Medical School built on anDictator to stifle the Yale Key West Medical School built on anDictator to stifle the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel T Eiffel T Eiffel T Eiffel Tower Structure, 3 years later on Aprils Fools Day the Citizen News ower Structure, 3 years later on Aprils Fools Day the Citizen News ower Structure, 3 years later on Aprils Fools Day the Citizen News ower Structure, 3 years later on Aprils Fools Day the Citizen News 
PaperPaperPaperPaper puts it on the Front Page when the Yale Key West Medical School should be on the puts it on the Front Page when the Yale Key West Medical School should be on the puts it on the Front Page when the Yale Key West Medical School should be on the puts it on the Front Page when the Yale Key West Medical School should be on the front page of the Key West Citizen... APRIL  front page of the Key West Citizen... APRIL  front page of the Key West Citizen... APRIL  front page of the Key West Citizen... APRIL 
FOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AFOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AFOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AFOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! A documented war crime! Stifling a Medical School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with documented war crime! Stifling a Medical School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with documented war crime! Stifling a Medical School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with documented war crime! Stifling a Medical School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MD Wives into Frontal  many MD Wives into Frontal  many MD Wives into Frontal  many MD Wives into Frontal 
Lobe invention projects in their Studios!Lobe invention projects in their Studios!Lobe invention projects in their Studios!Lobe invention projects in their Studios!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... NY Times on14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... NY Times on14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... NY Times on14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... NY Times on Aprils Fools Day 2014 U.S. and Israel Said to Be Near  Aprils Fools Day 2014 U.S. and Israel Said to Be Near  Aprils Fools Day 2014 U.S. and Israel Said to Be Near  Aprils Fools Day 2014 U.S. and Israel Said to Be Near 
Agreement on Release ofAgreement on Release ofAgreement on Release ofAgreement on Release of Spy By JODI RUDOREN  Spy By JODI RUDOREN  Spy By JODI RUDOREN  Spy By JODI RUDOREN ---- Settlements are being built on Aprils Fools Day in Israel, Settlements are being built on Aprils Fools Day in Israel, Settlements are being built on Aprils Fools Day in Israel, Settlements are being built on Aprils Fools Day in Israel, No New Yale Key West Medical  No New Yale Key West Medical  No New Yale Key West Medical  No New Yale Key West Medical 
School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MDSchool, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MDSchool, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MDSchool, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MD Wives into Frontal Lobe invention projects in their Studios! God's best Wives into Frontal Lobe invention projects in their Studios! God's best Wives into Frontal Lobe invention projects in their Studios! God's best Wives into Frontal Lobe invention projects in their Studios! God's best inventions is  inventions is  inventions is  inventions is 
Mary B. "Women" Mary B. "Women" Mary B. "Women" Mary B. "Women" 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Yale Students turned off the lights for 1 hour to save energy, a order HQ... Yale Students turned off the lights for 1 hour to save energy, a order HQ... Yale Students turned off the lights for 1 hour to save energy, a order HQ... Yale Students turned off the lights for 1 hour to save energy, a order
from Bush + the CIA... I wrote this up yesterday as it was in the Yale Studentfrom Bush + the CIA... I wrote this up yesterday as it was in the Yale Studentfrom Bush + the CIA... I wrote this up yesterday as it was in the Yale Studentfrom Bush + the CIA... I wrote this up yesterday as it was in the Yale Student News... on Aprils Fools Day Bush replies... CIA has been  News... on Aprils Fools Day Bush replies... CIA has been  News... on Aprils Fools Day Bush replies... CIA has been  News... on Aprils Fools Day Bush replies... CIA has been 
feuding with the Senatefeuding with the Senatefeuding with the Senatefeuding with the Senate Intelligence Committee over its report on Bush Intelligence Committee over its report on Bush Intelligence Committee over its report on Bush Intelligence Committee over its report on Bush----era "enhanced interrogationera "enhanced interrogationera "enhanced interrogationera "enhanced interrogation techniques" and now we know  techniques" and now we know  techniques" and now we know  techniques" and now we know 
why. Turn off your new $7 GE light bulb for 1 hour.why. Turn off your new $7 GE light bulb for 1 hour.why. Turn off your new $7 GE light bulb for 1 hour.why. Turn off your new $7 GE light bulb for 1 hour. 1 Trillion cans of H @  1 Trillion cans of H @  1 Trillion cans of H @  1 Trillion cans of H @ ----254 C below decks on the JFK Super Carrier is not part254 C below decks on the JFK Super Carrier is not part254 C below decks on the JFK Super Carrier is not part254 C below decks on the JFK Super Carrier is not part of CIA  of CIA  of CIA  of CIA 
"enhanced interrogation techniques" for 15 Billion People on Earth..."enhanced interrogation techniques" for 15 Billion People on Earth..."enhanced interrogation techniques" for 15 Billion People on Earth..."enhanced interrogation techniques" for 15 Billion People on Earth... Foolish Covert Operations Enhanced Mecca with $777 Trillion in  Foolish Covert Operations Enhanced Mecca with $777 Trillion in  Foolish Covert Operations Enhanced Mecca with $777 Trillion in  Foolish Covert Operations Enhanced Mecca with $777 Trillion in 
USA $4 Gas money.USA $4 Gas money.USA $4 Gas money.USA $4 Gas money. This is a "War Crime" they will all go to Hell for! Stupid Criminals today This is a "War Crime" they will all go to Hell for! Stupid Criminals today This is a "War Crime" they will all go to Hell for! Stupid Criminals today This is a "War Crime" they will all go to Hell for! Stupid Criminals today Foolish Criminals!  Foolish Criminals!  Foolish Criminals!  Foolish Criminals! 
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4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account! ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account! ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account! ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema! Written at the  Movies at the Tropic Cinema! Written at the  Movies at the Tropic Cinema! Written at the  Movies at the Tropic Cinema! Written at the 
Hemingway House Writers Classes lastHemingway House Writers Classes lastHemingway House Writers Classes lastHemingway House Writers Classes last week... Mach 007 speed!  week... Mach 007 speed!  week... Mach 007 speed!  week... Mach 007 speed! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for
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33041 for Gregs 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's33041 for Gregs 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's33041 for Gregs 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's33041 for Gregs 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects
preinstalled with links to get you started. preinstalled with links to get you started. preinstalled with links to get you started. preinstalled with links to get you started. 
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Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be builtSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be builtSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be builtSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 
Key West with $777Key West with $777Key West with $777Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 
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3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers have segregated the Universe...14 CIA High Achievers have segregated the Universe...14 CIA High Achievers have segregated the Universe...14 CIA High Achievers have segregated the Universe... SEOUL  SEOUL  SEOUL  SEOUL ––––---- South and North Korea exchanged artillery across their disputedSouth and North Korea exchanged artillery across their disputedSouth and North Korea exchanged artillery across their disputedSouth and North Korea exchanged artillery across their disputed
maritime border Monday, the South Korean military reported. maritime border Monday, the South Korean military reported. maritime border Monday, the South Korean military reported. maritime border Monday, the South Korean military reported. 

3333----31313131----14 CIA14 CIA14 CIA14 CIA High Achievers have segregated the Universe... Seoul  High Achievers have segregated the Universe... Seoul  High Achievers have segregated the Universe... Seoul  High Achievers have segregated the Universe... Seoul ---- Hiroshima Hiroshima Hiroshima Hiroshima ---- Nagasaki CIANagasaki CIANagasaki CIANagasaki CIA has the New York Times Headlines  has the New York Times Headlines  has the New York Times Headlines  has the New York Times Headlines 
already written for this "Nuke" era from theiralready written for this "Nuke" era from theiralready written for this "Nuke" era from theiralready written for this "Nuke" era from their Boss!  Boss!  Boss!  Boss! 
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TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion dollars worth of Super Computers! $1 Trillion IBM confiscated from Dr. Nancy dollars worth of Super Computers! $1 Trillion IBM confiscated from Dr. Nancy dollars worth of Super Computers! $1 Trillion IBM confiscated from Dr. Nancy dollars worth of Super Computers! $1 Trillion IBM confiscated from Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer "New Manhattan Projects Race for  Oppenheimer "New Manhattan Projects Race for  Oppenheimer "New Manhattan Projects Race for  Oppenheimer "New Manhattan Projects Race for 
the Rx Penicillin like overnightthe Rx Penicillin like overnightthe Rx Penicillin like overnightthe Rx Penicillin like overnight Cure for Breast Cancer"... "Bad People" are at IBM, Mothers should tell their Cure for Breast Cancer"... "Bad People" are at IBM, Mothers should tell their Cure for Breast Cancer"... "Bad People" are at IBM, Mothers should tell their Cure for Breast Cancer"... "Bad People" are at IBM, Mothers should tell their Over protected little girls!  Over protected little girls!  Over protected little girls!  Over protected little girls! 
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Trillion from Saudia Arabia + Mecca! Dilapidated "Women ofTrillion from Saudia Arabia + Mecca! Dilapidated "Women ofTrillion from Saudia Arabia + Mecca! Dilapidated "Women ofTrillion from Saudia Arabia + Mecca! Dilapidated "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor," CIA + High Achiever Inventors like Greg + Mary  Integrity, Men of Valor," CIA + High Achiever Inventors like Greg + Mary  Integrity, Men of Valor," CIA + High Achiever Inventors like Greg + Mary  Integrity, Men of Valor," CIA + High Achiever Inventors like Greg + Mary 
B.B.B.B. building with the New Eiffel Tower the French have never ever "Brainstormed" building with the New Eiffel Tower the French have never ever "Brainstormed" building with the New Eiffel Tower the French have never ever "Brainstormed" building with the New Eiffel Tower the French have never ever "Brainstormed" serendipity accident Paris New Medical School with  serendipity accident Paris New Medical School with  serendipity accident Paris New Medical School with  serendipity accident Paris New Medical School with 
$77 Trillion built on an$77 Trillion built on an$77 Trillion built on an$77 Trillion built on an Eiffel Tower Structure filled with Pre Eiffel Tower Structure filled with Pre Eiffel Tower Structure filled with Pre Eiffel Tower Structure filled with Pre----built Classrooms + Operating Rooms, nobuilt Classrooms + Operating Rooms, nobuilt Classrooms + Operating Rooms, nobuilt Classrooms + Operating Rooms, no "Accident Here" higher Achievers  "Accident Here" higher Achievers  "Accident Here" higher Achievers  "Accident Here" higher Achievers 
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MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011 "Samuels House?" Samuels House is dilapidated and Landlords2011 "Samuels House?" Samuels House is dilapidated and Landlords2011 "Samuels House?" Samuels House is dilapidated and Landlords2011 "Samuels House?" Samuels House is dilapidated and Landlords are Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky!  are Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky!  are Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky!  are Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky! 
"Samuels House" Samuel's House will"Samuels House" Samuel's House will"Samuels House" Samuel's House will"Samuels House" Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor" dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor" dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor" dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of Valor" dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key  at the Westin Key  at the Westin Key  at the Westin Key 
West Resort and Marina, 245 Front St. Shelter for homelessWest Resort and Marina, 245 Front St. Shelter for homelessWest Resort and Marina, 245 Front St. Shelter for homelessWest Resort and Marina, 245 Front St. Shelter for homeless women, and women with small children, as well as longer term housing for  women, and women with small children, as well as longer term housing for  women, and women with small children, as well as longer term housing for  women, and women with small children, as well as longer term housing for 
womenwomenwomenwomen and children, and intact families. Greg flying into Key West wi and children, and intact families. Greg flying into Key West wi and children, and intact families. Greg flying into Key West wi and children, and intact families. Greg flying into Key West with $777th $777th $777th $777 Trillion... "Battered Womens Shelters" are in every City +  Trillion... "Battered Womens Shelters" are in every City +  Trillion... "Battered Womens Shelters" are in every City +  Trillion... "Battered Womens Shelters" are in every City + 
Town in the USA andTown in the USA andTown in the USA andTown in the USA and still 19K SWF will be murdered by a drunk man in 2014. So "Samuels House" is in still 19K SWF will be murdered by a drunk man in 2014. So "Samuels House" is in still 19K SWF will be murdered by a drunk man in 2014. So "Samuels House" is in still 19K SWF will be murdered by a drunk man in 2014. So "Samuels House" is in need of Higher Achievers than  need of Higher Achievers than  need of Higher Achievers than  need of Higher Achievers than 
Dr. Ruth W. Greenfield, is the prominent MiamiDr. Ruth W. Greenfield, is the prominent MiamiDr. Ruth W. Greenfield, is the prominent MiamiDr. Ruth W. Greenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Dr. Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht as I told musician and social activist, Dr. Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht as I told musician and social activist, Dr. Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht as I told musician and social activist, Dr. Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht as I told her about  her about  her about  her about 
the www.electricwindmillyacht grin. David Wolkowsky's owns the Westinthe www.electricwindmillyacht grin. David Wolkowsky's owns the Westinthe www.electricwindmillyacht grin. David Wolkowsky's owns the Westinthe www.electricwindmillyacht grin. David Wolkowsky's owns the Westin Hotel. I came out of the Post Office on Sat. and Wolkowsky put  Hotel. I came out of the Post Office on Sat. and Wolkowsky put  Hotel. I came out of the Post Office on Sat. and Wolkowsky put  Hotel. I came out of the Post Office on Sat. and Wolkowsky put 
one his Key Westone his Key Westone his Key Westone his Key West T T T T----shirts across the basket of my 3 wheel bike that read... I OWN THE ISLAND OFshirts across the basket of my 3 wheel bike that read... I OWN THE ISLAND OFshirts across the basket of my 3 wheel bike that read... I OWN THE ISLAND OFshirts across the basket of my 3 wheel bike that read... I OWN THE ISLAND OF KEY WEST, nice t KEY WEST, nice t KEY WEST, nice t KEY WEST, nice t----shirt band new. Greg's shirt band new. Greg's shirt band new. Greg's shirt band new. Greg's 
Hero Mary B. will get the $777 TrillionHero Mary B. will get the $777 TrillionHero Mary B. will get the $777 TrillionHero Mary B. will get the $777 Trillion for... Hemingway Utopian Novel that "Invents" in every chapter way to... End for... Hemingway Utopian Novel that "Invents" in every chapter way to... End for... Hemingway Utopian Novel that "Invents" in every chapter way to... End for... Hemingway Utopian Novel that "Invents" in every chapter way to... End War, Murder of  War, Murder of  War, Murder of  War, Murder of 
SWF's, Battered Womens Shelters in every City + Town in theSWF's, Battered Womens Shelters in every City + Town in theSWF's, Battered Womens Shelters in every City + Town in theSWF's, Battered Womens Shelters in every City + Town in the USA... never ending pipeline of Battered SWF women must end and Higher  USA... never ending pipeline of Battered SWF women must end and Higher  USA... never ending pipeline of Battered SWF women must end and Higher  USA... never ending pipeline of Battered SWF women must end and Higher 
AchieversAchieversAchieversAchievers than Dr. Ruth Greenfield and t than Dr. Ruth Greenfield and t than Dr. Ruth Greenfield and t than Dr. Ruth Greenfield and t----shirt millionaires David Wolkowsky must Evict Dr.shirt millionaires David Wolkowsky must Evict Dr.shirt millionaires David Wolkowsky must Evict Dr.shirt millionaires David Wolkowsky must Evict Dr. Ruth + David Wolkowsky from Key West so  Ruth + David Wolkowsky from Key West so  Ruth + David Wolkowsky from Key West so  Ruth + David Wolkowsky from Key West so 
the Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Keythe Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Keythe Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Keythe Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----31313131----14141414 as Greg flew  as Greg flew  as Greg flew  as Greg flew 
into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medicalinto Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medicalinto Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medicalinto Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011. Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky Own What 2011. Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky Own What 2011. Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky Own What 2011. Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky Own What 
On the IslandOn the IslandOn the IslandOn the Island of Key West... "Samuels House?" Samuels House is dilapidated and Landlords are of Key West... "Samuels House?" Samuels House is dilapidated and Landlords are of Key West... "Samuels House?" Samuels House is dilapidated and Landlords are of Key West... "Samuels House?" Samuels House is dilapidated and Landlords are Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky  Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky  Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky  Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky 

3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe... The Obamacare enthusiasm gap... Starts + Ends at Mecca! Saint  Universe... The Obamacare enthusiasm gap... Starts + Ends at Mecca! Saint  Universe... The Obamacare enthusiasm gap... Starts + Ends at Mecca! Saint  Universe... The Obamacare enthusiasm gap... Starts + Ends at Mecca! Saint 
Paul'sPaul'sPaul'sPaul's in Key West "Wedding" of $777 Trillion dollars for the Bride Mary B. is in Key West "Wedding" of $777 Trillion dollars for the Bride Mary B. is in Key West "Wedding" of $777 Trillion dollars for the Bride Mary B. is in Key West "Wedding" of $777 Trillion dollars for the Bride Mary B. is planned... arrangement made 4.3 light years into the  planned... arrangement made 4.3 light years into the  planned... arrangement made 4.3 light years into the  planned... arrangement made 4.3 light years into the 
"Unknown" Universe so we"Unknown" Universe so we"Unknown" Universe so we"Unknown" Universe so we can Marry Aliens with Dr. Alien, a high Achieving MD like Dr Katrina... in the can Marry Aliens with Dr. Alien, a high Achieving MD like Dr Katrina... in the can Marry Aliens with Dr. Alien, a high Achieving MD like Dr Katrina... in the can Marry Aliens with Dr. Alien, a high Achieving MD like Dr Katrina... in the Frontal Lobe Today  Frontal Lobe Today  Frontal Lobe Today  Frontal Lobe Today 
somewhere in our Universe! somewhere in our Universe! somewhere in our Universe! somewhere in our Universe! 

3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers14 CIA High Achievers14 CIA High Achievers14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe... CIA High Achievers "Discovered ... "Star have already segregated the Universe... CIA High Achievers "Discovered ... "Star have already segregated the Universe... CIA High Achievers "Discovered ... "Star have already segregated the Universe... CIA High Achievers "Discovered ... "Star Wars!" "Star Wars!" is the  Wars!" "Star Wars!" is the  Wars!" "Star Wars!" is the  Wars!" "Star Wars!" is the 
starting point for Humanity to begin Star Travels, ifstarting point for Humanity to begin Star Travels, ifstarting point for Humanity to begin Star Travels, ifstarting point for Humanity to begin Star Travels, if "Star Wars!" With real battles between Alien Solar Systems is going on Today... "Star Wars!" With real battles between Alien Solar Systems is going on Today... "Star Wars!" With real battles between Alien Solar Systems is going on Today... "Star Wars!" With real battles between Alien Solar Systems is going on Today...

3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe... New York Times today, Remaking Medicine: In New Health Care  Universe... New York Times today, Remaking Medicine: In New Health Care  Universe... New York Times today, Remaking Medicine: In New Health Care  Universe... New York Times today, Remaking Medicine: In New Health Care 
Era,Era,Era,Era, Blessings and Hurdles By ABBY GOODNOUGH  Blessings and Hurdles By ABBY GOODNOUGH  Blessings and Hurdles By ABBY GOODNOUGH  Blessings and Hurdles By ABBY GOODNOUGH ---- Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on  West Medical School should be built today on  West Medical School should be built today on  West Medical School should be built today on 
an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----31313131----14141414 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe... Please some high achiever "Observer" email By ABBY GOODNOUGH  the Universe... Please some high achiever "Observer" email By ABBY GOODNOUGH  the Universe... Please some high achiever "Observer" email By ABBY GOODNOUGH  the Universe... Please some high achiever "Observer" email By ABBY GOODNOUGH 
atatatat the NY Times and tell her to build a Medical School on an Eiffel Tower the NY Times and tell her to build a Medical School on an Eiffel Tower the NY Times and tell her to build a Medical School on an Eiffel Tower the NY Times and tell her to build a Medical School on an Eiffel Tower Structure, to write this on the front page of the NY Times on  Structure, to write this on the front page of the NY Times on  Structure, to write this on the front page of the NY Times on  Structure, to write this on the front page of the NY Times on 
April 1, 2014 andApril 1, 2014 andApril 1, 2014 andApril 1, 2014 and it will not be a April Fools Joke, Fools are Abby's Boss at the NY Times! it will not be a April Fools Joke, Fools are Abby's Boss at the NY Times! it will not be a April Fools Joke, Fools are Abby's Boss at the NY Times! it will not be a April Fools Joke, Fools are Abby's Boss at the NY Times! Holocaust Medical School... dilapidated  Holocaust Medical School... dilapidated  Holocaust Medical School... dilapidated  Holocaust Medical School... dilapidated 
Medical School Landlords are Dr. RuthMedical School Landlords are Dr. RuthMedical School Landlords are Dr. RuthMedical School Landlords are Dr. Ruth Greenfield + David Wolkowsky in Key West and NYC!  Greenfield + David Wolkowsky in Key West and NYC!  Greenfield + David Wolkowsky in Key West and NYC!  Greenfield + David Wolkowsky in Key West and NYC! 

3333----31313131----14 'High Performance Mode' CIA High Achievers have14 'High Performance Mode' CIA High Achievers have14 'High Performance Mode' CIA High Achievers have14 'High Performance Mode' CIA High Achievers have already segregated "Bill + Melinda" as "Bad People" so Observers can send  already segregated "Bill + Melinda" as "Bad People" so Observers can send  already segregated "Bill + Melinda" as "Bad People" so Observers can send  already segregated "Bill + Melinda" as "Bad People" so Observers can send 
cashcashcashcash or Check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, Fl 33041 for Gregs "1 Trillion or Check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, Fl 33041 for Gregs "1 Trillion or Check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, Fl 33041 for Gregs "1 Trillion or Check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, Fl 33041 for Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for 
everyone in the USAeveryone in the USAeveryone in the USAeveryone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled with links to get you started. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled with links to get you started. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled with links to get you started. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled with links to get you started.

3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe...14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe...14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe...14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe... Washington Times News Today... "Political hunt for sex abusers puts  Washington Times News Today... "Political hunt for sex abusers puts  Washington Times News Today... "Political hunt for sex abusers puts  Washington Times News Today... "Political hunt for sex abusers puts 
militarymilitarymilitarymilitary justice in peril, lawyers say" Rowan Scarborough H justice in peril, lawyers say" Rowan Scarborough H justice in peril, lawyers say" Rowan Scarborough H justice in peril, lawyers say" Rowan Scarborough Hell lawyers advertise to getell lawyers advertise to getell lawyers advertise to getell lawyers advertise to get you off a DUI and out of a HPV Anus Cancer  you off a DUI and out of a HPV Anus Cancer  you off a DUI and out of a HPV Anus Cancer  you off a DUI and out of a HPV Anus Cancer 
death and millions in Hospital billsdeath and millions in Hospital billsdeath and millions in Hospital billsdeath and millions in Hospital bills for giving her a HPV sex disease... Commanding Officer will never scan all for giving her a HPV sex disease... Commanding Officer will never scan all for giving her a HPV sex disease... Commanding Officer will never scan all for giving her a HPV sex disease... Commanding Officer will never scan all Troops for HPV, Hell the  Troops for HPV, Hell the  Troops for HPV, Hell the  Troops for HPV, Hell the 
City of Key West still does not know if VictorCity of Key West still does not know if VictorCity of Key West still does not know if VictorCity of Key West still does not know if Victor Cushman's BM clean up in the apt. has Hepatitis Virus in the Toilet Handle after Cushman's BM clean up in the apt. has Hepatitis Virus in the Toilet Handle after Cushman's BM clean up in the apt. has Hepatitis Virus in the Toilet Handle after Cushman's BM clean up in the apt. has Hepatitis Virus in the Toilet Handle after the  the  the  the 
housekeeper cleaned up his mess... Olmert's guilty verdict ended Jerusalem'shousekeeper cleaned up his mess... Olmert's guilty verdict ended Jerusalem'shousekeeper cleaned up his mess... Olmert's guilty verdict ended Jerusalem'shousekeeper cleaned up his mess... Olmert's guilty verdict ended Jerusalem's shame. An entire city knew for years that their mayor was  shame. An entire city knew for years that their mayor was  shame. An entire city knew for years that their mayor was  shame. An entire city knew for years that their mayor was 
crooked. Olmert hadcrooked. Olmert hadcrooked. Olmert hadcrooked. Olmert had too many schemes going and too many dodgy friends talking. Victor Cushman in Key too many schemes going and too many dodgy friends talking. Victor Cushman in Key too many schemes going and too many dodgy friends talking. Victor Cushman in Key too many schemes going and too many dodgy friends talking. Victor Cushman in Key West too as both are Jews...  West too as both are Jews...  West too as both are Jews...  West too as both are Jews... 
and not High Achievers even though Vic made theand not High Achievers even though Vic made theand not High Achievers even though Vic made theand not High Achievers even though Vic made the front page of the Key West Citizen twice with painting your roof white... front page of the Key West Citizen twice with painting your roof white... front page of the Key West Citizen twice with painting your roof white... front page of the Key West Citizen twice with painting your roof white... Military  Military  Military  Military 
Justice will be the Firing Squad for War Crimes against SWF + leavingJustice will be the Firing Squad for War Crimes against SWF + leavingJustice will be the Firing Squad for War Crimes against SWF + leavingJustice will be the Firing Squad for War Crimes against SWF + leaving 100 kids in hot gasoline cars to die, in the Summer of 2014.  100 kids in hot gasoline cars to die, in the Summer of 2014.  100 kids in hot gasoline cars to die, in the Summer of 2014.  100 kids in hot gasoline cars to die, in the Summer of 2014. 
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3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe... Bush did the Math for these Yale Students this weekend, wow  Universe... Bush did the Math for these Yale Students this weekend, wow  Universe... Bush did the Math for these Yale Students this weekend, wow  Universe... Bush did the Math for these Yale Students this weekend, wow ---- Yale Yale Yale Yale
Office of Sustainability organized Earth Hour this past weekend. From 8:30 p.m.Office of Sustainability organized Earth Hour this past weekend. From 8:30 p.m.Office of Sustainability organized Earth Hour this past weekend. From 8:30 p.m.Office of Sustainability organized Earth Hour this past weekend. From 8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Saturday, participating students turned  to 9:30 p.m. Saturday, participating students turned  to 9:30 p.m. Saturday, participating students turned  to 9:30 p.m. Saturday, participating students turned 
off their lights tooff their lights tooff their lights tooff their lights to conserve energy. Bush wants to keep all the dilapidated women's shelters + low conserve energy. Bush wants to keep all the dilapidated women's shelters + low conserve energy. Bush wants to keep all the dilapidated women's shelters + low conserve energy. Bush wants to keep all the dilapidated women's shelters + low achieving Landlords in New Haven  achieving Landlords in New Haven  achieving Landlords in New Haven  achieving Landlords in New Haven ----
The "New Yale New Haven Medical School" builtThe "New Yale New Haven Medical School" builtThe "New Yale New Haven Medical School" builtThe "New Yale New Haven Medical School" built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... in 2015. I Greg + Mary B. fly into New Haven on an Eiffel Tower Structure... in 2015. I Greg + Mary B. fly into New Haven on an Eiffel Tower Structure... in 2015. I Greg + Mary B. fly into New Haven on an Eiffel Tower Structure... in 2015. I Greg + Mary B. fly into New Haven with $777  with $777  with $777  with $777 
Trillion dollars! Trillion dollars! Trillion dollars! Trillion dollars! 

3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe...  the Universe...  the Universe...  the Universe... 

3333----31313131----14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the14 CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe...  Universe...  Universe...  Universe... 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical SchoolSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical SchoolSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical SchoolSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into
Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical 

School built on an EiffelSchool built on an EiffelSchool built on an EiffelSchool built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key 
West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West, the "Tourists" will attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West, the "Tourists" will attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West, the "Tourists" will attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West, the "Tourists" will always remember this  always remember this  always remember this  always remember this 
Key West Sunset... a tip from Greg that caused smiles +Key West Sunset... a tip from Greg that caused smiles +Key West Sunset... a tip from Greg that caused smiles +Key West Sunset... a tip from Greg that caused smiles + created a Key West Memory forever... Local grin... the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset created a Key West Memory forever... Local grin... the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset created a Key West Memory forever... Local grin... the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset created a Key West Memory forever... Local grin... the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in  in  in  in 
Key West! Key West! Key West! Key West! 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 114 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 114 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 114 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West ---- assuming my "CIA Torturers" will assuming my "CIA Torturers" will assuming my "CIA Torturers" will assuming my "CIA Torturers" will
comprehend the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset and plan ahead like Greg + Mary B. forcomprehend the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset and plan ahead like Greg + Mary B. forcomprehend the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset and plan ahead like Greg + Mary B. forcomprehend the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset and plan ahead like Greg + Mary B. for the 4 Trillionth day as Proxima Centauri, Proxima  the 4 Trillionth day as Proxima Centauri, Proxima  the 4 Trillionth day as Proxima Centauri, Proxima  the 4 Trillionth day as Proxima Centauri, Proxima 
will shine for 4 Trillionwill shine for 4 Trillionwill shine for 4 Trillionwill shine for 4 Trillion years longer, from Today. 4.2 light years from Earth and the start of Greg + years longer, from Today. 4.2 light years from Earth and the start of Greg + years longer, from Today. 4.2 light years from Earth and the start of Greg + years longer, from Today. 4.2 light years from Earth and the start of Greg + Mary B's Soul Mary B's Soul Mary B's Soul Mary B's Soul----Mate Journey Mate Journey Mate Journey Mate Journey 
Through the infinite Universe! NO assuming my "CIAThrough the infinite Universe! NO assuming my "CIAThrough the infinite Universe! NO assuming my "CIAThrough the infinite Universe! NO assuming my "CIA Torturers" will comprehend this!  Torturers" will comprehend this!  Torturers" will comprehend this!  Torturers" will comprehend this! 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West 

3333----30303030----14 Hero Mary B.14 Hero Mary B.14 Hero Mary B.14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn!  convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn!  convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn!  convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn! 
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3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West. NO assuming my "CIA Torturers" will 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West. NO assuming my "CIA Torturers" will 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West. NO assuming my "CIA Torturers" will 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West. NO assuming my "CIA Torturers" will
comprehend this! comprehend this! comprehend this! comprehend this! 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to He14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to He14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to He14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to He gave the CIA woman HPV Anus Cancers, STD's, Syphilis, Hepatitis A, B, C, and gave the CIA woman HPV Anus Cancers, STD's, Syphilis, Hepatitis A, B, C, and gave the CIA woman HPV Anus Cancers, STD's, Syphilis, Hepatitis A, B, C, and gave the CIA woman HPV Anus Cancers, STD's, Syphilis, Hepatitis A, B, C, and
more... the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. CIA Women employees call for CIA CEO'smore... the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. CIA Women employees call for CIA CEO'smore... the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. CIA Women employees call for CIA CEO'smore... the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. CIA Women employees call for CIA CEO's resignation in Hell, and wish the Numb Nuts Mad Man  resignation in Hell, and wish the Numb Nuts Mad Man  resignation in Hell, and wish the Numb Nuts Mad Man  resignation in Hell, and wish the Numb Nuts Mad Man 
would be arrested for Warwould be arrested for Warwould be arrested for Warwould be arrested for War Crimes, such as Poison Gasoline Exhaust, leaving 100 kids in hot cars to die Crimes, such as Poison Gasoline Exhaust, leaving 100 kids in hot cars to die Crimes, such as Poison Gasoline Exhaust, leaving 100 kids in hot cars to die Crimes, such as Poison Gasoline Exhaust, leaving 100 kids in hot cars to die this Summer etc... He gave the  this Summer etc... He gave the  this Summer etc... He gave the  this Summer etc... He gave the 
CIA woman HPV Anus Cancers, STD's, Syphilis,CIA woman HPV Anus Cancers, STD's, Syphilis,CIA woman HPV Anus Cancers, STD's, Syphilis,CIA woman HPV Anus Cancers, STD's, Syphilis, Hepatitis A, B, C, and more...  Hepatitis A, B, C, and more...  Hepatitis A, B, C, and more...  Hepatitis A, B, C, and more... 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. "Drop Dead Cook" at HQ does his cooking with to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. "Drop Dead Cook" at HQ does his cooking with to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. "Drop Dead Cook" at HQ does his cooking with to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. "Drop Dead Cook" at HQ does his cooking with just  just  just  just 
the "Best Butter" to cause a "Cardiac Arrest" and Cook has not beenthe "Best Butter" to cause a "Cardiac Arrest" and Cook has not beenthe "Best Butter" to cause a "Cardiac Arrest" and Cook has not beenthe "Best Butter" to cause a "Cardiac Arrest" and Cook has not been arrested yet, MD women are the New Detectives, cardiac arrest  arrested yet, MD women are the New Detectives, cardiac arrest  arrested yet, MD women are the New Detectives, cardiac arrest  arrested yet, MD women are the New Detectives, cardiac arrest 
evidence and thenevidence and thenevidence and thenevidence and then Arrested!  Arrested!  Arrested!  Arrested! 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 114 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 114 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 114 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. IBM Trillionth and 1 sunset. IBM Trillionth and 1 sunset. IBM Trillionth and 1 sunset. IBM’’’’s Watson Will Change Your Data Analytics s Watson Will Change Your Data Analytics s Watson Will Change Your Data Analytics s Watson Will Change Your Data Analytics ––––
but How?but How?but How?but How? Your 1980 IBM Personal Super Computer, you would have been "Literate in Super Your 1980 IBM Personal Super Computer, you would have been "Literate in Super Your 1980 IBM Personal Super Computer, you would have been "Literate in Super Your 1980 IBM Personal Super Computer, you would have been "Literate in Super Computer Simulations" since 1980. Big Data  Computer Simulations" since 1980. Big Data  Computer Simulations" since 1980. Big Data  Computer Simulations" since 1980. Big Data 
Interrogation: What Can You LearnInterrogation: What Can You LearnInterrogation: What Can You LearnInterrogation: What Can You Learn from High Achievers? CIA High Achievers have already crunched the Universe and from High Achievers? CIA High Achievers have already crunched the Universe and from High Achievers? CIA High Achievers have already crunched the Universe and from High Achievers? CIA High Achievers have already crunched the Universe and their  their  their  their 
conclusion is "Secret!" conclusion is "Secret!" conclusion is "Secret!" conclusion is "Secret!" 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. IBM's Futuristic Software is not Google to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. IBM's Futuristic Software is not Google to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. IBM's Futuristic Software is not Google to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. IBM's Futuristic Software is not Google Glasses, it  Glasses, it  Glasses, it  Glasses, it 
building the Gravity Engine for Ford + GM. Spin off Gravity Enginesbuilding the Gravity Engine for Ford + GM. Spin off Gravity Enginesbuilding the Gravity Engine for Ford + GM. Spin off Gravity Enginesbuilding the Gravity Engine for Ford + GM. Spin off Gravity Engines for your 700 HP Mustang is the Hemingway Utopian Novel that ends  for your 700 HP Mustang is the Hemingway Utopian Novel that ends  for your 700 HP Mustang is the Hemingway Utopian Novel that ends  for your 700 HP Mustang is the Hemingway Utopian Novel that ends 
War, Crime,War, Crime,War, Crime,War, Crime, Disease in one "InventSomething" Era.  Disease in one "InventSomething" Era.  Disease in one "InventSomething" Era.  Disease in one "InventSomething" Era. 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. Newspapers Cling to Life draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. Newspapers Cling to Life draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. Newspapers Cling to Life draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. Newspapers Cling to Life Despite Online News Trend.  Despite Online News Trend.  Despite Online News Trend.  Despite Online News Trend. 
CIA HQ clings to life at the Start of Star Travels,CIA HQ clings to life at the Start of Star Travels,CIA HQ clings to life at the Start of Star Travels,CIA HQ clings to life at the Start of Star Travels, CIA observes BP Oil's $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and "Thinks" about the New CIA observes BP Oil's $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and "Thinks" about the New CIA observes BP Oil's $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and "Thinks" about the New CIA observes BP Oil's $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and "Thinks" about the New Universe  Universe  Universe  Universe 
just analyzed! just analyzed! just analyzed! just analyzed! 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. CIA will start spying on the Universe, to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. CIA will start spying on the Universe, to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. CIA will start spying on the Universe, to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset. CIA will start spying on the Universe, Soul Soul Soul Soul----Mate Big Mate Big Mate Big Mate Big 
New Data Analytics in the Frontal Lobe of your Brain! Consult Dr.New Data Analytics in the Frontal Lobe of your Brain! Consult Dr.New Data Analytics in the Frontal Lobe of your Brain! Consult Dr.New Data Analytics in the Frontal Lobe of your Brain! Consult Dr. Katrina, get her to write another book. Another Day in the Frontal  Katrina, get her to write another book. Another Day in the Frontal  Katrina, get her to write another book. Another Day in the Frontal  Katrina, get her to write another book. Another Day in the Frontal 
Lobes withLobes withLobes withLobes with secret super computer simulations of the frontal lobes! Dr. Katrina can send you secret super computer simulations of the frontal lobes! Dr. Katrina can send you secret super computer simulations of the frontal lobes! Dr. Katrina can send you secret super computer simulations of the frontal lobes! Dr. Katrina can send you emails... write an iPhone5s app for her new  emails... write an iPhone5s app for her new  emails... write an iPhone5s app for her new  emails... write an iPhone5s app for her new 
Book on "Big Data Analytics inBook on "Big Data Analytics inBook on "Big Data Analytics inBook on "Big Data Analytics in Todays Days in the Frontal Lobes"  Todays Days in the Frontal Lobes"  Todays Days in the Frontal Lobes"  Todays Days in the Frontal Lobes" 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth CIA women given a sexual transmitted disease draw attention to the 1 Trillionth CIA women given a sexual transmitted disease draw attention to the 1 Trillionth CIA women given a sexual transmitted disease draw attention to the 1 Trillionth CIA women given a sexual transmitted disease by a Boss... CIA  by a Boss... CIA  by a Boss... CIA  by a Boss... CIA 
"Bad Men" by the millions gave this to many little girl! Hear"Bad Men" by the millions gave this to many little girl! Hear"Bad Men" by the millions gave this to many little girl! Hear"Bad Men" by the millions gave this to many little girl! Hear Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer  Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer  Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer  Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer 
is...is...is...is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  Farrah"  Farrah"  Farrah" 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the NY14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the NY14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the NY14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the NY Times Sunday "Passion to Pitch" on the front page Today... "Bad Men" are  Times Sunday "Passion to Pitch" on the front page Today... "Bad Men" are  Times Sunday "Passion to Pitch" on the front page Today... "Bad Men" are  Times Sunday "Passion to Pitch" on the front page Today... "Bad Men" are 
at theat theat theat the New York Times as 9/11 Front Page News is Passionately on the War Path, in The New York Times as 9/11 Front Page News is Passionately on the War Path, in The New York Times as 9/11 Front Page News is Passionately on the War Path, in The New York Times as 9/11 Front Page News is Passionately on the War Path, in The Pipe Lines of BP Oil, as PO Oil HQ caused 9/11...  Pipe Lines of BP Oil, as PO Oil HQ caused 9/11...  Pipe Lines of BP Oil, as PO Oil HQ caused 9/11...  Pipe Lines of BP Oil, as PO Oil HQ caused 9/11... 
ElectricWindmillFord MustangElectricWindmillFord MustangElectricWindmillFord MustangElectricWindmillFord Mustang 1980 Model would have Pitc 1980 Model would have Pitc 1980 Model would have Pitc 1980 Model would have Pitched .10 cent a gallon gasoline from 1980 to 2014.hed .10 cent a gallon gasoline from 1980 to 2014.hed .10 cent a gallon gasoline from 1980 to 2014.hed .10 cent a gallon gasoline from 1980 to 2014. Everyone in Mecca would  Everyone in Mecca would  Everyone in Mecca would  Everyone in Mecca would 
be Homeless sleeping in their 1999 Ford Escort Wagonbe Homeless sleeping in their 1999 Ford Escort Wagonbe Homeless sleeping in their 1999 Ford Escort Wagonbe Homeless sleeping in their 1999 Ford Escort Wagon under a dried up Palm Tree. Draw Attention to what Passion for the Pitch should under a dried up Palm Tree. Draw Attention to what Passion for the Pitch should under a dried up Palm Tree. Draw Attention to what Passion for the Pitch should under a dried up Palm Tree. Draw Attention to what Passion for the Pitch should
be on Today's Sunday New York Times! be on Today's Sunday New York Times! be on Today's Sunday New York Times! be on Today's Sunday New York Times! 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention,14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the "Study, Marriage is good for the Heart and Soul draw attention to the "Study, Marriage is good for the Heart and Soul draw attention to the "Study, Marriage is good for the Heart and Soul draw attention to the "Study, Marriage is good for the Heart and Soul----MateMateMateMate inspiration to get Greg  inspiration to get Greg  inspiration to get Greg  inspiration to get Greg 
+ Mary B. working 24/7 Brainstorming the Frontal Lobes+ Mary B. working 24/7 Brainstorming the Frontal Lobes+ Mary B. working 24/7 Brainstorming the Frontal Lobes+ Mary B. working 24/7 Brainstorming the Frontal Lobes of the Brain and 1,001 other Invention Projects, cure TB + Cancers by adding of the Brain and 1,001 other Invention Projects, cure TB + Cancers by adding of the Brain and 1,001 other Invention Projects, cure TB + Cancers by adding of the Brain and 1,001 other Invention Projects, cure TB + Cancers by adding
something to the water H2O, how simple a invention, discovery is this?something to the water H2O, how simple a invention, discovery is this?something to the water H2O, how simple a invention, discovery is this?something to the water H2O, how simple a invention, discovery is this?

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to Faces of14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to Faces of14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to Faces of14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to Faces of HPV, STD Men arrested for giving some Over protected little girl a sexual HPV, STD Men arrested for giving some Over protected little girl a sexual HPV, STD Men arrested for giving some Over protected little girl a sexual HPV, STD Men arrested for giving some Over protected little girl a sexual
transmitted disease: New antitransmitted disease: New antitransmitted disease: New antitransmitted disease: New anti----drug campaign shows mug shots of addicts over ...drug campaign shows mug shots of addicts over ...drug campaign shows mug shots of addicts over ...drug campaign shows mug shots of addicts over ... Mug Shots of Key West Arrests needs some attention to  Mug Shots of Key West Arrests needs some attention to  Mug Shots of Key West Arrests needs some attention to  Mug Shots of Key West Arrests needs some attention to 
details and diseases ofdetails and diseases ofdetails and diseases ofdetails and diseases of the men arrested, as the Key West Police put on the blue gloves before anyone is the men arrested, as the Key West Police put on the blue gloves before anyone is the men arrested, as the Key West Police put on the blue gloves before anyone is the men arrested, as the Key West Police put on the blue gloves before anyone is arrested yet not even the cops  arrested yet not even the cops  arrested yet not even the cops  arrested yet not even the cops 
know what the arrested person disease is... drawknow what the arrested person disease is... drawknow what the arrested person disease is... drawknow what the arrested person disease is... draw attention to this!  attention to this!  attention to this!  attention to this! 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West 

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at14 Sheesh stand at14 Sheesh stand at14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West

3333----30303030----14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth14 Sheesh stand at attention, draw attention to the 1 Trillionth and 1 sunset in Key West  and 1 sunset in Key West  and 1 sunset in Key West  and 1 sunset in Key West 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key WestSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key WestSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key WestSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as14 as14 as14 as Greg flew into  Greg flew into  Greg flew into  Greg flew into 
Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West MedicalKey West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West MedicalKey West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West MedicalKey West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 
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Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical 

SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West  Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West  Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West  Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West 
Medical School on 3Medical School on 3Medical School on 3Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested +14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested +14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested +14 Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn!  convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn!  convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn!  convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for Breast B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for Breast B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for Breast B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for Breast Cancer!  Cancer!  Cancer!  Cancer! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... RIYADH... Mecca's $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... RIYADH... Mecca's $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... RIYADH... Mecca's $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... RIYADH... Mecca's $777 Trillion + Obama's end! Holocaust II, facing great uncertainty about a  + Obama's end! Holocaust II, facing great uncertainty about a  + Obama's end! Holocaust II, facing great uncertainty about a  + Obama's end! Holocaust II, facing great uncertainty about a 
diplomatic way outdiplomatic way outdiplomatic way outdiplomatic way out of the Ukraine crisis Hell, how do you get out of a "BP Oil" "Poison Gasoline of the Ukraine crisis Hell, how do you get out of a "BP Oil" "Poison Gasoline of the Ukraine crisis Hell, how do you get out of a "BP Oil" "Poison Gasoline of the Ukraine crisis Hell, how do you get out of a "BP Oil" "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Holocaust II? Blame the Jews  Exhaust" Holocaust II? Blame the Jews  Exhaust" Holocaust II? Blame the Jews  Exhaust" Holocaust II? Blame the Jews 
in Israel for wanting more settlements andin Israel for wanting more settlements andin Israel for wanting more settlements andin Israel for wanting more settlements and greed of wanting $ Trillions.... in Jew Banks $ grin!  greed of wanting $ Trillions.... in Jew Banks $ grin!  greed of wanting $ Trillions.... in Jew Banks $ grin!  greed of wanting $ Trillions.... in Jew Banks $ grin! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary14 Hero Mary B. will get... On 'Late' B. will get... On 'Late' B. will get... On 'Late' B. will get... On 'Late'----InInInIn----Life Virginity Loss, The Atlantic by Jon Fortenbury.Life Virginity Loss, The Atlantic by Jon Fortenbury.Life Virginity Loss, The Atlantic by Jon Fortenbury.Life Virginity Loss, The Atlantic by Jon Fortenbury. "Those who don't have sex during their  "Those who don't have sex during their  "Those who don't have sex during their  "Those who don't have sex during their 
teen years are in the minority, but theteen years are in the minority, but theteen years are in the minority, but theteen years are in the minority, but the reasons for reasons for reasons for reasons for————and effects ofand effects ofand effects ofand effects of————waiting differ for everyone." "Centers for Diseasewaiting differ for everyone." "Centers for Diseasewaiting differ for everyone." "Centers for Diseasewaiting differ for everyone." "Centers for Disease Control and  Control and  Control and  Control and 
Prevention, the average age Americans lose their virginitiesPrevention, the average age Americans lose their virginitiesPrevention, the average age Americans lose their virginitiesPrevention, the average age Americans lose their virginities (defined here as vaginal sexual intercourse) is 17.1 for both men and  (defined here as vaginal sexual intercourse) is 17.1 for both men and  (defined here as vaginal sexual intercourse) is 17.1 for both men and  (defined here as vaginal sexual intercourse) is 17.1 for both men and 
women. Thewomen. Thewomen. Thewomen. The CDC also reports that virgins make up 12.3 percent of females and 14.3 percent CDC also reports that virgins make up 12.3 percent of females and 14.3 percent CDC also reports that virgins make up 12.3 percent of females and 14.3 percent CDC also reports that virgins make up 12.3 percent of females and 14.3 percent of males aged 20 to 24. That number drops  of males aged 20 to 24. That number drops  of males aged 20 to 24. That number drops  of males aged 20 to 24. That number drops 
below 5 percent for both male andbelow 5 percent for both male andbelow 5 percent for both male andbelow 5 percent for both male and female virgins aged 25 to 29 and goes as low as 0.3 percent for virgins aged 40 female virgins aged 25 to 29 and goes as low as 0.3 percent for virgins aged 40 female virgins aged 25 to 29 and goes as low as 0.3 percent for virgins aged 40 female virgins aged 25 to 29 and goes as low as 0.3 percent for virgins aged 40 to 44." Failure as a  to 44." Failure as a  to 44." Failure as a  to 44." Failure as a 
writer is one thing but writing a Virgin article for thewriter is one thing but writing a Virgin article for thewriter is one thing but writing a Virgin article for thewriter is one thing but writing a Virgin article for the Atlantic that will give Todays Farrah Fawcett Anus Cancer, how many... I would Atlantic that will give Todays Farrah Fawcett Anus Cancer, how many... I would Atlantic that will give Todays Farrah Fawcett Anus Cancer, how many... I would Atlantic that will give Todays Farrah Fawcett Anus Cancer, how many... I would
guess 101 few Yaleguess 101 few Yaleguess 101 few Yaleguess 101 few Yale + Harvard coeds. And all the women at Yale + Harvard read the + Harvard coeds. And all the women at Yale + Harvard read the + Harvard coeds. And all the women at Yale + Harvard read the + Harvard coeds. And all the women at Yale + Harvard read the Atlantic... Hero Mary B. will try to get Jon  Atlantic... Hero Mary B. will try to get Jon  Atlantic... Hero Mary B. will try to get Jon  Atlantic... Hero Mary B. will try to get Jon 
Fortenbury fired for no HPV AnusFortenbury fired for no HPV AnusFortenbury fired for no HPV AnusFortenbury fired for no HPV Anus Cancer statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as The Cancer statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as The Cancer statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as The Cancer statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as The Atlantic did the opposite  Atlantic did the opposite  Atlantic did the opposite  Atlantic did the opposite 
of Prevention they gave a virgin "Anus Cancer" wow!of Prevention they gave a virgin "Anus Cancer" wow!of Prevention they gave a virgin "Anus Cancer" wow!of Prevention they gave a virgin "Anus Cancer" wow! Jon Fortenbury "Observers" can sent Jon email... about this!  Jon Fortenbury "Observers" can sent Jon email... about this!  Jon Fortenbury "Observers" can sent Jon email... about this!  Jon Fortenbury "Observers" can sent Jon email... about this! 

3333----29292929----14141414 Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movie Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movie Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movie Hero Mary B. will get... Oscar for Mary B's direction + production of the Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... $114 Hero Mary B. will get... $114 Hero Mary B. will get... $114 Hero Mary B. will get... $1 Trillion dollars profits a month is why... This Is Why Microsoft Is Charging You Trillion dollars profits a month is why... This Is Why Microsoft Is Charging You Trillion dollars profits a month is why... This Is Why Microsoft Is Charging You Trillion dollars profits a month is why... This Is Why Microsoft Is Charging You $99 A Year To Use  $99 A Year To Use  $99 A Year To Use  $99 A Year To Use 
Office For iPad. Bill + Melinda are "Bad People" who bought aOffice For iPad. Bill + Melinda are "Bad People" who bought aOffice For iPad. Bill + Melinda are "Bad People" who bought aOffice For iPad. Bill + Melinda are "Bad People" who bought a 2nd house in Mecca, not Key West!  2nd house in Mecca, not Key West!  2nd house in Mecca, not Key West!  2nd house in Mecca, not Key West! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... Libya14 Hero Mary B. will get... Libya14 Hero Mary B. will get... Libya14 Hero Mary B. will get... Libya poised to retake oil ports from rebels in move that could split... The poised to retake oil ports from rebels in move that could split... The poised to retake oil ports from rebels in move that could split... The poised to retake oil ports from rebels in move that could split... The Guardian Guardian Guardian Guardian
Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion from Libya Today!Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion from Libya Today!Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion from Libya Today!Navy must get a 10% kickback of the $777 Trillion from Libya Today!

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... McCain + Kerry ruined... Could Miley14 Hero Mary B. will get... McCain + Kerry ruined... Could Miley14 Hero Mary B. will get... McCain + Kerry ruined... Could Miley14 Hero Mary B. will get... McCain + Kerry ruined... Could Miley Cyrus really have ruined a little sick girl's day? That seems to  Cyrus really have ruined a little sick girl's day? That seems to  Cyrus really have ruined a little sick girl's day? That seems to  Cyrus really have ruined a little sick girl's day? That seems to 
have been thehave been thehave been thehave been the case, as she recently met with a brave 7 case, as she recently met with a brave 7 case, as she recently met with a brave 7 case, as she recently met with a brave 7----yearyearyearyear----old cancer patient named Mileyold cancer patient named Mileyold cancer patient named Mileyold cancer patient named Miley Hodge who is in the throes of a deadly  Hodge who is in the throes of a deadly  Hodge who is in the throes of a deadly  Hodge who is in the throes of a deadly 
fight with Stage IV Osteosarcoma. Herofight with Stage IV Osteosarcoma. Herofight with Stage IV Osteosarcoma. Herofight with Stage IV Osteosarcoma. Hero Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for Breast Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for Breast Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for Breast Mary B. will get... Greg + working 24/7 on the New Manhattan Project for Breast Cancer + Stage  Cancer + Stage  Cancer + Stage  Cancer + Stage 
IV Osteosarcoma, "McCain + Kerry" are "Bad People" little overIV Osteosarcoma, "McCain + Kerry" are "Bad People" little overIV Osteosarcoma, "McCain + Kerry" are "Bad People" little overIV Osteosarcoma, "McCain + Kerry" are "Bad People" little over protected girls should learn about ASAP! Pentagon Building will become  protected girls should learn about ASAP! Pentagon Building will become  protected girls should learn about ASAP! Pentagon Building will become  protected girls should learn about ASAP! Pentagon Building will become 
the Yalethe Yalethe Yalethe Yale Medical School Pentagon after the New French Revolution!  Medical School Pentagon after the New French Revolution!  Medical School Pentagon after the New French Revolution!  Medical School Pentagon after the New French Revolution! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero14 Hero14 Hero14 Hero Mary B. will get... Greg can't get into Starbucks in Key West at 7 am any more Mary B. will get... Greg can't get into Starbucks in Key West at 7 am any more Mary B. will get... Greg can't get into Starbucks in Key West at 7 am any more Mary B. will get... Greg can't get into Starbucks in Key West at 7 am any more so I bike around KW and all the cats are  so I bike around KW and all the cats are  so I bike around KW and all the cats are  so I bike around KW and all the cats are 
out. I Meow and pet the friendly cats,out. I Meow and pet the friendly cats,out. I Meow and pet the friendly cats,out. I Meow and pet the friendly cats, couple each morning. So I have to post this London story of cats and of course couple each morning. So I have to post this London story of cats and of course couple each morning. So I have to post this London story of cats and of course couple each morning. So I have to post this London story of cats and of course will work 24/7 on a  will work 24/7 on a  will work 24/7 on a  will work 24/7 on a 
Rx Overnight Cure for TB or Rx to put in the H2O that willRx Overnight Cure for TB or Rx to put in the H2O that willRx Overnight Cure for TB or Rx to put in the H2O that willRx Overnight Cure for TB or Rx to put in the H2O that will end the 1 million deaths in 2014, 2015 from TB. So here is the Cat Story from end the 1 million deaths in 2014, 2015 from TB. So here is the Cat Story from end the 1 million deaths in 2014, 2015 from TB. So here is the Cat Story from end the 1 million deaths in 2014, 2015 from TB. So here is the Cat Story from
London. LONDON) London. LONDON) London. LONDON) London. LONDON) ———— EnglandEnglandEnglandEngland’’’’s public health agency says two people have caughts public health agency says two people have caughts public health agency says two people have caughts public health agency says two people have caught tuberculosis from a pet cat, the first time the  tuberculosis from a pet cat, the first time the  tuberculosis from a pet cat, the first time the  tuberculosis from a pet cat, the first time the 
bacterial disease has beenbacterial disease has beenbacterial disease has beenbacterial disease has been documented to spread from cat to human. In a report published Thursday, Public documented to spread from cat to human. In a report published Thursday, Public documented to spread from cat to human. In a report published Thursday, Public documented to spread from cat to human. In a report published Thursday, Public Health England said it  Health England said it  Health England said it  Health England said it 
concluded TB samples taken from the cat and from twoconcluded TB samples taken from the cat and from twoconcluded TB samples taken from the cat and from twoconcluded TB samples taken from the cat and from two people in contact with the animal were  people in contact with the animal were  people in contact with the animal were  people in contact with the animal were ““““indistinguishableindistinguishableindistinguishableindistinguishable”””” and that the cat and that the cat and that the cat and that the cat 
waswaswaswas considered to be  considered to be  considered to be  considered to be ““““the likely source of infection.the likely source of infection.the likely source of infection.the likely source of infection.”””” Between December 2012 andBetween December 2012 andBetween December 2012 andBetween December 2012 and last April, veterinarians identified TB in nine pet  last April, veterinarians identified TB in nine pet  last April, veterinarians identified TB in nine pet  last April, veterinarians identified TB in nine pet 
cats in Berkshire andcats in Berkshire andcats in Berkshire andcats in Berkshire and Hampshire, west of London. Public Health England said the two people who caught Hampshire, west of London. Public Health England said the two people who caught Hampshire, west of London. Public Health England said the two people who caught Hampshire, west of London. Public Health England said the two people who caught TB were recovering and said  TB were recovering and said  TB were recovering and said  TB were recovering and said 
the risk of further spread from cats to humans isthe risk of further spread from cats to humans isthe risk of further spread from cats to humans isthe risk of further spread from cats to humans is very low. TB is a bacterial disease that kills more than 1 million people very low. TB is a bacterial disease that kills more than 1 million people very low. TB is a bacterial disease that kills more than 1 million people very low. TB is a bacterial disease that kills more than 1 million people annually  annually  annually  annually 
worldwide. worldwide. worldwide. worldwide. 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... $777 Trillion14 Hero Mary B. will get... $777 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia for Dr. Ruth W. Greenfield, + David Wolkowsky He confiscated from Saudi Arabia for Dr. Ruth W. Greenfield, + David Wolkowsky He confiscated from Saudi Arabia for Dr. Ruth W. Greenfield, + David Wolkowsky He confiscated from Saudi Arabia for Dr. Ruth W. Greenfield, + David Wolkowsky He is largely  is largely  is largely  is largely 
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responsible for the preservation of Key West and the prevention ofresponsible for the preservation of Key West and the prevention ofresponsible for the preservation of Key West and the prevention ofresponsible for the preservation of Key West and the prevention of high high high high----rise buildings on the island paradise. His grandfather, rise buildings on the island paradise. His grandfather, rise buildings on the island paradise. His grandfather, rise buildings on the island paradise. His grandfather, 
Abraham Wolkowsky,Abraham Wolkowsky,Abraham Wolkowsky,Abraham Wolkowsky, moved to Key West in the late 1880s and established a fine clothing store on moved to Key West in the late 1880s and established a fine clothing store on moved to Key West in the late 1880s and established a fine clothing store on moved to Key West in the late 1880s and established a fine clothing store on Duval Street. The late Edna  Duval Street. The late Edna  Duval Street. The late Edna  Duval Street. The late Edna 
Wolkowski was his sister. His other sister, Dr. RuthWolkowski was his sister. His other sister, Dr. RuthWolkowski was his sister. His other sister, Dr. RuthWolkowski was his sister. His other sister, Dr. Ruth W. Greenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Greg with W. Greenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Greg with W. Greenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Greg with W. Greenfield, is the prominent Miami musician and social activist, Greg with Mary  Mary  Mary  Mary 
B. gave Dr. Ruth one of my BDay Cards with the electricwindmillcar.comB. gave Dr. Ruth one of my BDay Cards with the electricwindmillcar.comB. gave Dr. Ruth one of my BDay Cards with the electricwindmillcar.comB. gave Dr. Ruth one of my BDay Cards with the electricwindmillcar.com address and I talked to Dr. Ruth about putting windmills on  address and I talked to Dr. Ruth about putting windmills on  address and I talked to Dr. Ruth about putting windmills on  address and I talked to Dr. Ruth about putting windmills on 
her Yacht witch Dr.her Yacht witch Dr.her Yacht witch Dr.her Yacht witch Dr. Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht. I told Dr. Ruth's husband I applied at David Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht. I told Dr. Ruth's husband I applied at David Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht. I told Dr. Ruth's husband I applied at David Ruth replied I don't have a Yacht. I told Dr. Ruth's husband I applied at David Wolkowsky's Westin Hotel several  Wolkowsky's Westin Hotel several  Wolkowsky's Westin Hotel several  Wolkowsky's Westin Hotel several 
times and asked if he could call and get me atimes and asked if he could call and get me atimes and asked if he could call and get me atimes and asked if he could call and get me a job as Bell Hop... never got a job at the Westin Hotel. Here is the Key West job as Bell Hop... never got a job at the Westin Hotel. Here is the Key West job as Bell Hop... never got a job at the Westin Hotel. Here is the Key West job as Bell Hop... never got a job at the Westin Hotel. Here is the Key West Citizen story I  Citizen story I  Citizen story I  Citizen story I 
just read + why I want to our Hero Mary B. to get $777 Trillionjust read + why I want to our Hero Mary B. to get $777 Trillionjust read + why I want to our Hero Mary B. to get $777 Trillionjust read + why I want to our Hero Mary B. to get $777 Trillion for... Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of  for... Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of  for... Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of  for... Samuel's House will hold its annual "Women of Integrity, Men of 
Valor"Valor"Valor"Valor" dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key West Resort and Marina, 245 Front dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key West Resort and Marina, 245 Front dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key West Resort and Marina, 245 Front dinner at 6:30 p.m. April 3 at the Westin Key West Resort and Marina, 245 Front St. The event is a major fundraising event for  St. The event is a major fundraising event for  St. The event is a major fundraising event for  St. The event is a major fundraising event for 
the 501(c)(3) nonprofit, whichthe 501(c)(3) nonprofit, whichthe 501(c)(3) nonprofit, whichthe 501(c)(3) nonprofit, which provides safe and sober temporary shelter for homeless women, and women with provides safe and sober temporary shelter for homeless women, and women with provides safe and sober temporary shelter for homeless women, and women with provides safe and sober temporary shelter for homeless women, and women with small children, as well  small children, as well  small children, as well  small children, as well 
as longer term housing for women and children, andas longer term housing for women and children, andas longer term housing for women and children, andas longer term housing for women and children, and intact families. As in years past, the fundraiser is being held to honor some of intact families. As in years past, the fundraiser is being held to honor some of intact families. As in years past, the fundraiser is being held to honor some of intact families. As in years past, the fundraiser is being held to honor some of
the local men and women whose philanthropic efforts have helped to make Key Westthe local men and women whose philanthropic efforts have helped to make Key Westthe local men and women whose philanthropic efforts have helped to make Key Westthe local men and women whose philanthropic efforts have helped to make Key West a better place for all its citizens. At the same time,  a better place for all its citizens. At the same time,  a better place for all its citizens. At the same time,  a better place for all its citizens. At the same time, 
the gathering is anthe gathering is anthe gathering is anthe gathering is an opportunity to raise funds by way of a large silent auction with hundreds of opportunity to raise funds by way of a large silent auction with hundreds of opportunity to raise funds by way of a large silent auction with hundreds of opportunity to raise funds by way of a large silent auction with hundreds of items to choose from. "After 14 years,  items to choose from. "After 14 years,  items to choose from. "After 14 years,  items to choose from. "After 14 years, 
in recognition of this event, we wouldin recognition of this event, we wouldin recognition of this event, we wouldin recognition of this event, we would like to say thank you to these honorees, who have given so much of themselves to like to say thank you to these honorees, who have given so much of themselves to like to say thank you to these honorees, who have given so much of themselves to like to say thank you to these honorees, who have given so much of themselves to our  our  our  our 
community," said Samuel's House Founder and Executive Director Elmira Leto.community," said Samuel's House Founder and Executive Director Elmira Leto.community," said Samuel's House Founder and Executive Director Elmira Leto.community," said Samuel's House Founder and Executive Director Elmira Leto. "We hope the community will come to salute their efforts  "We hope the community will come to salute their efforts  "We hope the community will come to salute their efforts  "We hope the community will come to salute their efforts 
as well." This year'sas well." This year'sas well." This year'sas well." This year's honorees, many of whom will be on hand for the occasion, include Christopher honorees, many of whom will be on hand for the occasion, include Christopher honorees, many of whom will be on hand for the occasion, include Christopher honorees, many of whom will be on hand for the occasion, include Christopher Elwell, for the arts category; John  Elwell, for the arts category; John  Elwell, for the arts category; John  Elwell, for the arts category; John 
Anderson, for children's advocate; EstrellaAnderson, for children's advocate; EstrellaAnderson, for children's advocate; EstrellaAnderson, for children's advocate; Estrella "Star" Norris, for children's health care; Carrie Grooms, for education; the "Star" Norris, for children's health care; Carrie Grooms, for education; the "Star" Norris, for children's health care; Carrie Grooms, for education; the "Star" Norris, for children's health care; Carrie Grooms, for education; the Rev. Darryl  Rev. Darryl  Rev. Darryl  Rev. Darryl 
Robinson, for faithRobinson, for faithRobinson, for faithRobinson, for faith----based services; Dr. Darel Pruett, humanitarian;based services; Dr. Darel Pruett, humanitarian;based services; Dr. Darel Pruett, humanitarian;based services; Dr. Darel Pruett, humanitarian; Chuck Brown, for overall community; Doria Goodrich, for  Chuck Brown, for overall community; Doria Goodrich, for  Chuck Brown, for overall community; Doria Goodrich, for  Chuck Brown, for overall community; Doria Goodrich, for 
philanthropy; Edward,philanthropy; Edward,philanthropy; Edward,philanthropy; Edward, Frank, and George Toppino, for philanthropy; and Robert Walker, posthumous. Frank, and George Toppino, for philanthropy; and Robert Walker, posthumous. Frank, and George Toppino, for philanthropy; and Robert Walker, posthumous. Frank, and George Toppino, for philanthropy; and Robert Walker, posthumous.

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... Key West Coast Guard got to the $77714 Hero Mary B. will get... Key West Coast Guard got to the $77714 Hero Mary B. will get... Key West Coast Guard got to the $77714 Hero Mary B. will get... Key West Coast Guard got to the $777 first before Samuel's House with... Official delivery of third new  first before Samuel's House with... Official delivery of third new  first before Samuel's House with... Official delivery of third new  first before Samuel's House with... Official delivery of third new 
Coast GuardCoast GuardCoast GuardCoast Guard cutter... Key West Citizen  cutter... Key West Citizen  cutter... Key West Citizen  cutter... Key West Citizen ---- Saturday, March 29, 2014... The Coast Guard became Saturday, March 29, 2014... The Coast Guard became Saturday, March 29, 2014... The Coast Guard became Saturday, March 29, 2014... The Coast Guard became the official owner of its newest cutter  the official owner of its newest cutter  the official owner of its newest cutter  the official owner of its newest cutter 
Friday morning as one of the highestFriday morning as one of the highestFriday morning as one of the highestFriday morning as one of the highest ranking civilians in that service signed the paperwork from the bridge of the ranking civilians in that service signed the paperwork from the bridge of the ranking civilians in that service signed the paperwork from the bridge of the ranking civilians in that service signed the paperwork from the bridge of the Fast Response  Fast Response  Fast Response  Fast Response 
Cutter... Coast Guard fast response to 19K women murdered by drunkCutter... Coast Guard fast response to 19K women murdered by drunkCutter... Coast Guard fast response to 19K women murdered by drunkCutter... Coast Guard fast response to 19K women murdered by drunk men in 2014 is a "War Crime!" wow!  men in 2014 is a "War Crime!" wow!  men in 2014 is a "War Crime!" wow!  men in 2014 is a "War Crime!" wow! 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get...14 Hero Mary B. will get...14 Hero Mary B. will get...14 Hero Mary B. will get...

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will14 Hero Mary B. will14 Hero Mary B. will14 Hero Mary B. will get...  get...  get...  get... 

3333----29292929----14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 14 Hero Mary B. will get... 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather14 Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather14 Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather14 Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather were four were four were four were four----star admirals in the U.S. Navy. Navy must get a 10% kickback of star admirals in the U.S. Navy. Navy must get a 10% kickback of star admirals in the U.S. Navy. Navy must get a 10% kickback of star admirals in the U.S. Navy. Navy must get a 10% kickback of 
thethethethe $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks!  $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks!  $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks!  $777 Trillion Mecca has in Swiss Banks! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... McCain14 Gas from Mecca... McCain14 Gas from Mecca... McCain14 Gas from Mecca... McCain institute and McCain's wife, Cindy McCain, recently released a study examining institute and McCain's wife, Cindy McCain, recently released a study examining institute and McCain's wife, Cindy McCain, recently released a study examining institute and McCain's wife, Cindy McCain, recently released a study examining sex sex sex sex----trafficking... Sex trafficking... Sex trafficking... Sex trafficking... Sex 
Slaves SWF in Mecca! Slaves SWF in Mecca! Slaves SWF in Mecca! Slaves SWF in Mecca! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from14 Gas from14 Gas from14 Gas from Mecca... Heroin in Massachusetts... heroin emergency, looks to anti Mecca... Heroin in Massachusetts... heroin emergency, looks to anti Mecca... Heroin in Massachusetts... heroin emergency, looks to anti Mecca... Heroin in Massachusetts... heroin emergency, looks to anti----overdoseoverdoseoverdoseoverdose drugs not yet invented by Greg + Mary B.  drugs not yet invented by Greg + Mary B.  drugs not yet invented by Greg + Mary B.  drugs not yet invented by Greg + Mary B. 
Mary Kennedy + Robert Kennedy Jr. didMary Kennedy + Robert Kennedy Jr. didMary Kennedy + Robert Kennedy Jr. didMary Kennedy + Robert Kennedy Jr. did heroin in Massachusetts for decades, decades ago... Heroin in Mecca, $1 Trillion heroin in Massachusetts for decades, decades ago... Heroin in Mecca, $1 Trillion heroin in Massachusetts for decades, decades ago... Heroin in Mecca, $1 Trillion heroin in Massachusetts for decades, decades ago... Heroin in Mecca, $1 Trillion spent on  spent on  spent on  spent on 
heroin, Navy wasted $77 Trillion on JFK Super Carriers, 15 of them andheroin, Navy wasted $77 Trillion on JFK Super Carriers, 15 of them andheroin, Navy wasted $77 Trillion on JFK Super Carriers, 15 of them andheroin, Navy wasted $77 Trillion on JFK Super Carriers, 15 of them and none with 10K windmills on their decks and H @  none with 10K windmills on their decks and H @  none with 10K windmills on their decks and H @  none with 10K windmills on their decks and H @ ----254 C below 254 C below 254 C below 254 C below 
decks! Hero Mary B.decks! Hero Mary B.decks! Hero Mary B.decks! Hero Mary B. will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in the will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in the will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in the will get Robert Kennedy Jr. arrested + convicted for the murder of Mary in the Kennedy Barn!  Kennedy Barn!  Kennedy Barn!  Kennedy Barn! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... SWF's in Mecca are14 Gas from Mecca... SWF's in Mecca are14 Gas from Mecca... SWF's in Mecca are14 Gas from Mecca... SWF's in Mecca are Classified by the McCain, who sits on the Senate Armed Services and Foreign Classified by the McCain, who sits on the Senate Armed Services and Foreign Classified by the McCain, who sits on the Senate Armed Services and Foreign Classified by the McCain, who sits on the Senate Armed Services and Foreign Relations  Relations  Relations  Relations 
committees as "Off Limits" for Google YouTube viewers outside ofcommittees as "Off Limits" for Google YouTube viewers outside ofcommittees as "Off Limits" for Google YouTube viewers outside ofcommittees as "Off Limits" for Google YouTube viewers outside of Mecca.  Mecca.  Mecca.  Mecca. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... McCain Institute, with offices in14 Gas from Mecca... McCain Institute, with offices in14 Gas from Mecca... McCain Institute, with offices in14 Gas from Mecca... McCain Institute, with offices in Washington, is among the newest.... Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's "$1 Trillion Rx Washington, is among the newest.... Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's "$1 Trillion Rx Washington, is among the newest.... Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's "$1 Trillion Rx Washington, is among the newest.... Dr Nancy Oppenheimer's "$1 Trillion Rx
Penicillin Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer New Manhattan Project" is suppressedPenicillin Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer New Manhattan Project" is suppressedPenicillin Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer New Manhattan Project" is suppressedPenicillin Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer New Manhattan Project" is suppressed by Mr. McCain and will haunt him when Cindy  by Mr. McCain and will haunt him when Cindy  by Mr. McCain and will haunt him when Cindy  by Mr. McCain and will haunt him when Cindy 
McCain gets Breast Cancer!McCain gets Breast Cancer!McCain gets Breast Cancer!McCain gets Breast Cancer!

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and14 Gas from Mecca... Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and14 Gas from Mecca... Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and14 Gas from Mecca... Gas from Mecca... McCain's father and grandfather were four grandfather were four grandfather were four grandfather were four----star admirals in the U.S. Navy... why would the star admirals in the U.S. Navy... why would the star admirals in the U.S. Navy... why would the star admirals in the U.S. Navy... why would the 
Navy giveNavy giveNavy giveNavy give Mecca $777 Trillion for a 10% cut? Kickback? Methane in Natural Gas cooking is Mecca $777 Trillion for a 10% cut? Kickback? Methane in Natural Gas cooking is Mecca $777 Trillion for a 10% cut? Kickback? Methane in Natural Gas cooking is Mecca $777 Trillion for a 10% cut? Kickback? Methane in Natural Gas cooking is poisonous... Did poisonous... Did poisonous... Did poisonous... Did McCain warn his wife and  McCain warn his wife and  McCain warn his wife and  McCain warn his wife and 
not your wives? not your wives? not your wives? not your wives? 

3333----28282828----14141414 London's Poison Gas, Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than London's Poison Gas, Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than London's Poison Gas, Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than London's Poison Gas, Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a  Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a  Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a  Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 
25% kickback of $777 Trillion!25% kickback of $777 Trillion!25% kickback of $777 Trillion!25% kickback of $777 Trillion!

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... SARAJEVO, Bosnia14 Gas from Mecca... SARAJEVO, Bosnia14 Gas from Mecca... SARAJEVO, Bosnia14 Gas from Mecca... SARAJEVO, Bosnia----Herzegovina Herzegovina Herzegovina Herzegovina ———— British Foreign Secretary William Hague and Hollywood star Angelina British Foreign Secretary William Hague and Hollywood star Angelina British Foreign Secretary William Hague and Hollywood star Angelina British Foreign Secretary William Hague and Hollywood star Angelina 
Jolie sayJolie sayJolie sayJolie say Bosnia Bosnia Bosnia Bosnia’’’’s decision to include prevention of sexual violence in military trainings decision to include prevention of sexual violence in military trainings decision to include prevention of sexual violence in military trainings decision to include prevention of sexual violence in military training is  is  is  is ““““groundbreakinggroundbreakinggroundbreakinggroundbreaking”””” and should become and should become and should become and should become 
standard for any armed forces serving instandard for any armed forces serving instandard for any armed forces serving instandard for any armed forces serving in U.N. peacekeeping missions... Poison Gasoline from Tanks and Army Trucks will U.N. peacekeeping missions... Poison Gasoline from Tanks and Army Trucks will U.N. peacekeeping missions... Poison Gasoline from Tanks and Army Trucks will U.N. peacekeeping missions... Poison Gasoline from Tanks and Army Trucks will give the  give the  give the  give the 
Bosnia women breast cancer, Angelina Jolie suppressed this comment onBosnia women breast cancer, Angelina Jolie suppressed this comment onBosnia women breast cancer, Angelina Jolie suppressed this comment onBosnia women breast cancer, Angelina Jolie suppressed this comment on her own, not on orders from the Pentagon! Angelina incest  her own, not on orders from the Pentagon! Angelina incest  her own, not on orders from the Pentagon! Angelina incest  her own, not on orders from the Pentagon! Angelina incest 
news is old news butnews is old news butnews is old news butnews is old news but new 12 year old brothers + sisters are starting incest today and this could lead new 12 year old brothers + sisters are starting incest today and this could lead new 12 year old brothers + sisters are starting incest today and this could lead new 12 year old brothers + sisters are starting incest today and this could lead to murder of the sister, not brother.  to murder of the sister, not brother.  to murder of the sister, not brother.  to murder of the sister, not brother. 
So Angelian should have mentioned this newSo Angelian should have mentioned this newSo Angelian should have mentioned this newSo Angelian should have mentioned this new incest story in the news... They say jealousy of Wyngarden, Gail's older brother incest story in the news... They say jealousy of Wyngarden, Gail's older brother incest story in the news... They say jealousy of Wyngarden, Gail's older brother incest story in the news... They say jealousy of Wyngarden, Gail's older brother
Wyngarden, killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. HeWyngarden, killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. HeWyngarden, killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. HeWyngarden, killed them out of jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. He killed his sister and her new husband as he could not  killed his sister and her new husband as he could not  killed his sister and her new husband as he could not  killed his sister and her new husband as he could not 
let his sister have sex!let his sister have sex!let his sister have sex!let his sister have sex! Gail and Rick Brink who were found murdered in their Park Township, Michigan. Gail and Rick Brink who were found murdered in their Park Township, Michigan. Gail and Rick Brink who were found murdered in their Park Township, Michigan. Gail and Rick Brink who were found murdered in their Park Township, Michigan. Gail, 22, and her husband  Gail, 22, and her husband  Gail, 22, and her husband  Gail, 22, and her husband 
Rick Brink, 28, were found murdered in their ParkRick Brink, 28, were found murdered in their ParkRick Brink, 28, were found murdered in their ParkRick Brink, 28, were found murdered in their Park Township home 26 years ago. Prosecutors say Gail's older brother killed them out Township home 26 years ago. Prosecutors say Gail's older brother killed them out Township home 26 years ago. Prosecutors say Gail's older brother killed them out Township home 26 years ago. Prosecutors say Gail's older brother killed them out of  of  of  of 
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jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. jealousy and to keep their sexual secrets safe. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Cisco installed "video conferencing14 Gas from Mecca... Cisco installed "video conferencing14 Gas from Mecca... Cisco installed "video conferencing14 Gas from Mecca... Cisco installed "video conferencing technology to help students conduct simulated crisis management  technology to help students conduct simulated crisis management  technology to help students conduct simulated crisis management  technology to help students conduct simulated crisis management 
exercises at theexercises at theexercises at theexercises at the McCain institute's facilities in Arizona and Washington, D.C., Not for the McCain institute's facilities in Arizona and Washington, D.C., Not for the McCain institute's facilities in Arizona and Washington, D.C., Not for the McCain institute's facilities in Arizona and Washington, D.C., Not for the Breast Cancer women in the Hospital in Key  Breast Cancer women in the Hospital in Key  Breast Cancer women in the Hospital in Key  Breast Cancer women in the Hospital in Key 
West! West! West! West! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from14 Gas from14 Gas from14 Gas from Mecca... Obama, Saudi King to Discuss Regional Issues... gas from Mecca! $777 Mecca... Obama, Saudi King to Discuss Regional Issues... gas from Mecca! $777 Mecca... Obama, Saudi King to Discuss Regional Issues... gas from Mecca! $777 Mecca... Obama, Saudi King to Discuss Regional Issues... gas from Mecca! $777 confiscated from the Saudi King for  confiscated from the Saudi King for  confiscated from the Saudi King for  confiscated from the Saudi King for 
free health care in the USA and salary forfree health care in the USA and salary forfree health care in the USA and salary forfree health care in the USA and salary for USA students at MIT, Yale, Harvard like the Saudi Students get from their King USA students at MIT, Yale, Harvard like the Saudi Students get from their King USA students at MIT, Yale, Harvard like the Saudi Students get from their King USA students at MIT, Yale, Harvard like the Saudi Students get from their King Today!  Today!  Today!  Today! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Teen boy charged for raping girl,14 Gas from Mecca... Teen boy charged for raping girl,14 Gas from Mecca... Teen boy charged for raping girl,14 Gas from Mecca... Teen boy charged for raping girl, 17, and having friend record attack... Verizon records all this and even  17, and having friend record attack... Verizon records all this and even  17, and having friend record attack... Verizon records all this and even  17, and having friend record attack... Verizon records all this and even 
thethethethe SWF's Sex Slaves in Mecca.  SWF's Sex Slaves in Mecca.  SWF's Sex Slaves in Mecca.  SWF's Sex Slaves in Mecca. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... UN rights council14 Gas from Mecca... UN rights council14 Gas from Mecca... UN rights council14 Gas from Mecca... UN rights council renews war crimes investigation in Syria. In the News Today when "Gas From Mecca renews war crimes investigation in Syria. In the News Today when "Gas From Mecca renews war crimes investigation in Syria. In the News Today when "Gas From Mecca renews war crimes investigation in Syria. In the News Today when "Gas From Mecca is  is  is  is 
Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! The UN must get more than the Navy's 10%Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! The UN must get more than the Navy's 10%Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! The UN must get more than the Navy's 10%Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! The UN must get more than the Navy's 10% kickback of $777 Trillion!  kickback of $777 Trillion!  kickback of $777 Trillion!  kickback of $777 Trillion! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Bangladesh Confronts the14 Gas from Mecca... Bangladesh Confronts the14 Gas from Mecca... Bangladesh Confronts the14 Gas from Mecca... Bangladesh Confronts the Consequences of 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillChevy coming off the assembly Consequences of 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillChevy coming off the assembly Consequences of 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillChevy coming off the assembly Consequences of 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillChevy coming off the assembly lines...  lines...  lines...  lines... 
LOST by Numb Nuts in Bangladesh taking a .01% kickback of $777LOST by Numb Nuts in Bangladesh taking a .01% kickback of $777LOST by Numb Nuts in Bangladesh taking a .01% kickback of $777LOST by Numb Nuts in Bangladesh taking a .01% kickback of $777 Trillion! To vacation in Aspen + Vail not Key West... grin.  Trillion! To vacation in Aspen + Vail not Key West... grin.  Trillion! To vacation in Aspen + Vail not Key West... grin.  Trillion! To vacation in Aspen + Vail not Key West... grin. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas14 Gas14 Gas14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America  from Mecca... Voice of America  from Mecca... Voice of America  from Mecca... Voice of America ---- """"Counterproductive" is what Russia is calling aCounterproductive" is what Russia is calling aCounterproductive" is what Russia is calling aCounterproductive" is what Russia is calling a United Nations resolution that refuses to  United Nations resolution that refuses to  United Nations resolution that refuses to  United Nations resolution that refuses to 
recognize its annexation of therecognize its annexation of therecognize its annexation of therecognize its annexation of the Crimean peninsula from Ukraine.  Crimean peninsula from Ukraine.  Crimean peninsula from Ukraine.  Crimean peninsula from Ukraine. 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America is14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America is14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America is14 Gas from Mecca... Voice of America is "Counterproductive" in a George Orwell Society getting its Gas from Mecca while "Counterproductive" in a George Orwell Society getting its Gas from Mecca while "Counterproductive" in a George Orwell Society getting its Gas from Mecca while "Counterproductive" in a George Orwell Society getting its Gas from Mecca while Voice of  Voice of  Voice of  Voice of 
America suppresses all news about the 1980 ModelAmerica suppresses all news about the 1980 ModelAmerica suppresses all news about the 1980 ModelAmerica suppresses all news about the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord... Escort  ElectricWindmillFord... Escort  ElectricWindmillFord... Escort  ElectricWindmillFord... Escort ---- Note 5 weeks today Greg has slept in his 1999Note 5 weeks today Greg has slept in his 1999Note 5 weeks today Greg has slept in his 1999Note 5 weeks today Greg has slept in his 1999 Ford  Ford  Ford  Ford 
Escort Wagon! 8 Weeks homeless in Key West since Victory Cushman andEscort Wagon! 8 Weeks homeless in Key West since Victory Cushman andEscort Wagon! 8 Weeks homeless in Key West since Victory Cushman andEscort Wagon! 8 Weeks homeless in Key West since Victory Cushman and Deborah Barrett evicted me for writ Deborah Barrett evicted me for writ Deborah Barrett evicted me for writ Deborah Barrett evicted me for writing + inventing as this is ing + inventing as this is ing + inventing as this is ing + inventing as this is 
not a job...not a job...not a job...not a job... gossip I heard the cat Teddy Kennedy Meow's outside the door to my old room... I gossip I heard the cat Teddy Kennedy Meow's outside the door to my old room... I gossip I heard the cat Teddy Kennedy Meow's outside the door to my old room... I gossip I heard the cat Teddy Kennedy Meow's outside the door to my old room... I will file a suit for torturing Teddy  will file a suit for torturing Teddy  will file a suit for torturing Teddy  will file a suit for torturing Teddy 
Kennedy the Cat... grin. Kennedy the Cat... grin. Kennedy the Cat... grin. Kennedy the Cat... grin. 

3333----28282828----14141414 Gas from Mecca... last (Medical Xpress)  Gas from Mecca... last (Medical Xpress)  Gas from Mecca... last (Medical Xpress)  Gas from Mecca... last (Medical Xpress) ———— Women who always or mostly eat organicWomen who always or mostly eat organicWomen who always or mostly eat organicWomen who always or mostly eat organic foods have the same likelihood of  foods have the same likelihood of  foods have the same likelihood of  foods have the same likelihood of 
developing cancer as women who eatdeveloping cancer as women who eatdeveloping cancer as women who eatdeveloping cancer as women who eat conventionally produced foods, according to an Oxford University study... London conventionally produced foods, according to an Oxford University study... London conventionally produced foods, according to an Oxford University study... London conventionally produced foods, according to an Oxford University study... London Poison Gas...  Poison Gas...  Poison Gas...  Poison Gas... 
"Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford study"Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford study"Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford study"Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford study above suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion!  above suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion!  above suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion!  above suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 Trillion! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas"14 Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas"14 Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas"14 Gas from Mecca... "Gas From Mecca is Poison Gas" worst than Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 worst than Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 worst than Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777 worst than Hitler's! Oxford study suppressed this for a 25% kickback of $777
Trillion! Trillion! Trillion! Trillion! 

3333----28282828----14 Gas from Mecca... methane from the Natural Gas14 Gas from Mecca... methane from the Natural Gas14 Gas from Mecca... methane from the Natural Gas14 Gas from Mecca... methane from the Natural Gas Commercial the women actress knows not to cook on a gas stove but promotes  Commercial the women actress knows not to cook on a gas stove but promotes  Commercial the women actress knows not to cook on a gas stove but promotes  Commercial the women actress knows not to cook on a gas stove but promotes 
itititit for your Mother's cooking of pancakes, deadly cooking with gas and its not from for your Mother's cooking of pancakes, deadly cooking with gas and its not from for your Mother's cooking of pancakes, deadly cooking with gas and its not from for your Mother's cooking of pancakes, deadly cooking with gas and its not from a gas leak but atoms of Methane mom breaths in  a gas leak but atoms of Methane mom breaths in  a gas leak but atoms of Methane mom breaths in  a gas leak but atoms of Methane mom breaths in 
cooking with gas. 1980 Presidentcooking with gas. 1980 Presidentcooking with gas. 1980 Presidentcooking with gas. 1980 President of the USA knew this and let moms die year after year... wow!  of the USA knew this and let moms die year after year... wow!  of the USA knew this and let moms die year after year... wow!  of the USA knew this and let moms die year after year... wow! 

3333----28282828----14141414 Mom cooking pancakes on a gas stove will get cancer and die and Obama has known Mom cooking pancakes on a gas stove will get cancer and die and Obama has known Mom cooking pancakes on a gas stove will get cancer and die and Obama has known Mom cooking pancakes on a gas stove will get cancer and die and Obama has known this for years and years, yet today  this for years and years, yet today  this for years and years, yet today  this for years and years, yet today 
Washington put it in the news. WASHINGTON Washington put it in the news. WASHINGTON Washington put it in the news. WASHINGTON Washington put it in the news. WASHINGTON ---- The Obama administration on Friday announced a strategy to start slashingThe Obama administration on Friday announced a strategy to start slashingThe Obama administration on Friday announced a strategy to start slashingThe Obama administration on Friday announced a strategy to start slashing emissions  emissions  emissions  emissions 
of methane, a powerful greenhouse gas released by landfills, cattleof methane, a powerful greenhouse gas released by landfills, cattleof methane, a powerful greenhouse gas released by landfills, cattleof methane, a powerful greenhouse gas released by landfills, cattle and leaks from oil and natural gas production.  and leaks from oil and natural gas production.  and leaks from oil and natural gas production.  and leaks from oil and natural gas production. 

3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca! 

3333----27272727----14 Latin of the seven14 Latin of the seven14 Latin of the seven14 Latin of the seven deadly sins: superbia, avaritia, luxuria, invidia, gula, ira, acedia... Latin at deadly sins: superbia, avaritia, luxuria, invidia, gula, ira, acedia... Latin at deadly sins: superbia, avaritia, luxuria, invidia, gula, ira, acedia... Latin at deadly sins: superbia, avaritia, luxuria, invidia, gula, ira, acedia... Latin at the top of Greg's web is for the  the top of Greg's web is for the  the top of Greg's web is for the  the top of Greg's web is for the 
George Orwell Top Brass in Rome Today...George Orwell Top Brass in Rome Today...George Orwell Top Brass in Rome Today...George Orwell Top Brass in Rome Today... Comprehension IQ.  Comprehension IQ.  Comprehension IQ.  Comprehension IQ. 

3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca! 

3333----27272727----14 Can the Supreme Court14 Can the Supreme Court14 Can the Supreme Court14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? by Emma Green in the Atlantic... No, Scalia is mad as Hell Understand a Soul? by Emma Green in the Atlantic... No, Scalia is mad as Hell Understand a Soul? by Emma Green in the Atlantic... No, Scalia is mad as Hell Understand a Soul? by Emma Green in the Atlantic... No, Scalia is mad as Hell God will not make  God will not make  God will not make  God will not make 
"Contact" he "Spits at God" by killing 7 million more than"Contact" he "Spits at God" by killing 7 million more than"Contact" he "Spits at God" by killing 7 million more than"Contact" he "Spits at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and childhood  Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and childhood  Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and childhood  Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and childhood 
cancers...cancers...cancers...cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!  to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!  to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!  to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia! 

3333----27272727----14 Scalia is a "Cop Killer!" as Scalia + the other14 Scalia is a "Cop Killer!" as Scalia + the other14 Scalia is a "Cop Killer!" as Scalia + the other14 Scalia is a "Cop Killer!" as Scalia + the other Justices are suppressing "Dash Cams" in all cars, with mic + speaker... so the Justices are suppressing "Dash Cams" in all cars, with mic + speaker... so the Justices are suppressing "Dash Cams" in all cars, with mic + speaker... so the Justices are suppressing "Dash Cams" in all cars, with mic + speaker... so the cops  cops  cops  cops 
with the flashing lights on or off can "Observe" you in your car and recordwith the flashing lights on or off can "Observe" you in your car and recordwith the flashing lights on or off can "Observe" you in your car and recordwith the flashing lights on or off can "Observe" you in your car and record video and audio. Scalia has gotten 1,001 cops killed world  video and audio. Scalia has gotten 1,001 cops killed world  video and audio. Scalia has gotten 1,001 cops killed world  video and audio. Scalia has gotten 1,001 cops killed world 
wide, as this is awide, as this is awide, as this is awide, as this is a world wide Invention I got several years ago! "Stop and Frisk Didn't Make New world wide Invention I got several years ago! "Stop and Frisk Didn't Make New world wide Invention I got several years ago! "Stop and Frisk Didn't Make New world wide Invention I got several years ago! "Stop and Frisk Didn't Make New York Safer" another article by Donald  York Safer" another article by Donald  York Safer" another article by Donald  York Safer" another article by Donald 
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Braman at the Atlantic when Braman knowsBraman at the Atlantic when Braman knowsBraman at the Atlantic when Braman knowsBraman at the Atlantic when Braman knows about the suppression of "Dash Cams" invented by Greg, yet the Atlantic writes a about the suppression of "Dash Cams" invented by Greg, yet the Atlantic writes a about the suppression of "Dash Cams" invented by Greg, yet the Atlantic writes a about the suppression of "Dash Cams" invented by Greg, yet the Atlantic writes a Scam  Scam  Scam  Scam 
Story and refuses to leak the "Life Saving Dash Cam Invention" wow!Story and refuses to leak the "Life Saving Dash Cam Invention" wow!Story and refuses to leak the "Life Saving Dash Cam Invention" wow!Story and refuses to leak the "Life Saving Dash Cam Invention" wow!

3333----27272727----14 $8 NY Times to not read "Cops Killed by NY Times..." The14 $8 NY Times to not read "Cops Killed by NY Times..." The14 $8 NY Times to not read "Cops Killed by NY Times..." The14 $8 NY Times to not read "Cops Killed by NY Times..." The Atlantic is worst than the NY Times... in getting Cops Killed... wow! New Atlantic is worst than the NY Times... in getting Cops Killed... wow! New Atlantic is worst than the NY Times... in getting Cops Killed... wow! New Atlantic is worst than the NY Times... in getting Cops Killed... wow! New
$8$8$8$8----perperperper----month 'NYT Now' subscription will debut first on Apple's iPhone... Themonth 'NYT Now' subscription will debut first on Apple's iPhone... Themonth 'NYT Now' subscription will debut first on Apple's iPhone... Themonth 'NYT Now' subscription will debut first on Apple's iPhone... The New York Times announced on Wednesday that it will  New York Times announced on Wednesday that it will  New York Times announced on Wednesday that it will  New York Times announced on Wednesday that it will 
expand its digitalexpand its digitalexpand its digitalexpand its digital subscription offerings in the coming months, starting with a subscription offerings in the coming months, starting with a subscription offerings in the coming months, starting with a subscription offerings in the coming months, starting with a "core" package "core" package "core" package "core" package dubbed "NYT Now" targeted at light  dubbed "NYT Now" targeted at light  dubbed "NYT Now" targeted at light  dubbed "NYT Now" targeted at light 
readers, and it will debut exclusively onreaders, and it will debut exclusively onreaders, and it will debut exclusively onreaders, and it will debut exclusively on Apple's iPhone on April 2, 2014. NY Times Headlines for April 3, 2014, Apple's iPhone on April 2, 2014. NY Times Headlines for April 3, 2014, Apple's iPhone on April 2, 2014. NY Times Headlines for April 3, 2014, Apple's iPhone on April 2, 2014. NY Times Headlines for April 3, 2014, government to move all  government to move all  government to move all  government to move all 
Post Office Mail Deliver to Apple's iPhone... transfer 1Post Office Mail Deliver to Apple's iPhone... transfer 1Post Office Mail Deliver to Apple's iPhone... transfer 1Post Office Mail Deliver to Apple's iPhone... transfer 1 million Post Office workers to GM + Ford assembly lines on the 2015 million Post Office workers to GM + Ford assembly lines on the 2015 million Post Office workers to GM + Ford assembly lines on the 2015 million Post Office workers to GM + Ford assembly lines on the 2015
ElectricWindmillCar installed the "Police Dash Cam" wow! ElectricWindmillCar installed the "Police Dash Cam" wow! ElectricWindmillCar installed the "Police Dash Cam" wow! ElectricWindmillCar installed the "Police Dash Cam" wow! 

3333----27272727----14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? "A14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? "A14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? "A14 Can the Supreme Court Understand a Soul? "A Invention?" Women are God's best Invention just ask Mary B. + Greg!  Invention?" Women are God's best Invention just ask Mary B. + Greg!  Invention?" Women are God's best Invention just ask Mary B. + Greg!  Invention?" Women are God's best Invention just ask Mary B. + Greg! 

3333----27272727----14 Greg the 1980 inventor of the ElectricWindmillChevy14 Greg the 1980 inventor of the ElectricWindmillChevy14 Greg the 1980 inventor of the ElectricWindmillChevy14 Greg the 1980 inventor of the ElectricWindmillChevy would add 1 "Star," not a Pope or President but Alpha Proxmire 4.2 Light  would add 1 "Star," not a Pope or President but Alpha Proxmire 4.2 Light  would add 1 "Star," not a Pope or President but Alpha Proxmire 4.2 Light  would add 1 "Star," not a Pope or President but Alpha Proxmire 4.2 Light 
YearsYearsYearsYears and the way it burns H, it will shine for 4 Trillion more years, I really don't and the way it burns H, it will shine for 4 Trillion more years, I really don't and the way it burns H, it will shine for 4 Trillion more years, I really don't and the way it burns H, it will shine for 4 Trillion more years, I really don't think George Orwell Observers World Wide have a  think George Orwell Observers World Wide have a  think George Orwell Observers World Wide have a  think George Orwell Observers World Wide have a 
high IQ on "Reading" between thehigh IQ on "Reading" between thehigh IQ on "Reading" between thehigh IQ on "Reading" between the lines comprehension on this "Miracle" to burn H2O for the next 4 trillion years lines comprehension on this "Miracle" to burn H2O for the next 4 trillion years lines comprehension on this "Miracle" to burn H2O for the next 4 trillion years lines comprehension on this "Miracle" to burn H2O for the next 4 trillion years and if I could I  and if I could I  and if I could I  and if I could I 
would write how the "Little Star" burns H... order used by Popewould write how the "Little Star" burns H... order used by Popewould write how the "Little Star" burns H... order used by Popewould write how the "Little Star" burns H... order used by Pope Gregory, and repeated by Dante Alighieri (1265 Gregory, and repeated by Dante Alighieri (1265 Gregory, and repeated by Dante Alighieri (1265 Gregory, and repeated by Dante Alighieri (1265----1321) centuries later in 1321) centuries later in 1321) centuries later in 1321) centuries later in 
his epichis epichis epichis epic poem The Divine Comedy, the seven deadly sins are as follows: poem The Divine Comedy, the seven deadly sins are as follows: poem The Divine Comedy, the seven deadly sins are as follows: poem The Divine Comedy, the seven deadly sins are as follows:

1.luxuria1.luxuria1.luxuria1.luxuria (lechery/lust)  (lechery/lust)  (lechery/lust)  (lechery/lust) 

2.gula (gluttony) 2.gula (gluttony) 2.gula (gluttony) 2.gula (gluttony) 

3.avaritia (avarice/greed)3.avaritia (avarice/greed)3.avaritia (avarice/greed)3.avaritia (avarice/greed)

4.acedia (sloth/discouragement)4.acedia (sloth/discouragement)4.acedia (sloth/discouragement)4.acedia (sloth/discouragement)

5.ira (wrath)5.ira (wrath)5.ira (wrath)5.ira (wrath)

6.invidia6.invidia6.invidia6.invidia (envy) (envy) (envy) (envy)

7.superbia (pride) 7.superbia (pride) 7.superbia (pride) 7.superbia (pride) 

3333----27272727----14 ROME14 ROME14 ROME14 ROME----President Obama joinedPresident Obama joinedPresident Obama joinedPresident Obama joined Pope Francis on Thursday at the Vatican, a meeting of two world figures with Pope Francis on Thursday at the Vatican, a meeting of two world figures with Pope Francis on Thursday at the Vatican, a meeting of two world figures with Pope Francis on Thursday at the Vatican, a meeting of two world figures with radically  radically  radically  radically 
different politics but a shared concern that the global economy isdifferent politics but a shared concern that the global economy isdifferent politics but a shared concern that the global economy isdifferent politics but a shared concern that the global economy is dangerously dividing rich and poor.  dangerously dividing rich and poor.  dangerously dividing rich and poor.  dangerously dividing rich and poor. 

3333----27272727----14 ROME14 ROME14 ROME14 ROME----President Obama joinedPresident Obama joinedPresident Obama joinedPresident Obama joined Pope Francis...  Pope Francis...  Pope Francis...  Pope Francis... 

3333----27272727----14 Egypt General who just did the coup on the14 Egypt General who just did the coup on the14 Egypt General who just did the coup on the14 Egypt General who just did the coup on the Moslems will hang 524 of them... no mention of the 19K SWF who will be murdered Moslems will hang 524 of them... no mention of the 19K SWF who will be murdered Moslems will hang 524 of them... no mention of the 19K SWF who will be murdered Moslems will hang 524 of them... no mention of the 19K SWF who will be murdered
in 2014 by drunk men in the USA in the Egypt NBC Nightly News or China... Chinain 2014 by drunk men in the USA in the Egypt NBC Nightly News or China... Chinain 2014 by drunk men in the USA in the Egypt NBC Nightly News or China... Chinain 2014 by drunk men in the USA in the Egypt NBC Nightly News or China... China defends death penalty after report. Updated: 21:00,  defends death penalty after report. Updated: 21:00,  defends death penalty after report. Updated: 21:00,  defends death penalty after report. Updated: 21:00, 
Thursday March 27, 2014.Thursday March 27, 2014.Thursday March 27, 2014.Thursday March 27, 2014. China defends death penalty after report. China has defended the death penalty China defends death penalty after report. China has defended the death penalty China defends death penalty after report. China has defended the death penalty China defends death penalty after report. China has defended the death penalty as a traditional deterrent,  as a traditional deterrent,  as a traditional deterrent,  as a traditional deterrent, 
after a report said its annual executions has againafter a report said its annual executions has againafter a report said its annual executions has againafter a report said its annual executions has again far exceeded ... 19K SWF in the USA I would guess SCF's murdered in China in far exceeded ... 19K SWF in the USA I would guess SCF's murdered in China in far exceeded ... 19K SWF in the USA I would guess SCF's murdered in China in far exceeded ... 19K SWF in the USA I would guess SCF's murdered in China in 2014  2014  2014  2014 
will be 190,000 by "sober mad men!" Chinese "Observers" who read Gregs webwill be 190,000 by "sober mad men!" Chinese "Observers" who read Gregs webwill be 190,000 by "sober mad men!" Chinese "Observers" who read Gregs webwill be 190,000 by "sober mad men!" Chinese "Observers" who read Gregs web page will comment about this I hope... just to save the life of  page will comment about this I hope... just to save the life of  page will comment about this I hope... just to save the life of  page will comment about this I hope... just to save the life of 
a Chinese women,a Chinese women,a Chinese women,a Chinese women, one upmanship on USA Top Brass who will let 100 kids die left in hot cars in the one upmanship on USA Top Brass who will let 100 kids die left in hot cars in the one upmanship on USA Top Brass who will let 100 kids die left in hot cars in the one upmanship on USA Top Brass who will let 100 kids die left in hot cars in the Summer of 2014, another statistic  Summer of 2014, another statistic  Summer of 2014, another statistic  Summer of 2014, another statistic 
that will not be on the front page of the NYthat will not be on the front page of the NYthat will not be on the front page of the NYthat will not be on the front page of the NY Times this Summer! 3 Times this Summer! 3 Times this Summer! 3 Times this Summer! 3----27272727----14 China Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell14 China Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell14 China Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell14 China Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell PO Box  PO Box  PO Box  PO Box 
214 Key West, Fl 33041 for Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook214 Key West, Fl 33041 for Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook214 Key West, Fl 33041 for Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook214 Key West, Fl 33041 for Gregs "1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA + China" 1,001  Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA + China" 1,001  Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA + China" 1,001  Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA + China" 1,001 
InventionInventionInventionInvention Projects preinstalled with links to get you started.  Projects preinstalled with links to get you started.  Projects preinstalled with links to get you started.  Projects preinstalled with links to get you started. 

3333----27272727----14 Husbands +14 Husbands +14 Husbands +14 Husbands + Wives conversations will change to Brainstorming Invention Projects, 90% of the Wives conversations will change to Brainstorming Invention Projects, 90% of the Wives conversations will change to Brainstorming Invention Projects, 90% of the Wives conversations will change to Brainstorming Invention Projects, 90% of the time, and only 10% of the time for  time, and only 10% of the time for  time, and only 10% of the time for  time, and only 10% of the time for 
"Domestic Conversations" this will save the"Domestic Conversations" this will save the"Domestic Conversations" this will save the"Domestic Conversations" this will save the lives of 19K SWF and unknown SCW... save her life send Cash or Check to greg... lives of 19K SWF and unknown SCW... save her life send Cash or Check to greg... lives of 19K SWF and unknown SCW... save her life send Cash or Check to greg... lives of 19K SWF and unknown SCW... save her life send Cash or Check to greg... and the  and the  and the  and the 
iPhone007s with defibrillation leads is about the only way MD's williPhone007s with defibrillation leads is about the only way MD's williPhone007s with defibrillation leads is about the only way MD's williPhone007s with defibrillation leads is about the only way MD's will invent a 100% save your life from Cardiac Arrest... as for the  invent a 100% save your life from Cardiac Arrest... as for the  invent a 100% save your life from Cardiac Arrest... as for the  invent a 100% save your life from Cardiac Arrest... as for the 
"Arrest" of Marlo"Arrest" of Marlo"Arrest" of Marlo"Arrest" of Marlo Thomas... God will arrest her and send her to Hell. St. Jude Medical, having Thomas... God will arrest her and send her to Hell. St. Jude Medical, having Thomas... God will arrest her and send her to Hell. St. Jude Medical, having Thomas... God will arrest her and send her to Hell. St. Jude Medical, having received approval in U.S., Europe, and  received approval in U.S., Europe, and  received approval in U.S., Europe, and  received approval in U.S., Europe, and 
other markets, is releasing its newother markets, is releasing its newother markets, is releasing its newother markets, is releasing its new high high high high----voltage Optisure defibrillation lead. The device is based on the companyvoltage Optisure defibrillation lead. The device is based on the companyvoltage Optisure defibrillation lead. The device is based on the companyvoltage Optisure defibrillation lead. The device is based on the company’’’’ssss Durata lead, but  Durata lead, but  Durata lead, but  Durata lead, but 
with extra insulation at the proximal end of the lead. Itwith extra insulation at the proximal end of the lead. Itwith extra insulation at the proximal end of the lead. Itwith extra insulation at the proximal end of the lead. It’’’’ssss compatible with all St. Jude Medical implantable cardioverter defibrillators compatible with all St. Jude Medical implantable cardioverter defibrillators compatible with all St. Jude Medical implantable cardioverter defibrillators compatible with all St. Jude Medical implantable cardioverter defibrillators
(ICD) and cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillators (ICD) and cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillators (ICD) and cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillators (ICD) and cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillators 

3333----27272727----14 1,00114 1,00114 1,00114 1,001 Invention Projects Movie by Mary B. will have "Interstel Invention Projects Movie by Mary B. will have "Interstel Invention Projects Movie by Mary B. will have "Interstel Invention Projects Movie by Mary B. will have "Interstellar" Shuttle's with alar" Shuttle's with alar" Shuttle's with alar" Shuttle's with a Gravity Engine and links SF one's how it was  Gravity Engine and links SF one's how it was  Gravity Engine and links SF one's how it was  Gravity Engine and links SF one's how it was 
invented... Matthew McConaughey ininvented... Matthew McConaughey ininvented... Matthew McConaughey ininvented... Matthew McConaughey in his new movie Interstellar. Little is known about the plot, except that it's set his new movie Interstellar. Little is known about the plot, except that it's set his new movie Interstellar. Little is known about the plot, except that it's set his new movie Interstellar. Little is known about the plot, except that it's set in the near future  in the near future  in the near future  in the near future 
where corn has become the only growable crop in the world.where corn has become the only growable crop in the world.where corn has become the only growable crop in the world.where corn has become the only growable crop in the world. The movie "chronicles the adventures of a group of explorers who make use  The movie "chronicles the adventures of a group of explorers who make use  The movie "chronicles the adventures of a group of explorers who make use  The movie "chronicles the adventures of a group of explorers who make use 
of aof aof aof a newly discovered wormhole to surpass the limitations on human space travel and newly discovered wormhole to surpass the limitations on human space travel and newly discovered wormhole to surpass the limitations on human space travel and newly discovered wormhole to surpass the limitations on human space travel and conquer the vast distances involved in an  conquer the vast distances involved in an  conquer the vast distances involved in an  conquer the vast distances involved in an 
interstellar voyage," reads theinterstellar voyage," reads theinterstellar voyage," reads theinterstellar voyage," reads the official synopsis. Interstellar, which also stars Anne Hathaway, Matt Damon and official synopsis. Interstellar, which also stars Anne Hathaway, Matt Damon and official synopsis. Interstellar, which also stars Anne Hathaway, Matt Damon and official synopsis. Interstellar, which also stars Anne Hathaway, Matt Damon and Jessica Chastain, is  Jessica Chastain, is  Jessica Chastain, is  Jessica Chastain, is 
released on 7th November. Interstellar, which the directorreleased on 7th November. Interstellar, which the directorreleased on 7th November. Interstellar, which the directorreleased on 7th November. Interstellar, which the director has kept shrouded in secrecy, is Nolan's first movie based on an original has kept shrouded in secrecy, is Nolan's first movie based on an original has kept shrouded in secrecy, is Nolan's first movie based on an original has kept shrouded in secrecy, is Nolan's first movie based on an original
concept since 2010 hit Inception, with his time taken up in between on the Theconcept since 2010 hit Inception, with his time taken up in between on the Theconcept since 2010 hit Inception, with his time taken up in between on the Theconcept since 2010 hit Inception, with his time taken up in between on the The Dark Knight franchise. This "Interstellar" movie... needs  Dark Knight franchise. This "Interstellar" movie... needs  Dark Knight franchise. This "Interstellar" movie... needs  Dark Knight franchise. This "Interstellar" movie... needs 
to be rewritten forto be rewritten forto be rewritten forto be rewritten for the Gravity Engine... "Wormhole" "StarGate" invention... grin!  the Gravity Engine... "Wormhole" "StarGate" invention... grin!  the Gravity Engine... "Wormhole" "StarGate" invention... grin!  the Gravity Engine... "Wormhole" "StarGate" invention... grin! 

3333----27272727----14141414 Put this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel... in novel physiological data Put this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel... in novel physiological data Put this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel... in novel physiological data Put this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel... in novel physiological data gathering applications. The ECG  gathering applications. The ECG  gathering applications. The ECG  gathering applications. The ECG 
(electrocardiography) component provides a(electrocardiography) component provides a(electrocardiography) component provides a(electrocardiography) component provides a five five five five----wire, fourwire, fourwire, fourwire, four----channel signal for measuring bipolar limb and any of the V1 channel signal for measuring bipolar limb and any of the V1 channel signal for measuring bipolar limb and any of the V1 channel signal for measuring bipolar limb and any of the V1 –––– V6V6V6V6 chest  chest  chest  chest 
placements. The same device also does two channel EMG (electromyography)placements. The same device also does two channel EMG (electromyography)placements. The same device also does two channel EMG (electromyography)placements. The same device also does two channel EMG (electromyography) using a common reference electrode. MD wife for  using a common reference electrode. MD wife for  using a common reference electrode. MD wife for  using a common reference electrode. MD wife for 
Hemingway would have given theHemingway would have given theHemingway would have given theHemingway would have given the world a Medical Novel!  world a Medical Novel!  world a Medical Novel!  world a Medical Novel! 

3333----27272727----14 L'Wren Scott leaves entire estate to Mick14 L'Wren Scott leaves entire estate to Mick14 L'Wren Scott leaves entire estate to Mick14 L'Wren Scott leaves entire estate to Mick Jagger... Greg + Mary B... too.  Jagger... Greg + Mary B... too.  Jagger... Greg + Mary B... too.  Jagger... Greg + Mary B... too. 

3333----27272727----14 India declared polio14 India declared polio14 India declared polio14 India declared polio----free, butfree, butfree, butfree, but global risks persist...The World Health Organisation News.  global risks persist...The World Health Organisation News.  global risks persist...The World Health Organisation News.  global risks persist...The World Health Organisation News. 

3333----27272727----14 USA,14 USA,14 USA,14 USA, Israel, Russia, China, India declared Breast Cancer Free, but global risks Israel, Russia, China, India declared Breast Cancer Free, but global risks Israel, Russia, China, India declared Breast Cancer Free, but global risks Israel, Russia, China, India declared Breast Cancer Free, but global risks persist...The World Health Organisation News.  persist...The World Health Organisation News.  persist...The World Health Organisation News.  persist...The World Health Organisation News. 
WHO MD's need to write a iPhoneWHO MD's need to write a iPhoneWHO MD's need to write a iPhoneWHO MD's need to write a iPhone app for brainstorming, thinking about how to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight app for brainstorming, thinking about how to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight app for brainstorming, thinking about how to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight app for brainstorming, thinking about how to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Miracle Cure for Breast  Miracle Cure for Breast  Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer when you are stuck in a traffic jam in NJ...Cancer when you are stuck in a traffic jam in NJ...Cancer when you are stuck in a traffic jam in NJ...Cancer when you are stuck in a traffic jam in NJ... Moscow! Smartphone App Beeps When You Near a Bar... University of Wisconsin Moscow! Smartphone App Beeps When You Near a Bar... University of Wisconsin Moscow! Smartphone App Beeps When You Near a Bar... University of Wisconsin Moscow! Smartphone App Beeps When You Near a Bar... University of Wisconsin
Madison researchers have designed a smartphone app that aims to preventMadison researchers have designed a smartphone app that aims to preventMadison researchers have designed a smartphone app that aims to preventMadison researchers have designed a smartphone app that aims to prevent alcoholics and drug addicts from relapsing. Moscow can  alcoholics and drug addicts from relapsing. Moscow can  alcoholics and drug addicts from relapsing. Moscow can  alcoholics and drug addicts from relapsing. Moscow can 
put it in the water...put it in the water...put it in the water...put it in the water... make Vodka taste like Hell... E make Vodka taste like Hell... E make Vodka taste like Hell... E make Vodka taste like Hell... E----Z invention they will never work on!Z invention they will never work on!Z invention they will never work on!Z invention they will never work on!
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3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca! 

3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca! is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca! is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca! is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!

Pope Pope Pope Pope ---- Obama Obama Obama Obama ---- Scalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" soScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" soScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" soScalia are mad as Hell God will not make "Contact" so they "Spit at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with  they "Spit at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with  they "Spit at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with  they "Spit at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with 
Poison GasolinePoison GasolinePoison GasolinePoison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and childhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Exhaust via birth defects and childhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Exhaust via birth defects and childhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Exhaust via birth defects and childhood cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this,  Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this,  Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this,  Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this, 
Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II bySnowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II bySnowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II bySnowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!  Scalia!  Scalia!  Scalia! 

Pope Pope Pope Pope ---- Obama Obama Obama Obama ---- Scalia are mad as Hell God will not Scalia are mad as Hell God will not Scalia are mad as Hell God will not Scalia are mad as Hell God will not 

make "Contact" so theymake "Contact" so theymake "Contact" so theymake "Contact" so they "Spit at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust "Spit at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust "Spit at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust "Spit at God" by killing 7 million more than Hitler with Poison Gasoline Exhaust via birth defects and childhood  via birth defects and childhood  via birth defects and childhood  via birth defects and childhood 
cancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlocancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlocancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlocancers... Saint Jude Childrens Hospital Marlo Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia! Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia! Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia! Thomas will not LEAK this, Snowden refuses to leak the Holocaust II by Scalia!

3333----27272727----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of GM on 9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  9/11... for using gas from Mecca!  9/11... for using gas from Mecca! 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin' That GM May Have Committed On Chevy Cobalt and the Chevy now The 'Cardinal Sin' That GM May Have Committed On Chevy Cobalt and the Chevy now The 'Cardinal Sin' That GM May Have Committed On Chevy Cobalt and the Chevy now The 'Cardinal Sin' That GM May Have Committed On Chevy Cobalt and the Chevy 1980 to 2015  1980 to 2015  1980 to 2015  1980 to 2015 
ElectricWindmillCobalt cars + fiery wrecks not on Comcast's NBC!ElectricWindmillCobalt cars + fiery wrecks not on Comcast's NBC!ElectricWindmillCobalt cars + fiery wrecks not on Comcast's NBC!ElectricWindmillCobalt cars + fiery wrecks not on Comcast's NBC!

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's by 214 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's by 214 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's by 214 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's by 2 Pope's, 100 Cardinals, 2 French Presidents and their 4 wives, grin. UN  Pope's, 100 Cardinals, 2 French Presidents and their 4 wives, grin. UN  Pope's, 100 Cardinals, 2 French Presidents and their 4 wives, grin. UN  Pope's, 100 Cardinals, 2 French Presidents and their 4 wives, grin. UN 
employeesemployeesemployeesemployees with Secret Swiss Bank Accounts from BP Oil's $777 Trillion.  with Secret Swiss Bank Accounts from BP Oil's $777 Trillion.  with Secret Swiss Bank Accounts from BP Oil's $777 Trillion.  with Secret Swiss Bank Accounts from BP Oil's $777 Trillion. 

3333----26262626----14141414 Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of 9/11 New York Times will Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of 9/11 New York Times will Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of 9/11 New York Times will Soul of the USA is Chevrolet now The 'Cardinal Sin's of 9/11 New York Times will not make a "Orwellian" comment about how  not make a "Orwellian" comment about how  not make a "Orwellian" comment about how  not make a "Orwellian" comment about how 
the ElectricWindmillChevy model 1980the ElectricWindmillChevy model 1980the ElectricWindmillChevy model 1980the ElectricWindmillChevy model 1980 would have prevented 9/11... this is a Cardinal Sin by the NY Times + Comcas would have prevented 9/11... this is a Cardinal Sin by the NY Times + Comcas would have prevented 9/11... this is a Cardinal Sin by the NY Times + Comcas would have prevented 9/11... this is a Cardinal Sin by the NY Times + Comcast'st'st'st's NBC Today Show  NBC Today Show  NBC Today Show  NBC Today Show 
and Nightly News! and Nightly News! and Nightly News! and Nightly News! 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA, a nearest Star14 Soul of the USA, a nearest Star14 Soul of the USA, a nearest Star14 Soul of the USA, a nearest Star that will "Shine" for the next 4 Trillion years. Yet Gas from Mecca is the Soul that will "Shine" for the next 4 Trillion years. Yet Gas from Mecca is the Soul that will "Shine" for the next 4 Trillion years. Yet Gas from Mecca is the Soul that will "Shine" for the next 4 Trillion years. Yet Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass. And  of the Top Brass. And  of the Top Brass. And  of the Top Brass. And 
Smog has a Soul... Who died from Smog is not in the newsSmog has a Soul... Who died from Smog is not in the newsSmog has a Soul... Who died from Smog is not in the newsSmog has a Soul... Who died from Smog is not in the news like GM recall law suits are headlines. UN MD's at WHO made the News, with 7 like GM recall law suits are headlines. UN MD's at WHO made the News, with 7 like GM recall law suits are headlines. UN MD's at WHO made the News, with 7 like GM recall law suits are headlines. UN MD's at WHO made the News, with 7
million dead already from Smog. Next for the news will be how many Mary B's weremillion dead already from Smog. Next for the news will be how many Mary B's weremillion dead already from Smog. Next for the news will be how many Mary B's weremillion dead already from Smog. Next for the news will be how many Mary B's were sucker punched in a gas station robbery last night,  sucker punched in a gas station robbery last night,  sucker punched in a gas station robbery last night,  sucker punched in a gas station robbery last night, 
UN agenda for Today, NO.UN agenda for Today, NO.UN agenda for Today, NO.UN agenda for Today, NO. WHO's 7 million was all the UN was able to get LEAKED yesterday. Todays Gas WHO's 7 million was all the UN was able to get LEAKED yesterday. Todays Gas WHO's 7 million was all the UN was able to get LEAKED yesterday. Todays Gas WHO's 7 million was all the UN was able to get LEAKED yesterday. Todays Gas Station Robberies are World  Station Robberies are World  Station Robberies are World  Station Robberies are World 
Wide, I think the UN forgot this in doing the math,Wide, I think the UN forgot this in doing the math,Wide, I think the UN forgot this in doing the math,Wide, I think the UN forgot this in doing the math, as Hillary + Bush were watching them!  as Hillary + Bush were watching them!  as Hillary + Bush were watching them!  as Hillary + Bush were watching them! 

3333----26262626----14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 4C To Lead Alfa Romeo of the Top Brass in the USA... 4C To Lead Alfa Romeo of the Top Brass in the USA... 4C To Lead Alfa Romeo of the Top Brass in the USA... 4C To Lead Alfa Romeo’’’’s Official U.S. Return Ats Official U.S. Return Ats Official U.S. Return Ats Official U.S. Return At 2014 New York Auto  2014 New York Auto  2014 New York Auto  2014 New York Auto 
Show, gas fueled Alfa Romeo not 9/11 ElectricWindmillAlfaShow, gas fueled Alfa Romeo not 9/11 ElectricWindmillAlfaShow, gas fueled Alfa Romeo not 9/11 ElectricWindmillAlfaShow, gas fueled Alfa Romeo not 9/11 ElectricWindmillAlfa Romeo.  Romeo.  Romeo.  Romeo. 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News. Soyuz14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News. Soyuz14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News. Soyuz14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News. Soyuz Rocket Launches New US Rocket Launches New US Rocket Launches New US Rocket Launches New US----Russian Crew Toward Space Station. Then Russian Crew Toward Space Station. Then Russian Crew Toward Space Station. Then Russian Crew Toward Space Station. Then 
Russian SoyuzRussian SoyuzRussian SoyuzRussian Soyuz Spacecraft Skips Engine Burn in Orbit, Delays 3 Spacecraft Skips Engine Burn in Orbit, Delays 3 Spacecraft Skips Engine Burn in Orbit, Delays 3 Spacecraft Skips Engine Burn in Orbit, Delays 3----Man Crew's... Soyuz RocketMan Crew's... Soyuz RocketMan Crew's... Soyuz RocketMan Crew's... Soyuz Rocket Launches New US Launches New US Launches New US Launches New US----Russian Crew Toward Space Russian Crew Toward Space Russian Crew Toward Space Russian Crew Toward Space 
Station Station Station Station 

3333----26262626----14 Gas from Mecca14 Gas from Mecca14 Gas from Mecca14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 2015 Mercedes is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 2015 Mercedes is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 2015 Mercedes is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... 2015 Mercedes----Benz S63 AMG Coupe:Benz S63 AMG Coupe:Benz S63 AMG Coupe:Benz S63 AMG Coupe: 2014 New York Auto Show Preview.  2014 New York Auto Show Preview.  2014 New York Auto Show Preview.  2014 New York Auto Show Preview. 
Gas fueled 2015 MercedesGas fueled 2015 MercedesGas fueled 2015 MercedesGas fueled 2015 Mercedes----Benz S63 AMG Coupe:Benz S63 AMG Coupe:Benz S63 AMG Coupe:Benz S63 AMG Coupe: not 9/11 ElectricWindmill2015 Mercedes not 9/11 ElectricWindmill2015 Mercedes not 9/11 ElectricWindmill2015 Mercedes not 9/11 ElectricWindmill2015 Mercedes----Benz S63 AMG Coupe. Benz S63 AMG Coupe. Benz S63 AMG Coupe. Benz S63 AMG Coupe. 

3333----26262626----14 Soul14 Soul14 Soul14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Revolutionary innovation... New of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Revolutionary innovation... New of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Revolutionary innovation... New of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Revolutionary innovation... New US US US US----Russian Crew head for Space Station Russian Crew head for Space Station Russian Crew head for Space Station Russian Crew head for Space Station 
and takes over the Naval Station Norfolk,and takes over the Naval Station Norfolk,and takes over the Naval Station Norfolk,and takes over the Naval Station Norfolk, the world's largest naval base! Now New US the world's largest naval base! Now New US the world's largest naval base! Now New US the world's largest naval base! Now New US----Russian Crew at Space Station haveRussian Crew at Space Station haveRussian Crew at Space Station haveRussian Crew at Space Station have the Navy's  the Navy's  the Navy's  the Navy's 
Norfolk Station, 43 Navy Guided Missile Ships will be Decked out withNorfolk Station, 43 Navy Guided Missile Ships will be Decked out withNorfolk Station, 43 Navy Guided Missile Ships will be Decked out withNorfolk Station, 43 Navy Guided Missile Ships will be Decked out with 10K Windmills on their Decks for 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H  10K Windmills on their Decks for 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H  10K Windmills on their Decks for 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H  10K Windmills on their Decks for 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H 
@ @ @ @ ----254 C. Then254 C. Then254 C. Then254 C. Then 43 Super Shuttles that can fly into orbit and dock... Star Travel Base... 43 Super Shuttles that can fly into orbit and dock... Star Travel Base... 43 Super Shuttles that can fly into orbit and dock... Star Travel Base... 43 Super Shuttles that can fly into orbit and dock... Star Travel Base... Revolutionary innovations not by the Navy in a  Revolutionary innovations not by the Navy in a  Revolutionary innovations not by the Navy in a  Revolutionary innovations not by the Navy in a 
Ocean of Stars, many that willOcean of Stars, many that willOcean of Stars, many that willOcean of Stars, many that will shin for the next 4 Trillion Years, Soul shin for the next 4 Trillion Years, Soul shin for the next 4 Trillion Years, Soul shin for the next 4 Trillion Years, Soul----Mate inspiration for Greg + Mary B.Mate inspiration for Greg + Mary B.Mate inspiration for Greg + Mary B.Mate inspiration for Greg + Mary B.

3333----26262626----14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... Post14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... Post14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... Post14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... Post Office is the 2nd Soul of the Top Brass but not for long as Apple  Office is the 2nd Soul of the Top Brass but not for long as Apple  Office is the 2nd Soul of the Top Brass but not for long as Apple  Office is the 2nd Soul of the Top Brass but not for long as Apple 
RevolutionaryRevolutionaryRevolutionaryRevolutionary innovation... iPhone5s will get all your mail from the Post Office. One innovation... iPhone5s will get all your mail from the Post Office. One innovation... iPhone5s will get all your mail from the Post Office. One innovation... iPhone5s will get all your mail from the Post Office. One "General" invention, few "Major" inventions...  "General" invention, few "Major" inventions...  "General" invention, few "Major" inventions...  "General" invention, few "Major" inventions... 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News  Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News  Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News  Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News 

3333----26262626----14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of14 Gas from Mecca is the Soul of the Top Brass in the USA... MD's from Yale + Harvard profited the most from the Top Brass in the USA... MD's from Yale + Harvard profited the most from the Top Brass in the USA... MD's from Yale + Harvard profited the most from the Top Brass in the USA... MD's from Yale + Harvard profited the most from Mecca not ObamaCare  Mecca not ObamaCare  Mecca not ObamaCare  Mecca not ObamaCare 

Page 173 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"
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set up as "Free" like "A Mecca Health Care in the USA" withset up as "Free" like "A Mecca Health Care in the USA" withset up as "Free" like "A Mecca Health Care in the USA" withset up as "Free" like "A Mecca Health Care in the USA" with $777 Trillion from the ElectricWindmillCar Era. With the March 31st  $777 Trillion from the ElectricWindmillCar Era. With the March 31st  $777 Trillion from the ElectricWindmillCar Era. With the March 31st  $777 Trillion from the ElectricWindmillCar Era. With the March 31st 
deadlinedeadlinedeadlinedeadline approaching to enroll in health insurance through the Patient Protection and approaching to enroll in health insurance through the Patient Protection and approaching to enroll in health insurance through the Patient Protection and approaching to enroll in health insurance through the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (or, to the rest of us,  Affordable Care Act (or, to the rest of us,  Affordable Care Act (or, to the rest of us,  Affordable Care Act (or, to the rest of us, 
Obamacare), many of you may haveObamacare), many of you may haveObamacare), many of you may haveObamacare), many of you may have missed some of the fun, fear, fact, and fiction surrounding this controversial missed some of the fun, fear, fact, and fiction surrounding this controversial missed some of the fun, fear, fact, and fiction surrounding this controversial missed some of the fun, fear, fact, and fiction surrounding this controversial

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Surreptitious14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Surreptitious14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Surreptitious14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News... Surreptitious ---- Ironic Ironic Ironic Ironic ---- NonNonNonNon----Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational WINNER Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational WINNER Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational WINNER Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational WINNER 
will be picked!!! Thewill be picked!!! Thewill be picked!!! Thewill be picked!!! The Yale New Haven Children Yale New Haven Children Yale New Haven Children Yale New Haven Children’’’’s Hospital is looking to create a design theme to bes Hospital is looking to create a design theme to bes Hospital is looking to create a design theme to bes Hospital is looking to create a design theme to be used on a mural and throughout the  used on a mural and throughout the  used on a mural and throughout the  used on a mural and throughout the 
hospital to beautify the environment. The newhospital to beautify the environment. The newhospital to beautify the environment. The newhospital to beautify the environment. The new decor will be chosen through an art contest hosted by Inspire Yale. Anything decor will be chosen through an art contest hosted by Inspire Yale. Anything decor will be chosen through an art contest hosted by Inspire Yale. Anything decor will be chosen through an art contest hosted by Inspire Yale. Anything goes as  goes as  goes as  goes as 
long as it is long as it is long as it is long as it is ““““uplifting, colorful, timeless and appealing to all ages.uplifting, colorful, timeless and appealing to all ages.uplifting, colorful, timeless and appealing to all ages.uplifting, colorful, timeless and appealing to all ages.”””” Surreptitious Surreptitious Surreptitious Surreptitious ---- Ironic Ironic Ironic Ironic ---- NonNonNonNon----Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational Brainstorming 24/7 inspirational 
WINNER will beWINNER will beWINNER will beWINNER will be picked!!!  picked!!!  picked!!!  picked!!! 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of the USA Today is the wifi Notebook + MacBook14 Soul of the USA Today is the wifi Notebook + MacBook14 Soul of the USA Today is the wifi Notebook + MacBook14 Soul of the USA Today is the wifi Notebook + MacBook Pro. Greg needs to start a rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have  Pro. Greg needs to start a rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have  Pro. Greg needs to start a rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have  Pro. Greg needs to start a rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will have 
thethethethe "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will want to make its $1K profit margins on "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will want to make its $1K profit margins on "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will want to make its $1K profit margins on "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this Rumor  each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this Rumor  each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this Rumor  each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this Rumor 
until Mecca's $777 Trillion isuntil Mecca's $777 Trillion isuntil Mecca's $777 Trillion isuntil Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for everyone in the USA" account. deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for everyone in the USA" account. deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for everyone in the USA" account. deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for everyone in the USA" account. Rumors add to claims  Rumors add to claims  Rumors add to claims  Rumors add to claims 
that Apple is planning to launch a new MacBook Air with athat Apple is planning to launch a new MacBook Air with athat Apple is planning to launch a new MacBook Air with athat Apple is planning to launch a new MacBook Air with a high high high high----resolution Retina display later this year, bringing the same pixelresolution Retina display later this year, bringing the same pixelresolution Retina display later this year, bringing the same pixelresolution Retina display later this year, bringing the same pixel----
packingpackingpackingpacking power already found in the company's MacBook Pro lineup... Greg needs to start a power already found in the company's MacBook Pro lineup... Greg needs to start a power already found in the company's MacBook Pro lineup... Greg needs to start a power already found in the company's MacBook Pro lineup... Greg needs to start a rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will  rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will  rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will  rumor that both PC + Apple Laptops will 
have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU".have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU".have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU".have the "Powerful Xeon 12 Core CPU". Intel will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course, Intel will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course, Intel will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course, Intel will want to make its $1K profit margins on each PC and MacBook of course, ruining this  ruining this  ruining this  ruining this 
Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1Rumor until Mecca's $777 Trillion is deposited into Gregs "1 Trillion MacBook Pro's for everyone in the USA" account.  Trillion MacBook Pro's for everyone in the USA" account.  Trillion MacBook Pro's for everyone in the USA" account.  Trillion MacBook Pro's for everyone in the USA" account. 

3333----26262626----14 Soul of14 Soul of14 Soul of14 Soul of the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News,  the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News,  the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News,  the USA Today's Gas + Now Smog WHO News, 

ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...ElectricWindmillCar in 1980...ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To the Electric  the Electric  the Electric  the Electric 
Inspirational Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. inInspirational Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. inInspirational Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. inInspirational Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions in the Soul  2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions in the Soul  2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions in the Soul  2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions in the Soul 
of aof aof aof a Polygamous Marriage! 50 Pages of "Notes" by 9 am Mary...  Polygamous Marriage! 50 Pages of "Notes" by 9 am Mary...  Polygamous Marriage! 50 Pages of "Notes" by 9 am Mary...  Polygamous Marriage! 50 Pages of "Notes" by 9 am Mary... 

Nancy GibbsNancy GibbsNancy GibbsNancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To Marriage for introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To Marriage for introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To Marriage for introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To Marriage for Greg until Greg touched Mary B. in  Greg until Greg touched Mary B. in  Greg until Greg touched Mary B. in  Greg until Greg touched Mary B. in 
2014... now we have to make up for LOST2014... now we have to make up for LOST2014... now we have to make up for LOST2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inspired Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Cheer Leaders with pom Electric Inspired Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Cheer Leaders with pom Electric Inspired Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Cheer Leaders with pom Electric Inspired Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Cheer Leaders with pom poms!  poms!  poms!  poms! 

3333----25252525----14 Revolutionary innovation was STOPPED in 1980 with the14 Revolutionary innovation was STOPPED in 1980 with the14 Revolutionary innovation was STOPPED in 1980 with the14 Revolutionary innovation was STOPPED in 1980 with the ElectricWindmillCar Invention! Gas averaging $3.50 per gallon  ElectricWindmillCar Invention! Gas averaging $3.50 per gallon  ElectricWindmillCar Invention! Gas averaging $3.50 per gallon  ElectricWindmillCar Invention! Gas averaging $3.50 per gallon 
Today, accordingToday, accordingToday, accordingToday, according to GasBuddy's daily survey of 5,345 gas outlets, how many Mary B's were sucker to GasBuddy's daily survey of 5,345 gas outlets, how many Mary B's were sucker to GasBuddy's daily survey of 5,345 gas outlets, how many Mary B's were sucker to GasBuddy's daily survey of 5,345 gas outlets, how many Mary B's were sucker punched in a gas station robbery is  punched in a gas station robbery is  punched in a gas station robbery is  punched in a gas station robbery is 
not reported with price of gas, why?not reported with price of gas, why?not reported with price of gas, why?not reported with price of gas, why?

3333----25252525----14 NY Times Today Headlines not about the 1980 Model GM14 NY Times Today Headlines not about the 1980 Model GM14 NY Times Today Headlines not about the 1980 Model GM14 NY Times Today Headlines not about the 1980 Model GM ElectricWindmillCar Era... General Motors Misled Grieving Families on  ElectricWindmillCar Era... General Motors Misled Grieving Families on  ElectricWindmillCar Era... General Motors Misled Grieving Families on  ElectricWindmillCar Era... General Motors Misled Grieving Families on 
a Lethala Lethala Lethala Lethal Flaw...By HILARY STOUT, BILL VLASIC, DANIELLE IVORY  Flaw...By HILARY STOUT, BILL VLASIC, DANIELLE IVORY  Flaw...By HILARY STOUT, BILL VLASIC, DANIELLE IVORY  Flaw...By HILARY STOUT, BILL VLASIC, DANIELLE IVORY 

3333----25252525----14141414 Revolutionary innovation... Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST in 1980 Revolutionary innovation... Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST in 1980 Revolutionary innovation... Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST in 1980 Revolutionary innovation... Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST in 1980 by Hillary + JFK congregation who are  by Hillary + JFK congregation who are  by Hillary + JFK congregation who are  by Hillary + JFK congregation who are 
building today the Super Carrier JFKbuilding today the Super Carrier JFKbuilding today the Super Carrier JFKbuilding today the Super Carrier JFK without 10K Windmills on its Decks!  without 10K Windmills on its Decks!  without 10K Windmills on its Decks!  without 10K Windmills on its Decks! 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more14 Smartphone innovation + more14 Smartphone innovation + more14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House in Key West has suppressed a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House in Key West has suppressed a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House in Key West has suppressed a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House in Key West has suppressed Hemingway  Hemingway  Hemingway  Hemingway 
Writing Classes on your "Smartphone" iPhone5s that lets you speak of aWriting Classes on your "Smartphone" iPhone5s that lets you speak of aWriting Classes on your "Smartphone" iPhone5s that lets you speak of aWriting Classes on your "Smartphone" iPhone5s that lets you speak of a Invention Projects in every new chapter... this is a crime against  Invention Projects in every new chapter... this is a crime against  Invention Projects in every new chapter... this is a crime against  Invention Projects in every new chapter... this is a crime against 
humanityhumanityhumanityhumanity world Literature Classes at Yale will document.  world Literature Classes at Yale will document.  world Literature Classes at Yale will document.  world Literature Classes at Yale will document. 

3333----25252525----14141414 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years. Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years. Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years. Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years. But "it's more a case of incremental novelty!  But "it's more a case of incremental novelty!  But "it's more a case of incremental novelty!  But "it's more a case of incremental novelty! 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone14 Smartphone14 Smartphone14 Smartphone innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years. 1980 to innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years. 1980 to innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years. 1980 to innovation + Star Travel innovation has slowed over the past years. 1980 to Today 3 Today 3 Today 3 Today 3----25252525----14. Revolutionary 14. Revolutionary 14. Revolutionary 14. Revolutionary 
innovation innovation innovation innovation 

3333----25252525----14 Revolutionary14 Revolutionary14 Revolutionary14 Revolutionary innovation... Bloomberg Business Week Headlines today... Four Reasons the innovation... Bloomberg Business Week Headlines today... Four Reasons the innovation... Bloomberg Business Week Headlines today... Four Reasons the innovation... Bloomberg Business Week Headlines today... Four Reasons the Government Isn Government Isn Government Isn Government Isn’’’’t Going to Sell Off t Going to Sell Off t Going to Sell Off t Going to Sell Off 
the Post Office. Revolutionary innovation atthe Post Office. Revolutionary innovation atthe Post Office. Revolutionary innovation atthe Post Office. Revolutionary innovation at Apple will have all your mail on your iPhone007s! Post Office lines are to long Apple will have all your mail on your iPhone007s! Post Office lines are to long Apple will have all your mail on your iPhone007s! Post Office lines are to long Apple will have all your mail on your iPhone007s! Post Office lines are to long and Postal  and Postal  and Postal  and Postal 
Employees don't move at Warp Speed until they head for Hard Rock onEmployees don't move at Warp Speed until they head for Hard Rock onEmployees don't move at Warp Speed until they head for Hard Rock onEmployees don't move at Warp Speed until they head for Hard Rock on Duval.  Duval.  Duval.  Duval. 

3333----25252525----14 Revolutionary innovation... civilian fatally shot a14 Revolutionary innovation... civilian fatally shot a14 Revolutionary innovation... civilian fatally shot a14 Revolutionary innovation... civilian fatally shot a sailor aboard a docked U.S. Navy destroyer in Virginia on Monday night  sailor aboard a docked U.S. Navy destroyer in Virginia on Monday night  sailor aboard a docked U.S. Navy destroyer in Virginia on Monday night  sailor aboard a docked U.S. Navy destroyer in Virginia on Monday night 
before hebefore hebefore hebefore he was shot dead. Naval Station Norfolk, the world's largest naval base! was shot dead. Naval Station Norfolk, the world's largest naval base! was shot dead. Naval Station Norfolk, the world's largest naval base! was shot dead. Naval Station Norfolk, the world's largest naval base!

3333----25252525----14 Revolutionary innovation... NASA takes over the Naval Station14 Revolutionary innovation... NASA takes over the Naval Station14 Revolutionary innovation... NASA takes over the Naval Station14 Revolutionary innovation... NASA takes over the Naval Station Norfolk, the world's largest naval base! Now a NASA Star Travel  Norfolk, the world's largest naval base! Now a NASA Star Travel  Norfolk, the world's largest naval base! Now a NASA Star Travel  Norfolk, the world's largest naval base! Now a NASA Star Travel 
Base...Base...Base...Base... Revolutionary innovation... one 1 invention to hear + observe Aliens will pilot Revolutionary innovation... one 1 invention to hear + observe Aliens will pilot Revolutionary innovation... one 1 invention to hear + observe Aliens will pilot Revolutionary innovation... one 1 invention to hear + observe Aliens will pilot 15 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Aliens  15 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Aliens  15 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Aliens  15 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Aliens 
in the Universe like thein the Universe like thein the Universe like thein the Universe like the Admirals Failed for centuries navigation by the Stars but Spitting on God with Admirals Failed for centuries navigation by the Stars but Spitting on God with Admirals Failed for centuries navigation by the Stars but Spitting on God with Admirals Failed for centuries navigation by the Stars but Spitting on God with the Supreme Court Justices of the  the Supreme Court Justices of the  the Supreme Court Justices of the  the Supreme Court Justices of the 
USA! Revolutionary innovation...USA! Revolutionary innovation...USA! Revolutionary innovation...USA! Revolutionary innovation...

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... World Health Organization (WHO)  the Hemingway House... World Health Organization (WHO)  the Hemingway House... World Health Organization (WHO)  the Hemingway House... World Health Organization (WHO) 
has reported that airhas reported that airhas reported that airhas reported that air pollution caused the deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News! pollution caused the deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News! pollution caused the deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News! pollution caused the deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News! Not in Kuwait!  Not in Kuwait!  Not in Kuwait!  Not in Kuwait! 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Arab League summit kicks off in incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Arab League summit kicks off in incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Arab League summit kicks off in incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Arab League summit kicks off in
Bayan Palace in Kuwait, south of Kuwait's capital of Kuwait city with NO WomenBayan Palace in Kuwait, south of Kuwait's capital of Kuwait city with NO WomenBayan Palace in Kuwait, south of Kuwait's capital of Kuwait city with NO WomenBayan Palace in Kuwait, south of Kuwait's capital of Kuwait city with NO Women MD's...  MD's...  MD's...  MD's... 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... World Health Organization (WHO)  novelty as the Hemingway House... World Health Organization (WHO)  novelty as the Hemingway House... World Health Organization (WHO)  novelty as the Hemingway House... World Health Organization (WHO) 
has reportedhas reportedhas reportedhas reported that air pollution caused the deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according tothat air pollution caused the deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according tothat air pollution caused the deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according tothat air pollution caused the deaths of 7 million people in 2012, according to BBC News! Not in Kuwait!  BBC News! Not in Kuwait!  BBC News! Not in Kuwait!  BBC News! Not in Kuwait! 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Disney said that it is buying incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Disney said that it is buying incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Disney said that it is buying incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Disney said that it is buying YouTube  YouTube  YouTube  YouTube 
channel operator Maker Studios for $500 million as the familychannel operator Maker Studios for $500 million as the familychannel operator Maker Studios for $500 million as the familychannel operator Maker Studios for $500 million as the family entertainment giant seeks to stay in front of younger viewers who are entertainment giant seeks to stay in front of younger viewers who are entertainment giant seeks to stay in front of younger viewers who are entertainment giant seeks to stay in front of younger viewers who are
increasingly watching short videos online, lets hope Disney is going to make aincreasingly watching short videos online, lets hope Disney is going to make aincreasingly watching short videos online, lets hope Disney is going to make aincreasingly watching short videos online, lets hope Disney is going to make a short version of "1,001 Invention Projects" and Mary B.'s  short version of "1,001 Invention Projects" and Mary B.'s  short version of "1,001 Invention Projects" and Mary B.'s  short version of "1,001 Invention Projects" and Mary B.'s 
movie... Anus Cancermovie... Anus Cancermovie... Anus Cancermovie... Anus Cancer HPV and the "Bad Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear HPV and the "Bad Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear HPV and the "Bad Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear HPV and the "Bad Men" by the millions would give this to their little girl! Hear Farrah scream when she learns  Farrah scream when she learns  Farrah scream when she learns  Farrah scream when she learns 
who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction. Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah"  Farrah"  Farrah"  Farrah" 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... $1000 For One Pill Of New Hepatitis C  novelty as the Hemingway House... $1000 For One Pill Of New Hepatitis C  novelty as the Hemingway House... $1000 For One Pill Of New Hepatitis C  novelty as the Hemingway House... $1000 For One Pill Of New Hepatitis C 
DrugDrugDrugDrug Sparks Swift Reaction Of The Congress. After Gilead hit the headlines below with Sparks Swift Reaction Of The Congress. After Gilead hit the headlines below with Sparks Swift Reaction Of The Congress. After Gilead hit the headlines below with Sparks Swift Reaction Of The Congress. After Gilead hit the headlines below with the launch of its new drug for hepatitis C,  the launch of its new drug for hepatitis C,  the launch of its new drug for hepatitis C,  the launch of its new drug for hepatitis C, 
Sovaldi, the drug maker went a stepSovaldi, the drug maker went a stepSovaldi, the drug maker went a stepSovaldi, the drug maker went a step further to revolutionize the market... Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" further to revolutionize the market... Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" further to revolutionize the market... Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" further to revolutionize the market... Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" Yale women will be  Yale women will be  Yale women will be  Yale women will be 
given Hepatitis by a New Haven Landlord like Victor Cushmangiven Hepatitis by a New Haven Landlord like Victor Cushmangiven Hepatitis by a New Haven Landlord like Victor Cushmangiven Hepatitis by a New Haven Landlord like Victor Cushman with IB Syndrome as the New Haven Housekeeper used soap and water to  with IB Syndrome as the New Haven Housekeeper used soap and water to  with IB Syndrome as the New Haven Housekeeper used soap and water to  with IB Syndrome as the New Haven Housekeeper used soap and water to 
clean upclean upclean upclean up his BM mess and Vic didn't warn the new renter. grin! A Crime by WHO... when his BM mess and Vic didn't warn the new renter. grin! A Crime by WHO... when his BM mess and Vic didn't warn the new renter. grin! A Crime by WHO... when his BM mess and Vic didn't warn the new renter. grin! A Crime by WHO... when they gain control of the government.  they gain control of the government.  they gain control of the government.  they gain control of the government. 

3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation +14 Smartphone innovation +14 Smartphone innovation +14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Navy is on the more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Navy is on the more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Navy is on the more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Navy is on the verge of eliminating  verge of eliminating  verge of eliminating  verge of eliminating 
tobacco sales on all its bases and ships, according totobacco sales on all its bases and ships, according totobacco sales on all its bases and ships, according totobacco sales on all its bases and ships, according to sources inside and outside the Defense Department. Drunk Sailors killed how  sources inside and outside the Defense Department. Drunk Sailors killed how  sources inside and outside the Defense Department. Drunk Sailors killed how  sources inside and outside the Defense Department. Drunk Sailors killed how 
manymanymanymany women since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar? I will post the women since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar? I will post the women since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar? I will post the women since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar? I will post the answer when the Key West Navy comes out from behind  answer when the Key West Navy comes out from behind  answer when the Key West Navy comes out from behind  answer when the Key West Navy comes out from behind 
the hidden cameras... grin!the hidden cameras... grin!the hidden cameras... grin!the hidden cameras... grin! And the names of the women... who will not be buried at Arlington or get a Medal And the names of the women... who will not be buried at Arlington or get a Medal And the names of the women... who will not be buried at Arlington or get a Medal And the names of the women... who will not be buried at Arlington or get a Medal of Honor! Alcohol  of Honor! Alcohol  of Honor! Alcohol  of Honor! Alcohol 
Related Traffic Deaths Under Reported Related Traffic Deaths Under Reported Related Traffic Deaths Under Reported Related Traffic Deaths Under Reported ---- NOT Reported by theNOT Reported by theNOT Reported by theNOT Reported by the Navy!!  Navy!!  Navy!!  Navy!! 
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3333----25252525----14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental14 Smartphone innovation + more a case of incremental novelty as the Hemingway House... Eiffel Tower parking structures built  novelty as the Hemingway House... Eiffel Tower parking structures built  novelty as the Hemingway House... Eiffel Tower parking structures built  novelty as the Hemingway House... Eiffel Tower parking structures built 
overoveroverover buildings and Eiffel Tower Super Highways... China's eastern city of Hangzhou buildings and Eiffel Tower Super Highways... China's eastern city of Hangzhou buildings and Eiffel Tower Super Highways... China's eastern city of Hangzhou buildings and Eiffel Tower Super Highways... China's eastern city of Hangzhou will start restricting car sales from Wednesday,  will start restricting car sales from Wednesday,  will start restricting car sales from Wednesday,  will start restricting car sales from Wednesday, 
joining major cities, includingjoining major cities, includingjoining major cities, includingjoining major cities, including Shanghai and Beijing, in the fight against snarling traffic and heavy smog in Shanghai and Beijing, in the fight against snarling traffic and heavy smog in Shanghai and Beijing, in the fight against snarling traffic and heavy smog in Shanghai and Beijing, in the fight against snarling traffic and heavy smog in the world's largest  the world's largest  the world's largest  the world's largest 
cities who's Numb Nuts Mayor's Top Brass suppressed thecities who's Numb Nuts Mayor's Top Brass suppressed thecities who's Numb Nuts Mayor's Top Brass suppressed thecities who's Numb Nuts Mayor's Top Brass suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar! 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer...  Breast Cancer...  Breast Cancer...  Breast Cancer... 
Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité, written on the flag, on which aLiberté, Égalité, Fraternité, written on the flag, on which aLiberté, Égalité, Fraternité, written on the flag, on which aLiberté, Égalité, Fraternité, written on the flag, on which a red rosette was also to be added.  red rosette was also to be added.  red rosette was also to be added.  red rosette was also to be added. 

Key West Citizen + Mandy MilesKey West Citizen + Mandy MilesKey West Citizen + Mandy MilesKey West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of the writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of the writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of the writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow  ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow  ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow  ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow 
Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy KennedyNancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy KennedyNancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy KennedyNancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg in 1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg in 1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg in 1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched  touched  touched  touched 
Mary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric InventionsMary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric InventionsMary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric InventionsMary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes  of the Soul of Marriage! Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes  of the Soul of Marriage! Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes  of the Soul of Marriage! Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes 
about batteryabout batteryabout batteryabout battery inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy  Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy 
Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To theKennedy in 1979 and this was the End To theKennedy in 1979 and this was the End To theKennedy in 1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to make up  make up  make up  make up 
for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity for Yale Key West14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity for Yale Key West14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity for Yale Key West14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity for Yale Key West Medical School admitting 5 year old girls. 100 New MD's in 2014  Medical School admitting 5 year old girls. 100 New MD's in 2014  Medical School admitting 5 year old girls. 100 New MD's in 2014  Medical School admitting 5 year old girls. 100 New MD's in 2014 
at Yale Newat Yale Newat Yale Newat Yale New Haven, New Yale Key West 1,000 New MD's and none will go to Saudi Arabia for the Haven, New Yale Key West 1,000 New MD's and none will go to Saudi Arabia for the Haven, New Yale Key West 1,000 New MD's and none will go to Saudi Arabia for the Haven, New Yale Key West 1,000 New MD's and none will go to Saudi Arabia for the Prince's hand in hand walks with Bush.  Prince's hand in hand walks with Bush.  Prince's hand in hand walks with Bush.  Prince's hand in hand walks with Bush. 
Bush sent 1 million Yale + Harvard MD'sBush sent 1 million Yale + Harvard MD'sBush sent 1 million Yale + Harvard MD'sBush sent 1 million Yale + Harvard MD's to Saudi Arabia + Mecca to make $1 Trillion they could to Saudi Arabia + Mecca to make $1 Trillion they could to Saudi Arabia + Mecca to make $1 Trillion they could to Saudi Arabia + Mecca to make $1 Trillion they could have made in the USA with have made in the USA with have made in the USA with have made in the USA with the 1  the 1  the 1  the 1 
Trillionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford + GM assembly linesTrillionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford + GM assembly linesTrillionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford + GM assembly linesTrillionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford + GM assembly lines Today 3 Today 3 Today 3 Today 3----24242424----14... wow! 14... wow! 14... wow! 14... wow! 

3333----24242424----14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not grow up to be  grow up to be  grow up to be  grow up to be 
Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year oldDr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year oldDr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year oldDr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO  girls in Key West Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO  girls in Key West Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO  girls in Key West Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO 
---- will will will will ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy writes about changing the time ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy writes about changing the time ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy writes about changing the time ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy writes about changing the time jump not how time is generated...  jump not how time is generated...  jump not how time is generated...  jump not how time is generated... 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer...  Breast Cancer...  Breast Cancer...  Breast Cancer... 
CAIRO (Reuters) CAIRO (Reuters) CAIRO (Reuters) CAIRO (Reuters) ---- An Egyptian court sentenced 529 members of An Egyptian court sentenced 529 members of An Egyptian court sentenced 529 members of An Egyptian court sentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other  the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other  the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other  the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other 
offenses...offenses...offenses...offenses...

3333----24242424----14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,00014 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,00014 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,00014 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why?  times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why?  times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why?  times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why? 

3333----24242424----14 529 members of14 529 members of14 529 members of14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other offenses... the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other offenses... the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other offenses... the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other offenses...

3333----24242424----14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... 
dramatic scene!dramatic scene!dramatic scene!dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B. 

3333----24242424----14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why? 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why? 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why? 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why?

3333----24242424----14 5 year old girls in Medical School, Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina14 5 year old girls in Medical School, Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina14 5 year old girls in Medical School, Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina14 5 year old girls in Medical School, Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" of Aliens will be her next  Firlik "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" of Aliens will be her next  Firlik "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" of Aliens will be her next  Firlik "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" of Aliens will be her next 
book...book...book...book... Movie Independence Day II  Movie Independence Day II  Movie Independence Day II  Movie Independence Day II 

3333----24242424----14 Mandy Miles IQ diagnosis for... When14 Mandy Miles IQ diagnosis for... When14 Mandy Miles IQ diagnosis for... When14 Mandy Miles IQ diagnosis for... When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN), the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN), the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN), the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN), hydrops  hydrops  hydrops  hydrops 
fetalis or stillbirth. Red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arrangedfetalis or stillbirth. Red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arrangedfetalis or stillbirth. Red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arrangedfetalis or stillbirth. Red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a flower.  around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a flower.  around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a flower.  around a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a flower. 

Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryKey West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryKey West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about batteryKey West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow inventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow
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Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To theNancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To theNancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To theNancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 and this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched  Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched 
Mary B. in 2014... now we have toMary B. in 2014... now we have toMary B. in 2014... now we have toMary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage!  make up for LOST Electric Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! 

Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery Key West Citizen + Mandy Miles writes about battery 

inventionsinventionsinventionsinventions since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... wow Nancy Gibbs introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979  introduced Greg to Teddy Kennedy in 1979 
and this was the End To the Electricand this was the End To the Electricand this was the End To the Electricand this was the End To the Electric Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to make up Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to make up Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to make up Touch of Marriage until Greg touched Mary B. in 2014... now we have to make up for LOST Electric  for LOST Electric  for LOST Electric  for LOST Electric 
Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! Inventions of the Soul of Marriage! 

3333----24242424----14 Mandy14 Mandy14 Mandy14 Mandy Miles IQ writing for little girls medical schooling... red blood cells Miles IQ writing for little girls medical schooling... red blood cells Miles IQ writing for little girls medical schooling... red blood cells Miles IQ writing for little girls medical schooling... red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell  (erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell  (erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell  (erythrocytes) are arranged around a central cell 
to form a cluster that looksto form a cluster that looksto form a cluster that looksto form a cluster that looks like a flower.  like a flower.  like a flower.  like a flower. 

3333----24242424----14 Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West14 Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West14 Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West14 Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO  Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO  Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO  Medical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO ---- will ever be in Mandy will ever be in Mandy will ever be in Mandy will ever be in Mandy
Miles Sunday article, yesterday she wrote about changing all the time on all theMiles Sunday article, yesterday she wrote about changing all the time on all theMiles Sunday article, yesterday she wrote about changing all the time on all theMiles Sunday article, yesterday she wrote about changing all the time on all the clocks and the history of this not the Next Generation  clocks and the history of this not the Next Generation  clocks and the history of this not the Next Generation  clocks and the history of this not the Next Generation 
of Mandy Miles going toof Mandy Miles going toof Mandy Miles going toof Mandy Miles going to Medical School or just being High IQ in diagnosis in Key West. Hell Fury crew Medical School or just being High IQ in diagnosis in Key West. Hell Fury crew Medical School or just being High IQ in diagnosis in Key West. Hell Fury crew Medical School or just being High IQ in diagnosis in Key West. Hell Fury crew snorkeling will not tell you jelly  snorkeling will not tell you jelly  snorkeling will not tell you jelly  snorkeling will not tell you jelly 
fish are in the sea weed and the CVSfish are in the sea weed and the CVSfish are in the sea weed and the CVSfish are in the sea weed and the CVS Pharmacist will not be able to ID the rash of a jelly fish. Hell CVS Pharmacy Pharmacist will not be able to ID the rash of a jelly fish. Hell CVS Pharmacy Pharmacist will not be able to ID the rash of a jelly fish. Hell CVS Pharmacy Pharmacist will not be able to ID the rash of a jelly fish. Hell CVS Pharmacy day before yesterday  day before yesterday  day before yesterday  day before yesterday 
would not fill a Homeless womans cough Rx because I didn'twould not fill a Homeless womans cough Rx because I didn'twould not fill a Homeless womans cough Rx because I didn'twould not fill a Homeless womans cough Rx because I didn't know her date of birth so she coughed the last 48 hours... and yes this is  know her date of birth so she coughed the last 48 hours... and yes this is  know her date of birth so she coughed the last 48 hours... and yes this is  know her date of birth so she coughed the last 48 hours... and yes this is 
onononon Verizon Video's, grin. And Hell the Sunset Celebration Cat Feeding women Annie Verizon Video's, grin. And Hell the Sunset Celebration Cat Feeding women Annie Verizon Video's, grin. And Hell the Sunset Celebration Cat Feeding women Annie Verizon Video's, grin. And Hell the Sunset Celebration Cat Feeding women Annie has a numb nuts guy helping her who screamed at  has a numb nuts guy helping her who screamed at  has a numb nuts guy helping her who screamed at  has a numb nuts guy helping her who screamed at 
Greg last night for giving theGreg last night for giving theGreg last night for giving theGreg last night for giving the Stray Cats water... in a cage area as he said the Tourists pour their Margaritas Stray Cats water... in a cage area as he said the Tourists pour their Margaritas Stray Cats water... in a cage area as he said the Tourists pour their Margaritas Stray Cats water... in a cage area as he said the Tourists pour their Margaritas in to be cruel to the cats  in to be cruel to the cats  in to be cruel to the cats  in to be cruel to the cats 
then he goes to the donation box for cat foodthen he goes to the donation box for cat foodthen he goes to the donation box for cat foodthen he goes to the donation box for cat food and and and and talked to the Tourists asking for donations, yes Verizon has this recorded on talked to the Tourists asking for donations, yes Verizon has this recorded on talked to the Tourists asking for donations, yes Verizon has this recorded on talked to the Tourists asking for donations, yes Verizon has this recorded on video  video  video  video 
too! too! too! too! 

3333----24242424----14 Gravity Generation + Window of the Soul + Yale Key14 Gravity Generation + Window of the Soul + Yale Key14 Gravity Generation + Window of the Soul + Yale Key14 Gravity Generation + Window of the Soul + Yale Key West Medical School Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for West Medical School Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for West Medical School Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for West Medical School Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for
Erythrocyte rosetting or EErythrocyte rosetting or EErythrocyte rosetting or EErythrocyte rosetting or E----rosetting is a phenomenon seen through a microscoperosetting is a phenomenon seen through a microscoperosetting is a phenomenon seen through a microscoperosetting is a phenomenon seen through a microscope where red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged  where red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged  where red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged  where red blood cells (erythrocytes) are arranged 
around a central cell to formaround a central cell to formaround a central cell to formaround a central cell to form a cluster that looks like a flower. The red blood cells surrounding the cell a cluster that looks like a flower. The red blood cells surrounding the cell a cluster that looks like a flower. The red blood cells surrounding the cell a cluster that looks like a flower. The red blood cells surrounding the cell form the petal, while the  form the petal, while the  form the petal, while the  form the petal, while the 
central cell forms the stigma of the flower shape.central cell forms the stigma of the flower shape.central cell forms the stigma of the flower shape.central cell forms the stigma of the flower shape. This formation occurs due to an immunological reaction between an epitope on the This formation occurs due to an immunological reaction between an epitope on the This formation occurs due to an immunological reaction between an epitope on the This formation occurs due to an immunological reaction between an epitope on the
central cells surface and a receptor or antibody on a red blood cell.[1] Thecentral cells surface and a receptor or antibody on a red blood cell.[1] Thecentral cells surface and a receptor or antibody on a red blood cell.[1] Thecentral cells surface and a receptor or antibody on a red blood cell.[1] The presence of E presence of E presence of E presence of E----rosetting can be used as a test for T cells rosetting can be used as a test for T cells rosetting can be used as a test for T cells rosetting can be used as a test for T cells 
although more modernalthough more modernalthough more modernalthough more modern tests such as immunohistochemistry are available. May be caused by Plasmodium in tests such as immunohistochemistry are available. May be caused by Plasmodium in tests such as immunohistochemistry are available. May be caused by Plasmodium in tests such as immunohistochemistry are available. May be caused by Plasmodium in malaria.  malaria.  malaria.  malaria. 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for Frontal Lobe diagnosis of "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ"  a New USA Flag for Frontal Lobe diagnosis of "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ"  a New USA Flag for Frontal Lobe diagnosis of "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ"  a New USA Flag for Frontal Lobe diagnosis of "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 
19,00019,00019,00019,000 times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why?  times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why?  times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why?  times and Verizon is Recording all... How, Why? 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the14 Window of the14 Window of the14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for...  Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for...  Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for...  Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for... 

3333----24242424----14 Mandy Miles IQ... New USA Flag will be the14 Mandy Miles IQ... New USA Flag will be the14 Mandy Miles IQ... New USA Flag will be the14 Mandy Miles IQ... New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will  who will  who will  who will 
not grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... The Rosette test isnot grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... The Rosette test isnot grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... The Rosette test isnot grow up to be Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... The Rosette test is performed on postpartum maternal blood to estimate the volume  performed on postpartum maternal blood to estimate the volume  performed on postpartum maternal blood to estimate the volume  performed on postpartum maternal blood to estimate the volume 
of fetalof fetalof fetalof fetal----maternalmaternalmaternalmaternal hemorrhage in case of an Rh negative mother and an Rh positive child. This hemorrhage in case of an Rh negative mother and an Rh positive child. This hemorrhage in case of an Rh negative mother and an Rh positive child. This hemorrhage in case of an Rh negative mother and an Rh positive child. This estimate, in turn, also estimates the  estimate, in turn, also estimates the  estimate, in turn, also estimates the  estimate, in turn, also estimates the 
required amount of Rho(D) immune globulinrequired amount of Rho(D) immune globulinrequired amount of Rho(D) immune globulinrequired amount of Rho(D) immune globulin to administer.[2] In this test, a sample of maternal blood is incubated with to administer.[2] In this test, a sample of maternal blood is incubated with to administer.[2] In this test, a sample of maternal blood is incubated with to administer.[2] In this test, a sample of maternal blood is incubated with Rho(D)  Rho(D)  Rho(D)  Rho(D) 
immune globulin, which will bind to any fetal Rh positive red bloodimmune globulin, which will bind to any fetal Rh positive red bloodimmune globulin, which will bind to any fetal Rh positive red bloodimmune globulin, which will bind to any fetal Rh positive red blood cells, if present.[3] Upon addition of enzyme cells, if present.[3] Upon addition of enzyme cells, if present.[3] Upon addition of enzyme cells, if present.[3] Upon addition of enzyme----treated cDE treated cDE treated cDE treated cDE 
indicator cells, theindicator cells, theindicator cells, theindicator cells, the presence of Rh positive fetal blood causes rosetting, which can be seen by light presence of Rh positive fetal blood causes rosetting, which can be seen by light presence of Rh positive fetal blood causes rosetting, which can be seen by light presence of Rh positive fetal blood causes rosetting, which can be seen by light microscopy.[3] The test is  microscopy.[3] The test is  microscopy.[3] The test is  microscopy.[3] The test is 
recommended for Rh negative mothers within 72 hoursrecommended for Rh negative mothers within 72 hoursrecommended for Rh negative mothers within 72 hoursrecommended for Rh negative mothers within 72 hours of giving birth to an Rh of giving birth to an Rh of giving birth to an Rh of giving birth to an Rh----positive infant.[2] In a positive test, it ispositive infant.[2] In a positive test, it ispositive infant.[2] In a positive test, it ispositive infant.[2] In a positive test, it is recommended  recommended  recommended  recommended 
that a Kleihauerthat a Kleihauerthat a Kleihauerthat a Kleihauer––––Betke test should be performed to confirm andBetke test should be performed to confirm andBetke test should be performed to confirm andBetke test should be performed to confirm and quantify any positive rosette tests.  quantify any positive rosette tests.  quantify any positive rosette tests.  quantify any positive rosette tests. 

3333----24242424----14 New USA Flag will be the14 New USA Flag will be the14 New USA Flag will be the14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not grow up to be  who will not grow up to be  who will not grow up to be  who will not grow up to be 
Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Rh disease (alsoDr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Rh disease (alsoDr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Rh disease (alsoDr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Rh disease (also known as Rhesus isoimmunisation, Rh (D) disease, Rhesus incompatibility, Rhesus known as Rhesus isoimmunisation, Rh (D) disease, Rhesus incompatibility, Rhesus known as Rhesus isoimmunisation, Rh (D) disease, Rhesus incompatibility, Rhesus known as Rhesus isoimmunisation, Rh (D) disease, Rhesus incompatibility, Rhesus
disease, RhD Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, Rhesus D Hemolytic Disease of thedisease, RhD Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, Rhesus D Hemolytic Disease of thedisease, RhD Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, Rhesus D Hemolytic Disease of thedisease, RhD Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, Rhesus D Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn or RhD HDN) is one of the causes of  Newborn or RhD HDN) is one of the causes of  Newborn or RhD HDN) is one of the causes of  Newborn or RhD HDN) is one of the causes of 
hemolytic disease of the newbornhemolytic disease of the newbornhemolytic disease of the newbornhemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN). The disease ranges from mild to severe, and typically occurs only in some (HDN). The disease ranges from mild to severe, and typically occurs only in some (HDN). The disease ranges from mild to severe, and typically occurs only in some (HDN). The disease ranges from mild to severe, and typically occurs only in some second or  second or  second or  second or 
subsequent pregnancies of Rh negative women where the fetus's fathersubsequent pregnancies of Rh negative women where the fetus's fathersubsequent pregnancies of Rh negative women where the fetus's fathersubsequent pregnancies of Rh negative women where the fetus's father is Rh positive, leading to a Rh+ pregnancy. During birth, the  is Rh positive, leading to a Rh+ pregnancy. During birth, the  is Rh positive, leading to a Rh+ pregnancy. During birth, the  is Rh positive, leading to a Rh+ pregnancy. During birth, the 
mother may bemother may bemother may bemother may be exposed to the infant's blood, and this causes the development of antibodies, exposed to the infant's blood, and this causes the development of antibodies, exposed to the infant's blood, and this causes the development of antibodies, exposed to the infant's blood, and this causes the development of antibodies, which may affect the health of subsequent  which may affect the health of subsequent  which may affect the health of subsequent  which may affect the health of subsequent 
Rh+ pregnancies. In mild cases, theRh+ pregnancies. In mild cases, theRh+ pregnancies. In mild cases, theRh+ pregnancies. In mild cases, the fetus may have mild anaemia with reticulocytosis. In moderate or severe cases fetus may have mild anaemia with reticulocytosis. In moderate or severe cases fetus may have mild anaemia with reticulocytosis. In moderate or severe cases fetus may have mild anaemia with reticulocytosis. In moderate or severe cases the fetus may have  the fetus may have  the fetus may have  the fetus may have 
a more marked anaemia and erythroblastosis (erythroblastosisa more marked anaemia and erythroblastosis (erythroblastosisa more marked anaemia and erythroblastosis (erythroblastosisa more marked anaemia and erythroblastosis (erythroblastosis fetalis). When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic  fetalis). When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic  fetalis). When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic  fetalis). When the disease is very severe it may cause haemolytic 
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disease of thedisease of thedisease of thedisease of the newborn (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth.  newborn (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth.  newborn (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth.  newborn (HDN), hydrops fetalis or stillbirth. 

3333----24242424----14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will14 Window of the Soul + Window of Opportunity will design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer... design a New USA Flag for "Star Travel" after the RxCure for Breast Cancer...
CAIRO (Reuters) CAIRO (Reuters) CAIRO (Reuters) CAIRO (Reuters) ---- An Egyptian court sentenced 529 members of the outlawed MuslimAn Egyptian court sentenced 529 members of the outlawed MuslimAn Egyptian court sentenced 529 members of the outlawed MuslimAn Egyptian court sentenced 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other  Brotherhood to death for murder and other  Brotherhood to death for murder and other  Brotherhood to death for murder and other 
offenses... offenses... offenses... offenses... 

3333----24242424----14 Murder of14 Murder of14 Murder of14 Murder of 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizo 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizo 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizo 19K SWF's by USA "Mad Men" in 2014... "OJ" 19,000 times and Verizon is Recordingn is Recordingn is Recordingn is Recording all... How, Why?  all... How, Why?  all... How, Why?  all... How, Why? 

3333----24242424----14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood14 529 members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood to death for murder and other offenses...  to death for murder and other offenses...  to death for murder and other offenses...  to death for murder and other offenses... 

3333----24242424----14 ...Other Offenses...14 ...Other Offenses...14 ...Other Offenses...14 ...Other Offenses... by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus by "OJ" USA "Mad Men" Hear Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...  Cancer, who her killer is...  Cancer, who her killer is...  Cancer, who her killer is... 
dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B. dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B. dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B. dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B. 

3333----24242424----14141414 Windows of Health + InventSomething, Publix + Whole Food Grocery Stores + Windows of Health + InventSomething, Publix + Whole Food Grocery Stores + Windows of Health + InventSomething, Publix + Whole Food Grocery Stores + Windows of Health + InventSomething, Publix + Whole Food Grocery Stores + Airports Window of Opportunity to scan for  Airports Window of Opportunity to scan for  Airports Window of Opportunity to scan for  Airports Window of Opportunity to scan for 
Hepatitis A, B, C, Flu, STD's HPV...Hepatitis A, B, C, Flu, STD's HPV...Hepatitis A, B, C, Flu, STD's HPV...Hepatitis A, B, C, Flu, STD's HPV... because "Bad People" like Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett have the Clerk of the because "Bad People" like Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett have the Clerk of the because "Bad People" like Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett have the Clerk of the because "Bad People" like Victor Cushman + Deborah Barrett have the Clerk of the Court + Judge  Court + Judge  Court + Judge  Court + Judge 
Fowler's mediation experts Hepatitis Illiterate for those whoFowler's mediation experts Hepatitis Illiterate for those whoFowler's mediation experts Hepatitis Illiterate for those whoFowler's mediation experts Hepatitis Illiterate for those who visit Judge Fowler Court, you get scanned going into the Key West Court  visit Judge Fowler Court, you get scanned going into the Key West Court  visit Judge Fowler Court, you get scanned going into the Key West Court  visit Judge Fowler Court, you get scanned going into the Key West Court 
househousehousehouse but Numb Nuts Cate's the Mayor has a MD who didn't really pass Med School, grin. but Numb Nuts Cate's the Mayor has a MD who didn't really pass Med School, grin. but Numb Nuts Cate's the Mayor has a MD who didn't really pass Med School, grin. but Numb Nuts Cate's the Mayor has a MD who didn't really pass Med School, grin. How much should a patient pay for a hepatitis  How much should a patient pay for a hepatitis  How much should a patient pay for a hepatitis  How much should a patient pay for a hepatitis 
C cure? If Gilead Sciences has itsC cure? If Gilead Sciences has itsC cure? If Gilead Sciences has itsC cure? If Gilead Sciences has its way, the price tag in the United States will be in the range of $84,000. way, the price tag in the United States will be in the range of $84,000. way, the price tag in the United States will be in the range of $84,000. way, the price tag in the United States will be in the range of $84,000.

3333----24242424----14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the14 New USA Flag will be the "Bloody" Rosette Test + the Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not grow up to be Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not grow up to be Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not grow up to be Flower... for all the little girls in Key West Today who will not grow up to be
Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina Firlik... 

Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West Mandy Miles IQ... 5 year old girls in Key West 

Medical School with New USAMedical School with New USAMedical School with New USAMedical School with New USA designed Flag, none, ZERO  designed Flag, none, ZERO  designed Flag, none, ZERO  designed Flag, none, ZERO ---- will ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandywill ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandywill ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandywill ever be in Mandy Miles Sunday article as Mandy writes about changing  writes about changing  writes about changing  writes about changing 
the time jump not how time is generated...the time jump not how time is generated...the time jump not how time is generated...the time jump not how time is generated...

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ meansmeansmeansmeans that what that what that what that what’’’’s yours should be mine and in the "New French Revolution" we can s yours should be mine and in the "New French Revolution" we can s yours should be mine and in the "New French Revolution" we can s yours should be mine and in the "New French Revolution" we can 
addaddaddadd $77 Trillion more confiscated from "Total" the French Government owned Oil $77 Trillion more confiscated from "Total" the French Government owned Oil $77 Trillion more confiscated from "Total" the French Government owned Oil $77 Trillion more confiscated from "Total" the French Government owned Oil Company.  Company.  Company.  Company. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ meansmeansmeansmeans that what that what that what that what’’’’s yours should be mine... 1 Trillionth Ford + GM s yours should be mine... 1 Trillionth Ford + GM s yours should be mine... 1 Trillionth Ford + GM s yours should be mine... 1 Trillionth Ford + GM 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar coming off the assembly line... President François Hollande of France with Fleur coming off the assembly line... President François Hollande of France with Fleur coming off the assembly line... President François Hollande of France with Fleur coming off the assembly line... President François Hollande of France with Fleur Pellerin, his deputy finance  Pellerin, his deputy finance  Pellerin, his deputy finance  Pellerin, his deputy finance 
minister for business innovation, visiting Sanminister for business innovation, visiting Sanminister for business innovation, visiting Sanminister for business innovation, visiting San Francisco last month.  Francisco last month.  Francisco last month.  Francisco last month. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité, fraternité fraternité fraternité fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine Ms. Segalen, the recruiter,s yours should be mine Ms. Segalen, the recruiter,s yours should be mine Ms. Segalen, the recruiter,s yours should be mine Ms. Segalen, the recruiter, said.  said.  said.  said. ““““There is There is There is There is 
this sense that this sense that this sense that this sense that ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’ssss yours should be mine. It yours should be mine. It yours should be mine. It yours should be mine. It’’’’s more like, if someone has something I cans more like, if someone has something I cans more like, if someone has something I cans more like, if someone has something I can’’’’t t t t 
have, Ihave, Ihave, Ihave, I’’’’dddd rather deprive this person from having it than trying to work hard to get it rather deprive this person from having it than trying to work hard to get it rather deprive this person from having it than trying to work hard to get it rather deprive this person from having it than trying to work hard to get it myself. That myself. That myself. That myself. That’’’’s a very French state of mind. But its a very French state of mind. But its a very French state of mind. But its a very French state of mind. But it’’’’s s s s 
a race to the bottom.a race to the bottom.a race to the bottom.a race to the bottom.””””

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be mine... 1,001 Invention Projects lost at the Frenchs yours should be mine... 1,001 Invention Projects lost at the Frenchs yours should be mine... 1,001 Invention Projects lost at the Frenchs yours should be mine... 1,001 Invention Projects lost at the French
Bar... After work, the French go to places like the Hôtel Costes or Le Forum, aBar... After work, the French go to places like the Hôtel Costes or Le Forum, aBar... After work, the French go to places like the Hôtel Costes or Le Forum, aBar... After work, the French go to places like the Hôtel Costes or Le Forum, a bar on the Right Bank, to talk and to sip cocktails... Mine,  bar on the Right Bank, to talk and to sip cocktails... Mine,  bar on the Right Bank, to talk and to sip cocktails... Mine,  bar on the Right Bank, to talk and to sip cocktails... Mine, 
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the Rx Penicillinthe Rx Penicillinthe Rx Penicillinthe Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in French, No Way its Mine + Mary like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in French, No Way its Mine + Mary like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in French, No Way its Mine + Mary like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in French, No Way its Mine + Mary B's Nobel shared with a few wives... a  B's Nobel shared with a few wives... a  B's Nobel shared with a few wives... a  B's Nobel shared with a few wives... a 
1st as Nobel is never shared with a wife1st as Nobel is never shared with a wife1st as Nobel is never shared with a wife1st as Nobel is never shared with a wife just the settlement, ha!  just the settlement, ha!  just the settlement, ha!  just the settlement, ha! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité, fraternité fraternité fraternité fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine... The North Star is "Mine" +s yours should be mine... The North Star is "Mine" +s yours should be mine... The North Star is "Mine" +s yours should be mine... The North Star is "Mine" + I'm soul  I'm soul  I'm soul  I'm soul 
beneficiary of Sirius... Zipcube was selected by Sirius, a Britishbeneficiary of Sirius... Zipcube was selected by Sirius, a Britishbeneficiary of Sirius... Zipcube was selected by Sirius, a Britishbeneficiary of Sirius... Zipcube was selected by Sirius, a British start start start start----up accelerator program, for a grant of up accelerator program, for a grant of up accelerator program, for a grant of up accelerator program, for a grant of ££££36,000, and he had 36,000, and he had 36,000, and he had 36,000, and he had 
recentlyrecentlyrecentlyrecently started to reel in some clients. Though he still needed to build the business, started to reel in some clients. Though he still needed to build the business, started to reel in some clients. Though he still needed to build the business, started to reel in some clients. Though he still needed to build the business, he felt he was on the right track. Star Travel is the  he felt he was on the right track. Star Travel is the  he felt he was on the right track. Star Travel is the  he felt he was on the right track. Star Travel is the 
right track, after theright track, after theright track, after theright track, after the ElectricWindmillCar New French Revolution!  ElectricWindmillCar New French Revolution!  ElectricWindmillCar New French Revolution!  ElectricWindmillCar New French Revolution! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine. Harvests yours should be mine. Harvests yours should be mine. Harvests yours should be mine. Harvest of the 1,001 Helicopter Combines  of the 1,001 Helicopter Combines  of the 1,001 Helicopter Combines  of the 1,001 Helicopter Combines 
over the Amazon is "Mine!" Au Revoir,over the Amazon is "Mine!" Au Revoir,over the Amazon is "Mine!" Au Revoir,over the Amazon is "Mine!" Au Revoir, Entrepreneurs! Entrepreneurs! Entrepreneurs! Entrepreneurs!

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine, Google misappropriation of its coverts yours should be mine, Google misappropriation of its coverts yours should be mine, Google misappropriation of its coverts yours should be mine, Google misappropriation of its covert CIA  CIA  CIA  CIA 
Business Front will be mine with 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out inBusiness Front will be mine with 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out inBusiness Front will be mine with 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out inBusiness Front will be mine with 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out in Google Search InventSomething!  Google Search InventSomething!  Google Search InventSomething!  Google Search InventSomething! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté,liberté,liberté,liberté, égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine. Googles yours should be mine. Googles yours should be mine. Googles yours should be mine. Google misappropriation of CIA Covert  misappropriation of CIA Covert  misappropriation of CIA Covert  misappropriation of CIA Covert 
Business Front in London "Hive" moved to LosBusiness Front in London "Hive" moved to LosBusiness Front in London "Hive" moved to LosBusiness Front in London "Hive" moved to Los Alamos... entrepreneur, brushed the rain from his black sweater and skinny jeans Alamos... entrepreneur, brushed the rain from his black sweater and skinny jeans Alamos... entrepreneur, brushed the rain from his black sweater and skinny jeans Alamos... entrepreneur, brushed the rain from his black sweater and skinny jeans and  and  and  and 
headed down to a cavernous basement inside Campus London, a sevenheaded down to a cavernous basement inside Campus London, a sevenheaded down to a cavernous basement inside Campus London, a sevenheaded down to a cavernous basement inside Campus London, a seven----story hivestory hivestory hivestory hive run by Google in the city run by Google in the city run by Google in the city run by Google in the city’’’’s East End. s East End. s East End. s East End. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté,liberté,liberté,liberté, égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine... Eze Vidra, thes yours should be mine... Eze Vidra, thes yours should be mine... Eze Vidra, thes yours should be mine... Eze Vidra, the head of Google for  head of Google for  head of Google for  head of Google for 
Entrepreneurs Europe and of Campus London, a free work spaceEntrepreneurs Europe and of Campus London, a free work spaceEntrepreneurs Europe and of Campus London, a free work spaceEntrepreneurs Europe and of Campus London, a free work space in the city in the city in the city in the city’’’’s booming technology hub. Gravity Engine is not a Google s booming technology hub. Gravity Engine is not a Google s booming technology hub. Gravity Engine is not a Google s booming technology hub. Gravity Engine is not a Google 
"Start UP""Start UP""Start UP""Start UP" it's MINE!  it's MINE!  it's MINE!  it's MINE! 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ meansmeansmeansmeans that what that what that what that what’’’’s yours should be mine... current exodus to Alpha Centauri + Sirius s yours should be mine... current exodus to Alpha Centauri + Sirius s yours should be mine... current exodus to Alpha Centauri + Sirius s yours should be mine... current exodus to Alpha Centauri + Sirius 
isisisis MINE, as the French President and his wives sold their SOUL to Mecca's $777 MINE, as the French President and his wives sold their SOUL to Mecca's $777 MINE, as the French President and his wives sold their SOUL to Mecca's $777 MINE, as the French President and his wives sold their SOUL to Mecca's $777 Trillion.  Trillion.  Trillion.  Trillion. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ meansmeansmeansmeans that what that what that what that what’’’’s yours should be mine... Clinton Lies like Hell!!! So... The 5s yours should be mine... Clinton Lies like Hell!!! So... The 5s yours should be mine... Clinton Lies like Hell!!! So... The 5s yours should be mine... Clinton Lies like Hell!!! So... The 5----, , , , 6666----
and 7and 7and 7and 7----yearyearyearyear----olds who had been lied to were both more likely to cheat and thenolds who had been lied to were both more likely to cheat and thenolds who had been lied to were both more likely to cheat and thenolds who had been lied to were both more likely to cheat and then more likely to lie about having done so, too. About 60  more likely to lie about having done so, too. About 60  more likely to lie about having done so, too. About 60  more likely to lie about having done so, too. About 60 
percent of thepercent of thepercent of thepercent of the school school school school----aged children who had not been lied to by the experimenter peeked at theaged children who had not been lied to by the experimenter peeked at theaged children who had not been lied to by the experimenter peeked at theaged children who had not been lied to by the experimenter peeked at the tricky temptation toy tricky temptation toy tricky temptation toy tricky temptation toy————and about 60 and about 60 and about 60 and about 60 
percent of the peekers lied about it later.percent of the peekers lied about it later.percent of the peekers lied about it later.percent of the peekers lied about it later. Among those that had been lied to, those figures rose to nearly 80 percent Among those that had been lied to, those figures rose to nearly 80 percent Among those that had been lied to, those figures rose to nearly 80 percent Among those that had been lied to, those figures rose to nearly 80 percent peeking and nearly  peeking and nearly  peeking and nearly  peeking and nearly 
90 percent of the peekers lying. 90 percent of the peekers lying. 90 percent of the peekers lying. 90 percent of the peekers lying. 

3333----23232323----14 $77714 $77714 $77714 $777 Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should bes yours should bes yours should bes yours should be mine... Maria Shriver November 6, 1955, formerly  mine... Maria Shriver November 6, 1955, formerly  mine... Maria Shriver November 6, 1955, formerly  mine... Maria Shriver November 6, 1955, formerly 
the First Lady of California,the First Lady of California,the First Lady of California,the First Lady of California, as the wife of California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger... lied in every Today as the wife of California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger... lied in every Today as the wife of California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger... lied in every Today as the wife of California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger... lied in every Today Show interview about  Show interview about  Show interview about  Show interview about 
Children with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, mine areChildren with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, mine areChildren with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, mine areChildren with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, mine are caused by Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Maria lied about this all her  caused by Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Maria lied about this all her  caused by Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Maria lied about this all her  caused by Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Maria lied about this all her 
marriage, andmarriage, andmarriage, andmarriage, and got Arnold and she lied to him... "Tell All" with 24/7 cameras on husband + got Arnold and she lied to him... "Tell All" with 24/7 cameras on husband + got Arnold and she lied to him... "Tell All" with 24/7 cameras on husband + got Arnold and she lied to him... "Tell All" with 24/7 cameras on husband + wives will stop the lies, then do a Psychology  wives will stop the lies, then do a Psychology  wives will stop the lies, then do a Psychology  wives will stop the lies, then do a Psychology 
Experiment. Experiment. Experiment. Experiment. 

3333----23232323----14 $77714 $77714 $77714 $777 Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should bes yours should bes yours should bes yours should be mine... Psychology Experiments.. Do children  mine... Psychology Experiments.. Do children  mine... Psychology Experiments.. Do children  mine... Psychology Experiments.. Do children 
who've been lied to lie morewho've been lied to lie morewho've been lied to lie morewho've been lied to lie more themselves? Surprisingly, the question had not been asked experimentally until themselves? Surprisingly, the question had not been asked experimentally until themselves? Surprisingly, the question had not been asked experimentally until themselves? Surprisingly, the question had not been asked experimentally until Chelsea Hays, then an  Chelsea Hays, then an  Chelsea Hays, then an  Chelsea Hays, then an 
undergraduate student in psychology at the University ofundergraduate student in psychology at the University ofundergraduate student in psychology at the University ofundergraduate student in psychology at the University of California, San Diego, approached professor Leslie Carver with it. Now the  California, San Diego, approached professor Leslie Carver with it. Now the  California, San Diego, approached professor Leslie Carver with it. Now the  California, San Diego, approached professor Leslie Carver with it. Now the 
pairpairpairpair have a paper out in Developmental Science, suggesting that adult dishonesty does have a paper out in Developmental Science, suggesting that adult dishonesty does have a paper out in Developmental Science, suggesting that adult dishonesty does have a paper out in Developmental Science, suggesting that adult dishonesty does make a difference, and not in a good way.  make a difference, and not in a good way.  make a difference, and not in a good way.  make a difference, and not in a good way. 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion...14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine... Mine ins yours should be mine... Mine ins yours should be mine... Mine ins yours should be mine... Mine in Key West, Black spit at Greg on  Key West, Black spit at Greg on  Key West, Black spit at Greg on  Key West, Black spit at Greg on 
Duval, Jews too, Blacks jump in front of my 3Duval, Jews too, Blacks jump in front of my 3Duval, Jews too, Blacks jump in front of my 3Duval, Jews too, Blacks jump in front of my 3 wheel bike on Duval, game is from the Numb Nuts George Orwell Observers with wheel bike on Duval, game is from the Numb Nuts George Orwell Observers with wheel bike on Duval, game is from the Numb Nuts George Orwell Observers with wheel bike on Duval, game is from the Numb Nuts George Orwell Observers with 24/7  24/7  24/7  24/7 
cameras... so A new study suggests some disturbing answers: It makes thecameras... so A new study suggests some disturbing answers: It makes thecameras... so A new study suggests some disturbing answers: It makes thecameras... so A new study suggests some disturbing answers: It makes the white players act more aggressively after the game is over,  white players act more aggressively after the game is over,  white players act more aggressively after the game is over,  white players act more aggressively after the game is over, 
have strongerhave strongerhave strongerhave stronger explicit negative attitudes toward blacks and display stronger implicit explicit negative attitudes toward blacks and display stronger implicit explicit negative attitudes toward blacks and display stronger implicit explicit negative attitudes toward blacks and display stronger implicit attitudes linking blacks to weapons. These results  attitudes linking blacks to weapons. These results  attitudes linking blacks to weapons. These results  attitudes linking blacks to weapons. These results 
are the first to link avatarare the first to link avatarare the first to link avatarare the first to link avatar race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad Bushman, co race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad Bushman, co race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad Bushman, co race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad Bushman, co----author ofauthor ofauthor ofauthor of the study and professor of  the study and professor of  the study and professor of  the study and professor of 
communication and psychology at The Ohio Statecommunication and psychology at The Ohio Statecommunication and psychology at The Ohio Statecommunication and psychology at The Ohio State University. And it raises another troubling impact that violent video games can University. And it raises another troubling impact that violent video games can University. And it raises another troubling impact that violent video games can University. And it raises another troubling impact that violent video games can
have on players, he said. "Playing a violent video game as a black characterhave on players, he said. "Playing a violent video game as a black characterhave on players, he said. "Playing a violent video game as a black characterhave on players, he said. "Playing a violent video game as a black character reinforces harmful stereotypes that blacks are violent,"  reinforces harmful stereotypes that blacks are violent,"  reinforces harmful stereotypes that blacks are violent,"  reinforces harmful stereotypes that blacks are violent," 
Bushman said.Bushman said.Bushman said.Bushman said.

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be mine... Violent Blacks, Mine are the "statistics" s yours should be mine... Violent Blacks, Mine are the "statistics" s yours should be mine... Violent Blacks, Mine are the "statistics" s yours should be mine... Violent Blacks, Mine are the "statistics" 
notnotnotnot avatar video games. These results are the first to link avatar race in violent avatar video games. These results are the first to link avatar race in violent avatar video games. These results are the first to link avatar race in violent avatar video games. These results are the first to link avatar race in violent video games to later aggression, said Brad Bushman,  video games to later aggression, said Brad Bushman,  video games to later aggression, said Brad Bushman,  video games to later aggression, said Brad Bushman, 
cocococo----author of the study andauthor of the study andauthor of the study andauthor of the study and professor of communication and psychology at The Ohio State University. professor of communication and psychology at The Ohio State University. professor of communication and psychology at The Ohio State University. professor of communication and psychology at The Ohio State University.

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be mine is Yale Key West Medical School not s yours should be mine is Yale Key West Medical School not s yours should be mine is Yale Key West Medical School not s yours should be mine is Yale Key West Medical School not 
ProfessorProfessorProfessorProfessor Bushman at Ohio State University... Yale Key West Medical School on Violent Bushman at Ohio State University... Yale Key West Medical School on Violent Bushman at Ohio State University... Yale Key West Medical School on Violent Bushman at Ohio State University... Yale Key West Medical School on Violent Blacks will discredit Professor Bushman! With  Blacks will discredit Professor Bushman! With  Blacks will discredit Professor Bushman! With  Blacks will discredit Professor Bushman! With 
violent SWF's like Nichol Simmonsviolent SWF's like Nichol Simmonsviolent SWF's like Nichol Simmonsviolent SWF's like Nichol Simmons blood bath, 1,001 of these, I would say more... 1 million world wide! We will blood bath, 1,001 of these, I would say more... 1 million world wide! We will blood bath, 1,001 of these, I would say more... 1 million world wide! We will blood bath, 1,001 of these, I would say more... 1 million world wide! We will find out when Yale Key  find out when Yale Key  find out when Yale Key  find out when Yale Key 
West Med School is up and running the World, grin. Mine!West Med School is up and running the World, grin. Mine!West Med School is up and running the World, grin. Mine!West Med School is up and running the World, grin. Mine!

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité,liberté, égalité, fraternité fraternité fraternité fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 

3333----23232323----14 $77714 $77714 $77714 $777 Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion...  Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means that whatmeans that whatmeans that whatmeans that what’’’’s yours should bes yours should bes yours should bes yours should be mine  mine  mine  mine 

3333----23232323----14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... 14 $777 Trillion... ‘‘‘‘liberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternitéliberté, égalité, fraternité’’’’ means thatmeans thatmeans thatmeans that what what what what’’’’s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine s yours should be mine 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul of "Over14 Windows to the Soul of "Over14 Windows to the Soul of "Over14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good!  Protected little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good!  Protected little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good!  Protected little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good! 

3333----22222222----14141414 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD, Apple, Intel, Walmart Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD, Apple, Intel, Walmart Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD, Apple, Intel, Walmart Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD, Apple, Intel, Walmart apps, tools, programs to put warning labels  apps, tools, programs to put warning labels  apps, tools, programs to put warning labels  apps, tools, programs to put warning labels 
on 1,001 "OJ's" "Bad People" "BP Oilon 1,001 "OJ's" "Bad People" "BP Oilon 1,001 "OJ's" "Bad People" "BP Oilon 1,001 "OJ's" "Bad People" "BP Oil People" "Prostitutes."  People" "Prostitutes."  People" "Prostitutes."  People" "Prostitutes." 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 iPhone5s chat, Yale Key West Med School 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 iPhone5s chat, Yale Key West Med School 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 iPhone5s chat, Yale Key West Med School 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 iPhone5s chat, Yale Key West Med School Brainstorming...  Brainstorming...  Brainstorming...  Brainstorming... 
Walmart has rolled out an online tool that compares its pricesWalmart has rolled out an online tool that compares its pricesWalmart has rolled out an online tool that compares its pricesWalmart has rolled out an online tool that compares its prices on 80,000 food and household products  on 80,000 food and household products  on 80,000 food and household products  on 80,000 food and household products ---- from canned beans to from canned beans to from canned beans to from canned beans to 
dishwashing dishwashing dishwashing dishwashing ---- Walmart SCAM as we need a profits online tool, Comcast, Intel, IBM, Toyota, makeWalmart SCAM as we need a profits online tool, Comcast, Intel, IBM, Toyota, makeWalmart SCAM as we need a profits online tool, Comcast, Intel, IBM, Toyota, makeWalmart SCAM as we need a profits online tool, Comcast, Intel, IBM, Toyota, make $1 Billion a month in profits... Bush  $1 Billion a month in profits... Bush  $1 Billion a month in profits... Bush  $1 Billion a month in profits... Bush 
did the math, now he gets Obama to hide itdid the math, now he gets Obama to hide itdid the math, now he gets Obama to hide itdid the math, now he gets Obama to hide it from you in our Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era! 3 from you in our Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era! 3 from you in our Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era! 3 from you in our Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era! 3----22222222----14 "Bad14 "Bad14 "Bad14 "Bad People"  People"  People"  People" 
like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$ make 1 Billion every month in profits...like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$ make 1 Billion every month in profits...like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$ make 1 Billion every month in profits...like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$ make 1 Billion every month in profits...

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is  MD's 24/7... Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is  MD's 24/7... Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is  MD's 24/7... Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is 
generated is agenerated is agenerated is agenerated is a LOST CAUSE! Samsung has just made for Saudi Inventors... new product lineup LOST CAUSE! Samsung has just made for Saudi Inventors... new product lineup LOST CAUSE! Samsung has just made for Saudi Inventors... new product lineup LOST CAUSE! Samsung has just made for Saudi Inventors... new product lineup includes the U9000 Series of Curved Ultra  includes the U9000 Series of Curved Ultra  includes the U9000 Series of Curved Ultra  includes the U9000 Series of Curved Ultra 
High Definition (UHD) TVs that areHigh Definition (UHD) TVs that areHigh Definition (UHD) TVs that areHigh Definition (UHD) TVs that are between 55 between 55 between 55 between 55----105 inches, Flat UHD TVs of 55105 inches, Flat UHD TVs of 55105 inches, Flat UHD TVs of 55105 inches, Flat UHD TVs of 55----85 inch in size, and many other home85 inch in size, and many other home85 inch in size, and many other home85 inch in size, and many other home audio products.  audio products.  audio products.  audio products. 
The tech giant optimized these TVs for Saudi Inventors of theThe tech giant optimized these TVs for Saudi Inventors of theThe tech giant optimized these TVs for Saudi Inventors of theThe tech giant optimized these TVs for Saudi Inventors of the Gravity Engine as they are the only Inventors who can afford them,  Gravity Engine as they are the only Inventors who can afford them,  Gravity Engine as they are the only Inventors who can afford them,  Gravity Engine as they are the only Inventors who can afford them, 
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besides thebesides thebesides thebesides the Pentagon and ESPN. $4,000 for 55 Pentagon and ESPN. $4,000 for 55 Pentagon and ESPN. $4,000 for 55 Pentagon and ESPN. $4,000 for 55---- inch model, $5,000 for 65inch model, $5,000 for 65inch model, $5,000 for 65inch model, $5,000 for 65----inch and $8,000 forinch and $8,000 forinch and $8,000 forinch and $8,000 for 75 75 75 75----inch. inch. inch. inch. 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Obama Health Care hid the Secret Swiss Accounts that pay  MD's 24/7... Obama Health Care hid the Secret Swiss Accounts that pay  MD's 24/7... Obama Health Care hid the Secret Swiss Accounts that pay  MD's 24/7... Obama Health Care hid the Secret Swiss Accounts that pay 
for Saudifor Saudifor Saudifor Saudi Health care and employ 1 million USA MD's for the Prince 24/7.  Health care and employ 1 million USA MD's for the Prince 24/7.  Health care and employ 1 million USA MD's for the Prince 24/7.  Health care and employ 1 million USA MD's for the Prince 24/7. 

3333----22222222----14141414 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 Bush has been Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 Bush has been Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 Bush has been Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7 Bush has been selling organs to the Saudi's for decades and  selling organs to the Saudi's for decades and  selling organs to the Saudi's for decades and  selling organs to the Saudi's for decades and 
got a Heart for Chaney, stupidgot a Heart for Chaney, stupidgot a Heart for Chaney, stupidgot a Heart for Chaney, stupid criminals!  criminals!  criminals!  criminals! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... HPV, STD's, Anus Cancer, Hepatitis A, B, C... McCain + Kerry  MD's 24/7... HPV, STD's, Anus Cancer, Hepatitis A, B, C... McCain + Kerry  MD's 24/7... HPV, STD's, Anus Cancer, Hepatitis A, B, C... McCain + Kerry  MD's 24/7... HPV, STD's, Anus Cancer, Hepatitis A, B, C... McCain + Kerry 
bothbothbothboth used prostitutes.... and will never ever make the NY Times Headlines exposing used prostitutes.... and will never ever make the NY Times Headlines exposing used prostitutes.... and will never ever make the NY Times Headlines exposing used prostitutes.... and will never ever make the NY Times Headlines exposing this crime against women, only if they get exposed  this crime against women, only if they get exposed  this crime against women, only if they get exposed  this crime against women, only if they get exposed 
for using prostitutes, grin!for using prostitutes, grin!for using prostitutes, grin!for using prostitutes, grin!

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th  24/7... Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th  24/7... Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th  24/7... Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th 
floor...floor...floor...floor... one grew up to be Mary B. sucker punched over and over again and again by Bush, one grew up to be Mary B. sucker punched over and over again and again by Bush, one grew up to be Mary B. sucker punched over and over again and again by Bush, one grew up to be Mary B. sucker punched over and over again and again by Bush, Clinton, Carter, Hillary, "OJ", Clinton, Carter, Hillary, "OJ", Clinton, Carter, Hillary, "OJ", Clinton, Carter, Hillary, "OJ", McCain,  McCain,  McCain,  McCain, 
Kerry, Kennedy, French Revolution IIKerry, Kennedy, French Revolution IIKerry, Kennedy, French Revolution IIKerry, Kennedy, French Revolution II that has taken longer than the Russian Czar at the Moscow Ballet. that has taken longer than the Russian Czar at the Moscow Ballet. that has taken longer than the Russian Czar at the Moscow Ballet. that has taken longer than the Russian Czar at the Moscow Ballet.

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... 1 million Helicopter Combines for 15 Billion People on  24/7... 1 million Helicopter Combines for 15 Billion People on  24/7... 1 million Helicopter Combines for 15 Billion People on  24/7... 1 million Helicopter Combines for 15 Billion People on 
Earth... Crash +Earth... Crash +Earth... Crash +Earth... Crash + Burn before Boeing gets the assembly line going... NEWS of Helicopters, Burn before Boeing gets the assembly line going... NEWS of Helicopters, Burn before Boeing gets the assembly line going... NEWS of Helicopters, Burn before Boeing gets the assembly line going... NEWS of Helicopters, helicopter that went down in Seattle and killed  helicopter that went down in Seattle and killed  helicopter that went down in Seattle and killed  helicopter that went down in Seattle and killed 
two people this week begantwo people this week begantwo people this week begantwo people this week began rotating at takeoff before it pitched forward in a fiery crash.  rotating at takeoff before it pitched forward in a fiery crash.  rotating at takeoff before it pitched forward in a fiery crash.  rotating at takeoff before it pitched forward in a fiery crash. 

3333----22222222----14141414 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Moscow MD's Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Moscow MD's Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Moscow MD's Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Moscow MD's Revolution would sting the Oil Czar Putin +  Revolution would sting the Oil Czar Putin +  Revolution would sting the Oil Czar Putin +  Revolution would sting the Oil Czar Putin + 
the Vodka Czar Putin as both wouldthe Vodka Czar Putin as both wouldthe Vodka Czar Putin as both wouldthe Vodka Czar Putin as both would die after killing 1 Billion Russians!  die after killing 1 Billion Russians!  die after killing 1 Billion Russians!  die after killing 1 Billion Russians! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a14 Windows to the Soul in a14 Windows to the Soul in a14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Scalia Hints NSA Surveillance Is Going George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Scalia Hints NSA Surveillance Is Going George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Scalia Hints NSA Surveillance Is Going George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Scalia Hints NSA Surveillance Is Going To The Supreme  To The Supreme  To The Supreme  To The Supreme 
Court, Windows to the Soul of the Supreme Inventor God, women areCourt, Windows to the Soul of the Supreme Inventor God, women areCourt, Windows to the Soul of the Supreme Inventor God, women areCourt, Windows to the Soul of the Supreme Inventor God, women are God's best Invention just ask Mary B. Windows to the Supreme Court  God's best Invention just ask Mary B. Windows to the Supreme Court  God's best Invention just ask Mary B. Windows to the Supreme Court  God's best Invention just ask Mary B. Windows to the Supreme Court 
and Scalia 4and Scalia 4and Scalia 4and Scalia 4 Trillion Years in Hell is the discovery of how gravity is generated and the 1 Trillion Years in Hell is the discovery of how gravity is generated and the 1 Trillion Years in Hell is the discovery of how gravity is generated and the 1 Trillion Years in Hell is the discovery of how gravity is generated and the 1 Trillion Aliens at every star in the Universe,  Trillion Aliens at every star in the Universe,  Trillion Aliens at every star in the Universe,  Trillion Aliens at every star in the Universe, 
grin! Mary B. wants to take togrin! Mary B. wants to take togrin! Mary B. wants to take togrin! Mary B. wants to take to Aliens, so Greg is working on this!!  Aliens, so Greg is working on this!!  Aliens, so Greg is working on this!!  Aliens, so Greg is working on this!! 

3333----22222222----14 Scalia Hints he "spits" on14 Scalia Hints he "spits" on14 Scalia Hints he "spits" on14 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... NEWS God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... NEWS God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... NEWS God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... NEWS Pope Francis has  Pope Francis has  Pope Francis has  Pope Francis has 
launched a stinging attack on the Mafia, warning gangsters thatlaunched a stinging attack on the Mafia, warning gangsters thatlaunched a stinging attack on the Mafia, warning gangsters thatlaunched a stinging attack on the Mafia, warning gangsters that they will go to hell unless they repent and stop doing evil... Scalia  they will go to hell unless they repent and stop doing evil... Scalia  they will go to hell unless they repent and stop doing evil... Scalia  they will go to hell unless they repent and stop doing evil... Scalia 
Hints heHints heHints heHints he "spits" on God... and he is the one giving the "Hit" orders!  "spits" on God... and he is the one giving the "Hit" orders!  "spits" on God... and he is the one giving the "Hit" orders!  "spits" on God... and he is the one giving the "Hit" orders! 

3333----22222222----14141414 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Scalia Hints he "spits" on God... Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... At least 40 people have been  Era needs MD's 24/7... At least 40 people have been  Era needs MD's 24/7... At least 40 people have been  Era needs MD's 24/7... At least 40 people have been 
killed in a multiple vehiclekilled in a multiple vehiclekilled in a multiple vehiclekilled in a multiple vehicle crash in Southwest Pakistan. The accident happened near the Gadani checkpost in crash in Southwest Pakistan. The accident happened near the Gadani checkpost in crash in Southwest Pakistan. The accident happened near the Gadani checkpost in crash in Southwest Pakistan. The accident happened near the Gadani checkpost in Balochistan Province,  Balochistan Province,  Balochistan Province,  Balochistan Province, 
as two buses rammed into an oil tank and a dumper,as two buses rammed into an oil tank and a dumper,as two buses rammed into an oil tank and a dumper,as two buses rammed into an oil tank and a dumper, bursting into flames!! Scalia is one of many Numb Nuts Dictators playing out bursting into flames!! Scalia is one of many Numb Nuts Dictators playing out bursting into flames!! Scalia is one of many Numb Nuts Dictators playing out bursting into flames!! Scalia is one of many Numb Nuts Dictators playing out
their "War Games" on planet Earth while the Universe is expanding intotheir "War Games" on planet Earth while the Universe is expanding intotheir "War Games" on planet Earth while the Universe is expanding intotheir "War Games" on planet Earth while the Universe is expanding into "Infinite" space at millions of miles per house in every  "Infinite" space at millions of miles per house in every  "Infinite" space at millions of miles per house in every  "Infinite" space at millions of miles per house in every 
direction!! Stupiddirection!! Stupiddirection!! Stupiddirection!! Stupid Criminals!!!  Criminals!!!  Criminals!!!  Criminals!!! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  MD's 24/7...  MD's 24/7...  MD's 24/7... ““““DivergentDivergentDivergentDivergent”””” is the latest adaptation of a novel (of the same is the latest adaptation of a novel (of the same is the latest adaptation of a novel (of the same is the latest adaptation of a novel (of the same 
name)name)name)name) about a teenaged girl coping with life in a futuristic, dystopian society. Mary about a teenaged girl coping with life in a futuristic, dystopian society. Mary about a teenaged girl coping with life in a futuristic, dystopian society. Mary about a teenaged girl coping with life in a futuristic, dystopian society. Mary B's movie is about Anus Cancer Warning to  B's movie is about Anus Cancer Warning to  B's movie is about Anus Cancer Warning to  B's movie is about Anus Cancer Warning to 
teenaged girls coping with a Overteenaged girls coping with a Overteenaged girls coping with a Overteenaged girls coping with a Over Protected Life were Mom + Dad would not mention Anus Cancer HPV and the "Bad Protected Life were Mom + Dad would not mention Anus Cancer HPV and the "Bad Protected Life were Mom + Dad would not mention Anus Cancer HPV and the "Bad Protected Life were Mom + Dad would not mention Anus Cancer HPV and the "Bad Men" by the  Men" by the  Men" by the  Men" by the 
millions would give this to their little girl! Hear Farrah screammillions would give this to their little girl! Hear Farrah screammillions would give this to their little girl! Hear Farrah screammillions would give this to their little girl! Hear Farrah scream when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is...  when she learns who gave her Anus Cancer, who her killer is... 
dramatic scene!dramatic scene!dramatic scene!dramatic scene! Oscar for Mary B's direction Home for little girls in an George Orwell Society Oscar for Mary B's direction Home for little girls in an George Orwell Society Oscar for Mary B's direction Home for little girls in an George Orwell Society Oscar for Mary B's direction Home for little girls in an George Orwell Society were Big Brother kills his sister instead of  were Big Brother kills his sister instead of  were Big Brother kills his sister instead of  were Big Brother kills his sister instead of 
saving her life, George Orwell insaving her life, George Orwell insaving her life, George Orwell insaving her life, George Orwell in our Era is a "Bad Person"!  our Era is a "Bad Person"!  our Era is a "Bad Person"!  our Era is a "Bad Person"! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George14 Windows to the Soul in a George14 Windows to the Soul in a George14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Third of women at higher risk of breast Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Third of women at higher risk of breast Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Third of women at higher risk of breast Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Third of women at higher risk of breast cancer because of  cancer because of  cancer because of  cancer because of 
"Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust that will convict Obama,"Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust that will convict Obama,"Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust that will convict Obama,"Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust that will convict Obama, Kennedy, Clinton, Hillary, Kerry, McCain... of Holocaust II and implicate the Kennedy, Clinton, Hillary, Kerry, McCain... of Holocaust II and implicate the Kennedy, Clinton, Hillary, Kerry, McCain... of Holocaust II and implicate the Kennedy, Clinton, Hillary, Kerry, McCain... of Holocaust II and implicate the
Jews in Israel! Jews in Israel! Jews in Israel! Jews in Israel! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Parents 'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM needs MD's 24/7... Parents 'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM needs MD's 24/7... Parents 'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM needs MD's 24/7... Parents 'Boiling With Anger' After Daughter's Death in GM
Car!! Parents who are George Orwell Employees will "Observe" 101 kids left inCar!! Parents who are George Orwell Employees will "Observe" 101 kids left inCar!! Parents who are George Orwell Employees will "Observe" 101 kids left inCar!! Parents who are George Orwell Employees will "Observe" 101 kids left in hot cars in the Summer of 2014 with no Amber Alerts from  hot cars in the Summer of 2014 with no Amber Alerts from  hot cars in the Summer of 2014 with no Amber Alerts from  hot cars in the Summer of 2014 with no Amber Alerts from 
Comcast + Verizon!!Comcast + Verizon!!Comcast + Verizon!!Comcast + Verizon!! This is their George Orwell a Numb Nuts Dictator named above!  This is their George Orwell a Numb Nuts Dictator named above!  This is their George Orwell a Numb Nuts Dictator named above!  This is their George Orwell a Numb Nuts Dictator named above! 

3333----22222222----14141414 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Toyota Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Toyota Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Toyota Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... Toyota Charged with Misleading US Consumers about Safety  Charged with Misleading US Consumers about Safety  Charged with Misleading US Consumers about Safety  Charged with Misleading US Consumers about Safety 
Issues HELL NO WE Won't goIssues HELL NO WE Won't goIssues HELL NO WE Won't goIssues HELL NO WE Won't go quietly, Toyota will be charged with Holocaust III and CEO will hang like Saddam quietly, Toyota will be charged with Holocaust III and CEO will hang like Saddam quietly, Toyota will be charged with Holocaust III and CEO will hang like Saddam quietly, Toyota will be charged with Holocaust III and CEO will hang like Saddam for suppressing Super  for suppressing Super  for suppressing Super  for suppressing Super 
Air Bags on the Outside of Toyota's for Decades afterAir Bags on the Outside of Toyota's for Decades afterAir Bags on the Outside of Toyota's for Decades afterAir Bags on the Outside of Toyota's for Decades after Greg's invention of them. Stupid Criminals!!  Greg's invention of them. Stupid Criminals!!  Greg's invention of them. Stupid Criminals!!  Greg's invention of them. Stupid Criminals!! 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to t14 Windows to t14 Windows to t14 Windows to the Soulhe Soulhe Soulhe Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the14 Windows to the14 Windows to the14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to14 Windows to14 Windows to14 Windows to the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7...  the Soul in a George Orwell 2014 Era needs MD's 24/7... 

3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good!  little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good!  little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good!  little Girls" who grow up and InventSomething Good! 
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3333----22222222----14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" 14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" 14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" 14 Windows to the Soul of "Over Protected little Girls" 

who grow up andwho grow up andwho grow up andwho grow up and InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good!  InventSomething Good! 

3333----21212121----14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" 
now Billnow Billnow Billnow Bill + Melinda are "Bad People" as Windows to the Soul from Bill + Melinda cost $4 a + Melinda are "Bad People" as Windows to the Soul from Bill + Melinda cost $4 a + Melinda are "Bad People" as Windows to the Soul from Bill + Melinda cost $4 a + Melinda are "Bad People" as Windows to the Soul from Bill + Melinda cost $4 a gallon same as Saudi Gas and the Saudi  gallon same as Saudi Gas and the Saudi  gallon same as Saudi Gas and the Saudi  gallon same as Saudi Gas and the Saudi 
King + his wifes payed Bill + MelindaKing + his wifes payed Bill + MelindaKing + his wifes payed Bill + MelindaKing + his wifes payed Bill + Melinda $100 Billion, for Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is $100 Billion, for Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is $100 Billion, for Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is $100 Billion, for Saudi Inventors using Win 8.1 to find how gravity is generated, one window to  generated, one window to  generated, one window to  generated, one window to 
the Human Soul that is a LOST discovery because of "Badthe Human Soul that is a LOST discovery because of "Badthe Human Soul that is a LOST discovery because of "Badthe Human Soul that is a LOST discovery because of "Bad People" like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$  People" like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$  People" like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$  People" like Bill + Melinda $$$$$$ 

3333----21212121----14 "Purple Heart" for Mary14 "Purple Heart" for Mary14 "Purple Heart" for Mary14 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's Sucker punched, scar for life in a Miami gas station hold B. + 1,001 other SWF's Sucker punched, scar for life in a Miami gas station hold B. + 1,001 other SWF's Sucker punched, scar for life in a Miami gas station hold B. + 1,001 other SWF's Sucker punched, scar for life in a Miami gas station hold up....  up....  up....  up.... 

3333----21212121----14 GAS Station Robberies 1,001 other SWF's will get the14 GAS Station Robberies 1,001 other SWF's will get the14 GAS Station Robberies 1,001 other SWF's will get the14 GAS Station Robberies 1,001 other SWF's will get the "Medal of Honor" as they died with valor for $4 Gas perks for City of Key "Medal of Honor" as they died with valor for $4 Gas perks for City of Key "Medal of Honor" as they died with valor for $4 Gas perks for City of Key "Medal of Honor" as they died with valor for $4 Gas perks for City of Key
West... West... West... West... 

3333----21212121----14 "Silver Star" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's "Firefight14 "Silver Star" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's "Firefight14 "Silver Star" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's "Firefight14 "Silver Star" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's "Firefight at the Miami Gas Station"... The Silver Star is awarded for gallantry not at the Miami Gas Station"... The Silver Star is awarded for gallantry not at the Miami Gas Station"... The Silver Star is awarded for gallantry not at the Miami Gas Station"... The Silver Star is awarded for gallantry not
justifying the award of one of the next higher valor awards justifying the award of one of the next higher valor awards justifying the award of one of the next higher valor awards justifying the award of one of the next higher valor awards –––– the Distinguishedthe Distinguishedthe Distinguishedthe Distinguished Service Cross, the Navy Cross, or the Air Force Cross.[4]  Service Cross, the Navy Cross, or the Air Force Cross.[4]  Service Cross, the Navy Cross, or the Air Force Cross.[4]  Service Cross, the Navy Cross, or the Air Force Cross.[4] 
The gallantryThe gallantryThe gallantryThe gallantry displayed must have taken place while in action against an enemy of the United displayed must have taken place while in action against an enemy of the United displayed must have taken place while in action against an enemy of the United displayed must have taken place while in action against an enemy of the United States... King + Prince Bush walked  States... King + Prince Bush walked  States... King + Prince Bush walked  States... King + Prince Bush walked 
hand in hand with at this Texas Ranch washand in hand with at this Texas Ranch washand in hand with at this Texas Ranch washand in hand with at this Texas Ranch was the enemy as all 3 wanted to walk hand in hand with Mary B. NO WAY! the enemy as all 3 wanted to walk hand in hand with Mary B. NO WAY! the enemy as all 3 wanted to walk hand in hand with Mary B. NO WAY! the enemy as all 3 wanted to walk hand in hand with Mary B. NO WAY!

3333----21212121----14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Cross" set it on fire14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Cross" set it on fire14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Cross" set it on fire14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Cross" set it on fire and gave it to Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... at a Miami gas  and gave it to Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... at a Miami gas  and gave it to Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... at a Miami gas  and gave it to Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... at a Miami gas 
station decadesstation decadesstation decadesstation decades after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.  after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.  after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.  after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. 

3333----21212121----14 JOHN MCCAIN14 JOHN MCCAIN14 JOHN MCCAIN14 JOHN MCCAIN poured gasoline on his "Silver Star" on 9/11 + ElectricWindmillCar both went up poured gasoline on his "Silver Star" on 9/11 + ElectricWindmillCar both went up poured gasoline on his "Silver Star" on 9/11 + ElectricWindmillCar both went up poured gasoline on his "Silver Star" on 9/11 + ElectricWindmillCar both went up in flames along with 1 million  in flames along with 1 million  in flames along with 1 million  in flames along with 1 million 
people who have died from McCain's "Valor" at thepeople who have died from McCain's "Valor" at thepeople who have died from McCain's "Valor" at thepeople who have died from McCain's "Valor" at the gas station Robberies world wide... Yes world wide gas stations are robbed! gas station Robberies world wide... Yes world wide gas stations are robbed! gas station Robberies world wide... Yes world wide gas stations are robbed! gas station Robberies world wide... Yes world wide gas stations are robbed!

3333----21212121----14 McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... Police officers in14 McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... Police officers in14 McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... Police officers in14 McCain + Kerry both used prostitutes.... Police officers in Honolulu have taken their lobby mantra to lawmakers, insisting that  Honolulu have taken their lobby mantra to lawmakers, insisting that  Honolulu have taken their lobby mantra to lawmakers, insisting that  Honolulu have taken their lobby mantra to lawmakers, insisting that 
the abilitythe abilitythe abilitythe ability to have sex with prostitutes in undercover operations is a necessary evil that to have sex with prostitutes in undercover operations is a necessary evil that to have sex with prostitutes in undercover operations is a necessary evil that to have sex with prostitutes in undercover operations is a necessary evil that lets them do their jobs.  lets them do their jobs.  lets them do their jobs.  lets them do their jobs. 

3333----21212121----14 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,00114 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,00114 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,00114 "Purple Heart" for Mary B. + 1,001 other SWF's... License Plates for sure free "Parking" perk as gasoline perks other SWF's... License Plates for sure free "Parking" perk as gasoline perks other SWF's... License Plates for sure free "Parking" perk as gasoline perks other SWF's... License Plates for sure free "Parking" perk as gasoline perks went to the City of  went to the City of  went to the City of  went to the City of 
Key West. Key West. Key West. Key West. 

3333----21212121----14 The Over protected "little girls"14 The Over protected "little girls"14 The Over protected "little girls"14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  "No Bad People"  "No Bad People"  "No Bad People" 
Poor Mary B. Lost ElectricWindmillCar Inheritance too, $777Poor Mary B. Lost ElectricWindmillCar Inheritance too, $777Poor Mary B. Lost ElectricWindmillCar Inheritance too, $777Poor Mary B. Lost ElectricWindmillCar Inheritance too, $777 Trillion and NO OBAMA SANCTIONS AGAINST SAUDIS ARABA, MECCA,  Trillion and NO OBAMA SANCTIONS AGAINST SAUDIS ARABA, MECCA,  Trillion and NO OBAMA SANCTIONS AGAINST SAUDIS ARABA, MECCA,  Trillion and NO OBAMA SANCTIONS AGAINST SAUDIS ARABA, MECCA, 
ALLAH $$$$$$$ ObamaALLAH $$$$$$$ ObamaALLAH $$$$$$$ ObamaALLAH $$$$$$$ Obama sanctions Putin and he has $7 Trillion in oil revenues.  sanctions Putin and he has $7 Trillion in oil revenues.  sanctions Putin and he has $7 Trillion in oil revenues.  sanctions Putin and he has $7 Trillion in oil revenues. 

3333----21212121----14 The Over14 The Over14 The Over14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" 
until they pulled in to a Miami Gasuntil they pulled in to a Miami Gasuntil they pulled in to a Miami Gasuntil they pulled in to a Miami Gas station, Miami gas and be held up + sucker punched... decades after the station, Miami gas and be held up + sucker punched... decades after the station, Miami gas and be held up + sucker punched... decades after the station, Miami gas and be held up + sucker punched... decades after the invention by Greg of the  invention by Greg of the  invention by Greg of the  invention by Greg of the 
ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really BadElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really BadElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really BadElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really Bad People." 100 Stitches for Mary B. + a scar for life no Purple Heart License People." 100 Stitches for Mary B. + a scar for life no Purple Heart License People." 100 Stitches for Mary B. + a scar for life no Purple Heart License People." 100 Stitches for Mary B. + a scar for life no Purple Heart License Plate  Plate  Plate  Plate 
from Florida yet, Gafrom Florida yet, Gafrom Florida yet, Gafrom Florida yet, Gas Station Hold Up lic plates soon as the $4 gas coups Station Hold Up lic plates soon as the $4 gas coups Station Hold Up lic plates soon as the $4 gas coups Station Hold Up lic plates soon as the $4 gas coup is successful for .10 cent a gallon gasoline. Grin!  is successful for .10 cent a gallon gasoline. Grin!  is successful for .10 cent a gallon gasoline. Grin!  is successful for .10 cent a gallon gasoline. Grin! 

3333----21212121----14 The Over14 The Over14 The Over14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People" 
until after University and she wasuntil after University and she wasuntil after University and she wasuntil after University and she was sucker punched by guy from Puerto Rico attacking Mary B. and her girl friends at sucker punched by guy from Puerto Rico attacking Mary B. and her girl friends at sucker punched by guy from Puerto Rico attacking Mary B. and her girl friends at sucker punched by guy from Puerto Rico attacking Mary B. and her girl friends at a Miami gas  a Miami gas  a Miami gas  a Miami gas 
station hold up... decades after the invention by Greg of thestation hold up... decades after the invention by Greg of thestation hold up... decades after the invention by Greg of thestation hold up... decades after the invention by Greg of the ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really Bad People" are Bush,  ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really Bad People" are Bush,  ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really Bad People" are Bush,  ElectricWindmillCar, now Mary B. knows the "Really Bad People" are Bush, 
Carter,Carter,Carter,Carter, Hillary, Clinton, Kennedy, McCain + Kerry for giving Mecca + Allah her $777 Hillary, Clinton, Kennedy, McCain + Kerry for giving Mecca + Allah her $777 Hillary, Clinton, Kennedy, McCain + Kerry for giving Mecca + Allah her $777 Hillary, Clinton, Kennedy, McCain + Kerry for giving Mecca + Allah her $777 Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar inheritance, for  Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar inheritance, for  Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar inheritance, for  Trillion in ElectricWindmillCar inheritance, for 
$4 gas and 100 stitches in$4 gas and 100 stitches in$4 gas and 100 stitches in$4 gas and 100 stitches in 1,001 women, many others killed in gas station hold ups...  1,001 women, many others killed in gas station hold ups...  1,001 women, many others killed in gas station hold ups...  1,001 women, many others killed in gas station hold ups... 

3333----21212121----14 The14 The14 The14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. Puerto Rico has asked its  up to be Mary B. Puerto Rico has asked its  up to be Mary B. Puerto Rico has asked its  up to be Mary B. Puerto Rico has asked its 
citizens to send in their ideas oncitizens to send in their ideas oncitizens to send in their ideas oncitizens to send in their ideas on how to revive the economy. The chief of staff of the Caribbean ... These Gas how to revive the economy. The chief of staff of the Caribbean ... These Gas how to revive the economy. The chief of staff of the Caribbean ... These Gas how to revive the economy. The chief of staff of the Caribbean ... These Gas Station robbery guys from  Station robbery guys from  Station robbery guys from  Station robbery guys from 
Puerto Rico were Made in the USA by Obama.... toPuerto Rico were Made in the USA by Obama.... toPuerto Rico were Made in the USA by Obama.... toPuerto Rico were Made in the USA by Obama.... to sucker punch SWF at gas stations in Miami and Verizon Recorded all. sucker punch SWF at gas stations in Miami and Verizon Recorded all. sucker punch SWF at gas stations in Miami and Verizon Recorded all. sucker punch SWF at gas stations in Miami and Verizon Recorded all.
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9/11... Managing pain in burn victims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fiery9/11... Managing pain in burn victims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fiery9/11... Managing pain in burn victims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fiery9/11... Managing pain in burn victims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fiery

Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with the 1980 Model Porsche 911 CoupWrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with the 1980 Model Porsche 911 CoupWrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with the 1980 Model Porsche 911 CoupWrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with the 1980 Model Porsche 911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! 

3333----21212121----14 The Over protected14 The Over protected14 The Over protected14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... grew up to be Mary B. "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... grew up to be Mary B. "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... grew up to be Mary B. "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... grew up to be Mary B. Not according to Lisa Graff, vice  Not according to Lisa Graff, vice  Not according to Lisa Graff, vice  Not according to Lisa Graff, vice 
president and general manager of intel'spresident and general manager of intel'spresident and general manager of intel'spresident and general manager of intel's Desktop Client Platforms Group, who on Wednesday detailed the chip giant's plan Desktop Client Platforms Group, who on Wednesday detailed the chip giant's plan Desktop Client Platforms Group, who on Wednesday detailed the chip giant's plan Desktop Client Platforms Group, who on Wednesday detailed the chip giant's plan to  to  to  to 
"reinvent the desktop" here at the Game Developer Conference in San"reinvent the desktop" here at the Game Developer Conference in San"reinvent the desktop" here at the Game Developer Conference in San"reinvent the desktop" here at the Game Developer Conference in San Francisco. Intel Lays Out Plan to 'Reinvent the Desktop'  Francisco. Intel Lays Out Plan to 'Reinvent the Desktop'  Francisco. Intel Lays Out Plan to 'Reinvent the Desktop'  Francisco. Intel Lays Out Plan to 'Reinvent the Desktop' 

3333----21212121----14 The14 The14 The14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B.  up to be Mary B.  up to be Mary B.  up to be Mary B. 

3333----21212121----14 1 of 19,000 murdered women copied and pasted,14 1 of 19,000 murdered women copied and pasted,14 1 of 19,000 murdered women copied and pasted,14 1 of 19,000 murdered women copied and pasted, McCain + Kerry suppress the NEWS Stories of all the other murdered women so  McCain + Kerry suppress the NEWS Stories of all the other murdered women so  McCain + Kerry suppress the NEWS Stories of all the other murdered women so  McCain + Kerry suppress the NEWS Stories of all the other murdered women so 
youyouyouyou can't protest... with Race for the Cure to Murdered Women.. who didn't know any can't protest... with Race for the Cure to Murdered Women.. who didn't know any can't protest... with Race for the Cure to Murdered Women.. who didn't know any can't protest... with Race for the Cure to Murdered Women.. who didn't know any "Bad People" The Over protected "little girls" in  "Bad People" The Over protected "little girls" in  "Bad People" The Over protected "little girls" in  "Bad People" The Over protected "little girls" in 
Chicago High rise on the 20thChicago High rise on the 20thChicago High rise on the 20thChicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. the great floor... one grew up to be Mary B. the great floor... one grew up to be Mary B. the great floor... one grew up to be Mary B. the great----niece of singer Johnny Cash hasniece of singer Johnny Cash hasniece of singer Johnny Cash hasniece of singer Johnny Cash has been found stabbed to death  been found stabbed to death  been found stabbed to death  been found stabbed to death 
and stuffed in a box in a house. Cash's body wasand stuffed in a box in a house. Cash's body wasand stuffed in a box in a house. Cash's body wasand stuffed in a box in a house. Cash's body was found in a large chest. A man identified as William Austin Johnson, Cash's found in a large chest. A man identified as William Austin Johnson, Cash's found in a large chest. A man identified as William Austin Johnson, Cash's found in a large chest. A man identified as William Austin Johnson, Cash's boyfriend,  boyfriend,  boyfriend,  boyfriend, 
was being treated for stab wounds at Vanderbilt University Medicalwas being treated for stab wounds at Vanderbilt University Medicalwas being treated for stab wounds at Vanderbilt University Medicalwas being treated for stab wounds at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville. Andrews said the pair had gone out with a  Center in Nashville. Andrews said the pair had gone out with a  Center in Nashville. Andrews said the pair had gone out with a  Center in Nashville. Andrews said the pair had gone out with a 
friend before anfriend before anfriend before anfriend before an altercation took place in the house where Johnson and Cash lived with their altercation took place in the house where Johnson and Cash lived with their altercation took place in the house where Johnson and Cash lived with their altercation took place in the house where Johnson and Cash lived with their young child. The friend, identified as  young child. The friend, identified as  young child. The friend, identified as  young child. The friend, identified as 
Wayne Gary Masciarella, has been chargedWayne Gary Masciarella, has been chargedWayne Gary Masciarella, has been chargedWayne Gary Masciarella, has been charged with first with first with first with first----degree murder. Andrews said Johnson escaped the attack and took thedegree murder. Andrews said Johnson escaped the attack and took thedegree murder. Andrews said Johnson escaped the attack and took thedegree murder. Andrews said Johnson escaped the attack and took the child with  child with  child with  child with 
him before driving to the hospital. "There was a struggle," thehim before driving to the hospital. "There was a struggle," thehim before driving to the hospital. "There was a struggle," thehim before driving to the hospital. "There was a struggle," the sheriff said. The suspect may have been trying to hide Cash's body,  sheriff said. The suspect may have been trying to hide Cash's body,  sheriff said. The suspect may have been trying to hide Cash's body,  sheriff said. The suspect may have been trying to hide Cash's body, 
AndrewsAndrewsAndrewsAndrews said. A motive was not released, but Andrews indicated the stabbings were likely said. A motive was not released, but Andrews indicated the stabbings were likely said. A motive was not released, but Andrews indicated the stabbings were likely said. A motive was not released, but Andrews indicated the stabbings were likely connected to drugs. "This is a senseless,  connected to drugs. "This is a senseless,  connected to drugs. "This is a senseless,  connected to drugs. "This is a senseless, 
tragic death of a young lady whosetragic death of a young lady whosetragic death of a young lady whosetragic death of a young lady whose life was probably taken as a direct or indirect result of drugs," life was probably taken as a direct or indirect result of drugs," life was probably taken as a direct or indirect result of drugs," life was probably taken as a direct or indirect result of drugs,"

2222----21212121----14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B.  20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B.  20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B.  20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. 

3333----21212121----14 The Over protected14 The Over protected14 The Over protected14 The Over protected "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary "little girls" in Chicago High rise on the 20th floor... one grew up to be Mary B. There were "No Bad People"  B. There were "No Bad People"  B. There were "No Bad People"  B. There were "No Bad People" 
Doctors Without Borders (MSF) has published aDoctors Without Borders (MSF) has published aDoctors Without Borders (MSF) has published aDoctors Without Borders (MSF) has published a briefing paper about the alarming spread of drug briefing paper about the alarming spread of drug briefing paper about the alarming spread of drug briefing paper about the alarming spread of drug----resistant tuberculosis, whichresistant tuberculosis, whichresistant tuberculosis, whichresistant tuberculosis, which they  they  they  they 
refer to as the "biggest threat to global health you've never heard of andrefer to as the "biggest threat to global health you've never heard of andrefer to as the "biggest threat to global health you've never heard of andrefer to as the "biggest threat to global health you've never heard of and NO One is sanctioned by Obama... tested at Airports, Publix +  NO One is sanctioned by Obama... tested at Airports, Publix +  NO One is sanctioned by Obama... tested at Airports, Publix +  NO One is sanctioned by Obama... tested at Airports, Publix + 
Whole Foods, why?Whole Foods, why?Whole Foods, why?Whole Foods, why? No Silver Cross Valor for saving people from TB...  No Silver Cross Valor for saving people from TB...  No Silver Cross Valor for saving people from TB...  No Silver Cross Valor for saving people from TB... 

3333----19191919----14 "Cold14 "Cold14 "Cold14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! With $777 Trillion as her "Wedding Gift"  With $777 Trillion as her "Wedding Gift"  With $777 Trillion as her "Wedding Gift"  With $777 Trillion as her "Wedding Gift" 
in the "Space Race with the Russians"in the "Space Race with the Russians"in the "Space Race with the Russians"in the "Space Race with the Russians" and in the Race for the Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast and in the Race for the Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast and in the Race for the Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast and in the Race for the Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!  Cancer!  Cancer!  Cancer! 
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9/11... Managing pain in burn victims... Rome, Paris, London,9/11... Managing pain in burn victims... Rome, Paris, London,9/11... Managing pain in burn victims... Rome, Paris, London,9/11... Managing pain in burn victims... Rome, Paris, London, Moscow, Fiery  Moscow, Fiery  Moscow, Fiery  Moscow, Fiery 

Wrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with the 1980 Model PorscheWrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with the 1980 Model PorscheWrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with the 1980 Model PorscheWrecks! 9/11 would never have happened with the 1980 Model Porsche 911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square!  911 Coup ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! 

3333----19191919----14 Managing pain in14 Managing pain in14 Managing pain in14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims Starting Today!" burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims Starting Today!" burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims Starting Today!" burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims Starting Today!"

3333----19191919----14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn14 Managing pain in burn victims and managing 1 million more "Burn Victims Starting Today!" When George Orwell is not  Victims Starting Today!" When George Orwell is not  Victims Starting Today!" When George Orwell is not  Victims Starting Today!" When George Orwell is not 
putting theputting theputting theputting the ElectricWindmillCar on the front page of the NY Times Today!  ElectricWindmillCar on the front page of the NY Times Today!  ElectricWindmillCar on the front page of the NY Times Today!  ElectricWindmillCar on the front page of the NY Times Today! 

3333----19191919----14141414 Managing pain in Mom... kids left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2014 and Managing pain in Mom... kids left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2014 and Managing pain in Mom... kids left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2014 and Managing pain in Mom... kids left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2014 and she is a "Woman Observer" knows the  she is a "Woman Observer" knows the  she is a "Woman Observer" knows the  she is a "Woman Observer" knows the 
ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledElectricWindmillCar is climate controlledElectricWindmillCar is climate controlled 24/7... and knows Greg + Wives in Key West are stifled from working on 1,001 24/7... and knows Greg + Wives in Key West are stifled from working on 1,001 24/7... and knows Greg + Wives in Key West are stifled from working on 1,001 24/7... and knows Greg + Wives in Key West are stifled from working on 1,001 Invention  Invention  Invention  Invention 
Projects 24/7 today! Projects 24/7 today! Projects 24/7 today! Projects 24/7 today! 

3333----19191919----14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra,14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra,14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra,14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management did not know about or address the defects sooner. and other senior management did not know about or address the defects sooner. and other senior management did not know about or address the defects sooner. and other senior management did not know about or address the defects sooner. Twelve  Twelve  Twelve  Twelve 
people died in accidents involving the faulty ignition... 12 Million diedpeople died in accidents involving the faulty ignition... 12 Million diedpeople died in accidents involving the faulty ignition... 12 Million diedpeople died in accidents involving the faulty ignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressing  from Mary suppressing  from Mary suppressing  from Mary suppressing ---- NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING ---- the  the  the  the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era.ElectricWindmillCar Era.ElectricWindmillCar Era.ElectricWindmillCar Era.

3333----19191919----14 12 Million died from Mary suppressing 14 12 Million died from Mary suppressing 14 12 Million died from Mary suppressing 14 12 Million died from Mary suppressing ---- NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING  NOT LEAKING ---- the the the the ElectricWindmillCar Era. Mary B. + Greg will save the lives of 120  ElectricWindmillCar Era. Mary B. + Greg will save the lives of 120  ElectricWindmillCar Era. Mary B. + Greg will save the lives of 120  ElectricWindmillCar Era. Mary B. + Greg will save the lives of 120 
Million SWFMillion SWFMillion SWFMillion SWF just from "Prohibition" of Guinness Drunks Murdered SWF's + giving them "Anus just from "Prohibition" of Guinness Drunks Murdered SWF's + giving them "Anus just from "Prohibition" of Guinness Drunks Murdered SWF's + giving them "Anus just from "Prohibition" of Guinness Drunks Murdered SWF's + giving them "Anus Cancer" HPV's.  Cancer" HPV's.  Cancer" HPV's.  Cancer" HPV's. 

3333----19191919----14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe!  could have "Married" Miss Universe!  could have "Married" Miss Universe!  could have "Married" Miss Universe! 

3333----19191919----14 The Porsche 911 GT3 is hot,14 The Porsche 911 GT3 is hot,14 The Porsche 911 GT3 is hot,14 The Porsche 911 GT3 is hot, so hot that it can catch fire, so the company is going to replace the engine. so hot that it can catch fire, so the company is going to replace the engine. so hot that it can catch fire, so the company is going to replace the engine. so hot that it can catch fire, so the company is going to replace the engine. Porsche will replace the  Porsche will replace the  Porsche will replace the  Porsche will replace the 
engines in 785 highengines in 785 highengines in 785 highengines in 785 high----performance sports cars because ofperformance sports cars because ofperformance sports cars because ofperformance sports cars because of a risk that the current engines could catch fire. George Orwell Numb Nuts a risk that the current engines could catch fire. George Orwell Numb Nuts a risk that the current engines could catch fire. George Orwell Numb Nuts a risk that the current engines could catch fire. George Orwell Numb Nuts
Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! CNNMoney wrote Porsche will replaceDictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! CNNMoney wrote Porsche will replaceDictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! CNNMoney wrote Porsche will replaceDictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! CNNMoney wrote Porsche will replace the engines in 785 high the engines in 785 high the engines in 785 high the engines in 785 high----performance sports cars performance sports cars performance sports cars performance sports cars 
because of a risk that thebecause of a risk that thebecause of a risk that thebecause of a risk that the current engines could catch fire. Miss Universe has caught fire in Rome, Paris, current engines could catch fire. Miss Universe has caught fire in Rome, Paris, current engines could catch fire. Miss Universe has caught fire in Rome, Paris, current engines could catch fire. Miss Universe has caught fire in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... it's a crime by  Moscow, LA... it's a crime by  Moscow, LA... it's a crime by  Moscow, LA... it's a crime by 
CNNMoney not to report Miss Universe has caught onCNNMoney not to report Miss Universe has caught onCNNMoney not to report Miss Universe has caught onCNNMoney not to report Miss Universe has caught on fire in a gasoline Porsche!  fire in a gasoline Porsche!  fire in a gasoline Porsche!  fire in a gasoline Porsche! 

3333----19191919----14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell14 "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! At the Hemingway House in Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! At the Hemingway House in Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! At the Hemingway House in Numb Nuts Dictator could have "Married" Miss Universe! At the Hemingway House in Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 
and bought the house next door at 804 Olivia for Hemingway Writingand bought the house next door at 804 Olivia for Hemingway Writingand bought the house next door at 804 Olivia for Hemingway Writingand bought the house next door at 804 Olivia for Hemingway Writing Classes that put 1,001 invention projects in each chapter... 1  Classes that put 1,001 invention projects in each chapter... 1  Classes that put 1,001 invention projects in each chapter... 1  Classes that put 1,001 invention projects in each chapter... 1 
Trillion TurtlesTrillion TurtlesTrillion TurtlesTrillion Turtles @ Hemingway Beach Today Chapter and Novel was lost to History by Key West Navy @ Hemingway Beach Today Chapter and Novel was lost to History by Key West Navy @ Hemingway Beach Today Chapter and Novel was lost to History by Key West Navy @ Hemingway Beach Today Chapter and Novel was lost to History by Key West Navy Drinking of Guinness Beer at Capt.  Drinking of Guinness Beer at Capt.  Drinking of Guinness Beer at Capt.  Drinking of Guinness Beer at Capt. 
Tonys, grin! Tonys, grin! Tonys, grin! Tonys, grin! 

3333----19191919----14 New York Times14 New York Times14 New York Times14 New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion in Secret CIA "BP Oil" Slush Funds for the New Cold War, Analysis: $777 Trillion in Secret CIA "BP Oil" Slush Funds for the New Cold War, Analysis: $777 Trillion in Secret CIA "BP Oil" Slush Funds for the New Cold War, Analysis: $777 Trillion in Secret CIA "BP Oil" Slush Funds for the New Cold War, as Russia + USA Return to a  as Russia + USA Return to a  as Russia + USA Return to a  as Russia + USA Return to a 
"Cold War Rivalry" By PETER BAKER "Cold War Rivalry" By PETER BAKER "Cold War Rivalry" By PETER BAKER "Cold War Rivalry" By PETER BAKER 

3333----19191919----14141414 General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition defects on the Chevrolet Cobalt and other  defects on the Chevrolet Cobalt and other  defects on the Chevrolet Cobalt and other  defects on the Chevrolet Cobalt and other 
problems. GM also announced three newproblems. GM also announced three newproblems. GM also announced three newproblems. GM also announced three new recalls for another 1.5 million more vehicles, including sport utility vehicles, recalls for another 1.5 million more vehicles, including sport utility vehicles, recalls for another 1.5 million more vehicles, including sport utility vehicles, recalls for another 1.5 million more vehicles, including sport utility vehicles, and Cadillac  and Cadillac  and Cadillac  and Cadillac 
sedans, for a variety of potential defects. sedans, for a variety of potential defects. sedans, for a variety of potential defects. sedans, for a variety of potential defects. 

3333----19191919----14 General14 General14 General14 General Motors New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion is the "Actual Cost of GM Cars" Motors New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion is the "Actual Cost of GM Cars" Motors New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion is the "Actual Cost of GM Cars" Motors New York Times Analysis: $777 Trillion is the "Actual Cost of GM Cars" charge for 1,001 Burned Cops + Kids from  charge for 1,001 Burned Cops + Kids from  charge for 1,001 Burned Cops + Kids from  charge for 1,001 Burned Cops + Kids from 
1980 to 2014... Bush will do the Math1980 to 2014... Bush will do the Math1980 to 2014... Bush will do the Math1980 to 2014... Bush will do the Math in Texas and Yale when he visits, "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts in Texas and Yale when he visits, "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts in Texas and Yale when he visits, "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts in Texas and Yale when he visits, "Cold Hearted" George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictator could have  Dictator could have  Dictator could have  Dictator could have 
MARRIED Miss Universe! MARRIED Miss Universe! MARRIED Miss Universe! MARRIED Miss Universe! 

3333----19191919----14 General Motors GM14 General Motors GM14 General Motors GM14 General Motors GM $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition defects. Latest $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition defects. Latest $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition defects. Latest $300 million charge the cost of recalls for deadly ignition defects. Latest moves come after some difficult  moves come after some difficult  moves come after some difficult  moves come after some difficult 
weeks for the largest U.S. carmaker, which isweeks for the largest U.S. carmaker, which isweeks for the largest U.S. carmaker, which isweeks for the largest U.S. carmaker, which is under scrutiny from Congress, the National Highway Traffic Safety under scrutiny from Congress, the National Highway Traffic Safety under scrutiny from Congress, the National Highway Traffic Safety under scrutiny from Congress, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, safety  Administration, safety  Administration, safety  Administration, safety 
advocates and numerous lawyers for recalls involving 1.6advocates and numerous lawyers for recalls involving 1.6advocates and numerous lawyers for recalls involving 1.6advocates and numerous lawyers for recalls involving 1.6 million vehicles worldwide, including the small Cobalt, that date back a  million vehicles worldwide, including the small Cobalt, that date back a  million vehicles worldwide, including the small Cobalt, that date back a  million vehicles worldwide, including the small Cobalt, that date back a 
decadedecadedecadedecade or more. The situation has raised questions w or more. The situation has raised questions w or more. The situation has raised questions w or more. The situation has raised questions why GMhy GMhy GMhy GM’’’’s new chief executive,s new chief executive,s new chief executive,s new chief executive,

3333----19191919----14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management14 $777 Trillion is what Mary Barra, and other senior management did not know about or address the defects sooner. Twelve  did not know about or address the defects sooner. Twelve  did not know about or address the defects sooner. Twelve  did not know about or address the defects sooner. Twelve 
people died inpeople died inpeople died inpeople died in accidents involving the faulty ignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressing accidents involving the faulty ignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressing accidents involving the faulty ignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressing accidents involving the faulty ignition... 12 Million died from Mary suppressing ---- NOT LEAKING NOT LEAKING NOT LEAKING NOT LEAKING ---- the the the the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era. ElectricWindmillCar Era. ElectricWindmillCar Era. ElectricWindmillCar Era. 

3333----19191919----14 Stupid Criminals at14 Stupid Criminals at14 Stupid Criminals at14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement Written by Craig Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement Written by Craig Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement Written by Craig Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement Written by Craig Trudell The carmaker recalled  Trudell The carmaker recalled  Trudell The carmaker recalled  Trudell The carmaker recalled 
more than 10 million vehicles for problems relatedmore than 10 million vehicles for problems relatedmore than 10 million vehicles for problems relatedmore than 10 million vehicles for problems related to unintended acceleration in 2009 and 2010...  to unintended acceleration in 2009 and 2010...  to unintended acceleration in 2009 and 2010...  to unintended acceleration in 2009 and 2010... 
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3333----19191919----14 Unintended14 Unintended14 Unintended14 Unintended acceleration of 1,001 Invention Projects, Gravity Engine + how Gravity is acceleration of 1,001 Invention Projects, Gravity Engine + how Gravity is acceleration of 1,001 Invention Projects, Gravity Engine + how Gravity is acceleration of 1,001 Invention Projects, Gravity Engine + how Gravity is generated was all LOST by Stupid  generated was all LOST by Stupid  generated was all LOST by Stupid  generated was all LOST by Stupid 
Criminals at Toyota. $777 Zillion US CriminalCriminals at Toyota. $777 Zillion US CriminalCriminals at Toyota. $777 Zillion US CriminalCriminals at Toyota. $777 Zillion US Criminal Settlement will be a Godsend for Homeless in Key West and the Yale Key West Settlement will be a Godsend for Homeless in Key West and the Yale Key West Settlement will be a Godsend for Homeless in Key West and the Yale Key West Settlement will be a Godsend for Homeless in Key West and the Yale Key West Medical  Medical  Medical  Medical 
School budget, grin! School budget, grin! School budget, grin! School budget, grin! 

3333----19191919----14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to14 Stupid Criminals at Toyota Said to Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement  Reach $1.2 Billion US Criminal Settlement 

3333----19191919----14 People in Key West...14 People in Key West...14 People in Key West...14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28  people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28  people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28  people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28 ---- 23 are23 are23 are23 are students, one is a university  students, one is a university  students, one is a university  students, one is a university 
staff member, one person is related to an OSUstaff member, one person is related to an OSUstaff member, one person is related to an OSUstaff member, one person is related to an OSU student and three others have strong ties to the university... Front Page News student and three others have strong ties to the university... Front Page News student and three others have strong ties to the university... Front Page News student and three others have strong ties to the university... Front Page News Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams 
No at this FrontNo at this FrontNo at this FrontNo at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your  her Anus Cancer, listen in your 
mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will makemind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will makemind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will makemind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary B. will make this movie dramatic!!  this movie dramatic!!  this movie dramatic!!  this movie dramatic!! 

3333----19191919----14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28  University with the mumps has increased to 28  University with the mumps has increased to 28  University with the mumps has increased to 28 

3333----19191919----14 People in Key14 People in Key14 People in Key14 People in Key West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28 West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28 West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28 West... people at Ohio State University with the mumps has increased to 28

3333----18181818----14 Tuesday in Key West and I have to make14 Tuesday in Key West and I have to make14 Tuesday in Key West and I have to make14 Tuesday in Key West and I have to make a note about the Key West Post Office Clerk guy who works the PO Boxes said a note about the Key West Post Office Clerk guy who works the PO Boxes said a note about the Key West Post Office Clerk guy who works the PO Boxes said a note about the Key West Post Office Clerk guy who works the PO Boxes said there is a  there is a  there is a  there is a 
1 yr limit to forward your mail from 726 Emma St were Deborah Barrett1 yr limit to forward your mail from 726 Emma St were Deborah Barrett1 yr limit to forward your mail from 726 Emma St were Deborah Barrett1 yr limit to forward your mail from 726 Emma St were Deborah Barrett is manager as she is sending all my mail back to sender and  is manager as she is sending all my mail back to sender and  is manager as she is sending all my mail back to sender and  is manager as she is sending all my mail back to sender and 
her PO Box is acrossher PO Box is acrossher PO Box is acrossher PO Box is across from mine so I plan a Law Suit soon as George Orwell Key West makes contact... from mine so I plan a Law Suit soon as George Orwell Key West makes contact... from mine so I plan a Law Suit soon as George Orwell Key West makes contact... from mine so I plan a Law Suit soon as George Orwell Key West makes contact... and strange women at the Clerk of  and strange women at the Clerk of  and strange women at the Clerk of  and strange women at the Clerk of 
the Court office as Judge Fowler told everyonethe Court office as Judge Fowler told everyonethe Court office as Judge Fowler told everyonethe Court office as Judge Fowler told everyone I will send you a letter and this women at the Clerk of the Court office argued I will send you a letter and this women at the Clerk of the Court office argued I will send you a letter and this women at the Clerk of the Court office argued I will send you a letter and this women at the Clerk of the Court office argued about this  about this  about this  about this 
back and forth for 5 mins wow... I will try to get Judge Fowler toback and forth for 5 mins wow... I will try to get Judge Fowler toback and forth for 5 mins wow... I will try to get Judge Fowler toback and forth for 5 mins wow... I will try to get Judge Fowler to email the Clerks of her Court Room her goings on about sending out  email the Clerks of her Court Room her goings on about sending out  email the Clerks of her Court Room her goings on about sending out  email the Clerks of her Court Room her goings on about sending out 
letters.letters.letters.letters.

3333----18181818----14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article... Space Ripples Reveal Big Bang Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article... Space Ripples Reveal Big Bang Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article... Space Ripples Reveal Big Bang Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article... Space Ripples Reveal Big Bang’’’’ssss
Smoking Gun. By DENNIS OVERBYEMARCH 17, 2014 Not worth reading, really just theSmoking Gun. By DENNIS OVERBYEMARCH 17, 2014 Not worth reading, really just theSmoking Gun. By DENNIS OVERBYEMARCH 17, 2014 Not worth reading, really just theSmoking Gun. By DENNIS OVERBYEMARCH 17, 2014 Not worth reading, really just the title as Greg "Revealed" Guinness Drunks and most  title as Greg "Revealed" Guinness Drunks and most  title as Greg "Revealed" Guinness Drunks and most  title as Greg "Revealed" Guinness Drunks and most 
used Smoking Guns to Murderused Smoking Guns to Murderused Smoking Guns to Murderused Smoking Guns to Murder 19K SWF.  19K SWF.  19K SWF.  19K SWF. 

3333----18181818----14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article... More than 75 percent of Staten  SWF "Smoking Gun" article... More than 75 percent of Staten  SWF "Smoking Gun" article... More than 75 percent of Staten  SWF "Smoking Gun" article... More than 75 percent of Staten 
Islanders areIslanders areIslanders areIslanders are overweight, the borough president said, in the NY Times and the Smoking Gun overweight, the borough president said, in the NY Times and the Smoking Gun overweight, the borough president said, in the NY Times and the Smoking Gun overweight, the borough president said, in the NY Times and the Smoking Gun Revelation by Greg is Ephedrine, Dr. Nancy  Revelation by Greg is Ephedrine, Dr. Nancy  Revelation by Greg is Ephedrine, Dr. Nancy  Revelation by Greg is Ephedrine, Dr. Nancy 
would say put it in the water...would say put it in the water...would say put it in the water...would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant! 

3333----18181818----14 Murdered cooking with14 Murdered cooking with14 Murdered cooking with14 Murdered cooking with "Natural Gas" article... James Surowiecki The New Yorker, James Murdered Mom as "Natural Gas" article... James Surowiecki The New Yorker, James Murdered Mom as "Natural Gas" article... James Surowiecki The New Yorker, James Murdered Mom as "Natural Gas" article... James Surowiecki The New Yorker, James Murdered Mom as she made Pancakes!  she made Pancakes!  she made Pancakes!  she made Pancakes! 
RussiaRussiaRussiaRussia’’’’s Unconventional Weapon: Natural Gas. by Jamess Unconventional Weapon: Natural Gas. by Jamess Unconventional Weapon: Natural Gas. by Jamess Unconventional Weapon: Natural Gas. by James Surowiecki and James + the New Yorker know the stats that mom making  Surowiecki and James + the New Yorker know the stats that mom making  Surowiecki and James + the New Yorker know the stats that mom making  Surowiecki and James + the New Yorker know the stats that mom making 
PancakesPancakesPancakesPancakes using a Natural Gas stove will die of cancers and lung diseases from particles using a Natural Gas stove will die of cancers and lung diseases from particles using a Natural Gas stove will die of cancers and lung diseases from particles using a Natural Gas stove will die of cancers and lung diseases from particles of poison gas in all Natural Gas and a lot  of poison gas in all Natural Gas and a lot  of poison gas in all Natural Gas and a lot  of poison gas in all Natural Gas and a lot 
more Moms than 19K so this is anothermore Moms than 19K so this is anothermore Moms than 19K so this is anothermore Moms than 19K so this is another Holoca Holoca Holoca Holocaust by the New Yorker and Jews probably write and own most of the Newust by the New Yorker and Jews probably write and own most of the Newust by the New Yorker and Jews probably write and own most of the Newust by the New Yorker and Jews probably write and own most of the New Yorker... Natural  Yorker... Natural  Yorker... Natural  Yorker... Natural 
Gas Holocaust + Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Reveled by Greg toGas Holocaust + Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Reveled by Greg toGas Holocaust + Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Reveled by Greg toGas Holocaust + Poison Gasoline Exhaust are Reveled by Greg to save the live of Mary B. and the Generals Daughters! As the General +  save the live of Mary B. and the Generals Daughters! As the General +  save the live of Mary B. and the Generals Daughters! As the General +  save the live of Mary B. and the Generals Daughters! As the General + 
AdmiralsAdmiralsAdmiralsAdmirals at the Pentagon have killed their own Mothers via Natural Gas Cooking Stoves! at the Pentagon have killed their own Mothers via Natural Gas Cooking Stoves! at the Pentagon have killed their own Mothers via Natural Gas Cooking Stoves! at the Pentagon have killed their own Mothers via Natural Gas Cooking Stoves!

3333----18181818----14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K14 Today's NY Times day after Guinness Drunks Murdered 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article...  SWF "Smoking Gun" article...  SWF "Smoking Gun" article...  SWF "Smoking Gun" article... 

3333----18181818----14 Managing pain in burn victims,14 Managing pain in burn victims,14 Managing pain in burn victims,14 Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article... 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article... 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article... 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF "Smoking Gun" article...
http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Copshttp://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Copshttp://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Copshttp://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Cops + Kids as the MD's who write this web page get 1% of  + Kids as the MD's who write this web page get 1% of  + Kids as the MD's who write this web page get 1% of  + Kids as the MD's who write this web page get 1% of 
$777 Trillion in Oil Money$777 Trillion in Oil Money$777 Trillion in Oil Money$777 Trillion in Oil Money to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and NOT to write up to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and NOT to write up to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and NOT to write up to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and NOT to write up the 1,001 fiery Cop Car  the 1,001 fiery Cop Car  the 1,001 fiery Cop Car  the 1,001 fiery Cop Car 
wrecks with burns wrecks with burns wrecks with burns wrecks with burns ---- painful painful painful painful ---- on Cops + kids today...on Cops + kids today...on Cops + kids today...on Cops + kids today... really sick MD's I hope they all lose their heads as they even put a MOCK Univ really sick MD's I hope they all lose their heads as they even put a MOCK Univ really sick MD's I hope they all lose their heads as they even put a MOCK Univ really sick MD's I hope they all lose their heads as they even put a MOCK Univ of  of  of  of 
Colorado medical Godsend today that is a SCAM as the H toilet at Colorado medical Godsend today that is a SCAM as the H toilet at Colorado medical Godsend today that is a SCAM as the H toilet at Colorado medical Godsend today that is a SCAM as the H toilet at ----254 C will254 C will254 C will254 C will heat shier Butts to 3,844 F and will really clean up  heat shier Butts to 3,844 F and will really clean up  heat shier Butts to 3,844 F and will really clean up  heat shier Butts to 3,844 F and will really clean up 
Africa, India, China... theAfrica, India, China... theAfrica, India, China... theAfrica, India, China... the MOCK Univ of Colorado Medical Godsend is a Crime as these MD's who wrote it up MOCK Univ of Colorado Medical Godsend is a Crime as these MD's who wrote it up MOCK Univ of Colorado Medical Godsend is a Crime as these MD's who wrote it up MOCK Univ of Colorado Medical Godsend is a Crime as these MD's who wrote it up today should have written  today should have written  today should have written  today should have written 
up the 1 Trillion Cans of H @ up the 1 Trillion Cans of H @ up the 1 Trillion Cans of H @ up the 1 Trillion Cans of H @ ----254 C that will really254 C that will really254 C that will really254 C that will really be the Godsend for 1 billion without plumbing + heat + climate controlled cars + be the Godsend for 1 billion without plumbing + heat + climate controlled cars + be the Godsend for 1 billion without plumbing + heat + climate controlled cars + be the Godsend for 1 billion without plumbing + heat + climate controlled cars +
homes... also these MD's at Medgadgets will let 100 kids die in hot cars in thehomes... also these MD's at Medgadgets will let 100 kids die in hot cars in thehomes... also these MD's at Medgadgets will let 100 kids die in hot cars in thehomes... also these MD's at Medgadgets will let 100 kids die in hot cars in the Summer of 2014 and not write the ElectricWindmillCar is  Summer of 2014 and not write the ElectricWindmillCar is  Summer of 2014 and not write the ElectricWindmillCar is  Summer of 2014 and not write the ElectricWindmillCar is 
climate controlledclimate controlledclimate controlledclimate controlled 24/7... finally these MD's know Greg is homeless in Key West with limited Wifi 24/7... finally these MD's know Greg is homeless in Key West with limited Wifi 24/7... finally these MD's know Greg is homeless in Key West with limited Wifi 24/7... finally these MD's know Greg is homeless in Key West with limited Wifi for Free and go along with stifling Greg  for Free and go along with stifling Greg  for Free and go along with stifling Greg  for Free and go along with stifling Greg 
+ Wives Race for the Cure of Breast+ Wives Race for the Cure of Breast+ Wives Race for the Cure of Breast+ Wives Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer! Wow... sick MD's and Stupid Criminals!  Cancer! Wow... sick MD's and Stupid Criminals!  Cancer! Wow... sick MD's and Stupid Criminals!  Cancer! Wow... sick MD's and Stupid Criminals! 
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Managing pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWFManaging pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWFManaging pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWFManaging pain in burn victims, 1,001 Cops in Paris, Rome, LA, Moscow 19K SWF

"Smoking Gun" article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a"Smoking Gun" article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a"Smoking Gun" article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a"Smoking Gun" article... http://www.medgadget.com/ MD's who never write a article on "Burn Victims" Cops  article on "Burn Victims" Cops  article on "Burn Victims" Cops  article on "Burn Victims" Cops 

3333----18181818----14 Key West "Smoking Gun" Medical Xpress)14 Key West "Smoking Gun" Medical Xpress)14 Key West "Smoking Gun" Medical Xpress)14 Key West "Smoking Gun" Medical Xpress)————SocialSocialSocialSocial relationships, Courts in Key West and Victor Cushman as when I told the Story relationships, Courts in Key West and Victor Cushman as when I told the Story relationships, Courts in Key West and Victor Cushman as when I told the Story relationships, Courts in Key West and Victor Cushman as when I told the Story
about Victor Cushman making Greg + Others clean up his BM Explosion the Courtabout Victor Cushman making Greg + Others clean up his BM Explosion the Courtabout Victor Cushman making Greg + Others clean up his BM Explosion the Courtabout Victor Cushman making Greg + Others clean up his BM Explosion the Court Guy didn't even know were in Key West you get tested  Guy didn't even know were in Key West you get tested  Guy didn't even know were in Key West you get tested  Guy didn't even know were in Key West you get tested 
for Hepatitis A, B, C itsfor Hepatitis A, B, C itsfor Hepatitis A, B, C itsfor Hepatitis A, B, C its the old Cigar factory now the County Health Dept... patients with irritable the old Cigar factory now the County Health Dept... patients with irritable the old Cigar factory now the County Health Dept... patients with irritable the old Cigar factory now the County Health Dept... patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) rate their  bowel syndrome (IBS) rate their  bowel syndrome (IBS) rate their  bowel syndrome (IBS) rate their 
overall health than the severity of theiroverall health than the severity of theiroverall health than the severity of theiroverall health than the severity of their gastrointestinal symptoms IBS is among the most common, disabling and gastrointestinal symptoms IBS is among the most common, disabling and gastrointestinal symptoms IBS is among the most common, disabling and gastrointestinal symptoms IBS is among the most common, disabling and intractable  intractable  intractable  intractable 
gastrointestinal disorders. Twice as common among women as men, itgastrointestinal disorders. Twice as common among women as men, itgastrointestinal disorders. Twice as common among women as men, itgastrointestinal disorders. Twice as common among women as men, it is estimated to affect between 25 million to 50 million  is estimated to affect between 25 million to 50 million  is estimated to affect between 25 million to 50 million  is estimated to affect between 25 million to 50 million 
Americans. SymptomsAmericans. SymptomsAmericans. SymptomsAmericans. Symptoms include abdominal pain, diarrhea and/or constipation.  include abdominal pain, diarrhea and/or constipation.  include abdominal pain, diarrhea and/or constipation.  include abdominal pain, diarrhea and/or constipation. 

3333----18181818----14 Today's14 Today's14 Today's14 Today's Atlantic SWF "Smoking Gun" article... is Harvard writing about chemicals in the Atlantic SWF "Smoking Gun" article... is Harvard writing about chemicals in the Atlantic SWF "Smoking Gun" article... is Harvard writing about chemicals in the Atlantic SWF "Smoking Gun" article... is Harvard writing about chemicals in the blood reaching the brain so we lose  blood reaching the brain so we lose  blood reaching the brain so we lose  blood reaching the brain so we lose 
IQ, SWF lost $777 Trillion and Harvard thisIQ, SWF lost $777 Trillion and Harvard thisIQ, SWF lost $777 Trillion and Harvard thisIQ, SWF lost $777 Trillion and Harvard this Professor and the Harvard University got a 1% cut of $777 Trillion to go along Professor and the Harvard University got a 1% cut of $777 Trillion to go along Professor and the Harvard University got a 1% cut of $777 Trillion to go along Professor and the Harvard University got a 1% cut of $777 Trillion to go along with Poison  with Poison  with Poison  with Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust, this guy will hang or lose his head like theGasoline Exhaust, this guy will hang or lose his head like theGasoline Exhaust, this guy will hang or lose his head like theGasoline Exhaust, this guy will hang or lose his head like the French Revolution and the Stupid Harvard Professor already lost a lot of  French Revolution and the Stupid Harvard Professor already lost a lot of  French Revolution and the Stupid Harvard Professor already lost a lot of  French Revolution and the Stupid Harvard Professor already lost a lot of 
IQ fromIQ fromIQ fromIQ from taking money from BP Oil and Mecca to sell out SWF's on Harvard Campus... Stupid taking money from BP Oil and Mecca to sell out SWF's on Harvard Campus... Stupid taking money from BP Oil and Mecca to sell out SWF's on Harvard Campus... Stupid taking money from BP Oil and Mecca to sell out SWF's on Harvard Campus... Stupid Criminals... Forty Criminals... Forty Criminals... Forty Criminals... Forty----one million IQ points. one million IQ points. one million IQ points. one million IQ points. 
ThatThatThatThat’’’’s what Dr. David Bellingers what Dr. David Bellingers what Dr. David Bellingers what Dr. David Bellinger determined Americans have collectively forfeited as a result of exposure to determined Americans have collectively forfeited as a result of exposure to determined Americans have collectively forfeited as a result of exposure to determined Americans have collectively forfeited as a result of exposure to lead, mercury, and  lead, mercury, and  lead, mercury, and  lead, mercury, and 
organophosphate pesticides. In a 2012 paper published by theorganophosphate pesticides. In a 2012 paper published by theorganophosphate pesticides. In a 2012 paper published by theorganophosphate pesticides. In a 2012 paper published by the National Institutes of Health, Bellinger, a professor of neurology at  National Institutes of Health, Bellinger, a professor of neurology at  National Institutes of Health, Bellinger, a professor of neurology at  National Institutes of Health, Bellinger, a professor of neurology at 
HarvardHarvardHarvardHarvard Medical School, compared intelligence quotients among children whose mothers had Medical School, compared intelligence quotients among children whose mothers had Medical School, compared intelligence quotients among children whose mothers had Medical School, compared intelligence quotients among children whose mothers had been exposed to these neurotoxins while  been exposed to these neurotoxins while  been exposed to these neurotoxins while  been exposed to these neurotoxins while 
pregnanpregnanpregnanpregnant to those who had not. Bellingert to those who had not. Bellingert to those who had not. Bellingert to those who had not. Bellinger calculates a total loss of 16.9 million IQ points due to exposure to calculates a total loss of 16.9 million IQ points due to exposure to calculates a total loss of 16.9 million IQ points due to exposure to calculates a total loss of 16.9 million IQ points due to exposure to organophosphates, the  organophosphates, the  organophosphates, the  organophosphates, the 
most common pesticides used in agriculture.most common pesticides used in agriculture.most common pesticides used in agriculture.most common pesticides used in agriculture.

http://www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2014/03/thehttp://www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2014/03/thehttp://www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2014/03/thehttp://www.theatlantic.com/features/archive/2014/03/the----toxinstoxinstoxinstoxins----thatthatthatthat----threatenthreatenthreatenthreaten----ourourourour----brains/284466/?google_editors_picks=truebrains/284466/?google_editors_picks=truebrains/284466/?google_editors_picks=truebrains/284466/?google_editors_picks=true

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high----spirited valor to savespirited valor to savespirited valor to savespirited valor to save
Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of New York City's annual march down Fifth Avenue are  Parade, organizers of New York City's annual march down Fifth Avenue are  Parade, organizers of New York City's annual march down Fifth Avenue are  Parade, organizers of New York City's annual march down Fifth Avenue are 
aboutaboutaboutabout to find Saint Patrick's Day parade without "A Saint" in NYC or Fox News as to find Saint Patrick's Day parade without "A Saint" in NYC or Fox News as to find Saint Patrick's Day parade without "A Saint" in NYC or Fox News as to find Saint Patrick's Day parade without "A Saint" in NYC or Fox News as Guinness The makers of the popular Irish beer  Guinness The makers of the popular Irish beer  Guinness The makers of the popular Irish beer  Guinness The makers of the popular Irish beer 
announced over the weekend thatannounced over the weekend thatannounced over the weekend thatannounced over the weekend that they pulled their sponsorship of the parade due to organizers longstanding "Mass they pulled their sponsorship of the parade due to organizers longstanding "Mass they pulled their sponsorship of the parade due to organizers longstanding "Mass they pulled their sponsorship of the parade due to organizers longstanding "Mass Murder of 19K  Murder of 19K  Murder of 19K  Murder of 19K 
SWF's" by men drunk on Guinness! SWF's" by men drunk on Guinness! SWF's" by men drunk on Guinness! SWF's" by men drunk on Guinness! 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high----spirited valor to savespirited valor to savespirited valor to savespirited valor to save
Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017... Greg willMary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017... Greg willMary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017... Greg willMary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017... Greg will do this!  do this!  do this!  do this! 

3333----17171717----14 NY Times tomorrow's Front Page Picture of 19K SWF's14 NY Times tomorrow's Front Page Picture of 19K SWF's14 NY Times tomorrow's Front Page Picture of 19K SWF's14 NY Times tomorrow's Front Page Picture of 19K SWF's Murdered by Guinness Drunks will not be published until a "Woman MD is  Murdered by Guinness Drunks will not be published until a "Woman MD is  Murdered by Guinness Drunks will not be published until a "Woman MD is  Murdered by Guinness Drunks will not be published until a "Woman MD is 
OurOurOurOur George Orwell Dictator" And a Guinness Drunk Dude probably gave Farrah Fawcett George Orwell Dictator" And a Guinness Drunk Dude probably gave Farrah Fawcett George Orwell Dictator" And a Guinness Drunk Dude probably gave Farrah Fawcett George Orwell Dictator" And a Guinness Drunk Dude probably gave Farrah Fawcett "Anus Cancer" via HPV. As Guinness Drunks  "Anus Cancer" via HPV. As Guinness Drunks  "Anus Cancer" via HPV. As Guinness Drunks  "Anus Cancer" via HPV. As Guinness Drunks 
don't tell women what sex diseasesdon't tell women what sex diseasesdon't tell women what sex diseasesdon't tell women what sex diseases they have as they are to drunk on Irish Cheerfulness!  they have as they are to drunk on Irish Cheerfulness!  they have as they are to drunk on Irish Cheerfulness!  they have as they are to drunk on Irish Cheerfulness! 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints14 No Saints14 No Saints14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... Numb Nuts at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... Numb Nuts at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... Numb Nuts at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... Numb Nuts Dictators who are all Baby Killers, none are  Dictators who are all Baby Killers, none are  Dictators who are all Baby Killers, none are  Dictators who are all Baby Killers, none are 
A conscientious objectors, allA conscientious objectors, allA conscientious objectors, allA conscientious objectors, all everyone are responsible for Saint Guinness Drunks killing of 19K SWF on Saint everyone are responsible for Saint Guinness Drunks killing of 19K SWF on Saint everyone are responsible for Saint Guinness Drunks killing of 19K SWF on Saint everyone are responsible for Saint Guinness Drunks killing of 19K SWF on Saint Patrick's Day 2014.  Patrick's Day 2014.  Patrick's Day 2014.  Patrick's Day 2014. 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, organizers of... I told Mary B. Greg will save her live from Our Day Parade, organizers of... I told Mary B. Greg will save her live from Our Day Parade, organizers of... I told Mary B. Greg will save her live from Our Day Parade, organizers of... I told Mary B. Greg will save her live from Our George  George  George  George 
Orwell Dictators, as all Killed Off Star Travel for "Endless Wars," noneOrwell Dictators, as all Killed Off Star Travel for "Endless Wars," noneOrwell Dictators, as all Killed Off Star Travel for "Endless Wars," noneOrwell Dictators, as all Killed Off Star Travel for "Endless Wars," none are "Conscious Objectors."  are "Conscious Objectors."  are "Conscious Objectors."  are "Conscious Objectors." 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save  valor to save  valor to save  valor to save 
Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 2015, 2016,Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 2015, 2016,Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 2015, 2016,Mary B's life... and the lives of 19K SWF in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017... Greg will do this!  2017... Greg will do this!  2017... Greg will do this!  2017... Greg will do this! 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save  valor to save  valor to save  valor to save 
Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save  valor to save  valor to save  valor to save 
Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save  valor to save  valor to save  valor to save 
Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... 
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3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint14 No Saints at the NY Times, Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high Patrick's Day Parade, Greg will be the organizer of Consciousness high----spiritedspiritedspiritedspirited valor to save  valor to save  valor to save  valor to save 
Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... Mary B's life... 

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris,14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris,14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris,14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/18/world/europe/fighting http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/18/world/europe/fighting http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/18/world/europe/fighting http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/18/world/europe/fighting----pollutionpollutionpollutionpollution----parisparisparisparis----imposesimposesimposesimposes----partialpartialpartialpartial----
drivingdrivingdrivingdriving----ban.html?_r=0ban.html?_r=0ban.html?_r=0ban.html?_r=0

3333----17171717----14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, Fighting Pollution, Paris14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, Fighting Pollution, Paris14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, Fighting Pollution, Paris14 No Saints at the NY Times Paris, Fighting Pollution, Paris Imposes Partial Driving Ban By SCOTT SAYARE MARCH 17, 2014  Imposes Partial Driving Ban By SCOTT SAYARE MARCH 17, 2014  Imposes Partial Driving Ban By SCOTT SAYARE MARCH 17, 2014  Imposes Partial Driving Ban By SCOTT SAYARE MARCH 17, 2014 
Poison GasolinePoison GasolinePoison GasolinePoison Gasoline Exhaust news story by Scott Sayare was killed by our Numb Nuts George Orwell Exhaust news story by Scott Sayare was killed by our Numb Nuts George Orwell Exhaust news story by Scott Sayare was killed by our Numb Nuts George Orwell Exhaust news story by Scott Sayare was killed by our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictators World Wide on Saint Pat's Day  Dictators World Wide on Saint Pat's Day  Dictators World Wide on Saint Pat's Day  Dictators World Wide on Saint Pat's Day 
2014... Drunk but not drunk on the Super2014... Drunk but not drunk on the Super2014... Drunk but not drunk on the Super2014... Drunk but not drunk on the Super Gravity of the Universe or of Getting a French Women to Discover how Gravity is Gravity of the Universe or of Getting a French Women to Discover how Gravity is Gravity of the Universe or of Getting a French Women to Discover how Gravity is Gravity of the Universe or of Getting a French Women to Discover how Gravity is Generated!  Generated!  Generated!  Generated! 
Gravity Engine will be an SWF's invention! Gravity Engine will be an SWF's invention! Gravity Engine will be an SWF's invention! Gravity Engine will be an SWF's invention! 

3333----17171717----14 Jewish14 Jewish14 Jewish14 Jewish Gasoline Holocaust 2 as the Jewish Oil men have $777 Trill Gasoline Holocaust 2 as the Jewish Oil men have $777 Trill Gasoline Holocaust 2 as the Jewish Oil men have $777 Trill Gasoline Holocaust 2 as the Jewish Oil men have $777 Trillion in the Same Frenchion in the Same Frenchion in the Same Frenchion in the Same French Banks Hitler used to keep Jewish  Banks Hitler used to keep Jewish  Banks Hitler used to keep Jewish  Banks Hitler used to keep Jewish 
money! No Saints at the NY Times, PARIS money! No Saints at the NY Times, PARIS money! No Saints at the NY Times, PARIS money! No Saints at the NY Times, PARIS ———— WithWithWithWith pollution in and around Paris still unusually high, the government imposed a pollution in and around Paris still unusually high, the government imposed a pollution in and around Paris still unusually high, the government imposed a pollution in and around Paris still unusually high, the government imposed a partial  partial  partial  partial 
driving ban in the capital on Monday for the first time in nearly 20driving ban in the capital on Monday for the first time in nearly 20driving ban in the capital on Monday for the first time in nearly 20driving ban in the capital on Monday for the first time in nearly 20 years, and public transportation was free for a fourth consecutive  years, and public transportation was free for a fourth consecutive  years, and public transportation was free for a fourth consecutive  years, and public transportation was free for a fourth consecutive 
day. Sevenday. Sevenday. Sevenday. Seven hundred police officers were deployed throughout the city, France hundred police officers were deployed throughout the city, France hundred police officers were deployed throughout the city, France hundred police officers were deployed throughout the city, France’’’’s capital, thes capital, thes capital, thes capital, the authorities said, to stop and fine the drivers  authorities said, to stop and fine the drivers  authorities said, to stop and fine the drivers  authorities said, to stop and fine the drivers 
of vehicles with evenof vehicles with evenof vehicles with evenof vehicles with even----numberednumberednumberednumbered license plates. Electric and hybrid vehicles were exempted, as were cars with license plates. Electric and hybrid vehicles were exempted, as were cars with license plates. Electric and hybrid vehicles were exempted, as were cars with license plates. Electric and hybrid vehicles were exempted, as were cars with three or more passengers,  three or more passengers,  three or more passengers,  three or more passengers, 
the cars of public transport employees and those withthe cars of public transport employees and those withthe cars of public transport employees and those withthe cars of public transport employees and those with foreign plates. Cars with even foreign plates. Cars with even foreign plates. Cars with even foreign plates. Cars with even----numbered license plates were allowed to parknumbered license plates were allowed to parknumbered license plates were allowed to parknumbered license plates were allowed to park free.  free.  free.  free. 
Drivers with oddDrivers with oddDrivers with oddDrivers with odd----numbered plates were doubly lucky on Monday: Not onlynumbered plates were doubly lucky on Monday: Not onlynumbered plates were doubly lucky on Monday: Not onlynumbered plates were doubly lucky on Monday: Not only were they authorized to drive but also traffic jams in and  were they authorized to drive but also traffic jams in and  were they authorized to drive but also traffic jams in and  were they authorized to drive but also traffic jams in and 
around the city werearound the city werearound the city werearound the city were reduced by as much as 60 percent, the police and government officials said. If reduced by as much as 60 percent, the police and government officials said. If reduced by as much as 60 percent, the police and government officials said. If reduced by as much as 60 percent, the police and government officials said. If the measure is extended Tuesday,  the measure is extended Tuesday,  the measure is extended Tuesday,  the measure is extended Tuesday, 
vehicles with oddvehicles with oddvehicles with oddvehicles with odd----numbered plates will benumbered plates will benumbered plates will benumbered plates will be banned. Speed limits around Paris have already been reduced by 20 kilometers, or banned. Speed limits around Paris have already been reduced by 20 kilometers, or banned. Speed limits around Paris have already been reduced by 20 kilometers, or banned. Speed limits around Paris have already been reduced by 20 kilometers, or about 12  about 12  about 12  about 12 
miles, per hour, and heavy trucks are being diverted from the region.miles, per hour, and heavy trucks are being diverted from the region.miles, per hour, and heavy trucks are being diverted from the region.miles, per hour, and heavy trucks are being diverted from the region. Regional trains, the Paris subway and bus system, the Vélib Regional trains, the Paris subway and bus system, the Vélib Regional trains, the Paris subway and bus system, the Vélib Regional trains, the Paris subway and bus system, the Vélib’’’’ bikebikebikebike----
sharingsharingsharingsharing program and Autolib program and Autolib program and Autolib program and Autolib’’’’ carcarcarcar----sharing service have been free.Pollution levels,sharing service have been free.Pollution levels,sharing service have been free.Pollution levels,sharing service have been free.Pollution levels, especially of the particulate matter that is partly  especially of the particulate matter that is partly  especially of the particulate matter that is partly  especially of the particulate matter that is partly 
attributable to vehicleattributable to vehicleattributable to vehicleattributable to vehicle emissions, appear to be dropping after a high late last week. With unseasonably emissions, appear to be dropping after a high late last week. With unseasonably emissions, appear to be dropping after a high late last week. With unseasonably emissions, appear to be dropping after a high late last week. With unseasonably warm days, cool nights and  warm days, cool nights and  warm days, cool nights and  warm days, cool nights and 
little wind, pollutants have settled in highlittle wind, pollutants have settled in highlittle wind, pollutants have settled in highlittle wind, pollutants have settled in high concentrations over Paris and about 30 other French cities, especially inconcentrations over Paris and about 30 other French cities, especially inconcentrations over Paris and about 30 other French cities, especially inconcentrations over Paris and about 30 other French cities, especially in northern France.  northern France.  northern France.  northern France. 
Particulate matter known as PM 10, or particulate matter ofParticulate matter known as PM 10, or particulate matter ofParticulate matter known as PM 10, or particulate matter ofParticulate matter known as PM 10, or particulate matter of less than 10 microns in diameter, which can cause respiratory problems  less than 10 microns in diameter, which can cause respiratory problems  less than 10 microns in diameter, which can cause respiratory problems  less than 10 microns in diameter, which can cause respiratory problems 
andandandand general discomfort when inhaled, reached a level of about 140 micrograms per general discomfort when inhaled, reached a level of about 140 micrograms per general discomfort when inhaled, reached a level of about 140 micrograms per general discomfort when inhaled, reached a level of about 140 micrograms per cubic meter last week, according to French and  cubic meter last week, according to French and  cubic meter last week, according to French and  cubic meter last week, according to French and 
European measurements, well aboveEuropean measurements, well aboveEuropean measurements, well aboveEuropean measurements, well above the official alert level of 80. Hospital visits have risen noticeably in and the official alert level of 80. Hospital visits have risen noticeably in and the official alert level of 80. Hospital visits have risen noticeably in and the official alert level of 80. Hospital visits have risen noticeably in and around this city in recent  around this city in recent  around this city in recent  around this city in recent 
days, especially for young children, the Frenchdays, especially for young children, the Frenchdays, especially for young children, the Frenchdays, especially for young children, the French health minister, Marisol Touraine, told RTL radio on Monday morning. By then, health minister, Marisol Touraine, told RTL radio on Monday morning. By then, health minister, Marisol Touraine, told RTL radio on Monday morning. By then, health minister, Marisol Touraine, told RTL radio on Monday morning. By then,
particulate matter had fallen below the alert level, according to Airparif,particulate matter had fallen below the alert level, according to Airparif,particulate matter had fallen below the alert level, according to Airparif,particulate matter had fallen below the alert level, according to Airparif, which monitors air quality in Paris. The PM 10 level on an  which monitors air quality in Paris. The PM 10 level on an  which monitors air quality in Paris. The PM 10 level on an  which monitors air quality in Paris. The PM 10 level on an 
average day in Parisaverage day in Parisaverage day in Parisaverage day in Paris has been about 25 in recent years. By comparison, PM 10 readings in Beijing has been about 25 in recent years. By comparison, PM 10 readings in Beijing has been about 25 in recent years. By comparison, PM 10 readings in Beijing has been about 25 in recent years. By comparison, PM 10 readings in Beijing generally hover around 120, with  generally hover around 120, with  generally hover around 120, with  generally hover around 120, with 
peaks of more than 750, according topeaks of more than 750, according topeaks of more than 750, according topeaks of more than 750, according to measurements by the American Embassy there. Paris officials last imposed a measurements by the American Embassy there. Paris officials last imposed a measurements by the American Embassy there. Paris officials last imposed a measurements by the American Embassy there. Paris officials last imposed a partial driving ban  partial driving ban  partial driving ban  partial driving ban 
for one day in 1997. Whether the measure had any noticeablefor one day in 1997. Whether the measure had any noticeablefor one day in 1997. Whether the measure had any noticeablefor one day in 1997. Whether the measure had any noticeable effect on pollution levels remains a matter of dispute. But as of 10:30  effect on pollution levels remains a matter of dispute. But as of 10:30  effect on pollution levels remains a matter of dispute. But as of 10:30  effect on pollution levels remains a matter of dispute. But as of 10:30 
a.m. ona.m. ona.m. ona.m. on Monday, 3,000 drivers of even Monday, 3,000 drivers of even Monday, 3,000 drivers of even Monday, 3,000 drivers of even----numbered cars had already been stopped for defyingnumbered cars had already been stopped for defyingnumbered cars had already been stopped for defyingnumbered cars had already been stopped for defying the ban, the police said.  the ban, the police said.  the ban, the police said.  the ban, the police said. 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... US Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar2014... US Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar2014... US Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar2014... US Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again...  Again...  Again...  Again... 
Elite Aviation Team During Winter Training, Odyssey Firefight againstElite Aviation Team During Winter Training, Odyssey Firefight againstElite Aviation Team During Winter Training, Odyssey Firefight againstElite Aviation Team During Winter Training, Odyssey Firefight against women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West,  women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West,  women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West,  women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, 
and the Blue Angelsand the Blue Angelsand the Blue Angelsand the Blue Angels killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused them a killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused them a killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused them a killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused them a Arlington Grave next to Combat  Arlington Grave next to Combat  Arlington Grave next to Combat  Arlington Grave next to Combat 
Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in KeyWounded Warriors who have many lic plates in KeyWounded Warriors who have many lic plates in KeyWounded Warriors who have many lic plates in Key West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back! 

3333----16161616----14141414 Dash Cam Odyssey New 2014 "Stifled Inventor Crimes" "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Dash Cam Odyssey New 2014 "Stifled Inventor Crimes" "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Dash Cam Odyssey New 2014 "Stifled Inventor Crimes" "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Dash Cam Odyssey New 2014 "Stifled Inventor Crimes" "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed, drugged Top  Killers are inside the car armed, drugged Top  Killers are inside the car armed, drugged Top  Killers are inside the car armed, drugged Top 
Brass are really the Cop KillerBrass are really the Cop KillerBrass are really the Cop KillerBrass are really the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the Invention of this time as Numb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the Invention of this time as Numb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the Invention of this time as Numb Nuts Dictators who ever they are suppressed the Invention of Dash Cams with mic +  Dash Cams with mic +  Dash Cams with mic +  Dash Cams with mic + 
speaker for the last several years and several cops havespeaker for the last several years and several cops havespeaker for the last several years and several cops havespeaker for the last several years and several cops have been killed becaus been killed becaus been killed becaus been killed because of our George Orwell Dictator... Yale Med School has ae of our George Orwell Dictator... Yale Med School has ae of our George Orwell Dictator... Yale Med School has ae of our George Orwell Dictator... Yale Med School has a
classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that make MD kill, torture andclassified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that make MD kill, torture andclassified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that make MD kill, torture andclassified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that make MD kill, torture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago  give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago  give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago  give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago 
would be a life saver notwould be a life saver notwould be a life saver notwould be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be worn by police officers across in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be worn by police officers across in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be worn by police officers across in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to be worn by police officers across the United States  the United States  the United States  the United States ---- roughly 3,000 roughly 3,000 roughly 3,000 roughly 3,000 
of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are usingof 18,000 law enforcement agencies are usingof 18,000 law enforcement agencies are usingof 18,000 law enforcement agencies are using or trying out these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentially or trying out these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentially or trying out these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentially or trying out these cameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentially

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 886,815 Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 886,815 Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 886,815 Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 886,815 Odyssey minivans in the U.S. because a fuel pump cover can  minivans in the U.S. because a fuel pump cover can  minivans in the U.S. because a fuel pump cover can  minivans in the U.S. because a fuel pump cover can 
deteriorate and cause a fueldeteriorate and cause a fueldeteriorate and cause a fueldeteriorate and cause a fuel leak...  leak...  leak...  leak... 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 Honda Motor Co. announced that14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 Honda Motor Co. announced that14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 Honda Motor Co. announced that14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 Honda Motor Co. announced that Monday it will be recalling 1 Billion Honda Odyssey! Honda  Monday it will be recalling 1 Billion Honda Odyssey! Honda  Monday it will be recalling 1 Billion Honda Odyssey! Honda  Monday it will be recalling 1 Billion Honda Odyssey! Honda 
Odyssey and OdysseyOdyssey and OdysseyOdyssey and OdysseyOdyssey and Odyssey Absolute for Japan another generation of Japan Generals + Admirals will be put Absolute for Japan another generation of Japan Generals + Admirals will be put Absolute for Japan another generation of Japan Generals + Admirals will be put Absolute for Japan another generation of Japan Generals + Admirals will be put on trial and hanged! Only thing  on trial and hanged! Only thing  on trial and hanged! Only thing  on trial and hanged! Only thing 
different is the "War" was over $777 Trilliondifferent is the "War" was over $777 Trilliondifferent is the "War" was over $777 Trilliondifferent is the "War" was over $777 Trillion for Mecca. And Japan took a 1% cut to go along with the poison gasoline exhaust for Mecca. And Japan took a 1% cut to go along with the poison gasoline exhaust for Mecca. And Japan took a 1% cut to go along with the poison gasoline exhaust for Mecca. And Japan took a 1% cut to go along with the poison gasoline exhaust while  while  while  while 
killing off generations of Japanese "women" from "InventingSomething" likekilling off generations of Japanese "women" from "InventingSomething" likekilling off generations of Japanese "women" from "InventingSomething" likekilling off generations of Japanese "women" from "InventingSomething" like the Gravity Engine!  the Gravity Engine!  the Gravity Engine!  the Gravity Engine! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes"14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4 recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... The Odyssey (Greek: Odýsseia) is one of2014... The Odyssey (Greek: Odýsseia) is one of2014... The Odyssey (Greek: Odýsseia) is one of2014... The Odyssey (Greek: Odýsseia) is one of two major  two major  two major  two major 
ancient Greek epic poems attributed to Homer. It is, in part, a sequelancient Greek epic poems attributed to Homer. It is, in part, a sequelancient Greek epic poems attributed to Homer. It is, in part, a sequelancient Greek epic poems attributed to Homer. It is, in part, a sequel to the Iliad, the other work ascribed to Homer. The poem is  to the Iliad, the other work ascribed to Homer. The poem is  to the Iliad, the other work ascribed to Homer. The poem is  to the Iliad, the other work ascribed to Homer. The poem is 
fundamental to thefundamental to thefundamental to thefundamental to the modern Western canon, and is the second oldest extant work of Western modern Western canon, and is the second oldest extant work of Western modern Western canon, and is the second oldest extant work of Western modern Western canon, and is the second oldest extant work of Western literature, the Iliad being the oldest. It is  literature, the Iliad being the oldest. It is  literature, the Iliad being the oldest. It is  literature, the Iliad being the oldest. It is 
believed to have been composedbelieved to have been composedbelieved to have been composedbelieved to have been composed near the end of the 8th century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal region near the end of the 8th century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal region near the end of the 8th century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal region near the end of the 8th century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal region of Anatolia. The  of Anatolia. The  of Anatolia. The  of Anatolia. The 
poem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (known aspoem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (known aspoem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (known aspoem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (known as Ulysses in Roman myths) and his journey home after the fall of Troy. It  Ulysses in Roman myths) and his journey home after the fall of Troy. It  Ulysses in Roman myths) and his journey home after the fall of Troy. It  Ulysses in Roman myths) and his journey home after the fall of Troy. It 
takestakestakestakes Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the ten Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the ten Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the ten Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the ten----year Trojan War.[2] In hisyear Trojan War.[2] In hisyear Trojan War.[2] In hisyear Trojan War.[2] In his absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife  absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife  absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife  absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife 
Penelope and son TelemachusPenelope and son TelemachusPenelope and son TelemachusPenelope and son Telemachus must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who compete must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who compete must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who compete must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who compete for Penelope's hand in  for Penelope's hand in  for Penelope's hand in  for Penelope's hand in 
marriage. marriage. marriage. marriage. 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will Recall Bankrupt Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will Recall Bankrupt Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will Recall Bankrupt Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will Recall Bankrupt Toshiba  Toshiba  Toshiba  Toshiba 
Heart CT" recalling 800 BC and now 4Heart CT" recalling 800 BC and now 4Heart CT" recalling 800 BC and now 4Heart CT" recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... Toshiba received FDA2014... Toshiba received FDA2014... Toshiba received FDA2014... Toshiba received FDA clearance to introduce its CT Myocardial Perfusion technology,  clearance to introduce its CT Myocardial Perfusion technology,  clearance to introduce its CT Myocardial Perfusion technology,  clearance to introduce its CT Myocardial Perfusion technology, 
now being madenow being madenow being madenow being made available on the company available on the company available on the company available on the company’’’’s flagship CT scanners, the Aquilion ONE and Aquilions flagship CT scanners, the Aquilion ONE and Aquilions flagship CT scanners, the Aquilion ONE and Aquilions flagship CT scanners, the Aquilion ONE and Aquilion ONE ViSION Edition. CT Myocardial  ONE ViSION Edition. CT Myocardial  ONE ViSION Edition. CT Myocardial  ONE ViSION Edition. CT Myocardial 
Perfusion allows the diagnosis of myocardialPerfusion allows the diagnosis of myocardialPerfusion allows the diagnosis of myocardialPerfusion allows the diagnosis of myocardial ischemia by visualizing the flow of blood within the coronary vasculature. ischemia by visualizing the flow of blood within the coronary vasculature. ischemia by visualizing the flow of blood within the coronary vasculature. ischemia by visualizing the flow of blood within the coronary vasculature. Toshiba will  Toshiba will  Toshiba will  Toshiba will 
be showing off the new package on its 320be showing off the new package on its 320be showing off the new package on its 320be showing off the new package on its 320----detectordetectordetectordetector----row CT scannersrow CT scannersrow CT scannersrow CT scanners at the American College of Cardiology (ACC) annual meeting in  at the American College of Cardiology (ACC) annual meeting in  at the American College of Cardiology (ACC) annual meeting in  at the American College of Cardiology (ACC) annual meeting in 
Washington, D.C.Washington, D.C.Washington, D.C.Washington, D.C. later this month. New Odyssey... New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken later this month. New Odyssey... New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken later this month. New Odyssey... New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken later this month. New Odyssey... New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for "Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will  Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will  Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will  Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" will 
Recall Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT."Recall Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT."Recall Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT."Recall Bankrupt Toshiba Heart CT."

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing a Rx Cure for Boston14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing a Rx Cure for Boston14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing a Rx Cure for Boston14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing a Rx Cure for Boston Scientific" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Scientific" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Scientific" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Scientific" recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... Boston 2014... Boston 2014... Boston 2014... Boston 
Scientific receivedScientific receivedScientific receivedScientific received European regulatory approval for its bare metal REBEL Platinum Chromium Coronary European regulatory approval for its bare metal REBEL Platinum Chromium Coronary European regulatory approval for its bare metal REBEL Platinum Chromium Coronary European regulatory approval for its bare metal REBEL Platinum Chromium Coronary Stent System for treatment of  Stent System for treatment of  Stent System for treatment of  Stent System for treatment of 
coronary artery disease. The stent is essentiallycoronary artery disease. The stent is essentiallycoronary artery disease. The stent is essentiallycoronary artery disease. The stent is essentially the Promus PREMIER but without the everolimus drug coating. Coronary Artery the Promus PREMIER but without the everolimus drug coating. Coronary Artery the Promus PREMIER but without the everolimus drug coating. Coronary Artery the Promus PREMIER but without the everolimus drug coating. Coronary Artery Disease  Disease  Disease  Disease 
is the Highest in Key West + Boston, grin! is the Highest in Key West + Boston, grin! is the Highest in Key West + Boston, grin! is the Highest in Key West + Boston, grin! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4 New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4 New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4 New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... Migraines have been a challenging2014... Migraines have been a challenging2014... Migraines have been a challenging2014... Migraines have been a challenging condition to treat, often  condition to treat, often  condition to treat, often  condition to treat, often 
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requiring patients to take powerful drugs withrequiring patients to take powerful drugs withrequiring patients to take powerful drugs withrequiring patients to take powerful drugs with substantial side effects. SIDE EFFECTS... Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx substantial side effects. SIDE EFFECTS... Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx substantial side effects. SIDE EFFECTS... Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx substantial side effects. SIDE EFFECTS... Odyssey New 2014 "Women Inventing Rx Cure for  Cure for  Cure for  Cure for 
"Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" that gave $777 Trillion to Mecca"Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" that gave $777 Trillion to Mecca"Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" that gave $777 Trillion to Mecca"Broken Hearts" by a "Mad Man's Diet" that gave $777 Trillion to Mecca and women in Mecca are prohibited by God from Inventing a  and women in Mecca are prohibited by God from Inventing a  and women in Mecca are prohibited by God from Inventing a  and women in Mecca are prohibited by God from Inventing a 
Rx OvernightRx OvernightRx OvernightRx Overnight Penicillin like cure for breast cancer! CIA knew this when they let the money Penicillin like cure for breast cancer! CIA knew this when they let the money Penicillin like cure for breast cancer! CIA knew this when they let the money Penicillin like cure for breast cancer! CIA knew this when they let the money go...  go...  go...  go... 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 recalling 800 BC and now 4 4 4 4----16161616----2014... Google Glasses to see the small print and the screen in 2014... Google Glasses to see the small print and the screen in 2014... Google Glasses to see the small print and the screen in 2014... Google Glasses to see the small print and the screen in 
sunlight,sunlight,sunlight,sunlight, No! A number of eye conditions can make a person to lose the ability to change No! A number of eye conditions can make a person to lose the ability to change No! A number of eye conditions can make a person to lose the ability to change No! A number of eye conditions can make a person to lose the ability to change the shape of the lens, also known as loss of  the shape of the lens, also known as loss of  the shape of the lens, also known as loss of  the shape of the lens, also known as loss of 
accommodation. People withaccommodation. People withaccommodation. People withaccommodation. People with presbyopia and those that get traditional intraocular lenses for cataracts presbyopia and those that get traditional intraocular lenses for cataracts presbyopia and those that get traditional intraocular lenses for cataracts presbyopia and those that get traditional intraocular lenses for cataracts suffer from this frustrating  suffer from this frustrating  suffer from this frustrating  suffer from this frustrating 
condition. A new lens developed by PowerVision...condition. A new lens developed by PowerVision...condition. A new lens developed by PowerVision...condition. A new lens developed by PowerVision... Power Vision is not Google Glasses!  Power Vision is not Google Glasses!  Power Vision is not Google Glasses!  Power Vision is not Google Glasses! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 201414 Japan Odyssey New 201414 Japan Odyssey New 201414 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "Verizon Records All Crimes Planed Against Women" recalling 800 BC and now "Verizon Records All Crimes Planed Against Women" recalling 800 BC and now "Verizon Records All Crimes Planed Against Women" recalling 800 BC and now "Verizon Records All Crimes Planed Against Women" recalling 800 BC and now 4 4 4 4----16161616----2014... Wis. man 2014... Wis. man 2014... Wis. man 2014... Wis. man 
sentenced for drugging, assaulting women... MADISON, Wis.sentenced for drugging, assaulting women... MADISON, Wis.sentenced for drugging, assaulting women... MADISON, Wis.sentenced for drugging, assaulting women... MADISON, Wis. (AP)  (AP)  (AP)  (AP) ———— Brian Stowe sat with his head down as, one by one, three women Brian Stowe sat with his head down as, one by one, three women Brian Stowe sat with his head down as, one by one, three women Brian Stowe sat with his head down as, one by one, three women 
walked towalked towalked towalked to the front of a Wisconsin courtroom! Verizon "Agent" for 1984 George Orwell the front of a Wisconsin courtroom! Verizon "Agent" for 1984 George Orwell the front of a Wisconsin courtroom! Verizon "Agent" for 1984 George Orwell the front of a Wisconsin courtroom! Verizon "Agent" for 1984 George Orwell recorded all this man's planning to drug and  recorded all this man's planning to drug and  recorded all this man's planning to drug and  recorded all this man's planning to drug and 
assault women and never PREVENTEDassault women and never PREVENTEDassault women and never PREVENTEDassault women and never PREVENTED THE CRIME... this is your Verizon of 2014 run by Numb Nuts Dictators who are all THE CRIME... this is your Verizon of 2014 run by Numb Nuts Dictators who are all THE CRIME... this is your Verizon of 2014 run by Numb Nuts Dictators who are all THE CRIME... this is your Verizon of 2014 run by Numb Nuts Dictators who are all Baby Killers,  Baby Killers,  Baby Killers,  Baby Killers, 
none are A conscientious objectors, all everyone is a "Babynone are A conscientious objectors, all everyone is a "Babynone are A conscientious objectors, all everyone is a "Babynone are A conscientious objectors, all everyone is a "Baby Killer" and will leave kids in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014 knowing  Killer" and will leave kids in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014 knowing  Killer" and will leave kids in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014 knowing  Killer" and will leave kids in hot cars to die in the summer of 2014 knowing 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled 24/7! A conscientious objector (CO) is ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled 24/7! A conscientious objector (CO) is ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled 24/7! A conscientious objector (CO) is ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled 24/7! A conscientious objector (CO) is an "individual who has claimed the right to  an "individual who has claimed the right to  an "individual who has claimed the right to  an "individual who has claimed the right to 
refuse to drug + assault women, nonerefuse to drug + assault women, nonerefuse to drug + assault women, nonerefuse to drug + assault women, none of the Pentagons Top Brass are conscientious objectors! Especially when this is of the Pentagons Top Brass are conscientious objectors! Especially when this is of the Pentagons Top Brass are conscientious objectors! Especially when this is of the Pentagons Top Brass are conscientious objectors! Especially when this is ok in war!  ok in war!  ok in war!  ok in war! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 and now 4 and now 4 and now 4----16161616----2014... US Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... 2014... US Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... 2014... US Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... 2014... US Navy Blue Angels, Prepare to Soar Again... 
EliteEliteEliteElite Aviation Team During Winter Training, Odyssey Firefight against women in the Aviation Team During Winter Training, Odyssey Firefight against women in the Aviation Team During Winter Training, Odyssey Firefight against women in the Aviation Team During Winter Training, Odyssey Firefight against women in the Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West,  Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West,  Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West,  Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer in Key West, 
and the Blue Angels killed 44Kand the Blue Angels killed 44Kand the Blue Angels killed 44Kand the Blue Angels killed 44K women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused them a Arlington women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused them a Arlington women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused them a Arlington women in 2014, from Breast Cancer and the Top Brass refused them a Arlington Grave next to Combat  Grave next to Combat  Grave next to Combat  Grave next to Combat 
Wounded Warriors who have many lic plates in Key West, andWounded Warriors who have many lic plates in Key West, andWounded Warriors who have many lic plates in Key West, andWounded Warriors who have many lic plates in Key West, and got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back!  got them from a women with Breast Cancer firing back! 

3333----16161616----14 Japan14 Japan14 Japan14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014...2014...2014...2014...

3333----16161616----14 "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed,14 "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed,14 "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed,14 "Dash Cam Odyssey" Cop Killers are inside the car armed, drugged Top Brass are really the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts  drugged Top Brass are really the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts  drugged Top Brass are really the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts  drugged Top Brass are really the Cop Killer this time as Numb Nuts 
Dictators whoDictators whoDictators whoDictators who ever they are suppressed the idea of Dash Cams with mic + speaker for the last ever they are suppressed the idea of Dash Cams with mic + speaker for the last ever they are suppressed the idea of Dash Cams with mic + speaker for the last ever they are suppressed the idea of Dash Cams with mic + speaker for the last several years and several cops have been  several years and several cops have been  several years and several cops have been  several years and several cops have been 
killed because of our George Orwellkilled because of our George Orwellkilled because of our George Orwellkilled because of our George Orwell Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictator... Yale Med School has a classified Lecture titled "Doctors + Dictators" that make MD kill,  Dictators" that make MD kill,  Dictators" that make MD kill,  Dictators" that make MD kill, 
torture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is justtorture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is justtorture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is justtorture and give kids Polio Vaccine that is just H2O. 30 years ago would be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras are H2O. 30 years ago would be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras are H2O. 30 years ago would be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras are H2O. 30 years ago would be a life saver not in 2014... New tiny cameras are starting to  starting to  starting to  starting to 
be worn by police officers across the United States be worn by police officers across the United States be worn by police officers across the United States be worn by police officers across the United States ---- roughly 3,000roughly 3,000roughly 3,000roughly 3,000 of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are using or trying out these  of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are using or trying out these  of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are using or trying out these  of 18,000 law enforcement agencies are using or trying out these 
cameras and thecameras and thecameras and thecameras and the numbers are expected to grow exponentially  numbers are expected to grow exponentially  numbers are expected to grow exponentially  numbers are expected to grow exponentially 

3333----16161616----14 Japan Odyssey New14 Japan Odyssey New14 Japan Odyssey New14 Japan Odyssey New 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4 2014 "War Crimes" recalling 800 BC and now 4----16161616----2014... 2014... 2014... 2014... 
Honda Recalls 900000Honda Recalls 900000Honda Recalls 900000Honda Recalls 900000 Minivans For Fire Risk... Honda 2013 Honda Odyssey minivans sit outside Bob Minivans For Fire Risk... Honda 2013 Honda Odyssey minivans sit outside Bob Minivans For Fire Risk... Honda 2013 Honda Odyssey minivans sit outside Bob Minivans For Fire Risk... Honda 2013 Honda Odyssey minivans sit outside Bob Lindsay Honda in Peoria,  Lindsay Honda in Peoria,  Lindsay Honda in Peoria,  Lindsay Honda in Peoria, 
Illinois, June 25, 2013. Daniel AckerIllinois, June 25, 2013. Daniel AckerIllinois, June 25, 2013. Daniel AckerIllinois, June 25, 2013. Daniel Acker————Bloomberg/GettyBloomberg/GettyBloomberg/GettyBloomberg/Getty Images.Honda Recalls 900000 MinivansNew York Times Bill Gates says it's ok... Images.Honda Recalls 900000 MinivansNew York Times Bill Gates says it's ok... Images.Honda Recalls 900000 MinivansNew York Times Bill Gates says it's ok... Images.Honda Recalls 900000 MinivansNew York Times Bill Gates says it's ok...
Washington: Microsoft founder Bill Gates has reportedly said that it is allWashington: Microsoft founder Bill Gates has reportedly said that it is allWashington: Microsoft founder Bill Gates has reportedly said that it is allWashington: Microsoft founder Bill Gates has reportedly said that it is all right if half of Silicon Valley startups are silly. In an  right if half of Silicon Valley startups are silly. In an  right if half of Silicon Valley startups are silly. In an  right if half of Silicon Valley startups are silly. In an 
interview with Rollinginterview with Rollinginterview with Rollinginterview with Rolling Stone, Gates said that innovation in California was at its absolute peak right Stone, Gates said that innovation in California was at its absolute peak right Stone, Gates said that innovation in California was at its absolute peak right Stone, Gates said that innovation in California was at its absolute peak right now, adding that while half  now, adding that while half  now, adding that while half  now, adding that while half 
the .GM, experts call latest crash death tallythe .GM, experts call latest crash death tallythe .GM, experts call latest crash death tallythe .GM, experts call latest crash death tally misleading... General Motors says it cannot rule out that more than 12 misleading... General Motors says it cannot rule out that more than 12 misleading... General Motors says it cannot rule out that more than 12 misleading... General Motors says it cannot rule out that more than 12 fatalities will  fatalities will  fatalities will  fatalities will 
ultimately be linked to the problem in cars it recalled lastultimately be linked to the problem in cars it recalled lastultimately be linked to the problem in cars it recalled lastultimately be linked to the problem in cars it recalled last month, but it also says that a death toll of 303 being floated by the Center  month, but it also says that a death toll of 303 being floated by the Center  month, but it also says that a death toll of 303 being floated by the Center  month, but it also says that a death toll of 303 being floated by the Center 
forforforfor Auto Safety (CAS) is "pure speculation" based on ...  Auto Safety (CAS) is "pure speculation" based on ...  Auto Safety (CAS) is "pure speculation" based on ...  Auto Safety (CAS) is "pure speculation" based on ... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate
controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Baby Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm... 

3333----15151515----14141414 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his wife trying her his wife trying her his wife trying her his wife trying her best to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch  best to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch  best to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch  best to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch 
Meat full of Poison Chemicals,Meat full of Poison Chemicals,Meat full of Poison Chemicals,Meat full of Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals and Mary B. will use Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals and Mary B. will use Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals and Mary B. will use Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see  you will be able to see  you will be able to see  you will be able to see 
in 3in 3in 3in 3----D how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and forD how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and forD how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and forD how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband Killers... are exposed by the wife but the all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband Killers... are exposed by the wife but the all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband Killers... are exposed by the wife but the all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband Killers... are exposed by the wife but the
Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new Movie will Change this!Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new Movie will Change this!Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new Movie will Change this!Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new Movie will Change this!

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang"14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang"14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang"14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... The world's richest man + wife not a fan of Whistleblower Edward Snowden... The world's richest man + wife not a fan of Whistleblower Edward Snowden... The world's richest man + wife not a fan of Whistleblower Edward Snowden... The world's richest man + wife not a fan of Snowden  Snowden  Snowden  Snowden 
and told Rolling Stone in an interview that Snowden broke the law andand told Rolling Stone in an interview that Snowden broke the law andand told Rolling Stone in an interview that Snowden broke the law andand told Rolling Stone in an interview that Snowden broke the law and his actions do not ...  his actions do not ...  his actions do not ...  his actions do not ... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden...The Monuments Men "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden...The Monuments Men "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden...The Monuments Men "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden...The Monuments Men’’’’ Mary B. will directMary B. will directMary B. will directMary B. will direct "Delusional  "Delusional  "Delusional  "Delusional 
Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! GeorgeJealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! GeorgeJealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! GeorgeJealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! George Clooney directed this dramatization of the fascinatingly true  Clooney directed this dramatization of the fascinatingly true  Clooney directed this dramatization of the fascinatingly true  Clooney directed this dramatization of the fascinatingly true 
World War II storyWorld War II storyWorld War II storyWorld War II story about a group of curators, archivists and the like who were charged with about a group of curators, archivists and the like who were charged with about a group of curators, archivists and the like who were charged with about a group of curators, archivists and the like who were charged with rescuing Europe rescuing Europe rescuing Europe rescuing Europe’’’’s cultural treasures from s cultural treasures from s cultural treasures from s cultural treasures from 
the Nazis. Mr. Clooney, who alsothe Nazis. Mr. Clooney, who alsothe Nazis. Mr. Clooney, who alsothe Nazis. Mr. Clooney, who also stars, has rounded up a fistful of marquee names (Matt Damon, John Goodman, Bill stars, has rounded up a fistful of marquee names (Matt Damon, John Goodman, Bill stars, has rounded up a fistful of marquee names (Matt Damon, John Goodman, Bill stars, has rounded up a fistful of marquee names (Matt Damon, John Goodman, Bill Murray and Jean  Murray and Jean  Murray and Jean  Murray and Jean 
Dujardin), but he never settles on a tone that comfortably fitsDujardin), but he never settles on a tone that comfortably fitsDujardin), but he never settles on a tone that comfortably fitsDujardin), but he never settles on a tone that comfortably fits this story and he often slips into a pandering mode, with too many easy  this story and he often slips into a pandering mode, with too many easy  this story and he often slips into a pandering mode, with too many easy  this story and he often slips into a pandering mode, with too many easy 
smilessmilessmilessmiles and needless speeches. NEEDLESS MOVIE AS IT WAS DECISIONAL IN TRUE VALUE OF WW and needless speeches. NEEDLESS MOVIE AS IT WAS DECISIONAL IN TRUE VALUE OF WW and needless speeches. NEEDLESS MOVIE AS IT WAS DECISIONAL IN TRUE VALUE OF WW and needless speeches. NEEDLESS MOVIE AS IT WAS DECISIONAL IN TRUE VALUE OF WW II ART VS 1,001 Invention Projects movie  II ART VS 1,001 Invention Projects movie  II ART VS 1,001 Invention Projects movie  II ART VS 1,001 Invention Projects movie 
made in its place would have been tomade in its place would have been tomade in its place would have been tomade in its place would have been to Movie Goers, Mary B. rated this movie a poor C grade and everyone already knew Movie Goers, Mary B. rated this movie a poor C grade and everyone already knew Movie Goers, Mary B. rated this movie a poor C grade and everyone already knew Movie Goers, Mary B. rated this movie a poor C grade and everyone already knew this but "Sucker  this but "Sucker  this but "Sucker  this but "Sucker 
Punched Mary B." into going to this movie, just like she gotPunched Mary B." into going to this movie, just like she gotPunched Mary B." into going to this movie, just like she gotPunched Mary B." into going to this movie, just like she got Sucker Punched in a Miami gas station attack in 2000 when the Sucker Punched in a Miami gas station attack in 2000 when the Sucker Punched in a Miami gas station attack in 2000 when the Sucker Punched in a Miami gas station attack in 2000 when the
ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Clooney directed this Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Clooney directed this Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Clooney directed this Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Clooney directed this dramatization of the  dramatization of the  dramatization of the  dramatization of the 
fascinatingly true World War II story... Mary B. willfascinatingly true World War II story... Mary B. willfascinatingly true World War II story... Mary B. willfascinatingly true World War II story... Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! direct "Delusional Jealousy" and with this Save The Lives of 100 Million Women! WW  WW  WW  WW 
II stories of Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" have even beenII stories of Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" have even beenII stories of Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" have even beenII stories of Mary B. will direct "Delusional Jealousy" have even been suppressed and stifled by Yale Med School well as Sony! Mary had a  suppressed and stifled by Yale Med School well as Sony! Mary had a  suppressed and stifled by Yale Med School well as Sony! Mary had a  suppressed and stifled by Yale Med School well as Sony! Mary had a 
"Fall" ice"Fall" ice"Fall" ice"Fall" ice pack on her wrist didn't want to tell greg how to so I could start thinking of a pack on her wrist didn't want to tell greg how to so I could start thinking of a pack on her wrist didn't want to tell greg how to so I could start thinking of a pack on her wrist didn't want to tell greg how to so I could start thinking of a invention to prevent this same fall for other  invention to prevent this same fall for other  invention to prevent this same fall for other  invention to prevent this same fall for other 
women... Fall from Grace... "Babywomen... Fall from Grace... "Babywomen... Fall from Grace... "Babywomen... Fall from Grace... "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... to Hell with Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... to Hell with Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... to Hell with Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... to Hell with "Delusional Jealousy"  "Delusional Jealousy"  "Delusional Jealousy"  "Delusional Jealousy" 
movies, Mary B. will make "Delusional Jealousy II" aboutmovies, Mary B. will make "Delusional Jealousy II" aboutmovies, Mary B. will make "Delusional Jealousy II" aboutmovies, Mary B. will make "Delusional Jealousy II" about the Microsoft Corporation women who was murdered via "Delusional  the Microsoft Corporation women who was murdered via "Delusional  the Microsoft Corporation women who was murdered via "Delusional  the Microsoft Corporation women who was murdered via "Delusional 
Jealousy" yetJealousy" yetJealousy" yetJealousy" yet Bill + Melinda want to kill Snowden...  Bill + Melinda want to kill Snowden...  Bill + Melinda want to kill Snowden...  Bill + Melinda want to kill Snowden... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill +14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Gates said that there "has Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Gates said that there "has Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Gates said that there "has Melinda will "hang" Whistleblower Edward Snowden... Gates said that there "has to be a debate" about  to be a debate" about  to be a debate" about  to be a debate" about 
government snooping, but indicated that some aspects ofgovernment snooping, but indicated that some aspects ofgovernment snooping, but indicated that some aspects ofgovernment snooping, but indicated that some aspects of government surveillance are best left a secret. Microsoft has seen quite a bit government surveillance are best left a secret. Microsoft has seen quite a bit government surveillance are best left a secret. Microsoft has seen quite a bit government surveillance are best left a secret. Microsoft has seen quite a bit of  of  of  of 
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controversy regarding its alleged cooperation with the NSA. Last July, thecontroversy regarding its alleged cooperation with the NSA. Last July, thecontroversy regarding its alleged cooperation with the NSA. Last July, thecontroversy regarding its alleged cooperation with the NSA. Last July, the Guardian reported that Microsoft had aided both the NSA  Guardian reported that Microsoft had aided both the NSA  Guardian reported that Microsoft had aided both the NSA  Guardian reported that Microsoft had aided both the NSA 
and FBI in accessingand FBI in accessingand FBI in accessingand FBI in accessing user data, including providing video and audio conversations from Skype, user data, including providing video and audio conversations from Skype, user data, including providing video and audio conversations from Skype, user data, including providing video and audio conversations from Skype, Microsoft's video chat service. A Der  Microsoft's video chat service. A Der  Microsoft's video chat service. A Der  Microsoft's video chat service. A Der 
Spiegel report in December also found thatSpiegel report in December also found thatSpiegel report in December also found thatSpiegel report in December also found that the NSA would use fake Windows error messages to spy on people... Bill + Melinda the NSA would use fake Windows error messages to spy on people... Bill + Melinda the NSA would use fake Windows error messages to spy on people... Bill + Melinda the NSA would use fake Windows error messages to spy on people... Bill + Melinda know the  know the  know the  know the 
names of more Pedophiles + Child Sex Programmers than the Pope and Billnames of more Pedophiles + Child Sex Programmers than the Pope and Billnames of more Pedophiles + Child Sex Programmers than the Pope and Billnames of more Pedophiles + Child Sex Programmers than the Pope and Bill refused to LEAK any names or stop the crimes against kids  refused to LEAK any names or stop the crimes against kids  refused to LEAK any names or stop the crimes against kids  refused to LEAK any names or stop the crimes against kids 
and women sex slavesand women sex slavesand women sex slavesand women sex slaves in Mecca were Bill + Melinda have their second home, not Key West.... grin! in Mecca were Bill + Melinda have their second home, not Key West.... grin! in Mecca were Bill + Melinda have their second home, not Key West.... grin! in Mecca were Bill + Melinda have their second home, not Key West.... grin!

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Kil14 "Baby Kil14 "Baby Kil14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids inlers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids inlers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids inlers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate
controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Baby Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby14 "Baby14 "Baby14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda need to "Double Peoples Memory with a Rx Perfume" but Killers" Bill + Melinda need to "Double Peoples Memory with a Rx Perfume" but Killers" Bill + Melinda need to "Double Peoples Memory with a Rx Perfume" but Killers" Bill + Melinda need to "Double Peoples Memory with a Rx Perfume" but not Lavender as Mary B. said yesterday its  not Lavender as Mary B. said yesterday its  not Lavender as Mary B. said yesterday its  not Lavender as Mary B. said yesterday its 
worthless unless a new formula can beworthless unless a new formula can beworthless unless a new formula can beworthless unless a new formula can be inspired by Mona Lisa... Men are "Inspired by Women" Greg is inspired in the inspired by Mona Lisa... Men are "Inspired by Women" Greg is inspired in the inspired by Mona Lisa... Men are "Inspired by Women" Greg is inspired in the inspired by Mona Lisa... Men are "Inspired by Women" Greg is inspired in the Frontal Lobes just  Frontal Lobes just  Frontal Lobes just  Frontal Lobes just 
"Observing Mary B. getting psyched up to Race for the Cure"Observing Mary B. getting psyched up to Race for the Cure"Observing Mary B. getting psyched up to Race for the Cure"Observing Mary B. getting psyched up to Race for the Cure for Breast Cancer, and 3 women in Pink early this morning might mean  for Breast Cancer, and 3 women in Pink early this morning might mean  for Breast Cancer, and 3 women in Pink early this morning might mean  for Breast Cancer, and 3 women in Pink early this morning might mean 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge Orwell is going to make contact and let us Race for the Cure... he "Sucker Orwell is going to make contact and let us Race for the Cure... he "Sucker Orwell is going to make contact and let us Race for the Cure... he "Sucker Orwell is going to make contact and let us Race for the Cure... he "Sucker Punched" 100 million women world wide with out of  Punched" 100 million women world wide with out of  Punched" 100 million women world wide with out of  Punched" 100 million women world wide with out of 
his Mad Man's loss of thehis Mad Man's loss of thehis Mad Man's loss of thehis Mad Man's loss of the Vietnam war and 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, Kennedy, Clintons, Vietnam war and 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, Kennedy, Clintons, Vietnam war and 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, Kennedy, Clintons, Vietnam war and 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, Kennedy, Clintons, Bush didn't suppress the  Bush didn't suppress the  Bush didn't suppress the  Bush didn't suppress the 
ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square in 1980... wow!ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square in 1980... wow!ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square in 1980... wow!ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square in 1980... wow!

3333----15151515----14 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his14 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his14 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his14 "Husband Killers" a New Movie by Mary B. about Steve Jobs + his wife trying her best to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch  wife trying her best to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch  wife trying her best to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch  wife trying her best to get Job's to eat a better diet than Lunch 
Meat full ofMeat full ofMeat full ofMeat full of Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals, Mary B. will use Apple computer simulation on Lunch Meats Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see  Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see  Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see  Poison Chemicals and you will be able to see 
in 3in 3in 3in 3----D how they cause PancreaticD how they cause PancreaticD how they cause PancreaticD how they cause Pancreatic Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband Killers... are exposed by Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband Killers... are exposed by Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband Killers... are exposed by Cancer once and for all. Mary B. said a lot of Husband Killers... are exposed by the wife but the  the wife but the  the wife but the  the wife but the 
Husband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new Movie willHusband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new Movie willHusband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new Movie willHusband still eats lunch Meat, and hope her new Movie will Change this!  Change this!  Change this!  Change this! 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda will leave kids in a Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate Hot Car to Die, in the Summer of 2014 when the ElectricWindmillcar is climate
controlled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Babycontrolled 24/7 just like Bill + Melinda's homes... these people are 'Baby Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm...  Killers" same as Kerry + McCain in Vietnam with Napalm... 

3333----15151515----14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple14 Apple TV Next Generation will be... Psychologically Devastating if you have a Comcast TV Next Generation will be... Psychologically Devastating if you have a Comcast TV Next Generation will be... Psychologically Devastating if you have a Comcast TV Next Generation will be... Psychologically Devastating if you have a Comcast Remote, Sony Remote, Samsung Remote,  Remote, Sony Remote, Samsung Remote,  Remote, Sony Remote, Samsung Remote,  Remote, Sony Remote, Samsung Remote, 
and have to turn on the device with eachand have to turn on the device with eachand have to turn on the device with eachand have to turn on the device with each but can only use the features on One Remote... Numb Nuts Dictators are so into but can only use the features on One Remote... Numb Nuts Dictators are so into but can only use the features on One Remote... Numb Nuts Dictators are so into but can only use the features on One Remote... Numb Nuts Dictators are so into CIA Torture  CIA Torture  CIA Torture  CIA Torture 
they let this go on for decades after they were going to make onethey let this go on for decades after they were going to make onethey let this go on for decades after they were going to make onethey let this go on for decades after they were going to make one Remote Universal. 1,001 Invention Projects this is One!  Remote Universal. 1,001 Invention Projects this is One!  Remote Universal. 1,001 Invention Projects this is One!  Remote Universal. 1,001 Invention Projects this is One! 

3333----15151515----14 "Yale Student Killers" are Bill + Melinda +14 "Yale Student Killers" are Bill + Melinda +14 "Yale Student Killers" are Bill + Melinda +14 "Yale Student Killers" are Bill + Melinda + The University President who lets Saudi Arabia Students at Yale get a "Salary of The University President who lets Saudi Arabia Students at Yale get a "Salary of The University President who lets Saudi Arabia Students at Yale get a "Salary of The University President who lets Saudi Arabia Students at Yale get a "Salary of
$59,800" and tutors worth $1 Million... so they announced a $59,800$59,800" and tutors worth $1 Million... so they announced a $59,800$59,800" and tutors worth $1 Million... so they announced a $59,800$59,800" and tutors worth $1 Million... so they announced a $59,800 undergraduate bill for the 2014 undergraduate bill for the 2014 undergraduate bill for the 2014 undergraduate bill for the 2014----’’’’15 academic year on Thursday, 15 academic year on Thursday, 15 academic year on Thursday, 15 academic year on Thursday, 
up from thisup from thisup from thisup from this year year year year’’’’s $57,500. The cost of room and board will rise from $13,500 to $14,000 ands $57,500. The cost of room and board will rise from $13,500 to $14,000 ands $57,500. The cost of room and board will rise from $13,500 to $14,000 ands $57,500. The cost of room and board will rise from $13,500 to $14,000 and tuition rose from $44,000 to $45,800. But  tuition rose from $44,000 to $45,800. But  tuition rose from $44,000 to $45,800. But  tuition rose from $44,000 to $45,800. But 
according to a University pressaccording to a University pressaccording to a University pressaccording to a University press release accompanying the announcement, families receiving financial aid will not release accompanying the announcement, families receiving financial aid will not release accompanying the announcement, families receiving financial aid will not release accompanying the announcement, families receiving financial aid will not be affected by the  be affected by the  be affected by the  be affected by the 
rise in Yalerise in Yalerise in Yalerise in Yale’’’’s cost unless there is a change in their owns cost unless there is a change in their owns cost unless there is a change in their owns cost unless there is a change in their own financial circumstances that reduces their need for financial aid. Fifty financial circumstances that reduces their need for financial aid. Fifty financial circumstances that reduces their need for financial aid. Fifty financial circumstances that reduces their need for financial aid. Fifty----twotwotwotwo
percent of Yale students receive financial aid, with the average student onpercent of Yale students receive financial aid, with the average student onpercent of Yale students receive financial aid, with the average student onpercent of Yale students receive financial aid, with the average student on financial aid receiving $41,000 in grants.  financial aid receiving $41,000 in grants.  financial aid receiving $41,000 in grants.  financial aid receiving $41,000 in grants. ““““Our goals of Our goals of Our goals of Our goals of 
providing the highestproviding the highestproviding the highestproviding the highest quality education and making it affordable for everyone determine both the term quality education and making it affordable for everyone determine both the term quality education and making it affordable for everyone determine both the term quality education and making it affordable for everyone determine both the term bill and the great breadth of  bill and the great breadth of  bill and the great breadth of  bill and the great breadth of 
our financial aid commitment,our financial aid commitment,our financial aid commitment,our financial aid commitment,”””” Provost BenjaminProvost BenjaminProvost BenjaminProvost Benjamin Polak said in the statement. He added that even students who pay $59,800 are Polak said in the statement. He added that even students who pay $59,800 are Polak said in the statement. He added that even students who pay $59,800 are Polak said in the statement. He added that even students who pay $59,800 are
being subsidized by the Universitybeing subsidized by the Universitybeing subsidized by the Universitybeing subsidized by the University’’’’s endowment returns. Improving Yales endowment returns. Improving Yales endowment returns. Improving Yales endowment returns. Improving Yale’’’’ssss accessibility to high accessibility to high accessibility to high accessibility to high----achieving lowachieving lowachieving lowachieving low----income students has been income students has been income students has been income students has been 
a core priority ofa core priority ofa core priority ofa core priority of University President Peter Salovey and other Yale administrators, said Mark University President Peter Salovey and other Yale administrators, said Mark University President Peter Salovey and other Yale administrators, said Mark University President Peter Salovey and other Yale administrators, said Mark Kantrowitz, vice Kantrowitz, vice Kantrowitz, vice Kantrowitz, vice----president of Edvisors president of Edvisors president of Edvisors president of Edvisors 
Network, a financialNetwork, a financialNetwork, a financialNetwork, a financial----aid and higheraid and higheraid and higheraid and higher education consulting firm. He added that the University education consulting firm. He added that the University education consulting firm. He added that the University education consulting firm. He added that the University’’’’s robust financial aids robust financial aids robust financial aids robust financial aid and  and  and  and 
considerable endowment mean prospective students should not be worried byconsiderable endowment mean prospective students should not be worried byconsiderable endowment mean prospective students should not be worried byconsiderable endowment mean prospective students should not be worried by Yale Yale Yale Yale’’’’s hefty price. s hefty price. s hefty price. s hefty price. 

3333----15151515----14 "Mandatory University Killers" Bill +14 "Mandatory University Killers" Bill +14 "Mandatory University Killers" Bill +14 "Mandatory University Killers" Bill + Melinda  Melinda  Melinda  Melinda 

3333----15151515----14 "Mandatory Organ Donation Killers" Bill + Melinda who14 "Mandatory Organ Donation Killers" Bill + Melinda who14 "Mandatory Organ Donation Killers" Bill + Melinda who14 "Mandatory Organ Donation Killers" Bill + Melinda who also sold Kidneys to Saudi Princes!  also sold Kidneys to Saudi Princes!  also sold Kidneys to Saudi Princes!  also sold Kidneys to Saudi Princes! 

3333----15151515----14 "New 2014 Medical School14 "New 2014 Medical School14 "New 2014 Medical School14 "New 2014 Medical School Killers" Bill + Melinda as both let the Navy in Key West build 101 JFK Super Killers" Bill + Melinda as both let the Navy in Key West build 101 JFK Super Killers" Bill + Melinda as both let the Navy in Key West build 101 JFK Super Killers" Bill + Melinda as both let the Navy in Key West build 101 JFK Super Destroyers with out 10K  Destroyers with out 10K  Destroyers with out 10K  Destroyers with out 10K 
windmills on decks and 1 Trillion Cans of H @ windmills on decks and 1 Trillion Cans of H @ windmills on decks and 1 Trillion Cans of H @ windmills on decks and 1 Trillion Cans of H @ ---- 254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C below decks for the H Revolution which is 1 Trillion can of H will be free to below decks for the H Revolution which is 1 Trillion can of H will be free to below decks for the H Revolution which is 1 Trillion can of H will be free to below decks for the H Revolution which is 1 Trillion can of H will be free to make  make  make  make 
up for loss to Humanity from $4 gas and no Invention Projects preinstalledup for loss to Humanity from $4 gas and no Invention Projects preinstalledup for loss to Humanity from $4 gas and no Invention Projects preinstalledup for loss to Humanity from $4 gas and no Invention Projects preinstalled in win 8.2 fix...  in win 8.2 fix...  in win 8.2 fix...  in win 8.2 fix... 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... left to die14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... left to die14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... left to die14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... left to die in a hot car in the summer of 2014... 100's!  in a hot car in the summer of 2014... 100's!  in a hot car in the summer of 2014... 100's!  in a hot car in the summer of 2014... 100's! 

3333----15151515----14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... SCAM on14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... SCAM on14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... SCAM on14 "Baby Killers" Bill + Melinda... SCAM on Microsoft's Office for iOS... An iOS adaptation of Microsoft's ubiquitous Office Microsoft's Office for iOS... An iOS adaptation of Microsoft's ubiquitous Office Microsoft's Office for iOS... An iOS adaptation of Microsoft's ubiquitous Office Microsoft's Office for iOS... An iOS adaptation of Microsoft's ubiquitous Office
productivity suite is ready to go pending the approval of new CEO Satya Nadella,productivity suite is ready to go pending the approval of new CEO Satya Nadella,productivity suite is ready to go pending the approval of new CEO Satya Nadella,productivity suite is ready to go pending the approval of new CEO Satya Nadella, according to a recent report, but we've heard this  according to a recent report, but we've heard this  according to a recent report, but we've heard this  according to a recent report, but we've heard this 
story before. Ready to go isstory before. Ready to go isstory before. Ready to go isstory before. Ready to go is Greg + wives 1,001 Invention projects Office Productivity Suite! Which was Greg + wives 1,001 Invention projects Office Productivity Suite! Which was Greg + wives 1,001 Invention projects Office Productivity Suite! Which was Greg + wives 1,001 Invention projects Office Productivity Suite! Which was killed, murdered by this guy,  killed, murdered by this guy,  killed, murdered by this guy,  killed, murdered by this guy, 
Satya! Satya! Satya! Satya! 

3333----15151515----14 Memory Killers are Bill +14 Memory Killers are Bill +14 Memory Killers are Bill +14 Memory Killers are Bill + Melinda via Rx Memory Perfume Research not worked on at Microsoft or Promoted by Melinda via Rx Memory Perfume Research not worked on at Microsoft or Promoted by Melinda via Rx Memory Perfume Research not worked on at Microsoft or Promoted by Melinda via Rx Memory Perfume Research not worked on at Microsoft or Promoted by Bill + Melinda.  Bill + Melinda.  Bill + Melinda.  Bill + Melinda. 
Memory manufacturer Transcend on Friday announced availabilityMemory manufacturer Transcend on Friday announced availabilityMemory manufacturer Transcend on Friday announced availabilityMemory manufacturer Transcend on Friday announced availability of high of high of high of high----density DDR3 RDIMM RAM modules that bring the Mac density DDR3 RDIMM RAM modules that bring the Mac density DDR3 RDIMM RAM modules that bring the Mac density DDR3 RDIMM RAM modules that bring the Mac 
Pro's total memory upPro's total memory upPro's total memory upPro's total memory up to 128GB, doubling the max configuration advertised on the Apple Store. 100 Day to 128GB, doubling the max configuration advertised on the Apple Store. 100 Day to 128GB, doubling the max configuration advertised on the Apple Store. 100 Day to 128GB, doubling the max configuration advertised on the Apple Store. 100 Day Battery for Retina MacBook  Battery for Retina MacBook  Battery for Retina MacBook  Battery for Retina MacBook 
Pros... Bill + Melinda and the Top Brass just don'tPros... Bill + Melinda and the Top Brass just don'tPros... Bill + Melinda and the Top Brass just don'tPros... Bill + Melinda and the Top Brass just don't Race For The Cure in Pink!  Race For The Cure in Pink!  Race For The Cure in Pink!  Race For The Cure in Pink! 

3333----15151515----14 "InventSomething Killers" are14 "InventSomething Killers" are14 "InventSomething Killers" are14 "InventSomething Killers" are Bill + Melinda, Quest who killed in cold blood the New Cable Channel Bill + Melinda, Quest who killed in cold blood the New Cable Channel Bill + Melinda, Quest who killed in cold blood the New Cable Channel Bill + Melinda, Quest who killed in cold blood the New Cable Channel "InventSomething" And  "InventSomething" And  "InventSomething" And  "InventSomething" And 
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Apple was in negotiations with cable giant Time Warner toApple was in negotiations with cable giant Time Warner toApple was in negotiations with cable giant Time Warner toApple was in negotiations with cable giant Time Warner to add live television content, though it is unclear how the recently add live television content, though it is unclear how the recently add live television content, though it is unclear how the recently add live television content, though it is unclear how the recently----
announcedannouncedannouncedannounced merger between Time Warner and fellow cable company Comcast would affect those merger between Time Warner and fellow cable company Comcast would affect those merger between Time Warner and fellow cable company Comcast would affect those merger between Time Warner and fellow cable company Comcast would affect those negotiations. Apple has shown a  negotiations. Apple has shown a  negotiations. Apple has shown a  negotiations. Apple has shown a 
willingness to bypass cable providers in thewillingness to bypass cable providers in thewillingness to bypass cable providers in thewillingness to bypass cable providers in the past, bringing on former Hulu marketing and distribution chief Pete Distad to past, bringing on former Hulu marketing and distribution chief Pete Distad to past, bringing on former Hulu marketing and distribution chief Pete Distad to past, bringing on former Hulu marketing and distribution chief Pete Distad to lead  lead  lead  lead 
negotiations with content owners like ESPN and HBO... not "InventSomething"negotiations with content owners like ESPN and HBO... not "InventSomething"negotiations with content owners like ESPN and HBO... not "InventSomething"negotiations with content owners like ESPN and HBO... not "InventSomething" Channel.  Channel.  Channel.  Channel. 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer! Convicted of of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer! Convicted of of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer! Convicted of of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer! Convicted of fire  fire  fire  fire 
bombing cop cars and SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow with gasoline cars,bombing cop cars and SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow with gasoline cars,bombing cop cars and SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow with gasoline cars,bombing cop cars and SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow with gasoline cars, suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and "Riches" only  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and "Riches" only  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and "Riches" only  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and "Riches" only 
Saudi Arabia has today!Saudi Arabia has today!Saudi Arabia has today!Saudi Arabia has today!

3333----14141414----14 NY Times Today VOID OF STAR TRAVEL FUTURE FOR... Mindful of14 NY Times Today VOID OF STAR TRAVEL FUTURE FOR... Mindful of14 NY Times Today VOID OF STAR TRAVEL FUTURE FOR... Mindful of14 NY Times Today VOID OF STAR TRAVEL FUTURE FOR... Mindful of Past, Many Tatars Fear a Russian Future... By NOAH SNEIDER...  Past, Many Tatars Fear a Russian Future... By NOAH SNEIDER...  Past, Many Tatars Fear a Russian Future... By NOAH SNEIDER...  Past, Many Tatars Fear a Russian Future... By NOAH SNEIDER... 
Noah has NO FutureNoah has NO FutureNoah has NO FutureNoah has NO Future for Star Travel in the Gasoline Owned NYT!  for Star Travel in the Gasoline Owned NYT!  for Star Travel in the Gasoline Owned NYT!  for Star Travel in the Gasoline Owned NYT! 

3333----14141414----14 NY Times Today...14 NY Times Today...14 NY Times Today...14 NY Times Today... Kerry Begins Talks in London on Crimea Crisis By MICHAEL R. GORDON. Michael Kerry Begins Talks in London on Crimea Crisis By MICHAEL R. GORDON. Michael Kerry Begins Talks in London on Crimea Crisis By MICHAEL R. GORDON. Michael Kerry Begins Talks in London on Crimea Crisis By MICHAEL R. GORDON. Michael knows Numb Nuts Dictators  knows Numb Nuts Dictators  knows Numb Nuts Dictators  knows Numb Nuts Dictators 
SUPPRESS + STIFLE STAR TRAVEL TALKS TODAY SO WRITESUPPRESS + STIFLE STAR TRAVEL TALKS TODAY SO WRITESUPPRESS + STIFLE STAR TRAVEL TALKS TODAY SO WRITESUPPRESS + STIFLE STAR TRAVEL TALKS TODAY SO WRITE ABOUT it in your NYT!  ABOUT it in your NYT!  ABOUT it in your NYT!  ABOUT it in your NYT! 

3333----14141414----14 NASA Start You "Gravity Engine"14 NASA Start You "Gravity Engine"14 NASA Start You "Gravity Engine"14 NASA Start You "Gravity Engine" invention work with Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion!!  invention work with Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion!!  invention work with Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion!!  invention work with Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion!! 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is Psychologically Devastating  Allah's $777 Trillion is Psychologically Devastating ---- New French Revolution New French Revolution New French Revolution New French Revolution will be the Rx Cure to get 15 Billion  will be the Rx Cure to get 15 Billion  will be the Rx Cure to get 15 Billion  will be the Rx Cure to get 15 Billion 
people out... working on How is Gravitypeople out... working on How is Gravitypeople out... working on How is Gravitypeople out... working on How is Gravity Generated + the Race for the Cure of 1,001 diseases.  Generated + the Race for the Cure of 1,001 diseases.  Generated + the Race for the Cure of 1,001 diseases.  Generated + the Race for the Cure of 1,001 diseases. 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust 2, this is a Psychologically Devastating  2, this is a Psychologically Devastating  2, this is a Psychologically Devastating  2, this is a Psychologically Devastating 
Life... New French Revolution "Women...Life... New French Revolution "Women...Life... New French Revolution "Women...Life... New French Revolution "Women... " Unleash Intense Solar " Unleash Intense Solar " Unleash Intense Solar " Unleash Intense Solar Flare's as NASA Watches their BP Oil Money in Swiss Flare's as NASA Watches their BP Oil Money in Swiss Flare's as NASA Watches their BP Oil Money in Swiss Flare's as NASA Watches their BP Oil Money in Swiss Banks $ By  Banks $ By  Banks $ By  Banks $ By 
Elizabeth Howell, Space.com Contributor Elizabeth Howell, Space.com Contributor Elizabeth Howell, Space.com Contributor Elizabeth Howell, Space.com Contributor 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the TRAIN TO KEY WEST RUNS TODAY IN NYC... Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the TRAIN TO KEY WEST RUNS TODAY IN NYC... Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the TRAIN TO KEY WEST RUNS TODAY IN NYC... Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the TRAIN TO KEY WEST RUNS TODAY IN NYC... NEW YORK (Reuters)  NEW YORK (Reuters)  NEW YORK (Reuters)  NEW YORK (Reuters) ---- MetroMetroMetroMetro----North North North North 
Railroad, the secondRailroad, the secondRailroad, the secondRailroad, the second----largest U.S. commuter raillargest U.S. commuter raillargest U.S. commuter raillargest U.S. commuter rail line serving an estimated 83 million riders annually in the New York metro area, line serving an estimated 83 million riders annually in the New York metro area, line serving an estimated 83 million riders annually in the New York metro area, line serving an estimated 83 million riders annually in the New York metro area, has  has  has  has 
an "overemphasis of onan "overemphasis of onan "overemphasis of onan "overemphasis of on----time performance" ahead of safety, according to atime performance" ahead of safety, according to atime performance" ahead of safety, according to atime performance" ahead of safety, according to a federal review! $7 Trillion "Double Monorail" with Cars 100  federal review! $7 Trillion "Double Monorail" with Cars 100  federal review! $7 Trillion "Double Monorail" with Cars 100  federal review! $7 Trillion "Double Monorail" with Cars 100 
yards wide and longyards wide and longyards wide and longyards wide and long will replace the Am track Train Cars of Today and Numb Nuts Dictators will have will replace the Am track Train Cars of Today and Numb Nuts Dictators will have will replace the Am track Train Cars of Today and Numb Nuts Dictators will have will replace the Am track Train Cars of Today and Numb Nuts Dictators will have $770 Trillion left...  $770 Trillion left...  $770 Trillion left...  $770 Trillion left... 

3333----14141414----14 "Whooping Cough" "Flu" "HPV" Hepatitis14 "Whooping Cough" "Flu" "HPV" Hepatitis14 "Whooping Cough" "Flu" "HPV" Hepatitis14 "Whooping Cough" "Flu" "HPV" Hepatitis A,B,C is the cause of many Psychologically Devastating Life's yet... By Jenn A,B,C is the cause of many Psychologically Devastating Life's yet... By Jenn A,B,C is the cause of many Psychologically Devastating Life's yet... By Jenn A,B,C is the cause of many Psychologically Devastating Life's yet... By Jenn Harris in the  Harris in the  Harris in the  Harris in the 
LA Times, writes The latest on the fiveLA Times, writes The latest on the fiveLA Times, writes The latest on the fiveLA Times, writes The latest on the five----second rule: Food pickedsecond rule: Food pickedsecond rule: Food pickedsecond rule: Food picked up after a few seconds of falling on the floor is less likely to contain up after a few seconds of falling on the floor is less likely to contain up after a few seconds of falling on the floor is less likely to contain up after a few seconds of falling on the floor is less likely to contain
bacteria than if it's left there longer. The findings are from Astonbacteria than if it's left there longer. The findings are from Astonbacteria than if it's left there longer. The findings are from Astonbacteria than if it's left there longer. The findings are from Aston University University University University’’’’s School of Life and Health Sciences in Britain. A group of s School of Life and Health Sciences in Britain. A group of s School of Life and Health Sciences in Britain. A group of s School of Life and Health Sciences in Britain. A group of 
biologybiologybiologybiology students led by microbiology professor Anthony Hilton studied the amount of E. students led by microbiology professor Anthony Hilton studied the amount of E. students led by microbiology professor Anthony Hilton studied the amount of E. students led by microbiology professor Anthony Hilton studied the amount of E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria on  coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria on  coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria on  coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria on 
different substances after they haddifferent substances after they haddifferent substances after they haddifferent substances after they had been dropped on the floor for three to 30 seconds. They used toast, pasta, been dropped on the floor for three to 30 seconds. They used toast, pasta, been dropped on the floor for three to 30 seconds. They used toast, pasta, been dropped on the floor for three to 30 seconds. They used toast, pasta, biscuits and sticky, sweet  biscuits and sticky, sweet  biscuits and sticky, sweet  biscuits and sticky, sweet 
foods and dropped them on carpet, laminate and tiledfoods and dropped them on carpet, laminate and tiledfoods and dropped them on carpet, laminate and tiledfoods and dropped them on carpet, laminate and tiled surfaces. Carnival will not LEAK going shopping at Publix in Key West you can surfaces. Carnival will not LEAK going shopping at Publix in Key West you can surfaces. Carnival will not LEAK going shopping at Publix in Key West you can surfaces. Carnival will not LEAK going shopping at Publix in Key West you can
touch Norwalk Virus on the package of Oreo (if someone infected sneezed on it)touch Norwalk Virus on the package of Oreo (if someone infected sneezed on it)touch Norwalk Virus on the package of Oreo (if someone infected sneezed on it)touch Norwalk Virus on the package of Oreo (if someone infected sneezed on it) when you open the Oreo's, touch the cookie and get  when you open the Oreo's, touch the cookie and get  when you open the Oreo's, touch the cookie and get  when you open the Oreo's, touch the cookie and get 
4,000 others sick who don't4,000 others sick who don't4,000 others sick who don't4,000 others sick who don't buy Oreo's at Publix in Key West.  buy Oreo's at Publix in Key West.  buy Oreo's at Publix in Key West.  buy Oreo's at Publix in Key West. 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca + Allah's Gasoline Holocaust 2 is The14 Mecca + Allah's Gasoline Holocaust 2 is The14 Mecca + Allah's Gasoline Holocaust 2 is The14 Mecca + Allah's Gasoline Holocaust 2 is The Psychologically Devastating Life Today for the worst air pollution France has Psychologically Devastating Life Today for the worst air pollution France has Psychologically Devastating Life Today for the worst air pollution France has Psychologically Devastating Life Today for the worst air pollution France has seen  seen  seen  seen 
since 2007, the Brusselssince 2007, the Brusselssince 2007, the Brusselssince 2007, the Brussels----based European Environment Agency said. Thebased European Environment Agency said. Thebased European Environment Agency said. Thebased European Environment Agency said. The problem here is particularly severe because France has an  problem here is particularly severe because France has an  problem here is particularly severe because France has an  problem here is particularly severe because France has an 
unusually high numberunusually high numberunusually high numberunusually high number of diesel vehicles, whose nitrogen oxide fumes mix with ammonia from springtime of diesel vehicles, whose nitrogen oxide fumes mix with ammonia from springtime of diesel vehicles, whose nitrogen oxide fumes mix with ammonia from springtime of diesel vehicles, whose nitrogen oxide fumes mix with ammonia from springtime fertilizers and form  fertilizers and form  fertilizers and form  fertilizers and form 
particulate ammonium nitrate. Pollutants from the burningparticulate ammonium nitrate. Pollutants from the burningparticulate ammonium nitrate. Pollutants from the burningparticulate ammonium nitrate. Pollutants from the burning of dead leaves and wood contribute as well. Nearly all of France was  of dead leaves and wood contribute as well. Nearly all of France was  of dead leaves and wood contribute as well. Nearly all of France was  of dead leaves and wood contribute as well. Nearly all of France was 
under someunder someunder someunder some sort of pollution alert, with levels in the Parisian region surpassing those in sort of pollution alert, with levels in the Parisian region surpassing those in sort of pollution alert, with levels in the Parisian region surpassing those in sort of pollution alert, with levels in the Parisian region surpassing those in some of the world some of the world some of the world some of the world’’’’s most notoriously polluted s most notoriously polluted s most notoriously polluted s most notoriously polluted 
cities Friday, including Beijingcities Friday, including Beijingcities Friday, including Beijingcities Friday, including Beijing and Delhi. An environmental group brought a complaint earlier this week and Delhi. An environmental group brought a complaint earlier this week and Delhi. An environmental group brought a complaint earlier this week and Delhi. An environmental group brought a complaint earlier this week denouncing the  denouncing the  denouncing the  denouncing the ““““inertia of inertia of inertia of inertia of 
the governmentthe governmentthe governmentthe government”””” that it says has put lives in danger.that it says has put lives in danger.that it says has put lives in danger.that it says has put lives in danger. There is no question that pollution can be an immediate health hazard, There is no question that pollution can be an immediate health hazard, There is no question that pollution can be an immediate health hazard, There is no question that pollution can be an immediate health hazard,
especially for the very young and old, and anyone with respiratory or cardiacespecially for the very young and old, and anyone with respiratory or cardiacespecially for the very young and old, and anyone with respiratory or cardiacespecially for the very young and old, and anyone with respiratory or cardiac disorders, European Environment Agency air quality  disorders, European Environment Agency air quality  disorders, European Environment Agency air quality  disorders, European Environment Agency air quality 
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project manager Valentinproject manager Valentinproject manager Valentinproject manager Valentin Foltescu said.  Foltescu said.  Foltescu said.  Foltescu said. ““““Some people will, unfortunately, die,Some people will, unfortunately, die,Some people will, unfortunately, die,Some people will, unfortunately, die,”””” Foltescu said. Foltescu said. Foltescu said. Foltescu said. ““““There isThere isThere isThere is a high correlation of pollution  a high correlation of pollution  a high correlation of pollution  a high correlation of pollution 
of this kind and mortality.of this kind and mortality.of this kind and mortality.of this kind and mortality.”””” LET THEM EATLET THEM EATLET THEM EATLET THEM EAT CAKE... again in 2014 by the French Men in Charge of "Greed" from "Total" the CAKE... again in 2014 by the French Men in Charge of "Greed" from "Total" the CAKE... again in 2014 by the French Men in Charge of "Greed" from "Total" the CAKE... again in 2014 by the French Men in Charge of "Greed" from "Total" the French Owned  French Owned  French Owned  French Owned 
Oil Company! wow! Oil Company! wow! Oil Company! wow! Oil Company! wow! 

3333----14141414----14 Comcast, NBC, Pedophiles... The Psychologically14 Comcast, NBC, Pedophiles... The Psychologically14 Comcast, NBC, Pedophiles... The Psychologically14 Comcast, NBC, Pedophiles... The Psychologically Devastating Life with no warning from NBC Pedophiles, men + women about  Devastating Life with no warning from NBC Pedophiles, men + women about  Devastating Life with no warning from NBC Pedophiles, men + women about  Devastating Life with no warning from NBC Pedophiles, men + women about 
RareRareRareRare Case's, Woman With H.I.V. Infects Female Sex Partner, C.D.C. Hell, it's "Rare" Case's, Woman With H.I.V. Infects Female Sex Partner, C.D.C. Hell, it's "Rare" Case's, Woman With H.I.V. Infects Female Sex Partner, C.D.C. Hell, it's "Rare" Case's, Woman With H.I.V. Infects Female Sex Partner, C.D.C. Hell, it's "Rare" if you live in this "1984" Era when the Numb Nuts  if you live in this "1984" Era when the Numb Nuts  if you live in this "1984" Era when the Numb Nuts  if you live in this "1984" Era when the Numb Nuts 
Dictators Male + Female bothDictators Male + Female bothDictators Male + Female bothDictators Male + Female both have sex with kids... in their George Orwell Public!  have sex with kids... in their George Orwell Public!  have sex with kids... in their George Orwell Public!  have sex with kids... in their George Orwell Public! 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca +14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer!  of a Police Officer!  of a Police Officer!  of a Police Officer! 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause14 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the T of the T of the T of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer! he Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer! he Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer! he Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer! 

3333----14141414----14141414 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer!  Devastating Life of a Police Officer!  Devastating Life of a Police Officer!  Devastating Life of a Police Officer! 

3333----14141414----14 Mecca + Allah's $77714 Mecca + Allah's $77714 Mecca + Allah's $77714 Mecca + Allah's $777 Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Trillion is the cause of the The Psychologically Devastating Life of a Police Officer!  Officer!  Officer!  Officer! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! By stopping Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! By stopping Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! By stopping Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! By stopping Greg from  Greg from  Greg from  Greg from 
discovering a cure for Delusional jealousy! 44K killed every year fromdiscovering a cure for Delusional jealousy! 44K killed every year fromdiscovering a cure for Delusional jealousy! 44K killed every year fromdiscovering a cure for Delusional jealousy! 44K killed every year from 1980  1980  1980  1980 ---- 2014 via Breast Cancer. Delusional jealousy: by Deb so she 2014 via Breast Cancer. Delusional jealousy: by Deb so she 2014 via Breast Cancer. Delusional jealousy: by Deb so she 2014 via Breast Cancer. Delusional jealousy: by Deb so she 
sabotage'ssabotage'ssabotage'ssabotage's Gregs Life with Eviction + Harassments!  Gregs Life with Eviction + Harassments!  Gregs Life with Eviction + Harassments!  Gregs Life with Eviction + Harassments! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy:14 Delusional jealousy:14 Delusional jealousy:14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + Vic Cushman got painting your Key Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + Vic Cushman got painting your Key Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + Vic Cushman got painting your Key Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + Vic Cushman got painting your Key West roof white, on the  West roof white, on the  West roof white, on the  West roof white, on the 
front page of the Citizen when 19K + 44K murdered womenfront page of the Citizen when 19K + 44K murdered womenfront page of the Citizen when 19K + 44K murdered womenfront page of the Citizen when 19K + 44K murdered women should have been buried at Arlington... Vietnam Vets at the Cit zen + City  should have been buried at Arlington... Vietnam Vets at the Cit zen + City  should have been buried at Arlington... Vietnam Vets at the Cit zen + City  should have been buried at Arlington... Vietnam Vets at the Cit zen + City 
HallHallHallHall killed this front page story! Along with Deb + Vic counterpoison... WW III is killed this front page story! Along with Deb + Vic counterpoison... WW III is killed this front page story! Along with Deb + Vic counterpoison... WW III is killed this front page story! Along with Deb + Vic counterpoison... WW III is coming soon! Nuke Them, let God Sort it Out!  coming soon! Nuke Them, let God Sort it Out!  coming soon! Nuke Them, let God Sort it Out!  coming soon! Nuke Them, let God Sort it Out! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett... Greg's next suit, jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett... Greg's next suit, jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett... Greg's next suit, jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett... Greg's next suit, breached contracts with Polygamous  breached contracts with Polygamous  breached contracts with Polygamous  breached contracts with Polygamous 
Hemingway House Wedding with Mary B. doctoralHemingway House Wedding with Mary B. doctoralHemingway House Wedding with Mary B. doctoralHemingway House Wedding with Mary B. doctoral Women + MD Women work in a range of ways, 24/7 Brainstorming, the cure for Women + MD Women work in a range of ways, 24/7 Brainstorming, the cure for Women + MD Women work in a range of ways, 24/7 Brainstorming, the cure for Women + MD Women work in a range of ways, 24/7 Brainstorming, the cure for
Breast Cancer, cure would be here today if it were not for Deborah Barrett'sBreast Cancer, cure would be here today if it were not for Deborah Barrett'sBreast Cancer, cure would be here today if it were not for Deborah Barrett'sBreast Cancer, cure would be here today if it were not for Deborah Barrett's harassment at Serenity House owned by Victor Cushman.  harassment at Serenity House owned by Victor Cushman.  harassment at Serenity House owned by Victor Cushman.  harassment at Serenity House owned by Victor Cushman. 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Deb + Vic... jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Deb + Vic... jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Deb + Vic... jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Deb + Vic... including  including  including  including ““““willfully, intentionally and willfully, intentionally and willfully, intentionally and willfully, intentionally and 
recklessly, failing to properly Genevarecklessly, failing to properly Genevarecklessly, failing to properly Genevarecklessly, failing to properly Geneva War Crimes Convention, UN Human Rights of Greg + Wives...  War Crimes Convention, UN Human Rights of Greg + Wives...  War Crimes Convention, UN Human Rights of Greg + Wives...  War Crimes Convention, UN Human Rights of Greg + Wives... 

3333----13131313----14141414 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Vic + Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Vic + Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Vic + Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Vic + Deb's scientific misconduct, threatening Greg with  Deb's scientific misconduct, threatening Greg with  Deb's scientific misconduct, threatening Greg with  Deb's scientific misconduct, threatening Greg with 
termination, murder +termination, murder +termination, murder +termination, murder + eviction, intimidating Greg denying him any written confirmation of the "1984" eviction, intimidating Greg denying him any written confirmation of the "1984" eviction, intimidating Greg denying him any written confirmation of the "1984" eviction, intimidating Greg denying him any written confirmation of the "1984" Hidden Cameras in Greg's  Hidden Cameras in Greg's  Hidden Cameras in Greg's  Hidden Cameras in Greg's 
Room. Room. Room. Room. 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Several Jack Off Comments with Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Several Jack Off Comments with Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Several Jack Off Comments with Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Several Jack Off Comments with gesturing by Victor  gesturing by Victor  gesturing by Victor  gesturing by Victor 
Cushman, threatening to destroy the Cure for Cancer via GregCushman, threatening to destroy the Cure for Cancer via GregCushman, threatening to destroy the Cure for Cancer via GregCushman, threatening to destroy the Cure for Cancer via Greg + Wives... failing to carry out UN Human Rights Laws and Geneva  + Wives... failing to carry out UN Human Rights Laws and Geneva  + Wives... failing to carry out UN Human Rights Laws and Geneva  + Wives... failing to carry out UN Human Rights Laws and Geneva 
Convention...Convention...Convention...Convention... which are null and void long as the Banks in Geneva have $777 Trillion in BP Oil which are null and void long as the Banks in Geneva have $777 Trillion in BP Oil which are null and void long as the Banks in Geneva have $777 Trillion in BP Oil which are null and void long as the Banks in Geneva have $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues.  Revenues.  Revenues.  Revenues. 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." Mecca's Godsend via the Pentagon giving this much  "Compulsive Behavior." Mecca's Godsend via the Pentagon giving this much  "Compulsive Behavior." Mecca's Godsend via the Pentagon giving this much  "Compulsive Behavior." Mecca's Godsend via the Pentagon giving this much 
moneymoneymoneymoney to Allah... this will prove in Court the Pentagon is Psychotic... to give $777 to Allah... this will prove in Court the Pentagon is Psychotic... to give $777 to Allah... this will prove in Court the Pentagon is Psychotic... to give $777 to Allah... this will prove in Court the Pentagon is Psychotic... to give $777 Trillion USD to Mecca!  Trillion USD to Mecca!  Trillion USD to Mecca!  Trillion USD to Mecca! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional...14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional...14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional...14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." emails and personal conversations... all Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." emails and personal conversations... all Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." emails and personal conversations... all Hell No, "Compulsive Behavior." emails and personal conversations... all recorded for  recorded for  recorded for  recorded for 
the Autobiography of the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar!the Autobiography of the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar!the Autobiography of the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar!the Autobiography of the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar!

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Yesterday in small claims court  Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Yesterday in small claims court  Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Yesterday in small claims court  Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Yesterday in small claims court 
DeborahDeborahDeborahDeborah Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking a Writing Class at the  none are taking a Writing Class at the  none are taking a Writing Class at the  none are taking a Writing Class at the 
Hemingway House in Key West writing upHemingway House in Key West writing upHemingway House in Key West writing upHemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion falsely believes that a spouse Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion falsely believes that a spouse Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion falsely believes that a spouse Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion falsely believes that a spouse or lover is  or lover is  or lover is  or lover is 
having an affair, with no proof to back up their claim... which getshaving an affair, with no proof to back up their claim... which getshaving an affair, with no proof to back up their claim... which getshaving an affair, with no proof to back up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA murdered...  99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA murdered...  99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA murdered...  99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA murdered... 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, 1 Trillion Fish, Turtles in Key West via the Navy was poisoned by Victor  1 Trillion Fish, Turtles in Key West via the Navy was poisoned by Victor  1 Trillion Fish, Turtles in Key West via the Navy was poisoned by Victor  1 Trillion Fish, Turtles in Key West via the Navy was poisoned by Victor 
CushmanCushmanCushmanCushman + Deborah Barrett. After a hidden camera was installed in the lab with CIA + Deborah Barrett. After a hidden camera was installed in the lab with CIA + Deborah Barrett. After a hidden camera was installed in the lab with CIA + Deborah Barrett. After a hidden camera was installed in the lab with CIA approval, it was discovered that they had  approval, it was discovered that they had  approval, it was discovered that they had  approval, it was discovered that they had 
poisoned the fish idea to Harvest 1poisoned the fish idea to Harvest 1poisoned the fish idea to Harvest 1poisoned the fish idea to Harvest 1 Trillion Fish + Turtles via Navy Fish Farming with Subs + Carriers! Trillion Fish + Turtles via Navy Fish Farming with Subs + Carriers! Trillion Fish + Turtles via Navy Fish Farming with Subs + Carriers! Trillion Fish + Turtles via Navy Fish Farming with Subs + Carriers!

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, threatening14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, threatening14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, threatening14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, threatening ““““legal consequenceslegal consequenceslegal consequenceslegal consequences”””” when Yale Law School is ranked #1 Today when Yale Law School is ranked #1 Today when Yale Law School is ranked #1 Today when Yale Law School is ranked #1 Today 
when Holocaust 2, 3when Holocaust 2, 3when Holocaust 2, 3when Holocaust 2, 3 + 4 are goings + 4 are goings + 4 are goings + 4 are goings----on today is "Insanity" in the Court Room! Delusional jealousy:on today is "Insanity" in the Court Room! Delusional jealousy:on today is "Insanity" in the Court Room! Delusional jealousy:on today is "Insanity" in the Court Room! Delusional jealousy: Deb will leave kids in a hot car to  Deb will leave kids in a hot car to  Deb will leave kids in a hot car to  Deb will leave kids in a hot car to 
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die in the Summer of 2014. die in the Summer of 2014. die in the Summer of 2014. die in the Summer of 2014. 

3333----13131313----14141414 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, although there are few Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, although there are few Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, although there are few Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, although there are few publicly known incidents, sabotage is easy to commit  publicly known incidents, sabotage is easy to commit  publicly known incidents, sabotage is easy to commit  publicly known incidents, sabotage is easy to commit 
and likely occursand likely occursand likely occursand likely occurs frequently... Landlords in Key West face Federal Prison for IRS crime of paying frequently... Landlords in Key West face Federal Prison for IRS crime of paying frequently... Landlords in Key West face Federal Prison for IRS crime of paying frequently... Landlords in Key West face Federal Prison for IRS crime of paying the housekeeper, manager, painter,  the housekeeper, manager, painter,  the housekeeper, manager, painter,  the housekeeper, manager, painter, 
electrician, plumber in cash! Thank God...electrician, plumber in cash! Thank God...electrician, plumber in cash! Thank God...electrician, plumber in cash! Thank God...

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Killed culture of next Nobel  Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Killed culture of next Nobel  Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Killed culture of next Nobel  Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Killed culture of next Nobel 
Prize won in KeyPrize won in KeyPrize won in KeyPrize won in Key West and she Deborah works at the Hemingway House!  West and she Deborah works at the Hemingway House!  West and she Deborah works at the Hemingway House!  West and she Deborah works at the Hemingway House! 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! 44K murdered from 1980 to  murdered! 44K murdered from 1980 to  murdered! 44K murdered from 1980 to  murdered! 44K murdered from 1980 to 
2014 via Breast Cancer New research at the2014 via Breast Cancer New research at the2014 via Breast Cancer New research at the2014 via Breast Cancer New research at the Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer Manhattan Project for a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer Manhattan Project for a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer Manhattan Project for a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer Manhattan Project for a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer  Cancer  Cancer  Cancer ———— a a a a 
lab run by Nobel laureate Greg Buell Lovestar lab run by Nobel laureate Greg Buell Lovestar lab run by Nobel laureate Greg Buell Lovestar lab run by Nobel laureate Greg Buell Lovestar ———— at the Yale Key Westat the Yale Key Westat the Yale Key Westat the Yale Key West Med School, with many wives.  Med School, with many wives.  Med School, with many wives.  Med School, with many wives. 

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg,14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered! Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered!

3333----13131313----14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah14 Delusional jealousy: Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett let 19K women be murdered!  Barrett let 19K women be murdered!  Barrett let 19K women be murdered!  Barrett let 19K women be murdered! 

Greg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + this Cop's Picture gotGreg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + this Cop's Picture gotGreg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + this Cop's Picture gotGreg, Delusional... Hell No, Deborah Barrett + this Cop's Picture got Deborah so  Deborah so  Deborah so  Deborah so 

upset she asked me to take this picture down as it's toooooupset she asked me to take this picture down as it's toooooupset she asked me to take this picture down as it's toooooupset she asked me to take this picture down as it's tooooo "Depressing" for a George Orwell Gov. Employee following orders to stifle Greg's "Depressing" for a George Orwell Gov. Employee following orders to stifle Greg's "Depressing" for a George Orwell Gov. Employee following orders to stifle Greg's "Depressing" for a George Orwell Gov. Employee following orders to stifle Greg's
Cure for Cancer, etc... why... because she gets paid BP Oil money, false claimCure for Cancer, etc... why... because she gets paid BP Oil money, false claimCure for Cancer, etc... why... because she gets paid BP Oil money, false claimCure for Cancer, etc... why... because she gets paid BP Oil money, false claim but she is Luckey Terra Fir ma Pentagon gave Mecca Greg's  but she is Luckey Terra Fir ma Pentagon gave Mecca Greg's  but she is Luckey Terra Fir ma Pentagon gave Mecca Greg's  but she is Luckey Terra Fir ma Pentagon gave Mecca Greg's 
$777 Trillion in oil$777 Trillion in oil$777 Trillion in oil$777 Trillion in oil money, Pope Prays Snowden will LEAK the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar! money, Pope Prays Snowden will LEAK the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar! money, Pope Prays Snowden will LEAK the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar! money, Pope Prays Snowden will LEAK the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar!

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines! What the Key West Citizen News West Medical School "Key West" Headlines! What the Key West Citizen News West Medical School "Key West" Headlines! What the Key West Citizen News West Medical School "Key West" Headlines! What the Key West Citizen News
Headlines will be when Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower baseHeadlines will be when Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower baseHeadlines will be when Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower baseHeadlines will be when Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower base will generate in Local Headlines...  will generate in Local Headlines...  will generate in Local Headlines...  will generate in Local Headlines... 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA...  recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA...  recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA...  recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... 

3333----12121212----14 CIA +14 CIA +14 CIA +14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... while Homeland Security Numb Nuts Men  while Homeland Security Numb Nuts Men  while Homeland Security Numb Nuts Men  while Homeland Security Numb Nuts Men 
guard the Social Security + Small Claimsguard the Social Security + Small Claimsguard the Social Security + Small Claimsguard the Social Security + Small Claims Court Rooms in every City and Town in the USA!  Court Rooms in every City and Town in the USA!  Court Rooms in every City and Town in the USA!  Court Rooms in every City and Town in the USA! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... 19 fiery will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... 19 fiery will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... 19 fiery will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... 19 fiery Cop car wrecks Today in LA, Paris,  Cop car wrecks Today in LA, Paris,  Cop car wrecks Today in LA, Paris,  Cop car wrecks Today in LA, Paris, 
Moscow, Rome... the Pope Prays Snowden willMoscow, Rome... the Pope Prays Snowden willMoscow, Rome... the Pope Prays Snowden willMoscow, Rome... the Pope Prays Snowden will LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the Arrest of 19,000 BP Oil Cop Killers! World Wide!  recreate the Arrest of 19,000 BP Oil Cop Killers! World Wide!  recreate the Arrest of 19,000 BP Oil Cop Killers! World Wide!  recreate the Arrest of 19,000 BP Oil Cop Killers! World Wide! 

3333----12121212----14141414 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  USA... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  USA... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  USA... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) ---- The brown, The brown, The brown, The brown, 
bulletbulletbulletbullet----marked toilet doormarked toilet doormarked toilet doormarked toilet door through which Oscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in the through which Oscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in the through which Oscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in the through which Oscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in the courtroom at the athlete's  courtroom at the athlete's  courtroom at the athlete's  courtroom at the athlete's 
murder trial Wednesday, suggesting prosecutors willmurder trial Wednesday, suggesting prosecutors willmurder trial Wednesday, suggesting prosecutors willmurder trial Wednesday, suggesting prosecutors will attempt to recreate his shooting ...  attempt to recreate his shooting ...  attempt to recreate his shooting ...  attempt to recreate his shooting ... 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19 million cases of super recreate the 19 million cases of super recreate the 19 million cases of super recreate the 19 million cases of super----resistant gonorrhoea given to SWF in theresistant gonorrhoea given to SWF in theresistant gonorrhoea given to SWF in theresistant gonorrhoea given to SWF in the USA... Medical  USA... Medical  USA... Medical  USA... Medical 
Xpress A pandemic of superXpress A pandemic of superXpress A pandemic of superXpress A pandemic of super----resistant gonorrhoea could be kept inresistant gonorrhoea could be kept inresistant gonorrhoea could be kept inresistant gonorrhoea could be kept in check using new methods check using new methods check using new methods check using new methods to track outbreaks of the disease, Key West  to track outbreaks of the disease, Key West  to track outbreaks of the disease, Key West  to track outbreaks of the disease, Key West 
SmallSmallSmallSmall Claims... will not post super Claims... will not post super Claims... will not post super Claims... will not post super----resistant gonorrhoea on the Man's Mug Shots letresistant gonorrhoea on the Man's Mug Shots letresistant gonorrhoea on the Man's Mug Shots letresistant gonorrhoea on the Man's Mug Shots let alone Victory Cushman the Landlord's forced clean  alone Victory Cushman the Landlord's forced clean  alone Victory Cushman the Landlord's forced clean  alone Victory Cushman the Landlord's forced clean 
up of his "IB" which shot theup of his "IB" which shot theup of his "IB" which shot theup of his "IB" which shot the toilet door to pieces, and he billed the evicted girl for...  toilet door to pieces, and he billed the evicted girl for...  toilet door to pieces, and he billed the evicted girl for...  toilet door to pieces, and he billed the evicted girl for... 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19K Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... Key West Landlords like Victory Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... Key West Landlords like Victory Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... Key West Landlords like Victory Piostorius shootings of SWF in the USA... Key West Landlords like Victory Cushman  Cushman  Cushman  Cushman 
are light years from South Africa landlords, as they cover up Hepatitisare light years from South Africa landlords, as they cover up Hepatitisare light years from South Africa landlords, as they cover up Hepatitisare light years from South Africa landlords, as they cover up Hepatitis A, B, C... knowing the old Key West Cigar Factory is the County  A, B, C... knowing the old Key West Cigar Factory is the County  A, B, C... knowing the old Key West Cigar Factory is the County  A, B, C... knowing the old Key West Cigar Factory is the County 
Health Dept...Health Dept...Health Dept...Health Dept... run like a old Cigar Factory, waiting for Vic to come in and buy one! City of run like a old Cigar Factory, waiting for Vic to come in and buy one! City of run like a old Cigar Factory, waiting for Vic to come in and buy one! City of run like a old Cigar Factory, waiting for Vic to come in and buy one! City of Key West will have to arrest Victor Cushman  Key West will have to arrest Victor Cushman  Key West will have to arrest Victor Cushman  Key West will have to arrest Victor Cushman 
to get him tested for Hepatitis A,to get him tested for Hepatitis A,to get him tested for Hepatitis A,to get him tested for Hepatitis A, B, C... and many other diseases he has and on the sink for the next renter B, C... and many other diseases he has and on the sink for the next renter B, C... and many other diseases he has and on the sink for the next renter B, C... and many other diseases he has and on the sink for the next renter neither knowing that Virus  neither knowing that Virus  neither knowing that Virus  neither knowing that Virus 
Germs can live for 5 days and Vic never cleans withGerms can live for 5 days and Vic never cleans withGerms can live for 5 days and Vic never cleans withGerms can live for 5 days and Vic never cleans with breach for is BM... explosions!  breach for is BM... explosions!  breach for is BM... explosions!  breach for is BM... explosions! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the FBI's "10 Most Wanted Men" 10 Things In "Diseases" You Need To Know recreate the FBI's "10 Most Wanted Men" 10 Things In "Diseases" You Need To Know recreate the FBI's "10 Most Wanted Men" 10 Things In "Diseases" You Need To Know recreate the FBI's "10 Most Wanted Men" 10 Things In "Diseases" You Need To Know This Morning if  This Morning if  This Morning if  This Morning if 
you are a SWF in the USA... as Snowden will not leak theyou are a SWF in the USA... as Snowden will not leak theyou are a SWF in the USA... as Snowden will not leak theyou are a SWF in the USA... as Snowden will not leak the ElectricWindmillCar or The 10 Most Common Diseases Numb Nuts Dictators  ElectricWindmillCar or The 10 Most Common Diseases Numb Nuts Dictators  ElectricWindmillCar or The 10 Most Common Diseases Numb Nuts Dictators  ElectricWindmillCar or The 10 Most Common Diseases Numb Nuts Dictators 
WorldWorldWorldWorld Wide have and have given to "Women" This Morning knowing they were diseased like Wide have and have given to "Women" This Morning knowing they were diseased like Wide have and have given to "Women" This Morning knowing they were diseased like Wide have and have given to "Women" This Morning knowing they were diseased like Victory Cushman in Key West!  Victory Cushman in Key West!  Victory Cushman in Key West!  Victory Cushman in Key West! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19 million SWF in the USA... who call for a FBI MD to arrest their recreate the 19 million SWF in the USA... who call for a FBI MD to arrest their recreate the 19 million SWF in the USA... who call for a FBI MD to arrest their recreate the 19 million SWF in the USA... who call for a FBI MD to arrest their Landlords in Key  Landlords in Key  Landlords in Key  Landlords in Key 
West for spreading diseases! West for spreading diseases! West for spreading diseases! West for spreading diseases! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate the 19 million convenience store clerks robbery + killings will try to recreate the 19 million convenience store clerks robbery + killings will try to recreate the 19 million convenience store clerks robbery + killings will try to recreate the 19 million convenience store clerks robbery + killings along with the 19 million Gas  along with the 19 million Gas  along with the 19 million Gas  along with the 19 million Gas 
Station Shootings + Robberies of women pumping gasStation Shootings + Robberies of women pumping gasStation Shootings + Robberies of women pumping gasStation Shootings + Robberies of women pumping gas Numb Nuts statistics and News never reports and never on the Front Page of the Numb Nuts statistics and News never reports and never on the Front Page of the Numb Nuts statistics and News never reports and never on the Front Page of the Numb Nuts statistics and News never reports and never on the Front Page of the
NY Times Today, with the Piostorius shootings of SWF's in the USA...NY Times Today, with the Piostorius shootings of SWF's in the USA...NY Times Today, with the Piostorius shootings of SWF's in the USA...NY Times Today, with the Piostorius shootings of SWF's in the USA...
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3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will create the Key West Apple Store in Key West14 CIA + FBI Women will create the Key West Apple Store in Key West14 CIA + FBI Women will create the Key West Apple Store in Key West14 CIA + FBI Women will create the Key West Apple Store in Key West built on an Eiffel Tower Base, with a Starbucks, Waterproof  built on an Eiffel Tower Base, with a Starbucks, Waterproof  built on an Eiffel Tower Base, with a Starbucks, Waterproof  built on an Eiffel Tower Base, with a Starbucks, Waterproof 
MacBook Pro,MacBook Pro,MacBook Pro,MacBook Pro, Waterproof iPhone007s for the Key West Sand Bars Calls and it floats too! Grin. Waterproof iPhone007s for the Key West Sand Bars Calls and it floats too! Grin. Waterproof iPhone007s for the Key West Sand Bars Calls and it floats too! Grin. Waterproof iPhone007s for the Key West Sand Bars Calls and it floats too! Grin. The San Francisco Planning Commission  The San Francisco Planning Commission  The San Francisco Planning Commission  The San Francisco Planning Commission 
and the city's Board of Supervisors onand the city's Board of Supervisors onand the city's Board of Supervisors onand the city's Board of Supervisors on Tuesday voted to green Tuesday voted to green Tuesday voted to green Tuesday voted to green----light amendments to Apple's revised plans for thelight amendments to Apple's revised plans for thelight amendments to Apple's revised plans for thelight amendments to Apple's revised plans for the company's upcoming  company's upcoming  company's upcoming  company's upcoming 
San Francisco flagship retail location. San Francisco flagship retail location. San Francisco flagship retail location. San Francisco flagship retail location. 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will "Tutor" at the MacMall in14 CIA + FBI Women will "Tutor" at the MacMall in14 CIA + FBI Women will "Tutor" at the MacMall in14 CIA + FBI Women will "Tutor" at the MacMall in Key West with 1,001 Deals: Apple's Quad Key West with 1,001 Deals: Apple's Quad Key West with 1,001 Deals: Apple's Quad Key West with 1,001 Deals: Apple's Quad---- and 6 and 6 and 6 and 6----core Mac Pros arriving at core Mac Pros arriving at core Mac Pros arriving at core Mac Pros arriving at 
MacMallMacMallMacMallMacMall in limited quantities for large number of Invention Projects Winners as the in limited quantities for large number of Invention Projects Winners as the in limited quantities for large number of Invention Projects Winners as the in limited quantities for large number of Invention Projects Winners as the Florida State Lottery is a SCAM... Hemingway  Florida State Lottery is a SCAM... Hemingway  Florida State Lottery is a SCAM... Hemingway  Florida State Lottery is a SCAM... Hemingway 
House Tour Guides take your $10 tipHouse Tour Guides take your $10 tipHouse Tour Guides take your $10 tipHouse Tour Guides take your $10 tip run down the street to Circle K and buy a Lottery Ticket, its "Compulsive run down the street to Circle K and buy a Lottery Ticket, its "Compulsive run down the street to Circle K and buy a Lottery Ticket, its "Compulsive run down the street to Circle K and buy a Lottery Ticket, its "Compulsive Behavior." Yesterday in  Behavior." Yesterday in  Behavior." Yesterday in  Behavior." Yesterday in 
small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg,small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg,small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg,small claims court Deborah Barrett call Greg, Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking a Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking a Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking a Delusional... when 10K Students on Spring Break in Key West none are taking a Writing  Writing  Writing  Writing 
Class at the Hemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy:Class at the Hemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy:Class at the Hemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy:Class at the Hemingway House in Key West writing up Delusional jealousy: A person with this delusion falsely believes that a spouse or  A person with this delusion falsely believes that a spouse or  A person with this delusion falsely believes that a spouse or  A person with this delusion falsely believes that a spouse or 
lover is having anlover is having anlover is having anlover is having an affair, with no proof to back up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWF affair, with no proof to back up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWF affair, with no proof to back up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWF affair, with no proof to back up their claim... which gets 99% of the 19K SWF who will be murdered in the USA  who will be murdered in the USA  who will be murdered in the USA  who will be murdered in the USA 
murdered... so I will sue Deborah Barrett againmurdered... so I will sue Deborah Barrett againmurdered... so I will sue Deborah Barrett againmurdered... so I will sue Deborah Barrett again not in Small Claims Court but in the Nobel Lit. Court as she will be in my Nobel not in Small Claims Court but in the Nobel Lit. Court as she will be in my Nobel not in Small Claims Court but in the Nobel Lit. Court as she will be in my Nobel not in Small Claims Court but in the Nobel Lit. Court as she will be in my Nobel Prize  Prize  Prize  Prize 
in Literature Book... and hate Greg much as Martha Gellhorn Hatedin Literature Book... and hate Greg much as Martha Gellhorn Hatedin Literature Book... and hate Greg much as Martha Gellhorn Hatedin Literature Book... and hate Greg much as Martha Gellhorn Hated Hemingway after she trashed him... grin!  Hemingway after she trashed him... grin!  Hemingway after she trashed him... grin!  Hemingway after she trashed him... grin! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines in the Citizen Newspaper... sample in West Medical School "Key West" Headlines in the Citizen Newspaper... sample in West Medical School "Key West" Headlines in the Citizen Newspaper... sample in West Medical School "Key West" Headlines in the Citizen Newspaper... sample in
this Yale article here with no mention of the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"this Yale article here with no mention of the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"this Yale article here with no mention of the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"this Yale article here with no mention of the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" chemicals also found wit chemicals also found wit chemicals also found wit chemicals also found with these but not written up by Yale New h these but not written up by Yale New h these but not written up by Yale New h these but not written up by Yale New 
Haven MedHaven MedHaven MedHaven Med School... Medical Xpress) School... Medical Xpress) School... Medical Xpress) School... Medical Xpress)————ReadingReadingReadingReading----impaired young children have higher levels ofimpaired young children have higher levels ofimpaired young children have higher levels ofimpaired young children have higher levels of the metabolites glutamate and choline  the metabolites glutamate and choline  the metabolites glutamate and choline  the metabolites glutamate and choline 
in their brains, and these higher levelsin their brains, and these higher levelsin their brains, and these higher levelsin their brains, and these higher levels continue to be indicative of difficulties in developing typical reading and continue to be indicative of difficulties in developing typical reading and continue to be indicative of difficulties in developing typical reading and continue to be indicative of difficulties in developing typical reading and language skills, a  language skills, a  language skills, a  language skills, a 
Yale study has found. The study appears in the Journal ofYale study has found. The study appears in the Journal ofYale study has found. The study appears in the Journal ofYale study has found. The study appears in the Journal of Neuroscience. Although anatomical and functional brain networks involved  Neuroscience. Although anatomical and functional brain networks involved  Neuroscience. Although anatomical and functional brain networks involved  Neuroscience. Although anatomical and functional brain networks involved 
inininin reading disabilities have been well characterized, the underlying chemical bases reading disabilities have been well characterized, the underlying chemical bases reading disabilities have been well characterized, the underlying chemical bases reading disabilities have been well characterized, the underlying chemical bases of these differences in reading development have  of these differences in reading development have  of these differences in reading development have  of these differences in reading development have 
been poorly understood. Thisbeen poorly understood. Thisbeen poorly understood. Thisbeen poorly understood. This study is believed to be the first to examine neurochemistry in a longitudinal study is believed to be the first to examine neurochemistry in a longitudinal study is believed to be the first to examine neurochemistry in a longitudinal study is believed to be the first to examine neurochemistry in a longitudinal study of children during the  study of children during the  study of children during the  study of children during the 
critical period when they are considered "emergentcritical period when they are considered "emergentcritical period when they are considered "emergentcritical period when they are considered "emergent readers" readers" readers" readers"————the age at which neurocircuits that support skilled reading andthe age at which neurocircuits that support skilled reading andthe age at which neurocircuits that support skilled reading andthe age at which neurocircuits that support skilled reading and
speaking are still developing. The Yale team measured levels of glutamate,speaking are still developing. The Yale team measured levels of glutamate,speaking are still developing. The Yale team measured levels of glutamate,speaking are still developing. The Yale team measured levels of glutamate, choline, and other metabolites in 75 children, aged 6 to 10,  choline, and other metabolites in 75 children, aged 6 to 10,  choline, and other metabolites in 75 children, aged 6 to 10,  choline, and other metabolites in 75 children, aged 6 to 10, 
whose readingwhose readingwhose readingwhose reading abilities ranged from what is considered impaired to superior. The researchers abilities ranged from what is considered impaired to superior. The researchers abilities ranged from what is considered impaired to superior. The researchers abilities ranged from what is considered impaired to superior. The researchers conducted behavioral testing to  conducted behavioral testing to  conducted behavioral testing to  conducted behavioral testing to 
characterize the children's reading, language,characterize the children's reading, language,characterize the children's reading, language,characterize the children's reading, language, and general cognitive skills, and used MR spectroscopy to assess metabolite and general cognitive skills, and used MR spectroscopy to assess metabolite and general cognitive skills, and used MR spectroscopy to assess metabolite and general cognitive skills, and used MR spectroscopy to assess metabolite levels. They  levels. They  levels. They  levels. They 
found that children with higher glutamate and choline levels infound that children with higher glutamate and choline levels infound that children with higher glutamate and choline levels infound that children with higher glutamate and choline levels in their brains tended to have lower composite scores for reading and  their brains tended to have lower composite scores for reading and  their brains tended to have lower composite scores for reading and  their brains tended to have lower composite scores for reading and 
language. Inlanguage. Inlanguage. Inlanguage. In follow follow follow follow----up testing two years later, the same correlation still existed forup testing two years later, the same correlation still existed forup testing two years later, the same correlation still existed forup testing two years later, the same correlation still existed for initial glutamate levels "Reading disabilities  initial glutamate levels "Reading disabilities  initial glutamate levels "Reading disabilities  initial glutamate levels "Reading disabilities 
affect significant numbers ofaffect significant numbers ofaffect significant numbers ofaffect significant numbers of children," said first author Kenneth Pugh, associate professor of linguistics children," said first author Kenneth Pugh, associate professor of linguistics children," said first author Kenneth Pugh, associate professor of linguistics children," said first author Kenneth Pugh, associate professor of linguistics and president and director of  and president and director of  and president and director of  and president and director of 
research in the Haskins Laboratories at Yale. "Ourresearch in the Haskins Laboratories at Yale. "Ourresearch in the Haskins Laboratories at Yale. "Ourresearch in the Haskins Laboratories at Yale. "Our findings suggest new pathways for research into the connection between genes, findings suggest new pathways for research into the connection between genes, findings suggest new pathways for research into the connection between genes, findings suggest new pathways for research into the connection between genes,
brain development, and behavioral outcomes in children who struggle withbrain development, and behavioral outcomes in children who struggle withbrain development, and behavioral outcomes in children who struggle withbrain development, and behavioral outcomes in children who struggle with reading." The researchers also note that higher glutamate  reading." The researchers also note that higher glutamate  reading." The researchers also note that higher glutamate  reading." The researchers also note that higher glutamate 
and choline levelsand choline levelsand choline levelsand choline levels have been implicated in hyperexcitability in children, another possible factor have been implicated in hyperexcitability in children, another possible factor have been implicated in hyperexcitability in children, another possible factor have been implicated in hyperexcitability in children, another possible factor in cognitive impairment. "Further  in cognitive impairment. "Further  in cognitive impairment. "Further  in cognitive impairment. "Further 
research may show whether there is a chemicalresearch may show whether there is a chemicalresearch may show whether there is a chemicalresearch may show whether there is a chemical basis that contributes to learning deficits among the reading basis that contributes to learning deficits among the reading basis that contributes to learning deficits among the reading basis that contributes to learning deficits among the reading----disableddisableddisableddisabled children," said  children," said  children," said  children," said 
senior author Robert Fulbright, also of the Haskinssenior author Robert Fulbright, also of the Haskinssenior author Robert Fulbright, also of the Haskinssenior author Robert Fulbright, also of the Haskins Laboratories, and associate professor of diagnostic radiology at Yale School of Laboratories, and associate professor of diagnostic radiology at Yale School of Laboratories, and associate professor of diagnostic radiology at Yale School of Laboratories, and associate professor of diagnostic radiology at Yale School of
Medicine. Medicine. Medicine. Medicine. 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines!  West Medical School "Key West" Headlines!  West Medical School "Key West" Headlines!  West Medical School "Key West" Headlines! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will14 CIA + FBI Women will14 CIA + FBI Women will14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines! try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines! try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines! try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines!

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines!  School "Key West" Headlines!  School "Key West" Headlines!  School "Key West" Headlines! 

3333----12121212----14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to14 CIA + FBI Women will try to recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines  recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines  recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines  recreate Yale Key West Medical School "Key West" Headlines 

3333----11111111----14141414 After Small Claims Court in Key West with Judge Fowler, Deborah Barrett I called After Small Claims Court in Key West with Judge Fowler, Deborah Barrett I called After Small Claims Court in Key West with Judge Fowler, Deborah Barrett I called After Small Claims Court in Key West with Judge Fowler, Deborah Barrett I called Mary B. and told her Greg won $1 Trillion for  Mary B. and told her Greg won $1 Trillion for  Mary B. and told her Greg won $1 Trillion for  Mary B. and told her Greg won $1 Trillion for 
15 Billion people on Earth who15 Billion people on Earth who15 Billion people on Earth who15 Billion people on Earth who will put invention projects in their Hemingway Writing Classes soon... here is will put invention projects in their Hemingway Writing Classes soon... here is will put invention projects in their Hemingway Writing Classes soon... here is will put invention projects in their Hemingway Writing Classes soon... here is what "Monitor" they will  what "Monitor" they will  what "Monitor" they will  what "Monitor" they will 
use... Wish Greg + Mary B. had 2 of these Huge Monitorsuse... Wish Greg + Mary B. had 2 of these Huge Monitorsuse... Wish Greg + Mary B. had 2 of these Huge Monitorsuse... Wish Greg + Mary B. had 2 of these Huge Monitors today... as we would be 1 day closer to a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast today... as we would be 1 day closer to a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast today... as we would be 1 day closer to a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast today... as we would be 1 day closer to a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer!!...  Cancer!!...  Cancer!!...  Cancer!!... 
Lost Day of Work on a Cancer Cure in KW Small Claims Court can ILost Day of Work on a Cancer Cure in KW Small Claims Court can ILost Day of Work on a Cancer Cure in KW Small Claims Court can ILost Day of Work on a Cancer Cure in KW Small Claims Court can I sue? ... grin...  sue? ... grin...  sue? ... grin...  sue? ... grin... 

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at Keysnews.com, missed her Fast Response to women!  Mandy Miles at Keysnews.com, missed her Fast Response to women!  Mandy Miles at Keysnews.com, missed her Fast Response to women!  Mandy Miles at Keysnews.com, missed her Fast Response to women! 

3333----10101010----14141414 Key West, "Fast Response to Holocaust III by Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs Key West, "Fast Response to Holocaust III by Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs Key West, "Fast Response to Holocaust III by Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs Key West, "Fast Response to Holocaust III by Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe  Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe  Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe  Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe 
By Carol Matlack BloombergBy Carol Matlack BloombergBy Carol Matlack BloombergBy Carol Matlack Bloomberg Businessweek News Today. Carol will Testify in Court Tomorrow, Oh Greg goes to Businessweek News Today. Carol will Testify in Court Tomorrow, Oh Greg goes to Businessweek News Today. Carol will Testify in Court Tomorrow, Oh Greg goes to Businessweek News Today. Carol will Testify in Court Tomorrow, Oh Greg goes to Court Tomorrow 3 Court Tomorrow 3 Court Tomorrow 3 Court Tomorrow 3----11111111----14 14 14 14 
in Key West against Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House...in Key West against Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House...in Key West against Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House...in Key West against Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House... Well no Hemingway Writing Classes tomorrow, as all the students 10K in  Well no Hemingway Writing Classes tomorrow, as all the students 10K in  Well no Hemingway Writing Classes tomorrow, as all the students 10K in  Well no Hemingway Writing Classes tomorrow, as all the students 10K in 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West Today would be designing and writing up Super Air Bags and writing the sickening Today would be designing and writing up Super Air Bags and writing the sickening Today would be designing and writing up Super Air Bags and writing the sickening Today would be designing and writing up Super Air Bags and writing the sickening autop autop autop autopsy for Head On Collisions with No sy for Head On Collisions with No sy for Head On Collisions with No sy for Head On Collisions with No 
Air Bags on the Outside of these 2014Air Bags on the Outside of these 2014Air Bags on the Outside of these 2014Air Bags on the Outside of these 2014 Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe Ford + GM in Minicars, Baby SUVs Reflect Automakers' Cautious Optimism in Europe By Carol  By Carol  By Carol  By Carol 
Matlack Bloomberg Businessweek News Today. Holocaust III Holocaust IVMatlack Bloomberg Businessweek News Today. Holocaust III Holocaust IVMatlack Bloomberg Businessweek News Today. Holocaust III Holocaust IVMatlack Bloomberg Businessweek News Today. Holocaust III Holocaust IV is no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for 10K Students in  is no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for 10K Students in  is no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for 10K Students in  is no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for 10K Students in 
Key West! With a newKey West! With a newKey West! With a newKey West! With a new invention design in Chapter One!  invention design in Chapter One!  invention design in Chapter One!  invention design in Chapter One! 
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3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton...." Rx Cure for14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton...." Rx Cure for14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton...." Rx Cure for14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton...." Rx Cure for Sex Diseases + Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast  Sex Diseases + Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast  Sex Diseases + Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast  Sex Diseases + Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast 
Response!Response!Response!Response!

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Mandy Miles at Keysnews.com, missed her Fast Response to women like Angelina  Keysnews.com, missed her Fast Response to women like Angelina  Keysnews.com, missed her Fast Response to women like Angelina  Keysnews.com, missed her Fast Response to women like Angelina 
cutting off bothcutting off bothcutting off bothcutting off both breast because Greg Buell + Wives in Key West have + are being "Suppressed"... breast because Greg Buell + Wives in Key West have + are being "Suppressed"... breast because Greg Buell + Wives in Key West have + are being "Suppressed"... breast because Greg Buell + Wives in Key West have + are being "Suppressed"... Today. Not $1 Trillion in new Fast  Today. Not $1 Trillion in new Fast  Today. Not $1 Trillion in new Fast  Today. Not $1 Trillion in new Fast 
Response Cutters! Comcast NBC no FastResponse Cutters! Comcast NBC no FastResponse Cutters! Comcast NBC no FastResponse Cutters! Comcast NBC no Fast Response for the Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight cure of Response for the Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight cure of Response for the Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight cure of Response for the Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight cure of Breast Cancer +  Breast Cancer +  Breast Cancer +  Breast Cancer + 
Sex Diseases given to women by Numb Nuts George Orwell DictatorsSex Diseases given to women by Numb Nuts George Orwell DictatorsSex Diseases given to women by Numb Nuts George Orwell DictatorsSex Diseases given to women by Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictators Today! Anus Cancer! Mad Men!  Today! Anus Cancer! Mad Men!  Today! Anus Cancer! Mad Men!  Today! Anus Cancer! Mad Men! 

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton... "FBI + CIA14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton... "FBI + CIA14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton... "FBI + CIA14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton... "FBI + CIA women with the gene who know the Numb Nuts Dictators are not  women with the gene who know the Numb Nuts Dictators are not  women with the gene who know the Numb Nuts Dictators are not  women with the gene who know the Numb Nuts Dictators are not 
going to let Greg +going to let Greg +going to let Greg +going to let Greg + Wives work 24/7 for a Fast Response Cutter... Cure in Key West Today. Wives work 24/7 for a Fast Response Cutter... Cure in Key West Today. Wives work 24/7 for a Fast Response Cutter... Cure in Key West Today. Wives work 24/7 for a Fast Response Cutter... Cure in Key West Today.

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response... " sickened by autopsy testimony...14 Key West, "Fast Response... " sickened by autopsy testimony...14 Key West, "Fast Response... " sickened by autopsy testimony...14 Key West, "Fast Response... " sickened by autopsy testimony... Double Double Double Double----amputee Olympian Oscar Pistorius gagged and wept in a amputee Olympian Oscar Pistorius gagged and wept in a amputee Olympian Oscar Pistorius gagged and wept in a amputee Olympian Oscar Pistorius gagged and wept in a 
South AfricanSouth AfricanSouth AfricanSouth African courtroom Monday as a pathologist described the injuries sustained by Pistorius' courtroom Monday as a pathologist described the injuries sustained by Pistorius' courtroom Monday as a pathologist described the injuries sustained by Pistorius' courtroom Monday as a pathologist described the injuries sustained by Pistorius' girlfriend the night she was fatally shot  girlfriend the night she was fatally shot  girlfriend the night she was fatally shot  girlfriend the night she was fatally shot 
in his home. in his home. in his home. in his home. 
3333----10101010----14 Key West,14 Key West,14 Key West,14 Key West, "Fast Response 19K SWF in the USA will be murdered by Drunk Numb Nuts in 2014 "Fast Response 19K SWF in the USA will be murdered by Drunk Numb Nuts in 2014 "Fast Response 19K SWF in the USA will be murdered by Drunk Numb Nuts in 2014 "Fast Response 19K SWF in the USA will be murdered by Drunk Numb Nuts in 2014 and Homeland Security is  and Homeland Security is  and Homeland Security is  and Homeland Security is 
Guarding the Social Security Office in Key West not OutGuarding the Social Security Office in Key West not OutGuarding the Social Security Office in Key West not OutGuarding the Social Security Office in Key West not Out in the Field saving 19K lives of women, who are God's best Invention! in the Field saving 19K lives of women, who are God's best Invention! in the Field saving 19K lives of women, who are God's best Invention! in the Field saving 19K lives of women, who are God's best Invention!

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Rx Cure for Sex14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Rx Cure for Sex14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Rx Cure for Sex14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Rx Cure for Sex Diseases + Breast Cancer!  Diseases + Breast Cancer!  Diseases + Breast Cancer!  Diseases + Breast Cancer! 
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3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Charles Sexton" Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Charles Sexton" Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Charles Sexton" Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... by the  Pier... by the  Pier... by the  Pier... by the 
"Fast Response Coast Guard Cutter" "Fast Response Coast Guard Cutter" "Fast Response Coast Guard Cutter" "Fast Response Coast Guard Cutter" ---- "Admirals" who built her "Admirals" who built her "Admirals" who built her "Admirals" who built her instead of giving "Her" a Rx Cure, Overnight Penicillin like for Angelina  instead of giving "Her" a Rx Cure, Overnight Penicillin like for Angelina  instead of giving "Her" a Rx Cure, Overnight Penicillin like for Angelina  instead of giving "Her" a Rx Cure, Overnight Penicillin like for Angelina 
andandandand the Angelina "Her" fast repose of some women who read this web page, Psychotic the Angelina "Her" fast repose of some women who read this web page, Psychotic the Angelina "Her" fast repose of some women who read this web page, Psychotic the Angelina "Her" fast repose of some women who read this web page, Psychotic Mad Men as the Top Brass at the Pentagon would  Mad Men as the Top Brass at the Pentagon would  Mad Men as the Top Brass at the Pentagon would  Mad Men as the Top Brass at the Pentagon would 
say Angelina is a casualty of thesay Angelina is a casualty of thesay Angelina is a casualty of thesay Angelina is a casualty of the Vietnam War today!  Vietnam War today!  Vietnam War today!  Vietnam War today! 

3333----10101010----14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... alinhardt@keysnews.com. The crew in Key West, Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... alinhardt@keysnews.com. The crew in Key West, Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... alinhardt@keysnews.com. The crew in Key West, Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... alinhardt@keysnews.com. The crew in Key West,
Southernmost City's newest $1 Trillion dollar "Fast Response Cutter CharlesSouthernmost City's newest $1 Trillion dollar "Fast Response Cutter CharlesSouthernmost City's newest $1 Trillion dollar "Fast Response Cutter CharlesSouthernmost City's newest $1 Trillion dollar "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton", one of six cutter $1 Trillion dollars wasted when we  Sexton", one of six cutter $1 Trillion dollars wasted when we  Sexton", one of six cutter $1 Trillion dollars wasted when we  Sexton", one of six cutter $1 Trillion dollars wasted when we 
need 1 Trillionneed 1 Trillionneed 1 Trillionneed 1 Trillion Turtles, fish, readying Helicopter Combines for fishing + feeding the fish. No Turtles, fish, readying Helicopter Combines for fishing + feeding the fish. No Turtles, fish, readying Helicopter Combines for fishing + feeding the fish. No Turtles, fish, readying Helicopter Combines for fishing + feeding the fish. No Way, the 154 Way, the 154 Way, the 154 Way, the 154----footer $ Trillion dollar Fast footer $ Trillion dollar Fast footer $ Trillion dollar Fast footer $ Trillion dollar Fast 
Response Cutter is what the NavyResponse Cutter is what the NavyResponse Cutter is what the NavyResponse Cutter is what the Navy Ordered not "What Angelina's in surgery today having both breast cut off" would Ordered not "What Angelina's in surgery today having both breast cut off" would Ordered not "What Angelina's in surgery today having both breast cut off" would Ordered not "What Angelina's in surgery today having both breast cut off" would order for "her"  order for "her"  order for "her"  order for "her" 
commissioning today at Coast Guard Sector Key West. Rx Curecommissioning today at Coast Guard Sector Key West. Rx Curecommissioning today at Coast Guard Sector Key West. Rx Curecommissioning today at Coast Guard Sector Key West. Rx Cure Overnight via Greg + Wives at our Brainstorming Sector Key West  Overnight via Greg + Wives at our Brainstorming Sector Key West  Overnight via Greg + Wives at our Brainstorming Sector Key West  Overnight via Greg + Wives at our Brainstorming Sector Key West 

3333----10101010----14141414 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier... Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...

3333----10101010----14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...  Pier...  Pier...  Pier... 

3333----10101010----14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at14 Key West the Southernmost City's Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 at Mallory Pier...  Mallory Pier...  Mallory Pier...  Mallory Pier... 

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"

3333----10101010----14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 14 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 

3333----10101010----14141414 Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"  Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"  Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton"  Key West, "Fast Response Cutter Charles Sexton" 

3333----10101010----14 Update... Sunday14 Update... Sunday14 Update... Sunday14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing up Hillary for Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing up Hillary for Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing up Hillary for Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing up Hillary for "social imperialism" 4 girls  "social imperialism" 4 girls  "social imperialism" 4 girls  "social imperialism" 4 girls 
looking into the Apple Store Window have no Idealooking into the Apple Store Window have no Idealooking into the Apple Store Window have no Idealooking into the Apple Store Window have no Idea Hillary + Bill will give them Anus Can Hillary + Bill will give them Anus Can Hillary + Bill will give them Anus Can Hillary + Bill will give them Anus Cancer and Mary B. will put this in her Oscarcer and Mary B. will put this in her Oscarcer and Mary B. will put this in her Oscarcer and Mary B. will put this in her Oscar
Winning Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men willWinning Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men willWinning Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men willWinning Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men will make you use their Remote Control that has HPV  make you use their Remote Control that has HPV  make you use their Remote Control that has HPV  make you use their Remote Control that has HPV 
virus on it... Norwalk too and itvirus on it... Norwalk too and itvirus on it... Norwalk too and itvirus on it... Norwalk too and it stays on the Comcast Remote for days.  stays on the Comcast Remote for days.  stays on the Comcast Remote for days.  stays on the Comcast Remote for days. 

3333----10101010----14 Update... Sunday Brunch14 Update... Sunday Brunch14 Update... Sunday Brunch14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing, I stopped in Walgreens $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing, I stopped in Walgreens $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing, I stopped in Walgreens $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing, I stopped in Walgreens and ready Mandy  and ready Mandy  and ready Mandy  and ready Mandy 
Miles article on page 3A. She writes up the tent over her houseMiles article on page 3A. She writes up the tent over her houseMiles article on page 3A. She writes up the tent over her houseMiles article on page 3A. She writes up the tent over her house for termites and poison gas. Her comment about Stan her husband and  for termites and poison gas. Her comment about Stan her husband and  for termites and poison gas. Her comment about Stan her husband and  for termites and poison gas. Her comment about Stan her husband and 
no divorce,no divorce,no divorce,no divorce, as Mandy forgot 2 suitcases as the cat, not Teddy Kennedy. Meow.... Meow... as Mandy forgot 2 suitcases as the cat, not Teddy Kennedy. Meow.... Meow... as Mandy forgot 2 suitcases as the cat, not Teddy Kennedy. Meow.... Meow... as Mandy forgot 2 suitcases as the cat, not Teddy Kennedy. Meow.... Meow... until Mandy and Stan put the cat on their lap  until Mandy and Stan put the cat on their lap  until Mandy and Stan put the cat on their lap  until Mandy and Stan put the cat on their lap 
driving, let Teddy Kennedy lookdriving, let Teddy Kennedy lookdriving, let Teddy Kennedy lookdriving, let Teddy Kennedy look out the window.  out the window.  out the window.  out the window. 

3333----10101010----14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Update... Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing... Well Mandy Miles went from Poison gas for Westin Hotel outside and writing... Well Mandy Miles went from Poison gas for Westin Hotel outside and writing... Well Mandy Miles went from Poison gas for Westin Hotel outside and writing... Well Mandy Miles went from Poison gas for
the termites to Eternity and Almighty. I read the paper in Walgreens so will upthe termites to Eternity and Almighty. I read the paper in Walgreens so will upthe termites to Eternity and Almighty. I read the paper in Walgreens so will upthe termites to Eternity and Almighty. I read the paper in Walgreens so will up date Mandy Miles in Key West later when I reread her  date Mandy Miles in Key West later when I reread her  date Mandy Miles in Key West later when I reread her  date Mandy Miles in Key West later when I reread her 
Sunday article and takeSunday article and takeSunday article and takeSunday article and take some notes. Mandy didn't write about the Frontal Lobes or Key West Navy, or Greg some notes. Mandy didn't write about the Frontal Lobes or Key West Navy, or Greg some notes. Mandy didn't write about the Frontal Lobes or Key West Navy, or Greg some notes. Mandy didn't write about the Frontal Lobes or Key West Navy, or Greg telling my Westin Brunch  telling my Westin Brunch  telling my Westin Brunch  telling my Westin Brunch 
buyer about adding a New Navy Memorial at Mallory forbuyer about adding a New Navy Memorial at Mallory forbuyer about adding a New Navy Memorial at Mallory forbuyer about adding a New Navy Memorial at Mallory for the 4rd Nuke set off by the USA, Navy wants the glory of this history to be the the 4rd Nuke set off by the USA, Navy wants the glory of this history to be the the 4rd Nuke set off by the USA, Navy wants the glory of this history to be the the 4rd Nuke set off by the USA, Navy wants the glory of this history to be the
one's who nuke North Korea after they Nuke Seoul... with the 3rd Nuked City inone's who nuke North Korea after they Nuke Seoul... with the 3rd Nuked City inone's who nuke North Korea after they Nuke Seoul... with the 3rd Nuked City inone's who nuke North Korea after they Nuke Seoul... with the 3rd Nuked City in History, so Mandy Miles as well put a new memorial next  History, so Mandy Miles as well put a new memorial next  History, so Mandy Miles as well put a new memorial next  History, so Mandy Miles as well put a new memorial next 
2 Nukes to Incinerate 22 Nukes to Incinerate 22 Nukes to Incinerate 22 Nukes to Incinerate 2 more cities this time in Korea not Japan, next to the other Military Memorials more cities this time in Korea not Japan, next to the other Military Memorials more cities this time in Korea not Japan, next to the other Military Memorials more cities this time in Korea not Japan, next to the other Military Memorials at Mallory Pier... do it today  at Mallory Pier... do it today  at Mallory Pier... do it today  at Mallory Pier... do it today 
before Nukes 3 and 4 go off, right, wrong asbefore Nukes 3 and 4 go off, right, wrong asbefore Nukes 3 and 4 go off, right, wrong asbefore Nukes 3 and 4 go off, right, wrong as Mandy didn't write this up in todays Sunday Paper. Mandy Miles boss help get $1 Mandy didn't write this up in todays Sunday Paper. Mandy Miles boss help get $1 Mandy didn't write this up in todays Sunday Paper. Mandy Miles boss help get $1 Mandy didn't write this up in todays Sunday Paper. Mandy Miles boss help get $1 million  million  million  million 
for this years New Military Memorials in Key West from City of KW money.for this years New Military Memorials in Key West from City of KW money.for this years New Military Memorials in Key West from City of KW money.for this years New Military Memorials in Key West from City of KW money. Hell lets spent some of this million for Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 as  Hell lets spent some of this million for Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 as  Hell lets spent some of this million for Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 as  Hell lets spent some of this million for Nuke Memorials 3 + 4 as 
this is thethis is thethis is thethis is the Glory of Military Monuments Mandy Miles Boss at the Key West News paper wants Glory of Military Monuments Mandy Miles Boss at the Key West News paper wants Glory of Military Monuments Mandy Miles Boss at the Key West News paper wants Glory of Military Monuments Mandy Miles Boss at the Key West News paper wants for History!!! Mandy's boss is psychotic and  for History!!! Mandy's boss is psychotic and  for History!!! Mandy's boss is psychotic and  for History!!! Mandy's boss is psychotic and 
the President of the Yale Key Westthe President of the Yale Key Westthe President of the Yale Key Westthe President of the Yale Key West Med School will order a lobotomy on Mandy Miles Boss... grin! Med School will order a lobotomy on Mandy Miles Boss... grin! Med School will order a lobotomy on Mandy Miles Boss... grin! Med School will order a lobotomy on Mandy Miles Boss... grin!

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  and writing  and writing  and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  outside and writing  outside and writing  outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing, that "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatory Vernal Disease Westin Hotel outside and writing, that "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatory Vernal Disease Westin Hotel outside and writing, that "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatory Vernal Disease Westin Hotel outside and writing, that "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatory Vernal Disease Policy  Policy  Policy  Policy 
will lead to dramatic increase across Africa of "Anus Cancer"will lead to dramatic increase across Africa of "Anus Cancer"will lead to dramatic increase across Africa of "Anus Cancer"will lead to dramatic increase across Africa of "Anus Cancer"

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing... from  writing... from  writing... from  writing... from 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing...  outside and writing...  outside and writing...  outside and writing... 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing... HPV and Hillary's Social imperialism which Westin Hotel outside and writing... HPV and Hillary's Social imperialism which Westin Hotel outside and writing... HPV and Hillary's Social imperialism which Westin Hotel outside and writing... HPV and Hillary's Social imperialism which is 100  is 100  is 100  is 100 
years being the times... Today Hillary MD somehow is Hillary the Numbyears being the times... Today Hillary MD somehow is Hillary the Numbyears being the times... Today Hillary MD somehow is Hillary the Numbyears being the times... Today Hillary MD somehow is Hillary the Numb Nuts Nurse who gives you the Hospital catheter infection the MD  Nuts Nurse who gives you the Hospital catheter infection the MD  Nuts Nurse who gives you the Hospital catheter infection the MD  Nuts Nurse who gives you the Hospital catheter infection the MD 
would never givewould never givewould never givewould never give you and Yes its painful and cost money, Poison Gas Exhaust from her World you and Yes its painful and cost money, Poison Gas Exhaust from her World you and Yes its painful and cost money, Poison Gas Exhaust from her World you and Yes its painful and cost money, Poison Gas Exhaust from her World Travels is causing the spread of diseases to  Travels is causing the spread of diseases to  Travels is causing the spread of diseases to  Travels is causing the spread of diseases to 
women, who after reading Greg's webwomen, who after reading Greg's webwomen, who after reading Greg's webwomen, who after reading Greg's web page realize Hillary + Bill have given Anus Cancer to many women in Africa who page realize Hillary + Bill have given Anus Cancer to many women in Africa who page realize Hillary + Bill have given Anus Cancer to many women in Africa who page realize Hillary + Bill have given Anus Cancer to many women in Africa who would never  would never  would never  would never 
have gotten it! have gotten it! have gotten it! have gotten it! 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing Hillary Rodham Clinton, as secretary of State, Westin Hotel outside and writing Hillary Rodham Clinton, as secretary of State, Westin Hotel outside and writing Hillary Rodham Clinton, as secretary of State, Westin Hotel outside and writing Hillary Rodham Clinton, as secretary of State, said in a  said in a  said in a  said in a 
landmark speech in Geneva that "gay rights were human rights and humanlandmark speech in Geneva that "gay rights were human rights and humanlandmark speech in Geneva that "gay rights were human rights and humanlandmark speech in Geneva that "gay rights were human rights and human rights are gay rights," and that "being gay is not a  rights are gay rights," and that "being gay is not a  rights are gay rights," and that "being gay is not a  rights are gay rights," and that "being gay is not a 
Western invention, it is aWestern invention, it is aWestern invention, it is aWestern invention, it is a human reality." Hillary has no reality of 1 Trillion Aliens she just killed human reality." Hillary has no reality of 1 Trillion Aliens she just killed human reality." Hillary has no reality of 1 Trillion Aliens she just killed human reality." Hillary has no reality of 1 Trillion Aliens she just killed off... by stabbing NASA in the Back!  off... by stabbing NASA in the Back!  off... by stabbing NASA in the Back!  off... by stabbing NASA in the Back! 
Come on Hillary promote Star Travel toCome on Hillary promote Star Travel toCome on Hillary promote Star Travel toCome on Hillary promote Star Travel to Alpha Centauri, no she got JFK Super Carrier under construction Today not a NASA Alpha Centauri, no she got JFK Super Carrier under construction Today not a NASA Alpha Centauri, no she got JFK Super Carrier under construction Today not a NASA Alpha Centauri, no she got JFK Super Carrier under construction Today not a NASA Super  Super  Super  Super 
Shuttle... Shuttle... Shuttle... Shuttle... 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing  Hotel outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Westin Hotel outside and writing  Westin Hotel outside and writing  Westin Hotel outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing 

3333----9999----14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at14 Sunday Brunch $44 Each at the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing  the Bistro Westin Hotel outside and writing 

4 Girls SWF wanting a4 Girls SWF wanting a4 Girls SWF wanting a4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book  Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book  Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book  Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book 
is preinstalled. is preinstalled. is preinstalled. is preinstalled. 
3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower14 Eiffel Tower14 Eiffel Tower14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Key West New Era's of Medical School + next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Key West New Era's of Medical School + next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Key West New Era's of Medical School + next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Key West New Era's of Medical School + Star Travel as NASA takes control of  Star Travel as NASA takes control of  Star Travel as NASA takes control of  Star Travel as NASA takes control of 
the Navy Key West Base with Yale Key Westthe Navy Key West Base with Yale Key Westthe Navy Key West Base with Yale Key Westthe Navy Key West Base with Yale Key West Med School! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women! Brain Surgery for war Med School! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women! Brain Surgery for war Med School! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women! Brain Surgery for war Med School! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD women! Brain Surgery for war crimes will be  crimes will be  crimes will be  crimes will be 
the firing squad! the firing squad! the firing squad! the firing squad! 

Page 193 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"

7/14/2014



3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, The partnership with YMS + Tenet Healthcare West Airport Coup D'Etat, The partnership with YMS + Tenet Healthcare West Airport Coup D'Etat, The partnership with YMS + Tenet Healthcare West Airport Coup D'Etat, The partnership with YMS + Tenet Healthcare Corporation announcement  Corporation announcement  Corporation announcement  Corporation announcement 
comes less than two years after Yalecomes less than two years after Yalecomes less than two years after Yalecomes less than two years after Yale----New Haven HospitalNew Haven HospitalNew Haven HospitalNew Haven Hospital merged with the Hospital of St. Raphael, making YNHH the fourth largest  merged with the Hospital of St. Raphael, making YNHH the fourth largest  merged with the Hospital of St. Raphael, making YNHH the fourth largest  merged with the Hospital of St. Raphael, making YNHH the fourth largest 
hospitalhospitalhospitalhospital in the nation.  in the nation.  in the nation.  in the nation. 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat is the New Yale Key West Med School!  D'Etat is the New Yale Key West Med School!  D'Etat is the New Yale Key West Med School!  D'Etat is the New Yale Key West Med School! 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to14 Eiffel Tower next to14 Eiffel Tower next to14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat At least one percent of Americans are the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat At least one percent of Americans are the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat At least one percent of Americans are the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat At least one percent of Americans are chronically infected with the hepatitis  chronically infected with the hepatitis  chronically infected with the hepatitis  chronically infected with the hepatitis 
C virus... you do the Key West Math theC virus... you do the Key West Math theC virus... you do the Key West Math theC virus... you do the Key West Math the Citizen Newspaper will not do for the HS kids in KW... 25 in 100 in KW, Business Citizen Newspaper will not do for the HS kids in KW... 25 in 100 in KW, Business Citizen Newspaper will not do for the HS kids in KW... 25 in 100 in KW, Business Citizen Newspaper will not do for the HS kids in KW... 25 in 100 in KW, Business owners goes up to  owners goes up to  owners goes up to  owners goes up to 
50/50 and the Citizen is not reporting this Hepatitis C virus50/50 and the Citizen is not reporting this Hepatitis C virus50/50 and the Citizen is not reporting this Hepatitis C virus50/50 and the Citizen is not reporting this Hepatitis C virus on the front page! Victor Cushman in Key West and the Judge I go in front  on the front page! Victor Cushman in Key West and the Judge I go in front  on the front page! Victor Cushman in Key West and the Judge I go in front  on the front page! Victor Cushman in Key West and the Judge I go in front 
of onof onof onof on Tuesday in 3 days has better get herself tested for Hepatitis C after being in Tuesday in 3 days has better get herself tested for Hepatitis C after being in Tuesday in 3 days has better get herself tested for Hepatitis C after being in Tuesday in 3 days has better get herself tested for Hepatitis C after being in contact so many times... 100 with Victory Cushman  contact so many times... 100 with Victory Cushman  contact so many times... 100 with Victory Cushman  contact so many times... 100 with Victory Cushman 
and his illegal evictions!and his illegal evictions!and his illegal evictions!and his illegal evictions!

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Girl14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Girl14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Girl14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Girl bitten 100 times in dog attack. This will go on for decades if Yale Key  bitten 100 times in dog attack. This will go on for decades if Yale Key  bitten 100 times in dog attack. This will go on for decades if Yale Key  bitten 100 times in dog attack. This will go on for decades if Yale Key 
West MedWest MedWest MedWest Med School is not built on an Eiffel Tower Structure soon as no Girls will be bitten School is not built on an Eiffel Tower Structure soon as no Girls will be bitten School is not built on an Eiffel Tower Structure soon as no Girls will be bitten School is not built on an Eiffel Tower Structure soon as no Girls will be bitten by any Dogs in the USA once it built and "it's  by any Dogs in the USA once it built and "it's  by any Dogs in the USA once it built and "it's  by any Dogs in the USA once it built and "it's 
Culture Rules!" Culture Rules!" Culture Rules!" Culture Rules!" 

3333----8888----14141414 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Farrah Faucet would do Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Farrah Faucet would do Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Farrah Faucet would do Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Farrah Faucet would do more than... Nigeria on Thursday in ordered four  more than... Nigeria on Thursday in ordered four  more than... Nigeria on Thursday in ordered four  more than... Nigeria on Thursday in ordered four 
men to be flogged withmen to be flogged withmen to be flogged withmen to be flogged with horsewhips and fined... and Nigeria didn't say how many men or women they gave horsewhips and fined... and Nigeria didn't say how many men or women they gave horsewhips and fined... and Nigeria didn't say how many men or women they gave horsewhips and fined... and Nigeria didn't say how many men or women they gave Anus Cancer to!  Anus Cancer to!  Anus Cancer to!  Anus Cancer to! 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Princess Iset + Amenhotep III presided over an era which saw a D'Etat, Princess Iset + Amenhotep III presided over an era which saw a D'Etat, Princess Iset + Amenhotep III presided over an era which saw a D'Etat, Princess Iset + Amenhotep III presided over an era which saw a renaissance  renaissance  renaissance  renaissance 
in Egyptian art. Akhenaten, the sunin Egyptian art. Akhenaten, the sunin Egyptian art. Akhenaten, the sunin Egyptian art. Akhenaten, the sun----worshipping pharaoh. Todayworshipping pharaoh. Todayworshipping pharaoh. Todayworshipping pharaoh. Today Princess Iset and her Dad would be Star Travel worshipping as NASA  Princess Iset and her Dad would be Star Travel worshipping as NASA  Princess Iset and her Dad would be Star Travel worshipping as NASA  Princess Iset and her Dad would be Star Travel worshipping as NASA 
was bulliedwas bulliedwas bulliedwas bullied by the Navy, which built 101 Super Carriers instead of NASA building 101 Super by the Navy, which built 101 Super Carriers instead of NASA building 101 Super by the Navy, which built 101 Super Carriers instead of NASA building 101 Super by the Navy, which built 101 Super Carriers instead of NASA building 101 Super Shuttles today, sorry State of Affairs... NASA  Shuttles today, sorry State of Affairs... NASA  Shuttles today, sorry State of Affairs... NASA  Shuttles today, sorry State of Affairs... NASA 
stabbed in the back by the Navy!stabbed in the back by the Navy!stabbed in the back by the Navy!stabbed in the back by the Navy!

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Some of14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Some of14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Some of14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Some of ancient Egypt's biggest monuments were constructed during  ancient Egypt's biggest monuments were constructed during  ancient Egypt's biggest monuments were constructed during  ancient Egypt's biggest monuments were constructed during 
Amenhotep III's reign.Amenhotep III's reign.Amenhotep III's reign.Amenhotep III's reign. Key West Yale Medical School will be this kind of history in 3,000 years, 2014 Key West Yale Medical School will be this kind of history in 3,000 years, 2014 Key West Yale Medical School will be this kind of history in 3,000 years, 2014 Key West Yale Medical School will be this kind of history in 3,000 years, 2014 to 5014.  to 5014.  to 5014.  to 5014. 

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat,14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat, Pakistan considers launching military operation in March, ISLAMABAD...  Pakistan considers launching military operation in March, ISLAMABAD...  Pakistan considers launching military operation in March, ISLAMABAD...  Pakistan considers launching military operation in March, ISLAMABAD... 
this isthis isthis isthis is the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Dictators History for the next 3,000 years unless the the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Dictators History for the next 3,000 years unless the the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Dictators History for the next 3,000 years unless the the Pentagon + Numb Nuts Dictators History for the next 3,000 years unless the MD women finally arrest Kerry + McCain + Robert  MD women finally arrest Kerry + McCain + Robert  MD women finally arrest Kerry + McCain + Robert  MD women finally arrest Kerry + McCain + Robert 
Kennedy Jr. for Murders of womenKennedy Jr. for Murders of womenKennedy Jr. for Murders of womenKennedy Jr. for Murders of women + children! Holocaust II poison gasoline exhaust is another charge against this + children! Holocaust II poison gasoline exhaust is another charge against this + children! Holocaust II poison gasoline exhaust is another charge against this + children! Holocaust II poison gasoline exhaust is another charge against this Mad Men! Let China Mad Men! Let China Mad Men! Let China Mad Men! Let China 
do the Math on these Crimes against women + children!do the Math on these Crimes against women + children!do the Math on these Crimes against women + children!do the Math on these Crimes against women + children!

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat

3333----8888----14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat14 Eiffel Tower next to the Key West Airport Coup D'Etat

3333----7777----14 Two Weeks Today bought my 1999 Ford Escort Wagon and still no14 Two Weeks Today bought my 1999 Ford Escort Wagon and still no14 Two Weeks Today bought my 1999 Ford Escort Wagon and still no14 Two Weeks Today bought my 1999 Ford Escort Wagon and still no George Orwell "Wife" to Escort Greg to the Rx Overnight  George Orwell "Wife" to Escort Greg to the Rx Overnight  George Orwell "Wife" to Escort Greg to the Rx Overnight  George Orwell "Wife" to Escort Greg to the Rx Overnight 
Penicillin like MiraclePenicillin like MiraclePenicillin like MiraclePenicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, 24/7 work, weekly deaths from breast cancer are not Cure for Breast Cancer, 24/7 work, weekly deaths from breast cancer are not Cure for Breast Cancer, 24/7 work, weekly deaths from breast cancer are not Cure for Breast Cancer, 24/7 work, weekly deaths from breast cancer are not published by Mandy Miles and the  published by Mandy Miles and the  published by Mandy Miles and the  published by Mandy Miles and the 
Key West Citizen Newspaper. I would like toKey West Citizen Newspaper. I would like toKey West Citizen Newspaper. I would like toKey West Citizen Newspaper. I would like to read what Mandy Miles would say in this Sundays Paper...  read what Mandy Miles would say in this Sundays Paper...  read what Mandy Miles would say in this Sundays Paper...  read what Mandy Miles would say in this Sundays Paper... 

3333----7777----14 Verizon14 Verizon14 Verizon14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to be Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to be Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to be Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to be stolen  stolen  stolen  stolen 

3333----7777----14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your14 Verizon Records Everything so Why the Hell... 65% your iPhones much more likely to be stolen. Verizon is a Holocaust II  iPhones much more likely to be stolen. Verizon is a Holocaust II  iPhones much more likely to be stolen. Verizon is a Holocaust II  iPhones much more likely to be stolen. Verizon is a Holocaust II 
Corporation,Corporation,Corporation,Corporation, this is probably why, get rid of the Smog Poison Gas in China and you get a this is probably why, get rid of the Smog Poison Gas in China and you get a this is probably why, get rid of the Smog Poison Gas in China and you get a this is probably why, get rid of the Smog Poison Gas in China and you get a Holocaust II trial for Verizon on many  Holocaust II trial for Verizon on many  Holocaust II trial for Verizon on many  Holocaust II trial for Verizon on many 
charges of crimes against humanitycharges of crimes against humanitycharges of crimes against humanitycharges of crimes against humanity including stifling Greg getting the Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer.  including stifling Greg getting the Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer.  including stifling Greg getting the Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer.  including stifling Greg getting the Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer. 

3333----7777----14141414 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple missed this iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple missed this iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple missed this iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... I asked at Radio Shack, No! Apple missed this One! Why? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air  One! Why? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air  One! Why? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air  One! Why? Send Greg cash to buy this... iPad Air 
WiWiWiWi----Fi + Cellular for VerizonFi + Cellular for VerizonFi + Cellular for VerizonFi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  128GB  128GB  128GB ---- Silver Purchase Information $929. Silver Purchase Information $929. Silver Purchase Information $929. Silver Purchase Information $929. 

Select your Mac Pro + MacBookSelect your Mac Pro + MacBookSelect your Mac Pro + MacBookSelect your Mac Pro + MacBook Pro's remote, from Comcast, Sony, Samsung, or invent your own "Remote" with Pro's remote, from Comcast, Sony, Samsung, or invent your own "Remote" with Pro's remote, from Comcast, Sony, Samsung, or invent your own "Remote" with Pro's remote, from Comcast, Sony, Samsung, or invent your own "Remote" with 1,001 features Comcast  1,001 features Comcast  1,001 features Comcast  1,001 features Comcast 
remote control unit missed... Apple missed this One! Why?remote control unit missed... Apple missed this One! Why?remote control unit missed... Apple missed this One! Why?remote control unit missed... Apple missed this One! Why? iPhone5s remote control unit, I will brainstorm this with my wives... soon as iPhone5s remote control unit, I will brainstorm this with my wives... soon as iPhone5s remote control unit, I will brainstorm this with my wives... soon as iPhone5s remote control unit, I will brainstorm this with my wives... soon as
they call Greg, grin. they call Greg, grin. they call Greg, grin. they call Greg, grin. 

3333----7777----14 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... 1,001 IP14 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... 1,001 IP14 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... 1,001 IP14 iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... 1,001 IP Invention Projects apps for iPhone5s will make social inventions 1000 times Invention Projects apps for iPhone5s will make social inventions 1000 times Invention Projects apps for iPhone5s will make social inventions 1000 times Invention Projects apps for iPhone5s will make social inventions 1000 times faster...  faster...  faster...  faster... 
Magnetic materials could make future computers 1000 times moreMagnetic materials could make future computers 1000 times moreMagnetic materials could make future computers 1000 times moreMagnetic materials could make future computers 1000 times more efficient... More Efficient "InventSomething" as Anyone who has ever  efficient... More Efficient "InventSomething" as Anyone who has ever  efficient... More Efficient "InventSomething" as Anyone who has ever  efficient... More Efficient "InventSomething" as Anyone who has ever 
taken thetaken thetaken thetaken the term  term  term  term ““““laptoplaptoplaptoplaptop”””” seriously knows Gregs web page www.electricwindmillcar.com is theseriously knows Gregs web page www.electricwindmillcar.com is theseriously knows Gregs web page www.electricwindmillcar.com is theseriously knows Gregs web page www.electricwindmillcar.com is the only one out of Trillions you will soon find  only one out of Trillions you will soon find  only one out of Trillions you will soon find  only one out of Trillions you will soon find 
1,001 IP apps... with links to get1,001 IP apps... with links to get1,001 IP apps... with links to get1,001 IP apps... with links to get you started Inventing Something. City of Key West has been reading this web page you started Inventing Something. City of Key West has been reading this web page you started Inventing Something. City of Key West has been reading this web page you started Inventing Something. City of Key West has been reading this web page for 3 years and 3  for 3 years and 3  for 3 years and 3  for 3 years and 3 
days now and still no Apple 1,000 times faster wifi fordays now and still no Apple 1,000 times faster wifi fordays now and still no Apple 1,000 times faster wifi fordays now and still no Apple 1,000 times faster wifi for Tourists + locals! Why? Lets ask Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper! Tourists + locals! Why? Lets ask Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper! Tourists + locals! Why? Lets ask Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper! Tourists + locals! Why? Lets ask Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper!

3333----7777----14 14 14 14 ““““RetinaRetinaRetinaRetina”””” resolution... Hell in Key West we need the "Sunshineresolution... Hell in Key West we need the "Sunshineresolution... Hell in Key West we need the "Sunshineresolution... Hell in Key West we need the "Sunshine Resolution" to see anything on the screen!!! iPhone5s that is  Resolution" to see anything on the screen!!! iPhone5s that is  Resolution" to see anything on the screen!!! iPhone5s that is  Resolution" to see anything on the screen!!! iPhone5s that is 
waterproof andwaterproof andwaterproof andwaterproof and floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin! Apple provided developers floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin! Apple provided developers floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin! Apple provided developers floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin! Apple provided developers with the first beta for the upcoming  with the first beta for the upcoming  with the first beta for the upcoming  with the first beta for the upcoming 
release of OS X Mavericks version 10.9.3.release of OS X Mavericks version 10.9.3.release of OS X Mavericks version 10.9.3.release of OS X Mavericks version 10.9.3. Apple did not disclose any new features coming in 10.9.3, but we have discovered Apple did not disclose any new features coming in 10.9.3, but we have discovered Apple did not disclose any new features coming in 10.9.3, but we have discovered Apple did not disclose any new features coming in 10.9.3, but we have discovered that the  that the  that the  that the 
update includes notable enhancements for users with Macs connected toupdate includes notable enhancements for users with Macs connected toupdate includes notable enhancements for users with Macs connected toupdate includes notable enhancements for users with Macs connected to 4K 4K 4K 4K----resolution monitors. With 10.9.3, Mac users can now resolution monitors. With 10.9.3, Mac users can now resolution monitors. With 10.9.3, Mac users can now resolution monitors. With 10.9.3, Mac users can now 
natively set their 4Knatively set their 4Knatively set their 4Knatively set their 4K monitors to run the Mac operating system at a pixel monitors to run the Mac operating system at a pixel monitors to run the Mac operating system at a pixel monitors to run the Mac operating system at a pixel----doubled doubled doubled doubled ““““RetinaRetinaRetinaRetina”””” resolution.resolution.resolution.resolution.

65% your chance your iPhones likely to be stolen, less likely to be65% your chance your iPhones likely to be stolen, less likely to be65% your chance your iPhones likely to be stolen, less likely to be65% your chance your iPhones likely to be stolen, less likely to be broken or need replacement. iPhones lead other smartphone owners  broken or need replacement. iPhones lead other smartphone owners  broken or need replacement. iPhones lead other smartphone owners  broken or need replacement. iPhones lead other smartphone owners 
with a 65with a 65with a 65with a 65 percent greater likelihood of going missing. Apple has targeted the percent greater likelihood of going missing. Apple has targeted the percent greater likelihood of going missing. Apple has targeted the percent greater likelihood of going missing. Apple has targeted the well well well well----documented attraction of thieves to its products by documented attraction of thieves to its products by documented attraction of thieves to its products by documented attraction of thieves to its products by 
introducing Activationintroducing Activationintroducing Activationintroducing Activation Lock, a free new feature in iOS 7 that locks device activation to a users Apple Lock, a free new feature in iOS 7 that locks device activation to a users Apple Lock, a free new feature in iOS 7 that locks device activation to a users Apple Lock, a free new feature in iOS 7 that locks device activation to a users Apple ID, ensuring that any iOS device  ID, ensuring that any iOS device  ID, ensuring that any iOS device  ID, ensuring that any iOS device 
protected by a passcode can't be stolen andprotected by a passcode can't be stolen andprotected by a passcode can't be stolen andprotected by a passcode can't be stolen and resold for easy export by thieves who plan to erase and resell the device. Both resold for easy export by thieves who plan to erase and resell the device. Both resold for easy export by thieves who plan to erase and resell the device. Both resold for easy export by thieves who plan to erase and resell the device. Both Google's  Google's  Google's  Google's 
Android and Microsoft's Windows Phone lack any mechanism for similarlyAndroid and Microsoft's Windows Phone lack any mechanism for similarlyAndroid and Microsoft's Windows Phone lack any mechanism for similarlyAndroid and Microsoft's Windows Phone lack any mechanism for similarly blocking reactivation of a stolen device by thieves, but  blocking reactivation of a stolen device by thieves, but  blocking reactivation of a stolen device by thieves, but  blocking reactivation of a stolen device by thieves, but 
devices using thosedevices using thosedevices using thosedevices using those platforms are currently much less likely to be stolen because they lack platforms are currently much less likely to be stolen because they lack platforms are currently much less likely to be stolen because they lack platforms are currently much less likely to be stolen because they lack potential for easy resale. Another fact floated  potential for easy resale. Another fact floated  potential for easy resale. Another fact floated  potential for easy resale. Another fact floated 
by the company: replacementby the company: replacementby the company: replacementby the company: replacement requests by insured tablet owners increased dramatically in 2013 over the requests by insured tablet owners increased dramatically in 2013 over the requests by insured tablet owners increased dramatically in 2013 over the requests by insured tablet owners increased dramatically in 2013 over the previous year, with users being  previous year, with users being  previous year, with users being  previous year, with users being 
90 percent more likely to request device90 percent more likely to request device90 percent more likely to request device90 percent more likely to request device replacement.  replacement.  replacement.  replacement. 

3333----7777----14 $250 a month rent in Key West by the City14 $250 a month rent in Key West by the City14 $250 a month rent in Key West by the City14 $250 a month rent in Key West by the City Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease with the Waterfront Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease with the Waterfront Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease with the Waterfront Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease with the Waterfront
Playhouse, in its 74th year, at the nonprofit's request. The early renewal ofPlayhouse, in its 74th year, at the nonprofit's request. The early renewal ofPlayhouse, in its 74th year, at the nonprofit's request. The early renewal ofPlayhouse, in its 74th year, at the nonprofit's request. The early renewal of the 10 the 10 the 10 the 10----year lease... WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... year lease... WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... year lease... WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... year lease... WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... who was is going to "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... who was is going to "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... who was is going to "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" WAS CAUSED BY GREG.... who was is going to tear it down and build a IP  tear it down and build a IP  tear it down and build a IP  tear it down and build a IP 
Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Rome Amphitheaters Mary B. has been to and she will help invent the IP Rome Amphitheaters Mary B. has been to and she will help invent the IP Rome Amphitheaters Mary B. has been to and she will help invent the IP Rome Amphitheaters Mary B. has been to and she will help invent the IP
Amphitheater in Key West were the Waterfront Playhouse use to be, before theAmphitheater in Key West were the Waterfront Playhouse use to be, before theAmphitheater in Key West were the Waterfront Playhouse use to be, before theAmphitheater in Key West were the Waterfront Playhouse use to be, before the Yale Key West Medical School was built.  Yale Key West Medical School was built.  Yale Key West Medical School was built.  Yale Key West Medical School was built. 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater,14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... all seats, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... all seats, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... all seats, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" iPad Air with iPhone5s built in... all seats, click on the list of invention  click on the list of invention  click on the list of invention  click on the list of invention 
projects for the musical play, Xanaduprojects for the musical play, Xanaduprojects for the musical play, Xanaduprojects for the musical play, Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with his sidewalk mural of  his sidewalk mural of  his sidewalk mural of  his sidewalk mural of 
the Greek Muses (daughtersthe Greek Muses (daughtersthe Greek Muses (daughtersthe Greek Muses (daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill of Zeus) and determines to kill of Zeus) and determines to kill of Zeus) and determines to kill himself.  himself.  himself.  himself. 

Page 194 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"

7/14/2014



3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key West and  Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key West and  Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key West and  Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key West and 
not onenot onenot onenot one signed up for Spring Break Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West... signed up for Spring Break Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West... signed up for Spring Break Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West... signed up for Spring Break Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West... Why? Grin!  Why? Grin!  Why? Grin!  Why? Grin! 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" 10,000 Spring Break students in Key West today and NONE signed up Amphitheater!" 10,000 Spring Break students in Key West today and NONE signed up Amphitheater!" 10,000 Spring Break students in Key West today and NONE signed up Amphitheater!" 10,000 Spring Break students in Key West today and NONE signed up for  for  for  for 
the Invention Projects at Waterfront Playhouse, in its 74th year, Citythe Invention Projects at Waterfront Playhouse, in its 74th year, Citythe Invention Projects at Waterfront Playhouse, in its 74th year, Citythe Invention Projects at Waterfront Playhouse, in its 74th year, City Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease and not  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease and not  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease and not  Commissioners, they have agreed to renew the city's lease and not 
Let SpringLet SpringLet SpringLet Spring Break Students work on "InventSomething" In Key West for the next 74 years... Break Students work on "InventSomething" In Key West for the next 74 years... Break Students work on "InventSomething" In Key West for the next 74 years... Break Students work on "InventSomething" In Key West for the next 74 years...

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a ““““Behind The ScenesBehind The ScenesBehind The ScenesBehind The Scenes”””” tour of the Waterfront Playhouse with Artistic tour of the Waterfront Playhouse with Artistic tour of the Waterfront Playhouse with Artistic tour of the Waterfront Playhouse with Artistic 
Director,Director,Director,Director, Danny Weathers and Technical Director, Michael Boyer. Come see the latest stage Danny Weathers and Technical Director, Michael Boyer. Come see the latest stage Danny Weathers and Technical Director, Michael Boyer. Come see the latest stage Danny Weathers and Technical Director, Michael Boyer. Come see the latest stage set! Ask Danny and Michael questions  set! Ask Danny and Michael questions  set! Ask Danny and Michael questions  set! Ask Danny and Michael questions 
about the current production! Wine andabout the current production! Wine andabout the current production! Wine andabout the current production! Wine and light hors d light hors d light hors d light hors d’’’’ oeuvres served. Reservations limited to 22 people. Don't miss thisoeuvres served. Reservations limited to 22 people. Don't miss thisoeuvres served. Reservations limited to 22 people. Don't miss thisoeuvres served. Reservations limited to 22 people. Don't miss this exclusive  exclusive  exclusive  exclusive 
opportunity... opportunity... opportunity... opportunity... 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Get a  Amphitheater!" Get a  Amphitheater!" Get a  Amphitheater!" Get a ““““Behind The ScenesBehind The ScenesBehind The ScenesBehind The Scenes”””” tour of the IP Amphitheater which istour of the IP Amphitheater which istour of the IP Amphitheater which istour of the IP Amphitheater which is part of  part of  part of  part of 
the Yale Key West Medical School so this is how Greg can get the "OLD"the Yale Key West Medical School so this is how Greg can get the "OLD"the Yale Key West Medical School so this is how Greg can get the "OLD"the Yale Key West Medical School so this is how Greg can get the "OLD" non non non non----profit nonprofit nonprofit nonprofit non----inventive Waterfront Playhouse Theater inventive Waterfront Playhouse Theater inventive Waterfront Playhouse Theater inventive Waterfront Playhouse Theater 
demolished for Next Yearsdemolished for Next Yearsdemolished for Next Yearsdemolished for Next Years Spring break in Key West.  Spring break in Key West.  Spring break in Key West.  Spring break in Key West. 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Projects Amphitheater!"  Projects Amphitheater!"  Projects Amphitheater!" 

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!"

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!" Amphitheater!"

3333----7777----14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater!" 

3333----7777----14 Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist14 Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist14 Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist14 Xanadu Synopsis[edit] It is 1980, and chalk artist Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with his sidewalk mural of the Greek Muses Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with his sidewalk mural of the Greek Muses Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with his sidewalk mural of the Greek Muses Sonny Malone is dissatisfied with his sidewalk mural of the Greek Muses
(daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself. On Mount Olympus, Clio(daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself. On Mount Olympus, Clio(daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself. On Mount Olympus, Clio(daughters of Zeus) and determines to kill himself. On Mount Olympus, Clio (pronounced "Kleye (pronounced "Kleye (pronounced "Kleye (pronounced "Kleye----o"), the youngest, perkiest Muse, o"), the youngest, perkiest Muse, o"), the youngest, perkiest Muse, o"), the youngest, perkiest Muse, 
convinces her eight sistersconvinces her eight sistersconvinces her eight sistersconvinces her eight sisters (two of whom are men in drag), to travel to Venice Beach (rising out of the (two of whom are men in drag), to travel to Venice Beach (rising out of the (two of whom are men in drag), to travel to Venice Beach (rising out of the (two of whom are men in drag), to travel to Venice Beach (rising out of the sidewalk mural) to inspire  sidewalk mural) to inspire  sidewalk mural) to inspire  sidewalk mural) to inspire 
Sonny ("I'm Alive"). Zeus's rules require that MusesSonny ("I'm Alive"). Zeus's rules require that MusesSonny ("I'm Alive"). Zeus's rules require that MusesSonny ("I'm Alive"). Zeus's rules require that Muses must always be disguised from mortals. Clio has the idea to wear roller skates, must always be disguised from mortals. Clio has the idea to wear roller skates, must always be disguised from mortals. Clio has the idea to wear roller skates, must always be disguised from mortals. Clio has the idea to wear roller skates, leg  leg  leg  leg 
warmers, and sport an Australian accent, and the other muses agree. Cliowarmers, and sport an Australian accent, and the other muses agree. Cliowarmers, and sport an Australian accent, and the other muses agree. Cliowarmers, and sport an Australian accent, and the other muses agree. Clio changes her name to something contemporary: "Kira".  changes her name to something contemporary: "Kira".  changes her name to something contemporary: "Kira".  changes her name to something contemporary: "Kira". 
Quickly inspired ("Magic"),Quickly inspired ("Magic"),Quickly inspired ("Magic"),Quickly inspired ("Magic"), Sonny decides that he can combine all the arts and "something athletic" all into Sonny decides that he can combine all the arts and "something athletic" all into Sonny decides that he can combine all the arts and "something athletic" all into Sonny decides that he can combine all the arts and "something athletic" all into one spectacular  one spectacular  one spectacular  one spectacular 
entertainment: a roller disco. Two of Clio's sisters, Melpomeneentertainment: a roller disco. Two of Clio's sisters, Melpomeneentertainment: a roller disco. Two of Clio's sisters, Melpomeneentertainment: a roller disco. Two of Clio's sisters, Melpomene (the oldest sister) and Calliope, are jealous that Clio (although the  (the oldest sister) and Calliope, are jealous that Clio (although the  (the oldest sister) and Calliope, are jealous that Clio (although the  (the oldest sister) and Calliope, are jealous that Clio (although the 
youngest)youngest)youngest)youngest) is the leader of the Muses and that Zeus had promised "Xanadu" to Clio, although is the leader of the Muses and that Zeus had promised "Xanadu" to Clio, although is the leader of the Muses and that Zeus had promised "Xanadu" to Clio, although is the leader of the Muses and that Zeus had promised "Xanadu" to Clio, although no one knows exactly what that entails  no one knows exactly what that entails  no one knows exactly what that entails  no one knows exactly what that entails 
("Evil Woman"). So they plot to discredit("Evil Woman"). So they plot to discredit("Evil Woman"). So they plot to discredit("Evil Woman"). So they plot to discredit Clio and cause her banishment by tricking her into breaking one of Zeus's rules: Clio and cause her banishment by tricking her into breaking one of Zeus's rules: Clio and cause her banishment by tricking her into breaking one of Zeus's rules: Clio and cause her banishment by tricking her into breaking one of Zeus's rules: a Muse must  a Muse must  a Muse must  a Muse must 
not fall in love with a mortal, so they will curse "Kira" and Sonnynot fall in love with a mortal, so they will curse "Kira" and Sonnynot fall in love with a mortal, so they will curse "Kira" and Sonnynot fall in love with a mortal, so they will curse "Kira" and Sonny to fall in love. Meanwhile, Sonny finds a good location for the roller  to fall in love. Meanwhile, Sonny finds a good location for the roller  to fall in love. Meanwhile, Sonny finds a good location for the roller  to fall in love. Meanwhile, Sonny finds a good location for the roller 
disco, adisco, adisco, adisco, a long long long long----abandoned theater in the Fairfax district of Los Angeles called "Xanadu."abandoned theater in the Fairfax district of Los Angeles called "Xanadu."abandoned theater in the Fairfax district of Los Angeles called "Xanadu."abandoned theater in the Fairfax district of Los Angeles called "Xanadu." "Kira" inspires him to locate the owner in the  "Kira" inspires him to locate the owner in the  "Kira" inspires him to locate the owner in the  "Kira" inspires him to locate the owner in the 
phone book ("Suddenly"), and theyphone book ("Suddenly"), and theyphone book ("Suddenly"), and theyphone book ("Suddenly"), and they set up a meeting with real estate mogul Danny Maguire, who used to be a big band set up a meeting with real estate mogul Danny Maguire, who used to be a big band set up a meeting with real estate mogul Danny Maguire, who used to be a big band set up a meeting with real estate mogul Danny Maguire, who used to be a big band clarinetist  clarinetist  clarinetist  clarinetist 
before he started in the real estate game. Sonny visits hardbefore he started in the real estate game. Sonny visits hardbefore he started in the real estate game. Sonny visits hardbefore he started in the real estate game. Sonny visits hard----heartedheartedheartedhearted Danny in his posh office in downtown Los Angeles and tries to  Danny in his posh office in downtown Los Angeles and tries to  Danny in his posh office in downtown Los Angeles and tries to  Danny in his posh office in downtown Los Angeles and tries to 
convince him toconvince him toconvince him toconvince him to donate the theater for the roller disco, because it would bring the arts to the donate the theater for the roller disco, because it would bring the arts to the donate the theater for the roller disco, because it would bring the arts to the donate the theater for the roller disco, because it would bring the arts to the Fairfax district and drive up real estate  Fairfax district and drive up real estate  Fairfax district and drive up real estate  Fairfax district and drive up real estate 
values. But Danny scoffs, even thoughvalues. But Danny scoffs, even thoughvalues. But Danny scoffs, even thoughvalues. But Danny scoffs, even though he had plans to open the theater himself, once upon a time. As Sonny leaves, he had plans to open the theater himself, once upon a time. As Sonny leaves, he had plans to open the theater himself, once upon a time. As Sonny leaves, he had plans to open the theater himself, once upon a time. As Sonny leaves, "Kira" arrives,  "Kira" arrives,  "Kira" arrives,  "Kira" arrives, 
jogging Danny's memories of an old love and dance partner ofjogging Danny's memories of an old love and dance partner ofjogging Danny's memories of an old love and dance partner ofjogging Danny's memories of an old love and dance partner of his, who looked suspiciously like "Kira," named Kitty("Whenever You're  his, who looked suspiciously like "Kira," named Kitty("Whenever You're  his, who looked suspiciously like "Kira," named Kitty("Whenever You're  his, who looked suspiciously like "Kira," named Kitty("Whenever You're 
Away fromAway fromAway fromAway from Me"). Kitty tells Danny that although he had let his greed stop him from Me"). Kitty tells Danny that although he had let his greed stop him from Me"). Kitty tells Danny that although he had let his greed stop him from Me"). Kitty tells Danny that although he had let his greed stop him from pursuing his dream to open the theater 35 years  pursuing his dream to open the theater 35 years  pursuing his dream to open the theater 35 years  pursuing his dream to open the theater 35 years 
ago, he has a chance to redeemago, he has a chance to redeemago, he has a chance to redeemago, he has a chance to redeem himself now by opening the roller disco with Sonny. Danny finds Sonny and tells himself now by opening the roller disco with Sonny. Danny finds Sonny and tells himself now by opening the roller disco with Sonny. Danny finds Sonny and tells himself now by opening the roller disco with Sonny. Danny finds Sonny and tells him that if he can get  him that if he can get  him that if he can get  him that if he can get 
the disco up and running in one day, he'll give him 25%the disco up and running in one day, he'll give him 25%the disco up and running in one day, he'll give him 25%the disco up and running in one day, he'll give him 25% of the take from the Disco ("Dancin'"). Excited, Sonny readily agrees. Sonny of the take from the Disco ("Dancin'"). Excited, Sonny readily agrees. Sonny of the take from the Disco ("Dancin'"). Excited, Sonny readily agrees. Sonny of the take from the Disco ("Dancin'"). Excited, Sonny readily agrees. Sonny
finds "Kira" and tells her the good news. She is not impressed with the dealfinds "Kira" and tells her the good news. She is not impressed with the dealfinds "Kira" and tells her the good news. She is not impressed with the dealfinds "Kira" and tells her the good news. She is not impressed with the deal that he has cut. It is then that the evil sisters work their  that he has cut. It is then that the evil sisters work their  that he has cut. It is then that the evil sisters work their  that he has cut. It is then that the evil sisters work their 
curse, and thecurse, and thecurse, and thecurse, and the winged Eros, along with "Mama Cupid", shoots "Kira" and Sonny with the arrows of winged Eros, along with "Mama Cupid", shoots "Kira" and Sonny with the arrows of winged Eros, along with "Mama Cupid", shoots "Kira" and Sonny with the arrows of winged Eros, along with "Mama Cupid", shoots "Kira" and Sonny with the arrows of love ("Strange Magic"). "Kira" is soon  love ("Strange Magic"). "Kira" is soon  love ("Strange Magic"). "Kira" is soon  love ("Strange Magic"). "Kira" is soon 
overwhelmed with guilt over her lovingoverwhelmed with guilt over her lovingoverwhelmed with guilt over her lovingoverwhelmed with guilt over her loving feelings and of having created her own art (a hand feelings and of having created her own art (a hand feelings and of having created her own art (a hand feelings and of having created her own art (a hand----drawn picture) alongsidedrawn picture) alongsidedrawn picture) alongsidedrawn picture) alongside Sonny  Sonny  Sonny  Sonny –––– both both both both 
violations of Zeus's restrictions on the Muses. With the help ofviolations of Zeus's restrictions on the Muses. With the help ofviolations of Zeus's restrictions on the Muses. With the help ofviolations of Zeus's restrictions on the Muses. With the help of some of the muses, "Kira" and Sonny fix up the old theater ("All Over the some of the muses, "Kira" and Sonny fix up the old theater ("All Over the some of the muses, "Kira" and Sonny fix up the old theater ("All Over the some of the muses, "Kira" and Sonny fix up the old theater ("All Over the
World"), and Danny agrees to go ahead with the opening. Clio realizes that sheWorld"), and Danny agrees to go ahead with the opening. Clio realizes that sheWorld"), and Danny agrees to go ahead with the opening. Clio realizes that sheWorld"), and Danny agrees to go ahead with the opening. Clio realizes that she is falling in love with Sonny and tells him that she  is falling in love with Sonny and tells him that she  is falling in love with Sonny and tells him that she  is falling in love with Sonny and tells him that she 
must leave ("Don't Walkmust leave ("Don't Walkmust leave ("Don't Walkmust leave ("Don't Walk Away"). But the evil sisters are not finished. Now they offer Danny piles of Away"). But the evil sisters are not finished. Now they offer Danny piles of Away"). But the evil sisters are not finished. Now they offer Danny piles of Away"). But the evil sisters are not finished. Now they offer Danny piles of money if he will tear down the  money if he will tear down the  money if he will tear down the  money if he will tear down the 
theater and build condos. Danny can't resist andtheater and build condos. Danny can't resist andtheater and build condos. Danny can't resist andtheater and build condos. Danny can't resist and tells Sonny that the deal is off. "Kira" comes back to tell Sonny that she loves tells Sonny that the deal is off. "Kira" comes back to tell Sonny that she loves tells Sonny that the deal is off. "Kira" comes back to tell Sonny that she loves tells Sonny that the deal is off. "Kira" comes back to tell Sonny that she loves him, but  him, but  him, but  him, but 
the evil sisters tell her that she has broken Zeus's rules, and thatthe evil sisters tell her that she has broken Zeus's rules, and thatthe evil sisters tell her that she has broken Zeus's rules, and thatthe evil sisters tell her that she has broken Zeus's rules, and that she must tell Sonny the truth. So "Kira" reveals all to Sonny, including  she must tell Sonny the truth. So "Kira" reveals all to Sonny, including  she must tell Sonny the truth. So "Kira" reveals all to Sonny, including  she must tell Sonny the truth. So "Kira" reveals all to Sonny, including 
thatthatthatthat her name is Clio, but he does not believe her and is upset. He suggests that she her name is Clio, but he does not believe her and is upset. He suggests that she her name is Clio, but he does not believe her and is upset. He suggests that she her name is Clio, but he does not believe her and is upset. He suggests that she is a crackpot. He also doubts that she really loves  is a crackpot. He also doubts that she really loves  is a crackpot. He also doubts that she really loves  is a crackpot. He also doubts that she really loves 
him, and she is angry andhim, and she is angry andhim, and she is angry andhim, and she is angry and hurt ("Fool"). The evil sisters have triumphed ("The Fall"), and Kira sets off hurt ("Fool"). The evil sisters have triumphed ("The Fall"), and Kira sets off hurt ("Fool"). The evil sisters have triumphed ("The Fall"), and Kira sets off hurt ("Fool"). The evil sisters have triumphed ("The Fall"), and Kira sets off for Mount Olympus to receive her  for Mount Olympus to receive her  for Mount Olympus to receive her  for Mount Olympus to receive her 
punishment from Zeus ("Suspended in Time").punishment from Zeus ("Suspended in Time").punishment from Zeus ("Suspended in Time").punishment from Zeus ("Suspended in Time"). Meanwhile, Sonny and Danny discuss "Kira" and after seeing her in the sky, it Meanwhile, Sonny and Danny discuss "Kira" and after seeing her in the sky, it Meanwhile, Sonny and Danny discuss "Kira" and after seeing her in the sky, it Meanwhile, Sonny and Danny discuss "Kira" and after seeing her in the sky, it all makes  all makes  all makes  all makes 
sense. Danny tells Sonny not to let go of his muse because of foolishsense. Danny tells Sonny not to let go of his muse because of foolishsense. Danny tells Sonny not to let go of his muse because of foolishsense. Danny tells Sonny not to let go of his muse because of foolish pride as he once did back in the 1940s. Sonny, realizing that he  pride as he once did back in the 1940s. Sonny, realizing that he  pride as he once did back in the 1940s. Sonny, realizing that he  pride as he once did back in the 1940s. Sonny, realizing that he 
really lovesreally lovesreally lovesreally loves "Kira," decides to find her  "Kira," decides to find her  "Kira," decides to find her  "Kira," decides to find her ---- even if it means climbing Mount Olympus. Back oneven if it means climbing Mount Olympus. Back oneven if it means climbing Mount Olympus. Back oneven if it means climbing Mount Olympus. Back on Mount Olympus, Zeus's wives ask him to take  Mount Olympus, Zeus's wives ask him to take  Mount Olympus, Zeus's wives ask him to take  Mount Olympus, Zeus's wives ask him to take 
pity on Clio ("Have You Never Beenpity on Clio ("Have You Never Beenpity on Clio ("Have You Never Beenpity on Clio ("Have You Never Been Mellow"). Thetis retells the story of Achilles and his vulnerable heel. All the Mellow"). Thetis retells the story of Achilles and his vulnerable heel. All the Mellow"). Thetis retells the story of Achilles and his vulnerable heel. All the Mellow"). Thetis retells the story of Achilles and his vulnerable heel. All the demi demi demi demi----gods and demigods and demigods and demigods and demi----
goddesses are so afflicted. This gives Clio an epiphany: She,goddesses are so afflicted. This gives Clio an epiphany: She,goddesses are so afflicted. This gives Clio an epiphany: She,goddesses are so afflicted. This gives Clio an epiphany: She, too, is invulnerable, except for her heels, but when the evil sisters had her too, is invulnerable, except for her heels, but when the evil sisters had her too, is invulnerable, except for her heels, but when the evil sisters had her too, is invulnerable, except for her heels, but when the evil sisters had her
shot with the arrows of love, she had been wearing the "mighty legwarmers," andshot with the arrows of love, she had been wearing the "mighty legwarmers," andshot with the arrows of love, she had been wearing the "mighty legwarmers," andshot with the arrows of love, she had been wearing the "mighty legwarmers," and so she must have been completely invulnerable. This  so she must have been completely invulnerable. This  so she must have been completely invulnerable. This  so she must have been completely invulnerable. This 
means that she really didmeans that she really didmeans that she really didmeans that she really did love Sonny! Kira then declares her love for Sonny and rips off her legwarmers love Sonny! Kira then declares her love for Sonny and rips off her legwarmers love Sonny! Kira then declares her love for Sonny and rips off her legwarmers love Sonny! Kira then declares her love for Sonny and rips off her legwarmers ("I'm Free") and attempts to fly  ("I'm Free") and attempts to fly  ("I'm Free") and attempts to fly  ("I'm Free") and attempts to fly 
away with Pegasus and Sonny, before Zeus pullsaway with Pegasus and Sonny, before Zeus pullsaway with Pegasus and Sonny, before Zeus pullsaway with Pegasus and Sonny, before Zeus pulls them down with copper chains. Sonny brashly declares that he would even fight them down with copper chains. Sonny brashly declares that he would even fight them down with copper chains. Sonny brashly declares that he would even fight them down with copper chains. Sonny brashly declares that he would even fight Zeus  Zeus  Zeus  Zeus 
for the woman he loves. Zeus, impressed with his pluck, decides to pardonfor the woman he loves. Zeus, impressed with his pluck, decides to pardonfor the woman he loves. Zeus, impressed with his pluck, decides to pardonfor the woman he loves. Zeus, impressed with his pluck, decides to pardon Clio. The two evil sisters are displeased, the lovers are  Clio. The two evil sisters are displeased, the lovers are  Clio. The two evil sisters are displeased, the lovers are  Clio. The two evil sisters are displeased, the lovers are 
reunited, and Zeusreunited, and Zeusreunited, and Zeusreunited, and Zeus reveals what Xanadu is: "True love and the ability to create and share art." reveals what Xanadu is: "True love and the ability to create and share art." reveals what Xanadu is: "True love and the ability to create and share art." reveals what Xanadu is: "True love and the ability to create and share art." Clio and Sonny go back to L.A. and  Clio and Sonny go back to L.A. and  Clio and Sonny go back to L.A. and  Clio and Sonny go back to L.A. and 
Xanadu ("Xanadu"). Xanadu ("Xanadu"). Xanadu ("Xanadu"). Xanadu ("Xanadu"). 

3333----7777----14 ... IP14 ... IP14 ... IP14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" 

3333----7777----14 ... IP14 ... IP14 ... IP14 ... IP Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!"  Amphitheater, "Invention Projects Amphitheater!" 

Diamond Glass InventionDiamond Glass InventionDiamond Glass InventionDiamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a Key West Sand and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a Key West Sand and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a Key West Sand and iPhone5s that is waterproof and floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin!  Bar... grin!  Bar... grin!  Bar... grin! 
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Diamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof Diamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof Diamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof Diamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof 

and floats alongand floats alongand floats alongand floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin!  with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin!  with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin!  with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin! 

3333----6666----14 iPad Air Wi14 iPad Air Wi14 iPad Air Wi14 iPad Air Wi----Fi +Fi +Fi +Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  Cellular for Verizon 128GB  Cellular for Verizon 128GB  Cellular for Verizon 128GB ---- Silver Purchase Information $929.00 I searchedSilver Purchase Information $929.00 I searchedSilver Purchase Information $929.00 I searchedSilver Purchase Information $929.00 I searched Google for FTP app, program and  Google for FTP app, program and  Google for FTP app, program and  Google for FTP app, program and 
there is one I can use to publish thisthere is one I can use to publish thisthere is one I can use to publish thisthere is one I can use to publish this www.electricwindmillcar.com web, nice as my wifi in Key West is "Stifling" Gregs www.electricwindmillcar.com web, nice as my wifi in Key West is "Stifling" Gregs www.electricwindmillcar.com web, nice as my wifi in Key West is "Stifling" Gregs www.electricwindmillcar.com web, nice as my wifi in Key West is "Stifling" Gregs Race for the Cure...  Race for the Cure...  Race for the Cure...  Race for the Cure... 
of several Invention Projects! And I can always write upof several Invention Projects! And I can always write upof several Invention Projects! And I can always write upof several Invention Projects! And I can always write up Futuristic Inventions for the iPad Air after I get one!  Futuristic Inventions for the iPad Air after I get one!  Futuristic Inventions for the iPad Air after I get one!  Futuristic Inventions for the iPad Air after I get one! 

3333----6666----14141414 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in memory. iPhone5s app Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in memory. iPhone5s app Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in memory. iPhone5s app Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in memory. iPhone5s app "Total Recall Discovery, Invention" just like  "Total Recall Discovery, Invention" just like  "Total Recall Discovery, Invention" just like  "Total Recall Discovery, Invention" just like 
Verizon has recorded "All" so canVerizon has recorded "All" so canVerizon has recorded "All" so canVerizon has recorded "All" so can Verizon Cell users, grin once all iPhone5s owners work on this IP, Invention Verizon Cell users, grin once all iPhone5s owners work on this IP, Invention Verizon Cell users, grin once all iPhone5s owners work on this IP, Invention Verizon Cell users, grin once all iPhone5s owners work on this IP, Invention Project, 24/7.  Project, 24/7.  Project, 24/7.  Project, 24/7. 

3333----6666----14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in GPS iPhone5s II Spy functionality to constantly update the database,  role in GPS iPhone5s II Spy functionality to constantly update the database,  role in GPS iPhone5s II Spy functionality to constantly update the database,  role in GPS iPhone5s II Spy functionality to constantly update the database, 
andandandand in the case of an emergency, will message the nearest "Girlfriend" on Mary B's in the case of an emergency, will message the nearest "Girlfriend" on Mary B's in the case of an emergency, will message the nearest "Girlfriend" on Mary B's in the case of an emergency, will message the nearest "Girlfriend" on Mary B's contacts.  contacts.  contacts.  contacts. 

3333----6666----14 Verizon known to play a significant role in "Gas14 Verizon known to play a significant role in "Gas14 Verizon known to play a significant role in "Gas14 Verizon known to play a significant role in "Gas Station Robbers Praying on Women" like Mary B. I'm sure Verizon recorded all  Station Robbers Praying on Women" like Mary B. I'm sure Verizon recorded all  Station Robbers Praying on Women" like Mary B. I'm sure Verizon recorded all  Station Robbers Praying on Women" like Mary B. I'm sure Verizon recorded all 
thethethethe guys cell calls before he "Sucker Punched" Mary B. 100 stitches... at the Gas guys cell calls before he "Sucker Punched" Mary B. 100 stitches... at the Gas guys cell calls before he "Sucker Punched" Mary B. 100 stitches... at the Gas guys cell calls before he "Sucker Punched" Mary B. 100 stitches... at the Gas Station robbery when "Gas Stations" would have been Out  Station robbery when "Gas Stations" would have been Out  Station robbery when "Gas Stations" would have been Out  Station robbery when "Gas Stations" would have been Out 
of Business for Decadesof Business for Decadesof Business for Decadesof Business for Decades via the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  via the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  via the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  via the ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

3333----6666----14 IP Invention Project known to play a significant14 IP Invention Project known to play a significant14 IP Invention Project known to play a significant14 IP Invention Project known to play a significant role in "Futuristic Hemingway Writing Classes" in Key West is the TV Show role in "Futuristic Hemingway Writing Classes" in Key West is the TV Show role in "Futuristic Hemingway Writing Classes" in Key West is the TV Show role in "Futuristic Hemingway Writing Classes" in Key West is the TV Show
"Person of Interest" as they are alerted if someone on a nearby Cell Call is"Person of Interest" as they are alerted if someone on a nearby Cell Call is"Person of Interest" as they are alerted if someone on a nearby Cell Call is"Person of Interest" as they are alerted if someone on a nearby Cell Call is going to rob or kill them! Nice Invention and will be more so  going to rob or kill them! Nice Invention and will be more so  going to rob or kill them! Nice Invention and will be more so  going to rob or kill them! Nice Invention and will be more so 
in Chapter One ofin Chapter One ofin Chapter One ofin Chapter One of a Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key West and not one a Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key West and not one a Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key West and not one a Hemingway Writing Class. Spring Break Students are in Key West and not one signed up for Spring Break Writing  signed up for Spring Break Writing  signed up for Spring Break Writing  signed up for Spring Break Writing 
Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West...Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West...Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West...Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West... Why? Grin!  Why? Grin!  Why? Grin!  Why? Grin! 

3333----6666----14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant14 Hippocampus a region known to play a significant role in Apple's patent application for "Mobile emergency attack and failsafe role in Apple's patent application for "Mobile emergency attack and failsafe role in Apple's patent application for "Mobile emergency attack and failsafe role in Apple's patent application for "Mobile emergency attack and failsafe
detection" covers a software and hardware implementation for an emergencydetection" covers a software and hardware implementation for an emergencydetection" covers a software and hardware implementation for an emergencydetection" covers a software and hardware implementation for an emergency services request system using the one thing almost  services request system using the one thing almost  services request system using the one thing almost  services request system using the one thing almost 
everyone carries on aeveryone carries on aeveryone carries on aeveryone carries on a day day day day----totototo----day basis: a smartphone. The filing describes a system that uses a mobileday basis: a smartphone. The filing describes a system that uses a mobileday basis: a smartphone. The filing describes a system that uses a mobileday basis: a smartphone. The filing describes a system that uses a mobile device's onboard sensors to  device's onboard sensors to  device's onboard sensors to  device's onboard sensors to 
detect a probable emergency situation, such as adetect a probable emergency situation, such as adetect a probable emergency situation, such as adetect a probable emergency situation, such as a physical attack against the user. The system can then automatically request help physical attack against the user. The system can then automatically request help physical attack against the user. The system can then automatically request help physical attack against the user. The system can then automatically request help via  via  via  via 
cell phone call or other mode of communication. As Apple notes, users maycell phone call or other mode of communication. As Apple notes, users maycell phone call or other mode of communication. As Apple notes, users maycell phone call or other mode of communication. As Apple notes, users may encounter problems or emergency situations while traveling  encounter problems or emergency situations while traveling  encounter problems or emergency situations while traveling  encounter problems or emergency situations while traveling 
from one place tofrom one place tofrom one place tofrom one place to another. The invention is meant to help assist the user in the case of another. The invention is meant to help assist the user in the case of another. The invention is meant to help assist the user in the case of another. The invention is meant to help assist the user in the case of automobile accidents, muggings and  automobile accidents, muggings and  automobile accidents, muggings and  automobile accidents, muggings and 
debilitating medical issues, among otherdebilitating medical issues, among otherdebilitating medical issues, among otherdebilitating medical issues, among other scenarios. First, the system generates an emergency call list from a user's scenarios. First, the system generates an emergency call list from a user's scenarios. First, the system generates an emergency call list from a user's scenarios. First, the system generates an emergency call list from a user's address book or  address book or  address book or  address book or 
crowdcrowdcrowdcrowd----sourced database (like local 911 numbers). Alternatively,sourced database (like local 911 numbers). Alternatively,sourced database (like local 911 numbers). Alternatively,sourced database (like local 911 numbers). Alternatively, users may set contact numbers manually. The device can also use its  users may set contact numbers manually. The device can also use its  users may set contact numbers manually. The device can also use its  users may set contact numbers manually. The device can also use its 
GPSGPSGPSGPS functionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an functionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an functionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an functionality to constantly update the database, and in the case of an emergency, will message the nearest "Girlfriend" contacts.  emergency, will message the nearest "Girlfriend" contacts.  emergency, will message the nearest "Girlfriend" contacts.  emergency, will message the nearest "Girlfriend" contacts. 

3333----6666----14 Former14 Former14 Former14 Former French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch legal French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch legal French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch legal French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch legal action after secret recordings of them  action after secret recordings of them  action after secret recordings of them  action after secret recordings of them 
were leaked online... were leaked online... were leaked online... were leaked online... 

3333----6666----14 Dr.14 Dr.14 Dr.14 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, with a $1 Trillion Dollar Budget for the New Manhattan Nancy Oppenheimer, with a $1 Trillion Dollar Budget for the New Manhattan Nancy Oppenheimer, with a $1 Trillion Dollar Budget for the New Manhattan Nancy Oppenheimer, with a $1 Trillion Dollar Budget for the New Manhattan Project in the Race for the Cure... News of  Project in the Race for the Cure... News of  Project in the Race for the Cure... News of  Project in the Race for the Cure... News of 
Apple's chief financial officer,Apple's chief financial officer,Apple's chief financial officer,Apple's chief financial officer, Peter Oppenheimer, will retire and hand the reins to Luca Maestri in September, Peter Oppenheimer, will retire and hand the reins to Luca Maestri in September, Peter Oppenheimer, will retire and hand the reins to Luca Maestri in September, Peter Oppenheimer, will retire and hand the reins to Luca Maestri in September, transferring financial  transferring financial  transferring financial  transferring financial 
stewardship of the world's largest technology company tostewardship of the world's largest technology company tostewardship of the world's largest technology company tostewardship of the world's largest technology company to the Italian the Italian the Italian the Italian----born ... Italy has the Pope, who is a Man, if the Pope were aborn ... Italy has the Pope, who is a Man, if the Pope were aborn ... Italy has the Pope, who is a Man, if the Pope were aborn ... Italy has the Pope, who is a Man, if the Pope were a
"Women" in 2014 would Rome have a "New Manhattan Project in the Race for the"Women" in 2014 would Rome have a "New Manhattan Project in the Race for the"Women" in 2014 would Rome have a "New Manhattan Project in the Race for the"Women" in 2014 would Rome have a "New Manhattan Project in the Race for the Cure... Hell Yes! Numb Nuts Dictators are Mad Men!  Cure... Hell Yes! Numb Nuts Dictators are Mad Men!  Cure... Hell Yes! Numb Nuts Dictators are Mad Men!  Cure... Hell Yes! Numb Nuts Dictators are Mad Men! 

3333----6666----14 "Woman Pope"14 "Woman Pope"14 "Woman Pope"14 "Woman Pope" in the USA a "Women CEO" Mary T. Barra, chief executive of G.M., said in an in the USA a "Women CEO" Mary T. Barra, chief executive of G.M., said in an in the USA a "Women CEO" Mary T. Barra, chief executive of G.M., said in an in the USA a "Women CEO" Mary T. Barra, chief executive of G.M., said in an email to workers on Tuesday that the  email to workers on Tuesday that the  email to workers on Tuesday that the  email to workers on Tuesday that the 
company would company would company would company would ““““do the right thing for ourdo the right thing for ourdo the right thing for ourdo the right thing for our customers, customers, customers, customers,”””” 1,001 Cops writing a ticket were rear ended and their Cop Car burst1,001 Cops writing a ticket were rear ended and their Cop Car burst1,001 Cops writing a ticket were rear ended and their Cop Car burst1,001 Cops writing a ticket were rear ended and their Cop Car burst into  into  into  into 
flames! Mary will be arrested for this cover up, but I think she was set upflames! Mary will be arrested for this cover up, but I think she was set upflames! Mary will be arrested for this cover up, but I think she was set upflames! Mary will be arrested for this cover up, but I think she was set up by Numb Nuts Dictators in Rome, Paris, Moscow, NYC!  by Numb Nuts Dictators in Rome, Paris, Moscow, NYC!  by Numb Nuts Dictators in Rome, Paris, Moscow, NYC!  by Numb Nuts Dictators in Rome, Paris, Moscow, NYC! 

3333----6666----14 Former French14 Former French14 Former French14 Former French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch legal action President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch legal action President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch legal action President Nicolas Sarkozy and his wife Carla Bruni are to launch legal action after secret recordings of them  after secret recordings of them  after secret recordings of them  after secret recordings of them 
were leaked online... were leaked online... were leaked online... were leaked online... 

3333----6666----14 Ash14 Ash14 Ash14 Ash Wednesday at Los Alamos will turn Korea into Ashes in 2014... this was not Wednesday at Los Alamos will turn Korea into Ashes in 2014... this was not Wednesday at Los Alamos will turn Korea into Ashes in 2014... this was not Wednesday at Los Alamos will turn Korea into Ashes in 2014... this was not mentioned by the Po mentioned by the Po mentioned by the Po mentioned by the Pope yesterday! Advanced pe yesterday! Advanced pe yesterday! Advanced pe yesterday! Advanced 
Warnings are only on Greg's web pageWarnings are only on Greg's web pageWarnings are only on Greg's web pageWarnings are only on Greg's web page in Key West, grin!  in Key West, grin!  in Key West, grin!  in Key West, grin! 

3333----6666----14 Yale News Daily reports today... Yale14 Yale News Daily reports today... Yale14 Yale News Daily reports today... Yale14 Yale News Daily reports today... Yale Graduate students are taking a stand against the short hours of operation at Graduate students are taking a stand against the short hours of operation at Graduate students are taking a stand against the short hours of operation at Graduate students are taking a stand against the short hours of operation at Payne  Payne  Payne  Payne 
Whitney Gymnasium. Whitney Gymnasium. Whitney Gymnasium. Whitney Gymnasium. 
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3333----6666----14 Yale News Daily didn't report today...14 Yale News Daily didn't report today...14 Yale News Daily didn't report today...14 Yale News Daily didn't report today... "Treadmill Desk" will be in every Lecture Hall, Library + Classroom after the "Treadmill Desk" will be in every Lecture Hall, Library + Classroom after the "Treadmill Desk" will be in every Lecture Hall, Library + Classroom after the "Treadmill Desk" will be in every Lecture Hall, Library + Classroom after the New French  New French  New French  New French 
ElectricWindmillCar Revolution!!! ElectricWindmillCar Revolution!!! ElectricWindmillCar Revolution!!! ElectricWindmillCar Revolution!!! 

3333----6666----14 Yale News Daily reports today... Inventing the14 Yale News Daily reports today... Inventing the14 Yale News Daily reports today... Inventing the14 Yale News Daily reports today... Inventing the "Gravity Engine" works of art was cut... Paint by numbers. As part of its newest "Gravity Engine" works of art was cut... Paint by numbers. As part of its newest "Gravity Engine" works of art was cut... Paint by numbers. As part of its newest "Gravity Engine" works of art was cut... Paint by numbers. As part of its newest
STEM + Arts initiative, the Yale University Art Gallery is starting STEMSTEM + Arts initiative, the Yale University Art Gallery is starting STEMSTEM + Arts initiative, the Yale University Art Gallery is starting STEMSTEM + Arts initiative, the Yale University Art Gallery is starting STEM Sketching Sessions. The sketching courses will teach skills  Sketching Sessions. The sketching courses will teach skills  Sketching Sessions. The sketching courses will teach skills  Sketching Sessions. The sketching courses will teach skills 
applicable toapplicable toapplicable toapplicable to drawing engine blueprints, human anatomy, as well as graphs of multi variable drawing engine blueprints, human anatomy, as well as graphs of multi variable drawing engine blueprints, human anatomy, as well as graphs of multi variable drawing engine blueprints, human anatomy, as well as graphs of multi variable functions. The real question is: When  functions. The real question is: When  functions. The real question is: When  functions. The real question is: When 
will Sterling Chemistry Laboratory offer awill Sterling Chemistry Laboratory offer awill Sterling Chemistry Laboratory offer awill Sterling Chemistry Laboratory offer a session to teach humanities majors how to create works of art using chemicals? session to teach humanities majors how to create works of art using chemicals? session to teach humanities majors how to create works of art using chemicals? session to teach humanities majors how to create works of art using chemicals?

4444 Trillion Years these diamonds will shine along  Trillion Years these diamonds will shine along  Trillion Years these diamonds will shine along  Trillion Years these diamonds will shine along 

with about 4 Trillion Stars buildwith about 4 Trillion Stars buildwith about 4 Trillion Stars buildwith about 4 Trillion Stars build for Love not War!  for Love not War!  for Love not War!  for Love not War! 

Diamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof Diamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof Diamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof Diamond Glass Invention and iPhone5s that is waterproof 

andandandand floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin!  floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin!  floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin!  floats along with you on a Key West Sand Bar... grin! 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in  MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in  MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in  MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in 
inventing theinventing theinventing theinventing the "Gas Lobotomy A "Gas Lobotomy A "Gas Lobotomy A "Gas Lobotomy A----Bomb" CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... MD's Womens Coup D'EtatBomb" CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... MD's Womens Coup D'EtatBomb" CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... MD's Womens Coup D'EtatBomb" CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... MD's Womens Coup D'Etat goings goings goings goings----on as Verizon records on as Verizon records on as Verizon records on as Verizon records 
everything! everything! everything! everything! 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY to the Womens lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY to the Womens lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY to the Womens lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! iPhone5s App is the KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in  MD's Coup D'Etat in  MD's Coup D'Etat in  MD's Coup D'Etat in 
inventing the "Gas Lobotomy Ainventing the "Gas Lobotomy Ainventing the "Gas Lobotomy Ainventing the "Gas Lobotomy A----Bomb" built to counter theBomb" built to counter theBomb" built to counter theBomb" built to counter the work of Scientists at Los Alamos is... the "ipsilateral secondary somatosensory work of Scientists at Los Alamos is... the "ipsilateral secondary somatosensory work of Scientists at Los Alamos is... the "ipsilateral secondary somatosensory work of Scientists at Los Alamos is... the "ipsilateral secondary somatosensory
cortex" iPhone5s App is in the Frontal Lobe and Dr. Katrina's book should be ancortex" iPhone5s App is in the Frontal Lobe and Dr. Katrina's book should be ancortex" iPhone5s App is in the Frontal Lobe and Dr. Katrina's book should be ancortex" iPhone5s App is in the Frontal Lobe and Dr. Katrina's book should be an iPhone5s app too!  iPhone5s app too!  iPhone5s app too!  iPhone5s app too! 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas... "Race For14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas... "Race For14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas... "Race For14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas... "Race For The Murder Cure" will be a annual event for Mary Kennedy (after Mary B. wins the The Murder Cure" will be a annual event for Mary Kennedy (after Mary B. wins the The Murder Cure" will be a annual event for Mary Kennedy (after Mary B. wins the The Murder Cure" will be a annual event for Mary Kennedy (after Mary B. wins the
Oscar for Mary's Murderous Movie!) was "Murdered" and in the movie Mary B. isOscar for Mary's Murderous Movie!) was "Murdered" and in the movie Mary B. isOscar for Mary's Murderous Movie!) was "Murdered" and in the movie Mary B. isOscar for Mary's Murderous Movie!) was "Murdered" and in the movie Mary B. is making about this today and you will hear her  making about this today and you will hear her  making about this today and you will hear her  making about this today and you will hear her 
Screams, and the "Psycho" RobertScreams, and the "Psycho" RobertScreams, and the "Psycho" RobertScreams, and the "Psycho" Robert Kennedy Jr's video Verizon recorded as he was told Mary was hanging in the barn! Kennedy Jr's video Verizon recorded as he was told Mary was hanging in the barn! Kennedy Jr's video Verizon recorded as he was told Mary was hanging in the barn! Kennedy Jr's video Verizon recorded as he was told Mary was hanging in the barn! Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B.  Oscar for Mary B. 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat in inventing the "Gas Lobotomy
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AAAA----Bomb" getting it built and deployed, 1st in the African Nations fighting forBomb" getting it built and deployed, 1st in the African Nations fighting forBomb" getting it built and deployed, 1st in the African Nations fighting forBomb" getting it built and deployed, 1st in the African Nations fighting for the last of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues flowing into  the last of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues flowing into  the last of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues flowing into  the last of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues flowing into 
Swiss banks!Swiss banks!Swiss banks!Swiss banks!

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat is iPhone5s apps that can  the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat is iPhone5s apps that can  the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat is iPhone5s apps that can  the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat is iPhone5s apps that can 
"Infect" the Numb Nuts"Infect" the Numb Nuts"Infect" the Numb Nuts"Infect" the Numb Nuts Dictators in our George Orwell Era of spending $777 Trillion on Navy Ships, Star Dictators in our George Orwell Era of spending $777 Trillion on Navy Ships, Star Dictators in our George Orwell Era of spending $777 Trillion on Navy Ships, Star Dictators in our George Orwell Era of spending $777 Trillion on Navy Ships, Star Ship Earth has no need for!  Ship Earth has no need for!  Ship Earth has no need for!  Ship Earth has no need for! 
Harvard Medical School just developed a techniqueHarvard Medical School just developed a techniqueHarvard Medical School just developed a techniqueHarvard Medical School just developed a technique called fluorescent in situ RNA sequencing (FISSEQ) that identifies RNA in place called fluorescent in situ RNA sequencing (FISSEQ) that identifies RNA in place called fluorescent in situ RNA sequencing (FISSEQ) that identifies RNA in place called fluorescent in situ RNA sequencing (FISSEQ) that identifies RNA in place
within the cell. The method involves chemically treating tissue to within the cell. The method involves chemically treating tissue to within the cell. The method involves chemically treating tissue to within the cell. The method involves chemically treating tissue to ““““freezefreezefreezefreeze”””” everything in place and then copying the RNA many times everything in place and then copying the RNA many times everything in place and then copying the RNA many times everything in place and then copying the RNA many times 
over into identical DNAover into identical DNAover into identical DNAover into identical DNA bunches located where bunches located where bunches located where bunches located where the original RNA molecules were. To identify each bunch of the original RNA molecules were. To identify each bunch of the original RNA molecules were. To identify each bunch of the original RNA molecules were. To identify each bunch of DNA from the billions of  DNA from the billions of  DNA from the billions of  DNA from the billions of 
others within the sample, they used unique sections ofothers within the sample, they used unique sections ofothers within the sample, they used unique sections ofothers within the sample, they used unique sections of the original RNA as an addressing system and were able to map out the genetic the original RNA as an addressing system and were able to map out the genetic the original RNA as an addressing system and were able to map out the genetic the original RNA as an addressing system and were able to map out the genetic
activity in human primary fibroblasts. activity in human primary fibroblasts. activity in human primary fibroblasts. activity in human primary fibroblasts. 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat another iPhone5s app to fast  another iPhone5s app to fast  another iPhone5s app to fast  another iPhone5s app to fast 
track inventing like the University of Cambridgetrack inventing like the University of Cambridgetrack inventing like the University of Cambridgetrack inventing like the University of Cambridge has developed holographic sensors that may replace many modalities that are has developed holographic sensors that may replace many modalities that are has developed holographic sensors that may replace many modalities that are has developed holographic sensors that may replace many modalities that are
currently being used to screen for disease and measure levels of variouscurrently being used to screen for disease and measure levels of variouscurrently being used to screen for disease and measure levels of variouscurrently being used to screen for disease and measure levels of various compounds in body fluids. The technology relies on using  compounds in body fluids. The technology relies on using  compounds in body fluids. The technology relies on using  compounds in body fluids. The technology relies on using 
hydrogels seeded withhydrogels seeded withhydrogels seeded withhydrogels seeded with silver particles that react to light. When a laser is directed at the hydrogel, silver particles that react to light. When a laser is directed at the hydrogel, silver particles that react to light. When a laser is directed at the hydrogel, silver particles that react to light. When a laser is directed at the hydrogel, the silver particles jump into  the silver particles jump into  the silver particles jump into  the silver particles jump into 
predetermined shapes. The resulting hologram frompredetermined shapes. The resulting hologram frompredetermined shapes. The resulting hologram frompredetermined shapes. The resulting hologram from light passing through the silver has a signature color. If a compound is light passing through the silver has a signature color. If a compound is light passing through the silver has a signature color. If a compound is light passing through the silver has a signature color. If a compound is present,  present,  present,  present, 
the hydrogel inflates or deflates, changing the color of the hologram.the hydrogel inflates or deflates, changing the color of the hologram.the hydrogel inflates or deflates, changing the color of the hologram.the hydrogel inflates or deflates, changing the color of the hologram. Precisely measuring the color of the resulting hologram  Precisely measuring the color of the resulting hologram  Precisely measuring the color of the resulting hologram  Precisely measuring the color of the resulting hologram 
identifies the compoundidentifies the compoundidentifies the compoundidentifies the compound present around the hydrogel.  present around the hydrogel.  present around the hydrogel.  present around the hydrogel. 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat 1st women's discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat 1st women's discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat 1st women's discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat 1st women's executive order  executive order  executive order  executive order 
will be to screen for diseases at Publix + Whole Foods grocerywill be to screen for diseases at Publix + Whole Foods grocerywill be to screen for diseases at Publix + Whole Foods grocerywill be to screen for diseases at Publix + Whole Foods grocery stores, like the Airport Security but this Disease Security will be Women  stores, like the Airport Security but this Disease Security will be Women  stores, like the Airport Security but this Disease Security will be Women  stores, like the Airport Security but this Disease Security will be Women 
MD'sMD'sMD'sMD's scanning for HPV, HIV, STD, Hepatitis... TB.. FLU... etc  scanning for HPV, HIV, STD, Hepatitis... TB.. FLU... etc  scanning for HPV, HIV, STD, Hepatitis... TB.. FLU... etc  scanning for HPV, HIV, STD, Hepatitis... TB.. FLU... etc 

3333----5555----14 The14 The14 The14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat are Researchers at UCLA and  Coup D'Etat are Researchers at UCLA and  Coup D'Etat are Researchers at UCLA and  Coup D'Etat are Researchers at UCLA and 
École polytechnique fédérale deÉcole polytechnique fédérale deÉcole polytechnique fédérale deÉcole polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland who can't LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar + $777 Trillion in Lausanne, Switzerland who can't LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar + $777 Trillion in Lausanne, Switzerland who can't LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar + $777 Trillion in Lausanne, Switzerland who can't LEAK the ElectricWindmillCar + $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues given  Oil Revenues given  Oil Revenues given  Oil Revenues given 
to Saudi Arabia by the Pentagon Top Brass! to Saudi Arabia by the Pentagon Top Brass! to Saudi Arabia by the Pentagon Top Brass! to Saudi Arabia by the Pentagon Top Brass! 

3333----5555----14 The14 The14 The14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat... Fawcett warns in the new  Coup D'Etat... Fawcett warns in the new  Coup D'Etat... Fawcett warns in the new  Coup D'Etat... Fawcett warns in the new 
Mary B. movie Gorillas Men will give youMary B. movie Gorillas Men will give youMary B. movie Gorillas Men will give youMary B. movie Gorillas Men will give you Anus Cancer... A Gorilla of a Man killed Fawcett + Today other women are Anus Cancer... A Gorilla of a Man killed Fawcett + Today other women are Anus Cancer... A Gorilla of a Man killed Fawcett + Today other women are Anus Cancer... A Gorilla of a Man killed Fawcett + Today other women are infected with Anus  infected with Anus  infected with Anus  infected with Anus 
Cancer because Publix + Whole Food Top Brass refuse to scanCancer because Publix + Whole Food Top Brass refuse to scanCancer because Publix + Whole Food Top Brass refuse to scanCancer because Publix + Whole Food Top Brass refuse to scan Men for the HPV virus... Today they wait and kill women, wait for the Coup  Men for the HPV virus... Today they wait and kill women, wait for the Coup  Men for the HPV virus... Today they wait and kill women, wait for the Coup  Men for the HPV virus... Today they wait and kill women, wait for the Coup 
thenthenthenthen they will can killing many Fawcetts by waiting, refusing to start Scanning they will can killing many Fawcetts by waiting, refusing to start Scanning they will can killing many Fawcetts by waiting, refusing to start Scanning they will can killing many Fawcetts by waiting, refusing to start Scanning Today!  Today!  Today!  Today! 

3333----5555----14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's!14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's!14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's!14 The gorillas of war lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat Diamond is renowned as a  KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat Diamond is renowned as a  KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat Diamond is renowned as a  KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat Diamond is renowned as a 
material withmaterial withmaterial withmaterial with superlative physical qualities, most of which originate from the strong covalent superlative physical qualities, most of which originate from the strong covalent superlative physical qualities, most of which originate from the strong covalent superlative physical qualities, most of which originate from the strong covalent bonding between its atoms...  bonding between its atoms...  bonding between its atoms...  bonding between its atoms... 

3333----5555----14 WINDSHIELDS MADE OF DIAMOND GLASS 14 WINDSHIELDS MADE OF DIAMOND GLASS 14 WINDSHIELDS MADE OF DIAMOND GLASS 14 WINDSHIELDS MADE OF DIAMOND GLASS ---- Lost to the Navy Guided Missile Ships and JFK 2015 Model Super Carrier and theLost to the Navy Guided Missile Ships and JFK 2015 Model Super Carrier and theLost to the Navy Guided Missile Ships and JFK 2015 Model Super Carrier and theLost to the Navy Guided Missile Ships and JFK 2015 Model Super Carrier and the CIA  CIA  CIA  CIA 
will finally publish the deaths caused from broken windshields Ford and GMwill finally publish the deaths caused from broken windshields Ford and GMwill finally publish the deaths caused from broken windshields Ford and GMwill finally publish the deaths caused from broken windshields Ford and GM refused to recall and reinvent... this is a CRIME! Diamond  refused to recall and reinvent... this is a CRIME! Diamond  refused to recall and reinvent... this is a CRIME! Diamond  refused to recall and reinvent... this is a CRIME! Diamond 
Wedding Ring +Wedding Ring +Wedding Ring +Wedding Ring + Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s.  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s.  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s.  Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s. 

3333----5555----14 Diamond Wedding Ring +14 Diamond Wedding Ring +14 Diamond Wedding Ring +14 Diamond Wedding Ring + Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s will be both waterproof and floats Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s will be both waterproof and floats Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s will be both waterproof and floats Diamond Glass for the futuristic iPhone5s will be both waterproof and floats when you are playing  when you are playing  when you are playing  when you are playing ----
working on the numerous Key West Beach Sand Bars...working on the numerous Key West Beach Sand Bars...working on the numerous Key West Beach Sand Bars...working on the numerous Key West Beach Sand Bars... really nice vs the beach chair on the white sand, grin! The gorillas of war really nice vs the beach chair on the white sand, grin! The gorillas of war really nice vs the beach chair on the white sand, grin! The gorillas of war really nice vs the beach chair on the white sand, grin! The gorillas of war
lobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etatlobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etatlobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etatlobotomy gas discovered by Women MD's! KEY to the Womens MD's Coup D'Etat Gorilla Glass and Sapphire. Corning Gorilla Glass and Sapphire. Corning Gorilla Glass and Sapphire. Corning Gorilla Glass and Sapphire. Corning® ® ® ® GorillaGorillaGorillaGorilla® ® ® ® Glass, the Glass, the Glass, the Glass, the 
world's leading coverworld's leading coverworld's leading coverworld's leading cover glass, can be found on more than 1.5 billion devices.  glass, can be found on more than 1.5 billion devices.  glass, can be found on more than 1.5 billion devices.  glass, can be found on more than 1.5 billion devices. 

3333----4444----14 Turned14 Turned14 Turned14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateralInspiration" in your ipsilateralInspiration" in your ipsilateralInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! Serendipity is a  secondary somatosensory cortex! Serendipity is a  secondary somatosensory cortex! Serendipity is a  secondary somatosensory cortex! Serendipity is a 
common occurrence throughoutcommon occurrence throughoutcommon occurrence throughoutcommon occurrence throughout the history of scientific innovation such as Alexander Fleming's accidental the history of scientific innovation such as Alexander Fleming's accidental the history of scientific innovation such as Alexander Fleming's accidental the history of scientific innovation such as Alexander Fleming's accidental discovery of penicillin in  discovery of penicillin in  discovery of penicillin in  discovery of penicillin in 
1928. Today "Serendipity is an App" on your iPhone5s.1928. Today "Serendipity is an App" on your iPhone5s.1928. Today "Serendipity is an App" on your iPhone5s.1928. Today "Serendipity is an App" on your iPhone5s.

3333----4444----14 $777 Trillion + "Touch Gravity + Your Cheer leader" can be turned14 $777 Trillion + "Touch Gravity + Your Cheer leader" can be turned14 $777 Trillion + "Touch Gravity + Your Cheer leader" can be turned14 $777 Trillion + "Touch Gravity + Your Cheer leader" can be turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric----Inspiration" in your Inspiration" in your Inspiration" in your Inspiration" in your 
frontal lobesfrontal lobesfrontal lobesfrontal lobes here's what's going on... Whole here's what's going on... Whole here's what's going on... Whole here's what's going on... Whole----brain analyses with fMRI imaging showed that thebrain analyses with fMRI imaging showed that thebrain analyses with fMRI imaging showed that thebrain analyses with fMRI imaging showed that the ipsilateral secondary somatosensory  ipsilateral secondary somatosensory  ipsilateral secondary somatosensory  ipsilateral secondary somatosensory 
cortex (SII) cortex (SII) cortex (SII) cortex (SII) ———— a key region of the braina key region of the braina key region of the braina key region of the brain that processes touch  that processes touch  that processes touch  that processes touch ———— displayed increased activity with greater age. This newdisplayed increased activity with greater age. This newdisplayed increased activity with greater age. This newdisplayed increased activity with greater age. This new understanding  understanding  understanding  understanding 
of social touch is the first to establish a developmentalof social touch is the first to establish a developmentalof social touch is the first to establish a developmentalof social touch is the first to establish a developmental progression of the neural mechanism and holds promise for application for progression of the neural mechanism and holds promise for application for progression of the neural mechanism and holds promise for application for progression of the neural mechanism and holds promise for application for
Serendipity (which means a "fortuitous happenstance" or "pleasant surprise")Serendipity (which means a "fortuitous happenstance" or "pleasant surprise")Serendipity (which means a "fortuitous happenstance" or "pleasant surprise")Serendipity (which means a "fortuitous happenstance" or "pleasant surprise") Invention + Discovery "Fueled by a Woman's Touch"  Invention + Discovery "Fueled by a Woman's Touch"  Invention + Discovery "Fueled by a Woman's Touch"  Invention + Discovery "Fueled by a Woman's Touch" 
research that will get 1,001research that will get 1,001research that will get 1,001research that will get 1,001 RxCure's, Overnight like Penicillin did on her ear!  RxCure's, Overnight like Penicillin did on her ear!  RxCure's, Overnight like Penicillin did on her ear!  RxCure's, Overnight like Penicillin did on her ear! 

3333----4444----14 Turned "On"14 Turned "On"14 Turned "On"14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondaryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondaryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondaryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! "Lobotomy Gas  somatosensory cortex! "Lobotomy Gas  somatosensory cortex! "Lobotomy Gas  somatosensory cortex! "Lobotomy Gas 
AAAA----Bomb" to stop the killing! "No Head OnBomb" to stop the killing! "No Head OnBomb" to stop the killing! "No Head OnBomb" to stop the killing! "No Head On Collisions..." Greg's invention is on the road once we confiscate the $777 Collisions..." Greg's invention is on the road once we confiscate the $777 Collisions..." Greg's invention is on the road once we confiscate the $777 Collisions..." Greg's invention is on the road once we confiscate the $777 Trillion from Mecca +  Trillion from Mecca +  Trillion from Mecca +  Trillion from Mecca + 
Allah for Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era.Allah for Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era.Allah for Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era.Allah for Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era.

3333----4444----14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric----Inspiration" inInspiration" inInspiration" inInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! Frontiers of  your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! Frontiers of  your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! Frontiers of  your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! Frontiers of 
BehavioralBehavioralBehavioralBehavioral Neuroscience  Neuroscience  Neuroscience  Neuroscience ---- Journal should have been on the iPhone5s instead of the "junkJournal should have been on the iPhone5s instead of the "junkJournal should have been on the iPhone5s instead of the "junkJournal should have been on the iPhone5s instead of the "junk apps" really!  apps" really!  apps" really!  apps" really! 

3333----4444----14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Electric "Electric "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex!Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex!Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex!Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! Another Day in  Another Day in  Another Day in  Another Day in 
BEIJING and BEIJING and BEIJING and BEIJING and ———— China's military is prepared to respond to allChina's military is prepared to respond to allChina's military is prepared to respond to allChina's military is prepared to respond to all threats  threats  threats  threats ---- SOME Threats but NOT... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust inSOME Threats but NOT... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust inSOME Threats but NOT... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust inSOME Threats but NOT... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust in
Beijing Today! Beijing Today! Beijing Today! Beijing Today! 

3333----4444----14 Mary Kennedy, hear her screaming at Robert Kennedy14 Mary Kennedy, hear her screaming at Robert Kennedy14 Mary Kennedy, hear her screaming at Robert Kennedy14 Mary Kennedy, hear her screaming at Robert Kennedy Jr. as she is about to hang herself, Bullied into Suicide by a Judge  Jr. as she is about to hang herself, Bullied into Suicide by a Judge  Jr. as she is about to hang herself, Bullied into Suicide by a Judge  Jr. as she is about to hang herself, Bullied into Suicide by a Judge 
BoughtBoughtBoughtBought off... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  off... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  off... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP)  off... PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) ---- The first witness in the Oscar PistoriusThe first witness in the Oscar PistoriusThe first witness in the Oscar PistoriusThe first witness in the Oscar Pistorius murder trial broke down in tears Tuesday, saying  murder trial broke down in tears Tuesday, saying  murder trial broke down in tears Tuesday, saying  murder trial broke down in tears Tuesday, saying 
she still remembers theshe still remembers theshe still remembers theshe still remembers the terrified screams of a woman on the night the double terrified screams of a woman on the night the double terrified screams of a woman on the night the double terrified screams of a woman on the night the double----amputee athlete killed hisamputee athlete killed hisamputee athlete killed hisamputee athlete killed his girlfriend by shooting four  girlfriend by shooting four  girlfriend by shooting four  girlfriend by shooting four 
times! Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling hertimes! Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling hertimes! Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling hertimes! Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Electric "Electric "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! MaryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! MaryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! MaryInspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex! Mary B.  B.  B.  B. 
another dramatic movie for you to make when the Numb Nuts Dictators let usanother dramatic movie for you to make when the Numb Nuts Dictators let usanother dramatic movie for you to make when the Numb Nuts Dictators let usanother dramatic movie for you to make when the Numb Nuts Dictators let us get the RxCure... ... ...  get the RxCure... ... ...  get the RxCure... ... ...  get the RxCure... ... ... 

3333----4444----14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her14 Turned "On" by "Touch," In feeling her "Electric "Electric "Electric "Electric----Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex!Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex!Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex!Inspiration" in your ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex!

She said... now I want a "Gravity Engine" in my new 2015 Car! 3She said... now I want a "Gravity Engine" in my new 2015 Car! 3She said... now I want a "Gravity Engine" in my new 2015 Car! 3She said... now I want a "Gravity Engine" in my new 2015 Car! 3----3333----14141414 Monday Cheerleader Pom Poms  Monday Cheerleader Pom Poms  Monday Cheerleader Pom Poms  Monday Cheerleader Pom Poms ---- All Cheer Poms Are Made In The All Cheer Poms Are Made In The All Cheer Poms Are Made In The All Cheer Poms Are Made In The 
USA, her USA LoverUSA, her USA LoverUSA, her USA LoverUSA, her USA Lover will get it for her... the RxCure for Breast Cancer! 7 am at Starbucks on Duval will get it for her... the RxCure for Breast Cancer! 7 am at Starbucks on Duval will get it for her... the RxCure for Breast Cancer! 7 am at Starbucks on Duval will get it for her... the RxCure for Breast Cancer! 7 am at Starbucks on Duval locking trike, Patton of Army or Navy  locking trike, Patton of Army or Navy  locking trike, Patton of Army or Navy  locking trike, Patton of Army or Navy 
joggers singing praises of the Military, Ijoggers singing praises of the Military, Ijoggers singing praises of the Military, Ijoggers singing praises of the Military, I told Mary B. to bring her Pom Poms to our Date, with Mary B's electric touch and told Mary B. to bring her Pom Poms to our Date, with Mary B's electric touch and told Mary B. to bring her Pom Poms to our Date, with Mary B's electric touch and told Mary B. to bring her Pom Poms to our Date, with Mary B's electric touch and Cheerleader  Cheerleader  Cheerleader  Cheerleader 
Pom Poms Pom Poms Pom Poms Pom Poms ---- All Cheer Poms singing Invent It for Mary... I know youAll Cheer Poms singing Invent It for Mary... I know youAll Cheer Poms singing Invent It for Mary... I know youAll Cheer Poms singing Invent It for Mary... I know you can invent anything Greg! The Rx Cure! Oppenheimer at Los Alamos  can invent anything Greg! The Rx Cure! Oppenheimer at Los Alamos  can invent anything Greg! The Rx Cure! Oppenheimer at Los Alamos  can invent anything Greg! The Rx Cure! Oppenheimer at Los Alamos 
had a audiencehad a audiencehad a audiencehad a audience of Cheerleaders every morning so he could invent the A of Cheerleaders every morning so he could invent the A of Cheerleaders every morning so he could invent the A of Cheerleaders every morning so he could invent the A----Bomb now todays Dr. NancyBomb now todays Dr. NancyBomb now todays Dr. NancyBomb now todays Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer will invent the  Oppenheimer will invent the  Oppenheimer will invent the  Oppenheimer will invent the 
"Lobotomy Gas A"Lobotomy Gas A"Lobotomy Gas A"Lobotomy Gas A----Bomb" to stop the killing!Bomb" to stop the killing!Bomb" to stop the killing!Bomb" to stop the killing!

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI... AmericansFBI... AmericansFBI... AmericansFBI... Americans Would Rather Talk About Death Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Would Rather Talk About Death Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Would Rather Talk About Death Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Would Rather Talk About Death Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday! And we already  Bill yesterday! And we already  Bill yesterday! And we already  Bill yesterday! And we already 
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talked about one of the 3 Nearest Stars, Next totalked about one of the 3 Nearest Stars, Next totalked about one of the 3 Nearest Stars, Next totalked about one of the 3 Nearest Stars, Next to Alpha Centauri, Proxima... and it will shine for 4 Trillion more years, Mary B. Alpha Centauri, Proxima... and it will shine for 4 Trillion more years, Mary B. Alpha Centauri, Proxima... and it will shine for 4 Trillion more years, Mary B. Alpha Centauri, Proxima... and it will shine for 4 Trillion more years, Mary B. is God's  is God's  is God's  is God's 
Best Invention, getting a Star to shine for 4 Trillion more years... weBest Invention, getting a Star to shine for 4 Trillion more years... weBest Invention, getting a Star to shine for 4 Trillion more years... weBest Invention, getting a Star to shine for 4 Trillion more years... we realize with this many BDays we can be Soul realize with this many BDays we can be Soul realize with this many BDays we can be Soul realize with this many BDays we can be Soul----Mates for at least 4 Mates for at least 4 Mates for at least 4 Mates for at least 4 
Trillion moreTrillion moreTrillion moreTrillion more Years!  Years!  Years!  Years! 

3333----3333----14 "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this14 "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this14 "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this14 "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for 10's of thousands of American Women the movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for 10's of thousands of American Women the movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for 10's of thousands of American Women the movie will win the Oscar + "Freedom" for 10's of thousands of American Women the
Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue... on orders from theNavy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue... on orders from theNavy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue... on orders from theNavy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue... on orders from the Pentagon... Woman! On Orders from the Pentagon Women, Navy  Pentagon... Woman! On Orders from the Pentagon Women, Navy  Pentagon... Woman! On Orders from the Pentagon Women, Navy  Pentagon... Woman! On Orders from the Pentagon Women, Navy 
Seals Can't RescueSeals Can't RescueSeals Can't RescueSeals Can't Rescue You from the Saudi Prince, Sorry! Oscars 2014: "12 Years a Slave" wins best You from the Saudi Prince, Sorry! Oscars 2014: "12 Years a Slave" wins best You from the Saudi Prince, Sorry! Oscars 2014: "12 Years a Slave" wins best You from the Saudi Prince, Sorry! Oscars 2014: "12 Years a Slave" wins best picture Oscar  picture Oscar  picture Oscar  picture Oscar 

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI...FBI...FBI...FBI... they watch in HORROR OF THEIR Numb Nuts Dictators SWF Sex Slaves... 12 Years A they watch in HORROR OF THEIR Numb Nuts Dictators SWF Sex Slaves... 12 Years A they watch in HORROR OF THEIR Numb Nuts Dictators SWF Sex Slaves... 12 Years A they watch in HORROR OF THEIR Numb Nuts Dictators SWF Sex Slaves... 12 Years A Slave... Hell... In 1980 the Pentagon gave Mecca  Slave... Hell... In 1980 the Pentagon gave Mecca  Slave... Hell... In 1980 the Pentagon gave Mecca  Slave... Hell... In 1980 the Pentagon gave Mecca 
+ the Saudi Kings + Princes+ the Saudi Kings + Princes+ the Saudi Kings + Princes+ the Saudi Kings + Princes $777 Trillion and USA SWF Sex Slaves. Everyone in this George Orwell Society $777 Trillion and USA SWF Sex Slaves. Everyone in this George Orwell Society $777 Trillion and USA SWF Sex Slaves. Everyone in this George Orwell Society $777 Trillion and USA SWF Sex Slaves. Everyone in this George Orwell Society knows this!! In the end, Oscar  knows this!! In the end, Oscar  knows this!! In the end, Oscar  knows this!! In the end, Oscar 
"12 Years a Slave." Even though many Oscar voters"12 Years a Slave." Even though many Oscar voters"12 Years a Slave." Even though many Oscar voters"12 Years a Slave." Even though many Oscar voters found filmmaker Steve McQueen's searing chronicle of enslavement almost too found filmmaker Steve McQueen's searing chronicle of enslavement almost too found filmmaker Steve McQueen's searing chronicle of enslavement almost too found filmmaker Steve McQueen's searing chronicle of enslavement almost too
harrowing to watch, "12 Years a Slave" Mary B. is going to make the Movie "12harrowing to watch, "12 Years a Slave" Mary B. is going to make the Movie "12harrowing to watch, "12 Years a Slave" Mary B. is going to make the Movie "12harrowing to watch, "12 Years a Slave" Mary B. is going to make the Movie "12 Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the  Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the  Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the  Years A SWF Sex Slave in Mecca.." this movie will win the 
Oscar + "Freedom" forOscar + "Freedom" forOscar + "Freedom" forOscar + "Freedom" for 10's of thousands of American Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no 10's of thousands of American Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no 10's of thousands of American Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no 10's of thousands of American Women the Navy Seals in Key West "Spit On" with no rescue... on orders from the  rescue... on orders from the  rescue... on orders from the  rescue... on orders from the 
Pentagon... Woman! Pentagon... Woman! Pentagon... Woman! Pentagon... Woman! 

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI14 CIA WOMEN, FBI14 CIA WOMEN, FBI14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  screen 100" in todays CIA +  screen 100" in todays CIA +  screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI... Mary B's next movie will be "12 Years in FearFBI... Mary B's next movie will be "12 Years in FearFBI... Mary B's next movie will be "12 Years in FearFBI... Mary B's next movie will be "12 Years in Fear of Breast Cancer" Who is the Numb Nuts Dictator of our George Orwell of Breast Cancer" Who is the Numb Nuts Dictator of our George Orwell of Breast Cancer" Who is the Numb Nuts Dictator of our George Orwell of Breast Cancer" Who is the Numb Nuts Dictator of our George Orwell
USA???????????? Oscars 2014: Winners and Losers... SWF Women in the USA andUSA???????????? Oscars 2014: Winners and Losers... SWF Women in the USA andUSA???????????? Oscars 2014: Winners and Losers... SWF Women in the USA andUSA???????????? Oscars 2014: Winners and Losers... SWF Women in the USA and Mecca!  Mecca!  Mecca!  Mecca! 

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI... I HeardFBI... I HeardFBI... I HeardFBI... I Heard Screams and Gunshots, Pistorius' Neighbor Testifies NBCNews.com Staff... Dr. Screams and Gunshots, Pistorius' Neighbor Testifies NBCNews.com Staff... Dr. Screams and Gunshots, Pistorius' Neighbor Testifies NBCNews.com Staff... Dr. Screams and Gunshots, Pistorius' Neighbor Testifies NBCNews.com Staff... Dr. Nancy at NBC knows 19K USA women will be  Nancy at NBC knows 19K USA women will be  Nancy at NBC knows 19K USA women will be  Nancy at NBC knows 19K USA women will be 
murdered in 2014 and still Todaymurdered in 2014 and still Todaymurdered in 2014 and still Todaymurdered in 2014 and still Today Homeland Security guards the Social Security Offices in every town and city in Homeland Security guards the Social Security Offices in every town and city in Homeland Security guards the Social Security Offices in every town and city in Homeland Security guards the Social Security Offices in every town and city in the USA, just who is  the USA, just who is  the USA, just who is  the USA, just who is 
our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictator? our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictator? our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictator? our Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictator? 

3333----3333----14 CIA14 CIA14 CIA14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI... Americans Would Rather TalkFBI... Americans Would Rather TalkFBI... Americans Would Rather TalkFBI... Americans Would Rather Talk About Death Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday! About Death Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday! About Death Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday! About Death Than Money $ Mary B. got her $1 Trillion dollar Bill yesterday!

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI... ObamacareFBI... ObamacareFBI... ObamacareFBI... Obamacare Aftermath: The One Savings Tool You Need to Know About... $777 Trillion in Swiss Aftermath: The One Savings Tool You Need to Know About... $777 Trillion in Swiss Aftermath: The One Savings Tool You Need to Know About... $777 Trillion in Swiss Aftermath: The One Savings Tool You Need to Know About... $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks and it all belongs to Mecca +  Banks and it all belongs to Mecca +  Banks and it all belongs to Mecca +  Banks and it all belongs to Mecca + 
Allah thanks to the Pentagon. Allah thanks to the Pentagon. Allah thanks to the Pentagon. Allah thanks to the Pentagon. 

3333----3333----14141414 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI... Free Health Care + MedicalFBI... Free Health Care + MedicalFBI... Free Health Care + MedicalFBI... Free Health Care + Medical School, Saudi King even pays the Saudi Med Students at Yale + Harvard more than School, Saudi King even pays the Saudi Med Students at Yale + Harvard more than School, Saudi King even pays the Saudi Med Students at Yale + Harvard more than School, Saudi King even pays the Saudi Med Students at Yale + Harvard more than the FBI + CIA  the FBI + CIA  the FBI + CIA  the FBI + CIA 
women get from George Orwell! women get from George Orwell! women get from George Orwell! women get from George Orwell! 

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  100" in todays CIA +  100" in todays CIA +  100" in todays CIA + 
FBI... Today these women will watch other women murdered,FBI... Today these women will watch other women murdered,FBI... Today these women will watch other women murdered,FBI... Today these women will watch other women murdered, Witness tells Pistorius trial: 'bloodcurdling screams', then four shots. 19K  Witness tells Pistorius trial: 'bloodcurdling screams', then four shots. 19K  Witness tells Pistorius trial: 'bloodcurdling screams', then four shots. 19K  Witness tells Pistorius trial: 'bloodcurdling screams', then four shots. 19K 
inininin 2014 and most of the men doing the killings of these SWF's are drunk! 2014 and most of the men doing the killings of these SWF's are drunk! 2014 and most of the men doing the killings of these SWF's are drunk! 2014 and most of the men doing the killings of these SWF's are drunk!

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI...FBI...FBI...FBI...

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI...FBI...FBI...FBI...

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI...FBI...FBI...FBI...

3333----3333----14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on14 CIA WOMEN, FBI WOMEN "Observe... " to harrowing to watch on "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA +  "1984" rooms full of monitors, big screen 100" in todays CIA + 
FBI...FBI...FBI...FBI...

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Mandy Miles14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Mandy Miles14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Mandy Miles14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Mandy Miles Dad is in her article for today in the Key West Citizen Newspaper  Dad is in her article for today in the Key West Citizen Newspaper  Dad is in her article for today in the Key West Citizen Newspaper  Dad is in her article for today in the Key West Citizen Newspaper 
front page, Ifront page, Ifront page, Ifront page, I would guess he's 66 same as Greg and Mandy writes about his Dorm years setting would guess he's 66 same as Greg and Mandy writes about his Dorm years setting would guess he's 66 same as Greg and Mandy writes about his Dorm years setting would guess he's 66 same as Greg and Mandy writes about his Dorm years setting off fire work inside. I must have missed  off fire work inside. I must have missed  off fire work inside. I must have missed  off fire work inside. I must have missed 
something in my writing about the Startsomething in my writing about the Startsomething in my writing about the Startsomething in my writing about the Start of Star Travels in 2014. Paying for a fleet of 101 Super Shuttles with "Gravity of Star Travels in 2014. Paying for a fleet of 101 Super Shuttles with "Gravity of Star Travels in 2014. Paying for a fleet of 101 Super Shuttles with "Gravity of Star Travels in 2014. Paying for a fleet of 101 Super Shuttles with "Gravity Engines" via NASA  Engines" via NASA  Engines" via NASA  Engines" via NASA 
confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Well Mandyconfiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Well Mandyconfiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Well Mandyconfiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Well Mandy Miles doesn't have her dads Hippy life on NSA and Verizon recordings and  Miles doesn't have her dads Hippy life on NSA and Verizon recordings and  Miles doesn't have her dads Hippy life on NSA and Verizon recordings and  Miles doesn't have her dads Hippy life on NSA and Verizon recordings and 
MandyMandyMandyMandy didn't write about his "Anticipation" of Star Travels as NASA just landed on the didn't write about his "Anticipation" of Star Travels as NASA just landed on the didn't write about his "Anticipation" of Star Travels as NASA just landed on the didn't write about his "Anticipation" of Star Travels as NASA just landed on the Moon when her Dad was in HS and the Shuttle  Moon when her Dad was in HS and the Shuttle  Moon when her Dad was in HS and the Shuttle  Moon when her Dad was in HS and the Shuttle 
just Started flying in her dads lifejust Started flying in her dads lifejust Started flying in her dads lifejust Started flying in her dads life time. Mandy leaves all this out, in what she wrote today. By the way Mandy Miles time. Mandy leaves all this out, in what she wrote today. By the way Mandy Miles time. Mandy leaves all this out, in what she wrote today. By the way Mandy Miles time. Mandy leaves all this out, in what she wrote today. By the way Mandy Miles Dad is named Bob  Dad is named Bob  Dad is named Bob  Dad is named Bob 
Bolen. Bolen. Bolen. Bolen. 

3333----2222----14 Greg's "Anticipation in getting a all14 Greg's "Anticipation in getting a all14 Greg's "Anticipation in getting a all14 Greg's "Anticipation in getting a all "Set UP" MacBook Pro... and iPhone5s already set up... 1 Trillion "Retina "Set UP" MacBook Pro... and iPhone5s already set up... 1 Trillion "Retina "Set UP" MacBook Pro... and iPhone5s already set up... 1 Trillion "Retina "Set UP" MacBook Pro... and iPhone5s already set up... 1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros"  MacBook Pros"  MacBook Pros"  MacBook Pros" 
given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to "InventSomething" fromgiven to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to "InventSomething" fromgiven to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to "InventSomething" fromgiven to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to "InventSomething" from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!

http://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buy----mac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbook----pro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=config

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Not with14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Not with14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Not with14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Not with the Navy's newest ship, the USS Somerset. 25,000 the Navy's newest ship, the USS Somerset. 25,000 the Navy's newest ship, the USS Somerset. 25,000 the Navy's newest ship, the USS Somerset. 25,000----ton vessel politicians,ton vessel politicians,ton vessel politicians,ton vessel politicians,
military brass, commemorates 9/11 heroism over Pennsylvania was "exhilarating."military brass, commemorates 9/11 heroism over Pennsylvania was "exhilarating."military brass, commemorates 9/11 heroism over Pennsylvania was "exhilarating."military brass, commemorates 9/11 heroism over Pennsylvania was "exhilarating." The Somerset  The Somerset  The Somerset  The Somerset ---- which took four years and $1.2 which took four years and $1.2 which took four years and $1.2 which took four years and $1.2 
billion to build billion to build billion to build billion to build ---- is ready foris ready foris ready foris ready for action. An amphibious assault ship that also can deliver humanitarian aid  action. An amphibious assault ship that also can deliver humanitarian aid  action. An amphibious assault ship that also can deliver humanitarian aid  action. An amphibious assault ship that also can deliver humanitarian aid ---- isisisis named for Somerset  named for Somerset  named for Somerset  named for Somerset 
County, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed on Sept. 11,County, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed on Sept. 11,County, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed on Sept. 11,County, where the hijacked Flight 93 crashed on Sept. 11, 2001. Passengers and crew stormed the cockpit and prevented the hijackers  2001. Passengers and crew stormed the cockpit and prevented the hijackers  2001. Passengers and crew stormed the cockpit and prevented the hijackers  2001. Passengers and crew stormed the cockpit and prevented the hijackers 
fromfromfromfrom attacking another target.  attacking another target.  attacking another target.  attacking another target. 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... 9/11 would never have happened if the Navy, Pentagon didn't give 1965 + 2014... 9/11 would never have happened if the Navy, Pentagon didn't give 1965 + 2014... 9/11 would never have happened if the Navy, Pentagon didn't give 1965 + 2014... 9/11 would never have happened if the Navy, Pentagon didn't give the  the  the  the 
Godsent ElectricWindmillCar and its $777 Trillion to Mecca + Allah!Godsent ElectricWindmillCar and its $777 Trillion to Mecca + Allah!Godsent ElectricWindmillCar and its $777 Trillion to Mecca + Allah!Godsent ElectricWindmillCar and its $777 Trillion to Mecca + Allah!

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... There is a14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... There is a14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... There is a14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... There is a "Light of Hope," in the Pope didn't go to work sick with a fever...  "Light of Hope," in the Pope didn't go to work sick with a fever...  "Light of Hope," in the Pope didn't go to work sick with a fever...  "Light of Hope," in the Pope didn't go to work sick with a fever... 
VATICAN CITYVATICAN CITYVATICAN CITYVATICAN CITY (AP)  (AP)  (AP)  (AP) ———— Pope Francis canceled a visit to Rome's main seminary Friday after comingPope Francis canceled a visit to Rome's main seminary Friday after comingPope Francis canceled a visit to Rome's main seminary Friday after comingPope Francis canceled a visit to Rome's main seminary Friday after coming down with a fever. Associated Press,  down with a fever. Associated Press,  down with a fever. Associated Press,  down with a fever. Associated Press, 
the AP reporters came to work sick on Sat.the AP reporters came to work sick on Sat.the AP reporters came to work sick on Sat.the AP reporters came to work sick on Sat. + Sunday in fear of losing their jobs!  + Sunday in fear of losing their jobs!  + Sunday in fear of losing their jobs!  + Sunday in fear of losing their jobs! 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Pope Francis urges Ukrainians to work together to Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Pope Francis urges Ukrainians to work together to Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Pope Francis urges Ukrainians to work together to Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Pope Francis urges Ukrainians to work together to overcome  overcome  overcome  overcome 
"misunderstandings" and appeals to the international community to"misunderstandings" and appeals to the international community to"misunderstandings" and appeals to the international community to"misunderstandings" and appeals to the international community to promote dialogue and peace.  promote dialogue and peace.  promote dialogue and peace.  promote dialogue and peace. 
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3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... North Korea's launch of Scud missiles violated UN resolutions 1965 + 2014... North Korea's launch of Scud missiles violated UN resolutions 1965 + 2014... North Korea's launch of Scud missiles violated UN resolutions 1965 + 2014... North Korea's launch of Scud missiles violated UN resolutions barring the  barring the  barring the  barring the 
firing of ballistic missiles, the Pentagon said on Friday.firing of ballistic missiles, the Pentagon said on Friday.firing of ballistic missiles, the Pentagon said on Friday.firing of ballistic missiles, the Pentagon said on Friday.

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... UN gunships14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... UN gunships14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... UN gunships14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... UN gunships targeted a base of the Ugandan Muslim rebel group ADF targeted a base of the Ugandan Muslim rebel group ADF targeted a base of the Ugandan Muslim rebel group ADF targeted a base of the Ugandan Muslim rebel group ADF----Nalu in Nalu in Nalu in Nalu in 
the eastern DRthe eastern DRthe eastern DRthe eastern DR Congo for the first time Saturday!!  Congo for the first time Saturday!!  Congo for the first time Saturday!!  Congo for the first time Saturday!! 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Down for No Reason. Arena Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Down for No Reason. Arena Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Down for No Reason. Arena Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Down for No Reason. Arena traded down after  traded down after  traded down after  traded down after 
earnings, but investors have nothing to be afraid of. Not evenearnings, but investors have nothing to be afraid of. Not evenearnings, but investors have nothing to be afraid of. Not evenearnings, but investors have nothing to be afraid of. Not even VIVUS obesity drug. Ephedrine is a appetite suppressant, yesterday I wrote  VIVUS obesity drug. Ephedrine is a appetite suppressant, yesterday I wrote  VIVUS obesity drug. Ephedrine is a appetite suppressant, yesterday I wrote  VIVUS obesity drug. Ephedrine is a appetite suppressant, yesterday I wrote 
Dr.Dr.Dr.Dr. Nancy would say if it works put it in the water, I guess NSA + Verizon sent this Nancy would say if it works put it in the water, I guess NSA + Verizon sent this Nancy would say if it works put it in the water, I guess NSA + Verizon sent this Nancy would say if it works put it in the water, I guess NSA + Verizon sent this to Arena Pharmaceuticals, grin!  to Arena Pharmaceuticals, grin!  to Arena Pharmaceuticals, grin!  to Arena Pharmaceuticals, grin! 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel,14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel,14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel,14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Obamacare... confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. In 1965 + 2014... Obamacare... confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. In 1965 + 2014... Obamacare... confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. In 1965 + 2014... Obamacare... confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Obamacare  Obamacare  Obamacare  Obamacare 
Benefit Most People Ignore... The Affordable Care Act isn't just aboutBenefit Most People Ignore... The Affordable Care Act isn't just aboutBenefit Most People Ignore... The Affordable Care Act isn't just aboutBenefit Most People Ignore... The Affordable Care Act isn't just about having insurance coverage. Find out what can really save you  having insurance coverage. Find out what can really save you  having insurance coverage. Find out what can really save you  having insurance coverage. Find out what can really save you 
money. Confiscatingmoney. Confiscatingmoney. Confiscatingmoney. Confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Can save you money on health care and get you $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Can save you money on health care and get you $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Can save you money on health care and get you $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah. Can save you money on health care and get you the Heart Transplant that will  the Heart Transplant that will  the Heart Transplant that will  the Heart Transplant that will 
go to the Saudi Prince Today because he has thego to the Saudi Prince Today because he has thego to the Saudi Prince Today because he has thego to the Saudi Prince Today because he has the $777 Trillion in Mecca the Pentagon Top Brass gave Mecca your Godsend, Why? $777 Trillion in Mecca the Pentagon Top Brass gave Mecca your Godsend, Why? $777 Trillion in Mecca the Pentagon Top Brass gave Mecca your Godsend, Why? $777 Trillion in Mecca the Pentagon Top Brass gave Mecca your Godsend, Why?

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... China, with some 20  Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... China, with some 20  Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... China, with some 20  Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... China, with some 20 
percent of thepercent of thepercent of thepercent of the global population, now accounts for one global population, now accounts for one global population, now accounts for one global population, now accounts for one----third of global deaths from lung cancer.third of global deaths from lung cancer.third of global deaths from lung cancer.third of global deaths from lung cancer. Business Week wrote this today. St.  Business Week wrote this today. St.  Business Week wrote this today. St.  Business Week wrote this today. St. 
Jude Childrens Hospital, China will need toJude Childrens Hospital, China will need toJude Childrens Hospital, China will need toJude Childrens Hospital, China will need to build more of these than the NAVY just Built Fleet of 101 USS JFK and others build more of these than the NAVY just Built Fleet of 101 USS JFK and others build more of these than the NAVY just Built Fleet of 101 USS JFK and others build more of these than the NAVY just Built Fleet of 101 USS JFK and others from the  from the  from the  from the 
Godsend of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, that come with PoisonGodsend of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, that come with PoisonGodsend of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, that come with PoisonGodsend of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, that come with Poison Gasoline Exhaust the UN will not write up as Holocaust II Today! In  Gasoline Exhaust the UN will not write up as Holocaust II Today! In  Gasoline Exhaust the UN will not write up as Holocaust II Today! In  Gasoline Exhaust the UN will not write up as Holocaust II Today! In 
AnticipationAnticipationAnticipationAnticipation of Star Travels in 2014.  of Star Travels in 2014.  of Star Travels in 2014.  of Star Travels in 2014. 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing...

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung14 In "Anticipation" of Star Travel, In 1965 + 2014... Rates of Lung Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing...  Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing...  Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing...  Cancer Rising Steeply in Smoggy Beijing... 

3333----2222----14 In "Anticipation" of14 In "Anticipation" of14 In "Anticipation" of14 In "Anticipation" of REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...  REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...  REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing...  REVOLUTION in Smoggy Beijing... 

3333----1111----14 Baby Killers Kerry + McCain only publish14 Baby Killers Kerry + McCain only publish14 Baby Killers Kerry + McCain only publish14 Baby Killers Kerry + McCain only publish the death statistics on how the baby died, whooping cough, Hepatitis, Flu, kids the death statistics on how the baby died, whooping cough, Hepatitis, Flu, kids the death statistics on how the baby died, whooping cough, Hepatitis, Flu, kids the death statistics on how the baby died, whooping cough, Hepatitis, Flu, kids left in  left in  left in  left in 
hot cars this summer, babies delivered from Obese women at Yale...hot cars this summer, babies delivered from Obese women at Yale...hot cars this summer, babies delivered from Obese women at Yale...hot cars this summer, babies delivered from Obese women at Yale... SOME SOME SOME SOME----OFOFOFOF----THETHETHETHE----TIME... Kerry made sure the Dr. Campbell below didn't TIME... Kerry made sure the Dr. Campbell below didn't TIME... Kerry made sure the Dr. Campbell below didn't TIME... Kerry made sure the Dr. Campbell below didn't 
publish thepublish thepublish thepublish the number who die! She hints she knows but is not going to tell you in her Yale number who die! She hints she knows but is not going to tell you in her Yale number who die! She hints she knows but is not going to tell you in her Yale number who die! She hints she knows but is not going to tell you in her Yale Weekend Article for the Yale Community! This is  Weekend Article for the Yale Community! This is  Weekend Article for the Yale Community! This is  Weekend Article for the Yale Community! This is 
a crime, really. a crime, really. a crime, really. a crime, really. 
3333----1111----14 Yale14 Yale14 Yale14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr.  World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr.  World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr.  World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. 
Campbell understands that for theCampbell understands that for theCampbell understands that for theCampbell understands that for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control.  most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control.  most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control.  most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. 

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine14 Ephedrine14 Ephedrine14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non until the Numb Nuts non until the Numb Nuts non until the Numb Nuts non----MD Dictator MD Dictator MD Dictator MD Dictator 
banned it... Dr. Campbell understands thatbanned it... Dr. Campbell understands thatbanned it... Dr. Campbell understands thatbanned it... Dr. Campbell understands that for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control.  for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control.  for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control.  for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. 

3333----1111----14141414 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin  appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin  appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin  appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin 
Cottage every March from 1975 untilCottage every March from 1975 untilCottage every March from 1975 untilCottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non the Numb Nuts non the Numb Nuts non the Numb Nuts non----MD Dictator banned it... In Colorado I spent 5 days on theMD Dictator banned it... In Colorado I spent 5 days on theMD Dictator banned it... In Colorado I spent 5 days on theMD Dictator banned it... In Colorado I spent 5 days on the internet 24/7  internet 24/7  internet 24/7  internet 24/7 
when it was when it was when it was when it was ----15 F then another 5 days on the internet 24/7 when15 F then another 5 days on the internet 24/7 when15 F then another 5 days on the internet 24/7 when15 F then another 5 days on the internet 24/7 when the snow turned to ice at every intersection, Greg had a bike with  the snow turned to ice at every intersection, Greg had a bike with  the snow turned to ice at every intersection, Greg had a bike with  the snow turned to ice at every intersection, Greg had a bike with 
studded tiresstudded tiresstudded tiresstudded tires from Finland I bought from Amazon! Still I gained 20 lbs every winter. In 1972 I from Finland I bought from Amazon! Still I gained 20 lbs every winter. In 1972 I from Finland I bought from Amazon! Still I gained 20 lbs every winter. In 1972 I from Finland I bought from Amazon! Still I gained 20 lbs every winter. In 1972 I weighted 220 then moved to Colorado  weighted 220 then moved to Colorado  weighted 220 then moved to Colorado  weighted 220 then moved to Colorado 
and weighted 120 lbs in 1978!!!! and weighted 120 lbs in 1978!!!! and weighted 120 lbs in 1978!!!! and weighted 120 lbs in 1978!!!! 

3333----1111----14 On a chilly evening in early March, I stepped through14 On a chilly evening in early March, I stepped through14 On a chilly evening in early March, I stepped through14 On a chilly evening in early March, I stepped through the doors of the Yale the doors of the Yale the doors of the Yale the doors of the Yale----New Haven Hospital. WideNew Haven Hospital. WideNew Haven Hospital. WideNew Haven Hospital. Wide----eyed and exhilarated, I eyed and exhilarated, I eyed and exhilarated, I eyed and exhilarated, I 
was on mywas on mywas on mywas on my way to observe Dr. Katherine Campbell deliver a baby.  way to observe Dr. Katherine Campbell deliver a baby.  way to observe Dr. Katherine Campbell deliver a baby.  way to observe Dr. Katherine Campbell deliver a baby. ““““Today, I and a team ofToday, I and a team ofToday, I and a team ofToday, I and a team of surgeons will deliver a baby for a woman  surgeons will deliver a baby for a woman  surgeons will deliver a baby for a woman  surgeons will deliver a baby for a woman 
who is obese,who is obese,who is obese,who is obese,”””” Campbell explains as weCampbell explains as weCampbell explains as weCampbell explains as we head toward the patient head toward the patient head toward the patient head toward the patient’’’’s hospital room. The physicians hospital room. The physicians hospital room. The physicians hospital room. The physician----nurse team considers thisnurse team considers thisnurse team considers thisnurse team considers this patient high patient high patient high patient high----
risk because her obesity is a threat to not only her own life, butrisk because her obesity is a threat to not only her own life, butrisk because her obesity is a threat to not only her own life, butrisk because her obesity is a threat to not only her own life, but also that of her baby.  also that of her baby.  also that of her baby.  also that of her baby. 

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non----MDMDMDMD Dictator  Dictator  Dictator  Dictator 
banned it killing many babies, yes the Baby Killers From Vietnam Erabanned it killing many babies, yes the Baby Killers From Vietnam Erabanned it killing many babies, yes the Baby Killers From Vietnam Erabanned it killing many babies, yes the Baby Killers From Vietnam Era Kerry and McCain kill again this time Obese women's babies...  Kerry and McCain kill again this time Obese women's babies...  Kerry and McCain kill again this time Obese women's babies...  Kerry and McCain kill again this time Obese women's babies... 
they Yale Articlethey Yale Articlethey Yale Articlethey Yale Article has NO Statistics on deaths in delivery from Obese Women on Purpose... Kerry + has NO Statistics on deaths in delivery from Obese Women on Purpose... Kerry + has NO Statistics on deaths in delivery from Obese Women on Purpose... Kerry + has NO Statistics on deaths in delivery from Obese Women on Purpose... Kerry + McCain are baby killers but not stupid  McCain are baby killers but not stupid  McCain are baby killers but not stupid  McCain are baby killers but not stupid 
enough to publish their dead babyenough to publish their dead babyenough to publish their dead babyenough to publish their dead baby statistics... wow!  statistics... wow!  statistics... wow!  statistics... wow! 

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine is similar in molecular structure to the14 Ephedrine is similar in molecular structure to the14 Ephedrine is similar in molecular structure to the14 Ephedrine is similar in molecular structure to the well well well well----known drugs phenylpropanolamine and methamphetamine, as well as known drugs phenylpropanolamine and methamphetamine, as well as known drugs phenylpropanolamine and methamphetamine, as well as known drugs phenylpropanolamine and methamphetamine, as well as 
to theto theto theto the important neurotransmitter epinephrine (adrenalin). Chemically, it is an important neurotransmitter epinephrine (adrenalin). Chemically, it is an important neurotransmitter epinephrine (adrenalin). Chemically, it is an important neurotransmitter epinephrine (adrenalin). Chemically, it is an alkaloid with a phenethylamine skeleton found in  alkaloid with a phenethylamine skeleton found in  alkaloid with a phenethylamine skeleton found in  alkaloid with a phenethylamine skeleton found in 
various plants in the genusvarious plants in the genusvarious plants in the genusvarious plants in the genus Ephedra (family Ephedraceae). It works mainly by increasing the activity of Ephedra (family Ephedraceae). It works mainly by increasing the activity of Ephedra (family Ephedraceae). It works mainly by increasing the activity of Ephedra (family Ephedraceae). It works mainly by increasing the activity of norepinephrine  norepinephrine  norepinephrine  norepinephrine 
(noradrenalin) on adrenergic receptors.[1] It is most usually(noradrenalin) on adrenergic receptors.[1] It is most usually(noradrenalin) on adrenergic receptors.[1] It is most usually(noradrenalin) on adrenergic receptors.[1] It is most usually marketed as the hydrochloride or sulfate salt.  marketed as the hydrochloride or sulfate salt.  marketed as the hydrochloride or sulfate salt.  marketed as the hydrochloride or sulfate salt. 

3333----1111----14 The herb má huáng (??, Ephedra sinica), used in14 The herb má huáng (??, Ephedra sinica), used in14 The herb má huáng (??, Ephedra sinica), used in14 The herb má huáng (??, Ephedra sinica), used in traditional Chinese medicine, contains ephedrine and pseudoephedrine as  traditional Chinese medicine, contains ephedrine and pseudoephedrine as  traditional Chinese medicine, contains ephedrine and pseudoephedrine as  traditional Chinese medicine, contains ephedrine and pseudoephedrine as 
itsitsitsits principal active constituents. The same may be true of other herbal products principal active constituents. The same may be true of other herbal products principal active constituents. The same may be true of other herbal products principal active constituents. The same may be true of other herbal products containing extracts from other Ephedra species.  containing extracts from other Ephedra species.  containing extracts from other Ephedra species.  containing extracts from other Ephedra species. 
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3333----1111----14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non----MD Dictator MD Dictator MD Dictator MD Dictator 
bannedbannedbannedbanned it...  it...  it...  it... 

3333----1111----14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key14 Yale Med Article 1st thing this Sunny Day in Paradise, Key West. Bikini Mecca of the World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr.  West. Bikini Mecca of the World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr.  West. Bikini Mecca of the World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr.  West. Bikini Mecca of the World, the Universe and Poor Yale MD... Dr. 
CampbellCampbellCampbellCampbell understands that for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. understands that for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. understands that for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control. understands that for the most part, the roots of obesity are beyond her control.

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage14 Ephedrine is appetite suppressant, Greg Bought at Vitamin Cottage every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non every March from 1975 until the Numb Nuts non----MD Dictator MD Dictator MD Dictator MD Dictator 
banned it...banned it...banned it...banned it...

3333----1111----14 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water...14 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water...14 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water...14 NO WAY Dr. Campbell, Dr. Nancy would say put it in the water... Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant!  Ephedrine is appetite suppressant! 

3333----1111----14 Ephedrine put it in the Water... MD Women Coup, MD14 Ephedrine put it in the Water... MD Women Coup, MD14 Ephedrine put it in the Water... MD Women Coup, MD14 Ephedrine put it in the Water... MD Women Coup, MD becomes the Dictator of our "1984" Society, an appetite suppressant will be  becomes the Dictator of our "1984" Society, an appetite suppressant will be  becomes the Dictator of our "1984" Society, an appetite suppressant will be  becomes the Dictator of our "1984" Society, an appetite suppressant will be 
putputputput in the water by bikini women President of the USA!  in the water by bikini women President of the USA!  in the water by bikini women President of the USA!  in the water by bikini women President of the USA! 

2222----28282828----14 28th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 28th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 28th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 28th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, paperwork to get Mary B. a $1 Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, paperwork to get Mary B. a $1 Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, paperwork to get Mary B. a $1 Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, paperwork to get Mary B. a $1
Trillion $ get Greg under house arrest, what is Putin's email? Trillion $ get Greg under house arrest, what is Putin's email? Trillion $ get Greg under house arrest, what is Putin's email? Trillion $ get Greg under house arrest, what is Putin's email? 

2222----28282828----14141414 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, 100 Times the Speed of Light, "100 Day  "Escort?" Lov'ya, 100 Times the Speed of Light, "100 Day  "Escort?" Lov'ya, 100 Times the Speed of Light, "100 Day  "Escort?" Lov'ya, 100 Times the Speed of Light, "100 Day 
Battery for NextBattery for NextBattery for NextBattery for Next MacBook Air," Cook called attention to a series of developments since the last MacBook Air," Cook called attention to a series of developments since the last MacBook Air," Cook called attention to a series of developments since the last MacBook Air," Cook called attention to a series of developments since the last shareholder meeting. He observed that its  shareholder meeting. He observed that its  shareholder meeting. He observed that its  shareholder meeting. He observed that its 
"fantastic all"fantastic all"fantastic all"fantastic all----day battery life" wasday battery life" wasday battery life" wasday battery life" was the result of everyone at Apple moving "in the same direction to pull this off," the result of everyone at Apple moving "in the same direction to pull this off," the result of everyone at Apple moving "in the same direction to pull this off," the result of everyone at Apple moving "in the same direction to pull this off," from battery chemistry  from battery chemistry  from battery chemistry  from battery chemistry 
and other aspects of hardware design to the software andand other aspects of hardware design to the software andand other aspects of hardware design to the software andand other aspects of hardware design to the software and implementation of services. 100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air, Cook  implementation of services. 100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air, Cook  implementation of services. 100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air, Cook  implementation of services. 100 Day Battery for Next MacBook Air, Cook 
calledcalledcalledcalled for 24/7 Brainstorming by everyone at Apple, with links to keep you for 24/7 Brainstorming by everyone at Apple, with links to keep you for 24/7 Brainstorming by everyone at Apple, with links to keep you for 24/7 Brainstorming by everyone at Apple, with links to keep you "Brainstorming the 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook  "Brainstorming the 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook  "Brainstorming the 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook  "Brainstorming the 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook 
Air! Chat and calls onAir! Chat and calls onAir! Chat and calls onAir! Chat and calls on your iPhone5s to listen to and talk about the "100 Day Battery" for the Next your iPhone5s to listen to and talk about the "100 Day Battery" for the Next your iPhone5s to listen to and talk about the "100 Day Battery" for the Next your iPhone5s to listen to and talk about the "100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook Air... Greg will tell Cook  MacBook Air... Greg will tell Cook  MacBook Air... Greg will tell Cook  MacBook Air... Greg will tell Cook 
here right now to check out and Brainstorm Hhere right now to check out and Brainstorm Hhere right now to check out and Brainstorm Hhere right now to check out and Brainstorm H @  @  @  @ ----254 C... NASA has nothing to Brainstorm NOW Today as the NAVY sank their254 C... NASA has nothing to Brainstorm NOW Today as the NAVY sank their254 C... NASA has nothing to Brainstorm NOW Today as the NAVY sank their254 C... NASA has nothing to Brainstorm NOW Today as the NAVY sank their fleet of  fleet of  fleet of  fleet of 
101 Supper Scuttles so call NASA invite them to "Brainstorm the 100 Day101 Supper Scuttles so call NASA invite them to "Brainstorm the 100 Day101 Supper Scuttles so call NASA invite them to "Brainstorm the 100 Day101 Supper Scuttles so call NASA invite them to "Brainstorm the 100 Day Battery" for the Next MacBook Air!  Battery" for the Next MacBook Air!  Battery" for the Next MacBook Air!  Battery" for the Next MacBook Air! 

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Apple's Cook can live to be 99 by changing the "Cook" Ford Escort... last Night! Apple's Cook can live to be 99 by changing the "Cook" Ford Escort... last Night! Apple's Cook can live to be 99 by changing the "Cook" Ford Escort... last Night! Apple's Cook can live to be 99 by changing the "Cook" at Apple HQ and save  at Apple HQ and save  at Apple HQ and save  at Apple HQ and save 
the lives of Farrah... the next generation of "Angles" in athe lives of Farrah... the next generation of "Angles" in athe lives of Farrah... the next generation of "Angles" in athe lives of Farrah... the next generation of "Angles" in a "Dirty War" of George Orwell Dictators Cooking up disease even Whole Foods  "Dirty War" of George Orwell Dictators Cooking up disease even Whole Foods  "Dirty War" of George Orwell Dictators Cooking up disease even Whole Foods  "Dirty War" of George Orwell Dictators Cooking up disease even Whole Foods 
andandandand Publix will not scan for these diseases until after the New French Revolutions Publix will not scan for these diseases until after the New French Revolutions Publix will not scan for these diseases until after the New French Revolutions Publix will not scan for these diseases until after the New French Revolutions and the French Men are all in Africa for $ 777  and the French Men are all in Africa for $ 777  and the French Men are all in Africa for $ 777  and the French Men are all in Africa for $ 777 
Trillion more in Oil RevenuesTrillion more in Oil RevenuesTrillion more in Oil RevenuesTrillion more in Oil Revenues while Apple's Cook sells Apples! Wow! Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook while Apple's Cook sells Apples! Wow! Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook while Apple's Cook sells Apples! Wow! Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook while Apple's Cook sells Apples! Wow! Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Chef has HIV, TB, Lung  Chef has HIV, TB, Lung 
Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, AnusCancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, AnusCancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, AnusCancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West
Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer,Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer,Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer,Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary  listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary  listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary  listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Mary 
B. will make this movieB. will make this movieB. will make this movieB. will make this movie dramatic!!  dramatic!!  dramatic!!  dramatic!! 

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,... MOSCOW  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,... MOSCOW  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,... MOSCOW  Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,... MOSCOW ———— Aleksei A. Navalny,Aleksei A. Navalny,Aleksei A. Navalny,Aleksei A. Navalny,
RussiaRussiaRussiaRussia’’’’s leading opposition figure, was placed under house arrest on Friday ands leading opposition figure, was placed under house arrest on Friday ands leading opposition figure, was placed under house arrest on Friday ands leading opposition figure, was placed under house arrest on Friday and ordered not use the Internet  ordered not use the Internet  ordered not use the Internet  ordered not use the Internet ““““They want to stop me They want to stop me They want to stop me They want to stop me 
from coordinating our antifrom coordinating our antifrom coordinating our antifrom coordinating our anti corruption projects. corruption projects. corruption projects. corruption projects.”””” “ “ “ “Their only goal is to stop my political activities,Their only goal is to stop my political activities,Their only goal is to stop my political activities,Their only goal is to stop my political activities,”””” Mr.Mr.Mr.Mr. Navalny said Mr. Navalny has  Navalny said Mr. Navalny has  Navalny said Mr. Navalny has  Navalny said Mr. Navalny has 
called the charges against him politicallycalled the charges against him politicallycalled the charges against him politicallycalled the charges against him politically motivated... Gregs, Idiot's are motivated by $777 Trillion in Holocaust II BP motivated... Gregs, Idiot's are motivated by $777 Trillion in Holocaust II BP motivated... Gregs, Idiot's are motivated by $777 Trillion in Holocaust II BP motivated... Gregs, Idiot's are motivated by $777 Trillion in Holocaust II BP Oil Revenues.  Oil Revenues.  Oil Revenues.  Oil Revenues. 
Myshkin's very goodness precipitates disaster, leaving theMyshkin's very goodness precipitates disaster, leaving theMyshkin's very goodness precipitates disaster, leaving theMyshkin's very goodness precipitates disaster, leaving the impression that, impression that, impression that, impression that, in a world obsessed with money, power, and sexual conquest, in a world obsessed with money, power, and sexual conquest, in a world obsessed with money, power, and sexual conquest, in a world obsessed with money, power, and sexual conquest,
Switzerland Today is no place for a New French Revolution, or a place for aSwitzerland Today is no place for a New French Revolution, or a place for aSwitzerland Today is no place for a New French Revolution, or a place for aSwitzerland Today is no place for a New French Revolution, or a place for a saint Star Travel convert as $777 Trillion in Holocaust II  saint Star Travel convert as $777 Trillion in Holocaust II  saint Star Travel convert as $777 Trillion in Holocaust II  saint Star Travel convert as $777 Trillion in Holocaust II 
USD are in SwissUSD are in SwissUSD are in SwissUSD are in Swiss Banks! The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Banks! The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Banks! The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Banks! The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th----century Russian author Fyodorcentury Russian author Fyodorcentury Russian author Fyodorcentury Russian author Fyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife rewrote it 7 times,  Dostoyevsky. His wife rewrote it 7 times,  Dostoyevsky. His wife rewrote it 7 times,  Dostoyevsky. His wife rewrote it 7 times, 
in handwritten copies! Lov'ya shein handwritten copies! Lov'ya shein handwritten copies! Lov'ya shein handwritten copies! Lov'ya she said...  said...  said...  said... 

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,... GREG PLACED UNDER HOUSE  Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,... GREG PLACED UNDER HOUSE  Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,... GREG PLACED UNDER HOUSE  Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,... GREG PLACED UNDER HOUSE 
ARREST,ARREST,ARREST,ARREST, ORDERED NOT TO USE THE INTERNET TO GET THE RxCure, Overnight one for Breast ORDERED NOT TO USE THE INTERNET TO GET THE RxCure, Overnight one for Breast ORDERED NOT TO USE THE INTERNET TO GET THE RxCure, Overnight one for Breast ORDERED NOT TO USE THE INTERNET TO GET THE RxCure, Overnight one for Breast Cancer. Greg in Ford Escort from 7 pm to 7  Cancer. Greg in Ford Escort from 7 pm to 7  Cancer. Greg in Ford Escort from 7 pm to 7  Cancer. Greg in Ford Escort from 7 pm to 7 
am, first time it rained in 28 daysam, first time it rained in 28 daysam, first time it rained in 28 daysam, first time it rained in 28 days in Key West. Well Greg didn't get any internet research on a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West. Well Greg didn't get any internet research on a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West. Well Greg didn't get any internet research on a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West. Well Greg didn't get any internet research on a Rx Overnight Cure done last night were  done last night were  done last night were  done last night were 
as Greg under house arrest the FBI women, CIA women, Eliteas Greg under house arrest the FBI women, CIA women, Eliteas Greg under house arrest the FBI women, CIA women, Eliteas Greg under house arrest the FBI women, CIA women, Elite Yale women would have made Damn sure Greg worked from 7 pm to 7 am  Yale women would have made Damn sure Greg worked from 7 pm to 7 am  Yale women would have made Damn sure Greg worked from 7 pm to 7 am  Yale women would have made Damn sure Greg worked from 7 pm to 7 am 
researchingresearchingresearchingresearching Breast Cancer for a nights lodging in Key West, grin. Lov'ya she said 1st time, Breast Cancer for a nights lodging in Key West, grin. Lov'ya she said 1st time, Breast Cancer for a nights lodging in Key West, grin. Lov'ya she said 1st time, Breast Cancer for a nights lodging in Key West, grin. Lov'ya she said 1st time, Mary B. is ready to leave George Orwell! Mary B. is ready to leave George Orwell! Mary B. is ready to leave George Orwell! Mary B. is ready to leave George Orwell!

http://yaledailynews.com/crosscampus/2014/02/28/thehttp://yaledailynews.com/crosscampus/2014/02/28/thehttp://yaledailynews.com/crosscampus/2014/02/28/thehttp://yaledailynews.com/crosscampus/2014/02/28/the----ivyivyivyivy----leagueleagueleagueleague----onononon----instagram/instagram/instagram/instagram/

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, Yale Medical School is NOT Part of this  Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, Yale Medical School is NOT Part of this  Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, Yale Medical School is NOT Part of this  Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, Yale Medical School is NOT Part of this 
YaleYaleYaleYale Cross Campus News for today... In celebration of the introduction of the Yale Cross Campus News for today... In celebration of the introduction of the Yale Cross Campus News for today... In celebration of the introduction of the Yale Cross Campus News for today... In celebration of the introduction of the Yale Daily News to Instagram (@yaledailynews), XC takes  Daily News to Instagram (@yaledailynews), XC takes  Daily News to Instagram (@yaledailynews), XC takes  Daily News to Instagram (@yaledailynews), XC takes 
a look ata look ata look ata look at #IvyLeagueInstagrams. The academic excellence of the Ivy League universities can #IvyLeagueInstagrams. The academic excellence of the Ivy League universities can #IvyLeagueInstagrams. The academic excellence of the Ivy League universities can #IvyLeagueInstagrams. The academic excellence of the Ivy League universities can only be rivaled by how wonderful their  only be rivaled by how wonderful their  only be rivaled by how wonderful their  only be rivaled by how wonderful their 
historical architecture looks through ahistorical architecture looks through ahistorical architecture looks through ahistorical architecture looks through a filter. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, the University filter. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, the University filter. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, the University filter. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, the University of  of  of  of 
Pennsylvania and Yale have all stepped up to the demands of the 21st centuryPennsylvania and Yale have all stepped up to the demands of the 21st centuryPennsylvania and Yale have all stepped up to the demands of the 21st centuryPennsylvania and Yale have all stepped up to the demands of the 21st century by taking their brands to the square, filtered and hash by taking their brands to the square, filtered and hash by taking their brands to the square, filtered and hash by taking their brands to the square, filtered and hash----
tagged medium oftagged medium oftagged medium oftagged medium of Instagram. But what do the Instagram alter Instagram. But what do the Instagram alter Instagram. But what do the Instagram alter Instagram. But what do the Instagram alter----egos of these eight institutionsegos of these eight institutionsegos of these eight institutionsegos of these eight institutions reveal about their personas (and  reveal about their personas (and  reveal about their personas (and  reveal about their personas (and 
about the prevalence of nature on theirabout the prevalence of nature on theirabout the prevalence of nature on theirabout the prevalence of nature on their campuses)? Greg + MD wife's would say Yale is a Cancer on not working, campuses)? Greg + MD wife's would say Yale is a Cancer on not working, campuses)? Greg + MD wife's would say Yale is a Cancer on not working, campuses)? Greg + MD wife's would say Yale is a Cancer on not working, "Brainstorming" 24/7  "Brainstorming" 24/7  "Brainstorming" 24/7  "Brainstorming" 24/7 
and posting the resulting Breast Cancer Conversation onand posting the resulting Breast Cancer Conversation onand posting the resulting Breast Cancer Conversation onand posting the resulting Breast Cancer Conversation on Instagram... The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Instagram... The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Instagram... The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th Instagram... The Idiot, a novel written by the 19th----century Russian authorcentury Russian authorcentury Russian authorcentury Russian author
Fyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife would write a "Virus" for Instagram with help fromFyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife would write a "Virus" for Instagram with help fromFyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife would write a "Virus" for Instagram with help fromFyodor Dostoyevsky. His wife would write a "Virus" for Instagram with help from CIA + FBI women who were diagnosed with Breast  CIA + FBI women who were diagnosed with Breast  CIA + FBI women who were diagnosed with Breast  CIA + FBI women who were diagnosed with Breast 
Cancer Yesterday! Cancer Yesterday! Cancer Yesterday! Cancer Yesterday! 

2222----28282828----14141414 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,  "Escort?" Lov'ya,  "Escort?" Lov'ya,  "Escort?" Lov'ya, 

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,

2222----28282828----14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night!14 2th Day: 7th Night Slept in Ford Escort... last Night! Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,  Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,  Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya,  Last Night without a "Escort?" Lov'ya, 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Women's Coup D'Etat Apple IT Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Women's Coup D'Etat Apple IT Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Women's Coup D'Etat Apple IT Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Women's Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET  MDM servers WILL NOT LET  MDM servers WILL NOT LET  MDM servers WILL NOT LET 
YOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQYOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQYOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQYOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple's Cook might live to 99, not 100 after today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple's Cook might live to 99, not 100 after today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple's Cook might live to 99, not 100 after today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple's Cook might live to 99, not 100 after
the MD Women's Coup D'Etat, no lunch meat will be at Apple's Cafe! Publix +the MD Women's Coup D'Etat, no lunch meat will be at Apple's Cafe! Publix +the MD Women's Coup D'Etat, no lunch meat will be at Apple's Cafe! Publix +the MD Women's Coup D'Etat, no lunch meat will be at Apple's Cafe! Publix + Whole Foods "Flu" tracking... Air Ports, and getting in door  Whole Foods "Flu" tracking... Air Ports, and getting in door  Whole Foods "Flu" tracking... Air Ports, and getting in door  Whole Foods "Flu" tracking... Air Ports, and getting in door 
at work with "flu"at work with "flu"at work with "flu"at work with "flu" is a NO, NO! Not any more! After the Coup!  is a NO, NO! Not any more! After the Coup!  is a NO, NO! Not any more! After the Coup!  is a NO, NO! Not any more! After the Coup! 

1 Trillion "Retina MacBook1 Trillion "Retina MacBook1 Trillion "Retina MacBook1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to "InventSomething" from the Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to "InventSomething" from the Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to "InventSomething" from the Pros" given to SWF's Yale MD Feminism Today... to "InventSomething" from the $777 Trillion confiscated  $777 Trillion confiscated  $777 Trillion confiscated  $777 Trillion confiscated 
from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!

Page 201 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"

7/14/2014



http://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buy----mac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbook----pro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=config

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" George Orwell Numb Nuts Victor Cushman laying in wait at  "1984" George Orwell Numb Nuts Victor Cushman laying in wait at  "1984" George Orwell Numb Nuts Victor Cushman laying in wait at  "1984" George Orwell Numb Nuts Victor Cushman laying in wait at 
CVS to get a RxCVS to get a RxCVS to get a RxCVS to get a Rx took dog in, infants do go into CVS I'm sure, POSITIVE Victor Cushman could not took dog in, infants do go into CVS I'm sure, POSITIVE Victor Cushman could not took dog in, infants do go into CVS I'm sure, POSITIVE Victor Cushman could not took dog in, infants do go into CVS I'm sure, POSITIVE Victor Cushman could not care about the statistics of "infants"  care about the statistics of "infants"  care about the statistics of "infants"  care about the statistics of "infants" 
out and about "Infections" as the USAout and about "Infections" as the USAout and about "Infections" as the USAout and about "Infections" as the USA Numb Nuts + NY Times never puts this on the front page with Whooping Cough Numb Nuts + NY Times never puts this on the front page with Whooping Cough Numb Nuts + NY Times never puts this on the front page with Whooping Cough Numb Nuts + NY Times never puts this on the front page with Whooping Cough stats!  stats!  stats!  stats! 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Yale "1984"  Tonight! "1984" Yale "1984"  Tonight! "1984" Yale "1984"  Tonight! "1984" Yale "1984" ““““Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.”””” A War Time Gallery of Women A War Time Gallery of Women A War Time Gallery of Women A War Time Gallery of Women 
KilledKilledKilledKilled by Troops Coming home from Wars Today, detailed paintings, she has a lover he by Troops Coming home from Wars Today, detailed paintings, she has a lover he by Troops Coming home from Wars Today, detailed paintings, she has a lover he by Troops Coming home from Wars Today, detailed paintings, she has a lover he spent all his Marine Corp Pay on Moslem Whores.  spent all his Marine Corp Pay on Moslem Whores.  spent all his Marine Corp Pay on Moslem Whores.  spent all his Marine Corp Pay on Moslem Whores. 
"1984" Yale "1984" "1984" Yale "1984" "1984" Yale "1984" "1984" Yale "1984" ““““FeminismFeminismFeminismFeminism Today. Today. Today. Today.”””” A gallery opening of sorts. The Yale WomenA gallery opening of sorts. The Yale WomenA gallery opening of sorts. The Yale WomenA gallery opening of sorts. The Yale Women’’’’s Center has opened votings Center has opened votings Center has opened votings Center has opened voting for its competition on  for its competition on  for its competition on  for its competition on 
feminist art. Entries include photos, art, poems andfeminist art. Entries include photos, art, poems andfeminist art. Entries include photos, art, poems andfeminist art. Entries include photos, art, poems and videos around the theme of  videos around the theme of  videos around the theme of  videos around the theme of ““““Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.”””” """"1984" Yale "1984" 1984" Yale "1984" 1984" Yale "1984" 1984" Yale "1984" ““““FeminismFeminismFeminismFeminism
Today.Today.Today.Today.”””” RxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + VictorRxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + VictorRxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + VictorRxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett + Victor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for  Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for  Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for  Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for 
the last 3 years, asthe last 3 years, asthe last 3 years, asthe last 3 years, as of 3 of 3 of 3 of 3----4444----14... wow I bet the Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take14... wow I bet the Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take14... wow I bet the Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take14... wow I bet the Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure  Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure 
Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2----27272727----17171717 if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make Contact Today! Wow! Win if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make Contact Today! Wow! Win if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make Contact Today! Wow! Win if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make Contact Today! Wow! Win----WinWinWinWin for the "1984"  for the "1984"  for the "1984"  for the "1984" 
Yale "1984" Yale "1984" Yale "1984" Yale "1984" ““““Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.””””

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" 1,001 Invention Projects for Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" 1,001 Invention Projects for Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" 1,001 Invention Projects for Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" 1,001 Invention Projects for Yale MD Feminism Today... on  Yale MD Feminism Today... on  Yale MD Feminism Today... on  Yale MD Feminism Today... on 
this web page with links to click on... to get MDthis web page with links to click on... to get MDthis web page with links to click on... to get MDthis web page with links to click on... to get MD women started inventingSomething!  women started inventingSomething!  women started inventingSomething!  women started inventingSomething! 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" RxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" RxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" RxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" RxCure Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Deborah Barrett +  Deborah Barrett +  Deborah Barrett +  Deborah Barrett + 
Victor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on thisVictor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on thisVictor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on thisVictor Cushman in Key West "Spit" on... Greg working on this for the last 3 years, as of 3 for the last 3 years, as of 3 for the last 3 years, as of 3 for the last 3 years, as of 3----4444----14... as I moved in with Deborah Barrett on14... as I moved in with Deborah Barrett on14... as I moved in with Deborah Barrett on14... as I moved in with Deborah Barrett on 3 3 3 3----
4444----11. 11. 11. 11. 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" I bet the Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take Tonight! "1984" I bet the Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take Tonight! "1984" I bet the Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take Tonight! "1984" I bet the Navy Numb Nuts Admiral in Key West it will not take
Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2Greg + Wives 3 years to get the RxCure Overnight, for Breast Cancer... 2----27272727----17171717 if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make Contact  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make Contact  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make Contact  if the "1984" Yale "1984" people reading this make Contact 
Today! Wow! WinToday! Wow! WinToday! Wow! WinToday! Wow! Win----WinWinWinWin for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984"  for the "1984" Yale "1984" ““““Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.Feminism Today.””””

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Apple clears hurdles for Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Apple clears hurdles for Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Apple clears hurdles for Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" Apple clears hurdles for large large large large----scale iOS device deployment scale iOS device deployment scale iOS device deployment scale iOS device deployment 
with updated IT tools. Apple notes that whilewith updated IT tools. Apple notes that whilewith updated IT tools. Apple notes that whilewith updated IT tools. Apple notes that while critical device information can be seen through the MDM server, personal account critical device information can be seen through the MDM server, personal account critical device information can be seen through the MDM server, personal account critical device information can be seen through the MDM server, personal account
information remains hidden for user security. information remains hidden for user security. information remains hidden for user security. information remains hidden for user security. 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM servers will have live GPS of  servers will have live GPS of  servers will have live GPS of  servers will have live GPS of 
everyone for everyone, remember Yale, the Lab Techeveryone for everyone, remember Yale, the Lab Techeveryone for everyone, remember Yale, the Lab Techeveryone for everyone, remember Yale, the Lab Tech boarded her up between walls, this will go on for decades until Yale MD women boarded her up between walls, this will go on for decades until Yale MD women boarded her up between walls, this will go on for decades until Yale MD women boarded her up between walls, this will go on for decades until Yale MD women
invent the Gas Lobotomy A Bomb gas... also Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOUinvent the Gas Lobotomy A Bomb gas... also Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOUinvent the Gas Lobotomy A Bomb gas... also Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOUinvent the Gas Lobotomy A Bomb gas... also Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple  GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple  GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple  GO TO WORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple 
HQ today Sick. "1984" MD CoupHQ today Sick. "1984" MD CoupHQ today Sick. "1984" MD CoupHQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat this will not happen better than Airport Homeland Security as MD Security D'Etat this will not happen better than Airport Homeland Security as MD Security D'Etat this will not happen better than Airport Homeland Security as MD Security D'Etat this will not happen better than Airport Homeland Security as MD Security for people NOT Sick  for people NOT Sick  for people NOT Sick  for people NOT Sick 
like the idiot Victor Cushman bringing his Dog into CVS.like the idiot Victor Cushman bringing his Dog into CVS.like the idiot Victor Cushman bringing his Dog into CVS.like the idiot Victor Cushman bringing his Dog into CVS.

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat Apple IT MDM servers WILL NOT LET YOU GO TO 
WORK SICK ATWORK SICK ATWORK SICK ATWORK SICK AT APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat APPLE... 100's came to Apple HQ today Sick. "1984" MD Coup D'Etat

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight!14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 199914 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 199914 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 199914 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat  Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 

2222----27272727----14 27th Day:14 27th Day:14 27th Day:14 27th Day: 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat 7th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Tonight! "1984" MD Coup D'Etat

2222----26262626----14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... "Will" + "WillPower!" Both go for and with Mary B. as Gregs 1999 Ford Escort... "Will" + "WillPower!" Both go for and with Mary B. as Gregs 1999 Ford Escort... "Will" + "WillPower!" Both go for and with Mary B. as Gregs 1999 Ford Escort... "Will" + "WillPower!" Both go for and with Mary B. as Gregs Will is signed and  Will is signed and  Will is signed and  Will is signed and 
witnessed by two people. Sole Cestuiwitnessed by two people. Sole Cestuiwitnessed by two people. Sole Cestuiwitnessed by two people. Sole Cestui----quequequeque----trust inheritress,trust inheritress,trust inheritress,trust inheritress, Sole beneficiary of the www.electricwindmillcar.com is Mary B. in a Legal Sole beneficiary of the www.electricwindmillcar.com is Mary B. in a Legal Sole beneficiary of the www.electricwindmillcar.com is Mary B. in a Legal Sole beneficiary of the www.electricwindmillcar.com is Mary B. in a Legal
Polygamous Marriage, No Wife Fights like Hemingway! One Wife has all the Money,Polygamous Marriage, No Wife Fights like Hemingway! One Wife has all the Money,Polygamous Marriage, No Wife Fights like Hemingway! One Wife has all the Money,Polygamous Marriage, No Wife Fights like Hemingway! One Wife has all the Money, $1 Trillion if I can get the IRS Whistle blower  $1 Trillion if I can get the IRS Whistle blower  $1 Trillion if I can get the IRS Whistle blower  $1 Trillion if I can get the IRS Whistle blower 
Reward from Mecca's $177Reward from Mecca's $177Reward from Mecca's $177Reward from Mecca's $177 Trillion we Confiscate! For Holocaust II. Mary B. wants to get married atTrillion we Confiscate! For Holocaust II. Mary B. wants to get married atTrillion we Confiscate! For Holocaust II. Mary B. wants to get married atTrillion we Confiscate! For Holocaust II. Mary B. wants to get married at Hemingway House in Key West +  Hemingway House in Key West +  Hemingway House in Key West +  Hemingway House in Key West + 
Greg want the wedding audience to be the 1st inGreg want the wedding audience to be the 1st inGreg want the wedding audience to be the 1st inGreg want the wedding audience to be the 1st in the Hemingway Writing Classes writing a chapter during the wedding with the Hemingway Writing Classes writing a chapter during the wedding with the Hemingway Writing Classes writing a chapter during the wedding with the Hemingway Writing Classes writing a chapter during the wedding with futuristic  futuristic  futuristic  futuristic 
invention projects for all the wives + Greg in Chapter One... Keyinvention projects for all the wives + Greg in Chapter One... Keyinvention projects for all the wives + Greg in Chapter One... Keyinvention projects for all the wives + Greg in Chapter One... Key West Navy Seals are still workin West Navy Seals are still workin West Navy Seals are still workin West Navy Seals are still working on feeding 1 Trillion Turtles as killingg on feeding 1 Trillion Turtles as killingg on feeding 1 Trillion Turtles as killingg on feeding 1 Trillion Turtles as killing
Aliens at the Nearest Stars, sinking NASA Super Shuttles for JFK Super CarriersAliens at the Nearest Stars, sinking NASA Super Shuttles for JFK Super CarriersAliens at the Nearest Stars, sinking NASA Super Shuttles for JFK Super CarriersAliens at the Nearest Stars, sinking NASA Super Shuttles for JFK Super Carriers in 2015, seems more productive to the Pentagon Top  in 2015, seems more productive to the Pentagon Top  in 2015, seems more productive to the Pentagon Top  in 2015, seems more productive to the Pentagon Top 
Brass, as 4.3 Light Year StarBrass, as 4.3 Light Year StarBrass, as 4.3 Light Year StarBrass, as 4.3 Light Year Star Travels is beyond the Pentagon Propaganda! And who the Hell needs to rescue 12 Travels is beyond the Pentagon Propaganda! And who the Hell needs to rescue 12 Travels is beyond the Pentagon Propaganda! And who the Hell needs to rescue 12 Travels is beyond the Pentagon Propaganda! And who the Hell needs to rescue 12 Years A Slave SWF Sex  Years A Slave SWF Sex  Years A Slave SWF Sex  Years A Slave SWF Sex 
Slaves in Mecca, not the Key West Navy Seals. 1 MillionSlaves in Mecca, not the Key West Navy Seals. 1 MillionSlaves in Mecca, not the Key West Navy Seals. 1 MillionSlaves in Mecca, not the Key West Navy Seals. 1 Million Helicopter Combines needed for the Amazon Harvest and Boeing is still building Helicopter Combines needed for the Amazon Harvest and Boeing is still building Helicopter Combines needed for the Amazon Harvest and Boeing is still building Helicopter Combines needed for the Amazon Harvest and Boeing is still building
Fighter Jets for the Key West Navy. Fighter Jets for the Key West Navy. Fighter Jets for the Key West Navy. Fighter Jets for the Key West Navy. 
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2222----26262626----14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... RxCure is Greg's  RxCure is Greg's  RxCure is Greg's  RxCure is Greg's ---- """"End Breast Cancer" End Breast Cancer" End Breast Cancer" End Breast Cancer" ---- License Plate License Plate License Plate License Plate ---- ---- ---- Is the FL StateIs the FL StateIs the FL StateIs the FL State name  name  name  name 
they picked. Rx Roche Scam + Top Brass Stifling Greg + Wives working 24/7they picked. Rx Roche Scam + Top Brass Stifling Greg + Wives working 24/7they picked. Rx Roche Scam + Top Brass Stifling Greg + Wives working 24/7they picked. Rx Roche Scam + Top Brass Stifling Greg + Wives working 24/7 Brainstorming a RxCure, Overnight for Breast Cancer on  Brainstorming a RxCure, Overnight for Breast Cancer on  Brainstorming a RxCure, Overnight for Breast Cancer on  Brainstorming a RxCure, Overnight for Breast Cancer on 
orders from George Orwellorders from George Orwellorders from George Orwellorders from George Orwell in Key West. I just had the opportunity to copy and past all their names as I in Key West. I just had the opportunity to copy and past all their names as I in Key West. I just had the opportunity to copy and past all their names as I in Key West. I just had the opportunity to copy and past all their names as I have gotten several inventions  have gotten several inventions  have gotten several inventions  have gotten several inventions 
and 101 invention projects from their web page...and 101 invention projects from their web page...and 101 invention projects from their web page...and 101 invention projects from their web page... Medgadget.com The editor Shiv Gaglani recently moderated a discussion at the Medgadget.com The editor Shiv Gaglani recently moderated a discussion at the Medgadget.com The editor Shiv Gaglani recently moderated a discussion at the Medgadget.com The editor Shiv Gaglani recently moderated a discussion at the
Digital Health Summit in Las Vegas on the Digital Health Summit in Las Vegas on the Digital Health Summit in Las Vegas on the Digital Health Summit in Las Vegas on the ““““Radical HospitalRadical HospitalRadical HospitalRadical Hospital””””. . . . Below is a videoBelow is a videoBelow is a videoBelow is a video from the event and features Dr. Gary Clawson, Senior  from the event and features Dr. Gary Clawson, Senior  from the event and features Dr. Gary Clawson, Senior  from the event and features Dr. Gary Clawson, Senior 
Director, GlobalDirector, GlobalDirector, GlobalDirector, Global Professional Education at Masimo, Jason Mendenhall, Executive Vice President of Professional Education at Masimo, Jason Mendenhall, Executive Vice President of Professional Education at Masimo, Jason Mendenhall, Executive Vice President of Professional Education at Masimo, Jason Mendenhall, Executive Vice President of Cloud, Switch SUPERNAP, Stephen  Cloud, Switch SUPERNAP, Stephen  Cloud, Switch SUPERNAP, Stephen  Cloud, Switch SUPERNAP, Stephen 
Pierce, Medical Devices Leader, IBM, and OrlandoPierce, Medical Devices Leader, IBM, and OrlandoPierce, Medical Devices Leader, IBM, and OrlandoPierce, Medical Devices Leader, IBM, and Orlando Portale, Chief Innovation Officer, Palomar Health. These MD's are Criminals, WHO Portale, Chief Innovation Officer, Palomar Health. These MD's are Criminals, WHO Portale, Chief Innovation Officer, Palomar Health. These MD's are Criminals, WHO Portale, Chief Innovation Officer, Palomar Health. These MD's are Criminals, WHO
MD's too, as the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II and all these MD's stifleMD's too, as the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II and all these MD's stifleMD's too, as the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II and all these MD's stifleMD's too, as the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II and all these MD's stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a RxCure,  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a RxCure,  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a RxCure,  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a RxCure, 
Overnight Breast CancerOvernight Breast CancerOvernight Breast CancerOvernight Breast Cancer cure because they will lose $100 Billion! Psychotic as BP Oil Men! cure because they will lose $100 Billion! Psychotic as BP Oil Men! cure because they will lose $100 Billion! Psychotic as BP Oil Men! cure because they will lose $100 Billion! Psychotic as BP Oil Men!

2222----26262626----14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... MD's stifle14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... MD's stifle14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... MD's stifle14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... MD's stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a RxCure, Overnight  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a RxCure, Overnight  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a RxCure, Overnight  Greg + Wives in Key West from even working on a RxCure, Overnight 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer cure because they will lose $100 Billion!  cure because they will lose $100 Billion!  cure because they will lose $100 Billion!  cure because they will lose $100 Billion! 

2222----26262626----14 26th Day: 5th Day14 26th Day: 5th Day14 26th Day: 5th Day14 26th Day: 5th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...  Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... 

1111----2222----2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below,2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below,2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below,2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to Observe and Hear them!  now invent a way to Observe and Hear them!  now invent a way to Observe and Hear them!  now invent a way to Observe and Hear them! 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3

Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book FrontalRx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book FrontalRx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book FrontalRx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Lobe!  Lobe!  Lobe! 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Apple Car Company... when the Coup, New French Re Apple Car Company... when the Coup, New French Re Apple Car Company... when the Coup, New French Re Apple Car Company... when the Coup, New French Revolution LEAKS thevolution LEAKS thevolution LEAKS thevolution LEAKS the
www.electricwindmillcar.com that SNOWDEN didn't!! Apple's Cook chose to attendwww.electricwindmillcar.com that SNOWDEN didn't!! Apple's Cook chose to attendwww.electricwindmillcar.com that SNOWDEN didn't!! Apple's Cook chose to attendwww.electricwindmillcar.com that SNOWDEN didn't!! Apple's Cook chose to attend Auburn University over Alabama for his secondary  Auburn University over Alabama for his secondary  Auburn University over Alabama for his secondary  Auburn University over Alabama for his secondary 
education, something he hadeducation, something he hadeducation, something he hadeducation, something he had planned to do since the seventh grade, his mother said. Cook went on to earn his planned to do since the seventh grade, his mother said. Cook went on to earn his planned to do since the seventh grade, his mother said. Cook went on to earn his planned to do since the seventh grade, his mother said. Cook went on to earn his master's degree from  master's degree from  master's degree from  master's degree from 
Duke while working at IBM, then on to IntelligentDuke while working at IBM, then on to IntelligentDuke while working at IBM, then on to IntelligentDuke while working at IBM, then on to Intelligent Electronics and Compaq before landing at Apple in 1998... I hope Apple's Cook is Electronics and Compaq before landing at Apple in 1998... I hope Apple's Cook is Electronics and Compaq before landing at Apple in 1998... I hope Apple's Cook is Electronics and Compaq before landing at Apple in 1998... I hope Apple's Cook is not  not  not  not 
"Vegetive" + Believes Lunch Meat Chemicals Cause Cancer... and lives to be"Vegetive" + Believes Lunch Meat Chemicals Cause Cancer... and lives to be"Vegetive" + Believes Lunch Meat Chemicals Cause Cancer... and lives to be"Vegetive" + Believes Lunch Meat Chemicals Cause Cancer... and lives to be 100 like Greg + Mary B. but eating out like I expect Apple's  100 like Greg + Mary B. but eating out like I expect Apple's  100 like Greg + Mary B. but eating out like I expect Apple's  100 like Greg + Mary B. but eating out like I expect Apple's 
Cook has done allCook has done allCook has done allCook has done all his life he will only live to be 70 if he gets a organ transplant etc... life is his life he will only live to be 70 if he gets a organ transplant etc... life is his life he will only live to be 70 if he gets a organ transplant etc... life is his life he will only live to be 70 if he gets a organ transplant etc... life is hell but not having a Cadaver in HS and  hell but not having a Cadaver in HS and  hell but not having a Cadaver in HS and  hell but not having a Cadaver in HS and 
Dr. Day when you are 5 years old whoDr. Day when you are 5 years old whoDr. Day when you are 5 years old whoDr. Day when you are 5 years old who takes you to work cuts 30 years off the end of your life... inventingsomething! takes you to work cuts 30 years off the end of your life... inventingsomething! takes you to work cuts 30 years off the end of your life... inventingsomething! takes you to work cuts 30 years off the end of your life... inventingsomething! IBM sold $1 Trillion  IBM sold $1 Trillion  IBM sold $1 Trillion  IBM sold $1 Trillion 
in Supercomputers to Los Alamos from 1980 when thein Supercomputers to Los Alamos from 1980 when thein Supercomputers to Los Alamos from 1980 when thein Supercomputers to Los Alamos from 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented to Today! and Now Dr. Nancy needs all of them ElectricWindmillcar was invented to Today! and Now Dr. Nancy needs all of them ElectricWindmillcar was invented to Today! and Now Dr. Nancy needs all of them ElectricWindmillcar was invented to Today! and Now Dr. Nancy needs all of them
and all of Los Alamos Mad Men to Nuke Breast Cancer with a Rx Cure that worksand all of Los Alamos Mad Men to Nuke Breast Cancer with a Rx Cure that worksand all of Los Alamos Mad Men to Nuke Breast Cancer with a Rx Cure that worksand all of Los Alamos Mad Men to Nuke Breast Cancer with a Rx Cure that works "Overnight!"  "Overnight!"  "Overnight!"  "Overnight!" 

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired off a major solar flare, making it the most powerful sun Escort... The sun fired off a major solar flare, making it the most powerful sun Escort... The sun fired off a major solar flare, making it the most powerful sun Escort... The sun fired off a major solar flare, making it the most powerful sun
eruption of the year so far and one of the strongest in recent years.eruption of the year so far and one of the strongest in recent years.eruption of the year so far and one of the strongest in recent years.eruption of the year so far and one of the strongest in recent years.

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... The sun fired off a major solar flare, 777 Trillion "Sun's" will fire off a major  off a major solar flare, 777 Trillion "Sun's" will fire off a major  off a major solar flare, 777 Trillion "Sun's" will fire off a major  off a major solar flare, 777 Trillion "Sun's" will fire off a major 
solar flaresolar flaresolar flaresolar flare TODAY... Pentagon + Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictators will suppress 777 Trillion TODAY... Pentagon + Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictators will suppress 777 Trillion TODAY... Pentagon + Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictators will suppress 777 Trillion TODAY... Pentagon + Numb Nuts George Orwell Dictators will suppress 777 Trillion Solar Flares Today, changing Life On  Solar Flares Today, changing Life On  Solar Flares Today, changing Life On  Solar Flares Today, changing Life On 
Earth for the Worst, you don't need to be aEarth for the Worst, you don't need to be aEarth for the Worst, you don't need to be aEarth for the Worst, you don't need to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the start of Greg's NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the start of Greg's NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the start of Greg's NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the start of Greg's day in Key  day in Key  day in Key  day in Key 
West Paradise waking in a 1999 Ford Escort not in front of CRAY orWest Paradise waking in a 1999 Ford Escort not in front of CRAY orWest Paradise waking in a 1999 Ford Escort not in front of CRAY orWest Paradise waking in a 1999 Ford Escort not in front of CRAY or IBM Supercomputers just finishing up a Computer Simulation that  IBM Supercomputers just finishing up a Computer Simulation that  IBM Supercomputers just finishing up a Computer Simulation that  IBM Supercomputers just finishing up a Computer Simulation that 
will give Georgewill give Georgewill give Georgewill give George Orwell's women a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! George Orwell will not think about Orwell's women a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! George Orwell will not think about Orwell's women a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! George Orwell will not think about Orwell's women a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! George Orwell will not think about any of his women with Breast Cancer  any of his women with Breast Cancer  any of his women with Breast Cancer  any of his women with Breast Cancer 
Today! Really, you don't need to be a NASAToday! Really, you don't need to be a NASAToday! Really, you don't need to be a NASAToday! Really, you don't need to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the Headlines in the New Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the Headlines in the New Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the Headlines in the New Rocket Scientists to come to this verdict, judging from the Headlines in the New York Times  York Times  York Times  York Times 
and Key West Citizen Today. and Key West Citizen Today. and Key West Citizen Today. and Key West Citizen Today. 

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort...14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort... Ugandan tabloid "Red Pepper" newspaper published a list of dozens of people  Ugandan tabloid "Red Pepper" newspaper published a list of dozens of people  Ugandan tabloid "Red Pepper" newspaper published a list of dozens of people  Ugandan tabloid "Red Pepper" newspaper published a list of dozens of people 
itititit says are gay and lesbian, the day after the country says are gay and lesbian, the day after the country says are gay and lesbian, the day after the country says are gay and lesbian, the day after the country’’’’s President Yoweri Musevenis President Yoweri Musevenis President Yoweri Musevenis President Yoweri Museveni implemented a law toughening penalties for  implemented a law toughening penalties for  implemented a law toughening penalties for  implemented a law toughening penalties for 
homosexual acts. homosexual acts. homosexual acts. homosexual acts. ““““EXPOSED!EXPOSED!EXPOSED!EXPOSED!”””” withwithwithwith identifying information including names, photos + DISEASES... Kerry suppressed identifying information including names, photos + DISEASES... Kerry suppressed identifying information including names, photos + DISEASES... Kerry suppressed identifying information including names, photos + DISEASES... Kerry suppressed the diseases as Yale  the diseases as Yale  the diseases as Yale  the diseases as Yale 
Grads will be Grads will be Grads will be Grads will be ““““EXPOSED!EXPOSED!EXPOSED!EXPOSED!”””” on the Front Page of the New Yorkon the Front Page of the New Yorkon the Front Page of the New Yorkon the Front Page of the New York Times when Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer gets her $1 Trillion "New Manhattan  Times when Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer gets her $1 Trillion "New Manhattan  Times when Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer gets her $1 Trillion "New Manhattan  Times when Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer gets her $1 Trillion "New Manhattan 
Project forProject forProject forProject for the Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for Breast Cancer" project going... $777 the Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for Breast Cancer" project going... $777 the Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for Breast Cancer" project going... $777 the Rx Overnight Penicillin like cure for Breast Cancer" project going... $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah, can buy  Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah, can buy  Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah, can buy  Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah, can buy 
back all the SWF Sex Slaves fromback all the SWF Sex Slaves fromback all the SWF Sex Slaves fromback all the SWF Sex Slaves from Saudi Arabia too... which will also be on the front page of the NYT and Kerry Saudi Arabia too... which will also be on the front page of the NYT and Kerry Saudi Arabia too... which will also be on the front page of the NYT and Kerry Saudi Arabia too... which will also be on the front page of the NYT and Kerry will complain about this!  will complain about this!  will complain about this!  will complain about this! 

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort.... In ONE DAY Key West City wifi... can go from NONE to this... faster Escort.... In ONE DAY Key West City wifi... can go from NONE to this... faster Escort.... In ONE DAY Key West City wifi... can go from NONE to this... faster Escort.... In ONE DAY Key West City wifi... can go from NONE to this... faster than the  than the  than the  than the 
speed of light invention by Apple and not given to the Tourists in Keyspeed of light invention by Apple and not given to the Tourists in Keyspeed of light invention by Apple and not given to the Tourists in Keyspeed of light invention by Apple and not given to the Tourists in Key West... MacBook Air's 802.11ac Wi West... MacBook Air's 802.11ac Wi West... MacBook Air's 802.11ac Wi West... MacBook Air's 802.11ac Wi----Fi capabilities. Although not yet Fi capabilities. Although not yet Fi capabilities. Although not yet Fi capabilities. Although not yet 
widelywidelywidelywidely adopted, the protocol promises a theoretical throughput of up to 1300 Mbps if adopted, the protocol promises a theoretical throughput of up to 1300 Mbps if adopted, the protocol promises a theoretical throughput of up to 1300 Mbps if adopted, the protocol promises a theoretical throughput of up to 1300 Mbps if used with Apple's latest AirPort Extreme. There are  used with Apple's latest AirPort Extreme. There are  used with Apple's latest AirPort Extreme. There are  used with Apple's latest AirPort Extreme. There are 
already other routers on thealready other routers on thealready other routers on thealready other routers on the market that bring claimed speeds of 1700 Mbps, but those numbers too are market that bring claimed speeds of 1700 Mbps, but those numbers too are market that bring claimed speeds of 1700 Mbps, but those numbers too are market that bring claimed speeds of 1700 Mbps, but those numbers too are theoretical.  theoretical.  theoretical.  theoretical. 

lic 545WHL Sippin Fiat New owner who stifled the cure forlic 545WHL Sippin Fiat New owner who stifled the cure forlic 545WHL Sippin Fiat New owner who stifled the cure forlic 545WHL Sippin Fiat New owner who stifled the cure for breast cancer harassed Greg  breast cancer harassed Greg  breast cancer harassed Greg  breast cancer harassed Greg 

2222----25252525----14 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 199914 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 199914 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 199914 25th Day: 4th Day Sleeping in 1999 Ford Escort. No wifi Sippin Internet in Key West new owner just told me to Ford Escort. No wifi Sippin Internet in Key West new owner just told me to Ford Escort. No wifi Sippin Internet in Key West new owner just told me to Ford Escort. No wifi Sippin Internet in Key West new owner just told me to unplug the Dell  unplug the Dell  unplug the Dell  unplug the Dell 
in front of Key West Cops Coffee group not one 4 women and 1 guyin front of Key West Cops Coffee group not one 4 women and 1 guyin front of Key West Cops Coffee group not one 4 women and 1 guyin front of Key West Cops Coffee group not one 4 women and 1 guy not the Key West Cop just his coffee group here not one told the new  not the Key West Cop just his coffee group here not one told the new  not the Key West Cop just his coffee group here not one told the new  not the Key West Cop just his coffee group here not one told the new 
Owner ofOwner ofOwner ofOwner of Sippin Internet to let me plug in the Dell so I could invent a Rx Cure for Sippin Internet to let me plug in the Dell so I could invent a Rx Cure for Sippin Internet to let me plug in the Dell so I could invent a Rx Cure for Sippin Internet to let me plug in the Dell so I could invent a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer and 4 women who are "1984" Observers  Breast Cancer and 4 women who are "1984" Observers  Breast Cancer and 4 women who are "1984" Observers  Breast Cancer and 4 women who are "1984" Observers 
know Greg is working on aknow Greg is working on aknow Greg is working on aknow Greg is working on a cure for breast cancer, I will post their names + pictures on my web. No wifi at cure for breast cancer, I will post their names + pictures on my web. No wifi at cure for breast cancer, I will post their names + pictures on my web. No wifi at cure for breast cancer, I will post their names + pictures on my web. No wifi at Sippin Internet as $5 a hour  Sippin Internet as $5 a hour  Sippin Internet as $5 a hour  Sippin Internet as $5 a hour 
when Numb Nuts Dictators are working to expand wifiwhen Numb Nuts Dictators are working to expand wifiwhen Numb Nuts Dictators are working to expand wifiwhen Numb Nuts Dictators are working to expand wifi for more people using it to InventSomething... not at Sippin Internet Key West for more people using it to InventSomething... not at Sippin Internet Key West for more people using it to InventSomething... not at Sippin Internet Key West for more people using it to InventSomething... not at Sippin Internet Key West
will post their web page www... will post their web page www... will post their web page www... will post their web page www... 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House a MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House a MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House a MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House a MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women  woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women  woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women  woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women 

Page 204 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"

7/14/2014



Escorts...Escorts...Escorts...Escorts... yet, grin.  yet, grin.  yet, grin.  yet, grin. 

Computer News Today Computer News Today Computer News Today Computer News Today 
1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros"1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros"1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros"1 Trillion "Retina MacBook Pros" given to SWF's to "InventSomething" from the $777 Trillion confiscated from given to SWF's to "InventSomething" from the $777 Trillion confiscated from given to SWF's to "InventSomething" from the $777 Trillion confiscated from given to SWF's to "InventSomething" from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi  Mecca, Allah + Saudi  Mecca, Allah + Saudi  Mecca, Allah + Saudi 
Arabia! Owners of SWF Sex Slaves! "12 Years a SWF Saudi SexArabia! Owners of SWF Sex Slaves! "12 Years a SWF Saudi SexArabia! Owners of SWF Sex Slaves! "12 Years a SWF Saudi SexArabia! Owners of SWF Sex Slaves! "12 Years a SWF Saudi Sex Slave" new movie by Mary B. Slave" new movie by Mary B. Slave" new movie by Mary B. Slave" new movie by Mary B.

http://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buyhttp://store.apple.com/us/buy----mac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbookmac/macbook----pro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=configpro?product=ME294LL/A&step=config

Key West Navy Seals can't rescue SWF USA women in Mecca! Pentagon putKey West Navy Seals can't rescue SWF USA women in Mecca! Pentagon putKey West Navy Seals can't rescue SWF USA women in Mecca! Pentagon putKey West Navy Seals can't rescue SWF USA women in Mecca! Pentagon put this off limits for a Navy Seals Rescue Mission!  this off limits for a Navy Seals Rescue Mission!  this off limits for a Navy Seals Rescue Mission!  this off limits for a Navy Seals Rescue Mission! 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy for Greg her herself in Key West. "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy for Greg her herself in Key West. "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy for Greg her herself in Key West. "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy for Greg her herself in Key West. Kerry Kennedy, 54, will be on  Kerry Kennedy, 54, will be on  Kerry Kennedy, 54, will be on  Kerry Kennedy, 54, will be on 
trial Monday for a drugged driving charge shetrial Monday for a drugged driving charge shetrial Monday for a drugged driving charge shetrial Monday for a drugged driving charge she received in 2012 after she hit a tractor received in 2012 after she hit a tractor received in 2012 after she hit a tractor received in 2012 after she hit a tractor----trailer on a highway near her New Yorktrailer on a highway near her New Yorktrailer on a highway near her New Yorktrailer on a highway near her New York City  City  City  City 
residence. Robert Kennedy Jr. has not been arrested for the Murder byresidence. Robert Kennedy Jr. has not been arrested for the Murder byresidence. Robert Kennedy Jr. has not been arrested for the Murder byresidence. Robert Kennedy Jr. has not been arrested for the Murder by Hanging of Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Caroline Kennedy in  Hanging of Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Caroline Kennedy in  Hanging of Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Caroline Kennedy in  Hanging of Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Caroline Kennedy in 
Japan has not leakedJapan has not leakedJapan has not leakedJapan has not leaked the JFK Super Carrier refitted with 10,000 Windmills on its Decks and making 1 the JFK Super Carrier refitted with 10,000 Windmills on its Decks and making 1 the JFK Super Carrier refitted with 10,000 Windmills on its Decks and making 1 the JFK Super Carrier refitted with 10,000 Windmills on its Decks and making 1 Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at  Trillion cans of H at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 
below decks, war reparation for the Poison Gasolinebelow decks, war reparation for the Poison Gasolinebelow decks, war reparation for the Poison Gasolinebelow decks, war reparation for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust Era that caused 1 billion childhood birth defects and childhood cancers Exhaust Era that caused 1 billion childhood birth defects and childhood cancers Exhaust Era that caused 1 billion childhood birth defects and childhood cancers Exhaust Era that caused 1 billion childhood birth defects and childhood cancers
the Kennedy Women fought and lost to stop this Holocaust II by BP Oil as thethe Kennedy Women fought and lost to stop this Holocaust II by BP Oil as thethe Kennedy Women fought and lost to stop this Holocaust II by BP Oil as thethe Kennedy Women fought and lost to stop this Holocaust II by BP Oil as the Navy + Pentagon Protected BP oIl as it caused childhood  Navy + Pentagon Protected BP oIl as it caused childhood  Navy + Pentagon Protected BP oIl as it caused childhood  Navy + Pentagon Protected BP oIl as it caused childhood 
cancers and birthcancers and birthcancers and birthcancers and birth defects from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. wow!  defects from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. wow!  defects from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. wow!  defects from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. wow! 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy... 2 Hunting for a House MD woman would buy... 2 Hunting for a House MD woman would buy... 2 Hunting for a House MD woman would buy... 2----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD  for a House MD  for a House MD  for a House MD 
woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBIwoman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBIwoman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBIwoman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... yet, grin. Netflix to get faster for Comcast customers,  Women Escorts... yet, grin. Netflix to get faster for Comcast customers,  Women Escorts... yet, grin. Netflix to get faster for Comcast customers,  Women Escorts... yet, grin. Netflix to get faster for Comcast customers, 
pray topray topray topray to God a short waiting for the Mary B. movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast God a short waiting for the Mary B. movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast God a short waiting for the Mary B. movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast God a short waiting for the Mary B. movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" as Comcast Numb Nuts Mad Men who rule probably give  Numb Nuts Mad Men who rule probably give  Numb Nuts Mad Men who rule probably give  Numb Nuts Mad Men who rule probably give 
women "Anus Cancer" via HPV and otherwomen "Anus Cancer" via HPV and otherwomen "Anus Cancer" via HPV and otherwomen "Anus Cancer" via HPV and other diseases with no warning FBI protected Movie,  diseases with no warning FBI protected Movie,  diseases with no warning FBI protected Movie,  diseases with no warning FBI protected Movie, 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! Neuroscience of love "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! Neuroscience of love "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! Neuroscience of love "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! Neuroscience of love explored... Yale Student Vanessa  explored... Yale Student Vanessa  explored... Yale Student Vanessa  explored... Yale Student Vanessa 
Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrativeNoelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrativeNoelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrativeNoelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine  medicine  medicine  medicine ———— After Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20After Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20After Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20After Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year  year  year  year 
old girls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator whoold girls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator whoold girls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator whoold girls will not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of saving their lives, Netflix is not into her...  kills girl instead of saving their lives, Netflix is not into her...  kills girl instead of saving their lives, Netflix is not into her...  kills girl instead of saving their lives, Netflix is not into her... 
saving hersaving hersaving hersaving her Life from Anus Cancer etc.  Life from Anus Cancer etc.  Life from Anus Cancer etc.  Life from Anus Cancer etc. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!Comcast Pedophiles are the Mad Men who infect House MD woman would buy, grin!Comcast Pedophiles are the Mad Men who infect House MD woman would buy, grin!Comcast Pedophiles are the Mad Men who infect House MD woman would buy, grin!Comcast Pedophiles are the Mad Men who infect
millions, billions world wide with Anus Cancer HPV and other deadly diseasesmillions, billions world wide with Anus Cancer HPV and other deadly diseasesmillions, billions world wide with Anus Cancer HPV and other deadly diseasesmillions, billions world wide with Anus Cancer HPV and other deadly diseases with no FBI Warning Label... at the Start of the Comcast  with no FBI Warning Label... at the Start of the Comcast  with no FBI Warning Label... at the Start of the Comcast  with no FBI Warning Label... at the Start of the Comcast 
Men's move on herMen's move on herMen's move on herMen's move on her sexually....  sexually....  sexually....  sexually.... 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!FBI can't be Pedophile only men, so some FBI women  would buy, grin!FBI can't be Pedophile only men, so some FBI women  would buy, grin!FBI can't be Pedophile only men, so some FBI women  would buy, grin!FBI can't be Pedophile only men, so some FBI women 
were givewere givewere givewere give "Anus Cancer". In Mary B's movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" the audience can hear "Anus Cancer". In Mary B's movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" the audience can hear "Anus Cancer". In Mary B's movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" the audience can hear "Anus Cancer". In Mary B's movie "Vanessa Today's Farrah" the audience can hear the actual screams of Farrah when she the actual screams of Farrah when she the actual screams of Farrah when she the actual screams of Farrah when she
found out which Mad Man gave her "Anusfound out which Mad Man gave her "Anusfound out which Mad Man gave her "Anusfound out which Mad Man gave her "Anus Cancer" will we find out who he his? Short wait for this Mary B. movie I hope Cancer" will we find out who he his? Short wait for this Mary B. movie I hope Cancer" will we find out who he his? Short wait for this Mary B. movie I hope Cancer" will we find out who he his? Short wait for this Mary B. movie I hope and Comcast  and Comcast  and Comcast  and Comcast 
Women hope FBI Women arrest all the Top Brass at Comcast forWomen hope FBI Women arrest all the Top Brass at Comcast forWomen hope FBI Women arrest all the Top Brass at Comcast forWomen hope FBI Women arrest all the Top Brass at Comcast for spreading diseases with no FBI Warning!  spreading diseases with no FBI Warning!  spreading diseases with no FBI Warning!  spreading diseases with no FBI Warning! 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! WHO at the UN the MD's who go to Uganda must be  would buy, grin! WHO at the UN the MD's who go to Uganda must be  would buy, grin! WHO at the UN the MD's who go to Uganda must be  would buy, grin! WHO at the UN the MD's who go to Uganda must be 
like the "sexlike the "sexlike the "sexlike the "sex abuse" at Oprah's African School by the staff... Verizon has RECORDED WHO MD's abuse" at Oprah's African School by the staff... Verizon has RECORDED WHO MD's abuse" at Oprah's African School by the staff... Verizon has RECORDED WHO MD's abuse" at Oprah's African School by the staff... Verizon has RECORDED WHO MD's HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN AFRICA!  HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN AFRICA!  HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN AFRICA!  HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN AFRICA! 
Snowden is worthless in what he LEAKS!!Snowden is worthless in what he LEAKS!!Snowden is worthless in what he LEAKS!!Snowden is worthless in what he LEAKS!!

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... 
yet, grin.ENTEBBE,yet, grin.ENTEBBE,yet, grin.ENTEBBE,yet, grin.ENTEBBE, Uganda  Uganda  Uganda  Uganda -------- Uganda's president on Monday signed a controversial anti Uganda's president on Monday signed a controversial anti Uganda's president on Monday signed a controversial anti Uganda's president on Monday signed a controversial anti----gay bill thatgay bill thatgay bill thatgay bill that has harsh penalties for  has harsh penalties for  has harsh penalties for  has harsh penalties for 
homosexual sex, saying the bill is necessary becausehomosexual sex, saying the bill is necessary becausehomosexual sex, saying the bill is necessary becausehomosexual sex, saying the bill is necessary because "arrogant and careless Western groups..." being Comcast NBC Today Show, Tonight "arrogant and careless Western groups..." being Comcast NBC Today Show, Tonight "arrogant and careless Western groups..." being Comcast NBC Today Show, Tonight "arrogant and careless Western groups..." being Comcast NBC Today Show, Tonight
Show long list of Pedophile Guest last 40 years and Verizon has all theseShow long list of Pedophile Guest last 40 years and Verizon has all theseShow long list of Pedophile Guest last 40 years and Verizon has all theseShow long list of Pedophile Guest last 40 years and Verizon has all these Pedophiles RECORDED, wow!! had tried to "recruit" Ugandan  Pedophiles RECORDED, wow!! had tried to "recruit" Ugandan  Pedophiles RECORDED, wow!! had tried to "recruit" Ugandan  Pedophiles RECORDED, wow!! had tried to "recruit" Ugandan 
children intochildren intochildren intochildren into homosexuality. Trump recruits by paying teens $20 and yes I could not write this homosexuality. Trump recruits by paying teens $20 and yes I could not write this homosexuality. Trump recruits by paying teens $20 and yes I could not write this homosexuality. Trump recruits by paying teens $20 and yes I could not write this unless Verizon has RECORDED the  unless Verizon has RECORDED the  unless Verizon has RECORDED the  unless Verizon has RECORDED the 
crime!! crime!! crime!! crime!! 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! President Yoweri Museveni signed Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! President Yoweri Museveni signed Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! President Yoweri Museveni signed Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin! President Yoweri Museveni signed the bill at his official  the bill at his official  the bill at his official  the bill at his official 
residence in an event witnessed by governmentresidence in an event witnessed by governmentresidence in an event witnessed by governmentresidence in an event witnessed by government officials, journalists.  officials, journalists.  officials, journalists.  officials, journalists. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day President Yoweri Museveni14 Greg 24th Day President Yoweri Museveni14 Greg 24th Day President Yoweri Museveni14 Greg 24th Day President Yoweri Museveni should RECORD all WHO MD's and others at Oprah Schools and other places that should RECORD all WHO MD's and others at Oprah Schools and other places that should RECORD all WHO MD's and others at Oprah Schools and other places that should RECORD all WHO MD's and others at Oprah Schools and other places that
House Children. As USA Pedophiles have infected all of Africa! The abuse scandalHouse Children. As USA Pedophiles have infected all of Africa! The abuse scandalHouse Children. As USA Pedophiles have infected all of Africa! The abuse scandalHouse Children. As USA Pedophiles have infected all of Africa! The abuse scandal that has rocked Oprah Winfrey's South African school  that has rocked Oprah Winfrey's South African school  that has rocked Oprah Winfrey's South African school  that has rocked Oprah Winfrey's South African school 
for girls is tip, WHO MD'sfor girls is tip, WHO MD'sfor girls is tip, WHO MD'sfor girls is tip, WHO MD's are Pedophiles from the USA culture of Comcast, Today Show, Tonight Show! are Pedophiles from the USA culture of Comcast, Today Show, Tonight Show! are Pedophiles from the USA culture of Comcast, Today Show, Tonight Show! are Pedophiles from the USA culture of Comcast, Today Show, Tonight Show!

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... 
yet,yet,yet,yet, grin."We Africans never seek to impose our view on others. If only they could grin."We Africans never seek to impose our view on others. If only they could grin."We Africans never seek to impose our view on others. If only they could grin."We Africans never seek to impose our view on others. If only they could let us alone," he said, talking of Western pressure not  let us alone," he said, talking of Western pressure not  let us alone," he said, talking of Western pressure not  let us alone," he said, talking of Western pressure not 
to sign the bill. Yaleto sign the bill. Yaleto sign the bill. Yaleto sign the bill. Yale is secretive about Elite Yale Sex for Money, but picking Singapore, for legal is secretive about Elite Yale Sex for Money, but picking Singapore, for legal is secretive about Elite Yale Sex for Money, but picking Singapore, for legal is secretive about Elite Yale Sex for Money, but picking Singapore, for legal Prostitution and Yale News links below  Prostitution and Yale News links below  Prostitution and Yale News links below  Prostitution and Yale News links below 
the Yale Student News never reportedthe Yale Student News never reportedthe Yale Student News never reportedthe Yale Student News never reported Singapore has legal prostitution, now I would say Yale Administration has Singapore has legal prostitution, now I would say Yale Administration has Singapore has legal prostitution, now I would say Yale Administration has Singapore has legal prostitution, now I would say Yale Administration has suppressed this from  suppressed this from  suppressed this from  suppressed this from 
the Student News paper... it might be a crime if Snowdenthe Student News paper... it might be a crime if Snowdenthe Student News paper... it might be a crime if Snowdenthe Student News paper... it might be a crime if Snowden ever leaks it... grin.  ever leaks it... grin.  ever leaks it... grin.  ever leaks it... grin. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...
yet, grin.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 1st Day into her Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracleyet, grin.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 1st Day into her Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracleyet, grin.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 1st Day into her Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracleyet, grin.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer 1st Day into her Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with $1 Trillion Confiscated  Cure for Breast Cancer with $1 Trillion Confiscated  Cure for Breast Cancer with $1 Trillion Confiscated  Cure for Breast Cancer with $1 Trillion Confiscated 
from Allah, Mecca, + Saudifrom Allah, Mecca, + Saudifrom Allah, Mecca, + Saudifrom Allah, Mecca, + Saudi Arabia will post medical diseases on all Daily  Arabia will post medical diseases on all Daily  Arabia will post medical diseases on all Daily  Arabia will post medical diseases on all Daily -------------------------------- Mug Shots  Mug Shots  Mug Shots  Mug Shots ------------------------------------------------ as these diseases are given to  as these diseases are given to  as these diseases are given to  as these diseases are given to 
Children. I can not believe the AfricanChildren. I can not believe the AfricanChildren. I can not believe the AfricanChildren. I can not believe the African Presidents never mention the Names of these disease Numb Nuts Dictators give to Presidents never mention the Names of these disease Numb Nuts Dictators give to Presidents never mention the Names of these disease Numb Nuts Dictators give to Presidents never mention the Names of these disease Numb Nuts Dictators give to "Women +  "Women +  "Women +  "Women + 
Children" Hell there is a gov. dept. in the USA for "Women + ChildrenChildren" Hell there is a gov. dept. in the USA for "Women + ChildrenChildren" Hell there is a gov. dept. in the USA for "Women + ChildrenChildren" Hell there is a gov. dept. in the USA for "Women + Children nutrition but not to protect them from Comcast Pedophiles with  nutrition but not to protect them from Comcast Pedophiles with  nutrition but not to protect them from Comcast Pedophiles with  nutrition but not to protect them from Comcast Pedophiles with 
diseases! wow!diseases! wow!diseases! wow!diseases! wow!

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... 
yet,yet,yet,yet, grin.Government officials applauded after he signed the bill, which was grin.Government officials applauded after he signed the bill, which was grin.Government officials applauded after he signed the bill, which was grin.Government officials applauded after he signed the bill, which was influenced by the preaching of some conservative  influenced by the preaching of some conservative  influenced by the preaching of some conservative  influenced by the preaching of some conservative 
American evangelicals. In itsAmerican evangelicals. In itsAmerican evangelicals. In itsAmerican evangelicals. In its original form original form original form original form the bill called for the death penalty for some homosexual acts. the bill called for the death penalty for some homosexual acts. the bill called for the death penalty for some homosexual acts. the bill called for the death penalty for some homosexual acts. That penalty was removed  That penalty was removed  That penalty was removed  That penalty was removed 
from the legislation following an outcry offrom the legislation following an outcry offrom the legislation following an outcry offrom the legislation following an outcry of international criticism.  international criticism.  international criticism.  international criticism. 
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2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...
yet, grin. yet, grin. yet, grin. yet, grin. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... 
yet,yet,yet,yet, grin.  grin.  grin.  grin. 

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... 
yet, grin.yet, grin.yet, grin.yet, grin.

2222----24242424----14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy,14 Greg 24th Day "House Hunting for a House MD woman would buy, grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts...  grin!, slept in 1999 Ford Escort with no FBI Women Escorts... 
yet, grin. yet, grin. yet, grin. yet, grin. 
1111 Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! 

1111 Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777  Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777  Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777  Trillion Mac Pro's given to inventsomething from the $777 

Trillion confiscatedTrillion confiscatedTrillion confiscatedTrillion confiscated from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia!  from Mecca, Allah + Saudi Arabia! 

2222----23232323----14 Greg 23rd Day "Homeless,"14 Greg 23rd Day "Homeless,"14 Greg 23rd Day "Homeless,"14 Greg 23rd Day "Homeless," sleeping in a car last 2 nights, ready to advance to a Key West House + sleeping in a car last 2 nights, ready to advance to a Key West House + sleeping in a car last 2 nights, ready to advance to a Key West House + sleeping in a car last 2 nights, ready to advance to a Key West House + Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage. 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac Pro's given free to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Pro's given free to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Pro's given free to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Pro's given free to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca,  Mecca,  Mecca,  Mecca, 
Allah + Saudi Arabia! Allah + Saudi Arabia! Allah + Saudi Arabia! Allah + Saudi Arabia! 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer via New Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer via New Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer via New Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer via New Manhattan  Manhattan  Manhattan  Manhattan 
Project never written up on the front pages of the New York Times!Project never written up on the front pages of the New York Times!Project never written up on the front pages of the New York Times!Project never written up on the front pages of the New York Times!

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ 14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254 C254 C254 C254 C to Kaiser and to heat your home in NY after a snow storm!  to Kaiser and to heat your home in NY after a snow storm!  to Kaiser and to heat your home in NY after a snow storm!  to Kaiser and to heat your home in NY after a snow storm! 
Grin! In Key West bikeGrin! In Key West bikeGrin! In Key West bikeGrin! In Key West bike riders and homeless can use the H @  riders and homeless can use the H @  riders and homeless can use the H @  riders and homeless can use the H @ ----254 C for keeping their Kool... grin254 C for keeping their Kool... grin254 C for keeping their Kool... grin254 C for keeping their Kool... grin

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion Aluminum Products, ready to14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion Aluminum Products, ready to14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion Aluminum Products, ready to14 Greg is ready to advance 1 Trillion Aluminum Products, ready to surpass the "Copper Age" in the Yale and Israel Museum's.  surpass the "Copper Age" in the Yale and Israel Museum's.  surpass the "Copper Age" in the Yale and Israel Museum's.  surpass the "Copper Age" in the Yale and Israel Museum's. 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Super14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Super14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Super14 Greg is ready to advance $1 Trillion to Super Shuttles, that can fly into orbit... with the same Gravity Engine I need to keep Shuttles, that can fly into orbit... with the same Gravity Engine I need to keep Shuttles, that can fly into orbit... with the same Gravity Engine I need to keep Shuttles, that can fly into orbit... with the same Gravity Engine I need to keep my  my  my  my 
new 1999 Ford Escort running in Key West. new 1999 Ford Escort running in Key West. new 1999 Ford Escort running in Key West. new 1999 Ford Escort running in Key West. 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to14 Greg is ready to14 Greg is ready to14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators of our "1984" Era are. advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators of our "1984" Era are. advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators of our "1984" Era are. advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators of our "1984" Era are. I know exactly who I am, I  I know exactly who I am, I  I know exactly who I am, I  I know exactly who I am, I 
was a motorist proceeding through a green light atwas a motorist proceeding through a green light atwas a motorist proceeding through a green light atwas a motorist proceeding through a green light at Caroline and Duval on my 2nd day driving a Ford Escort in need of a Gravity Caroline and Duval on my 2nd day driving a Ford Escort in need of a Gravity Caroline and Duval on my 2nd day driving a Ford Escort in need of a Gravity Caroline and Duval on my 2nd day driving a Ford Escort in need of a Gravity
Engine. "1984" haughty inebriated.... Drunk Men will murder 19K SWF in 2014 inEngine. "1984" haughty inebriated.... Drunk Men will murder 19K SWF in 2014 inEngine. "1984" haughty inebriated.... Drunk Men will murder 19K SWF in 2014 inEngine. "1984" haughty inebriated.... Drunk Men will murder 19K SWF in 2014 in the USA in 1984 there is no Medal of Honor for saving  the USA in 1984 there is no Medal of Honor for saving  the USA in 1984 there is no Medal of Honor for saving  the USA in 1984 there is no Medal of Honor for saving 
19K from being murdered,19K from being murdered,19K from being murdered,19K from being murdered, many by troops coming home from war! New York Times helped murder all these many by troops coming home from war! New York Times helped murder all these many by troops coming home from war! New York Times helped murder all these many by troops coming home from war! New York Times helped murder all these women in 2014, you don't  women in 2014, you don't  women in 2014, you don't  women in 2014, you don't 
need a IQ Medal of Honor to blame the New York Times,need a IQ Medal of Honor to blame the New York Times,need a IQ Medal of Honor to blame the New York Times,need a IQ Medal of Honor to blame the New York Times, just the Numb Nuts Dictators who write the news paper for the Pentagon. just the Numb Nuts Dictators who write the news paper for the Pentagon. just the Numb Nuts Dictators who write the news paper for the Pentagon. just the Numb Nuts Dictators who write the news paper for the Pentagon.

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... Saudi Oil Age got $777 Trillion in Oil  Dictators are... Saudi Oil Age got $777 Trillion in Oil  Dictators are... Saudi Oil Age got $777 Trillion in Oil  Dictators are... Saudi Oil Age got $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues for a few!!Revenues for a few!!Revenues for a few!!Revenues for a few!! Copper Age Copper Age Copper Age Copper Age----Aluminum Age with Government "Stimulus Package" of 1,001 AluminumAluminum Age with Government "Stimulus Package" of 1,001 AluminumAluminum Age with Government "Stimulus Package" of 1,001 AluminumAluminum Age with Government "Stimulus Package" of 1,001 Aluminum Invention Projects spelled out  Invention Projects spelled out  Invention Projects spelled out  Invention Projects spelled out 
on your new iMacPro with links to get you startedon your new iMacPro with links to get you startedon your new iMacPro with links to get you startedon your new iMacPro with links to get you started inventingSomehting. NASA is part of the Stimulus Package for the 2014 Aluminum inventingSomehting. NASA is part of the Stimulus Package for the 2014 Aluminum inventingSomehting. NASA is part of the Stimulus Package for the 2014 Aluminum inventingSomehting. NASA is part of the Stimulus Package for the 2014 Aluminum
Age with its Tech Savvy Age with its Tech Savvy Age with its Tech Savvy Age with its Tech Savvy ----254 F cans of H, cold as Hell... 1 Trillion Cans of H254 F cans of H, cold as Hell... 1 Trillion Cans of H254 F cans of H, cold as Hell... 1 Trillion Cans of H254 F cans of H, cold as Hell... 1 Trillion Cans of H made by NASA not China, will "Explode" the Copper made by NASA not China, will "Explode" the Copper made by NASA not China, will "Explode" the Copper made by NASA not China, will "Explode" the Copper----
Aluminum Age better than theAluminum Age better than theAluminum Age better than theAluminum Age better than the Israel Museum of Copper. Kaiser Aluminum in Foothill Ranch, Calif., is a Israel Museum of Copper. Kaiser Aluminum in Foothill Ranch, Calif., is a Israel Museum of Copper. Kaiser Aluminum in Foothill Ranch, Calif., is a Israel Museum of Copper. Kaiser Aluminum in Foothill Ranch, Calif., is a dominant player, so is Alcoa  dominant player, so is Alcoa  dominant player, so is Alcoa  dominant player, so is Alcoa 
Aluminum and CoAluminum and CoAluminum and CoAluminum and Constellium Aluminum well positionednstellium Aluminum well positionednstellium Aluminum well positionednstellium Aluminum well positioned to benefit from rising demand. Israel Museum of poison gasoline exhaust effect to benefit from rising demand. Israel Museum of poison gasoline exhaust effect to benefit from rising demand. Israel Museum of poison gasoline exhaust effect to benefit from rising demand. Israel Museum of poison gasoline exhaust effect
on kids birth defects and childhood cancers will never ever happen! NO Way!!on kids birth defects and childhood cancers will never ever happen! NO Way!!on kids birth defects and childhood cancers will never ever happen! NO Way!!on kids birth defects and childhood cancers will never ever happen! NO Way!!
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2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale +14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale +14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale +14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... Kaiser Aluminum with $ FREE $ 1 Trillion  Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... Kaiser Aluminum with $ FREE $ 1 Trillion  Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... Kaiser Aluminum with $ FREE $ 1 Trillion  Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... Kaiser Aluminum with $ FREE $ 1 Trillion 
canscanscanscans of H @  of H @  of H @  of H @ ----254 C will Advance Humanity into the Start of Star Travels, stimulus254 C will Advance Humanity into the Start of Star Travels, stimulus254 C will Advance Humanity into the Start of Star Travels, stimulus254 C will Advance Humanity into the Start of Star Travels, stimulus package on the Front Page of NY Times keeps  package on the Front Page of NY Times keeps  package on the Front Page of NY Times keeps  package on the Front Page of NY Times keeps 
Humanity from Star Travel forHumanity from Star Travel forHumanity from Star Travel forHumanity from Star Travel for another 100 years by Numb Nuts New Yorkers at the NYT! Free $ Med School like another 100 years by Numb Nuts New Yorkers at the NYT! Free $ Med School like another 100 years by Numb Nuts New Yorkers at the NYT! Free $ Med School like another 100 years by Numb Nuts New Yorkers at the NYT! Free $ Med School like Saudi Arabia, When?  Saudi Arabia, When?  Saudi Arabia, When?  Saudi Arabia, When? 
Coming to the USA! Coming to the USA! Coming to the USA! Coming to the USA! 

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance.14 Greg is ready to advance.14 Greg is ready to advance.14 Greg is ready to advance. I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... 1 Trillion Cans of H @ I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... 1 Trillion Cans of H @ I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... 1 Trillion Cans of H @ I don't think Yale + Harvard Numb Nuts Dictators are... 1 Trillion Cans of H @ ----254 C made by NASA 254 C made by NASA 254 C made by NASA 254 C made by NASA 
not China... Not ISRAEL as they refuse the START OF STARnot China... Not ISRAEL as they refuse the START OF STARnot China... Not ISRAEL as they refuse the START OF STARnot China... Not ISRAEL as they refuse the START OF STAR TRAVEL AGE  TRAVEL AGE  TRAVEL AGE  TRAVEL AGE -------------------------------- COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from  COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from  COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from  COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This Crown from 
thethethethe Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on display at The Institute for the Study of the Ancient World  display at The Institute for the Study of the Ancient World  display at The Institute for the Study of the Ancient World  display at The Institute for the Study of the Ancient World 
in Manhattan untilin Manhattan untilin Manhattan untilin Manhattan until June. (Collection of Israel Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama) June. (Collection of Israel Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama) June. (Collection of Israel Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama) June. (Collection of Israel Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama)

2222----23232323----14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac14 Greg is ready to advance. 1 Trillion Mac Pro's given free to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Pro's given free to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Pro's given free to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Pro's given free to inventsomething from the $777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca,  Mecca,  Mecca,  Mecca, 
Allah + Saudi Arabia! Allah + Saudi Arabia! Allah + Saudi Arabia! Allah + Saudi Arabia! 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... I just advanced from sleeping under a palm tree + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford advanced from sleeping under a palm tree + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford advanced from sleeping under a palm tree + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford advanced from sleeping under a palm tree + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford Escort,  Escort,  Escort,  Escort, 
now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... Drove my new car for14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... Drove my new car for14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... Drove my new car for14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... Drove my new car for 24 hours it should last 24 days, needs a new engine, Gravity Engine of  24 hours it should last 24 days, needs a new engine, Gravity Engine of  24 hours it should last 24 days, needs a new engine, Gravity Engine of  24 hours it should last 24 days, needs a new engine, Gravity Engine of 
course ascourse ascourse ascourse as Greg + wives will invent the Gravity Engine long with 1,001 inventions + Greg + wives will invent the Gravity Engine long with 1,001 inventions + Greg + wives will invent the Gravity Engine long with 1,001 inventions + Greg + wives will invent the Gravity Engine long with 1,001 inventions + discoveries with my "Cheer Leader" wives as "Drill  discoveries with my "Cheer Leader" wives as "Drill  discoveries with my "Cheer Leader" wives as "Drill  discoveries with my "Cheer Leader" wives as "Drill 
Sergeants..." PerpetualSergeants..." PerpetualSergeants..." PerpetualSergeants..." Perpetual Propulsion from her finger in Gregs Frontal Lobe, yes this is in Dr. Katrina's Propulsion from her finger in Gregs Frontal Lobe, yes this is in Dr. Katrina's Propulsion from her finger in Gregs Frontal Lobe, yes this is in Dr. Katrina's Propulsion from her finger in Gregs Frontal Lobe, yes this is in Dr. Katrina's "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"  "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"  "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"  "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" 
she didn't have her finger on the right lobeshe didn't have her finger on the right lobeshe didn't have her finger on the right lobeshe didn't have her finger on the right lobe to inspire her Dr. Husband to work 24/7 to invent a RxCure for Breast Cancer to inspire her Dr. Husband to work 24/7 to invent a RxCure for Breast Cancer to inspire her Dr. Husband to work 24/7 to invent a RxCure for Breast Cancer to inspire her Dr. Husband to work 24/7 to invent a RxCure for Breast Cancer which Greg  which Greg  which Greg  which Greg 
will via my wives with several fingers deep into my frontal lobe withwill via my wives with several fingers deep into my frontal lobe withwill via my wives with several fingers deep into my frontal lobe withwill via my wives with several fingers deep into my frontal lobe with Love + sex... soon I hope as I just advanced from sleeping under a  Love + sex... soon I hope as I just advanced from sleeping under a  Love + sex... soon I hope as I just advanced from sleeping under a  Love + sex... soon I hope as I just advanced from sleeping under a 
palm tree +palm tree +palm tree +palm tree + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Ocean Bike Path to sleeping in a Ford Escort, now for wives at Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! Start the New French  Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! Start the New French  Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! Start the New French  Berkeley Labs! Sex!!! Start the New French 
Revolution without the French! 4 MDRevolution without the French! 4 MDRevolution without the French! 4 MDRevolution without the French! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat she is running late, Gravity Engine for the MD Wives to Wives Coup D'Etat she is running late, Gravity Engine for the MD Wives to Wives Coup D'Etat she is running late, Gravity Engine for the MD Wives to Wives Coup D'Etat she is running late, Gravity Engine for the MD Wives to "Advance" 5, 10 or 15  "Advance" 5, 10 or 15  "Advance" 5, 10 or 15  "Advance" 5, 10 or 15 
Billion people on Earth have to over come the "SuperBillion people on Earth have to over come the "SuperBillion people on Earth have to over come the "SuperBillion people on Earth have to over come the "Super Gravity" of Ford + GM selling out kids to poison gas exhaust.  Gravity" of Ford + GM selling out kids to poison gas exhaust.  Gravity" of Ford + GM selling out kids to poison gas exhaust.  Gravity" of Ford + GM selling out kids to poison gas exhaust. 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford..."Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford..."Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford..."Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford..."Escort" Ford... I just advanced, now Detroit police feel the pain of city's money woes $$$ What just advanced, now Detroit police feel the pain of city's money woes $$$ What just advanced, now Detroit police feel the pain of city's money woes $$$ What just advanced, now Detroit police feel the pain of city's money woes $$$ What
kind of "Cops" are they in Detroit, Key West Chief would be the new Numb Nutskind of "Cops" are they in Detroit, Key West Chief would be the new Numb Nutskind of "Cops" are they in Detroit, Key West Chief would be the new Numb Nutskind of "Cops" are they in Detroit, Key West Chief would be the new Numb Nuts Dictator if Key West was as "Poor" as Detroit seeing Mecca  Dictator if Key West was as "Poor" as Detroit seeing Mecca  Dictator if Key West was as "Poor" as Detroit seeing Mecca  Dictator if Key West was as "Poor" as Detroit seeing Mecca 
+ Allah have all of+ Allah have all of+ Allah have all of+ Allah have all of Detroits Cops $177 Trillion, this is psychotic... Cops in Detroit can't even Detroits Cops $177 Trillion, this is psychotic... Cops in Detroit can't even Detroits Cops $177 Trillion, this is psychotic... Cops in Detroit can't even Detroits Cops $177 Trillion, this is psychotic... Cops in Detroit can't even become Snowden and Leak why they are so  become Snowden and Leak why they are so  become Snowden and Leak why they are so  become Snowden and Leak why they are so 
Poor in an ElectricWindmillCar Era, OHPoor in an ElectricWindmillCar Era, OHPoor in an ElectricWindmillCar Era, OHPoor in an ElectricWindmillCar Era, OH the ElectricWindmillCar Era and "Riches" are being given to Mecca not Detroit. the ElectricWindmillCar Era and "Riches" are being given to Mecca not Detroit. the ElectricWindmillCar Era and "Riches" are being given to Mecca not Detroit. the ElectricWindmillCar Era and "Riches" are being given to Mecca not Detroit. Officer Jason  Officer Jason  Officer Jason  Officer Jason 
in Heaven's Galaxy Cluster will send a Godsend to Detroits Cops...in Heaven's Galaxy Cluster will send a Godsend to Detroits Cops...in Heaven's Galaxy Cluster will send a Godsend to Detroits Cops...in Heaven's Galaxy Cluster will send a Godsend to Detroits Cops... Start the Revolution now as being burned in a fiery cop car wreck is  Start the Revolution now as being burned in a fiery cop car wreck is  Start the Revolution now as being burned in a fiery cop car wreck is  Start the Revolution now as being burned in a fiery cop car wreck is 
hell,hell,hell,hell, liv liv liv living with burns for 7 years. Your Hell will last 4 trillion if you don'ting with burns for 7 years. Your Hell will last 4 trillion if you don'ting with burns for 7 years. Your Hell will last 4 trillion if you don'ting with burns for 7 years. Your Hell will last 4 trillion if you don't arrest "Allah" and Mecca over POISON GAS... War Crimes, just  arrest "Allah" and Mecca over POISON GAS... War Crimes, just  arrest "Allah" and Mecca over POISON GAS... War Crimes, just  arrest "Allah" and Mecca over POISON GAS... War Crimes, just 
the pollution inthe pollution inthe pollution inthe pollution in China should get Detroit Cops an Ally! wow! Start the New French Revolution China should get Detroit Cops an Ally! wow! Start the New French Revolution China should get Detroit Cops an Ally! wow! Start the New French Revolution China should get Detroit Cops an Ally! wow! Start the New French Revolution without the French!  without the French!  without the French!  without the French! 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort"14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort"14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort"14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced... at Dante's waterfall is the wifi password, no Ford... I just advanced... at Dante's waterfall is the wifi password, no Ford... I just advanced... at Dante's waterfall is the wifi password, no Ford... I just advanced... at Dante's waterfall is the wifi password, no inventsomething  inventsomething  inventsomething  inventsomething 
lyrics for the start of 100 spring break students 50' from Greg,lyrics for the start of 100 spring break students 50' from Greg,lyrics for the start of 100 spring break students 50' from Greg,lyrics for the start of 100 spring break students 50' from Greg, but actually 50 light years that will advance 50 Aliens to what the  but actually 50 light years that will advance 50 Aliens to what the  but actually 50 light years that will advance 50 Aliens to what the  but actually 50 light years that will advance 50 Aliens to what the 
studentsstudentsstudentsstudents have to study, test out on in a few years as Greg + Wives will be the one's to have to study, test out on in a few years as Greg + Wives will be the one's to have to study, test out on in a few years as Greg + Wives will be the one's to have to study, test out on in a few years as Greg + Wives will be the one's to Discover how to Observe + listen in on Aliens. Just  Discover how to Observe + listen in on Aliens. Just  Discover how to Observe + listen in on Aliens. Just  Discover how to Observe + listen in on Aliens. Just 
read the Key West Citizen atread the Key West Citizen atread the Key West Citizen atread the Key West Citizen at 2 pm on Sat. News to write about, bringing back the "Spring Break Court" for 2 pm on Sat. News to write about, bringing back the "Spring Break Court" for 2 pm on Sat. News to write about, bringing back the "Spring Break Court" for 2 pm on Sat. News to write about, bringing back the "Spring Break Court" for drinking charges. They have  drinking charges. They have  drinking charges. They have  drinking charges. They have 
to pick up trash beer cans on the beach. Greg +to pick up trash beer cans on the beach. Greg +to pick up trash beer cans on the beach. Greg +to pick up trash beer cans on the beach. Greg + Wives would have them watching the 1,001 new Cam's installed all over since my Wives would have them watching the 1,001 new Cam's installed all over since my Wives would have them watching the 1,001 new Cam's installed all over since my Wives would have them watching the 1,001 new Cam's installed all over since my 1st  1st  1st  1st 
Spring Break 3 years ago... Yes everyone wants to watch the Inventor of theSpring Break 3 years ago... Yes everyone wants to watch the Inventor of theSpring Break 3 years ago... Yes everyone wants to watch the Inventor of theSpring Break 3 years ago... Yes everyone wants to watch the Inventor of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Dante's music was just  1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Dante's music was just  1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Dante's music was just  1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Dante's music was just 
singing about a car...singing about a car...singing about a car...singing about a car... not the ElectricWindmillCar though! Mary B. is so MAD about Farrah getting Anus not the ElectricWindmillCar though! Mary B. is so MAD about Farrah getting Anus not the ElectricWindmillCar though! Mary B. is so MAD about Farrah getting Anus not the ElectricWindmillCar though! Mary B. is so MAD about Farrah getting Anus Cancer she would have the  Cancer she would have the  Cancer she would have the  Cancer she would have the 
male students present a computer simulation on theirmale students present a computer simulation on theirmale students present a computer simulation on theirmale students present a computer simulation on their iPhone5s to all the women on the Key West Beach warning them of MAD MEN who iPhone5s to all the women on the Key West Beach warning them of MAD MEN who iPhone5s to all the women on the Key West Beach warning them of MAD MEN who iPhone5s to all the women on the Key West Beach warning them of MAD MEN who
knowingly would give them Anus Cancer! Mary B. can hear voices, the screaming ofknowingly would give them Anus Cancer! Mary B. can hear voices, the screaming ofknowingly would give them Anus Cancer! Mary B. can hear voices, the screaming ofknowingly would give them Anus Cancer! Mary B. can hear voices, the screaming of Farrah when she was told which Man gave her  Farrah when she was told which Man gave her  Farrah when she was told which Man gave her  Farrah when she was told which Man gave her 
Anus Cancer, just as bad Mad Man asAnus Cancer, just as bad Mad Man asAnus Cancer, just as bad Mad Man asAnus Cancer, just as bad Mad Man as Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could hang Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could hang Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could hang Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could hang Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Busted  Busted  Busted  Busted 
Drunks picking up this "Trash" not beer cans on the White Sandy BeachesDrunks picking up this "Trash" not beer cans on the White Sandy BeachesDrunks picking up this "Trash" not beer cans on the White Sandy BeachesDrunks picking up this "Trash" not beer cans on the White Sandy Beaches of Key West.  of Key West.  of Key West.  of Key West. 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced... Delhi's worst just advanced... Delhi's worst just advanced... Delhi's worst just advanced... Delhi's worst----ever pollution levels affect children. Forget theever pollution levels affect children. Forget theever pollution levels affect children. Forget theever pollution levels affect children. Forget the
CNG revolution and PUC certificates. Delhi has turned into a pollution zone soCNG revolution and PUC certificates. Delhi has turned into a pollution zone soCNG revolution and PUC certificates. Delhi has turned into a pollution zone soCNG revolution and PUC certificates. Delhi has turned into a pollution zone so deadly that children in India's capital have the lungs  deadly that children in India's capital have the lungs  deadly that children in India's capital have the lungs  deadly that children in India's capital have the lungs 
of chainof chainof chainof chain----smokers, and allsmokers, and allsmokers, and allsmokers, and all the associated respiratory ailments. And doctors have sounded the alarm... Start the associated respiratory ailments. And doctors have sounded the alarm... Start the associated respiratory ailments. And doctors have sounded the alarm... Start the associated respiratory ailments. And doctors have sounded the alarm... Start the New French Revolution  the New French Revolution  the New French Revolution  the New French Revolution 
without the French! without the French! without the French! without the French! 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd14 Greg 22nd14 Greg 22nd14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced... 
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4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded 4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded 4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded 4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded 

with SS Drives, to drive, into thewith SS Drives, to drive, into thewith SS Drives, to drive, into thewith SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled. "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled. "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled. "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book is preinstalled.

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  advanced...  advanced...  advanced... 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  just advanced...  just advanced...  just advanced... 

2222----22222222----14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford...14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford...14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford...14 Greg 22nd Day: "Escort" Ford... "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  "Escort" Ford... I just advanced...  "Escort" Ford... I just advanced... 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... 21st BDay14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... 21st BDay14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... 21st BDay14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... 21st BDay Rx Coup will change the status quo, more 21st BDays are spent entirely  Rx Coup will change the status quo, more 21st BDays are spent entirely  Rx Coup will change the status quo, more 21st BDays are spent entirely  Rx Coup will change the status quo, more 21st BDays are spent entirely 
onononon "InventingSomething..." good movie for Mary B. to make for Angelian's Next "InventingSomething..." good movie for Mary B. to make for Angelian's Next "InventingSomething..." good movie for Mary B. to make for Angelian's Next "InventingSomething..." good movie for Mary B. to make for Angelian's Next Movie!  Movie!  Movie!  Movie! 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER FROM SMOG" At the age of 37, Angelina Jolie underwent a  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the age of 37, Angelina Jolie underwent a  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the age of 37, Angelina Jolie underwent a  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the age of 37, Angelina Jolie underwent a 
preventive doublepreventive doublepreventive doublepreventive double mastectomy after learning she had an 87% risk of developing breast cancer due to mastectomy after learning she had an 87% risk of developing breast cancer due to mastectomy after learning she had an 87% risk of developing breast cancer due to mastectomy after learning she had an 87% risk of developing breast cancer due to a defective BRCA1 gene...  a defective BRCA1 gene...  a defective BRCA1 gene...  a defective BRCA1 gene... 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort"14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort"14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort"14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" NOT the right escort for these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store window as NOT the right escort for these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store window as NOT the right escort for these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store window as NOT the right escort for these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store window as our Numb  our Numb  our Numb  our Numb 
NutsNutsNutsNuts Dictator Escorts you to "Hell" for all the Oil Money in the Earth. Dictator Escorts you to "Hell" for all the Oil Money in the Earth. Dictator Escorts you to "Hell" for all the Oil Money in the Earth. Dictator Escorts you to "Hell" for all the Oil Money in the Earth. $777 Trillion USD, these 4 girls don't even get a gift of an  $777 Trillion USD, these 4 girls don't even get a gift of an  $777 Trillion USD, these 4 girls don't even get a gift of an  $777 Trillion USD, these 4 girls don't even get a gift of an 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar Era to grow up in for their Sweet 16 BDay in a Poison Gas Exhaust Era, Holocaust Era to grow up in for their Sweet 16 BDay in a Poison Gas Exhaust Era, Holocaust Era to grow up in for their Sweet 16 BDay in a Poison Gas Exhaust Era, Holocaust Era to grow up in for their Sweet 16 BDay in a Poison Gas Exhaust Era, Holocaust II  II  II  II 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER FROM SMOG" Cray XE6 supercomputer at the Argonne National  FROM SMOG" Cray XE6 supercomputer at the Argonne National  FROM SMOG" Cray XE6 supercomputer at the Argonne National  FROM SMOG" Cray XE6 supercomputer at the Argonne National 
Laboratory outsideLaboratory outsideLaboratory outsideLaboratory outside Chicago, is used for computation, simulation, and data analysis for the Chicago, is used for computation, simulation, and data analysis for the Chicago, is used for computation, simulation, and data analysis for the Chicago, is used for computation, simulation, and data analysis for the biomedical research community. Men at  biomedical research community. Men at  biomedical research community. Men at  biomedical research community. Men at 
Argonne National should have taken it onArgonne National should have taken it onArgonne National should have taken it onArgonne National should have taken it on their own to do a Cray XE6 simulation on every polluted City Angelina Jolie went their own to do a Cray XE6 simulation on every polluted City Angelina Jolie went their own to do a Cray XE6 simulation on every polluted City Angelina Jolie went their own to do a Cray XE6 simulation on every polluted City Angelina Jolie went to and  to and  to and  to and 
will go as this is Argonne National Labs... F grade for not doing thiswill go as this is Argonne National Labs... F grade for not doing thiswill go as this is Argonne National Labs... F grade for not doing thiswill go as this is Argonne National Labs... F grade for not doing this homework by the Lab as the "Boss" didn't think of doing this for  homework by the Lab as the "Boss" didn't think of doing this for  homework by the Lab as the "Boss" didn't think of doing this for  homework by the Lab as the "Boss" didn't think of doing this for 
Jolie, justJolie, justJolie, justJolie, just watched her movies 1,001 times!  watched her movies 1,001 times!  watched her movies 1,001 times!  watched her movies 1,001 times! 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... Argonne National Labs must have replaced the "Boss Scientists" "Escort" grin... Argonne National Labs must have replaced the "Boss Scientists" "Escort" grin... Argonne National Labs must have replaced the "Boss Scientists" "Escort" grin... Argonne National Labs must have replaced the "Boss Scientists" with an BP Oil Man  with an BP Oil Man  with an BP Oil Man  with an BP Oil Man 
like the Univ of Colorado did for the President of thelike the Univ of Colorado did for the President of thelike the Univ of Colorado did for the President of thelike the Univ of Colorado did for the President of the University, and this caused all the shootings, really... Argonne National Labs University, and this caused all the shootings, really... Argonne National Labs University, and this caused all the shootings, really... Argonne National Labs University, and this caused all the shootings, really... Argonne National Labs
bosses would get sent to a "Poor" lab if they ever think of running a simulationbosses would get sent to a "Poor" lab if they ever think of running a simulationbosses would get sent to a "Poor" lab if they ever think of running a simulationbosses would get sent to a "Poor" lab if they ever think of running a simulation Pedophile Oil Men President of the Univ of Colorado  Pedophile Oil Men President of the Univ of Colorado  Pedophile Oil Men President of the Univ of Colorado  Pedophile Oil Men President of the Univ of Colorado 
and other Universities asand other Universities asand other Universities asand other Universities as they are like Syphilis + Anus Cancer she wakes up to Screaming, causalities from they are like Syphilis + Anus Cancer she wakes up to Screaming, causalities from they are like Syphilis + Anus Cancer she wakes up to Screaming, causalities from they are like Syphilis + Anus Cancer she wakes up to Screaming, causalities from Shootings from his "Poison  Shootings from his "Poison  Shootings from his "Poison  Shootings from his "Poison 
Gas Exhaust" culture now President of manyGas Exhaust" culture now President of manyGas Exhaust" culture now President of manyGas Exhaust" culture now President of many Universities! French Revolution shut down the Univ of Paris for 7 years as they Universities! French Revolution shut down the Univ of Paris for 7 years as they Universities! French Revolution shut down the Univ of Paris for 7 years as they Universities! French Revolution shut down the Univ of Paris for 7 years as they did the  did the  did the  did the 
same thing back them, all the Pedophiles became Presidents of thesame thing back them, all the Pedophiles became Presidents of thesame thing back them, all the Pedophiles became Presidents of thesame thing back them, all the Pedophiles became Presidents of the Univ... like Yale going to Singapore for the legal whores!  Univ... like Yale going to Singapore for the legal whores!  Univ... like Yale going to Singapore for the legal whores!  Univ... like Yale going to Singapore for the legal whores! 

2222----21212121----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... I don's spend hours every night 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... I don's spend hours every night 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... I don's spend hours every night 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... I don's spend hours every night drinking on Duval Key West... I spend them in data  drinking on Duval Key West... I spend them in data  drinking on Duval Key West... I spend them in data  drinking on Duval Key West... I spend them in data 
analysis for the biomedicalanalysis for the biomedicalanalysis for the biomedicalanalysis for the biomedical research community... "Women" God's best Invention, save her life, a BP Oil man research community... "Women" God's best Invention, save her life, a BP Oil man research community... "Women" God's best Invention, save her life, a BP Oil man research community... "Women" God's best Invention, save her life, a BP Oil man kills 1 day from pollution  kills 1 day from pollution  kills 1 day from pollution  kills 1 day from pollution 
particles sent through her body, you don't needparticles sent through her body, you don't needparticles sent through her body, you don't needparticles sent through her body, you don't need Argonne National Lab to simulate this on a Cray Supercomputer, you need the Numb Argonne National Lab to simulate this on a Cray Supercomputer, you need the Numb Argonne National Lab to simulate this on a Cray Supercomputer, you need the Numb Argonne National Lab to simulate this on a Cray Supercomputer, you need the Numb
Nuts Dictator who thinks he is smarter than the 11,843 scientists he over looksNuts Dictator who thinks he is smarter than the 11,843 scientists he over looksNuts Dictator who thinks he is smarter than the 11,843 scientists he over looksNuts Dictator who thinks he is smarter than the 11,843 scientists he over looks at the lab to be sent to a "POOR" house as he is not worth  at the lab to be sent to a "POOR" house as he is not worth  at the lab to be sent to a "POOR" house as he is not worth  at the lab to be sent to a "POOR" house as he is not worth 
what the gov. payswhat the gov. payswhat the gov. payswhat the gov. pays him $  him $  him $  him $ 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST14 Greg 21st Day: George Orwell "Escort" grin... "BREAST CANCER FROM SMOG" At the age of 37, Angelina Jolie??????????????  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the age of 37, Angelina Jolie??????????????  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the age of 37, Angelina Jolie??????????????  CANCER FROM SMOG" At the age of 37, Angelina Jolie?????????????? 

2222----21212121----14141414 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Escort Day *.* Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Escort Day *.* Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Escort Day *.* Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Escort Day *.* Neuroscience of love explored... buy her a new 2014  Neuroscience of love explored... buy her a new 2014  Neuroscience of love explored... buy her a new 2014  Neuroscience of love explored... buy her a new 2014 
ElectricWindmillcar Today!ElectricWindmillcar Today!ElectricWindmillcar Today!ElectricWindmillcar Today!

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day *.* Escorted by Numb Nuts Dictators to drive to 24/7 work  *.* Escorted by Numb Nuts Dictators to drive to 24/7 work  *.* Escorted by Numb Nuts Dictators to drive to 24/7 work  *.* Escorted by Numb Nuts Dictators to drive to 24/7 work 
brainstorming 1,001brainstorming 1,001brainstorming 1,001brainstorming 1,001 invent projects with a few wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage, get married at invent projects with a few wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage, get married at invent projects with a few wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage, get married at invent projects with a few wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage, get married at the Hemingway House in Key  the Hemingway House in Key  the Hemingway House in Key  the Hemingway House in Key 
West *.*.*.* Everything Recorded by NSA, CIA,West *.*.*.* Everything Recorded by NSA, CIA,West *.*.*.* Everything Recorded by NSA, CIA,West *.*.*.* Everything Recorded by NSA, CIA, Verizon, grin!  Verizon, grin!  Verizon, grin!  Verizon, grin! 
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2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... ElectricWindMillCar Day *.*  ElectricWindMillCar Day *.*  ElectricWindMillCar Day *.*  ElectricWindMillCar Day *.* 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 21st Day: Homeless in Key West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the Inventive part of Gregs West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the Inventive part of Gregs West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the Inventive part of Gregs West... I love touching Mary B. goes right to the Inventive part of Gregs Frontal Lobe to get a  Frontal Lobe to get a  Frontal Lobe to get a  Frontal Lobe to get a 
RxCure... Love can Cure when touching Mary! Frontal LobeRxCure... Love can Cure when touching Mary! Frontal LobeRxCure... Love can Cure when touching Mary! Frontal LobeRxCure... Love can Cure when touching Mary! Frontal Lobe stimulated by Love to get a RxCure!  stimulated by Love to get a RxCure!  stimulated by Love to get a RxCure!  stimulated by Love to get a RxCure! 

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super Computer Literate: Neuroscience of love explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte Computer Literate: Neuroscience of love explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte Computer Literate: Neuroscience of love explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte Computer Literate: Neuroscience of love explored... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte
2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine ———— After Mary B. makes the movieAfter Mary B. makes the movieAfter Mary B. makes the movieAfter Mary B. makes the movie "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year old girls  "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year old girls  "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year old girls  "Vanessa Todays Farrah" millions of 20 year old girls 
will not ruin their liveswill not ruin their liveswill not ruin their liveswill not ruin their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of saving their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of saving their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of saving their lives living with a Numb Nuts Dictator who kills girl instead of saving their lives with all the George Orwell Verizon  with all the George Orwell Verizon  with all the George Orwell Verizon  with all the George Orwell Verizon 
recording and Cam's watch but not saving herrecording and Cam's watch but not saving herrecording and Cam's watch but not saving herrecording and Cam's watch but not saving her life, even Vanessa at Yale!  life, even Vanessa at Yale!  life, even Vanessa at Yale!  life, even Vanessa at Yale! 

2222----21212121----14 Greg 21th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 21th Day: Homeless in Key West... I love touch I love touch I love touch I love touching Mary B. goes right to the Inventive part of Gregs Frontal Lobeing Mary B. goes right to the Inventive part of Gregs Frontal Lobeing Mary B. goes right to the Inventive part of Gregs Frontal Lobeing Mary B. goes right to the Inventive part of Gregs Frontal Lobe to get a Rx  to get a Rx  to get a Rx  to get a Rx 
Overnight Cure for Vanessa's Anus Cancer! Love can Cure whenOvernight Cure for Vanessa's Anus Cancer! Love can Cure whenOvernight Cure for Vanessa's Anus Cancer! Love can Cure whenOvernight Cure for Vanessa's Anus Cancer! Love can Cure when touching Mary!  touching Mary!  touching Mary!  touching Mary! 

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Invent14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Invent14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Invent14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Invent Something Literate at Apple = $2,599 Apple needs to make the MacBook Pro with Something Literate at Apple = $2,599 Apple needs to make the MacBook Pro with Something Literate at Apple = $2,599 Apple needs to make the MacBook Pro with Something Literate at Apple = $2,599 Apple needs to make the MacBook Pro with
Retina display 27Retina display 27Retina display 27Retina display 27----inch: 2.3GHz super "Glue" their 27inch: 2.3GHz super "Glue" their 27inch: 2.3GHz super "Glue" their 27inch: 2.3GHz super "Glue" their 27----inch Apple Thunderboltinch Apple Thunderboltinch Apple Thunderboltinch Apple Thunderbolt Display on to the MacBook Pro Notebook sell it for $5,000  Display on to the MacBook Pro Notebook sell it for $5,000  Display on to the MacBook Pro Notebook sell it for $5,000  Display on to the MacBook Pro Notebook sell it for $5,000 
and give humanitiesand give humanitiesand give humanitiesand give humanities Inventors a iInventMacBookPro inventors can open 1,001 Windows. 27 inch Inventors a iInventMacBookPro inventors can open 1,001 Windows. 27 inch Inventors a iInventMacBookPro inventors can open 1,001 Windows. 27 inch Inventors a iInventMacBookPro inventors can open 1,001 Windows. 27 inch Thunderbolt display makes this  Thunderbolt display makes this  Thunderbolt display makes this  Thunderbolt display makes this 
possible, making Rx Cure Discoveries visible!possible, making Rx Cure Discoveries visible!possible, making Rx Cure Discoveries visible!possible, making Rx Cure Discoveries visible! Idea of the Retina display in a Bigger Inventor Universe, Apple Store In Key Idea of the Retina display in a Bigger Inventor Universe, Apple Store In Key Idea of the Retina display in a Bigger Inventor Universe, Apple Store In Key Idea of the Retina display in a Bigger Inventor Universe, Apple Store In Key West has  West has  West has  West has 
Hemingway Writing Classes that put invention projects in every chapter!Hemingway Writing Classes that put invention projects in every chapter!Hemingway Writing Classes that put invention projects in every chapter!Hemingway Writing Classes that put invention projects in every chapter!

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Ather Ali MPH  Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Ather Ali MPH  Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Ather Ali MPH  Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Ather Ali MPH ’’’’06 06 06 06 ———— who cowho cowho cowho co----directs thedirects thedirects thedirects the Integrative  Integrative  Integrative  Integrative 
Medicine at Yale Program at the School of Medicine, is facultyMedicine at Yale Program at the School of Medicine, is facultyMedicine at Yale Program at the School of Medicine, is facultyMedicine at Yale Program at the School of Medicine, is faculty member in Pediatrics and at the Yale Stress Center, praised the  member in Pediatrics and at the Yale Stress Center, praised the  member in Pediatrics and at the Yale Stress Center, praised the  member in Pediatrics and at the Yale Stress Center, praised the 
organizationorganizationorganizationorganization’’’’ssss founding principles as an intellectual forum  founding principles as an intellectual forum  founding principles as an intellectual forum  founding principles as an intellectual forum ---- """"Super Computer Literate: Not DrSuper Computer Literate: Not DrSuper Computer Literate: Not DrSuper Computer Literate: Not Dr Ali!" Dr. Ali has no idea Los Alamos has  Ali!" Dr. Ali has no idea Los Alamos has  Ali!" Dr. Ali has no idea Los Alamos has  Ali!" Dr. Ali has no idea Los Alamos has 
bought $1 Trillion in IBMbought $1 Trillion in IBMbought $1 Trillion in IBMbought $1 Trillion in IBM Supercomputers since the 1980 invention of the ElectricwindmillCar! This makes Supercomputers since the 1980 invention of the ElectricwindmillCar! This makes Supercomputers since the 1980 invention of the ElectricwindmillCar! This makes Supercomputers since the 1980 invention of the ElectricwindmillCar! This makes for an Illiterate Dr. Ali in  for an Illiterate Dr. Ali in  for an Illiterate Dr. Ali in  for an Illiterate Dr. Ali in 
telling the Yale Students what alternativetelling the Yale Students what alternativetelling the Yale Students what alternativetelling the Yale Students what alternative medicines as a health care option should be recommended when they haven't been medicines as a health care option should be recommended when they haven't been medicines as a health care option should be recommended when they haven't been medicines as a health care option should be recommended when they haven't been
Simulated on a Los Alamos Supercomputer simulation... Simulated on a Los Alamos Supercomputer simulation... Simulated on a Los Alamos Supercomputer simulation... Simulated on a Los Alamos Supercomputer simulation... 

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Yale14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Yale14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Yale14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... Yale Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine  Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine  Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine  Student Vanessa Noelte 2016 has wanted to discuss integrative medicine ———— anananan
approach that combines alternative medicine and conventional biomedicine approach that combines alternative medicine and conventional biomedicine approach that combines alternative medicine and conventional biomedicine approach that combines alternative medicine and conventional biomedicine ———— in anin anin anin an academic setting. This semester, her wish is  academic setting. This semester, her wish is  academic setting. This semester, her wish is  academic setting. This semester, her wish is 
about to be realized. 70 studentsabout to be realized. 70 studentsabout to be realized. 70 studentsabout to be realized. 70 students attended  attended  attended  attended ““““Escape FireEscape FireEscape FireEscape Fire”””” ———— a documentary exposing flaws with in the Americana documentary exposing flaws with in the Americana documentary exposing flaws with in the Americana documentary exposing flaws with in the American health care system  health care system  health care system  health care system ————
organized by Noelte as a way of promoting discussion,organized by Noelte as a way of promoting discussion,organized by Noelte as a way of promoting discussion,organized by Noelte as a way of promoting discussion, Vanessa "Deleted" Chaney and Bush + Bush selling organs to Saudi Princes, I Vanessa "Deleted" Chaney and Bush + Bush selling organs to Saudi Princes, I Vanessa "Deleted" Chaney and Bush + Bush selling organs to Saudi Princes, I Vanessa "Deleted" Chaney and Bush + Bush selling organs to Saudi Princes, I
think Yale and its many Vanessa's should LEAK medical crimes, like Chaneythink Yale and its many Vanessa's should LEAK medical crimes, like Chaneythink Yale and its many Vanessa's should LEAK medical crimes, like Chaneythink Yale and its many Vanessa's should LEAK medical crimes, like Chaney getting a Heart Transplant but our Numb Nuts Dictators  getting a Heart Transplant but our Numb Nuts Dictators  getting a Heart Transplant but our Numb Nuts Dictators  getting a Heart Transplant but our Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide will not signWorld Wide will not signWorld Wide will not signWorld Wide will not sign a executive order for Mandatory Organ Donation!  a executive order for Mandatory Organ Donation!  a executive order for Mandatory Organ Donation!  a executive order for Mandatory Organ Donation! ““““Escape FireEscape FireEscape FireEscape Fire”””” ———— a MD documentarya MD documentarya MD documentarya MD documentary should include  should include  should include  should include 
Vanessa as Farrah today 2Vanessa as Farrah today 2Vanessa as Farrah today 2Vanessa as Farrah today 2----20202020----14 crying her eyes out swearing when14 crying her eyes out swearing when14 crying her eyes out swearing when14 crying her eyes out swearing when told she has Anus Cancer and the guy didn't tell her, Vanessa  told she has Anus Cancer and the guy didn't tell her, Vanessa  told she has Anus Cancer and the guy didn't tell her, Vanessa  told she has Anus Cancer and the guy didn't tell her, Vanessa 
screams at outscreams at outscreams at outscreams at out Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale for not posting Mug Shots of all Yale Men with HPV, Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale for not posting Mug Shots of all Yale Men with HPV, Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale for not posting Mug Shots of all Yale Men with HPV, Numb Nuts Dictators at Yale for not posting Mug Shots of all Yale Men with HPV, HIV, Syphilis, STD's!  HIV, Syphilis, STD's!  HIV, Syphilis, STD's!  HIV, Syphilis, STD's! 

2222----20202020----14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 20th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Super Computer Literate:  "Super Computer Literate:  "Super Computer Literate:  "Super Computer Literate: 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... Greg Alienated Yale Freshmen in my 7 pm update below... status quo maintained... Greg Alienated Yale Freshmen in my 7 pm update below... status quo maintained... Greg Alienated Yale Freshmen in my 7 pm update below... status quo maintained... Greg Alienated Yale Freshmen in my 7 pm update below... One  One  One  One 
Wife or Many wives, Yale should require all Freshmen admitted to be marriedWife or Many wives, Yale should require all Freshmen admitted to be marriedWife or Many wives, Yale should require all Freshmen admitted to be marriedWife or Many wives, Yale should require all Freshmen admitted to be married for reasons below... Galaxy clusters are the most massive  for reasons below... Galaxy clusters are the most massive  for reasons below... Galaxy clusters are the most massive  for reasons below... Galaxy clusters are the most massive 
objects in theobjects in theobjects in theobjects in the universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, bound together by universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, bound together by universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, bound together by universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies, bound together by gravity. STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Navy in Key  gravity. STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Navy in Key  gravity. STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Navy in Key  gravity. STATUS QUO GRAVITY... Navy in Key 
West will never sail to AlphaWest will never sail to AlphaWest will never sail to AlphaWest will never sail to Alpha Centauri. No Aliens! Navy is only Navigable by POW's of "E Centauri. No Aliens! Navy is only Navigable by POW's of "E Centauri. No Aliens! Navy is only Navigable by POW's of "E Centauri. No Aliens! Navy is only Navigable by POW's of "Endless Wars On Earth!ndless Wars On Earth!ndless Wars On Earth!ndless Wars On Earth! Navy even Pirated the  Navy even Pirated the  Navy even Pirated the  Navy even Pirated the 
$177 Trillion for the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store$177 Trillion for the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store$177 Trillion for the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store$177 Trillion for the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store Window for a fleet of 15 JFK Super Carriers Under construction Today and these  Window for a fleet of 15 JFK Super Carriers Under construction Today and these  Window for a fleet of 15 JFK Super Carriers Under construction Today and these  Window for a fleet of 15 JFK Super Carriers Under construction Today and these 
4444 girls looking into the Apple Store window have no idea the Admiral kill 4 teen girls looking into the Apple Store window have no idea the Admiral kill 4 teen girls looking into the Apple Store window have no idea the Admiral kill 4 teen girls looking into the Apple Store window have no idea the Admiral kill 4 teen age girls... Them! Status of Star Travels is  age girls... Them! Status of Star Travels is  age girls... Them! Status of Star Travels is  age girls... Them! Status of Star Travels is 
"Untouchable" like UN in Haiti, WHO"Untouchable" like UN in Haiti, WHO"Untouchable" like UN in Haiti, WHO"Untouchable" like UN in Haiti, WHO MD's didn't really pass Med School as Cholera dead go on Today like Endless MD's didn't really pass Med School as Cholera dead go on Today like Endless MD's didn't really pass Med School as Cholera dead go on Today like Endless MD's didn't really pass Med School as Cholera dead go on Today like Endless Wars, status Quo...  Wars, status Quo...  Wars, status Quo...  Wars, status Quo... 
Mary B. will make a futuristic movie of the Admiral killingMary B. will make a futuristic movie of the Admiral killingMary B. will make a futuristic movie of the Admiral killingMary B. will make a futuristic movie of the Admiral killing these 4 girls via building the JFK Super Carrier out of revenge for losing the these 4 girls via building the JFK Super Carrier out of revenge for losing the these 4 girls via building the JFK Super Carrier out of revenge for losing the these 4 girls via building the JFK Super Carrier out of revenge for losing the
Vietnam War. Mary B. will make the Navy Movie above too. Status Quo Gravity, JFKVietnam War. Mary B. will make the Navy Movie above too. Status Quo Gravity, JFKVietnam War. Mary B. will make the Navy Movie above too. Status Quo Gravity, JFKVietnam War. Mary B. will make the Navy Movie above too. Status Quo Gravity, JFK Super NASA Shuttle... Hell No... we don't know how  Super NASA Shuttle... Hell No... we don't know how  Super NASA Shuttle... Hell No... we don't know how  Super NASA Shuttle... Hell No... we don't know how 
Gravity is Generated, Bush +Gravity is Generated, Bush +Gravity is Generated, Bush +Gravity is Generated, Bush + Bush + Kerry failed Yale in the Real World in 1970 + 1980 invention of the Bush + Kerry failed Yale in the Real World in 1970 + 1980 invention of the Bush + Kerry failed Yale in the Real World in 1970 + 1980 invention of the Bush + Kerry failed Yale in the Real World in 1970 + 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar Era of  ElectricWindmillCar Era of  ElectricWindmillCar Era of  ElectricWindmillCar Era of 
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Endless Summers reading Hemingway then writing theEndless Summers reading Hemingway then writing theEndless Summers reading Hemingway then writing theEndless Summers reading Hemingway then writing the Futuristic Invention Novel as for Mary B. she will make the futuristic Movie Futuristic Invention Novel as for Mary B. she will make the futuristic Movie Futuristic Invention Novel as for Mary B. she will make the futuristic Movie Futuristic Invention Novel as for Mary B. she will make the futuristic Movie
inventive! inventive! inventive! inventive! 
4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive,4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive,4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive,4 Girls SWF wanting a Apple Pro loaded with SS Drives, to drive, into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book  into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book  into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book  into the "Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik as her MD Brain Surgeon book 
isisisis preinstalled.  preinstalled.  preinstalled.  preinstalled. 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 1 Trillion Neurons + Glial Dr. Katrina makes a point she can't maintained... 1 Trillion Neurons + Glial Dr. Katrina makes a point she can't maintained... 1 Trillion Neurons + Glial Dr. Katrina makes a point she can't maintained... 1 Trillion Neurons + Glial Dr. Katrina makes a point she can't
spell and has not memorized all the "folds" in the frontal lobes... these 4spell and has not memorized all the "folds" in the frontal lobes... these 4spell and has not memorized all the "folds" in the frontal lobes... these 4spell and has not memorized all the "folds" in the frontal lobes... these 4 girls will dissect the frontal lobes like Dr. Katrina's most  girls will dissect the frontal lobes like Dr. Katrina's most  girls will dissect the frontal lobes like Dr. Katrina's most  girls will dissect the frontal lobes like Dr. Katrina's most 
futuristicfuturisticfuturisticfuturistic Hemingway Writing class assignment Chapter could get out of her Dr. writing Hemingway Writing class assignment Chapter could get out of her Dr. writing Hemingway Writing class assignment Chapter could get out of her Dr. writing Hemingway Writing class assignment Chapter could get out of her Dr. writing about 4 girls looking in the window of Apple  about 4 girls looking in the window of Apple  about 4 girls looking in the window of Apple  about 4 girls looking in the window of Apple ----
Hepburn breakfast at Tiffany's,Hepburn breakfast at Tiffany's,Hepburn breakfast at Tiffany's,Hepburn breakfast at Tiffany's, Mary B. will make a futuristic movie title "4 Girls Frontal Lobes MRI's looking Mary B. will make a futuristic movie title "4 Girls Frontal Lobes MRI's looking Mary B. will make a futuristic movie title "4 Girls Frontal Lobes MRI's looking Mary B. will make a futuristic movie title "4 Girls Frontal Lobes MRI's looking into the Apple Store  into the Apple Store  into the Apple Store  into the Apple Store 
Window" Mary B. will come up with a much better title ofWindow" Mary B. will come up with a much better title ofWindow" Mary B. will come up with a much better title ofWindow" Mary B. will come up with a much better title of course!  course!  course!  course! 
2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... slept out under the stars last night so posted the massive 1 maintained... slept out under the stars last night so posted the massive 1 maintained... slept out under the stars last night so posted the massive 1 maintained... slept out under the stars last night so posted the massive 1
Trillion Galaxy Clustered news 1st. Greg's STATUS QUO GRAVITY... in Key West isTrillion Galaxy Clustered news 1st. Greg's STATUS QUO GRAVITY... in Key West isTrillion Galaxy Clustered news 1st. Greg's STATUS QUO GRAVITY... in Key West isTrillion Galaxy Clustered news 1st. Greg's STATUS QUO GRAVITY... in Key West is "Homeless." Salvation, to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention  "Homeless." Salvation, to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention  "Homeless." Salvation, to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention  "Homeless." Salvation, to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention 
projects Paid Off withprojects Paid Off withprojects Paid Off withprojects Paid Off with the iMiniVan from Apple Car Company, 5 outlet sockets work with the engine off, the iMiniVan from Apple Car Company, 5 outlet sockets work with the engine off, the iMiniVan from Apple Car Company, 5 outlet sockets work with the engine off, the iMiniVan from Apple Car Company, 5 outlet sockets work with the engine off, Toyota engineers couldn't invent  Toyota engineers couldn't invent  Toyota engineers couldn't invent  Toyota engineers couldn't invent 
this, or they just wanted to give more $177this, or they just wanted to give more $177this, or they just wanted to give more $177this, or they just wanted to give more $177 Trillions to Mecca + Allah $  Trillions to Mecca + Allah $  Trillions to Mecca + Allah $  Trillions to Mecca + Allah $ 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...New prohibition West... status quo maintained...New prohibition West... status quo maintained...New prohibition West... status quo maintained...New prohibition----smoking policies in China couldsmoking policies in China couldsmoking policies in China couldsmoking policies in China could save nearly 1  save nearly 1  save nearly 1  save nearly 1 
Billion. 500 million in the USA in 2015 if Snowden leaks this!Billion. 500 million in the USA in 2015 if Snowden leaks this!Billion. 500 million in the USA in 2015 if Snowden leaks this!Billion. 500 million in the USA in 2015 if Snowden leaks this! Officer Jason picture burns all over from writing a speeding ticket  Officer Jason picture burns all over from writing a speeding ticket  Officer Jason picture burns all over from writing a speeding ticket  Officer Jason picture burns all over from writing a speeding ticket ---- same  same  same  same 
thingthingthingthing happens in China, Paris, Moscow Cops bounded by "Gravity." Putin is a Cop happens in China, Paris, Moscow Cops bounded by "Gravity." Putin is a Cop happens in China, Paris, Moscow Cops bounded by "Gravity." Putin is a Cop happens in China, Paris, Moscow Cops bounded by "Gravity." Putin is a Cop Killer, Bush, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, STATUS QUO  Killer, Bush, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, STATUS QUO  Killer, Bush, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, STATUS QUO  Killer, Bush, Hillary, Kerry, McCain, STATUS QUO 
GRAVITY... GRAVITY... GRAVITY... GRAVITY... 

2222----19191919----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained..If the status quo is 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained..If the status quo is 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained..If the status quo is 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained..If the status quo is maintained, China faces a tremendous  maintained, China faces a tremendous  maintained, China faces a tremendous  maintained, China faces a tremendous 
health burden in the next four decades thathealth burden in the next four decades thathealth burden in the next four decades thathealth burden in the next four decades that could result in more than 50 million deaths related to smoking... Sony Farrah could result in more than 50 million deaths related to smoking... Sony Farrah could result in more than 50 million deaths related to smoking... Sony Farrah could result in more than 50 million deaths related to smoking... Sony Farrah Faucet  Faucet  Faucet  Faucet 
movie Rated MD will save 50 million Chinese women just from Anus Cancer,movie Rated MD will save 50 million Chinese women just from Anus Cancer,movie Rated MD will save 50 million Chinese women just from Anus Cancer,movie Rated MD will save 50 million Chinese women just from Anus Cancer, cervix cancer, suicide + murdered. Mary B. making 1,001  cervix cancer, suicide + murdered. Mary B. making 1,001  cervix cancer, suicide + murdered. Mary B. making 1,001  cervix cancer, suicide + murdered. Mary B. making 1,001 
MD movie, ability toMD movie, ability toMD movie, ability toMD movie, ability to produce a substances that would likely kill candida and prevent 1 billion women produce a substances that would likely kill candida and prevent 1 billion women produce a substances that would likely kill candida and prevent 1 billion women produce a substances that would likely kill candida and prevent 1 billion women from its discharge... "Discharge"  from its discharge... "Discharge"  from its discharge... "Discharge"  from its discharge... "Discharge" 
WHO at the UN as they helped murder 15K inWHO at the UN as they helped murder 15K inWHO at the UN as they helped murder 15K inWHO at the UN as they helped murder 15K in Haiti by Cholera from Nepali Peace Keepers... status Quo... Wow STATUS QUO Haiti by Cholera from Nepali Peace Keepers... status Quo... Wow STATUS QUO Haiti by Cholera from Nepali Peace Keepers... status Quo... Wow STATUS QUO Haiti by Cholera from Nepali Peace Keepers... status Quo... Wow STATUS QUO GRAVITY...  GRAVITY...  GRAVITY...  GRAVITY... 
Mary B. and the Movie "Gravity" next one "Gravity II" Mary B. willMary B. and the Movie "Gravity" next one "Gravity II" Mary B. willMary B. and the Movie "Gravity" next one "Gravity II" Mary B. willMary B. and the Movie "Gravity" next one "Gravity II" Mary B. will help produce and direct as Anus Cancer with no gravity is NO Joke to  help produce and direct as Anus Cancer with no gravity is NO Joke to  help produce and direct as Anus Cancer with no gravity is NO Joke to  help produce and direct as Anus Cancer with no gravity is NO Joke to 
women withwomen withwomen withwomen with it, Farrah today crying her eyes out swearing at out Numb Nuts Dictators, none it, Farrah today crying her eyes out swearing at out Numb Nuts Dictators, none it, Farrah today crying her eyes out swearing at out Numb Nuts Dictators, none it, Farrah today crying her eyes out swearing at out Numb Nuts Dictators, none went to Yale Med School as they were to  went to Yale Med School as they were to  went to Yale Med School as they were to  went to Yale Med School as they were to 
stupid to get in. Only Yale Universitystupid to get in. Only Yale Universitystupid to get in. Only Yale Universitystupid to get in. Only Yale University would accept them on the Gravity of status quo!  would accept them on the Gravity of status quo!  would accept them on the Gravity of status quo!  would accept them on the Gravity of status quo! 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day:14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 7 pm at Starbucks on Duval in Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 7 pm at Starbucks on Duval in Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 7 pm at Starbucks on Duval in Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained... 7 pm at Starbucks on Duval in Key West, got a seat only 12 seats  Key West, got a seat only 12 seats  Key West, got a seat only 12 seats  Key West, got a seat only 12 seats 
in the whole Starbucks and no one is workingin the whole Starbucks and no one is workingin the whole Starbucks and no one is workingin the whole Starbucks and no one is working on a way to invent more seating here. So here is what I just wrote after reading on a way to invent more seating here. So here is what I just wrote after reading on a way to invent more seating here. So here is what I just wrote after reading on a way to invent more seating here. So here is what I just wrote after reading Yale  Yale  Yale  Yale 
Across Campus... Alienate Yale Elite by being the one to discover a way toAcross Campus... Alienate Yale Elite by being the one to discover a way toAcross Campus... Alienate Yale Elite by being the one to discover a way toAcross Campus... Alienate Yale Elite by being the one to discover a way to hear or observe Aliens then mention in the NY Times Yale  hear or observe Aliens then mention in the NY Times Yale  hear or observe Aliens then mention in the NY Times Yale  hear or observe Aliens then mention in the NY Times Yale 
Alienated you forAlienated you forAlienated you forAlienated you for working on this invention projects brainstorming with many wives in a legal working on this invention projects brainstorming with many wives in a legal working on this invention projects brainstorming with many wives in a legal working on this invention projects brainstorming with many wives in a legal polygamous marriage... this will  polygamous marriage... this will  polygamous marriage... this will  polygamous marriage... this will 
Alienate Yale to no End.... infinity! OccupyAlienate Yale to no End.... infinity! OccupyAlienate Yale to no End.... infinity! OccupyAlienate Yale to no End.... infinity! Occupy Master Master Master Master’’’’s Tea. s Tea. s Tea. s Tea. ““““Wall Street is filled with Sociopaths who almost broke the worldWall Street is filled with Sociopaths who almost broke the worldWall Street is filled with Sociopaths who almost broke the worldWall Street is filled with Sociopaths who almost broke the world economy, economy, economy, economy,””””
said Jeffrey Sachs at his Mastersaid Jeffrey Sachs at his Mastersaid Jeffrey Sachs at his Mastersaid Jeffrey Sachs at his Master’’’’s Tea on economics and happiness,s Tea on economics and happiness,s Tea on economics and happiness,s Tea on economics and happiness, held in Berkeley College yesterday. Way to alienate the largest  held in Berkeley College yesterday. Way to alienate the largest  held in Berkeley College yesterday. Way to alienate the largest  held in Berkeley College yesterday. Way to alienate the largest 
chunk of thechunk of thechunk of thechunk of the Yale audience! THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1968 A new magazine called Alternative Yale audience! THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1968 A new magazine called Alternative Yale audience! THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1968 A new magazine called Alternative Yale audience! THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1968 A new magazine called Alternative hits campus. Looking back to the  hits campus. Looking back to the  hits campus. Looking back to the  hits campus. Looking back to the 
hippies in New Haven Legal Polygamous Marriagehippies in New Haven Legal Polygamous Marriagehippies in New Haven Legal Polygamous Marriagehippies in New Haven Legal Polygamous Marriage in 1968 would have broken the Nobel Prize Organization as the Rx Penicillin in 1968 would have broken the Nobel Prize Organization as the Rx Penicillin in 1968 would have broken the Nobel Prize Organization as the Rx Penicillin in 1968 would have broken the Nobel Prize Organization as the Rx Penicillin
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer would have been Priority #1 by manyOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer would have been Priority #1 by manyOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer would have been Priority #1 by manyOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer would have been Priority #1 by many wives in millions of Polygamous Marriages, Yale Today  wives in millions of Polygamous Marriages, Yale Today  wives in millions of Polygamous Marriages, Yale Today  wives in millions of Polygamous Marriages, Yale Today 
writers freshmen Failed towriters freshmen Failed towriters freshmen Failed towriters freshmen Failed to Think of Women and the 40K SWF in the USA died from Breast Cancer in 1968 and Think of Women and the 40K SWF in the USA died from Breast Cancer in 1968 and Think of Women and the 40K SWF in the USA died from Breast Cancer in 1968 and Think of Women and the 40K SWF in the USA died from Breast Cancer in 1968 and many more from cervical  many more from cervical  many more from cervical  many more from cervical 
cancer! Yale Today writers don't apply to Yale Medcancer! Yale Today writers don't apply to Yale Medcancer! Yale Today writers don't apply to Yale Medcancer! Yale Today writers don't apply to Yale Med School as they know better... how is this for Alienating Yale freshmen... ha! School as they know better... how is this for Alienating Yale freshmen... ha! School as they know better... how is this for Alienating Yale freshmen... ha! School as they know better... how is this for Alienating Yale freshmen... ha! One Wife  One Wife  One Wife  One Wife 
or Many wives Yale should require all Freshmen admitted to be marriedor Many wives Yale should require all Freshmen admitted to be marriedor Many wives Yale should require all Freshmen admitted to be marriedor Many wives Yale should require all Freshmen admitted to be married for reasons above!  for reasons above!  for reasons above!  for reasons above! 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  quo maintained...  quo maintained...  quo maintained... 

2222----19191919----14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status14 Greg 19th Day: Homeless in Key West... status quo maintained...  quo maintained...  quo maintained...  quo maintained... 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House" "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House" "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House" "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House" Start of  Start of  Start of  Start of 
Star Travels written by someone on a Apple in an Apple Store not Capt.Star Travels written by someone on a Apple in an Apple Store not Capt.Star Travels written by someone on a Apple in an Apple Store not Capt.Star Travels written by someone on a Apple in an Apple Store not Capt. Tony's drinking and drunk, this is why the Navy never started  Tony's drinking and drunk, this is why the Navy never started  Tony's drinking and drunk, this is why the Navy never started  Tony's drinking and drunk, this is why the Navy never started 
star travels instar travels instar travels instar travels in Roosevelt Era. Web page below is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to Roosevelt Era. Web page below is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to Roosevelt Era. Web page below is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to Roosevelt Era. Web page below is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to plug in Acer but you have to keep the  plug in Acer but you have to keep the  plug in Acer but you have to keep the  plug in Acer but you have to keep the 
engine running... Toyota can't invent aengine running... Toyota can't invent aengine running... Toyota can't invent aengine running... Toyota can't invent a plug in Outlet that works with the engine off for a Apple... Acer and Hell even plug in Outlet that works with the engine off for a Apple... Acer and Hell even plug in Outlet that works with the engine off for a Apple... Acer and Hell even plug in Outlet that works with the engine off for a Apple... Acer and Hell even a Dell. Apple  a Dell. Apple  a Dell. Apple  a Dell. Apple 
iMiniVan with outlet sockets on the iMiniVan will power up everyiMiniVan with outlet sockets on the iMiniVan will power up everyiMiniVan with outlet sockets on the iMiniVan will power up everyiMiniVan with outlet sockets on the iMiniVan will power up every Apple product with the iMiniVan engine off!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West  Apple product with the iMiniVan engine off!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West  Apple product with the iMiniVan engine off!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West  Apple product with the iMiniVan engine off!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West 
outsideoutsideoutsideoutside Margaritaville 75 F  Margaritaville 75 F  Margaritaville 75 F  Margaritaville 75 F 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West...14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon killed these 4 girls looking into the "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon killed these 4 girls looking into the "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon killed these 4 girls looking into the "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon killed these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store to  Apple Store to  Apple Store to  Apple Store to 
become MD women President "1984" One, Yale News today had Bush asbecome MD women President "1984" One, Yale News today had Bush asbecome MD women President "1984" One, Yale News today had Bush asbecome MD women President "1984" One, Yale News today had Bush as President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of 
Saudi Arabia both haveSaudi Arabia both haveSaudi Arabia both haveSaudi Arabia both have killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak this... Snowden killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak this... Snowden killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak this... Snowden killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak this... Snowden didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave  didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave  didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave  didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave 
Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177Crimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177 Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon!  Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon!  Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon!  Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon killed these Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon killed these Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon killed these Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Pentagon killed these 4 girls looking into the Apple Store to  4 girls looking into the Apple Store to  4 girls looking into the Apple Store to  4 girls looking into the Apple Store to 
become MD women President "1984" One,become MD women President "1984" One,become MD women President "1984" One,become MD women President "1984" One, Yale News today had Bush as President and not Holding Hands with the King + Yale News today had Bush as President and not Holding Hands with the King + Yale News today had Bush as President and not Holding Hands with the King + Yale News today had Bush as President and not Holding Hands with the King + Prince of  Prince of  Prince of  Prince of 
Saudi Arabia both have killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush knowSaudi Arabia both have killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush knowSaudi Arabia both have killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush knowSaudi Arabia both have killed women in cold blood and Bush + Bush know and don't leak this... Snowden didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave  and don't leak this... Snowden didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave  and don't leak this... Snowden didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave  and don't leak this... Snowden didn't leak Saudi Sex Slave 
Crimes too let aloneCrimes too let aloneCrimes too let aloneCrimes too let alone MD women stifled by $177 Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! MD women stifled by $177 Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! MD women stifled by $177 Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! MD women stifled by $177 Trillion given to Mecca + Allah $ by the Pentagon! Ghosts of Presidents Past. To celebrate  Ghosts of Presidents Past. To celebrate  Ghosts of Presidents Past. To celebrate  Ghosts of Presidents Past. To celebrate 
PresidentPresidentPresidentPresident’’’’s Day at Yale, the Universitys Day at Yale, the Universitys Day at Yale, the Universitys Day at Yale, the University put up an online album of five old photos of alumni who went on to occupy the put up an online album of five old photos of alumni who went on to occupy the put up an online album of five old photos of alumni who went on to occupy the put up an online album of five old photos of alumni who went on to occupy the highest seat in  highest seat in  highest seat in  highest seat in 
the nation. Highlights include George H. W. Bush the nation. Highlights include George H. W. Bush the nation. Highlights include George H. W. Bush the nation. Highlights include George H. W. Bush ’’’’48 hanging out48 hanging out48 hanging out48 hanging out with Babe Ruth on the baseball field, a head shot of George W. Bush  with Babe Ruth on the baseball field, a head shot of George W. Bush  with Babe Ruth on the baseball field, a head shot of George W. Bush  with Babe Ruth on the baseball field, a head shot of George W. Bush 
’’’’68 that68 that68 that68 that looks like the black looks like the black looks like the black looks like the black----andandandand----white equivalent of an awkward Yale ID photo!white equivalent of an awkward Yale ID photo!white equivalent of an awkward Yale ID photo!white equivalent of an awkward Yale ID photo!

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When? 3:11 pm14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When? 3:11 pm14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When? 3:11 pm14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When? 3:11 pm Key West out in front of Margaritaville as they have free wifi. No  Key West out in front of Margaritaville as they have free wifi. No  Key West out in front of Margaritaville as they have free wifi. No  Key West out in front of Margaritaville as they have free wifi. No 
Satellites inSatellites inSatellites inSatellites in low Earth Orbit yet but OK as Greg got the Start of the New French Revolution low Earth Orbit yet but OK as Greg got the Start of the New French Revolution low Earth Orbit yet but OK as Greg got the Start of the New French Revolution low Earth Orbit yet but OK as Greg got the Start of the New French Revolution with the picture of the 4 girls looking in the  with the picture of the 4 girls looking in the  with the picture of the 4 girls looking in the  with the picture of the 4 girls looking in the 
Apple Store Window and Mom, DadApple Store Window and Mom, DadApple Store Window and Mom, DadApple Store Window and Mom, Dad just explained to them $177 Trillion in USD was given to Mecca by the just explained to them $177 Trillion in USD was given to Mecca by the just explained to them $177 Trillion in USD was given to Mecca by the just explained to them $177 Trillion in USD was given to Mecca by the Pentagon... Pentagon  Pentagon... Pentagon  Pentagon... Pentagon  Pentagon... Pentagon 
Building will be to big to remodel as a Apple Store but notBuilding will be to big to remodel as a Apple Store but notBuilding will be to big to remodel as a Apple Store but notBuilding will be to big to remodel as a Apple Store but not a Yale Pentagon Medical School. $$$ Mom sent $100 and court papers on  a Yale Pentagon Medical School. $$$ Mom sent $100 and court papers on  a Yale Pentagon Medical School. $$$ Mom sent $100 and court papers on  a Yale Pentagon Medical School. $$$ Mom sent $100 and court papers on 
DeborahDeborahDeborahDeborah Barrett of Hemingway House (not teaching writing + inventing today) back after Barrett of Hemingway House (not teaching writing + inventing today) back after Barrett of Hemingway House (not teaching writing + inventing today) back after Barrett of Hemingway House (not teaching writing + inventing today) back after she read them. No comments from Mom on  she read them. No comments from Mom on  she read them. No comments from Mom on  she read them. No comments from Mom on 
Greg suing Deb. and putting my SecretGreg suing Deb. and putting my SecretGreg suing Deb. and putting my SecretGreg suing Deb. and putting my Secret file in with court paper work. George Orwell is everywhere in Key West... and file in with court paper work. George Orwell is everywhere in Key West... and file in with court paper work. George Orwell is everywhere in Key West... and file in with court paper work. George Orwell is everywhere in Key West... and Mecca gets to watch  Mecca gets to watch  Mecca gets to watch  Mecca gets to watch 
Key West Cams... grin. 1999 Dodge SUV with broken Sun RoofKey West Cams... grin. 1999 Dodge SUV with broken Sun RoofKey West Cams... grin. 1999 Dodge SUV with broken Sun RoofKey West Cams... grin. 1999 Dodge SUV with broken Sun Roof guy came down not to Gregs offer of $2K so will wait. Web I wrote today at  guy came down not to Gregs offer of $2K so will wait. Web I wrote today at  guy came down not to Gregs offer of $2K so will wait. Web I wrote today at  guy came down not to Gregs offer of $2K so will wait. Web I wrote today at 
toptoptoptop of this page is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to plug in Acer but of this page is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to plug in Acer but of this page is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to plug in Acer but of this page is worth a $47K Toyota Mini Van with 5 sockets to plug in Acer but you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't  you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't  you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't  you have to keep the engine running... Toyota can't 
invent a plug in for ainvent a plug in for ainvent a plug in for ainvent a plug in for a Apple... Apple Mini Van with Mac sockets Toyota will never ever invent!!! Apple... Apple Mini Van with Mac sockets Toyota will never ever invent!!! Apple... Apple Mini Van with Mac sockets Toyota will never ever invent!!! Apple... Apple Mini Van with Mac sockets Toyota will never ever invent!!! Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West outside  Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West outside  Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West outside  Grin!!! 3:20 pm Key West outside 
Margaritaville 75 F Margaritaville 75 F Margaritaville 75 F Margaritaville 75 F 

2222----18181818----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House" Apple  Store includes "Hemingway House" Apple  Store includes "Hemingway House" Apple  Store includes "Hemingway House" Apple 
didn't patent a Locking Carbineer Keydidn't patent a Locking Carbineer Keydidn't patent a Locking Carbineer Keydidn't patent a Locking Carbineer Key chains  chains  chains  chains ---- Twist Locking Mechanism on all Apple Products, "When" "Why" is a no Twist Locking Mechanism on all Apple Products, "When" "Why" is a no Twist Locking Mechanism on all Apple Products, "When" "Why" is a no Twist Locking Mechanism on all Apple Products, "When" "Why" is a no Brainard why  Brainard why  Brainard why  Brainard why 
have carbineers been left off iPhone5s, Tablets, Notebooks... thishave carbineers been left off iPhone5s, Tablets, Notebooks... thishave carbineers been left off iPhone5s, Tablets, Notebooks... thishave carbineers been left off iPhone5s, Tablets, Notebooks... this will be copyrighted on Gregs web when I find out... grin! A new patent  will be copyrighted on Gregs web when I find out... grin! A new patent  will be copyrighted on Gregs web when I find out... grin! A new patent  will be copyrighted on Gregs web when I find out... grin! A new patent 
filingfilingfilingfiling reveals Apple's experimentation with a touch reveals Apple's experimentation with a touch reveals Apple's experimentation with a touch reveals Apple's experimentation with a touch----sensitive MacBook chassis, whichsensitive MacBook chassis, whichsensitive MacBook chassis, whichsensitive MacBook chassis, which would offer the ability to sense a user's touch  would offer the ability to sense a user's touch  would offer the ability to sense a user's touch  would offer the ability to sense a user's touch 
across a notebook's entireacross a notebook's entireacross a notebook's entireacross a notebook's entire bezel, potentially allowing the company to eliminate physical buttons and allow bezel, potentially allowing the company to eliminate physical buttons and allow bezel, potentially allowing the company to eliminate physical buttons and allow bezel, potentially allowing the company to eliminate physical buttons and allow for a more intuitive  for a more intuitive  for a more intuitive  for a more intuitive 
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computing experience. computing experience. computing experience. computing experience. 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day:14 Greg 18th Day:14 Greg 18th Day:14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House" Apple on  includes "Hemingway House" Apple on  includes "Hemingway House" Apple on  includes "Hemingway House" Apple on 
Tuesday expanded its "your verse" iPad mediaTuesday expanded its "your verse" iPad mediaTuesday expanded its "your verse" iPad mediaTuesday expanded its "your verse" iPad media campaign by adding a second story to its dedicated mini site, this time campaign by adding a second story to its dedicated mini site, this time campaign by adding a second story to its dedicated mini site, this time campaign by adding a second story to its dedicated mini site, this time highlighting  highlighting  highlighting  highlighting 
the tablet's use in professional mountain climbing. Apple didn'tthe tablet's use in professional mountain climbing. Apple didn'tthe tablet's use in professional mountain climbing. Apple didn'tthe tablet's use in professional mountain climbing. Apple didn't patent a Locking Carbineer and Apple Insider http://appleinsider.com/  patent a Locking Carbineer and Apple Insider http://appleinsider.com/  patent a Locking Carbineer and Apple Insider http://appleinsider.com/  patent a Locking Carbineer and Apple Insider http://appleinsider.com/ 
this isthis isthis isthis is the 2nd story and "Why" No Carbineer... for a mountain climbing comes with 1,001 the 2nd story and "Why" No Carbineer... for a mountain climbing comes with 1,001 the 2nd story and "Why" No Carbineer... for a mountain climbing comes with 1,001 the 2nd story and "Why" No Carbineer... for a mountain climbing comes with 1,001 carbineers hooked to things made in China  carbineers hooked to things made in China  carbineers hooked to things made in China  carbineers hooked to things made in China 
guys never thought of hooking aguys never thought of hooking aguys never thought of hooking aguys never thought of hooking a carbineer too... Apple guys too... Apple Insider too!  carbineer too... Apple guys too... Apple Insider too!  carbineer too... Apple guys too... Apple Insider too!  carbineer too... Apple guys too... Apple Insider too! 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House" Cape  includes "Hemingway House" Cape  includes "Hemingway House" Cape  includes "Hemingway House" Cape 
blasted off 1,001 classified Pentagon Satellitesblasted off 1,001 classified Pentagon Satellitesblasted off 1,001 classified Pentagon Satellitesblasted off 1,001 classified Pentagon Satellites in low Earth Orbit since I wrote up Verizon Cell Towers replaced with Low Orbit in low Earth Orbit since I wrote up Verizon Cell Towers replaced with Low Orbit in low Earth Orbit since I wrote up Verizon Cell Towers replaced with Low Orbit in low Earth Orbit since I wrote up Verizon Cell Towers replaced with Low Orbit
Satellites... Pentagon needs 100% of the Earth covered with Verizon Cell TowersSatellites... Pentagon needs 100% of the Earth covered with Verizon Cell TowersSatellites... Pentagon needs 100% of the Earth covered with Verizon Cell TowersSatellites... Pentagon needs 100% of the Earth covered with Verizon Cell Towers as Verizon Records "All"... grin! Apple Insider 5th story  as Verizon Records "All"... grin! Apple Insider 5th story  as Verizon Records "All"... grin! Apple Insider 5th story  as Verizon Records "All"... grin! Apple Insider 5th story 
down today and this:down today and this:down today and this:down today and this: Incubated by the non Incubated by the non Incubated by the non Incubated by the non----profit Media Development Investment Fund (MDIF), theprofit Media Development Investment Fund (MDIF), theprofit Media Development Investment Fund (MDIF), theprofit Media Development Investment Fund (MDIF), the ambitious project looks to bring  ambitious project looks to bring  ambitious project looks to bring  ambitious project looks to bring 
the Web to every person on earth through athe Web to every person on earth through athe Web to every person on earth through athe Web to every person on earth through a constellation of so constellation of so constellation of so constellation of so----called cubesats, reports the UK's Daily Mail If all goes tocalled cubesats, reports the UK's Daily Mail If all goes tocalled cubesats, reports the UK's Daily Mail If all goes tocalled cubesats, reports the UK's Daily Mail If all goes to plan, by 2015  plan, by 2015  plan, by 2015  plan, by 2015 
hundreds of these mini satellites will be sprinkled in Low Earthhundreds of these mini satellites will be sprinkled in Low Earthhundreds of these mini satellites will be sprinkled in Low Earthhundreds of these mini satellites will be sprinkled in Low Earth Orbit to create the "Outernet," a free Orbit to create the "Outernet," a free Orbit to create the "Outernet," a free Orbit to create the "Outernet," a free----totototo----access system that will let users access system that will let users access system that will let users access system that will let users 
fromfromfromfrom the U.S. Pentagon did this a the Cape the last few months... Wow! the U.S. Pentagon did this a the Cape the last few months... Wow! the U.S. Pentagon did this a the Cape the last few months... Wow! the U.S. Pentagon did this a the Cape the last few months... Wow!

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House"  "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House"  "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House"  "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House" 

2222----18181818----14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th14 Greg 18th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes "Hemingway House"  includes "Hemingway House"  includes "Hemingway House"  includes "Hemingway House" 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes the West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes the West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes the West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Key West Apple Store includes the "Hemingway writing  "Hemingway writing  "Hemingway writing  "Hemingway writing 
class," professors + programmers for invention project onclass," professors + programmers for invention project onclass," professors + programmers for invention project onclass," professors + programmers for invention project on every page, make a movie of these Hemingway Writing students (Mary B. elope, every page, make a movie of these Hemingway Writing students (Mary B. elope, every page, make a movie of these Hemingway Writing students (Mary B. elope, every page, make a movie of these Hemingway Writing students (Mary B. elope,
leave George Orwell, marry Greg and make Hemingway Movies in 2014...) on theirleave George Orwell, marry Greg and make Hemingway Movies in 2014...) on theirleave George Orwell, marry Greg and make Hemingway Movies in 2014...) on theirleave George Orwell, marry Greg and make Hemingway Movies in 2014...) on their Mac Pro Notebook size of a large Priority Mail box.  Mac Pro Notebook size of a large Priority Mail box.  Mac Pro Notebook size of a large Priority Mail box.  Mac Pro Notebook size of a large Priority Mail box. 
and MacBook Pro in theand MacBook Pro in theand MacBook Pro in theand MacBook Pro in the "Apple "Apple "Apple "Apple----Starbucks" Newest Store in Key West... 100' above Capt. Tony's built onStarbucks" Newest Store in Key West... 100' above Capt. Tony's built onStarbucks" Newest Store in Key West... 100' above Capt. Tony's built onStarbucks" Newest Store in Key West... 100' above Capt. Tony's built on an Eiffel Tower Structure with  an Eiffel Tower Structure with  an Eiffel Tower Structure with  an Eiffel Tower Structure with 
"Open Sea" of parking tourists from the Apple"Open Sea" of parking tourists from the Apple"Open Sea" of parking tourists from the Apple"Open Sea" of parking tourists from the Apple Stores in Miami, ha... 100 classrooms in the Key West Newest Apple Store! Stores in Miami, ha... 100 classrooms in the Key West Newest Apple Store! Stores in Miami, ha... 100 classrooms in the Key West Newest Apple Store! Stores in Miami, ha... 100 classrooms in the Key West Newest Apple Store!

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?"14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?"14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?"14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "top" Thousands show up for the opening of the first Apple Store in "Her" on "top" Thousands show up for the opening of the first Apple Store in "Her" on "top" Thousands show up for the opening of the first Apple Store in "Her" on "top" Thousands show up for the opening of the first Apple Store in
Latin America A crowd of more than 1,700 people descended on the Village Mall inLatin America A crowd of more than 1,700 people descended on the Village Mall inLatin America A crowd of more than 1,700 people descended on the Village Mall inLatin America A crowd of more than 1,700 people descended on the Village Mall in Rio de Janeiro's famous Barra de Tijuca  Rio de Janeiro's famous Barra de Tijuca  Rio de Janeiro's famous Barra de Tijuca  Rio de Janeiro's famous Barra de Tijuca 
neighborhood on Saturday for the openingneighborhood on Saturday for the openingneighborhood on Saturday for the openingneighborhood on Saturday for the opening of the first official Apple Store in Latin America.  of the first official Apple Store in Latin America.  of the first official Apple Store in Latin America.  of the first official Apple Store in Latin America. 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th14 Greg 17th14 Greg 17th14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "When?" "Her" on "top" making a new Era of Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "When?" "Her" on "top" making a new Era of Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "When?" "Her" on "top" making a new Era of Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "When?" "Her" on "top" making a new Era of "Movies" for God's best invention...  "Movies" for God's best invention...  "Movies" for God's best invention...  "Movies" for God's best invention... 
women who are jockeying for position inwomen who are jockeying for position inwomen who are jockeying for position inwomen who are jockeying for position in "Saving Her Life" 1 Million to 1 billion women's lives saved!!! Breast Cancer to "Saving Her Life" 1 Million to 1 billion women's lives saved!!! Breast Cancer to "Saving Her Life" 1 Million to 1 billion women's lives saved!!! Breast Cancer to "Saving Her Life" 1 Million to 1 billion women's lives saved!!! Breast Cancer to Anus Cancer!!  Anus Cancer!!  Anus Cancer!!  Anus Cancer!! 
Poison Exhaust, Poison Penis... Why so many homeless in Key West,Poison Exhaust, Poison Penis... Why so many homeless in Key West,Poison Exhaust, Poison Penis... Why so many homeless in Key West,Poison Exhaust, Poison Penis... Why so many homeless in Key West, when will they have more homeless in Mecca? Kerry + Wife have a  when will they have more homeless in Mecca? Kerry + Wife have a  when will they have more homeless in Mecca? Kerry + Wife have a  when will they have more homeless in Mecca? Kerry + Wife have a 
second home insecond home insecond home insecond home in Mecca next to Bill + Melinda Gates $  Mecca next to Bill + Melinda Gates $  Mecca next to Bill + Melinda Gates $  Mecca next to Bill + Melinda Gates $ 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure,  Structure,  Structure,  Structure, 
crosscampus@yaledailynews.com wrote up "Dash Cam's" below... Whencrosscampus@yaledailynews.com wrote up "Dash Cam's" below... Whencrosscampus@yaledailynews.com wrote up "Dash Cam's" below... Whencrosscampus@yaledailynews.com wrote up "Dash Cam's" below... When will Yale Med post mug shots of HPV, HIV, men? When will Publix  will Yale Med post mug shots of HPV, HIV, men? When will Publix  will Yale Med post mug shots of HPV, HIV, men? When will Publix  will Yale Med post mug shots of HPV, HIV, men? When will Publix 
+ Whole Foods+ Whole Foods+ Whole Foods+ Whole Foods test for Human papilloma virus (HPV) that leads to cervical? Yale History, Why test for Human papilloma virus (HPV) that leads to cervical? Yale History, Why test for Human papilloma virus (HPV) that leads to cervical? Yale History, Why test for Human papilloma virus (HPV) that leads to cervical? Yale History, Why did the French Revolution Start? King  did the French Revolution Start? King  did the French Revolution Start? King  did the French Revolution Start? King 
had syphilis and gave it to 72 virgins!had syphilis and gave it to 72 virgins!had syphilis and gave it to 72 virgins!had syphilis and gave it to 72 virgins! Clinton had to of had several venal diseases but Hillary will never tell. Clinton had to of had several venal diseases but Hillary will never tell. Clinton had to of had several venal diseases but Hillary will never tell. Clinton had to of had several venal diseases but Hillary will never tell.

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on14 Greg 17th Day: Homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" "Her" on "Top" Hemingway House in Key West, Truman White House in Key  "Top" Hemingway House in Key West, Truman White House in Key  "Top" Hemingway House in Key West, Truman White House in Key  "Top" Hemingway House in Key West, Truman White House in Key 
West on PresidentsWest on PresidentsWest on PresidentsWest on Presidents Day 1st MD woman President will arrest Robert Kennedy Jr. for the Murder of Mary Day 1st MD woman President will arrest Robert Kennedy Jr. for the Murder of Mary Day 1st MD woman President will arrest Robert Kennedy Jr. for the Murder of Mary Day 1st MD woman President will arrest Robert Kennedy Jr. for the Murder of Mary in their barn, hanged by her  in their barn, hanged by her  in their barn, hanged by her  in their barn, hanged by her 
elite husband, she would be alive today if sheelite husband, she would be alive today if sheelite husband, she would be alive today if sheelite husband, she would be alive today if she never married a Kennedy.  never married a Kennedy.  never married a Kennedy.  never married a Kennedy. 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?""When?" Yale Law School is diving into the dark and lonely world of "Why?""When?" Yale Law School is diving into the dark and lonely world of "Why?""When?" Yale Law School is diving into the dark and lonely world of "Why?""When?" Yale Law School is diving into the dark and lonely world of cybercrime  cybercrime  cybercrime  cybercrime 
this week. The conference being held this week, titled this week. The conference being held this week, titled this week. The conference being held this week, titled this week. The conference being held this week, titled ““““LawLawLawLaw Enforcement and Hacking: When Cops Control Your Webcam, Enforcement and Hacking: When Cops Control Your Webcam, Enforcement and Hacking: When Cops Control Your Webcam, Enforcement and Hacking: When Cops Control Your Webcam,”””” will discuss will discuss will discuss will discuss 
creepycreepycreepycreepy topics including remotely enabling webcams, downloading illegal documents and topics including remotely enabling webcams, downloading illegal documents and topics including remotely enabling webcams, downloading illegal documents and topics including remotely enabling webcams, downloading illegal documents and how the police are hacking into your emails.  how the police are hacking into your emails.  how the police are hacking into your emails.  how the police are hacking into your emails. 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day:14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... A California dad watched in horror as his wife and four homeless in Key West... A California dad watched in horror as his wife and four homeless in Key West... A California dad watched in horror as his wife and four homeless in Key West... A California dad watched in horror as his wife and four young children were killed in a  young children were killed in a  young children were killed in a  young children were killed in a 
devastating SUV smash. The father was helplessdevastating SUV smash. The father was helplessdevastating SUV smash. The father was helplessdevastating SUV smash. The father was helpless as his family's 2003 Ford Expedition was hit by a 2004 Nissan Quest minivan at as his family's 2003 Ford Expedition was hit by a 2004 Nissan Quest minivan at as his family's 2003 Ford Expedition was hit by a 2004 Nissan Quest minivan at as his family's 2003 Ford Expedition was hit by a 2004 Nissan Quest minivan at an  an  an  an 
intersection in Fresno County intersection in Fresno County intersection in Fresno County intersection in Fresno County ---- negative physical and mental effects tied tonegative physical and mental effects tied tonegative physical and mental effects tied tonegative physical and mental effects tied to bullying accumulate throughout the years! Rx Cure killed  bullying accumulate throughout the years! Rx Cure killed  bullying accumulate throughout the years! Rx Cure killed  bullying accumulate throughout the years! Rx Cure killed 
by Numb Nuts Dictators,by Numb Nuts Dictators,by Numb Nuts Dictators,by Numb Nuts Dictators, Mary B. Elope, leave George Orwell, marry Greg get 1,001 IP, Movies made to save Mary B. Elope, leave George Orwell, marry Greg get 1,001 IP, Movies made to save Mary B. Elope, leave George Orwell, marry Greg get 1,001 IP, Movies made to save Mary B. Elope, leave George Orwell, marry Greg get 1,001 IP, Movies made to save her life, Big Sister, Big  her life, Big Sister, Big  her life, Big Sister, Big  her life, Big Sister, Big 
Brother! When... Brother! When... Brother! When... Brother! When... 

2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

2222----17171717----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 17th Day: homeless in Key West... Snowden + Gas Station Robberies since 1980 17th Day: homeless in Key West... Snowden + Gas Station Robberies since 1980 17th Day: homeless in Key West... Snowden + Gas Station Robberies since 1980 17th Day: homeless in Key West... Snowden + Gas Station Robberies since 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar? Guy  Model of the ElectricWindmillCar? Guy  Model of the ElectricWindmillCar? Guy  Model of the ElectricWindmillCar? Guy 
docked his Yacht at the Westin, I renteddocked his Yacht at the Westin, I renteddocked his Yacht at the Westin, I renteddocked his Yacht at the Westin, I rented it for $70k a week. Log on to my page 1,001 IP, Snowden will never leak the it for $70k a week. Log on to my page 1,001 IP, Snowden will never leak the it for $70k a week. Log on to my page 1,001 IP, Snowden will never leak the it for $70k a week. Log on to my page 1,001 IP, Snowden will never leak the
ElectricWindmillCar.com web... Why did he get so a fidgety man mans expressionElectricWindmillCar.com web... Why did he get so a fidgety man mans expressionElectricWindmillCar.com web... Why did he get so a fidgety man mans expressionElectricWindmillCar.com web... Why did he get so a fidgety man mans expression wrinkled brow eyes like my cat Teddy Kennedy  wrinkled brow eyes like my cat Teddy Kennedy  wrinkled brow eyes like my cat Teddy Kennedy  wrinkled brow eyes like my cat Teddy Kennedy 
playing ready to chew up Greg...playing ready to chew up Greg...playing ready to chew up Greg...playing ready to chew up Greg... over Snowden, $77K a Week Rental Yacht docked at the Westin Hotel and Greg's over Snowden, $77K a Week Rental Yacht docked at the Westin Hotel and Greg's over Snowden, $77K a Week Rental Yacht docked at the Westin Hotel and Greg's over Snowden, $77K a Week Rental Yacht docked at the Westin Hotel and Greg's perfect timing  perfect timing  perfect timing  perfect timing 
catching him. I saw him and his family a few hours later on thecatching him. I saw him and his family a few hours later on thecatching him. I saw him and his family a few hours later on thecatching him. I saw him and his family a few hours later on the deck, she one woman looking out into the vast ocean looked like she  deck, she one woman looking out into the vast ocean looked like she  deck, she one woman looking out into the vast ocean looked like she  deck, she one woman looking out into the vast ocean looked like she 
was thinkingwas thinkingwas thinkingwas thinking about Snowden + the www.electricwindmillcar.com never LEAKED! "Why?""When?" about Snowden + the www.electricwindmillcar.com never LEAKED! "Why?""When?" about Snowden + the www.electricwindmillcar.com never LEAKED! "Why?""When?" about Snowden + the www.electricwindmillcar.com never LEAKED! "Why?""When?" "Her" on top jockeying for position in  "Her" on top jockeying for position in  "Her" on top jockeying for position in  "Her" on top jockeying for position in 
"Saving Her Life..." Race for the Cure,"Saving Her Life..." Race for the Cure,"Saving Her Life..." Race for the Cure,"Saving Her Life..." Race for the Cure, not on this $77 a week Yacht and not at Westin Hotel!  not on this $77 a week Yacht and not at Westin Hotel!  not on this $77 a week Yacht and not at Westin Hotel!  not on this $77 a week Yacht and not at Westin Hotel! 

2222----17171717----14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... 2014 Model Nukes coming off the Los Alamos Assembly Day: homeless in Key West... 2014 Model Nukes coming off the Los Alamos Assembly Day: homeless in Key West... 2014 Model Nukes coming off the Los Alamos Assembly Day: homeless in Key West... 2014 Model Nukes coming off the Los Alamos Assembly line today... line today... line today... line today... 2014  2014  2014  2014 
ElectricWindmillCars on the GM + Ford assembly with $1ElectricWindmillCars on the GM + Ford assembly with $1ElectricWindmillCars on the GM + Ford assembly with $1ElectricWindmillCars on the GM + Ford assembly with $1 Trillion in high tech No Head On Collisions, and air bags on Outside for Semi Trillion in high tech No Head On Collisions, and air bags on Outside for Semi Trillion in high tech No Head On Collisions, and air bags on Outside for Semi Trillion in high tech No Head On Collisions, and air bags on Outside for Semi
trucks from Mexico. trucks from Mexico. trucks from Mexico. trucks from Mexico. 

2222----16161616----14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings----on!!!! Mandy Miles when will theon!!!! Mandy Miles when will theon!!!! Mandy Miles when will theon!!!! Mandy Miles when will the gas pumps  gas pumps  gas pumps  gas pumps 
all have a hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wroteall have a hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wroteall have a hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wroteall have a hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week is "When?"  last week... this week is "When?"  last week... this week is "When?"  last week... this week is "When?" 

2222----16161616----14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings----on!!!! Mandy Miles "When?"on!!!! Mandy Miles "When?"on!!!! Mandy Miles "When?"on!!!! Mandy Miles "When?" $1 Trillion out  $1 Trillion out  $1 Trillion out  $1 Trillion out 
of $177 Trillion Allah + Mecca have for Key West to spent. Mandyof $177 Trillion Allah + Mecca have for Key West to spent. Mandyof $177 Trillion Allah + Mecca have for Key West to spent. Mandyof $177 Trillion Allah + Mecca have for Key West to spent. Mandy Miles "No Head On Collisions!" Today it's when will the gas pumps all  Miles "No Head On Collisions!" Today it's when will the gas pumps all  Miles "No Head On Collisions!" Today it's when will the gas pumps all  Miles "No Head On Collisions!" Today it's when will the gas pumps all 
have ahave ahave ahave a hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week hose long enough to reach both sides? "Why?" Mandy wrote last week... this week is "When?" And the article is about "Gas" in a  is "When?" And the article is about "Gas" in a  is "When?" And the article is about "Gas" in a  is "When?" And the article is about "Gas" in a 
1984 George Orwell Era that keeps1984 George Orwell Era that keeps1984 George Orwell Era that keeps1984 George Orwell Era that keeps Mary B. a POW MIA from Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Mary B. a POW MIA from Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Mary B. a POW MIA from Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Mary B. a POW MIA from Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Brainstorming  Brainstorming  Brainstorming  Brainstorming 
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today, Gregs 16th Day Homeless in Key West illegally evicted bytoday, Gregs 16th Day Homeless in Key West illegally evicted bytoday, Gregs 16th Day Homeless in Key West illegally evicted bytoday, Gregs 16th Day Homeless in Key West illegally evicted by Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House and When Greg ask are the  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House and When Greg ask are the  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House and When Greg ask are the  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House and When Greg ask are the 
Hemingway WritingHemingway WritingHemingway WritingHemingway Writing Classes going to start at the Hemingway House in Key West... Ask Mandy Miles of Classes going to start at the Hemingway House in Key West... Ask Mandy Miles of Classes going to start at the Hemingway House in Key West... Ask Mandy Miles of Classes going to start at the Hemingway House in Key West... Ask Mandy Miles of the Key West Citizen to write when  the Key West Citizen to write when  the Key West Citizen to write when  the Key West Citizen to write when 
on this "Class" next Sunday! on this "Class" next Sunday! on this "Class" next Sunday! on this "Class" next Sunday! 

2222----16161616----14141414 Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 16th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings goings goings goings----on!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" on!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" on!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" on!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless14 Greg 15th Day: homeless14 Greg 15th Day: homeless14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings----on!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" Honeymoon  Collisions!" Honeymoon  Collisions!" Honeymoon  Collisions!" Honeymoon 
Carnival Cruise Ships then 2 weeks on the Space Station,Carnival Cruise Ships then 2 weeks on the Space Station,Carnival Cruise Ships then 2 weeks on the Space Station,Carnival Cruise Ships then 2 weeks on the Space Station, Mary B. + Greg, not Key West Navy Seals to achieve deep insight into each Mary B. + Greg, not Key West Navy Seals to achieve deep insight into each Mary B. + Greg, not Key West Navy Seals to achieve deep insight into each Mary B. + Greg, not Key West Navy Seals to achieve deep insight into each
other's core psychological essence... when Both believe God's Best Invention Isother's core psychological essence... when Both believe God's Best Invention Isother's core psychological essence... when Both believe God's Best Invention Isother's core psychological essence... when Both believe God's Best Invention Is Women! + Nearby Stars that will shine for the Next 4  Women! + Nearby Stars that will shine for the Next 4  Women! + Nearby Stars that will shine for the Next 4  Women! + Nearby Stars that will shine for the Next 4 
Trillion Years... wow +Trillion Years... wow +Trillion Years... wow +Trillion Years... wow + wow!! Insight + Inventions!! 321  wow!! Insight + Inventions!! 321  wow!! Insight + Inventions!! 321  wow!! Insight + Inventions!! 321 ---- writing "Movies" interventions that saves writing "Movies" interventions that saves writing "Movies" interventions that saves writing "Movies" interventions that saves "Her" life from George Orwell's Mad  "Her" life from George Orwell's Mad  "Her" life from George Orwell's Mad  "Her" life from George Orwell's Mad 
Men! InventSomething that will "Shine On +Men! InventSomething that will "Shine On +Men! InventSomething that will "Shine On +Men! InventSomething that will "Shine On + On," Mary B. make the "Movie" documentary, the Start of Star Travel on Earth On," Mary B. make the "Movie" documentary, the Start of Star Travel on Earth On," Mary B. make the "Movie" documentary, the Start of Star Travel on Earth On," Mary B. make the "Movie" documentary, the Start of Star Travel on Earth began with  began with  began with  began with 
Greg's invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! And $177 Trillion in GasGreg's invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! And $177 Trillion in GasGreg's invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! And $177 Trillion in GasGreg's invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! And $177 Trillion in Gas Station Robbery money confiscated from Mecca $ Bush how many  Station Robbery money confiscated from Mecca $ Bush how many  Station Robbery money confiscated from Mecca $ Bush how many  Station Robbery money confiscated from Mecca $ Bush how many 
Gas StationGas StationGas StationGas Station Robberies since 1980... Hillary this is not a crime ask Bill. Mary B. will make Robberies since 1980... Hillary this is not a crime ask Bill. Mary B. will make Robberies since 1980... Hillary this is not a crime ask Bill. Mary B. will make Robberies since 1980... Hillary this is not a crime ask Bill. Mary B. will make a "Movie" of "Gas Station Robberies 1980 to  a "Movie" of "Gas Station Robberies 1980 to  a "Movie" of "Gas Station Robberies 1980 to  a "Movie" of "Gas Station Robberies 1980 to 
2014 to impeach Bill Clinton again!2014 to impeach Bill Clinton again!2014 to impeach Bill Clinton again!2014 to impeach Bill Clinton again!

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings----on!!!! Mary B., Marry Greg, leave George on!!!! Mary B., Marry Greg, leave George on!!!! Mary B., Marry Greg, leave George on!!!! Mary B., Marry Greg, leave George 
Orwell, "Elope..."Orwell, "Elope..."Orwell, "Elope..."Orwell, "Elope..." Make the Move... Make "Movies" you "LOVE" so much. "Murdered...poor girl" Make the Move... Make "Movies" you "LOVE" so much. "Murdered...poor girl" Make the Move... Make "Movies" you "LOVE" so much. "Murdered...poor girl" Make the Move... Make "Movies" you "LOVE" so much. "Murdered...poor girl" Farrah, just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" but  Farrah, just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" but  Farrah, just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" but  Farrah, just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" but 
a George Orwell disease he refusesa George Orwell disease he refusesa George Orwell disease he refusesa George Orwell disease he refuses to let "You" track down who Murdered Farrah, Mary B., this is the marriage made to let "You" track down who Murdered Farrah, Mary B., this is the marriage made to let "You" track down who Murdered Farrah, Mary B., this is the marriage made to let "You" track down who Murdered Farrah, Mary B., this is the marriage made for YOU! Make the  for YOU! Make the  for YOU! Make the  for YOU! Make the 
Move, Elope, make the Movie! Key West Mug Shots for Mad MenMove, Elope, make the Movie! Key West Mug Shots for Mad MenMove, Elope, make the Movie! Key West Mug Shots for Mad MenMove, Elope, make the Movie! Key West Mug Shots for Mad Men who give women "Anus Cancer!"  who give women "Anus Cancer!"  who give women "Anus Cancer!"  who give women "Anus Cancer!" 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings----on!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head Onon!!!! "No Head On Collisions!" Spend $1 Collisions!" Spend $1 Collisions!" Spend $1 Collisions!" Spend $1 
Trillion on this and that, marry to spent the money!Trillion on this and that, marry to spent the money!Trillion on this and that, marry to spent the money!Trillion on this and that, marry to spent the money! Saving her life, NAVY seals will never "Rescue" our Valentine who turned "Sweet" Saving her life, NAVY seals will never "Rescue" our Valentine who turned "Sweet" Saving her life, NAVY seals will never "Rescue" our Valentine who turned "Sweet" Saving her life, NAVY seals will never "Rescue" our Valentine who turned "Sweet" 16  16  16  16 
yesterday and "Sex Education" can't put warning label on Mad Men... Federalyesterday and "Sex Education" can't put warning label on Mad Men... Federalyesterday and "Sex Education" can't put warning label on Mad Men... Federalyesterday and "Sex Education" can't put warning label on Mad Men... Federal Judge Just Ruled... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl  Judge Just Ruled... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl  Judge Just Ruled... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl  Judge Just Ruled... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl 
Scout working on a MeritScout working on a MeritScout working on a MeritScout working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West  Front Page News Key West  Front Page News Key West  Front Page News Key West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams
No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundNo at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundNo at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundNo at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your 
mind, hear Farrah Screaming...mind, hear Farrah Screaming...mind, hear Farrah Screaming...mind, hear Farrah Screaming...

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings----on!!!! Counterintuitive Allah is the Arabic on!!!! Counterintuitive Allah is the Arabic on!!!! Counterintuitive Allah is the Arabic on!!!! Counterintuitive Allah is the Arabic 
word for God,word for God,word for God,word for God, $177 Trillion USD Godsend by the Pentagon was Counterintuitive.  $177 Trillion USD Godsend by the Pentagon was Counterintuitive.  $177 Trillion USD Godsend by the Pentagon was Counterintuitive.  $177 Trillion USD Godsend by the Pentagon was Counterintuitive. 

2222----15151515----14141414 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings goings goings goings----on!!!! And Mary B. "Restrictive" cell calls to on!!!! And Mary B. "Restrictive" cell calls to on!!!! And Mary B. "Restrictive" cell calls to on!!!! And Mary B. "Restrictive" cell calls to 
Sony make the Farrah MovieSony make the Farrah MovieSony make the Farrah MovieSony make the Farrah Movie save more women's lives than Snowden as he didn't copy the Medical Records of save more women's lives than Snowden as he didn't copy the Medical Records of save more women's lives than Snowden as he didn't copy the Medical Records of save more women's lives than Snowden as he didn't copy the Medical Records of "Diseased Mad Men" to  "Diseased Mad Men" to  "Diseased Mad Men" to  "Diseased Mad Men" to 
lead this... Sony's Farrah Movie will Name Names, diseaseslead this... Sony's Farrah Movie will Name Names, diseaseslead this... Sony's Farrah Movie will Name Names, diseaseslead this... Sony's Farrah Movie will Name Names, diseases that "Murdered" her just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" is a play by the  that "Murdered" her just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" is a play by the  that "Murdered" her just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" is a play by the  that "Murdered" her just like "Arsenic and Old Lace" is a play by the 
AmericanAmericanAmericanAmerican playwright Joseph Kesselring, written in 1939.  playwright Joseph Kesselring, written in 1939.  playwright Joseph Kesselring, written in 1939.  playwright Joseph Kesselring, written in 1939. 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day:14 Greg 15th Day:14 Greg 15th Day:14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings----on!!!!on!!!!on!!!!on!!!!
http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/ 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings goings goings goings----on!!!! Suffering of lonely old bachelors by on!!!! Suffering of lonely old bachelors by on!!!! Suffering of lonely old bachelors by on!!!! Suffering of lonely old bachelors by 
serving them elderberry wineserving them elderberry wineserving them elderberry wineserving them elderberry wine spiked with arsenic, strychnine and "just a pinch" of cyanide". The bodies are spiked with arsenic, strychnine and "just a pinch" of cyanide". The bodies are spiked with arsenic, strychnine and "just a pinch" of cyanide". The bodies are spiked with arsenic, strychnine and "just a pinch" of cyanide". The bodies are buried in the basement by  buried in the basement by  buried in the basement by  buried in the basement by 
Teddy, who believes he is digging locks for the PanamaTeddy, who believes he is digging locks for the PanamaTeddy, who believes he is digging locks for the PanamaTeddy, who believes he is digging locks for the Panama Canal and burying yellow fever victims. To complicate matters further, Canal and burying yellow fever victims. To complicate matters further, Canal and burying yellow fever victims. To complicate matters further, Canal and burying yellow fever victims. To complicate matters further,
Mortimer's brother Jonathan (Raymond Massey) arrives with his alcoholicMortimer's brother Jonathan (Raymond Massey) arrives with his alcoholicMortimer's brother Jonathan (Raymond Massey) arrives with his alcoholicMortimer's brother Jonathan (Raymond Massey) arrives with his alcoholic accomplice, plastic surgeon Dr. Herman Einstein (Peter  accomplice, plastic surgeon Dr. Herman Einstein (Peter  accomplice, plastic surgeon Dr. Herman Einstein (Peter  accomplice, plastic surgeon Dr. Herman Einstein (Peter 
Lorre). Jonathan is aLorre). Jonathan is aLorre). Jonathan is aLorre). Jonathan is a murderer trying to escape the police and find a place to dispose of the corpse murderer trying to escape the police and find a place to dispose of the corpse murderer trying to escape the police and find a place to dispose of the corpse murderer trying to escape the police and find a place to dispose of the corpse of his latest victim, a certain Mr.  of his latest victim, a certain Mr.  of his latest victim, a certain Mr.  of his latest victim, a certain Mr. 
Spenalzo. Jonathan's face, as altered bySpenalzo. Jonathan's face, as altered bySpenalzo. Jonathan's face, as altered bySpenalzo. Jonathan's face, as altered by Einstein while drunk, looks like Boris Karloff's in his makeup as Frankenstein's Einstein while drunk, looks like Boris Karloff's in his makeup as Frankenstein's Einstein while drunk, looks like Boris Karloff's in his makeup as Frankenstein's Einstein while drunk, looks like Boris Karloff's in his makeup as Frankenstein's monster. This  monster. This  monster. This  monster. This 
resemblance [N 2] is frequently noted, much to Jonathan'sresemblance [N 2] is frequently noted, much to Jonathan'sresemblance [N 2] is frequently noted, much to Jonathan'sresemblance [N 2] is frequently noted, much to Jonathan's annoyance. Jonathan, upon finding out his aunts' secret, decides to bury annoyance. Jonathan, upon finding out his aunts' secret, decides to bury annoyance. Jonathan, upon finding out his aunts' secret, decides to bury annoyance. Jonathan, upon finding out his aunts' secret, decides to bury
Spenalzo in the cellar (to which Abby and Martha object vehemently, becauseSpenalzo in the cellar (to which Abby and Martha object vehemently, becauseSpenalzo in the cellar (to which Abby and Martha object vehemently, becauseSpenalzo in the cellar (to which Abby and Martha object vehemently, because their victims were all nice gentlemen while Mr. Spenalzo  their victims were all nice gentlemen while Mr. Spenalzo  their victims were all nice gentlemen while Mr. Spenalzo  their victims were all nice gentlemen while Mr. Spenalzo 
is a stranger and ais a stranger and ais a stranger and ais a stranger and a "foreigner") and soon declares his intention to kill Mortimer.  "foreigner") and soon declares his intention to kill Mortimer.  "foreigner") and soon declares his intention to kill Mortimer.  "foreigner") and soon declares his intention to kill Mortimer. 

2222----15151515----14141414 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings goings goings goings----on!!!! 'Nobody has the power to ruin your on!!!! 'Nobody has the power to ruin your on!!!! 'Nobody has the power to ruin your on!!!! 'Nobody has the power to ruin your 
day' Teen singer withday' Teen singer withday' Teen singer withday' Teen singer with antibullying message inspires Keys students BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff antibullying message inspires Keys students BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff antibullying message inspires Keys students BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff antibullying message inspires Keys students BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff tschmida@keysnews.com Front Page  tschmida@keysnews.com Front Page  tschmida@keysnews.com Front Page  tschmida@keysnews.com Front Page 
News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB,News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB,News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB,News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!  day!  day!  day! 
"Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed"Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed"Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed"Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer,  NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer,  NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer,  NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, 
listen in your mind, hearlisten in your mind, hearlisten in your mind, hearlisten in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming... 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings----on!!!! Mug Shots on Facebook knowson!!!! Mug Shots on Facebook knowson!!!! Mug Shots on Facebook knowson!!!! Mug Shots on Facebook knows a thing  a thing  a thing  a thing 
or two about love. At least it knows enough to know when you will beor two about love. At least it knows enough to know when you will beor two about love. At least it knows enough to know when you will beor two about love. At least it knows enough to know when you will be with someone for a long time, Facebook Numb Nuts Mad Men can't  with someone for a long time, Facebook Numb Nuts Mad Men can't  with someone for a long time, Facebook Numb Nuts Mad Men can't  with someone for a long time, Facebook Numb Nuts Mad Men can't 
hear Farrahhear Farrahhear Farrahhear Farrah Screaming... you gave me what?  Screaming... you gave me what?  Screaming... you gave me what?  Screaming... you gave me what? 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings----on!!!! NYC 911 would neveron!!!! NYC 911 would neveron!!!! NYC 911 would neveron!!!! NYC 911 would never have happened  have happened  have happened  have happened 
if the Pentagon didn't give Allah $177 Trillion Godsend in BP Oilif the Pentagon didn't give Allah $177 Trillion Godsend in BP Oilif the Pentagon didn't give Allah $177 Trillion Godsend in BP Oilif the Pentagon didn't give Allah $177 Trillion Godsend in BP Oil Revenues... Mr. Bloomberg, have remained quiet about Mr. de  Revenues... Mr. Bloomberg, have remained quiet about Mr. de  Revenues... Mr. Bloomberg, have remained quiet about Mr. de  Revenues... Mr. Bloomberg, have remained quiet about Mr. de 
BlasioBlasioBlasioBlasio’’’’s Visions Visions Visions Vision Zero. Yale Ground Zero Medical School paid for my confiscating what the Pentagon Zero. Yale Ground Zero Medical School paid for my confiscating what the Pentagon Zero. Yale Ground Zero Medical School paid for my confiscating what the Pentagon Zero. Yale Ground Zero Medical School paid for my confiscating what the Pentagon gave to Mecca in 1980, when the  gave to Mecca in 1980, when the  gave to Mecca in 1980, when the  gave to Mecca in 1980, when the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg BuellElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg BuellElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg BuellElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell POW... MIA inventor who will get the Rx Overnight Cure for all "Women's POW... MIA inventor who will get the Rx Overnight Cure for all "Women's POW... MIA inventor who will get the Rx Overnight Cure for all "Women's POW... MIA inventor who will get the Rx Overnight Cure for all "Women's Cancers!"  Cancers!"  Cancers!"  Cancers!" 
when Mary B. is able to "Elope" the Bully George Orwell!when Mary B. is able to "Elope" the Bully George Orwell!when Mary B. is able to "Elope" the Bully George Orwell!when Mary B. is able to "Elope" the Bully George Orwell!

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings----on!!!! Medicines Made in India Set Off on!!!! Medicines Made in India Set Off on!!!! Medicines Made in India Set Off on!!!! Medicines Made in India Set Off 
Safety Worries... RxSafety Worries... RxSafety Worries... RxSafety Worries... Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure Godsend should Set Off "Vacation Rental Scam" worries Penicillin Overnight Cure Godsend should Set Off "Vacation Rental Scam" worries Penicillin Overnight Cure Godsend should Set Off "Vacation Rental Scam" worries Penicillin Overnight Cure Godsend should Set Off "Vacation Rental Scam" worries as new Rx's don't cure you have to  as new Rx's don't cure you have to  as new Rx's don't cure you have to  as new Rx's don't cure you have to 
take Plavix marketed by Bristoltake Plavix marketed by Bristoltake Plavix marketed by Bristoltake Plavix marketed by Bristol----Myers SquibbMyers SquibbMyers SquibbMyers Squibb and Sanofi under the trade name Plavix rest of your live, Rx breast Cancer and Sanofi under the trade name Plavix rest of your live, Rx breast Cancer and Sanofi under the trade name Plavix rest of your live, Rx breast Cancer and Sanofi under the trade name Plavix rest of your live, Rx breast Cancer medicines  medicines  medicines  medicines 
cost $100K a dose so you can live 1 month longer. Infected from thecost $100K a dose so you can live 1 month longer. Infected from thecost $100K a dose so you can live 1 month longer. Infected from thecost $100K a dose so you can live 1 month longer. Infected from the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues given to Mecca now even Bill +  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues given to Mecca now even Bill +  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues given to Mecca now even Bill +  $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues given to Mecca now even Bill + 
Melinda want $177Melinda want $177Melinda want $177Melinda want $177 Trillion from Win 8.2 fix when you call India for Tech. Support at $75 a call. Trillion from Win 8.2 fix when you call India for Tech. Support at $75 a call. Trillion from Win 8.2 fix when you call India for Tech. Support at $75 a call. Trillion from Win 8.2 fix when you call India for Tech. Support at $75 a call.

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings "1984" legal goings----on!!!! Tens of thousands of BART riders on!!!! Tens of thousands of BART riders on!!!! Tens of thousands of BART riders on!!!! Tens of thousands of BART riders 
received measlesreceived measlesreceived measlesreceived measles scare as an infected UC Berkeley student used the transport system to commute to scare as an infected UC Berkeley student used the transport system to commute to scare as an infected UC Berkeley student used the transport system to commute to scare as an infected UC Berkeley student used the transport system to commute to his classes. Front Page News Key West  his classes. Front Page News Key West  his classes. Front Page News Key West  his classes. Front Page News Key West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, LungCitizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, LungCitizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, LungCitizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams  "Mary" screams  "Mary" screams  "Mary" screams 
No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NONo at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NONo at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NONo at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your  when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your 
mind, hearmind, hearmind, hearmind, hear Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming...  Farrah Screaming... 

2222----15151515----14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 15th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings Valentine's Day Cell Call "1984" legal goings----on!!!! Incredible in 2014 aon!!!! Incredible in 2014 aon!!!! Incredible in 2014 aon!!!! Incredible in 2014 a Measles Scare for  Measles Scare for  Measles Scare for  Measles Scare for 
Berkeley Students on the BART... who designed the BART for airBerkeley Students on the BART... who designed the BART for airBerkeley Students on the BART... who designed the BART for airBerkeley Students on the BART... who designed the BART for air born diseases... Berkeley Lab did... didn't! Mary B., leave George Orwell,  born diseases... Berkeley Lab did... didn't! Mary B., leave George Orwell,  born diseases... Berkeley Lab did... didn't! Mary B., leave George Orwell,  born diseases... Berkeley Lab did... didn't! Mary B., leave George Orwell, 
ElopeElopeElopeElope marry Greg and make Movies about 1,001 Inventions to Save the life our out Sweet marry Greg and make Movies about 1,001 Inventions to Save the life our out Sweet marry Greg and make Movies about 1,001 Inventions to Save the life our out Sweet marry Greg and make Movies about 1,001 Inventions to Save the life our out Sweet 16 Farrah's on Valentine Day, Sweet 16 Mary  16 Farrah's on Valentine Day, Sweet 16 Mary  16 Farrah's on Valentine Day, Sweet 16 Mary  16 Farrah's on Valentine Day, Sweet 16 Mary 
B... I can imagine you a sweet 16, aB... I can imagine you a sweet 16, aB... I can imagine you a sweet 16, aB... I can imagine you a sweet 16, a Love Flower! Marry Greg, call, escape the bully George Orwell! Love Flower! Marry Greg, call, escape the bully George Orwell! Love Flower! Marry Greg, call, escape the bully George Orwell! Love Flower! Marry Greg, call, escape the bully George Orwell!
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2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, Elope, Make the Move  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, Elope, Make the Move  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, Elope, Make the Move  Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, Elope, Make the Move 
then makethen makethen makethen make Movies with Greg!  Movies with Greg!  Movies with Greg!  Movies with Greg! 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, tell him he can Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, tell him he can Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, tell him he can Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell, tell him he can keep his  keep his  keep his  keep his 
$177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues you want 177 Trillion Galaxies *.*$177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues you want 177 Trillion Galaxies *.*$177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues you want 177 Trillion Galaxies *.*$177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues you want 177 Trillion Galaxies *.*

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... God's Best Invention is14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... God's Best Invention is14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... God's Best Invention is14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... God's Best Invention is "Women"! Valentine "Women"! Valentine "Women"! Valentine "Women"! Valentine’’’’s Day "Send her... 177 Trillion Star Heart s Day "Send her... 177 Trillion Star Heart s Day "Send her... 177 Trillion Star Heart s Day "Send her... 177 Trillion Star Heart 
Flowers expandingFlowers expandingFlowers expandingFlowers expanding into infinite space" nibble, lick, kiss, for couples Starting Star Travels a into infinite space" nibble, lick, kiss, for couples Starting Star Travels a into infinite space" nibble, lick, kiss, for couples Starting Star Travels a into infinite space" nibble, lick, kiss, for couples Starting Star Travels a special Earth Day on Valentine's Day, save  special Earth Day on Valentine's Day, save  special Earth Day on Valentine's Day, save  special Earth Day on Valentine's Day, save 
her from the "Hell Ships" the Navyher from the "Hell Ships" the Navyher from the "Hell Ships" the Navyher from the "Hell Ships" the Navy builds, give her the "Good Ship NASA Star Traveling Space Ship" for soul builds, give her the "Good Ship NASA Star Traveling Space Ship" for soul builds, give her the "Good Ship NASA Star Traveling Space Ship" for soul builds, give her the "Good Ship NASA Star Traveling Space Ship" for soul----matesmatesmatesmates on who will shine right  on who will shine right  on who will shine right  on who will shine right 
along with Proxima Centauri's next 4 trillion years andalong with Proxima Centauri's next 4 trillion years andalong with Proxima Centauri's next 4 trillion years andalong with Proxima Centauri's next 4 trillion years and close to get to as its one of the 3 nearest stars to Earth. Nearest Valentine close to get to as its one of the 3 nearest stars to Earth. Nearest Valentine close to get to as its one of the 3 nearest stars to Earth. Nearest Valentine close to get to as its one of the 3 nearest stars to Earth. Nearest Valentine
Marry Greg, Numb Nuts Dictators keeps calling my cell... "Restricted!" heMarry Greg, Numb Nuts Dictators keeps calling my cell... "Restricted!" heMarry Greg, Numb Nuts Dictators keeps calling my cell... "Restricted!" heMarry Greg, Numb Nuts Dictators keeps calling my cell... "Restricted!" he restricts our brainstorming a miracle overnight cancer cure  restricts our brainstorming a miracle overnight cancer cure  restricts our brainstorming a miracle overnight cancer cure  restricts our brainstorming a miracle overnight cancer cure 
today, Dante's is atoday, Dante's is atoday, Dante's is atoday, Dante's is a Key West tourists attraction and Admirals sub into all levels of Hell. Key West tourists attraction and Admirals sub into all levels of Hell. Key West tourists attraction and Admirals sub into all levels of Hell. Key West tourists attraction and Admirals sub into all levels of Hell. Valentine's Day Gregs 14th Day Homeless, let me  Valentine's Day Gregs 14th Day Homeless, let me  Valentine's Day Gregs 14th Day Homeless, let me  Valentine's Day Gregs 14th Day Homeless, let me 
save her life and soulsave her life and soulsave her life and soulsave her life and soul----mate'smate'smate'smate's time + space... brainstorming conversations with 1984 George Orwell women who time + space... brainstorming conversations with 1984 George Orwell women who time + space... brainstorming conversations with 1984 George Orwell women who time + space... brainstorming conversations with 1984 George Orwell women who know everything about  know everything about  know everything about  know everything about 
Greg's desire for a Star Shaped Valentine with a Rx CureGreg's desire for a Star Shaped Valentine with a Rx CureGreg's desire for a Star Shaped Valentine with a Rx CureGreg's desire for a Star Shaped Valentine with a Rx Cure written "Brainstorming" with a few wives in front of Mad Men Numb Nuts  written "Brainstorming" with a few wives in front of Mad Men Numb Nuts  written "Brainstorming" with a few wives in front of Mad Men Numb Nuts  written "Brainstorming" with a few wives in front of Mad Men Numb Nuts 
DictatorsDictatorsDictatorsDictators on Valentine's Day Today... Marry Greg come out from behind the 1984 cam be my on Valentine's Day Today... Marry Greg come out from behind the 1984 cam be my on Valentine's Day Today... Marry Greg come out from behind the 1984 cam be my on Valentine's Day Today... Marry Greg come out from behind the 1984 cam be my Valentine Star Rx Overnight Breast Cancer  Valentine Star Rx Overnight Breast Cancer  Valentine Star Rx Overnight Breast Cancer  Valentine Star Rx Overnight Breast Cancer 
Cure Discovery blasting off with NASACure Discovery blasting off with NASACure Discovery blasting off with NASACure Discovery blasting off with NASA to the Stars!  to the Stars!  to the Stars!  to the Stars! 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell 

2222----14141414----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  leave George Orwell  leave George Orwell  leave George Orwell 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... Valentines Day, Another Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina Firlik and her Valentines Day, Another Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina Firlik and her Valentines Day, Another Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina Firlik and her Valentines Day, Another Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina Firlik and her Dad was  Dad was  Dad was  Dad was 
a MD. She went to Med School with Dr. Dad at 5 yrs old and "Security"a MD. She went to Med School with Dr. Dad at 5 yrs old and "Security"a MD. She went to Med School with Dr. Dad at 5 yrs old and "Security"a MD. She went to Med School with Dr. Dad at 5 yrs old and "Security" watched her on cam's joking about it! Her! Dr. Nancy  watched her on cam's joking about it! Her! Dr. Nancy  watched her on cam's joking about it! Her! Dr. Nancy  watched her on cam's joking about it! Her! Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman Oppenheimer onSnyderman Oppenheimer onSnyderman Oppenheimer onSnyderman Oppenheimer on Valentine's Day for the MD women in High School Today getting a Valentine Card, Valentine's Day for the MD women in High School Today getting a Valentine Card, Valentine's Day for the MD women in High School Today getting a Valentine Card, Valentine's Day for the MD women in High School Today getting a Valentine Card, flash cards to help her  flash cards to help her  flash cards to help her  flash cards to help her 
write the Rx to cure Cancer Overnight. Apple iPad is thewrite the Rx to cure Cancer Overnight. Apple iPad is thewrite the Rx to cure Cancer Overnight. Apple iPad is thewrite the Rx to cure Cancer Overnight. Apple iPad is the new Flash Card the Frontal Lobe MD Brain Surgeon Women wrote about  new Flash Card the Frontal Lobe MD Brain Surgeon Women wrote about  new Flash Card the Frontal Lobe MD Brain Surgeon Women wrote about  new Flash Card the Frontal Lobe MD Brain Surgeon Women wrote about 
winning herwinning herwinning herwinning her iPod in Med School. Dr. Nancy wants to "Win" for every HS women getting a iPod in Med School. Dr. Nancy wants to "Win" for every HS women getting a iPod in Med School. Dr. Nancy wants to "Win" for every HS women getting a iPod in Med School. Dr. Nancy wants to "Win" for every HS women getting a Valentine Today, a cadaver, if your Dad was a  Valentine Today, a cadaver, if your Dad was a  Valentine Today, a cadaver, if your Dad was a  Valentine Today, a cadaver, if your Dad was a 
MD he would rule you are sane asMD he would rule you are sane asMD he would rule you are sane asMD he would rule you are sane as him! Grin. HS women who next Valentines Day can pronounce and spell all cancers him! Grin. HS women who next Valentines Day can pronounce and spell all cancers him! Grin. HS women who next Valentines Day can pronounce and spell all cancers him! Grin. HS women who next Valentines Day can pronounce and spell all cancers + medical  + medical  + medical  + medical 
conditions will "Shine!" High school teachers have a new disruption toconditions will "Shine!" High school teachers have a new disruption toconditions will "Shine!" High school teachers have a new disruption toconditions will "Shine!" High school teachers have a new disruption to deal with in the classroom: the coming of the iPocalypse. At  deal with in the classroom: the coming of the iPocalypse. At  deal with in the classroom: the coming of the iPocalypse. At  deal with in the classroom: the coming of the iPocalypse. At 
schools across theschools across theschools across theschools across the country, teachers are being told they must use iPads, which will upend country, teachers are being told they must use iPads, which will upend country, teachers are being told they must use iPads, which will upend country, teachers are being told they must use iPads, which will upend everything they've learned over the years  everything they've learned over the years  everything they've learned over the years  everything they've learned over the years 
about how to teach students. For some,about how to teach students. For some,about how to teach students. For some,about how to teach students. For some, it must feel like the latest, ignominious blow to a profession often under it must feel like the latest, ignominious blow to a profession often under it must feel like the latest, ignominious blow to a profession often under it must feel like the latest, ignominious blow to a profession often under siege. siege. siege. siege.

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell 

2222----14141414----14141414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Greg, leave George Orwell  Greg, leave George Orwell  Greg, leave George Orwell 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day with her iPhone5s and iPads her West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day with her iPhone5s and iPads her West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day with her iPhone5s and iPads her West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day with her iPhone5s and iPads her loud vocal  loud vocal  loud vocal  loud vocal 
pronouncing neurons + chemical charges, volts her tambourine show atpronouncing neurons + chemical charges, volts her tambourine show atpronouncing neurons + chemical charges, volts her tambourine show atpronouncing neurons + chemical charges, volts her tambourine show at Sunset Celebration Key West... Tourists rush to watch the Artists  Sunset Celebration Key West... Tourists rush to watch the Artists  Sunset Celebration Key West... Tourists rush to watch the Artists  Sunset Celebration Key West... Tourists rush to watch the Artists 
who are all HSwho are all HSwho are all HSwho are all HS and Yale Key West Med Students, TAMBOURINE VOCALS... to go along with the Mac and Yale Key West Med Students, TAMBOURINE VOCALS... to go along with the Mac and Yale Key West Med Students, TAMBOURINE VOCALS... to go along with the Mac and Yale Key West Med Students, TAMBOURINE VOCALS... to go along with the Mac Pro Internet Cafe Key West HS kids  Pro Internet Cafe Key West HS kids  Pro Internet Cafe Key West HS kids  Pro Internet Cafe Key West HS kids 
never learned so much unless their Dad was anever learned so much unless their Dad was anever learned so much unless their Dad was anever learned so much unless their Dad was a MD who told "Security" don't harass my 5 year old daughters brain surgery on the MD who told "Security" don't harass my 5 year old daughters brain surgery on the MD who told "Security" don't harass my 5 year old daughters brain surgery on the MD who told "Security" don't harass my 5 year old daughters brain surgery on the
cadaver! MD Dad was serious, Security wants to keep their ecadaver! MD Dad was serious, Security wants to keep their ecadaver! MD Dad was serious, Security wants to keep their ecadaver! MD Dad was serious, Security wants to keep their e----z job, grin! Don'tz job, grin! Don'tz job, grin! Don'tz job, grin! Don't stifle the MD's Dad's Valentine Girl... she had a new iPad,  stifle the MD's Dad's Valentine Girl... she had a new iPad,  stifle the MD's Dad's Valentine Girl... she had a new iPad,  stifle the MD's Dad's Valentine Girl... she had a new iPad, 
iPhone5s, Mac ProiPhone5s, Mac ProiPhone5s, Mac ProiPhone5s, Mac Pro and "Sippin Internet Cafe" in Key West she can't wait to visit! and "Sippin Internet Cafe" in Key West she can't wait to visit! and "Sippin Internet Cafe" in Key West she can't wait to visit! and "Sippin Internet Cafe" in Key West she can't wait to visit!

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... HS Girls Frontal Lobe Valentine's Day Women get a pre Valentine's Day Women get a pre Valentine's Day Women get a pre Valentine's Day Women get a pre----installed copy of Frontal Lobe installed copy of Frontal Lobe installed copy of Frontal Lobe installed copy of Frontal Lobe 
Brain Surgery onBrain Surgery onBrain Surgery onBrain Surgery on their Valentine Day's iPhone5s, iPad, Mac Pro  their Valentine Day's iPhone5s, iPad, Mac Pro  their Valentine Day's iPhone5s, iPad, Mac Pro  their Valentine Day's iPhone5s, iPad, Mac Pro 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day:14 Greg 14th Day:14 Greg 14th Day:14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell 

2222----14141414----14 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 198414 Greg 14th Day: homeless in Key West... 1984 Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell  Valentine's Day!!!! Mary B. Marry Greg, leave George Orwell 
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2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been sunk by the Key West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...  Travel has been sunk by the Key West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...  Travel has been sunk by the Key West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...  Travel has been sunk by the Key West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy... 
YaleYaleYaleYale Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy from KW, grin!  Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy from KW, grin!  Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy from KW, grin!  Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy from KW, grin! 

2222----13131313----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been sunk by the Key 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been sunk by the Key 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been sunk by the Key 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Start of Star Travel has been sunk by the Key West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...  West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...  West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy...  West Navy for a fleet of 1,001 ship Navy... 
Yale Key West Medical School willYale Key West Medical School willYale Key West Medical School willYale Key West Medical School will EVICT the Navy from KW, grin!  EVICT the Navy from KW, grin!  EVICT the Navy from KW, grin!  EVICT the Navy from KW, grin! 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Women Salvaging American Hopes in Sochi So Far... 13 dead from Breast West... Women Salvaging American Hopes in Sochi So Far... 13 dead from Breast West... Women Salvaging American Hopes in Sochi So Far... 13 dead from Breast West... Women Salvaging American Hopes in Sochi So Far... 13 dead from Breast Cancer today  Cancer today  Cancer today  Cancer today 
Comcast NBC protest NO Pedophiles via Putin... leave the childrenComcast NBC protest NO Pedophiles via Putin... leave the childrenComcast NBC protest NO Pedophiles via Putin... leave the childrenComcast NBC protest NO Pedophiles via Putin... leave the children alone, Verizon have recorded all Comcast NBC Today + Tonight Show  alone, Verizon have recorded all Comcast NBC Today + Tonight Show  alone, Verizon have recorded all Comcast NBC Today + Tonight Show  alone, Verizon have recorded all Comcast NBC Today + Tonight Show 
Pedophiles whoPedophiles whoPedophiles whoPedophiles who do not leave the Children alone at Sochi not the 13 Dead from Breast Cancer do not leave the Children alone at Sochi not the 13 Dead from Breast Cancer do not leave the Children alone at Sochi not the 13 Dead from Breast Cancer do not leave the Children alone at Sochi not the 13 Dead from Breast Cancer Today Gregs 13th Day Homeless not  Today Gregs 13th Day Homeless not  Today Gregs 13th Day Homeless not  Today Gregs 13th Day Homeless not 
Brainstorming with a few Wives in Key West theBrainstorming with a few Wives in Key West theBrainstorming with a few Wives in Key West theBrainstorming with a few Wives in Key West the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a better Godsend Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a better Godsend Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a better Godsend Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a better Godsend than  than  than  than 
Mecca with $177 Trillion from the Pentagon and the Pentagon Top BrassMecca with $177 Trillion from the Pentagon and the Pentagon Top BrassMecca with $177 Trillion from the Pentagon and the Pentagon Top BrassMecca with $177 Trillion from the Pentagon and the Pentagon Top Brass killed Greg's + Wives brainstorming a Rx Cure for Breast  killed Greg's + Wives brainstorming a Rx Cure for Breast  killed Greg's + Wives brainstorming a Rx Cure for Breast  killed Greg's + Wives brainstorming a Rx Cure for Breast 
Cancer today... atCancer today... atCancer today... atCancer today... at Starbucks no bathroom La concha Hotel and city of Key West no Code enforcement Starbucks no bathroom La concha Hotel and city of Key West no Code enforcement Starbucks no bathroom La concha Hotel and city of Key West no Code enforcement Starbucks no bathroom La concha Hotel and city of Key West no Code enforcement trucks stop here for Porta Potty  trucks stop here for Porta Potty  trucks stop here for Porta Potty  trucks stop here for Porta Potty 
outside... grin will write more later today onoutside... grin will write more later today onoutside... grin will write more later today onoutside... grin will write more later today on 13 Day Homeless in Key West from a Illegal Eviction by Deborah Barrett from 13 Day Homeless in Key West from a Illegal Eviction by Deborah Barrett from 13 Day Homeless in Key West from a Illegal Eviction by Deborah Barrett from 13 Day Homeless in Key West from a Illegal Eviction by Deborah Barrett from Hemingway  Hemingway  Hemingway  Hemingway 
House Key West! House Key West! House Key West! House Key West! 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... A newly advertised opening for the position of "Instrumentation Design/NPI A newly advertised opening for the position of "Instrumentation Design/NPI A newly advertised opening for the position of "Instrumentation Design/NPI A newly advertised opening for the position of "Instrumentation Design/NPI Engineer"  Engineer"  Engineer"  Engineer" 
posted by Apple this week, and first discovered by AppleInsider, seeksposted by Apple this week, and first discovered by AppleInsider, seeksposted by Apple this week, and first discovered by AppleInsider, seeksposted by Apple this week, and first discovered by AppleInsider, seeks a hardware expert that will help usher in the introduction of new  a hardware expert that will help usher in the introduction of new  a hardware expert that will help usher in the introduction of new  a hardware expert that will help usher in the introduction of new 
products. Thatproducts. Thatproducts. Thatproducts. That Apple is working on new products is no surprise, but the listing also mentions Apple is working on new products is no surprise, but the listing also mentions Apple is working on new products is no surprise, but the listing also mentions Apple is working on new products is no surprise, but the listing also mentions that the position will cover all of the  that the position will cover all of the  that the position will cover all of the  that the position will cover all of the 
company's existing major platforms, ascompany's existing major platforms, ascompany's existing major platforms, ascompany's existing major platforms, as well as "new platforms as of now unannounced." Apple's current business is well as "new platforms as of now unannounced." Apple's current business is well as "new platforms as of now unannounced." Apple's current business is well as "new platforms as of now unannounced." Apple's current business is driven by its iPhone,  driven by its iPhone,  driven by its iPhone,  driven by its iPhone, 
iPad and Mac platforms. iPad and Mac platforms. iPad and Mac platforms. iPad and Mac platforms. 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... ISRAEL START OF STAR TRAVEL AGE  homeless in Key West... ISRAEL START OF STAR TRAVEL AGE  homeless in Key West... ISRAEL START OF STAR TRAVEL AGE  homeless in Key West... ISRAEL START OF STAR TRAVEL AGE -------------------------------- COPPER AGE IS COPPER AGE IS COPPER AGE IS COPPER AGE IS ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This  ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This  ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This  ONLY AGE FOR ISRAEL... This 
Crown from the Copper Age is believed to be theCrown from the Copper Age is believed to be theCrown from the Copper Age is believed to be theCrown from the Copper Age is believed to be the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on display at The Institute for the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on display at The Institute for the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on display at The Institute for the oldest in existence. The artifact will be on display at The Institute for the Study of the  Study of the  Study of the  Study of the 
Ancient World in Manhattan until June. (Collection of IsraelAncient World in Manhattan until June. (Collection of IsraelAncient World in Manhattan until June. (Collection of IsraelAncient World in Manhattan until June. (Collection of Israel Anti Anti Anti Antiquities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama) quities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama) quities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama) quities The Israel Museum, by Ardon Bar Hama) 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Next story on Israel is NOT the start of Star Travel but homeless in Key West... Next story on Israel is NOT the start of Star Travel but homeless in Key West... Next story on Israel is NOT the start of Star Travel but homeless in Key West... Next story on Israel is NOT the start of Star Travel but Israel spy agency killed the  Israel spy agency killed the  Israel spy agency killed the  Israel spy agency killed the 
building of NASA's 2014 Model Super Shuttle fleetbuilding of NASA's 2014 Model Super Shuttle fleetbuilding of NASA's 2014 Model Super Shuttle fleetbuilding of NASA's 2014 Model Super Shuttle fleet so Israel could build... Israel to build high rise in annexed E.Jerusalem area: so Israel could build... Israel to build high rise in annexed E.Jerusalem area: so Israel could build... Israel to build high rise in annexed E.Jerusalem area: so Israel could build... Israel to build high rise in annexed E.Jerusalem area:
Jerusalem's planning committee moved forwards on Wednesday with plans to build aJerusalem's planning committee moved forwards on Wednesday with plans to build aJerusalem's planning committee moved forwards on Wednesday with plans to build aJerusalem's planning committee moved forwards on Wednesday with plans to build a nine nine nine nine----story Jewish seminary in the heart of a story Jewish seminary in the heart of a story Jewish seminary in the heart of a story Jewish seminary in the heart of a 
denselydenselydenselydensely----populated Palestinianpopulated Palestinianpopulated Palestinianpopulated Palestinian neighborhood near the Old City. Plans for the new tower block will put an END to neighborhood near the Old City. Plans for the new tower block will put an END to neighborhood near the Old City. Plans for the new tower block will put an END to neighborhood near the Old City. Plans for the new tower block will put an END to NASA even getting  NASA even getting  NASA even getting  NASA even getting 
One Star Travel Shuttle moving forwards in the planning stage!One Star Travel Shuttle moving forwards in the planning stage!One Star Travel Shuttle moving forwards in the planning stage!One Star Travel Shuttle moving forwards in the planning stage! Victor Cushman my old Psychotic Jewish landlord wants to build a 9  Victor Cushman my old Psychotic Jewish landlord wants to build a 9  Victor Cushman my old Psychotic Jewish landlord wants to build a 9  Victor Cushman my old Psychotic Jewish landlord wants to build a 9 
story Jewishstory Jewishstory Jewishstory Jewish seminary at CAPE CANAVERAL, FL now that NASA got evicted by Jews! CAPE seminary at CAPE CANAVERAL, FL now that NASA got evicted by Jews! CAPE seminary at CAPE CANAVERAL, FL now that NASA got evicted by Jews! CAPE seminary at CAPE CANAVERAL, FL now that NASA got evicted by Jews! CAPE CANAVERAL, FL  CANAVERAL, FL  CANAVERAL, FL  CANAVERAL, FL ---- There will be 28 launches of  There will be 28 launches of  There will be 28 launches of  There will be 28 launches of 
Atlas 5 and Delta 4 rockets enabledAtlas 5 and Delta 4 rockets enabledAtlas 5 and Delta 4 rockets enabledAtlas 5 and Delta 4 rockets enabled through the new block buy, including four Heavy rockets, with the three dozen through the new block buy, including four Heavy rockets, with the three dozen through the new block buy, including four Heavy rockets, with the three dozen through the new block buy, including four Heavy rockets, with the three dozen cores purchased by  cores purchased by  cores purchased by  cores purchased by 
the Pentagon. None will carry the Verizon Low Orbitthe Pentagon. None will carry the Verizon Low Orbitthe Pentagon. None will carry the Verizon Low Orbitthe Pentagon. None will carry the Verizon Low Orbit Satellites in low orbit the newly invented by Greg "Cell Tower" for Apple wifi Satellites in low orbit the newly invented by Greg "Cell Tower" for Apple wifi Satellites in low orbit the newly invented by Greg "Cell Tower" for Apple wifi Satellites in low orbit the newly invented by Greg "Cell Tower" for Apple wifi
extreme and Key West City Wifi... extreme Invented in Key West, Yale Key Westextreme and Key West City Wifi... extreme Invented in Key West, Yale Key Westextreme and Key West City Wifi... extreme Invented in Key West, Yale Key Westextreme and Key West City Wifi... extreme Invented in Key West, Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure in E.  Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure in E.  Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure in E.  Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure in E. 
Jerusalem soon as theJerusalem soon as theJerusalem soon as theJerusalem soon as the seminary is demolished by the ElectricWindmillCar Era Coup New French Revolution seminary is demolished by the ElectricWindmillCar Era Coup New French Revolution seminary is demolished by the ElectricWindmillCar Era Coup New French Revolution seminary is demolished by the ElectricWindmillCar Era Coup New French Revolution that cuts off the HEAD of  that cuts off the HEAD of  that cuts off the HEAD of  that cuts off the HEAD of 
stay at home Generals in a Universe they could neverstay at home Generals in a Universe they could neverstay at home Generals in a Universe they could neverstay at home Generals in a Universe they could never Destroy!  Destroy!  Destroy!  Destroy! 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Gabrielle14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Gabrielle14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Gabrielle14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... Gabrielle Giffords, husband pen book urging gun laws to save lives... "1984" "Laws" CIA, Giffords, husband pen book urging gun laws to save lives... "1984" "Laws" CIA, Giffords, husband pen book urging gun laws to save lives... "1984" "Laws" CIA, Giffords, husband pen book urging gun laws to save lives... "1984" "Laws" CIA,
Pentagon, Yale Doctors + Dictators Lecture can't even lecture about thePentagon, Yale Doctors + Dictators Lecture can't even lecture about thePentagon, Yale Doctors + Dictators Lecture can't even lecture about thePentagon, Yale Doctors + Dictators Lecture can't even lecture about the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project with $1 Trillion  "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project with $1 Trillion  "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project with $1 Trillion  "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project with $1 Trillion 
from the $177 Trillionfrom the $177 Trillionfrom the $177 Trillionfrom the $177 Trillion confiscated from Mecca! Former U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords, who was confiscated from Mecca! Former U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords, who was confiscated from Mecca! Former U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords, who was confiscated from Mecca! Former U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords, who was gravely wounded in a 2011  gravely wounded in a 2011  gravely wounded in a 2011  gravely wounded in a 2011 
shooting rampage, has written a book with her husbandshooting rampage, has written a book with her husbandshooting rampage, has written a book with her husbandshooting rampage, has written a book with her husband "to rouse the long "to rouse the long "to rouse the long "to rouse the long----overdue conversation" for gun control... 19,000 GABRIELLE'Soverdue conversation" for gun control... 19,000 GABRIELLE'Soverdue conversation" for gun control... 19,000 GABRIELLE'Soverdue conversation" for gun control... 19,000 GABRIELLE'S
MURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain + Kerry killed this many people inMURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain + Kerry killed this many people inMURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain + Kerry killed this many people inMURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain + Kerry killed this many people in Vietnam in less than a month! Day in the Frontal  Vietnam in less than a month! Day in the Frontal  Vietnam in less than a month! Day in the Frontal  Vietnam in less than a month! Day in the Frontal 
Lobe Book, Victor Cushman isLobe Book, Victor Cushman isLobe Book, Victor Cushman isLobe Book, Victor Cushman is Psychotic and infected Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House. Hemingway searched Psychotic and infected Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House. Hemingway searched Psychotic and infected Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House. Hemingway searched Psychotic and infected Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House. Hemingway searched for Subs off Key West.  for Subs off Key West.  for Subs off Key West.  for Subs off Key West. 
Key West Navy built more Subs than ElectricWindmillCarsKey West Navy built more Subs than ElectricWindmillCarsKey West Navy built more Subs than ElectricWindmillCarsKey West Navy built more Subs than ElectricWindmillCars since its 1980 invention. Gabrielle can only save lives by becoming Gabrielle since its 1980 invention. Gabrielle can only save lives by becoming Gabrielle since its 1980 invention. Gabrielle can only save lives by becoming Gabrielle since its 1980 invention. Gabrielle can only save lives by becoming Gabrielle
Snowden and leaking the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project using PentagonSnowden and leaking the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project using PentagonSnowden and leaking the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project using PentagonSnowden and leaking the "Lobotomy Gas A Bomb" Manhattan Project using Pentagon Generals for winey pigs. Gabrielle to save the lives  Generals for winey pigs. Gabrielle to save the lives  Generals for winey pigs. Gabrielle to save the lives  Generals for winey pigs. Gabrielle to save the lives 
of 19,000 Gabrielle'sof 19,000 Gabrielle'sof 19,000 Gabrielle'sof 19,000 Gabrielle's MURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain must be hanged like Saddam as 19K MURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain must be hanged like Saddam as 19K MURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain must be hanged like Saddam as 19K MURDERED BY DRUNK MEN IN 2014, Hell McCain must be hanged like Saddam as 19K here another 40K with  here another 40K with  here another 40K with  here another 40K with 
breast Cancer, 84K kids with birth defects and Childhoodbreast Cancer, 84K kids with birth defects and Childhoodbreast Cancer, 84K kids with birth defects and Childhoodbreast Cancer, 84K kids with birth defects and Childhood cancers are all WAR Crimes by McCain + his wife!  cancers are all WAR Crimes by McCain + his wife!  cancers are all WAR Crimes by McCain + his wife!  cancers are all WAR Crimes by McCain + his wife! 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day:14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...  homeless in Key West...  homeless in Key West...  homeless in Key West... 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West... 

2222----13131313----14 Greg 13th14 Greg 13th14 Greg 13th14 Greg 13th Day: homeless in Key West...  Day: homeless in Key West...  Day: homeless in Key West...  Day: homeless in Key West... 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman Brenda knows Poison Gasoline Exhaust West... WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman Brenda knows Poison Gasoline Exhaust West... WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman Brenda knows Poison Gasoline Exhaust West... WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman Brenda knows Poison Gasoline Exhaust causes some  causes some  causes some  causes some 
Breast Cancer, she is like Snowden, as Snowden can't leak PoisonBreast Cancer, she is like Snowden, as Snowden can't leak PoisonBreast Cancer, she is like Snowden, as Snowden can't leak PoisonBreast Cancer, she is like Snowden, as Snowden can't leak Poison Gasoline Exhaust causes this or that percent of Breast Cancer if even if  Gasoline Exhaust causes this or that percent of Breast Cancer if even if  Gasoline Exhaust causes this or that percent of Breast Cancer if even if  Gasoline Exhaust causes this or that percent of Breast Cancer if even if 
youyouyouyou have both breast cut off... wow ! WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman TUESDAY, Feb. have both breast cut off... wow ! WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman TUESDAY, Feb. have both breast cut off... wow ! WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman TUESDAY, Feb. have both breast cut off... wow ! WebMD Written by Brenda Goodman TUESDAY, Feb. 11, 2014 (HealthDay News)  11, 2014 (HealthDay News)  11, 2014 (HealthDay News)  11, 2014 (HealthDay News) -------- Women  Women  Women  Women 
diagnosed with an inherited form of breastdiagnosed with an inherited form of breastdiagnosed with an inherited form of breastdiagnosed with an inherited form of breast cancer might halve their risk of dying of the disease if they remove both cancer might halve their risk of dying of the disease if they remove both cancer might halve their risk of dying of the disease if they remove both cancer might halve their risk of dying of the disease if they remove both breasts, a new  breasts, a new  breasts, a new  breasts, a new 
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study suggests. study suggests. study suggests. study suggests. 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Sony will make 1,001 movies about the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era and a West... Sony will make 1,001 movies about the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era and a West... Sony will make 1,001 movies about the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era and a West... Sony will make 1,001 movies about the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era and a few will have  few will have  few will have  few will have 
what Shirly Temple Black's comments on the Pentagon giving $177what Shirly Temple Black's comments on the Pentagon giving $177what Shirly Temple Black's comments on the Pentagon giving $177what Shirly Temple Black's comments on the Pentagon giving $177 Trillion USD Godsend to Mecca $$$  Trillion USD Godsend to Mecca $$$  Trillion USD Godsend to Mecca $$$  Trillion USD Godsend to Mecca $$$ 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Below is Mac Pro with Intel Xeon Cpu 2 of them and solid state Hard West... Below is Mac Pro with Intel Xeon Cpu 2 of them and solid state Hard West... Below is Mac Pro with Intel Xeon Cpu 2 of them and solid state Hard West... Below is Mac Pro with Intel Xeon Cpu 2 of them and solid state Hard Drives! 1,001 times  Drives! 1,001 times  Drives! 1,001 times  Drives! 1,001 times 
faster wifi than Sippin Internet Cafe + Starbucks. 100" Bigfaster wifi than Sippin Internet Cafe + Starbucks. 100" Bigfaster wifi than Sippin Internet Cafe + Starbucks. 100" Bigfaster wifi than Sippin Internet Cafe + Starbucks. 100" Big Screen UHD yes ultra high def so you can read all the small print boxes Bill + Screen UHD yes ultra high def so you can read all the small print boxes Bill + Screen UHD yes ultra high def so you can read all the small print boxes Bill + Screen UHD yes ultra high def so you can read all the small print boxes Bill +
Melinda love to torture you with, but not for long. 1st Apple now the Mac ProMelinda love to torture you with, but not for long. 1st Apple now the Mac ProMelinda love to torture you with, but not for long. 1st Apple now the Mac ProMelinda love to torture you with, but not for long. 1st Apple now the Mac Pro soon no PC, no Win 8.2 fix! New Sipping and Starbucks all  soon no PC, no Win 8.2 fix! New Sipping and Starbucks all  soon no PC, no Win 8.2 fix! New Sipping and Starbucks all  soon no PC, no Win 8.2 fix! New Sipping and Starbucks all 
with Mac Pro and 100"with Mac Pro and 100"with Mac Pro and 100"with Mac Pro and 100" Samsung UHD monitors...  Samsung UHD monitors...  Samsung UHD monitors...  Samsung UHD monitors... 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Above is the Mac Pro and14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Above is the Mac Pro and14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Above is the Mac Pro and14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Above is the Mac Pro and Samsung UHD 100" TV... this is the "Futuristic" Next Years Sippin  Samsung UHD 100" TV... this is the "Futuristic" Next Years Sippin  Samsung UHD 100" TV... this is the "Futuristic" Next Years Sippin  Samsung UHD 100" TV... this is the "Futuristic" Next Years Sippin 
Internet CafeInternet CafeInternet CafeInternet Cafe and Coffee Plantation Internet Cafe's in Key West if the Pentagon confiscated and Coffee Plantation Internet Cafe's in Key West if the Pentagon confiscated and Coffee Plantation Internet Cafe's in Key West if the Pentagon confiscated and Coffee Plantation Internet Cafe's in Key West if the Pentagon confiscated $177 Trillion USD from Mecca as perk will  $177 Trillion USD from Mecca as perk will  $177 Trillion USD from Mecca as perk will  $177 Trillion USD from Mecca as perk will 
be the Above Internet Cafe's in Keybe the Above Internet Cafe's in Keybe the Above Internet Cafe's in Keybe the Above Internet Cafe's in Key West and every City + Town in the USA. You will not find this Futuristic West and every City + Town in the USA. You will not find this Futuristic West and every City + Town in the USA. You will not find this Futuristic West and every City + Town in the USA. You will not find this Futuristic Internet Cafe in Mecca  Internet Cafe in Mecca  Internet Cafe in Mecca  Internet Cafe in Mecca 
Today, not because Mecca does not have $1 Trillion toToday, not because Mecca does not have $1 Trillion toToday, not because Mecca does not have $1 Trillion toToday, not because Mecca does not have $1 Trillion to spent on them but because no one in Mecca wants the Start of Star Travels by spent on them but because no one in Mecca wants the Start of Star Travels by spent on them but because no one in Mecca wants the Start of Star Travels by spent on them but because no one in Mecca wants the Start of Star Travels by
Humanity!! Allah, God is Great when the Pentagon gives Mecca $177 Trillion inHumanity!! Allah, God is Great when the Pentagon gives Mecca $177 Trillion inHumanity!! Allah, God is Great when the Pentagon gives Mecca $177 Trillion inHumanity!! Allah, God is Great when the Pentagon gives Mecca $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues... God is Great, So is the Start of Star  Oil Revenues... God is Great, So is the Start of Star  Oil Revenues... God is Great, So is the Start of Star  Oil Revenues... God is Great, So is the Start of Star 
Travel to the nearest 177Travel to the nearest 177Travel to the nearest 177Travel to the nearest 177 stars closest to Earth not even the CIA knows... Grin!  stars closest to Earth not even the CIA knows... Grin!  stars closest to Earth not even the CIA knows... Grin!  stars closest to Earth not even the CIA knows... Grin! 

2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file2013 all move here in a pdf file http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

2013 moved2013 moved2013 moved2013 moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/7Jan2014_MALARIA.pdf

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" Shirley Temple14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" Shirley Temple14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" Shirley Temple14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" Shirley Temple Black was not a Edward Snowden, neither could, would, but both  Black was not a Edward Snowden, neither could, would, but both  Black was not a Edward Snowden, neither could, would, but both  Black was not a Edward Snowden, neither could, would, but both 
should haveshould haveshould haveshould have leaked that Mecca has $177 Trillion USA in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Revenues leaked that Mecca has $177 Trillion USA in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Revenues leaked that Mecca has $177 Trillion USA in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Revenues leaked that Mecca has $177 Trillion USA in Poison Gasoline Exhaust Revenues Holocaust II for babies born with birth  Holocaust II for babies born with birth  Holocaust II for babies born with birth  Holocaust II for babies born with birth 
defects and childhood cancers today asdefects and childhood cancers today asdefects and childhood cancers today asdefects and childhood cancers today as our Numb Nuts Dictators say this is none of your concerns, this is High Stakes our Numb Nuts Dictators say this is none of your concerns, this is High Stakes our Numb Nuts Dictators say this is none of your concerns, this is High Stakes our Numb Nuts Dictators say this is none of your concerns, this is High Stakes Goings Goings Goings Goings----On On On On 
among World Dictators! Actress Shirley Temple Has died At The Age Ofamong World Dictators! Actress Shirley Temple Has died At The Age Ofamong World Dictators! Actress Shirley Temple Has died At The Age Ofamong World Dictators! Actress Shirley Temple Has died At The Age Of 85 circa 1935: She entered politics in the 60's and took on  85 circa 1935: She entered politics in the 60's and took on  85 circa 1935: She entered politics in the 60's and took on  85 circa 1935: She entered politics in the 60's and took on 
several ambassadorseveral ambassadorseveral ambassadorseveral ambassador positions representing her country.  positions representing her country.  positions representing her country.  positions representing her country. 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Chick Key West... Chick Key West... Chick Key West... Chick----filfilfilfil----A Inc., said it plans to eliminate antibiotics from theA Inc., said it plans to eliminate antibiotics from theA Inc., said it plans to eliminate antibiotics from theA Inc., said it plans to eliminate antibiotics from the chicken it uses by 2019,  chicken it uses by 2019,  chicken it uses by 2019,  chicken it uses by 2019, 
responding to growing customer concern about the safetyresponding to growing customer concern about the safetyresponding to growing customer concern about the safetyresponding to growing customer concern about the safety of food ingredients. McDonalds, Steak + Lobster Dinner the steak has  of food ingredients. McDonalds, Steak + Lobster Dinner the steak has  of food ingredients. McDonalds, Steak + Lobster Dinner the steak has  of food ingredients. McDonalds, Steak + Lobster Dinner the steak has 
antibioticsantibioticsantibioticsantibiotics and a lot more chemicals added Our USA Numb Nuts Dictators are aware of but it's and a lot more chemicals added Our USA Numb Nuts Dictators are aware of but it's and a lot more chemicals added Our USA Numb Nuts Dictators are aware of but it's and a lot more chemicals added Our USA Numb Nuts Dictators are aware of but it's not your concern of course!  not your concern of course!  not your concern of course!  not your concern of course! 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Inventor Operating System will replace Win 8.2 fix and of course... Why West... Inventor Operating System will replace Win 8.2 fix and of course... Why West... Inventor Operating System will replace Win 8.2 fix and of course... Why West... Inventor Operating System will replace Win 8.2 fix and of course... Why Twitter +  Twitter +  Twitter +  Twitter + 
Facebook when you have 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with linksFacebook when you have 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with linksFacebook when you have 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with linksFacebook when you have 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Find some  you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Find some  you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Find some  you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Find some 
wives who alsowives who alsowives who alsowives who also want to work in a Legal Polygamous Marriage with 99% of conversations about IP want to work in a Legal Polygamous Marriage with 99% of conversations about IP want to work in a Legal Polygamous Marriage with 99% of conversations about IP want to work in a Legal Polygamous Marriage with 99% of conversations about IP not gossip!  not gossip!  not gossip!  not gossip! 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Net flex14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Net flex14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Net flex14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Net flex Movies for Polygamous Marriage will be "Recordings of your Internet Session" Movies for Polygamous Marriage will be "Recordings of your Internet Session" Movies for Polygamous Marriage will be "Recordings of your Internet Session" Movies for Polygamous Marriage will be "Recordings of your Internet Session"
research you share with each wife over and over brainstorming How gravity isresearch you share with each wife over and over brainstorming How gravity isresearch you share with each wife over and over brainstorming How gravity isresearch you share with each wife over and over brainstorming How gravity is generated, 1 of 1 Trillion Invention Projects you can  generated, 1 of 1 Trillion Invention Projects you can  generated, 1 of 1 Trillion Invention Projects you can  generated, 1 of 1 Trillion Invention Projects you can 
search the internet andsearch the internet andsearch the internet andsearch the internet and record what you search as a YouTube... and of course the Numb Nuts at Google record what you search as a YouTube... and of course the Numb Nuts at Google record what you search as a YouTube... and of course the Numb Nuts at Google record what you search as a YouTube... and of course the Numb Nuts at Google have know about this for over a  have know about this for over a  have know about this for over a  have know about this for over a 
year and have "Stifled" many inventors and lostyear and have "Stifled" many inventors and lostyear and have "Stifled" many inventors and lostyear and have "Stifled" many inventors and lost Mankind trillions of inventions the last year! This is a 1984 George Orwell Mankind trillions of inventions the last year! This is a 1984 George Orwell Mankind trillions of inventions the last year! This is a 1984 George Orwell Mankind trillions of inventions the last year! This is a 1984 George Orwell Crime or  Crime or  Crime or  Crime or 
Should Be! Should Be! Should Be! Should Be! 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Multiple myeloma's cause is unknown  Multiple myeloma's cause is unknown  Multiple myeloma's cause is unknown  Multiple myeloma's cause is unknown ---- Don't even think about believing this, Don't even think about believing this, Don't even think about believing this, Don't even think about believing this, chicken,  chicken,  chicken,  chicken, 
steak, salt, gasoline exhaust... Tom Brokaw, NBC have a idea whatsteak, salt, gasoline exhaust... Tom Brokaw, NBC have a idea whatsteak, salt, gasoline exhaust... Tom Brokaw, NBC have a idea whatsteak, salt, gasoline exhaust... Tom Brokaw, NBC have a idea what caused his multiple myeloma but its not any of Our Concerns, like  caused his multiple myeloma but its not any of Our Concerns, like  caused his multiple myeloma but its not any of Our Concerns, like  caused his multiple myeloma but its not any of Our Concerns, like 
Google NumbGoogle NumbGoogle NumbGoogle Numb Nuts not making any YouTube Videos of Brainstorming Nuts not making any YouTube Videos of Brainstorming Nuts not making any YouTube Videos of Brainstorming Nuts not making any YouTube Videos of Brainstorming a cure for "This" cancer or a cure for "This" cancer or a cure for "This" cancer or a cure for "This" cancer or 1,001 other cancers.  1,001 other cancers.  1,001 other cancers.  1,001 other cancers. 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... No14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... No14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... No14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... No you can not even imagine 1,001 different "Cancers" on YouTube... Google Numb you can not even imagine 1,001 different "Cancers" on YouTube... Google Numb you can not even imagine 1,001 different "Cancers" on YouTube... Google Numb you can not even imagine 1,001 different "Cancers" on YouTube... Google Numb Nuts  Nuts  Nuts  Nuts 
could have made this year ago or in 1 year from Today but Never Evercould have made this year ago or in 1 year from Today but Never Evercould have made this year ago or in 1 year from Today but Never Evercould have made this year ago or in 1 year from Today but Never Ever Will...  Will...  Will...  Will... 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... in Polygamous14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... in Polygamous14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... in Polygamous14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... in Polygamous Marriage there are Soul Mates, because one type of star burns it  Marriage there are Soul Mates, because one type of star burns it  Marriage there are Soul Mates, because one type of star burns it  Marriage there are Soul Mates, because one type of star burns it 
HydrogenHydrogenHydrogenHydrogen different than our Sun and will shine for 4 Trillion Years from Today. At Key different than our Sun and will shine for 4 Trillion Years from Today. At Key different than our Sun and will shine for 4 Trillion Years from Today. At Key different than our Sun and will shine for 4 Trillion Years from Today. At Key West Sunset Celebration I almost make the  West Sunset Celebration I almost make the  West Sunset Celebration I almost make the  West Sunset Celebration I almost make the 
tourists Happy telling them this istourists Happy telling them this istourists Happy telling them this istourists Happy telling them this is Greg's 1 Trillion Sunset Celebration in Key West, I just wish I could catch the Greg's 1 Trillion Sunset Celebration in Key West, I just wish I could catch the Greg's 1 Trillion Sunset Celebration in Key West, I just wish I could catch the Greg's 1 Trillion Sunset Celebration in Key West, I just wish I could catch the women who leave before  women who leave before  women who leave before  women who leave before 
the Sun sinks in the Ocean off Key West as some Suns willthe Sun sinks in the Ocean off Key West as some Suns willthe Sun sinks in the Ocean off Key West as some Suns willthe Sun sinks in the Ocean off Key West as some Suns will shine for 4 trillion more years and some Polygamous Soul Mates will shine for  shine for 4 trillion more years and some Polygamous Soul Mates will shine for  shine for 4 trillion more years and some Polygamous Soul Mates will shine for  shine for 4 trillion more years and some Polygamous Soul Mates will shine for 
4444 Trillion years...  Trillion years...  Trillion years...  Trillion years... 
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2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Mom 9014 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Mom 9014 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Mom 9014 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Mom 90 years old today bought a Toyota Prius 5 years ago she got tired of waiting for years old today bought a Toyota Prius 5 years ago she got tired of waiting for years old today bought a Toyota Prius 5 years ago she got tired of waiting for years old today bought a Toyota Prius 5 years ago she got tired of waiting for
the 2014 ElectricWindmillCar invented by her son! Toyota Motor Corp. Todaythe 2014 ElectricWindmillCar invented by her son! Toyota Motor Corp. Todaythe 2014 ElectricWindmillCar invented by her son! Toyota Motor Corp. Todaythe 2014 ElectricWindmillCar invented by her son! Toyota Motor Corp. Today announced a massive global recall of its popular Prius  announced a massive global recall of its popular Prius  announced a massive global recall of its popular Prius  announced a massive global recall of its popular Prius 
hybrid to fix a softwarehybrid to fix a softwarehybrid to fix a softwarehybrid to fix a software glitch that could case the car to stall. Inventor OS will fix the glitch in Win glitch that could case the car to stall. Inventor OS will fix the glitch in Win glitch that could case the car to stall. Inventor OS will fix the glitch in Win glitch that could case the car to stall. Inventor OS will fix the glitch in Win 8.2 fix as Bill + Melinda have  8.2 fix as Bill + Melinda have  8.2 fix as Bill + Melinda have  8.2 fix as Bill + Melinda have 
caused aspiring inventor's to crash and burn, acaused aspiring inventor's to crash and burn, acaused aspiring inventor's to crash and burn, acaused aspiring inventor's to crash and burn, a 1984 George Orwell Crime or it should be!  1984 George Orwell Crime or it should be!  1984 George Orwell Crime or it should be!  1984 George Orwell Crime or it should be! 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day:14 Greg 12th Day:14 Greg 12th Day:14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West... Bill + Melinda screwing with Win 8.2 fix instead of homeless in Key West... Bill + Melinda screwing with Win 8.2 fix instead of homeless in Key West... Bill + Melinda screwing with Win 8.2 fix instead of homeless in Key West... Bill + Melinda screwing with Win 8.2 fix instead of letting Greg publish the Inventor OS  letting Greg publish the Inventor OS  letting Greg publish the Inventor OS  letting Greg publish the Inventor OS 
that would have a GPS shut off and otherthat would have a GPS shut off and otherthat would have a GPS shut off and otherthat would have a GPS shut off and other alarms on this NYC crime of Bill + Melinda Gates... A stolen box truck collided alarms on this NYC crime of Bill + Melinda Gates... A stolen box truck collided alarms on this NYC crime of Bill + Melinda Gates... A stolen box truck collided alarms on this NYC crime of Bill + Melinda Gates... A stolen box truck collided with an MTA  with an MTA  with an MTA  with an MTA 
city bus in Manhattan Wednesday, killing the bus driver and injuringcity bus in Manhattan Wednesday, killing the bus driver and injuringcity bus in Manhattan Wednesday, killing the bus driver and injuringcity bus in Manhattan Wednesday, killing the bus driver and injuring several others, according to police and the MTA. Kerry most  several others, according to police and the MTA. Kerry most  several others, according to police and the MTA. Kerry most  several others, according to police and the MTA. Kerry most 
likely will notlikely will notlikely will notlikely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Alamos assemble line on May 18, 2014... mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Alamos assemble line on May 18, 2014... mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Alamos assemble line on May 18, 2014... mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Alamos assemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same as  their cost being $1 Trillion same as  their cost being $1 Trillion same as  their cost being $1 Trillion same as 
Mandy Miles should spend on "No Head OnMandy Miles should spend on "No Head OnMandy Miles should spend on "No Head OnMandy Miles should spend on "No Head On Collisions!"  Collisions!"  Collisions!"  Collisions!" 

2222----12121212----14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 12th Day: homeless in Key West...

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

RigilRigilRigilRigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.98A 8.98A 8.98A 8.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... outside of Starbucks on Duval with my Acer on a News Box as Sippin KW cut off my outside of Starbucks on Duval with my Acer on a News Box as Sippin KW cut off my outside of Starbucks on Duval with my Acer on a News Box as Sippin KW cut off my outside of Starbucks on Duval with my Acer on a News Box as Sippin KW cut off my
password... so going to publish this now 9:48 am and write more then publishpassword... so going to publish this now 9:48 am and write more then publishpassword... so going to publish this now 9:48 am and write more then publishpassword... so going to publish this now 9:48 am and write more then publish more later. IT'S LATER 1:25 PM FINISHED GOT THE "A"  more later. IT'S LATER 1:25 PM FINISHED GOT THE "A"  more later. IT'S LATER 1:25 PM FINISHED GOT THE "A"  more later. IT'S LATER 1:25 PM FINISHED GOT THE "A" 
Kerry and Chua "Tiger Mom"Kerry and Chua "Tiger Mom"Kerry and Chua "Tiger Mom"Kerry and Chua "Tiger Mom" "Failed:to get! NASA and its " Star Travel" friends do a coup on Mecca's $177 "Failed:to get! NASA and its " Star Travel" friends do a coup on Mecca's $177 "Failed:to get! NASA and its " Star Travel" friends do a coup on Mecca's $177 "Failed:to get! NASA and its " Star Travel" friends do a coup on Mecca's $177 Trillion for the Start of Star  Trillion for the Start of Star  Trillion for the Start of Star  Trillion for the Start of Star 
Travels," Kerry will not be Sec. of State forTravels," Kerry will not be Sec. of State forTravels," Kerry will not be Sec. of State forTravels," Kerry will not be Sec. of State for Star Travels... he will be a "POW..." intuitive one in a much larger Universe! Star Travels... he will be a "POW..." intuitive one in a much larger Universe! Star Travels... he will be a "POW..." intuitive one in a much larger Universe! Star Travels... he will be a "POW..." intuitive one in a much larger Universe!

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Yale  Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Yale  Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Yale  Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Yale 
Law SchoolLaw SchoolLaw SchoolLaw School professors Amy Chua and Jed Rubenfeld maintain that they are racists... BP Oil professors Amy Chua and Jed Rubenfeld maintain that they are racists... BP Oil professors Amy Chua and Jed Rubenfeld maintain that they are racists... BP Oil professors Amy Chua and Jed Rubenfeld maintain that they are racists... BP Oil Revenues Racists!  Revenues Racists!  Revenues Racists!  Revenues Racists! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry  Kerry  Kerry  Kerry 
’’’’66 will be the speaker at this year66 will be the speaker at this year66 will be the speaker at this year66 will be the speaker at this year’’’’s Yale Class Day on Sunday, May 18,s Yale Class Day on Sunday, May 18,s Yale Class Day on Sunday, May 18,s Yale Class Day on Sunday, May 18, 2014.  2014.  2014.  2014. 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ "Yale spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ "Yale spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ "Yale spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ "Yale
Word..." "counterintuitive..." Kerry + Chau "1984" are writ em up Today in YaleWord..." "counterintuitive..." Kerry + Chau "1984" are writ em up Today in YaleWord..." "counterintuitive..." Kerry + Chau "1984" are writ em up Today in YaleWord..." "counterintuitive..." Kerry + Chau "1984" are writ em up Today in Yale News. Greg's 11th Day: Homeless in Key West, well in the  News. Greg's 11th Day: Homeless in Key West, well in the  News. Greg's 11th Day: Homeless in Key West, well in the  News. Greg's 11th Day: Homeless in Key West, well in the 
Yale News the word...Yale News the word...Yale News the word...Yale News the word... COUNTERINTUITIVE should have been in both articles as both Kerry + Chau know COUNTERINTUITIVE should have been in both articles as both Kerry + Chau know COUNTERINTUITIVE should have been in both articles as both Kerry + Chau know COUNTERINTUITIVE should have been in both articles as both Kerry + Chau know Mecca has $177 Trillion USD  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD 
from gasoline sale decades after thefrom gasoline sale decades after thefrom gasoline sale decades after thefrom gasoline sale decades after the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and in reality gas would be .10 cents a ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and in reality gas would be .10 cents a ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and in reality gas would be .10 cents a ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and in reality gas would be .10 cents a gallon from  gallon from  gallon from  gallon from 
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1980 to 2014 but for racist elite like Kerry + his wife, Chau who1980 to 2014 but for racist elite like Kerry + his wife, Chau who1980 to 2014 but for racist elite like Kerry + his wife, Chau who1980 to 2014 but for racist elite like Kerry + his wife, Chau who profited from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" world wide... "Who?" gave Mecca  profited from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" world wide... "Who?" gave Mecca  profited from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" world wide... "Who?" gave Mecca  profited from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" world wide... "Who?" gave Mecca 
thethethethe money $$$. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  money $$$. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  money $$$. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  money $$$. BP Oil Revenues Racists! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$  Trillion USD $$$  Trillion USD $$$  Trillion USD $$$ 
Mandy Miles spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2Mandy Miles spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2Mandy Miles spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2Mandy Miles spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 Trillion as Chau + Kerry are "Hitler's" of Holocaust II the "Poison Gasoline Trillion as Chau + Kerry are "Hitler's" of Holocaust II the "Poison Gasoline Trillion as Chau + Kerry are "Hitler's" of Holocaust II the "Poison Gasoline Trillion as Chau + Kerry are "Hitler's" of Holocaust II the "Poison Gasoline
Exhaust." BP Oil Revenues Racists intuitive to Hitler with BP Oil!Exhaust." BP Oil Revenues Racists intuitive to Hitler with BP Oil!Exhaust." BP Oil Revenues Racists intuitive to Hitler with BP Oil!Exhaust." BP Oil Revenues Racists intuitive to Hitler with BP Oil!

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua  Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua  Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua  Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua 
and Rubenfeldand Rubenfeldand Rubenfeldand Rubenfeld declare that 3 factors...  declare that 3 factors...  declare that 3 factors...  declare that 3 factors... 

1. insecurity 1. insecurity 1. insecurity 1. insecurity 

2. superiority complex2. superiority complex2. superiority complex2. superiority complex

3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control ———— cause certain cultural groups to achievecause certain cultural groups to achievecause certain cultural groups to achievecause certain cultural groups to achieve professional and material $$$ success over others. Delving into race,  professional and material $$$ success over others. Delving into race,  professional and material $$$ success over others. Delving into race,  professional and material $$$ success over others. Delving into race, 
successsuccesssuccesssuccess and generational gaps in immigrant families, the book has been criticized as and generational gaps in immigrant families, the book has been criticized as and generational gaps in immigrant families, the book has been criticized as and generational gaps in immigrant families, the book has been criticized as racist by some. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  racist by some. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  racist by some. BP Oil Revenues Racists!  racist by some. BP Oil Revenues Racists! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless14 Greg 11th Day: homeless14 Greg 11th Day: homeless14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Some  Trillion USD $$$ Some  Trillion USD $$$ Some  Trillion USD $$$ Some 
Yale students log on to Gregs web page so they will tell aYale students log on to Gregs web page so they will tell aYale students log on to Gregs web page so they will tell aYale students log on to Gregs web page so they will tell a few more Yale students Today, Gregs 11th Day: Homeless in Key West about the few more Yale students Today, Gregs 11th Day: Homeless in Key West about the few more Yale students Today, Gregs 11th Day: Homeless in Key West about the few more Yale students Today, Gregs 11th Day: Homeless in Key West about the
$177 Trillion Mecca has and the Moslems believe it's a GodSend from the Pentagon$177 Trillion Mecca has and the Moslems believe it's a GodSend from the Pentagon$177 Trillion Mecca has and the Moslems believe it's a GodSend from the Pentagon$177 Trillion Mecca has and the Moslems believe it's a GodSend from the Pentagon Generals, really. "Why?" Chua believes Kerry + his  Generals, really. "Why?" Chua believes Kerry + his  Generals, really. "Why?" Chua believes Kerry + his  Generals, really. "Why?" Chua believes Kerry + his 
Pentagon War Buddies gave thePentagon War Buddies gave thePentagon War Buddies gave thePentagon War Buddies gave the $177 Trillion to Mecca but can not write a New Book on Why? As this is $177 Trillion to Mecca but can not write a New Book on Why? As this is $177 Trillion to Mecca but can not write a New Book on Why? As this is $177 Trillion to Mecca but can not write a New Book on Why? As this is counterintuitive CIA 007  counterintuitive CIA 007  counterintuitive CIA 007  counterintuitive CIA 007 
Torture of every American on Earth! Mandy Miles fromTorture of every American on Earth! Mandy Miles fromTorture of every American on Earth! Mandy Miles fromTorture of every American on Earth! Mandy Miles from yesterday wrote below "Why?" Yale Bookstore is the first stop of a tour for yesterday wrote below "Why?" Yale Bookstore is the first stop of a tour for yesterday wrote below "Why?" Yale Bookstore is the first stop of a tour for yesterday wrote below "Why?" Yale Bookstore is the first stop of a tour for their  their  their  their 
controversial book controversial book controversial book controversial book ““““The Triple Package: How Three Unlikely Traits ExplainThe Triple Package: How Three Unlikely Traits ExplainThe Triple Package: How Three Unlikely Traits ExplainThe Triple Package: How Three Unlikely Traits Explain the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups”””” ———— a work that has a work that has a work that has a work that has 
generated nationwidegenerated nationwidegenerated nationwidegenerated nationwide attention and criticism. The book, which claims certain cultural groups are attention and criticism. The book, which claims certain cultural groups are attention and criticism. The book, which claims certain cultural groups are attention and criticism. The book, which claims certain cultural groups are inherently more successful than  inherently more successful than  inherently more successful than  inherently more successful than 
others, follows Chuaothers, follows Chuaothers, follows Chuaothers, follows Chua’’’’s hotly debated 2011s hotly debated 2011s hotly debated 2011s hotly debated 2011 parenting memoir  parenting memoir  parenting memoir  parenting memoir ““““Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.”””” $$$$177 Trillion is a Secret177 Trillion is a Secret177 Trillion is a Secret177 Trillion is a Secret CIA slush fund,  CIA slush fund,  CIA slush fund,  CIA slush fund, 
has to be as Chua has to know about so much money yet she neverhas to be as Chua has to know about so much money yet she neverhas to be as Chua has to know about so much money yet she neverhas to be as Chua has to know about so much money yet she never even makes a "Orwellian" comment about "BP Oil Money."  even makes a "Orwellian" comment about "BP Oil Money."  even makes a "Orwellian" comment about "BP Oil Money."  even makes a "Orwellian" comment about "BP Oil Money." 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ 
Kerry's current role at the helm of the StateKerry's current role at the helm of the StateKerry's current role at the helm of the StateKerry's current role at the helm of the State Department, Kerry previously served for 28 years as a U.S. Senator from Department, Kerry previously served for 28 years as a U.S. Senator from Department, Kerry previously served for 28 years as a U.S. Senator from Department, Kerry previously served for 28 years as a U.S. Senator from Massachusetts  Massachusetts  Massachusetts  Massachusetts ---- Rx Rx Rx Rx 
Cure for Breast Cancer never was a intuitive thought in KerryCure for Breast Cancer never was a intuitive thought in KerryCure for Breast Cancer never was a intuitive thought in KerryCure for Breast Cancer never was a intuitive thought in Kerry + his wive's "Heated Brainstorming Conversations Together" as Husband  + his wive's "Heated Brainstorming Conversations Together" as Husband  + his wive's "Heated Brainstorming Conversations Together" as Husband  + his wive's "Heated Brainstorming Conversations Together" as Husband 
+ Wife...+ Wife...+ Wife...+ Wife... for these 28 years, 40K dead SWF in the USA every year for 28 years and Kerry for these 28 years, 40K dead SWF in the USA every year for 28 years and Kerry for these 28 years, 40K dead SWF in the USA every year for 28 years and Kerry for these 28 years, 40K dead SWF in the USA every year for 28 years and Kerry didn't PROPOSE a New Manhattan Project for the  didn't PROPOSE a New Manhattan Project for the  didn't PROPOSE a New Manhattan Project for the  didn't PROPOSE a New Manhattan Project for the 
Rx Penicillin like OvernightRx Penicillin like OvernightRx Penicillin like OvernightRx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer! Greg Now Homeless 11 Days in Key West Proposed Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer! Greg Now Homeless 11 Days in Key West Proposed Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer! Greg Now Homeless 11 Days in Key West Proposed Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer! Greg Now Homeless 11 Days in Key West Proposed this New Manhattan  this New Manhattan  this New Manhattan  this New Manhattan 
Project lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion aProject lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion aProject lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion aProject lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion a Year budget! Bush will have to do the MATH for Kerry + his wife 40,000 dead  Year budget! Bush will have to do the MATH for Kerry + his wife 40,000 dead  Year budget! Bush will have to do the MATH for Kerry + his wife 40,000 dead  Year budget! Bush will have to do the MATH for Kerry + his wife 40,000 dead 
SWFSWFSWFSWF times 28 = Numb Nuts Dictators in our "1984" society are Poisoning... No "1984" times 28 = Numb Nuts Dictators in our "1984" society are Poisoning... No "1984" times 28 = Numb Nuts Dictators in our "1984" society are Poisoning... No "1984" times 28 = Numb Nuts Dictators in our "1984" society are Poisoning... No "1984" Move ever made pictures Mecca with $177 Trillion  Move ever made pictures Mecca with $177 Trillion  Move ever made pictures Mecca with $177 Trillion  Move ever made pictures Mecca with $177 Trillion 
dollars of illegal gas money!dollars of illegal gas money!dollars of illegal gas money!dollars of illegal gas money! Holocaust II that gave Children birth defects and Childhood Cancers St. Jude Holocaust II that gave Children birth defects and Childhood Cancers St. Jude Holocaust II that gave Children birth defects and Childhood Cancers St. Jude Holocaust II that gave Children birth defects and Childhood Cancers St. Jude takes the Credit for their  takes the Credit for their  takes the Credit for their  takes the Credit for their 
Miracle Cure not mentioning the cause is PoisonMiracle Cure not mentioning the cause is PoisonMiracle Cure not mentioning the cause is PoisonMiracle Cure not mentioning the cause is Poison Gasoline Exhaust!  Gasoline Exhaust!  Gasoline Exhaust!  Gasoline Exhaust! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$
““““Secretary Kerry was our top choice both because of his long and distinguishedSecretary Kerry was our top choice both because of his long and distinguishedSecretary Kerry was our top choice both because of his long and distinguishedSecretary Kerry was our top choice both because of his long and distinguished career in public serve and also because right now he career in public serve and also because right now he career in public serve and also because right now he career in public serve and also because right now he’’’’s s s s 
working on some of theworking on some of theworking on some of theworking on some of the toughest issues of the day, toughest issues of the day, toughest issues of the day, toughest issues of the day,”””” Rubin said. Yale News Article By MatthewRubin said. Yale News Article By MatthewRubin said. Yale News Article By MatthewRubin said. Yale News Article By Matthew Lloyd Lloyd Lloyd Lloyd----Thomas and Rishabh Bhandari. Thomas and Rishabh Bhandari. Thomas and Rishabh Bhandari. Thomas and Rishabh Bhandari. 
"1984" Elite kids who probably drive drunk or"1984" Elite kids who probably drive drunk or"1984" Elite kids who probably drive drunk or"1984" Elite kids who probably drive drunk or stoned around New Haven because they are Elite! Car Dash cam mom + dad should be stoned around New Haven because they are Elite! Car Dash cam mom + dad should be stoned around New Haven because they are Elite! Car Dash cam mom + dad should be stoned around New Haven because they are Elite! Car Dash cam mom + dad should be
watching for sure! watching for sure! watching for sure! watching for sure! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chua  Chua  Chua  Chua 
and Rubenfeld admitted they addressed sensitive issues. The book is notand Rubenfeld admitted they addressed sensitive issues. The book is notand Rubenfeld admitted they addressed sensitive issues. The book is notand Rubenfeld admitted they addressed sensitive issues. The book is not racist, Rubenfeld insisted, claiming that it gives a  racist, Rubenfeld insisted, claiming that it gives a  racist, Rubenfeld insisted, claiming that it gives a  racist, Rubenfeld insisted, claiming that it gives a ““““cultural cultural cultural cultural 
explanationexplanationexplanationexplanation”””” forforforfor success rather than a  success rather than a  success rather than a  success rather than a ““““genetic explanation.genetic explanation.genetic explanation.genetic explanation.”””” He added that any individual canHe added that any individual canHe added that any individual canHe added that any individual can have the  have the  have the  have the ““““triple packagetriple packagetriple packagetriple package”””” and and and and 
succeed, but that the three characteristics ofsucceed, but that the three characteristics ofsucceed, but that the three characteristics ofsucceed, but that the three characteristics of success are more prevalent in certain cultures.  success are more prevalent in certain cultures.  success are more prevalent in certain cultures.  success are more prevalent in certain cultures. 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day:14 Greg 11th Day:14 Greg 11th Day:14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry  has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry  has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry  has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Kerry 
has spoken at Yale on the topic of Nuclearhas spoken at Yale on the topic of Nuclearhas spoken at Yale on the topic of Nuclearhas spoken at Yale on the topic of Nuclear Weapons. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Weapons. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Weapons. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Weapons. Kerry most likely will not mention the 2014 Model Nukes on the Los Alamos  Alamos  Alamos  Alamos 
assemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same asassemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same asassemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same asassemble line on May 18, 2014... their cost being $1 Trillion same as Mandy Miles should spend on "No Head On Collisions!"  Mandy Miles should spend on "No Head On Collisions!"  Mandy Miles should spend on "No Head On Collisions!"  Mandy Miles should spend on "No Head On Collisions!" 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau  Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau 
taught a class at Yale Law School ontaught a class at Yale Law School ontaught a class at Yale Law School ontaught a class at Yale Law School on cultural ID's... 2014 Model Nukes and 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars. Nukes cultural ID's... 2014 Model Nukes and 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars. Nukes cultural ID's... 2014 Model Nukes and 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars. Nukes cultural ID's... 2014 Model Nukes and 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars. Nukes have been coming  have been coming  have been coming  have been coming 
off the Los Alamos assembly line every year, Kerry buys the Newoff the Los Alamos assembly line every year, Kerry buys the Newoff the Los Alamos assembly line every year, Kerry buys the Newoff the Los Alamos assembly line every year, Kerry buys the New Model every year as this is what his wife wants! Yale Law School classes  Model every year as this is what his wife wants! Yale Law School classes  Model every year as this is what his wife wants! Yale Law School classes  Model every year as this is what his wife wants! Yale Law School classes 
onononon "Dictators + Lawyers" is not a class at Yale like "Dictators + Doctors" is a "Dictators + Lawyers" is not a class at Yale like "Dictators + Doctors" is a "Dictators + Lawyers" is not a class at Yale like "Dictators + Doctors" is a "Dictators + Lawyers" is not a class at Yale like "Dictators + Doctors" is a class at the Yale Medical School and of course it's classified  class at the Yale Medical School and of course it's classified  class at the Yale Medical School and of course it's classified  class at the Yale Medical School and of course it's classified 
but not intuitivebut not intuitivebut not intuitivebut not intuitive or counterintuitive! "Why?" the Universe Mandy Miles wrote. Greg ask why this or counterintuitive! "Why?" the Universe Mandy Miles wrote. Greg ask why this or counterintuitive! "Why?" the Universe Mandy Miles wrote. Greg ask why this or counterintuitive! "Why?" the Universe Mandy Miles wrote. Greg ask why this Universe instead of "Star Travel" a 1,001  Universe instead of "Star Travel" a 1,001  Universe instead of "Star Travel" a 1,001  Universe instead of "Star Travel" a 1,001 
fleet Navy in Key West not in thefleet Navy in Key West not in thefleet Navy in Key West not in thefleet Navy in Key West not in the Universe, "Why?" Kerry + Chau get a "F" grade for Starting Star Travels by Universe, "Why?" Kerry + Chau get a "F" grade for Starting Star Travels by Universe, "Why?" Kerry + Chau get a "F" grade for Starting Star Travels by Universe, "Why?" Kerry + Chau get a "F" grade for Starting Star Travels by Humans on Earth!  Humans on Earth!  Humans on Earth!  Humans on Earth! 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Chua and Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau Kerry spoke for Yale... knowing full well Mecca has $177 Trillion USD $$$ Chau
wants more than anything for her "New Book" to "Spell Out" what willwants more than anything for her "New Book" to "Spell Out" what willwants more than anything for her "New Book" to "Spell Out" what willwants more than anything for her "New Book" to "Spell Out" what will reinvigorate Ford, GM, no, Chau 1. 2. 3. is...  reinvigorate Ford, GM, no, Chau 1. 2. 3. is...  reinvigorate Ford, GM, no, Chau 1. 2. 3. is...  reinvigorate Ford, GM, no, Chau 1. 2. 3. is... 

1. insecurity 1. insecurity 1. insecurity 1. insecurity 

2.2.2.2. superiority complex  superiority complex  superiority complex  superiority complex 

3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 3. and impulse control 

2222----11111111----14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th14 Greg 11th Day: homeless in Key West... Greg wants to reinvigorate God's best invention... Day: homeless in Key West... Greg wants to reinvigorate God's best invention... Day: homeless in Key West... Greg wants to reinvigorate God's best invention... Day: homeless in Key West... Greg wants to reinvigorate God's best invention... "Women" with a Legal Polygamous  "Women" with a Legal Polygamous  "Women" with a Legal Polygamous  "Women" with a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage License that comes with a signedMarriage License that comes with a signedMarriage License that comes with a signedMarriage License that comes with a signed "Brainstorming Together 99% of all conversations must included the 40K SWF's who "Brainstorming Together 99% of all conversations must included the 40K SWF's who "Brainstorming Together 99% of all conversations must included the 40K SWF's who "Brainstorming Together 99% of all conversations must included the 40K SWF's who will die  will die  will die  will die 
in 2014 of Breast Cancer!" And Childhood birth defects + cancers... St.in 2014 of Breast Cancer!" And Childhood birth defects + cancers... St.in 2014 of Breast Cancer!" And Childhood birth defects + cancers... St.in 2014 of Breast Cancer!" And Childhood birth defects + cancers... St. Jude with the $1 Trillion dollar budget in 2014 would still get a  Jude with the $1 Trillion dollar budget in 2014 would still get a  Jude with the $1 Trillion dollar budget in 2014 would still get a  Jude with the $1 Trillion dollar budget in 2014 would still get a 
"F" as BP Oil"F" as BP Oil"F" as BP Oil"F" as BP Oil is "Racists" and they all spend their conversation talking about Saudi Sex is "Racists" and they all spend their conversation talking about Saudi Sex is "Racists" and they all spend their conversation talking about Saudi Sex is "Racists" and they all spend their conversation talking about Saudi Sex Slaves, SWF's from the USA. As the Saudi Princes  Slaves, SWF's from the USA. As the Saudi Princes  Slaves, SWF's from the USA. As the Saudi Princes  Slaves, SWF's from the USA. As the Saudi Princes 
are "Racists!" when it comes toare "Racists!" when it comes toare "Racists!" when it comes toare "Racists!" when it comes to sex slaves!  sex slaves!  sex slaves!  sex slaves! 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Non swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Non swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Non swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Non----
counterintuitive Inventioncounterintuitive Inventioncounterintuitive Inventioncounterintuitive Invention Projects with links you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Mandy Projects with links you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Mandy Projects with links you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Mandy Projects with links you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the  Miles should click on the  Miles should click on the  Miles should click on the 
link "No Head On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages!link "No Head On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages!link "No Head On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages!link "No Head On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to!

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy Miles14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy Miles14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy Miles14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy Miles Monday Key West Citizen, "Dancing With the Stars" on 2 Monday Key West Citizen, "Dancing With the Stars" on 2 Monday Key West Citizen, "Dancing With the Stars" on 2 Monday Key West Citizen, "Dancing With the Stars" on 2----12121212----14 at the 14 at the 14 at the 14 at the 
TennesseeTennesseeTennesseeTennessee Williams Theater. Mandy Miles Sunday Key West Citizen... wrote she "I could Williams Theater. Mandy Miles Sunday Key West Citizen... wrote she "I could Williams Theater. Mandy Miles Sunday Key West Citizen... wrote she "I could Williams Theater. Mandy Miles Sunday Key West Citizen... wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper"  swear I almost hear the Universe whisper"  swear I almost hear the Universe whisper"  swear I almost hear the Universe whisper" 
during a recent frustrating day askingduring a recent frustrating day askingduring a recent frustrating day askingduring a recent frustrating day asking the world "Why?"  the world "Why?"  the world "Why?"  the world "Why?" 

Page 217 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"
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2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?"14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?"14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?"14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... "Why?" "The Universe" it's not in our "Era" to ask "Why?" It's our "Era" to Discover "The Universe" it's not in our "Era" to ask "Why?" It's our "Era" to Discover "The Universe" it's not in our "Era" to ask "Why?" It's our "Era" to Discover "The Universe" it's not in our "Era" to ask "Why?" It's our "Era" to Discover how  how  how  how 
Gravity is Generated, put an end to Numb Nuts Dictators, all are "BabyGravity is Generated, put an end to Numb Nuts Dictators, all are "BabyGravity is Generated, put an end to Numb Nuts Dictators, all are "BabyGravity is Generated, put an end to Numb Nuts Dictators, all are "Baby Killers" from Vietnam or some other war. "Poison Gasoline  Killers" from Vietnam or some other war. "Poison Gasoline  Killers" from Vietnam or some other war. "Poison Gasoline  Killers" from Vietnam or some other war. "Poison Gasoline 
Exhaust Holocaust II"Exhaust Holocaust II"Exhaust Holocaust II"Exhaust Holocaust II" They are not like us... they are "Psychotic" and the Yale Key West Medical They are not like us... they are "Psychotic" and the Yale Key West Medical They are not like us... they are "Psychotic" and the Yale Key West Medical They are not like us... they are "Psychotic" and the Yale Key West Medical School President will write this up in the  School President will write this up in the  School President will write this up in the  School President will write this up in the 
New England Journal of Medicine.New England Journal of Medicine.New England Journal of Medicine.New England Journal of Medicine.

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." "Baby Killers" from  swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." "Baby Killers" from  swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." "Baby Killers" from  swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." "Baby Killers" from 
Vietnam, takeVietnam, takeVietnam, takeVietnam, take Kerry + his Wife. "Homeless in the Universe," and never hear the Universe Kerry + his Wife. "Homeless in the Universe," and never hear the Universe Kerry + his Wife. "Homeless in the Universe," and never hear the Universe Kerry + his Wife. "Homeless in the Universe," and never hear the Universe Whisper! If they did, or any one of the other  Whisper! If they did, or any one of the other  Whisper! If they did, or any one of the other  Whisper! If they did, or any one of the other 
1,001 Numb Nuts Dictators + wives1,001 Numb Nuts Dictators + wives1,001 Numb Nuts Dictators + wives1,001 Numb Nuts Dictators + wives would have declared war on Mecca by the USA! "Why?" "A Universe of $177 Trillion would have declared war on Mecca by the USA! "Why?" "A Universe of $177 Trillion would have declared war on Mecca by the USA! "Why?" "A Universe of $177 Trillion would have declared war on Mecca by the USA! "Why?" "A Universe of $177 Trillion USD" for Mecca?  USD" for Mecca?  USD" for Mecca?  USD" for Mecca? 
Given to them by Kerry + his wife! Real World goingsGiven to them by Kerry + his wife! Real World goingsGiven to them by Kerry + his wife! Real World goingsGiven to them by Kerry + his wife! Real World goings----on in theon in theon in theon in the day to day "Frustrating Day's" asking the world "Why?" like Mandy  day to day "Frustrating Day's" asking the world "Why?" like Mandy  day to day "Frustrating Day's" asking the world "Why?" like Mandy  day to day "Frustrating Day's" asking the world "Why?" like Mandy 
Miles... KerryMiles... KerryMiles... KerryMiles... Kerry never asked his wife "Why?" in the world did we give Mecca $177 Trillion USD? never asked his wife "Why?" in the world did we give Mecca $177 Trillion USD? never asked his wife "Why?" in the world did we give Mecca $177 Trillion USD? never asked his wife "Why?" in the world did we give Mecca $177 Trillion USD?

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy writes next  she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy writes next  she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy writes next  she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy writes next 
aboutaboutaboutabout the Post Office is ridiculous about buying stamps when Greg just invented your the Post Office is ridiculous about buying stamps when Greg just invented your the Post Office is ridiculous about buying stamps when Greg just invented your the Post Office is ridiculous about buying stamps when Greg just invented your zip for your stamp, I'm sure someone can  zip for your stamp, I'm sure someone can  zip for your stamp, I'm sure someone can  zip for your stamp, I'm sure someone can 
personalize a "Stamp" for Mandy Milespersonalize a "Stamp" for Mandy Milespersonalize a "Stamp" for Mandy Milespersonalize a "Stamp" for Mandy Miles in "Ink" only the PO can "Observe!" Next Mandy Miles writes about Key West in "Ink" only the PO can "Observe!" Next Mandy Miles writes about Key West in "Ink" only the PO can "Observe!" Next Mandy Miles writes about Key West in "Ink" only the PO can "Observe!" Next Mandy Miles writes about Key West Parking not thinking  Parking not thinking  Parking not thinking  Parking not thinking 
of Paris Whispering... she has been married for 10 years,of Paris Whispering... she has been married for 10 years,of Paris Whispering... she has been married for 10 years,of Paris Whispering... she has been married for 10 years, Greg is ready to get married Tomorrow at the Eiffel Tower so I just invented a Greg is ready to get married Tomorrow at the Eiffel Tower so I just invented a Greg is ready to get married Tomorrow at the Eiffel Tower so I just invented a Greg is ready to get married Tomorrow at the Eiffel Tower so I just invented a
Eiffel Tower Parking structure over Mandy Miles House in Old Town... she willEiffel Tower Parking structure over Mandy Miles House in Old Town... she willEiffel Tower Parking structure over Mandy Miles House in Old Town... she willEiffel Tower Parking structure over Mandy Miles House in Old Town... she will certainty complain about another tourists attraction  certainty complain about another tourists attraction  certainty complain about another tourists attraction  certainty complain about another tourists attraction 
when parking above herwhen parking above herwhen parking above herwhen parking above her House, grin!  House, grin!  House, grin!  House, grin! 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles goes on she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles goes on she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles goes on she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles goes on
about Car Insurance advertising budgets reduced 10% and save her 10%... wellabout Car Insurance advertising budgets reduced 10% and save her 10%... wellabout Car Insurance advertising budgets reduced 10% and save her 10%... wellabout Car Insurance advertising budgets reduced 10% and save her 10%... well Mandy Miles didn't read my 850 page link below or she  Mandy Miles didn't read my 850 page link below or she  Mandy Miles didn't read my 850 page link below or she  Mandy Miles didn't read my 850 page link below or she 
would know "Trafficwould know "Trafficwould know "Trafficwould know "Traffic Accidents in the USA" can be reduced by 99% in one year with Los Alamos Super Accidents in the USA" can be reduced by 99% in one year with Los Alamos Super Accidents in the USA" can be reduced by 99% in one year with Los Alamos Super Accidents in the USA" can be reduced by 99% in one year with Los Alamos Super Computer Technology linked to her  Computer Technology linked to her  Computer Technology linked to her  Computer Technology linked to her 
iPhone007spy and "Dash Cam." iPhone007spy and "Dash Cam." iPhone007spy and "Dash Cam." iPhone007spy and "Dash Cam." 

2222----10101010----14141414 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." "No Head On  hear the Universe whisper." "No Head On  hear the Universe whisper." "No Head On  hear the Universe whisper." "No Head On 
Collisions" I wrote this handwrittenCollisions" I wrote this handwrittenCollisions" I wrote this handwrittenCollisions" I wrote this handwritten page years ago, Kerry or his wife read it and did nothing far as Screaming Loud page years ago, Kerry or his wife read it and did nothing far as Screaming Loud page years ago, Kerry or his wife read it and did nothing far as Screaming Loud page years ago, Kerry or his wife read it and did nothing far as Screaming Loud Enough for the  Enough for the  Enough for the  Enough for the 
Universe of Numb Nuts Dictators to hear! Universe of Numb Nuts Dictators to hear! Universe of Numb Nuts Dictators to hear! Universe of Numb Nuts Dictators to hear! 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles ends  she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles ends  she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles ends  she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Mandy Miles ends 
withwithwithwith "does this sound counterintuitive to anyone else? Counterintuitive I will have "does this sound counterintuitive to anyone else? Counterintuitive I will have "does this sound counterintuitive to anyone else? Counterintuitive I will have "does this sound counterintuitive to anyone else? Counterintuitive I will have to look this up later as I'm at Sippin with no wifi...  to look this up later as I'm at Sippin with no wifi...  to look this up later as I'm at Sippin with no wifi...  to look this up later as I'm at Sippin with no wifi... 
they changed the passwordthey changed the passwordthey changed the passwordthey changed the password and I don't want to eat $5 worth of bagels. But until I log in counterintuitive and I don't want to eat $5 worth of bagels. But until I log in counterintuitive and I don't want to eat $5 worth of bagels. But until I log in counterintuitive and I don't want to eat $5 worth of bagels. But until I log in counterintuitive to anyone else would be to  to anyone else would be to  to anyone else would be to  to anyone else would be to 
Greg Mecca with $177 Trillion USD last 10 days GregGreg Mecca with $177 Trillion USD last 10 days GregGreg Mecca with $177 Trillion USD last 10 days GregGreg Mecca with $177 Trillion USD last 10 days Greg has been "Homeless" in a "1984" Key West with 1 Trillion Cameras watching my has been "Homeless" in a "1984" Key West with 1 Trillion Cameras watching my has been "Homeless" in a "1984" Key West with 1 Trillion Cameras watching my has been "Homeless" in a "1984" Key West with 1 Trillion Cameras watching my
every move like the Movie "Enemy of the State." every move like the Movie "Enemy of the State." every move like the Movie "Enemy of the State." every move like the Movie "Enemy of the State." 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day:14 Greg 10th Day:14 Greg 10th Day:14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Counterintuitive  Universe whisper." Counterintuitive  Universe whisper." Counterintuitive  Universe whisper." Counterintuitive 
spending of a billion dollars Mandy Milesspending of a billion dollars Mandy Milesspending of a billion dollars Mandy Milesspending of a billion dollars Mandy Miles writes. Today she writes about "Dancing with the Stars" on 2 writes. Today she writes about "Dancing with the Stars" on 2 writes. Today she writes about "Dancing with the Stars" on 2 writes. Today she writes about "Dancing with the Stars" on 2----12121212----14. Greg + Mary14. Greg + Mary14. Greg + Mary14. Greg + Mary B. will be  B. will be  B. will be  B. will be 
dancing the samba, waltz, Tango, on the Super Space Station that costdancing the samba, waltz, Tango, on the Super Space Station that costdancing the samba, waltz, Tango, on the Super Space Station that costdancing the samba, waltz, Tango, on the Super Space Station that cost $1 Trillion, $176 Trillion left in Swiss Banks for other Non $1 Trillion, $176 Trillion left in Swiss Banks for other Non $1 Trillion, $176 Trillion left in Swiss Banks for other Non $1 Trillion, $176 Trillion left in Swiss Banks for other Non----
counterintuitivecounterintuitivecounterintuitivecounterintuitive Invention Projects with links you can click on to get started Invention Projects with links you can click on to get started Invention Projects with links you can click on to get started Invention Projects with links you can click on to get started inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the  inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the  inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the  inventingsomething. Mandy Miles should click on the 
link "No Head On Collisions"link "No Head On Collisions"link "No Head On Collisions"link "No Head On Collisions" in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 in my Handwritten Pages! Mandy spend $1 Trillion on "No Head On Collisions," $2 Trillion if you need to!  Trillion if you need to!  Trillion if you need to!  Trillion if you need to! 

2222----10101010----14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 10th Day: homeless in Key West... Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Greg's 400 Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Greg's 400 Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Greg's 400 Mandy wrote she "I could swear I almost hear the Universe whisper." Greg's 400
Handwritten pages are out on the sidewalk because the Numb Nuts Dictators letHandwritten pages are out on the sidewalk because the Numb Nuts Dictators letHandwritten pages are out on the sidewalk because the Numb Nuts Dictators letHandwritten pages are out on the sidewalk because the Numb Nuts Dictators let Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House evict me for not  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House evict me for not  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House evict me for not  Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House evict me for not 
having a "Job." "No Head Onhaving a "Job." "No Head Onhaving a "Job." "No Head Onhaving a "Job." "No Head On Collisions" with the Numb Nuts Hiding behind 1 trillion cameras like the movie Collisions" with the Numb Nuts Hiding behind 1 trillion cameras like the movie Collisions" with the Numb Nuts Hiding behind 1 trillion cameras like the movie Collisions" with the Numb Nuts Hiding behind 1 trillion cameras like the movie "Enemy of the State." Key  "Enemy of the State." Key  "Enemy of the State." Key  "Enemy of the State." Key 
West City Wide wifi will have Apple wifi which isWest City Wide wifi will have Apple wifi which isWest City Wide wifi will have Apple wifi which isWest City Wide wifi will have Apple wifi which is millions of times faster than "Sippin!" and no "passwords." PIN number could millions of times faster than "Sippin!" and no "passwords." PIN number could millions of times faster than "Sippin!" and no "passwords." PIN number could millions of times faster than "Sippin!" and no "passwords." PIN number could have  have  have  have 
worked for Key West Parking Machines too. Hear the Universe Whisper whatworked for Key West Parking Machines too. Hear the Universe Whisper whatworked for Key West Parking Machines too. Hear the Universe Whisper whatworked for Key West Parking Machines too. Hear the Universe Whisper what the Hell are we doing in Key West with no Yale Key West  the Hell are we doing in Key West with no Yale Key West  the Hell are we doing in Key West with no Yale Key West  the Hell are we doing in Key West with no Yale Key West 
Medical School forMedical School forMedical School forMedical School for frustrating days asking the world "Why?" CVS has to wait until Oct 1, 2014 to frustrating days asking the world "Why?" CVS has to wait until Oct 1, 2014 to frustrating days asking the world "Why?" CVS has to wait until Oct 1, 2014 to frustrating days asking the world "Why?" CVS has to wait until Oct 1, 2014 to stop selling cigarette's + butter! Mecca  stop selling cigarette's + butter! Mecca  stop selling cigarette's + butter! Mecca  stop selling cigarette's + butter! Mecca 
will stop selling gasoline on 2will stop selling gasoline on 2will stop selling gasoline on 2will stop selling gasoline on 2----11111111----14141414 if the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators + their wives LEAK the long overdue book on the if the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators + their wives LEAK the long overdue book on the if the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators + their wives LEAK the long overdue book on the if the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators + their wives LEAK the long overdue book on the
ElectricWindmillCar, invented in the USA and given to Mecca by the PentagonElectricWindmillCar, invented in the USA and given to Mecca by the PentagonElectricWindmillCar, invented in the USA and given to Mecca by the PentagonElectricWindmillCar, invented in the USA and given to Mecca by the Pentagon Generals, who are all "Baby Killers" from some war.  Generals, who are all "Baby Killers" from some war.  Generals, who are all "Baby Killers" from some war.  Generals, who are all "Baby Killers" from some war. 
Psychotics in the NewPsychotics in the NewPsychotics in the NewPsychotics in the New England Journal of Medicine article that has been written just can't get England Journal of Medicine article that has been written just can't get England Journal of Medicine article that has been written just can't get England Journal of Medicine article that has been written just can't get published until the Universe War is Won!  published until the Universe War is Won!  published until the Universe War is Won!  published until the Universe War is Won! 
Start of "Star Travels" on the frontStart of "Star Travels" on the frontStart of "Star Travels" on the frontStart of "Star Travels" on the front page of the New York Times, Mandy Miles + Mary B. can pick out the picture for page of the New York Times, Mandy Miles + Mary B. can pick out the picture for page of the New York Times, Mandy Miles + Mary B. can pick out the picture for page of the New York Times, Mandy Miles + Mary B. can pick out the picture for this Headline!!!!  this Headline!!!!  this Headline!!!!  this Headline!!!! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... 14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... 

2222----9999----14141414 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, it edits Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, it edits Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, it edits Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, it edits the past with present experiences Deborah Barrett  the past with present experiences Deborah Barrett  the past with present experiences Deborah Barrett  the past with present experiences Deborah Barrett 
is up to NO GOOD! 400is up to NO GOOD! 400is up to NO GOOD! 400is up to NO GOOD! 400 Handwritten pages I wrote are out on the sidewalk at 726 Emma St and Deb not my Handwritten pages I wrote are out on the sidewalk at 726 Emma St and Deb not my Handwritten pages I wrote are out on the sidewalk at 726 Emma St and Deb not my Handwritten pages I wrote are out on the sidewalk at 726 Emma St and Deb not my neighbor called the city to  neighbor called the city to  neighbor called the city to  neighbor called the city to 
have them trashed... from my illegal Eviction byhave them trashed... from my illegal Eviction byhave them trashed... from my illegal Eviction byhave them trashed... from my illegal Eviction by Deb!  Deb!  Deb!  Deb! 
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2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... As I biked into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Your memory is no video camera... As I biked into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Your memory is no video camera... As I biked into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Your memory is no video camera... As I biked into Mallory Pier Steve Carr at the Island  Island  Island  Island 
Welcome Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me my 400 handwritten pagesWelcome Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me my 400 handwritten pagesWelcome Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me my 400 handwritten pagesWelcome Center selling Sail Boat Trips told me my 400 handwritten pages on the sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key  on the sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key  on the sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key  on the sidewalk by my bike... neighbor called the City of Key 
West and is goingWest and is goingWest and is goingWest and is going to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with Deborah to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with Deborah to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with Deborah to put them in the trash... NOT ON Camera... Steve Carr edited this with Deborah Barrett and the 84 video cameras  Barrett and the 84 video cameras  Barrett and the 84 video cameras  Barrett and the 84 video cameras 
at Serenity House were Steve Carr and Deborahat Serenity House were Steve Carr and Deborahat Serenity House were Steve Carr and Deborahat Serenity House were Steve Carr and Deborah Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA and Verizon! Your Lies are no Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA and Verizon! Your Lies are no Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA and Verizon! Your Lies are no Barrett live have this on video along with the NSA and Verizon! Your Lies are no Video  Video  Video  Video 
Camera. Camera. Camera. Camera. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I have a small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett  is no video camera. I have a small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett  is no video camera. I have a small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett  is no video camera. I have a small claims court suit against Deborah Barrett 
andandandand I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone as she I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone as she I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone as she I will ask Judge Fowler to view all 84 cams on Deborah Barrett's iPhone as she watched them on her iPhone cell all the time.  watched them on her iPhone cell all the time.  watched them on her iPhone cell all the time.  watched them on her iPhone cell all the time. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I will also tell Judge homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I will also tell Judge homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I will also tell Judge homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera. I will also tell Judge Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman  Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman  Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman  Fowler I suspect Victor Cushman 
and Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in myand Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in myand Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in myand Deborah Barrett watch secret cam's in my room.  room.  room.  room. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad,  video camera... Your memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad,  video camera... Your memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad,  video camera... Your memory is no Video Camera... Mom + Dad, 
Husband + Wives andHusband + Wives andHusband + Wives andHusband + Wives and have living room cam's for the kids life on video. Windfall for Seagate Hard have living room cam's for the kids life on video. Windfall for Seagate Hard have living room cam's for the kids life on video. Windfall for Seagate Hard have living room cam's for the kids life on video. Windfall for Seagate Hard Drives.  Drives.  Drives.  Drives. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera.. 2 terabytes hard drives like Victor Cushman just bought is no video camera.. 2 terabytes hard drives like Victor Cushman just bought is no video camera.. 2 terabytes hard drives like Victor Cushman just bought is no video camera.. 2 terabytes hard drives like Victor Cushman just bought
before Christmas. before Christmas. before Christmas. before Christmas. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, Victor spit on Christmas... he did and I have the memory is no video camera, Victor spit on Christmas... he did and I have the memory is no video camera, Victor spit on Christmas... he did and I have the memory is no video camera, Victor spit on Christmas... he did and I have the video  video  video  video 
tape on a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor Cushmans Christmas Daytape on a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor Cushmans Christmas Daytape on a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor Cushmans Christmas Daytape on a hard drive at NSA or Verizon!! Victor Cushmans Christmas Day greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were  greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were  greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were  greetings the 3 years... I talked to him on Christmas Day were 
Hostel toHostel toHostel toHostel to Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my Psychotic for his behavior and screaming tantrums... Hillary reads my web I told web I told web I told web I told Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy...  Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy...  Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy...  Vic 1st Christmas here and he went crazy... 
He only read by SECRET file a fewHe only read by SECRET file a fewHe only read by SECRET file a fewHe only read by SECRET file a few weeks ago. Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET ElectricWindmillCar file weeks ago. Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET ElectricWindmillCar file weeks ago. Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET ElectricWindmillCar file weeks ago. Grin! I could have showed him the SECRET ElectricWindmillCar file when he had a  when he had a  when he had a  when he had a 
tantrum over Hillary... but didn't! tantrum over Hillary... but didn't! tantrum over Hillary... but didn't! tantrum over Hillary... but didn't! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day:14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your memory is no homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your memory is no homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your memory is no homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Your memory is no video camera but some MD's do have  video camera but some MD's do have  video camera but some MD's do have  video camera but some MD's do have 
a video camera for a memory. Greg + Wivesa video camera for a memory. Greg + Wivesa video camera for a memory. Greg + Wivesa video camera for a memory. Greg + Wives will Brainstorm this invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory will Brainstorm this invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory will Brainstorm this invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory will Brainstorm this invention project and give everyone in Key West the Memory of a MD  of a MD  of a MD  of a MD 
and the Riches of Mecca! and the Riches of Mecca! and the Riches of Mecca! and the Riches of Mecca! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera...Oh, Deborah Barrett's memory is going West... Your memory is no video camera...Oh, Deborah Barrett's memory is going West... Your memory is no video camera...Oh, Deborah Barrett's memory is going West... Your memory is no video camera...Oh, Deborah Barrett's memory is going fast... she forgets  fast... she forgets  fast... she forgets  fast... she forgets 
everything and misplaces things constantly so thank Godeverything and misplaces things constantly so thank Godeverything and misplaces things constantly so thank Godeverything and misplaces things constantly so thank God Judge Fowler will have access to video cameras!  Judge Fowler will have access to video cameras!  Judge Fowler will have access to video cameras!  Judge Fowler will have access to video cameras! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Justin Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in is no video camera... Justin Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in is no video camera... Justin Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in is no video camera... Justin Bieber clocked 'speeding at 136 MPH' in
Lamoborghini hours before arrest on the GPS of the car... Lamoborghini hours before arrest on the GPS of the car... Lamoborghini hours before arrest on the GPS of the car... Lamoborghini hours before arrest on the GPS of the car... 

2222----9999----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she  Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she  Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she  Barrett installed a Progressive GPS and she 
breaks hard follows to close. Andbreaks hard follows to close. Andbreaks hard follows to close. Andbreaks hard follows to close. And has no plans to drive any differently!!! She is almost as Psychotic as Vic! has no plans to drive any differently!!! She is almost as Psychotic as Vic! has no plans to drive any differently!!! She is almost as Psychotic as Vic! has no plans to drive any differently!!! She is almost as Psychotic as Vic!

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Growing Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells  camera... Growing Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells  camera... Growing Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells  camera... Growing Organs in Space? Scientists Taking Stem Cells 
to Space Stationto Space Stationto Space Stationto Space Station to Test Their Potential in Microgravity...  to Test Their Potential in Microgravity...  to Test Their Potential in Microgravity...  to Test Their Potential in Microgravity... 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless14 Greg 9th Day: homeless14 Greg 9th Day: homeless14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg Proposed to Mary B. to in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg Proposed to Mary B. to in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg Proposed to Mary B. to in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg Proposed to Mary B. to take her on a weeks  take her on a weeks  take her on a weeks  take her on a weeks 
Honeymoon after our Hemingway House Wedding in Key West toHoneymoon after our Hemingway House Wedding in Key West toHoneymoon after our Hemingway House Wedding in Key West toHoneymoon after our Hemingway House Wedding in Key West to the Space Station.  the Space Station.  the Space Station.  the Space Station. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Gravity  Your memory is no video camera... Gravity  Your memory is no video camera... Gravity  Your memory is no video camera... Gravity ---- how gravity is generated will be the how gravity is generated will be the how gravity is generated will be the how gravity is generated will be the #1  #1  #1  #1 
brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space Station. brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space Station. brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space Station. brainstorming on our Honeymoon on the Space Station. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg + Wives will Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg + Wives will Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg + Wives will Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg + Wives will Discover how gravity is generated no  Discover how gravity is generated no  Discover how gravity is generated no  Discover how gravity is generated no 
forgetful memory here... just the instantforgetful memory here... just the instantforgetful memory here... just the instantforgetful memory here... just the instant replay for everyone on Earth of our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how replay for everyone on Earth of our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how replay for everyone on Earth of our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how replay for everyone on Earth of our Space Station Honeymoon Discover of how Gravity is  Gravity is  Gravity is  Gravity is 
Generated!! Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseasesGenerated!! Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseasesGenerated!! Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseasesGenerated!! Stem cell therapy is poised to change how many diseases are treated and even entire organs may one day be grown in labs  are treated and even entire organs may one day be grown in labs  are treated and even entire organs may one day be grown in labs  are treated and even entire organs may one day be grown in labs 
before surgicalbefore surgicalbefore surgicalbefore surgical implantation. Some scientists suspect that a gravity implantation. Some scientists suspect that a gravity implantation. Some scientists suspect that a gravity implantation. Some scientists suspect that a gravity----free environment mayfree environment mayfree environment mayfree environment may promote the growth of stem cells, and even  promote the growth of stem cells, and even  promote the growth of stem cells, and even  promote the growth of stem cells, and even 
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the organs they may differentiatethe organs they may differentiatethe organs they may differentiatethe organs they may differentiate into. To test this hypothesis.  into. To test this hypothesis.  into. To test this hypothesis.  into. To test this hypothesis. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Mayo Clinic is planning to send up a West... Your memory is no video camera... Mayo Clinic is planning to send up a West... Your memory is no video camera... Mayo Clinic is planning to send up a West... Your memory is no video camera... Mayo Clinic is planning to send up a laboratory to the  laboratory to the  laboratory to the  laboratory to the 
International Space Station to compare how stem cells grow inInternational Space Station to compare how stem cells grow inInternational Space Station to compare how stem cells grow inInternational Space Station to compare how stem cells grow in space while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth.  space while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth.  space while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth.  space while the same cells are grown in a lab on Earth. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Greg will build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West  is no video camera... Greg will build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West  is no video camera... Greg will build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West  is no video camera... Greg will build a Super Shuttle Bus like the Key West 
TourTourTourTour Buses that take a block in front of Mel Fisher Pirate Treasures.  Buses that take a block in front of Mel Fisher Pirate Treasures.  Buses that take a block in front of Mel Fisher Pirate Treasures.  Buses that take a block in front of Mel Fisher Pirate Treasures. 

2222----9999----14141414 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Lecture Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Lecture Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Lecture Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Lecture hall Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity  hall Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity  hall Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity  hall Super Shuttle Bus to brainstorm the gravity 
engine... how time + how 177engine... how time + how 177engine... how time + how 177engine... how time + how 177 Trillion Galaxies can expand into empty space at million of miles per hour right Trillion Galaxies can expand into empty space at million of miles per hour right Trillion Galaxies can expand into empty space at million of miles per hour right Trillion Galaxies can expand into empty space at million of miles per hour right now...  now...  now...  now... 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Right now in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key  video camera... Right now in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key  video camera... Right now in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key  video camera... Right now in Mecca Video Cameras show all the Key 
West homelessWest homelessWest homelessWest homeless at Mallory Pier were greg is plugged into City of Key West electricity typing at Mallory Pier were greg is plugged into City of Key West electricity typing at Mallory Pier were greg is plugged into City of Key West electricity typing at Mallory Pier were greg is plugged into City of Key West electricity typing this.  this.  this.  this. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Salvation Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be  video camera... Salvation Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be  video camera... Salvation Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be  video camera... Salvation Army for Key West Homeless, Tomorrow can be 
in thein thein thein the Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel with Mecca's confiscated $177 Trillion Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel with Mecca's confiscated $177 Trillion Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel with Mecca's confiscated $177 Trillion Ocean Keys Hotel and Pier House Hotel with Mecca's confiscated $177 Trillion paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West  paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West  paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West  paying the hotel bills, until the City of Key West 
and spent the $177 Trillionand spent the $177 Trillionand spent the $177 Trillionand spent the $177 Trillion in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free Medical Care and Education... in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free Medical Care and Education... in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free Medical Care and Education... in Confiscated Mecca Oil Revenues on Housing, free Medical Care and Education... just like Mecca has at  just like Mecca has at  just like Mecca has at  just like Mecca has at 
this moment on someone's Video Camera! Key West the Newthis moment on someone's Video Camera! Key West the Newthis moment on someone's Video Camera! Key West the Newthis moment on someone's Video Camera! Key West the New Rich Mecca  Rich Mecca  Rich Mecca  Rich Mecca 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera, could have been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar  is no video camera, could have been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar  is no video camera, could have been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar  is no video camera, could have been in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar 
waswaswaswas invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo of long lines at the gas station. invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo of long lines at the gas station. invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo of long lines at the gas station. invention during the Saudi Oil Embargo of long lines at the gas station.

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too  camera... Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too  camera... Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too  camera... Reagan used the ElectricWindmillCar for politics too 
and signed someand signed someand signed someand signed some SECRET executive order, Mary B. commented on this and other Observers have too SECRET executive order, Mary B. commented on this and other Observers have too SECRET executive order, Mary B. commented on this and other Observers have too SECRET executive order, Mary B. commented on this and other Observers have too over the years. I thing he used it to  over the years. I thing he used it to  over the years. I thing he used it to  over the years. I thing he used it to 
TEAR DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin WallTEAR DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin WallTEAR DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin WallTEAR DOWN THIS WALL being the Berlin Wall now today this moment Berlin has enough Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air to now today this moment Berlin has enough Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air to now today this moment Berlin has enough Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air to now today this moment Berlin has enough Poison Gasoline Particles in the Air to cause  cause  cause  cause 
1K childhood birth defects and cancers. 1K childhood birth defects and cancers. 1K childhood birth defects and cancers. 1K childhood birth defects and cancers. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... When Berlin Was East + West the Russians didn't  is no video camera... When Berlin Was East + West the Russians didn't  is no video camera... When Berlin Was East + West the Russians didn't  is no video camera... When Berlin Was East + West the Russians didn't 
KNOWINGKNOWINGKNOWINGKNOWING give children cancers and birth defects via the air they breath but today Video give children cancers and birth defects via the air they breath but today Video give children cancers and birth defects via the air they breath but today Video give children cancers and birth defects via the air they breath but today Video Cameras document the particles of gasoline  Cameras document the particles of gasoline  Cameras document the particles of gasoline  Cameras document the particles of gasoline 
in the air children in Berlin breath.in the air children in Berlin breath.in the air children in Berlin breath.in the air children in Berlin breath.

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... This is a Holocaust II and even Germany goes along  camera... This is a Holocaust II and even Germany goes along  camera... This is a Holocaust II and even Germany goes along  camera... This is a Holocaust II and even Germany goes along 
with letting Meccawith letting Meccawith letting Meccawith letting Mecca have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank Account for the Top have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank Account for the Top have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank Account for the Top have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue for SECRET Swiss Bank Account for the Top Brass in Berlin Today.  Brass in Berlin Today.  Brass in Berlin Today.  Brass in Berlin Today. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Yes Video Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account memory is no video camera... Yes Video Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account memory is no video camera... Yes Video Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account memory is no video camera... Yes Video Cameras recorded every Swiss Bank Account
pay off giving children Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Breath! pay off giving children Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Breath! pay off giving children Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Breath! pay off giving children Poison Gasoline Exhaust to Breath! 

2222----9999----14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key  Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key  Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key  Barrett breaths in Salem Gold 100... CVS in Key 
West will no long sell...West will no long sell...West will no long sell...West will no long sell... Gasoline should no longer be sold!  Gasoline should no longer be sold!  Gasoline should no longer be sold!  Gasoline should no longer be sold! 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Key West Mug Shots all the locals log on to should  is no video camera... Key West Mug Shots all the locals log on to should  is no video camera... Key West Mug Shots all the locals log on to should  is no video camera... Key West Mug Shots all the locals log on to should 
includeincludeincludeinclude diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, Syphilis... etc.  diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, Syphilis... etc.  diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, Syphilis... etc.  diseases, HIV, Hepatitis, HPV, Warts, Syphilis... etc. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Women fare worse Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Women fare worse Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Women fare worse Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Women fare worse than men following stroke The bad  than men following stroke The bad  than men following stroke The bad  than men following stroke The bad 
news: Women who survive stroke have a worsenews: Women who survive stroke have a worsenews: Women who survive stroke have a worsenews: Women who survive stroke have a worse quality of life than men.  quality of life than men.  quality of life than men.  quality of life than men. 

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Deborah Barrett always orders out from China Your memory is no video camera... Deborah Barrett always orders out from China Your memory is no video camera... Deborah Barrett always orders out from China Your memory is no video camera... Deborah Barrett always orders out from China Gardens  Gardens  Gardens  Gardens 
and this has the highest SALT of any foods in Key West and a #1 cause ofand this has the highest SALT of any foods in Key West and a #1 cause ofand this has the highest SALT of any foods in Key West and a #1 cause ofand this has the highest SALT of any foods in Key West and a #1 cause of Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a GPS  Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a GPS  Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a GPS  Strokes in Women. Thank God Progressive does not have a GPS 
for recording goodfor recording goodfor recording goodfor recording good diet like they give rewards for good driving  diet like they give rewards for good driving  diet like they give rewards for good driving  diet like they give rewards for good driving ---- not breaking hard with nonot breaking hard with nonot breaking hard with nonot breaking hard with no intention of every changing! The  intention of every changing! The  intention of every changing! The  intention of every changing! The ££££150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 
supercar Bieber was driving has asupercar Bieber was driving has asupercar Bieber was driving has asupercar Bieber was driving has a built built built built----in GPS tracking system which has apparently recorded Bieber's speed andin GPS tracking system which has apparently recorded Bieber's speed andin GPS tracking system which has apparently recorded Bieber's speed andin GPS tracking system which has apparently recorded Bieber's speed and location at all times.  location at all times.  location at all times.  location at all times. 
Bieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same governmentBieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same governmentBieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same governmentBieber Drug Deals are recoded by the same government workers who typed up Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19  workers who typed up Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19  workers who typed up Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19  workers who typed up Greg's SECRET file and Blacked out most of page 18, 19 
andandandand 20. Page 3,000 must have been written my first Day in Key West 3 20. Page 3,000 must have been written my first Day in Key West 3 20. Page 3,000 must have been written my first Day in Key West 3 20. Page 3,000 must have been written my first Day in Key West 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

2222----9999----14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory14 Greg 9th Day: homeless in Key West... Your memory is no video camera... Salvation Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to is no video camera... Salvation Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to is no video camera... Salvation Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to is no video camera... Salvation Army Coffee I told Deb the cook, don't want to
spoil your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm a veggies. I will get a bagelspoil your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm a veggies. I will get a bagelspoil your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm a veggies. I will get a bagelspoil your breakfast for the homeless, but I'm a veggies. I will get a bagel tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service tomorrow. thanks for the Church Service Today!  Today!  Today!  Today! 

Page 220 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"

7/14/2014



2222----8888----14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to14 Navy Fighter Jet 100' overhead last night coming in to land another days $ Oil's Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca,  land another days $ Oil's Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca,  land another days $ Oil's Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca,  land another days $ Oil's Revenues WINDFALL + GODSEND for Mecca, 
Navy FighterNavy FighterNavy FighterNavy Fighter Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Gasoline Exhaust Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Gasoline Exhaust Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Gasoline Exhaust Jets attacking Mecca... Admiral Baby Killers of Vietnam, Poison Gasoline Exhaust keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing  keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing  keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing  keeps St. Jude taking credit for curing 
childhood birth defects and cancers fromchildhood birth defects and cancers fromchildhood birth defects and cancers fromchildhood birth defects and cancers from SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As Beijing would need 1,001 St. Jude SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As Beijing would need 1,001 St. Jude SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As Beijing would need 1,001 St. Jude SMOG, not in Beijing, China though! As Beijing would need 1,001 St. Jude Hospitals built  Hospitals built  Hospitals built  Hospitals built 
today! Gregs 8th Day Homeless in KW... Childhood cancers createdtoday! Gregs 8th Day Homeless in KW... Childhood cancers createdtoday! Gregs 8th Day Homeless in KW... Childhood cancers createdtoday! Gregs 8th Day Homeless in KW... Childhood cancers created TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in Key West, French women  TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in Key West, French women  TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in Key West, French women  TODAY on greg's 8th day Homeless in Key West, French women 
speaking French atspeaking French atspeaking French atspeaking French at Smathers Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Smathers Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Smathers Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Smathers Beach for last nights sunset... New French Revolution Starts Today, Oui! A Shark Has a Better GPS Than  Oui! A Shark Has a Better GPS Than  Oui! A Shark Has a Better GPS Than  Oui! A Shark Has a Better GPS Than 
"Commanders" writing the days orders with no"Commanders" writing the days orders with no"Commanders" writing the days orders with no"Commanders" writing the days orders with no feats astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to START star travel to feats astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to START star travel to feats astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to START star travel to feats astounding feats of navigation LEADING 8 Billion to START star travel to the 3  the 3  the 3  the 3 
nearest Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy Base IQ and EI... ET callnearest Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy Base IQ and EI... ET callnearest Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy Base IQ and EI... ET callnearest Stars! Pirates of Key West at the Navy Base IQ and EI... ET call home. Cops wife or kids missing last 1 hour, don't call even think  home. Cops wife or kids missing last 1 hour, don't call even think  home. Cops wife or kids missing last 1 hour, don't call even think  home. Cops wife or kids missing last 1 hour, don't call even think 
of callingof callingof callingof calling 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by 911. Numb Nuts Dictators are responsible for 1,001 murders of MIA world wide by limiting GPS tracking of your friends!  limiting GPS tracking of your friends!  limiting GPS tracking of your friends!  limiting GPS tracking of your friends! 
Stupid Criminals second home is in MeccaStupid Criminals second home is in MeccaStupid Criminals second home is in MeccaStupid Criminals second home is in Mecca not Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late showing up by 1 hour... YOU Know not Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late showing up by 1 hour... YOU Know not Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late showing up by 1 hour... YOU Know not Key West. GPS in Mecca for the Prince late showing up by 1 hour... YOU Know it!!  it!!  it!!  it!! 

2222----8888----14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Cuban Coffee Observers Spitting at Greg via Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the  Observers Spitting at Greg via Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the  Observers Spitting at Greg via Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the  Observers Spitting at Greg via Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the 
RxRxRxRx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... 40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals  2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals  2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals  2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals 
in Key West spit on allin Key West spit on allin Key West spit on allin Key West spit on all 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over 40,000 every time they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come out  on his 3 wheel bike. Come out  on his 3 wheel bike. Come out  on his 3 wheel bike. Come out 
from behind your hidden cameras!!!! from behind your hidden cameras!!!! from behind your hidden cameras!!!! from behind your hidden cameras!!!! 

2222----8888----14141414 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after gambling ban Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after gambling ban Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after gambling ban Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... DC seniors fight city after gambling ban shuts down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects  shuts down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects  shuts down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects  shuts down poker game... 1,001 Invention Projects 
shut down by Numb Nutsshut down by Numb Nutsshut down by Numb Nutsshut down by Numb Nuts Dictators, baby killers in Vietnam and Today!  Dictators, baby killers in Vietnam and Today!  Dictators, baby killers in Vietnam and Today!  Dictators, baby killers in Vietnam and Today! 

2222----8888----14 Greg 8th Day:14 Greg 8th Day:14 Greg 8th Day:14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage License in Key West would require homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage License in Key West would require homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage License in Key West would require homeless in Key West... Polygamous Marriage License in Key West would require everyone to agree to start every  everyone to agree to start every  everyone to agree to start every  everyone to agree to start every 
conversation with something about 1,001conversation with something about 1,001conversation with something about 1,001conversation with something about 1,001 Invention Projects, brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, Invention Projects, brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, Invention Projects, brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, Invention Projects, brainstorming conversations thought about before, during, and after  and after  and after  and after 
LOVE. LOVE. LOVE. LOVE. 

2222----8888----14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West...14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West... Admirals with high emotional intelligence never ever think of winning a Nobel Admirals with high emotional intelligence never ever think of winning a Nobel Admirals with high emotional intelligence never ever think of winning a Nobel Admirals with high emotional intelligence never ever think of winning a Nobel for the Rx  for the Rx  for the Rx  for the Rx 
Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer...Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer...Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer...Overnight Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in  GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in  GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in  GPS is not public, 40,000 deaths in 2014 from Breast Cancer in 
the USA more inthe USA more inthe USA more inthe USA more in Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, analyzing emotional Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, analyzing emotional Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, analyzing emotional Israel than any Nation! No GPS EI... "Rap" porn, Hoe, analyzing emotional responses amongst performing classical  responses amongst performing classical  responses amongst performing classical  responses amongst performing classical 
pianists, Oppenheimer started ever daypianists, Oppenheimer started ever daypianists, Oppenheimer started ever daypianists, Oppenheimer started ever day with a Overture from live people telling him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with a Overture from live people telling him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with a Overture from live people telling him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with a Overture from live people telling him he can Invent the A Bomb! Musicians with high  with high  with high  with high 
emotional intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', researchemotional intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', researchemotional intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', researchemotional intelligence are more likely to get in the 'zone', research from Goldsmiths, University of London has shown. By ana lysing  from Goldsmiths, University of London has shown. By ana lysing  from Goldsmiths, University of London has shown. By ana lysing  from Goldsmiths, University of London has shown. By ana lysing 
emotionalemotionalemotionalemotional responses amongst performing classical pianists, researchers have discovered new responses amongst performing classical pianists, researchers have discovered new responses amongst performing classical pianists, researchers have discovered new responses amongst performing classical pianists, researchers have discovered new clues why some easier reach 'flow'  clues why some easier reach 'flow'  clues why some easier reach 'flow'  clues why some easier reach 'flow' ---- a  a  a  a 
psychological state associated withpsychological state associated withpsychological state associated withpsychological state associated with extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health and well extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health and well extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health and well extreme fulfillment, optimized performance, health and well----being. "'Flow'being. "'Flow'being. "'Flow'being. "'Flow' experience is highly  experience is highly  experience is highly  experience is highly 
emotional, rewarding, and music is strongly communicativeemotional, rewarding, and music is strongly communicativeemotional, rewarding, and music is strongly communicativeemotional, rewarding, and music is strongly communicative of emotions and rewarding as well. So it makes sense that those with  of emotions and rewarding as well. So it makes sense that those with  of emotions and rewarding as well. So it makes sense that those with  of emotions and rewarding as well. So it makes sense that those with 
highhighhighhigh emotional intelligence ultimately find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often emotional intelligence ultimately find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often emotional intelligence ultimately find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often emotional intelligence ultimately find it easier to 'zone in'." 'Flow' is often researched in the context of performance and sports,  researched in the context of performance and sports,  researched in the context of performance and sports,  researched in the context of performance and sports, 
but this study is the firstbut this study is the firstbut this study is the firstbut this study is the first to explain the individual differences in the relation between 'flow' and to explain the individual differences in the relation between 'flow' and to explain the individual differences in the relation between 'flow' and to explain the individual differences in the relation between 'flow' and emotional experience of music.  emotional experience of music.  emotional experience of music.  emotional experience of music. 
Certain musical types of music also affected theCertain musical types of music also affected theCertain musical types of music also affected theCertain musical types of music also affected the 'flow' experience. The majority of parti 'flow' experience. The majority of parti 'flow' experience. The majority of parti 'flow' experience. The majority of participants found that playing Classicalcipants found that playing Classicalcipants found that playing Classicalcipants found that playing Classical music music music music 
(specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other composers of the(specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other composers of the(specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other composers of the(specifically the music by Frédéric Chopin and other composers of the Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' than for  Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' than for  Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' than for  Romantic era) was far more likely to bring out 'flow' than for 
example Jazz.example Jazz.example Jazz.example Jazz. Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really interesting here is what this can Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really interesting here is what this can Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really interesting here is what this can Professor Bhattacharya added: "What is really interesting here is what this can tell us about 'flow' in general. If the  tell us about 'flow' in general. If the  tell us about 'flow' in general. If the  tell us about 'flow' in general. If the 
ability to experience flow depends onability to experience flow depends onability to experience flow depends onability to experience flow depends on both individual differences amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we both individual differences amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we both individual differences amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we both individual differences amongst pianists and genres of music, how can we apply this in other  apply this in other  apply this in other  apply this in other 
contexts such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admiralscontexts such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admiralscontexts such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admiralscontexts such as sports or even in the workplace?" Admirals thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer... thinking of getting the Nobel for the Rx Cure Overnight of Breast Cancer...
40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at40,000 women who die from Breast Cancer in 2014 all refused Buried at Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every  Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every  Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every  Arlington!!!! Navy Seals in Key West spit on all 40,000 every 
time they buytime they buytime they buytime they buy Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come Cuban Coffee in Key West, Greg tries to run them over on his 3 wheel bike. Come out from behind your hidden cameras!!!!  out from behind your hidden cameras!!!!  out from behind your hidden cameras!!!!  out from behind your hidden cameras!!!! 

2222----8888----14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in14 Greg 8th Day: homeless in Key West...  Key West...  Key West...  Key West... 

2222----7777----14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West WINDFALL + GODSEND for Circle K Cigarettes... as Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway  for Circle K Cigarettes... as Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway  for Circle K Cigarettes... as Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway  for Circle K Cigarettes... as Deborah Barrett who failed Hemingway 
WritingWritingWritingWriting Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 Trillion Salem Gold 100 in the last 7 Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 Trillion Salem Gold 100 in the last 7 Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 Trillion Salem Gold 100 in the last 7 Classes at the Hemingway House smoked 1 Trillion Salem Gold 100 in the last 7 days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking  days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking  days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking  days, Greg burned 1 Trillion calories biking 
and walking around Key West with aand walking around Key West with aand walking around Key West with aand walking around Key West with a ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter!  ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter!  ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter!  ton of junk! CVS must stop selling Butter! 

2222----7777----14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO14 Mecca 693 Homeless NO LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the Key West Homeless confiscate $177 Trillion LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the Key West Homeless confiscate $177 Trillion LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the Key West Homeless confiscate $177 Trillion LONGER Zero soon Ground Zero when the Key West Homeless confiscate $177 Trillion in Holocaust II oil  in Holocaust II oil  in Holocaust II oil  in Holocaust II oil 
revenues Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West The Florida Keysrevenues Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West The Florida Keysrevenues Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West The Florida Keysrevenues Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West The Florida Keys on Jan. 28 had 693 homeless people on the streets or in shelters,  on Jan. 28 had 693 homeless people on the streets or in shelters,  on Jan. 28 had 693 homeless people on the streets or in shelters,  on Jan. 28 had 693 homeless people on the streets or in shelters, 
according toaccording toaccording toaccording to preliminary numbers of the single preliminary numbers of the single preliminary numbers of the single preliminary numbers of the single----day census released Thursday by the Monroeday census released Thursday by the Monroeday census released Thursday by the Monroeday census released Thursday by the Monroe County Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles  County Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles  County Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles  County Continuum of Care. Mandy Miles 
of the Key West Citizen can't write aboutof the Key West Citizen can't write aboutof the Key West Citizen can't write aboutof the Key West Citizen can't write about sending Key West Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford assembly line building sending Key West Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford assembly line building sending Key West Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford assembly line building sending Key West Homeless to Mecca... or to the GM Ford assembly line building
ElectricWindmillCars... ElectricWindmillCars... ElectricWindmillCars... ElectricWindmillCars... 

2222----7777----14 7th Day: Yale New about Butter in Key14 7th Day: Yale New about Butter in Key14 7th Day: Yale New about Butter in Key14 7th Day: Yale New about Butter in Key West and no one in Key West ever did a Google Image search for Aorta as they are West and no one in Key West ever did a Google Image search for Aorta as they are West and no one in Key West ever did a Google Image search for Aorta as they are West and no one in Key West ever did a Google Image search for Aorta as they are
Mindless Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS must stop selling Butter!Mindless Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS must stop selling Butter!Mindless Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS must stop selling Butter!Mindless Butter Eaters like Clinton was... CVS must stop selling Butter!

2222----7777----14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS14 Yale Campus teaching student when Yale guys who work for CVS should stop selling BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan  should stop selling BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan  should stop selling BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan  should stop selling BUTTER and Tobacco!!!!! Yale The Vegan 
Hunger Games. Yale isHunger Games. Yale isHunger Games. Yale isHunger Games. Yale is in the running to be named the  in the running to be named the  in the running to be named the  in the running to be named the ““““favorite veganfavorite veganfavorite veganfavorite vegan----friendly collegefriendly collegefriendly collegefriendly college”””” of PETAof PETAof PETAof PETA’’’’s youths youths youths youth division, peta2. According to a  division, peta2. According to a  division, peta2. According to a  division, peta2. According to a 
press release, Yale is notable for press release, Yale is notable for press release, Yale is notable for press release, Yale is notable for ““““offeringofferingofferingoffering students delicious, healthy, cruelty students delicious, healthy, cruelty students delicious, healthy, cruelty students delicious, healthy, cruelty----free food free food free food free food ———— including General Tsoincluding General Tsoincluding General Tsoincluding General Tso’’’’s tofus tofus tofus tofu and sweet potato  and sweet potato  and sweet potato  and sweet potato 
quinoa burgers quinoa burgers quinoa burgers quinoa burgers ———— that would be the envy of many upscalethat would be the envy of many upscalethat would be the envy of many upscalethat would be the envy of many upscale restaurants. restaurants. restaurants. restaurants.”””” The release also noted that The release also noted that The release also noted that The release also noted that ““““fellow Ivy League school Cornellfellow Ivy League school Cornellfellow Ivy League school Cornellfellow Ivy League school Cornell””””
isisisis also still in the race. Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2 also still in the race. Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2 also still in the race. Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2 also still in the race. Yale 1,001 Brainstorming thoughts for 2----7777----14 Going out14 Going out14 Going out14 Going out or to outer space? Today marks the start of Movie Night  or to outer space? Today marks the start of Movie Night  or to outer space? Today marks the start of Movie Night  or to outer space? Today marks the start of Movie Night 
at the Planetarium atat the Planetarium atat the Planetarium atat the Planetarium at the Leitner Observatory Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for tonight is the Leitner Observatory Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for tonight is the Leitner Observatory Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for tonight is the Leitner Observatory Planetarium at 355 Prospect St. The movie for tonight is ““““Deep Impact,Deep Impact,Deep Impact,Deep Impact,”””” which is about which is about which is about which is about 
the science and threat of asteroid impacts. Yalethe science and threat of asteroid impacts. Yalethe science and threat of asteroid impacts. Yalethe science and threat of asteroid impacts. Yale needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at the Pentagon like Kerry can needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at the Pentagon like Kerry can needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at the Pentagon like Kerry can needs to find Aliens for Yale Grads who work at the Pentagon like Kerry can search  search  search  search 
and destroy Aliens... grin Find them first! First Contact Movie was aand destroy Aliens... grin Find them first! First Contact Movie was aand destroy Aliens... grin Find them first! First Contact Movie was aand destroy Aliens... grin Find them first! First Contact Movie was a long time ago by a Yale Grad and no one at Yale has brain  long time ago by a Yale Grad and no one at Yale has brain  long time ago by a Yale Grad and no one at Yale has brain  long time ago by a Yale Grad and no one at Yale has brain 
stormed how tostormed how tostormed how tostormed how to discover Aliens.... Not Carrie Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert discover Aliens.... Not Carrie Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert discover Aliens.... Not Carrie Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert discover Aliens.... Not Carrie Mathison. Former CIA Clandestine Officer Robert Steele visited Yale campus Thursday for a  Steele visited Yale campus Thursday for a  Steele visited Yale campus Thursday for a  Steele visited Yale campus Thursday for a 
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talk hosted by the Global Perspectivestalk hosted by the Global Perspectivestalk hosted by the Global Perspectivestalk hosted by the Global Perspectives Society and The Politic where he discussed  Society and The Politic where he discussed  Society and The Politic where he discussed  Society and The Politic where he discussed ““““ethics, intelligence and reality,ethics, intelligence and reality,ethics, intelligence and reality,ethics, intelligence and reality,”””” and tried to prove and tried to prove and tried to prove and tried to prove 
those three subjects are not mutually exclusive. THIS DAY INthose three subjects are not mutually exclusive. THIS DAY INthose three subjects are not mutually exclusive. THIS DAY INthose three subjects are not mutually exclusive. THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators protest outside the New  YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators protest outside the New  YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators protest outside the New  YALE HISTORY 1967 Around 50 demonstrators protest outside the New 
Haven PostHaven PostHaven PostHaven Post Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not cooperating with the draft. Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not cooperating with the draft. Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not cooperating with the draft. Office after David Mitchell is imprisoned for not cooperating with the draft. One woman holds up a sign in the snow which  One woman holds up a sign in the snow which  One woman holds up a sign in the snow which  One woman holds up a sign in the snow which 
reads reads reads reads ““““Jail the war criminals...Jail the war criminals...Jail the war criminals...Jail the war criminals... Mecca St Jude Childhood birth defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... jail Mecca St Jude Childhood birth defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... jail Mecca St Jude Childhood birth defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... jail Mecca St Jude Childhood birth defects cause by poison gasoline exhaust... jail the Pentagon Generals  the Pentagon Generals  the Pentagon Generals  the Pentagon Generals 
for Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talkfor Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talkfor Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talkfor Holocaust II or just let the CIA visit Yale and talk about it with students...  about it with students...  about it with students...  about it with students... 

2222----7777----14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West via14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West via14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West via14 Greg 7th Day: homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett who had Greg Bike to CVS and Circle K for Cigarettes... works at Deborah Barrett who had Greg Bike to CVS and Circle K for Cigarettes... works at Deborah Barrett who had Greg Bike to CVS and Circle K for Cigarettes... works at Deborah Barrett who had Greg Bike to CVS and Circle K for Cigarettes... works at the  the  the  the 
Hemingway House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, as Deb said Writing is not aHemingway House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, as Deb said Writing is not aHemingway House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, as Deb said Writing is not aHemingway House. Who evicted Greg for Writing, as Deb said Writing is not a JOB! Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most  JOB! Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most  JOB! Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most  JOB! Get a Job or get evicted! wow! Deb smokes as do most 
employees at Hemingwayemployees at Hemingwayemployees at Hemingwayemployees at Hemingway House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for Homeless Greg! House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for Homeless Greg! House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for Homeless Greg! House in Key West and no Hemingway Writing Classes Today for Homeless Greg! Don't smoke, especially if you  Don't smoke, especially if you  Don't smoke, especially if you  Don't smoke, especially if you 
get migraine headaches with aura yes she does,get migraine headaches with aura yes she does,get migraine headaches with aura yes she does,get migraine headaches with aura yes she does, don't eat high don't eat high don't eat high don't eat high----salt foods yes she does... Stroke Prevent for women in todayssalt foods yes she does... Stroke Prevent for women in todayssalt foods yes she does... Stroke Prevent for women in todayssalt foods yes she does... Stroke Prevent for women in todays Google News  Google News  Google News  Google News 
so much for reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nutsso much for reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nutsso much for reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nutsso much for reading the news from Big Brother 1984... Numb Nuts Dictators will send SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman  Dictators will send SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman  Dictators will send SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman  Dictators will send SWF sex slaves to Mecca today... Victor Cushman 
will paywill paywill paywill pay several workers in cash... Thank God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web several workers in cash... Thank God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web several workers in cash... Thank God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web several workers in cash... Thank God for the IRS Whistle Blower Rewards web page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca via  page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca via  page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca via  page! ElectricWindmillcar Godsent to Mecca via 
the Pentagon and Key West Navythe Pentagon and Key West Navythe Pentagon and Key West Navythe Pentagon and Key West Navy navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered by Greg + Wives in Key navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered by Greg + Wives in Key navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered by Greg + Wives in Key navigating by the STARS with no Aliens yet discovered by Greg + Wives in Key West. Sort of Homeless in  West. Sort of Homeless in  West. Sort of Homeless in  West. Sort of Homeless in 
Key West and the Universe... Key West and the Universe... Key West and the Universe... Key West and the Universe... 

2222----6666----14 6 th Day14 6 th Day14 6 th Day14 6 th Day Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House so writing up my Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House so writing up my Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House so writing up my Homeless in Key West via Deborah Barrett of Hemingway House so writing up my 1,001 Invention Projects for kids and  1,001 Invention Projects for kids and  1,001 Invention Projects for kids and  1,001 Invention Projects for kids and 
adults at the Cafe. There is NO City ofadults at the Cafe. There is NO City ofadults at the Cafe. There is NO City ofadults at the Cafe. There is NO City of Key West wifi so only connect 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I Key West wifi so only connect 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I Key West wifi so only connect 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I Key West wifi so only connect 3 hours a day Homeless. Vs 16 hours a day when I had a home. My  had a home. My  had a home. My  had a home. My 
reading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Mathreading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Mathreading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Mathreading has been cut by a lot, ask Bush and Bush to do the Math as some President Signed Something Some Years ago concerning Greg  as some President Signed Something Some Years ago concerning Greg  as some President Signed Something Some Years ago concerning Greg  as some President Signed Something Some Years ago concerning Greg 
+ the+ the+ the+ the ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 1984 Observers know what this was as was ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 1984 Observers know what this was as was ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 1984 Observers know what this was as was ElectricWindmillCar invention. Key West 1984 Observers know what this was as was brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS  brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS  brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS  brought to my attention yesterday on the BUS 
ride with Mary, Mary + Greg willride with Mary, Mary + Greg willride with Mary, Mary + Greg willride with Mary, Mary + Greg will take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Space Station to think up take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Space Station to think up take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Space Station to think up take a Vacation from Key West for a week on the Space Station to think up invention projects in less  invention projects in less  invention projects in less  invention projects in less 
GRAVITY grin.... as another President SignedGRAVITY grin.... as another President SignedGRAVITY grin.... as another President SignedGRAVITY grin.... as another President Signed Something A Long Time Ago about Castro and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro Something A Long Time Ago about Castro and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro Something A Long Time Ago about Castro and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro Something A Long Time Ago about Castro and it's still in effect. Greg + Castro have Long  have Long  have Long  have Long 
Ago Signed Orders from some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So hereAgo Signed Orders from some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So hereAgo Signed Orders from some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So hereAgo Signed Orders from some Dead 1984 President of the USA... So here are my 3 hours of invention research notes for Homeless Day 6.  are my 3 hours of invention research notes for Homeless Day 6.  are my 3 hours of invention research notes for Homeless Day 6.  are my 3 hours of invention research notes for Homeless Day 6. 
Gas from theGas from theGas from theGas from the companion star is pulled in towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the companion star is pulled in towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the companion star is pulled in towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the companion star is pulled in towards the black hole, gets ripped apart in the strong gravity. Israel news about this heating  strong gravity. Israel news about this heating  strong gravity. Israel news about this heating  strong gravity. Israel news about this heating 
things up creating a Star... whenthings up creating a Star... whenthings up creating a Star... whenthings up creating a Star... when they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. Aliens too! 2 they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. Aliens too! 2 they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. Aliens too! 2 they have NO IDEA now Gravity is Generated. Aliens too! 2----6666----14 THIS DAY IN YALE14 THIS DAY IN YALE14 THIS DAY IN YALE14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1950 The  HISTORY 1950 The  HISTORY 1950 The  HISTORY 1950 The 
Camera Club sponsors a photography contest for allCamera Club sponsors a photography contest for allCamera Club sponsors a photography contest for allCamera Club sponsors a photography contest for all undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a Invention Project for iPhone007 spy as Sony's undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a Invention Project for iPhone007 spy as Sony's undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a Invention Project for iPhone007 spy as Sony's undergraduates. 2014 Yale missed a Invention Project for iPhone007 spy as Sony's
Vaio notebooks don't sell because the camera is useless! Yale grad's working forVaio notebooks don't sell because the camera is useless! Yale grad's working forVaio notebooks don't sell because the camera is useless! Yale grad's working forVaio notebooks don't sell because the camera is useless! Yale grad's working for Sony should have put the NBC Sony cam's from Today  Sony should have put the NBC Sony cam's from Today  Sony should have put the NBC Sony cam's from Today  Sony should have put the NBC Sony cam's from Today 
Show in the iPhone5s... lessShow in the iPhone5s... lessShow in the iPhone5s... lessShow in the iPhone5s... less gravity of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in gravity of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in gravity of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in gravity of course soon as the Yale Grads figure out how Gravity is Generated in Black Holes and how to Gear  Black Holes and how to Gear  Black Holes and how to Gear  Black Holes and how to Gear 
Down Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras to aDown Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras to aDown Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras to aDown Gravity in NBC Today Show Cameras to a iPhone007 and Acer Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. Live Mail from iPhone007 and Acer Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. Live Mail from iPhone007 and Acer Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. Live Mail from iPhone007 and Acer Notebook which Greg has used for last 3 years. Live Mail from
Microsoft just debited my account for another year and didn't update the insertMicrosoft just debited my account for another year and didn't update the insertMicrosoft just debited my account for another year and didn't update the insertMicrosoft just debited my account for another year and didn't update the insert date and time they left off when the New Live Mail  date and time they left off when the New Live Mail  date and time they left off when the New Live Mail  date and time they left off when the New Live Mail 
came out... yet too Live Mailcame out... yet too Live Mailcame out... yet too Live Mailcame out... yet too Live Mail when under and Microsoft just put another name to their newest Mail Software and when under and Microsoft just put another name to their newest Mail Software and when under and Microsoft just put another name to their newest Mail Software and when under and Microsoft just put another name to their newest Mail Software and I bet a Trillion Stars  I bet a Trillion Stars  I bet a Trillion Stars  I bet a Trillion Stars 
there is no insert time and date! Though Apple sells itsthere is no insert time and date! Though Apple sells itsthere is no insert time and date! Though Apple sells itsthere is no insert time and date! Though Apple sells its own wildly popular iPhone smartphone, the company might want to consider own wildly popular iPhone smartphone, the company might want to consider own wildly popular iPhone smartphone, the company might want to consider own wildly popular iPhone smartphone, the company might want to consider
offering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Appleoffering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Appleoffering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Appleoffering a phone based on the rival Google Android platform, too, Apple co co co co----founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2founder Steve Wozniak suggested on Wednesday. 2----6666----14 14 14 14 
Greg suggest to Apple toGreg suggest to Apple toGreg suggest to Apple toGreg suggest to Apple to gear down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit into an iPhone007spy gear down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit into an iPhone007spy gear down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit into an iPhone007spy gear down gravity of the NBC Today Show Sony Camera to fit into an iPhone007spy and Retina MacBook Pros.  and Retina MacBook Pros.  and Retina MacBook Pros.  and Retina MacBook Pros. 
iDashCam will sell trillions soon as theiDashCam will sell trillions soon as theiDashCam will sell trillions soon as theiDashCam will sell trillions soon as the ElectricWindmillCar Era get mandatory Dash Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. ElectricWindmillCar Era get mandatory Dash Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. ElectricWindmillCar Era get mandatory Dash Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. ElectricWindmillCar Era get mandatory Dash Cams on 1 Trillion Cars World Wide. If  If  If  If 
Hemingway House in Key West had witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of beingHemingway House in Key West had witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of beingHemingway House in Key West had witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of beingHemingway House in Key West had witting classes on Greg's Day 6 of being Homeless I could spent the day there writing up ideas  Homeless I could spent the day there writing up ideas  Homeless I could spent the day there writing up ideas  Homeless I could spent the day there writing up ideas 
products inventions for 1products inventions for 1products inventions for 1products inventions for 1 Trillion Cars World Wide!  Trillion Cars World Wide!  Trillion Cars World Wide!  Trillion Cars World Wide! 

http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/

Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit BadgeDisney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit BadgeDisney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit BadgeDisney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams  should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams  should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams  should be the Innocent opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams 
No at this FrontNo at this FrontNo at this FrontNo at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer!  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer!  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer!  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! 
And works every day! "Mary" screamsAnd works every day! "Mary" screamsAnd works every day! "Mary" screamsAnd works every day! "Mary" screams No at th No at th No at th No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundis Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundis Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she foundis Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone  out someone  out someone  out someone 
gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming...

1111----27272727----14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a14 Victor Cushman! He wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" Social Security IS NOT INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO  "Duval Bar" Social Security IS NOT INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO  "Duval Bar" Social Security IS NOT INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO  "Duval Bar" Social Security IS NOT INCOME FROM A JOB. "YOU HAVE NO JOB SO 
I WILLI WILLI WILLI WILL DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING THIS WEEK..." VICTOR CUSHMAN THEN SAID DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING THIS WEEK..." VICTOR CUSHMAN THEN SAID DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING THIS WEEK..." VICTOR CUSHMAN THEN SAID DOUBLE YOUR WEEKLY RENT STARTING THIS WEEK..." VICTOR CUSHMAN THEN SAID HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A  HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A  HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A  HEMINGWAY DIDN'T HAVE A JOB, WRITING A 
BOOK IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HEREBOOK IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HEREBOOK IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HEREBOOK IS NOT A JOB. WHEN I MOVED IN HERE AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 2011 I WAS ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 2011 I WAS ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 2011 I WAS ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. AT SERENITY HOUSE on March 4, 2011 I WAS ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND IT WAS OK. VICTOR  VICTOR  VICTOR  VICTOR 
CUSHMAN MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR AGO.CUSHMAN MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR AGO.CUSHMAN MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR AGO.CUSHMAN MADE HAVING A JOB TO RENT A ROOM A REQUIREMENT ALMOST A YEAR AGO. SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for  SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for  SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for  SO GREG BUELL writing a Encyclopedia for 
Childrens 1,001 Inventions and a NovelChildrens 1,001 Inventions and a NovelChildrens 1,001 Inventions and a NovelChildrens 1,001 Inventions and a Novel with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was S***, NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was S***, NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was S***, NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS with 1,001 Invention Projects in chapter 1 was S***, NOT A JOB! HE SCREAMED THIS OVER AND  OVER AND  OVER AND  OVER AND 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. This was recorded by VictorOVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. This was recorded by VictorOVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. This was recorded by VictorOVER AND OVER AGAIN IN OUR 1 HOUR TALK. This was recorded by Victor Cushmans 5 cameras outside and NSA! I have a SECRET  Cushmans 5 cameras outside and NSA! I have a SECRET  Cushmans 5 cameras outside and NSA! I have a SECRET  Cushmans 5 cameras outside and NSA! I have a SECRET 
Leaked file on Mr. Buell.Leaked file on Mr. Buell.Leaked file on Mr. Buell.Leaked file on Mr. Buell. Victor Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season here in Victor Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season here in Victor Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season here in Victor Cushman wants me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar" in High Season here in Key West. He was a Alcoholic  Key West. He was a Alcoholic  Key West. He was a Alcoholic  Key West. He was a Alcoholic 
and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett whoand Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett whoand Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett whoand Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway House. So being EVICTED will signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway House. So being EVICTED will signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway House. So being EVICTED will signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway House. So being EVICTED will "stifle"  "stifle"  "stifle"  "stifle" 
my writing. Hemingway's writing was stifled at times, losing a Novelmy writing. Hemingway's writing was stifled at times, losing a Novelmy writing. Hemingway's writing was stifled at times, losing a Novelmy writing. Hemingway's writing was stifled at times, losing a Novel here and there. How Deborah Barrett can go along with "Stifling"  here and there. How Deborah Barrett can go along with "Stifling"  here and there. How Deborah Barrett can go along with "Stifling"  here and there. How Deborah Barrett can go along with "Stifling" 
my writing,my writing,my writing,my writing, being EVICTED. How Deborah Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and over being EVICTED. How Deborah Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and over being EVICTED. How Deborah Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and over being EVICTED. How Deborah Barrett can say writing is not a job, over and over and over again and again the last 5  and over again and again the last 5  and over again and again the last 5  and over again and again the last 5 
months is a "Crime!" months is a "Crime!" months is a "Crime!" months is a "Crime!" 

1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch1 19 14 Eviction Notice for Being a Hemingway "writer", witch is not a "JOB" over and over, again and again 100 times Victor  is not a "JOB" over and over, again and again 100 times Victor  is not a "JOB" over and over, again and again 100 times Victor  is not a "JOB" over and over, again and again 100 times Victor 
Cushman andCushman andCushman andCushman and Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell writing a Encyclopedia for Childrens 1,001 Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention  Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention  Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention  Invention and Novels with 1,001 Invention 
Projects in chapter 1 was S*** and NOTProjects in chapter 1 was S*** and NOTProjects in chapter 1 was S*** and NOTProjects in chapter 1 was S*** and NOT A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett wanted me to get a "job" at a A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett wanted me to get a "job" at a A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett wanted me to get a "job" at a A JOB!!!!! Victor Cushman and Deborah Barrett wanted me to get a "job" at a "Duval Bar"  "Duval Bar"  "Duval Bar"  "Duval Bar" 
"washing dishes" as writing is NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE A JOB"washing dishes" as writing is NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE A JOB"washing dishes" as writing is NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE A JOB"washing dishes" as writing is NOT A JOB!!!!! YOU HAVE TO HAVE A JOB TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor  TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor  TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor  TO LIVE HERE EVEN IF YOU PAY YOUR RENT ON TIME!!!!! Victor 
Cushman was aCushman was aCushman was aCushman was a Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction Alcoholic and Drug Addict, the Manager Deborah Barrett who signed this Eviction works at the Hemingway House.  works at the Hemingway House.  works at the Hemingway House.  works at the Hemingway House. 
Deborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when IDeborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when IDeborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when IDeborah Barrett was manager 3 years ago when I moved into Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House on 4 March moved into Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House on 4 March moved into Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House on 4 March moved into Serenity House. She was at work at the Hemingway House on 4 March
2011 when I moved in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going along with EVICTING2011 when I moved in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going along with EVICTING2011 when I moved in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going along with EVICTING2011 when I moved in this room! Deborah Barrett IS going along with EVICTING GREG FOR NOT HAVING A "JOB." Greg is being evicted  GREG FOR NOT HAVING A "JOB." Greg is being evicted  GREG FOR NOT HAVING A "JOB." Greg is being evicted  GREG FOR NOT HAVING A "JOB." Greg is being evicted 
because he writes... whichbecause he writes... whichbecause he writes... whichbecause he writes... which Greg calls his job. Writing is part of Hemingway House Key West Culture! Key Greg calls his job. Writing is part of Hemingway House Key West Culture! Key Greg calls his job. Writing is part of Hemingway House Key West Culture! Key Greg calls his job. Writing is part of Hemingway House Key West Culture! Key West Sickness.. . is landlords like  West Sickness.. . is landlords like  West Sickness.. . is landlords like  West Sickness.. . is landlords like 
Victor Cushman. Deborah Barrett who mostVictor Cushman. Deborah Barrett who mostVictor Cushman. Deborah Barrett who mostVictor Cushman. Deborah Barrett who most likely got paid $10K in cash for the last few years... she following orders from likely got paid $10K in cash for the last few years... she following orders from likely got paid $10K in cash for the last few years... she following orders from likely got paid $10K in cash for the last few years... she following orders from Victor  Victor  Victor  Victor 
Cushman so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GETCushman so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GETCushman so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GETCushman so Deborah tells me a few time a week for the last 5 months GET JOB OR GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT  JOB OR GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT  JOB OR GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT  JOB OR GET EVICTED EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE PAYING THE RENT 
ON TIME!!!!! VICTOR AND ION TIME!!!!! VICTOR AND ION TIME!!!!! VICTOR AND ION TIME!!!!! VICTOR AND I WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR CUSHMAN on County Court web WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR CUSHMAN on County Court web WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR CUSHMAN on County Court web WILL EVICT YOU IF YOU DONT GET A JOB!!!!! VICTOR CUSHMAN on County Court web page has 36 evictions  page has 36 evictions  page has 36 evictions  page has 36 evictions 
(with 36 felony lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful(with 36 felony lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful(with 36 felony lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful(with 36 felony lies, 36 perjuries deliberate, willful giving of false, testimony under oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last giving of false, testimony under oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last giving of false, testimony under oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last giving of false, testimony under oath. I copied all 36 court cases and the last one a  one a  one a  one a 
guy evicted from 909 Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor,guy evicted from 909 Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor,guy evicted from 909 Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor,guy evicted from 909 Grinnell I cleaned this apt. and observed Victor, Joan Cushman and Janice the other cleaning person getting  Joan Cushman and Janice the other cleaning person getting  Joan Cushman and Janice the other cleaning person getting  Joan Cushman and Janice the other cleaning person getting 
their stories straighttheir stories straighttheir stories straighttheir stories straight for lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) NSA was recording all this as I for lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) NSA was recording all this as I for lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) NSA was recording all this as I for lies about nicks and starches in the apt.) NSA was recording all this as I have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell.  have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell.  have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell.  have a NSA Secret file on Mr. Buell. 
Victor Cushman has read it and then "spit"Victor Cushman has read it and then "spit"Victor Cushman has read it and then "spit"Victor Cushman has read it and then "spit" on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! NSA writers don't on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! NSA writers don't on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! NSA writers don't on it because it documents the ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR!!!!! NSA writers don't mention fiery  mention fiery  mention fiery  mention fiery 
cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow are the side effects ofcop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow are the side effects ofcop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow are the side effects ofcop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow are the side effects of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell in Miami News yesterday  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell in Miami News yesterday  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell in Miami News yesterday  suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Hell in Miami News yesterday 
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there was athere was athere was athere was a head on head on head on head on crash and both cars burst into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On crash and both cars burst into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On crash and both cars burst into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On crash and both cars burst into flames. I also have a Super Air Bags On The Outside invention for  The Outside invention for  The Outside invention for  The Outside invention for 
ElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCars. Mr. Buell's, ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed along with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel is suppressed along with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel is suppressed along with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel is suppressed along with the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel
Tower Base. Reason Victor Cushman gave me for eviction yesterday was writing +Tower Base. Reason Victor Cushman gave me for eviction yesterday was writing +Tower Base. Reason Victor Cushman gave me for eviction yesterday was writing +Tower Base. Reason Victor Cushman gave me for eviction yesterday was writing + reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor  reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor  reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor  reading like Hemingway IS NOT A JOB! Victor 
Cushman will commit felony perjuryCushman will commit felony perjuryCushman will commit felony perjuryCushman will commit felony perjury when we get in front of the Key West Judge and he deny's this! Thank God NSA is when we get in front of the Key West Judge and he deny's this! Thank God NSA is when we get in front of the Key West Judge and he deny's this! Thank God NSA is when we get in front of the Key West Judge and he deny's this! Thank God NSA is recording, had  recording, had  recording, had  recording, had 
recorded our hour long conversation. recorded our hour long conversation. recorded our hour long conversation. recorded our hour long conversation. 

1111----19191919----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie:fi movie:fi movie:fi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has  NASA has  NASA has  NASA has 
discovered the discovered the discovered the discovered the ““““NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion EachNAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion EachNAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion EachNAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each windfall from Mecca's Oil $. windfall from Mecca's Oil $. windfall from Mecca's Oil $. windfall from Mecca's Oil $.”””” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have 
sank thesank thesank thesank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci----fi... fi... fi... fi... 
horrible for the NAVY,horrible for the NAVY,horrible for the NAVY,horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School!  the Yale Key West Medical School!  the Yale Key West Medical School!  the Yale Key West Medical School! 

1111----19191919----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie: Tropicfi movie: Tropicfi movie: Tropicfi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has
discovered the discovered the discovered the discovered the ““““NAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each windfall fromNAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each windfall fromNAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each windfall fromNAVY built 15 Super Carriers for $15 Billion Each windfall from Mecca's Oil $. Mecca's Oil $. Mecca's Oil $. Mecca's Oil $.”””” NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have NASA with 15 Super Shuttles should have 
sank the NAVY'S 15 Supersank the NAVY'S 15 Supersank the NAVY'S 15 Supersank the NAVY'S 15 Super Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star Carriers... then NASA would discovered 888 Trillion Aliens, Aliens at Every Star In the Universe! Horror/sci In the Universe! Horror/sci In the Universe! Horror/sci In the Universe! Horror/sci----fi... fi... fi... fi... 
horrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASAhorrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASAhorrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASAhorrible for the NAVY, windfall for NASA! NASA will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical will be given the Navy Base at Key West! Share it with the Yale Key West Medical School!  School!  School!  School! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie: Tropic Cinema Keyfi movie: Tropic Cinema Keyfi movie: Tropic Cinema Keyfi movie: Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is  West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is  West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is  West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA is 
building thebuilding thebuilding thebuilding the Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb telescope! Goddard Space Center, NASA's Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb telescope! Goddard Space Center, NASA's Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb telescope! Goddard Space Center, NASA's Worlds biggest telescope, the James Webb telescope! Goddard Space Center, NASA's top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who  top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who  top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who  top priority. Numb Nuts Dictators who 
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built 1 million gas exhaust cars for Chinabuilt 1 million gas exhaust cars for Chinabuilt 1 million gas exhaust cars for Chinabuilt 1 million gas exhaust cars for China must have built this telescope with no one on board to fix it. $658 million in must have built this telescope with no one on board to fix it. $658 million in must have built this telescope with no one on board to fix it. $658 million in must have built this telescope with no one on board to fix it. $658 million in funding for the  funding for the  funding for the  funding for the 
project this year alone. NASA said it's the world's largestproject this year alone. NASA said it's the world's largestproject this year alone. NASA said it's the world's largestproject this year alone. NASA said it's the world's largest space telescope and will be pushed four times farther than the moon to gather space telescope and will be pushed four times farther than the moon to gather space telescope and will be pushed four times farther than the moon to gather space telescope and will be pushed four times farther than the moon to gather
information about galaxies and stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to beinformation about galaxies and stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to beinformation about galaxies and stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to beinformation about galaxies and stars. The Webb Telescope's Orbit is going to be about a million miles from earth," Stupid Criminals...  about a million miles from earth," Stupid Criminals...  about a million miles from earth," Stupid Criminals...  about a million miles from earth," Stupid Criminals... 
Win 8.2 fix 4 times theWin 8.2 fix 4 times theWin 8.2 fix 4 times theWin 8.2 fix 4 times the distance than the moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win distance than the moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win distance than the moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win distance than the moon... Bill + Melinda refuse to give 1 million people a Win 8.2 fix. Numb Nuts Dictators of  8.2 fix. Numb Nuts Dictators of  8.2 fix. Numb Nuts Dictators of  8.2 fix. Numb Nuts Dictators of 
"1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas"1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas"1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas"1984" just killed 15 million with Poison Gas Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie makers WHO caused 30 school + Movie Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie makers WHO caused 30 school + Movie Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie makers WHO caused 30 school + Movie Exhaust, they are "Lone Survivors" movie makers WHO caused 30 school + Movie Theater  Theater  Theater  Theater 
senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Numb Nutssenseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Numb Nutssenseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Numb Nutssenseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie Trailers! Numb Nuts Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Movie Awards  Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Movie Awards  Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Movie Awards  Dictators of "1984" War Movies they know will win all the Movie Awards 
for Bestfor Bestfor Bestfor Best Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Actress, Actor ahead of time as its all in the script! Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholics harming innocent people. WHO at the  Alcoholics harming innocent people. WHO at the  Alcoholics harming innocent people. WHO at the  Alcoholics harming innocent people. WHO at the 
UN has Observed this gettingUN has Observed this gettingUN has Observed this gettingUN has Observed this getting worse and worse every year since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! worse and worse every year since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! worse and worse every year since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! worse and worse every year since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! Rx Miracle Cure for  Rx Miracle Cure for  Rx Miracle Cure for  Rx Miracle Cure for 
Murder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... andMurder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... andMurder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... andMurder is on the Front Page of the New York Times... and they refuse the 8.2 Fix Also!  they refuse the 8.2 Fix Also!  they refuse the 8.2 Fix Also!  they refuse the 8.2 Fix Also! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical14 "1984" movie... Horror/Medical Misdiagnosis movie about the World Health Organization NOT trying to block the Misdiagnosis movie about the World Health Organization NOT trying to block the Misdiagnosis movie about the World Health Organization NOT trying to block the Misdiagnosis movie about the World Health Organization NOT trying to block the sale of Jim  sale of Jim  sale of Jim  sale of Jim 
Beam Whiskey to a Japanese Company for $15 Billion. When 15 billionBeam Whiskey to a Japanese Company for $15 Billion. When 15 billionBeam Whiskey to a Japanese Company for $15 Billion. When 15 billionBeam Whiskey to a Japanese Company for $15 Billion. When 15 billion people belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets  people belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets  people belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets  people belong to the UN WHO will be the Hero who gets 
"Prohibition" Era in 2018"Prohibition" Era in 2018"Prohibition" Era in 2018"Prohibition" Era in 2018 and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol consumption is a leading and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol consumption is a leading and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol consumption is a leading and a Holocaust III memorial in Israel because alcohol consumption is a leading preventable cause of  preventable cause of  preventable cause of  preventable cause of 
deaths and cancer deaths! Jim Beam made Billions in Profitsdeaths and cancer deaths! Jim Beam made Billions in Profitsdeaths and cancer deaths! Jim Beam made Billions in Profitsdeaths and cancer deaths! Jim Beam made Billions in Profits + caused more than 7 million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! + caused more than 7 million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! + caused more than 7 million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust! + caused more than 7 million deaths, surpassing the Jewish Holocaust!

1111----19191919----14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema Key14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema Key14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema Key14 "1984" movie... Horror/Alcoholic movie: movie: Tropic Cinema Key West serves wine with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics...  West serves wine with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics...  West serves wine with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics...  West serves wine with the movie, yes they serve alcoholics... 
texting in atexting in atexting in atexting in a Florida movie theater ended with a retired Tampa former police captain, Curtis Florida movie theater ended with a retired Tampa former police captain, Curtis Florida movie theater ended with a retired Tampa former police captain, Curtis Florida movie theater ended with a retired Tampa former police captain, Curtis Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting  Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting  Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting  Reeves, 71 fatally shooting a man sitting 
in front of him, with both wivesin front of him, with both wivesin front of him, with both wivesin front of him, with both wives watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie caused this senseless shooting. watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie caused this senseless shooting. watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie caused this senseless shooting. watching... in Horror! "Lone Survivor." movie caused this senseless shooting. Excitability of War Movie  Excitability of War Movie  Excitability of War Movie  Excitability of War Movie 
Trailers! Add alcoholics... and its War!Trailers! Add alcoholics... and its War!Trailers! Add alcoholics... and its War!Trailers! Add alcoholics... and its War!

1111----15151515----14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah14 "2014" Movie... Murder mystery/Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett"  Fawcett... Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett"  Fawcett... Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett"  Fawcett... Title is "Medical Biography of Farrah Fawcett" 

1111----14141414----2014201420142014 Nineteen Eighty Nineteen Eighty Nineteen Eighty Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects willFour going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects willFour going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects willFour going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting  go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting  go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting  go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting 
Married "1984" Tell All.. NoMarried "1984" Tell All.. NoMarried "1984" Tell All.. NoMarried "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" Secrets from your Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" Secrets from your Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" Secrets from your Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" finally Legal Polygamous  finally Legal Polygamous  finally Legal Polygamous  finally Legal Polygamous 
Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! Marriage License!!!! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci----fi movie: Alien's live and breed undetected at "Every Star in thefi movie: Alien's live and breed undetected at "Every Star in thefi movie: Alien's live and breed undetected at "Every Star in thefi movie: Alien's live and breed undetected at "Every Star in the Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion  Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion  Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion  Universe!" An estimated 888 Trillion 
Aliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 isAliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 isAliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 isAliens, same amount of Trillions, 888 is the $ Trillions of dollars NASA let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without the $ Trillions of dollars NASA let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without the $ Trillions of dollars NASA let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without the $ Trillions of dollars NASA let the Pentagon give Mecca + Allah without leaking these Top  leaking these Top  leaking these Top  leaking these Top 
Secrets! Secrets! Secrets! Secrets! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fifififi movie:texting in a Florida movie waiting for the Movie "Lone Survivor" fatally movie:texting in a Florida movie waiting for the Movie "Lone Survivor" fatally movie:texting in a Florida movie waiting for the Movie "Lone Survivor" fatally movie:texting in a Florida movie waiting for the Movie "Lone Survivor" fatally shooting a man  shooting a man  shooting a man  shooting a man 
sitting in front of him, both wives observed the 10 minutesitting in front of him, both wives observed the 10 minutesitting in front of him, both wives observed the 10 minutesitting in front of him, both wives observed the 10 minute argument leading to the shooting!  argument leading to the shooting!  argument leading to the shooting!  argument leading to the shooting! 

1111----14141414----14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives14 "1984" movie... Horror/Wives Murdered movie about the Afghanistan Civilian Causality coming home from WAR, Murdered movie about the Afghanistan Civilian Causality coming home from WAR, Murdered movie about the Afghanistan Civilian Causality coming home from WAR, Murdered movie about the Afghanistan Civilian Causality coming home from WAR, not in the  not in the  not in the  not in the 
statistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many Afghanistan Civilianstatistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many Afghanistan Civilianstatistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many Afghanistan Civilianstatistics! 19K wives killed in 2014 many Afghanistan Civilian Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan  Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan  Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan  Causalities over a 10 minute argument about Afghanistan 

1111----15151515----14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci----fi movie about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCarfi movie about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCarfi movie about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCarfi movie about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA,  Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA,  Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA,  Era and 15 Super Shuttles for NASA, 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci----fi movie about Afghanistan not be a #1 movie. fi movie about Afghanistan not be a #1 movie. fi movie about Afghanistan not be a #1 movie. fi movie about Afghanistan not be a #1 movie. 

1111----15151515----14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci----fi movie about Colorado Movie Madness our "1984" numb nutsfi movie about Colorado Movie Madness our "1984" numb nutsfi movie about Colorado Movie Madness our "1984" numb nutsfi movie about Colorado Movie Madness our "1984" numb nuts Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know  Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know  Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know  Dictators have created. NSA, CIA know 
who these Numb Nuts Dictators are in ourwho these Numb Nuts Dictators are in ourwho these Numb Nuts Dictators are in ourwho these Numb Nuts Dictators are in our "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK their Names!  "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK their Names!  "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK their Names!  "1984" Era and refuse to LEAK their Names! 

1111----15151515----14 "2014" Movie...14 "2014" Movie...14 "2014" Movie...14 "2014" Movie... Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different title than a Ordinary Biography Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different title than a Ordinary Biography Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different title than a Ordinary Biography Biography of Farrah Fawcett... Much different title than a Ordinary Biography Movie... Title is "Medical  Movie... Title is "Medical  Movie... Title is "Medical  Movie... Title is "Medical 
Biography of Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIABiography of Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIABiography of Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIABiography of Farrah Fawcett" poisoned by a KGB, CIA spy with polonium spy with polonium spy with polonium spy with polonium----poisoning... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus Apoisoning... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus Apoisoning... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus Apoisoning... just as deadly poisoned by the HPV virus A
Murdered Farrah Fawcett... of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus!Murdered Farrah Fawcett... of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus!Murdered Farrah Fawcett... of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus!Murdered Farrah Fawcett... of course it was a boyfriend with HPV virus!

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie about the World Healthfi movie about the World Healthfi movie about the World Healthfi movie about the World Health Organization schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health,  Organization schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health,  Organization schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health,  Organization schistosomiasis + malaria toll on human health, 
200K die yearly200K die yearly200K die yearly200K die yearly from schistosomiasis + 1 million from malaria. HPV cervical cancer + Anus cancer from schistosomiasis + 1 million from malaria. HPV cervical cancer + Anus cancer from schistosomiasis + 1 million from malaria. HPV cervical cancer + Anus cancer from schistosomiasis + 1 million from malaria. HPV cervical cancer + Anus cancer 30K in the USA 30 Million in Africa,  30K in the USA 30 Million in Africa,  30K in the USA 30 Million in Africa,  30K in the USA 30 Million in Africa, 
just as many or more in China + India. NBCjust as many or more in China + India. NBCjust as many or more in China + India. NBCjust as many or more in China + India. NBC TV shows about teens getting pregnant dramatically reduced the number of teen TV shows about teens getting pregnant dramatically reduced the number of teen TV shows about teens getting pregnant dramatically reduced the number of teen TV shows about teens getting pregnant dramatically reduced the number of teen
pregnancies. NBC Today Show Today had Maria Shriver doing research for Obama,pregnancies. NBC Today Show Today had Maria Shriver doing research for Obama,pregnancies. NBC Today Show Today had Maria Shriver doing research for Obama,pregnancies. NBC Today Show Today had Maria Shriver doing research for Obama, she will meet with him and leak her cause of single  she will meet with him and leak her cause of single  she will meet with him and leak her cause of single  she will meet with him and leak her cause of single 
Moms doing it all and stillMoms doing it all and stillMoms doing it all and stillMoms doing it all and still not making enough money.  not making enough money.  not making enough money.  not making enough money. 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie...fi movie...fi movie...fi movie... Jewish MD's at WHO "Observed" 8 million, 9 million, 10 million people die from Jewish MD's at WHO "Observed" 8 million, 9 million, 10 million people die from Jewish MD's at WHO "Observed" 8 million, 9 million, 10 million people die from Jewish MD's at WHO "Observed" 8 million, 9 million, 10 million people die from alcohol  alcohol  alcohol  alcohol 
and didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These Jewish MD's at WHO will beand didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These Jewish MD's at WHO will beand didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These Jewish MD's at WHO will beand didn't try to stop this Holocaust. These Jewish MD's at WHO will be hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million  hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million  hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million  hanged like Saddam in the New French Revolution! 20 Million 
Jews + NonJews + NonJews + NonJews + Non----JewsJewsJewsJews Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Jewish MD's at WHO will Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Jewish MD's at WHO will Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Jewish MD's at WHO will Gassed to Death in the SMOG of Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Jewish MD's at WHO will be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and  be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and  be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and  be hanged twice! Two Holocaust and 
not one Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15not one Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15not one Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15not one Jewish MD at WHO tried to save 15 million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Oil Profits!  million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Oil Profits!  million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Oil Profits!  million from Jim Beam Profits + BP Oil Profits! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie...14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci----fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." "Lone Survivor"fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." "Lone Survivor"fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." "Lone Survivor"fi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." "Lone Survivor" Disney Movie with the same title and  Disney Movie with the same title and  Disney Movie with the same title and  Disney Movie with the same title and 
Hype that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot aHype that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot aHype that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot aHype that caused the Tampa Cop to shoot a guy in the chest dead over a cell phone texting argument. Observers watching guy in the chest dead over a cell phone texting argument. Observers watching guy in the chest dead over a cell phone texting argument. Observers watching guy in the chest dead over a cell phone texting argument. Observers watching this  this  this  this 
argument, some Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewishargument, some Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewishargument, some Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewishargument, some Jewish people were at the movie as War Movies attract Jewish people. So its safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone  people. So its safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone  people. So its safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone  people. So its safe to say Jewish Movie goers to "Lone 
Survivor" didn't try toSurvivor" didn't try toSurvivor" didn't try toSurvivor" didn't try to prevent the death! The Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds replaying prevent the death! The Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds replaying prevent the death! The Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds replaying prevent the death! The Horror/Madness Movie in so many peoples Minds replaying the shooting they witnessed!  the shooting they witnessed!  the shooting they witnessed!  the shooting they witnessed! 
Nightmares caused by War Movie's to Inflame... massNightmares caused by War Movie's to Inflame... massNightmares caused by War Movie's to Inflame... massNightmares caused by War Movie's to Inflame... mass murder, this is why so many Wives of troops coming home as a Lone Survivor, murder, this is why so many Wives of troops coming home as a Lone Survivor, murder, this is why so many Wives of troops coming home as a Lone Survivor, murder, this is why so many Wives of troops coming home as a Lone Survivor,
murder their wives! Every Week a wife is murdered, will be murdered in 2014 andmurder their wives! Every Week a wife is murdered, will be murdered in 2014 andmurder their wives! Every Week a wife is murdered, will be murdered in 2014 andmurder their wives! Every Week a wife is murdered, will be murdered in 2014 and 2015. The Pentagon got this Classified, Secret! Scenes  2015. The Pentagon got this Classified, Secret! Scenes  2015. The Pentagon got this Classified, Secret! Scenes  2015. The Pentagon got this Classified, Secret! Scenes 
from the Pentagonfrom the Pentagonfrom the Pentagonfrom the Pentagon Generals who did this will be in the Disney Movie!  Generals who did this will be in the Disney Movie!  Generals who did this will be in the Disney Movie!  Generals who did this will be in the Disney Movie! 

1111----15151515----14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984"14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci movie... Horror/sci----fi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his divorce ... to Mariafi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his divorce ... to Mariafi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his divorce ... to Mariafi movie Arnold Schwarzenegger his divorce ... to Maria Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple  Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple  Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple  Shriver in a Movie Making Hollywood couple 
with no "Living Room Cam's" towith no "Living Room Cam's" towith no "Living Room Cam's" towith no "Living Room Cam's" to observe Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for 7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria observe Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for 7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria observe Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for 7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria observe Arnold's sex with the housekeeper for 7 years. Horror/Murder of Maria Shriver if Arnold came  Shriver if Arnold came  Shriver if Arnold came  Shriver if Arnold came 
home from the Afghanistan War... and the divorce washome from the Afghanistan War... and the divorce washome from the Afghanistan War... and the divorce washome from the Afghanistan War... and the divorce was about Moslem Prostitutes he caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from. about Moslem Prostitutes he caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from. about Moslem Prostitutes he caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from. about Moslem Prostitutes he caught STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc from.

1111----15151515----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001Four going Public this Year! Then 1,001 Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting  Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting  Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting  Invention Projects will go Public too! Beautiful Existence... Getting 
MarriedMarriedMarriedMarried "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "1984" Tell All.. No Secrets from your Wives but what NSA blackened out, grin! "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of  "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of  "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of  "4 Wives Coup D'Etat" movie, Inventive! Full of 
futuristic inventions, Key Westfuturistic inventions, Key Westfuturistic inventions, Key Westfuturistic inventions, Key West Hemingway with a new invention in every chapter. First movie Yale will give you Hemingway with a new invention in every chapter. First movie Yale will give you Hemingway with a new invention in every chapter. First movie Yale will give you Hemingway with a new invention in every chapter. First movie Yale will give you credit for in their  credit for in their  credit for in their  credit for in their 
Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing Class!Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing Class!Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing Class!Hemingway Writing Class. Med School Writing Class!

1111----15151515----14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci14 "1984" movie... Horror/sci----fi movie... Disney will make manyfi movie... Disney will make manyfi movie... Disney will make manyfi movie... Disney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in  "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in  "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in  "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 
2014 for Whooping2014 for Whooping2014 for Whooping2014 for Whooping Cough, Childhood birth defects + cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Does Cough, Childhood birth defects + cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Does Cough, Childhood birth defects + cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Does Cough, Childhood birth defects + cancers from Poison Gasoline Exhaust. Does Disney follow orders from the  Disney follow orders from the  Disney follow orders from the  Disney follow orders from the 
Pentagon's Movie Makers? Yes I would say as DisneyPentagon's Movie Makers? Yes I would say as DisneyPentagon's Movie Makers? Yes I would say as DisneyPentagon's Movie Makers? Yes I would say as Disney Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention Movie about the 1980 OPEC Oil Embargo ending mysteriously by the 1980 invention
of the ElectricWindmillCar was stopped dead on the cutting room floor by theof the ElectricWindmillCar was stopped dead on the cutting room floor by theof the ElectricWindmillCar was stopped dead on the cutting room floor by theof the ElectricWindmillCar was stopped dead on the cutting room floor by the Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot in NYC. 1980  Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot in NYC. 1980  Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot in NYC. 1980  Pentagon! Same year John Lennon was shot in NYC. 1980 
Model ElectricWindmillCarsModel ElectricWindmillCarsModel ElectricWindmillCarsModel ElectricWindmillCars would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia as they would all have been would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia as they would all have been would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia as they would all have been would have stopped 911 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia as they would all have been Homeless in Mecca$  Homeless in Mecca$  Homeless in Mecca$  Homeless in Mecca$ 
World Health Organization has noticed a global upsurge inWorld Health Organization has noticed a global upsurge inWorld Health Organization has noticed a global upsurge inWorld Health Organization has noticed a global upsurge in whooping cough cases. This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 million  whooping cough cases. This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 million  whooping cough cases. This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 million  whooping cough cases. This disease now accounts for 20 to 40 million 
cases andcases andcases andcases and for about 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the highest for about 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the highest for about 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the highest for about 200,000 casualties per year across the world. In the USA, the highest number of cases in 60 years was recorded in  number of cases in 60 years was recorded in  number of cases in 60 years was recorded in  number of cases in 60 years was recorded in 
2012, with more than 48,000 cases.2012, with more than 48,000 cases.2012, with more than 48,000 cases.2012, with more than 48,000 cases. There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan and There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan and There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan and There is a similar trend in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan and Australia... This upsurge  Australia... This upsurge  Australia... This upsurge  Australia... This upsurge 
is attributed to a limited longis attributed to a limited longis attributed to a limited longis attributed to a limited long----term efficacy of theterm efficacy of theterm efficacy of theterm efficacy of the traditional vaccine delivered during childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by traditional vaccine delivered during childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by traditional vaccine delivered during childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by traditional vaccine delivered during childhood. And refusing the Vaccine by
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adults, being Illiterate as to if you are infected. Publix and Whole Foodadults, being Illiterate as to if you are infected. Publix and Whole Foodadults, being Illiterate as to if you are infected. Publix and Whole Foodadults, being Illiterate as to if you are infected. Publix and Whole Food Grocery stores could scan everyone for Whooping Cough and  Grocery stores could scan everyone for Whooping Cough and  Grocery stores could scan everyone for Whooping Cough and  Grocery stores could scan everyone for Whooping Cough and 
will after the coup.will after the coup.will after the coup.will after the coup. As a result, teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and infect infants, who As a result, teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and infect infants, who As a result, teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and infect infants, who As a result, teenagers and adults catch whooping cough and infect infants, who are much more sensitive to the  are much more sensitive to the  are much more sensitive to the  are much more sensitive to the 
disease. A new nasal vaccine will not be readydisease. A new nasal vaccine will not be readydisease. A new nasal vaccine will not be readydisease. A new nasal vaccine will not be ready for 10 years 2024  for 10 years 2024  for 10 years 2024  for 10 years 2024 ---- you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" movie... you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" movie... you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" movie... you do the Math Bush would say! "1984" movie... Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci Horror/sci----fi movie... fi movie... fi movie... fi movie... 
Disney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/MedicalDisney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/MedicalDisney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/MedicalDisney will make many "War Movies." Disney Horror/Medical Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping Cough kids breathing in  Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping Cough kids breathing in  Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping Cough kids breathing in  Movies will not be made in 2014 for Whooping Cough kids breathing in 
particlesparticlesparticlesparticles of SMOG, Disney refuses the Win 8.2 fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses of SMOG, Disney refuses the Win 8.2 fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses of SMOG, Disney refuses the Win 8.2 fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses of SMOG, Disney refuses the Win 8.2 fix, Hell No We Won't Go... Disney refuses to tell this to the Pentagon so remember the  to tell this to the Pentagon so remember the  to tell this to the Pentagon so remember the  to tell this to the Pentagon so remember the 
statistics above as they werestatistics above as they werestatistics above as they werestatistics above as they were published today! This Disney Movie Horror/Medical will not be made for 10 years! published today! This Disney Movie Horror/Medical will not be made for 10 years! published today! This Disney Movie Horror/Medical will not be made for 10 years! published today! This Disney Movie Horror/Medical will not be made for 10 years! 2024... Whooping Cough  2024... Whooping Cough  2024... Whooping Cough  2024... Whooping Cough 
dead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon fromdead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon fromdead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon fromdead on the battlefield to stop the Pentagon from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era that does allow the Win 8.2 fix with 1,001  1,001  1,001  1,001 
Medical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventingMedical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventingMedical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventingMedical Inventions spelled out with links to get you started inventing something. Record this internet session to share with  something. Record this internet session to share with  something. Record this internet session to share with  something. Record this internet session to share with 
brainstorming wives. NSA +brainstorming wives. NSA +brainstorming wives. NSA +brainstorming wives. NSA + Verizon record your internet sessions but don't Brainstorm a Rx Overnight Verizon record your internet sessions but don't Brainstorm a Rx Overnight Verizon record your internet sessions but don't Brainstorm a Rx Overnight Verizon record your internet sessions but don't Brainstorm a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for any Childhood  Miracle Cure for any Childhood  Miracle Cure for any Childhood  Miracle Cure for any Childhood 
Disease, Birth Defect, Cancer! Homeland SecurityDisease, Birth Defect, Cancer! Homeland SecurityDisease, Birth Defect, Cancer! Homeland SecurityDisease, Birth Defect, Cancer! Homeland Security is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Oil Money not to Scan for adults is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Oil Money not to Scan for adults is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Oil Money not to Scan for adults is to scan for Terrorists with $ Trillions in Oil Money not to Scan for adults who are  who are  who are  who are 
infected with Whooping Cough! infected with Whooping Cough! infected with Whooping Cough! infected with Whooping Cough! 

1111----14141414----2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..."2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..."2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..."2014 Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "WILL..." Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the  Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the  Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the  Greg's Will and Free Will of NASA, NASA has discovered the ““““Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.”””” pictured pictured pictured pictured 
below. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY ENGINE" and its movie will play atbelow. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY ENGINE" and its movie will play atbelow. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY ENGINE" and its movie will play atbelow. NASA will invent the "GRAVITY ENGINE" and its movie will play at the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the Pentagon  the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the Pentagon  the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the Pentagon  the Tropic Cinema Key West as a Drama... "Will" the Pentagon 
let Greg marry tolet Greg marry tolet Greg marry tolet Greg marry to make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon let Seoul be Nuked make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon let Seoul be Nuked make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon let Seoul be Nuked make the invention + movie... come true or will the Pentagon let Seoul be Nuked in 2014?  in 2014?  in 2014?  in 2014? 

1111----12121212----2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA2014 "Mary" got in trouble at the Tropic Cinema, NSA Observers write everything down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top  Observers write everything down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top  Observers write everything down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top  Observers write everything down. SECRET file on Mr. Buell when the Top 
Secret isSecret isSecret isSecret is the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar made into a autobiographical "Movie," the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar made into a autobiographical "Movie," the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar made into a autobiographical "Movie," the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar made into a autobiographical "Movie," show times at the Tropic Cinema in Key  show times at the Tropic Cinema in Key  show times at the Tropic Cinema in Key  show times at the Tropic Cinema in Key 
West??????? Call meet at the Hard RockWest??????? Call meet at the Hard RockWest??????? Call meet at the Hard RockWest??????? Call meet at the Hard Rock Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot for a Farrah Fawcett medical biography, who Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot for a Farrah Fawcett medical biography, who Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot for a Farrah Fawcett medical biography, who Cafe, Key West. New Movie plot for a Farrah Fawcett medical biography, who really murdered  really murdered  really murdered  really murdered 
Farrah Fawcett... of course it was her boyfriends with HPVFarrah Fawcett... of course it was her boyfriends with HPVFarrah Fawcett... of course it was her boyfriends with HPVFarrah Fawcett... of course it was her boyfriends with HPV virus! Drama is which one murdered her and how many other women did he  virus! Drama is which one murdered her and how many other women did he  virus! Drama is which one murdered her and how many other women did he  virus! Drama is which one murdered her and how many other women did he 
murdermurdermurdermurder with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on with his HPV virus, not a Disney Movie! Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent  a Merit Badge should be the Innocent  a Merit Badge should be the Innocent  a Merit Badge should be the Innocent 
opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams Noopening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams Noopening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams Noopening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, at this Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's,  STD's,  STD's,  STD's, 
Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary"Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary"Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary"Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah  screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah  screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah  screams No at this Front Page News Key West Citizen! Farrah 
screamed NO when shescreamed NO when shescreamed NO when shescreamed NO when she found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah found out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah Screaming... Sad, Mary would say!  Screaming... Sad, Mary would say!  Screaming... Sad, Mary would say!  Screaming... Sad, Mary would say! 
"Will" Mary Marry Greg to brainstorm the Rx"Will" Mary Marry Greg to brainstorm the Rx"Will" Mary Marry Greg to brainstorm the Rx"Will" Mary Marry Greg to brainstorm the Rx Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make contact, go public with the "1984" Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make contact, go public with the "1984" Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make contact, go public with the "1984" Cure? Next Movie is hers... will she make contact, go public with the "1984" George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell 
Era? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda Greg got the Invention ProjectEra? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda Greg got the Invention ProjectEra? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda Greg got the Invention ProjectEra? PS don't tell Bill + Melinda Greg got the Invention Project for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed off worst than my Key West  for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed off worst than my Key West  for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed off worst than my Key West  for to Cure Malaria as they will be pissed off worst than my Key West 
Landlord.Landlord.Landlord.Landlord.

1111----12121212----2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New  Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New  Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New  Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New 
Generation of youngGeneration of youngGeneration of youngGeneration of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to wanting sex without women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to wanting sex without women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to wanting sex without women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to wanting sex without telling her what diseases they  telling her what diseases they  telling her what diseases they  telling her what diseases they 
have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cookhave. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cookhave. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cookhave. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And  Cancer! And  Cancer! And  Cancer! And 
works every day! 19K SWF in the USA murdered in 2014 statistics areworks every day! 19K SWF in the USA murdered in 2014 statistics areworks every day! 19K SWF in the USA murdered in 2014 statistics areworks every day! 19K SWF in the USA murdered in 2014 statistics are with guns etc no statistics on how many are murdered by giving  with guns etc no statistics on how many are murdered by giving  with guns etc no statistics on how many are murdered by giving  with guns etc no statistics on how many are murdered by giving 
her a HPV virusher a HPV virusher a HPV virusher a HPV virus and cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, really, and cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, really, and cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, really, and cervical cancer... NSA and Snowden don't care about these women, really, think about it!  think about it!  think about it!  think about it! 

1111----11111111----2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema2014 "GRAVITY ENGINE" movie at the Tropic Cinema Key West Drama... "Will" NASA discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle Key West Drama... "Will" NASA discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle Key West Drama... "Will" NASA discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle Key West Drama... "Will" NASA discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle to  to  to  to 
the Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE Tropic Cinema in Key West,"freethe Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE Tropic Cinema in Key West,"freethe Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE Tropic Cinema in Key West,"freethe Navy's 15 Super Carriers BECAUSE THE Tropic Cinema in Key West,"free will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! Navy  will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! Navy  will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! Navy  will" was seduced by a "BULLY" Of a Admiral in Key West! Navy 
Special ForcesSpecial ForcesSpecial ForcesSpecial Forces killed everyone at NASA!  killed everyone at NASA!  killed everyone at NASA!  killed everyone at NASA! 

1111----11111111----2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of2014 Saving Mr. Banks Drama, The Wolf of Wall Street Drama, Her, Romance Philomena, Drama..  Wall Street Drama, Her, Romance Philomena, Drama..  Wall Street Drama, Her, Romance Philomena, Drama..  Wall Street Drama, Her, Romance Philomena, Drama.. 

1111----11111111----2014 NASA has2014 NASA has2014 NASA has2014 NASA has NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle and Maned Space Telescopes NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle and Maned Space Telescopes NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle and Maned Space Telescopes NOT discovered they lost a fleet of 15 Super Shuttle and Maned Space Telescopes to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK,  to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK,  to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK,  to the Navy's 15 Super Carriers, JFK, 
Caroline Kennedy will "Christen".Caroline Kennedy will "Christen".Caroline Kennedy will "Christen".Caroline Kennedy will "Christen". "Will..." that leaves everything to WAR!  "Will..." that leaves everything to WAR!  "Will..." that leaves everything to WAR!  "Will..." that leaves everything to WAR! 

1111----11111111----2014 NYC... Dr. with the2014 NYC... Dr. with the2014 NYC... Dr. with the2014 NYC... Dr. with the Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure "Mecca" can't seduce the Numb Nuts Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure "Mecca" can't seduce the Numb Nuts Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure "Mecca" can't seduce the Numb Nuts Rx Overnight Penicillin Miracle Cure "Mecca" can't seduce the Numb Nuts Dictators to suppress for $888  Dictators to suppress for $888  Dictators to suppress for $888  Dictators to suppress for $888 
Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

1111----11111111----2014201420142014 Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have only had Orwellian Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have only had Orwellian Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have only had Orwellian Finally a Movie from Disney as Disney Movies since 1980 have only had Orwellian Comments in the Drama, Romance,  Comments in the Drama, Romance,  Comments in the Drama, Romance,  Comments in the Drama, Romance, 
Eureka of Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1Eureka of Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1Eureka of Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1Eureka of Ending Oil + the Pentagon via 1 Movie... "Aliens" real ones!  Movie... "Aliens" real ones!  Movie... "Aliens" real ones!  Movie... "Aliens" real ones! 

1111----11111111----2014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned2014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned2014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned2014 NASA lost the Fleet of 15 Manned Space Telescopes to 15 Super Carriers, one being the JFK soon to be Christened Space Telescopes to 15 Super Carriers, one being the JFK soon to be Christened Space Telescopes to 15 Super Carriers, one being the JFK soon to be Christened Space Telescopes to 15 Super Carriers, one being the JFK soon to be Christened by Caroline.  by Caroline.  by Caroline.  by Caroline. 

1111----11111111----2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM2014 1 Trillion gasoline Cars sent to China was a SCAM to Poison 1 Million Chinese with Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons  to Poison 1 Million Chinese with Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons  to Poison 1 Million Chinese with Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons  to Poison 1 Million Chinese with Poison Gasoline Exhaust, the Pentagons 
SecretSecretSecretSecret Weapon in "39 Steps."  Weapon in "39 Steps."  Weapon in "39 Steps."  Weapon in "39 Steps." 

1111----11111111----2014 NASA 2014 NASA 2014 NASA 2014 NASA ““““Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.”””” """"Will of God."Will of God."Will of God."Will of God."

1111----11111111----2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion years2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion years2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion years2014 Measure how fast the universe was expanding six billion years ago  ago  ago  ago ———— to an accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom to an accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom to an accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom to an accuracy of two percent." BOSS uses a custom 
designed instrumentdesigned instrumentdesigned instrumentdesigned instrument called a spectrograph on the SDSS 2.5 called a spectrograph on the SDSS 2.5 called a spectrograph on the SDSS 2.5 called a spectrograph on the SDSS 2.5----meter telescope at Apache Pointmeter telescope at Apache Pointmeter telescope at Apache Pointmeter telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. The project  Observatory in New Mexico. The project  Observatory in New Mexico. The project  Observatory in New Mexico. The project 
aims to observe more than a millionaims to observe more than a millionaims to observe more than a millionaims to observe more than a million galaxies in six years. The new findings come from observations BOSS made of galaxies in six years. The new findings come from observations BOSS made of galaxies in six years. The new findings come from observations BOSS made of galaxies in six years. The new findings come from observations BOSS made of 250,000 galaxies in  250,000 galaxies in  250,000 galaxies in  250,000 galaxies in 
its first year and a half of observations. As the projectits first year and a half of observations. As the projectits first year and a half of observations. As the projectits first year and a half of observations. As the project continues, astronomers expect even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years, continues, astronomers expect even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years, continues, astronomers expect even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years, continues, astronomers expect even more revealing finds. "For the past 13 years,
we've had a simple model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of thewe've had a simple model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of thewe've had a simple model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of thewe've had a simple model of how dark energy works," said David Schlegel of the U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley  U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley  U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley  U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory in California,National Laboratory in California,National Laboratory in California,National Laboratory in California, BOSS' principal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have a little bit of BOSS' principal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have a little bit of BOSS' principal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have a little bit of BOSS' principal investigator. "But the truth is, we only have a little bit of data, and we're just  data, and we're just  data, and we're just  data, and we're just 
beginning to explore the times when dark energy turned on.beginning to explore the times when dark energy turned on.beginning to explore the times when dark energy turned on.beginning to explore the times when dark energy turned on. If there are surprises lurking out there, we expect to find them."  If there are surprises lurking out there, we expect to find them."  If there are surprises lurking out there, we expect to find them."  If there are surprises lurking out there, we expect to find them." 
ResearchersResearchersResearchersResearchers reported the first results from BOSS on March 30 at the National Astronomy reported the first results from BOSS on March 30 at the National Astronomy reported the first results from BOSS on March 30 at the National Astronomy reported the first results from BOSS on March 30 at the National Astronomy Meeting in Manchester, England. You can  Meeting in Manchester, England. You can  Meeting in Manchester, England. You can  Meeting in Manchester, England. You can 
follow SPACE.com follow SPACE.com follow SPACE.com follow SPACE.com ---- See more at:See more at:See more at:See more at: http://www.space.com/15101 http://www.space.com/15101 http://www.space.com/15101 http://www.space.com/15101----darkdarkdarkdark----energyenergyenergyenergy----distantdistantdistantdistant----galaxygalaxygalaxygalaxy----map.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpufmap.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpufmap.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpufmap.html#sthash.D7Qxf48W.dpuf

1111----11111111----2014 NASA 2014 NASA 2014 NASA 2014 NASA ““““Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.Hand of God.”””” """"Will of God." Universe extends forever inWill of God." Universe extends forever inWill of God." Universe extends forever inWill of God." Universe extends forever in space and will go on forever in time.  space and will go on forever in time.  space and will go on forever in time.  space and will go on forever in time. 

1111----11111111----2014 THE END... this "Movie"2014 THE END... this "Movie"2014 THE END... this "Movie"2014 THE END... this "Movie" will go on forever, least for the next 4 Trillion Years, which is really forever will go on forever, least for the next 4 Trillion Years, which is really forever will go on forever, least for the next 4 Trillion Years, which is really forever will go on forever, least for the next 4 Trillion Years, which is really forever for us Movie Goers at the  for us Movie Goers at the  for us Movie Goers at the  for us Movie Goers at the 
Key West Tropic Cinema! Key West Tropic Cinema! Key West Tropic Cinema! Key West Tropic Cinema! 

1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military1 12 2014 Contributed $867 million for U.S. military forces in 2014, 40% so total cost would be $2 billion. South Korea said on forces in 2014, 40% so total cost would be $2 billion. South Korea said on forces in 2014, 40% so total cost would be $2 billion. South Korea said on forces in 2014, 40% so total cost would be $2 billion. South Korea said on Sunday  Sunday  Sunday  Sunday 
it had agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke strike on Seoul. 40%it had agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke strike on Seoul. 40%it had agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke strike on Seoul. 40%it had agreed to pay $ Trillions after the Nuke strike on Seoul. 40% don't believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world  don't believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world  don't believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world  don't believe Seoul will be nuked in 2014. 60% do, in the real world 
100% chance100% chance100% chance100% chance Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion Percent! Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion Percent! Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion Percent! Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 if not 2015 for sure 1 Trillion Percent!
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1111----11111111----14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an14 Yale Key West Medical School is Paradise in an Invented Universe. Perfecting the latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! Invented Universe. Perfecting the latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! Invented Universe. Perfecting the latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! Invented Universe. Perfecting the latest invention... Assembly Line Surgery! 1980  1980  1980  1980 
OPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same time Medical Students Price Fixing byOPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same time Medical Students Price Fixing byOPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same time Medical Students Price Fixing byOPEC Oil Embargo made Headlines, same time Medical Students Price Fixing by Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical  Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical  Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical  Numb Nuts Dictators put a low # of new Medical 
Students so 84% of MD's TodayStudents so 84% of MD's TodayStudents so 84% of MD's TodayStudents so 84% of MD's Today made a Million Dollars last year. 1 made a Million Dollars last year. 1 made a Million Dollars last year. 1 made a Million Dollars last year. 1----9999----2014 OSLO (Reuters) 2014 OSLO (Reuters) 2014 OSLO (Reuters) 2014 OSLO (Reuters) ---- Everyone in NorwayEveryone in NorwayEveryone in NorwayEveryone in Norway became COP KILLERS...  became COP KILLERS...  became COP KILLERS...  became COP KILLERS... 
via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPIDvia fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPIDvia fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPIDvia fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters)  CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters)  CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters)  CRIMINALS!! OSLO (Reuters) ---- Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks Everyone in Norway became a millionaire thanks 
totototo high oil and gas prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, high oil and gas prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, high oil and gas prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, high oil and gas prices. Since 1990, 5.11 trillion crowns $828.66 billion, fractionally more than a million times Norway population  fractionally more than a million times Norway population  fractionally more than a million times Norway population  fractionally more than a million times Norway population 
estimate of 5,096,300.estimate of 5,096,300.estimate of 5,096,300.estimate of 5,096,300. "Outperformance" in our Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical "Outperformance" in our Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical "Outperformance" in our Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical "Outperformance" in our Beautiful Existence Inventing... 1,001 Medical Inventions spelled out... with links to get  Inventions spelled out... with links to get  Inventions spelled out... with links to get  Inventions spelled out... with links to get 
you started. 1,001 Inventionyou started. 1,001 Inventionyou started. 1,001 Inventionyou started. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer will Chase + Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer will Chase + Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer will Chase + Projects preinstalled in Win 8.2 fix and Mac Pro Super Computer will Chase + cause the 100 Year Flood.  cause the 100 Year Flood.  cause the 100 Year Flood.  cause the 100 Year Flood. 
Mecca has no Homeless problem, Key West Citizen putMecca has no Homeless problem, Key West Citizen putMecca has no Homeless problem, Key West Citizen putMecca has no Homeless problem, Key West Citizen put Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1 Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1 Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1 Homeless on the front page yesterday and didn't mention $$$Mecca$$$... 1----9999----
2014201420142014 MECCA (Reuters)  MECCA (Reuters)  MECCA (Reuters)  MECCA (Reuters) ---- Everyone in Saudi Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fieryEveryone in Saudi Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fieryEveryone in Saudi Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fieryEveryone in Saudi Arabia became COP KILLERS... via fiery wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID  wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID  wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID  wrecks, in LA, Rome, Paris, Moscow... STUPID 
CRIMINALS!! If George Orwell wasCRIMINALS!! If George Orwell wasCRIMINALS!! If George Orwell wasCRIMINALS!! If George Orwell was Public Today the Numb Nuts who write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web Public Today the Numb Nuts who write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web Public Today the Numb Nuts who write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web Public Today the Numb Nuts who write todays Key West Citizen and read Gregs web page can report  page can report  page can report  page can report 
Mecca got Key West "Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980"Mecca got Key West "Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980"Mecca got Key West "Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980"Mecca got Key West "Godsend of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980" If George Orwell were public today the 1 Trillionth  If George Orwell were public today the 1 Trillionth  If George Orwell were public today the 1 Trillionth  If George Orwell were public today the 1 Trillionth 
ElectricWindmillcar would beElectricWindmillcar would beElectricWindmillcar would beElectricWindmillcar would be coming off the Ford GM assembly lines today! Key West Homeless would be staying coming off the Ford GM assembly lines today! Key West Homeless would be staying coming off the Ford GM assembly lines today! Key West Homeless would be staying coming off the Ford GM assembly lines today! Key West Homeless would be staying at the Hilton on their 3  at the Hilton on their 3  at the Hilton on their 3  at the Hilton on their 3 
day vacation every other year... grind + grin of 16day vacation every other year... grind + grin of 16day vacation every other year... grind + grin of 16day vacation every other year... grind + grin of 16 hour shifts, double time pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion hour shifts, double time pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion hour shifts, double time pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion hour shifts, double time pay and triple time pay building 1 Trillion
ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. 

1111----7777----14 Catch of the Day Invention14 Catch of the Day Invention14 Catch of the Day Invention14 Catch of the Day Invention Project, I know the George Orwell Observers who read this web will sent a ALERT Project, I know the George Orwell Observers who read this web will sent a ALERT Project, I know the George Orwell Observers who read this web will sent a ALERT Project, I know the George Orwell Observers who read this web will sent a ALERT to Dr Snyderman. As  to Dr Snyderman. As  to Dr Snyderman. As  to Dr Snyderman. As 
we should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure for Malaria in thewe should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure for Malaria in thewe should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure for Malaria in thewe should share the Nobel for the Rx Cure for Malaria in the drinking water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 1 drinking water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 1 drinking water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 1 drinking water or air we breath! One Hell of an Invention Project with 1
Trillion spin off invention projects... read more... Trillion spin off invention projects... read more... Trillion spin off invention projects... read more... Trillion spin off invention projects... read more... 

1111----9999----14 One Million14 One Million14 One Million14 One Million infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with infected with Malaria, soon 1 Billion infected with malaria  malaria  malaria  malaria –––– THOUGHTS LASTTHOUGHTS LASTTHOUGHTS LASTTHOUGHTS LAST NIGHT READING THIS AND I  NIGHT READING THIS AND I  NIGHT READING THIS AND I  NIGHT READING THIS AND I 
THOUGHT OF DR SNYDERMAN THOUGHT OF DR SNYDERMAN THOUGHT OF DR SNYDERMAN THOUGHT OF DR SNYDERMAN ---- PUT IT IN THE WATER... IF ITPUT IT IN THE WATER... IF ITPUT IT IN THE WATER... IF ITPUT IT IN THE WATER... IF IT WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER  WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER  WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER  WORKS!!! Rx THAT CURES MALARIA PUT IN THE DRINKING WATER ---- CURES CURES CURES CURES 
MALARIA FOR 1MALARIA FOR 1MALARIA FOR 1MALARIA FOR 1 BILLION INFECTED  BILLION INFECTED  BILLION INFECTED  BILLION INFECTED –––– SAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK SAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK SAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK SAFE FOR EVERYONE TO DRINK ---- RICE UNIV GETS AN F GRADE ASRICE UNIV GETS AN F GRADE ASRICE UNIV GETS AN F GRADE ASRICE UNIV GETS AN F GRADE AS THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON  THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON  THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON  THEY WASTE TIME AND MONEY ON 
A LASER TO TEST FOR MALARIA WHEN THEY NEED TO BEA LASER TO TEST FOR MALARIA WHEN THEY NEED TO BEA LASER TO TEST FOR MALARIA WHEN THEY NEED TO BEA LASER TO TEST FOR MALARIA WHEN THEY NEED TO BE GETTING A RX CURE ALL  GETTING A RX CURE ALL  GETTING A RX CURE ALL  GETTING A RX CURE ALL ---- GREG + NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX GREG + NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX GREG + NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX GREG + NANCY WILL INVENT A WAY TO PUT THE RX 
DRUG THATDRUG THATDRUG THATDRUG THAT CURES MALARIA IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV relies on IS CURES MALARIA IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV relies on IS CURES MALARIA IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV relies on IS CURES MALARIA IN THE WATER OR AIR WE BREATH... THE system RICE UNIV relies on IS a laser that creates  a laser that creates  a laser that creates  a laser that creates ““““vapor vapor vapor vapor 
nanobubblesnanobubblesnanobubblesnanobubbles”””” within infected cells. These bubbleswithin infected cells. These bubbleswithin infected cells. These bubbleswithin infected cells. These bubbles eventually pop and create a signature sound that is acoustically detected by the eventually pop and create a signature sound that is acoustically detected by the eventually pop and create a signature sound that is acoustically detected by the eventually pop and create a signature sound that is acoustically detected by the
device. In predevice. In predevice. In predevice. In pre----clinical testing, the team showed that the device was able toclinical testing, the team showed that the device was able toclinical testing, the team showed that the device was able toclinical testing, the team showed that the device was able to spot single malaria infected cell among a million healthy  spot single malaria infected cell among a million healthy  spot single malaria infected cell among a million healthy  spot single malaria infected cell among a million healthy 
ones without any falseones without any falseones without any falseones without any false positives whatsoever.  positives whatsoever.  positives whatsoever.  positives whatsoever. 

1111----9999----2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America2014 Merit Badges for Girl Scouts of America 2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New 2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New 2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New 2014 "Farrah's Anus Cancer" Stagnated... Girl Scouts of America 2014 or a New
Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" toGeneration of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" toGeneration of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" toGeneration of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" to wanting sex without telling her what diseases they  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they  wanting sex without telling her what diseases they 
have. Front Page News Keyhave. Front Page News Keyhave. Front Page News Keyhave. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And 
works every day! works every day! works every day! works every day! 

1111----9999----2014 Merit Badges2014 Merit Badges2014 Merit Badges2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Front Page News Key West  Anus" Front Page News Key West  Anus" Front Page News Key West  Anus" Front Page News Key West 
Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer,Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day!

1111----9999----2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition:2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of  Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of  Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of  Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of 
smoking in the U.S.smoking in the U.S.smoking in the U.S.smoking in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has plummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period  has fallen over the same period  has fallen over the same period  has fallen over the same period 
from 52 million to 38 million. Read more deathfrom 52 million to 38 million. Read more deathfrom 52 million to 38 million. Read more deathfrom 52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will  Prohibition will  Prohibition will  Prohibition will 
work for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count andwork for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count andwork for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count andwork for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every  fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every  fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every  fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every 
Morning...Morning...Morning...Morning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of smoking, Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of smoking, Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of smoking, Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has  at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has  at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has  at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has 
the highest rate of smoking at a whoppingthe highest rate of smoking at a whoppingthe highest rate of smoking at a whoppingthe highest rate of smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM 61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM 61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM 61%. ABC Good Morning America is the lowest No side effects "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN  ROBIN  ROBIN  ROBIN 
ROBERTS going with LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causingROBERTS going with LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causingROBERTS going with LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causingROBERTS going with LESBIAN SEX... NO "WARNING LABEL" for HPV virus causing cancer! 5% or 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having  cancer! 5% or 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having  cancer! 5% or 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having  cancer! 5% or 61% "Smokers" "Binge Drinkers" having 
oral sex with 4 women in oneoral sex with 4 women in oneoral sex with 4 women in oneoral sex with 4 women in one day is "Binging Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" Shock + day is "Binging Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" Shock + day is "Binging Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" Shock + day is "Binging Oral Sex" it spreads HPV STD's and causes "Girl Scouts" Shock + Awe screaming at Robin,  Awe screaming at Robin,  Awe screaming at Robin,  Awe screaming at Robin, 
why didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoftwhy didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoftwhy didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoftwhy didn't you WARN us! Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses workers smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses workers smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses workers smoke + drink every day... Today Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses
of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comesof wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comesof wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comesof wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex with 4 women in one day, HPV virus comes grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as  grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as  grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as  grin in 120 different versions so you do the math as 
George Orwell has not goneGeorge Orwell has not goneGeorge Orwell has not goneGeorge Orwell has not gone public! If George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" would be protected by public! If George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" would be protected by public! If George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" would be protected by public! If George Orwell were public today "Girl Scouts" would be protected by Homeland Security from  Homeland Security from  Homeland Security from  Homeland Security from 
"Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they have HIV, HPV,"Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they have HIV, HPV,"Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they have HIV, HPV,"Pedophiles" who don't tell anyone they have HIV, HPV, STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this morning. Disney Movie STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this morning. Disney Movie STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this morning. Disney Movie STD's... Disney owns ABC and clip of a Disney Movie this morning. Disney Movie
Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts!Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts!Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts!Shock + Awe with a Dr. Princes warning + curing HPV, STD, Girl Scouts!

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public this Year! 1,001Four going Public this Year! 1,001Four going Public this Year! 1,001Four going Public this Year! 1,001 Invention Projects will go Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @  Invention Projects will go Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @  Invention Projects will go Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @  Invention Projects will go Public too! 1 Trillion Cans of H @ ----254 C much254 C much254 C much254 C much
smaller than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. New Manhattan Project lead by Dr.smaller than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. New Manhattan Project lead by Dr.smaller than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. New Manhattan Project lead by Dr.smaller than this Tank of liquid Hydrogen. New Manhattan Project lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin  Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin  Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin  Nancy Oppenheimer for the Rx Overnight Penicillin 
Like Cure for Breast Cancer,Like Cure for Breast Cancer,Like Cure for Breast Cancer,Like Cure for Breast Cancer, and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will destroy the Earth with and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will destroy the Earth with and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will destroy the Earth with and Dr. Nancy must use all of Los Alamos! Men who will destroy the Earth with 2014 Model Nukes, YES new  2014 Model Nukes, YES new  2014 Model Nukes, YES new  2014 Model Nukes, YES new 
Model Nukes for 2014, these men will have the MentallyModel Nukes for 2014, these men will have the MentallyModel Nukes for 2014, these men will have the MentallyModel Nukes for 2014, these men will have the Mentally Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar software program to Nuke the Cancer Cell. Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar software program to Nuke the Cancer Cell. Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar software program to Nuke the Cancer Cell. Needed to write the 1 Trillion dollar software program to Nuke the Cancer Cell.

1111----2222----2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real----life spy case in ABClife spy case in ABClife spy case in ABClife spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10 miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10
Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in CashBillion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in CashBillion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in CashBillion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888  bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 
Trillion Before Saudi OilTrillion Before Saudi OilTrillion Before Saudi OilTrillion Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry!  Fields go dry!  Fields go dry!  Fields go dry! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public this Year!Four going Public this Year!Four going Public this Year!Four going Public this Year!

1111----2222----2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth!2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth!2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth!2014 New Year is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth! Now the Numb Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars  Now the Numb Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars  Now the Numb Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars  Now the Numb Nuts Dictators realize 1 of the Nearest Stars 
with Alpha Centauriwith Alpha Centauriwith Alpha Centauriwith Alpha Centauri will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years!  will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years!  will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years!  will shine for the Next 4 Trillion Years! 

1111----2222----2014 The best New Year's2014 The best New Year's2014 The best New Year's2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics in resolutions are those you can keep... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics in resolutions are those you can keep... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics in resolutions are those you can keep... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics in 2014 and 1 million Smokers!  2014 and 1 million Smokers!  2014 and 1 million Smokers!  2014 and 1 million Smokers! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four going PublicFour going PublicFour going PublicFour going Public this year not just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. this year not just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. this year not just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. this year not just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden.

1111----2222----2014 Is the Run2014 Is the Run2014 Is the Run2014 Is the Run----Up to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen Eighty----Four Going Public!!Four Going Public!!Four Going Public!!Four Going Public!!

1111----2222----2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on2014 SECRET leaked file I have proves the government has a file on Mr. Buell's Wind Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!!  Mr. Buell's Wind Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!!  Mr. Buell's Wind Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!!  Mr. Buell's Wind Car which he calls the ElectricWindmillCar!! 

1111----2222----2014201420142014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep...  The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep...  The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep...  The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep... 

1111----2222----2014201420142014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with this Year 2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with this Year 2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with this Year 2014 Pentagon LEAKed a Nuke War with North Korea will come with this Year 2014

1111----2222----2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + No2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + No2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + No2014 Nuclear Bomb War with North Korea the USA will WIN it! Yes + No the Pentagon didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North  the Pentagon didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North  the Pentagon didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North  the Pentagon didn't Provoke this Nuke War with North 
Korea... Bullied Maybe withKorea... Bullied Maybe withKorea... Bullied Maybe withKorea... Bullied Maybe with the riches of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 for MIT Drones and War the riches of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 for MIT Drones and War the riches of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 for MIT Drones and War the riches of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 for MIT Drones and War Toys! Fleet of 15 Super  Toys! Fleet of 15 Super  Toys! Fleet of 15 Super  Toys! Fleet of 15 Super 
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Carriers at $15 Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 willCarriers at $15 Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 willCarriers at $15 Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 willCarriers at $15 Billion each, and 1st one for 2014 will be the USS JFK with Caroline Kennedy and NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1 be the USS JFK with Caroline Kennedy and NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1 be the USS JFK with Caroline Kennedy and NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1 be the USS JFK with Caroline Kennedy and NO 10K windmills on its decks and 1
Trillion cans of H at Trillion cans of H at Trillion cans of H at Trillion cans of H at ----254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 254 C below decks! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four may be three decades late, butFour may be three decades late, butFour may be three decades late, butFour may be three decades late, but it appears to be around the corner. The only question is whether the U.S. it appears to be around the corner. The only question is whether the U.S. it appears to be around the corner. The only question is whether the U.S. it appears to be around the corner. The only question is whether the U.S.
government or Google will be Big Brother government or Google will be Big Brother government or Google will be Big Brother government or Google will be Big Brother -------- and which would be worse. The NSAand which would be worse. The NSAand which would be worse. The NSAand which would be worse. The NSA wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of  wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of  wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of  wants all our data, but it doesn't seem capable of 
crunching it. Google is morecrunching it. Google is morecrunching it. Google is morecrunching it. Google is more competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears to be taking us toward competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears to be taking us toward competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears to be taking us toward competent, but that could make it scarier, as it appears to be taking us toward a Terminator future.  a Terminator future.  a Terminator future.  a Terminator future. 
Nuclear War with North Korea... Peace has been TotallyNuclear War with North Korea... Peace has been TotallyNuclear War with North Korea... Peace has been TotallyNuclear War with North Korea... Peace has been Totally Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry!  Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry!  Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry!  Ruled Out by McCain + Kerry! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four may be threeFour may be threeFour may be threeFour may be three decades late, but it appears to be around the corner. BP Oil will be Big decades late, but it appears to be around the corner. BP Oil will be Big decades late, but it appears to be around the corner. BP Oil will be Big decades late, but it appears to be around the corner. BP Oil will be Big Brother, has been  Brother, has been  Brother, has been  Brother, has been 
since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980,since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980,since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980,since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, paying off the Pentagon + Pope!  paying off the Pentagon + Pope!  paying off the Pentagon + Pope!  paying off the Pentagon + Pope! 

1111----2222----2014 The Best New Year's "Invention2014 The Best New Year's "Invention2014 The Best New Year's "Invention2014 The Best New Year's "Invention Projects" are those you can Brainstorm 24/7 with many wives in a legal Projects" are those you can Brainstorm 24/7 with many wives in a legal Projects" are those you can Brainstorm 24/7 with many wives in a legal Projects" are those you can Brainstorm 24/7 with many wives in a legal Polygamous Marriage  Polygamous Marriage  Polygamous Marriage  Polygamous Marriage 
arranged to get as many Inventions for Humanity as Possiblearranged to get as many Inventions for Humanity as Possiblearranged to get as many Inventions for Humanity as Possiblearranged to get as many Inventions for Humanity as Possible

1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the1 2 2014 "1984" Book, When he breaks the Mirror it's revealed the Government caused his Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by  Government caused his Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by  Government caused his Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by  Government caused his Divorce... Sandy Hook murdered students by 
GE dads sonGE dads sonGE dads sonGE dads son divorced. GE Windmill Farms and GE is Big Brother Provoking "Divorce" just like divorced. GE Windmill Farms and GE is Big Brother Provoking "Divorce" just like divorced. GE Windmill Farms and GE is Big Brother Provoking "Divorce" just like divorced. GE Windmill Farms and GE is Big Brother Provoking "Divorce" just like the Book "1984," this is a crime much more  the Book "1984," this is a crime much more  the Book "1984," this is a crime much more  the Book "1984," this is a crime much more 
than NSA... recording everything! GEthan NSA... recording everything! GEthan NSA... recording everything! GEthan NSA... recording everything! GE KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS + KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS + KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS + KILLED ALL THESE KIDS BY SUPPRESSING 1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS + ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR  ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR  ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR  ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR 
ERA... GE Dad took his son to Yale MD too. Yale Should beERA... GE Dad took his son to Yale MD too. Yale Should beERA... GE Dad took his son to Yale MD too. Yale Should beERA... GE Dad took his son to Yale MD too. Yale Should be sued like OJ was by Nichol's mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the shooters sued like OJ was by Nichol's mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the shooters sued like OJ was by Nichol's mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the shooters sued like OJ was by Nichol's mom + Dad as Yale Medical School let the shooters
mom refuse his Rx and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medicalmom refuse his Rx and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medicalmom refuse his Rx and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medicalmom refuse his Rx and no MD's at Yale Medical School had a list of 1,001 Medical Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like  Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like  Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like  Invention Projects as my IP have been suppressed like 
the ElectricWindmillCarthe ElectricWindmillCarthe ElectricWindmillCarthe ElectricWindmillCar with a HT iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, speak, smell and call 911... so with a HT iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, speak, smell and call 911... so with a HT iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, speak, smell and call 911... so with a HT iPhone5s Spy Dash Cam that can listen, speak, smell and call 911... so here is the Yale Med School  here is the Yale Med School  here is the Yale Med School  here is the Yale Med School 
news with nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videosnews with nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videosnews with nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videosnews with nothing about Mom + Dads Divorce videos this kids played in his minds eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza this kids played in his minds eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza this kids played in his minds eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza this kids played in his minds eye... 12 30 13 Yale Child Study Center Adam Lanza
Nancy said no to Rx Meds in Orwellian Society A final report on the ConnecticutNancy said no to Rx Meds in Orwellian Society A final report on the ConnecticutNancy said no to Rx Meds in Orwellian Society A final report on the ConnecticutNancy said no to Rx Meds in Orwellian Society A final report on the Connecticut State Police State Police State Police State Police’’’’s investigation into last Decembers investigation into last Decembers investigation into last Decembers investigation into last December’’’’s s s s 
shootings at Sandy Hookshootings at Sandy Hookshootings at Sandy Hookshootings at Sandy Hook Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza Elementary School shed new light on perpetrator Adam Lanza’’’’s mental healths mental healths mental healths mental health history, which included  history, which included  history, which included  history, which included 
treatment at the Yale Child Study Center. The reporttreatment at the Yale Child Study Center. The reporttreatment at the Yale Child Study Center. The reporttreatment at the Yale Child Study Center. The report shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, was examined by local shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, was examined by local shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, was examined by local shows that Lanza, per the efforts of his father, Peter, was examined by local
psychiatrist Paul Fox before being referred to Prof. Robert King and Kathleenpsychiatrist Paul Fox before being referred to Prof. Robert King and Kathleenpsychiatrist Paul Fox before being referred to Prof. Robert King and Kathleenpsychiatrist Paul Fox before being referred to Prof. Robert King and Kathleen Koenig MSN  Koenig MSN  Koenig MSN  Koenig MSN ’’’’88888 from the Child Study Center. Documents 8 from the Child Study Center. Documents 8 from the Child Study Center. Documents 8 from the Child Study Center. Documents 
show that Peter Lanza wasshow that Peter Lanza wasshow that Peter Lanza wasshow that Peter Lanza was worried about his son, who had been a seemingly happy child, becoming worried about his son, who had been a seemingly happy child, becoming worried about his son, who had been a seemingly happy child, becoming worried about his son, who had been a seemingly happy child, becoming increasingly stressed and irritable  increasingly stressed and irritable  increasingly stressed and irritable  increasingly stressed and irritable 
by age 12. In 2006, when Lanza was about 14by age 12. In 2006, when Lanza was about 14by age 12. In 2006, when Lanza was about 14by age 12. In 2006, when Lanza was about 14 years old, King put him through a thorough investigation and found Lanza to be years old, King put him through a thorough investigation and found Lanza to be years old, King put him through a thorough investigation and found Lanza to be years old, King put him through a thorough investigation and found Lanza to be
socially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive disorder. Lanzasocially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive disorder. Lanzasocially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive disorder. Lanzasocially detached and diagnosed him with obsessive compulsive disorder. Lanza demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with  demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with  demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with  demonstrated several behaviors typical of those with 
the disorder, includingthe disorder, includingthe disorder, includingthe disorder, including repeated rituals involving cleanliness.  repeated rituals involving cleanliness.  repeated rituals involving cleanliness.  repeated rituals involving cleanliness. ““““[[[[Lanza] displayed a profound autismLanza] displayed a profound autismLanza] displayed a profound autismLanza] displayed a profound autism spectrum disorder with rigidity,  spectrum disorder with rigidity,  spectrum disorder with rigidity,  spectrum disorder with rigidity, 
isolation and a lack of comprehension ofisolation and a lack of comprehension ofisolation and a lack of comprehension ofisolation and a lack of comprehension of ordinary social interaction and communications, ordinary social interaction and communications, ordinary social interaction and communications, ordinary social interaction and communications,”””” King said in the report, addingKing said in the report, addingKing said in the report, addingKing said in the report, adding that he  that he  that he  that he 
was concerned that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King waswas concerned that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King waswas concerned that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King waswas concerned that these isolationist behaviors were worsening. King was the one to direct the Lanzas to Koenig, who said that she  the one to direct the Lanzas to Koenig, who said that she  the one to direct the Lanzas to Koenig, who said that she  the one to direct the Lanzas to Koenig, who said that she 
had four inhad four inhad four inhad four in----personpersonpersonperson meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings began in October 2006 and ended in meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings began in October 2006 and ended in meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings began in October 2006 and ended in meetings with Adam Lanza. These meetings began in October 2006 and ended in February 2007, during which  February 2007, during which  February 2007, during which  February 2007, during which 
time Koenig kept in touch with Lanzatime Koenig kept in touch with Lanzatime Koenig kept in touch with Lanzatime Koenig kept in touch with Lanza’’’’s mother,s mother,s mother,s mother, Nancy, via email and telephone. According to the police documents, Koenig deemed Nancy, via email and telephone. According to the police documents, Koenig deemed Nancy, via email and telephone. According to the police documents, Koenig deemed Nancy, via email and telephone. According to the police documents, Koenig deemed
Lanza to be Lanza to be Lanza to be Lanza to be ““““emotionally paralyzedemotionally paralyzedemotionally paralyzedemotionally paralyzed”””” and prescribed the antidepressant Celexa.and prescribed the antidepressant Celexa.and prescribed the antidepressant Celexa.and prescribed the antidepressant Celexa. Koenig later told state police that Nancy Lanza  Koenig later told state police that Nancy Lanza  Koenig later told state police that Nancy Lanza  Koenig later told state police that Nancy Lanza 
opposed both further inopposed both further inopposed both further inopposed both further in----officeofficeofficeoffice visits and the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to Fox, visits and the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to Fox, visits and the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to Fox, visits and the medication. This resistance caused Koenig to reach out to Fox, who remained Lanza who remained Lanza who remained Lanza who remained Lanza’’’’s s s s 
primary psychiatrist, in order to devise a bestprimary psychiatrist, in order to devise a bestprimary psychiatrist, in order to devise a bestprimary psychiatrist, in order to devise a best----course tocourse tocourse tocourse to treat Lanza treat Lanza treat Lanza treat Lanza’’’’s case. Kings case. Kings case. Kings case. King’’’’s profile on the School of Medicines profile on the School of Medicines profile on the School of Medicines profile on the School of Medicine’’’’s website listss website listss website listss website lists
TouretteTouretteTouretteTourette’’’’s syndrome, obsessives syndrome, obsessives syndrome, obsessives syndrome, obsessive----compulsive disorder in children and adolescentscompulsive disorder in children and adolescentscompulsive disorder in children and adolescentscompulsive disorder in children and adolescents and adolescent suicide as his main research interests.  and adolescent suicide as his main research interests.  and adolescent suicide as his main research interests.  and adolescent suicide as his main research interests. 

1 2 2014 there is1 2 2014 there is1 2 2014 there is1 2 2014 there is no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention Projects goals no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention Projects goals no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention Projects goals no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention Projects goals as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at the  as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at the  as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at the  as 1 Trillion Aliens could be at the 
100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will100 Nearest Stars and the Pentagon will Kill Every Single Alien if we don't bankrupt them first!  Kill Every Single Alien if we don't bankrupt them first!  Kill Every Single Alien if we don't bankrupt them first!  Kill Every Single Alien if we don't bankrupt them first! 

Proxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue DwarfProxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue DwarfProxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue DwarfProxima Centauri 4.2 light years and will shine as a Blue Dwarf for 4 Trillion Years longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100  for 4 Trillion Years longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100  for 4 Trillion Years longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100  for 4 Trillion Years longer! 4 Trillion Aliens might be among the 100 
NearestNearestNearestNearest Stars to Earth. Invent a Space Station with 100's of State of the Arts Stars to Earth. Invent a Space Station with 100's of State of the Arts Stars to Earth. Invent a Space Station with 100's of State of the Arts Stars to Earth. Invent a Space Station with 100's of State of the Arts Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand Apple  Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand Apple  Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand Apple  Telescopes on your new Apple Mac Pro and Demand Apple 
preinstall all thepreinstall all thepreinstall all thepreinstall all the research articles you will need to get started.  research articles you will need to get started.  research articles you will need to get started.  research articles you will need to get started. 

1111----2222----2014 There is no2014 There is no2014 There is no2014 There is no sense in making a resolution to wake up every morning at 5 a.m. and run five sense in making a resolution to wake up every morning at 5 a.m. and run five sense in making a resolution to wake up every morning at 5 a.m. and run five sense in making a resolution to wake up every morning at 5 a.m. and run five miles  miles  miles  miles 

1111----2222----2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk2014 Invention and Resolution Sense In Making Treadmill Desk part of the Living Room, Class Room, Office, etc!  part of the Living Room, Class Room, Office, etc!  part of the Living Room, Class Room, Office, etc!  part of the Living Room, Class Room, Office, etc! 

1111----2222----2014 There is no2014 There is no2014 There is no2014 There is no such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention Projects goals to such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention Projects goals to such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention Projects goals to such thing as too much too fast and set unattainable Invention Projects goals to save 1 million lives in 2014 via  save 1 million lives in 2014 via  save 1 million lives in 2014 via  save 1 million lives in 2014 via 
Airport and Publix Grocery Store lung cancerAirport and Publix Grocery Store lung cancerAirport and Publix Grocery Store lung cancerAirport and Publix Grocery Store lung cancer screenings as the benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? screenings as the benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? screenings as the benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet? screenings as the benefits outweigh risks... comments no comments yet?

1111----2222----2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals with Role Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am  of your goals with Role Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am  of your goals with Role Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am  of your goals with Role Playing with the Wife's as Cheerleader... I am 
Women, IWomen, IWomen, IWomen, I am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to am One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work! MD Wives will be able and willing to  work! MD Wives will be able and willing to  work! MD Wives will be able and willing to  work! MD Wives will be able and willing to 
Read Aloud record this DNA inventionRead Aloud record this DNA inventionRead Aloud record this DNA inventionRead Aloud record this DNA invention projects must know and must think about all the time...  projects must know and must think about all the time...  projects must know and must think about all the time...  projects must know and must think about all the time... 

1111----2222----2014 DNA in2014 DNA in2014 DNA in2014 DNA in its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but a polymer built from its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but a polymer built from its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but a polymer built from its functional form is not the isolated nucleotides, but a polymer built from the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA  the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA  the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA  the mono nucleotides (G, C, A, T). A DNA 
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polymer is constructed throughpolymer is constructed throughpolymer is constructed throughpolymer is constructed through condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage that bridges the O3 condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage that bridges the O3 condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage that bridges the O3 condensation to form a phosphodiester linkage that bridges the O3’’’’ and O5and O5and O5and O5’’’’ oxygens of sequential oxygens of sequential oxygens of sequential oxygens of sequential 
nucleotides (Fig. 2A). The primary structure, or sequence,nucleotides (Fig. 2A). The primary structure, or sequence,nucleotides (Fig. 2A). The primary structure, or sequence,nucleotides (Fig. 2A). The primary structure, or sequence, of a DNA polymer strand is written in the direction that they are synthesized  of a DNA polymer strand is written in the direction that they are synthesized  of a DNA polymer strand is written in the direction that they are synthesized  of a DNA polymer strand is written in the direction that they are synthesized 
inininin the cell, starting at the free O5 the cell, starting at the free O5 the cell, starting at the free O5 the cell, starting at the free O5’’’’ oxygen (5oxygen (5oxygen (5oxygen (5’’’’----end) and progresses to the freeend) and progresses to the freeend) and progresses to the freeend) and progresses to the free O3 O3 O3 O3’’’’––––end. Two complementary strands are brought end. Two complementary strands are brought end. Two complementary strands are brought end. Two complementary strands are brought 
together in a sequence specifictogether in a sequence specifictogether in a sequence specifictogether in a sequence specific manner to form an antiparallel double manner to form an antiparallel double manner to form an antiparallel double manner to form an antiparallel double----strand, aligning one strand istrand, aligning one strand istrand, aligning one strand istrand, aligning one strand in the 5n the 5n the 5n the 5’’’’ totototo 3 3 3 3’’’’ direction and the direction and the direction and the direction and the 
complement 3complement 3complement 3complement 3’’’’ to 5to 5to 5to 5’’’’. . . . Nearly all functional secondaryNearly all functional secondaryNearly all functional secondaryNearly all functional secondary structures of DNA are multi structures of DNA are multi structures of DNA are multi structures of DNA are multi----stranded, most commonly doublestranded, most commonly doublestranded, most commonly doublestranded, most commonly double----stranded. As thestranded. As thestranded. As thestranded. As the
sequence of one strand dictates that of its complement, doublesequence of one strand dictates that of its complement, doublesequence of one strand dictates that of its complement, doublesequence of one strand dictates that of its complement, double----stranded DNA isstranded DNA isstranded DNA isstranded DNA is often considered as a single biological molecule, even  often considered as a single biological molecule, even  often considered as a single biological molecule, even  often considered as a single biological molecule, even 
though the strands arethough the strands arethough the strands arethough the strands are not covalently linked.  not covalently linked.  not covalently linked.  not covalently linked. 

1111----2222----2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am are supportive of your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am are supportive of your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am are supportive of your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am
One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get toOne of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get toOne of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get toOne of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work!  work!  work!  work! 

1111----2222----2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent2014 4 Trillion Aliens are in the Stars Below, now invent a way to Observe and Hear them!  a way to Observe and Hear them!  a way to Observe and Hear them!  a way to Observe and Hear them! 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light yearsProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3Alpha Centauri B 4.3

1111----2222----2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe!  Frontal Lobe! 

1111----2222----2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor----elect Bill de Blasio onelect Bill de Blasio onelect Bill de Blasio onelect Bill de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC  Monday named Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC  Monday named Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC  Monday named Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC 
Schools.Schools.Schools.Schools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was an MD He didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was an MD He didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was an MD He didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was  who took her to Medical school when she was  who took her to Medical school when she was  who took her to Medical school when she was 
5, appointing a MD Brain Surgeon to5, appointing a MD Brain Surgeon to5, appointing a MD Brain Surgeon to5, appointing a MD Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC an A and now we have to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC an A and now we have to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC an A and now we have to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC an A and now we have to give him an F  give him an F  give him an F  give him an F 
grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this  million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this  million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this  million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this 
mistake,mistake,mistake,mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right!  right, Hell Yes I'm Right!  right, Hell Yes I'm Right!  right, Hell Yes I'm Right! 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light years

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6Sirius A 8.6Sirius A 8.6Sirius A 8.6 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years8A 8.9 light years8A 8.9 light years8A 8.9 light years

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos
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1111----2222----2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments2014 New Year's Eve is one of the most unifying moments on planet Earth!  on planet Earth!  on planet Earth!  on planet Earth! 

1111----2222----2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you2014 The best New Year's resolutions are those you can keep  can keep  can keep  can keep ---- LEAK for 2014 the RunLEAK for 2014 the RunLEAK for 2014 the RunLEAK for 2014 the Run----Up to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen Eighty----Four going Public notFour going Public notFour going Public notFour going Public not
just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. just New York Times Headlines of NSA leaks by Snowden. 

1111----2222----2014 Is the2014 Is the2014 Is the2014 Is the Run Run Run Run----Up to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen EightyUp to Nineteen Eighty----Four Going Public!! Four Going Public!! Four Going Public!! Four Going Public!! 

1111----2222----2014 Surround yourself2014 Surround yourself2014 Surround yourself2014 Surround yourself with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play the Wife with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play the Wife with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play the Wife with Many Wives who are supportive of your goals will Role Play the Wife Cheerleader I am Women I am  Cheerleader I am Women I am  Cheerleader I am Women I am  Cheerleader I am Women I am 
One of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent AnythingOne of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent AnythingOne of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent AnythingOne of Your Wives, I can get you to Invent Anything + Everything, now get to work!  + Everything, now get to work!  + Everything, now get to work!  + Everything, now get to work! 

1111----2222----2014 Avoiding that new year's2014 Avoiding that new year's2014 Avoiding that new year's2014 Avoiding that new year's hangover... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics with 1 Rx Invention and as hangover... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics with 1 Rx Invention and as hangover... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics with 1 Rx Invention and as hangover... save the Lives of 1 million Alcoholics with 1 Rx Invention and as Dr. Nancy Says if it  Dr. Nancy Says if it  Dr. Nancy Says if it  Dr. Nancy Says if it 
works put it in the water... comments no comments... Dashworks put it in the water... comments no comments... Dashworks put it in the water... comments no comments... Dashworks put it in the water... comments no comments... Dash Cam on Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving  Cam on Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving  Cam on Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving  Cam on Model 2014 Ford, GM etc would have ended all Drunk Driving 
Deaths, asDeaths, asDeaths, asDeaths, as this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor more than just this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor more than just this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor more than just this high tech Dash Cam is like an iPhone5s SPY as it can monitor more than just your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to  your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to  your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to  your Heart Beat and EEG... learn how to 
write Apps as millions will be neededwrite Apps as millions will be neededwrite Apps as millions will be neededwrite Apps as millions will be needed for Model 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams!  for Model 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams!  for Model 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams!  for Model 2015 Ford, GM cars with Dash Cams! 

1111----8888----2014 Read more death2014 Read more death2014 Read more death2014 Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users Near 1 Billion Worldwide The rate of  Billion Worldwide The rate of  Billion Worldwide The rate of  Billion Worldwide The rate of 
smoking in the U.S. has plsmoking in the U.S. has plsmoking in the U.S. has plsmoking in the U.S. has plummeted from 42% in 1980ummeted from 42% in 1980ummeted from 42% in 1980ummeted from 42% in 1980 to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period to 18% in 2012, and the total number of smokers has fallen over the same period
from 52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths intofrom 52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths intofrom 52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths intofrom 52 million to 38 million. Read more death statistics, tortuous deaths into Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will  Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will  Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will  Prohibition: Smoking: Tobacco Users. Prohibition will 
work for Smoking, we needwork for Smoking, we needwork for Smoking, we needwork for Smoking, we need a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good a Pentagon Vietnam Body Count and fiery wrecks Video Gone Viral on ABC Good Morning America every  Morning America every  Morning America every  Morning America every 
Morning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda haveMorning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda haveMorning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda haveMorning... Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda have the lowest prevalence of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has  the lowest prevalence of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has  the lowest prevalence of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has  the lowest prevalence of smoking, at 5%, the BBC reports. East Timor has 
thethethethe highest rate of smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America has the highest rate of smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America has the highest rate of smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America has the highest rate of smoking at a whopping 61%. ABC Good Morning America has the lowest "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S  lowest "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S  lowest "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S  lowest "WARNING LABEL" FROM ROBIN ROBERT'S 
WHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... with noWHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... with noWHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... with noWHO IS INTO LESBIAN SEX... with no cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 different cancers!!! HPV virus cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 different cancers!!! HPV virus cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 different cancers!!! HPV virus cancer "WARNING LABEL" after she came down with 2 different cancers!!! HPV virus on her Tongue  on her Tongue  on her Tongue  on her Tongue 
and then throat cancer, this must be highest in the USA! 5% or 61%and then throat cancer, this must be highest in the USA! 5% or 61%and then throat cancer, this must be highest in the USA! 5% or 61%and then throat cancer, this must be highest in the USA! 5% or 61% of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day...  of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day...  of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day...  of Comcast, GE, Apple, Microsoft workers smoke + drink every day... 
Today ShowToday ShowToday ShowToday Show did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on 4 did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on 4 did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on 4 did Binge Drinking with 4 glasses of wine. ABC needs to do Binge Oral Sex on 4 women in one day, HPV virus comes grin  women in one day, HPV virus comes grin  women in one day, HPV virus comes grin  women in one day, HPV virus comes grin 
in 120 different versions so you do thein 120 different versions so you do thein 120 different versions so you do thein 120 different versions so you do the math as George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on math as George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on math as George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on math as George Orwell has not gone public and he gets $100 million in taxes on Tobacco and  Tobacco and  Tobacco and  Tobacco and 
Alcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed another carAlcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed another carAlcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed another carAlcohol Liquor Store Owners and Bartenders fire bombed another car load of Drunk Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing caught on  load of Drunk Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing caught on  load of Drunk Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing caught on  load of Drunk Drivers in LA, Paris, Moscow, bombing caught on 
video veryvideo veryvideo veryvideo very dramatic but Russian Alcoholics Deaths and Suicide Bombers right before the dramatic but Russian Alcoholics Deaths and Suicide Bombers right before the dramatic but Russian Alcoholics Deaths and Suicide Bombers right before the dramatic but Russian Alcoholics Deaths and Suicide Bombers right before the Olympics because Putin's suppression of 1,001  Olympics because Putin's suppression of 1,001  Olympics because Putin's suppression of 1,001  Olympics because Putin's suppression of 1,001 
Invention Projects and theInvention Projects and theInvention Projects and theInvention Projects and the Euphoria and warmth of a ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to Euphoria and warmth of a ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to Euphoria and warmth of a ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to Euphoria and warmth of a ElectricWindmillCar Era caused 1 million Russians to drink themselves to  drink themselves to  drink themselves to  drink themselves to 
death! Recent suicide bombs going off on live tv would neverdeath! Recent suicide bombs going off on live tv would neverdeath! Recent suicide bombs going off on live tv would neverdeath! Recent suicide bombs going off on live tv would never have happened if the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed  have happened if the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed  have happened if the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed  have happened if the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed 
by Putin.by Putin.by Putin.by Putin.

1111----2222----2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 2014 Purge Oil, Poison Gasoline Exhaust, Smog! 

1111----2222----2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the2014 TOUCHPOINT: Leaders of the worst genocides in the 20th century. China's Mao Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's  20th century. China's Mao Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's  20th century. China's Mao Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's  20th century. China's Mao Zedong, Germany's Adolf Hitler, Soviet Union's 
JosephJosephJosephJoseph Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined to kill between 62 and 95 million. Poison Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined to kill between 62 and 95 million. Poison Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined to kill between 62 and 95 million. Poison Stalin, Japan's Hideki Tojo combined to kill between 62 and 95 million. Poison Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion  Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion  Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion  Gasoline Exhaust has killed 1 Billion. 1 Billion 
Drink Dirty Water and WHO atDrink Dirty Water and WHO atDrink Dirty Water and WHO atDrink Dirty Water and WHO at the UN... MD's would be killed if they every LEAKED this is another Holocaust the UN... MD's would be killed if they every LEAKED this is another Holocaust the UN... MD's would be killed if they every LEAKED this is another Holocaust the UN... MD's would be killed if they every LEAKED this is another Holocaust III by the Pentagon.  III by the Pentagon.  III by the Pentagon.  III by the Pentagon. 

1111----2222----2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is2014 Touching, Sensitive Point Holocaust II is the Poison Gasoline Exhaust with Birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even the Poison Gasoline Exhaust with Birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even the Poison Gasoline Exhaust with Birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even the Poison Gasoline Exhaust with Birth defects and Childhood Cancers not even St.  St.  St.  St. 
Jude can LEAK as the Cause of all the Childhood Cancers they treat!Jude can LEAK as the Cause of all the Childhood Cancers they treat!Jude can LEAK as the Cause of all the Childhood Cancers they treat!Jude can LEAK as the Cause of all the Childhood Cancers they treat!

1111----2222----2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 2014 Afghanistan in 2014. 

1111----2222----2014 According to an2014 According to an2014 According to an2014 According to an Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 151 in 2013, down from 394 a Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 151 in 2013, down from 394 a Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 151 in 2013, down from 394 a Associated Press tally, NATO casualties fell to 151 in 2013, down from 394 a year earlier. The U.S. bore the  year earlier. The U.S. bore the  year earlier. The U.S. bore the  year earlier. The U.S. bore the 
brunt of these attacks, with 118 deaths, downbrunt of these attacks, with 118 deaths, downbrunt of these attacks, with 118 deaths, downbrunt of these attacks, with 118 deaths, down from 297 in 2012.  from 297 in 2012.  from 297 in 2012.  from 297 in 2012. 

1111----2222----2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from2014 Afghan army and police rose to 2,767, up from 1,870 the year before  1,870 the year before  1,870 the year before  1,870 the year before 

1111----2222----2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the2014 Afghan civilians continued to bear the worst of the war's violence, with the United Nations recording 2,730 deaths and worst of the war's violence, with the United Nations recording 2,730 deaths and worst of the war's violence, with the United Nations recording 2,730 deaths and worst of the war's violence, with the United Nations recording 2,730 deaths and 5,169  5,169  5,169  5,169 
wounded wounded wounded wounded 

1111----2222----2014 insider attacks, the so2014 insider attacks, the so2014 insider attacks, the so2014 insider attacks, the so----called "greencalled "greencalled "greencalled "green----onononon----blue"blue"blue"blue" incidents in which Afghan security turn on their NATO partners. Last year, incidents in which Afghan security turn on their NATO partners. Last year, incidents in which Afghan security turn on their NATO partners. Last year, incidents in which Afghan security turn on their NATO partners. Last year,
attacks like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 separate incidents. In 2013,attacks like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 separate incidents. In 2013,attacks like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 separate incidents. In 2013,attacks like this killed 53 coalition troops in 38 separate incidents. In 2013, there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks  there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks  there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks  there were 16 deaths in 10 separate insider attacks 

1111----2222----2014 1,7882014 1,7882014 1,7882014 1,788 Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan since the U.S. invasion in Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan since the U.S. invasion in Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan since the U.S. invasion in Americans have been killed in action in Afghanistan since the U.S. invasion in 2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541  2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541  2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541  2001 through Dec. 30. Some 19,541 
have been wounded have been wounded have been wounded have been wounded 

1111----2222----2014 19K2014 19K2014 19K2014 19K American women have been killed by Troops at War in Afghanistan or at war with American women have been killed by Troops at War in Afghanistan or at war with American women have been killed by Troops at War in Afghanistan or at war with American women have been killed by Troops at War in Afghanistan or at war with themselves... every Year from 1980 to  themselves... every Year from 1980 to  themselves... every Year from 1980 to  themselves... every Year from 1980 to 
2014 and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be2014 and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be2014 and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be2014 and 2015 19K more SWF and MWF will be killed mostly by drunk men in the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's killed mostly by drunk men in the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's killed mostly by drunk men in the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's killed mostly by drunk men in the USA! Invent a way to save her life! WHO MD's know  know  know  know 
this and can't leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times!this and can't leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times!this and can't leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times!this and can't leak it on the front Page Headlines of the NY Times!

1111----2222----2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who2014 1 million women have been killed fighting over who gave who STD, HIV, HPV, look what happen to Mich STD, HIV, HPV, look what happen to Mich STD, HIV, HPV, look what happen to Mich STD, HIV, HPV, look what happen to Michael Douglas, she left ael Douglas, she left ael Douglas, she left ael Douglas, she left 
him just for makinghim just for makinghim just for makinghim just for making Oral Sex public, which will save others from getting the same tongue cancer as Oral Sex public, which will save others from getting the same tongue cancer as Oral Sex public, which will save others from getting the same tongue cancer as Oral Sex public, which will save others from getting the same tongue cancer as Michael Douglas got.  Michael Douglas got.  Michael Douglas got.  Michael Douglas got. 

1111----2222----2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law2014 Judge on Tuesday struck down a Florida law requiring drug screening, HIV, STD Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening. requiring drug screening, HIV, STD Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening. requiring drug screening, HIV, STD Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening. requiring drug screening, HIV, STD Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer screening.

1111----2222----2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree2014 Judge must be the same Judge who faces arrest for 1st degree murder of Mary Kennedy hanged in the Barn!  murder of Mary Kennedy hanged in the Barn!  murder of Mary Kennedy hanged in the Barn!  murder of Mary Kennedy hanged in the Barn! 

1111----2222----2014 Merit Badges for Boy2014 Merit Badges for Boy2014 Merit Badges for Boy2014 Merit Badges for Boy Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Scouts of America 2014 "Anus Cancer + Syphilis, Herpes, STD's of the Anus" Detective Merit Badge... which  Detective Merit Badge... which  Detective Merit Badge... which  Detective Merit Badge... which 
wife gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from HPVwife gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from HPVwife gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from HPVwife gave Mike Douglas Tongue Cancer from HPV virus from him performing oral sex on his wife? virus from him performing oral sex on his wife? virus from him performing oral sex on his wife? virus from him performing oral sex on his wife? 

1111----2222----2014 Judge ruled if2014 Judge ruled if2014 Judge ruled if2014 Judge ruled if you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer from Smog no one is libel for you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer from Smog no one is libel for you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer from Smog no one is libel for you get Syphilis, STD, HIV, or childhood cancer from Smog no one is libel for your medical cost.  your medical cost.  your medical cost.  your medical cost. 

1111----2222----2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking for2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking for2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking for2014 Books to read in 2014 only if you are looking for the "Animal Farm's" Windmill for 1,001 Invention projects you are  the "Animal Farm's" Windmill for 1,001 Invention projects you are  the "Animal Farm's" Windmill for 1,001 Invention projects you are  the "Animal Farm's" Windmill for 1,001 Invention projects you are 
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constantlyconstantlyconstantlyconstantly thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + Observe Aliens" think of this invention thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + Observe Aliens" think of this invention thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + Observe Aliens" think of this invention thinking about... 1 Invention to "See + Observe Aliens" think of this invention project when you are thinking, reading  project when you are thinking, reading  project when you are thinking, reading  project when you are thinking, reading 
article, books, someone will get it justarticle, books, someone will get it justarticle, books, someone will get it justarticle, books, someone will get it just like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like Kodak did grin. Stanley inventor like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like Kodak did grin. Stanley inventor like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like Kodak did grin. Stanley inventor like Kodak did and then don't go bankrupt like Kodak did grin. Stanley inventor of the Stanley  of the Stanley  of the Stanley  of the Stanley 
Steamer got the $1 million to build his steam car by inventing aSteamer got the $1 million to build his steam car by inventing aSteamer got the $1 million to build his steam car by inventing aSteamer got the $1 million to build his steam car by inventing a way for Kodak to develop pictures 1 million times faster... this is what  way for Kodak to develop pictures 1 million times faster... this is what  way for Kodak to develop pictures 1 million times faster... this is what  way for Kodak to develop pictures 1 million times faster... this is what 
the Macthe Macthe Macthe Mac Pro does in saving files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Pro does in saving files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Pro does in saving files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Pro does in saving files as its 100 times faster than a hard drive in an HP or Dell Work Station.  Dell Work Station.  Dell Work Station.  Dell Work Station. 

1111----2222----2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all!2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all!2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all!2014 Rx Perfumed Memory of an Einstein for all! Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Is in the Book Frontal Lobe!  Is in the Book Frontal Lobe! 

1111----2222----2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor2014 New York City's Mayor----elect Billelect Billelect Billelect Bill de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the de Blasio on Monday named Carmen Farina, a longtime teacher Blasio head of the NYC  NYC  NYC  NYC 
Schools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" herSchools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" herSchools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" herSchools. He didn't read the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" her father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was  father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was  father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was  father was an MD who took her to Medical school when she was 
5, appointing a MD5, appointing a MD5, appointing a MD5, appointing a MD Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC an A and Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC an A and Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC an A and Brain Surgeon to run NYC School would have given the new Mayor of NYC an A and now we have to give him an F  now we have to give him an F  now we have to give him an F  now we have to give him an F 
grade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schoolsgrade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schoolsgrade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schoolsgrade. MD Brain Surgeon in Charge of NYC Schools would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this would save 1 million lives, so the New Mayor Blasio killed 1 million from this
mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! mistake, right, Hell Yes I'm Right! 

1111----2222----2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini...2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini...2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini...2014 iPad Air or iPad Mini... Apps, futuristic one's in 2014  Apps, futuristic one's in 2014  Apps, futuristic one's in 2014  Apps, futuristic one's in 2014 

1111----2222----2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for2014 NYC Mayor Today in History for 1 1 1 1----1111----2015 911 Windfall of $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia were the2015 911 Windfall of $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia were the2015 911 Windfall of $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia were the2015 911 Windfall of $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia were the Terrorists were  Terrorists were  Terrorists were  Terrorists were 
given $ Oil Money. These 911 Terrorists would have been Homelessgiven $ Oil Money. These 911 Terrorists would have been Homelessgiven $ Oil Money. These 911 Terrorists would have been Homelessgiven $ Oil Money. These 911 Terrorists would have been Homeless In Mecca if Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 to 2014 Models  In Mecca if Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 to 2014 Models  In Mecca if Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 to 2014 Models  In Mecca if Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress the 1980 to 2014 Models 
of theof theof theof the ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building for not ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building for not ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building for not ElectricWindmillCar!!! New York Times got a new 55 Story Building for not LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!  LEAKing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 
Obama got a President PerkObama got a President PerkObama got a President PerkObama got a President Perk from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and from Kennedy for going alone with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust and Fiery Cop Car wrecks in  Fiery Cop Car wrecks in  Fiery Cop Car wrecks in  Fiery Cop Car wrecks in 
LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience!LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience!LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience!LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow! Only OJ has a worst conscience! He gave SWF every STD, HIV, HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one  He gave SWF every STD, HIV, HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one  He gave SWF every STD, HIV, HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one  He gave SWF every STD, HIV, HPV virus then left a blood murder scene just one 
ofofofof 19K a year every year from 1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out 19K a year every year from 1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out 19K a year every year from 1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out 19K a year every year from 1980 to 2014 and if Homeland Security doesn't get out of the Social Security Offices and into SWF living  of the Social Security Offices and into SWF living  of the Social Security Offices and into SWF living  of the Social Security Offices and into SWF living 
rooms another 19K will berooms another 19K will berooms another 19K will berooms another 19K will be murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men this Year!  murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men this Year!  murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men this Year!  murdered just in the USA by OJ and Drunk Men this Year! 

1111----2222----2014 The NYC2014 The NYC2014 The NYC2014 The NYC Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar  Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar  Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar  Mayor will give all Schools in NYC the $3K dollar 

1111----2222----2014 no new2014 no new2014 no new2014 no new blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and heart disease, many experts say blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and heart disease, many experts say blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and heart disease, many experts say blockbuster drugs or breakthroughs in cancer and heart disease, many experts say that public health issues such as  that public health issues such as  that public health issues such as  that public health issues such as 
these were dominated by Pentagon Dronesthese were dominated by Pentagon Dronesthese were dominated by Pentagon Dronesthese were dominated by Pentagon Drones killing more Civilians  killing more Civilians  killing more Civilians  killing more Civilians 

1111----2222----2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough2014 Refusing the Flu Shot and Whooping Cough Vaccine killed more "Babies" than all the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000 Vaccine killed more "Babies" than all the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000 Vaccine killed more "Babies" than all the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000 Vaccine killed more "Babies" than all the War Dead in Afghanistan + 381,000
Americans were hospitalized during the 2012Americans were hospitalized during the 2012Americans were hospitalized during the 2012Americans were hospitalized during the 2012----13 flu 13 flu 13 flu 13 flu 

1111----2222----2014 North Korea2014 North Korea2014 North Korea2014 North Korea Kim would execute all the MD's at the World Health Organization for filth, Kim would execute all the MD's at the World Health Organization for filth, Kim would execute all the MD's at the World Health Organization for filth, Kim would execute all the MD's at the World Health Organization for filth, selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's  selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's  selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's  selling out 7 Billion People for Oil's 
Wealth money and perks. Wealth money and perks. Wealth money and perks. Wealth money and perks. 

1111----2222----2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelb2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelb2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelb2014 seven strains of salmonella Heidelberg involved inerg involved inerg involved inerg involved in the outbreak appear to be especially virulent. Thirty the outbreak appear to be especially virulent. Thirty the outbreak appear to be especially virulent. Thirty the outbreak appear to be especially virulent. Thirty----nine percent of those nine percent of those nine percent of those nine percent of those 
whowhowhowho fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + Melinda deleted this invention project fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + Melinda deleted this invention project fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + Melinda deleted this invention project fell ill have been hospitalized Bill + Melinda deleted this invention project from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill salmonella  from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill salmonella  from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill salmonella  from the Win 8.2 fix Invention Project to kill salmonella 
on chicken too.on chicken too.on chicken too.on chicken too.

1111----2222----2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet |2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet |2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet |2014 US ready to usher in 'Obamacare' popularity not rated yet | comments no comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there  comments no comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there  comments no comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there  comments no comments yet only SECRET stats would "LEAK" there 
are more Yale +are more Yale +are more Yale +are more Yale + Harvard MD's working in Mecca than NYC and the most expensive VIP Medical Care Harvard MD's working in Mecca than NYC and the most expensive VIP Medical Care Harvard MD's working in Mecca than NYC and the most expensive VIP Medical Care Harvard MD's working in Mecca than NYC and the most expensive VIP Medical Care is given to all patients, $100K  is given to all patients, $100K  is given to all patients, $100K  is given to all patients, $100K 
dollar IV's and antibiotics are the norm not thedollar IV's and antibiotics are the norm not thedollar IV's and antibiotics are the norm not thedollar IV's and antibiotics are the norm not the exception when you have $177 Trillion to spend on your patients getting cured! exception when you have $177 Trillion to spend on your patients getting cured! exception when you have $177 Trillion to spend on your patients getting cured! exception when you have $177 Trillion to spend on your patients getting cured!

1111----2222----2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after2014 Study identifies factors associated with pain one year after breast cancer surgery popularity not rated yet | comments no  breast cancer surgery popularity not rated yet | comments no  breast cancer surgery popularity not rated yet | comments no  breast cancer surgery popularity not rated yet | comments no 
comments yet Greg +comments yet Greg +comments yet Greg +comments yet Greg + Wives are willing to work 24/7 brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West, Wives are willing to work 24/7 brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West, Wives are willing to work 24/7 brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West, Wives are willing to work 24/7 brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure in Key West, please email all the Key West  please email all the Key West  please email all the Key West  please email all the Key West 
Orwell Observers who only spit at Greg in KeyOrwell Observers who only spit at Greg in KeyOrwell Observers who only spit at Greg in KeyOrwell Observers who only spit at Greg in Key West.  West.  West.  West. 

1111----2222----2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer +2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer +2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer +2014 PAIN in the ASS from Farrah's HPV anus cancer + Greg's LEAKING of Comcast $ Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN Greg's LEAKING of Comcast $ Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN Greg's LEAKING of Comcast $ Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN Greg's LEAKING of Comcast $ Billions of dollars a Month Profits, with 30 ESPN
Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cancer +Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cancer +Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cancer +Cable Channels, 30 more Cable Channels of Stupid TV Shows, and NO Cancer + Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and all  Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and all  Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and all  Medical Channel. Worst Comcast Suppressed any and all 
news of THE NEW Manhattannews of THE NEW Manhattannews of THE NEW Manhattannews of THE NEW Manhattan PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Lead PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Lead PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Lead PROJECT FOR THE Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Lead by Dr Nancy  by Dr Nancy  by Dr Nancy  by Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer with a $1 Trillion dollar budge all confiscated fromOppenheimer with a $1 Trillion dollar budge all confiscated fromOppenheimer with a $1 Trillion dollar budge all confiscated fromOppenheimer with a $1 Trillion dollar budge all confiscated from Mecca. Best Part of this new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic  Mecca. Best Part of this new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic  Mecca. Best Part of this new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic  Mecca. Best Part of this new Manhattan Projects same Psychotic 
"Men" as the"Men" as the"Men" as the"Men" as the Ordinal Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Programs Ordinal Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Programs Ordinal Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Programs Ordinal Manhattan Project in Los Alamos will write the Super Computer Programs to Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion  to Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion  to Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion  to Nuke Breast Cancer on $1 Trillion 
dollars worth of IBM Super Computers thisdollars worth of IBM Super Computers thisdollars worth of IBM Super Computers thisdollars worth of IBM Super Computers this is not the one Comcast Made News Headlines Big Blue goes into Medicine! is not the one Comcast Made News Headlines Big Blue goes into Medicine! is not the one Comcast Made News Headlines Big Blue goes into Medicine! is not the one Comcast Made News Headlines Big Blue goes into Medicine!

1111----2222----2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad2014 Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with Retina display, quad----core Intelcore Intelcore Intelcore Intel Core i7 2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro  Core i7 2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro  Core i7 2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro  Core i7 2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, 1TB flash storage, Intel Iris Pro 
Graphics + NVIDIAGraphics + NVIDIAGraphics + NVIDIAGraphics + NVIDIA GeForce and have $176 Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$  GeForce and have $176 Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$  GeForce and have $176 Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$  GeForce and have $176 Trillion dollars left over for $Apps$ 

1111----2222----2014 NYC2014 NYC2014 NYC2014 NYC Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a hour for McDonalds Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a hour for McDonalds Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a hour for McDonalds Mayor of Mecca vs NYC Mayor of NYC one wanting $15 a hour for McDonalds employees other paying its students a high  employees other paying its students a high  employees other paying its students a high  employees other paying its students a high 
salary to work hard and do homeworksalary to work hard and do homeworksalary to work hard and do homeworksalary to work hard and do homework for an MIT, Harvard degree! You do the Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and for an MIT, Harvard degree! You do the Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and for an MIT, Harvard degree! You do the Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and for an MIT, Harvard degree! You do the Math as Bush fails in doing the Math, and Failed many  Failed many  Failed many  Failed many 
Generations of NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and SuppressionGenerations of NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and SuppressionGenerations of NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and SuppressionGenerations of NYC HS kids since the 1980 Invention and Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller  of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller  of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller  of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and End of Oil's Rockefeller 
Holocaust IIHolocaust IIHolocaust IIHolocaust II

1111----2222----2014 VATICAN CITY 2014 VATICAN CITY 2014 VATICAN CITY 2014 VATICAN CITY ---- Pope Francis is offering Pope Francis is offering Pope Francis is offering Pope Francis is offering ““““words of strength,words of strength,words of strength,words of strength, courage and hope courage and hope courage and hope courage and hope”””” as the world begins a new year. That was his as the world begins a new year. That was his as the world begins a new year. That was his as the world begins a new year. That was his 
emphasis in aemphasis in aemphasis in aemphasis in a homily during Mass in St. Peter's Basilica on Wednesday morning. homily during Mass in St. Peter's Basilica on Wednesday morning. homily during Mass in St. Peter's Basilica on Wednesday morning. homily during Mass in St. Peter's Basilica on Wednesday morning.

1111----2222----2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding Rings2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding Rings2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding Rings2014 Ring in the New Year with bombs + flashes, Stars, Wedding Rings for Polygamous New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries,  for Polygamous New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries,  for Polygamous New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries,  for Polygamous New Year Miracle Cures, Discoveries, 
inventions! inventions! inventions! inventions! 

1111----2222----2014201420142014 Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile Traffic grid lock, rush hour 50 car pile----ups, Police car chases, running redups, Police car chases, running redups, Police car chases, running redups, Police car chases, running red light video of the crash, Smart Cars under the  light video of the crash, Smart Cars under the  light video of the crash, Smart Cars under the  light video of the crash, Smart Cars under the 
Semi Truck; Parking in Key West,Semi Truck; Parking in Key West,Semi Truck; Parking in Key West,Semi Truck; Parking in Key West, Eiffel Tower Parking Structure... Invention.  Eiffel Tower Parking Structure... Invention.  Eiffel Tower Parking Structure... Invention.  Eiffel Tower Parking Structure... Invention. 

1111----2222----2014 Cook, Chef with2014 Cook, Chef with2014 Cook, Chef with2014 Cook, Chef with HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No mandatory Lung Cancer Screening or HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No mandatory Lung Cancer Screening or HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No mandatory Lung Cancer Screening or HIV, STD's works every day in Key West... No mandatory Lung Cancer Screening or HIV, STD's and 1st  HIV, STD's and 1st  HIV, STD's and 1st  HIV, STD's and 1st 
Prohibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco prohibitionProhibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco prohibitionProhibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco prohibitionProhibition since Alcohol is a winner... Tobacco prohibition

1111----2222----2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need2014 Blow into this and get your blood alcohol level, smokers need the poison gas levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic  the poison gas levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic  the poison gas levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic  the poison gas levels in their blood REALIZATION... electronic 
iPhone AppiPhone AppiPhone AppiPhone App
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1111----2222----2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real2014 ABC 'The Assets' review: Real----lifelifelifelife spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave spy case in ABC miniseries is "Petty Cash" bribe for a car, etc. Saudi King gave the Pope $10  the Pope $10  the Pope $10  the Pope $10 
Billion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 BillionBillion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 BillionBillion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 BillionBillion in Cash, the Saudi King has given CIA Agents $10 Billion EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trill EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trill EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trill EACH in Cash bribes as the King has $177 Trillion and will earn 888 ion and will earn 888 ion and will earn 888 ion and will earn 888 
TrillionTrillionTrillionTrillion Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry!  Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry!  Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry!  Before Saudi Oil Fields go dry! 

1111----2222----2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty2014 Nineteen Eighty----Four goingFour goingFour goingFour going Public this Year!  Public this Year!  Public this Year!  Public this Year! 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Comcast13 Stagnated Comcast13 Stagnated Comcast13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or  Channel for Cancers... Or  Channel for Cancers... Or  Channel for Cancers... Or 
Birth Defects. Birth Defects. Birth Defects. Birth Defects. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Software on13 Stagnated Software on13 Stagnated Software on13 Stagnated Software on the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 the New Apple Mac pro! Apple gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584 without any Medical or  without any Medical or  without any Medical or  without any Medical or 
Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention ProjectsEngineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention ProjectsEngineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention ProjectsEngineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects! with links to get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects!
InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already doneInventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already doneInventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already doneInventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already done for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much  for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much  for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much  for you... really this was done for Humanity. A much 
better idea than Jimmybetter idea than Jimmybetter idea than Jimmybetter idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! But it has been stagnated by Apple Software Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! But it has been stagnated by Apple Software Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! But it has been stagnated by Apple Software Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! But it has been stagnated by Apple Software Politics of what to load for  Politics of what to load for  Politics of what to load for  Politics of what to load for 
free and what to charge you a mortgage for!free and what to charge you a mortgage for!free and what to charge you a mortgage for!free and what to charge you a mortgage for!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is  Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is  Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is  Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is 
written up in thewritten up in thewritten up in thewritten up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"  book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"  book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"  book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... memory13 Stagnated... memory13 Stagnated... memory13 Stagnated... memory until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  until you buy the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor13 White House Doctor13 White House Doctor13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, Sneezing Bravado, flu and Norovirus a seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, Sneezing Bravado, flu and Norovirus a seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, Sneezing Bravado, flu and Norovirus a seeming to have stagnated...TB airborne, Sneezing Bravado, flu and Norovirus a variant strains of a  variant strains of a  variant strains of a  variant strains of a 
single species called Norwalk virus.will live on the Oreosingle species called Norwalk virus.will live on the Oreosingle species called Norwalk virus.will live on the Oreosingle species called Norwalk virus.will live on the Oreo Cookies package at Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Cookies package at Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Cookies package at Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the Cookies package at Publix for a few days! Next Carnival passenger to touch the
Oreo Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo,Oreo Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo,Oreo Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo,Oreo Cookies package will get the virus on their hands, then touch the Oreo, then get sick.  then get sick.  then get sick.  then get sick. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have England Journal of Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have England Journal of Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have England Journal of Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have
stagnated... stagnated... stagnated... stagnated... 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of Medicine  Journal of Medicine  Journal of Medicine  Journal of Medicine ---- White House Web Site for Obama Care Health  White House Web Site for Obama Care Health  White House Web Site for Obama Care Health  White House Web Site for Obama Care Health 
Insurance gotInsurance gotInsurance gotInsurance got more hits, why is because NEJM wants to be read by only 1% of Americans! NEJM more hits, why is because NEJM wants to be read by only 1% of Americans! NEJM more hits, why is because NEJM wants to be read by only 1% of Americans! NEJM more hits, why is because NEJM wants to be read by only 1% of Americans! NEJM limited Yale Med School to only 100 New  limited Yale Med School to only 100 New  limited Yale Med School to only 100 New  limited Yale Med School to only 100 New 
Med Students a Year even after theyMed Students a Year even after theyMed Students a Year even after theyMed Students a Year even after they learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  learned of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison Exhaust.  airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison Exhaust.  airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison Exhaust.  airborne bravado of Blue Angles Navy Jets Poison Exhaust. 

12121212----30303030----13 Navy13 Navy13 Navy13 Navy Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust of Blue Angel Jets in Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust of Blue Angel Jets in Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust of Blue Angel Jets in Doctors seeming to have stagnated... this Poison Exhaust of Blue Angel Jets in the Headlines!  the Headlines!  the Headlines!  the Headlines! 

12121212----30303030----13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today13 End of the Years News for Key West Citizen Today is the Navy Blue Angels show costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days  is the Navy Blue Angels show costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days  is the Navy Blue Angels show costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days  is the Navy Blue Angels show costing $450K and drew 30K Observers for 2 days 
ofofofof airborne bravado by stagnated Star Travelers!  airborne bravado by stagnated Star Travelers!  airborne bravado by stagnated Star Travelers!  airborne bravado by stagnated Star Travelers! 

12121212----30303030----13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba is still 90 miles away Alpha Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba is still 90 miles away Alpha Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba is still 90 miles away Alpha Newspaper seeming to have stagnated... Cuba is still 90 miles away Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years away  Centauri is 4.3 light years away  Centauri is 4.3 light years away  Centauri is 4.3 light years away 
and no Cubans have ever read this in the Keyand no Cubans have ever read this in the Keyand no Cubans have ever read this in the Keyand no Cubans have ever read this in the Key West Citizen!  West Citizen!  West Citizen!  West Citizen! 

12121212----30303030----13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV13 In the End of the Years News, St. Jude TV Commercials seeming to have stagnated... getting less than $450K and TV Commercials seeming to have stagnated... getting less than $450K and TV Commercials seeming to have stagnated... getting less than $450K and TV Commercials seeming to have stagnated... getting less than $450K and TV
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commercials drew 300K Observers. commercials drew 300K Observers. commercials drew 300K Observers. commercials drew 300K Observers. 

12121212----30303030----13 End of Life News Clips of a13 End of Life News Clips of a13 End of Life News Clips of a13 End of Life News Clips of a few kids who died on Christmas Day fighting the battle with Childhood Cancers! few kids who died on Christmas Day fighting the battle with Childhood Cancers! few kids who died on Christmas Day fighting the battle with Childhood Cancers! few kids who died on Christmas Day fighting the battle with Childhood Cancers!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles,13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles,13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles,13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no more than 1% have read the book "Another Day in the Frontal data suggest, no more than 1% have read the book "Another Day in the Frontal data suggest, no more than 1% have read the book "Another Day in the Frontal data suggest, no more than 1% have read the book "Another Day in the Frontal
Lobe" by Dr Katrina Furlik Lobe" by Dr Katrina Furlik Lobe" by Dr Katrina Furlik Lobe" by Dr Katrina Furlik 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is  invention is  invention is  invention is 
written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe"

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, no more than 1% are working on putting together a list of 1,001  more than 1% are working on putting together a list of 1,001  more than 1% are working on putting together a list of 1,001  more than 1% are working on putting together a list of 1,001 
Invention ProjectsInvention ProjectsInvention ProjectsInvention Projects with links to get you started inventing something with several wives in a Legal with links to get you started inventing something with several wives in a Legal with links to get you started inventing something with several wives in a Legal with links to get you started inventing something with several wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage.  Polygamous Marriage. 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!! stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!! stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!! stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! ! ! ! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "Men13 Stagnated... "Men13 Stagnated... "Men13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% of the Men in Mecca who are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% of the Men in Mecca who are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% of the Men in Mecca who are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% of the Men in Mecca who have several legal wives  have several legal wives  have several legal wives  have several legal wives 
today let them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnighttoday let them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnighttoday let them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnighttoday let them Drive to Discover the Rx Overnight Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.  Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.  Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.  Penicillin like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% have any idea what "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% have any idea what "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% have any idea what "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, less than 1% have any idea what the "Learning Curve" is for an  the "Learning Curve" is for an  the "Learning Curve" is for an  the "Learning Curve" is for an 
Inventor MBA or PhD. Inventor MBA or PhD. Inventor MBA or PhD. Inventor MBA or PhD. 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the Yale Key West Medical Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the Yale Key West Medical Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the Yale Key West Medical Stagnated... Yale + Harvard 1% have Stagnated building the Yale Key West Medical School on an Eiffel Tower base  School on an Eiffel Tower base  School on an Eiffel Tower base  School on an Eiffel Tower base 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in the USA + Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell  Education in the USA + Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell  Education in the USA + Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell  Education in the USA + Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in the USA to Hell 
withwithwithwith Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to get 72 Virgins in Heaven... Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to get 72 Virgins in Heaven... Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to get 72 Virgins in Heaven... Mecca, were Wives can't Drive! And Men die to get 72 Virgins in Heaven... disinformation!  disinformation!  disinformation!  disinformation! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because the13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because the13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because the13 Stagnated... Paris has Stagnated because the French Government Owns the Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil French Government Owns the Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil French Government Owns the Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil French Government Owns the Nations Oil Company "Total Oil" and all the Oil
Fields are in Africa under attack. Today 25,000 White Army Troops are marchingFields are in Africa under attack. Today 25,000 White Army Troops are marchingFields are in Africa under attack. Today 25,000 White Army Troops are marchingFields are in Africa under attack. Today 25,000 White Army Troops are marching toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money!  toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money!  toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money!  toward its Oil fields in Sudan for the Money! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations of Chairman Mao's Birthday! China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations of Chairman Mao's Birthday! China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations of Chairman Mao's Birthday! China Smog, gunbattles behind the Celebrations of Chairman Mao's Birthday! Cultural Revolution gives birth to  Cultural Revolution gives birth to  Cultural Revolution gives birth to  Cultural Revolution gives birth to 
Chinese Babies with birth defects andChinese Babies with birth defects andChinese Babies with birth defects andChinese Babies with birth defects and childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Revolution in China Today. The Chinese childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Revolution in China Today. The Chinese childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Revolution in China Today. The Chinese childhood cancer. This would be Dr. Mom Revolution in China Today. The Chinese Men sold their  Men sold their  Men sold their  Men sold their 
"Women + Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! "Women + Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! "Women + Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! "Women + Children Out" for Oil's Wealth! 

12121212----30303030----13 Key13 Key13 Key13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Today in History West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Today in History West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Today in History West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Today in History in the Key West Citizen today and no  in the Key West Citizen today and no  in the Key West Citizen today and no  in the Key West Citizen today and no 
Childhood Cancer Deaths reported let aloneChildhood Cancer Deaths reported let aloneChildhood Cancer Deaths reported let aloneChildhood Cancer Deaths reported let alone the Daily Body Count like they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as the Daily Body Count like they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as the Daily Body Count like they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as the Daily Body Count like they give for the War in Afghanistan, so impersonal as 4 NATO  4 NATO  4 NATO  4 NATO 
troops killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died fromtroops killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died fromtroops killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died fromtroops killed.... better news coverage than the kids who died from childhood cancers today, they aren't even on page 8 section F.  childhood cancers today, they aren't even on page 8 section F.  childhood cancers today, they aren't even on page 8 section F.  childhood cancers today, they aren't even on page 8 section F. 

12121212----30303030----13131313 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University13 Stagnated... Free Health Care and University Education in the USA  Education in the USA  Education in the USA  Education in the USA 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New13 Stagnant subscriptions on line to the New England Journal of Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have England Journal of Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have England Journal of Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have England Journal of Medicine caused by the White House Doctors who have
stagnated... advising the President Football Games would be better for thestagnated... advising the President Football Games would be better for thestagnated... advising the President Football Games would be better for thestagnated... advising the President Football Games would be better for the masses!  masses!  masses!  masses! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or  Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or  Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or  Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or 
Birth Defects.Birth Defects.Birth Defects.Birth Defects.

12121212----30303030----13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Headlines seeming to have stagnated... Speed boat races + Jet Fighter acrobats.  stagnated... Speed boat races + Jet Fighter acrobats.  stagnated... Speed boat races + Jet Fighter acrobats.  stagnated... Speed boat races + Jet Fighter acrobats. 

12121212----30303030----13 White13 White13 White13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching the Blue Angel display and House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching the Blue Angel display and House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching the Blue Angel display and House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... watching the Blue Angel display and the display of "Drunk Men" spending  the display of "Drunk Men" spending  the display of "Drunk Men" spending  the display of "Drunk Men" spending 
their Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watchingtheir Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watchingtheir Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watchingtheir Months Pay on a 2 day drunk watching airborne bravado of Blue Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels airborne bravado of Blue Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels airborne bravado of Blue Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels airborne bravado of Blue Angels "Not Seeing" the lead atoms from the Blue Angels Jet  Jet  Jet  Jet 
Engine exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is BabyEngine exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is BabyEngine exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is BabyEngine exhaust... this is stagnation! This is Stupid Criminals! This is Baby Killers who are stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K,  Killers who are stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K,  Killers who are stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K,  Killers who are stagnated, stupid enough to spent $450K, 
same time 451 Kidssame time 451 Kidssame time 451 Kidssame time 451 Kids world wide died fighting the battle of their life, with Childhood birth defects world wide died fighting the battle of their life, with Childhood birth defects world wide died fighting the battle of their life, with Childhood birth defects world wide died fighting the battle of their life, with Childhood birth defects and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's  and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's  and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's  and cancer caused by Jet Fuel's 
Poison Exhaust. Poison Exhaust. Poison Exhaust. Poison Exhaust. 

12121212----30303030----13 White House13 White House13 White House13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!

12121212----30303030----13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A13 The Admirals + Atoms only thought are atoms in A----Bombs notBombs notBombs notBombs not Blue Angel Jet Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are  Blue Angel Jet Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are  Blue Angel Jet Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are  Blue Angel Jet Engine Exhaust, as these atom that kill 451K are 
not thenot thenot thenot the "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda seemingly to have stagnated...  "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda seemingly to have stagnated...  "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda seemingly to have stagnated...  "Terrorists" Pentagon Propaganda seemingly to have stagnated... 

12121212----30303030----13131313 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated...  White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... 
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12121212----30303030----13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." With the Masculinity?, said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." With the Masculinity?, said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." With the Masculinity?, said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." With the
Navy Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West Citizen End of Year News, thatNavy Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West Citizen End of Year News, thatNavy Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West Citizen End of Year News, thatNavy Blue Angels Propaganda at the Key West Citizen End of Year News, that stagn stagn stagn stagnated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with ated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with ated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with ated Christmas News of lost battles by kids with 
cancer and no Navy Doctorscancer and no Navy Doctorscancer and no Navy Doctorscancer and no Navy Doctors to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals mental image of the to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals mental image of the to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals mental image of the to view this Air Combat Show with Cancer Cells... Admirals mental image of the kids battle with cancer is  kids battle with cancer is  kids battle with cancer is  kids battle with cancer is 
limited to NBC Nightly News Video Clip of the kid inlimited to NBC Nightly News Video Clip of the kid inlimited to NBC Nightly News Video Clip of the kid inlimited to NBC Nightly News Video Clip of the kid in a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer simulation of the internal medicine a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer simulation of the internal medicine a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer simulation of the internal medicine a Hospital bed, not a Los Alamos computer simulation of the internal medicine
battle of cells and proteins the Admiral has never ever heard the names of letbattle of cells and proteins the Admiral has never ever heard the names of letbattle of cells and proteins the Admiral has never ever heard the names of letbattle of cells and proteins the Admiral has never ever heard the names of let alone can pronounce. One Atom of Lead from One Blue  alone can pronounce. One Atom of Lead from One Blue  alone can pronounce. One Atom of Lead from One Blue  alone can pronounce. One Atom of Lead from One Blue 
Angel Jet caused this kidsAngel Jet caused this kidsAngel Jet caused this kidsAngel Jet caused this kids DNA to mutate into Childhood Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline Exhaust! DNA to mutate into Childhood Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline Exhaust! DNA to mutate into Childhood Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline Exhaust! DNA to mutate into Childhood Cancer, One Atom from poison Gasoline Exhaust!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind13 Stagnated Dept. of Education... Bush, No Child Left Behind Failure caused 1 million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1  Failure caused 1 million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1  Failure caused 1 million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1  Failure caused 1 million kids to die of Childhood Cancers. 1 
million birthmillion birthmillion birthmillion birth defects. Jenna Bush will never ever put this as her story on NBC Today show. defects. Jenna Bush will never ever put this as her story on NBC Today show. defects. Jenna Bush will never ever put this as her story on NBC Today show. defects. Jenna Bush will never ever put this as her story on NBC Today show. Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to  Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to  Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to  Monday's NBC Today Show sets out to 
Stagnate all of its viewers... premeditatedStagnate all of its viewers... premeditatedStagnate all of its viewers... premeditatedStagnate all of its viewers... premeditated murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today Show" I know it will not be worth murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today Show" I know it will not be worth murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today Show" I know it will not be worth murder of a Childhood Cancer Cure on "Today Show" I know it will not be worth watching...  watching...  watching...  watching... 
like the worst Football game when you know who will lose. Kids withlike the worst Football game when you know who will lose. Kids withlike the worst Football game when you know who will lose. Kids withlike the worst Football game when you know who will lose. Kids with Childhood Cancer will lose their life, die a tortured death, their  Childhood Cancer will lose their life, die a tortured death, their  Childhood Cancer will lose their life, die a tortured death, their  Childhood Cancer will lose their life, die a tortured death, their 
news clipnews clipnews clipnews clip will be on some Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving kids will be on some Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving kids will be on some Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving kids will be on some Future Today Show. Monday's Today Show will stagnate saving kids with cancers from any MD who wants to  with cancers from any MD who wants to  with cancers from any MD who wants to  with cancers from any MD who wants to 
and turns on TV to the Today Show for someand turns on TV to the Today Show for someand turns on TV to the Today Show for someand turns on TV to the Today Show for some Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Stagnated Comcast Criminals, Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Stagnated Comcast Criminals, Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Stagnated Comcast Criminals, Intellectual Conversations to get the cure ideas! Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in  billions in  billions in  billions in 
profits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel forprofits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel forprofits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel forprofits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most  Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most  Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most  Cancers... Or Birth Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most 
are Stupidare Stupidare Stupidare Stupid TV Show. Now baby killers at Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show TV Show. Now baby killers at Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show TV Show. Now baby killers at Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show TV Show. Now baby killers at Comcast. When "Leaked"! Who wrote this Today Show and Why stagnate the cure for Childhood  and Why stagnate the cure for Childhood  and Why stagnate the cure for Childhood  and Why stagnate the cure for Childhood 
cancer by 1 more day. Why is becausecancer by 1 more day. Why is becausecancer by 1 more day. Why is becausecancer by 1 more day. Why is because they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO Troops, no one but the CIA knows the they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO Troops, no one but the CIA knows the they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO Troops, no one but the CIA knows the they don't have the body Count... 4 NATO Troops, no one but the CIA knows the daily body count  daily body count  daily body count  daily body count 
for Childhood Cancer and this is classified by our Numb Nutsfor Childhood Cancer and this is classified by our Numb Nutsfor Childhood Cancer and this is classified by our Numb Nutsfor Childhood Cancer and this is classified by our Numb Nuts Dictators!  Dictators!  Dictators!  Dictators! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits13 Stagnated Comcast Criminals, billions in profits every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or  every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or  every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or  every Month... high cable rates and NO CABLE Channel for Cancers... Or 
BirthBirthBirthBirth Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Shows. Now baby Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Shows. Now baby Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Shows. Now baby Defects. Look at all the Comcast Channels, most are Stupid TV Shows. Now baby killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable  killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable  killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable  killers at Comcast convicted by their Cable 
Channel line up! ESPN has 30 CableChannel line up! ESPN has 30 CableChannel line up! ESPN has 30 CableChannel line up! ESPN has 30 Cable Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids with Cancer who want a Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids with Cancer who want a Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids with Cancer who want a Channels for Football... this is a crime against kids with Cancer who want a cure by Big Brother.  cure by Big Brother.  cure by Big Brother.  cure by Big Brother. 
"1984"... Billions in Profits Every Month since the 1980"1984"... Billions in Profits Every Month since the 1980"1984"... Billions in Profits Every Month since the 1980"1984"... Billions in Profits Every Month since the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the Suppressed Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the Suppressed Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the Suppressed Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the Suppressed
ElectricWindmillCar... Cable Channel Line Up.... Stagnated is a mildElectricWindmillCar... Cable Channel Line Up.... Stagnated is a mildElectricWindmillCar... Cable Channel Line Up.... Stagnated is a mildElectricWindmillCar... Cable Channel Line Up.... Stagnated is a mild description!  description!  description!  description! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who13 Stagnated... If these kids on Christmas day who died in their Battle with Cancer for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget died in their Battle with Cancer for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget died in their Battle with Cancer for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget died in their Battle with Cancer for the Pentagon's $ 1 Trillion dollar budget
reported by the New York Times instead of "Leaks" by Snowden Headlines... withreported by the New York Times instead of "Leaks" by Snowden Headlines... withreported by the New York Times instead of "Leaks" by Snowden Headlines... withreported by the New York Times instead of "Leaks" by Snowden Headlines... with Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar  Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar  Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar  Headline of Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion dollar 
budget for the New Manhattanbudget for the New Manhattanbudget for the New Manhattanbudget for the New Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer. Adding Dr. Nancy Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer. Adding Dr. Nancy Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer. Adding Dr. Nancy Project for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer. Adding Dr. Nancy wants Polygamous  wants Polygamous  wants Polygamous  wants Polygamous 
Marriage Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 24/7 withMarriage Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 24/7 withMarriage Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 24/7 withMarriage Made legal so several wives can Brainstorm 24/7 with their husband Greg...  their husband Greg...  their husband Greg...  their husband Greg... 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Department of13 Department of13 Department of13 Department of Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if they could have pronounce the Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if they could have pronounce the Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if they could have pronounce the Education failed the Admirals + Generals... if they could have pronounce the names of all the cells and  names of all the cells and  names of all the cells and  names of all the cells and 
proteins in this battle with cancer... and all theproteins in this battle with cancer... and all theproteins in this battle with cancer... and all theproteins in this battle with cancer... and all the names of the different Cancers. Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No names of the different Cancers. Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No names of the different Cancers. Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No names of the different Cancers. Cancer would have lost the war with Bush + No Child  Child  Child  Child 
Left Behind... Left Behind... Left Behind... Left Behind... 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals13 Stagnated... your kids and the Admirals kids failed to get an A in the No Child Left Behind Test at school so the kids failed to get an A in the No Child Left Behind Test at school so the kids failed to get an A in the No Child Left Behind Test at school so the kids failed to get an A in the No Child Left Behind Test at school so the Admirals got  Admirals got  Admirals got  Admirals got 
rid of the test so his kids can get an A on Why did the USA loserid of the test so his kids can get an A on Why did the USA loserid of the test so his kids can get an A on Why did the USA loserid of the test so his kids can get an A on Why did the USA lose the War on Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston!  the War on Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston!  the War on Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston!  the War on Cancer? MIT Drones killed kids in Pakistan + Boston! 

12121212----30303030----13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the13 Hell if the Admiral can't pronounce all the Cancer Names + Cells in the Battle, how the Hell is he going to win the War on Cancer Names + Cells in the Battle, how the Hell is he going to win the War on Cancer Names + Cells in the Battle, how the Hell is he going to win the War on Cancer Names + Cells in the Battle, how the Hell is he going to win the War on
Cancer... Cancer... Cancer... Cancer... 

12121212----30303030----13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels13 He will have the Key West Citizen put the Blue Angels on as Headlines not kids meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Univers on as Headlines not kids meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Univers on as Headlines not kids meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Univers on as Headlines not kids meeting God's Angels in the Infinite Universe!e!e!e!

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War on13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War on13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War on13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... in the War on Cancer when discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel.  Cancer when discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel.  Cancer when discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel.  Cancer when discussed in the issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. 
Chemicals and kidsChemicals and kidsChemicals and kidsChemicals and kids can be a deadly combination. Surprisingly, children can be a deadly combination. Surprisingly, children can be a deadly combination. Surprisingly, children can be a deadly combination. Surprisingly, children’’’’s environmental health iss environmental health iss environmental health iss environmental health is still a new field. Many medical  still a new field. Many medical  still a new field. Many medical  still a new field. Many medical 
conditions result from what youngsters breatheconditions result from what youngsters breatheconditions result from what youngsters breatheconditions result from what youngsters breathe in, eat, drink and touch. A recent international conference in Jerusalem in, eat, drink and touch. A recent international conference in Jerusalem in, eat, drink and touch. A recent international conference in Jerusalem in, eat, drink and touch. A recent international conference in Jerusalem discussed the  discussed the  discussed the  discussed the 
issues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in Key West know who theissues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in Key West know who theissues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in Key West know who theissues. Jerusalem Post, Israel. Jews in Key West know who the cooks, Chefs with HIV, STD's are working Today!  cooks, Chefs with HIV, STD's are working Today!  cooks, Chefs with HIV, STD's are working Today!  cooks, Chefs with HIV, STD's are working Today! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... Israel building 15,000 new homes when they know 15,000 Israel Women have died of Israel building 15,000 new homes when they know 15,000 Israel Women have died of Israel building 15,000 new homes when they know 15,000 Israel Women have died of Israel building 15,000 new homes when they know 15,000 Israel Women have died of breast cancer this year and  breast cancer this year and  breast cancer this year and  breast cancer this year and 
another 15,000 will die of breast cancer next yearanother 15,000 will die of breast cancer next yearanother 15,000 will die of breast cancer next yearanother 15,000 will die of breast cancer next year and they know how many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood and they know how many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood and they know how many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood and they know how many Israel kids will get birth defects and childhood cancers...  cancers...  cancers...  cancers... 
Yet they are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just likeYet they are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just likeYet they are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just likeYet they are Stuck + Stagnated into building 15,000 Houses just like Jimmy Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity  Jimmy Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity  Jimmy Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity  Jimmy Carter and his wife in the USA build Habitat for Humanity 
Homes and theHomes and theHomes and theHomes and the wife dies of breast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer from wife dies of breast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer from wife dies of breast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer from wife dies of breast cancer and the kids get birth defects and cancer from breathing the air... Air the Navy Blue Angel  breathing the air... Air the Navy Blue Angel  breathing the air... Air the Navy Blue Angel  breathing the air... Air the Navy Blue Angel 
Jets poisoned with Lead Atoms inJets poisoned with Lead Atoms inJets poisoned with Lead Atoms inJets poisoned with Lead Atoms in the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn H the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn H the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn H the Jet Fuel. Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn H at  at  at  at ----254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 

12121212----30303030----13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel13 Hell GE could have converted the Blue Angel Jet Engines to burn H at  Jet Engines to burn H at  Jet Engines to burn H at  Jet Engines to burn H at ----254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 254 C in 1990 

12121212----30303030----13 Men are stuck' as13 Men are stuck' as13 Men are stuck' as13 Men are stuck' as "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... "Beautiful Women" only to kill her one way "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... "Beautiful Women" only to kill her one way "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... "Beautiful Women" only to kill her one way "BLack OJ's" going after the MOST... "Beautiful Women" only to kill her one way or another... with HPV Anus  or another... with HPV Anus  or another... with HPV Anus  or another... with HPV Anus 
cancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol Simpsoncancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol Simpsoncancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol Simpsoncancer or a "Bloody Crime Scene like Nichol Simpson Photos"  Photos"  Photos"  Photos" 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be13 Stagnated... Homeland Security let 19K women be murdered in 2013 guarding the Social Security offices in every town and  murdered in 2013 guarding the Social Security offices in every town and  murdered in 2013 guarding the Social Security offices in every town and  murdered in 2013 guarding the Social Security offices in every town and 
city incity incity incity in the USA from Terrorists... Stupid Criminals!  the USA from Terrorists... Stupid Criminals!  the USA from Terrorists... Stupid Criminals!  the USA from Terrorists... Stupid Criminals! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be murdered in 2014 by a drunk man! Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be murdered in 2014 by a drunk man! Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be murdered in 2014 by a drunk man! Headlines of the 19K USA women who will be murdered in 2014 by a drunk man!

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... "Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%  roles, data suggest, more than 1%  roles, data suggest, more than 1%  roles, data suggest, more than 1% 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck'13 Stagnated... Men are stuck'13 Stagnated... Men are stuck'13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%... Editor of the journal Psychology in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%... Editor of the journal Psychology in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%... Editor of the journal Psychology in gender roles, data suggest, more than 1%... Editor of the journal Psychology of Men and  of Men and  of Men and  of Men and 
Masculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black hole of GravityMasculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black hole of GravityMasculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black hole of GravityMasculinity, said "men are stuck" in a super black hole of Gravity
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12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles for Intellectual Conversations  Intellectual Conversations  Intellectual Conversations  Intellectual Conversations 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' with NBC ESPN Sports, Football 24/7 on several Comcast Channels!  ESPN Sports, Football 24/7 on several Comcast Channels!  ESPN Sports, Football 24/7 on several Comcast Channels!  ESPN Sports, Football 24/7 on several Comcast Channels! 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the Mac pro gives you a Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the Mac pro gives you a Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the Mac pro gives you a Stagnated... Comcast, Verizon, limit your megabytes when the Mac pro gives you a Los Alamos super computer for $9584  Los Alamos super computer for $9584  Los Alamos super computer for $9584  Los Alamos super computer for $9584 
without any Medical or Engineering Journalswithout any Medical or Engineering Journalswithout any Medical or Engineering Journalswithout any Medical or Engineering Journals preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working on preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working on preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working on preinstalled. No Invention Projects with links to get you started working on 1,001  1,001  1,001  1,001 
Invention Projects! InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of InventionInvention Projects! InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of InventionInvention Projects! InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of InventionInvention Projects! InventingSomething! 880 gigabytes of Invention Projects research already done for you... really this was done for  Projects research already done for you... really this was done for  Projects research already done for you... really this was done for  Projects research already done for you... really this was done for 
Humanity. AHumanity. AHumanity. AHumanity. A much better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! much better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! much better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses! much better idea than Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity Houses!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they13 Stagnated... Bill + Melinda are Super Stagnated because they bought their 2nd home in Mecca not Key West!  bought their 2nd home in Mecca not Key West!  bought their 2nd home in Mecca not Key West!  bought their 2nd home in Mecca not Key West! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 413 Stagnated... 413 Stagnated... 413 Stagnated... 4 Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy finally meeting the 1 Trillion Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy finally meeting the 1 Trillion Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy finally meeting the 1 Trillion Trillion Years crossing galaxy after galaxy finally meeting the 1 Trillion Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha  Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha  Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha  Aliens the Pentagon killed, at Alpha 
Centauri! Centauri! Centauri! Centauri! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... St13 Stagnated... St13 Stagnated... St13 Stagnated... St Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for hospital care, we cure 90% of Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for hospital care, we cure 90% of Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for hospital care, we cure 90% of Jude commercials, no one has ever paid for hospital care, we cure 90% of Childhood cancer but don't tell you  Childhood cancer but don't tell you  Childhood cancer but don't tell you  Childhood cancer but don't tell you 
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" + Coal Era cause 99% of Childhood Cancers and birth defects!  99% of Childhood Cancers and birth defects!  99% of Childhood Cancers and birth defects!  99% of Childhood Cancers and birth defects! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Coal13 Stagnated... Coal13 Stagnated... Coal13 Stagnated... Coal stuck in another Era...  stuck in another Era...  stuck in another Era...  stuck in another Era... 

12121212----30303030----13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of13 Editor of the journal "Psychology of Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck." Men and Masculinity?, said When it comes to gender progress, "men are stuck."

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated..13 Stagnated..13 Stagnated..13 Stagnated... Men are stuck Burning Up. Men are stuck Burning Up. Men are stuck Burning Up. Men are stuck Burning Up for the Love of women, on fire... in the frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, for the Love of women, on fire... in the frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, for the Love of women, on fire... in the frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, for the Love of women, on fire... in the frontal lobe is jealousy, shame, violence,  violence,  violence,  violence, 
futuristic brain surgeon inserts a long needle into the Mans Brain tofuturistic brain surgeon inserts a long needle into the Mans Brain tofuturistic brain surgeon inserts a long needle into the Mans Brain tofuturistic brain surgeon inserts a long needle into the Mans Brain to stagnate jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel  stagnate jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel  stagnate jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel  stagnate jealousy, bad tempers, desire to fly Navy Blue Angel 
Fighter Jets butFighter Jets butFighter Jets butFighter Jets but lets You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in lets You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in lets You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in lets You have the desire for NASA fleets of Shuttle, catch 1 trillion fish in the Ocean. Love women, win her Soul the Ocean. Love women, win her Soul the Ocean. Love women, win her Soul the Ocean. Love women, win her Soul----Mate Mate Mate Mate 
gamble on with 4 Trillion Galaxies, allgamble on with 4 Trillion Galaxies, allgamble on with 4 Trillion Galaxies, allgamble on with 4 Trillion Galaxies, all expanding into infinite space. Most will shine with her and you for the next 4 expanding into infinite space. Most will shine with her and you for the next 4 expanding into infinite space. Most will shine with her and you for the next 4 expanding into infinite space. Most will shine with her and you for the next 4 Trillion years,  Trillion years,  Trillion years,  Trillion years, 
which is really Forever! which is really Forever! which is really Forever! which is really Forever! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 113 Stagnated... 113 Stagnated... 113 Stagnated... 1 Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky Terra Fermi is destroyed by the Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky Terra Fermi is destroyed by the Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky Terra Fermi is destroyed by the Invention to hear + see Aliens before our lucky Terra Fermi is destroyed by the New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars,  New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars,  New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars,  New York Times... 1 Trillion Stars, 
more than 70% will shine for 4 trillionmore than 70% will shine for 4 trillionmore than 70% will shine for 4 trillionmore than 70% will shine for 4 trillion years after their Mad Men Headlines Destroy the Earth.  years after their Mad Men Headlines Destroy the Earth.  years after their Mad Men Headlines Destroy the Earth.  years after their Mad Men Headlines Destroy the Earth. 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school kids is Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school kids is Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school kids is Stagnated... Brilliance of Einstein in less than 1% of school kids is disinformation by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1  disinformation by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1  disinformation by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1  disinformation by the CIA so the Pentagon will get $1 
Trillion next year not theTrillion next year not theTrillion next year not theTrillion next year not the Dept. of Education!  Dept. of Education!  Dept. of Education!  Dept. of Education! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 513 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 513 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 513 Stagnated... 1 invention that will give 5 billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is billion people on Earth the Memory of an Einstein! This 1 dramatic invention is
written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" written up in the book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education  Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education  Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education  Stagnated... $1 Trillion for the Dept. of Education 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets13 Stagnated... $1 Trillion for Blue Angel Navy Jets

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies,13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies,13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies,13 Stagnated... a New Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies, stars that will shine for 4 Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the  stars that will shine for 4 Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the  stars that will shine for 4 Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the  stars that will shine for 4 Trillion years, more than a Billion times of the 
AgeAgeAgeAge of Current Universe.  of Current Universe.  of Current Universe.  of Current Universe. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender13 Stagnated... Men are stuck' in gender roles, data suggest less than 1% would tell a women before sex if they have TB, roles, data suggest less than 1% would tell a women before sex if they have TB, roles, data suggest less than 1% would tell a women before sex if they have TB, roles, data suggest less than 1% would tell a women before sex if they have TB, Lung  Lung  Lung  Lung 
Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Stagnated... New Generation of young women beautiful as Farrah! Unaware "Men are Addicted" wanting sex without telling  Addicted" wanting sex without telling  Addicted" wanting sex without telling  Addicted" wanting sex without telling 
her what diseases they have. Front Pageher what diseases they have. Front Pageher what diseases they have. Front Pageher what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis,  HIV, Syphilis,  HIV, Syphilis,  HIV, Syphilis, 
HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every day! 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... reporting sex Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... reporting sex Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... reporting sex Stagnated... White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... reporting sex diseases to the next person you have sex with.  diseases to the next person you have sex with.  diseases to the next person you have sex with.  diseases to the next person you have sex with. 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated...13 Stagnated... Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West costing $450K display of "Drunk Men" Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West costing $450K display of "Drunk Men" Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West costing $450K display of "Drunk Men" Navy Blue Angels put on a show in Key West costing $450K display of "Drunk Men" spending the Navy's Pay on a 2  spending the Navy's Pay on a 2  spending the Navy's Pay on a 2  spending the Navy's Pay on a 2 
day drunk watching airborne bravado + mindlessday drunk watching airborne bravado + mindlessday drunk watching airborne bravado + mindlessday drunk watching airborne bravado + mindless overeating + drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013  overeating + drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013  overeating + drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013  overeating + drinking, life in a Roman Orgy with Caesar in 2013 

12121212----30303030----13131313 Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to have stagnated... Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to have stagnated... Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to have stagnated... Stagnated... Popular ideas about masculinity seeming to have stagnated... registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung  registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung  registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung  registered sex offenders None With HIV, TB, Lung 
Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV,Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works every day!  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works every day!  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works every day!  Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And he works every day! 

12121212----30303030----13 White13 White13 White13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project"13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project"13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project"13 Stagnated... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put  for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put  for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put  for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus Cancers, put 
it in theit in theit in theit in the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack  Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack  Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack  Generation of Farrah's unaware of "BLack 
OJ's" Sex without telling her whatOJ's" Sex without telling her whatOJ's" Sex without telling her whatOJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and diseases they have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and works every day!  works every day!  works every day!  works every day! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Stagnated... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast Cancer13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast Cancer13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast Cancer13 Stagnated... Susan G Komen... MUST GET... "40,000 Breast Cancer Women who died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen  Women who died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen  Women who died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen  Women who died" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen 
before the "Rx Penicillinbefore the "Rx Penicillinbefore the "Rx Penicillinbefore the "Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2  in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2  in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2  in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2 
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Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they haveFix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they haveFix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they haveFix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope Frances they have Stagnated because they bought their 2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key Stagnated because they bought their 2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key Stagnated because they bought their 2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key Stagnated because they bought their 2nd home in Mecca or Dubai instead of Key
West! West! West! West! 

12121212----30303030----13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives13 Stagnated... airborne bravado of several wives Cheerleaders in the Legal Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bow Cheerleaders in the Legal Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bow Cheerleaders in the Legal Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bow Cheerleaders in the Legal Polygamous Marriage, 1st Super Bowl is against l is against l is against l is against 
BreastBreastBreastBreast Cancer. A must win game! Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Cancer. A must win game! Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Cancer. A must win game! Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Cancer. A must win game! Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 White House13 White House13 White House13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----30303030----13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have13 White House Doctor seeming to have stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!!  stagnated... the Rx Perfume "Farrah"!!! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar"13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day  Christmas Day  Christmas Day  Christmas Day 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! Unaware of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on  on GM + Ford cars! Unaware of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on  on GM + Ford cars! Unaware of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on  on GM + Ford cars! Unaware of the 1,001 drunk driving wrecks on 
Christmas DayChristmas DayChristmas DayChristmas Day Today! We need Dash Cams that can listen, smell, call 911  Today! We need Dash Cams that can listen, smell, call 911  Today! We need Dash Cams that can listen, smell, call 911  Today! We need Dash Cams that can listen, smell, call 911 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we13 Christmas Day... only miracle cure for Smog we have...  have...  have...  have... 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans13 Christmas Day... Navy + NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @  of H @  of H @  of H @ ----254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K 254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K 254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K 254 C and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck... 10K 
Windmills onWindmills onWindmills onWindmills on the JFK will give Humanity for next Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H the JFK will give Humanity for next Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H the JFK will give Humanity for next Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H the JFK will give Humanity for next Christmas Day 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H at  at  at  at ----254 C free... only miracle cure for 254 C free... only miracle cure for 254 C free... only miracle cure for 254 C free... only miracle cure for 
Smog we have... Pollution for ShanghaiSmog we have... Pollution for ShanghaiSmog we have... Pollution for ShanghaiSmog we have... Pollution for Shanghai’’’’ssss Christmas. Heavily Christmas. Heavily Christmas. Heavily Christmas. Heavily----polluted air is expected to greet Chinese on Christmas Day,polluted air is expected to greet Chinese on Christmas Day,polluted air is expected to greet Chinese on Christmas Day,polluted air is expected to greet Chinese on Christmas Day, few are aware  few are aware  few are aware  few are aware 
of the birth defects and Childhood Cancer side effects!of the birth defects and Childhood Cancer side effects!of the birth defects and Childhood Cancer side effects!of the birth defects and Childhood Cancer side effects!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) ---- Pope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of 
Jesus' birth, forJesus' birth, forJesus' birth, forJesus' birth, for Syria and Sudan.  Syria and Sudan.  Syria and Sudan.  Syria and Sudan. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency13 Christmas Day... Syria's state news agency says the oil ministry has signed a deal Today on Christmas Day with Russian oil says the oil ministry has signed a deal Today on Christmas Day with Russian oil says the oil ministry has signed a deal Today on Christmas Day with Russian oil says the oil ministry has signed a deal Today on Christmas Day with Russian oil
and gas company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in the Mediterranean Sea. and gas company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in the Mediterranean Sea. and gas company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in the Mediterranean Sea. and gas company Soyuzneftegaz to explore in the Mediterranean Sea. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising13 Christmas Day... The Ford Motor Company is raising the stakes in the pickup market with the introduction of an aluminum  the stakes in the pickup market with the introduction of an aluminum  the stakes in the pickup market with the introduction of an aluminum  the stakes in the pickup market with the introduction of an aluminum 
based Fbased Fbased Fbased F----150150150150 next year. Gasoline Engine, ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine  next year. Gasoline Engine, ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine  next year. Gasoline Engine, ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine  next year. Gasoline Engine, ElectricWindmillCar, Gravity Engine 

12121212----25252525----13131313 Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is Generated... Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is Generated... Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is Generated... Christmas Day... Many are unaware of how Gravity is Generated...

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is13 Christmas Day... Many are unaware God's best Invention is Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, many 1,001 in Sudan alone were killed fighting over "Oil  loss, many 1,001 in Sudan alone were killed fighting over "Oil  loss, many 1,001 in Sudan alone were killed fighting over "Oil  loss, many 1,001 in Sudan alone were killed fighting over "Oil 
Revenues" unawareRevenues" unawareRevenues" unawareRevenues" unaware one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima Centauri will Shine for the next 4 TRILLION one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima Centauri will Shine for the next 4 TRILLION one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima Centauri will Shine for the next 4 TRILLION one of the 3 nearest Stars Proxima Centauri will Shine for the next 4 TRILLION years.  years.  years.  years. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government13 Christmas Day... Rebel soldiers and government troops in South Sudan are fighting for control of Malakal, the capital of troops in South Sudan are fighting for control of Malakal, the capital of troops in South Sudan are fighting for control of Malakal, the capital of troops in South Sudan are fighting for control of Malakal, the capital of oil oil oil oil----
producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. producing Upper Nile State. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP)  (AP)  (AP)  (AP) ---- Pope Francis on Christmas Day could not give or would not give HumanityPope Francis on Christmas Day could not give or would not give HumanityPope Francis on Christmas Day could not give or would not give HumanityPope Francis on Christmas Day could not give or would not give Humanity the gift of  the gift of  the gift of  the gift of 
"LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil Revenues Means WW III."LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil Revenues Means WW III."LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil Revenues Means WW III."LEAKING" $177 Trillion more from Oil Revenues Means WW III.

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) ---- Pope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of 
Jesus' Clean AirJesus' Clean AirJesus' Clean AirJesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this!  To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this!  To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this!  To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this! 

12121212----25252525----13131313 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, In a gruesome Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, In a gruesome Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, In a gruesome Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, In a gruesome Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter  Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter  Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter  Christmas Eve nightmare, a volunteer firefighter 
responding to a car crash in aresponding to a car crash in aresponding to a car crash in aresponding to a car crash in a small New Hampshire town tried to help the victim  small New Hampshire town tried to help the victim  small New Hampshire town tried to help the victim  small New Hampshire town tried to help the victim ---- only to find the woman wasonly to find the woman wasonly to find the woman wasonly to find the woman was his daughter, and she  his daughter, and she  his daughter, and she  his daughter, and she 
was dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... awas dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... awas dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... awas dying! NO Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars... a Numb Nut Dictators 1990 Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet! Numb Nut Dictators 1990 Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet! Numb Nut Dictators 1990 Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet! Numb Nut Dictators 1990 Christmas Present not given to Humanity yet!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) ---- Pope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on ChristmasPope Francis on Christmas Day should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for  Day should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for  Day should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for  Day should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for 
the Outside of histhe Outside of histhe Outside of histhe Outside of his Vatican Cars Vatican Cars Vatican Cars Vatican Cars... ... ... ... 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by13 Christmas Day... Edward Snowden has gloated that by exposing the National Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his  exposing the National Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his  exposing the National Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his  exposing the National Security Agency (NSA) to public scrutiny, his 
mission wasmission wasmission wasmission was "already accomplished." CBS Nightly News Anchor commented "Snowden is still "already accomplished." CBS Nightly News Anchor commented "Snowden is still "already accomplished." CBS Nightly News Anchor commented "Snowden is still "already accomplished." CBS Nightly News Anchor commented "Snowden is still working for the NSA." Orwellian Comment  working for the NSA." Orwellian Comment  working for the NSA." Orwellian Comment  working for the NSA." Orwellian Comment 
towards the suppression of the "1980towards the suppression of the "1980towards the suppression of the "1980towards the suppression of the "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar."  Model ElectricWindmillCar."  Model ElectricWindmillCar."  Model ElectricWindmillCar." 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden13 Christmas Day... MOSCOW Snowden should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his should have "Opened" his present of Super Air Bags for the Outside of his Vatican Cars...  Vatican Cars...  Vatican Cars...  Vatican Cars... 
and saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics who will freezeand saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics who will freezeand saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics who will freezeand saved the lives of 1,001 Russian Alcoholics who will freeze to death in a frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate to death in a frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate to death in a frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate to death in a frozen car... as the ElectricWindmillCar will be Climate
Controlled 78 F 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? Controlled 78 F 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? Controlled 78 F 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? Controlled 78 F 24/7... why is this so Top Secret? 
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12121212----25252525----13 Christmas13 Christmas13 Christmas13 Christmas Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day Miracle, Jimmy Carter's Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day Miracle, Jimmy Carter's Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day Miracle, Jimmy Carter's Day... "1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar" Christmas Day Miracle, Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity is  Christmas Day gift to Humanity is  Christmas Day gift to Humanity is  Christmas Day gift to Humanity is 
Habitat For Humanity. Habitat For Humanity. Habitat For Humanity. Habitat For Humanity. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at13 Christmas Day... in Key West "Jimmy" just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers  Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers  Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers  Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers 
watchingwatchingwatchingwatching Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Jimmy is Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Jimmy is Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Jimmy is Greg this Christmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on! Jimmy is drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on  drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on  drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on  drunk with Power of George Orwell at War on 
Christmas Day next to a Navy Base!Christmas Day next to a Navy Base!Christmas Day next to a Navy Base!Christmas Day next to a Navy Base!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn Smith;13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn Smith;13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn Smith;13 Christmas Day... Rosalynn Carter (born Eleanor Rosalynn Smith; August 18, 1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the  August 18, 1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the  August 18, 1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the  August 18, 1927) is the wife of the 39th President of the 
United States, JimmyUnited States, JimmyUnited States, JimmyUnited States, Jimmy Carter and in that capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's.  Carter and in that capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's.  Carter and in that capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's.  Carter and in that capacity who to "EVICT" for their SIN's. 

12121212----25252525----13131313 Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to War not near by Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to War not near by Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to War not near by Christmas Day... Victor is God, God knows Victor is addicted to War not near by stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years...  stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years...  stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years...  stars that will shine for 4 trillion more years... 
Gregs 1 invention to Hear +Gregs 1 invention to Hear +Gregs 1 invention to Hear +Gregs 1 invention to Hear + Observe Aliens will make Greg the Victor! Sober Victor too!  Observe Aliens will make Greg the Victor! Sober Victor too!  Observe Aliens will make Greg the Victor! Sober Victor too!  Observe Aliens will make Greg the Victor! Sober Victor too! 

12121212----25252525----13131313 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, Many in Georgia Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, Many in Georgia Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, Many in Georgia Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, Many in Georgia Today On Christmas Day.  Today On Christmas Day.  Today On Christmas Day.  Today On Christmas Day. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical13 Christmas Day... Yale Key West Medical School built in Key West and Georgia What Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built for School built in Key West and Georgia What Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built for School built in Key West and Georgia What Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built for School built in Key West and Georgia What Jimmy + Rosalynn should have built for
Humanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia Medical School built on an EiffelHumanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia Medical School built on an EiffelHumanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia Medical School built on an EiffelHumanity is Habitat For Humanity Yale Georgia Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built  Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built  Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built  Tower Base filled with Shipping Containers pre built 
as Class Rooms and OR's!as Class Rooms and OR's!as Class Rooms and OR's!as Class Rooms and OR's!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 201313 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 201313 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 201313 Christmas Day... Jimmy just spit at Greg on Christmas Day 2013 in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this  in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this  in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this  in front of 1,001 George Orwell Observers watching Greg this 
Christmas Day onChristmas Day onChristmas Day onChristmas Day on the web cam favorite they just clicked on!  the web cam favorite they just clicked on!  the web cam favorite they just clicked on!  the web cam favorite they just clicked on! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, someone is always watching you on a web cam favorites on their vision loss, someone is always watching you on a web cam favorites on their vision loss, someone is always watching you on a web cam favorites on their vision loss, someone is always watching you on a web cam favorites on their
computer. computer. computer. computer. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision13 Christmas Day... Many with diabetes unaware of vision loss, adults with diabetic macular edema  loss, adults with diabetic macular edema  loss, adults with diabetic macular edema  loss, adults with diabetic macular edema ---- a condition that can  a condition that can  a condition that can  a condition that can 
ultimately leadultimately leadultimately leadultimately lead to blindness  to blindness  to blindness  to blindness ---- just 45 percent of respondents said they were literate in this. just 45 percent of respondents said they were literate in this. just 45 percent of respondents said they were literate in this. just 45 percent of respondents said they were literate in this.

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New13 Christmas Day... Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..."  Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..."  Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..."  Bond 007 Movie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life..." 
Florida Publix +Florida Publix +Florida Publix +Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Whole Foods to screen for Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer!  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer!  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer!  Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day...13 Christmas Day...13 Christmas Day...13 Christmas Day... Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Anus  Miracle Cure for Anus  Miracle Cure for Anus  Miracle Cure for Anus 
Cancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now WaterCancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now WaterCancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now WaterCancers, put it in the water... Water into Wine, now Water into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's  into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's  into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's  into a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for the New Generation of Farrah's 
unaware ofunaware ofunaware ofunaware of "BLack OJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key "BLack OJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key "BLack OJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key "BLack OJ's" Sex without telling her what diseases you have. Front Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and  West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV and 
works every day! New Andy Warhol and a Newworks every day! New Andy Warhol and a Newworks every day! New Andy Warhol and a Newworks every day! New Andy Warhol and a New Era of Art, the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to get the "Windmill" Era of Art, the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to get the "Windmill" Era of Art, the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to get the "Windmill" Era of Art, the portrait is Painted of "Brainstormed Ideas to get the "Windmill" in  in  in  in 
Animal Farm. Hemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key WestAnimal Farm. Hemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key WestAnimal Farm. Hemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key WestAnimal Farm. Hemingway Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West will have all students write in "Windmills" in every  will have all students write in "Windmills" in every  will have all students write in "Windmills" in every  will have all students write in "Windmills" in every 
chapter for the Inventorschapter for the Inventorschapter for the Inventorschapter for the Inventors reading looking for a R reading looking for a R reading looking for a R reading looking for a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Farrah. x Overnight Miracle Cure for Farrah. x Overnight Miracle Cure for Farrah. x Overnight Miracle Cure for Farrah. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway13 Christmas Day... Polygamous Marriages at Hemingway House and the Verdict is IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected  House and the Verdict is IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected  House and the Verdict is IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected  House and the Verdict is IN... Brainstormed HPV virus dissected 
"FRAME" by frame"FRAME" by frame"FRAME" by frame"FRAME" by frame in Los Alamos Super computer video simulations. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, and her in Los Alamos Super computer video simulations. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, and her in Los Alamos Super computer video simulations. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, and her in Los Alamos Super computer video simulations. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer, and her New Manhattan Project for the Rx  New Manhattan Project for the Rx  New Manhattan Project for the Rx  New Manhattan Project for the Rx 
Overnight Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + allOvernight Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + allOvernight Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + allOvernight Miracle cure of Breast Cancer + all the wives in a legal polygamous marriage working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001 the wives in a legal polygamous marriage working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001 the wives in a legal polygamous marriage working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001 the wives in a legal polygamous marriage working 24/7 brainstorming to get 1,001
Invention Rx spelled out with links to get you started InventingSomething onInvention Rx spelled out with links to get you started InventingSomething onInvention Rx spelled out with links to get you started InventingSomething onInvention Rx spelled out with links to get you started InventingSomething on 12 12 12 12----25252525----13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 13 Christmas Day... 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a13 Christmas Day... bacteria produce a cell wall that is composed partly of a macromolecule called peptidoglycan, cell wall that is composed partly of a macromolecule called peptidoglycan, cell wall that is composed partly of a macromolecule called peptidoglycan, cell wall that is composed partly of a macromolecule called peptidoglycan, itself made  itself made  itself made  itself made 
up of amino sugars and short peptides. Human cells do not make orup of amino sugars and short peptides. Human cells do not make orup of amino sugars and short peptides. Human cells do not make orup of amino sugars and short peptides. Human cells do not make or need peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to be  need peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to be  need peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to be  need peptidoglycan. Penicillin, one of the first antibiotics to be 
used widely,used widely,used widely,used widely, prevents the final cross prevents the final cross prevents the final cross prevents the final cross----linking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of thislinking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of thislinking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of thislinking step, or transpeptidation, in assembly of this macromolecule. The result is a very fragile  macromolecule. The result is a very fragile  macromolecule. The result is a very fragile  macromolecule. The result is a very fragile 
cell wall that bursts, killing thecell wall that bursts, killing thecell wall that bursts, killing thecell wall that bursts, killing the bacterium.  bacterium.  bacterium.  bacterium. 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts13 Christmas Day... Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts of home as US troops get on with job... come home and get NO..."1980  of home as US troops get on with job... come home and get NO..."1980  of home as US troops get on with job... come home and get NO..."1980  of home as US troops get on with job... come home and get NO..."1980 
ModelModelModelModel ElectricWindmillCar"  ElectricWindmillCar"  ElectricWindmillCar"  ElectricWindmillCar" ---- Get Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity, Get Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity, Get Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity, Get Jimmy Carter's Christmas Day gift to Humanity, Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who  Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who  Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who  Habitat For Humanity built House by Jimmy who 
spits on them with this comingspits on them with this comingspits on them with this comingspits on them with this coming home from War Gift of a House when gasoline smog will give their kids birth home from War Gift of a House when gasoline smog will give their kids birth home from War Gift of a House when gasoline smog will give their kids birth home from War Gift of a House when gasoline smog will give their kids birth defects and Childhood  defects and Childhood  defects and Childhood  defects and Childhood 
Cancers not even St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only wifeCancers not even St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only wifeCancers not even St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only wifeCancers not even St Jude can Cure! Rosalynn his only wife went along with this War Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets  went along with this War Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets  went along with this War Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets  went along with this War Crime against his kids.... I make you aware Vets 
comingcomingcomingcoming home from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from home from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from home from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from home from War, to see their kids get birth defects and Childhood cancers from gasoline smog!!!  gasoline smog!!!  gasoline smog!!!  gasoline smog!!! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) 13 Christmas Day... VATICAN CITY (AP) ---- Pope Francis on Pope Francis on Pope Francis on Pope Francis on Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of  Christmas Day is wishing for a better world, with peace for the land of 
Jesus'Jesus'Jesus'Jesus' Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this! Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this! Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this! Clean Air To Breath... is not in Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA... leak this!

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity.13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity.13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity.13 Christmas Day... Ice storm leaves 500,000 without electricity. Repair crews worked around the clock to restore power to nearly  Repair crews worked around the clock to restore power to nearly  Repair crews worked around the clock to restore power to nearly  Repair crews worked around the clock to restore power to nearly 
half a millionhalf a millionhalf a millionhalf a million customers who faced a cold and dark Christmas in parts of central and customers who faced a cold and dark Christmas in parts of central and customers who faced a cold and dark Christmas in parts of central and customers who faced a cold and dark Christmas in parts of central and northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1  northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1  northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1  northeastern U.S. and into eastern Canada. 1 
Trillion cans of H for homeTrillion cans of H for homeTrillion cans of H for homeTrillion cans of H for home electric generation... on Christmas Day!  electric generation... on Christmas Day!  electric generation... on Christmas Day!  electric generation... on Christmas Day! 

12121212----25252525----13 Christmas Day... Dash13 Christmas Day... Dash13 Christmas Day... Dash13 Christmas Day... Dash Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! To get the drunks off the road + Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! To get the drunks off the road + Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! To get the drunks off the road + Cam Hell we need a Dash Cam on GM + Ford cars! To get the drunks off the road + out of the Top Brass  out of the Top Brass  out of the Top Brass  out of the Top Brass 
Invention Projects that built MIT drones not Dash Cams thatInvention Projects that built MIT drones not Dash Cams thatInvention Projects that built MIT drones not Dash Cams thatInvention Projects that built MIT drones not Dash Cams that can listen, hear, talk, smell, call 911!  can listen, hear, talk, smell, call 911!  can listen, hear, talk, smell, call 911!  can listen, hear, talk, smell, call 911! 
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12121212----21212121----13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I13 #1 to #8 Best Christmas Presents posted for today. I really like #3 the Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars  really like #3 the Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars  really like #3 the Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars  really like #3 the Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars 
confiscatedconfiscatedconfiscatedconfiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ 

12121212----21212121----13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families13 #6 Best Christmas Present is 9/11 Families 'Ecstatic' They Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion 'Ecstatic' They Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion 'Ecstatic' They Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion 'Ecstatic' They Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... Royal Family for $177 Trillion in  in  in  in 
illegal Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention and suppression of theillegal Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention and suppression of theillegal Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention and suppression of theillegal Gasoline Revenues since 1980 invention and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter +  ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter +  ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter +  ElectricWindmillCar by Teddy Kennedy bullying Jimmy Carter + 
his wife! Roberthis wife! Roberthis wife! Roberthis wife! Robert Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into hanging herself in the Barn Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into hanging herself in the Barn Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into hanging herself in the Barn Kennedy Jr would not have Bullied Mary Kennedy into hanging herself in the Barn as No Judge could be "Bought" by a  as No Judge could be "Bought" by a  as No Judge could be "Bought" by a  as No Judge could be "Bought" by a 
Kennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed toKennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed toKennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed toKennedy if Teddy Kennedy would have failed to Bully Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era.  Bully Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era.  Bully Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era.  Bully Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era. 

12121212----21212121----13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women13 #7 Best Christmas Present 1 Million American Women "Bullied" into becoming "Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and  "Bullied" into becoming "Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and  "Bullied" into becoming "Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and  "Bullied" into becoming "Sex Slaves" for the Saudi Royal Family and 
SaudiSaudiSaudiSaudi Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... and Verizon for not Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... and Verizon for not Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... and Verizon for not Princes living in Mecca, Can Finally Sue Saudi Arabia... and Verizon for not calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human  calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human  calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human  calling the U.N. High Commissioner for Human 
Rights for letting VerizonRights for letting VerizonRights for letting VerizonRights for letting Verizon Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on the job at Verizon! NSA + CIA. Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on the job at Verizon! NSA + CIA. Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on the job at Verizon! NSA + CIA. Employees watch these YouTube Sex Slave Videos on the job at Verizon! NSA + CIA.

12121212----21212121----13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can13 #8 Best Christmas Present is 1 Billion people can finally sue th U.N. 1 Million "Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" finally sue th U.N. 1 Million "Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" finally sue th U.N. 1 Million "Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" finally sue th U.N. 1 Million "Fiery Wrecks" and 1,001 "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks"
burning cops writing a speeding ticket... in Paris, London, Moscow, LA is theburning cops writing a speeding ticket... in Paris, London, Moscow, LA is theburning cops writing a speeding ticket... in Paris, London, Moscow, LA is theburning cops writing a speeding ticket... in Paris, London, Moscow, LA is the worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is  worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is  worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is  worst crime by the UN unless the worst crimes by the UN is 
1,001 kids left in1,001 kids left in1,001 kids left in1,001 kids left in hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has A/C 24/7, and hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has A/C 24/7, and hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has A/C 24/7, and hot cars to die a tortured death when the ElectricWindmillCar has A/C 24/7, and "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops  "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops  "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops  "Dash Cams" with apps that let cops 
give speeding tickets by wifi and cell callsgive speeding tickets by wifi and cell callsgive speeding tickets by wifi and cell callsgive speeding tickets by wifi and cell calls to the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now slow down and here is your to the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now slow down and here is your to the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now slow down and here is your to the speeding drivers... "Dash Cam." Busted now slow down and here is your speeding ticket.  speeding ticket.  speeding ticket.  speeding ticket. 

12121212----21212121----13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the13 #2 Best Christmas Present is that the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" will let women in Mecca Drive to become MD's, and "ElectricWindmillCar Era" will let women in Mecca Drive to become MD's, and "ElectricWindmillCar Era" will let women in Mecca Drive to become MD's, and "ElectricWindmillCar Era" will let women in Mecca Drive to become MD's, and drive a  drive a  drive a  drive a 
"Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in the USA"Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in the USA"Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in the USA"Gasoline Car in Saudi Arabia!" NOT a made in the USA ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar! 

12121212----21212121----13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion13 #3 Best Christmas Present is $177 Trillion dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $  dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil $ 

12121212----21212121----13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale13 #4 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students  Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students  Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students  Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure + Med Students 
paid apaid apaid apaid a salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion in confiscated money now "Safe" in salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion in confiscated money now "Safe" in salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion in confiscated money now "Safe" in salary from Mecca's Godsent $177 Trillion in confiscated money now "Safe" in Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used.  Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used.  Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used.  Swiss Banks, same Swiss Banks Hitler used. 

12121212----21212121----13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur13 #5 Best Christmas Present is from Paris, Pasteur University finally gets the Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization to University finally gets the Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization to University finally gets the Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization to University finally gets the Discover how to get the process of Pasteurization to
work on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get youwork on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get youwork on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get youwork on fighting salmonella. 1 of 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from the  started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from the  started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from the  started inventing DELETED by Bill + Melinda from the 
Win 8.2 Fix. Win 8.2 Fix. Win 8.2 Fix. Win 8.2 Fix. 

12121212----21212121----13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar13 #1 Best Christmas Present is the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" of 2014 Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007  Era" of 2014 Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007  Era" of 2014 Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007  Era" of 2014 Mrs. Bond a new 007, now Dr. Bond 007... New Bond 007 
MovieMovieMovieMovie Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life" New Years 2014 Hangover Cures, New Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life" New Years 2014 Hangover Cures, New Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life" New Years 2014 Hangover Cures, New Titled... "Dr. 007 is Bond's New Wife + Life" New Years 2014 Hangover Cures, New Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for  Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for  Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for  Laws... Florida Publix + Whole Foods to screen for 
Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB,Breast + Ovarian Cancer, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Mrs. 007 Bond Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Mrs. 007 Bond Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Mrs. 007 Bond Lung Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention  has a "Pet Invention  has a "Pet Invention  has a "Pet Invention 
Project" for Farrah Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol portraitProject" for Farrah Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol portraitProject" for Farrah Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol portraitProject" for Farrah Fawcett... Her Andy Warhol portrait Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME" Verdict is IN... with a new "Frame" of Brainstormed HPV virus dissected "FRAME"
by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer andby Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer andby Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer andby Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! On Today Show Today a Wife dead from Lung Cancer and no Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5  no Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5  no Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5  no Lung Cancer "Brainstorming" Cure for her 5 
year old daughter, just Mom'syear old daughter, just Mom'syear old daughter, just Mom'syear old daughter, just Mom's Wedding Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg wants her to be a Yale Wedding Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg wants her to be a Yale Wedding Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg wants her to be a Yale Wedding Pictures! Nice Wedding Dress Picture!!! But Greg wants her to be a Yale MD... The making of a  MD... The making of a  MD... The making of a  MD... The making of a 
Yale Women MD starts at 5 years old, when Dad takes her onYale Women MD starts at 5 years old, when Dad takes her onYale Women MD starts at 5 years old, when Dad takes her onYale Women MD starts at 5 years old, when Dad takes her on "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key West Medical School, Tomorrow on Today  "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key West Medical School, Tomorrow on Today  "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key West Medical School, Tomorrow on Today  "Grand Rounds" at Yale Key West Medical School, Tomorrow on Today 
Show they willShow they willShow they willShow they will have this version of the story with Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 have this version of the story with Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 have this version of the story with Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 have this version of the story with Dr. Nancy and her Dad taking 1 Trillion 5 year old girls who's Mom died from "2013  year old girls who's Mom died from "2013  year old girls who's Mom died from "2013  year old girls who's Mom died from "2013 
Plague of Cancers Era" to Work. GettingPlague of Cancers Era" to Work. GettingPlague of Cancers Era" to Work. GettingPlague of Cancers Era" to Work. Getting started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Cancer at 5. started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Cancer at 5. started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Cancer at 5. started working on a Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Cancer at 5.

12121212----19191919----13 $3,999 13 $3,999 13 $3,999 13 $3,999 ---- $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a $9,999 Mac Pro is available TODAY with a 3.7 GHz quad 3.7 GHz quad 3.7 GHz quad 3.7 GHz quad----core Intel Xeon E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a core Intel Xeon E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a core Intel Xeon E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a core Intel Xeon E5 processor... Greg wants the Mac Pro with a 
"Back"Back"Back"Back Up Battery" base with 12 Up Battery" base with 12 Up Battery" base with 12 Up Battery" base with 12----core Intel Xeon E5 processors, AMD FirePro D700 GPUscore Intel Xeon E5 processors, AMD FirePro D700 GPUscore Intel Xeon E5 processors, AMD FirePro D700 GPUscore Intel Xeon E5 processors, AMD FirePro D700 GPUs with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up  with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up  with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up  with 6GB of VRAM, up to 64GB of memory, and up 
to 1TB of PCIeto 1TB of PCIeto 1TB of PCIeto 1TB of PCIe----based flashbased flashbased flashbased flash storage. $10K with No Software add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of storage. $10K with No Software add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of storage. $10K with No Software add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of storage. $10K with No Software add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of several wives working 24/7 on a  several wives working 24/7 on a  several wives working 24/7 on a  several wives working 24/7 on a 
Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers. 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled is available tomorrow or the day after... after Invention Projects preinstalled is available tomorrow or the day after... after Invention Projects preinstalled is available tomorrow or the day after... after Invention Projects preinstalled is available tomorrow or the day after... after Susan G  Susan G  Susan G  Susan G 
Komen... gets the 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buriedKomen... gets the 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buriedKomen... gets the 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buriedKomen... gets the 2013 dead... "40K Civilian Breast Cancer Dead" buried at Arlington! This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like  at Arlington! This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like  at Arlington! This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like  at Arlington! This MUST happen before the "Rx Penicillin Like 
Overnight MiracleOvernight MiracleOvernight MiracleOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win Cure for Breast Cancer Invention Project" is preinstalled in the Mac Pro or Win 8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope  8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope  8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope  8.2 Fix!!! Bill + Melinda are like Pope 
Frances they will not say a PRAYER, forFrances they will not say a PRAYER, forFrances they will not say a PRAYER, forFrances they will not say a PRAYER, for 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it would mean the Vatican + Microsoft 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it would mean the Vatican + Microsoft 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it would mean the Vatican + Microsoft 40K dead women in 2013 + 2014, if they did it would mean the Vatican + Microsoft "took part in  "took part in  "took part in  "took part in 
the murders via breast cancer" all these years from 1980 to 2013the murders via breast cancer" all these years from 1980 to 2013the murders via breast cancer" all these years from 1980 to 2013the murders via breast cancer" all these years from 1980 to 2013 all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of War Dead from Breast  all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of War Dead from Breast  all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of War Dead from Breast  all the Pentagon's "Civilian Causalities of War Dead from Breast 
Cancer" toCancer" toCancer" toCancer" to "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast "Cure" Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Israeli! Jews the highest rate of Breast Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Today  Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Today  Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Today  Cancer of any Nation... is Israeli. Today 
Afghastan gets another $80 Billion...Afghastan gets another $80 Billion...Afghastan gets another $80 Billion...Afghastan gets another $80 Billion... Breast Cancer Donations Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Breast Cancer Donations Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Breast Cancer Donations Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Breast Cancer Donations Today will not come close to $80 Billion this is why the Pentagon, Bill +  Pentagon, Bill +  Pentagon, Bill +  Pentagon, Bill + 
Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30Melinda + the Pope think on their SINS in exchange for $30 Trillion Each in BP Oil Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has  Trillion Each in BP Oil Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has  Trillion Each in BP Oil Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has  Trillion Each in BP Oil Revenues! "Worst Pentagon Crimes of 2013" #1 has 
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to beto beto beto be restricting Greg + several MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage from working restricting Greg + several MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage from working restricting Greg + several MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage from working restricting Greg + several MD Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage from working on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! 2014 Greg + MD Wives withCancer! 2014 Greg + MD Wives withCancer! 2014 Greg + MD Wives withCancer! 2014 Greg + MD Wives with several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Software, add another $10K for apps! several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Software, add another $10K for apps! several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Software, add another $10K for apps! several Mac Pro's costing $10K each with No Software, add another $10K for apps! And 1 for each of  And 1 for each of  And 1 for each of  And 1 for each of 
several MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseasesseveral MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseasesseveral MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseasesseveral MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Cure for 1,001 diseases + cancers, CIA has told the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the  + cancers, CIA has told the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the  + cancers, CIA has told the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the  + cancers, CIA has told the Pentagon Generals Greg + Wives will get the 
Rx CureRx CureRx CureRx Cure for a few diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx for a few diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx for a few diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx for a few diseases + cancer if not win the Power Ball Lottery and get the Rx Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1  Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1  Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1  Overnight Cure for All Cancers... this is the #1 
reason Greg was Home Alone inreason Greg was Home Alone inreason Greg was Home Alone inreason Greg was Home Alone in 2013 in Key West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 2013" #1 has to 2013 in Key West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 2013" #1 has to 2013 in Key West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 2013" #1 has to 2013 in Key West... this is why the #1 "Worst Pentagon Crime of 2013" #1 has to be restricting Greg +  be restricting Greg +  be restricting Greg +  be restricting Greg + 
several MD Wives from working on a Rx Overnight Miracleseveral MD Wives from working on a Rx Overnight Miracleseveral MD Wives from working on a Rx Overnight Miracleseveral MD Wives from working on a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 because they didn't want us to get any Rx  Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 because they didn't want us to get any Rx  Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 because they didn't want us to get any Rx  Cure for Breast Cancer in 2013 because they didn't want us to get any Rx 
CURESCURESCURESCURES not Major Cures Not General Cures, Not 1 was the Pentagon Revenge on all not Major Cures Not General Cures, Not 1 was the Pentagon Revenge on all not Major Cures Not General Cures, Not 1 was the Pentagon Revenge on all not Major Cures Not General Cures, Not 1 was the Pentagon Revenge on all Humanity + Greg!!!  Humanity + Greg!!!  Humanity + Greg!!!  Humanity + Greg!!! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the13 2014 "Smog Revolution"... 1,001 Types of Smog in the Oxford Dictionary of Invention Projects! 2014  Oxford Dictionary of Invention Projects! 2014  Oxford Dictionary of Invention Projects! 2014  Oxford Dictionary of Invention Projects! 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 00713 "Will Power" 00713 "Will Power" 00713 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  the USA too. SMOG is a social  the USA too. SMOG is a social  the USA too. SMOG is a social 
disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!  fix!  fix!  fix! 

"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 iPhonesSpyPro Desktop Notebook with Spy Apps!  Desktop Notebook with Spy Apps!  Desktop Notebook with Spy Apps!  Desktop Notebook with Spy Apps! 

"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled----Answered Apps"Answered Apps"Answered Apps"Answered Apps" 2014  2014  2014  2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 2014 007 Mrs. 007 Bond has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... anus cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife  Farrah Fawcett... anus cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife  Farrah Fawcett... anus cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife  Farrah Fawcett... anus cancer Rx Cure in 2014. 007 Bond Wife 
always ask her menalways ask her menalways ask her menalways ask her men before the 1st kiss... do you have any "Black Lung" diseases? At Oxford did you before the 1st kiss... do you have any "Black Lung" diseases? At Oxford did you before the 1st kiss... do you have any "Black Lung" diseases? At Oxford did you before the 1st kiss... do you have any "Black Lung" diseases? At Oxford did you beat up your Prostitutes after you  beat up your Prostitutes after you  beat up your Prostitutes after you  beat up your Prostitutes after you 
had sex with her? Yale and Harvard men do!had sex with her? Yale and Harvard men do!had sex with her? Yale and Harvard men do!had sex with her? Yale and Harvard men do!

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In13 2014 "Smog Revolution, In----China" 2014 China" 2014 China" 2014 China" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 201413 201413 201413 2014 "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution of 2014" "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution of 2014" "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution of 2014" "Smog Revolution in Paris" is the "New French Revolution of 2014"

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution against13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution against13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution against13 2014 "Smog Revolution in Key West" "American Revolution against the British BP Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014  the British BP Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014  the British BP Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014  the British BP Oil" Holocaust II Smog! 2014 

"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made----InInInIn----China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 

"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese iPho iPho iPho iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 ne5sCIA Apps" 2014 ne5sCIA Apps" 2014 ne5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO----UNUNUNUN----MDMDMDMD Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5s1,001"iPhone5s1,001"iPhone5s1,001"iPhone5s1,001----MedMedMedMed----Invention Projects Apps" 2014Invention Projects Apps" 2014Invention Projects Apps" 2014Invention Projects Apps" 2014

"iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sLosAlamosSuperComputer Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sNobelPrize"iPhone5sNobelPrize"iPhone5sNobelPrize"iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014  Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of
course she is the soulcourse she is the soulcourse she is the soulcourse she is the soul----sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! 

"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul----mate trillion yearmate trillion yearmate trillion yearmate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014  gambling Apps" 2014  gambling Apps" 2014  gambling Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  social  social  social 
disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!disease, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!

"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014

"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled----Answered Apps" 2014 Answered Apps" 2014 Answered Apps" 2014 Answered Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of13 2014 "End of13 2014 "End of13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014  the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014  the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014  the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" 

Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the NobelPeter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the NobelPeter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the NobelPeter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996.  Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996.  Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996.  Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. 

"End of the Nobel Prize in the"End of the Nobel Prize in the"End of the Nobel Prize in the"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 MD written13 2014 MD written13 2014 MD written13 2014 MD written torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, that are not mandatory! So those torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, that are not mandatory! So those torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, that are not mandatory! So those torture apps + mandatory flu vaccinations, that are not mandatory! So those infected from "Mexicans" who  infected from "Mexicans" who  infected from "Mexicans" who  infected from "Mexicans" who 
refuse the vaccine die from Whooping cough, flu,refuse the vaccine die from Whooping cough, flu,refuse the vaccine die from Whooping cough, flu,refuse the vaccine die from Whooping cough, flu, and 100's of other vaccine preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III and 100's of other vaccine preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III and 100's of other vaccine preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III and 100's of other vaccine preventable childhood diseases. This is Holocaust III as the  as the  as the  as the 
number of dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980number of dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980number of dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980number of dead kids are over 7 million more like 70 million since 1980 and the Jews in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its  and the Jews in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its  and the Jews in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its  and the Jews in NYC know this but don't want Greg to write its 
Holocaust IIIHolocaust IIIHolocaust IIIHolocaust III which it is! 2014  which it is! 2014  which it is! 2014  which it is! 2014 

The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!!The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!!The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!!The Nobel Prize since 1980 is "Dead"!!!

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO"iPhone5sWHO----UNUNUNUN----MD Apps" 2014MD Apps" 2014MD Apps" 2014MD Apps" 2014
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"iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sNobelPrize Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 New York Times13 2014 New York Times13 2014 New York Times13 2014 New York Times Headlines with the picture or a Santa Look alike or Hemingway look alike CIA Headlines with the picture or a Santa Look alike or Hemingway look alike CIA Headlines with the picture or a Santa Look alike or Hemingway look alike CIA Headlines with the picture or a Santa Look alike or Hemingway look alike CIA Agent missing in action.  Agent missing in action.  Agent missing in action.  Agent missing in action. 
CIA running covert, trillion dollar missions lightCIA running covert, trillion dollar missions lightCIA running covert, trillion dollar missions lightCIA running covert, trillion dollar missions light years from dying from Breast Cancer Torture!  years from dying from Breast Cancer Torture!  years from dying from Breast Cancer Torture!  years from dying from Breast Cancer Torture! 

"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made----InInInIn----China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 China Era" 2014 

"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014"iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 End of the13 2014 End of the13 2014 End of the13 2014 End of the Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) recorded "Pedophiles." 2014 Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) recorded "Pedophiles." 2014 Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) recorded "Pedophiles." 2014 Verizon Era of not calling 911 on (YouTube) recorded "Pedophiles." 2014

12121212----15151515----13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling13 2014 End of the Era of Farrah Fawcett sex partners not telling her about their HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014  her about their HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014  her about their HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014  her about their HPV, HIV, STD's! 2014 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Verizon, Facebook13 2014 Verizon, Facebook13 2014 Verizon, Facebook13 2014 Verizon, Facebook not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" on Google Street Views! 2014 not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" on Google Street Views! 2014 not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" on Google Street Views! 2014 not posting HPV, HIV, STD's "Mug Shot" on Google Street Views! 2014

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the13 2014 "Battered Women's Shelters in every city and town in the USA" are like gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the  USA" are like gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the  USA" are like gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the  USA" are like gasoline when Homeland Security gets out of the 
Social SecuritySocial SecuritySocial SecuritySocial Security offices and into the Battered Womens living room and car 23/7 with cams! offices and into the Battered Womens living room and car 23/7 with cams! offices and into the Battered Womens living room and car 23/7 with cams! offices and into the Battered Womens living room and car 23/7 with cams!

"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps" 2014 

"iPhone5sMD Apps""iPhone5sMD Apps""iPhone5sMD Apps""iPhone5sMD Apps" 2014  2014  2014  2014 

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 A NYC MD13 2014 A NYC MD13 2014 A NYC MD13 2014 A NYC MD just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC Day Care kids. 20K kids saved from just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC Day Care kids. 20K kids saved from just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC Day Care kids. 20K kids saved from just "today" made Flu shots mandatory for NYC Day Care kids. 20K kids saved from flu's torture, wow!  flu's torture, wow!  flu's torture, wow!  flu's torture, wow! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to13 2014 St. Jude MD pediatricians are known to immunize children against diseases...  immunize children against diseases...  immunize children against diseases...  immunize children against diseases... 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude Politics13 2014 St. Jude Politics13 2014 St. Jude Politics13 2014 St. Jude Politics are like what Generates Gravity!  are like what Generates Gravity!  are like what Generates Gravity!  are like what Generates Gravity! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in13 2014 Super Gravity of Smog in China causing 1 Trillion times as many childhood Leukemia patients than at St. China causing 1 Trillion times as many childhood Leukemia patients than at St. China causing 1 Trillion times as many childhood Leukemia patients than at St. China causing 1 Trillion times as many childhood Leukemia patients than at St. Jude  Jude  Jude  Jude 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi13 2014 5,000 car pile ups, smart cars under 100's of semi trucks trucks trucks trucks in Beijing fog, a smog cloud  in Beijing fog, a smog cloud  in Beijing fog, a smog cloud  in Beijing fog, a smog cloud 

1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars +1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars +1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars +1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the outside.  trucks with no super air bags on the outside.  trucks with no super air bags on the outside.  trucks with no super air bags on the outside. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 MD's in13 2014 MD's in13 2014 MD's in13 2014 MD's in China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 car pile ups every day of the China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 car pile ups every day of the China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 car pile ups every day of the China + LA need St Jude MD help in the OR... 50 car pile ups every day of the year, fiery wrecks too.  year, fiery wrecks too.  year, fiery wrecks too.  year, fiery wrecks too. 

"St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" "St.Jude iPhone5sMD Apps" 

"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese"Chinese iPhone5sCIA Apps"  iPhone5sCIA Apps"  iPhone5sCIA Apps"  iPhone5sCIA Apps" 

"iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" "iPhone5sMD Apps" 

"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar"iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"  Apps"  Apps"  Apps" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans13 2014 French Revolution let them Eat Cake made with trans fats  fats  fats  fats 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 13 2014 British, lets sell them Opium 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 113 2014 113 2014 113 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the outside. Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the outside. Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the outside. Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks with no super air bags on the outside.

12121212----15151515----13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any13 2014 St. Jude has never put "Smog caused leukemia" in any interviews with Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  interviews with Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  interviews with Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  interviews with Dr. Nancy Snyderman! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!

12121212----15151515----13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks13 2014 1 Trillion GM + Ford gasoline cars + trucks

12121212----15151515----13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New13 2014 $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!  Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!  Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!  Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer! 

12121212----15151515----13131313 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil for Holocaust 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil for Holocaust 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil for Holocaust 2014 $177 Trillion Dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia + BP Oil for Holocaust II + III  II + III  II + III  II + III 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model13 2014 St. Jude MD's "LEAk" the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era  ElectricWindmillCar Era  ElectricWindmillCar Era  ElectricWindmillCar Era 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich13 2014 iPhone5sElite Yale Harvard Rich Kids drive drunk, kill, get probation, as adults kill again and Kids drive drunk, kill, get probation, as adults kill again and Kids drive drunk, kill, get probation, as adults kill again and Kids drive drunk, kill, get probation, as adults kill again and again"Threatening" the  again"Threatening" the  again"Threatening" the  again"Threatening" the 
wife, like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made to Marywife, like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made to Marywife, like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made to Marywife, like the calls Robert Kennedy Jr made to Mary Kennedy about taking away 5 kids from her!  Kennedy about taking away 5 kids from her!  Kennedy about taking away 5 kids from her!  Kennedy about taking away 5 kids from her! 
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12121212----15151515----13 2014 5 million13 2014 5 million13 2014 5 million13 2014 5 million childhood leukemia kids be taken away from Mom in 2014 from "Smog" and dirty childhood leukemia kids be taken away from Mom in 2014 from "Smog" and dirty childhood leukemia kids be taken away from Mom in 2014 from "Smog" and dirty childhood leukemia kids be taken away from Mom in 2014 from "Smog" and dirty water caused by privileged  water caused by privileged  water caused by privileged  water caused by privileged 
special right, advantage, or immunity granted peoplespecial right, advantage, or immunity granted peoplespecial right, advantage, or immunity granted peoplespecial right, advantage, or immunity granted people Oil Men from Mecca to BP Oil London.  Oil Men from Mecca to BP Oil London.  Oil Men from Mecca to BP Oil London.  Oil Men from Mecca to BP Oil London. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Prince Harry at the13 2014 Prince Harry at the13 2014 Prince Harry at the13 2014 Prince Harry at the South Pole with his iPhone5s007 smartphone calling BP Oil and French Oil men in South Pole with his iPhone5s007 smartphone calling BP Oil and French Oil men in South Pole with his iPhone5s007 smartphone calling BP Oil and French Oil men in South Pole with his iPhone5s007 smartphone calling BP Oil and French Oil men in Africa asking  Africa asking  Africa asking  Africa asking 
how many more Wounded Warriors are needed to get another $177how many more Wounded Warriors are needed to get another $177how many more Wounded Warriors are needed to get another $177how many more Wounded Warriors are needed to get another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues.  Trillion in Oil Revenues.  Trillion in Oil Revenues.  Trillion in Oil Revenues. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince13 2014 CBS Nightly News reporting on Prince Harry at the South Pole knew all his "Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil Harry at the South Pole knew all his "Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil Harry at the South Pole knew all his "Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil Harry at the South Pole knew all his "Wounded Warriors" were wounded so BP Oil
could get $177 Trillion in revenues! could get $177 Trillion in revenues! could get $177 Trillion in revenues! could get $177 Trillion in revenues! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Key West "Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" know their lost limbs were for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Warriors" know their lost limbs were for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Warriors" know their lost limbs were for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Warriors" know their lost limbs were for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues!

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat Wounded13 2014 Key West "Wounded Warriors" still get the "Combat Wounded Warrior" Florida License plates... why?  Warrior" Florida License plates... why?  Warrior" Florida License plates... why?  Warrior" Florida License plates... why? 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of the13 2014 "End of the13 2014 "End of the13 2014 "End of the "Made "Made "Made "Made----InInInIn----China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM gasoline cars in 2014China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM gasoline cars in 2014China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM gasoline cars in 2014China Era" of 1 Trillion Ford + GM gasoline cars in 2014

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 13 2014 "Chinese iPhone5sWHO MD's Apps" call 911 

12121212----15151515----13131313 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. 2014 "Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer iPhone5sNYC Apps" want the $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan  Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan  Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan  Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan 
Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofProject" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofProject" for the Rx Overnight Cure ofProject" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer!  Breast Cancer!  Breast Cancer!  Breast Cancer! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr.13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr.13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr.13 2014 "iPhone5sMD Apps" $1 Trillion Dollar Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of Nancy Oppenheimer lead "New Manhattan Project" for the Rx Overnight Cure of
Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"13 2014 "iPhone5sElectricWindmillCar Apps"

"Smog Revolution, In"Smog Revolution, In"Smog Revolution, In"Smog Revolution, In----China" China" China" China" 

"Smog Revolution in"Smog Revolution in"Smog Revolution in"Smog Revolution in Paris"  Paris"  Paris"  Paris" 

"Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" "Smog Revolution in Key West" 

"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made"End of the "Made----InInInIn----ChinaChinaChinaChina Era"  Era"  Era"  Era" 

"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era"End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  from 1980 to 2014"  from 1980 to 2014"  from 1980 to 2014" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. He shares the  the  the  the 
award with Rolf M. Zinkernaward with Rolf M. Zinkernaward with Rolf M. Zinkernaward with Rolf M. Zinkernagel, MD, of the University of Zurich. Theiragel, MD, of the University of Zurich. Theiragel, MD, of the University of Zurich. Theiragel, MD, of the University of Zurich. Their findings have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and  findings have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and  findings have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and  findings have led to breakthroughs in the understanding and 
treatment of viraltreatment of viraltreatment of viraltreatment of viral infections and cancers, and in the development of organ transplant procedures infections and cancers, and in the development of organ transplant procedures infections and cancers, and in the development of organ transplant procedures infections and cancers, and in the development of organ transplant procedures and vaccines.  and vaccines.  and vaccines.  and vaccines. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology,13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology,13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology,13 2014 Peter C. Doherty, PhD, of St. Jude Immunology, won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996.  won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996.  won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996.  won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1996. 

12121212----15151515----13 201413 201413 201413 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to "End of the Nobel Prize in the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2014"  2014"  2014"  2014" 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit13 2014 All 21 miners trapped after a gas explosion at a pit in north in north in north in north----west China are dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft west China are dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft west China are dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft west China are dead, explosion that ripped through a shaft 
at theat theat theat the Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's Hutubi county.  Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's Hutubi county.  Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's Hutubi county.  Baiyanggou coal mine in Xinjiang's Hutubi county. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 1,38413 2014 1,38413 2014 1,38413 2014 1,384 people died in coal mining accidents in China every year from 1980 to 2013 people died in coal mining accidents in China every year from 1980 to 2013 people died in coal mining accidents in China every year from 1980 to 2013 people died in coal mining accidents in China every year from 1980 to 2013

12121212----15151515----13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"!13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"!13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"!13 2014 Coal Deaths in China will start the "Smog Revolution"!

7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 7,800 patients visit a hospital each day... 

The daily operatingThe daily operatingThe daily operatingThe daily operating cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million  cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million  cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million  cost for St. Jude is $1.8 million 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 The medical and13 2014 The medical and13 2014 The medical and13 2014 The medical and scientific staff published more than 680 articles  scientific staff published more than 680 articles  scientific staff published more than 680 articles  scientific staff published more than 680 articles 

St. Jude has 78St. Jude has 78St. Jude has 78St. Jude has 78 inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each day.  inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each day.  inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each day.  inpatient beds and treats upwards of 260 patients each day. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer13 2014 St. Jude is the first and only pediatric cancer center to be designated as a Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National  center to be designated as a Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National  center to be designated as a Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National  center to be designated as a Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National 
CancerCancerCancerCancer Institute.  Institute.  Institute.  Institute. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are mostly drinking Wine at the Rum Barrel or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino anddrinking Wine at the Rum Barrel or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino anddrinking Wine at the Rum Barrel or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino anddrinking Wine at the Rum Barrel or Hard Rock, gambling in the Casino and
smoking... smoking... smoking... smoking... 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for13 2014 They have to be as the CANCER statistics for alcoholics + smokers are "1 Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood alcoholics + smokers are "1 Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood alcoholics + smokers are "1 Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood alcoholics + smokers are "1 Trillion Times" more than St. Jude's Childhood
leukemia statistics. leukemia statistics. leukemia statistics. leukemia statistics. 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are13 2014 National Cancer Institute MD's are infected with HPV, HIV, STD's...  infected with HPV, HIV, STD's...  infected with HPV, HIV, STD's...  infected with HPV, HIV, STD's... 

12121212----15151515----13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post13 2014 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google  them on Google  them on Google  them on Google 
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Street View. Street View. Street View. Street View. 
12121212----15151515----13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99. expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99. expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99. expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99.

12121212----15151515----13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated13 The 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of  "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of  "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of  "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of 
course she iscourse she iscourse she iscourse she is the soul the soul the soul the soul----sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! sole beneficiary! 

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr.13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  a social  a social  a social 
diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul----mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
diseases, Bill +diseases, Bill +diseases, Bill +diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!  Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!  Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!  Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via"iPhone5sWorldPeace Apps via Lobotomy gas gas" 2014  Lobotomy gas gas" 2014  Lobotomy gas gas" 2014  Lobotomy gas gas" 2014 

"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled"iPhone5sAliensCalled----Answered Apps" 2014Answered Apps" 2014Answered Apps" 2014Answered Apps" 2014

12121212----15151515----13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 13 2014 "End of the Nobel Prize" 1980 to 2014 

12121212----15151515----13131313 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
diseases, Bill + Melinda can'tdiseases, Bill + Melinda can'tdiseases, Bill + Melinda can'tdiseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!  cure with Win 8.2 fix!  cure with Win 8.2 fix!  cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul"iPhone5soul----mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014mate trillion year gambling Apps" 2014

12121212----15151515----13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to13 "Will Power" 007 Mr. + Mrs Bond, Dr. + Mr. Bond as she had to become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social  become an MD. 1st MD President of the USA too. SMOG is a social 
Diseases, Bill +Diseases, Bill +Diseases, Bill +Diseases, Bill + Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!  Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!  Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix!  Melinda can't cure with Win 8.2 fix! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you,13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you,13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you,13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99.  I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99.  I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99.  I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99. 

12121212----13131313----13 007's Outside the13 007's Outside the13 007's Outside the13 007's Outside the Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be Key West Tropic Cinema to get his updated "Will" signed, his signature has to be witnessed by 2 people. Of  witnessed by 2 people. Of  witnessed by 2 people. Of  witnessed by 2 people. Of 
course she is the soulcourse she is the soulcourse she is the soulcourse she is the soul----sole beneficiary! As recentsole beneficiary! As recentsole beneficiary! As recentsole beneficiary! As recent classified top secret document from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars classified top secret document from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars classified top secret document from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars classified top secret document from NASA points out one of the 3 nears stars Around  Around  Around  Around 
Alpha Centauri will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said weAlpha Centauri will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said weAlpha Centauri will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said weAlpha Centauri will shine for the next 4 trillion years. This he said we can now"gamble" and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4  can now"gamble" and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4  can now"gamble" and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4  can now"gamble" and win big on being "Soul Mates" for 4 
trillion years our soultrillion years our soultrillion years our soultrillion years our soul---- Conscientiousness will shine as there is more to the Universe than the Worlds Conscientiousness will shine as there is more to the Universe than the Worlds Conscientiousness will shine as there is more to the Universe than the Worlds Conscientiousness will shine as there is more to the Universe than the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictator Observe +  Numb Nuts Dictator Observe +  Numb Nuts Dictator Observe +  Numb Nuts Dictator Observe + 
Suppress! Suppress! Suppress! Suppress! 

2222----13131313----13 007's conversation least13 007's conversation least13 007's conversation least13 007's conversation least to "Gambling" winning the $400 Million Power Ball Lottery... A Scam by Worlds to "Gambling" winning the $400 Million Power Ball Lottery... A Scam by Worlds to "Gambling" winning the $400 Million Power Ball Lottery... A Scam by Worlds to "Gambling" winning the $400 Million Power Ball Lottery... A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators of  Numb Nuts Dictators of  Numb Nuts Dictators of  Numb Nuts Dictators of 
course $$$... New York Times Headlines during the Heightcourse $$$... New York Times Headlines during the Heightcourse $$$... New York Times Headlines during the Heightcourse $$$... New York Times Headlines during the Height of the Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful thinking  of the Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful thinking  of the Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful thinking  of the Vietnam War said God is Dead. Most believed this was wishful thinking 
bybybyby the CIA.  the CIA.  the CIA.  the CIA. 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive13 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, I expect to outlive you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early  you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early  you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early  you, I will live to be 100 you will live to be 99. Ms Bond will not die early --------
from booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond,from booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond,from booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond,from booze, she says No I will live to 100 too. 007 Mr. Bond says to Mrs. Bond, These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar  These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar  These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar  These Bond characters are from the "ElectricWindmillCar 
Era" that is beingEra" that is beingEra" that is beingEra" that is being suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the consequences were not suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the consequences were not suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the consequences were not suppressed by BP Oil and the Queen. In her time when the consequences were not so well known selling Opium to  so well known selling Opium to  so well known selling Opium to  so well known selling Opium to 
China, is not the same as selling "Smog" to ChinaChina, is not the same as selling "Smog" to ChinaChina, is not the same as selling "Smog" to ChinaChina, is not the same as selling "Smog" to China as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are as more TV "Doctors" on BBC and Today Show for 5 mins a day. "Smog + Opium" are
in different times! Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of thein different times! Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of thein different times! Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of thein different times! Time can go on for the next 4 Trillion years as one of the nearest stars will shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of  nearest stars will shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of  nearest stars will shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of  nearest stars will shine for 4 trillion years. Queen of 
England thinking aboutEngland thinking aboutEngland thinking aboutEngland thinking about "Forever" dismissed this idea of time can go on "Forever" all her life! Today "Forever" dismissed this idea of time can go on "Forever" all her life! Today "Forever" dismissed this idea of time can go on "Forever" all her life! Today "Forever" dismissed this idea of time can go on "Forever" all her life! Today she believes time can go on for 4  she believes time can go on for 4  she believes time can go on for 4  she believes time can go on for 4 
Trillion more years as she knows more aboutTrillion more years as she knows more aboutTrillion more years as she knows more aboutTrillion more years as she knows more about the Universe!  the Universe!  the Universe!  the Universe! 

12121212----13131313----13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as13 007's he said she said booze is not as bad as smoking, he says it worst than smoking, she thinks he might be right... they go smoking, he says it worst than smoking, she thinks he might be right... they go smoking, he says it worst than smoking, she thinks he might be right... they go smoking, he says it worst than smoking, she thinks he might be right... they go
inside inside inside inside 

12121212----13131313----13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be13 007 at the Key West Tropic Cinema... "Will" needs to be signed as "Black Oil" in "Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms.  signed as "Black Oil" in "Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms.  signed as "Black Oil" in "Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms.  signed as "Black Oil" in "Quantum of Solace" unexpectedly killed Ms. 
Fields whenFields whenFields whenFields when the Scam was over water for H2O H fuel exploding the "Hotel" made in China cans the Scam was over water for H2O H fuel exploding the "Hotel" made in China cans the Scam was over water for H2O H fuel exploding the "Hotel" made in China cans the Scam was over water for H2O H fuel exploding the "Hotel" made in China cans of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered  of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered  of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered  of Hydrogen of course. Ms. Fields covered 
on the bed in "Black Oil" was noton the bed in "Black Oil" was noton the bed in "Black Oil" was noton the bed in "Black Oil" was not expected.  expected.  expected.  expected. 

12121212----13131313----13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non----drinking 007 spouts off in frontdrinking 007 spouts off in frontdrinking 007 spouts off in frontdrinking 007 spouts off in front of the Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2  of the Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2  of the Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2  of the Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2 
moviemoviemoviemovie goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul----solesolesolesole beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace bottles of wine just at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace bottles of wine just at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace bottles of wine just at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace
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were Bond loses his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just awere Bond loses his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just awere Bond loses his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just awere Bond loses his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as13 007 Movie back in Korea! A "Will" as the will power at Oxford + Nottingham University Hospitals, told the BBC: "You the will power at Oxford + Nottingham University Hospitals, told the BBC: "You the will power at Oxford + Nottingham University Hospitals, told the BBC: "You the will power at Oxford + Nottingham University Hospitals, told the BBC: "You wouldn't  wouldn't  wouldn't  wouldn't 
want the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators debugging this nuclear bomb on itswant the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators debugging this nuclear bomb on itswant the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators debugging this nuclear bomb on itswant the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators debugging this nuclear bomb on its way to Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man in  way to Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man in  way to Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man in  way to Soul Korea! North Korea's execution of the man in 
charge of itscharge of itscharge of itscharge of its relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the isolated nation relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the isolated nation relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the isolated nation relationship with top ally China may reduce the chance that the isolated nation adopts the embrace of markets that has  adopts the embrace of markets that has  adopts the embrace of markets that has  adopts the embrace of markets that has 
seen its neighbor build a middle class...seen its neighbor build a middle class...seen its neighbor build a middle class...seen its neighbor build a middle class... China's "Smog Revolution" will execute all the Ch China's "Smog Revolution" will execute all the Ch China's "Smog Revolution" will execute all the Ch China's "Smog Revolution" will execute all the Chinese you see on TV... theirinese you see on TV... theirinese you see on TV... theirinese you see on TV... their crimes of  crimes of  crimes of  crimes of 
embracing markets of BP Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 childembracing markets of BP Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 childembracing markets of BP Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 childembracing markets of BP Oil and Coal. Chinese parents with 1 child will see the kid die of "Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude  will see the kid die of "Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude  will see the kid die of "Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude  will see the kid die of "Childhood Cancers leukemia" St. Jude 
would need $177would need $177would need $177would need $177 Trillion dollars just to save 1 million Chinese kids who will get leukemia from Trillion dollars just to save 1 million Chinese kids who will get leukemia from Trillion dollars just to save 1 million Chinese kids who will get leukemia from Trillion dollars just to save 1 million Chinese kids who will get leukemia from "Smog" in the next 10 years!  "Smog" in the next 10 years!  "Smog" in the next 10 years!  "Smog" in the next 10 years! 

12121212----13131313----13 Today Show everyone is buying a13 Today Show everyone is buying a13 Today Show everyone is buying a13 Today Show everyone is buying a Power Ball Lottery Ticket as if you win its $400 million. A Scam by Worlds Numb Power Ball Lottery Ticket as if you win its $400 million. A Scam by Worlds Numb Power Ball Lottery Ticket as if you win its $400 million. A Scam by Worlds Numb Power Ball Lottery Ticket as if you win its $400 million. A Scam by Worlds Numb Nuts  Nuts  Nuts  Nuts 
Dictators of course$$$ Dictators of course$$$ Dictators of course$$$ Dictators of course$$$ 

12121212----13131313----13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of13 Incompatible with the lifestyle of an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts Boss M, no more like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie! an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts Boss M, no more like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie! an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts Boss M, no more like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie! an alcoholic 007 Numb Nuts Boss M, no more like Dr. No in the Nuke Movie!

12121212----13131313----13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party13 US drone attack killed 15 people at a wedding party in central Yemen yesterday evening after mistaking them for an al in central Yemen yesterday evening after mistaking them for an al in central Yemen yesterday evening after mistaking them for an al in central Yemen yesterday evening after mistaking them for an al----
Qaeda convoy.Qaeda convoy.Qaeda convoy.Qaeda convoy.

12121212----13131313----13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal13 US "Drone" strike in "Key West" hit Greg + MD Wives Legal Polygamous Wedding Party at the Hemingway House when 150  Polygamous Wedding Party at the Hemingway House when 150  Polygamous Wedding Party at the Hemingway House when 150  Polygamous Wedding Party at the Hemingway House when 150 
People were all in aPeople were all in aPeople were all in aPeople were all in a "Writing Class" brainstorming 150 Invention projects all in Chapter 1, just "Writing Class" brainstorming 150 Invention projects all in Chapter 1, just "Writing Class" brainstorming 150 Invention projects all in Chapter 1, just "Writing Class" brainstorming 150 Invention projects all in Chapter 1, just started Chapter 2 when the US "Drone"  started Chapter 2 when the US "Drone"  started Chapter 2 when the US "Drone"  started Chapter 2 when the US "Drone" 
killed all, and destroyed the Yale Keykilled all, and destroyed the Yale Keykilled all, and destroyed the Yale Keykilled all, and destroyed the Yale Key West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel Tower!  West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel Tower!  West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel Tower!  West Medical School built on a Pink Eiffel Tower! 

12121212----13131313----13 Key West has13 Key West has13 Key West has13 Key West has a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called Sunset Keys... Everyone you see a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called Sunset Keys... Everyone you see a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called Sunset Keys... Everyone you see a Movie Star Island, well TV Stars Island called Sunset Keys... Everyone you see on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I  on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I  on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I  on TV has a home on Sunset Keys. I 
have read + written across from this Islandhave read + written across from this Islandhave read + written across from this Islandhave read + written across from this Island for almost 3 years and talked to locals and tourists just who has a $5 million for almost 3 years and talked to locals and tourists just who has a $5 million for almost 3 years and talked to locals and tourists just who has a $5 million for almost 3 years and talked to locals and tourists just who has a $5 million dollar house  dollar house  dollar house  dollar house 
over there. As its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well theover there. As its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well theover there. As its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well theover there. As its just over 100 yards from Key West. Well the Mayor of Key West and the other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and  Mayor of Key West and the other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and  Mayor of Key West and the other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and  Mayor of Key West and the other city leaders all have gotten drunk, and 
probablyprobablyprobablyprobably stoned on crack cocaine visiting celebrates there... the British Cook who used stoned on crack cocaine visiting celebrates there... the British Cook who used stoned on crack cocaine visiting celebrates there... the British Cook who used stoned on crack cocaine visiting celebrates there... the British Cook who used cocaine every day in front of kids and staff.  cocaine every day in front of kids and staff.  cocaine every day in front of kids and staff.  cocaine every day in front of kids and staff. 
Sisters who spent $1 million onSisters who spent $1 million onSisters who spent $1 million onSisters who spent $1 million on her credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to Key West City her credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to Key West City her credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to Key West City her credit card are on trial in London Today... well back to Key West City leaders on yesterday were  leaders on yesterday were  leaders on yesterday were  leaders on yesterday were 
divided over whether to send a formal response to thedivided over whether to send a formal response to thedivided over whether to send a formal response to thedivided over whether to send a formal response to the Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked Key West as a haven for Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked Key West as a haven for Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked Key West as a haven for Fox News network over a recent segment that mocked Key West as a haven for low low low low----
rent drunks who can't identify Vice President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reillyrent drunks who can't identify Vice President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reillyrent drunks who can't identify Vice President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reillyrent drunks who can't identify Vice President Joe Biden.. Host Bill O'Reilly also concludes in the show that Key West is no place for  also concludes in the show that Key West is no place for  also concludes in the show that Key West is no place for  also concludes in the show that Key West is no place for 
families to vacation.families to vacation.families to vacation.families to vacation. "People on vacation with kids?" CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are "People on vacation with kids?" CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are "People on vacation with kids?" CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are "People on vacation with kids?" CNN, Fox, half the houses on Sunset Keys are owned by these people at CNN + Fox!  owned by these people at CNN + Fox!  owned by these people at CNN + Fox!  owned by these people at CNN + Fox! 

12121212----13131313----13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for13 Amnesty International said they are a "Front" for the "CIA."  the "CIA."  the "CIA."  the "CIA." 

12121212----13131313----13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary13 Teddy Kennedy drunk driving off bridge killed Mary Jo... Robert Kennedy Jr killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn...  Jo... Robert Kennedy Jr killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn...  Jo... Robert Kennedy Jr killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn...  Jo... Robert Kennedy Jr killed Mary by Hanging her in the barn... 
defensedefensedefensedefense psychologist called it  psychologist called it  psychologist called it  psychologist called it ““““affluenza,affluenza,affluenza,affluenza,”””” a syndrome that keeps someone from a wealthya syndrome that keeps someone from a wealthya syndrome that keeps someone from a wealthya syndrome that keeps someone from a wealthy background from learning that bad  background from learning that bad  background from learning that bad  background from learning that bad 
behavior has consequences todays News is thebehavior has consequences todays News is thebehavior has consequences todays News is thebehavior has consequences todays News is the Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 pedestrians driving drunk!  Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 pedestrians driving drunk!  Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 pedestrians driving drunk!  Rich Oil Mans Kid in Texas killed 4 pedestrians driving drunk! 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, Flying in to Key Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, Flying in to Key Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, Flying in to Key Cell phones on flights get poor reception from air travelers, Flying in to Key West Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class  West Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class  West Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class  West Air Travelers get a Hemingway Writing Class 
and you must put 3 aviationand you must put 3 aviationand you must put 3 aviationand you must put 3 aviation invention projects in Chapter 1 before you land in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 invention projects in Chapter 1 before you land in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 invention projects in Chapter 1 before you land in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 invention projects in Chapter 1 before you land in Key West... hint for 1 is "39 Steps" secret engineering to  Steps" secret engineering to  Steps" secret engineering to  Steps" secret engineering to 
make Jet Fighters engine silent... NO you can't putmake Jet Fighters engine silent... NO you can't putmake Jet Fighters engine silent... NO you can't putmake Jet Fighters engine silent... NO you can't put a "Gravity Engine" in the Navy's Fighter Jets.  a "Gravity Engine" in the Navy's Fighter Jets.  a "Gravity Engine" in the Navy's Fighter Jets.  a "Gravity Engine" in the Navy's Fighter Jets. 

12121212----13131313----13 International13 International13 International13 International Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out again. A/C in 2013 Model Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out again. A/C in 2013 Model Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out again. A/C in 2013 Model Space Station A/C cooling pump is going out again. A/C in 2013 Model ElectricWindmillcars would have saved  ElectricWindmillcars would have saved  ElectricWindmillcars would have saved  ElectricWindmillcars would have saved 
the lives of 100 kids who were left in hotthe lives of 100 kids who were left in hotthe lives of 100 kids who were left in hotthe lives of 100 kids who were left in hot cars to die... While Verizon recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all cars to die... While Verizon recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all cars to die... While Verizon recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all cars to die... While Verizon recorded the screaming parents, cops who know all
ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West Home!ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West Home!ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West Home!ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled just like a Key West Home!

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die 13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die 13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die 13 007 Mrs. Bond, we expect you to die -------- from booze before youfrom booze before youfrom booze before youfrom booze before you are 99 years old, sorry!  are 99 years old, sorry!  are 99 years old, sorry!  are 99 years old, sorry! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a13 007 Mrs. Bond, polished off one and a half bottles of wine just at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of half bottles of wine just at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of half bottles of wine just at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of half bottles of wine just at the Key West Tropic Cinema watching Quantum of Solace  Solace  Solace  Solace 
were Bond lost his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just awere Bond lost his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just awere Bond lost his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just awere Bond lost his last women covered in "Black Oil" Ms Fields was just a officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams!  officer worker M screams! 

12121212----13131313----13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non13 Mrs. Bond with a non----drinking 007 spoutsdrinking 007 spoutsdrinking 007 spoutsdrinking 007 spouts off in front of the Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look off in front of the Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look off in front of the Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look off in front of the Key West Tropic Cinema I will live to 100 too as they look for 2  for 2  for 2  for 2 
movie goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soulmovie goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soulmovie goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soulmovie goers to witness his signature on a new "Will" leaving her soul----solesolesolesole beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign.  beneficiary. Inside we only found 1 women willing to sign. 
She has such a severeShe has such a severeShe has such a severeShe has such a severe drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that make stirring a drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that make stirring a drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that make stirring a drinking problem, probably suffers from hand tremors that make stirring a cocktail  cocktail  cocktail  cocktail ---- if not shooting a gun  if not shooting a gun  if not shooting a gun  if not shooting a gun ----
impossible, say doctors who studied her ...impossible, say doctors who studied her ...impossible, say doctors who studied her ...impossible, say doctors who studied her ... her red nose of a wine o.  her red nose of a wine o.  her red nose of a wine o.  her red nose of a wine o. 

12121212----13131313----13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the13 Salute Bar on Higgs beach is on the front page of the Key West Citizen today just below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 front page of the Key West Citizen today just below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 front page of the Key West Citizen today just below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 front page of the Key West Citizen today just below Fox Mocking Key West. Well 1 Turtle is  Turtle is  Turtle is  Turtle is 
going to be released after being in the Key West Hospital for the lastgoing to be released after being in the Key West Hospital for the lastgoing to be released after being in the Key West Hospital for the lastgoing to be released after being in the Key West Hospital for the last 3 months. 4 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good  3 months. 4 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good  3 months. 4 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good  3 months. 4 Trillion Years from "Reality of our Universe" this "Good 
Deed" is. 1Deed" is. 1Deed" is. 1Deed" is. 1 Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway Beach Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway Beach Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway Beach Trillion Turtles need to be raised in the Ocean off Key West. Hemingway Beach would be the name of this beach if  would be the name of this beach if  would be the name of this beach if  would be the name of this beach if 
Hemingway put in an Invention Project in 1935Hemingway put in an Invention Project in 1935Hemingway put in an Invention Project in 1935Hemingway put in an Invention Project in 1935 to get his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Trillion Turtles. When In Key West to get his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Trillion Turtles. When In Key West to get his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Trillion Turtles. When In Key West to get his Navy drinking buddies to raise 1 Trillion Turtles. When In Key West stop by  stop by  stop by  stop by 
the Turtle Museum and take a picture of the cans of Turtle Soup therethe Turtle Museum and take a picture of the cans of Turtle Soup therethe Turtle Museum and take a picture of the cans of Turtle Soup therethe Turtle Museum and take a picture of the cans of Turtle Soup there are 2 different brands. 15 Billion people will be living on Earth  are 2 different brands. 15 Billion people will be living on Earth  are 2 different brands. 15 Billion people will be living on Earth  are 2 different brands. 15 Billion people will be living on Earth 
by the timeby the timeby the timeby the time the Today's Navy Drunks at Sloppy Joes decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for the Today's Navy Drunks at Sloppy Joes decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for the Today's Navy Drunks at Sloppy Joes decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for the Today's Navy Drunks at Sloppy Joes decide to raise 1 Trillion turtles for 2030.  2030.  2030.  2030. 

12121212----13131313----13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are linked to many health problems.  are linked to many health problems.  are linked to many health problems.  are linked to many health problems. 

12121212----13131313----13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast Cancer....  Cancer....  Cancer....  Cancer.... 

12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 

12121212----13131313----13 One Cluster in the news today 1213 One Cluster in the news today 1213 One Cluster in the news today 1213 One Cluster in the news today 12----13131313----13 in13 in13 in13 in "Environmental Science and Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987 "Environmental Science and Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987 "Environmental Science and Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987 "Environmental Science and Technology" by Edwards also revisits a 1987----1988198819881988
miscarriage cluster at the former headquarters of the newspaper USA Today, whichmiscarriage cluster at the former headquarters of the newspaper USA Today, whichmiscarriage cluster at the former headquarters of the newspaper USA Today, whichmiscarriage cluster at the former headquarters of the newspaper USA Today, which was then located in Arlington, Va. In this case, 100  was then located in Arlington, Va. In this case, 100  was then located in Arlington, Va. In this case, 100  was then located in Arlington, Va. In this case, 100 
percent of the pregnantpercent of the pregnantpercent of the pregnantpercent of the pregnant women miscarried, this rate had been documented for women on certain floors that women miscarried, this rate had been documented for women on certain floors that women miscarried, this rate had been documented for women on certain floors that women miscarried, this rate had been documented for women on certain floors that were undergoing  were undergoing  were undergoing  were undergoing 
construction renovations. You can do a Google Search for theconstruction renovations. You can do a Google Search for theconstruction renovations. You can do a Google Search for theconstruction renovations. You can do a Google Search for the full article.  full article.  full article.  full article. 
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12121212----13131313----13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking +13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking +13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking +13 Red Meat is linked to Colon Cancer. Smoking + Drinking are linked to many health problems.  Drinking are linked to many health problems.  Drinking are linked to many health problems.  Drinking are linked to many health problems. 

12121212----13131313----13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast13 Clusters of Breast Cancer....  Cancer....  Cancer....  Cancer.... 

12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 12=13=13 Clusters of Childhood leukemia... 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver  Clusters of Lung Cancer + cirrhosis of the liver 

12121212----13131313----13 Clusters of13 Clusters of13 Clusters of13 Clusters of War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a weapon of war would have bankrupt War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a weapon of war would have bankrupt War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a weapon of war would have bankrupt War's when the ElectricWindmillCar used as a weapon of war would have bankrupt Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before  Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before  Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before  Iran, Iraq, in 1980 before 
Prince Harry was born... now War in the South PolePrince Harry was born... now War in the South PolePrince Harry was born... now War in the South PolePrince Harry was born... now War in the South Pole trip for the Queen of England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion trip for the Queen of England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion trip for the Queen of England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion trip for the Queen of England who knows God will sent her to Hell for 4 Trillion
Years! Years! Years! Years! 

12121212----13131313----13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security13 Afghanistan will not be bullied into signing a security pact allowing US troops to stay on after next year, President Hamid  pact allowing US troops to stay on after next year, President Hamid  pact allowing US troops to stay on after next year, President Hamid  pact allowing US troops to stay on after next year, President Hamid 
Karzai said.Karzai said.Karzai said.Karzai said.

12121212----13131313----13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 13 Afghanistan Model 2014 ElectricWindmillCars... 

12121212----13131313----13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded13 Prince Harry reaches South Pole with wounded veterans Today! He got them wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the  veterans Today! He got them wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the  veterans Today! He got them wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the  veterans Today! He got them wounded by not leaking the suppressing of the 
1980198019801980 Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince Harry got Billions in BP Oil Revenue for Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince Harry got Billions in BP Oil Revenue for Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince Harry got Billions in BP Oil Revenue for Model ElectricWindmillCar... Prince Harry got Billions in BP Oil Revenue for going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline  going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline  going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline  going along with the Holocaust II Poison Gasoline 
Smog Era! Smog Era! Smog Era! Smog Era! 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In Phoenix, more than Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In Phoenix, more than Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In Phoenix, more than Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio to House Jailed Vets Together. In Phoenix, more than 100 veteran inmates have been told they will  100 veteran inmates have been told they will  100 veteran inmates have been told they will  100 veteran inmates have been told they will 
be moving to a segregated wing ofbe moving to a segregated wing ofbe moving to a segregated wing ofbe moving to a segregated wing of the Maricopa County Jail.  the Maricopa County Jail.  the Maricopa County Jail.  the Maricopa County Jail. 

12121212----13131313----13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK"13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK"13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK"13 Detroit Mayor not willing to "LEAK" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar" that if and when LEAKED will give the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar" that if and when LEAKED will give the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar" that if and when LEAKED will give the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar" that if and when LEAKED will give the USA full  the USA full  the USA full  the USA full 
employment 100% No one will join the Army, Navy, as Ford + GMemployment 100% No one will join the Army, Navy, as Ford + GMemployment 100% No one will join the Army, Navy, as Ford + GMemployment 100% No one will join the Army, Navy, as Ford + GM workers will make more than Obama.  workers will make more than Obama.  workers will make more than Obama.  workers will make more than Obama. 

12121212----13131313----13 Tesla Model E to debut in13 Tesla Model E to debut in13 Tesla Model E to debut in13 Tesla Model E to debut in Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 jobs.  Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 jobs.  Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 jobs.  Detroit...in 2015 with less than 100 jobs. 

12121212----13131313----13 US unemployment aid13 US unemployment aid13 US unemployment aid13 US unemployment aid applications surge to 368,000 Today.  applications surge to 368,000 Today.  applications surge to 368,000 Today.  applications surge to 368,000 Today. 

12121212----13131313----13 Tesla is a CIA front13 Tesla is a CIA front13 Tesla is a CIA front13 Tesla is a CIA front company same as Amnesty International, Facebook, NBC Nightly News, 60 company same as Amnesty International, Facebook, NBC Nightly News, 60 company same as Amnesty International, Facebook, NBC Nightly News, 60 company same as Amnesty International, Facebook, NBC Nightly News, 60 Minutes.... 12 Minutes.... 12 Minutes.... 12 Minutes.... 12----13131313----13 Prince 13 Prince 13 Prince 13 Prince 
Harry reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 soHarry reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 soHarry reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 soHarry reaches Pakistan... Pakistan's 7,000 so----calledcalledcalledcalled "ghost schools", where no formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils "ghost schools", where no formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils "ghost schools", where no formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils "ghost schools", where no formal classes can be taught. These abandoned pupils are  are  are  are 
part of a growing education crisis in the country where, according to thepart of a growing education crisis in the country where, according to thepart of a growing education crisis in the country where, according to thepart of a growing education crisis in the country where, according to the United Nations, over five million children do not attend  United Nations, over five million children do not attend  United Nations, over five million children do not attend  United Nations, over five million children do not attend 
primary school.primary school.primary school.primary school.

12121212----13131313----13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the13 Pakistan's Numb Nuts Dictators are spending the school lunch money on $400 Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today. school lunch money on $400 Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today. school lunch money on $400 Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today. school lunch money on $400 Million Dollar Lottery Tickets Today.

12121212----13131313----13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million Gambling in13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million Gambling in13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million Gambling in13 Pakistan Numb Nuts Dictators have lost $400 million Gambling in Vegas on Friday the 13th  Vegas on Friday the 13th  Vegas on Friday the 13th  Vegas on Friday the 13th 

12121212----13131313----13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have13 Saudi Arabia Numb Nuts Princes have lost $4 Trillion dollar in Vegas and 4 Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with lost $4 Trillion dollar in Vegas and 4 Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with lost $4 Trillion dollar in Vegas and 4 Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with lost $4 Trillion dollar in Vegas and 4 Trillion Years in the Moslem Heaven with 72  72  72  72 
Virgins. seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from Victoria Secret was irresistibleVirgins. seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from Victoria Secret was irresistibleVirgins. seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from Victoria Secret was irresistibleVirgins. seems like 72 USA Sex Slaves from Victoria Secret was irresistible lust same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, and  lust same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, and  lust same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, and  lust same as Teddy Kennedy drunk driving on the bridge, and 
Robert KennedyRobert KennedyRobert KennedyRobert Kennedy killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them!  killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them!  killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them!  killing Mary in the Barn. Both knew only God can touch them! 

12121212----13131313----13131313 Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has been repeatedly Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has been repeatedly Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has been repeatedly Ethiopia expects 150,000 to return, from Saudi Arabia but has been repeatedly forced to scale up its predictions as the  forced to scale up its predictions as the  forced to scale up its predictions as the  forced to scale up its predictions as the 
returnee's continue to flood back.returnee's continue to flood back.returnee's continue to flood back.returnee's continue to flood back. Thousands  Thousands  Thousands  Thousands -------- some pregnant, traumatized or sick  some pregnant, traumatized or sick  some pregnant, traumatized or sick  some pregnant, traumatized or sick -------- continue to land daily, many continue to land daily, many continue to land daily, many continue to land daily, many with tales of  with tales of  with tales of  with tales of 
abuse and mistreatment. abuse and mistreatment. abuse and mistreatment. abuse and mistreatment. 

12121212----13131313----13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda13 Clinton's, Bill + Melinda wined + dinned with these Saudi Princes, Hell Bush walked hand and hand with a wined + dinned with these Saudi Princes, Hell Bush walked hand and hand with a wined + dinned with these Saudi Princes, Hell Bush walked hand and hand with a wined + dinned with these Saudi Princes, Hell Bush walked hand and hand with a Saudi Prince  Saudi Prince  Saudi Prince  Saudi Prince 
who abused, beat, murdered women in public view. who abused, beat, murdered women in public view. who abused, beat, murdered women in public view. who abused, beat, murdered women in public view. 

12121212----13131313----13131313 The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by Amnesty International or The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by Amnesty International or The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by Amnesty International or The 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was not LEAKED by Amnesty International or the UN Human Rights Commission...  the UN Human Rights Commission...  the UN Human Rights Commission...  the UN Human Rights Commission... 

12121212----13131313----13 Back in London, Cooking13 Back in London, Cooking13 Back in London, Cooking13 Back in London, Cooking Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella Lawson in court. Judge rebukes British PM over Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella Lawson in court. Judge rebukes British PM over Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella Lawson in court. Judge rebukes British PM over Cardiac Arrest Burgers is Nigella Lawson in court. Judge rebukes British PM over comments.. British  comments.. British  comments.. British  comments.. British 
Prime Minister David Cameron was rebuked Thursday by thePrime Minister David Cameron was rebuked Thursday by thePrime Minister David Cameron was rebuked Thursday by thePrime Minister David Cameron was rebuked Thursday by the judge in the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he said her judge in the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he said her judge in the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he said her judge in the trial of Nigella Lawson's personal assistants when he said her
cooking is the best! cooking is the best! cooking is the best! cooking is the best! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest13 007 Cardiac Arrest from London's finest Restaurants will never be in a scene!  Restaurants will never be in a scene!  Restaurants will never be in a scene!  Restaurants will never be in a scene! 

12121212----13131313----13 007 at the Oxford13 007 at the Oxford13 007 at the Oxford13 007 at the Oxford Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... not in a 007 Movie!  Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... not in a 007 Movie!  Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... not in a 007 Movie!  Hospital getting his Aorta Cleaned out... not in a 007 Movie! 

12121212----13131313----13131313 GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on NBC Nightly News! GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on NBC Nightly News! GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on NBC Nightly News! GE father of the Elementary School killings has not been on NBC Nightly News! Newtown's gun Newtown's gun Newtown's gun Newtown's gun----control families, a year of control families, a year of control families, a year of control families, a year of 
mixed results Yet a year later,mixed results Yet a year later,mixed results Yet a year later,mixed results Yet a year later, Newtown is becoming associated with a Numb Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids Newtown is becoming associated with a Numb Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids Newtown is becoming associated with a Numb Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids Newtown is becoming associated with a Numb Nuts Dictators Era of killing kids with MIT "Drones", and  with MIT "Drones", and  with MIT "Drones", and  with MIT "Drones", and 
mom + dads hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parentsmom + dads hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parentsmom + dads hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parentsmom + dads hand guns in the dresser. Most of the Parents blame the shooters mother for taking him to firing range so many times.  blame the shooters mother for taking him to firing range so many times.  blame the shooters mother for taking him to firing range so many times.  blame the shooters mother for taking him to firing range so many times. 
PentagonPentagonPentagonPentagon has everyone go to the shooting range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News has everyone go to the shooting range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News has everyone go to the shooting range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News has everyone go to the shooting range more than necessary too. NBC Nightly News does story after story of Airport Security at  does story after story of Airport Security at  does story after story of Airport Security at  does story after story of Airport Security at 
Elementary Schools will only costElementary Schools will only costElementary Schools will only costElementary Schools will only cost $13 million for each school.  $13 million for each school.  $13 million for each school.  $13 million for each school. 

12121212----13131313----13 Newtown, CT is near Yale13 Newtown, CT is near Yale13 Newtown, CT is near Yale13 Newtown, CT is near Yale University. Yale Paper has had several articles on the school shooting. None University. Yale Paper has had several articles on the school shooting. None University. Yale Paper has had several articles on the school shooting. None University. Yale Paper has had several articles on the school shooting. None have mentioned the  have mentioned the  have mentioned the  have mentioned the 
shooters father is a GE vice president. GE Windmill Farm areshooters father is a GE vice president. GE Windmill Farm areshooters father is a GE vice president. GE Windmill Farm areshooters father is a GE vice president. GE Windmill Farm are responsible for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's $177 responsible for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's $177 responsible for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's $177 responsible for the Holocaust II + III statistics of deaths from Saudi's $177
Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from theTrillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from theTrillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from theTrillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 and the LOST 1,001 Invention from the Euphoria of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era.  Euphoria of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era.  Euphoria of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era.  Euphoria of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era. 

12121212----13131313----13 Yale Universe13 Yale Universe13 Yale Universe13 Yale Universe picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West because prostitutes are legal in picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West because prostitutes are legal in picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West because prostitutes are legal in picked Singapore for a New Campus not Key West because prostitutes are legal in Singapore... California  Singapore... California  Singapore... California  Singapore... California 
officials are considering whether to change aofficials are considering whether to change aofficials are considering whether to change aofficials are considering whether to change a decades decades decades decades----old antiold antiold antiold anti----crime regulation and allow prostitutes to receive money from acrime regulation and allow prostitutes to receive money from acrime regulation and allow prostitutes to receive money from acrime regulation and allow prostitutes to receive money from a victim  victim  victim  victim 
compensation fund if for being beat up. compensation fund if for being beat up. compensation fund if for being beat up. compensation fund if for being beat up. 
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12121212----13131313----13 Did Bush and13 Did Bush and13 Did Bush and13 Did Bush and Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven Prostitutes they used when Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven Prostitutes they used when Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven Prostitutes they used when Bush, Clinton and Kerry beat up the New Haven Prostitutes they used when students at Yale?  students at Yale?  students at Yale?  students at Yale? 

12121212----13131313----13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug13 007 coup by Mr + Mrs Bond will put on Facebook mug shots of Yale Students who use New Haven Prostitutes...  shots of Yale Students who use New Haven Prostitutes...  shots of Yale Students who use New Haven Prostitutes...  shots of Yale Students who use New Haven Prostitutes... 

12121212----13131313----13 007's13 007's13 007's13 007's "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives in the Legal Polygamous "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives in the Legal Polygamous "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives in the Legal Polygamous "Will" leaves everything to Mrs. Bond and his many wives in the Legal Polygamous Marriage.  Marriage.  Marriage.  Marriage. 

12121212----13131313----13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill +13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill +13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill +13 Saudi Arabia Prostitutes are "Sex Slaves", Bill + Melinda can document this!  Melinda can document this!  Melinda can document this!  Melinda can document this! 

12121212----13131313----13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex13 Saudi Arabia Compensation for "Sex Slaves"...  Slaves"...  Slaves"...  Slaves"... 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for13 007 Mrs. 007 has a "Pet Invention Project" for Farrah Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure for anus cancer, most likely caused by the Farrah Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure for anus cancer, most likely caused by the Farrah Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure for anus cancer, most likely caused by the Farrah Fawcett... to get a Rx Cure for anus cancer, most likely caused by the HPV  HPV  HPV  HPV 
virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett that "hangs"... The 007virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett that "hangs"... The 007virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett that "hangs"... The 007virus. The Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett that "hangs"... The 007 Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners  Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners  Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners  Bond Wife wants to "Hang" all Farrah Fawcett sex partners 
who gave HPV towho gave HPV towho gave HPV towho gave HPV to Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before they had sex. Or get Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before they had sex. Or get Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before they had sex. Or get Farrah, as they didn't tell her they were infected before they had sex. Or get tested at the Publix or Whole Foods  tested at the Publix or Whole Foods  tested at the Publix or Whole Foods  tested at the Publix or Whole Foods 
Grocery store picking up the wine!Grocery store picking up the wine!Grocery store picking up the wine!Grocery store picking up the wine!

12121212----13131313----13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with13 The 007 Bond Wife will post "Mug" shots of all the Men with HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google  HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google  HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google  HPV, HIV, STD's Hepatitis in Facebook and put them on Google 
Street View.Street View.Street View.Street View.

The 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have youThe 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have youThe 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have youThe 007 Bond Wife always ask her men before the 1st kiss... have you been tested for Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested  been tested for Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested  been tested for Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested  been tested for Hepatitis A, B, C ? Do you have Hepatitis. Get tested 
at theat theat theat the Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine!  Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine!  Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine!  Publix or Whole Foods Grocery store picking up the wine! 

12121212----13131313----13 We13 We13 We13 We talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic Cinema talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic Cinema talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic Cinema talk about 2014 and the cure for cancer outside the Tropic Cinema

12121212----13131313----13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a13 I gave her a picture of the surface of the sun, we both know a nearby sun will shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding  nearby sun will shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding  nearby sun will shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding  nearby sun will shine for the next 4 Trillion years... expanding 
into infiniteinto infiniteinto infiniteinto infinite space!  space!  space!  space! 

12121212----13131313----13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet13 I wanted to write something at "Sippin Internet Cafe" over a cup of coffee... she wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum Cafe" over a cup of coffee... she wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum Cafe" over a cup of coffee... she wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum Cafe" over a cup of coffee... she wants to drink wine at Hard Rock or the Rum
Barrel. And live to be 100 doing this, how many 100 year old wineBarrel. And live to be 100 doing this, how many 100 year old wineBarrel. And live to be 100 doing this, how many 100 year old wineBarrel. And live to be 100 doing this, how many 100 year old wine----o's are there?o's are there?o's are there?o's are there?

12121212----13131313----13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our George13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our George13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our George13 Trillions of Thoughts were exchanged between us in our George Orwell Era in Key West  Orwell Era in Key West  Orwell Era in Key West  Orwell Era in Key West 

12121212----13131313----13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb13 Sanctions + Restrictions from the Numb Nuts Admirals + Dictators are real and hurt writing and inventing. Love Making Nuts Admirals + Dictators are real and hurt writing and inventing. Love Making Nuts Admirals + Dictators are real and hurt writing and inventing. Love Making Nuts Admirals + Dictators are real and hurt writing and inventing. Love Making to  to  to  to 
as the "Observers" don't even want to watch just yet! 1st Woman who told meas the "Observers" don't even want to watch just yet! 1st Woman who told meas the "Observers" don't even want to watch just yet! 1st Woman who told meas the "Observers" don't even want to watch just yet! 1st Woman who told me she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a FBI  she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a FBI  she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a FBI  she could see me on hidden cameras in my room was a FBI 
women in 1979 week afterwomen in 1979 week afterwomen in 1979 week afterwomen in 1979 week after I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I invented the I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I invented the I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I invented the I meet Teddy Kennedy and several months before I invented the ElectricWindmillCar.  ElectricWindmillCar.  ElectricWindmillCar.  ElectricWindmillCar. 

12121212----13131313----13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for13 Merry Christmas, I want a wife for Christmas, many wives if I can be a little greedy as long as I leave everything Christmas, many wives if I can be a little greedy as long as I leave everything Christmas, many wives if I can be a little greedy as long as I leave everything Christmas, many wives if I can be a little greedy as long as I leave everything in my Will to  in my Will to  in my Will to  in my Will to 
the wives who Out Live me. And we Brainstorm 1,001 inventions athe wives who Out Live me. And we Brainstorm 1,001 inventions athe wives who Out Live me. And we Brainstorm 1,001 inventions athe wives who Out Live me. And we Brainstorm 1,001 inventions a year. 1st Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at Hemingway  year. 1st Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at Hemingway  year. 1st Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at Hemingway  year. 1st Year Anniversary of Greg + Wives Wedding at Hemingway 
House I'm sureHouse I'm sureHouse I'm sureHouse I'm sure the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the Years Inventions the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the Years Inventions the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the Years Inventions the "Observers" and Numb Nuts Dictators will have email of the Years Inventions we got Brainstorming 24/7.  we got Brainstorming 24/7.  we got Brainstorming 24/7.  we got Brainstorming 24/7. 

12121212----13131313----13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are13 007 Movie Mr. + Mrs. Bond are speeding along a Ocean highway in their new 2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK speeding along a Ocean highway in their new 2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK speeding along a Ocean highway in their new 2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK speeding along a Ocean highway in their new 2014 ElectricWindmillCar. JFK Aircraft Carrier  Aircraft Carrier  Aircraft Carrier  Aircraft Carrier 
with its 10K windmills can be seen next to the Key West Sunset.with its 10K windmills can be seen next to the Key West Sunset.with its 10K windmills can be seen next to the Key West Sunset.with its 10K windmills can be seen next to the Key West Sunset. CNN + Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are...  CNN + Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are...  CNN + Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are...  CNN + Fox employees and owners with a house on Sunset Keys are... 
spoiler asspoiler asspoiler asspoiler as this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. Mrs Bond this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. Mrs Bond this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. Mrs Bond this is a futuristic Bond Movie, I can tell you one scene in it though. Mrs Bond buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine".  buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine".  buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine".  buys the first GM car with a "Gravity Engine". 
Something she just had to have,Something she just had to have,Something she just had to have,Something she just had to have, like getting married at Hemingway House to the Inventor of the like getting married at Hemingway House to the Inventor of the like getting married at Hemingway House to the Inventor of the like getting married at Hemingway House to the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in the first  ElectricWindmillCar in the first  ElectricWindmillCar in the first  ElectricWindmillCar in the first 
Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House.Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House.Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House.Polygamous Marriage at Hemingway House.

12121212----13131313----13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives +13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives +13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives +13 Wishful thinking about Christmas Inventing with many wives + Then New Years 2014 Invention's we will get!  Then New Years 2014 Invention's we will get!  Then New Years 2014 Invention's we will get!  Then New Years 2014 Invention's we will get! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps"  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps"  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps"  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as 2014 "New Year's Apps" 
have nohave nohave nohave no "Manhattan Project" to Cure the coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War On Cancer!" "Manhattan Project" to Cure the coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War On Cancer!" "Manhattan Project" to Cure the coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War On Cancer!" "Manhattan Project" to Cure the coming 2014 Korean War + 1950 "War On Cancer!"

12121212----12121212----13 This13 This13 This13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the  the App Store are behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the  the App Store are behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the  the App Store are behind the "Times" as were after 50 Years the 
End to theEnd to theEnd to theEnd to the Korean War will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists" Korean War will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists" Korean War will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists" Korean War will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do  to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do  to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do  to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush do 
this Math as Clintons will cheatthis Math as Clintons will cheatthis Math as Clintons will cheatthis Math as Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  + lie, they are chronic Con Men! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an  said there was an  said there was an  said there was an 
"urgent need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses"urgent need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses"urgent need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses"urgent need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and  and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and  and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and  and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and 
Greg alongGreg alongGreg alongGreg along with Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is with Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is with Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is with Dr. Nancy who wants to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer,  Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer,  Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer,  Discovered. We want to SCAN + Treat Breast Cancer, 
STD, HIV, Warts, HPV, etc inSTD, HIV, Warts, HPV, etc inSTD, HIV, Warts, HPV, etc inSTD, HIV, Warts, HPV, etc in Publix Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" Publix Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" Publix Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" Publix Grocery Stores, and in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and  detection, diagnoses and  detection, diagnoses and  detection, diagnoses and 
treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancertreatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancertreatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancertreatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!! WHO MD's lost all respect for
suggestion like Scan + Treat all at the Public Grocery Store or Airports withsuggestion like Scan + Treat all at the Public Grocery Store or Airports withsuggestion like Scan + Treat all at the Public Grocery Store or Airports withsuggestion like Scan + Treat all at the Public Grocery Store or Airports with the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 Nations! WHO has done  the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 Nations! WHO has done  the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 Nations! WHO has done  the Numb Nuts Dictators in 140 Nations! WHO has done 
their "Dirty Work" for thetheir "Dirty Work" for thetheir "Dirty Work" for thetheir "Dirty Work" for the last 50 years. Hitler's MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, the UN + Time's last 50 years. Hitler's MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, the UN + Time's last 50 years. Hitler's MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, the UN + Time's last 50 years. Hitler's MD's Followed the Same orders!!! WHO, the UN + Time's Person of the Year cause the  Person of the Year cause the  Person of the Year cause the  Person of the Year cause the 
Holocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is aHolocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is aHolocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is aHolocaust II + III today! Korean War of 2014 is a LOSER!  LOSER!  LOSER!  LOSER! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Dash Cam + Living 
Room Cam" areRoom Cam" areRoom Cam" areRoom Cam" are the "great equalizer" reducing the likelihood of aggression, between Men + the "great equalizer" reducing the likelihood of aggression, between Men + the "great equalizer" reducing the likelihood of aggression, between Men + the "great equalizer" reducing the likelihood of aggression, between Men + Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer  Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer  Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer  Women. WHO at the UN only put out Cancer 
Statistic today, not 2014 stats on theStatistic today, not 2014 stats on theStatistic today, not 2014 stats on theStatistic today, not 2014 stats on the 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 2014... Happy New Year 2014 and don't 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 2014... Happy New Year 2014 and don't 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 2014... Happy New Year 2014 and don't 19K USA women who will be "Murdered" in 2014... Happy New Year 2014 and don't get murdered  get murdered  get murdered  get murdered 
by a drunk on New Years Day, sorry state of Numb Nuts Dictators +by a drunk on New Years Day, sorry state of Numb Nuts Dictators +by a drunk on New Years Day, sorry state of Numb Nuts Dictators +by a drunk on New Years Day, sorry state of Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors (at WHO) is many women in 140 Nations will be murdered  Doctors (at WHO) is many women in 140 Nations will be murdered  Doctors (at WHO) is many women in 140 Nations will be murdered  Doctors (at WHO) is many women in 140 Nations will be murdered 
by a drunk on Newby a drunk on Newby a drunk on Newby a drunk on New Years Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber Alerts!!! Years Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber Alerts!!! Years Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber Alerts!!! Years Day 2014 and Verizon has refused ahead of time for any Amber Alerts!!!
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12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu  the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu  the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu  the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu 
Shots in NYCShots in NYCShots in NYCShots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write this will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write this will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write this will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  app gave his statistics 20K little kids will 
not get the flu... I's sure somenot get the flu... I's sure somenot get the flu... I's sure somenot get the flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being tortured by the Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being tortured by the Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being tortured by the Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being tortured by the flu... but he better watch out,  flu... but he better watch out,  flu... but he better watch out,  flu... but he better watch out, 
one of these little kids will invent the "Gasone of these little kids will invent the "Gasone of these little kids will invent the "Gasone of these little kids will invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians, Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians, Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians, Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF  SWF, MWF  SWF, MWF  SWF, MWF 
next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free themnext flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free themnext flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free themnext flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that was Japan...  from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that was Japan...  from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that was Japan...  from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that was Japan... 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top13 This week's top13 This week's top13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are  "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are  "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are  "Times" as how "Time + Gravity" are 
Generated, and the invention of the "GravityGenerated, and the invention of the "GravityGenerated, and the invention of the "GravityGenerated, and the invention of the "Gravity Engine".  Engine".  Engine".  Engine". 

12121212----12121212----13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion13 Pentagon + Russia, both which has spent $1 Trillion a year EACH since 1980 on "War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP  a year EACH since 1980 on "War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP  a year EACH since 1980 on "War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP  a year EACH since 1980 on "War Toys!"... $177 Trillion Windfall from BP 
OilOilOilOil Revenues via $4 gasoline.  Revenues via $4 gasoline.  Revenues via $4 gasoline.  Revenues via $4 gasoline. 

12121212----12121212----13 Putin said developing such weapons,13 Putin said developing such weapons,13 Putin said developing such weapons,13 Putin said developing such weapons, just because you have a "Secret Scam Fund" has destabilized Korea were after 50 just because you have a "Secret Scam Fund" has destabilized Korea were after 50 just because you have a "Secret Scam Fund" has destabilized Korea were after 50 just because you have a "Secret Scam Fund" has destabilized Korea were after 50 Years  Years  Years  Years 
the End to the Korean war will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be athe End to the Korean war will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be athe End to the Korean war will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be athe End to the Korean war will be decided in 2014! You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush  "Rocket Scientists" to do this Math, just don't let Bush + Bush 
do this Math asdo this Math asdo this Math asdo this Math as Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men!  Clintons will cheat + lie, they are chronic Con Men! 

12121212----12121212----13 This13 This13 This13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity  the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity  the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity  the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity 
generated. And Yale "Read Week" Applegenerated. And Yale "Read Week" Applegenerated. And Yale "Read Week" Applegenerated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a doesn't have any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a doesn't have any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a doesn't have any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by  invention by  invention by  invention by 
"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Ani ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Ani ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Ani ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" mal Farm" mal Farm" mal Farm" 
while thinkingwhile thinkingwhile thinkingwhile thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention!  constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention!  constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention!  constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be
diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's13 This week's13 This week's13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Carriers of Diseases,  "Times" as Carriers of Diseases,  "Times" as Carriers of Diseases,  "Times" as Carriers of Diseases, 
Aircraft Carriers, Drive by Shootings, ArmedAircraft Carriers, Drive by Shootings, ArmedAircraft Carriers, Drive by Shootings, ArmedAircraft Carriers, Drive by Shootings, Armed Robberies, Security Camera Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see Robberies, Security Camera Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see Robberies, Security Camera Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see Robberies, Security Camera Pictures on the local Miami news all are hard to see the  the  the  the 
"Criminals." App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs"Criminals." App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs"Criminals." App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs"Criminals." App to make your iPhone and iPad a Personal Security Cam needs new parts, batteries, cam lens!  new parts, batteries, cam lens!  new parts, batteries, cam lens!  new parts, batteries, cam lens! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of  Jobs died of  Jobs died of  Jobs died of 
"CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!!"CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!!"CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!!"CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!!

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of 
deaths fromdeaths fromdeaths fromdeaths from CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 million CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 million CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 million CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 million from 2012 to 2013.  from 2012 to 2013.  from 2012 to 2013.  from 2012 to 2013. 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO described a iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO described a iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO described a iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO described a "sharp  "sharp  "sharp  "sharp 
rise" in cases of breast cancer. Both the incidence and mortality haverise" in cases of breast cancer. Both the incidence and mortality haverise" in cases of breast cancer. Both the incidence and mortality haverise" in cases of breast cancer. Both the incidence and mortality have increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common  increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common  increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common  increased since 2008. The disease in now the most common 
cancer in women in 140cancer in women in 140cancer in women in 140cancer in women in 140 countries.  countries.  countries.  countries. 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Apple has no app for "The 
NewNewNewNew Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure" Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure" Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure" Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin Like Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure"

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the  the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the  the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the  the App Store are behind the "Times" as "Compare" is only on the 
"Mac Pro" Apple"Mac Pro" Apple"Mac Pro" Apple"Mac Pro" Apple page coming in Dec. so 140 Nations can't compare "Surface 2" to the "Mac Pro" page coming in Dec. so 140 Nations can't compare "Surface 2" to the "Mac Pro" page coming in Dec. so 140 Nations can't compare "Surface 2" to the "Mac Pro" page coming in Dec. so 140 Nations can't compare "Surface 2" to the "Mac Pro" after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention  after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention  after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention  after Apple gives away 1,001 Invention 
Projects with links to get you started onProjects with links to get you started onProjects with links to get you started onProjects with links to get you started on the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of the Universe when you can the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of the Universe when you can the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of the Universe when you can the "Mac Pro" hard drive which is the size of the Universe when you can "Compare" it to the  "Compare" it to the  "Compare" it to the  "Compare" it to the 
"Surface 2"!! "Surface 2"!! "Surface 2"!! "Surface 2"!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as HP Workstations  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as HP Workstations  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as HP Workstations  iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as HP Workstations 
"Compare" to out"Compare" to out"Compare" to out"Compare" to out RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, ha!!!  RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, ha!!!  RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, ha!!!  RANK "Surface 2" almost... ha, ha, ha!!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 1013 This week's top 1013 This week's top 1013 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as WHO said there was an  as WHO said there was an  as WHO said there was an  as WHO said there was an 
"urgent need" for the advances made in detection,"urgent need" for the advances made in detection,"urgent need" for the advances made in detection,"urgent need" for the advances made in detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer to be implemented in 140 Nations and
Greg along with Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure isGreg along with Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure isGreg along with Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure isGreg along with Dr. Nancy who want to "Put it in the Water" when the Rx Cure is Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores,  Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores,  Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores,  Discovered, we want to put it in Publix Grocery Stores, 
put it in Whole Foodsput it in Whole Foodsput it in Whole Foodsput it in Whole Foods Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast Grocery Stores... WHO's "urgent" detection, diagnoses and treatment of breast cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer  cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer  cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer  cancer, and SCAN for Breast Cancer 
and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!!and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!!and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!!and Cancers at 140 International Air Ports!!

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as statistics from WHO the App Store are behind the "Times" as statistics from WHO the App Store are behind the "Times" as statistics from WHO the App Store are behind the "Times" as statistics from WHO----WHO WHO WHO WHO 
predicts thepredicts thepredicts thepredicts the number of cancer cases will soar to more than 19 million a year by 2025. number of cancer cases will soar to more than 19 million a year by 2025. number of cancer cases will soar to more than 19 million a year by 2025. number of cancer cases will soar to more than 19 million a year by 2025.

12121212----12121212----13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an13 President Vladimir Putin pledged to continue an ambitious weapons modernization program and to expand Russia's  ambitious weapons modernization program and to expand Russia's  ambitious weapons modernization program and to expand Russia's  ambitious weapons modernization program and to expand Russia's 
military presencemilitary presencemilitary presencemilitary presence in the Arctic region. Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the Arctic in the Arctic region. Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the Arctic in the Arctic region. Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the Arctic in the Arctic region. Putin has pointed at the U.S. navy presence in the Arctic Ocean as one of the reasons behind the  Ocean as one of the reasons behind the  Ocean as one of the reasons behind the  Ocean as one of the reasons behind the 
buildup, saying that Russia is concernedbuildup, saying that Russia is concernedbuildup, saying that Russia is concernedbuildup, saying that Russia is concerned because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 because it takes U.S. missiles just 15 to 16 minutes to reach Moscow from a to 16 minutes to reach Moscow from a to 16 minutes to reach Moscow from a to 16 minutes to reach Moscow from a submarine in the  submarine in the  submarine in the  submarine in the 
Barents Sea... $1 Trillion has been spent just on Model 2013Barents Sea... $1 Trillion has been spent just on Model 2013Barents Sea... $1 Trillion has been spent just on Model 2013Barents Sea... $1 Trillion has been spent just on Model 2013 Submarines! With many apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the Admirals  Submarines! With many apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the Admirals  Submarines! With many apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the Admirals  Submarines! With many apps, grin! No fishing from the Sub is the Admirals 
petpetpetpet rule of course. 1 Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! rule of course. 1 Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! rule of course. 1 Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! rule of course. 1 Trillion fish and Turtles feed by the Fleets Admirals, NO Way! Are you a Alien?  Are you a Alien?  Are you a Alien?  Are you a Alien? 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how is Time + Gravity
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generated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 Inventiongenerated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 Inventiongenerated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 Inventiongenerated. And Yale "Read Week" Apple doesn't have any app for 1,001 Invention Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by  Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by  Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by  Projects which you can only "Win" a invention by 
"Reading" and looking for the"Reading" and looking for the"Reading" and looking for the"Reading" and looking for the "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Windmill" as Greg did getting the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm"  "Animal Farm"  "Animal Farm"  "Animal Farm" 
while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! while thinking constantly of a "ElectricCar" invention! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how many people will be
diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! diagnosed with "CANCER" in 2013... 14 Million!!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's13 This week's13 This week's13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as Steve Jobs died of  "Times" as Steve Jobs died of  "Times" as Steve Jobs died of  "Times" as Steve Jobs died of 
"CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this"CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this"CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this"CANCER" and no follow up apps are sold on this Apple Boss!!  Apple Boss!!  Apple Boss!!  Apple Boss!! 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of  and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of  and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of  and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as how the number of 
deathsdeathsdeathsdeaths from CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 from CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 from CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 from CANCER... number of deaths has also increased, from 7.6 million to 8.2 million from 2012 to 2013.  million from 2012 to 2013.  million from 2012 to 2013.  million from 2012 to 2013. 

12121212----12121212----13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for13 This week's top 10 paid and free apps for iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is iPhone and iPad on the App Store are behind the "Times" as #1 App the Winner is Flu  Flu  Flu  Flu 
Shots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MDShots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MDShots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MDShots in NYC will be mandatory for everyone at "Day Care" centers. The MD who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will  who help write this app gave his statistics 20K little kids will 
not get thenot get thenot get thenot get the flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being flu... I's sure some Pentagon Psychotic MD will miss all these little kids being tortured by the flu... but he better watch out,  tortured by the flu... but he better watch out,  tortured by the flu... but he better watch out,  tortured by the flu... but he better watch out, 
one of these little kids willone of these little kids willone of these little kids willone of these little kids will invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". invent the "Gas Lobotomy Gas" for Pentagon MD's who write the "Torture Apps.". White Russians, SWF, MWF  White Russians, SWF, MWF  White Russians, SWF, MWF  White Russians, SWF, MWF 
next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140next flu shot is for the Pentagon Whores in 140 Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that was Japan... Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that was Japan... Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that was Japan... Nations... free them from Korean Comfort Girls, Oh that was Japan...

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,
recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. 

12121212----11111111----13 Money may13 Money may13 Money may13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how they are generated can corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how they are generated can corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how they are generated can corrupt, but thinking about "Time" + "Gravity" how they are generated can prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over  prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over  prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over  prevent "Road Rage" + WW III over 
"Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to China"Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to China"Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to China"Smog" Poison Gasoline Exhaust given to China as Opium was!  as Opium was!  as Opium was!  as Opium was! 

12121212----11111111----13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis.13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis.13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis.13 News: 'Time' Person of the Year: Pope Francis. Calling him "The People's Pope," Time magazine Today named Pope Francis its Calling him "The People's Pope," Time magazine Today named Pope Francis its Calling him "The People's Pope," Time magazine Today named Pope Francis its Calling him "The People's Pope," Time magazine Today named Pope Francis its
Person of the Year. Person of the Year. Person of the Year. Person of the Year. 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time,"13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time,"13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time,"13 Priming Pope Francis to think about "time," its creation by God. "seems To" or "Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... its creation by God. "seems To" or "Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... its creation by God. "seems To" or "Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... its creation by God. "seems To" or "Should" strengthen "HIS" moral compass... Thou  Thou  Thou  Thou 
Shall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's Suppression Of TheShall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's Suppression Of TheShall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's Suppression Of TheShall Not Go Along With The Pentagon's Suppression Of The ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in BP  ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in BP  ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in BP  ElectricWindmillCar Era 1980 to 2013 $ for a % of the $177 Trillion in BP 
OilOilOilOil Revenues since 1980.  Revenues since 1980.  Revenues since 1980.  Revenues since 1980. 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion + Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted  Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted  Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted  Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Super Structure painted 
"Pink" + "Pink""Pink" + "Pink""Pink" + "Pink""Pink" + "Pink" lights, for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!!! lights, for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!!! lights, for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!!! lights, for the Rx Overnight Penicillin Like Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!!! Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS  Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS  Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS  Paris Eiffel Tower on Victoria Secret CBS 
Special last night let the Pairs EliteSpecial last night let the Pairs EliteSpecial last night let the Pairs EliteSpecial last night let the Pairs Elite Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Poor Victoria Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Poor Victoria Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Poor Victoria Bail Out from Brainstorming a Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, Poor Victoria Secret Women...  Secret Women...  Secret Women...  Secret Women... 
stood up by the Fstood up by the Fstood up by the Fstood up by the French Men with Money!!! Lets Hope the Newrench Men with Money!!! Lets Hope the Newrench Men with Money!!! Lets Hope the Newrench Men with Money!!! Lets Hope the New Manhattan Project comes through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014...  Manhattan Project comes through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014...  Manhattan Project comes through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014...  Manhattan Project comes through for Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer in 2014... 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing,  Secretary Jacob Lew says "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing,  Secretary Jacob Lew says "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing,  Secretary Jacob Lew says "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Smog over Beijing, 
Shanghai,Shanghai,Shanghai,Shanghai, LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" $  LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" $  LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" $  LA, Paris, Moscow is "Holocaust II" $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs13 GM Bailout Costs13 GM Bailout Costs13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says MECCA got GM's $177 Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says MECCA got GM's $177 Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says MECCA got GM's $177 Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says MECCA got GM's $177 Trillion in Profits from 1980  Trillion in Profits from 1980  Trillion in Profits from 1980  Trillion in Profits from 1980 
to 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic Crime"to 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic Crime"to 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic Crime"to 2013... this is a "Terrorists Economic Crime" against Detroit $ by Mecca and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on against Detroit $ by Mecca and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on against Detroit $ by Mecca and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on against Detroit $ by Mecca and the Pope for not calling 911 on this and on Pedophiles  Pedophiles  Pedophiles  Pedophiles 
he knows of Today! he knows of Today! he knows of Today! he knows of Today! 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 people their lives in the 2014 Model "Smart Cars" with no super air bags on the outside their lives in the 2014 Model "Smart Cars" with no super air bags on the outside their lives in the 2014 Model "Smart Cars" with no super air bags on the outside their lives in the 2014 Model "Smart Cars" with no super air bags on the outside $  $  $  $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woman CEO all her "Time" years at the "New Product Developments" job she just had is a  "Time" years at the "New Product Developments" job she just had is a  "Time" years at the "New Product Developments" job she just had is a  "Time" years at the "New Product Developments" job she just had is a 
SCAM $ thatSCAM $ thatSCAM $ thatSCAM $ that caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", Drunk + Drugged Driver to get into a GM car caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", Drunk + Drugged Driver to get into a GM car caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", Drunk + Drugged Driver to get into a GM car caused kids to die in "Hot Cars", Drunk + Drugged Driver to get into a GM car drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into  drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into  drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into  drive it and Crash + Burn in a head on into 
"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's"Innocent" victims of Mary Barra's New Products Development job at GM that suppressed these GM car accessories from New Products Development job at GM that suppressed these GM car accessories from New Products Development job at GM that suppressed these GM car accessories from New Products Development job at GM that suppressed these GM car accessories from being installed  being installed  being installed  being installed 
on the assembly line... this is Mass Murder by Mary Barra!!!on the assembly line... this is Mass Murder by Mary Barra!!!on the assembly line... this is Mass Murder by Mary Barra!!!on the assembly line... this is Mass Murder by Mary Barra!!! Dash Cam Hell we need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development  Dash Cam Hell we need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development  Dash Cam Hell we need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development  Dash Cam Hell we need a Cam on the next GM New Products Development 
women whowomen whowomen whowomen who gets her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the gets her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the gets her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the gets her old job! 1,001 apps, accessories can be in the 2014 Model GM. For the 1st time in history we can invent the GM Car  1st time in history we can invent the GM Car  1st time in history we can invent the GM Car  1st time in history we can invent the GM Car 
Technology to reduce car crashesTechnology to reduce car crashesTechnology to reduce car crashesTechnology to reduce car crashes repair cost by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA can build 1 repair cost by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA can build 1 repair cost by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA can build 1 repair cost by 99% and highway Deaths by 99%. Just like NASA can build 1 Trillion Cans of H @  Trillion Cans of H @  Trillion Cans of H @  Trillion Cans of H @ ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 
and not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck into aand not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck into aand not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck into aand not 1 can will "Explode" in a Fiery Wreck into a Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck!  Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck!  Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck!  Gasoline Fueled GM car or Truck! 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. The Treasury Department has sold its final GM shares Monday, $10.5 Billion. The Treasury Department has sold its final GM shares Monday, $10.5 Billion. The Treasury Department has sold its final GM shares Monday, $10.5 Billion. The Treasury Department has sold its final GM shares Monday, recovering $39  recovering $39  recovering $39  recovering $39 
billion of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto maker fivebillion of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto maker fivebillion of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto maker fivebillion of the $49.5 billion it spent to save the auto maker five years ago.  years ago.  years ago.  years ago. 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew says that without the bailout, the US would have lost  Secretary Jacob Lew says that without the bailout, the US would have lost  Secretary Jacob Lew says that without the bailout, the US would have lost  Secretary Jacob Lew says that without the bailout, the US would have lost 
moremoremoremore than a million jobs, and the economy could have slipped from recession into a than a million jobs, and the economy could have slipped from recession into a than a million jobs, and the economy could have slipped from recession into a than a million jobs, and the economy could have slipped from recession into a depression. Research by the Michigan depression. Research by the Michigan depression. Research by the Michigan depression. Research by the Michigan----based based based based 
Center for Automotive Research saysCenter for Automotive Research saysCenter for Automotive Research saysCenter for Automotive Research says the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs.  the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs.  the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs.  the bailout saved 1.2 million jobs. 
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12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion. US government lost $10.5 billion on the General Motors bailout, but it says the government lost $10.5 billion on the General Motors bailout, but it says the government lost $10.5 billion on the General Motors bailout, but it says the government lost $10.5 billion on the General Motors bailout, but it says the
alternative would have been far worse... alternative would have been far worse... alternative would have been far worse... alternative would have been far worse... 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost13 GM Bailout Cost13 GM Bailout Cost13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $  Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $  Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $  Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM13 GM13 GM13 GM Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure via Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure via Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure via Bailout Cost Women with Breast Cancer their 1980 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure via Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with  Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with  Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with  Greg + Wives brainstorming 24/7 with 
Los Alamos Super Computers $Los Alamos Super Computers $Los Alamos Super Computers $Los Alamos Super Computers $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 13 GM Bailout Costs Taxpayers $10.5 Billion 

12121212----11111111----13 GM13 GM13 GM13 GM Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $ Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $ Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $ Bailout Cost Americans $177 Trillion given to Mecca by the Pentagon $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned to13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned to13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned to13 GM Bailout Cost the lives of 100's of Cops burned and burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks $  death in fiery cop car wrecks $  death in fiery cop car wrecks $  death in fiery cop car wrecks $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary13 GM Bailout Cost the New Woman CEO Mary Barra, her "moral sanity" in "Heaven or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" Barra, her "moral sanity" in "Heaven or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" Barra, her "moral sanity" in "Heaven or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" Barra, her "moral sanity" in "Heaven or Hell" by sleeping with "Cop Killers;" the  the  the  the 
Pentagon! If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she would not get 72 Virgins inPentagon! If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she would not get 72 Virgins inPentagon! If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she would not get 72 Virgins inPentagon! If Mary Barra were born in Mecca she would not get 72 Virgins in "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $  "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $  "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $  "Heaven" the Moslems believe in $ 

12121212----11111111----13 General Motors Co CEO Dan13 General Motors Co CEO Dan13 General Motors Co CEO Dan13 General Motors Co CEO Dan Akerson will step down next month and be replaced by GM "lifer" and global Akerson will step down next month and be replaced by GM "lifer" and global Akerson will step down next month and be replaced by GM "lifer" and global Akerson will step down next month and be replaced by GM "lifer" and global product chief Mary  product chief Mary  product chief Mary  product chief Mary 
Barra, a sign that the development of new vehicles will beBarra, a sign that the development of new vehicles will beBarra, a sign that the development of new vehicles will beBarra, a sign that the development of new vehicles will be the paramount focus of the company.  the paramount focus of the company.  the paramount focus of the company.  the paramount focus of the company. 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra13 GM Bailout Cost Mary Barra the New Woma the New Woma the New Woma the New Woman CEO all "New Product Developments" VP job she just had a SCAM $n CEO all "New Product Developments" VP job she just had a SCAM $n CEO all "New Product Developments" VP job she just had a SCAM $n CEO all "New Product Developments" VP job she just had a SCAM $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every Summer to13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every Summer to13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every Summer to13 GM Bailout Cost Mom her sanity leaving 100 Kids every Summer to Die in a Hot Car no Verizon Alerts either $  Die in a Hot Car no Verizon Alerts either $  Die in a Hot Car no Verizon Alerts either $  Die in a Hot Car no Verizon Alerts either $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who13 GM Bailout Cost Detroit Victoria Secret Models who had to sell "Sex" to Saudi Arabia Princes $  had to sell "Sex" to Saudi Arabia Princes $  had to sell "Sex" to Saudi Arabia Princes $  had to sell "Sex" to Saudi Arabia Princes $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost Gas13 GM Bailout Cost Gas13 GM Bailout Cost Gas13 GM Bailout Cost Gas Station Employees their lives in Murderous Hold Ups by Desperate Men $ Station Employees their lives in Murderous Hold Ups by Desperate Men $ Station Employees their lives in Murderous Hold Ups by Desperate Men $ Station Employees their lives in Murderous Hold Ups by Desperate Men $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic +13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic +13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic +13 GM Bailout Cost 1,001 Cops their lives with No Dash Cam Mic + Speaker, ability to see driver before red lights go on $  Speaker, ability to see driver before red lights go on $  Speaker, ability to see driver before red lights go on $  Speaker, ability to see driver before red lights go on $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM13 GM13 GM13 GM Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass Destruction is "Gasoline's Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass Destruction is "Gasoline's Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass Destruction is "Gasoline's Bailout Cost "Shock + Awe" Bush + Bush weapon of Mass Destruction is "Gasoline's Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth  Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth  Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth  Poison Exhaust" gives kids cancers + birth 
defects for the next 100 years!defects for the next 100 years!defects for the next 100 years!defects for the next 100 years! "Shock + Awe" of kids with cancer and birth defects from breathing in air mixed "Shock + Awe" of kids with cancer and birth defects from breathing in air mixed "Shock + Awe" of kids with cancer and birth defects from breathing in air mixed "Shock + Awe" of kids with cancer and birth defects from breathing in air mixed with Texas Oil $ will  with Texas Oil $ will  with Texas Oil $ will  with Texas Oil $ will 
start the New French Revolution in "Time" when somestart the New French Revolution in "Time" when somestart the New French Revolution in "Time" when somestart the New French Revolution in "Time" when some Intellectuals in Paris realize "Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity Intellectuals in Paris realize "Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity Intellectuals in Paris realize "Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity Intellectuals in Paris realize "Time" + "Gravity" are generated and the "Gravity
Engine" can be Invented $ Engine" can be Invented $ Engine" can be Invented $ Engine" can be Invented $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar13 GM Bailout Cost USA the $1 Trillion Dollar New Manhattan Project run by Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $  New Manhattan Project run by Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $  New Manhattan Project run by Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $  New Manhattan Project run by Dr.Nancy Oppenheimer $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout13 GM Bailout13 GM Bailout13 GM Bailout Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 Invention Projects Bill + Melinda Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 Invention Projects Bill + Melinda Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 Invention Projects Bill + Melinda Cost, LOST generations of student their 1,001 Invention Projects Bill + Melinda deleted from Win 8.1 fix $  deleted from Win 8.1 fix $  deleted from Win 8.1 fix $  deleted from Win 8.1 fix $ 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers"13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers"13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers"13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,  to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,  to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,  to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, 
recordingrecordingrecordingrecording same as all cell calls are recorded.  same as all cell calls are recorded.  same as all cell calls are recorded.  same as all cell calls are recorded. 

12121212----11111111----13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell13 GM Bailout cost Verizon the switch from "Cell Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers, Towers" to 'Cell Satellites" in low Earth Orbit $ GPS tracking of all drivers,
recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. recorded same as all cell calls are recorded. 

12121212----10101010----13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "Time" can strengthen morality! Headlines...  strengthen morality! Headlines...  strengthen morality! Headlines...  strengthen morality! Headlines... 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming readers to think13 Priming readers to think13 Priming readers to think13 Priming readers to think about "time" its creation by God. "seems To" strengthen their moral compass... about "time" its creation by God. "seems To" strengthen their moral compass... about "time" its creation by God. "seems To" strengthen their moral compass... about "time" its creation by God. "seems To" strengthen their moral compass... Thou Shall Not Kill.  Thou Shall Not Kill.  Thou Shall Not Kill.  Thou Shall Not Kill. 

12121212----10101010----13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen morality! Headlines... Research just published in "time" can strengthen morality! Headlines... Research just published in "time" can strengthen morality! Headlines... Research just published in "time" can strengthen morality! Headlines... Research just published in
"Psychological Science Journal" a journal of the "Association for Psychological"Psychological Science Journal" a journal of the "Association for Psychological"Psychological Science Journal" a journal of the "Association for Psychological"Psychological Science Journal" a journal of the "Association for Psychological Science."  Science."  Science."  Science." 

12121212----10101010----13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the13 Top Brass who Own these "Journals" know about the $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues made suppressing the  $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues made suppressing the  $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues made suppressing the  $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues made suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar EraElectricWindmillCar EraElectricWindmillCar EraElectricWindmillCar Era since 1980.  since 1980.  since 1980.  since 1980. 
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12121212----10101010----13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have13 Priming Stimulus for Greg's Readers Here I have to insert this $177 Trillion is the worst "Money" crime in the History of Earth to insert this $177 Trillion is the worst "Money" crime in the History of Earth to insert this $177 Trillion is the worst "Money" crime in the History of Earth to insert this $177 Trillion is the worst "Money" crime in the History of Earth +  +  +  + 
Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think they will get to spent all $177Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think they will get to spent all $177Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think they will get to spent all $177Mankind... and the Stupid Criminals think they will get to spent all $177 Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year  Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year  Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year  Trillion on "MIT Drones" and Vegas Christmas + New Year 
Parties with "SexParties with "SexParties with "SexParties with "Sex Slaves!"  Slaves!"  Slaves!"  Slaves!" 

12121212----10101010----13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can13 Money may corrupt, but thinking about "time" can strengthen morality! Headlines...  strengthen morality! Headlines...  strengthen morality! Headlines...  strengthen morality! Headlines... 

12121212----10101010----13 Proxima Centauri is a red13 Proxima Centauri is a red13 Proxima Centauri is a red13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years!  dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years!  dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years!  dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years! 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which13 Priming is an implicit memory effect in which exposure to a stimulus influences a response to a later stimulus.... Proxima exposure to a stimulus influences a response to a later stimulus.... Proxima exposure to a stimulus influences a response to a later stimulus.... Proxima exposure to a stimulus influences a response to a later stimulus.... Proxima
Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years!Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years!Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years!Centauri is a red dwarf, a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years!

12121212----10101010----13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima13 Priming Stimulus here is 4 Trillion Years from Today Proxima Centauri, 4.2 light years from Earth will burn the last of its  Centauri, 4.2 light years from Earth will burn the last of its  Centauri, 4.2 light years from Earth will burn the last of its  Centauri, 4.2 light years from Earth will burn the last of its 
Hydrogen... OurHydrogen... OurHydrogen... OurHydrogen... Our Sun will burn the last of its Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Stimulus about Sun will burn the last of its Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Stimulus about Sun will burn the last of its Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Stimulus about Sun will burn the last of its Hydrogen in 7 Billion Years. So the Stimulus about "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can  "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can  "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can  "TIME" is like 4 Trillion BDays! It can 
occur following perceptual, semantic, oroccur following perceptual, semantic, oroccur following perceptual, semantic, oroccur following perceptual, semantic, or conceptual stimulus.  conceptual stimulus.  conceptual stimulus.  conceptual stimulus. 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is13 Priming... How is "Time Generated" is "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus". 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is13 Priming... How "Gravity is Generated" is "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus".  "Conceptual Stimulus". 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be13 Priming... "Gravity Engine" will be invented is a "Reality Stimulus".  invented is a "Reality Stimulus".  invented is a "Reality Stimulus".  invented is a "Reality Stimulus". 

12121212----10101010----13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Invention13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Invention13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Invention13 Priming... is Greg's "Years" ago LOST Invention of... "Dash Cam's" with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 of... "Dash Cam's" with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 of... "Dash Cam's" with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 of... "Dash Cam's" with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50
drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50drivers frustrated by the lack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----UpUpUpUp waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our  waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our  waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our  waiting. Stimulus is a BDay Realization our 
Government's Numb Nuts Dictators areGovernment's Numb Nuts Dictators areGovernment's Numb Nuts Dictators areGovernment's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in some Distant Galaxy! Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in some Distant Galaxy! Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in some Distant Galaxy! Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell in some Distant Galaxy!

12121212----10101010----13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same13 Priming works best when the two stimuli are in the same modality. Priming also occurs between modalities, or between  modality. Priming also occurs between modalities, or between  modality. Priming also occurs between modalities, or between  modality. Priming also occurs between modalities, or between 
semanticallysemanticallysemanticallysemantically related words such as "doctor" + "nurse".  related words such as "doctor" + "nurse".  related words such as "doctor" + "nurse".  related words such as "doctor" + "nurse". 

12121212----10101010----13 Doctors + Nurses13 Doctors + Nurses13 Doctors + Nurses13 Doctors + Nurses Realization our Government's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas Realization our Government's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas Realization our Government's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas Realization our Government's Numb Nuts Dictators are Alcoholic Gamblers in Vegas and will all go to Hell  and will all go to Hell  and will all go to Hell  and will all go to Hell 
in some Distant Galaxy! in some Distant Galaxy! in some Distant Galaxy! in some Distant Galaxy! 

12121212----10101010----13 Free Obama Care13 Free Obama Care13 Free Obama Care13 Free Obama Care like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" drive an ElectricWindmillCar! like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" drive an ElectricWindmillCar! like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" drive an ElectricWindmillCar! like Saudi Arabia has doesn't let "Women" drive an ElectricWindmillCar!

12121212----10101010----13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would have13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would have13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would have13 Medicare for All Executive Order by Obama on page 2 would have Nursed to Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for  Nursed to Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for  Nursed to Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for  Nursed to Doctor Education Perks. Free Medical School for 
All Nurses who want toAll Nurses who want toAll Nurses who want toAll Nurses who want to become an MD Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, All Medical Students are paid become an MD Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, All Medical Students are paid become an MD Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, All Medical Students are paid become an MD Doctor! Saudi Arabia has this today, All Medical Students are paid a "Salary" to attend Medical  a "Salary" to attend Medical  a "Salary" to attend Medical  a "Salary" to attend Medical 
School at Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 womenSchool at Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 womenSchool at Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 womenSchool at Yale + Harvard, but only 1 or 2 women enrolled and this was not a Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha! enrolled and this was not a Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha! enrolled and this was not a Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha! enrolled and this was not a Mecca Web Page Glitch... ha, ha, ha!

12121212----10101010----13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard13 When "Women" Nurses paid a "Salary" enter Yale + Harvard Medical School they will need a parking permit for their  Medical School they will need a parking permit for their  Medical School they will need a parking permit for their  Medical School they will need a parking permit for their 
ElectricWindmillCar asElectricWindmillCar asElectricWindmillCar asElectricWindmillCar as Yale + Harvard Campus are not safe enough for women to walk home at midnight Yale + Harvard Campus are not safe enough for women to walk home at midnight Yale + Harvard Campus are not safe enough for women to walk home at midnight Yale + Harvard Campus are not safe enough for women to walk home at midnight from the campus library!  from the campus library!  from the campus library!  from the campus library! 

12121212----10101010----13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an13 CBS Priming of "Women" to become an "Engineer" build a coffee table or chair... exposed CBS Producer of "This "Engineer" build a coffee table or chair... exposed CBS Producer of "This "Engineer" build a coffee table or chair... exposed CBS Producer of "This "Engineer" build a coffee table or chair... exposed CBS Producer of "This Morning" as a  Morning" as a  Morning" as a  Morning" as a 
Numb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming CBS women viewers toNumb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming CBS women viewers toNumb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming CBS women viewers toNumb Nuts... Dr. Nancy would have Priming CBS women viewers to "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline  "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline  "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline  "Riot" for Nurse to Doctor MD in Obama Care paid for by $4 Gasoline 
RevenuesRevenuesRevenuesRevenues that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon!  that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon!  that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon!  that will be confiscated from Saudi Arabia soon! 

12121212----10101010----13 Implicit13 Implicit13 Implicit13 Implicit memory is a type of memory in which previous experiences aid in the performance memory is a type of memory in which previous experiences aid in the performance memory is a type of memory in which previous experiences aid in the performance memory is a type of memory in which previous experiences aid in the performance of a task without conscious  of a task without conscious  of a task without conscious  of a task without conscious 
awareness of these previous experiences. Evidenceawareness of these previous experiences. Evidenceawareness of these previous experiences. Evidenceawareness of these previous experiences. Evidence for implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured for implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured for implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured for implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by  by  by  by 
how they have improved their performance on tasks for which they have beenhow they have improved their performance on tasks for which they have beenhow they have improved their performance on tasks for which they have beenhow they have improved their performance on tasks for which they have been subconsciously prepared. Implicit memory also leads to  subconsciously prepared. Implicit memory also leads to  subconsciously prepared. Implicit memory also leads to  subconsciously prepared. Implicit memory also leads to 
the illusionthe illusionthe illusionthe illusion----ofofofof----truthtruthtruthtruth effect, which suggests that subjects are more likely to rate as true those effect, which suggests that subjects are more likely to rate as true those effect, which suggests that subjects are more likely to rate as true those effect, which suggests that subjects are more likely to rate as true those statements that they have already heard!  statements that they have already heard!  statements that they have already heard!  statements that they have already heard! 
Thou Shall Not Kill. Don't build theThou Shall Not Kill. Don't build theThou Shall Not Kill. Don't build theThou Shall Not Kill. Don't build the "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers built it... God will sort "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers built it... God will sort "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers built it... God will sort "Death Star" Nuke at Los Alamos let the Men Engineers built it... God will sort this out! How you  this out! How you  this out! How you  this out! How you 
spent the next 4 Trillion Years in the Universe!spent the next 4 Trillion Years in the Universe!spent the next 4 Trillion Years in the Universe!spent the next 4 Trillion Years in the Universe!

12121212----10101010----13 Practice Makes Perfect 13 Practice Makes Perfect 13 Practice Makes Perfect 13 Practice Makes Perfect ----Evidence for implicit memory arises inEvidence for implicit memory arises inEvidence for implicit memory arises inEvidence for implicit memory arises in priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they  priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they  priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they  priming, a process whereby subjects are measured by how they 
have improved theirhave improved theirhave improved theirhave improved their performance on tasks.  performance on tasks.  performance on tasks.  performance on tasks. 

12121212----10101010----13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another13 Greg is rereading the book... "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik MD, what I read yesterday started an Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik MD, what I read yesterday started an Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik MD, what I read yesterday started an Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Katrina Firlik MD, what I read yesterday started an new  new  new  new 
Invention Project for the Observers. What the Observers must organize now.Invention Project for the Observers. What the Observers must organize now.Invention Project for the Observers. What the Observers must organize now.Invention Project for the Observers. What the Observers must organize now. Mainly the Prof Mainly the Prof Mainly the Prof Mainly the Professor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all essor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all essor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all essor Observers! Is a end of the Chapter in all 
Textbooks quiz.Textbooks quiz.Textbooks quiz.Textbooks quiz. This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have made since 1980. Most are This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have made since 1980. Most are This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have made since 1980. Most are This Quiz will be on all the "101 Inventions" I have made since 1980. Most are in the 850 Page link above and links  in the 850 Page link above and links  in the 850 Page link above and links  in the 850 Page link above and links 
within these 850 pages. So everyone wantingwithin these 850 pages. So everyone wantingwithin these 850 pages. So everyone wantingwithin these 850 pages. So everyone wanting to "InventSomething" can Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW to "InventSomething" can Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW to "InventSomething" can Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW to "InventSomething" can Practice on 101 Inventions Greg has made as a POW Inventor of  Inventor of  Inventor of  Inventor of 
our Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated?our Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated?our Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated?our Numb Nuts Dictators since 1980. wow! How is "Time" generated?

12121212----10101010----13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU +13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU +13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU +13 This 101 Inventions quiz will lead "YOU + Humanity" to build the "Gravity Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's who Humanity" to build the "Gravity Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's who Humanity" to build the "Gravity Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's who Humanity" to build the "Gravity Engine" and I hope the little girls mom's who just  just  just  just 
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watched CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox CEO on inspiring girls to becomewatched CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox CEO on inspiring girls to becomewatched CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox CEO on inspiring girls to becomewatched CBS "This Morning" GoldieBlox CEO on inspiring girls to become engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her  engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her  engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her  engineers gets a more "Priming Stimulus" on making her 
daughters into a MD fromdaughters into a MD fromdaughters into a MD fromdaughters into a MD from Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  Dr. Nancy Snyderman!  Dr. Nancy Snyderman! 

12121212----10101010----13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that13 MIT Engineer built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons killed 100's of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons killed 100's of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons killed 100's of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons of  of  of  of 
War" or die! War" or die! War" or die! War" or die! 

12121212----19191919----13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los13 Debbie Sterling, should take a tour of Los Alamos and ask does she want "Women" building the "Death Star Nuke" at Los Alamos and ask does she want "Women" building the "Death Star Nuke" at Los Alamos and ask does she want "Women" building the "Death Star Nuke" at Los Alamos and ask does she want "Women" building the "Death Star Nuke" at Los
Alamos! No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb Nuts Dictators will.Alamos! No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb Nuts Dictators will.Alamos! No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb Nuts Dictators will.Alamos! No Woman would kill 1 Billion people, Numb Nuts Dictators will.

12121212----10101010----13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the13 "Women Engineers"... Can Save 15 Billion People from the Pentagons War Toy MEN Engineers by inventing a way to Hear +  Pentagons War Toy MEN Engineers by inventing a way to Hear +  Pentagons War Toy MEN Engineers by inventing a way to Hear +  Pentagons War Toy MEN Engineers by inventing a way to Hear + 
Observe Aliens 4Observe Aliens 4Observe Aliens 4Observe Aliens 4 light years from Earth... Aliens are the only Force in the Universe that can light years from Earth... Aliens are the only Force in the Universe that can light years from Earth... Aliens are the only Force in the Universe that can light years from Earth... Aliens are the only Force in the Universe that can Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth!  Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth!  Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth!  Stop the Pentagon from Destroying Earth! 

12121212----10101010----13 Debbie Sterling, the13 Debbie Sterling, the13 Debbie Sterling, the13 Debbie Sterling, the chief executive officer of the toy start chief executive officer of the toy start chief executive officer of the toy start chief executive officer of the toy start----up company GoldieBlox, joins the "CBSup company GoldieBlox, joins the "CBSup company GoldieBlox, joins the "CBSup company GoldieBlox, joins the "CBS This Morning" co This Morning" co This Morning" co This Morning" co----hosts to hosts to hosts to hosts to 
discuss her goal of creating toys to inspire youngdiscuss her goal of creating toys to inspire youngdiscuss her goal of creating toys to inspire youngdiscuss her goal of creating toys to inspire young women to pursue engineering.  women to pursue engineering.  women to pursue engineering.  women to pursue engineering. 

12121212----10101010----13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the13 MIT MEN Engineer's built all the "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to "Drones" that killed 100's of kids and the MIT Engineers had no choice but to build "Weapons  build "Weapons  build "Weapons  build "Weapons 
of War" or die! of War" or die! of War" or die! of War" or die! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Memory Rx for "Totalterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Totalterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Totalterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD  Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD  Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD  Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as longterm potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as longterm potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as longterm potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as long----term potentialsterm potentialsterm potentialsterm potentials (LTP).  (LTP).  (LTP).  (LTP). 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattanterm potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattanterm potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattanterm potentials... $1 Trillion dollar "New Manhattan Projects" for Breast Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put  Projects" for Breast Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put  Projects" for Breast Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put  Projects" for Breast Cancer, How Gravity is Generated, How to put 
HPV vaccine inHPV vaccine inHPV vaccine inHPV vaccine in the water, How to stop 19K murders in 2014 of women by "Drunk Men"... CERN got a the water, How to stop 19K murders in 2014 of women by "Drunk Men"... CERN got a the water, How to stop 19K murders in 2014 of women by "Drunk Men"... CERN got a the water, How to stop 19K murders in 2014 of women by "Drunk Men"... CERN got a Higgs particle with its Paris Project!  Higgs particle with its Paris Project!  Higgs particle with its Paris Project!  Higgs particle with its Paris Project! 
A Scam! Gravity Engine Manhattan ProjectA Scam! Gravity Engine Manhattan ProjectA Scam! Gravity Engine Manhattan ProjectA Scam! Gravity Engine Manhattan Project does not turn back the mileage but speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe does not turn back the mileage but speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe does not turn back the mileage but speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe does not turn back the mileage but speeds up Contact with Aliens in a Universe RULED more  RULED more  RULED more  RULED more 
by Gravity than Higgs particles! by Gravity than Higgs particles! by Gravity than Higgs particles! by Gravity than Higgs particles! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  Jason, burned + burned to death in  Jason, burned + burned to death in  Jason, burned + burned to death in 
fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow,fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow,fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow,fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  Rome!  Rome!  Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine.13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine.13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine.13 Gunmen attack liquor stores in Baghdad, killing nine. Gunmen attacked 12 liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing  Gunmen attacked 12 liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing  Gunmen attacked 12 liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing  Gunmen attacked 12 liquor stores in Baghdad on Saturday, killing 
nine people,nine people,nine people,nine people, police said, the latest in a series of assaults on alcohol sellers in the police said, the latest in a series of assaults on alcohol sellers in the police said, the latest in a series of assaults on alcohol sellers in the police said, the latest in a series of assaults on alcohol sellers in the capital. Police said  capital. Police said  capital. Police said  capital. Police said 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era +term potentials... "Prohibition" Era +term potentials... "Prohibition" Era +term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of the The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of the The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of the The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of the
Alcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be required to take this New CourseAlcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be required to take this New CourseAlcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be required to take this New CourseAlcohol Molecule inside your body, you will be required to take this New Course in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale  in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale  in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale  in Anatomy + Physiology... Never before offered at Yale 
Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information ininformation ininformation ininformation in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris13 Alcoholic Drivers in LA, DC, NYC, Paris + Moscow, Moscow alone kill 9 on a Saturday Night!  + Moscow, Moscow alone kill 9 on a Saturday Night!  + Moscow, Moscow alone kill 9 on a Saturday Night!  + Moscow, Moscow alone kill 9 on a Saturday Night! 

12121212----9999----13 Iran Students13 Iran Students13 Iran Students13 Iran Students Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of the "Poison Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of the "Poison Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of the "Poison Hope "Smog" is never a Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations of the "Poison Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside  Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside  Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside  Gasoline Particles, Atoms, inside 
your body. Iranian students in U.S. hopeyour body. Iranian students in U.S. hopeyour body. Iranian students in U.S. hopeyour body. Iranian students in U.S. hope nuclear deal will ease tuition woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" nuclear deal will ease tuition woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" nuclear deal will ease tuition woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" nuclear deal will ease tuition woes with $4 gas money from home! More "Smog" Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 
by Iran with "Smog". by Iran with "Smog". by Iran with "Smog". by Iran with "Smog". 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... USAterm potentials... USAterm potentials... USAterm potentials... USA Motorists Stranded for Hours After Fatal 50 Motorists Stranded for Hours After Fatal 50 Motorists Stranded for Hours After Fatal 50 Motorists Stranded for Hours After Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up in PA... 100K PA homesUp in PA... 100K PA homesUp in PA... 100K PA homesUp in PA... 100K PA homes without electricity  without electricity  without electricity  without electricity 
and no H @ and no H @ and no H @ and no H @ ----254 C in NASA made cans to generate your home254 C in NASA made cans to generate your home254 C in NASA made cans to generate your home254 C in NASA made cans to generate your home electricity for heat etc.  electricity for heat etc.  electricity for heat etc.  electricity for heat etc. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... No super airterm potentials... No super airterm potentials... No super airterm potentials... No super air bags on the outside of these 50 cars... No heating elements in Red Square or the bags on the outside of these 50 cars... No heating elements in Red Square or the bags on the outside of these 50 cars... No heating elements in Red Square or the bags on the outside of these 50 cars... No heating elements in Red Square or the USA icy  USA icy  USA icy  USA icy 
highways... highways... highways... highways... 
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12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information ininformation ininformation ininformation in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with micterm potentials... Dash Cam's with micterm potentials... Dash Cam's with micterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  of  of  of 
information in the Snowy Fatal 50information in the Snowy Fatal 50information in the Snowy Fatal 50information in the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up waiting in the Snowy Highway inUp waiting in the Snowy Highway inUp waiting in the Snowy Highway inUp waiting in the Snowy Highway in the middle of the Fatal 50 the middle of the Fatal 50 the middle of the Fatal 50 the middle of the Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up. Up. Up. Up. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials...term potentials...term potentials...term potentials... No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to Everyone No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to Everyone No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to Everyone No Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to Everyone in the Fatal 50 in the Fatal 50 in the Fatal 50 in the Fatal 50----Car Car Car Car 
PilePilePilePile----Up. Up. Up. Up. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Walterm potentials... Walterm potentials... Walterm potentials... Wal----Mart,Mart,Mart,Mart, has agreed to contribute about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed has agreed to contribute about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed has agreed to contribute about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed has agreed to contribute about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed on behalf of  on behalf of  on behalf of  on behalf of 
consumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involvingconsumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involvingconsumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involvingconsumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involving portable plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the  portable plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the  portable plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the  portable plastic gas cans... Gregs writes up of this is below. MD's at the 
BurnBurnBurnBurn Units will get all $25 Million of course!  Units will get all $25 Million of course!  Units will get all $25 Million of course!  Units will get all $25 Million of course! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is below but what is New or potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is below but what is New or potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is below but what is New or potentials... Gregs writes up of HPV vaccine... this is below but what is New or the Same Old PR from the Medical News  the Same Old PR from the Medical News  the Same Old PR from the Medical News  the Same Old PR from the Medical News 
writers is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVEwriters is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVEwriters is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVEwriters is NO WAY.... without a INNOVATIVE way the Vaccine is given will Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates way the Vaccine is given will Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates way the Vaccine is given will Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates way the Vaccine is given will Medical Reporters have anything NEW on the rates of  of  of  of 
Vaccinations! Vaccinations! Vaccinations! Vaccinations! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  death in  death in  death in 
fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information ininformation ininformation ininformation in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... For 50 years,term potentials... For 50 years,term potentials... For 50 years,term potentials... For 50 years, contact lenses have been A INVENTION Project... as a means of ocular drug contact lenses have been A INVENTION Project... as a means of ocular drug contact lenses have been A INVENTION Project... as a means of ocular drug contact lenses have been A INVENTION Project... as a means of ocular drug delivery that  delivery that  delivery that  delivery that 
may someday replace eye drops, but achieving controlled drugmay someday replace eye drops, but achieving controlled drugmay someday replace eye drops, but achieving controlled drugmay someday replace eye drops, but achieving controlled drug release has been a significant challenge. Researc release has been a significant challenge. Researc release has been a significant challenge. Researc release has been a significant challenge. Researchers at Massachusetts hers at Massachusetts hers at Massachusetts hers at Massachusetts 
Eye andEye andEye andEye and Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston Children's Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston Children's Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston Children's Ear/Harvard Medical School Department of Ophthalmology, Boston Children's Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of  Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of  Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of  Hospital, and the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology are one step closer toTechnology are one step closer toTechnology are one step closer toTechnology are one step closer to an eye drop an eye drop an eye drop an eye drop----free reality with the development of a drugfree reality with the development of a drugfree reality with the development of a drugfree reality with the development of a drug----eluting contact lenseluting contact lenseluting contact lenseluting contact lens designed for prolonged  designed for prolonged  designed for prolonged  designed for prolonged 
delivery of latanoprost, a common drug used for thedelivery of latanoprost, a common drug used for thedelivery of latanoprost, a common drug used for thedelivery of latanoprost, a common drug used for the treatment of glaucoma, the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. treatment of glaucoma, the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. treatment of glaucoma, the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. treatment of glaucoma, the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... The contacts were designed withterm potentials... The contacts were designed withterm potentials... The contacts were designed withterm potentials... The contacts were designed with materials that are FDA materials that are FDA materials that are FDA materials that are FDA----approved for use on the eye. The latanoprostapproved for use on the eye. The latanoprostapproved for use on the eye. The latanoprostapproved for use on the eye. The latanoprost----
elutingelutingelutingeluting contact lenses were created by encapsulating latanoprost contact lenses were created by encapsulating latanoprost contact lenses were created by encapsulating latanoprost contact lenses were created by encapsulating latanoprost----polymer films inpolymer films inpolymer films inpolymer films in commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their  commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their  commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their  commonly used contact lens hydrogel. Their 
findings are described online andfindings are described online andfindings are described online andfindings are described online and will be in the January 2014 printed issue of Biomaterials.  will be in the January 2014 printed issue of Biomaterials.  will be in the January 2014 printed issue of Biomaterials.  will be in the January 2014 printed issue of Biomaterials. 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay to read Josephterm potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay to read Josephterm potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay to read Josephterm potentials... Biomaterials you must login and $ pay to read Joseph Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist  Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist  Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist  Ciolino, M.D, Mass. Eye and Ear cornea specialist 
and lead author of the paper.and lead author of the paper.and lead author of the paper.and lead author of the paper.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it term potentials... HPV for 7 years 33% of rich SWF got it ---- 3% or less of SBW, SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to 3% or less of SBW, SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to 3% or less of SBW, SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to 3% or less of SBW, SMF, No Invention Project from the Rx maker to 
put it in theput it in theput it in theput it in the Water like Dr. Nancy would do or put the Vaccine in a Contact Lense! Water like Dr. Nancy would do or put the Vaccine in a Contact Lense! Water like Dr. Nancy would do or put the Vaccine in a Contact Lense! Water like Dr. Nancy would do or put the Vaccine in a Contact Lense!

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for seventerm potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for seventerm potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for seventerm potentials... HPV vaccine has been available for seven years, uptake remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33  years, uptake remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33  years, uptake remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33  years, uptake remains low, Alcaraz says. For example, only 33 
percent ofpercent ofpercent ofpercent of adolescent girls have received the recommended three doses of HPV vaccine. In adolescent girls have received the recommended three doses of HPV vaccine. In adolescent girls have received the recommended three doses of HPV vaccine. In adolescent girls have received the recommended three doses of HPV vaccine. In addition, non addition, non addition, non addition, non----Hispanic black women, Hispanic black women, Hispanic black women, Hispanic black women, 
Hispanic women, and women with low incomesHispanic women, and women with low incomesHispanic women, and women with low incomesHispanic women, and women with low incomes are less likely than other women to have obtained the HPV vaccine despite having are less likely than other women to have obtained the HPV vaccine despite having are less likely than other women to have obtained the HPV vaccine despite having are less likely than other women to have obtained the HPV vaccine despite having
disproportionately higher rates of cervical cancer incidence and mortality.disproportionately higher rates of cervical cancer incidence and mortality.disproportionately higher rates of cervical cancer incidence and mortality.disproportionately higher rates of cervical cancer incidence and mortality.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information ininformation ininformation ininformation in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillionterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  death in  death in  death in 
fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! fiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume toterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume toterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume toterm potentials... Memory Rx for "Total Recall" or Rx Memory Perfume to have the Memory of a MD  have the Memory of a MD  have the Memory of a MD  have the Memory of a MD 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... synapticterm potentials... synapticterm potentials... synapticterm potentials... synaptic strengthening is known as long strengthening is known as long strengthening is known as long strengthening is known as long----term potentials (LTP). term potentials (LTP). term potentials (LTP). term potentials (LTP). 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena underlying synaptic plasticity, potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena underlying synaptic plasticity, potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena underlying synaptic plasticity, potentials... LTP is one of several phenomena underlying synaptic plasticity, the ability of chemical synapses to  the ability of chemical synapses to  the ability of chemical synapses to  the ability of chemical synapses to 
change their strength. Memories are thoughtchange their strength. Memories are thoughtchange their strength. Memories are thoughtchange their strength. Memories are thought to be created, or encoded, by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known to be created, or encoded, by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known to be created, or encoded, by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known to be created, or encoded, by modifications in synaptic strength. It is known that LTP  that LTP  that LTP  that LTP 
and memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus.and memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus.and memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus.and memory formation requires gene transcription at cell nucleus.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at theterm potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at theterm potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at theterm potentials... Yasuda's team has been looking at the behaviors of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity within  behaviors of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity within  behaviors of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity within  behaviors of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity within 
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dendritic spines dendritic spines dendritic spines dendritic spines –––– small bristles on the surface of neurons that receive synaptic signals. Theresmall bristles on the surface of neurons that receive synaptic signals. Theresmall bristles on the surface of neurons that receive synaptic signals. Theresmall bristles on the surface of neurons that receive synaptic signals. There are roughly 10,000 spines on the  are roughly 10,000 spines on the  are roughly 10,000 spines on the  are roughly 10,000 spines on the 
dendritic branches of each neuron (and roughlydendritic branches of each neuron (and roughlydendritic branches of each neuron (and roughlydendritic branches of each neuron (and roughly 100 billion neurons in the adult brain).  100 billion neurons in the adult brain).  100 billion neurons in the adult brain).  100 billion neurons in the adult brain). 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials...term potentials...term potentials...term potentials... His team's most surprising and unexpected finding, he said, was that inductionHis team's most surprising and unexpected finding, he said, was that inductionHis team's most surprising and unexpected finding, he said, was that inductionHis team's most surprising and unexpected finding, he said, was that induction of LTP in as few as  of LTP in as few as  of LTP in as few as  of LTP in as few as 
three of these spines was sufficient to exert profoundthree of these spines was sufficient to exert profoundthree of these spines was sufficient to exert profoundthree of these spines was sufficient to exert profound effects on activity of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell effects on activity of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell effects on activity of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell effects on activity of proteins that control gene transcription in the cell nucleus.  nucleus.  nucleus.  nucleus. 
The team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributedThe team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributedThe team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributedThe team also discovered that these spines needed to be distributed over at least two dendritic branches for this process to be triggered. over at least two dendritic branches for this process to be triggered. over at least two dendritic branches for this process to be triggered. over at least two dendritic branches for this process to be triggered.
Interestingly, efficiency of gene transcription was higher with a moreInterestingly, efficiency of gene transcription was higher with a moreInterestingly, efficiency of gene transcription was higher with a moreInterestingly, efficiency of gene transcription was higher with a more geographically distributed pattern of spines.  geographically distributed pattern of spines.  geographically distributed pattern of spines.  geographically distributed pattern of spines. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the 
lack oflack oflack oflack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in 
fieryfieryfieryfiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled Over by the French potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled Over by the French potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled Over by the French potentials... Inside CERN's $10 billion collider Ruled Over by the French Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us  Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us  Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us  Government. physicist Joe Incandela with us 
descended in an elevator 27 storiesdescended in an elevator 27 storiesdescended in an elevator 27 storiesdescended in an elevator 27 stories below a French Town. A 17 below a French Town. A 17 below a French Town. A 17 below a French Town. A 17----mile circular tunnel straddling the Frenchmile circular tunnel straddling the Frenchmile circular tunnel straddling the Frenchmile circular tunnel straddling the French----Swiss 17Swiss 17Swiss 17Swiss 17 stories  stories  stories  stories 
underground. $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle underground. $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle underground. $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle underground. $10 Billion dollar Higgs Particle 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to put HPV vaccine in the potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to put HPV vaccine in the potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to put HPV vaccine in the potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project to put HPV vaccine in the drinking water only way to vaccinate the  drinking water only way to vaccinate the  drinking water only way to vaccinate the  drinking water only way to vaccinate the 
nonnonnonnon----Hispanic black women, HispanicHispanic black women, HispanicHispanic black women, HispanicHispanic black women, Hispanic women, and women with low incomes  women, and women with low incomes  women, and women with low incomes  women, and women with low incomes 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $1term potentials... $1term potentials... $1term potentials... $1 Trillion New Manhattan Project at CERN is How is Gravity Generated! Trillion New Manhattan Project at CERN is How is Gravity Generated! Trillion New Manhattan Project at CERN is How is Gravity Generated! Trillion New Manhattan Project at CERN is How is Gravity Generated!

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why doesterm potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why doesterm potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why doesterm potentials... CERN spent $10 Billion on... Why does matter have mass? 4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so  matter have mass? 4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so  matter have mass? 4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so  matter have mass? 4,000 scientists are not in this $10 billion so 
add in anotheradd in anotheradd in anotheradd in another $10 Billion a Year!  $10 Billion a Year!  $10 Billion a Year!  $10 Billion a Year! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... the Higgs boson hasterm potentials... the Higgs boson hasterm potentials... the Higgs boson hasterm potentials... the Higgs boson has been observed at a cost of $20 Billion... A SCAM when you read what Greg Buell been observed at a cost of $20 Billion... A SCAM when you read what Greg Buell been observed at a cost of $20 Billion... A SCAM when you read what Greg Buell been observed at a cost of $20 Billion... A SCAM when you read what Greg Buell
Lovestar write about the New Manhattan Project to discover How Gravity isLovestar write about the New Manhattan Project to discover How Gravity isLovestar write about the New Manhattan Project to discover How Gravity isLovestar write about the New Manhattan Project to discover How Gravity is Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine!  Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine!  Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine!  Generated will lead to a Gravity Engine! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers were frustrated by the 
lack oflack oflack oflack of information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50 information in the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscatedterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in 
fieryfieryfieryfiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15  potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15  potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15  potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new car every year forterm potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new car every year forterm potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new car every year forterm potentials... 1,001 Saudi Prince has bought a new car every year for last 15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon  last 15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon  last 15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon  last 15 and a new sex slave, CIA and Verizon 
can document this as its allcan document this as its allcan document this as its allcan document this as its all recorded by the NSA... grin!  recorded by the NSA... grin!  recorded by the NSA... grin!  recorded by the NSA... grin! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials...term potentials...term potentials...term potentials... International Space Station set to turn 15  International Space Station set to turn 15  International Space Station set to turn 15  International Space Station set to turn 15 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----termtermtermterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi  Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi  Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi  Jason. Islamists returned to Saudi 
Arabia from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan withArabia from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan withArabia from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan withArabia from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with skills they later turned against the Al Saud family and its control of the skills they later turned against the Al Saud family and its control of the skills they later turned against the Al Saud family and its control of the skills they later turned against the Al Saud family and its control of the world world world world’’’’s s s s 
secondsecondsecondsecond----largest crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk oflargest crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk oflargest crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk oflargest crude reserves. As Saudi leaders contemplate the risk of a repeat in Syria, where Islamist groups are playing a growing  a repeat in Syria, where Islamist groups are playing a growing  a repeat in Syria, where Islamist groups are playing a growing  a repeat in Syria, where Islamist groups are playing a growing 
role in the fightrole in the fightrole in the fightrole in the fight to oust Bashar al to oust Bashar al to oust Bashar al to oust Bashar al----Assad, the Interior Ministry is widening the rehab program. ItAssad, the Interior Ministry is widening the rehab program. ItAssad, the Interior Ministry is widening the rehab program. ItAssad, the Interior Ministry is widening the rehab program. It opened a second center in Jeddah  opened a second center in Jeddah  opened a second center in Jeddah  opened a second center in Jeddah 
this year, and says it plans three more.this year, and says it plans three more.this year, and says it plans three more.this year, and says it plans three more. Motivated to Fight  Motivated to Fight  Motivated to Fight  Motivated to Fight ---- USA Cops like Officer Jason's friends... Officer Jason isUSA Cops like Officer Jason's friends... Officer Jason isUSA Cops like Officer Jason's friends... Officer Jason isUSA Cops like Officer Jason's friends... Officer Jason is one of 10's of  one of 10's of  one of 10's of  one of 10's of 
thousands burned and burned to death in a Fiery Cop Car Wreck orthousands burned and burned to death in a Fiery Cop Car Wreck orthousands burned and burned to death in a Fiery Cop Car Wreck orthousands burned and burned to death in a Fiery Cop Car Wreck or "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of course the Fiery Porsche wreck with  "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of course the Fiery Porsche wreck with  "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of course the Fiery Porsche wreck with  "Smart Car" fiery wreck and of course the Fiery Porsche wreck with 
the Fast andthe Fast andthe Fast andthe Fast and Furious Actor... In Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and hit Furious Actor... In Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and hit Furious Actor... In Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and hit Furious Actor... In Boulder Colorado a decade ago a Porsche was speeding and hit a Boulder decoration by the City  a Boulder decoration by the City  a Boulder decoration by the City  a Boulder decoration by the City 
killing the woman passenger... the driver waskilling the woman passenger... the driver waskilling the woman passenger... the driver waskilling the woman passenger... the driver was drunk a drunk a drunk a drunk and let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! nd let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! nd let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! nd let go... as his parents a Kennedy or Rockefeller! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information ininformation ininformation ininformation in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 
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12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Mi----17s are17s are17s are17s are being acquired through the 2011 contract. It was awarded without competition to being acquired through the 2011 contract. It was awarded without competition to being acquired through the 2011 contract. It was awarded without competition to being acquired through the 2011 contract. It was awarded without competition to
Russia's arms export agency, Rosoboronexport, even though the Pentagon condemnedRussia's arms export agency, Rosoboronexport, even though the Pentagon condemnedRussia's arms export agency, Rosoboronexport, even though the Pentagon condemnedRussia's arms export agency, Rosoboronexport, even though the Pentagon condemned the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's  the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's  the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's  the agency after Syrian President Bashar Assad's 
forces used Russian weapons toforces used Russian weapons toforces used Russian weapons toforces used Russian weapons to "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed congressional staff during "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed congressional staff during "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed congressional staff during "murder Syrian civilians."Boeing executives informed congressional staff during a meeting held in late  a meeting held in late  a meeting held in late  a meeting held in late 
September that the cost of a refurbished CHSeptember that the cost of a refurbished CHSeptember that the cost of a refurbished CHSeptember that the cost of a refurbished CH----47D would be47D would be47D would be47D would be in the $12 million to $14 million range, according to a person  in the $12 million to $14 million range, according to a person  in the $12 million to $14 million range, according to a person  in the $12 million to $14 million range, according to a person 
knowledgeableknowledgeableknowledgeableknowledgeable about the discussion but not authorized to be identified as the source of the about the discussion but not authorized to be identified as the source of the about the discussion but not authorized to be identified as the source of the about the discussion but not authorized to be identified as the source of the information.  information.  information.  information. 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Mi----17s are big as the17s are big as the17s are big as the17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be...  10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be...  10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be...  10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... 63term potentials... 63term potentials... 63term potentials... 63 Mi Mi Mi Mi----17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... 17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... 17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... 17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be... 

12121212----9999----13131313 long long long long----term potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Miterm potentials... 63 Mi----17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will17s are big as the 10.000 HELICOPTER COMBINES will be...  be...  be...  be... 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated fromterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated fromterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated fromterm potentials... $177 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in  Saudi Arabia by friends of Officer Jason, burned + burned to death in 
fiery copfiery copfiery copfiery cop car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome!  car wrecks in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome! 

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + Theterm potentials... "Prohibition" Era + The ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations. ElectricWindmillCar Era with Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations.

12121212----9999----13 long13 long13 long13 long----term potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so theterm potentials... Dash Cam's with mic and speaker so the cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of  cops can talk and listen to 50 drivers frustrated by the lack of 
information ininformation ininformation ininformation in the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50 the Snowy Fatal 50----Car PileCar PileCar PileCar Pile----Up Up Up Up 

12121212----7777----13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor"  Harbor"  Harbor"  Harbor" 

12121212----7777----13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO ———— Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" 

12121212----7777----13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key  Headlines in the Key  Headlines in the Key  Headlines in the Key 
West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12121212----7777----13 We13 We13 We13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress  Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress  Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress  Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

12121212----7777----13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254C254C254C254C

12121212----7777----13 MIT scientists tell Congress 13 MIT scientists tell Congress 13 MIT scientists tell Congress 13 MIT scientists tell Congress ---- """"This is the first time in humanThis is the first time in humanThis is the first time in humanThis is the first time in human history we have the technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN"  history we have the technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN"  history we have the technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN"  history we have the technological inventive reach to find "ALIEN" 
life on otherlife on otherlife on otherlife on other planets via New Telescopes for $4.2 billion!  planets via New Telescopes for $4.2 billion!  planets via New Telescopes for $4.2 billion!  planets via New Telescopes for $4.2 billion! 

12121212----7777----13 Nothing in13 Nothing in13 Nothing in13 Nothing in the News the News the News the News about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble Space Telescope II that could launch in about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble Space Telescope II that could launch in about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble Space Telescope II that could launch in about $4,2 Billion Dollar Manned Hubble Space Telescope II that could launch in 2014. And Observe  2014. And Observe  2014. And Observe  2014. And Observe 
Aliens! Aliens! Aliens! Aliens! 

12121212----7777----13 NASA + MIT news for today was about13 NASA + MIT news for today was about13 NASA + MIT news for today was about13 NASA + MIT news for today was about the $2.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope!  the $2.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope!  the $2.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope!  the $2.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope! 

12121212----7777----13 MIT scientists tell13 MIT scientists tell13 MIT scientists tell13 MIT scientists tell Congress  Congress  Congress  Congress ---- """"This is the first time in human history we have the technologicalThis is the first time in human history we have the technologicalThis is the first time in human history we have the technologicalThis is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to find "ALIEN" life on  reach to find "ALIEN" life on  reach to find "ALIEN" life on  reach to find "ALIEN" life on 
other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientistother planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientistother planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientistother planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing at MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today.  today.  today.  today. 
"People will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in"People will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in"People will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in"People will look back at us as the (generation) who found "Aliens" in the Universe!"  the Universe!"  the Universe!"  the Universe!" 

12121212----7777----13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl13 NBC "Today's Headlines Japan Attacks Pearl Harbor"  Harbor"  Harbor"  Harbor" 

12121212----7777----13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO 13 New York Times Headlines on Pearl Harbor Day... TOKYO ———— Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" Parliament passed a "Secrecy Law" 

12121212----7777----13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key  Headlines in the Key  Headlines in the Key  Headlines in the Key 
West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.
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12121212----7777----13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law13 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said the New Secrets Law would strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle  would strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle  would strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle  would strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle 
democracy.democracy.democracy.democracy. STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL ELECTRICWINDMILLCar!  STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL ELECTRICWINDMILLCar!  STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL ELECTRICWINDMILLCar!  STIFLE THE 1980 MODEL ELECTRICWINDMILLCar! 

12121212----7777----13 95 Japan Nuclear13 95 Japan Nuclear13 95 Japan Nuclear13 95 Japan Nuclear Power Plants built by GE are over Earth Quake Areas. 90 out of 95 will be Power Plants built by GE are over Earth Quake Areas. 90 out of 95 will be Power Plants built by GE are over Earth Quake Areas. 90 out of 95 will be Power Plants built by GE are over Earth Quake Areas. 90 out of 95 will be Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big  Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big  Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big  Destroyed in 1 Day when the Big 
One hits Japan... just like Boulder, ColoradoOne hits Japan... just like Boulder, ColoradoOne hits Japan... just like Boulder, ColoradoOne hits Japan... just like Boulder, Colorado the University ruled City said the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 the University ruled City said the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 the University ruled City said the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 the University ruled City said the "Big One Flood" would not happen for 300 years or even  years or even  years or even  years or even 
3K years and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell3K years and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell3K years and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell3K years and it hit Boulder Colorado in 2013. George Orwell disinformation is so "Intense!!!" Wow! CIA believes their own made up disinformation is so "Intense!!!" Wow! CIA believes their own made up disinformation is so "Intense!!!" Wow! CIA believes their own made up disinformation is so "Intense!!!" Wow! CIA believes their own made up
disinformation... as least the University of Colorado at Boulder Numb Nuts did!disinformation... as least the University of Colorado at Boulder Numb Nuts did!disinformation... as least the University of Colorado at Boulder Numb Nuts did!disinformation... as least the University of Colorado at Boulder Numb Nuts did!

12121212----7777----13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been13 "This was the most complex shuttle mission that had ever been undertaken," Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th  undertaken," Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th  undertaken," Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th  undertaken," Hoffman said about This month marks the 20th 
anniversary of STSanniversary of STSanniversary of STSanniversary of STS----61,61,61,61, which would become the first of five space which would become the first of five space which would become the first of five space which would become the first of five space----shuttle flights to upgrade the Hubbleshuttle flights to upgrade the Hubbleshuttle flights to upgrade the Hubbleshuttle flights to upgrade the Hubble Space Telescope. On Dec. 2, 1993,  Space Telescope. On Dec. 2, 1993,  Space Telescope. On Dec. 2, 1993,  Space Telescope. On Dec. 2, 1993, 
astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox,astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox,astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox,astronauts Richard Covey, Kenneth Bowersox, Kathryn Thornton, Claude Nicollier, Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Kathryn Thornton, Claude Nicollier, Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Kathryn Thornton, Claude Nicollier, Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Kathryn Thornton, Claude Nicollier, Jeffrey Hoffman, Story Musgrave and Thomas Akers  Akers  Akers  Akers 
launched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on a mission to correctlaunched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on a mission to correctlaunched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on a mission to correctlaunched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on a mission to correct Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a week in  Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a week in  Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a week in  Hubble's faulty optics. The astronauts spent more than a week in 
orbit, andorbit, andorbit, andorbit, and completed a record completed a record completed a record completed a record----setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. setting five consecutive days of spacewalks. 

12121212----7777----13131313 Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the observatory promised to Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the observatory promised to Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the observatory promised to Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit in 1990, the observatory promised to provide dazzling and unprecedented views of  provide dazzling and unprecedented views of  provide dazzling and unprecedented views of  provide dazzling and unprecedented views of 
space that would rewrite humans'space that would rewrite humans'space that would rewrite humans'space that would rewrite humans' understanding of the cosmos. But soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space understanding of the cosmos. But soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space understanding of the cosmos. But soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space understanding of the cosmos. But soon after the $2.5 billion Hubble Space telescope was turned on,  telescope was turned on,  telescope was turned on,  telescope was turned on, 
mission managers knew something was horribly wrong:mission managers knew something was horribly wrong:mission managers knew something was horribly wrong:mission managers knew something was horribly wrong: Instead of rich and vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed Instead of rich and vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed Instead of rich and vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed Instead of rich and vibrant views of nebulas and galaxies, the images beamed
back from Hubble were fuzzy, and seemed outback from Hubble were fuzzy, and seemed outback from Hubble were fuzzy, and seemed outback from Hubble were fuzzy, and seemed out----ofofofof----focus. It was later discoveredfocus. It was later discoveredfocus. It was later discoveredfocus. It was later discovered that a slip that a slip that a slip that a slip----up during Hubble's construction phase left its up during Hubble's construction phase left its up during Hubble's construction phase left its up during Hubble's construction phase left its 
main mirror flawed.main mirror flawed.main mirror flawed.main mirror flawed. The telescope's blurry vision dealt an embarrassing blow to NASA, and the task The telescope's blurry vision dealt an embarrassing blow to NASA, and the task The telescope's blurry vision dealt an embarrassing blow to NASA, and the task The telescope's blurry vision dealt an embarrassing blow to NASA, and the task of repairing Hubble fell to seven  of repairing Hubble fell to seven  of repairing Hubble fell to seven  of repairing Hubble fell to seven 
astronauts, who embarked on a bold mission inastronauts, who embarked on a bold mission inastronauts, who embarked on a bold mission inastronauts, who embarked on a bold mission in 1993 to restore the observatory's sight  1993 to restore the observatory's sight  1993 to restore the observatory's sight  1993 to restore the observatory's sight ———— and, in effect, to rescue the agency'sand, in effect, to rescue the agency'sand, in effect, to rescue the agency'sand, in effect, to rescue the agency's
reputation. reputation. reputation. reputation. 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and P Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and P Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and P Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamousicasso's Polygamousicasso's Polygamousicasso's Polygamous
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

12121212----7777----13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China13 CIA Agency's Reputation if WW III starts with China over "Smog" before WW III starts with Korea!  over "Smog" before WW III starts with Korea!  over "Smog" before WW III starts with Korea!  over "Smog" before WW III starts with Korea! 

12121212----7777----13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key  Roosevelt Headlines in the Key  Roosevelt Headlines in the Key  Roosevelt Headlines in the Key 
West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets!

12121212----7777----13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254C 254C 254C 254C 

12121212----7777----13 CIA13 CIA13 CIA13 CIA Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who lost growing up with Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who lost growing up with Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who lost growing up with Agency's Reputation Look back at the 1980 generation who lost growing up with the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!  the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar! 

12121212----7777----13 Look ahead at WW III with13 Look ahead at WW III with13 Look ahead at WW III with13 Look ahead at WW III with China over the "Scam" of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" killing millions in Beijing + China over the "Scam" of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" killing millions in Beijing + China over the "Scam" of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" killing millions in Beijing + China over the "Scam" of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" killing millions in Beijing + Shanghai!  Shanghai!  Shanghai!  Shanghai! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

12121212----7777----13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress  Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress  Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress  Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress ----
"This is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to find"This is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to find"This is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to find"This is the first time in human history we have the technological reach to find life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist  life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist  life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist  life on other planets," Sara Seager, a planetary scientist 
at MIT, said at aat MIT, said at aat MIT, said at aat MIT, said at a House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today. "People will House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today. "People will House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today. "People will House Committee on Science, Space and Technology hearing today. "People will look back at us as the (generation)  look back at us as the (generation)  look back at us as the (generation)  look back at us as the (generation) 
who found Earthwho found Earthwho found Earthwho found Earth----like worlds."like worlds."like worlds."like worlds."

12121212----7777----13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are Discovered13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are Discovered13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are Discovered13 Pentagon will go Bankrupt when 5 Billion Aliens are Discovered at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt  at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt  at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt  at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Detroit went Bankrupt 
from the Pentagonfrom the Pentagonfrom the Pentagonfrom the Pentagon going along with the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar and the going along with the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar and the going along with the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar and the going along with the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar and the 1,001 Invention Projects it would  1,001 Invention Projects it would  1,001 Invention Projects it would  1,001 Invention Projects it would 
have gotten! In 1980 the technology finallyhave gotten! In 1980 the technology finallyhave gotten! In 1980 the technology finallyhave gotten! In 1980 the technology finally was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + Gas Industry. 2013 the technology to record every was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + Gas Industry. 2013 the technology to record every was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + Gas Industry. 2013 the technology to record every was Invented to Bankrupt Oil + Gas Industry. 2013 the technology to record every Cell  Cell  Cell  Cell 
Phone by Verizon was "LEAKED." Threatening phone calls from the ex andPhone by Verizon was "LEAKED." Threatening phone calls from the ex andPhone by Verizon was "LEAKED." Threatening phone calls from the ex andPhone by Verizon was "LEAKED." Threatening phone calls from the ex and fiery cop car wrecks were not Bankrupted by this New  fiery cop car wrecks were not Bankrupted by this New  fiery cop car wrecks were not Bankrupted by this New  fiery cop car wrecks were not Bankrupted by this New 
Technology, as BabyTechnology, as BabyTechnology, as BabyTechnology, as Baby Killers, Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the technology to Killers, Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the technology to Killers, Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the technology to Killers, Psychotic Men are Earths Numb Nut Dictators! We have the technology to find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light  find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light  find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light  find 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light 
years from Earth, this Discovery will Bankruptyears from Earth, this Discovery will Bankruptyears from Earth, this Discovery will Bankruptyears from Earth, this Discovery will Bankrupt the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Congress! For the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Congress! For the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Congress! For the Pentagon once and for all finally! MIT scientists tell Congress! For thousands of  thousands of  thousands of  thousands of 
years, humans have been wondering whether there's life elsewhere inyears, humans have been wondering whether there's life elsewhere inyears, humans have been wondering whether there's life elsewhere inyears, humans have been wondering whether there's life elsewhere in the universe. Now, the technology finally can be Invented to  the universe. Now, the technology finally can be Invented to  the universe. Now, the technology finally can be Invented to  the universe. Now, the technology finally can be Invented to 
search for it. $4.3search for it. $4.3search for it. $4.3search for it. $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key West Citizen Newspaper Today  the Key West Citizen Newspaper Today  the Key West Citizen Newspaper Today  the Key West Citizen Newspaper Today 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous
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Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

12121212----7777----13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper13 Top Secret NOT in the Key West Citizen newspaper today is the new $4.3 Billion Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison  today is the new $4.3 Billion Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison  today is the new $4.3 Billion Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison  today is the new $4.3 Billion Aircraft Carrier came from selling Poison 
GasolineGasolineGasolineGasoline Exhaust to Beijing.  Exhaust to Beijing.  Exhaust to Beijing.  Exhaust to Beijing. 

12121212----7777----13 China's Top News Headlines again today is13 China's Top News Headlines again today is13 China's Top News Headlines again today is13 China's Top News Headlines again today is "Smog" but the Numb Nuts Dictators in China are not ready to "Leak" the "Smog" but the Numb Nuts Dictators in China are not ready to "Leak" the "Smog" but the Numb Nuts Dictators in China are not ready to "Leak" the "Smog" but the Numb Nuts Dictators in China are not ready to "Leak" the
suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a mistake worst than thesuppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a mistake worst than thesuppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a mistake worst than thesuppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was a mistake worst than the Dry Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine  Dry Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine  Dry Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine  Dry Cleaner Chemicals at the Camp Lejeune Marine 
Base News Base News Base News Base News 

12121212----7777----13 Today13 Today13 Today13 Today Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got cancer for this cover up Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got cancer for this cover up Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got cancer for this cover up Camp Lejeune Marine Base News of the Children who got cancer for this cover up for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby  for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby  for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby  for Decades by Marine Generals, Baby 
Killers as 100's of Kids drinking MarineKillers as 100's of Kids drinking MarineKillers as 100's of Kids drinking MarineKillers as 100's of Kids drinking Marine Base water died from DRINKING TAP WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime Base water died from DRINKING TAP WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime Base water died from DRINKING TAP WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime Base water died from DRINKING TAP WATER ON BASE... this has to be a war crime and no  and no  and no  and no 
Marine Generals will ever Hang! Marine Generals will ever Hang! Marine Generals will ever Hang! Marine Generals will ever Hang! 

12121212----7777----13 80 men with Lejeune ties13 80 men with Lejeune ties13 80 men with Lejeune ties13 80 men with Lejeune ties have been diagnosed with an extremely rare form of breast cancer. have been diagnosed with an extremely rare form of breast cancer. have been diagnosed with an extremely rare form of breast cancer. have been diagnosed with an extremely rare form of breast cancer.

12121212----7777----13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements13 Military Generals have repeatedly issued public statements downplaying health risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The  downplaying health risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The  downplaying health risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The  downplaying health risks from drinking the tainted water!!! The 
most highlymost highlymost highlymost highly contaminated wells were closed in 1984 and 1985, after a round of more extensive contaminated wells were closed in 1984 and 1985, after a round of more extensive contaminated wells were closed in 1984 and 1985, after a round of more extensive contaminated wells were closed in 1984 and 1985, after a round of more extensive testing found dangerous  testing found dangerous  testing found dangerous  testing found dangerous 
concentrations of toxins associated with degreasingconcentrations of toxins associated with degreasingconcentrations of toxins associated with degreasingconcentrations of toxins associated with degreasing solvents and gasoline.  solvents and gasoline.  solvents and gasoline.  solvents and gasoline. 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous  Polygamous  Polygamous  Polygamous 
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's bestMarriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's bestMarriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's bestMarriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Invention... Women!  Invention... Women!  Invention... Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  refused to  refused to  refused to 
call 911. call 911. call 911. call 911. 

12121212----7777----13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station13 1,000,000,000 Exxon BP Oil gas station tanks have leaked "Gasoline" into the ground since 1980.  tanks have leaked "Gasoline" into the ground since 1980.  tanks have leaked "Gasoline" into the ground since 1980.  tanks have leaked "Gasoline" into the ground since 1980. 

12121212----7777----13 Not13 Not13 Not13 Not just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of benzene, a fuel additive. just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of benzene, a fuel additive. just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of benzene, a fuel additive. just Camp Lejeune! Testing also found high levels of benzene, a fuel additive. The ground water contamination was traced  The ground water contamination was traced  The ground water contamination was traced  The ground water contamination was traced 
to two primary sources: a leakyto two primary sources: a leakyto two primary sources: a leakyto two primary sources: a leaky on on on on----base fuel depot and an offbase fuel depot and an offbase fuel depot and an offbase fuel depot and an off----base dry cleaner. base dry cleaner. base dry cleaner. base dry cleaner. 

12121212----7777----13 Beijing Top13 Beijing Top13 Beijing Top13 Beijing Top Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling them 1,000,000 Ford + Chevy Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling them 1,000,000 Ford + Chevy Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling them 1,000,000 Ford + Chevy Brass traced the "Smog" to USA Dictators selling them 1,000,000 Ford + Chevy gasoline engine cars every Year!  gasoline engine cars every Year!  gasoline engine cars every Year!  gasoline engine cars every Year! 

12121212----7777----13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark13 ElectricWindmillCar could spark WW III with China in 2014 as 1 Billion People are Pissed Off to the Max. 1 WW III with China in 2014 as 1 Billion People are Pissed Off to the Max. 1 WW III with China in 2014 as 1 Billion People are Pissed Off to the Max. 1 WW III with China in 2014 as 1 Billion People are Pissed Off to the Max. 1 Billion Children  Billion Children  Billion Children  Billion Children 
and more than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be diagnosed withand more than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be diagnosed withand more than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be diagnosed withand more than 80 men like Lejeune ties will be diagnosed with an extremely rare form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and  an extremely rare form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and  an extremely rare form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and  an extremely rare form of breast cancer. China's Military Generals and 
Top BrassTop BrassTop BrassTop Brass kids will die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." kids will die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." kids will die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." kids will die by the 100's from "Smog" sold to China like British sold "Opium." I have never been to London but was told the  I have never been to London but was told the  I have never been to London but was told the  I have never been to London but was told the 
London Text books don't have theLondon Text books don't have theLondon Text books don't have theLondon Text books don't have the history of Briton selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium Wars" have been history of Briton selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium Wars" have been history of Briton selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium Wars" have been history of Briton selling "Opium" to China and the "Opium Wars" have been deleted from all London  deleted from all London  deleted from all London  deleted from all London 
Textbooks. Textbooks. Textbooks. Textbooks. 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

12121212----7777----13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the13 "Smog" in China's Textbooks next year might have the ElectricWindmillCar but you can bet the USA Textbooks next year will not  ElectricWindmillCar but you can bet the USA Textbooks next year will not  ElectricWindmillCar but you can bet the USA Textbooks next year will not  ElectricWindmillCar but you can bet the USA Textbooks next year will not 
havehavehavehave "Smog" in China was caused by the USA suppression of the 1980 "Smog" in China was caused by the USA suppression of the 1980 "Smog" in China was caused by the USA suppression of the 1980 "Smog" in China was caused by the USA suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era!!!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!!!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!!!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!!! 

12121212----7777----13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune13 Obama signed the Camp Lejeune Veterans and Family Act to provide medical care and screening for Marines and Veterans and Family Act to provide medical care and screening for Marines and Veterans and Family Act to provide medical care and screening for Marines and Veterans and Family Act to provide medical care and screening for Marines and their  their  their  their 
families, but not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 1987. The law coversfamilies, but not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 1987. The law coversfamilies, but not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 1987. The law coversfamilies, but not civilians, exposed between 1957 and 1987. The law covers 15 diseases or conditions, including female infertility,  15 diseases or conditions, including female infertility,  15 diseases or conditions, including female infertility,  15 diseases or conditions, including female infertility, 
miscarriage, leukemiamiscarriage, leukemiamiscarriage, leukemiamiscarriage, leukemia and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, esophageal, kidney and lung and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, esophageal, kidney and lung and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, esophageal, kidney and lung and multiple myeloma, as well as bladder, breast, esophageal, kidney and lung cancers. The law was passed  cancers. The law was passed  cancers. The law was passed  cancers. The law was passed 
after years of advocacy by former Marines who blamedafter years of advocacy by former Marines who blamedafter years of advocacy by former Marines who blamedafter years of advocacy by former Marines who blamed the contamination.  the contamination.  the contamination.  the contamination. 

12121212----7777----13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery13 USA Cops burned and burned to Death in fiery Cop Car Wrecks blame the Numb Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama  Cop Car Wrecks blame the Numb Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama  Cop Car Wrecks blame the Numb Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama  Cop Car Wrecks blame the Numb Nuts Dictators at BP oil and Exxon but Obama 
willwillwillwill never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" Act to provide medical care for Gasoline never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" Act to provide medical care for Gasoline never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" Act to provide medical care for Gasoline never sign the "Fiery Cop Car Wrecks" Act to provide medical care for Gasoline Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit  Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit  Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit  Burns over 70% of your body. MIT Burn Unit 
Technological Inventions were notTechnological Inventions were notTechnological Inventions were notTechnological Inventions were not invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Fleet of Manned Space Telescope invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Fleet of Manned Space Telescope invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Fleet of Manned Space Telescope invented as MIT worked on War Toy Drones. No Fleet of Manned Space Telescope Inventions... they  Inventions... they  Inventions... they  Inventions... they 
have been suppress by the Pentagon! For its share of the $177have been suppress by the Pentagon! For its share of the $177have been suppress by the Pentagon! For its share of the $177have been suppress by the Pentagon! For its share of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980.  Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980.  Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980.  Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980. 
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12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

12121212----7777----13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion13 Key West Citizen Newspaper Today... $4.3 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key dollar Aircraft Carrier 1,022 foot USS Theodore Roosevelt Headlines in the Key
West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! West with a fleet of noisy Fighter Jets! 

12121212----7777----13 We have the technology13 We have the technology13 We have the technology13 We have the technology to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT to find alien life, 5 Billion Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri, MIT scientists tell Congress  scientists tell Congress  scientists tell Congress  scientists tell Congress 

12121212----7777----13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will13 $10.3 Billion JFK Aircraft Carrier will launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  launch in 2014 without 10K windmills and 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ ----254C254C254C254C

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous  (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous  (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous  (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous 
Marriage madeMarriage madeMarriage madeMarriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women! legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women! legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women! legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions by Yale not "LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the by Yale not "LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the by Yale not "LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the by Yale not "LEAKING" the 1980 invention + Suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 InventionElectricWindmillCar Era that would have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 InventionElectricWindmillCar Era that would have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 InventionElectricWindmillCar Era that would have given Cynthia Russett 1,001 Invention Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League  Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League  Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League  Projects from Yale + Harvards list of Ivy League 
Invention Projects 1980.Invention Projects 1980.Invention Projects 1980.Invention Projects 1980.

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to  and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to 
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

12121212----6666----13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb  of the ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb  of the ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb  of the ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE WORK stole by Numb 
NutsNutsNutsNuts Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did!  Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did!  Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did!  Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of13 This is a ERA of LOST + STOLE... Picasso Paintings of Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous Inventions (Futuristic Manned Space Telescopes) and Picasso's Polygamous
Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention...Marriage made legal to keep the Paintings coming from God's best Invention... Women!  Women!  Women!  Women! 

12121212----7777----13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls13 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals who refused to
call 911.call 911.call 911.call 911.

““““Cynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on theCynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on theCynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on theCynthia Russett," 76 whose scholarship focused on the history of American women and the intellectual history of 19th and 20th  history of American women and the intellectual history of 19th and 20th  history of American women and the intellectual history of 19th and 20th  history of American women and the intellectual history of 19th and 20th 
centurycenturycenturycentury America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby hospice on Thursday morning. America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby hospice on Thursday morning. America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby hospice on Thursday morning. America, succumbed to cancer at a nearby hospice on Thursday morning.

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

CynthiaCynthiaCynthiaCynthia Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first book,  Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first book,  Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first book,  Russett joined the Yale faculty in 1967, publishing her first book, ““““The ConceptThe ConceptThe ConceptThe Concept of Equilibrium in American Social Thought, of Equilibrium in American Social Thought, of Equilibrium in American Social Thought, of Equilibrium in American Social Thought,””””
Russett took a particular interestRussett took a particular interestRussett took a particular interestRussett took a particular interest in the effect of science on non in the effect of science on non in the effect of science on non in the effect of science on non----scientific culture. Her 1989 book on the topic,scientific culture. Her 1989 book on the topic,scientific culture. Her 1989 book on the topic,scientific culture. Her 1989 book on the topic,

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from  Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from  Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from  Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from 
Bush... No ChildBush... No ChildBush... No ChildBush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Our four Our four Our four----step Sylvan Insight™ process, step Sylvan Insight™ process, step Sylvan Insight™ process, step Sylvan Insight™ process, 
where we take the time to really get towhere we take the time to really get towhere we take the time to really get towhere we take the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach that blends  that blends  that blends  that blends 
amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadamazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadamazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadamazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® ® ® ® for afor afor afor a truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience. 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust II

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the  China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the  China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the  China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 
100 million100 million100 million100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts  Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts  Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts  Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts 
Dictators Today! Dictators Today! Dictators Today! Dictators Today! 
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12121212----6666----13 This is a13 This is a13 This is a13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters)  case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters)  case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters)  case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters) ---- Hundreds of flights wereHundreds of flights wereHundreds of flights wereHundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's  delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's  delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's  delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's 
commercial hub of Shanghai as recordcommercial hub of Shanghai as recordcommercial hub of Shanghai as recordcommercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities to levels of air pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities to levels of air pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities to levels of air pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest  issue the highest  issue the highest  issue the highest 
level of health warning. level of health warning. level of health warning. level of health warning. 

12121212----6666----13 This is a13 This is a13 This is a13 This is a Cause Cause Cause Cause----Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era...Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era...Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era...Effect of the Suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era... Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980  Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980  Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980  Sail an ultrasonic "wind"... The 1980 
history + future "Patch Delivery System"history + future "Patch Delivery System"history + future "Patch Delivery System"history + future "Patch Delivery System" of Rx Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 Medications... the team suggests that a of Rx Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 Medications... the team suggests that a of Rx Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 Medications... the team suggests that a of Rx Drugs, Vaccinations, 1,001 Medications... the team suggests that a liposome laden with a  liposome laden with a  liposome laden with a  liposome laden with a 
payload of medicine and using microbubbles to sail anpayload of medicine and using microbubbles to sail anpayload of medicine and using microbubbles to sail anpayload of medicine and using microbubbles to sail an ultrasonic "wind" should be able to traverse the epidermis and enter the body. ultrasonic "wind" should be able to traverse the epidermis and enter the body. ultrasonic "wind" should be able to traverse the epidermis and enter the body. ultrasonic "wind" should be able to traverse the epidermis and enter the body.
An adjustment to the ultrasound frequency could then pop the microbubbles andAn adjustment to the ultrasound frequency could then pop the microbubbles andAn adjustment to the ultrasound frequency could then pop the microbubbles andAn adjustment to the ultrasound frequency could then pop the microbubbles and split open the liposome to release the medicine. In  split open the liposome to release the medicine. In  split open the liposome to release the medicine. In  split open the liposome to release the medicine. In 
1980 this was the next step1980 this was the next step1980 this was the next step1980 this was the next step for the group... 2013 will be to fine for the group... 2013 will be to fine for the group... 2013 will be to fine for the group... 2013 will be to fine----tune the ultrasound patch delivery systemtune the ultrasound patch delivery systemtune the ultrasound patch delivery systemtune the ultrasound patch delivery system and work toward a successful  and work toward a successful  and work toward a successful  and work toward a successful 
transdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE WORKStransdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE WORKStransdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE WORKStransdermal push in 2014... Lost + Stole LIFE WORKS by Numb Nuts Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, by Numb Nuts Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, by Numb Nuts Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, by Numb Nuts Dictators... motive was greed for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, most  most  most  most 
of this was given to MIT for War Toys! of this was given to MIT for War Toys! of this was given to MIT for War Toys! of this was given to MIT for War Toys! 
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12121212----6666----13131313 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust II

““““Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood,”””” whichwhichwhichwhich examined how Victorian examined how Victorian examined how Victorian examined how Victorian----era scientists attempted to prove women era scientists attempted to prove women era scientists attempted to prove women era scientists attempted to prove women 
inferior to men,inferior to men,inferior to men,inferior to men, won the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians Annual Book Award. won the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians Annual Book Award. won the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians Annual Book Award. won the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians Annual Book Award.

Cynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventuallyCynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventuallyCynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventuallyCynthia Russett was promoted to a full professorship in 1990, eventually becoming the Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through  becoming the Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through  becoming the Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through  becoming the Learned Professor of History. From 1992 through 
1995, she was also1995, she was also1995, she was also1995, she was also a fellow of the W a fellow of the W a fellow of the W a fellow of the Whitney Humanities Center. Beyond the classroom, Russell chairedhitney Humanities Center. Beyond the classroom, Russell chairedhitney Humanities Center. Beyond the classroom, Russell chairedhitney Humanities Center. Beyond the classroom, Russell chaired the Yale College Executive  the Yale College Executive  the Yale College Executive  the Yale College Executive 
Committee and served as director of undergraduateCommittee and served as director of undergraduateCommittee and served as director of undergraduateCommittee and served as director of undergraduate studies of the History Department during her time at Yale. She also was a member studies of the History Department during her time at Yale. She also was a member studies of the History Department during her time at Yale. She also was a member studies of the History Department during her time at Yale. She also was a member
of the executive committees of the Yaleof the executive committees of the Yaleof the executive committees of the Yaleof the executive committees of the Yale----New Haven Teachers Institute and theNew Haven Teachers Institute and theNew Haven Teachers Institute and theNew Haven Teachers Institute and the Human Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in  Human Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in  Human Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in  Human Relations Area Files. Russett stopped teaching in 
2012 but remained an2012 but remained an2012 but remained an2012 but remained an active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale  active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale  active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale  active member of the St. Thomas More Catholic Chapel at Yale 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911

12121212----6666----13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the13 This is a case for "War Crimes" from 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb  ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb  ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb  ElectricWindmillCar and 1 yale Professors LIFE work stole by Numb 
Nuts DictatorsNuts DictatorsNuts DictatorsNuts Dictators who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did!  who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did!  who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did!  who graduated from Yale same year Cynthia did! 

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of13 This is a case of13 This is a case of13 This is a case of history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the British sold history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the British sold history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the British sold history repeating itself as the British sold China Opium, today the British sold SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the  SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the  SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the  SHANGHAI gasoline cars by the 
100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused100 million knowing gasoline exhaust caused childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts childhood birth defects and cancers... Baby Killers from Vietnam are Numb Nuts
Dictators Today! Dictators Today! Dictators Today! Dictators Today! 

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 201313 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 201313 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 201313 This is a case of greed... SHANGHAI Dec 6 2013 (Reuters)  (Reuters)  (Reuters)  (Reuters) ---- Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's Hundreds of flights were delayed or cancelled on Friday in China's
commercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded the citycommercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded the citycommercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded the citycommercial hub of Shanghai as record levels of air pollution shrouded the city in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest  in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest  in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest  in smog, prompting authorities to issue the highest 
level of health warning.level of health warning.level of health warning.level of health warning.

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a This is a ERA of Verizon recording "Pedophile" cell calls and not calling 911, a crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the  crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the  crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the  crime by the Pope + Cardinals that cost the 
Catholic Church millions. Verizon isCatholic Church millions. Verizon isCatholic Church millions. Verizon isCatholic Church millions. Verizon is paid Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And paid Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And paid Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And paid Billions by the NSA, CIA. "The Invention of Consciousness In The Brain" And what we all know  what we all know  what we all know  what we all know 
about not having a conscience and people mostly men with noabout not having a conscience and people mostly men with noabout not having a conscience and people mostly men with noabout not having a conscience and people mostly men with no conscience. In "War + Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas  conscience. In "War + Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas  conscience. In "War + Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas  conscience. In "War + Peace". Crime, for the thrill of it robbing gas 
stationsstationsstationsstations and drive by shootings with no Dash Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are the and drive by shootings with no Dash Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are the and drive by shootings with no Dash Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are the and drive by shootings with no Dash Cam in cars! "Smart Car" masterminds are the Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell  Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell  Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell  Numb Nut Dictators of our George Orwell 
Era. They put in a "Black Box" to recordEra. They put in a "Black Box" to recordEra. They put in a "Black Box" to recordEra. They put in a "Black Box" to record speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by Shooting! They put in a "Black speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by Shooting! They put in a "Black speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by Shooting! They put in a "Black speed but no Dash Cam to put an end to Drive by Shooting! They put in a "Black Box" to record  Box" to record  Box" to record  Box" to record 
speed but no Super Air Bags on The Outside of "Smart Cars" or thespeed but no Super Air Bags on The Outside of "Smart Cars" or thespeed but no Super Air Bags on The Outside of "Smart Cars" or thespeed but no Super Air Bags on The Outside of "Smart Cars" or the Semi Trucks!  Semi Trucks!  Semi Trucks!  Semi Trucks! 

12121212----6666----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911  Arrest the Gasoline Czar's at Yale + Harvard for not calling 911 

12121212----6666----13131313 This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy to This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy to This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy to This is a case of greed... This is a case of greed... serfs + Tolstoy to McDonalds + Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the  McDonalds + Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the  McDonalds + Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the  McDonalds + Walmart. McDonald + Walmart profits into the 
Billions of dollars.Billions of dollars.Billions of dollars.Billions of dollars. McDonalds + Walmart taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food Stamps, Dental McDonalds + Walmart taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food Stamps, Dental McDonalds + Walmart taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food Stamps, Dental McDonalds + Walmart taxes pay for employee Mediad, Food Stamps, Dental Emergencies not preventive dentistry...  Emergencies not preventive dentistry...  Emergencies not preventive dentistry...  Emergencies not preventive dentistry... 
Manpower Temps must be owned by aManpower Temps must be owned by aManpower Temps must be owned by aManpower Temps must be owned by a "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers are lower down on the Poverty "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers are lower down on the Poverty "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers are lower down on the Poverty "Kennedy or Rockefeller" as Manpower Temp workers are lower down on the Poverty Income Charts  Income Charts  Income Charts  Income Charts 
and get more Food Stamps + Medicare than Walmart employees! Yetand get more Food Stamps + Medicare than Walmart employees! Yetand get more Food Stamps + Medicare than Walmart employees! Yetand get more Food Stamps + Medicare than Walmart employees! Yet the New York Times has never ever written up Manpower Temps, the  the New York Times has never ever written up Manpower Temps, the  the New York Times has never ever written up Manpower Temps, the  the New York Times has never ever written up Manpower Temps, the 
serfs of 2013.serfs of 2013.serfs of 2013.serfs of 2013. "The Origin of Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention of "The Origin of Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention of "The Origin of Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention of "The Origin of Consciousness in the Mind." The Origin of Greed, the Invention of Greed Scams! Manpower Temps is #1.  Greed Scams! Manpower Temps is #1.  Greed Scams! Manpower Temps is #1.  Greed Scams! Manpower Temps is #1. 
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12121212----6666----13131313 This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone locations This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone locations This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone locations This is a case of Godlike voices.... NSA tracking cell phone locations worldwide, Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K  worldwide, Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K  worldwide, Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K  worldwide, Verizon recording the 100's of calls from the 19K 
women in the USAwomen in the USAwomen in the USAwomen in the USA murdered by a drunk man in 2013 without offering the "Tracking" murdered by a drunk man in 2013 without offering the "Tracking" murdered by a drunk man in 2013 without offering the "Tracking" murdered by a drunk man in 2013 without offering the "Tracking" of cell phones of cell phones of cell phones of cell phones invention to Humanity, to save her  invention to Humanity, to save her  invention to Humanity, to save her  invention to Humanity, to save her 
life! life! life! life! 

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of13 This is a case of13 This is a case of13 This is a case of dyslexia. A faulty connection between where the brain stores the auditory dyslexia. A faulty connection between where the brain stores the auditory dyslexia. A faulty connection between where the brain stores the auditory dyslexia. A faulty connection between where the brain stores the auditory building blocks of language and  building blocks of language and  building blocks of language and  building blocks of language and 
where it processes them may be to blame forwhere it processes them may be to blame forwhere it processes them may be to blame forwhere it processes them may be to blame for dyslexia, a new research suggests.  dyslexia, a new research suggests.  dyslexia, a new research suggests.  dyslexia, a new research suggests. 
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12121212----6666----13131313 This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: This is a case of greed... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Our four Our four Our four----step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we step Sylvan Insight™ process, where we 
take the time to really get totake the time to really get totake the time to really get totake the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach that blends amazing  that blends amazing  that blends amazing  that blends amazing 
teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadteachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadteachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPadteachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® ® ® ® for afor afor afor a truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience.  truly engaging learning experience. 

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of "Baby13 This is a case of "Baby13 This is a case of "Baby13 This is a case of "Baby Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Killers" from Vietnam in charge of the Dept of Educ who LOST + STOLE millions of Childrens lives from  Childrens lives from  Childrens lives from  Childrens lives from 
Bush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked OnBush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked OnBush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked OnBush... No Child Left Behind or given... "Hooked On Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Phonics" + Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four----step Sylvan Insight™step Sylvan Insight™step Sylvan Insight™step Sylvan Insight™ process,  process,  process,  process, 
where we take the time to really get to know your child and develop awhere we take the time to really get to know your child and develop awhere we take the time to really get to know your child and develop awhere we take the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach that blends  plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach that blends  plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach that blends  plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach that blends 
amazing teachers withamazing teachers withamazing teachers withamazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad® ® ® ® for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.

12121212----6666----13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while13 This is a case of "Teacher Bonus $" for all public school while never ever again from the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of  never ever again from the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of  never ever again from the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of  never ever again from the New York Times of "LEAKING" the Dept. of 
EducationsEducationsEducationsEducations waste of Trillions on Public School Teacher Bonus $ while suppressing Sylvan waste of Trillions on Public School Teacher Bonus $ while suppressing Sylvan waste of Trillions on Public School Teacher Bonus $ while suppressing Sylvan waste of Trillions on Public School Teacher Bonus $ while suppressing Sylvan Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Tutoring Programs offer: Our four Tutoring Programs offer: Our four----step Sylvan step Sylvan step Sylvan step Sylvan 
Insight™ process, where we takeInsight™ process, where we takeInsight™ process, where we takeInsight™ process, where we take the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our the time to really get to know your child and develop a plan for success. Our proven tutoring approach  proven tutoring approach  proven tutoring approach  proven tutoring approach 
that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™that blends amazing teachers with SylvanSync™ technology on the iPad technology on the iPad technology on the iPad technology on the iPad® ® ® ® for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.for a truly engaging learning experience.

12121212----6666----13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to13 One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in  testify that the late actress told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in  testify that the late actress told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in  testify that the late actress told her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in 
herherherher home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer  Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer  Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer  Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer 
David Beck said the schoolDavid Beck said the schoolDavid Beck said the schoolDavid Beck said the school preferred the trial continue. Stole  preferred the trial continue. Stole  preferred the trial continue. Stole  preferred the trial continue. Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah FawcettAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah FawcettAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah FawcettAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for  + her Rx Overnight Cure for  + her Rx Overnight Cure for  + her Rx Overnight Cure for 
Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by theAnus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by theAnus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by theAnus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 
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12121212----5555----13131313 Stole  Stole  Stole  Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure forAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure forAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure forAndy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980 President of the USA,1980 President of the USA,1980 President of the USA,1980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! A reality television producer told a jury on Wednesday Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! A reality television producer told a jury on Wednesday Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! A reality television producer told a jury on Wednesday Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! A reality television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12 12 12 12----4444----13 that he believes 13 that he believes 13 that he believes 13 that he believes 
Ryan O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of FarrahRyan O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of FarrahRyan O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of FarrahRyan O'Neal stole an Andy Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John  Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John  Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John  Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John 
LennonLennonLennonLennon was murdered in 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model was murdered in 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model was murdered in 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model was murdered in 1980 before he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have  ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have 
gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer ingotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer ingotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer ingotten a Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer in 1981!  1981!  1981!  1981! 

12121212----5555----13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + he he he her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the r Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the r Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the r Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980198019801980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! One of Farrah Fawcett's care President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! One of Farrah Fawcett's care President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! One of Farrah Fawcett's care President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! One of Farrah Fawcett's care givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress  givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress  givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress  givers will be allowed to testify that the late actress 
told her an Andy Warholtold her an Andy Warholtold her an Andy Warholtold her an Andy Warhol portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the portrait hanging in her home was owned by Ryan O'Neal. Fawcett's alma mater, the University of Texas at  University of Texas at  University of Texas at  University of Texas at 
Austin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer DavidAustin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer DavidAustin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer DavidAustin. will not seek a mistrial, but its lawyer David Beck said the school preferred the trial continue.  Beck said the school preferred the trial continue.  Beck said the school preferred the trial continue.  Beck said the school preferred the trial continue. 

12121212----5555----13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC

12121212----5555----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

Jimmy Carter Jimmy Carter Jimmy Carter Jimmy Carter ---- Clinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx OvernightClinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx OvernightClinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx OvernightClinton, Bush + Bush stole the Rx Overnight Cure for Farrah Fawcett's cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this  Cure for Farrah Fawcett's cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this  Cure for Farrah Fawcett's cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this  Cure for Farrah Fawcett's cancer! Greg working like Picasso will paint this 
"War"War"War"War Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure in 1980" into a Andy Warhol portrait... Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure in 1980" into a Andy Warhol portrait... Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure in 1980" into a Andy Warhol portrait... Crime" of "Stealing a Rx Cancer Cure in 1980" into a Andy Warhol portrait... "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be  "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be  "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be  "Warhol + Wars." The Medical Revolution Will Be 
Lead by Women MD's with "Cancer"Lead by Women MD's with "Cancer"Lead by Women MD's with "Cancer"Lead by Women MD's with "Cancer" Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with MIT Drones. Stole Picasso's Polygamous Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with MIT Drones. Stole Picasso's Polygamous Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with MIT Drones. Stole Picasso's Polygamous Rx Cures in "Hand to Hand Combat" with MIT Drones. Stole Picasso's Polygamous Marriages Made  Marriages Made  Marriages Made  Marriages Made 
Legal in 1980 or in 1945... Victory in Paris! Paris TodayLegal in 1980 or in 1945... Victory in Paris! Paris TodayLegal in 1980 or in 1945... Victory in Paris! Paris TodayLegal in 1980 or in 1945... Victory in Paris! Paris Today "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" will steal from those in a multi car pile up in "Gasoline's Fiery Car Wrecks" will steal from those in a multi car pile up in
"Fog." Oil in Paris is Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today"Fog." Oil in Paris is Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today"Fog." Oil in Paris is Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today"Fog." Oil in Paris is Owned by the French Government, 100's in Africa today working for the French Oil Company "Total" will be burned  working for the French Oil Company "Total" will be burned  working for the French Oil Company "Total" will be burned  working for the French Oil Company "Total" will be burned 
in a gasoline fire orin a gasoline fire orin a gasoline fire orin a gasoline fire or infect their children with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil fields infect their children with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil fields infect their children with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil fields infect their children with leukemia coming home from the French Owned Oil fields covered in "Oily Poison  covered in "Oily Poison  covered in "Oily Poison  covered in "Oily Poison 
Molecules". Also Stole from the workers, they don't knowMolecules". Also Stole from the workers, they don't knowMolecules". Also Stole from the workers, they don't knowMolecules". Also Stole from the workers, they don't know what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom Bomb but not Atoms that make up Oil  what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom Bomb but not Atoms that make up Oil  what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom Bomb but not Atoms that make up Oil  what a Molecule of Oil is! Atom Bomb but not Atoms that make up Oil 
Molecules!Molecules!Molecules!Molecules! USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion were Stole from Farrah Fawcett and USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion were Stole from Farrah Fawcett and USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion were Stole from Farrah Fawcett and USA Oil Money Windfalls of $177 Trillion were Stole from Farrah Fawcett and given to the Pentagon who spent the Stolen  given to the Pentagon who spent the Stolen  given to the Pentagon who spent the Stolen  given to the Pentagon who spent the Stolen 
Money on MIT Drones! A realityMoney on MIT Drones! A realityMoney on MIT Drones! A realityMoney on MIT Drones! A reality television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12 television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12 television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12 television producer told a jury on Wednesday 12----4444----13 that he believes Ryan13 that he believes Ryan13 that he believes Ryan13 that he believes Ryan O'Neal stole an Andy  O'Neal stole an Andy  O'Neal stole an Andy  O'Neal stole an Andy 
Warhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 theWarhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 theWarhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 theWarhol portrait of Farrah Fawcett done in 1980. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980  ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980  ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980  ElectricWindmillCar was invented and John Lennon was murdered in 1980 
before hebefore hebefore hebefore he could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that could "LEAK" the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar Era that would have gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for  would have gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for  would have gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for  would have gotten a Rx Overnight Cure for 
Cancer in 1981! Cancer in 1981! Cancer in 1981! Cancer in 1981! 

12121212----5555----13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980198019801980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 

12121212----5555----13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC
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Yoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + theYoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + theYoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + theYoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + the Vatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have Vatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have Vatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have Vatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have
gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... inventedgotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... inventedgotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... inventedgotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK months before he was murdered in NYC! SHOCK----JOCK Rush JOCK Rush JOCK Rush JOCK Rush 
Limbaugh has accused theLimbaugh has accused theLimbaugh has accused theLimbaugh has accused the Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, reflecting an unease among US Christian Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, reflecting an unease among US Christian Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, reflecting an unease among US Christian Pope Frances of preaching Marxism, reflecting an unease among US Christian conservatives with the pro conservatives with the pro conservatives with the pro conservatives with the pro----
poor stance of the first pontiff to come from Southpoor stance of the first pontiff to come from Southpoor stance of the first pontiff to come from Southpoor stance of the first pontiff to come from South America. INVENTION PROJECTS America. INVENTION PROJECTS America. INVENTION PROJECTS America. INVENTION PROJECTS----POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting POW GREG LOVESTAR accuses Pope Frances of getting 
aaaa % of $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + God % of $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + God % of $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + God % of $177 Trillion in oil revenues directly from Mecca, both pray to Allah + God for forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with  for forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with  for forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with  for forgiveness as BP + Texas Oil Men are "Hitlers" with 
184 Trillion George184 Trillion George184 Trillion George184 Trillion George Orwell "cameras" behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break any! To expose Orwell "cameras" behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break any! To expose Orwell "cameras" behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break any! To expose Orwell "cameras" behind every "Mirror!" Allah + God can't break any! To expose the Numb Nut Dictators... though  the Numb Nut Dictators... though  the Numb Nut Dictators... though  the Numb Nut Dictators... though 
Greg Lovestar will be writing "1984" in "2014"Greg Lovestar will be writing "1984" in "2014"Greg Lovestar will be writing "1984" in "2014"Greg Lovestar will be writing "1984" in "2014" with many wives and the ending  with many wives and the ending  with many wives and the ending  with many wives and the ending ---- """"Breaking the Mirror, finding the Camera"Breaking the Mirror, finding the Camera"Breaking the Mirror, finding the Camera"Breaking the Mirror, finding the Camera" getting the  getting the  getting the  getting the 
call form NSA, CIA, FBI over the "crime" of breaking the Mirrorcall form NSA, CIA, FBI over the "crime" of breaking the Mirrorcall form NSA, CIA, FBI over the "crime" of breaking the Mirrorcall form NSA, CIA, FBI over the "crime" of breaking the Mirror hiding the cameras. Officer Jason already talked to God about Fiery Cop  hiding the cameras. Officer Jason already talked to God about Fiery Cop  hiding the cameras. Officer Jason already talked to God about Fiery Cop  hiding the cameras. Officer Jason already talked to God about Fiery Cop 
CarCarCarCar Wrecks, and God will have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR  Wrecks, and God will have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR  Wrecks, and God will have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR  Wrecks, and God will have no mercy on "Oil for Food" CIA PR ---- Yoko Ono and TokyoYoko Ono and TokyoYoko Ono and TokyoYoko Ono and Tokyo have a different God than Mecca + the  have a different God than Mecca + the  have a different God than Mecca + the  have a different God than Mecca + the 
Vatican... Yoko missed getVatican... Yoko missed getVatican... Yoko missed getVatican... Yoko missed getting the Nobelting the Nobelting the Nobelting the Nobel John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the John Lennon would certainly have gotten... For "Leaking" the 1980 Model of the
ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! ElectricWindmillCar... invented months before he was murdered in NYC! 

12121212----5555----13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole 13 Stole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980198019801980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 

12121212----5555----13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show"13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC

12121212----5555----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

12121212----5555----13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 12 12 12----5555----13 Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 13 Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 13 Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 13 Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 
thethethethe Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if Reuters Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if Reuters Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if Reuters Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! 

Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pmReuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pmReuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pmReuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 12 12 12----5555----13 Jacqueline Badger Mars, Mars she had fallen asleep while driving, Mars13 Jacqueline Badger Mars, Mars she had fallen asleep while driving, Mars13 Jacqueline Badger Mars, Mars she had fallen asleep while driving, Mars13 Jacqueline Badger Mars, Mars she had fallen asleep while driving, Mars was  was  was  was 
driving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it crossed into oncoming traffic anddriving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it crossed into oncoming traffic anddriving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it crossed into oncoming traffic anddriving a Porsche SUV on October 4 when it crossed into oncoming traffic and collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene  collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene  collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene  collided with a minivan in Aldie, Virginia, Irene 
Ellisor, 86, died at theEllisor, 86, died at theEllisor, 86, died at theEllisor, 86, died at the scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight months pregnant and scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight months pregnant and scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight months pregnant and scene. Ashley Blakeslee, driver of the minivan, was eight months pregnant and lost the baby she was carrying.  lost the baby she was carrying.  lost the baby she was carrying.  lost the baby she was carrying. 
Four other women in the vehicle were brieflyFour other women in the vehicle were brieflyFour other women in the vehicle were brieflyFour other women in the vehicle were briefly hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as the 15th hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as the 15th hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as the 15th hospitalized. Forbes magazine listed Mars as the 15th----richest American withrichest American withrichest American withrichest American with wealth of  wealth of  wealth of  wealth of 
$20.5 billion. Judge Deborah Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500$20.5 billion. Judge Deborah Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500$20.5 billion. Judge Deborah Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500$20.5 billion. Judge Deborah Welsh ordered Mars, 74, to pay a $2,500 fine and suspended her license for six months. Brainstorm with  fine and suspended her license for six months. Brainstorm with  fine and suspended her license for six months. Brainstorm with  fine and suspended her license for six months. Brainstorm with 
Greg + Wives anGreg + Wives anGreg + Wives anGreg + Wives an Invention Project to prevent Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Invention Project to prevent Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Invention Project to prevent Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Invention Project to prevent Drivers from Falling Asleep at the Wheel... Numb Nuts Dictators Didn't even put this  Nuts Dictators Didn't even put this  Nuts Dictators Didn't even put this  Nuts Dictators Didn't even put this 
Invention Project in the article by ReutersInvention Project in the article by ReutersInvention Project in the article by ReutersInvention Project in the article by Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12----5555----13 13 13 13 

NEW YORK (AP) NEW YORK (AP) NEW YORK (AP) NEW YORK (AP) ———— It's sometimes called highway hypnosis orIt's sometimes called highway hypnosis orIt's sometimes called highway hypnosis orIt's sometimes called highway hypnosis or falling asleep at the wheel, and it's familiar to anyone who has driven  falling asleep at the wheel, and it's familiar to anyone who has driven  falling asleep at the wheel, and it's familiar to anyone who has driven  falling asleep at the wheel, and it's familiar to anyone who has driven 
longlonglonglong distances along a monotonous route. Drivers are lulled into a semi distances along a monotonous route. Drivers are lulled into a semi distances along a monotonous route. Drivers are lulled into a semi distances along a monotonous route. Drivers are lulled into a semi----trance statetrance statetrance statetrance state and reach their destination with little or no  and reach their destination with little or no  and reach their destination with little or no  and reach their destination with little or no 
memory of parts of the trip.memory of parts of the trip.memory of parts of the trip.memory of parts of the trip. Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile marker 84 from Key West a Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile marker 84 from Key West a Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile marker 84 from Key West a Drivers in a fiery wreck, just yesterday 3 am on mile marker 84 from Key West a Semi rear ended another  Semi rear ended another  Semi rear ended another  Semi rear ended another 
Semi Stopped for construction and it rammed anotherSemi Stopped for construction and it rammed anotherSemi Stopped for construction and it rammed anotherSemi Stopped for construction and it rammed another Stopped Semi, bursting into flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Stopped Semi, bursting into flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Stopped Semi, bursting into flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001 Stopped Semi, bursting into flames and destroying the Highway Road Bed. 1,001
Invention Projects if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 FixInvention Projects if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 FixInvention Projects if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 FixInvention Projects if they were preinstalled in Windows 8 or Win 8.1 Fix "Several" PC Users would have come up with a "Invention" much  "Several" PC Users would have come up with a "Invention" much  "Several" PC Users would have come up with a "Invention" much  "Several" PC Users would have come up with a "Invention" much 
more realisticmore realisticmore realisticmore realistic than "Google Glasses!" Bill + Melinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft than "Google Glasses!" Bill + Melinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft than "Google Glasses!" Bill + Melinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft than "Google Glasses!" Bill + Melinda spent this interval of time on Microsoft Condom Invention Grants of $100K each  Condom Invention Grants of $100K each  Condom Invention Grants of $100K each  Condom Invention Grants of $100K each 
and spent Several Million dollars!and spent Several Million dollars!and spent Several Million dollars!and spent Several Million dollars! Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade in reality TV Shows as Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade in reality TV Shows as Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade in reality TV Shows as Invention for Drivers Falling Asleep, Yale gets a F grade in reality TV Shows as in my link above of  in my link above of  in my link above of  in my link above of 
850 pages, scroll down to the Yale Grad driving to Boston850 pages, scroll down to the Yale Grad driving to Boston850 pages, scroll down to the Yale Grad driving to Boston850 pages, scroll down to the Yale Grad driving to Boston who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Students wrote a play for her who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Students wrote a play for her who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Students wrote a play for her who fell asleep killing his Yale girlfriend. Yale Students wrote a play for her
memorial without 1,001 Invention Project or even a honorable mention ofmemorial without 1,001 Invention Project or even a honorable mention ofmemorial without 1,001 Invention Project or even a honorable mention ofmemorial without 1,001 Invention Project or even a honorable mention of Inventors not at Yale working, thinking, every page and  Inventors not at Yale working, thinking, every page and  Inventors not at Yale working, thinking, every page and  Inventors not at Yale working, thinking, every page and 
article they read theyarticle they read theyarticle they read theyarticle they read they are looking for the "Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent are looking for the "Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent are looking for the "Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent are looking for the "Windmill" in Animal Farm that will say Eureka I can prevent all Drivers from Falling Asleep  all Drivers from Falling Asleep  all Drivers from Falling Asleep  all Drivers from Falling Asleep 
at the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! Anotherat the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! Anotherat the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! Anotherat the Wheel. Train Drivers in NYC too! Another 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity by Numb Nuts Dictators, many are Yale Grads 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity by Numb Nuts Dictators, many are Yale Grads 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity by Numb Nuts Dictators, many are Yale Grads 1980 Invention Stole from Humanity by Numb Nuts Dictators, many are Yale Grads too!  too!  too!  too! 

12121212----5555----13 St13 St13 St13 Stole ole ole ole ---- Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett +Andy Warhol portrait... of Farrah Fawcett + her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the  her Rx Overnight Cure for Anus Cancer. Stole not by Ryan O'Neal but by the 
1980198019801980 President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono!  President of the USA, Jimmy Carter + Yoko Ono! 
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12121212----5555----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

12121212----5555----13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm13 Reuters reporter Lacey Johnson 1 hour ago 4 pm 12 12 12 12----5555----13 Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 13 Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 13 Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 13 Reuters CEO knows about the suppressed Invention "Super Air Bags On 
thethethethe Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if Reuters Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if Reuters Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if Reuters Outside" of Cars + Trucks... unborn baby would be alive today if Reuters "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model  "LEAKED" the suppression of the 1980 Model 
ElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 OtherElectricWindmillCar, and 100 Other Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar!  Inventions by Greg Buell Lovestar! 

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC  "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 
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12121212----4444----13 Lockheed13 Lockheed13 Lockheed13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

NBCNBCNBCNBC’’’’s Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jennas Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jennas Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jennas Lisa Meyers investigates the potential hazard. Jenna Welch Bush Hager was on the Today Show again today with part 2 about  Welch Bush Hager was on the Today Show again today with part 2 about  Welch Bush Hager was on the Today Show again today with part 2 about  Welch Bush Hager was on the Today Show again today with part 2 about 
what teenswhat teenswhat teenswhat teens + their parents talk about. Lias Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans injuries due + their parents talk about. Lias Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans injuries due + their parents talk about. Lias Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans injuries due + their parents talk about. Lias Meyers "Leaked" Plastic gas cans injuries due to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel.  to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel.  to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel.  to gas can fiery explosion at 45 degree Angel. 
MIT demonstration that pouringMIT demonstration that pouringMIT demonstration that pouringMIT demonstration that pouring the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree Angel hot engine "sparks" you can't see go the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree Angel hot engine "sparks" you can't see go the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree Angel hot engine "sparks" you can't see go the gas into a lawn mower, 45 degree Angel hot engine "sparks" you can't see go up the nozzle and  up the nozzle and  up the nozzle and  up the nozzle and 
the plastic gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh filter thatthe plastic gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh filter thatthe plastic gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh filter thatthe plastic gas can explodes. Fix is a steel mesh filter that prevents sparks heat flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were prevents sparks heat flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were prevents sparks heat flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were prevents sparks heat flames to get into the nozzle of the can. 1,400 people were
burned this way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking"burned this way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking"burned this way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking"burned this way in one year 1998. "Today Show" emphasis was they were "Leaking" this against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS  this against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS  this against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS  this against the orders of out NUMB "1984" NUTS 
Dictators! Dictators! Dictators! Dictators! 
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I searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armedI searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armedI searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armedI searched Google for Statistics on Gas Station armed robberies and found 2.5 percent of 400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so robberies and found 2.5 percent of 400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so robberies and found 2.5 percent of 400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so robberies and found 2.5 percent of 400K armed robberies are at Gas Stations, so
you do the math or we can wait for Bush Daughter to do the math on her Nextyou do the math or we can wait for Bush Daughter to do the math on her Nextyou do the math or we can wait for Bush Daughter to do the math on her Nextyou do the math or we can wait for Bush Daughter to do the math on her Next Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami gas  Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami gas  Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami gas  Today Show. Mary was "Sucker Punched" at a Miami gas 
station by a guy from Southstation by a guy from Southstation by a guy from Southstation by a guy from South America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 stitches, blood all over her America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 stitches, blood all over her America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 stitches, blood all over her America, he got 1 year in jail and Mary got 50 stitches, blood all over her blouse, and a split lip scar for  blouse, and a split lip scar for  blouse, and a split lip scar for  blouse, and a split lip scar for 
life... Texas, Saudi, and BP Oil Men will getlife... Texas, Saudi, and BP Oil Men will getlife... Texas, Saudi, and BP Oil Men will getlife... Texas, Saudi, and BP Oil Men will get life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion years in Hell!  life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion years in Hell!  life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion years in Hell!  life in Hell or a least the next 4 trillion years in Hell! 
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Teen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking aboutTeen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking aboutTeen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking aboutTeen Mom + Dad's listening to their teens talking about Facebook, "go kill yourself post" and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal Facebook, "go kill yourself post" and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal Facebook, "go kill yourself post" and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal Facebook, "go kill yourself post" and drinking at 16, nothing about vaginal
warts or HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions of cells a day in 16 year oldwarts or HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions of cells a day in 16 year oldwarts or HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions of cells a day in 16 year oldwarts or HPV, Hepatitis, DNA dividing trillions of cells a day in 16 year old growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research  growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research  growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research  growing into adults. Shock + Awe at how Medical Research 
found causes of spinafound causes of spinafound causes of spinafound causes of spina bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid (folate) is a contributing bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid (folate) is a contributing bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid (folate) is a contributing bifida. Research has shown the lack of folic acid (folate) is a contributing factor in the pathogenesis of neural  factor in the pathogenesis of neural  factor in the pathogenesis of neural  factor in the pathogenesis of neural 
tube defects, including spina bifida.tube defects, including spina bifida.tube defects, including spina bifida.tube defects, including spina bifida. Supplementation of the mother's diet with folate can reduce the incidence of Supplementation of the mother's diet with folate can reduce the incidence of Supplementation of the mother's diet with folate can reduce the incidence of Supplementation of the mother's diet with folate can reduce the incidence of neural tube defects  neural tube defects  neural tube defects  neural tube defects 
by about 70%, and can also decrease the severity of theseby about 70%, and can also decrease the severity of theseby about 70%, and can also decrease the severity of theseby about 70%, and can also decrease the severity of these defects when they occur defects when they occur defects when they occur defects when they occur. It is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!!. It is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!!. It is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!!. It is unknown how or why folic acid has this effect!!
Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer of the teens should of asked the teens whoJenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer of the teens should of asked the teens whoJenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer of the teens should of asked the teens whoJenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer of the teens should of asked the teens who wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid  wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid  wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid  wants to be the MD who discovers how folic acid 
works? works? works? works? 
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Whooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel moleculesWhooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel moleculesWhooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel moleculesWhooping Cough, birth defects caused by Diesel fuel molecules when you shake hands or hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood  when you shake hands or hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood  when you shake hands or hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood  when you shake hands or hug a Diesel fuel mechanic Dad. Childhood 
leukemia fromleukemia fromleukemia fromleukemia from growing kids + teens, cells dividing into new cells base pairs of DNA are hit by growing kids + teens, cells dividing into new cells base pairs of DNA are hit by growing kids + teens, cells dividing into new cells base pairs of DNA are hit by growing kids + teens, cells dividing into new cells base pairs of DNA are hit by Diesel fuel atoms and you get childhood  Diesel fuel atoms and you get childhood  Diesel fuel atoms and you get childhood  Diesel fuel atoms and you get childhood 
leukemia. wow leukemia. wow leukemia. wow leukemia. wow 
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Norovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should haveNorovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should haveNorovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should haveNorovirus, Jenna Welch Bush Hager as interviewer should have mentioned of everyone getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West  mentioned of everyone getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West  mentioned of everyone getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West  mentioned of everyone getting off a Carnival Sunshine ship in Key West 
is givenis givenis givenis given Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the Norovirus sneezing on a package of Oreo's at Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the Norovirus sneezing on a package of Oreo's at Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the Norovirus sneezing on a package of Oreo's at Hand Sanitizer + anyone with the Norovirus sneezing on a package of Oreo's at the 7 the 7 the 7 the 7----11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic 11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic 11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic 11 and you put the Oreo's in a plastic 
bag bring it back on the Carnivalbag bring it back on the Carnivalbag bring it back on the Carnivalbag bring it back on the Carnival SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer then opening the Oreo's you touch the SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer then opening the Oreo's you touch the SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer then opening the Oreo's you touch the SunShine getting the Hand Sanitizer then opening the Oreo's you touch the Norovirus on the outside  Norovirus on the outside  Norovirus on the outside  Norovirus on the outside 
package of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and eat thepackage of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and eat thepackage of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and eat thepackage of the Oreo's, get a cookie out and eat the Oreo with the Norovirus on your fingers.  Oreo with the Norovirus on your fingers.  Oreo with the Norovirus on your fingers.  Oreo with the Norovirus on your fingers. 
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Motivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill fromMotivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill fromMotivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill fromMotivation for robberies, a sense of power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well. I found this on Southland  committing the crime was often mentioned as well. I found this on Southland  committing the crime was often mentioned as well. I found this on Southland  committing the crime was often mentioned as well. I found this on Southland 
7777----11111111 page.  page.  page.  page. 

Southland Corporation (former name of 7Southland Corporation (former name of 7Southland Corporation (former name of 7Southland Corporation (former name of 7----Eleven Corporation)Eleven Corporation)Eleven Corporation)Eleven Corporation) conducted an in conducted an in conducted an in conducted an in----depth study into convenient store robberies and the depth study into convenient store robberies and the depth study into convenient store robberies and the depth study into convenient store robberies and the 
individualsindividualsindividualsindividuals most likely to commit the crimes. They discovered that the most important things most likely to commit the crimes. They discovered that the most important things most likely to commit the crimes. They discovered that the most important things most likely to commit the crimes. They discovered that the most important things would would would would----be robbers considered when be robbers considered when be robbers considered when be robbers considered when 
deciding whether or not to commit a crime weredeciding whether or not to commit a crime weredeciding whether or not to commit a crime weredeciding whether or not to commit a crime were the ease of escape from the store/surrounding area and how much money they the ease of escape from the store/surrounding area and how much money they the ease of escape from the store/surrounding area and how much money they the ease of escape from the store/surrounding area and how much money they
thought the store would have on hand. They also discovered that while thethought the store would have on hand. They also discovered that while thethought the store would have on hand. They also discovered that while thethought the store would have on hand. They also discovered that while the acquisition of money was the most important motivation  acquisition of money was the most important motivation  acquisition of money was the most important motivation  acquisition of money was the most important motivation 
for robberies, a sense offor robberies, a sense offor robberies, a sense offor robberies, a sense of power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well. power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well. power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well. power or thrill from committing the crime was often mentioned as well.
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Page 259 of 2824 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, Greg is author of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as "Consciousness"

7/14/2014



I told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions likeI told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions likeI told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions likeI told Mary, Greg will be her Picasso! New Inventions like Picasso Painted New Paintings she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive  Picasso Painted New Paintings she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive  Picasso Painted New Paintings she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive  Picasso Painted New Paintings she loves! Wife's who want a "Inventive 
Husband"Husband"Husband"Husband" who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic invention project in Microsoft who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic invention project in Microsoft who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic invention project in Microsoft who paints Picasso paintings as futuristic invention project in Microsoft Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as  Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as  Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as  Paint... for the Wives being God's best invention as 
she feels energetic, hershe feels energetic, hershe feels energetic, hershe feels energetic, her hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he Invents World Peace, End hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he Invents World Peace, End hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he Invents World Peace, End hands, body then playing the Role of a 2013 Picasso he Invents World Peace, End to Crime. Brave New World  to Crime. Brave New World  to Crime. Brave New World  to Crime. Brave New World 
Novel at the Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix isNovel at the Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix isNovel at the Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix isNovel at the Hemingway Writing Classes! Win 8.2 fix is not a Cure for WW III as Kim executes people himself and holds a 85 year old not a Cure for WW III as Kim executes people himself and holds a 85 year old not a Cure for WW III as Kim executes people himself and holds a 85 year old not a Cure for WW III as Kim executes people himself and holds a 85 year old
Korean War Vet for "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx PenicillinKorean War Vet for "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx PenicillinKorean War Vet for "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx PenicillinKorean War Vet for "War Crimes". WW III with Korean and a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer are both futuristic  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer are both futuristic  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer are both futuristic  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer are both futuristic 
Events we know willEvents we know willEvents we know willEvents we know will happen!  happen!  happen!  happen! 
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Yale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect the influence of social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War expect the influence of social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War expect the influence of social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War expect the influence of social networks to be so great. Face Book is a "War
Crime" when we are able to get the NSA, CIA, FBI statistic on the FaceBookCrime" when we are able to get the NSA, CIA, FBI statistic on the FaceBookCrime" when we are able to get the NSA, CIA, FBI statistic on the FaceBookCrime" when we are able to get the NSA, CIA, FBI statistic on the FaceBook post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic...  post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic...  post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic...  post... "Go Kill Yourself" and other post really Psychotic... 
swearing! Socialswearing! Socialswearing! Socialswearing! Social networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native and Yale sociology networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native and Yale sociology networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native and Yale sociology networks influential in violent crime. Chicago native and Yale sociology professor Andrew Papachristos has  professor Andrew Papachristos has  professor Andrew Papachristos has  professor Andrew Papachristos has 
discovered that social networks are the singlediscovered that social networks are the singlediscovered that social networks are the singlediscovered that social networks are the single most predictive factor in violent crime in his home city. Social networks most predictive factor in violent crime in his home city. Social networks most predictive factor in violent crime in his home city. Social networks most predictive factor in violent crime in his home city. Social networks constructed from  constructed from  constructed from  constructed from 
arrest records explained violent crime better than gender, racearrest records explained violent crime better than gender, racearrest records explained violent crime better than gender, racearrest records explained violent crime better than gender, race or gang affiliation in a subset of the Chicago population. While other  or gang affiliation in a subset of the Chicago population. While other  or gang affiliation in a subset of the Chicago population. While other  or gang affiliation in a subset of the Chicago population. While other 
studiesstudiesstudiesstudies have looked at crime as a disease, this study is among the first to rigorously have looked at crime as a disease, this study is among the first to rigorously have looked at crime as a disease, this study is among the first to rigorously have looked at crime as a disease, this study is among the first to rigorously model crime as a disease. Papachristos is now  model crime as a disease. Papachristos is now  model crime as a disease. Papachristos is now  model crime as a disease. Papachristos is now 
collaborating with policecollaborating with policecollaborating with policecollaborating with police departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as opposed departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as opposed departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as opposed departments to identify those at most at risk for committing a crime, as opposed to more traditional methods  to more traditional methods  to more traditional methods  to more traditional methods 
of crime prevention that target entire demographics.of crime prevention that target entire demographics.of crime prevention that target entire demographics.of crime prevention that target entire demographics.
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““““This is the antiThis is the antiThis is the antiThis is the anti----stopstopstopstop----andandandand----frisk,frisk,frisk,frisk,”””” Papachristos said.Papachristos said.Papachristos said.Papachristos said.

The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network,The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network,The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network,The researchers used arrest records to construct the social network, assuming that those arrested together knew each other. The  assuming that those arrested together knew each other. The  assuming that those arrested together knew each other. The  assuming that those arrested together knew each other. The 
analysis revealedanalysis revealedanalysis revealedanalysis revealed that for every social tie separating an individual from a homicide victim, one that for every social tie separating an individual from a homicide victim, one that for every social tie separating an individual from a homicide victim, one that for every social tie separating an individual from a homicide victim, one’’’’ssss chance of being killed decreased by  chance of being killed decreased by  chance of being killed decreased by  chance of being killed decreased by 
57 percent. While this result came as no57 percent. While this result came as no57 percent. While this result came as no57 percent. While this result came as no surprise to Papachristos, who has been working with social networks for years, surprise to Papachristos, who has been working with social networks for years, surprise to Papachristos, who has been working with social networks for years, surprise to Papachristos, who has been working with social networks for years, study coauthor  study coauthor  study coauthor  study coauthor 
Yale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did notYale sociology professor Christopher Wildeman said he did not expect the influence of social networks to be so great.  expect the influence of social networks to be so great.  expect the influence of social networks to be so great.  expect the influence of social networks to be so great. 
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Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44Teens + Parents on NBC Today Show didn't mention the $44 billion worldwide in 2013 and the $37 billion last year spent on Sony and billion worldwide in 2013 and the $37 billion last year spent on Sony and billion worldwide in 2013 and the $37 billion last year spent on Sony and billion worldwide in 2013 and the $37 billion last year spent on Sony and
Microsoft "Games"! Microsoft "Games"! Microsoft "Games"! Microsoft "Games"! 

44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 

SonySonySonySony said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 consoles after said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 consoles after said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 consoles after said on Tuesday it has sold more than 2.1 million PlayStation 4 consoles after less than three weeks on the market, as it battles  less than three weeks on the market, as it battles  less than three weeks on the market, as it battles  less than three weeks on the market, as it battles 
Microsoft and Nintendo forMicrosoft and Nintendo forMicrosoft and Nintendo forMicrosoft and Nintendo for supremacy in the lucrative gaming sector. The eagerly supremacy in the lucrative gaming sector. The eagerly supremacy in the lucrative gaming sector. The eagerly supremacy in the lucrative gaming sector. The eagerly----awaited PlayStation soldawaited PlayStation soldawaited PlayStation soldawaited PlayStation sold more than one million  more than one million  more than one million  more than one million 
units in just one day after its November 15 debut in Northunits in just one day after its November 15 debut in Northunits in just one day after its November 15 debut in Northunits in just one day after its November 15 debut in North America and Sony said Tuesday it was on track to hit a worldwide target of  America and Sony said Tuesday it was on track to hit a worldwide target of  America and Sony said Tuesday it was on track to hit a worldwide target of  America and Sony said Tuesday it was on track to hit a worldwide target of 
5.05.05.05.0 million units by March.  million units by March.  million units by March.  million units by March. 
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44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 44 Trillion Lost Invention by Teens! 

1 LOST invention1 LOST invention1 LOST invention1 LOST invention or it could just be suppressed Today like the ElectricWindmillCar is the or it could just be suppressed Today like the ElectricWindmillCar is the or it could just be suppressed Today like the ElectricWindmillCar is the or it could just be suppressed Today like the ElectricWindmillCar is the Dentists warn us that too many sweets can  Dentists warn us that too many sweets can  Dentists warn us that too many sweets can  Dentists warn us that too many sweets can 
cause cavities. In fact, it's notcause cavities. In fact, it's notcause cavities. In fact, it's notcause cavities. In fact, it's not candy, but bacteria on the tooth surface that cause tooth decay. If you reduce candy, but bacteria on the tooth surface that cause tooth decay. If you reduce candy, but bacteria on the tooth surface that cause tooth decay. If you reduce candy, but bacteria on the tooth surface that cause tooth decay. If you reduce the amount of cavity the amount of cavity the amount of cavity the amount of cavity----
causing bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is itcausing bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is itcausing bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is itcausing bacteria... HAS THIS ALREADY BEEN INVENTED OR is it just one of 44 Trillion Inventions lost by Teens pla just one of 44 Trillion Inventions lost by Teens pla just one of 44 Trillion Inventions lost by Teens pla just one of 44 Trillion Inventions lost by Teens playing Sony games? You ying Sony games? You ying Sony games? You ying Sony games? You 
do thedo thedo thedo the Math as Bush + Bush know the correct answer.. and do a Google Image search of Math as Bush + Bush know the correct answer.. and do a Google Image search of Math as Bush + Bush know the correct answer.. and do a Google Image search of Math as Bush + Bush know the correct answer.. and do a Google Image search of Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the bottom,  Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the bottom,  Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the bottom,  Bush Sr. and he has rotten teeth on the bottom, 
his top teeth aren't all thathis top teeth aren't all thathis top teeth aren't all thathis top teeth aren't all that great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was a SCAM if you consider great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was a SCAM if you consider great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was a SCAM if you consider great looking either! Fluoride added to the water was a SCAM if you consider Bush Sr!  Bush Sr!  Bush Sr!  Bush Sr! 

12121212----4444----13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest13 NBC "Today Show" Comcast: What You Do "Leak" can Arrest the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC  the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC  the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC  the Gasoline Czar in Moscow + NYC 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don When What You Don When What You Don When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

12121212----3333----13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman13 "Fat but Fit" is False "Leaked" by Dr Nancy Snyderman Today. Gov. Chris Christie will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud Today. Gov. Chris Christie will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud Today. Gov. Chris Christie will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud Today. Gov. Chris Christie will Explode Screaming "Fat Is Fit" fast + loud
illiterate bully! Teen conversations about shoes, clothes, sex, bully, Facebookilliterate bully! Teen conversations about shoes, clothes, sex, bully, Facebookilliterate bully! Teen conversations about shoes, clothes, sex, bully, Facebookilliterate bully! Teen conversations about shoes, clothes, sex, bully, Facebook bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens  bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens  bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens  bullies, on Today Show interview conversation with teens 
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by Jenna Welch Bushby Jenna Welch Bushby Jenna Welch Bushby Jenna Welch Bush Hager had nothing about invention projects, the Universe, Vaccinations, what Hager had nothing about invention projects, the Universe, Vaccinations, what Hager had nothing about invention projects, the Universe, Vaccinations, what Hager had nothing about invention projects, the Universe, Vaccinations, what teens what to see invented in a  teens what to see invented in a  teens what to see invented in a  teens what to see invented in a 
New Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy SnydermanNew Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy SnydermanNew Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy SnydermanNew Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer. Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing any  Oppenheimer. Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing any  Oppenheimer. Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing any  Oppenheimer. Teens on Facebook Today are complacent... not doing any 
homework onhomework onhomework onhomework on 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT Thinking ON 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT Thinking ON 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT Thinking ON 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! These teens of Jenna's NOT Thinking ON FACEBOOK to invent several hundred  FACEBOOK to invent several hundred  FACEBOOK to invent several hundred  FACEBOOK to invent several hundred 
"Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Jenna Welch"Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Jenna Welch"Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Jenna Welch"Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Jenna Welch Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone Bush Hager's PR of what Teens Today are thinking was like "like A Rolling Stone with No  with No  with No  with No 
Direction Home." Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + WarDirection Home." Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + WarDirection Home." Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + WarDirection Home." Question Authority in "Moody Blues" Hate, Death + War linked to Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for  linked to Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for  linked to Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for  linked to Psychotic Bush Jr. + Bush Sr. mobilizing an Army for 
"Desert Storm""Desert Storm""Desert Storm""Desert Storm" then "Shock + Awe" when the "Motive" was to keep the ElectricWindmillCar Era's then "Shock + Awe" when the "Motive" was to keep the ElectricWindmillCar Era's then "Shock + Awe" when the "Motive" was to keep the ElectricWindmillCar Era's then "Shock + Awe" when the "Motive" was to keep the ElectricWindmillCar Era's Euphoria Suppressed... to teens to invent  Euphoria Suppressed... to teens to invent  Euphoria Suppressed... to teens to invent  Euphoria Suppressed... to teens to invent 
several hundred "Miracle Drugs" likeseveral hundred "Miracle Drugs" likeseveral hundred "Miracle Drugs" likeseveral hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin! Facebook and Teen Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversations Penicillin! Facebook and Teen Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversations Penicillin! Facebook and Teen Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversations Penicillin! Facebook and Teen Conversations. Several Thousand teen conversations
Brainstorming about "Penicillin" Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014Brainstorming about "Penicillin" Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014Brainstorming about "Penicillin" Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014Brainstorming about "Penicillin" Miracle Drugs are needed to get one 2014 Miracle Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be the most  Miracle Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be the most  Miracle Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be the most  Miracle Drug! Jenna Welch Bush Hager would be the most 
"Hated" Bush on Facebook"Hated" Bush on Facebook"Hated" Bush on Facebook"Hated" Bush on Facebook if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for the "War... was a Crime" was if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for the "War... was a Crime" was if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for the "War... was a Crime" was if teens advancing on Baghdad knew the "Motive" for the "War... was a Crime" was for $177 Trillion dollars  for $177 Trillion dollars  for $177 Trillion dollars  for $177 Trillion dollars 
in Oil Revenue. Are Lost Miracle Drugs of 2014 a Warin Oil Revenue. Are Lost Miracle Drugs of 2014 a Warin Oil Revenue. Are Lost Miracle Drugs of 2014 a Warin Oil Revenue. Are Lost Miracle Drugs of 2014 a War Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes!  Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes!  Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes!  Crime by Bush + Bush... Yes! 

12121212----4444----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don What You Don What You Don What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Troops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their WivesTroops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their WivesTroops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their WivesTroops who came home from this Shock + Awe killed their Wives + Girl friends even still TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from+ Girl friends even still TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from+ Girl friends even still TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from+ Girl friends even still TODAY NBC is prohibited by the Pentagon from
Headlining these Killings of Women keeping the Statistics of 19K women murderedHeadlining these Killings of Women keeping the Statistics of 19K women murderedHeadlining these Killings of Women keeping the Statistics of 19K women murderedHeadlining these Killings of Women keeping the Statistics of 19K women murdered by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 and 19K  by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 and 19K  by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 and 19K  by drunk Men every year from 1980 to 2013 and 19K 
more women will be murdered bymore women will be murdered bymore women will be murdered bymore women will be murdered by drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put out any Amber Alerts for these 19K drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put out any Amber Alerts for these 19K drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put out any Amber Alerts for these 19K drunk men in 2014. Verizon will not put out any Amber Alerts for these 19K women... who don't know  women... who don't know  women... who don't know  women... who don't know 
they will be murdered in 2014 by drunk men and Troopsthey will be murdered in 2014 by drunk men and Troopsthey will be murdered in 2014 by drunk men and Troopsthey will be murdered in 2014 by drunk men and Troops coming home from "War," War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators Bush + Bush  coming home from "War," War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators Bush + Bush  coming home from "War," War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators Bush + Bush  coming home from "War," War is Hell and Numb Nuts Dictators Bush + Bush 
areareareare Psychotics! Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her Husband has Psychotics! Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her Husband has Psychotics! Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her Husband has Psychotics! Women can do a simple 30 minute test to find out if her Husband has no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded  no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded  no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded  no conscience! Prince Harry and his Wounded 
Warroriors marching to the SouthWarroriors marching to the SouthWarroriors marching to the SouthWarroriors marching to the South Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not Leaking Holocaust Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not Leaking Holocaust Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not Leaking Holocaust Pole are Psychotic Killer of Poison Gasoline Exhaust for not Leaking Holocaust II.  II.  II.  II. 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ,BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ,BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ,BMI as a proxy for body fat. Calculate your BMI... your IQ, your Emotional Intelligence EI, Your Inventor Intelligence II, your George your Emotional Intelligence EI, Your Inventor Intelligence II, your George your Emotional Intelligence EI, Your Inventor Intelligence II, your George your Emotional Intelligence EI, Your Inventor Intelligence II, your George
Orwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a teen Bouncer when next News StoryOrwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a teen Bouncer when next News StoryOrwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a teen Bouncer when next News StoryOrwell IQ! PR news Today has Pope Frances as a teen Bouncer when next News Story is... DAMASCUS, Syria  is... DAMASCUS, Syria  is... DAMASCUS, Syria  is... DAMASCUS, Syria ---- The mother superior of a The mother superior of a The mother superior of a The mother superior of a 
Syrian convent says 12 nunsSyrian convent says 12 nunsSyrian convent says 12 nunsSyrian convent says 12 nuns have been abducted by opposition fighters and taken to a rebel have been abducted by opposition fighters and taken to a rebel have been abducted by opposition fighters and taken to a rebel have been abducted by opposition fighters and taken to a rebel----held town. Rapedheld town. Rapedheld town. Rapedheld town. Raped of course by Troops is a  of course by Troops is a  of course by Troops is a  of course by Troops is a 
sure thing in "War." sure thing in "War." sure thing in "War." sure thing in "War." 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Next News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIVNext News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIVNext News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIVNext News Story Today is Obama revealed a $100 million HIV research initiative during a speech to commemorate World AIDS Day.  research initiative during a speech to commemorate World AIDS Day.  research initiative during a speech to commemorate World AIDS Day.  research initiative during a speech to commemorate World AIDS Day. 
$177 Trillion$177 Trillion$177 Trillion$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue is classified as Top Secret! NYC's Bloomberg his dollars in Oil Revenue is classified as Top Secret! NYC's Bloomberg his dollars in Oil Revenue is classified as Top Secret! NYC's Bloomberg his dollars in Oil Revenue is classified as Top Secret! NYC's Bloomberg his Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's  Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's  Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's  Economics Editor Michael McKee examines today's 
expected ruling by a federalexpected ruling by a federalexpected ruling by a federalexpected ruling by a federal judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy nothing will be in Bloomberg News judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy nothing will be in Bloomberg News judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy nothing will be in Bloomberg News judge on the future of Detroit's bankruptcy nothing will be in Bloomberg News Tomorrow about Mecca the  Tomorrow about Mecca the  Tomorrow about Mecca the  Tomorrow about Mecca the 
New Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 TrillionNew Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 TrillionNew Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 TrillionNew Rich Detroit via a Godsend from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue!  dollars in Oil Revenue!  dollars in Oil Revenue!  dollars in Oil Revenue! 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don You Don You Don You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today.Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today.Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today.Apple paid more than $200 million for Topsy Today. Topsy has a huge amount of Twitter data at its fingertips. Earlier this year the Topsy has a huge amount of Twitter data at its fingertips. Earlier this year the Topsy has a huge amount of Twitter data at its fingertips. Earlier this year the Topsy has a huge amount of Twitter data at its fingertips. Earlier this year the
company announced that it had indexed Twitter's complete archive of publiccompany announced that it had indexed Twitter's complete archive of publiccompany announced that it had indexed Twitter's complete archive of publiccompany announced that it had indexed Twitter's complete archive of public tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the  tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the  tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the  tweets dating back to 2006. Apple needs to archive the 
New England Journal ofNew England Journal ofNew England Journal ofNew England Journal of Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's MD Charts of BP, Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's MD Charts of BP, Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's MD Charts of BP, Medicine, every Medical Article ever written and everyone's MD Charts of BP, blood test etc for All of Los Alamos  blood test etc for All of Los Alamos  blood test etc for All of Los Alamos  blood test etc for All of Los Alamos 
Trillion dollars worth of IBM superTrillion dollars worth of IBM superTrillion dollars worth of IBM superTrillion dollars worth of IBM super computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users to do more than BMI computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users to do more than BMI computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users to do more than BMI computers to Crunch for the iPhone 5s 007 Spy users to do more than BMI calculations... but invent  calculations... but invent  calculations... but invent  calculations... but invent 
several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin wasseveral hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin wasseveral hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin wasseveral hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin was Headlined in the New York Times as a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of Headlined in the New York Times as a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of Headlined in the New York Times as a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of Headlined in the New York Times as a Miracle Drug, teens will get hundreds of
Miracle Drug Discoveries in 2014. Miracle Drug Discoveries in 2014. Miracle Drug Discoveries in 2014. Miracle Drug Discoveries in 2014. 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation:13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don When What You Don When What You Don When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Oxytocin Oxytocin Oxytocin Oxytocin ---- the sothe sothe sothe so----called "love hormone", will be given thecalled "love hormone", will be given thecalled "love hormone", will be given thecalled "love hormone", will be given the Nobel Peace Prize when Dr, Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace.  Nobel Peace Prize when Dr, Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace.  Nobel Peace Prize when Dr, Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace.  Nobel Peace Prize when Dr, Nancy puts it in the Water for World Peace. 
OxytocinOxytocinOxytocinOxytocin ---- 1 of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin that would have been1 of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin that would have been1 of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin that would have been1 of several hundred "Miracle Drugs" like Penicillin that would have been invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not  invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not  invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not  invented in 2014 if Bush + Bush were not 
Psychotic War Criminals $$$$ Gravity ofPsychotic War Criminals $$$$ Gravity ofPsychotic War Criminals $$$$ Gravity ofPsychotic War Criminals $$$$ Gravity of this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated and the Gravity this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated and the Gravity this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated and the Gravity this will lead teens to discover how Gravity is Generated and the Gravity Engine! Faster than  Engine! Faster than  Engine! Faster than  Engine! Faster than 
the Speed of light is possible, George Orwell disinformationthe Speed of light is possible, George Orwell disinformationthe Speed of light is possible, George Orwell disinformationthe Speed of light is possible, George Orwell disinformation PR about the speed of light will be Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti  PR about the speed of light will be Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti  PR about the speed of light will be Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti  PR about the speed of light will be Leaked! WHO at the UN knew Haiti 
Cholera wasCholera wasCholera wasCholera was caused by UN Troops from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows caused by UN Troops from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows caused by UN Troops from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows caused by UN Troops from Nepal. STD's, Vaginal Warts, HIV, WHO at the UN knows who in the USA spreads hepatitis C to  who in the USA spreads hepatitis C to  who in the USA spreads hepatitis C to  who in the USA spreads hepatitis C to 
(dozens of patients getting treatment in(dozens of patients getting treatment in(dozens of patients getting treatment in(dozens of patients getting treatment in hospitals in Maryland and around the country was sentenced Monday to 39 years in hospitals in Maryland and around the country was sentenced Monday to 39 years in hospitals in Maryland and around the country was sentenced Monday to 39 years in hospitals in Maryland and around the country was sentenced Monday to 39 years in federal  federal  federal  federal 
prison) 10 million others each year just in the USA but WHO at the UNprison) 10 million others each year just in the USA but WHO at the UNprison) 10 million others each year just in the USA but WHO at the UNprison) 10 million others each year just in the USA but WHO at the UN cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via Cholera from  cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via Cholera from  cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via Cholera from  cant "Leak" this! Killing 9K people in Haiti via Cholera from 
Nepal Troops thenNepal Troops thenNepal Troops thenNepal Troops then trying to cover this up is Not What the UN was created for! $177 Trillion trying to cover this up is Not What the UN was created for! $177 Trillion trying to cover this up is Not What the UN was created for! $177 Trillion trying to cover this up is Not What the UN was created for! $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue was used to bribe the  dollars in Oil Revenue was used to bribe the  dollars in Oil Revenue was used to bribe the  dollars in Oil Revenue was used to bribe the 
UN. UN. UN. UN. 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Today of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PRToday of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PRToday of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PRToday of the 15 Nations getting the most "Bribes" was a PR story hiding the Headlines $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the story hiding the Headlines $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the story hiding the Headlines $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the story hiding the Headlines $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue bribed the
Vatican + Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... who should have thrown out $177Vatican + Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... who should have thrown out $177Vatican + Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... who should have thrown out $177Vatican + Pope Frances a one time Bouncer... who should have thrown out $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in  Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in  Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in  Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue Bribe... Putin in 
Moscow has spent 100 TrillionMoscow has spent 100 TrillionMoscow has spent 100 TrillionMoscow has spent 100 Trillion in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. tarnishing the in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. tarnishing the in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. tarnishing the in Oil Revenues on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers... etc. tarnishing the reputation of Serf's battle with the  reputation of Serf's battle with the  reputation of Serf's battle with the  reputation of Serf's battle with the 
Oil Czar... the Last Czar of Russia I hope!Oil Czar... the Last Czar of Russia I hope!Oil Czar... the Last Czar of Russia I hope!Oil Czar... the Last Czar of Russia I hope! Ballerinas will Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Ballerinas will Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Ballerinas will Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Ballerinas will Dance to a Ballet titled "Oil Czar"! Russian dancer Pavel Dmitrichenko was  Dmitrichenko was  Dmitrichenko was  Dmitrichenko was 
sentenced to six years in a highsentenced to six years in a highsentenced to six years in a highsentenced to six years in a high----security prison on Tuesday forsecurity prison on Tuesday forsecurity prison on Tuesday forsecurity prison on Tuesday for ordering an acid attack that nearly blinded the artistic director of the  ordering an acid attack that nearly blinded the artistic director of the  ordering an acid attack that nearly blinded the artistic director of the  ordering an acid attack that nearly blinded the artistic director of the 
BolshoiBolshoiBolshoiBolshoi Ballet and tarnished the reputation of the renowned theatre. A judge announced Ballet and tarnished the reputation of the renowned theatre. A judge announced Ballet and tarnished the reputation of the renowned theatre. A judge announced Ballet and tarnished the reputation of the renowned theatre. A judge announced the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko  the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko  the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko  the sentence after convicting Dmitrichenko 
and two coand two coand two coand two co----defendants of the attackdefendants of the attackdefendants of the attackdefendants of the attack on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous rivalries over roles, on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous rivalries over roles, on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous rivalries over roles, on Sergei Filin last January, which exposed poisonous rivalries over roles, money and power at  money and power at  money and power at  money and power at 
one of Russia's most prominent cultural institutioone of Russia's most prominent cultural institutioone of Russia's most prominent cultural institutioone of Russia's most prominent cultural institutions. Yurins. Yurins. Yurins. Yuri Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker who threw acid in  Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker who threw acid in  Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker who threw acid in  Zarutsky, who admitted to being the masked attacker who threw acid in 
Filin'sFilin'sFilin'sFilin's face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove face in January, was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Andrei Lipatov, who drove Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced to four  Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced to four  Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced to four  Zarutsky to the scene, was sentenced to four 
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years. Judge Yelena Maximova saidyears. Judge Yelena Maximova saidyears. Judge Yelena Maximova saidyears. Judge Yelena Maximova said Dmitrichenko and two co Dmitrichenko and two co Dmitrichenko and two co Dmitrichenko and two co----defendants had intentionally caused grievous bodilydefendants had intentionally caused grievous bodilydefendants had intentionally caused grievous bodilydefendants had intentionally caused grievous bodily harm.  harm.  harm.  harm. 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

A big study out Monday says thereA big study out Monday says thereA big study out Monday says thereA big study out Monday says there’’’’s no such thing as healthys no such thing as healthys no such thing as healthys no such thing as healthy obesity. Good lab values don obesity. Good lab values don obesity. Good lab values don obesity. Good lab values don’’’’t protect people from the effects of fat. If yourt protect people from the effects of fat. If yourt protect people from the effects of fat. If yourt protect people from the effects of fat. If your
BMI is in the overweight category, NBCBMI is in the overweight category, NBCBMI is in the overweight category, NBCBMI is in the overweight category, NBC’’’’s Dr. Nancy Snyderman warns, you shoulds Dr. Nancy Snyderman warns, you shoulds Dr. Nancy Snyderman warns, you shoulds Dr. Nancy Snyderman warns, you should not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by  not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by  not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by  not be complacent... 12 nuns have been abducted by 
opposition fighters and takenopposition fighters and takenopposition fighters and takenopposition fighters and taken to a rebel to a rebel to a rebel to a rebel----held town in Syria and Pope France is complacent... Teens on Facebookheld town in Syria and Pope France is complacent... Teens on Facebookheld town in Syria and Pope France is complacent... Teens on Facebookheld town in Syria and Pope France is complacent... Teens on Facebook Today are  Today are  Today are  Today are 
complacent... not doing any homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs likecomplacent... not doing any homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs likecomplacent... not doing any homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs likecomplacent... not doing any homework on 100's of Miracle Drugs like Penicillin! Apple is archiving all of Facebook, New England  Penicillin! Apple is archiving all of Facebook, New England  Penicillin! Apple is archiving all of Facebook, New England  Penicillin! Apple is archiving all of Facebook, New England 
Journal of MedicineJournal of MedicineJournal of MedicineJournal of Medicine wants $1 Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical articles and wants $1 Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical articles and wants $1 Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical articles and wants $1 Trillion in cash if you want to Archive all its medical articles and crunch them at Los Alamos!  crunch them at Los Alamos!  crunch them at Los Alamos!  crunch them at Los Alamos! 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don What You Don What You Don What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

Mecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declaredMecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declaredMecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declaredMecca has free Medical Care, Detroit is going to be declared Bankrupt Today, but teens who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been  Bankrupt Today, but teens who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been  Bankrupt Today, but teens who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been  Bankrupt Today, but teens who know the ElectricWindmillCar has been 
suppressedsuppressedsuppressedsuppressed since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get into since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get into since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get into since 1980 know Mecca got Detroit's Godsend! Bush + Bush failure to get into Yale Medical School gave millions cancer,  Yale Medical School gave millions cancer,  Yale Medical School gave millions cancer,  Yale Medical School gave millions cancer, 
birth defects from SMOG in yourbirth defects from SMOG in yourbirth defects from SMOG in yourbirth defects from SMOG in your bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms of poison SMOG bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms of poison SMOG bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms of poison SMOG bloodstream when trillions of cells are dividing via DNA. Atoms of poison SMOG cause DNA mutations!  cause DNA mutations!  cause DNA mutations!  cause DNA mutations! 
Yale Key West Medical School will not tarnish the image ofYale Key West Medical School will not tarnish the image ofYale Key West Medical School will not tarnish the image ofYale Key West Medical School will not tarnish the image of Key West, just the Observers who suppressed getting it built for the last 3 Key West, just the Observers who suppressed getting it built for the last 3 Key West, just the Observers who suppressed getting it built for the last 3 Key West, just the Observers who suppressed getting it built for the last 3
years! MD assembly line in Key West for surgery will be a Key West Revolutionyears! MD assembly line in Key West for surgery will be a Key West Revolutionyears! MD assembly line in Key West for surgery will be a Key West Revolutionyears! MD assembly line in Key West for surgery will be a Key West Revolution Castro with his 100K MD's in South America will never ever  Castro with his 100K MD's in South America will never ever  Castro with his 100K MD's in South America will never ever  Castro with his 100K MD's in South America will never ever 
get as much done!get as much done!get as much done!get as much done!

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” IsIsIsIs Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II  Holocaust II 

12121212----3333----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don13 Lockheed Martin Corporation: When What You Don’’’’tttt ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

12121212----2222----13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues13 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via  since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via  since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via  since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via ““““Clinton,Clinton,Clinton,Clinton,”””” andandandand Poison  Poison  Poison  Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust: When What You DonGasoline Exhaust: When What You DonGasoline Exhaust: When What You DonGasoline Exhaust: When What You Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust IIIs Holocaust II

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar,13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar,13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar,13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! 

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck
and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... getting the Israel Army to spend $1 Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... getting the Israel Army to spend $1 Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... getting the Israel Army to spend $1 Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... getting the Israel Army to spend $1 Trillion on MIT "War Toys"  Trillion on MIT "War Toys"  Trillion on MIT "War Toys"  Trillion on MIT "War Toys" 
invented at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearlyinvented at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearlyinvented at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearlyinvented at Lockheed. Medical Coverage for "Yearly Combat Deaths" of women from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL Combat Deaths" of women from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL Combat Deaths" of women from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL Combat Deaths" of women from 1980 to 2014... 900 women via Breast Cancer! ALL
DEAD + Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this preDEAD + Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this preDEAD + Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this preDEAD + Lockheed Martin @ Sandia Labs didn't cover this pre---- existing "Cancer"existing "Cancer"existing "Cancer"existing "Cancer" under ObamaCare! No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1  under ObamaCare! No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1  under ObamaCare! No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1  under ObamaCare! No, No, No, Nancy can't have $1 
Trillion confiscated from SaudiTrillion confiscated from SaudiTrillion confiscated from SaudiTrillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!!! Arabia + Mecca for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!!! Arabia + Mecca for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!!! Arabia + Mecca for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!!!

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... successful successful successful successful in suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models of the  in suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models of the  in suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models of the  in suppressing the 1980 to 2014 Models of the 
ElectricWindmillCar +ElectricWindmillCar +ElectricWindmillCar +ElectricWindmillCar + Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the Dr. Nancy from have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the "New Manhattan Project" Rx  "New Manhattan Project" Rx  "New Manhattan Project" Rx  "New Manhattan Project" Rx 
Overnight Breast Cancer Cure! Overnight Breast Cancer Cure! Overnight Breast Cancer Cure! Overnight Breast Cancer Cure! 

12121212----2222----13131313 Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Money... $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, Saudi Kings Sex Slaves, Rapes, Murders, Lies via  Rapes, Murders, Lies via  Rapes, Murders, Lies via  Rapes, Murders, Lies via ““““Clinton,Clinton,Clinton,Clinton,”””” and Poison and Poison and Poison and Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust: When What YouGasoline Exhaust: When What YouGasoline Exhaust: When What YouGasoline Exhaust: When What You Don Don Don Don’’’’t t t t ““““LEAKLEAKLEAKLEAK”””” Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II Is Holocaust II 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...  PURPOSE...  PURPOSE...  PURPOSE... 

12121212----1111----13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No!13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No!13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No!13 Vaccination Inventions... "put it in the water! "No! No! No! Not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it No! No! Not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it No! No! Not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it No! No! Not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it
works put it in the water!" works put it in the water!" works put it in the water!" works put it in the water!" 

12121212----1111----13 1 billion people drink dirty water13 1 billion people drink dirty water13 1 billion people drink dirty water13 1 billion people drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals who put Polio  who put Polio  who put Polio  who put Polio 
Vaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not put any Polio Vaccine inVaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not put any Polio Vaccine inVaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not put any Polio Vaccine inVaccine in H2O, who ordered WHO to Not put any Polio Vaccine in the water shot drop given to million kids!  the water shot drop given to million kids!  the water shot drop given to million kids!  the water shot drop given to million kids! 

12121212----1111----13 No! No! No!New13 No! No! No!New13 No! No! No!New13 No! No! No!New Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + Ships for WW III  Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + Ships for WW III  Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + Ships for WW III  Vaccine in the "Water"... "Combat... Robots + Ships for WW III ---- Not advancedNot advancedNot advancedNot advanced apps accessories for the  apps accessories for the  apps accessories for the  apps accessories for the 
"ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" "ElectricWindmillCar!" 

12121212----1111----13 Google Glasses13 Google Glasses13 Google Glasses13 Google Glasses will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it can "Hear + See" everything will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it can "Hear + See" everything will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it can "Hear + See" everything will lose to 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy as it can "Hear + See" everything and everyone in "Spy" app...  and everyone in "Spy" app...  and everyone in "Spy" app...  and everyone in "Spy" app... 
Cardiac Arrest until you wake it up out of sight.Cardiac Arrest until you wake it up out of sight.Cardiac Arrest until you wake it up out of sight.Cardiac Arrest until you wake it up out of sight.
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12121212----1111----13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything,13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything,13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything,13 4th generation iPhone5s 007 Spy records everything, every cell call and everything overheard in the conference room or living  every cell call and everything overheard in the conference room or living  every cell call and everything overheard in the conference room or living  every cell call and everything overheard in the conference room or living 
roomroomroomroom with its super mic app. More than just a Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses you will with its super mic app. More than just a Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses you will with its super mic app. More than just a Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses you will with its super mic app. More than just a Dash Cam app, a Google Glasses you will not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same  not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same  not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same  not be kicked out of StarBucks making the same 
recordings! recordings! recordings! recordings! 

12121212----1111----13 Laws13 Laws13 Laws13 Laws make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they were Paying Verizon make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they were Paying Verizon make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they were Paying Verizon make by 100 Senators not to record Phone Calls when they were Paying Verizon Billions to record all cell calls... and  Billions to record all cell calls... and  Billions to record all cell calls... and  Billions to record all cell calls... and 
failed to order Verizon Amber Alertfailed to order Verizon Amber Alertfailed to order Verizon Amber Alertfailed to order Verizon Amber Alert calls to Mom who dropped her baby off at Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or calls to Mom who dropped her baby off at Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or calls to Mom who dropped her baby off at Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or calls to Mom who dropped her baby off at Day Care to die of Whooping Cough or the flu.  the flu.  the flu.  the flu. 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... honors "Homeless" women !  honors "Homeless" women !  honors "Homeless" women !  honors "Homeless" women ! 

12121212----1111----13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" kill millions World Wide  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" kill millions World Wide  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" kill millions World Wide  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" kill millions World Wide 

12121212----1111----13 "Innovation"13 "Innovation"13 "Innovation"13 "Innovation" at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car in the Summer of 2013. at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car in the Summer of 2013. at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car in the Summer of 2013. at Lockheed that let 100 kids die left in a Hot Car in the Summer of 2013.

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care13 Lockheed Innovation that let Mexican Nanny + Day Care workers refuse the flu and Whooping Cough Vaccinations.  workers refuse the flu and Whooping Cough Vaccinations.  workers refuse the flu and Whooping Cough Vaccinations.  workers refuse the flu and Whooping Cough Vaccinations. 

12121212----1111----13131313 Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Vaccination Inventions not reinvented by Lockheed... for Dr. Nancy's Famous Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion  Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion  Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion  Quote... "if it works put it in the water!" 1 billion 
people drink dirty waterpeople drink dirty waterpeople drink dirty waterpeople drink dirty water today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals! today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals! today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals! today because of Lockheed's innovations are paid for by the Pentagon Generals!

12121212----1111----13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention grants of13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention grants of13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention grants of13 Bill + Melinda honored women with "Condom" invention grants of $100K for a total of several million dollars!  $100K for a total of several million dollars!  $100K for a total of several million dollars!  $100K for a total of several million dollars! 

12121212----1111----13 "Women" God's best13 "Women" God's best13 "Women" God's best13 "Women" God's best invention  invention  invention  invention 

12121212----1111----13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's13 JFK's daughter Caroline Kennedy was to be... God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!"  best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!"  best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!"  best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National13 Lockheed Martin Corporation owns Sandia National Laboratories  Laboratories  Laboratories  Laboratories 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... honor women !  PURPOSE... honor women !  PURPOSE... honor women !  PURPOSE... honor women ! 

12121212----1111----13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University13 Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Central Florida NOT God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" of Central Florida NOT God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" of Central Florida NOT God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!" of Central Florida NOT God's best invention to "Leak" the "ElectricWindmillCar!"

12121212----1111----13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year13 2007 Israel, 900 Breast Cancer Dead... 1980 to 2014 every year 900 Breast Cancer Deaths!  900 Breast Cancer Deaths!  900 Breast Cancer Deaths!  900 Breast Cancer Deaths! 

12121212----1111----13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized13 900 Breast Cancer Death NOT recognized by Lockheed Martin!  by Lockheed Martin!  by Lockheed Martin!  by Lockheed Martin! 

12121212----1111----13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like13 "Woman" God's best invention as she will shine like Proxima Centauri as your "Soul Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into Proxima Centauri as your "Soul Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into Proxima Centauri as your "Soul Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into Proxima Centauri as your "Soul Mate" for at least 4 Trillion years... into
infinite Space! infinite Space! infinite Space! infinite Space! 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as13 Lockheed Martin Corporation recognized her as the "senior" subcontracts manager, This being her career accomplishment." the "senior" subcontracts manager, This being her career accomplishment." the "senior" subcontracts manager, This being her career accomplishment." the "senior" subcontracts manager, This being her career accomplishment."

12121212----1111----13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and13 "1,001 Invention Projects" are well know at Sandia Labs and Sandia Labs are owned by Lockheed. This being her career  Sandia Labs are owned by Lockheed. This being her career  Sandia Labs are owned by Lockheed. This being her career  Sandia Labs are owned by Lockheed. This being her career 
accomplishment, ataccomplishment, ataccomplishment, ataccomplishment, at Lockheed because 1,001 Invention Projects were deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Lockheed because 1,001 Invention Projects were deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Lockheed because 1,001 Invention Projects were deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Lockheed because 1,001 Invention Projects were deleted by Bill + Melinda for 84 Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda  Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda  Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda  Condom Inventions Bill + Melinda 
paid for with $100K each before they were evenpaid for with $100K each before they were evenpaid for with $100K each before they were evenpaid for with $100K each before they were even manufactured!  manufactured!  manufactured!  manufactured! 

12121212----1111----13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She"13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She"13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She"13 Bush would say you do the math, why didn't "She" get even 1 invention?  get even 1 invention?  get even 1 invention?  get even 1 invention? 

12121212----1111----13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show13 Bush's daughter was on the Today Show Friday and had the comment all she ate was a "Cheese Cube" other women had a Friday and had the comment all she ate was a "Cheese Cube" other women had a Friday and had the comment all she ate was a "Cheese Cube" other women had a Friday and had the comment all she ate was a "Cheese Cube" other women had a
comment about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. Nancy wascomment about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. Nancy wascomment about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. Nancy wascomment about Pizza Hut why do we need Pizza on Thanksgiving Day? Dr. Nancy was not invited into this conversation as if she was  not invited into this conversation as if she was  not invited into this conversation as if she was  not invited into this conversation as if she was 
Dr. Nancy would tell these 2Dr. Nancy would tell these 2Dr. Nancy would tell these 2Dr. Nancy would tell these 2 women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 cause of Heart Attacks and women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 cause of Heart Attacks and women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 cause of Heart Attacks and women and millions of other women Pizza is the #1 cause of Heart Attacks and Cardiac Arrest... And  Cardiac Arrest... And  Cardiac Arrest... And  Cardiac Arrest... And 
cholesterol fuels Breast Cancer!!! cholesterol fuels Breast Cancer!!! cholesterol fuels Breast Cancer!!! cholesterol fuels Breast Cancer!!! 

12121212----1111----13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how13 Do a Google Search on lipoproteins, cholesterol how they fuel Breast Cancer to go faster!  they fuel Breast Cancer to go faster!  they fuel Breast Cancer to go faster!  they fuel Breast Cancer to go faster! 

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. One year after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. born November 25, 1981. One year after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. born November 25, 1981. One year after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. born November 25, 1981. One year after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Fuel Bush + Bush  Fuel Bush + Bush  Fuel Bush + Bush  Fuel Bush + Bush 
feed her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil Revenues of $177feed her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil Revenues of $177feed her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil Revenues of $177feed her will lead us to WW III over Texas Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion since 1980.  Trillion since 1980.  Trillion since 1980.  Trillion since 1980. 

12121212----1111----13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can13 WW III successful in that Dr. Nancy can have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! For the New Manhattan
Project to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.Project to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.Project to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.Project to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.

12121212----1111----13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the President!13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the President!13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the President!13 "ElectricWindmillCar not recognized in 1980 with the President! Not recognized by women who graduated Summa Cum  Not recognized by women who graduated Summa Cum  Not recognized by women who graduated Summa Cum  Not recognized by women who graduated Summa Cum 
Lauders from the University ofLauders from the University ofLauders from the University ofLauders from the University of Central Florida in 2013.  Central Florida in 2013.  Central Florida in 2013.  Central Florida in 2013. 

12121212----1111----13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of13 Summa Cum Lauds from the University of Central Florida!  Central Florida!  Central Florida!  Central Florida! 

12121212----1111----12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of12 Why didn't "She" get even 1 invention? Out of "1,001 Invention Projects"  "1,001 Invention Projects"  "1,001 Invention Projects"  "1,001 Invention Projects" 

12121212----1111----13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast13 Israel Sisters + Mothers of the 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 Why didn't "She" get $1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Cancer Dead in 2013 Why didn't "She" get $1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Cancer Dead in 2013 Why didn't "She" get $1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Cancer Dead in 2013 Why didn't "She" get $1 Trillions for the New Manhattan Project  Project  Project  Project 
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to get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? to get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? to get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? to get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? 

12121212----1111----13131313 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't "She" "Leak" the Rx Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't "She" "Leak" the Rx Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't "She" "Leak" the Rx Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981, Why didn't "She" "Leak" the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer?  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer?  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer?  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer? 

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Why didn't "900 Women" get 1 invention for the Rx born November 25, 1981. Why didn't "900 Women" get 1 invention for the Rx born November 25, 1981. Why didn't "900 Women" get 1 invention for the Rx born November 25, 1981. Why didn't "900 Women" get 1 invention for the Rx Penicillin Overnight  Penicillin Overnight  Penicillin Overnight  Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum Lauders fromMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum Lauders fromMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum Lauders fromMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Summa Cum Lauders from the University of Central Florida!  the University of Central Florida!  the University of Central Florida!  the University of Central Florida! 

12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill +12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill +12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill +12=1=13 Because Bush + Bush + Bill + Melinda are doing the math in Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  Melinda are doing the math in Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  Melinda are doing the math in Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  Melinda are doing the math in Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

12121212----1111----13 "Homeless"13 "Homeless"13 "Homeless"13 "Homeless" in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K Saudi workers abused, raped, in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K Saudi workers abused, raped, in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K Saudi workers abused, raped, in Mecca should be the dominate News story not 11K Saudi workers abused, raped, killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts  killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts  killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts  killed on Live Tv Numb Nuts 
Dictators watch all the time. Dictators watch all the time. Dictators watch all the time. Dictators watch all the time. 

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. In Mecca she can't drive a ElectricWindmillcar!  Mecca she can't drive a ElectricWindmillcar!  Mecca she can't drive a ElectricWindmillcar!  Mecca she can't drive a ElectricWindmillcar! 

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush13 Jenna Welch Bush13 Jenna Welch Bush13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! "Women in Combat..." WW III is fought Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! "Women in Combat..." WW III is fought Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! "Women in Combat..." WW III is fought Hager born November 25, 1981. No! No! No! "Women in Combat..." WW III is fought over the Rx Overnight  over the Rx Overnight  over the Rx Overnight  over the Rx Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project"Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project"Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project"Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super  lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super  lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super  lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super 
Computers andComputers andComputers andComputers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!

12121212----1111----13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison Gasoline13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison Gasoline13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison Gasoline13 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" would have been history in her Yale History  Exhaust" would have been history in her Yale History  Exhaust" would have been history in her Yale History  Exhaust" would have been history in her Yale History 
Classes! Classes! Classes! Classes! 

12121212----1111----13131313 Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, please tell her High Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, please tell her High Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, please tell her High Jenna Welch Bush Hager born November 25, 1981. Observers, please tell her High cholesterol fuels the cholesterol fuels the cholesterol fuels the cholesterol fuels the growth and spread of  growth and spread of  growth and spread of  growth and spread of 
breast cancer breast cancer breast cancer breast cancer 

12121212----1111----13 Proxima13 Proxima13 Proxima13 Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more Centauri is a red dwarf and a flare star that will shine for 4 Trillion more years!  years!  years!  years! 

12121212----1111----13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through13 mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through convection and the star's relatively low energy convection and the star's relatively low energy convection and the star's relatively low energy convection and the star's relatively low energy----production rate suggest production rate suggest production rate suggest production rate suggest 
that itthat itthat itthat it will be a main will be a main will be a main will be a main----sequence star for another four trillion years,or nearly 300 timessequence star for another four trillion years,or nearly 300 timessequence star for another four trillion years,or nearly 300 timessequence star for another four trillion years,or nearly 300 times the current age of the universe.  the current age of the universe.  the current age of the universe.  the current age of the universe. 

12121212----1111----13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars13 20 of the next 30 nearest stars are red dwarfs and they make up 3/4 of the stars in our galaxy.  are red dwarfs and they make up 3/4 of the stars in our galaxy.  are red dwarfs and they make up 3/4 of the stars in our galaxy.  are red dwarfs and they make up 3/4 of the stars in our galaxy. 

12121212----1111----13131313 Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of the Sun's mass are Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of the Sun's mass are Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of the Sun's mass are Stellar models indicate that red dwarfs with less than 35% of the Sun's mass are fully convective.  fully convective.  fully convective.  fully convective. 

12121212----1111----13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear13 Hence the helium produced by the thermonuclear fusion of hydrogen is constantly remixed throughout the star, avoiding a  fusion of hydrogen is constantly remixed throughout the star, avoiding a  fusion of hydrogen is constantly remixed throughout the star, avoiding a  fusion of hydrogen is constantly remixed throughout the star, avoiding a 
buildupbuildupbuildupbuildup at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop very slowly, having a constant at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop very slowly, having a constant at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop very slowly, having a constant at the core. Red dwarfs therefore develop very slowly, having a constant luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some  luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some  luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some  luminosity and spectral type for, in theory, some 
trillions of years, untiltrillions of years, untiltrillions of years, untiltrillions of years, until their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short age of the universe, their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short age of the universe, their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short age of the universe, their fuel is depleted. Because of the comparatively short age of the universe, no red dwarfs of advanced  no red dwarfs of advanced  no red dwarfs of advanced  no red dwarfs of advanced 

12121212----1111----13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in13 Energy is generated in a red dwarf in the same way that it is in the Sun, namely through the fusion of hydrogen into the same way that it is in the Sun, namely through the fusion of hydrogen into the same way that it is in the Sun, namely through the fusion of hydrogen into the same way that it is in the Sun, namely through the fusion of hydrogen into helium.  helium.  helium.  helium. 
Because of their lower mass and core temperature, though, the rate ofBecause of their lower mass and core temperature, though, the rate ofBecause of their lower mass and core temperature, though, the rate ofBecause of their lower mass and core temperature, though, the rate of nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller  nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller  nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller  nuclear fusion is much less, and thus they emit a smaller 
amount of light. Evenamount of light. Evenamount of light. Evenamount of light. Even the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun the largest red dwarfs emit only 10% of the Sun’’’’s light, while the smallest haves light, while the smallest haves light, while the smallest haves light, while the smallest have just one ten thousandth of the  just one ten thousandth of the  just one ten thousandth of the  just one ten thousandth of the 
SunSunSunSun’’’’s luminosity. In all stars energy from thes luminosity. In all stars energy from thes luminosity. In all stars energy from thes luminosity. In all stars energy from the core is radiated out from the surface through a process known as convection, core is radiated out from the surface through a process known as convection, core is radiated out from the surface through a process known as convection, core is radiated out from the surface through a process known as convection, losing a  losing a  losing a  losing a 
large amount of mass in the process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, arelarge amount of mass in the process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, arelarge amount of mass in the process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, arelarge amount of mass in the process. Red dwarfs, on the other hand, are fully convective. This means helium does not accumulate at  fully convective. This means helium does not accumulate at  fully convective. This means helium does not accumulate at  fully convective. This means helium does not accumulate at 
the core, and thethe core, and thethe core, and thethe core, and the stars can continue to burn hydrogen for a much longer time than other stars stars can continue to burn hydrogen for a much longer time than other stars stars can continue to burn hydrogen for a much longer time than other stars stars can continue to burn hydrogen for a much longer time than other stars

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates inside a star is determined by the temperature!  is determined by the temperature!  is determined by the temperature!  is determined by the temperature! 

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that13 Hydrogen burning process that13 Hydrogen burning process that13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates at Sandia Corporation, when a owned subsidiary of AT&T dominates at Sandia Corporation, when a owned subsidiary of AT&T dominates at Sandia Corporation, when a owned subsidiary of AT&T dominates at Sandia Corporation, when a owned subsidiary of AT&T Corporation, managed  Corporation, managed  Corporation, managed  Corporation, managed 
and operated the laboratory until October 1993. The Unitedand operated the laboratory until October 1993. The Unitedand operated the laboratory until October 1993. The Unitedand operated the laboratory until October 1993. The United States Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National laboratory  States Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National laboratory  States Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National laboratory  States Congress designated Sandia Laboratories as a National laboratory 
in 1979.in 1979.in 1979.in 1979.

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia National13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia National13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia National13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Today, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia  Laboratories (SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia  Laboratories (SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia  Laboratories (SNL) is managed and operated by Sandia 
Corporation, a wholly ownedCorporation, a wholly ownedCorporation, a wholly ownedCorporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, and includes government subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, and includes government subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, and includes government subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, and includes government----ownedownedownedowned facilities in Albuquerque,  facilities in Albuquerque,  facilities in Albuquerque,  facilities in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA);New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA);New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA);New Mexico (SNL/NM); Livermore, California (SNL/CA); Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and the largest Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and the largest Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and the largest Tonopah, Nevada; and Kauai, Hawaii. SNL/NM is headquarters and the largest
laboratory, employing more than 6,600 employees. laboratory, employing more than 6,600 employees. laboratory, employing more than 6,600 employees. laboratory, employing more than 6,600 employees. 

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen13 Hydrogen13 Hydrogen13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck  with 10K Windmills on its deck  with 10K Windmills on its deck  with 10K Windmills on its deck 
and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at ----254 C254 C254 C254 C

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation...13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation...13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation...13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck  JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck  JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck  JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck 
and 1 Trillion Cans ofand 1 Trillion Cans ofand 1 Trillion Cans ofand 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  NASA made H at  NASA made H at  NASA made H at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the13 Lockheed Martin Corporation DOMINATES the ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  ElectricWindmillCar, Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! 

12121212----1111----13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed13 Hydrogen burning process that dominates Lockheed Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck  Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck  Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck  Innovation... JFK Super Aircraft Carrier with 10K Windmills on its deck 
and 1and 1and 1and 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  Trillion Cans of NASA made H at  Trillion Cans of NASA made H at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

12121212----1111----13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin13 Lockheed Martin Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE...  Corporation innovation with PURPOSE... 
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Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

RigilRigilRigilRigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.98A 8.98A 8.98A 8.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S GREG'S GREG'S GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  1ST VIDEO HERE !  1ST VIDEO HERE !  1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 

Send cashSend cashSend cashSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL #NEW CELL #NEW CELL #NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  305 340 8082  305 340 8082  305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel of holidays! ... THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel of holidays! ... THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel of holidays! ... THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army  Army  Army  Army 
has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on MIT War Toys. Dr. Nancyhas spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on MIT War Toys. Dr. Nancyhas spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on MIT War Toys. Dr. Nancyhas spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980 on MIT War Toys. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13131313 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding 
into infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way 
totototo hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

11111111----28282828----13131313 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding 
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into infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from  confiscated from  confiscated from  confiscated from 
Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING13 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! "Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for  DAY... No! No! No! "Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for  DAY... No! No! No! "Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for  DAY... No! No! No! "Combat..." WW III vs Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for 
BreastBreastBreastBreast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1  all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1  all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1  all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 
Trillion dollar budget, moneyTrillion dollar budget, moneyTrillion dollar budget, moneyTrillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13 "Poison Gasoline13 "Poison Gasoline13 "Poison Gasoline13 "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 Million dead for $177 Trillion in BP Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 Million dead for $177 Trillion in BP Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 Million dead for $177 Trillion in BP Exhaust" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! 90 Million dead for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from  Oil Revenues from  Oil Revenues from  Oil Revenues from 
suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!suppressing the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar!

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas Holocaust II... WW III "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Holocaust II... WW III "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Holocaust II... WW III "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Holocaust II... WW III "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 Women in13 Women in13 Women in13 Women in "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel lost 900 Women Breast Cancer "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel lost 900 Women Breast Cancer "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel lost 900 Women Breast Cancer "Combat" THANKSGIVING DAY... No! No! No! Israel lost 900 Women Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 to Women in  Dead in 2013 to Women in  Dead in 2013 to Women in  Dead in 2013 to Women in 
"Combat..." WW III War on Cancer was rated unwinnable"Combat..." WW III War on Cancer was rated unwinnable"Combat..." WW III War on Cancer was rated unwinnable"Combat..." WW III War on Cancer was rated unwinnable by the Pentagon Generals!  by the Pentagon Generals!  by the Pentagon Generals!  by the Pentagon Generals! 

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star, a nine nine nine nine----branched candelabrum used on the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two bbranched candelabrum used on the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two bbranched candelabrum used on the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two bbranched candelabrum used on the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah. Two bigigigig
menorahs are in New York City, each standing at 32 feet. One is at Grand Armymenorahs are in New York City, each standing at 32 feet. One is at Grand Armymenorahs are in New York City, each standing at 32 feet. One is at Grand Armymenorahs are in New York City, each standing at 32 feet. One is at Grand Army Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the  Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the  Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the  Plaza in Brooklyn, World's Largest Menorah and the 
other is lit at Fifth Avenueother is lit at Fifth Avenueother is lit at Fifth Avenueother is lit at Fifth Avenue and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. A 4,000 and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. A 4,000 and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. A 4,000 and 59th Street in Manhattan near Central Park. A 4,000----pound structure, it ispound structure, it ispound structure, it ispound structure, it is the work of Israeli artist  the work of Israeli artist  the work of Israeli artist  the work of Israeli artist 
Yaacov Agam. Because of the menorah's heights, ConYaacov Agam. Because of the menorah's heights, ConYaacov Agam. Because of the menorah's heights, ConYaacov Agam. Because of the menorah's heights, Con Edison assists the lighting by using a crane to lift each person to the top. Edison assists the lighting by using a crane to lift each person to the top. Edison assists the lighting by using a crane to lift each person to the top. Edison assists the lighting by using a crane to lift each person to the top.
Futuristic invention lifting the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded byFuturistic invention lifting the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded byFuturistic invention lifting the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded byFuturistic invention lifting the NYPD to the Top will be Dash Cam recorded by Verizon... its iPhone007 app can see and smell, send the  Verizon... its iPhone007 app can see and smell, send the  Verizon... its iPhone007 app can see and smell, send the  Verizon... its iPhone007 app can see and smell, send the 
cops an Amber Alert tocops an Amber Alert tocops an Amber Alert tocops an Amber Alert to pull over the driver!  pull over the driver!  pull over the driver!  pull over the driver! 

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  expanding  expanding  expanding 
into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way 
totototo hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

11111111----28282828----13131313 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding 
into infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare13 Hanukkah Thanksgiving 2013: Rare overlap of holidays! ... Jewish practice calls for the first candle of eight overlap of holidays! ... Jewish practice calls for the first candle of eight overlap of holidays! ... Jewish practice calls for the first candle of eight overlap of holidays! ... Jewish practice calls for the first candle of eight----daydaydayday Hanukkah to  Hanukkah to  Hanukkah to  Hanukkah to 
be lit The roots of the holiday can be traced to the defeat of thebe lit The roots of the holiday can be traced to the defeat of thebe lit The roots of the holiday can be traced to the defeat of thebe lit The roots of the holiday can be traced to the defeat of the Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish  Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish  Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish  Greek/Syrian army by a small but determined band of Jewish 
Maccabees between 175Maccabees between 175Maccabees between 175Maccabees between 175 and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was liberated, the Jews found that and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was liberated, the Jews found that and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was liberated, the Jews found that and 164 B.C. When the temple in Jerusalem was liberated, the Jews found that there was only enough oil to  there was only enough oil to  there was only enough oil to  there was only enough oil to 
keep the menorah keep the menorah keep the menorah keep the menorah ———— a lamp that was an importanta lamp that was an importanta lamp that was an importanta lamp that was an important part of daily service in the temple  part of daily service in the temple  part of daily service in the temple  part of daily service in the temple ———— lit for one day. But according to Rabbilit for one day. But according to Rabbilit for one day. But according to Rabbilit for one day. But according to Rabbi Zippel,  Zippel,  Zippel,  Zippel, 
"it lasted miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was"it lasted miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was"it lasted miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was"it lasted miraculously for eight days until new, pure olive oil was produced."  produced."  produced."  produced." 

11111111----28282828----13 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 198013 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 198013 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 198013 USA Women in Combat, 40K dead every year from 1980 to 2013 from Breast Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders  to 2013 from Breast Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders  to 2013 from Breast Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders  to 2013 from Breast Cancer and none buried at Arlington on orders 
from thefrom thefrom thefrom the Pentagon Generals... no women protesters, now you know why!  Pentagon Generals... no women protesters, now you know why!  Pentagon Generals... no women protesters, now you know why!  Pentagon Generals... no women protesters, now you know why! 

11111111----28282828----13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! 13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! 13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! 13 Israel "War Toys" Yes! Yes! Yes! ---- NO To The "NewNO To The "NewNO To The "NewNO To The "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast  Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast  Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast  Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer to combat the 900 Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a WAR TIME Divide from the Numb Nuts Dictators in Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a WAR TIME Divide from the Numb Nuts Dictators in Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a WAR TIME Divide from the Numb Nuts Dictators in Dead in 2013 Women in "Combat" a WAR TIME Divide from the Numb Nuts Dictators in Israel now want to Screen 1 million  Israel now want to Screen 1 million  Israel now want to Screen 1 million  Israel now want to Screen 1 million 
Israel women for the Breast Cancer GenesIsrael women for the Breast Cancer GenesIsrael women for the Breast Cancer GenesIsrael women for the Breast Cancer Genes BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy BRCA1 and BRCA2. NO To The "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer! No!  Oppenheimer! No!  Oppenheimer! No!  Oppenheimer! No! 
No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 TrillionNo! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 TrillionNo! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 TrillionNo! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from  US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from  US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from  US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion confiscated from 
SaudiSaudiSaudiSaudi Arabia + Mecca!  Arabia + Mecca!  Arabia + Mecca!  Arabia + Mecca! 
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11111111----28282828----13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated13 $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca 

11111111----28282828----13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr.13 "New Manhattan Project" lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 
dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca's Holocaustdollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca's Holocaustdollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca's Holocaustdollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 Israel 90013 Israel 90013 Israel 90013 Israel 900 Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million dead from "Poison Gasoline Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million dead from "Poison Gasoline Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million dead from "Poison Gasoline Breast Cancer Dead in 2013 "Combat" 90 Million dead from "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Exhaust"  Exhaust"  Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, Dallas, Texas Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11111111----28282828----13 KFAR SABA, Israel 13 KFAR SABA, Israel 13 KFAR SABA, Israel 13 KFAR SABA, Israel ———— Such family debates are playingSuch family debates are playingSuch family debates are playingSuch family debates are playing out across I out across I out across I out across Israel these days. The country has one of the highest rates of srael these days. The country has one of the highest rates of srael these days. The country has one of the highest rates of srael these days. The country has one of the highest rates of 
breastbreastbreastbreast cancer in the world, the so cancer in the world, the so cancer in the world, the so cancer in the world, the so----called Jewish breast cancer genes have preoccupiedcalled Jewish breast cancer genes have preoccupiedcalled Jewish breast cancer genes have preoccupiedcalled Jewish breast cancer genes have preoccupied women here for years, but after the actress  women here for years, but after the actress  women here for years, but after the actress  women here for years, but after the actress 
Angelina Jolie revealed in May thatAngelina Jolie revealed in May thatAngelina Jolie revealed in May thatAngelina Jolie revealed in May that she had undergone a double mastectomy because she had tested positive for such a she had undergone a double mastectomy because she had tested positive for such a she had undergone a double mastectomy because she had tested positive for such a she had undergone a double mastectomy because she had tested positive for such a mutation,  mutation,  mutation,  mutation, 
coverage here exploded, with radio and TV talk shows featuring Israelicoverage here exploded, with radio and TV talk shows featuring Israelicoverage here exploded, with radio and TV talk shows featuring Israelicoverage here exploded, with radio and TV talk shows featuring Israeli women grappling with similar decisions.  women grappling with similar decisions.  women grappling with similar decisions.  women grappling with similar decisions. 

11111111----28282828----13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancy13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancy13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancy13 Angelina Jolie must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via  will never ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via  will never ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via  will never ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via 
the "Newthe "Newthe "Newthe "New Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!

11111111----28282828----13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men 13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men 13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men 13 Practical and ethical questions abound. Should men ———— who are just as likely to pass the mutations to their children and who who are just as likely to pass the mutations to their children and who who are just as likely to pass the mutations to their children and who who are just as likely to pass the mutations to their children and who 
areareareare themselves at increased risk for some cancers  themselves at increased risk for some cancers  themselves at increased risk for some cancers  themselves at increased risk for some cancers ———— also be tested? Willalso be tested? Willalso be tested? Willalso be tested? Will ultra ultra ultra ultra----Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a Orthodox Jews participate in screening, knowing a 
positive test could hurtpositive test could hurtpositive test could hurtpositive test could hurt their family their family their family their family’’’’s chances of making a good marriage match? s chances of making a good marriage match? s chances of making a good marriage match? s chances of making a good marriage match? 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina13 Rina13 Rina13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a Canadian Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a Canadian Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a Canadian Castelnuovo for The New York Times... Tziporah, 38, a Canadian----born Orthodoxborn Orthodoxborn Orthodoxborn Orthodox mother of seven who now lives in Israel,  mother of seven who now lives in Israel,  mother of seven who now lives in Israel,  mother of seven who now lives in Israel, 
talks openly about her experiencetalks openly about her experiencetalks openly about her experiencetalks openly about her experience because she wants to reach other religious women.  because she wants to reach other religious women.  because she wants to reach other religious women.  because she wants to reach other religious women. 

11111111----28282828----13 13 13 13 ““““You know whyYou know whyYou know whyYou know why God did this to me? God did this to me? God did this to me? God did this to me?”””” she said. she said. she said. she said. ““““Because IBecause IBecause IBecause I’’’’ve got a really big mouth.ve got a really big mouth.ve got a really big mouth.ve got a really big mouth.”””” In fact,In fact,In fact,In fact, some 900 Israeli women die of  some 900 Israeli women die of  some 900 Israeli women die of  some 900 Israeli women die of 
breast cancer each year, she had her breasts andbreast cancer each year, she had her breasts andbreast cancer each year, she had her breasts andbreast cancer each year, she had her breasts and ovaries removed. So she is spreading the word within the Orthodox community that ovaries removed. So she is spreading the word within the Orthodox community that ovaries removed. So she is spreading the word within the Orthodox community that ovaries removed. So she is spreading the word within the Orthodox community that
genetic screening can save lives. genetic screening can save lives. genetic screening can save lives. genetic screening can save lives. 

11111111----28282828----13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will13 Tziporah, must have secret info that Dr. Nancy will never ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the  never ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the  never ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the  never ever get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via the 
"New"New"New"New Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and Manhattan Project" Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money  a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money 
confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!

11111111----28282828----13 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $113 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $113 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $113 No! No! No! Israel Generals say! Israel Army has spent $1 Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion  Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion  Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion  Trillion US dollars since 1980. Dr. Nancy can't have $1 Trillion 
confiscatedconfiscatedconfiscatedconfiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca!  from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! 

11111111----28282828----13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion13 $1 Trillion dollars, $1 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Free Medicare for All like Mecca has! confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Free Medicare for All like Mecca has! confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Free Medicare for All like Mecca has! confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! Free Medicare for All like Mecca has!

11111111----28282828----13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from Breast13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from Breast13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from Breast13 WASHINGTON 40K Combat deaths "all women" in 2014 from Breast Cancer so Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed  Cancer so Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed  Cancer so Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed  Cancer so Numb Nuts Dictators in Washington postponed 
online health insuranceonline health insuranceonline health insuranceonline health insurance enrollment for small businesses under Obamacare for one year 40K Combat deaths enrollment for small businesses under Obamacare for one year 40K Combat deaths enrollment for small businesses under Obamacare for one year 40K Combat deaths enrollment for small businesses under Obamacare for one year 40K Combat deaths all women in 2014 and  all women in 2014 and  all women in 2014 and  all women in 2014 and 
Saudi Women can't drive a car but have health insuranceSaudi Women can't drive a car but have health insuranceSaudi Women can't drive a car but have health insuranceSaudi Women can't drive a car but have health insurance for free via $4 gasoline... Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline for free via $4 gasoline... Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline for free via $4 gasoline... Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline for free via $4 gasoline... Holocaust II Combat deaths from Poison Gasoline
Exhaust are classified by the CIA! Exhaust are classified by the CIA! Exhaust are classified by the CIA! Exhaust are classified by the CIA! 

11111111----28282828----13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for13 Obama healthcare reform law should be Medicare for All like Mecca has! Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi  All like Mecca has! Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi  All like Mecca has! Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi  All like Mecca has! Homeless In Mecca will be a problem for Saudi 
Arabia not KeyArabia not KeyArabia not KeyArabia not Key West... minimum wage for Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month for West... minimum wage for Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month for West... minimum wage for Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month for West... minimum wage for Social Security at 65 will be $2K a month for everyone$$$ Nothing Less!  everyone$$$ Nothing Less!  everyone$$$ Nothing Less!  everyone$$$ Nothing Less! 

11111111----28282828----13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star...13 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  expanding  expanding  expanding 
into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!into infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way 
totototo hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

11111111----28282828----13131313 Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star Hanukkah Menorah with David's star... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding  for the next 4 Trillion Years... expanding 
into infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillioninto infinite space for 4 trillion years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins!  years! 007 Think On Your Sins! 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times,13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  THANKSGIVING DAY...  THANKSGIVING DAY...  THANKSGIVING DAY... 
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11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... 

11111111----28282828----13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New13 Rina Castelnuovo for The New York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY...  York Times, THANKSGIVING DAY... 

11111111----22222222----13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx13 President John F. Kennedy... would make a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer a "New Manhattan Project" lead by 
Dr.Dr.Dr.Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Nancy Oppenheimer with the use of all Los Alamos Super Computers and a $1 Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi  Trillion dollar budget, money confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's HolocaustArabia + Mecca's Holocaust II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  II... "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

RigilRigilRigilRigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.98A 8.98A 8.98A 8.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S GREG'S GREG'S GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  1ST VIDEO HERE !  1ST VIDEO HERE !  1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 
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Send cashSend cashSend cashSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL #NEW CELL #NEW CELL #NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  305 340 8082  305 340 8082  305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

11111111----22222222----13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 millions via "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 millions via "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 millions via "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 
by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 

11111111----22222222----13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed13 Remember Now... Robert Kennedy Jr just killed Mary Kennedy by torture of taking away her 5 children, bribing the Judge in Mary Kennedy by torture of taking away her 5 children, bribing the Judge in Mary Kennedy by torture of taking away her 5 children, bribing the Judge in Mary Kennedy by torture of taking away her 5 children, bribing the Judge in
front of all George Orwell Observers World Wide! front of all George Orwell Observers World Wide! front of all George Orwell Observers World Wide! front of all George Orwell Observers World Wide! 

11111111----22222222----13 DALLAS 13 DALLAS 13 DALLAS 13 DALLAS ---- Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John Fifty years ago, a bullet killed John F. Kennedy, the president who promised to use his presidency to excite a new F. Kennedy, the president who promised to use his presidency to excite a new F. Kennedy, the president who promised to use his presidency to excite a new F. Kennedy, the president who promised to use his presidency to excite a new
generation to dedicate itself to saving the nation and eventually the world.generation to dedicate itself to saving the nation and eventually the world.generation to dedicate itself to saving the nation and eventually the world.generation to dedicate itself to saving the nation and eventually the world.

11111111----22222222----13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent13 WHO MD's at the UN helped the CIA get a percent of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of of $177 Trillion in oil revenues for MIT War Toys, not UNICEF. Millions of
Children died from this support of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! CIAChildren died from this support of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! CIAChildren died from this support of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! CIAChildren died from this support of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! CIA killed the 1 killed the 1 killed the 1 killed the 1980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 980 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar and 2013 
Model of 1 TrillionModel of 1 TrillionModel of 1 TrillionModel of 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @  NASA made cans of H @  NASA made cans of H @  NASA made cans of H @ ----254 C free to everyone as retribution for War Crimes!254 C free to everyone as retribution for War Crimes!254 C free to everyone as retribution for War Crimes!254 C free to everyone as retribution for War Crimes!
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"Millions of Cancers via Poison Gasoline "Millions of Cancers via Poison Gasoline "Millions of Cancers via Poison Gasoline "Millions of Cancers via Poison Gasoline 

Exhaust" Holocaust IIExhaust" Holocaust IIExhaust" Holocaust IIExhaust" Holocaust II

11111111----22222222----13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion
by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 

11111111----22222222----13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion13 NASA just "leaked" for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years...  Years...  Years...  Years... 
expanding into infinite space that must be 4 trillion years long forexpanding into infinite space that must be 4 trillion years long forexpanding into infinite space that must be 4 trillion years long forexpanding into infinite space that must be 4 trillion years long for the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on  the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on  the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on  the Universe to keep expanding in every direction. Generals spit on 
the idea ofthe idea ofthe idea ofthe idea of 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we know God's best 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we know God's best 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we know God's best 4 trillion years and what it means in the real world that we know God's best invention is Women!  invention is Women!  invention is Women!  invention is Women! 

11111111----22222222----13 President John F. Kennedy... would he13 President John F. Kennedy... would he13 President John F. Kennedy... would he13 President John F. Kennedy... would he kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 kill millions via Poison Gasoline Exhaust so Dallas Oil Men could make $177 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 
by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? 

11111111----22222222----13 Would13 Would13 Would13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring Inventors President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring Inventors President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring Inventors President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash?  for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash?  for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash?  for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash? 

11111111----22222222----13 Would President John F.13 Would President John F.13 Would President John F.13 Would President John F. Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion Kennedy let Bill + Melinda kill millions of aspiring Inventors for $177 Billion in Microsoft Cash?  in Microsoft Cash?  in Microsoft Cash?  in Microsoft Cash? 

11111111----19191919----13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non13 Jackie Kennedy Onassis died from non----Hodgkin'sHodgkin'sHodgkin'sHodgkin's lymphoma. Her death came very quickly. She died 5 months after being  lymphoma. Her death came very quickly. She died 5 months after being  lymphoma. Her death came very quickly. She died 5 months after being  lymphoma. Her death came very quickly. She died 5 months after being 
diagnosed.diagnosed.diagnosed.diagnosed. She passed away in her sleep on May 19, 1994.  She passed away in her sleep on May 19, 1994.  She passed away in her sleep on May 19, 1994.  She passed away in her sleep on May 19, 1994. 

11111111----19191919----13 Seriously! How13 Seriously! How13 Seriously! How13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" viaElectricWindmillCar since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" viaElectricWindmillCar since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" viaElectricWindmillCar since 1980? Was Jackie "Gassed" via pollution?  pollution?  pollution?  pollution? 

11111111----19191919----13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and13 The ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980, and suppressed by Teddy Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never  suppressed by Teddy Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never  suppressed by Teddy Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never  suppressed by Teddy Kennedy! Jackie must have know about this, never 
thinkingthinkingthinkingthinking the Euphoria + "Windmills" would get a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Cure for All the Euphoria + "Windmills" would get a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Cure for All the Euphoria + "Windmills" would get a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Cure for All the Euphoria + "Windmills" would get a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Cure for All Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer killed  Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer killed  Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer killed  Cancers in 1981... then brain cancer killed 
Teddy Kennedy! Ironic!Teddy Kennedy! Ironic!Teddy Kennedy! Ironic!Teddy Kennedy! Ironic!

11111111----19191919----13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx13 Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's New Manhattan Project to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980  Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980  Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980  Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancers! Suppressed since the 1980 
Invention of theInvention of theInvention of theInvention of the ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar! 
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11111111----19191919----13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God"13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God"13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God"13 Our Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy!  over Caroline Kennedy!  over Caroline Kennedy!  over Caroline Kennedy! 

11111111----19191919----13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a13 Seriously! How can Caroline Kennedy a "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the "Observer", of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" not "Leak" the suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? ElectricWindmillCar since 1980? 

11111111----14141414----13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our  "one of our  "one of our  "one of our 
greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of USgreatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of USgreatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of USgreatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US ambassador to Japan.  ambassador to Japan.  ambassador to Japan.  ambassador to Japan. 

11111111----14141414----13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to13 .20 cents a Gallon Gasoline from 1980 to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows  knows  knows  knows 
this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!

11111111----14141414----13 C13 C13 C13 Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightlyaroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightlyaroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightlyaroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive, she has no Nightly News "Orwellian Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion  News "Orwellian Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion  News "Orwellian Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion  News "Orwellian Comments" about the USS JFK $14 Billion 
dollar Aircraft Carrierdollar Aircraft Carrierdollar Aircraft Carrierdollar Aircraft Carrier under construction Today without 10K Windmills on Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made under construction Today without 10K Windmills on Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made under construction Today without 10K Windmills on Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made under construction Today without 10K Windmills on Deck and 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @  cans of H @  cans of H @  cans of H @ ----254 Below 254 Below 254 Below 254 Below 
Decks... Decks... Decks... Decks... 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way 
totototo hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

11111111----14141414----13131313 Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Mecca + the Pentagon's Godsend of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era..  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era..  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era..  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era.. 

11111111----14141414----13 Rome, Mecca + The13 Rome, Mecca + The13 Rome, Mecca + The13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues from the oil for food program. "Oil Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues from the oil for food program. "Oil Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues from the oil for food program. "Oil Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues from the oil for food program. "Oil for Food" was a scam.  for Food" was a scam.  for Food" was a scam.  for Food" was a scam. 

11111111----14141414----13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money13 Rome, Mecca + The Pentagon put the money in Swiss Banks same Swiss Banks Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's in Swiss Banks same Swiss Banks Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's in Swiss Banks same Swiss Banks Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's in Swiss Banks same Swiss Banks Hitler used. The Pentagon 30% share of Iraq's oil  oil  oil  oil 
revenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, USSrevenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, USSrevenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, USSrevenues Pentagon used for USS JFK $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carrier, USS Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft  Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft  Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft  Bush $14 Billion, USS Ford $14 Billion, 14 New Aircraft 
Carriers all paid forCarriers all paid forCarriers all paid forCarriers all paid for with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues...  with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues...  with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues...  with 30% share of Iraq's oil revenues... 

11111111----14141414----13 When gasoline would13 When gasoline would13 When gasoline would13 When gasoline would have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was have been .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980.  not suppressed in 1980.  not suppressed in 1980.  not suppressed in 1980. 
Caroline Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it onCaroline Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it onCaroline Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it onCaroline Kennedy knows this and will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!  "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!  "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News!  "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! 

11111111----14141414----13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have13 Why? Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, and Pope Frances in Rome... this is the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, and Pope Frances in Rome... this is the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, and Pope Frances in Rome... this is the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, and Pope Frances in Rome... this is unbelievable  unbelievable  unbelievable  unbelievable 
when pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are being "Gassed" bywhen pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are being "Gassed" bywhen pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are being "Gassed" bywhen pictures of Beijing expose 11 million are being "Gassed" by "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust"  "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" 

11111111----14141414----13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to13 Holocaust II... US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II "Poison
Gasoline Exhaust" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 toGasoline Exhaust" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 toGasoline Exhaust" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 toGasoline Exhaust" the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013...  2013...  2013...  2013... 

11111111----14141414----13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar13 Holocaust II the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013, million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota  from 1980 to 2013, million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota  from 1980 to 2013, million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota  from 1980 to 2013, million have been "Gassed" to death from Toyota 
"Poison"Poison"Poison"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison Gasoline Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison Gasoline Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison Gasoline Gasoline Exhaust" in Tokyo, London, Paris, and the pictures of "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what the  Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what the  Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what the  Exhaust" from Beijing "Leaked" what the 
Chairman of China has keep classified asChairman of China has keep classified asChairman of China has keep classified asChairman of China has keep classified as Top Secret since the 1980 invention and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Top Secret since the 1980 invention and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Top Secret since the 1980 invention and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Top Secret since the 1980 invention and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!

11111111----14141414----13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive embroiled in 10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war  embroiled in 10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war  embroiled in 10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war  embroiled in 10K windmills on the deck of the JFK, war 
reparations fromreparations fromreparations fromreparations from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 inventions, Free Health Care and suppressing the ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 inventions, Free Health Care and suppressing the ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 inventions, Free Health Care and suppressing the ElectricWindmillCars 1,001 inventions, Free Health Care and University Education like Saudia  University Education like Saudia  University Education like Saudia  University Education like Saudia 
Arabia has USA would have had since 1980... howArabia has USA would have had since 1980... howArabia has USA would have had since 1980... howArabia has USA would have had since 1980... how could Numb Nuts Dictators get Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this? could Numb Nuts Dictators get Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this? could Numb Nuts Dictators get Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this? could Numb Nuts Dictators get Caroline Kennedy to go alone with this?

11111111----14141414----13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First and13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First and13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First and13 Rome imposed large indemnities on Carthage after the First and Second Punic Wars.  Second Punic Wars.  Second Punic Wars.  Second Punic Wars. 

11111111----14141414----13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all13 Bill + Melinda's war reparations mean all patents Microsoft has goes to the Department of Education. 1,001 Invention patents Microsoft has goes to the Department of Education. 1,001 Invention patents Microsoft has goes to the Department of Education. 1,001 Invention patents Microsoft has goes to the Department of Education. 1,001 Invention
Projects in Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fixProjects in Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fixProjects in Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fixProjects in Win 8.3 fix that pre installs 1,001 Invention Projects. Win 8.3 fix with links to click on to get you started  with links to click on to get you started  with links to click on to get you started  with links to click on to get you started 
InventingSomething! App to record thisInventingSomething! App to record thisInventingSomething! App to record thisInventingSomething! App to record this internet session as a YouTube Video so you can share your "Brainstorming" is internet session as a YouTube Video so you can share your "Brainstorming" is internet session as a YouTube Video so you can share your "Brainstorming" is internet session as a YouTube Video so you can share your "Brainstorming" is installed too.  installed too.  installed too.  installed too. 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * * 

850 pages850 pages850 pages850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

11111111----14141414----13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm13 US ambassador to Japan Caroline Kennedy goes on charm offensive embroiled in Holocaust II the suppression of the  offensive embroiled in Holocaust II the suppression of the  offensive embroiled in Holocaust II the suppression of the  offensive embroiled in Holocaust II the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013...  from 1980 to 2013...  from 1980 to 2013...  from 1980 to 2013... 

11111111----14141414----13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child13 Caroline Kennedy, the lone surviving child of slain US president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our of slain US president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our of slain US president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our of slain US president John F. Kennedy, on Wednesday called Tokyo "one of our
greatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US ambassadorgreatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US ambassadorgreatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US ambassadorgreatest allies and closest friends" as she takes up the post of US ambassador to Japan.  to Japan.  to Japan.  to Japan. 

11111111----14141414----13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the13 .20 cents a Gallon from 1980 to 2013 if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980. Caroline Kennedy knows this and
will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! will not "Leak" it on "Today Show" or NBC Nightly News! 

11111111----14141414----13 Numb13 Numb13 Numb13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ? Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ? Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ? Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ?

11111111----14141414----13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline13 Numb Nuts Dictators have the power of "God" over Caroline Kennedy, Why + How ?  Kennedy, Why + How ?  Kennedy, Why + How ?  Kennedy, Why + How ? 

11111111----14141414----13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news13 IBM "Watson" Super computer in the news today, asking for programmers to write apps when Los Alamos Scientists can today, asking for programmers to write apps when Los Alamos Scientists can today, asking for programmers to write apps when Los Alamos Scientists can today, asking for programmers to write apps when Los Alamos Scientists can crunch  crunch  crunch  crunch 
trillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause cancer if they have not alreadytrillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause cancer if they have not alreadytrillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause cancer if they have not alreadytrillions of Estrogen Hormones that cause cancer if they have not already done this Super Computer Simulation...  done this Super Computer Simulation...  done this Super Computer Simulation...  done this Super Computer Simulation... 

Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7Greg + Wives can Brainstorm 24/7 in the "Real World" Race for the Cure with Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "New in the "Real World" Race for the Cure with Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "New in the "Real World" Race for the Cure with Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "New in the "Real World" Race for the Cure with Dr Nancy Oppenheimer $1 Trillion "New Manhattan  Manhattan  Manhattan  Manhattan 
Project" for a Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use $ Trillions ofProject" for a Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use $ Trillions ofProject" for a Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use $ Trillions ofProject" for a Breast Cancer Cure that gets to use $ Trillions of dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos.  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos.  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos.  dollars worth of IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos. 
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...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way 
totototo hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

TimeTimeTimeTime Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now know Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now know Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now know Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We  how time and gravity are generated! We  how time and gravity are generated! We  how time and gravity are generated! We 
now know the "Gravity Engine" will benow know the "Gravity Engine" will benow know the "Gravity Engine" will benow know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED...  INVENTED...  INVENTED...  INVENTED... 

11111111----11111111----13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 were swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 were swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013 were swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013
Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! 

11111111----13131313----13 Yale Today News 13 Yale Today News 13 Yale Today News 13 Yale Today News ---- Sustainable space travel. If YaleSustainable space travel. If YaleSustainable space travel. If YaleSustainable space travel. If Yale University won University won University won University won’’’’t divest, itself of "Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it cant divest, itself of "Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it cant divest, itself of "Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it cant divest, itself of "Oil + Coal" stocks worth $15 Billion it can
at least support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale student... "Rocket Scientists"at least support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale student... "Rocket Scientists"at least support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale student... "Rocket Scientists"at least support intergalactic travel. 3 Yale student... "Rocket Scientists" Glen Meyerowitz  Glen Meyerowitz  Glen Meyerowitz  Glen Meyerowitz ’’’’14 and Patrick Wilczynski 14 and Patrick Wilczynski 14 and Patrick Wilczynski 14 and Patrick Wilczynski ’’’’16 have 16 have 16 have 16 have 
engineered a smallengineered a smallengineered a smallengineered a small----scalescalescalescale hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era of Space Travel hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era of Space Travel hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era of Space Travel hybrid rocket with a "Gravity Engine," With this innovation, era of Space Travel gets the Pentagon's $1  gets the Pentagon's $1  gets the Pentagon's $1  gets the Pentagon's $1 
Trillion dollar budget, and Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer'sTrillion dollar budget, and Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer'sTrillion dollar budget, and Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer'sTrillion dollar budget, and Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers at Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers at Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers at Manhattan Project gets all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Supercomputers at
Los Alamos. What to do with 14 Super Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills onLos Alamos. What to do with 14 Super Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills onLos Alamos. What to do with 14 Super Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills onLos Alamos. What to do with 14 Super Aircraft Carriers... put 10K windmills on their decks and get 14 Trillion cans of H @  their decks and get 14 Trillion cans of H @  their decks and get 14 Trillion cans of H @  their decks and get 14 Trillion cans of H @ ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 

11111111----13131313----13 In 10 days,13 In 10 days,13 In 10 days,13 In 10 days, students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm the tailgate village next to the students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm the tailgate village next to the students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm the tailgate village next to the students from both Harvard and Yale will swarm the tailgate village next to the Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I  Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I  Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I  Yale Bowl. (Greg was here when I 
was 13 years old) Harvardwas 13 years old) Harvardwas 13 years old) Harvardwas 13 years old) Harvard----Yale tailgate at theYale tailgate at theYale tailgate at theYale tailgate at the Yale Bowl in 2011  Yale Bowl in 2011  Yale Bowl in 2011  Yale Bowl in 2011 ———— a woman was struck and killed by a Ua woman was struck and killed by a Ua woman was struck and killed by a Ua woman was struck and killed by a U----Haul truck... with NOHaul truck... with NOHaul truck... with NOHaul truck... with NO SUPER  SUPER  SUPER  SUPER 
AIR BAGS ON THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin offAIR BAGS ON THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin offAIR BAGS ON THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin offAIR BAGS ON THE OUTSIDE, a invention from Greg, 1 of 1,001 spin off inventions from the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.  inventions from the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.  inventions from the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.  inventions from the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. 
Several YaleSeveral YaleSeveral YaleSeveral Yale fraternities are planning mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 fraternities are planning mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 fraternities are planning mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 fraternities are planning mixers with Harvard sororities talking up 1,001 invention projects and polygamous marriage  invention projects and polygamous marriage  invention projects and polygamous marriage  invention projects and polygamous marriage 
made legal. Lining up some wives! Shemade legal. Lining up some wives! Shemade legal. Lining up some wives! Shemade legal. Lining up some wives! She said she would support Yale in whatever the University chooses to do to make The said she would support Yale in whatever the University chooses to do to make The said she would support Yale in whatever the University chooses to do to make The said she would support Yale in whatever the University chooses to do to make The Game as safe  Game as safe  Game as safe  Game as safe 
as possible. She, a Yale Women in our George Orwell 1984 Societyas possible. She, a Yale Women in our George Orwell 1984 Societyas possible. She, a Yale Women in our George Orwell 1984 Societyas possible. She, a Yale Women in our George Orwell 1984 Society has no say in Yale's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era that  has no say in Yale's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era that  has no say in Yale's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era that  has no say in Yale's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era that 
started instarted instarted instarted in 1980 and the 1 Trillion U 1980 and the 1 Trillion U 1980 and the 1 Trillion U 1980 and the 1 Trillion U----Haul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women wasHaul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women wasHaul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women wasHaul trucks that crashed since 1980, 1 women was killed at the Yale Bowl in 2011 who would be  killed at the Yale Bowl in 2011 who would be  killed at the Yale Bowl in 2011 who would be  killed at the Yale Bowl in 2011 who would be 
alive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WEREalive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WEREalive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WEREalive today if SUPER AIR BAGS WERE ON U ON U ON U ON U----HAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game will kickHAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game will kickHAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game will kickHAUL trucks. Nov. 23 tailgate will commence at 8:30 a.m. The Game will kick off at noon.  off at noon.  off at noon.  off at noon. 
Kick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention projects sinceKick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention projects sinceKick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention projects sinceKick Off of 1,001 suppressed inventions + invention projects since the 1980 ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by N the 1980 ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by N the 1980 ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by N the 1980 ElectricWindmillcar... no time has been set by Numb Nuts umb Nuts umb Nuts umb Nuts 
Dictators atDictators atDictators atDictators at Yale!  Yale!  Yale!  Yale! 
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11111111----12121212----13 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,00113 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,00113 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,00113 ElectricWindmillCar Parade drives you to 1,001 InventSomething... Invention Projects on this web with links you can click on  InventSomething... Invention Projects on this web with links you can click on  InventSomething... Invention Projects on this web with links you can click on  InventSomething... Invention Projects on this web with links you can click on 
totototo get started InventingSomething!  get started InventingSomething!  get started InventingSomething!  get started InventingSomething! 

11111111----11111111----13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia! 

11111111----11111111----13 VA13 VA13 VA13 VA Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West Medical Schools built on Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West Medical Schools built on Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West Medical Schools built on Hospitals kill more Veterans than Wars! Yale Key West Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's,  an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's,  an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's,  an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect VA MD's, 
cause them to become Astronautcause them to become Astronautcause them to become Astronautcause them to become Astronaut Clones and be sold on a merger with Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. Clones and be sold on a merger with Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. Clones and be sold on a merger with Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. Clones and be sold on a merger with Yale Freedom Tower One Medical School. 1,776' high, distinction  1,776' high, distinction  1,776' high, distinction  1,776' high, distinction 
of being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is onof being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is onof being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is onof being the Tallest Medical School in the World. Is on Veterans Day a Causality of war!  Veterans Day a Causality of war!  Veterans Day a Causality of war!  Veterans Day a Causality of war! 

11111111----11111111----13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day,13 Veterans Day, ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia!  ElectricWindmillCars are driven by women in Saudi Arabia! 

11 11 1311 11 1311 11 1311 11 13 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS Bush, USS JFK (no $14 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS Bush, USS JFK (no $14 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS Bush, USS JFK (no $14 Several $14 Billion dollar Aircraft Carriers USS Ford, USS Bush, USS JFK (no $14 Billion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with  Billion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with  Billion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with  Billion dollar VA Hospitals) were built with 
"illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion"illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion"illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion"illegal oil Revenues" $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School + $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical dollar Yale Key West Medical School + $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical dollar Yale Key West Medical School + $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical dollar Yale Key West Medical School + $1 Billion dollar Freedom One Medical School NYC after the  School NYC after the  School NYC after the  School NYC after the 
ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia!ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia!ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia!ElectricWindmillCar is driven by women in Saudi Arabia!

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way  shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way 
totototo hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

850 pages850 pages850 pages850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! TimeTime Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! TimeTime Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! TimeTime Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED! Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We  Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We  Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We  Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! We 
now know the "Gravitynow know the "Gravitynow know the "Gravitynow know the "Gravity Engine" will be INVENTED...  Engine" will be INVENTED...  Engine" will be INVENTED...  Engine" will be INVENTED... 

11111111----11111111----13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in13 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980... Veterans were swindled by BP Oil for $177 trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2013  1980 to 2013  1980 to 2013  1980 to 2013 
Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! Veterans Day! $4 Gasoline! 

Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil Veterans were swindled by BP Oil 

11111111----11111111----13 Chaney is the only one who13 Chaney is the only one who13 Chaney is the only one who13 Chaney is the only one who got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front of the line at Disney too) and he wants to got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front of the line at Disney too) and he wants to got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front of the line at Disney too) and he wants to got a new "Heart" (he cuts in front of the line at Disney too) and he wants to attack Iran when  attack Iran when  attack Iran when  attack Iran when 
the ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would have Bankrupt Iranthe ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would have Bankrupt Iranthe ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would have Bankrupt Iranthe ElectricWindmillCar, 1980 Model would have Bankrupt Iran with 10 cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013.  with 10 cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013.  with 10 cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013.  with 10 cent a barrel OIL from 1980 to 2013. 

11111111----11111111----13 Chaney, Bush13 Chaney, Bush13 Chaney, Bush13 Chaney, Bush Medical School never ever entered the minds or conversations of Bush + Chaney Medical School never ever entered the minds or conversations of Bush + Chaney Medical School never ever entered the minds or conversations of Bush + Chaney Medical School never ever entered the minds or conversations of Bush + Chaney after he got a new "Heart". $14  after he got a new "Heart". $14  after he got a new "Heart". $14  after he got a new "Heart". $14 
Billion dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was builtBillion dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was builtBillion dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was builtBillion dollar Bush Aircraft Carrier was built instead of the $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School.  instead of the $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School.  instead of the $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School.  instead of the $1 Billion dollar Yale Key West Medical School. 

11 11 1311 11 1311 11 1311 11 13 "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust cancers worldwide! "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust cancers worldwide! "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust cancers worldwide! "Veterans" die a tortured death from Poison Gasoline Exhaust cancers worldwide! Statistics are Classified Top Secret!  Statistics are Classified Top Secret!  Statistics are Classified Top Secret!  Statistics are Classified Top Secret! 

11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are11 11 13 Holocaust II + III are out of control with "Air Pollution!" Model 2014 Ford, GM, Toyota's all come with out of control with "Air Pollution!" Model 2014 Ford, GM, Toyota's all come with out of control with "Air Pollution!" Model 2014 Ford, GM, Toyota's all come with out of control with "Air Pollution!" Model 2014 Ford, GM, Toyota's all come with Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Poison Gasoline Exhaust  Poison Gasoline Exhaust 
that kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every City onthat kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every City onthat kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every City onthat kills "Veterans" and Civilians in every City on Earth. Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut Earth. Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut Earth. Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut Earth. Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing said number of new cars sales will be cut by  by  by  by 
40% in 2014. 40% in 2014. 40% in 2014. 40% in 2014. 

11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN11 11 13 Holocaust III is diseases that WHO at the UN let Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  let Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  let Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  let Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama give Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's ---- STD's STD's STD's STD's ---- to  to  to  to 
a million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, Paris, London... Carter, Clinton,a million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, Paris, London... Carter, Clinton,a million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, Paris, London... Carter, Clinton,a million Chinese women in Beijing, NYC, Paris, London... Carter, Clinton, Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's  Bush, Bush + Obama gave Syphilis, Hepatitis, HPV's ---- STD's to  STD's to  STD's to  STD's to 
women world widewomen world widewomen world widewomen world wide knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease!  knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease!  knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease!  knowing they had a sexual transmitted disease! 

11111111----11111111----13131313 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth was swindled out a ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth was swindled out a ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth was swindled out a ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... everyone on Earth was swindled out a 1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1  1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1  1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1  1981 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer. 1 
of 1,001 spin off inventions fromof 1,001 spin off inventions fromof 1,001 spin off inventions fromof 1,001 spin off inventions from the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar that ended the Saudi Oil Embargoes of the 1980's. Free Health  the 1980's. Free Health  the 1980's. Free Health  the 1980's. Free Health 
Care and University Education for Saudi ArabiaCare and University Education for Saudi ArabiaCare and University Education for Saudi ArabiaCare and University Education for Saudi Arabia criminals! Criminal seizure of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  criminals! Criminal seizure of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  criminals! Criminal seizure of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!  criminals! Criminal seizure of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

11 11 1311 11 1311 11 1311 11 13 Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing on Veterans Day Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing on Veterans Day Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing on Veterans Day Chairman Mao's kids who are the Numb Nuts Dictators in Beijing on Veterans Day Tod Tod Tod Today got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could ay got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could ay got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could ay got "Addicted" to "Greed" and could 
not refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes innot refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes innot refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes innot refuse $1 Billion dollar bribes in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts!  Secret Swiss Bank Accounts!  Secret Swiss Bank Accounts!  Secret Swiss Bank Accounts! 
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11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million11 11 13 "Poison Gas" used on 11 million people in Beijing, BP Oil TODAY is George Orwell 1984 in London and Beijing... people in Beijing, BP Oil TODAY is George Orwell 1984 in London and Beijing... people in Beijing, BP Oil TODAY is George Orwell 1984 in London and Beijing... people in Beijing, BP Oil TODAY is George Orwell 1984 in London and Beijing... Poison  Poison  Poison  Poison 
Gasoline Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... Gasoline Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... Gasoline Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... Gasoline Exhaust, Ford, GM, Toyota's... 

11 11 13 This is a Real11 11 13 This is a Real11 11 13 This is a Real11 11 13 This is a Real World Holocaust II and trials will start in Beijing soon I hope! Natural Gas World Holocaust II and trials will start in Beijing soon I hope! Natural Gas World Holocaust II and trials will start in Beijing soon I hope! Natural Gas World Holocaust II and trials will start in Beijing soon I hope! Natural Gas Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking"  Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking"  Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking"  Pipelines into Beijing for "Cooking" 
are just as Poisonous in fumes given offare just as Poisonous in fumes given offare just as Poisonous in fumes given offare just as Poisonous in fumes given off cooking RICE.  cooking RICE.  cooking RICE.  cooking RICE. 

11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a11 11 13 Beijing's Numb Nuts Dictators will never Order a Emergency cut of "Natural Gas Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading  Emergency cut of "Natural Gas Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading  Emergency cut of "Natural Gas Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading  Emergency cut of "Natural Gas Cooking Stove" sales unless Observers reading 
thisthisthisthis make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC make Natural Gas Cook Stoves Tomorrows "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and NBC Nightly News!  Nightly News!  Nightly News!  Nightly News! 

11 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 201311 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 201311 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 201311 11 13 "Trans Fats" kill MURDER 7,000 In the USA in 2013 + 2014 via Heart Attacks. 70K IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans  + 2014 via Heart Attacks. 70K IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans  + 2014 via Heart Attacks. 70K IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans  + 2014 via Heart Attacks. 70K IN CHINA + no Chinese Nightly News on Trans 
FatsFatsFatsFats Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is the Top Story in Beijing Today.  Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is the Top Story in Beijing Today.  Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is the Top Story in Beijing Today.  Today as Poison Gasoline Pollution is the Top Story in Beijing Today. 

11111111 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually transmitted 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually transmitted 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually transmitted 11 13 In the USA... HPV infections, are the most common sexually transmitted disease and they cause cervical cancers in tens of  disease and they cause cervical cancers in tens of  disease and they cause cervical cancers in tens of  disease and they cause cervical cancers in tens of 
thousands of deaths in 2013 +thousands of deaths in 2013 +thousands of deaths in 2013 +thousands of deaths in 2013 + 2014 in the USA + Worldwide. Clinton would give women HPV virus without telling 2014 in the USA + Worldwide. Clinton would give women HPV virus without telling 2014 in the USA + Worldwide. Clinton would give women HPV virus without telling 2014 in the USA + Worldwide. Clinton would give women HPV virus without telling her, then lie and lie  her, then lie and lie  her, then lie and lie  her, then lie and lie 
and lie... and lie... and lie... and lie... 

11 11 13 Chinese women were infected11 11 13 Chinese women were infected11 11 13 Chinese women were infected11 11 13 Chinese women were infected (by Clintons) with this sexually transmitted virus, (and EVERY OTHER sexually (by Clintons) with this sexually transmitted virus, (and EVERY OTHER sexually (by Clintons) with this sexually transmitted virus, (and EVERY OTHER sexually (by Clintons) with this sexually transmitted virus, (and EVERY OTHER sexually transmitted  transmitted  transmitted  transmitted 
disease) via car salesmen named Clinton, and they can't sue Clintondisease) via car salesmen named Clinton, and they can't sue Clintondisease) via car salesmen named Clinton, and they can't sue Clintondisease) via car salesmen named Clinton, and they can't sue Clinton or Ford or GM executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never  or Ford or GM executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never  or Ford or GM executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never  or Ford or GM executives who gave it to them! Clintons will never 
be scanned atbe scanned atbe scanned atbe scanned at the Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + STD's the Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + STD's the Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + STD's the Airport for HPV's STD's unless the Observers reading this make "HPV" + STD's the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and  the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and  the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and  the "Trans Fats" on the "Today Show" and 
NBC Nightly News tomorrow! NBC Nightly News tomorrow! NBC Nightly News tomorrow! NBC Nightly News tomorrow! 

11111111 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese women with 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese women with 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese women with 11 13 HPV sexually Transmitted disease given to millions of Chinese women with the New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III...  the New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III...  the New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III...  the New Ford Mustang is the HOLOCAUST III... 
because 100K a year in 2020 willbecause 100K a year in 2020 willbecause 100K a year in 2020 willbecause 100K a year in 2020 will die a tortuous death from cervical cancer in Beijing!  die a tortuous death from cervical cancer in Beijing!  die a tortuous death from cervical cancer in Beijing!  die a tortuous death from cervical cancer in Beijing! 

11 11 13 Airport11 11 13 Airport11 11 13 Airport11 11 13 Airport Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This is Super Gravity in the Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This is Super Gravity in the Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This is Super Gravity in the Scanners in Beijing will scan all women for HPV! This is Super Gravity in the Real World not Super Gravity of a Black  Real World not Super Gravity of a Black  Real World not Super Gravity of a Black  Real World not Super Gravity of a Black 
Hole 84 million light years from Earth!Hole 84 million light years from Earth!Hole 84 million light years from Earth!Hole 84 million light years from Earth!

11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key West11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key West11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key West11 11 13 A new Gravity Engine Made + Invented in the USA. Yale Key West Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect  Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect  Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect  Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will infect 
Beijing in 2014!Beijing in 2014!Beijing in 2014!Beijing in 2014!

11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope the11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope the11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope the11 11 13 Dr. Publix MD Grocery Stores... MD Chairman Mao, lets hope the next Chairman of China is a MD Women who was given  next Chairman of China is a MD Women who was given  next Chairman of China is a MD Women who was given  next Chairman of China is a MD Women who was given 
warts... (Condyloma acuminatawarts... (Condyloma acuminatawarts... (Condyloma acuminatawarts... (Condyloma acuminata (genital warts) are a sexually transmitted infection that causes small, (genital warts) are a sexually transmitted infection that causes small, (genital warts) are a sexually transmitted infection that causes small, (genital warts) are a sexually transmitted infection that causes small, skin skin skin skin----colored or pink growths colored or pink growths colored or pink growths colored or pink growths 
on the labia, at the opening of the vagina, oron the labia, at the opening of the vagina, oron the labia, at the opening of the vagina, oron the labia, at the opening of the vagina, or around or inside the anus. Genital warts are the most common sexually around or inside the anus. Genital warts are the most common sexually around or inside the anus. Genital warts are the most common sexually around or inside the anus. Genital warts are the most common sexually transmitted  transmitted  transmitted  transmitted 
infection in the United States. Although warts affect both genders,infection in the United States. Although warts affect both genders,infection in the United States. Although warts affect both genders,infection in the United States. Although warts affect both genders, more women have warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from  more women have warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from  more women have warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from  more women have warts than men) by a Ford or GM salesman from 
the United States.the United States.the United States.the United States. China women at  China women at  China women at  China women at 

Yale will return home with warts! Yale integrity ofYale will return home with warts! Yale integrity ofYale will return home with warts! Yale integrity ofYale will return home with warts! Yale integrity of facilities to preserve public health and safety gets a F grade in the real facilities to preserve public health and safety gets a F grade in the real facilities to preserve public health and safety gets a F grade in the real facilities to preserve public health and safety gets a F grade in the real world.  world.  world.  world. 

Vaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is TrichomonasVaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is TrichomonasVaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is TrichomonasVaginal discharge that stinks and is blue is Trichomonas vaginalis is an anaerobic, flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism.  vaginalis is an anaerobic, flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism.  vaginalis is an anaerobic, flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism.  vaginalis is an anaerobic, flagellated protozoan, a form of microorganism. 
TheTheTheThe parasitic microorganism is the causative agent of trichomoniasis, and is the parasitic microorganism is the causative agent of trichomoniasis, and is the parasitic microorganism is the causative agent of trichomoniasis, and is the parasitic microorganism is the causative agent of trichomoniasis, and is the most common pathogenic protozoan infection of  most common pathogenic protozoan infection of  most common pathogenic protozoan infection of  most common pathogenic protozoan infection of 
humans in industrializedhumans in industrializedhumans in industrializedhumans in industrialized countries.[1] Infection rates between men and women are the same with women countries.[1] Infection rates between men and women are the same with women countries.[1] Infection rates between men and women are the same with women countries.[1] Infection rates between men and women are the same with women showing symptoms while  showing symptoms while  showing symptoms while  showing symptoms while 
infections in men are usually asymptomatic. Transmissioninfections in men are usually asymptomatic. Transmissioninfections in men are usually asymptomatic. Transmissioninfections in men are usually asymptomatic. Transmission takes place usually directly because the trophozoite does not have a cyst.  takes place usually directly because the trophozoite does not have a cyst.  takes place usually directly because the trophozoite does not have a cyst.  takes place usually directly because the trophozoite does not have a cyst. 
TheTheTheThe WHO has estimated that 160 million cases of infection are acquired annually WHO has estimated that 160 million cases of infection are acquired annually WHO has estimated that 160 million cases of infection are acquired annually WHO has estimated that 160 million cases of infection are acquired annually worldwide.[2] The estimates for North America  worldwide.[2] The estimates for North America  worldwide.[2] The estimates for North America  worldwide.[2] The estimates for North America 
alone are between 5 and 8 millionalone are between 5 and 8 millionalone are between 5 and 8 millionalone are between 5 and 8 million new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women infected each new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women infected each new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women infected each new infections each year, in the USA. 24 million Chinese women infected each year.  year.  year.  year. 

11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with11 11 13 White House with a MD Chef will not come into being with the Clinton's back in the White House... black hole humor from Greg  the Clinton's back in the White House... black hole humor from Greg  the Clinton's back in the White House... black hole humor from Greg  the Clinton's back in the White House... black hole humor from Greg 
in Key Westin Key Westin Key Westin Key West on 11 on 11 on 11 on 11----11111111----13 TGIF. 13 TGIF. 13 TGIF. 13 TGIF. 

11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video11 11 13 Deborah Cohan Operating Room YouTube video went viral yesterday just before her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy  went viral yesterday just before her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy  went viral yesterday just before her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy  went viral yesterday just before her double mastectomy! Dr. Nancy 
OppenheimerOppenheimerOppenheimerOppenheimer and the Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer has not and the Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer has not and the Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer has not and the Manhattan Project for the Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer has not been viewed on a YouTube Video.  been viewed on a YouTube Video.  been viewed on a YouTube Video.  been viewed on a YouTube Video. 

11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders11 11 13 Friday Beijing Emergency Orders new car sales quotas cut by almost 40% as out of 11 million people 10K will get new car sales quotas cut by almost 40% as out of 11 million people 10K will get new car sales quotas cut by almost 40% as out of 11 million people 10K will get new car sales quotas cut by almost 40% as out of 11 million people 10K will get cancers from  cancers from  cancers from  cancers from 
Poison Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired Electric Power Plants!Poison Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired Electric Power Plants!Poison Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired Electric Power Plants!Poison Gasoline Exhaust and 3 Coal Fired Electric Power Plants!

11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues on11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues on11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues on11 8 13 MARACAY, Venezuela Chavez spent $ 1 Trillion in Oil Revenues on MIT War Toys believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get  MIT War Toys believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get  MIT War Toys believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get  MIT War Toys believing Castro's MD's in Havana would get 
the Nobel in Medicinethe Nobel in Medicinethe Nobel in Medicinethe Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer  for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer  for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer  for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Cancer ———— Evelina Gonzalez was supposed toEvelina Gonzalez was supposed toEvelina Gonzalez was supposed toEvelina Gonzalez was supposed to undergo cancer surgery in  undergo cancer surgery in  undergo cancer surgery in  undergo cancer surgery in 
July following chemotherapy but wound up shuttlingJuly following chemotherapy but wound up shuttlingJuly following chemotherapy but wound up shuttlingJuly following chemotherapy but wound up shuttling from hospital to hospital in search of an available operating table. On the from hospital to hospital in search of an available operating table. On the from hospital to hospital in search of an available operating table. On the from hospital to hospital in search of an available operating table. On the crest  crest  crest  crest 
of her left breast, a mochaof her left breast, a mochaof her left breast, a mochaof her left breast, a mocha----colored tumor doubled in size and now bulgescolored tumor doubled in size and now bulgescolored tumor doubled in size and now bulgescolored tumor doubled in size and now bulges through her white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list of  through her white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list of  through her white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list of  through her white spandex tank top. Gonzalez is on a list of 
31 breast cancer31 breast cancer31 breast cancer31 breast cancer patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest medical patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest medical patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest medical patients waiting to have tumors removed at one of Venezuela's biggest medical facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital.  facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital.  facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital.  facilities, Maracay's Central Hospital. 
Click on the link above to Greg's 850Click on the link above to Greg's 850Click on the link above to Greg's 850Click on the link above to Greg's 850 pages and you can see a picture of an American women with the breast tumor pages and you can see a picture of an American women with the breast tumor pages and you can see a picture of an American women with the breast tumor pages and you can see a picture of an American women with the breast tumor coming through  coming through  coming through  coming through 
her skin, as she sits in the Doctors Office in the background!her skin, as she sits in the Doctors Office in the background!her skin, as she sits in the Doctors Office in the background!her skin, as she sits in the Doctors Office in the background! This is a Holocaust by "Venezuela Oil Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men,"  This is a Holocaust by "Venezuela Oil Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men,"  This is a Holocaust by "Venezuela Oil Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men,"  This is a Holocaust by "Venezuela Oil Men" + "Texas, Colorado Oil Men," 
stupidstupidstupidstupid criminals finally exposed, the motive was Greed! Clinton could never win a criminals finally exposed, the motive was Greed! Clinton could never win a criminals finally exposed, the motive was Greed! Clinton could never win a criminals finally exposed, the motive was Greed! Clinton could never win a Presidential Election against an MD Woman who  Presidential Election against an MD Woman who  Presidential Election against an MD Woman who  Presidential Election against an MD Woman who 
leaks Hillary's best **** starleaks Hillary's best **** starleaks Hillary's best **** starleaks Hillary's best **** star YouTube Videos about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 2014 Model YouTube Videos about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 2014 Model YouTube Videos about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 2014 Model YouTube Videos about the Suppression of the 1980 Model + 2014 Model ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in  ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in  ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in  ElectricWindmillCars not on Sale in 
Beijing or Times Square NYC. Mayor's of NYCBeijing or Times Square NYC. Mayor's of NYCBeijing or Times Square NYC. Mayor's of NYCBeijing or Times Square NYC. Mayor's of NYC will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on YouTube when the 2014 Model will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on YouTube when the 2014 Model will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on YouTube when the 2014 Model will be a clone of Toronto's crack smoking Mayor on YouTube when the 2014 Model of the  of the  of the  of the 
ElectricWindmillCar comes into being! ElectricWindmillCar comes into being! ElectricWindmillCar comes into being! ElectricWindmillCar comes into being! 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

RigilRigilRigilRigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3  Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9Barnard's Star 5.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light yearsLalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 
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Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.98A 8.98A 8.98A 8.9 light years  light years  light years  light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

RossRossRossRoss 128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years  128 10.8 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041  West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos
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11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated!  and gravity are generated!  and gravity are generated!  and gravity are generated! 

11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity were INVENTED!  how time and gravity were INVENTED!  how time and gravity were INVENTED!  how time and gravity were INVENTED! 

11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we11 3 13 Sunday... Time Change, we now know how time and gravity are generated! God's best invention is "Women!" now know how time and gravity are generated! God's best invention is "Women!" now know how time and gravity are generated! God's best invention is "Women!" now know how time and gravity are generated! God's best invention is "Women!" Time + Gravity!  Time + Gravity!  Time + Gravity!  Time + Gravity! 
Time to Change Marriage, make Polygamous Marriage Legal withTime to Change Marriage, make Polygamous Marriage Legal withTime to Change Marriage, make Polygamous Marriage Legal withTime to Change Marriage, make Polygamous Marriage Legal with 24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial  24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial  24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial  24/7 Brainstorming of 1,001 invention projects in the Prenuptial 
Forms!Forms!Forms!Forms!

http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ http://www.endwaronearth.com/ 

Link to End War On EarthLink to End War On EarthLink to End War On EarthLink to End War On Earth

http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/ speed.com/ speed.com/ speed.com/ 

Link to Inventor OfLink to Inventor OfLink to Inventor OfLink to Inventor Of Warp Speed Which Is Possible! Warp Speed Which Is Possible! Warp Speed Which Is Possible! Warp Speed Which Is Possible!
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1111----27272727----14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going14 END to bottom as I wrote up my on going Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK... Holocaust II Poison Gasoline Exhaust LEAK... Snowden will not LEAK...

1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a1 3 14 Greg Buell's "GEORGE ORWELL EVICTION NOTICE" Below as a bmp  bmp  bmp  bmp ---- My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor  My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor  My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor  My Eviction Notice for not Being a Hemingway writer, Victor 
Cushman +Cushman +Cushman +Cushman + Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG Deborah Barrett told Greg Buell "writing is NOT a JOB" and YOU have NO JOB, GREG BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for  BUELL is writing a Encyclopedia for 
Children about "1,001 Inventions" Title, andChildren about "1,001 Inventions" Title, andChildren about "1,001 Inventions" Title, andChildren about "1,001 Inventions" Title, and 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too) 1,001 Future Inventions in a Childrens Encyclopedia, (One for Adults too)

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next  33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! ...Next 
RevolutionRevolutionRevolutionRevolution will be won by MD women!  will be won by MD women!  will be won by MD women!  will be won by MD women! 

inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 Wives in Mecca, Now Key West... Polygamous Marriage Made Legal.  HQ... 4 Wives in Mecca, Now Key West... Polygamous Marriage Made Legal.  HQ... 4 Wives in Mecca, Now Key West... Polygamous Marriage Made Legal.  HQ... 4 Wives in Mecca, Now Key West... Polygamous Marriage Made Legal. 
WouldWouldWouldWould someone at HQ call Mary B. and have her make "Contact" from behind the hidden someone at HQ call Mary B. and have her make "Contact" from behind the hidden someone at HQ call Mary B. and have her make "Contact" from behind the hidden someone at HQ call Mary B. and have her make "Contact" from behind the hidden cameras today so we can get the Rx Cure for  cameras today so we can get the Rx Cure for  cameras today so we can get the Rx Cure for  cameras today so we can get the Rx Cure for 
Breast Cancer in 2014... Don'tBreast Cancer in 2014... Don'tBreast Cancer in 2014... Don'tBreast Cancer in 2014... Don't Follow Orders from a Foolish George Orwell Dictator and stifle a Rx Cure for Follow Orders from a Foolish George Orwell Dictator and stifle a Rx Cure for Follow Orders from a Foolish George Orwell Dictator and stifle a Rx Cure for Follow Orders from a Foolish George Orwell Dictator and stifle a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer one more  Breast Cancer one more  Breast Cancer one more  Breast Cancer one more 
Day!!! Day!!! Day!!! Day!!! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth!  GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth!  GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth!  GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL14 APRIL14 APRIL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines Harvest!  Harvest!  Harvest!  Harvest! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West!  Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West!  Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West!  Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West! 
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4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account!  Bank Account!  Bank Account!  Bank Account! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 414 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 414 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 414 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema!  New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema!  New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema!  New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...  BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...  BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...  BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key WestSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key WestSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key WestSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today Medical School should be built today Medical School should be built today Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as14 as14 as14 as Greg flew into  Greg flew into  Greg flew into  Greg flew into 
Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West MedicalKey West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West MedicalKey West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West MedicalKey West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 School on 3 School on 3 School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical 

SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key 
West Medical School onWest Medical School onWest Medical School onWest Medical School on 3 3 3 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and  Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and  Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and  Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and 
the "Newthe "Newthe "Newthe "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures  Cancer" "If it works... cures  Cancer" "If it works... cures  Cancer" "If it works... cures ---- put it in the H2O"  put it in the H2O"  put it in the H2O"  put it in the H2O" 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman!Dr. Nancy Snyderman!Dr. Nancy Snyderman!Dr. Nancy Snyderman!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 10014 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 10014 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 10014 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 100 kids left to die in hot cars... Traffic Safety Administration issued a  kids left to die in hot cars... Traffic Safety Administration issued a  kids left to die in hot cars... Traffic Safety Administration issued a  kids left to die in hot cars... Traffic Safety Administration issued a 
proposedproposedproposedproposed rule Monday requiring all new light vehicles  rule Monday requiring all new light vehicles  rule Monday requiring all new light vehicles  rule Monday requiring all new light vehicles ---- including cars, SUVs, trucks and including cars, SUVs, trucks and including cars, SUVs, trucks and including cars, SUVs, trucks and vans  vans  vans  vans ---- to have "rear to have "rear to have "rear to have "rear----view visibility systems," in view visibility systems," in view visibility systems," in view visibility systems," in 
effect, requiring backupeffect, requiring backupeffect, requiring backupeffect, requiring backup cameras. A/C 24/7 Numb Nuts Dictators are drunk mad men 24/7.  cameras. A/C 24/7 Numb Nuts Dictators are drunk mad men 24/7.  cameras. A/C 24/7 Numb Nuts Dictators are drunk mad men 24/7.  cameras. A/C 24/7 Numb Nuts Dictators are drunk mad men 24/7. 

4444----1111----14141414 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Higher High Achievers APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Higher High Achievers APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Higher High Achievers APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Higher High Achievers irresolutely will buy the ElectricWindmillFord  irresolutely will buy the ElectricWindmillFord  irresolutely will buy the ElectricWindmillFord  irresolutely will buy the ElectricWindmillFord 
Mustang 2014... 1,001 moreMustang 2014... 1,001 moreMustang 2014... 1,001 moreMustang 2014... 1,001 more innovative accessories than the Traffic Safety Administrations PROPOSAL FOR innovative accessories than the Traffic Safety Administrations PROPOSAL FOR innovative accessories than the Traffic Safety Administrations PROPOSAL FOR innovative accessories than the Traffic Safety Administrations PROPOSAL FOR POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE  POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE  POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE  POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE 
MADE LEGAL requiring all new light vehicles MADE LEGAL requiring all new light vehicles MADE LEGAL requiring all new light vehicles MADE LEGAL requiring all new light vehicles ---- including including including including cars, SUVs, trucks and vans  cars, SUVs, trucks and vans  cars, SUVs, trucks and vans  cars, SUVs, trucks and vans ---- to have "rear to have "rear to have "rear to have "rear----view visibility systems," in effect,view visibility systems," in effect,view visibility systems," in effect,view visibility systems," in effect,
requiring backup cameras. MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS!requiring backup cameras. MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS!requiring backup cameras. MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS!requiring backup cameras. MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION...14 APRIL FOOLS MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION...14 APRIL FOOLS MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION...14 APRIL FOOLS MARRIAGE SAFETY ADMINISTRATION... PROPOSALS! 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "rear PROPOSALS! 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "rear PROPOSALS! 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "rear PROPOSALS! 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "rear----view visibility view visibility view visibility view visibility 
systems,"systems,"systems,"systems," in effect, requiring backup cameras.  in effect, requiring backup cameras.  in effect, requiring backup cameras.  in effect, requiring backup cameras. 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Fools, requiring backup cameras instead of 1,001 Invention Projects and  Invention Projects and  Invention Projects and  Invention Projects and 
the "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin likethe "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin likethe "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin likethe "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" "If it works... cures ---- put it in the put it in the put it in the put it in the H2O"  H2O"  H2O"  H2O" 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman! Dr. Nancy Snyderman! Dr. Nancy Snyderman! Dr. Nancy Snyderman! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Help removing derelict boats is in the works... 24/7. Bills give ORWELL HQ... Help removing derelict boats is in the works... 24/7. Bills give ORWELL HQ... Help removing derelict boats is in the works... 24/7. Bills give ORWELL HQ... Help removing derelict boats is in the works... 24/7. Bills give power to  power to  power to  power to 
cite, then remove, dangerous vessels. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staffcite, then remove, dangerous vessels. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staffcite, then remove, dangerous vessels. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staffcite, then remove, dangerous vessels. BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staff tohara@keysnews.com Top Brass removed... Help removing  tohara@keysnews.com Top Brass removed... Help removing  tohara@keysnews.com Top Brass removed... Help removing  tohara@keysnews.com Top Brass removed... Help removing 
derelict "War Criminals"derelict "War Criminals"derelict "War Criminals"derelict "War Criminals" from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA has a batter womens from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA has a batter womens from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA has a batter womens from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA has a batter womens shelter created by derelict "Men"  shelter created by derelict "Men"  shelter created by derelict "Men"  shelter created by derelict "Men" 
"War Criminals" from City Hall Key West..."War Criminals" from City Hall Key West..."War Criminals" from City Hall Key West..."War Criminals" from City Hall Key West... every town and city in the USA.  every town and city in the USA.  every town and city in the USA.  every town and city in the USA. 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... rear view cameras in the "Battered Womans House" before she was  HQ... rear view cameras in the "Battered Womans House" before she was  HQ... rear view cameras in the "Battered Womans House" before she was  HQ... rear view cameras in the "Battered Womans House" before she was 
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battered,battered,battered,battered, murdered as 19K will be in 2014... by FOOLISH Drunk Men. Law enforcement murdered as 19K will be in 2014... by FOOLISH Drunk Men. Law enforcement murdered as 19K will be in 2014... by FOOLISH Drunk Men. Law enforcement murdered as 19K will be in 2014... by FOOLISH Drunk Men. Law enforcement officers the power "to relocate or remove vessels  officers the power "to relocate or remove vessels  officers the power "to relocate or remove vessels  officers the power "to relocate or remove vessels 
that constitute a navigationthat constitute a navigationthat constitute a navigationthat constitute a navigation hazard or interfere with another vessel." Homeland Security Law Men guard the hazard or interfere with another vessel." Homeland Security Law Men guard the hazard or interfere with another vessel." Homeland Security Law Men guard the hazard or interfere with another vessel." Homeland Security Law Men guard the Social Security Offices on  Social Security Offices on  Social Security Offices on  Social Security Offices on 
Aprils Fools Day 2014 in every town and city in theAprils Fools Day 2014 in every town and city in theAprils Fools Day 2014 in every town and city in theAprils Fools Day 2014 in every town and city in the USA at a cost of $1 Trillion dollars. Fools! Foolish! And "War Criminals" beat USA at a cost of $1 Trillion dollars. Fools! Foolish! And "War Criminals" beat USA at a cost of $1 Trillion dollars. Fools! Foolish! And "War Criminals" beat USA at a cost of $1 Trillion dollars. Fools! Foolish! And "War Criminals" beat the wife  the wife  the wife  the wife 
and build the shelters! War Stories and Memorials from Vietnam keepand build the shelters! War Stories and Memorials from Vietnam keepand build the shelters! War Stories and Memorials from Vietnam keepand build the shelters! War Stories and Memorials from Vietnam keep them fueled, just ask Victor Cushman + Cates in Key West.  them fueled, just ask Victor Cushman + Cates in Key West.  them fueled, just ask Victor Cushman + Cates in Key West.  them fueled, just ask Victor Cushman + Cates in Key West. 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $1 Trillion spent on Homeland Security, 1 Trillion Cans of NASA H @  Trillion spent on Homeland Security, 1 Trillion Cans of NASA H @  Trillion spent on Homeland Security, 1 Trillion Cans of NASA H @  Trillion spent on Homeland Security, 1 Trillion Cans of NASA H @ ----254 254 254 254 
C wouldC wouldC wouldC would get 1 Million New Inventions. Bill + Melinda call the "Electric Toilet" foolish, get 1 Million New Inventions. Bill + Melinda call the "Electric Toilet" foolish, get 1 Million New Inventions. Bill + Melinda call the "Electric Toilet" foolish, get 1 Million New Inventions. Bill + Melinda call the "Electric Toilet" foolish, I call Bill + Melinda "Bad People" little girls  I call Bill + Melinda "Bad People" little girls  I call Bill + Melinda "Bad People" little girls  I call Bill + Melinda "Bad People" little girls 
should be warned about as Hshould be warned about as Hshould be warned about as Hshould be warned about as H burns hotter than foolish Bill + Melinda and this is just one more foolish burns hotter than foolish Bill + Melinda and this is just one more foolish burns hotter than foolish Bill + Melinda and this is just one more foolish burns hotter than foolish Bill + Melinda and this is just one more foolish stifling of 1 Trillion Inventions  stifling of 1 Trillion Inventions  stifling of 1 Trillion Inventions  stifling of 1 Trillion Inventions 
Microsoft + Windows has cost Humanity... A WarMicrosoft + Windows has cost Humanity... A WarMicrosoft + Windows has cost Humanity... A WarMicrosoft + Windows has cost Humanity... A War Crime by Bill + Melinda... test rules are in place for the mooring fields in Key Crime by Bill + Melinda... test rules are in place for the mooring fields in Key Crime by Bill + Melinda... test rules are in place for the mooring fields in Key Crime by Bill + Melinda... test rules are in place for the mooring fields in Key West  West  West  West 
Harbor, Cow Key Channel off Stock Island, Boca Chica Basin between StockHarbor, Cow Key Channel off Stock Island, Boca Chica Basin between StockHarbor, Cow Key Channel off Stock Island, Boca Chica Basin between StockHarbor, Cow Key Channel off Stock Island, Boca Chica Basin between Stock Island and Boca Chica Key, Boot Key Harbor in Marathon  Island and Boca Chica Key, Boot Key Harbor in Marathon  Island and Boca Chica Key, Boot Key Harbor in Marathon  Island and Boca Chica Key, Boot Key Harbor in Marathon 
and Sunset Cove in Keyand Sunset Cove in Keyand Sunset Cove in Keyand Sunset Cove in Key Largo. The pilot rules include requiring pump Largo. The pilot rules include requiring pump Largo. The pilot rules include requiring pump Largo. The pilot rules include requiring pump----out of sewage and citing vesselout of sewage and citing vesselout of sewage and citing vesselout of sewage and citing vessel owners if their boats become  owners if their boats become  owners if their boats become  owners if their boats become 
derelict. At the same time, Monroe Countyderelict. At the same time, Monroe Countyderelict. At the same time, Monroe Countyderelict. At the same time, Monroe County government expanded its pump government expanded its pump government expanded its pump government expanded its pump----out services and made them free to the public. FREEout services and made them free to the public. FREEout services and made them free to the public. FREEout services and made them free to the public. FREE TO THE  TO THE  TO THE  TO THE 
PUBLIC WINDOWS 8.2 fix... preinstalled with 1,001 invention projects withPUBLIC WINDOWS 8.2 fix... preinstalled with 1,001 invention projects withPUBLIC WINDOWS 8.2 fix... preinstalled with 1,001 invention projects withPUBLIC WINDOWS 8.2 fix... preinstalled with 1,001 invention projects with links to get you started inventingSomething!  links to get you started inventingSomething!  links to get you started inventingSomething!  links to get you started inventingSomething! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... "Studios of Key West" wholesale support of the creative process. It works to "Studios of Key West" wholesale support of the creative process. It works to "Studios of Key West" wholesale support of the creative process. It works to "Studios of Key West" wholesale support of the creative process. It works to
build on the creative legacy of past and present Key West residents such asbuild on the creative legacy of past and present Key West residents such asbuild on the creative legacy of past and present Key West residents such asbuild on the creative legacy of past and present Key West residents such as Ernest Hemingway, Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West  Ernest Hemingway, Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West  Ernest Hemingway, Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West  Ernest Hemingway, Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West 
Medical School builtMedical School builtMedical School builtMedical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into Key14 as Greg flew into Key14 as Greg flew into Key14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a  West with $777 Trillion to build a  West with $777 Trillion to build a  West with $777 Trillion to build a 
Yale Key West Medical School on 3Yale Key West Medical School on 3Yale Key West Medical School on 3Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011. "Studios of Key West" 3 "Studios of Key West" 3 "Studios of Key West" 3 "Studios of Key West" 3----4444----11 went along with 1984 Orders from our Numb Nuts11 went along with 1984 Orders from our Numb Nuts11 went along with 1984 Orders from our Numb Nuts11 went along with 1984 Orders from our Numb Nuts George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell 
Dictator to stifle the Yale Key West Medical School built on anDictator to stifle the Yale Key West Medical School built on anDictator to stifle the Yale Key West Medical School built on anDictator to stifle the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure, 3 years later on Aprils Fools Day the Citizen News  Eiffel Tower Structure, 3 years later on Aprils Fools Day the Citizen News  Eiffel Tower Structure, 3 years later on Aprils Fools Day the Citizen News  Eiffel Tower Structure, 3 years later on Aprils Fools Day the Citizen News 
PaperPaperPaperPaper puts it on the Front Page when the Yale Key West Medical School should be on the puts it on the Front Page when the Yale Key West Medical School should be on the puts it on the Front Page when the Yale Key West Medical School should be on the puts it on the Front Page when the Yale Key West Medical School should be on the front page of the Key West Citizen... APRIL  front page of the Key West Citizen... APRIL  front page of the Key West Citizen... APRIL  front page of the Key West Citizen... APRIL 
FOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AFOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AFOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AFOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! A documented war crime! Stifling a Medical School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with documented war crime! Stifling a Medical School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with documented war crime! Stifling a Medical School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with documented war crime! Stifling a Medical School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MD Wives into Frontal  many MD Wives into Frontal  many MD Wives into Frontal  many MD Wives into Frontal 
Lobe invention projects in their Studios!Lobe invention projects in their Studios!Lobe invention projects in their Studios!Lobe invention projects in their Studios!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... NY Times on14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... NY Times on14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... NY Times on14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... NY Times on Aprils Fools Day 2014 U.S. and Israel Said to Be Near  Aprils Fools Day 2014 U.S. and Israel Said to Be Near  Aprils Fools Day 2014 U.S. and Israel Said to Be Near  Aprils Fools Day 2014 U.S. and Israel Said to Be Near 
Agreement on Release ofAgreement on Release ofAgreement on Release ofAgreement on Release of Spy By JODI RUDOREN  Spy By JODI RUDOREN  Spy By JODI RUDOREN  Spy By JODI RUDOREN ---- Settlements are being built on Aprils Fools Day in Israel, Settlements are being built on Aprils Fools Day in Israel, Settlements are being built on Aprils Fools Day in Israel, Settlements are being built on Aprils Fools Day in Israel, No New Yale Key West Medical  No New Yale Key West Medical  No New Yale Key West Medical  No New Yale Key West Medical 
School, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MDSchool, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MDSchool, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MDSchool, Marriage of Greg + Mary B. with many MD Wives into Frontal Lobe invention projects in their Studios! God's best Wives into Frontal Lobe invention projects in their Studios! God's best Wives into Frontal Lobe invention projects in their Studios! God's best Wives into Frontal Lobe invention projects in their Studios! God's best inventions is  inventions is  inventions is  inventions is 
Mary B. "Women" Mary B. "Women" Mary B. "Women" Mary B. "Women" 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Yale Students turned off the lights for 1 hour to save energy, a order HQ... Yale Students turned off the lights for 1 hour to save energy, a order HQ... Yale Students turned off the lights for 1 hour to save energy, a order HQ... Yale Students turned off the lights for 1 hour to save energy, a order
from Bush + the CIA... I wrote this up yesterday as it was in the Yale Studentfrom Bush + the CIA... I wrote this up yesterday as it was in the Yale Studentfrom Bush + the CIA... I wrote this up yesterday as it was in the Yale Studentfrom Bush + the CIA... I wrote this up yesterday as it was in the Yale Student News... on Aprils Fools Day Bush replies... CIA has been  News... on Aprils Fools Day Bush replies... CIA has been  News... on Aprils Fools Day Bush replies... CIA has been  News... on Aprils Fools Day Bush replies... CIA has been 
feuding with the Senatefeuding with the Senatefeuding with the Senatefeuding with the Senate Intelligence Committee over its report on Bush Intelligence Committee over its report on Bush Intelligence Committee over its report on Bush Intelligence Committee over its report on Bush----era "enhanced interrogationera "enhanced interrogationera "enhanced interrogationera "enhanced interrogation techniques" and now we know  techniques" and now we know  techniques" and now we know  techniques" and now we know 
why. Turn off your new $7 GE light bulb for 1 hour.why. Turn off your new $7 GE light bulb for 1 hour.why. Turn off your new $7 GE light bulb for 1 hour.why. Turn off your new $7 GE light bulb for 1 hour. 1 Trillion cans of H @  1 Trillion cans of H @  1 Trillion cans of H @  1 Trillion cans of H @ ----254 C below decks on the JFK Super Carrier is not part254 C below decks on the JFK Super Carrier is not part254 C below decks on the JFK Super Carrier is not part254 C below decks on the JFK Super Carrier is not part of CIA  of CIA  of CIA  of CIA 
"enhanced interrogation techniques" for 15 Billion People on Earth..."enhanced interrogation techniques" for 15 Billion People on Earth..."enhanced interrogation techniques" for 15 Billion People on Earth..."enhanced interrogation techniques" for 15 Billion People on Earth... Foolish Covert Operations Enhanced Mecca with $777 Trillion in  Foolish Covert Operations Enhanced Mecca with $777 Trillion in  Foolish Covert Operations Enhanced Mecca with $777 Trillion in  Foolish Covert Operations Enhanced Mecca with $777 Trillion in 
USA $4 Gas money.USA $4 Gas money.USA $4 Gas money.USA $4 Gas money. This is a "War Crime" they will all go to Hell for! Stupid Criminals today This is a "War Crime" they will all go to Hell for! Stupid Criminals today This is a "War Crime" they will all go to Hell for! Stupid Criminals today This is a "War Crime" they will all go to Hell for! Stupid Criminals today Foolish Criminals!  Foolish Criminals!  Foolish Criminals!  Foolish Criminals! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth!  HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth!  HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth!  HQ... 15 Billion the Population of Earth! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines Harvest! BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines Harvest! BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines Harvest! BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 15 Million Helicopter Combines Harvest!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Fish in the Ocean Off Key West!  in the Ocean Off Key West!  in the Ocean Off Key West!  in the Ocean Off Key West! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account! ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account! ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account! ORWELL HQ... $777 Trillion from Mecca in Greg + Mary B's Chase Bank Account!

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 4 New Hemingway Movies at the Tropic Cinema! Written at the  Movies at the Tropic Cinema! Written at the  Movies at the Tropic Cinema! Written at the  Movies at the Tropic Cinema! Written at the 
Hemingway House Writers ClaHemingway House Writers ClaHemingway House Writers ClaHemingway House Writers Classes lastsses lastsses lastsses last week... Mach 007 speed!  week... Mach 007 speed!  week... Mach 007 speed!  week... Mach 007 speed! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for
everyone in the USA... InventSomething! everyone in the USA... InventSomething! everyone in the USA... InventSomething! everyone in the USA... InventSomething! 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell PO BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell PO BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell PO BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... Observers can send cash or Check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, Fl  Box 214 Key West, Fl  Box 214 Key West, Fl  Box 214 Key West, Fl 
33041 for Gregs 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's33041 for Gregs 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's33041 for Gregs 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's33041 for Gregs 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects (with Intel Xeon CPU) for everyone in the USA 1,001 Invention Projects
preinstalled with links to get you started. preinstalled with links to get you started. preinstalled with links to get you started. preinstalled with links to get you started. 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for 
everyone ineveryone ineveryone ineveryone in the USA  the USA  the USA  the USA 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 114 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ... 1 Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for  Trillion Dollars fund for MacBook Pro's (with Intel Xeon CPU) for 
everyone ineveryone ineveryone ineveryone in the USA  the USA  the USA  the USA 

4444----1111----14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...14 APRIL FOOLS 1984 TOP BRASS AT GEORGE ORWELL HQ...

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be builtSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be builtSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be builtSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 
Key West with $777Key West with $777Key West with $777Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 
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Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical 

School built on an EiffelSchool built on an EiffelSchool built on an EiffelSchool built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key 
West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School shouldSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School shouldSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School shouldSheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3 be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 14 as Greg flew into 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3 with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3----4444----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical 

School built on an EiffelSchool built on an EiffelSchool built on an EiffelSchool built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3 Tower Structure should be built today 3----30303030----14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key  $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key 
West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3West Medical School on 3----4444----2011.2011.2011.2011.

4444----1111----14 'High Performance Mode' 14 'High Performance Mode' 14 'High Performance Mode' 14 'High Performance Mode' ---- CIA High Achievers have already CIA High Achievers have already CIA High Achievers have already CIA High Achievers have already segregated the Universe... Cook's "Best French Butter" for their  segregated the Universe... Cook's "Best French Butter" for their  segregated the Universe... Cook's "Best French Butter" for their  segregated the Universe... Cook's "Best French Butter" for their 
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